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LETTERS OF TRANSMITTAL

NOvENMIER 9, 1955.
li. PA L It. ),, O1AS, ,

Chairman, Joint committeee on the Economic Report,
United States Senate, Wa8hington, D. C.

DEAn SE NATOR DotmiA m: Transinitted herewith are the papers sub.
mitted by the panelists invited to appear before (he Subcommittee on
Tax Poficy. I'irsuant to instructions contained in the March 14,
1955, report of the full committee, the subconmittee is conducting a
stidy of FIcleVal tax policy fo ecoioiic growth 1111d stability.

These paliers are presented in advance of the subvoinnittee's hear-
ings to be liehl December 5-16 to provide the members of the sub.
.ominittee, the panelists, and the public an opportunity to examine

the major issues lying within the Scope of the study as they will be
developed in oral statements and discussions at, the hearings.

WJVLIIUil 1). MI/Ls,
Chairman, Subcommittee on 7'ax Policy.

l. 111nuvlt D. N0MV.11V1 qIn,

Chaip nan, Subootnittee on Tao Polcy,
House of Representative8, Washlngton, D. C.

D)Alt M. M1Axs: Transmitted herewith are the l)apers submitted
by the panelists invited to appear before the Subcommittee on Tax
PSolicy in its stld(y of Federal tax policy for economic growth anI
stobi'itv. The papers are preseted in orier of the schedule,! appear.
utice ot the pIme ists (lurIng the subcommittee's hearings, I ecem.
ler 5-16.

The selection of the topics and issues in Federal tax policy with
which these papers deal reflects in part the results of the meeting of
flie subcommittee with the panelists on May 24, 1955. At the meeting,
the panelists were invited to offer suggestions with respect to the ques-
tions which should be examined in the subcommittee s study. Their
interest and cooperation have been of great assistance to the staff.

Included as an appendix are certain additional materials which have
been submitted for tie subcommittee's examination. While it was not
possilble to invite all those wishing to do so to appear during the hear.
ints, every etfort has been made to make their views available to the
subomnfittee, either in the appendix or by direct transmittal to the
subcommittee.

These papers were assembled in this vohune by Norman B. Ture,
economist for the subcommittee. The paml)(rs are )resented as sub-
mitted without editing by the staff. (movEl IV. EN StLEY,

,Staff Director.
III
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0vw'. '1tiJ'41 illll ow l' r 1 i will ' thM, Iit, 11) thfik (frerurufidt. i)rriganla

I Ice, we .t'cuxpuneil only eidr'r the.I ifI1in ry tireileM e,f war, W'A

CIwI -I i't ' f ' If111ielig5 Jitlfei r 0 , he i ftW N fifat ionr' narid If' n g.1

to provi I h.li , Iee'o-gw's leM l t, ' i'h,'..Iry for thi. a eerorrw P i t growth.

TEIIilOyiw',et AN1t, f 1J1, tender whi'h th e but v( nmitte; on thA
'1'oro0nie Ieepo t wi ,ltalliahe. th. o.t hem rha.iz o th Cor tind-

leg I'w'hio.11ihlIt y of onigrley to i nio all !rac tiea hle means to prmNte
"1exiee41 1 ,01 lyrreet, iir'0th' ion, arl purchasinr Ao mver'within

' Thl mirtnton.nt wan ,1dewl~vre1 hy Mr. MwIIIa at a pillnnlwnh m~mlng 'f thA411 rohtnmltr'et 1101(h th prnwrn. Mayr 2fo fk'-ie. . g
'Trn I i:ennomlc O/rowth, a ('uenpavttonf nf th. Wrnt~rn Powe'rq an') thi' t!t~'Cof Ro'.A OtIiit p rgra ms'ul fori ie' Jone (!omtltt' on the nmwe, R.ant o , h i tIh Athv4

Itot'rHeee Iln rdcn# of the' ,ihrary of (Cootires, , 8,4e Conet,,, 24 ee'u., W.w aegtlnn, law$4.
'itewntlnl Psonomlc growthh of tha Unit' d Stare' Do[norn the' ?1er D""a4e. Mnteaprparmil er the Jofnt C 0omm6tt, on tb EiBenaote R'port t the COmmittop tan, t81

Con. d nt, Wabnto , 1954.
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2 FEDERAL TAX POLICY FOR ECONOMIC GROWTH AND STABILITY

I take it to be the purpose of these hearings to study the possibilities
of sustaining and, if possible, improving upon this record of growth
and stability in the years ahead, and more particularly to study how
tie tax policy pursued by the Federal Government might contribute to
this end. I feel honored by the invitation to make observations intro-
ductory to this undertaking which, so far as I know, is unprecedented
in the operations of the Congress, at least in the magnitude of the
roundup of economists involved. [ho responsibility for my observa-
tions is mine alone, although I have had the benefit f the counsel of a
large number of economists in addition to that of my associates in the
department of economics of the McGraw-Hill Publishing Co.

Although the economy as a whole has made anl imposing record of
growth and stability in this postwar period, there is reason to believe
that, if we are well enough informed and wise enough, it could be
improved upon. For one thing, the record hits ipon it t lie great blight
of a decline of about one-third in the value of the dollar since 19)45.
While stimulating to some types of economic activity this has worked
cruel hardship on millions of relatively helpless people living on fixed
incomes such as pensions. The belitf that price inflation is not an
essential element of the growth we have attidned in the postwar period
is encouraged by the fact that we have had relative prices stability in
the last few years, and along with it it comntinuation of growth, This
has also been true at earlier periods in our history.

CoNoEIr or STABILrrY

At the same time there is no reason to suspect that we shall soon
develop a sure-fire formula to assure that our economy will sustain
hoth a rapid and absolutely steady rate of growth. In the concept of
stability used in these observations such a development is conceivable.
This once pt of stability is that of it relatively small deviation from
the course beingg followed, rather thai the failure to woloh or indeed
make any movement at all which is associated with something that is
completely dead.

In this conception of stability an economy would be stable even if it
were growing fist but steadily.' And it is conceivable t hat the myriad
of forces at work it our economy at any given time would so fall into
halance that for a time there wold be growth and perfect stability so
far as the economy as a whole is concerned. Indeed, in time postwar
period there have been times when conflicting forces within the econ-
omy have so offset each other as to produce relative stability overall,
or what economists have taken to calling a rolling readjustment.
Such a development is illustrated by the chart which follows.
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Movement of Gross Notional Product and Selected Components
First Quarter, 1953--Fourth Quarter,1954
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Source, U $D.-po~t nen on Commerce

Di~turTilng nature of growth
If our economy were to grow both rapidly and at an absolutely

steady rate for a sustailned period, it woukd be a fluke, the result of a
chance balancing of a myriad of disturbancess against which no elec-t 0roni computer yet pro iced seems capable of calculating the odds.
For the very process of growth is disturbing. New people showv up
or 01(1 people show up in new l)laces; new products are introduced
and replace old i)roducts; new pr'ocesses are introduced and replace
present workers-all (disturbing the existing state of economic a fairs
and introducing unstable elements. To be sure of perfect stability
it would be necessary to eliminate these disturbing elements, andgrowth with it. Thle problem thus become nbot how we can have
growth and perfect stability, but how, on a compromise basis, it is
possible to have arrangements accommodating an adequate rate ofgrowth and a degree of stability which is relatively satisfactory.

Our postwar experience suggests that it is not too much to hopethat a long-term rate of economic growth of 3 to 4 percent a year can
be maintained without having fluctuations of much greater magnitude
in the total volume of economic activity. It seems quite clear, how-
eve, that the vision of perfect stbility and rapid growth is a dan-
gerous mirage. if the stability were p,'ovided a trying to have more
jobs than job seekers available at all times, the outcome to be antici.
patedl would be a price inflation so violent that it would court violentntorruption of allgrowth If perfect stability were sought by having
perfect individual income equality all around, the result would be the
elimination of those incentives which, in a free society, are essential
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itlducetlments to flt' ecouoi1ic pioh1eei'ilig Ii1l adventni'ilg which II1'(of th i'M eiilt' of eeouiolie growth h.
Thl~lr l' th1101'o, if Course, will) rejeel the' obye livi' of growth its

It fool's objItive. Soll of tles, i' i eli 't jiliiilrily oil gettiiig llt o
lieivei obe1'vl Ilidtl there is lI 1it) re'ili tI)l ll lev ' I lu i'll iol ic growilEw11
eitilor lindividull h O ClIiI vely, i lu'I'IMPH linltiu1)is 1' OVIVO 0f
,lind, Itid lli t, i1l filc, illet hi ug of I hI' vi' isme urs u .is 111 hi iscotl-
11ediou tli' (41 M4114ii) Eloio liS IS .INPrITMI :

* * iii0 h 1lt ll ly r 1 illel\ti t A l' h, l li' ill Mt ll''iOIIII H cll ll lllg'l' NIll
1110 CiAII1 ti t IIN la i 4OIOi j ---l1111 Mf1111% IOf h (tll Of ll n n11 r.''11 11111 lil CO ItIi
blitest si thiid t i li vlli 'i, fl i nt i11, I h, ( lilli silih I' Ul;1ul,1 l, 111of tli' r i l it-
Vlnell1l0 l1111111ry 111111 111111 l Wmq, 1'. lil 11ilhstlehvel or lii1hhllh lvelhlll-. 111

flt hi t ll 111r 11N i 11 11 lI 114i i llt I1111 1i1ii 141", 1h111 lhie w 1iih 11111ever Peonl. It In o11o J11wl 1s %%ell fur (lit, ()hll World to l'is111i1uleu IIiIt It lrm-

Vhhed tlle whre1 hll ll fI t'r frle , ld rvl al'i . 11111 I lll' 1111 'n'1111iy pro-
411f 1 Ill A4hfli' 1411 ' i i il l l-lelllp| i t ll l h114,4i 11,4i 'lii 11 ll'im ll i li,f 11,

lv ,ll dlvh lild li h I llhly 4,4l' l '1111, lMll h ii erel livp
vi'iiiiIIrlelx,

V' iterd State', reorion'i , then!Ith and! the free, wrhtl

It is s igl ia1 h 1, u Iu , lhlin ilhlig wi h lt' l f fli, iho1e v111 u ltl
f1r1its tlur Nelltionl's wontlii g1'owl 14a lpotwe', th 11"'vlewiort
Cited the g'oiel ltoiin to (lt fr'e i riht l rovild bny .ur l'l t l
lhlailue the of ll"'l l ui '1 I' i te' t'o'l iic lug 'IllI.t s iwol iit, g1ii8 p'tii

A 'llt 11r'elii stril Io ro eill i.t,,i, 111d pr 1op rly, Ii)i Iu'orel Wilh
ba' iv-eiialIl - I mellIrili 111 an oit (U11111 iu,a htug it II Wl i h elh
4,,)a. eil v o . 111iv1 ill Ih, loiniil luiliot lug t eiuihl, ieg fo a WorlAlld Ihe% (o' iIIIIIi.'t mor1.h. Thi.s 1elli 1.llhilp wits .',11-es..e Iq (ylli

Chair- lt 111 o hfiile a c lt i glly Inese lirizog. ii hi. n ;qu-
ig remarks whe1f liv t d :
Thepriweli on the s s f of 1 c \rlo oi'lni lA e s I llnilllm 11iioi, fo regii o nd

tiwty Ii onc ntivel ramthr t in vr i lhlllittlll moelt, fill, e(41rh-
hw1weell Hasl ltnd west llly Is loityle d, Int rugie hto awen choflhtlg

iievloglts. our lalks 1er wermot is okr ngll.y Ilo provide i r olluumllyv'\Iull11l ho41'ltwil 11n1d 1 C iliti111ll. ullUoflng s4taildard tit lvi\'lg fr till.

rindiitys a o provil a eontiudl, expabsing horizon ad im-
proving standard wof livi b t which iugresruan Mills roe rrme haa crucial bearin# not onlv oil our survival value inter.|atiotially, but

oD (lte sue sfu| ondue! of our American ewiny, for which op)or-
tunit and inenuive rahe r han eomnaid, provi the ross nftriv-
ing power. A gdcw wiicg cohamulity o r a ng eterpism offers
qun vital elelevts of opportunity and iueelltivo to a degree which
is inevitably lacking wher, growth is lacking. It also sovides room
for idiviual nouomi toanenent, the abee o which is an
invitation to what may be a debilitating struggle ov r income 9 . -distribution.
Dilpewity of rnea."Iring 9roirtt

As a measure of our Naton s economic growth, the, gross national
product, which has already been used here and is perhaps most fre-.
quently used, leaves a great deal to be desired. For examp e, in con-
apptinii at least. it would include the billion dollars which Dr. William
C. Foster, president of the Manufacturing Chemists Association,
rtwentil estimated is being spent annually for materials and services
by AnTeriean industry to combat smog," an operation which at best

M tpatelt to the N'ew York 11am from Paudena, Calif., April 21, 1955. p. 80.
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anerely gets rid of Is drag on the ec'onoiny with no net addition to its
stretigih illo capacity to contribute to hlilman welfare. At tile sanie
filli, thi per cltljitta ilnCr'else iii tho conismi)tion of goolf and services
cotitriluti g I ositiVely to tutit wel fa'e, whichI is urged by some as a
better uteatHi r of womtiot;if growth, atlso N5 defective. It leaves out
of teCoil'ttt IIht, eleinet of growth requireil for the military defenses

1-4,1l4 for 1o. tio e I ohlr'aly ute of cojliuiti leg to have any welfare
t fill. lE', mldtl it) lhe ileit of e(otontic growth it, this juncture
inlt.i bI boh i dvaile ili eoto iiiiei. weftre atld the iiiilitary trenith
to te feid it. IUni sonte sitisfnttory (ollllmont denominator or
titPiIslll'il. I l i ' e litill is d,vist',i, flie'g'(i ,M iiat ioial liroditet serves
111 It h rttg ,l't't3' i'otghi Ii't.1 lllP Of ,coliolilhi gi-owth.

'AURsl (llov'ril AND STABILITY

,\t thi1 j tt it w0vthl i10 gitifyiing to be tble to launch into a
s.'iM of tI.i.i VP gliV'- i'l/it1ioni iilhotit eoriornie growth id economic
nt bili fy whi it VouthIl aft h-e141 gefiiure in file dirfion of policies that
WOIld hPIl d 1 f 1Ie Most ,4flhui)HOi1tM pi0SiiblP coMbIlitatio (f them. But
while, aM I shell idticaid s.tlb'jq&tfly, it, is possible to make a few
ge tttrtl tih4rtiotis of this type, which 1tiy be helpful, the possi-
biliie along this irae Ir lititited.

Th'lis iM (1114, ini JtINt , 0 10 he fac uit. it, is only in recent years that
(Ie( study of (141ti0ot1li 1iM .111 I Mtid its t1-1t16011810104 asWith eVCOfO~h c
stiheIlity litsM biecome it iuitjor Miijt'tt of intjui ty by eofloists.
Th'eret forf, ei'o1iric gi'owth had liti prettv wet I tken for granted,
and in tlue I Niteld States at lamt not wilhtuti, . ome cause. F or until
le great depri4iot of the fthi'tis tuimiporarily halted the Nation's

economic growth in the pi mms of attaivng an umpreledented degree
of instability, ti eoiontv seems to have continued to grow in spite
of widely varying agrees of stability.

In their study of the rittionships between growth and stability,
ecoioinis must also hear their constant cross of never having eco-
tiomic events unfold ill the same way twice. In this postwar period
there have been elements betiring on both growth and stability, such as
treonendus backlogs of war-created demand, which are nonrecurring
and elements such as a Korean war, which no one wants to recur.
And, finally, there are. so many ipniportantt variables shaping both
growth ani Istability that fie number of combinations in which they
van and do occur is enormous.
eteients determning9 grointh

It is possible to catalog in a general way the elements which may
play key roles in permitting or producing economic growth, most of
which also have t bearing on stability because they are disturbing.
For the American economy the conventional catalog of these elements
includes relative abundance of natural resources, population increase,
advance in knowledge and, technology, adequate saving and investment
to exploit tllis advance and the incentive to do it voluntarily, widely
diffused consumer income and a strong individual drive to get awd
spend more.

In other nations and economies, of course, the catalog of elements
determining growth or lack of it would be quite different. For ex-
ample, one recalls the poignant closing of a letter from an East Indian
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civil servant to a friend in England on the occasion of the birth of his
19th child, "Oh, Lord, when will this mischief cease?" There were
not the drive or the resources at hand to make this addition to the
population a boon. In the Soviet Union the command of a dictator-
ship is a driving force for economic growth whereas the United
States, in happy contrast, relies largely on incentives to produce it
voluntarily.
Factors bearing on stability

As it is possible to catalog the main factors bearing on economic
growth? it is possible to produce a similar catalog of the elements
which, in addition to those covered in the catalog of growth elements,
may have important bearings on the stability of an economy. A full-
blown catalog of this type would perhaps take as many ;words as I
am permitted-for this whole statement and include elements as diverse
as the decisions of the Federal Reserve Board oil monetary and credit
policy and the decision of M. Christian Dior, the Paris dressmaker,
oil feminine adornment.

Some of the main headings of such a catalog would note that the
Federal Government contributes to the stability or instability of the
economy by what it does about defense spending, public works foreign
aid, transfer payments, taxation, money, and credit and lending. Bust-
ness management makes the same contribution by what it does about
wage payments, the introduction of new products, methods, and
models, its spending for new producing facilities, and the handling
of its inventories. What wageworkers seek in the way of wage ad-
justments and the methods used to secure the adjustments have an
important bearing on the economic stability. And so does the pattern
of the distribution of income to consumers and what they decide to
do with the income received, and the degree to which they decide to
supplement it by borrowing. And playing over all these elements,
and shaping virtually all of them are such elemental factors as the
weather andthe ebb and flow of war and peace.

In this postwar period the defense expenditures of the Federal
Goverflment have been the principal unstabilizing element in our
economy, certainly not through design but as a reflection of the for-
tunes of wars. Between 1945 and 1947 expenditures of the Federal
Government for goods and services dropped by 84 percent; between
1947 and 1953 these expenditures increased by 227 percent, and since
then have declined by about 24 percent, exercising leverage on the
economy accordingly. It is obvious that if stability is the goal, the
most important single step is to eliminate war an;l threats of war.

Second only to defense expenditures in the breadth of their fluctua-
tions in the postwar period have been the fluctuations in the rate of
business inventory formation. Between 1048 and 1949 it dropped
about $8.5 billion; between 1949 and 1951 it went up by about $12.6
billion, and then from 1951 to 1954 declined by about the same amount.
These swings had the effect of upsetting the balance between sales
and production and employment, a large increase in inventories rep-
resenting an increase in production without sales to balance and a
large runoff of inventories, the reverse. But the inventory swings
were, in turn, reflections of other basic developments, such as prospec-
tive changes in prices.
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EXPLANATIONS OF BUSINESS FLUCTUATIONS

After sorting the myriad of different kinds of economic fluctuations
into broad categories such as those stemming from the changes in
the seasons and those stemming from long-term developments, econ-
omists have, as you know made it a principal branch of their art
to develop broad basic explanations of business fluctuations, and par-
ticulaly wiat historically have been more or less regularly recurring
ups and downs in the total volume of business, or business cycles.
Study of these ebbs and flows of business has resulted in an enormous
body of descriptive and analytical literature, and a majestic array
of explanatory theories, ranging from those which rely l)rimarily on
such elemental pheiiomena as the pull of gravity to those which look
pritnarily to monetary management for tle basic explanation.

'This study, however, has resulted in considerably less than una-
nimity among duly accredited economists about the true explanation
of business cycles. These hearings will be most unusual if, among
the several score of economists to be assembled, there is none to offer
what is purported to be a sovereign cure for economic stability which
also dondbles as a perfect elixir for economic growth. But those who
claim a sure-fire explanation of business cycles will not be representa-
tive of the economist's craft, where there is anything but unanimity
about tile causes and cures of business cycles. indeed, there are many
reputable economists who tend toward the view that the classical pat-
tern of business cycles may have, been shattered by such developments
as the emergence of government as a dominant force in the economy.
Dr. Arthur F. Burns who, prior to his appointment as Chairman of
the President's Council oi Economic Advisers, was Director of Re.
search of the National Bureau of Economic Research, which has illus-
triously concentrated on the study of business cycles, remarked in his
annual report to the Bureau's Board of 1)irectors on March 2, 19153,
that-

Not only have recent lluctuathns and aggregate activity become less regular
in direction but many of their Internal features have been modified.

It would be a disservice to the economist's craft to leave the impres-
sion that the state of opinion about the nature of business cycles and
their causes is completely chaotic. For example, there is a broad
range of agreement about the key role of monetary and credit expan-
sion and contraction in producing surges of business and recessions.
There is also general agreement that a hick of balance between invest-
ment and consumption may precil)itate severe ecomionuc ups and
downs. But it would be an even greater disservice to intimate that
VCc('Imnmists see eye to eye in the expIaliation of business fluctuations.

REL..vTbox BETWEEN GrOWTII ANt) STABILITY

If, however, there is lack of unanimity among economists about the
basic causes of cyclical fluctuations in business, there is still less ina-
nimity about the relationships between these fluctuations and eco-
nomnie growth. 'lThis is understanldable enough, for many more vari-
alles get involved in the study of these relationships. At one extreme
there is the theory, developed hy the British economist, J. R. Iicks,
that the iiehalismis producing'husiness cycles and economic growth
have quite different and distinct origins. At the other extreme is

731834-'56----2
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e-quimlnun, to which reforene, has, bePen rnade, is the need ofhavyi i've. inet to repl,ae wornout facilites. The urgency of this need
is underlined by the reullti of surveys of the state ofOlir industrial

IquIimnt, of which it is a national misfortune that we have so few
,,,( fse of such limited scope. For example. a survey of the age
of the metalworking machinery liued by American industry, made
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by the McGraw-Hill magazine American Machinist in 1953, dis-
closed that 56 percent of this machinery, which is perhaps our most
basic industrial equipment, was over 10 years old, or too old to take
advantage of the manifold improvements in tool design since the end
of WorldI War 11. The survey also disclosed that 19 percent of all
machine tools, 25 percent of all metalworking tools and 10 percent
of other machine sop equipment was over 20 years, an age making
them thoroughly obsolete.
Long-range business planning

Coupled with a national need of a high level of business illvestmeilt
in the years immediately ahead is a will on the part of Anerialm
business to meet this neeld, and a will to meet it in a imaemr steadily
enough sustained to make the process a stabilizing force. Surveys of
business plans for new plant and equipment t, made by the 5hGmr" -
Hill department of economics over tle past. 8 years, disclose that over
this period there has been a great growth of longer range platliiiig
of business investment. 

I

Eight years ago, only a small fraction of the firms cooperat ing in
our surveys could give us any investment plans for tile year ahead.
Over 90 percent of the companies coo)erating in our 1955 survey, and
companies representing a very broad segment of American blnsiiuesS,
could give estimates of their expenditures for 1956, and an imposing"
number had developed investment programs rumiig several yealms
ahead. This year's survey, which covered business investment plan."
not only for 1955 )ut for the years 1956 through 1958 indicated clearlY
that, so far its its plms are concerned, American business managemlnt
is I)repared to maintain a relatively high level of capital investment
over these years, and thus make a key contribution to both economic
growth and economic stability.

TAx POLICY AND INVESTMENT

It is one thing to have a national need of a high level of capital
investment and plans on the part of business to meet the need; it i6
quite another to have the financial capacity to carry out the plans.
This capacity obviously depends on having the necessary funds avail-
able and quite as obviously this, in turn, depends in decisive degree
on ihe tax policy of the Pederal Government. Through the taxes
imposed upon business and individual income andthe methods pre-
scribed for their administration, Federal tax policy has a key bear-
ing both on the funds available for capital investment, and the ill-
centive to use it for that purpose.

In developing its tax policy the Federal Government faces the un-
comfortable necessity of working out a compromise in pursuing di feI-
ent and possibly coilflicting purposes which a preponderance of the
electorate will find relatively tolerable. There is tile purpose of see-
ing that taxes are so apportioned as to comport with the prevailii.
community sense of fairness, as an ethical consideration. There "is
the technical purpose of not having too much of the tax collections
eaten up by the cost of making them. WAVhile a beleaguered but tin-
bowed body of economists still deplores the purpose of using tax col-
lections as an economic stabilizing device, there is no conflict with the
purpose of having the impact of taxation disturb the economy its little
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as possible. And insofar as growth and economic stability are joint
objectives of Federal tax policy, it is axiomatic that this policy will
give encouragement to a high level of capital investment, and to the
educational and research activities which are a prelude to much of it.

The encouragement of a high level of ca ital investment is, of course,
much more than a matter of tax rates. To be sure, these rates have a
decisive role in determining whether business firms and individuals
have the funds necessary to maintain such a level, and they have a
major role in determining whether they have the incentive to use the
funds for this purpose. But incentive is a compound of a complex
array of other elements such as confidence in the future fairness of
the Government in taxing private capital investment and sparing it
destructive competition friom Government-sponsored elements.

Viewed superficially the high level of business investment in new
plant and equipment during the postwar period would suggest that
the taxation as well as other key elements bearing U)On it have been in
generally salubrious adjustment. Before resting too comfortably on
this impression it should be noted that capital investment by busi-
ness during this period has had some very unusual stimulants. These
include a great backlog of capital requirements built up during World
War II and the great rush to create more defense facilities which was
prompted by the outbreak of the Korean war. ro expedite the crea-
tion of these facilities through private investment, the Federal Gov-
ernment has granted over $30 billion in accelerated depreciation and
thus given a great direct stimulus to such investment.
Balancing investment ad consumer spending

These hearings will be most unusual if the taxation of the sources
of capital investment by business is not treated by some witnesses as
involving essentially a crude tug-o-war between those who favorsoaking business firms and indivduals i the upper income brackets
for the benefit of the great mass of consumers and( those who favor the
ol)posite course. No matter how much traction it may have politically,
however, this is a l)hioly ecomomnic issue. It is axiomatic that the
sustained maintenance of a high level of cal)ital investment by busi-
ness is dependent upon a high level of consumer expenditure. But
it by no means follows that an increase in the consumer income avail-
able for expenditure is promptly translated into an increase in capi-
tal investment to take care of the increased consumer demand. Nor
does it follow that an increase in the funds available for capital in-
vestment automatically carries with it the increase in consumer ex-
penditure necessary to validate such an increase.

The problem involved is one of maintaining a balance between capi-
tal investment by business and spending by consumers which keeps
both on a relatively even and expanding keel. At present the average
American industrial worker is backed by about $12,500 in capital in-
vestment,' mitch of it in complicated equipment the production of
which is a long time-consuming process. It is the fact of this invest-
ment in capital equipment which explains in large part the high pro-
ductiveness of American workers and high level of living enjoyed by
Americans. The fact that the provision of the capital equipment is
a complicated, time-consuming process explains, or should explain, in

'Oapital Goods Review. August 1055, published by the Machinery and Allied Products
Institute, Washington, D. C.
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decisive degree why the process of capital investment, must. he steadily
141stainled to secure steady idvanice in the productivity of Aierican
Workers and economic stlie ility.

Perhaps lui haI!ily, the g;'oun to 1e covered by theso' introducto'y o).
servatio s do (s not, include the idelaled prescription of th Federal
tax policies to be fol lowed to lissli'e the stealydv l1l IIIii('lie of it higlh
level of capital investment by l)tISil('55. I Slav hafil10 1ec4use wiht(,fil bt, said o l tis subject, with a l I'll lie of sceleitific retitiud e is

limited. It, is my impression that, in itself it 52-pereit, 1'ede'ial in-
e oIIe-t ax rite on fill vorporit, ilcomes ilbio'e $25,000I)V per year is it
threat to tlhe miaintellnaev of a hiigh level of eliilal i ivesil he!, 1 nl1
may work a part itiularly vri 1)1)1 i ing soil of hardship on relitively sniall
id0 rapidly growing 'oilhlpillis. It, is also uiy mupressioll tial this

tihr'eat would have iuiade itself fell in recent, Yea i's if' we lid not had
iort, or less contiluotis Iom t imes, propelled ill laigro part by wIl'-

etvated shortages, and if we had not had now aind more gelle'olls pro-
visions for accelet'aqed de )ire'iat ion allovi; nets. IIhe ' tehrt ed de-
)reciitiol arrangements iave served as a substantial oll'set, for the

high rates of taxtion.
Pursuit. of this line of reflection to any certainly useful pupI)ose

would take me both in the realm of specullation about 4o1' economic
future and into the details of Federal taxation of lIsillm' income and
its administration, and hence beyond the scope of my assi nment and,
at least in part, beyond the scope of my voumpetenee. lovever, the
obser'vations prompted by this assignment. have been ineptly stated
if they have not uade tt clear that bolh economic growth and a crucial
i1easiir'e of economic stability depend on having a Federal tax policy
which is conducive to the maintenance of a high level of investment
in new plant find equipment by business.

1;CONM)IC S'ABiLITY AND GROWTH

A,.%iN ii. I ,mst:,N, Ilarvard Iliversity

Investment. is the key to both short-run stability and long-term
growth. If a rate of investment high enough to maintain full em-
ployment-historically about 16 to 17 percent of GNP-could he main-
tained indefinitely, we would have ac.iieved both stability and a rea-
sonable guaranty of sustained long-term growth. Unfortunately
however, the rate required to maintain full employment is not main.
tainable. This is the dilemma. A boom level of investment rushes
headlong into excessive capital accumulation. A boon level of in-
vestment, maintained for several years, causes the stock of capital to
increase so rapidly that further investment eventually becomes un-
profitable. It is tiis that sounds the death-knell of every boom. His
tory revea Is, and the current capital-stock-adjustnint theories demon-
strate, that the booni level of investment is considerably in excess of
the maintainable rate. This, it cannot be emphasized too strongly, is
the basic problem that confronts us as we consider the problem of
economic stability and long-term growth.

The recent literature on growth has had a great deal to say about
the ratio of capital to output. The comparative stability of this
ratio over the long run has well nigh led some economists to forget
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the law of diminishing marginal productivity. It is just not true
that one can continue to build more and more plant and more and
more equipment and out of this process obtain a commensurate growth
of finial output. I listorically t1he eapi al-outlt-ratio has indeed been
fairly stable but that is only because whenever the declining marginal
l)roductvity of capital sets in, investment falls off, and so a new bal-ance is reached.

Observing the historical ratio of capital to output, it is easy to fall
into tio error which currently we frequently encounter, namely, that
any desi'ed rate of growth is possible if we but push the rate of in-
vestiilent, lhard enough. If tie historical rate of capital accumulation
has made possible all increase in output of, say, 81/2 percent per an-
n1ma why lhen, it is asked, should we not double the rate and thereby
obi a n am miumal rate of growth of output of say 7 )ercent per annum.
I f out I1 is 11 '1li lo of I he rialte of clital accnumulation, thelre would
be virtually no limit to the rate of long-term growth. We might, it
woui seeil,, enjoy ally desired rate of growth if we were only prepared
to push i mvest mint to the linilt. Some recent pronouncements from
high (Covernmnemt, officials stein, I suggest, from this philosophy.

As we opeM (ll disctissions on stability and growth we wildo well,
I believe, to consider carefully this all important matter.

For their moment, let us set aside the problem of stability and con.
ceil rtle attentioii on loi-teim growth. What now are the real bases
of long-term growth? The answer, I believe, is not capital accumu-
hit ion though t his plays necessary, albeit restricted role. The an-
swemr, I suggest, is rather scientific research and invention. If these
Call be Iade to girow at a more rapid rate than in the past, then we
shall in the usual case be able to open up deeper and broader outlets
for investment, and thereby accelerate the rate of long-term growth.
These new outlets, would pJlobably, but not necessarily, raise the ratio
of investment to GNP to it figure Yigher than the long-term maintain-
able rate which we have found possible in the past.

recently, however, ve have been talking altogether too much I feel,
not about ways and means of opening investment outlets, but merely
aboutways and means of artificially stimulating investment. Ac-
celerated depreciation is a case in point. This could, of course, be
applied in it cyclically stabilizing manner. But this has not been
done. Instead the measure recently adopted is in effect a subsidy
which made continuously, without regard to cyclical fluctuations,
would tend to push investment faster than otherwise beyond the main-
tainable rate.

It would of course be quite possible to carry the process of subsi-
dization of investment very much further than is contemplated with
respect to the accelerated-depreciation device. Indeed, it could be
carried to almost any desired point. The rate of obsolescence and
replacement would hereby be greatly accelerated. We could, if
we wished to, raise the rate of capital r placement to a point at which
no house would be no more than. say, 15 years old, no plant more than,
say, 10 years old, and no machinery more than, say, 2. years old, or
even further. If we are prepared'to restrict our consumption with
sufficient severity we could acquire, at least in the United States, an
incredible degree of "newness" or "youth" in our stock of fixed capital
goods.
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A high degrees of stability in the value of money mus2t be an Impo~r-
tant consideration of piiblic policy. Yet we are. Ifepar, in cons4iderable.
danger of making a fetiqh of rigid price stability. This fetish could
easily become a serious obstacle to optimuim expansion and growth.
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If we are going to be frightened away by every slight increase in
prices we are likely to fall far below the growth of which we are
potentially capable.

We use the term "inflation" far too loosely. The word "inflation" is
used to describe the astronomical price increases experienced by Ger-
many after World War I, and the same word is applied to the coi-
paratively moderate increases in prices in American history. The
phrase "inflationary pressures" has often become, I suggest, virtually
synonymous with "expansionary forces." Brakes are thereby applied,
and output is sacrificed to rigid price stability.

Might it not contribute to clearer thinking if we agreed to speak only
of "price increases" and not of "inflation" so long as output is increas-
ing percentagewise at least as rapidly as general wholesale prices? I
do not mean that we should rest quite content so long as every advance
in prices is matched by a corresponding rate of increase in output.
The monetary authorities should apl)ly judgment to a wide range
of data and *should not be tied to any single rule. Moreover, as
in the period since 1951, large output increases can at times be
achieved without any price increases. More frequently the two will
move in the same direction, though not necessarily at the same rate. In
general, however, I believe that we should not worry so much about
price increases so long as output is growing at a somewhat greater
percentage rate than prices.

The IVederal Reserve Act, including all its amendments, does not
make it the (uty or obligation of the System to maintain price stil-
bility. Rigid lpi'iee stability has indeed from time to time been urged
upon Congress and efforts hiave been made to obtain legislation which
would make this a declared policy of the Federal Reserve System.
These efforts were rightly resisted. Yet some recent pronouncements
indicate that there is soime danger that we are tending to drift in
the direction of this rigid dogma.

It should not be the primary aim of economic policy to maintain
rigid price stability. Nor should we set up goals to achieve either
any given dowi trend or any given uptrend in prices. Growth and ex-.
pansion should be our primary aim; price stability a secondary aim.
In the usual case we need not fear the free flow of expansionary forces
on a scale adequate to.produce full employment. If indeed we find
that prices are increasing percentagewise more rapidly than output,
brakes may then appropriately be applied. Indeed flere may at times
occur a combination of circumstances which may make a restrictive
policy desirable prior to any significant rise in prices.

Following World War II we had, as we all know, a considerable
price rise. There are those who regard this as simply due to war and
postwar mismanagement. I cannot agree. Granted that the controls
had to be removed-that politically speaking they could not be con-
tinued for a year or so longer-then I think it follows that some
considerable price rise was inevitable. This is trite because of the
accumulated shortages. Under these postwar circumstances, price
stability could not have been achieved unless indeed we had been pre-
pared to cut employment and income sufficiently to reduce demand to
the level of the then available output of consumer's goods, And a
severe cut of this characte would have been necessary.even though
there had been no widespread holdings of liquid savings, since people
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were quite prepared, in view of the backlog of demand for clothing,
household furnishings,. automobiles, etc., to spend all or nearly all
their current income. Any net investment in excess of corporate net
saving would under these circumstances have created inflationary
pressures.

The path we chose was much to be preferred. It brought indeed
a considerable rise in prices, but it gave us full employment and it
,timulated a tremendous outpouring of goods which already by the
middle of 1947 had drenched the inflationary fires.

Periods of rapid growth have usually also been periods of moderate
price increases. In the usual case, the price system tends to respond
in this manner to rapid expansion. It is not probable that we can
achieve in the next 20 years anything like the growth we are capable
of without some moderate increases in wholesale and consumer prices.

Economists generally tend to exaggerate the evils of moderate price
increases. The accumulated savings, it is said, are eaten into. Infla-
tion, it is said, tends to eliminate the sturdy middle class; and it con-
centrates income in the hands of the lucky ew.

These things have indeed always happened in the great astronomi.
cal inflations. And conclusions based on these undoubted facts are
then erroneously applied to such price increases as we have experi-
enced in the United States during the last half century.

The alleged evils which are typically cited are in fact based on
abstractions that have no relevance to conditions as we actually find
them in the United States. We have indeed experienced a consid-
erable price upheaval both in the first quarter and again in the
second quarter of the current century. But private property con-
tinues firmly in the saddle. Savings per family (after correcting
for price changes) are more than twice as large as in 1925. Urban
home ownership has increased from 45 to 55 percent. Farm owner-
ship has increased from 58 percent to 75 percent. The middle class
is stronger than ever before in our history. There is less inequality
in the distribution of income. Adjustments in social-security bene-
fits can be made and have been made when price changes occur. It
is, I believe fair to say that under the protection of social-security
payments, the problem of the impact of price changes on the fixed-
income group has become negligible.

In this connection, it is well to remember that nothing eats so
dangerously into family savings as deflation and unemployment. On
the other hand such considerable price increases we have had since
the end of World War II have not wiped out family savings. Ac-
cording to the Home Loan Bank Board, the accumulated savings, per
family, in life insurance, savings accounts, United States savings
bonds, and savings and loan associations has risen from $2,500 in
1944 to $4,200 in 1954, an increase (after correcting for consumer price
changes) of 10 percent in real purchasing power. I do not say that
we might not have done still betteF, had not the aftermath of the
war brought the price increases. But I do say we have not suffered
the serious effect on family savings that are so often quite irresponsi.
bly alleged.

Thus I conclude that if in the pursuit of price stability, we permit
and even foster, a considerable amount of unemployment we shall
then fail to achieve the growth of which we are capable. if, fearful
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of short-run instability, we fail to place the economy under the pres-
sure of an aggregate demand adequate to produce full employment,
we shall not even discover what our potentialities for growth are.
Under these circumstances we could easily drift into a condition of
stagnation.

Minor recessions from time to time we may not be able to avoid,
but we should not welcome them. Playing with fire may start a
conflagration. Formerly it was argued that even serious depressions
were useful-they cleansed$ so it was said, the economic system. This
argument is no longer heard, but we still hear it said that minor
recessions may prep are the way for vigorous growth. I venture the
prophecy that this bit of diagnosis will go the way of the old "cleans-ini theory."1

do not contend that minor recessions would prevent the attain-

ment of a satisfactory growth trend. Indeed even the great depres-
sion did not prevent our returning eventually to the long-term growth
line of around 31/2 percent. But it cost us the goods and services
which full employment throughout the thirties would have give
us. The aggregate cost in terms of 1955 dollars was about $050 bil.
lion. Minor periodic recessions would, of course, be less costly, but
the loss is nonetheless considerable in terms of human discouragement
and suffering and loss of aggregate national income. We worry about
a $5 billion foreign-aid program but we often seem little concerned
about a $20 billion loss of income due to a minor recession.

The pursuit of continuous long-term growth at a rate equal to our.
potentialities will require at times very large-scale financial opera-
tions by the Federal Government. This follows from the inherent
instability of investment. These operations can and should take
the form of both large changes in Government expenditure and large
changes in tax rates. The long-run trend of expenditures will doubt-
less (I leave military expenditures out) be upward, and as in the past,
this trend can be expected to rise more rapidly than the GNP. The
long-run trend in tax rates (I assume adjustment to a more nearly
peacetime basis) need not necessarily be upward. As income rises,
tax receipts will rise (even though tax rates are left constant) more
rapidly than income. But it is not probable (and in this matter we
do well not to delude ourselves) that tax revenues, at constant tax
rates, will rise sufficiently to equal the needed increase in Government
expenditures. Nor is it necessary or even desirable that this should be
the case. As the national income grows; so also, more or less, should
our supply of money and "near money" increase. The public debt,
under modern conditions, constitutes the backbone of our monetary
and banking system. A country with the GNP which we shall be
able to pro uce by 1975 will need a large increase in money and
"'near money." The public debt is "near money," and as such it serves
a useful purpose. It provides savings institutions, businesses and
individuals with a useful and necessary amount of liquidity. Indeed,
to provide the optimum growth of money and "near money" we may
well find it desirable to reduce tax rates.

Today we do not rely on the gold standard. We rely on the Federal
Reserve System, and it has given us responsible monetary manage-
ment. The balanced budget dogma, everyone now admits, has to go
by the board when depression and unemployment threaten. It has in
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fact (despite lip service to the contrary) been superseded by respon.
sible fiscal management. Still we need to improve our fiscal manage.
ment. This means a more careful eye on the efficient use of public
funds, and it means a better allocation of resources as between public
and private expenditures based on a careful concern for social
priorities.

BUDGET POLICY FOR ECONOMIC GROWTH

GERHARD CO.m, National Planning Association, Washington, D. 0.'

It is particularly appropriate that this series of congressional hear-
ings devoted to a consideration of tax policy should open with a num-
Ier of appraisals concerning (a) the economic outlook and (b) the
budget oulook for the near and the longer run future. Discussions
of changes in specific tax rates or of tax policy in general should con-
sider not only the effect of such changes on particular taxpaying
sectors, but also the effect on total budget activity and on the economy
as a whole. Whether in the interest of balanced economic growth it
is desirable that total tax revenues be increased or decreased or whether
modifications in the tax structure should leave total revenues un-
changed, are questions which involve consideration of economic im-
plications as well as of budget impacts.

To provide this committee with some of the answers to these per-
plexing problems is the task which has been assigned to me. A dis-
cussion of the Nation's economic outlook is t topic primarily within
the field in which economists should be competent. And yet, the rec-
ord of performance of the economist even in his own field, I must
admit, has not been very good. A discussion of the budget outlook,
however, necessarily leads the economist into fields where he cannot
be expected to have professional competence. Recognizing these
shortcomings, therefore, I undertake my assignment very humbly.

I. TIE BUDGET OUTLOOK IN TIlE NEAR AND LONGER RANGE FUTURE

Particularly since June 25, 1950, the Government's budget outlook
has been influenced by the need for sharply building up and main-
taining the Nation's military strength. Meanwhile, nondefense needs
such as road construction, school projects, etc., continued to grow
more pressing. The budget outlook for the near and longer range
future, therefore, should consider what changes, if any, can be ex-
pected in these two principal areas of Government activity.
A. Nationd seort! expenditures

If currently published reports about Soviet air strength and mili-
tary power in general are correct, one would be inclined to draw the
conclusion that the defense programs of the West are presently inade-

I In this paper I am expressing my own views, not necessarily those of the National
Planning Association. I acknowledge the assistance of Manuel Helmner in the preparation
of this paper.
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quate and that a substantial rise in defense expenditures is necessary.
n the other hand, the responsible statesmen of the various countries

are engaged in an attempt to ease existing tension and efforts are
being made toward removing some of the underlying causes of con-
flict and toward finding some mutually acceptable basis for a reduc-
tion in armaments. This period of negotiation, then, may be regarded
as a time for sting the sincerity and feasibility of tlese attempts.
Thus, the most realistic assumption which can be made at this time
concerning the level of defense expenditures in the near future prob.
ably is that until this newly created "spirit of Geneva" has been tested,
the United States will not reduce its current military programs but
will increase expenditures to the extent that higher outlays are made
necessary by increases in costs.

National security expenditures for the current fiscal year are esti-
mated at $38.7 billion in the Budget Review of August 1955. How-
ever, it appears that a sul)stantial amount of expenditure cuts below
1955 levels must still be made if actual expenditures in fiscal 1956
are not to wind up somewhat higher than estimated. Moreover, even
if no increase in defense programs or projected military strength takes
place, I would imagine that, because of cost and pay increases, ex-
penditures in the next fiscal year are not likely to be less than $40
billion.

For purposes of financial planning, however, we must look further
into the future. Projected levels of national security expenditures
depend, of course, on developments in the world situation. In ap-
praising the longer run budget outlook at this time, therefore, I can
conceive of two situations which are more likely to prevail. If some
disarmament becomes it real possibility, national security expenditures
could be substantially reduced. On the other hand, if world tension
should not be relieved and the United States should feel that it has
to strengthen its armament and defense preparations, expenditures
for national defense would be substantially increased. For this
reason table 1 shows two budget projections for the fiscal year 1960,
one (case I) with national security expenditures rising to $50 billion
and one (case III) with a reduction in defense spending to $29 billion.
Both figures are obviously rather arbitrary, but are intended to illus-
trate two alternative trends in national security programs. Case II,
while probably representing the least likely condition prevailing over
the longer run, assumes maintenance of national seurity expenditures
at approximately present levels and serves to demonstrate how the
budget outlook might appear in 1960 if no change in defense spending
takes place.

Without any major increase in defense sending a gross national
product of $450 billion could be expected by 1960. However, should
national security, expenditures rise significantly, a gross national
product of $460 billion might be reached through greater employment
of the civilian labor force (i. e., a reduction even in frictional unem-
ployment and a smaller decrease than might otherwise be expected in
the average workweek).
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TABL, 1.-The budget outlook
[Billions of dollars]

1o0 1960 (eatInated)
1055 (estlnated)105 (revised) 1957 - -.. .

(actual) (rs) estimatedd)

CONVENTIONAL HU'DIT

Net ezpenditures ............. 04.5 63.8 6.0 78.0 "0. 0 60.0
National security ......... 40.4 34.7 40,0 50.0 40,0 29.0

Defense Department . 35.5 34.0 35.0 44.0 35.0 25.0
Other ................ . 4.9 4.7 5, 0 60 510 4.0

Nonidefeaase programs .... 24.1 25. 1 20.0 2.0 30.0 31,0
budget receipts .............. 60.3 021 0(5. 5 73.0 71.0 71.0

Surplus (+) or deflclt (-) -4.2 -1.7 -. 5 -5.0 +1.0 +11,0

CONOLIDATID CASIH RUD, ET

Payments .................... 70.8 70.0 72.0 81,.0 78 5 08.8
Itecelits ................... 67.8 70.19 74.0 83.0 8.0 81.0

Excess of receipts (+) or
payments (-) ...........- 3.0 +.3 +2.0 -3.0 +2.5 +12.8

Calendar years

Gross national product ........ .'3,0.0 3.0 400,0 460.103 450.0 450.0

I1st half,
E'XPsANA'AnV NOTm.-Btldget estimates for 1057 andI I) usmu|ine eontlination of current tmx rates and

collItloas or full eimplloymet, o\t. I o ever, tile h typotled f oeal t lon s III ca, I I do nit imply thitat tile
attainment of full emnploynient goals arid the 1irniJeted lo c of (IN 11 k compatible with such largo budgot
,4irpluses, The feailility of reaching fill oniialoyineit under th cot i I tioit iivoli e conibhlcratini of other
ce0cooinlc fitelors.

19,17 I' Stlles col ithimatil of the current defense blllidtp. Also a.mtauce that ,sonao alditlonl non.
defend programs %vII lo, cidittled and started,

IHtA ('tb I was.tnes that a resumption of it najor inllitiry hildupi propracn will be neeemary. ('axe It
u.sm ccces a mccalneoalive eImc for nrclit military progriianq, ('unso Ill oniders the ip'silbity t1at a major
rcdtitlon In world armamaentts u ill becoeio feaiible.

I cannot stress too strongly that the economist can contribute little
to the peuhllatioll as to which of these three possibilities is Illost likely
to materiialize. Nevertheless, there is one observation which I feel
I cii t1nd sho id 11111ke. If foreign policy and miliitary-preparedness
considerations suggest, the leed for an il nerease in niational-security
l)rogitills, it should not be argued on financial or econontic grounds
hat we cannot atlord stich increases. Only very substantial increases

in nationttl-secturity programs, beyond those contemplated in recent
discu.siolis, would bring us to the point where we have to consider,
as a limitig factor, the possibility that national-security programs
Nvoul absorb stch a sizable portion of our resources that the economy
might be weakened ill the long run, In 19,53 the National Planning
Association's study, Can We Afford Additional Priogralns for Na-
tionld Security? concluded that by 1956 the productive capacity of
tile country eould support a national-security expenditures program
of somewhere between $62 and $75 billion without necessitating the
i )position of wartime controls. It assumed continuation of the 1953hvel of taxes (which would mean canceling the recent tax reductions)
hut, would still permit a continuing increase iin private investment
and a moderate increase in the stanii(rd of living.

The estimates presented in table 1 assume that perhaps a year from
now we will be in a better position to decide what our longer range
defense program should be and to determine the direction 1in which

781 -4--44
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it will be going. The main point which I want to emphasize at this
time, however, is that, barring any sudden break in world affairs, it
does not appear likely that national-security programs will undergo
any major increase or reduction during the next fiscal year. As for
our overall longer range program, we must be prepared to cope with
whatever new developments can be expected to take shape.
B. Otler nmide/ere programs

During the last 15 years, because of war and cold-war requirements,
programs for social and economic welfare objectives have been kept
to a minimum. Since it was necessary that we devote a large portion
of our resources, both human and material, to military strength and
preparedness, our nondefense programs were delayed. However, the
ever growing and pressing need -for such programs has not abated.
1)efici-encies in some of these fields have become so glaring that an
increase in expenditures for these purposes is a necessity. The net
national product (that is total production minus allowances for de-
preciation) has increased by $175 billion (expressed in 1954 prices)
above the level of the year 1939. (See table 2.) Deducting from this
increase the amount absorbed by the rise in national-security ex-
penditures, there remains an amount of $137 billion, which was avail-
able to the private sectors in the economy and for the nondefense
purposes of government (Federal, State, and local). Comparing
1955 with 1939, the private sectors increased their consumption and
investment expenditures by 90 percent while the nondefense public.-
activity expenditures of government increased only 25 percent.

TALE 2.-Absorption o1 net national product, 1955 over 1989
tin billions of 1954 dollars]

1939 195,' 1st Differenee,
11all 195539

.ross national product... ........................ ..... 189 i .......
Lou: Capital consumption allowances ....................... 1 6 32 .32.......

Net national product ........................................ 173 Si8 T7
L4e: National securitylexpeuditures .............................. 3 41 38

Net national product available for nonsecurity purposes..... 170 307 137
Private consumption and Investment ........ .................... 143 273 130
Nonsecurity programs of government (Federal, State, and local).... 27 34 7

' Assumes 1955 prices to be at 1954 levels.
Source: 1939 Economic Report of the President, 1953, pp. 138-139; 1955 Economic Indicators, September

Since I realize that no entirely objective conclusions are possible
in this field, I ask permission to offer a purely subjective opinion. It
is that these figures reflect a maladjustment and misallocation in our
national resources. Certain very important public functions, such
as provision for education, health, transportation, and development
of natural resources, have been starved while our tremendously rising
productivity has permitted us to increase national-security expendi-
tures and to meet rising individual demands for essential needs as
well as for certain less than essential purposes.

In order to sustain economic growth over the years, we must provide
not only for business and cofisumer expansion but also for an increase
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in certain publicly supported activities of the economy. As popula-
tion, income, and productivity increase and the standard of living
rises, there is a greater need for more and better schools, for improve-
ments in our transportation system, for additional housing, medical
facilities, and for development of our natural resources. These areas
which constitute part of the nondefense activities of the Government
are vitally important to our continued well-being and to our economic
development. They provide the Nation with goods and services with-
out which economic progress could not be maintained.

During the last session of Congress, hearings were held on various
proposals designed to provide the Nation with better schools, roads,
social-security benefits, and housing. The prevailing sentiment
throughout these hearings appeared to be that substantial improve.
ments in these fields were long overdue. I do not want to discuss
here the question as to what portion of these urgently needed programs
should be financed by the Federal Government and what part by the
States and municipalities. I do, however, want to emphasize that some
portion of the increase in expenditures for these programs will have to
come from the Federal Government if all these programs are to be
fully realized.

In my judgment the need for increasing these programs is so pressing
that priority should be given to correcting these shortcomings over
the desire to reduce taxes. Let me make it clear that we al[would
like to see taxes reduced. But from the point of view of economic
priorities, I believe that the deficiencies in these areas are directly
harmful to economic growth, whereas the present level of taxes does
not appear to have interfered with incentives for business expansion
in recent years.

In the hypothetical budget projections of table 1, I have assumed an
increase in other nonsecurity expenditures of about $1 billion for
fiscal year 1957. Conceivably, some of the additional programs could
be so arranged that they are not reflected in the budget totals. In
either case, however, for purposes of fiscal policy the need for added
revenues is unaffected. In this sense it is immaterial whether these
new programs are financed through the budget or are kept outside the
budget purview. In the longer range outlook, should national-security
expenditures be stepped up, we would probably proceed relatively
slowly with making up for the current and growing deficiencies in
the nondefense programs. In our guesses for 1960 we included an
increase of $3 billion for nondefense programs over and above the
1955 level even in the case of rising national-security expenditures,
An increase of $6 billion for these nondefense projects might occur if
some progress is made toward general disarmament and an increase of
$5 billion if defense expenditures remain at present levels. (See
table 1.)

On the State and local level deficiencies in the nondefense needs
of the community are more directly felt. Within the past few years
State and local "governments have substantially increased their ex-
penditures for highway improvements, school construction, medical
facilities and so forth. However, the backlog of these needs remains
large and grows even larger with the growth in population and in the
standard of living. We cannot expect that the State and local govern.
ments will postpone undertaking the urgently needed projects in these
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fields. Therefore, by 1960 an assumed increase in total State and local
government budget expenditures of more than $10 billion above 1955
levels does not appear unreasonable.
0. Budget receipt8 and the budget balance

Budget receipts are expected to increase from fiscal year 1955 to
fiscal year 1956 by about $2 billion. This rise in tax revenues is
entirely duo to a general rise in income levels profits and economic
transactions. In table 1 tax rates are assumed to remain at current
levels. If the present business expansion should continue, a some-
what greater increase in revenues can be expected for fiscal 1957.
Having already assumed for the next fiscal year only a small increase
in budget expencditures over current levels, it appears that the budget
in its conventional definition, would be approximately in balance, and
that a $2 billion surplus in the consolidated cash account could be
expected. This could be true, however, only if no tax reduction be-
comes effective during this or the next fiscal year. The prospect of
a balanced budget also rests on the two assumptions already stated-
(a) that any increase in national-security programs which might be
thought desirable is not effectuated during tie next year, and' (b)
that the urgently needed additional nondefense programs do not
require substantial expenditures in the fiscal year 1957. Finally, this
balanced budget hypothesis rests on the premise that the current
business expansion will continue during the ensuing year.

Using the consolidated cash budget as our measure of fiscal balance,
we would achieve by 1960 a moderate deficit for the Federal Govern-
ment in the case of an increase in defense spending, a moderate surlilus
if expenditures are at a maintenance level, and a very large surplus
in the case of a major cut in national-security expenditures, again
assuming continuation of present tax rates and a high level of employ-
ment.

Taxyields on the State and local level should continue to increase as
a result of growth and expansion in the economy. However, tax
revenues are not expected to rise sufficiently to meet the added ex-
penditures so that on balance, State and local governments by 1960
will resort to some increased borrowing.

To sum up the budget outlook for government as a whole (Federal,
State and local including public authorities), it appears that from
the strictly budgetary point of view we can expect over the long
run to have some leeway for tax reduction unless there are substantial
increases in national-defense expenditures. However, a discussion
of tax policy must go beyond the budget outlook and must also ,',n-
sider the requirements for economic growth.

U. BUDGr POLICY AND ECONOMC (ROWTT

A. Budget reguirement8 for' an expanding economy
In discussing the budget requirements for a growing economy it

should be emphasized that the role of the Government in economic
growth is important but in our economic system is not predominant.
Without the forces of private initiative our economic system will not
grow irrespective of what the Government does or does not do. How-
ever, it is equally true that-a budget policy which does not nme6t the
requirements of a growing economy may stymie economic expan-
sion. It should also be emphasized that the budget reflects only
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a part of Government activities and policies. A rise in Government
expenditures or a reduction in taxes both of which are reflected in
the budget generate additional income. However, increased income
can also be generated through credit policies of the Government, by
Government guaranties, changes in regulatory provisions and in many
other ways wlich are not fully reflected in the budget. Our longer
run estimates, therefore, assume that no drastic changes take place
in the way the Government conducts its business and affects the
economy.

In the longer run outlook we can expect an increase in the labor
force and in productivity per hour of work. From 1950 to the first
half of 1955 the labor force increased by 2.9 million or 4.5 percent,
output per man-hour by 17 percent. By 1960 we can expect a further
rise in the labor force of about 5 million and productivity may have
gone up another 15 percent, which is probably a conservative estimate
assuming only a very gradual spread of automation. Allowing for
some reduction in the length of the workweek, total production of
goods and services may reach $450 billion in 1960, an increase of $70
billion over the $380 billion of the first half of 1955. Where will the
demand come from to buy that product?

Over the long run the economy grows when, in addition to the
demand generated by incomes derived from current production, some
demand is activated through an additional expansion of funds (private
and public) becoming available. This increased demand strengthens
incentives for rising production and creates the market which absorbs
the output of the increased productive capacity of a growing econ-
omy. Rising production in turn generates rising, incomes, additional
consumer demand and rising business demand for producers plant
equipment and inventories. This is an admittedly simplified model
of economic growth. It may, however, serve to demonstrate the point
I am trying to make. I believe that if present tax rates are maintained
over a number of years, the Government would absorb such a portion
of any such additions to income and profit that active demand might
not grow in accord with the rapidly growing full employment
potential.

This judglnent would be particularly applicable under the assump.
tion that in the longer run no substantial increase in total national
security expenditures above present levels is likely to take place (case
I and III of table 1). Present estimates indicate that the yield in
Federal, State, and local revenues increases by about $3 billion with
each $10 billion increase in gross national proAuct. If, as we assume,
gross national product will increase by $70 billion between 1955 and
1960, the total Federal, State, and local tax take should go up by
$21 billion even if no increase in tax rates should take place. Let us
assume for argument's sake that over the long run total Government
expenditures remain the same and also. that in the private economy
additions to saving happen to balance the amnomits businessmen wish
to invest under full employment conditions. If now the Government
intake increases year after year by about $3 billion if the resulting
surplus is used to retire, let us say, bank held loans, then there is the
likelihood that over the long run active demand will fall behind the
potential full employment supply of goods and services, unem)ploy-
ment will develop, and even the prospective budget surplus will be
transformed into a budget deficit. Of course, if the surplus occurs
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at a time when private demand for credit is high or when private
saving is declining, it may help to counteract an otherwise inflationary
trend as happened during part of the post-World War II period.

In the National Planning Association's study the American Econ.
omy in 1960, we assumed that tax rates which would yield revenues
equal to all the expenditures of Federal, State, and local governments
might not permit that increase in private demand which would be
needed to induce and absorb potential full employment output in the
year 1960. Consequently, the study concluded that Federal, State,
and local outlays would have to exceed tax receipts by about $5 billion
in order to create that dynamic economic balance between rising de-
mand and rising productivity which would sustain economic growth.
Considering recent trends in saving (individual saving and growth
in pension funds) and in investment financing (reliance on retained
earnings), there appears to be no reason why we Jiould revise this
conclusion which was formulated several years ago. This can, how-
ever, at best be regarded as a tentative conclusion until more is known
about consumer saving and expenditure behavior, about prospective
business investment policies, about likely trends in productivity, etc.

In order to reach conclusions for Federal budget policy, we still have
to make assumptions with respect to State and local budget policy
including the financing activities of public authorities under State and
local jurisdiction. If we assume that all outlays of State and local
governments and authorities will exceed State and local revenues by
$2 billion in 1960, it would follow that an excess of outlays over
receipts of about $3 billion would be called for by the Federal Govern-
ment. This latter figure would suggest that in 1960 a reduction in
Federal taxes of about $5 or $6 billion would be indicated assuming
a maintenance level for defense spending (case II), a much larger
tax reduction in the case of a substantial reduction in national-security
expenditures (case III), and virtually no tax reduction if national-
security expenditures should be substantially increased (case I).

Whether we call such an excess of outlays a deficit or not depends
largely on what definition of the budget we use. It is likely that a $5
billion excess of outlays over revenues for the Federal, State, and
local governments combined (including public authorities) would be
compatible with a balance in operating expenditure budgets as dis-
tinct from capital budgets. However, I should like to emphasize
that the amount of Government capital outlays 'in itself does not
measure the amount of Government borrowing which is justified and
desirable in the interest of economic growth. Our estimates indicate
only the kind of budget policy which promotes balanced economic
growth. Such an approach to budget policy formulation on the one
hand helps to bring total demand in line with the rising productive
capacity of the economy and on the other hand considers whether the
size of the debt of Federal, State, and local governments is compatible
with the maintenance of sound public' credit.

These two criteria for budget policy-balanced growth and sound
credit-are implied in the requirements of the Employment Act. The
Employment Act provides that the Government utilize all its resources
for promoting maximum growth and stabilization. This would in-
cude utilizing fiscal policies along with monetary and credit policies.
The Employment Act further provides that Government policies be
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conducted with due regard for "obligations and other considerations
of national policy." The maintenance of sound public credit is one
of the "obligations" which, I believe, was implied by this provision.
The general magnitude of the public borrowing which would be in-
volved in these hypothetical estimates would result in a reduction in
the proportion of the debt service to national income in a growing
economy. This is compatible with a policy of reducing tle debt
burden.

I should like to add one further comment regarding budget require-
ments for economic growth. Just as we need a long-range military
lreparedness program for defense, so should we provide along-range
economic preparedness program which could be used when needed to
maintain continued growth and stability. Possible tax reduction
measures and stepped-up public projects would constitute our arsenal
of economic defense which could be adopted to meet any attack on
our economic growth.
B. Taw reduction and economic growth

Some people have suggested that because a balance in the conven-
tional budget and a moderate surplus in the cash budget is in sight,
tax reduction is justified. This, in my judgment, is not a convincing
argument. On the contrary, the expected improvement in the budg-
etary position, as I have attempted to show, is exclusively the result
of an expected rise in revenues, assuming a continuation of the current
economic expansion. If, however, the ]business expansion should be-
gin to slacken, it is not likely that the rise in revenue would material-
ize. The expected balance in the budget would disappear and we
would end up with a budget deficit. If we were to follow the balanced
budget argument, taxes would not be reduced in the face of a budget
deficit. Consequently, to relate tax reduction to prospects for a bal-
anced budget would mean that taxes should be reduced only if the
current expansion continues and the increased revenues actually do
materialize, but should not be reduced if an economic slack should de-
velop resulting in a budget deficit. This concept which ties tax pol-
icy to a balanced budget runs counter to what we have learned and
experienced in recent decades about a sound fiscal policy.

On the other hand, I can conceive of an argument for immediate
tax reduction if an economist is convinced that the present expansion
is bound to taper off in the near future. Considering the time needed
for tax decision, some may reason that we run a lesser risk by going
ahead with tax reduction now than by waiting until the economic
slack has begl to develop.

Personally, I would approach the question somewhat differently. I
would say, "Let us consider a program for tax reduction as the best
way by which tax policy can be used most effectively to support a
growing economy." I can imagine the possibility that the current
economic expansion will begin to slow down in the near future and
that tax reductions would then become desirable. Until such a de.
velopment becomes apparent, however, I would recommend for the
time beirg a tox program which achieves improvements in the tax
structure without reducing the yield. I recognize that a tax program
by which some taxes are reduced and others raised is not "neutral" in
its economic effects. Nevertheless, we are probably not making a
serious error by neglecting the net effect of such shifts on total demand
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and pureluasing power. For the longer run, however our conclusion
remains that substantial tax reduction will become feasible and de-
sirable,

This apl)raisal of the longer run outlook is based on an evaluation of
ecolnlomic trends as they now 'appear. I recognize the hazards in-
volved in offering tax reComunendations based on an economic aip-
praisal. Utexpected changes in saving or spending habits of indi-
viduals (including pension funds), unexpected technological changes,
and international complications colild affect the estimates naterially.
Nevertheless, the considerations which I have outlined suggest the con-
clasion that barring a serious deterioration in international relations a
substantial cut in taxes shoill become possible over the next few years
atd in all likelihood will become necessary in order to support the
rising level of p purchasing power required for sutstained economic
growth. However, with respect to the immediate future, it is neces-
sary to consider first wlat possible increases in defense and nondefense
programs tny have higher priority than tax re(luction and, second,
whether a tax-redietion program should be scheduled so that it be-
comes effective When needed to Support economic growth.

1i. 1'tIOCEDUtES FORl BtUiXtET POLICY EXA MINATION

Up to this point I have attempted to establish two basic proposi-
tions:

1. That consideration should be given to preparing a program
of tax reduction which can be executed over a period of years; and

2. That it may be wise to delay immediate tax-reduction meas-
ures until a time when such action would be most effective in
sul)port of economic growth.

I have based these reconunendations on an appraisal of probable
trends in certain Government expenditure progratns and on our esti-
mates of short run and longer run economic developments. I freely
admit that I could not quarrel with anyone who questions the exact-
ness of these.appraisals. I am much more concerned about the use-
fulness of the approach which I have employed than about the
specific numerical results.

Before any tax-reduction program is enacted-whether the decision
is that it should be executed itmtnediately or over a, period of years-
we should consider two basic problems: first, the relative necessity and
desirability of maintaining or increasing certain Government expendi-
ture programs versus tax reduction aiind, second, the impact which
financial policies in general will have on the Government s responsi-
bility for promoting conditions conducive to economic growth and
stability. A serious question has been raised as to whether our present
Government machinery is set up in a manner that permits the Legis-
lators to take action on specific financial programs in the light of the
budget picture as a whole and of economic requirements. The Con.
gress and the Executive certainly have made great advances in recent
decades both toward better budget review and toward better economic
review. Legislators are now able to obtain information for their
guidance which was not previously available. Nevertheless I believe
that further improvements are still possible and are needed in order
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to realize the goal which is implied in the topic of these hearings,
namely, formulating a "budget policy for economic growth." To
attain this objective, in mly opinion, requires arranging the budget
process whereby 'lie Congress can (1) view the budget in an economic
perspective extending beyond a 1- or 2-year period, and (2) take
prompt action when a clhnge in economic conditions makes a change
in Government programs or financing desirable. A number of im-
l)rovements in the executive and legislative budget process have been
proposed recently. Within th; past year both the National Planning
Association and the Committee for Economic Development issued
reports concerning the Federal budget process. The National Plan-
ning A.so-iation fins rcoimniended that-

1. The ].resident's budget should be viewed in the prospective
of several years. Besides thIe detailed alpropriation request and
estimated expenditures for the ensuing year or two, there should
be presented a budget outlook covering several years. The budget
outlook should present expenditure estimates by major functions
(a) under pr-sent legislation and (b) under legislation which is
proposed. Similarly revenue prospects, debt redemption, and
possible borrowing should be estimated assuming (a) continua-
tion of existing legislation and (b) proposed changes in revenue
legislation.

2. The Pr'esident's Economic Report should present a parallel
economic outlook covering the same period of years. The eco-
nomic outlook would include projections of economic develop-
ment3 a-,ssuning maintenance of maximum employment, produc-
tion, and purchasing power and would indicate what changes in
Government programs or methods of financing would be needed
for promoting a desirable rate of economic expansion.

3. The Joint Committee on the Economic Report should be
reconstituted as a Joint Committee on Economic and Fiscal
Policy. This committee would then report to Congress both
on economic and fiscal policies.

4. In appraising Government programs attention should be
paid to those Government activities (credit and monetary policy,
guaranties, and insurance of home finance, etc.) which are not
fully reflected in the estimated budget expenditures no less than
those which are included in the budget.

5. If on the basis of the longer range analysis it appears that
tax increases or tax reduction, or other fiscal measures, may be
needed, Congress should initiate hearings and begin to consider
these longer range measures on an "as if" basis exactly as this
committee has done in undertaking hearings on tax policy with-
out committing itself as to the time or the kind of tax action
which may become necessary). Such hearings would have pre-
pitred the ground for legislation so thorouglily that, in case of
a, change in the economic outlook, prompt legislative action would
be feasible.

SThe Need for Further Budget Reform, a Joint statement of the National Plaunn
Association, and the Federal Budget and the National Economy, a staff report by Oerha
Colm, with the assistance of Marilyn Young, Planning Pamphlets No. 00 (Washington, D. C.,
Rational Planning Association, March 1055).
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ECONOMIC GROWTH AS A POLICY OBJECTIVE

AtTItiIR SMITUJF8, Harvard University

Economic growth has become the fetish of the postwar era. It pro-
vided the key to the defense program of this country and to the
European recovery program. The underdeveloped countries of the
world have, almost without exception, set economic growth as their
foal; and in many cases the alternative to growth is excessive popu-
ation and mass starvation. The ability of the respective systems to

promote and achieve growth figures prominently in the ideological
contest between capitalism and communism.

All this is in marked contrast to the preoccupation of the thirties-
when full employment of labor and existing industrial capacity seemed
such a distant goal that to think of increasing productive capacity
appeared futile and unrealistic. At the present time there is no seri-
ous unemployment problem in any major country of the world. Nor
is there any problem of serious inflation. The abundance of goods
achieved through expansion has produced a remarkable degree of price
stability throughout the world. In short, the dangers of short-run
instability that inspired the Employment Act of 1946 have not so far
materialized-partly, perhaps, because of the assurances of corrective
action symbolized by the act itself. I do not venture to predict the
preoccupations of the future, but the present interest in economic
growth is readily understandable.

This reorientation of economic thinking from the pessimism induced
by the great depression has been salutary and necessary. Now, how-
ever, there is a danger that the new enthusiasm be carried too far
and accepted in too uncritical a manner. There is a popular tendency
to approve all policies that contribute to growth; to deplore those
that do not, whether or not they contribute to other policy objectives;
and to regard all kinds of growth as contributory to the defense of the
country. The gross national product and its rate of increase tends
to become a shibboleth, whereas it is really a crude aggregation of
statistics that cannot be understood without careful examination of
its composition. •

Since we have returned to the problems of the classical economists,
I shall quote the views of Adam Smith and John Stuart Mill on the
merits and demerits of a progressive economy. Adam Smith, writing
at the dawn of the industrial revolution and in protest against the
economic restriction of his time, had this to say in favor of the pro-
gressive economy:

It deserves to be remarked, perhaps, that it is in the progressive state, while
the society is advancing to the further acquisition, rather than when it has
acquired its full complement of riches, that the condition of the laboring poor,
of the great body of the people, seems to be the happiest and the most comfort-
able. It is hard In the stationary, and miserable in the declining state. The
progressive state is in reality the cheerful and the hearty state to all the
different orders of the society. The stationary is dull; the declining melancholy.

Mill, writing some 50 years later and with some experience of the
industrial revolution, pleaded for a stationary state in these terms:

I cannot, therefore, regard the stationary state of capital and wealth with
the unaffected aversion so generally manifested toward it by political econ-
omists of the old school. I am inclined to believe that it would be, on the
whole, a very considerable improvement on our present condition. I confess
I am not charmed with the ideal of life held out by those who think that the
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normal state of human beings is that of struggling th get on; that the trampling,
crushing, elbowing, and treading on each other's heels, which form the existing
type of social life, are the most desirable lot of human kind, or anything but the
disagreeable symptoms of one of the phases of industrial progress.

The American ideology is undoubtedly closer to Smith than to Mill.
And if we had not hustled and pushed for over a century, we would
not have won the freedom permitted by our opulence today. But
now we can afford to take a more conservative attitude and to temper
progress with urbanity. It seems to me that we should.
c Economic development has been described by Schumpeter as a pro-
cess of creative destruction. The creation of new products, new build-
ings, new techniques, and new skills is accompanied by destruction of
the old. Progress has a price that is by no means fully revealed in
the statistics. The national product figures take full account of the
creation but only inadequate account of the destruction. Maximum
economic growth means maximum creation and maximum destruction.
The statistical rate of growth would increase if homes, apartment
buildings, and hotels were torn down and rebuilt with increasing fre-
quency. Changes in the tax laws with respect to depreciation could
accelerate this process. But do we want, in the name of progress, to
move toward a situation where houses are traded in like cars? And
do we want cities to be in a perpetual state of being torn down and
rebuilt ? In the interests of social stability we might some day want
buildings to last longer rather than shorter, and to that end slow down
the rate of economic growth.

What is to be national policy with respect to industrial uses of
atomic energy? Those uses could be accelerated or retarded by public
policy, including tax policy. Will the Nation be best served by revo-
lutionary change or by tile more conservative processes of evolutionV
The answers to such questions must be given through th formation
and expression of political opinion-or they may be given through
inadvertence. But it is safe to say that on the one hand the country
will not deny itself the industrial use of atomic energy and on the
other, that the maximum feasible rate of adoption is unlikely to be
the most beneficial.

More generally, do we want to move toward automation and tile
3- or 4-day week as rapidly as possible? Or can social values be
better conserved by a slower rate of progress? India, in contrast to
China, is attempting to achieve a compromise between economic devel-
opment and the preservation of its traditional values. Surely, a
country as opulent as the United States can afford to abate the revo-
lutionary effects of technological advance.

Arguments for economic growth have been most frequently
advanced in connection with national defense. These arguments
relate both to the capacity of the country for all-out mobilization
and to its capacity or willingness to sustain the defense program
required by the cold war.

World War Il showed that an economy engaged largely in the
production and consumption of durable goods had great mobilization
advantages. It possessed productive facilities that could be readily
converted to war production. And these facilities could be easily
released for war production. Some consumers possessed "inventories
of automobiles and household appliances that could tide them over
the war period. The World War Ii concept of a mobilization base--
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both of specialized facilities and general industrial facilities still
enters proininently into economic olicy discussion antd is used to sup-
port ecoloic.3 expansion iII every Zor,.

That argument, however, may have lost mu1h of its validity under
atomic conditions. Forces in being at the outbreak. of war are likely
to be the decisive factor a tihe oulset,. Initial laige-scalh distinetioll
of facilities is to e expected and the economic elfort, in that, eveit,
woUld bI directed towIad reStratioil of p production of all kinds rather
than to conlversionl. Evein with a i)erfect knowledge of wihit
future wars will be like, it seems rlasonalhly clear that eni )hiisis lieds
to be Ilaced more on dispersal of essent ial c ivit ies, 11d I e onst.i'lle-
tion of a highly specialized mobilization base. (ieieral ecollonlic
expansion with Its eon'entration of production in large centers call-
not be relied oii to produce lie kini of ecollolny yielded to mIteet the
mobilization Ineeds of the future,

With respect to the cold war, it is dillcult to see how a Ililitary
program of the size needed wil l )e umitaint ied unless at 11he same
time increasing productivity makes possible continually rising living
standards. A defense prograia that, contemplates cuillnient, or
erosion of living standard Is can be sustained only in a crisis at Inosphere.
Even with the extraordinary prosl)erit (] and i'ising living standimrds
of the last few years, pressure for tax reduction grows iot when the
crisis has passed, but when people get used to it. I f income a fler taxes
were not rising for the hulk of the population, these pressures would
be far stronger than they already are. A rate of growth adequate to
keel) such )ressurvs within bounds is therefore essential.

Policy objectives, other than defense, depend on economic growth
for their attainment. The future is likely to see increasing l)ublic
demands for protection against illness and uniemployment, for im-
proved education, and for l)rovision for the aged part of an aging
population. Without economic growth such demands are unlikely t)

met and attenipts to enforce them are likely to create hitter divisions
of political opinion. But if economic growth continues, those (iC-
mands can easily be met from increasing product ivity. In )ractieal
terms, if recent growth trends continue, the yield oflhe Ipresent tax
system would provide for most of the welfare programs that have
been proposed and for tax reduction as well.

The policy objective that depends essentially on economic growth
is stability of the price level. With thQ existing ot-ganization of the
labor market, increasing money wages, year after year, are to be ex-
pected. Wage earners in their l)resent occupations demand and are
able to get increases. And to attract labor to new industries and
occupations, wages above prevailing rates are needed. Money-wage
stability on the average is only likely with a degree of uneimploy-
ment that is generally considered intolerable. Without continuing
increases in productivity, money-wage increases are therefore likely
to lead to corresponding increases in the price level. With an
adequate rate of growth wage increases and price stability can be
compatible.

While continued economic growth is indispensable for meeting some
of our essential national policy objectives I have attempted to show
that we should think in terms of an "adequate," "satisfactory," or
"optimum" rate of growth rather than a 'maximum" rate. Some
types of growth that are most needed from the point of view of na-
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tionul security liaity hav little hnaL oil t heli, gross ltional product
stitistlcs. Others illay influence the Htatistics markedly without con-
triliting niarlkdly to national security ori any other important policy
objecive. While othe stationltry state falls far short. of IL complete
sia(ll prescription, its values shoul be allowed to modify the onrush
of| it plrogre',sive ev;Ollollly,

TiIE I NFLUEN(E OF 11i)(1ET1AI Y POIICY ON ECONOMIC ( w'i'OWIi

To specify ll tle condit ios of ecoinomiic growtla--inIolving as they
do Climate, natural resource enldowiielit,, religion , Social stlrclture,
iolitical organizatons- goes fir beyond t lie scope of this paper to
say nothing of the (olhipetei'e of die author. 'ihosep, however, that
seen Jarticiiarly relevant, to budgetary policy are: the flow of tech-
iical Inuowhedge; the supply of et reprleneurial ability; the skill of the
labor fore the supply of savings iid the prospects of profitable in-
vestient., y present, task i to discuss how t1ey tire influenced il
favorable or adverse dir'ect, ions by Governmeni t (,xpendituiro and taxpolicies.
I:'awpen(dl'(11

With respect, to 'xI telld it'llres, the first, (l('st ion to coiisider is whether
the fttal size of the budget, apart, front flie way it, is financed, influ-
ene's lie rate of growth. Does the fact that, tl;e Government, rather
than private cuistoiiiers, purchases a substantial part of the national
,,tpat of gooids and services male iny difterenee?, The answer prob-
tbly depends more on the composition of the Governmeilt's demand
on whether the government'ss a'tiviti(s tend to concentrate produce.
lioll ill 11os( areas where opport unities for technological advances are
greatest. 'rhe history of the aircraft and electronics industries in
re ent, years indicate that governmentt procurement has at least been
no i11 p,(inlent to some of tlie nost rapid technological advances that
have ever been made. Despite the vicissitudes of the budgetary process,
the Governinwiut can evidently provide a highly satisfactory market
for private producers. Front (ie point of view of economic growth,
there Seems to be ho reason for cutting down Cloxernment demand for
tiode1ri hlI wealns find substituting private demand for goods and
services in general.

On the other hand, part of the Government's function is to abate the
rigors of economic growth; to relieve casualties; and to broaden par-
ticipation in its benefits. Programs to support uneconomic regions,
to increase individual sec('lrity at. the expense of labor mobility, to
preserve the beauty of the lanascape, to cleanse the rivers, to conserve
cultural values, 1111 to provide for the aged and the sick, may either
directlyy or through their effects on taxation, slow down the rate of
M0.1coiioie growth. But that is 110 conclusive argument against them,
On, of the benefits of economic growth is that we can afford some eco-
nomic inefficiency. But, as noted above, the feasibility of such measures
depends essentially on continued growth. If carried too far, welfare
programs can be self-defeating. However, I can see little likelihood
that the interplay of political forces in the United States will permit
welfare measure to ie carried too far from this point of view.

Government expenditures on research and education are likely to
be needed to realize an adequate rate of economic growth while high
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h q1,qh,4 lm1' q 111-vhiie 101u011n full for applied t'ee,,111'Ih. hilt
tint very N' IS driw4 .liperlor I ulent vnwy (l1orn twuSdpulr l, iateh
OI wvhhelh fe,,,noliug, l adfivill'o dlii,111itaill iil lon t 11 ru1. Tlii 1epil
for ( o ''uuuenf e i 'tueilt. of 1111'o tSi elh wis VI'eotliAed it)
fhe eslalith u i oI 'i Nit I hlll Seii lwoVoit I oll il lhll I ip letter
approrlil'i1Il ioll' he fl' o11uudi iOll h1s l'eri red i11ud lei ' 1 hi 1 I in' li's,11'1th
1eed01 of lihe Ntit ion have not f1lly ente,1d il.4 po itiil 1ii 11eti'

With 11,,pee ill edtll ion, I ll(ere 11'o11'r ildii'anlits14 futlit hil
V'oitit',y iq not flit'lling ot ell1O l 'I gilllle, wl l I Ilh, leittujiti llrn-
in~g n100101 to m1111e1 et ii m tilti itvn't~o tleemolt l it go. Ant itdIh
IootS of fihe trolbli go deep illte. flhi'lblie.,ehool syt enl whero
scielc and hal wa hav, reoiVed hitile1 hlutl 11i1d Ifiscoulrigo-
nIolf f'r over ia geerlartion. 'l'li, fole've, of denllld i111d gtil 111 may
rifi ie' hit iation ill another generations. hit, defe esl leeds Illollo
may 1ule olut thi.s antoiatih Ivi , edy as fill, Iot Slow. (loveI'rllnelt
cton1 Ili h 11edtled.

A sFIai4Utadory ratie of e onotnmit growlh detends o hli, mwli'dquaey
ofthe lilt lil it, -vrk, l',g1riivt of flit, Felel -1, ,tl le, titl loal gov,'1 -
im,10s. Ihe Prestellf hl ilhwv sit tltio1 f11r1ish es dia111 exa11pl.AnN.y111tooole h11river '1M tille else'l Stat1e nls d, Igi u1euit, to) eo11-

villco him I halt sat urat ion of nuuch of I he highway systollt is approlth-
ing aind that the oontiiuued ex~li1sion of fll, lIioinobile ithiu.l ry do-
enIds on fihe cOlnst1'cltionl of new higlhwavy. In oller Ureis, suchl

as thet 1"'chunitation of hu11l and tit' gwt eru1 iol of power, (love11nlnent
illveNstine1t is needed where I Iu' 11-1rn frontI hie i1nvehi11ent ore too
imcertain or too remote to attract private t'lpitilal. Ilow nulch (ov-
ornuent ivesnletlt is ne,'ld will depetd o tl I-ite of growl t do-
sired. I liglwayv oust ritc ion, for ntstlani'e, can Iilher lag hind or
rimu ahead of lintoutolliho o1\apsion. lut, it. will afford a greater
stiviniluis to econonic growth ill the hitter cast tlhaui in the fot-'1ui'.

With rec't to taxalionl, tlhe fist question to cousider is t10 pe'etn-
nial one of idget balance. 1Frolu th point, of view of stitulatih
eonomic iovtx h sho!id Iaxes exceed. eqttunl, or fall shot of expindt-
tittes. What this question should involve, hut rarely does, is con.
sideration of the rvlation of fiscal with monetary policy. Asttme
that the sort-run objectives of the Actlotnelt. ACt, are achieved
and fiscal and monetary policy are consistent with thue level 6f de-
mand needd to provide fullemployment without inflation. SIT-
pose, for the sake of argument. the level of expenditures is alrearty
determined and the Government is reviewilg its monetary-taxation
policy from the point of view of economic growth.

Taxes and interest, rates, if changed at all, should be changed in
opposite directions, An increase in taxation should be accompanied
by reduction of interest rates and vice versa. Otherwise, short-run
stability will not be preserved: ITnemployment or inflation will re-
sult. If the Government decides to incur a deficit when the budget
has previously been balanced. that should mean that it considers higher
interest rates and lower taxes beneficial for economic growth. It
should move in the direction of a surplus when it considers that lower
interest rates and higher taxes are needed.

But before going further, the distinction should be made between
thoe taxes, such as excise taxes and middle and low-bracket income
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Ita v.WhoH illi 1, iH 1 Illinll l cll s 1111 iii piiot l exo itll'e and those
.41101 it" cr jl1ilfItl ' lii Xe' 111111, |tol)-hlbracke inl('Ollo filxm whicelh flnld to
l'vl'l( tle i1]w or iive,,tilh inlsl . At, th rislk or 1ome inlit1.urac;y,
I 1iiemigiiit. ow ho fl',i ml il jtioli IodI li littr liIllesg taxes.
(II' 4*0llliM, wit (of ,ipwi!ll htvin fre OX oiiI ii lll, llllllLtiOll taxes are
ilwiillihh., il lh l (lowrmu.I iil ( h'111 t11v ore or hei ellphalii, oil

1,11,11iling slivilg 11111 ilivisit will .4,eodlig to tha eqrm.I of its

lot1 i.y MlE,'lives. I1, vawh 'ilsh1 iv'o ilvi'sileOl, by lowe'ing inell'est
I-1114Mi111 1141108.4 I, iX'H I ill raiWtg i1 hIg ldll tixl t.1 It, cal em-
1ll1l4iz(411l iii, iiti ll to *iV .l11 l V re I.MOS4, po*,licy. W h1,th1. thitIi iget il
IIl v'l I llo ' t 110 H ltlli1 1111I1Ifoill de4*? i ll ili I l ioil st, ir l ie (lov tn-

1111iii l lili iN I i,'1-liPl il ii li- ( oV4 illIII iiL ,Xj , l(IitllP , ll' Villat C
410il41i i t1(11 1 11114l I i Vd iv fiii'I-It- - W114 ill il i W ii IIJZII O toC-O01ll to its
ilillle!liry with its IFei'l Ilpolicies,

The (oiove'lllll.Ilt, however', hias$ hy Ill4 IllItig 'oi1ilhdli ftr4doili in
Ih1 rohiitive dIfil',I4 of Olli111118iik it tolil lllace, throuig l tit and 111ll1o-

CIli'y llolicy, oil ilnvestmet imO 114 Oi, ligll itii. A fhr lll, ti lls pUr )Ot
or In t'lwl8tll1n1 i8 to illelt'tlltl thl (low of JZoiodH to il'Of, file dIllilli| of
llriViftit (411iMliiii'l i11lu I 11 (loveliil it$4111, M l The growth of Ciho

vO4lllllliilll liVil hl'loe lilleloitim . Frurtil ioWo l , ho Imalljoir oppor-
(Iliiiitilo8 for i lotfillll , (llt .r ill I l ln p1141 4-lNr o i 't iol illIIItie,4 and
i11118$ llroillltioll iehllIiiru Iiire a ',Ollco ii 1imi11in id niat s plrclaiig

I hlll04, Ol'ort," to H111111 itt tfw onoii; groiwth by r4',tlhiinlg l)u1isinpao
IIX i 1114 anl illriHi ig l ('(1lil~lllioll itiii; is ilmay, if eirioil fir enollgh,
S1" 1l41f-do ft iltlig. 'Ilie llt 1 10ii i rll.lll lir (1'lsfiiltd , iiilttlVfd by, the

aillllgO, l iii illoro thrill c1llrl4il) (lfil he 1llI(ft i jii i illl'l t,4 to tllmiili'Hq
give by IliXlttioll. Sim1liar1'lyI, Ihet, l'4)VersiN kind of policyl-owering
(',ollllllilt.1li i IXOIaxs anidl ilnc'esinll bilsil e4 tlaxe--lmay fail to stirili-
Iliuto grlwlh, Tlith. , 41iliilit givln biy illriis;(4i vOlimllOF tleilhind may
be oll'Het, by tho tolitlcliol ill i fillidN availhlhe for iiVestm lt,
1i181 lig froin the ill-rli't) ill h1i1mill's tlxlatiol. ii that everit, tie ill-
V1reli, l, (l iSlllllll,r de~illilid woul W reftod~~h! il hiuhter costsi and

diminislhg rUl'tullil rather tillln ill iilnlrovehd f,'AliOnlogy.
A titll~ty 11tto (of (O llOlllic growl Ii thll'OTfore r'(llileS thti Clngiollmp-

tion lind ilvetlmient both hi irlsto in ltAp with eath other. Neither
11illl tilll tle oilier too) far wilhoiut, ('nilsinig troiihle. From the
point of view of lax policy eVe'n Illaxillill ratl Iof t'cooolic growth
does not Illeall cOllcllllll'atiol Oil (,onsinlnlftiol taxeii. It neani a bal-
liNAd (listrillitl1 of tile tax lo(d between iintll4 and ;onisiimpt.ion

In political teliils, tho sitilatioll i i ierestingly paratloxin.al. If
llllsilist ilileless hill their own way, it is Iikely til, IlaoI.illiptiori
taxes wolld be adverse to hllsineiti expansion. On the, other hand, if
tile welfare point of view prevailed, bui.iness taxes may be raised so
high and consumnption taxes r-dhllcel to an extent. that the economic
growth, on which welfare itself so basically depends, would be re-
tarded. In our happily balanced society each side of the political
argument tends to save the other from its exses.

Surely the rate of growth of the American economy during the post-
war decade has been no less than satisfactory. It has continued under
conditions of demobilization, remobilization, mild recession and infla-
tion and under democraticc and Republican administrations. The
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olilliloll ('11h1,1 l-W ,l'rh of t1ho whleh livil'oll, howvl.l, 1111M le('1 1 ll10
file Peolloily hali beeol ol' Mhng ehos* to flill ellloylwilfl, litil fullproduelio foait dec hf Illie ti oll. iol,11t1'r, 111 iliii whli.-

1ItNIld eolttidh, 0 i.hI, i will eoill itl,.
'hiq Px pelence sligg' s, s 11t if (Ova'tor11111e111 polieiS .i41,414'114. fill1

1ttt1it ilin Iigh fitd s ho hvels (f (,nu ployiu, it, d1II iig I lle next
det'e, the quest ion OfI eeot1onlie g1'owt 1i itt go11il 11it,'aI11,d11o
griat eonecrt. With 1y iitt v of polifieid foce 1'o h11, is likely,
middle of-ithl,-rolld uein','es tlt will do jielieo to holi t(he ittvest -
Imet nd eol1silllpti oill alsplects of gi-otI cia 41 rell sotlluttldY it' oxl psled.

II% colleh1.lion- tu luneisy one for tin Volt10otlist -i4 1 1at. 1wo is
nloth11ng ra dieiliy wrong witli 01 lt IHtll bilg ,lil 1 lIol1y fi'olhi Ow
jIlint of view ot 0001l1ie0' growlhi. ,x.luettiiitl, t. 'a t, ot too Iligh,
and eatl he 111erotesed if h 1fi need Iri'e4. 'lie tlax s'8l4l itpl ulr to
ol'er Ito illledillellt to it sill isfieto1'. 1'tte of growll. 'i'ler' is evi-
dently Ito iIVI'k of exptilding 4 11n1e ( d 111141 ti h t t die tt fuildo
for investillelt. I'lhere is 11 ovihttce thl t tI i Il t ojl ' oie , of t1lie
lleol e tax is dituillis hing itlvililives. lIn flat, tlie ftx st, ,U i ig a
whole ItW lie it ttlretilg 4111 rior flenht to hlolsio wi ci % tNlle f lth
prospect. of capifill gains it% tlddifion to Iligil tlxed ituonle.

At it less g 1et'itl level, it11wovetnnts it iIwttl4, jlOStiblh. I IItV,
nletiotled tll, need for expelndi i sreshot tteseittelt id tt'llainguj. () tli,
lix side, loopholes 1naN' 1OW )rovid ittet ivIs for Irloi' i'Xl)i 11410h it)
patI ot ie taw .t s thnI l'is , l e l o, silceilt i i vii e l111tiy hw INo
quired to colalbitle exp-jlnloll with tidequitt dispeIrsal of itdu4try. A
gtt t. deal of tilnt t'ellitiils tll pro lhlet ively (ulloyed it wre.llillg
Withi the co1ttplexitlite of the fax syslel.

I do not W.-Itt coliplaeelle to divert tt eliliol fl-I'111 r ontg-rang
i.'sIIes .. If n1V o lli ilt is it,, ilti, tie II'still hits I oetl Iilt lit bIst
i. tn to good leck its to good ititttge itent. But. 1tt .ck tIiy not
aliwaIys he so kind, attd fill, ef'oits of fth joillit cottititee to enoi1'-ige
coilgis'sion.1a1 Inlterest in tlo subjeet, of growth are very att1h f io be
welcolned. But 11to alnotult of thllking'eit produce ia hng-rn blu -
prit. The task of the iolieiyltaker is rlittlt to oibser\'e fli f-ends of
the past find the preselt rate of ecoulouim growth aud to devise Iuas-
ure, for accelerating or retarding it in accord with I nfio ill objectives.

BUDGET POLICY FOR ECONOMIC GOWTI I
DONA.L It. WXIiiWv.%a VIhk ('IChecal Co., New York ('lty

I ECONoM:C GROWTH AND BUIME PoLrCY

Economic growth I take to mean broadly the aciievement in most
years of a higher standard of living for tle preponderant part of tile
J)opulatiol than in any preceding year. The ideal, of course, would
te a new high in, the standard of hlitg every year for every person, bit
in an imperfect world we shall probably have to settle for a little less,
at least for a little while longer. In technical terms we presumably
mean by economic growth a realization in most years of more output
per unit of input, or, to state it differently, higher productivity by
the factors of production;

I I ' 6 I
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''llh n'hivelu ,ii'Vt t of ev.oh gr'th requires 111t1( find inoro fool"
it id H iI f for aWohke I'm 84 11111 C 0 n (111 ' lle ii I ld'I(-c o t tt'er
I 1111+40 fi I I' I112(i IIII i of h I Eo f 44 11,. 'i'hef-re is Ito of ll.r wily, ht rrill
wii 1n lf lls, for llll t, to I's80 ill I''lillion to 1111 P 111141 resolreI s u,8 l
or frol' 1111 uliet 1 . IIU(N !i fil'AIl,' 1h11 h i o Iu hi tloll, I f tlle- n Ill( Cii I1
111011' t 001: l 11 ill, II' . III' hi, s1vi O t1) irovhho ( ileil. ' l
slppliv of 1()8118 M1(4 ii ('111111(2l, gi-w if II 121,( 114-Holl isll i' l re lfy
1'01114II ll . Afil 1101 only 1111141 8 1Villg Iew 1,11(14, )II, it, 1u11, go, OlrollgI)
i82Vesf i m l, i 11 lhe I l() ,II ,4 lu(l IIll'1h1,to l di11 ,(8 Il) e o cj iloIt(2 ,o

1011( il 1 VC 1 011 111 i gl-g 111 IIunI.t8lt 1 ~~''101Ef122HIIlgIll lhis r, ll IllI I t ; 4 1 Iel il I ll lly i yj)I'HP ( ll rl,ion of
HtlkVillg I 11124llill - it 111 11111 I l r th,,i i t i o bekI s ,1 1 It1121 III tI hlJtly2
Iiil' ly I ll lienl i tig il|ml'l2'Il('l ' 111 ' V(h f ilM,'l '(.f 1 1' s vings iO
l'h1 11I4 t .111111t, e 'ist; Ih(e1, ill1(lll 10 illt I t y typ es. of i"l l l ttid
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At the opposite extreme is the advocacy that (Government should
have an exactly balanced budget under all circumstances, and so use
none of the country's saving~s--though an exception is itsually made
for wartime conditions. This view-rests upon the belief that the
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private sector of the economy will naximize incomes, cause optional
savings, and use savings to the greatest advantage. This view usually
is associated with advocacy ot small Goveriunent expendituries and
consequent low taxation.

The final alternative is for theGovernment and the private sector
of the economy to operate in a collaborative manner to assure that
income and savings are maximized and that the best use of savings
is made under all conditions. Under this view it lower rather than a
higher budget is aimed at, and conditiolis conducive to best functioning
of the private economy are established. When the private sector is
advantageously using savings and maxiizing income under these
conditions, the budget woull so operate as to add to the volume of
savings being done privately: i. e., it woulh be balanced and provide
for a modest amount of debt repayment. WMen the economy is not
operating to employ resources at a high level despite a favorable
environment, Government would make use of sonic savings through
a budget deficit.

This third alternative seems to Ine tie wiiset and most desirable;
the two extreme views are unpromisinig. On the one hand, 1 have
no faith that any set of Government officials of any administration
or party have sufficient skill and wisdom to put th major part, of the
country's savings to the most efficient use or to brimg about conditions
in whiel the optimum amount of saving is done. This lack of faith
is based upon no unfriendliness nor lack of acquaintance, for I have
worked in and around a number of Govermnent agencies over the
past quarter of a century and know them customarily to be manned by
hard working, conscientious and able people. It ariises rather from
a conviction that this country and its farilung interest is much too
complex an organization to be comprehended in any detail or operated
with any real success even if every public office were at all times
occupied by the very best fitted ran'in the world for the post.

On the other hand, I observe that on the record the private economy
has not at all times brought about high employment or optimum
s1aving, nor used the savings that occurred to the maxinium efficiency.
Whether this hfis resulted from inept governmental influence or de-
ficiencies of the private sector is argued at length and sometimes with
more heat than light. My own impression is that both sides could
mend their ways considerably.

III. MEsmo PUBLIC AND PRIVATE SECTORS
If the best budget policy is for the public and private sectors to

be made to complement each other in helping to bring about maximum
income, optimum volume of savings, and their most efficient use
for economic growth, the question is how.

One way much discussed over the past two decades is for the Gov-
ernment budget policy to decide when and in what amount budgetary
operation should utilize or add to the country's savings through incur-
ring surpluses or deficits. This proposition has a certain amount of
plausibility, which is enhanced when it is put into the persuasive
form calld the compensatory budget. Under this concept the budget
provides for a sizable deficit to use saving and probably expand bank
credit and the money supply when the country is having less than
prosperous conditions, and conversely the budget is then more than
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balanced so as to create savings and repay thepreviously incurred debt
when prosperity again is achieved. Under this concept expenditures
and taxes must be raised or lowered as economic forecasts are changed.

But, though plausible, this concept has proved unworkable. Its
operation requires such continuous and accurate long-term forecast-
ing of receipts and expenditures by the budget makers as to be beyond
human performance. But more than that, its operation required action
that neither the Congress nor the Executive is on the record, willing
to take. Deficits have been accepted during tie past 20 years on the
understanding that they will be offset by surpluses in good times. But
good times have found little of surpluses except by accident. The
current period has the greatest prosperity the country ever has
known-and a deficit. Expenditures are more easily raised than
lowered, so the system has become one leading to a rising expenditure
trend. Congress ai(l the administration have struggled to find reve-
nues to meet high outlays and have been led to impose a disadvantage-
ousl high tax burden, containing some seriously antigrowth taxes.
Evidently something more reliable, than the compensating budget
concept is needed.

The other way for budget policy to provide that tie public and
private sectors complement each other is to leave the decision to the
private economy aided by the Federal Reserve System. Under this
plan a low-rather a high-- expenditure policy is adopted and the
budget always would be prepared on the assumption that high pros-
perity will prevail during the time period which the budget is to cover.
rax rates would be set to providee revenues to cover estimated expendi-
tures and provide a small surplus from personal and corporate in-
comes at high levels of prosperity. 'Theprivate economy always
desires prosperity anl the Federal Reserve System always is working
to aid in the achievement of that desire.

But if prosperity, does not in fact prevail as the budget would con-
template, then receipts would fall below the level prosJ)erity would
provide and outlays (including trust funds) would rise as a result of
the so-called built-in stahilizers--not (lite to changes in appropriations.
A sizable deficit tis automatically occurs, and the necessary borrow-
ing to cover it uses savings and ex)ands credit. This system doesnt
demand an omniscient crystal ball in the Budget Bureau nor in the
fals of Congress. I conclude that this is the only realistic concept
availablee, and that it should he used.

IV. nip, CENTRAL BANK

I have l)laced great emiuhasis up0on the Federal Reserve System and
its role. 'The Fedemral Reserve System is well equipped to help the
private economy toward prosperity, It can make its decisions upon
facts9 of thle mioment. It call change direction very speedily as condi-
tions change or even to correct its own errors if any be male. It can
encourage or discourage savings, and it can encourage or discourage
mnve.stiment. It can determine the availability and cost of credit,
and greatly influence ind in most circumstances determine the money
supply. it has long experience, and it is staffed with an extraordi-
narily skilled and competent organization of men. The Federal Re-
serve System is one of the most successful and commendable organ-
izations the congress s has ever created.
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TIhe Reserve System has Hot in the past been given sufficient powers
and freedom by, Congress and tie administration to operate most
effectively. Its lreselt position is imiuchli improved and its capabil-
ities much elnlhancled. CoII rless and tl aIinistration would contrib-
ute to econlotiiic growth I by' eimig %ery respomisive to amy requests from
the Federal Reserve for actions or legislation to enhanlee its effective-
neSs.

The best budget policy is that which encourages the Federal Reserve
System to be tle Govermlnlent's priIary instrument to aid the private
ecoioimy to achieve and maintain prosp)eri'ty, which creates conditions
most conducive to the efforts of the economy assisted by the Federal
Reserve, and then automatically and rapid ly provides iid when aid
demonstrably is needed. That is the policy here advocated.

V. BuT VWisc T.%x \x) Oviimt PoLmICis Aiso Amp Ess:i.ir.m,

This statement is concentrated on budget policy fo econommie growth
and it also deals with expenditure policy. But at tile risk of belabor-
ing the obvious, I want to emphasize that even the wisest budget
policy canot assure the realization of tile objective. Thero are a
number of other essentials if the most benefieent rate and type of
ecoilomlic growth is to be realized.

Next to tle most important of all is time central matter with which
your subcommittee is dealing: taxation. Most important is, of course,
the combined matter of the maintenance of freedom and the avoidance
of war. Next comes the manner in which the tax gatherer removes
his necessarily large take from the economy. I should like to urgently
recommend your attention to three aspects of taxation which sevll
to tue to be of outstanding importance to economic growth.

1. Eneouragement to American business operation and invest moit
abroad, through special tax rates.

(a) To hdp maintain pcace.-Foreign commercial operations can
do more to sell the "American way" and to tie nations to us than can
the necessarily limited stall of Vovernmemnt officials abroad.

(b) To enfh ,qe domestic (cofom y.-With a worhl market. as big
as the United Siates and potentially much bigger, foreign operations
can vastly increase consumption ot the goods we produce; and this
is the psi'chologically and eeonomnieally exact right time to expandour foreign business."

(c) To assure sources tor materials needed here.-American devel-
opment. of natural resources abroad can mean that more materials
will be available to us. And we need nly now antd will need more
and more as time passes.

(d) To produce snereased taxv ineome.-Greatly increased United
States earnings abroad, rising out of greater incentive to operate
abroad, can, even with redueed tax rates, produce greater tax revenue.
It's the old American system of making more money by taking at
smaller markup. For example. if a cut in taxes by 15 percent gets
earnings up 25 percent, both the'tax collector and the investor will get
more than now.

(e) Reduce foreiqn-aid ex/endituires.-Inereasing private Ameei-
can investment abroad results in improving foreign economies and
speeds the eventual elimination of United States Government direct
aid.
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Much study has been given this subject in the last several years
and many lroposals made, but so far not much has filtered into the
taxing statute to activate them. These proposals are being reviewed
in detail by another paper, and I will not list them here. However,
I wish to particularly recommend the adoption of prol)osals which
would tend to eliminate or minimize differences in the tax consequences
of various legal forms of ol)erating abroad and which would adopt
tile busine.ssman's concept of the unitary nature of foreign operations.

2. Facilitation of most efficient corporate operation: This is impor-
tant to economic growth because corporations are the chief economic
iiistrumentalities of this society, and the welfare and efficient opera-
tion of the corporate l)opulation is essential to the welfare of the
lounan l)Opllwltion. lhe tax structure contains a number of impair-
ments and obstacles to niost ellicient corporate operation, and these
should be remedied. Among tie impairments and obstacles to most
i'fficient. corporate operation, probably the most notable are the con-
i inued taxation of illtercorporate dividends and the penalty on con-
Solidated ret urns. 'ihe originally suggested need for the former (tile
prevention of evasion of a gra(hiated tax on corporations) is, to the
extent it, may still exist, taken care of by other technical provisions
in tei lw, liut its onerous burden has increased through the years
with the increased corporate rates. Both it and its companion, the
c01101idated return penalty, are almost universally recognized as
being atnomalies which should he eradicated.

:1, Realization of the fundamental relation of saving and economic
growth: This statement began and will now end with emphasis on
the essentiality of savings to the process of economic growth. In
view of this essentiality, the pelnalties on the saving process which
have crept into the tax structure need urgently to be exorcised. Those
who save (both persons and corporations) have already had to over-
(-one the necessary obstacle of tile payment of income tax, and they
have had to undergo the penalty of foregoing the pleasure of current
consumption of their income.

They benefit society by providing the wherewithal for economic
growth, and, as they must overcome an obstacle and make a sacrifice
in order to save, the imposition of taxes upon the resulting savings
is a, most unwise tax policy.

BUDGET POLICY AND ECONOMIC GROWTH

EDWvIN B. GFORFE, Dun & Bradstreet, Inc., New York City

The subject assigned is too broad for thorough treatment, and I
have chosen to limit myself to its third subdivision, viz criteria of
budget policy for short-run economic stabilization and long-term
economic growth and proposals for meeting both sets.'

As usual the problem begins with concepts. The common definition
of economic growth runs in terms of rate of advance in gross national
product and it is commonly held or implied that one of our major
policy objectives should be to maintain this rate at a maximum-at
any rate unless efforts to do so involve periodic recurrence of mass

II am trusting others to find critical ratios of tax yield or rates of capital form.
tion to Income Just beyond which lies disaster (for which they will find a wide range of
choices in the literature), to expound balanced budget theorems, and to mea:iure the effects
of different mixes of taxation and upending at given levels of the latter.
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unemployment. The intensity with which such a belief is held will
influence attitudes toward tax levels and the division of tax burdens,
the extent to which we can tolerate direct controls and State ownership
that our creed generally regards as cramping, the wariness with which
we should walk in trying to stabilize the system-and so on.
' Obviously these other judgments must be made before we finally
decide upon how much growth we want, and action to stimulate
growth will sometimes be difficult to reconcile with them. Every tax
has known and poorly known effects. In the usual case when the
visible or superficial effects are arranged in a scale of values they
turn into positive and negative purposes, and are thereupon trans-
figured with no improvement in our knowledge of ultimate effects.
Have not observed any two economists agreeing precisely on either
the mix of purposes that should be exalted or on the mix of taxes
that would achieve it, and regard it as not unreasonable to assume
that legislators, policymakers, and the public find themselves in like
difficulty.

Among the effects and often among the purposes of taxes are equity,
growth, stability, efficient allocation of economic resources, incentives
to investment and effort, and tolerable allocation of revenue sources
among Federal, State, and local taxing authorities in accordance with
a logical division of duties that we don't have. Our grasp of the
subject is so poor that in different countries people with generally
comparable philosophies and morals move in many directions includ-
ing the diametrically opposed. The final misery is that when honest
technicians try to assess and allow for the secondary and tertiary
effects of each kind of tax in putting together a package, by definition
it can outrage others seeking the same ends but who don't know or
disagree about secondary and tertiary effects.

Tie ground I choose is not to make expansion the decisive factor in
shaping ecoionic policies. For reasons given later I suspect that
both equity and stabilization could be put a little aheitd of it, paradox-
ically, without hurting it--that is, if anyone is willing to accept my
ideas of what constitutes equity and stabilization. For example, if I
were bound b'v a definition of stabilization that would exclude such
amplitudes, lacking monetary cumulation, as those of 1949 and 1954 1
would downgrade the goal as excessively damaging to other objectives.
This graduation in values supports rather tlian deniess another neces-
sary proposition; namely, that up to a )oint measures found desirable
on otler grounds may also promote growth. Much of the trouble
arises at the margins, as from straining for perfection in one value
at disproportionate cost to others. I am satisfied that sluggish prog-
ress is among the consequences of the kinds of disorder marking the
British and French economies. But it seems to me that the major
reasons for removing such disorder should override effects on the
growth rate. Indeed, most of them would warrant elimination even
If in process this rate fell off somewhat. The same thing holds for
otherwise desirable changes at home that might have this effect.

The proper aim is to achieve what for lack of a better term I shall
label healthyy growth." To me this means whatever degree of
progress happened to attend operation of a well-arranged system in-

The distinction is personalized'merely as a part of the process of showing the exaaper-
ating dimensions of the problem, not to prove anything,
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suring among other things, (1) only such Federal activity as is r-
quird to perform essential jobs that cannot be handled well by other
agencies, and (2) equitable distribution of its tax cost. Granted that
specifications have still to be written for these terms, whether or not
the attendant annual rise in gross national product is 2.78 or 2.92 or
3.15 percent doesn't strike me as important.

For our purposes, the conception of budget policy is clear enough,
involving action on both the tax and expenditure sides of the Federal
cash budget. Its consideration, however, raises several problems.
First, only selective treatment is possible in brief compass since vir-
tually all elements on each side bear some relationship to growth and
most have some connection with stabilization. Secondly, discussion
of these items-or at least those in the field of taxation-poses a
dilemma of sorts. Judgments with respect to appropriate tax struc-
tures are bound to be quite inconclusive in the absence of close esti-
mates as to size and distribution of future income and the rate of Gov-
ernment outlays. On the other hand, projections of income and its
incidence are time-consming and subject to wide error, while only
arbitrary guesses can be made as to rates of Government spending more
than a few years ahead. Here I have decided to sit on the first horn
and suggest only general specifications for an ultimate goal.

So much for framework. The parts are closely interwoven. Aq
indicated, the degree of stabilization achieved and the methods used
to that end carry important implications for growth. In attempting
to unravel the strands, it is best to consider first linkages between
budget policy and long-term growth without reference to the bearing
of stabilization on the outcome, and then to deal with the interrelation-
ships.

LON0-RUN GROWTJI

TAXATION

On the tax side, the major conditions of healthy growth seem to me
to be nothing more or less than imposition of such a pattern of levies
as will divert to the Government the revenue it needs to perform essen-
tial functions and do so with as little injustice (inequality in sacrifice)
as possible. Equality of sacrifice involves progressivity.

This postulate seems weak in two ways. It principally shifts the
focus of debate to one of definitions; an(d it refuses to stress the num-
ber and variety of criteria of tax policy (cited even at the outset of
this statement), including the attainment of social or common good
goals. No doubt some important ends could occasionally be best
served through tax measures at the. expense of equity-but not very
often in America.$ The messy system we now have is attributable in
large part to iml)erfect awareness of the true effects of specific taxes,
or of excesses and discord among the aims of a tax system, or of the
availability of better ways to achieve many of the valid goals we are

a rpt me expand this a bit through comment on some of the "big games" so often played
In this field-incentives versus equity, equity versus efficiency, or-to run ahead a bit-equity versus stability. In my judgment, most of these billings promote pseudo-contests.
I concede that in limiting cases there may be serious conflict between equity and other
desirable goals. To take the first instance listed above, I bave no doubt that a policy which
seeks to maximize incentives to invest would involve among other things a truly inequitable
tax system. So too would one intended to induce as many people as possible to work for
as long a time asA~ossble. Bt extremes like these are hardly valid objectives of policy
in this country. For us at least, I don't think that serious conflicts arise between n'rrnte.
nance of equity and legitimate preservation of incentives. I believe too that similar
judgments are correct in the other cases listed above.
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trying to attain through taxation. Largely in consequence, our tax
structure is sadly inadequate not merely on its face but after account is
taken of the gadgets lidden from "Everyvman" that (t0 so niuch to
make the end result very different from wiat he thinks it is-at every
l)oint in the scale-high, low, and medium. Our basic law, to say
nothing of its uneven enforcement, is now such a tangle that one cant
tell whether on balance the interclass and intraclass inequities obvi-
ously present in the aplarent pattern are heightened or diminished
by the loopholes, but it is clear that very serious ones renmai and that
substantial revision is necessary to mett condit ions of healthy growth.
In our system of poorly related pretensions and tolerances, Iprobally
even sol)histicates wodl'd be astonished to learn how nuch nmoiiey anl
time is spent by taxpayers in doing unnatural things.

However, it'is a long way from these considerations to sl)ecificatioll
of a particular tax structure. One reason is that, is alrea(ly said, the
character of the best system depends somewhat on the yield it must
l)roduce. And l)eyond tlat there is r011 for ii ilelence of oJition with
respect to what is the best system. That is to say, for any given yield
or diversion of resources there are likely to be several setups, each
having about as good a claim to being best as the others, and choice
among which, therefore, must be based on concomitant contributions
to achievement of other desirable objectives. Since the first factor
cannot be handled ad(equately without knowledge of the level of out-
lays required, and since in any case Roperr treatment of tihe second is
impossible in the space available. I shall silnply list the major cilanges
in our existing setup that appear desirablee (as properties of a basic
system, not as a siphon for any given yield; see below) under most
conceivable circumstances. They are:

1. Heavier reliance on the personal income and estate taxes, includ-
ing, among other things, reduction of existing excises and integration
of the corporate and personal income-tax levies. Conceptually inte-
gration would require limitation of the tax on corporate income to a
ow flat rate and retention of a substantial levy only on undistributed
profits, from both of which some moderate part (say $25,000 to $50,-
000) would b exempt. The last proposal is not for revival of Che
misfit undistributed profits tax of 1936. The glaring weakness of the
latter was not in its principle but in the failure to clean up the rest of
the tax structure sufficiently to permit the principle to work. Failing
adoption of associated proposals, plus current tolerances under section
102 for expected immediacy of reinvestment on the part of corpora-
tions lacking access to the money markets, I would oppose this one.
Practically, despite the-stimulus to dividend flow, need for revenue in
the foreseeable future would not perinit relinquishment of such an
easy-to-tap source as aggregate corporation profits. A differential
might be initiated, however, by dropping the rate on earnings distrib-
uted in the tax year by a few more notches than that on retained
earnings under the conditions stated. Permitting closed corporations
to file as partnerships under a rule forbidding reversion for X years
would provide an approach to integration for most incorporated
businesses.

2. Substantial changes in the personal income-tax setup, inchlding:
(a) Withholding on dividends at the first-bracket income-tax

rate;
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(b) Introduction of a device for averaging personal incomes
over the years. for tax purposes; as a corollary, carryover of un-
used exemptions and deductions in justice to low-income and/or
large families. It is recognized that in both cases administrative
problems would be serious;

(e) Significant reduction in the high upper-bracket tax rates;
d) In principle capital gains should be taxed more heavily

than at present-perhaps not fully as income, lest the functioning
of the exchange markets on a judgment basis, which is also a pub-
lic need, be unduly constricteil. This was not entirely an ethical
question during the l)ostwar years because adjustments to the
depreciation of the dollar were so violent and diverse.4 The im-
mediate point, however, as in the case of retained earnings, is
that it is academic to talk about taxing capital gains as income
without liberal provision for averaging, over the years, full allow-
ance for losses, less distorting progression in upper-bracket in-
come rates, reduction of corporation tax rates, credits for the
length of time property has been held, and some distinctions
between trade and casual gains. With similar safeguards against
inequity, arrangements should be made for constructive realiza-
tiol Ol capital gains at death;

(e) Narrowing of tax brackets, with corresponding narrowing
of rate spreads.

3. Extension of the corporate tax carryback--say, to 5 years.
4. Closer study of the relation of cal;ital depletion allowances to

(a) the underlying physical phenomena and (b) needed incentive to
exploration.

5. Development of means to accelerate tax refunds.
C. Modernization of State constitutions and laws now unduly cramp-

ing their borrowing and taxing powers; discovery by the Federal Gov-
ernment of more equitable ways of bearing l)redetermined portions of
the carrying charges on State and municipal obligations.

7. Provision of funds to permit adeqiiate enforcement of the law.
Full replacement of our present tax setup by any of those which

mleet the foregoing standards, involving as it probably would a sub-
stantial net fall in revenue at given levels of inlcomle, Nvould be impos-
sible over the. next fewv years. The most productive would still not
produce the yield and accoml)anying diversion of resources required.
Nonetheless,'the job could go ahead a lot more rapidly than might be
thought offhand since the secular rise in taxable income should outrun
growth in Federal spending, including that which some proposals
made later would involve. I think it is possible to devise several
patterns, any of which would, by 1955, permit diversion to the Govern-
ment of sufficient command over resolrces to meet the latter's legiti-
mate needs.

IThe dominant influence in that period was inflation flowing In part from inadequate
taxation during the war and release of the resulting vast money potential more explosively
than necessary, perhaps, b monetary )olicv All groups of tihe population were struggling
to recapture their original claims on goods and services. Those succeeding icluded the
labor unions, property owners, farmers, and eventually holders of equities. Those failing
Included pensioners, savers, holders of life insurance policies, teachers, firemen and police-
men, perhaps most white-collar workers. The cruelty of inflation in dispossessing large
numbers of low to medium income citizens is notorious.
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EXI'ENITUIRiIES

Let us turn now to spenldiig. W1hiat princilde should govern thescope0 of Federal activity € In what sphteres and( (degree (loes this die-

tato Federal outlays?
The answer to lie first quest ion s('eitts fairly clear. (3overnllellts

should 1101ot 1iwldo ally job wIliih private agencies can hlandle ado-
?titely. For tasks tiat only goveri'lnllits al11e able to do, thle1 Federal
iovernutintl should not aliio tlhost which the States could perform,

nor the States tIhose wiicl lower uits cil (1o satisfactorily. More.
over, ovei where s81alhr r units fir' 1ultabl (or lk tile will) to (10 so
fit, a given pSoint of tilie, great. va ll1 us1t bIe ikeit to i11sut'e that, til
scale anid Ilietlod of assistlile are s) IIxed is to eltl'oltra (o the bollo-
ficiaries to equip Ileinselhes to Nike over die job--if neevb, eVi to
the exteit of st inml ug develoleitt of intermediate agelicies (e. g.,nietrolpolitat fold retioiial at horit~ies).

It is ditlicilt to overstress tie imlortiance of a1(lll ee to tlh is ap-
lroacli and of resolving doubts itgaitst ilietwventioni. Tlie latter is

often i ciiiulative business, initial fiction being taken in such ways
as to redilee the initiative anld capacity of tile assist,((, ls inviting
extelnsioln of tIe higher agellcy's role. Perhaps the best recent ex-
ainple of how this kind of thing burgeotis cal be found in postwar
lhitishl history," but we don't 1eed to go abroad to Iiitd the Virus
at work.

Adtiitiedly, however-and I colite now to th seeol( questionl-the
principle is niuch easier to state thain to apply. 't'heo are of course
a few exceptiois to this judgitent (e. g., nat ioital defense). But most
of the areas in which the Federal (ioveritllent is now linalncially active
present. real probleins. li what follows, I propose to contsidor those
ilds in which the bulk of the iilnlol'taltt ones arise: Public construe-

tion; agriculture; fnd welfare,

PUBLIC CONSTIUCTION

The Federal Governient uidertakes itself t large aiounit of coln-
struction and assists lower goverluntellts in their building progrants.
These activities occur in itany fields, of which the following nonfarm
areas are related to insurance of healthy growth in the system close-
ly enough to warrant separate mention: Shn clearance, urban re-
developilleit and public housing; highways; health facilities; and
water and power development.

In my view, there is warrant for a substantial stepup in the slum
clearance and urban redevelo pinent prograin, presently authorizing
Federal loans to a grand totalof $1 billion (and capital grants to a
grand total of $500 million) to localities on projects that they initiate
under enabling State legislation and approved by the National Gov-
ernment. Major changes should perhaps wait on fuller rationaliza-
tion of intergovernmental relationships. In this context, I don't have
much quarrel with the recommendations made last June by the Com-
mission on Intergovernmental Relations, calling for more vigorous
participation by the States, including establishment of metropolitan
planning agencies and State provision of technical and financial assist-

'On this, see W. A. Robson's scathing Indictment of what he labels "the centralizing
mania which has seized hold of (the Labor Party) since 1945" (Labor and Local Govern.
ment, political quarterly, January-March 1953, p. 51).
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arico to localities, and offering as all incentive to niech participation a
shift from local to State basis of administration of Federal assistance
in cases where th States provide by law comprehensive programs and
give significant financial and technical assistance to lower govern-

tent's.
t am inot, clear myself how far efforts should lIe "tlde to comple-

trient the, foregoing progranl by liit'isures to accelerate tile rate of
iulul ic holihli ling, arliciilurly low-rent units, but believe that
however this may be, it, ik desirible to limit, Federal participation to

i-tablishinri, of satii~lbis Iti d provision of fillinciai and techlnical
iIs'istance.

What about. roadbu ilding? Several mints are clear: To promote
healthy growth, it will be nevcessary to boost outlays terrifically and
maintaiin the higher level for more than a decade. Moreover. the
bhulk of the progilini should Ie carried iiiediatAly or evet) nlal y by
State and local grou;, although significant Federal aid should 'on-
tinue to be supplied. With respect to financing, I would be inclined1
to retain the t0-40t set up for t lie interstate system and apport ioninent
Of Federal funds on tile basis of Sitte poihttion aind mileage. I ai
opposed to sole exist ing and prolosedl standards as to collection and
use of revenues.

As to existing condit ions, I do not, see much logic in rules requiring
States to earmark specific p)ercentages of particular levies for high-
way purposes. The linkiiges are inevit ably narrower than the flow
of service and preclude flexibility in the allocation of revenues among
ntopdl of dill'erent, nld shifting t ime-shape, and urgency. If the prin-
viplo were aljpilied generally, the confusion would be vast. As to pro-
posed standards, I ain not persuaded that most of the Federal con-
tribution should come from larger motor-fuel taxes. The benefits
accruing to various segments of the population from better highways
itre related to relative income position as well as relative use of roads.
Finally, I am not clear that our rate of construction should be limited
to that which a pay-as-you-go system can support. ' he payoff to
future generations in larger output potential from acceleration of
the present program beyond pay-as-you-go limits seems likely to be
great enough to warrant some forward shifting of the burden.

The grant-in-aid for construction of health facilities should be
continued. There seems to be some doubt, however, as to the fairness
of double weighting the relative average per capita income of the sev-
eral States in applying the inverse allotment formula. Variations
in requirements are of course a proper consideration, but the data
on need for hospital beds among the States, compilation of which
was financed by the Hospital Survey and Construction Act itself,
sire now available and should support a much simpler and probably
more equitable allotment plan. Any present inequity is also aggra-
vated by the graduation of State matching percentages to average per
capita income. Conformance of grants to economic needs should
hardly now require'a double, and under the squaring formula, a triple
exploitation of the spreads in per capita income among the States.

With respect to power and water development, I believe that much
is to be said for the proposal of the first Hoover Commission's task
force on natural resources to establish within a department of natural
resources a water-development service to which would be transferred
(1) the functions of the Bureau of Reclamation and the river, harbor,
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and flood-control functions of tile Army Corps of Engineers; (2)
major responsibility for the conduct of river-basin and power-market
surveys, now shared by several agencies; (3) authority to decide what
power installations should be made at Federal damis; and (4) the right
to certify to the Federal Power Commission such private projects as
would serve best to promote resource development. Coupled with
establishment of a consistent water policy, involving among other
things participation of the States and localities il tie planning,
execution, and financing of projects and a rule-of-thumnb that to the
extent feasible and equitable costs be paid by beneficiaries, such a
setup woull make tile contribution to healthy overall growth to which
we are entitled from this sphere. However, it appears quixotic to
expect this kind of reconstruction. For a while we shall probably have
to settle for more modest results. I would recommend the following:

1. Extension to all federally sponsored projects of the require-
ment specified in flood-control legislation that the National Gov-
ernment take account of the views of lower governments prior
to authorization of projects.

2. Institution of the policy of equitable division among gov.
ernments of the capital costs of multipurpose, biasinwide develop.
ments, in line with incidence of benefits, capacity to pay, etc.

3. Establishment of a board of coordination and review to
advise the President and the Congress on steps necessary to assure
proper coordination of natural resources policy within and among
governments.

AORICUILrURIE

What about agriculture? Budgetwise the biggest element in the
picture is the system of supl)ort prices and related activities. The
position here, however, is too painful to elaborate. As a result of
work done by many agricultural econoinists over the past 15 years,
we have been given persuasive ideas as to the ingredients of a sensible
setup in this respect. This is a big question and from tile average
citizen to points of decision opinions will continue to differ. The
Congress has been preoccu pied with it for- years. A half century
ago a political leader remarked caustically of the maiden address of
a young legislator, "What lie said that was good wasn't new and what
was new wasn't good," and on this issue at least I will avoid straining
your courtesy.

In discussing budgets for growth, however, I aim obliged to reveal
my position on 1 or 2 technical matters.

To improve the position of marginal farmers, the proximate ends
to be sought are generally recognized : Farms need to be substantially
larger, mechanization much heavier, resort to complementary produc-
tivity-increasing measures (pest control, conservation l)ractices, and
fertilizers) much greater, an( both financial management and market-
ing practices much better. Efforts to achieve any of these goals being
likely to yield small returns failing concomitant action toward the
others, a multipronged attack appears necessary. At least two major
steps merit close consideration:

1. Arrangements to' provide substantial capital loans to low-
income farmers meetifig certain standards of competence, subject
to approval of the general program for their use and willingness
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of borrowers to accept the supervisory and technical assistance
of the lending agency or its delegates.

2. Adah)tatlion of existing facilities-notably the Farmers'
Home Administration and the apparatus it has created at lower
levels-to supply such assistance.

An integrated policy to proinote outmovement from farms is like-
wise necessary and would involve three kinds of action, namely-

1. Arringement an financing of job-training programs, com-
plemented by vocational guidance and counseling.

'2. Provision of informational services supplying data on non-
farim job opportunities and on living costs and conditions in the
areas where these exist.

3. Financial assistance in migration.
In view of the amount of interstate movement which would doubt.

lss occur, the third action might best be taken by the Federal Govern-
ment. 'le secolnd could be handled through extension of existing
State and Feleral employment services and some widening of their
functions. The first presents problems. In view of the basic objec-
tive and the financial status of most of the affected States, there is
inuch to be said for substantial Fe(leral participation. Grant-aided
vocational-train ing pirograins are already in existence. Teacher train-
ilg apart, however, these are geared to prepare nonfarmers for non-
farm jobs and farm youths for farm jobs and the setup calls for a
)0-",(0 division of costs between the National Government and the

States. A substantial ad hoc program to train farm youths for non-
ftrmN work and providing for a larger ratio of Federal-to-State
fiimds-pe,hap 705-25-would seem defelusible. I up the Federal
share reluctantly, but am afraid that otherwise the job wouldn't be
(olie.

WELFARE

'The problems confronting efforts to channel growth along healthy
lil es ,tre fiowhe' e more dillicult than in the field of exconstruction)
welfare activities, including public health, which now receive more
than half of the grand total of Federal grants-in-aid. Here, too, it
is easy enough to specify the broad aims of budget policy. Prac-
tically all would agree that Federal financial assistance should be
(esignled to effect "equalization" of fiscal burden among lower govern-
men, But the l)roblems of just what this involves in practice and
whether aid to what extent the Federal governmentt should set
standards nd seek to stimulate activity present real headaches.
Indeed, the literature is almost a cafeteria-service proposition. rhe
choices range all the way from proposals for unconditional block
grants. reflecting belief thlt although much of the necessary diversion
of resources viii taxatioll is chest elected by the Federal Government,
decision as to their use should lie conipletlly a matter for lower gov-
erniments to imiiae. to i host of earmarked'grant-in-aid setups that,
if aloited (,n IlIsse, would yield a rather tight federally controlled
svstelil.

Lack of space l)recludes extensive comment on the pros and cons of
wario11 l4 propsaiN, but I can set forth my own position briefly:

1. With respect to general assistance, it. is probably better,
during periods of general prosperity or mild recession, to stick
to time present procedure of leaving the full financial burden with
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lower governments. (Significant recession is another matter,
dealt with below.)

2. Continuance of the present classes of "welfare" assistance
on an open-end basis is desirable, but. changes in their scope and
in the degree and character of Federal aid seem appropriate.
As to the former, child-welfare grants should be, made generally
ini urban areas as well as farm communities as at present. As to
th latter, I believe there is a case for replacing present formulas
by setups involving Federal provision of the difference between
some average national l)ayment )er recipient and what woild hm
the average la'inmt-nnt per recil)ient in each State if it spent tlI.
equivalent, of s'ome lrespecitied (uniform) percentage of State
in(oiiiet payniInnts. Both the national mnininim and tile al)pro-
priate percentage would be chosen on the basis of various relevant
criteria and altered only if real costs per recil)ient dictated.
I hider such arrangements, Federal aid would grow during down-
swings since tie margin between the. national lminimun and
average outlays required from the Stales would then widen.
While throughout this discussion of Federal aid I have avoided
administrative (questions as not lying within either my assigl-
ment or may coinpetence, I should state my belief that for old-age
assistance, provided as it is on an open-en(*l basis, the States shonhl
comply witi eligibility standards set by the Federal Government.

3. l have no l)'Ol)osals to make about changes in the numl)c.r
or detailed content of specific health programs receiving grants-
in-aid. With respect to ti basic ends to be sought and maihinery
to be used in their attainment, however, the position taken by
the President's Commission on Intergovernmental Relatiois
strikes me as quite reasonable.

SutoIm'I'-RJUN EcoNo.%Mti Sr.\mIrIzvrioN

How far is this essential to insurance of healthy growth in the
system? How far, if at all, in conflict therewith? Does budget
policy have in important part to play in a stabilization program ?
If so, does the degree of consistency between attainment of the objec-
tive of rowth and that of stabilization depend on the kind as well as
scale ofbudgt policy followed?

My own general answers to these questions can be given quickly: (1)
it is correct, to regard as adequately stabilized a system in which un-
employment is kept generally within a range of ,3 to 7 percent of the
labor force and prices never decline cumulatively or rise more than a
small amount (say, I to 2 percent) per year; (2) adequate sta)ilization
of activity is not only a necessary condition of healthy growth but
it.elf a major element therein; (3) although a stabilized environment
can be insured in ways that militate against growth, means can be
found that are conducive not only to healthy growth but to maximum
physical growth; (4) and it is well within o'ir power to pursue policies
that will serve well all these objectives.

Limitations of space com poi me to support only the last of these
judgments. Before undertaking to do so, however, I should like to

I

*This Is a modified version of the approach advocated by Prof. James A. Maxwell, Fed.
eral Government and the Business Cycle (National Bureau of Economic Research, New York,
1952, pp. 59-71).
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offer it few comments oli the second and third since they do not com-
nanld unanimous support by any means. There is a school of thought

which advocates "full employment at, whatever cost," to use Viner's
apt phrase. These aitlysts consider "full employment" (close to 100
percent emnploynient of lhe labor force) to be so desi able in itself as
to warrallt icce tallne of any socioeconomic straitj jackets its main-
teniance night entail. They would regard as representing healthy
growth whatever rate of progress occurs in such a world, but tend to
expect that more likely than not this rate would represent maximum
growth, too. Another group goes to the other extreme, arguing that
the rate of advalice during inist decades could not have been so great
ill the ab1sene of conld i tions--notably i credit-ine.lianisin n ling
linovlators to set, i more rapid pace--iat. tend to produce cyclical fluc-
Nat ions and are likely to d( so in greater degree the iiore favorable
they are to secular expansion. In their view, the issue is, in 1). I.
lobertson's words, "progress against stability." Unlike their op-
polieits, imienbers of t h is group seem willing to accept stabilization in
illy sellse as the goal toward which policy should aini., but are con-
viimed even so that the resulting rate of growth would fall well short
of lilaximnlli.

I calllot quite accept the validi ty of either of these views. As to the
former, I sUspet that tie loss of (ynaiisii in continuous adjustment
will reduce tlie rate of growth more than it would be increased through
greater increaseq if aniy, in the yearly addition to labor force (and
slowdown, if iny, in the secular decrease in hours worked per year).
As to the latter, I se no reason why all of the progress aliieved in
the past could not have happened ini a world less frequently and badly
stricken with fluctuations; and suspect that the kind of instability
occurring in the last 75 years preceding World V'r II cost ns more
in the way of retarded growth during del)ressions than it gave is in
tlie way of accelerated progress in booms, with the result that progress
has been less historically than it would have been if the systeni had
alw-ays been kcept "stable"I in my sense. Indeed, I suspect that such at
system would contain close to thle olptimual degree of stability from thle
staiidpoint of physical progress.

So much fort lie second and third points. Turning to the fourtil, ole
runs into the problem that there are many ways to hol( swings in
activity around trend within tolerable bounds. The requirements of
healthy growth, however, limit the real possibilities. And choice is
further' restrictedI by l)olitnical factors i light of existing constraints,
what role ought budget policy to plhV in tle stabilization act? And
wlat form should its participation take?

About the role of budget policy, the main thing io stress is that our
arsenals of weapons include soie that are extrabudgetary-notably
those that fall in the monetary and debt mnana ement fields. The
degree of reliance on such measures should -roba ly be greater when
our aim is to check inflation than when we are dealing with recession,
but in either case they appear well fitted to handle a substantial part
of any load compensatory policy would be called upon to bear. Since,
however, exploration of the subject lies outside the terms of my
assignment, the only suggestion I would make here is that the manner
of handling surpluses and financing deficits be such as to reinforce
their direct effects. (For this the l)rimne reason is that the task of
devising compensatory fiscal measures which will not have sour by-
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product effects becomes progressively imiore diflicult dhw larger is th
necessary scale of such ineasllures ; lelle I here is need t though mono-
tary action and debt management to get tl most out of it given
aumount of direct action.)

Now for budget policy. In attemnining to insirme t hat this plays
its pro1)er role, row far should we se(T to relV on itlrovuummemiet in ,te
systems so-called automatic lexibilitv '[O wha, exteld should
eIrolt5 b 1)0 made to buttress aitloiuic dtbhilizers by so-called foml-a1
flexibility, which would trigger off prearalmged reen forcing actions
whenever activity fell below redeteriuiiued levels on selected i ldexes ?
Row mucll shouli we depend on discretionary action as an alternative
or supplement to these built-in counterforces? And if and insofar
as act ion of each kind al)pears desirable, what, specific ineasuires should
be take?

IAt. 11 onsider first, automatic lIhxil ility. liomughly slwaking, this
consists in the degree to which lniy departure front high- level euumploy-
mIeat at, stable prices autoniatically sets in Imotioi changes in revellue
and spending which work against cuiulat ion of' fle unwanted trend.
The svstei already toultaims, especially against recession, a resistal ce
of this sort, that is very large al solIufely and mutch larger relatively
than in prewar days. ;oine analysts, however, appma to feel that the
residual danger of serious filuclt it ions is so strong anld difficulties of
increasing tihe use of ad hoe coin p)ensatory i "Ieasu'es of the l)1ol i scale
and inix at the proper time so great as to warrant strong ell'orts to
heighten autoniaticity even at sacrifice of other major objectives.

()n this point, mimy position can he Iuit briefly. Ii itself, I would
welcome addition to the system's automatic flexibility. in all casts
where ways to achieve a certain end are otherwise e(quially acceptable,
t would uirge choice of that which raises flexibility. Ti same holds
in determining the priority of changes to serve different ends, all of
which are equally desirabh. All that is easy. In fact, on balance tihe
structural changes suggested above would increase substantially the
budget's stabilizing potential-althought all were proposed because
of their desirability on other grounds. But I do not believe that at
present the effect, o stabilization should enter more than peripherally
itno decisions as to what to do about tax st im0l re, etc. ()wimg in good
l)art to the degree of flexibility now existing, the range of variations in
cyclic movements to Which the system seems likely to be subject
appears well Within the capacity of special ueasulnes to handle where
necessary.

Formula. flexibility presents more complex considerations. In my
view, judgment with respect to this device turns largely on whether it
seeks to provide general counterforces to changes in overall activity-
being geared to movement in one or more of the big variables such as
personal income or unemployment and relying on measures designed
to have widespread direct effects-or whether we are trying to choke
off undesirable developments in specific fields. Of these, general
counteraction is superficially more attractive in that, if feasible, it
would enable us to achieve a large increase in automatic flexibility
while holding on most of the time to policies and structures that have
been tested and found good basically-which would not be true if auto.
matic flexibility were maximized directly. However, a survey of the
literature and a fair amount of work on my own leads me to discount
the possibilities. These investigations suggest that any formula able
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1o provide food insurance against bad timing of action and still pre-

vent, any subsantiai fluctuation in activity or unfavorable byproducts
would Ie so complicated as to be unacceptable to the Coil ress. In-
deed, from my own expwriments I am persuaded that it woulI be risky
to give mucl of - rle to formulas under which widespread action
would( be set oft by changes in big variables or indexes. Perhaps the
most that, we could atford would be a cut of a few billions in personal
income or OASI tax yield if and when unemployment runs 6 percent
or nioro for a 3-month period.

Selective formula flexibility is it somewhat, different matter. Almost
every kind of area or industry arranigement imaginable has found a
SllolO, lit, one ie1 or ai,other. Many of these don't withstand close
examination and there is the additional consideration that creation
of a profusion of devices might in net effect expose us to the same risks
aitt aching to politically salable glol)al formuls. I believe, however,
that there are several areas in which contracyclical setups may judi-
ciously be built into the system. Specifically, the following merit
selpanlite mention nd discussion:

1. So long as seasonally adjusted uneinployment exceeds 7 percent
of the labor force, initerest-free loans by thie Federal governmentt
to a iiv State to I)reeludh(l exhaus iol of fi( reserves, relayable at pro-
Slp'ilied rates during years it which such unemloynent averages
4 perehit 01' less. I would not advwate fancy forniulas arrange-
mII.euls to extend (ulration or raise tihe size of benefits.

2. Although opposed to leh, ral grants-il-alid for general asist-
aimCe "is a r'egilhi r thing, I believe. that a good case (anl be male for
reso-rt to hei ill recession. Formula arrangements involving its
provisionil ,1soe 1111lelellt lry basis a fter overall I unemployment
(seasonally adjusted) in the system averaged 6 percent or more for

i.umonths and withdrawal once this drops to an average of 4 percent
or less for lie same plriod warrant consideration.

As to the kind of aid, I would favor open-end and relatively un-
ionditional grants. It seems to me that the National Government

could commit itself to grants for additional recipients at iuichanlged
rates oiice the basic condition was net. ljn(er tils scheme States aiid
localities would receive the sums necessary to cover growth in their
payments for general assistance, obviating penny pinching on an
(essential need (or, alternately, diversion of funds from other essential
11ses) as happened so often in the past. To provide moderate incen-
tive to screen cases properly Ierha s the State and localities should
pay a portion, say 15 to 25 percent, of the cost of general assistance to
these additional i'ecipients. The stabilizing effect of this setup would
be quick and strong.

3. finally, and most important, I believe that, in the case of down-
warl movements propelled in substantial part by falloffs in private
construction, it is hoth possible and desirable to l)lace heavy reliance
on compensatory public works' programs. No doubt circumstances
are conceivable in which this would be rash. I don't have any quarrel
in principle with the impressive list of pitfalls on which ojpowients
of the approach laid so much stress in the late forties: the danger that
acceleration of public building, even though it moderated swings in
overall building, might do so by way of starting new subcycles in the
field or (since the inputs required for different kinds of building often
differ sharply) in the building materials' lines; the technological and
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I rlt awards lhas average 15 trperet or iore below pre eesssioll
level for ;i iltlhs, (ii) aiming to restore half of the falloff for a
while and (iii) undertaking to offset, as uich is lree-qutarters of
it if, despite tle offset, Colls4i'lc'tioni ruuls 7., percent below peak
for more than a year merits serious conSideratioll.

On this subject, see Robinson Newcomb's Instructive article, Public Works and Economic
Stnbilization t in Problems in Antireccession Policy, Committee for Economic li)eveloimnt,
%ew York, 1954.

'Chances In the building field Itself as well as In total activity are proposed owing to
danger of Inverse correlation Ietween swings In construction and those In general demand.
Establishment of what may appear to be too low a Iloor at which to begin action and toomoderate a degree of compensation of falloff stems from fear that nore precipltate moves
mlould prevent strongly desirable shakedowns in the building trades. The rule that the
decree of compensation be raised from one-half to three-quarters In the event of a long
valle) reflects judgment that the degree of desirable adjustment In construction will be a
function not only of its magnitude but of its length. And contract awards rather than
actual onilais hate been choren'to minimize the lag between need of action and its initla
tton. The proper mix of action depends on too many variables to admit of broad specifica-
tion In advance. but it seems clear that a substantial portion of any program should and
can be composed of short-length projects, permitting efficiently rapid expansion and
contraction In Its scale.
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''lle foregoing iippi itfUS shoul( ii it rul enable us to cope rather
wiV1l With tl1011 lSt ilility I1s ll l Ysleln Iiiiglht dis1ay despite the
lillnll, of luilt-ill tI'ibility it, Wold hl then nnolatlin, This conlidelnce
is ligleltl .1l by the uroli ilil, fu' inl onverinls Which do not affect
bihi lllig ll(1ivil1'y ellOtigll to bri into opertlollin ('oni compeImtory works

1)4'll1114 Wo Ild I i 11 ill0d 141'1' liV el- -illVelltowy cycles or their
04) ilVIdil. Nom-Ilioli's, it, is ott I pildeiit to 11881111111 t hut We 81it0l
ot'fell I ('ll 11(d UpOll to fore hlll iltiolealdly irge residual fluctultions.
It. 1I i lplicit. ill wht1 wII d Slt aidlove I hit, if go, rellitice should be
phlt lloll discrelilill y le il0lli'res. Whilli hold be (10110 an( whilt
Hor1' of tl lill(- prI)li' i lloll 1 is ill orl'?'

AH to (iim110 I ltit 1( r n d - -tio Il uik tile second point fi'str---s(o far as
(,olll 'r11 flie I, fillllg li1d 1 (,rlhP or ('0111 Ni'rcyClIi'tl Ineaillr-I8 , I hesitate
tI tly oIl fill' -1111 i llit for dettihiled extiiiitt6ol of evelnts leading
to 1lt1 1,1,rt i ttill seti t , I le, t l 11111 j V iofit .(t, le. tihe. ,ictioi i con -
tetlllite 1 I, .id whllt, ll1lysi4 tll1r'loif coupled with expectations dtta
Siggests witl I' i 1 f,'t to 8l1l0-11ernl Itrospeets. )ecisions ahot the
1011d (f acti(1 to bI ti41 110 1r liloth, Il itft or. 'l'hee should be made
1(fi.0h111(lI. To pis poile debate I1S to whiat to do until after recog-
nit it ll of nievI for Slll)lwpt, is i good wil Iy) toi1sre ill-timled and other.
WisO ill-lhvist, il 1 011,

As 141 WIo 1hlt slm l 6 , i dltI , it, II J tjlf ' t18 ini, that so far 114 conce ri.
I4llIlOt, Ioli'y thi, position i Itsymlmheotriclt. A g11141, inflation, rry

illli i1011 IIi 111 blidgehVi, itis lin"llsialhile (a1d perlps politi-
clilly ii l )4sil h') to ih sii pl eil nhlie st on of lilo rmat .i t let xibilit I
flnd Ilh I(ild of forililla Ilhxi ilit, ,y ,liggIste(l bove, except ill ConOi
tIllis (e. g., lUilotlir Korea) so oiviouisly exceptional as to call for
it'oi)g colllletniVallifig 1toll oil 4llally 111111 front. t'he appropriate tools
tre (ext budget ry, lyillg hirgely in tie field of monetary policy. In

e5180 (If receSsioll, o111 tle (I hitr hand, occasions may well arise in which
reil forcelnent Of mioettary lidonl through demand sulpporting budg-
etltry inei 1s8e, tIire highly (esirahhle. The. planning job here is to
intle thitt the stiqj I uk en do( not corn prom is( basic efforts to preserve
conditions of healthy growth.

In iy view, the most, promising candidates for manipulation are
OASI aTind personal i1o1n1e, taxes--the latter eSpIceially if tile proposed
arranigenients for expediting refunds are put into effect. There is, how-
ever, 100111 for Irguinent as to tite- form adljustments should take. On
this point, it senAis to trip that the criterion for action to stabilize the
system is quite different from that which would be appropriate when
tie issue concerns changes to match secular or long-term decline in
need for revenue (or to forestall any rise in revenue relative to ex-
)enditures that maintenance of a given tax structure would involve).
n the case of downward secular trends, cuts should presumably be

miale in ways that maintain equality of sacrifice or benefits. But for
phenomena like recessions which not only cause the whole community
to suffer but result from flexibilities of the system that everybody
regards as too costly in terms of other objectives to suppress, we need
another criterion. Iain aware of propxoals for a social dividend, pay-
able on a per capita basis and in effect involving a negative income
tax for tho.e not liable at all for tax or who,e liability was smaller
than the desired dividend. This kind of thing is probably unsalable.
Abuses would eventually be great, and I don't think it is for us. But
the notion that t)', proper approach involves some approximation of
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uniform aid seelns quite tenalle. I believe ihiat as tie primary dis-
cretionary tool budgetwise, close conliisiition should 1)e given to
reductions in personal tax load per taxiyer, spread evenly in dollar
terms so far ats individual tax lillbilities were large enougil to permit
this treatment. Through resort to sucih Ineaus to reinforce otlier
stabilizing elements, it shiouhl b)e possible to volitii downswilgs with-
iul narrow linits, securing what would represent practically speal(ig
continuous high-level elnplovient, witil ut substantial violation 0f
any of the conditions of healthy growth.

FFDeIIRAL TAXATION AND ECONOMIC STABILIZATION
Hmv mrr E. MlAOE1N. MiSICeliuSetli histtIRtO Of Teeliohogy

The Federal revenue system in its present forn counteracts fluctu-
ations in business activity in various ways, and could be used to do so
in other ways. Built into the Federal revenue system are a number
of features which tend automatically to reduce the magnitude of any
swing ini the level of emuploymrent or prices. This elect is exerted
through variation in the level of tax liabilities as employment and
income fluctuate. In addition to this built-in stabilizing power of
the Federal revenue systeli, tax rates and other provisions of tax laws
could be changed during a depression so as to raise the level of eco-
niliic activity and could be changed during il inflationary booni to
combat tile rise in prices. In tile first section of my pape r I shall
discuss the automatic impact of the present revenue system on cyclical
swillgs, in tile second section, ways of improving that impact, and in
the third section, proposals for changes in revenue rates during cyclical
swin to counteract those swings. In the fourth I sialIl niote very
briefi' the relationship to long-run growth of measures for short-run
stabilization.

In an appendix I discuss the involved question of the relative coun-
tercyclical effects of the various tax laws which make up the present
revenue systent. For lack of space I shall not discuss except in passing
the relationship of revenue measures to other types of stabilizing
action.

I. T B-ILT-IN STABILIZING POWER OF TIlE REVENUE SYSTEM

The revenue system exerts a strong stabilizing influence on the
economy. Various influences cause minor variations in the level of
output in our economic system. Business firms may decrease the level
of their inventories; installment plan sales of consumer durables may
fall, and so on. If, when such a reduction in production and employ-
ment occurs, the spendable income of consumers fell as much as the
value of output, even a relatively small initial recession in economic
activity might cause a serious depression. (I use the term "spendable
income" of consumers to refer totheir income remaining after meeting
their tax liabilities.) For their expenditures would fall by almost as
much as the fall in their spendable income. This reduction in con-
sumer purchases would cause an equal additional fall in output and
income, this would cause a further fall in expenditures, andso on;
and the snowballing effect could cause a minor swing in business
activity to become a major one.
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Fortunately, however, for each $1 billion fall in output, the spend-
able income of consumers does not fall by nearly as much, because
of three inftluenes. First, part of the fall in income is absorbed by
corloratiolns. heirr profits fall sharply, but they tend nevertheless
to maintain their dividends for some considerable time. Between the
second quarter of 19152) and tile first quarter of 1954, corporate profits
after tax fell by $2.1 billion (annual rate) or 11 percent. Dividends,
however, rose "frol $9.2 billion to $9.7 billion (annual rate). Be-
tween 1929 and 1932, corporate profits after tax fell from $8.3 billion
to -$8.4 billion, aflit is, to a loss of $3.4 billion. But dividends fell
only from $5.8 billion to $2.6 billion. 'This continued payment of
dividends helps to sustain consumer spendable income and, to a lesser
extent, constiiner expenditures.

A second inftlueice, not present in the 1930's bit present now, is
uinellipihyl~lillt com)enstion payments. In the setclm1 quarter of
1953.,i hse tot ah'd $227 million. 'In I le second quarter r of 1951, after
a fairly sinall decline in otpiut and employment, they totaled $577
million. 'I'll is inevtvease of $350 million per (l ilarter is equivalent to an
increase of $1.I billion per yealr, a Conisiderable help in sutstai nilig t he
itconie and also tlie expeilditire of low-invomie groups. If output
had fallen further, the rise in imeinl)loytent, benefits would have been
greater.

1'l e third factor prvetiing consumer andi business spendable ill-
come from falling as imich as the value of output, is the reduction of
tax liabilities when output. and income fall. This is the influence to
h)e disclussed itt greater lengtIh in this pit per.

The helpftil influence of reductions in tax liabilities in sustaining
consumer income and expenditures when output anti employment
fall, is considerably Freater than that of either corporate dividends or
unemployment benefits. As this is written, the gross national product
is running at it rate of about $390 billion per year. At present tax
rates, individual income tax liabilities at this level of GNP are per-
haps $33 billion per year, excise tax liabilities between $9 and $9.5
billion, an( employment taxes about $7 billion. If GNP were to fall
by $25 billion, or to $365 billion, Federal individual income tax lia-
bilities would fall by say $3 billion per year, excise tax liabilities by
perhaps $1 billion, and employment taxes by some $750 million. These
are not precise figures. 'ihe exact amount of each of these reductions
would depend on the timing and exact nature of the reduction in GNP
and estimates of the reductions in tax liabilities differ. But for a
typical recession, these estimates are probably reasonably good. The
total reduction would be about $1,750 million. Thus the reduction in
these tax liabilities would equal almost one-fifth of the fall in GNP.
Not all of the benefit would accrue to consumers; some would accrue
to corporation profits. They would be somewliat higher-possibly
$500 million to $550 million higher-at a GNP of $360 billion, than if
aggregate liabilities under these three taxes had remained at their
prosperity level.' But the great bulk of re(dtctio-i of liabilities under
these three taxes would accrue to individuals. Consumer spendable
income would remain, I estimate, well over $4 billion higher and con-
sumer spending about $3.5 billion higher than if aggregat tax lia-
bilities had remained at their prosperity level.

'These estimates assume that corporations would absorb one-third of the additional
excise taxes and one.fourth of the additional employment taxes.
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If this "cushion" did not exist, so that consumer spending. fell by
an extra $3.5 billion, output, employment, and consumer incomes
would also fall further, expenditures would fall still further, and so
on in a spiral which would greatly aggravate the recession. How far
such an effect might carry depends on many circumstances. But it is
a fair estimate that if the ratesof these three types of taxes were
really pushed up sufficiently to yield the same revenue at goss national

product of $365 billion as they had previously yielde at $390 bil-
ion, and then were pushed up again as theu first increase depressed

ross national production further and reduced tax revenues again, the
al effect in a typical situation would probably be to carry gross

national product down another $10 billion-i. e., almost half again as
far, purely because of the cumulative reduction in consumer expendi-
tures. The extra inventory unloading which would occur might carry
the downswing much further. If a failure of confidence occurred be-
cause of this rather drastic fall in output and income, the effects might
of course be still more serious. And if corporation income tax rates
were also increased progressively as the depression deepened this
would add to the dismal effects.

Of course, no one would conceive of thus raising the rates of all taxes
as income and economic activity fell. But this brief sketch of the
results may be useful as a reminder of the virtues of the fact that
Federal tax liabilities do fall as output, employment, and income
fall. Federal revenues have always fluctuated with fluctuations in
business conditions, but the effect in sustaining income and expendi-
tures has never in earlier decades been as great as at present, mainly
because the magnitude of Federal tax revenues has never been as great.

The stabilizing power built into the Federal revenue system also
operates during an inflationary od. As prices rise, money in-
comes and corporate profits rise. iabilities under the individual in-
come tax and the corporation income tax therefore increase, and the
increased taxpayments siphon off income and check spending. Lia-
bilities under those excise taxes which are on ad valorem base also rise,
with a corresponding helpful effect. However, liabilities under excise
taxes which are)evied on a per unit basis do not rise, and employment
tax liabilities rise little. For these reasons, the counterinationary
effect of the Federal revenue system as a whole is somewhat less than
its counterdepressionary effect.

The reduction in tax liabilities as output and income fall, which
cushions the recession, also creates a budget deficit The reduction
and the budget deficit which it creates are desirable because they do
mitigate the recession. A deficit which creates an inflationary level
of demand during a boom does so by injecting into the economy an
excessive addition to income (and to the money supply).- But a deficit
during a recession or depression merely suplies needed income (and
money), not an excessive amount. The additional mone which it
injects into the economic system is almost certainly less ti~an would
have been injected by private business activity if full prosperity had
continued.
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II. IMPROVING TIHE BuiLT-IN STABILIZING POWER

A. TIlE RELATIVE MERIT OF VARIOUS TAXES

It is my judgment that employment taxes and the individual income
tax are of approximately equal effectiveness in combating cyclical
fluctuations in employment, and that the present selective excise taxes
as a group are less effective. The same would be true of a general ex-
cise or sales tax. The individual income tax is the most effective of
the four in combating inflation. The cyclical impact of the corpora-
tion tax is highly uncertain. It is not certain whether it is less or more
effective in combating fluctuations than the employment and in-
dividual income taxes.

Because the considerations leading to these conclusions are some-
what involved, they are presented in an appendix.

B. EFFECTS OF 1954 TAX CHANGES

Among the changes in revenue legislation enacted in 1954, only one
in my judgment may alter to any appreciable degree the counter-
cyclical effect built into the revenue system. This provision is that
permitting somewhat accelerated amortization of most of the cost of
new plant and equipment for tax purses. Because of this provision,a firm investing will know that its liabilty for corporation income
tax during the first years of a new venture will be less than other-
i wise, assuming that it has any profits to be taxed. This will stimulate
investment, if profits during the first years are anticipated. Early
profits are more probable in full prosperity than in recession or de-
pression. Hence the stimulus in prosperity may be greater than in
recession or depression, and the net effect will probably be to shift
investment from depression or recession to full prosperity, and thus
make cyclical swings worse. However, the magnitude of this effect is
probably not large.

C. TAX CIIANGE8 WHICH WOULD INCREASE THE STABILIZING EFFFA

Certain changes in present tax laws would somewhat increase their
stabilizing effect, but no changes which left tax rates constant during4 cycles would bring a very large improvement.Introduction oI a carryback provision into the corporation-income
tax would improve its cyclical effectiveness in two ways. Both effects
would result from the fact that any corporate loss during recession
or depression would create an immediate claim for a tax refund.

First, a carryback would give the corporation more cash during
the depression. This would enable it either to continue dividends at
a higher rate than otherwise, while maintaining a prudent cash posi-
tion, or to carry out investment plans. Either course of action would
help to raise the level of spending, hence of employment and income.

Secondly a carryback would increase the prospects that advantagecould be taen of accelerated depreciation during a depression or re-
cession. For even if a new venture carried out y an existing enter-
prise showed no profit, so that there was no tax liability, carryback
would permit a loss registered through accelerated depreciation to be
charged against any profits in recent years. The destabilizing effectsof accelerated depreciation would thus be mitigated.
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Both of these advantages would accrue, however, only if the Treas-
ury Department set up administrative machinery which made possible
prompt handling of claims for tax refunds.

A carryforward, it should be noted, would not have these advan-
tages. It does not yield any benefit during the depression, but merely
creates a situation in which the corporation will be able to reduce its
taxpayments in more prosperous future times (precisely when a reduc-
tion is not necessary).

The effects on investment of introduction of a carryback should
not be exaggerated. They are small. In a minor recession few cor-
porations would have losses to carry back, and in a major depression
other circumstances would have great influence on investment
decisions.

The countercyclical effect of the present selective excise taxes would
be increased by changing the specific rates which exist for some com-
inodities and services to ad valorem rates. This would not only reduce
the tax burden in depression if prices of the items were reduced; it
would also increase the tax burden during an inflationary rise in prices,
thus helping to check the inflation.

Increase in the flexibility of employment taxes could be achieved
by increasing the maximum salary liable to tax. In many cases the
tax does not vary even though wage or salary falls during depression,
because the wage or salary does not fall below the rate of $4,200
per year, the maximum subject to tax. If it were desired to raise
the ceiling salary without increasing the burden of the tax, present
rates could be adjusted downward so as to leave aggregate revenues
unchanged.

In the individual-income tax, altering the proession of tax rates
in any moderate degree would not greatly alter the cyclical flexibility
of tax yields, for only a minor part of the cyclical variation in the
revenue yield of the tax is caused by the movement of incomes down
or up the scale of surtax rates. The major part of the cyclical varia-
tion is caused by the fact that in recession or depression an increasing
share of incomes drop below the level at which they pity tax at all.
In other words, it is the bracket change from 20 percent to zero, not
the smaller bracket changes above 20 percent, which is the major in-
fluence. Changing the magnitude of exemptions moderately would
probably not greatly alter the countercyclical effect.

nI. FOR ULA FLEXMILrrY

Valuable though the built-in flexibility of the Federal Revenue Sys-
tem is, its operation is limited. It can only prevent a recession or
depression from going as far as it otherwise would, but can never act
independently to reverse the fall of employment and income during
a depression. In inflation, it will similarly act only to prevent an
inflationary surge from proceeding as rapidly or as far as it otherwise
would, but it can never inject an independent counterinflationary
force. For countercyclical forces that reverse a swing, either "for-
mula flexibility" or discretionary action is necessary,

The term "formula flexibility" refers to arrangements by which
changes in the provisions of revenue, expenditure, or monetary and
banking measures are put into effect automatically when certain eco.
nomic changes occur. Discretionary action refers to changes adopted
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at the desired time through action of the Congress or the Executive,
rather than by formula.

Formula flexibility would, of course, require legislation specifying
the change in tax provisions and the circumstances in which it will
take effect. An example of formula flexibility would be a provision
that the first-bracket rate of the individual-income tax should be re-
duced from 20 percent to, say, 10 percent, by announcement by the
President, if the Bureau of the Census Monthly Report on the Labor
Force had indicated unemployment of more than 4,500,000 for 3 con-
sentive months. and that the 20- percent rate should be restored when
either of the following occurred: (a) The Monthly Report on the
Labor Force showed unemployment of less than 2 million for 3 con-
secut ive months, or (b) the Monthly Report on the Labor Force showed
unemployment of less than 2,500,000 for 3 consecutive months and,
in addition, the Bureau of Labor Statistics Consumer Price Index
s owed a rise of one-half of I percent in prices within the period.

Some other economic change could be used as a signal for the tax
change, instead of these two indicators. And, of course, the provisions
of taxes other than the individual-income tax could be altered. For
example, excise rates or the rate of the corporation-income tax might
be cut by a specilied amount. But the latter two sorts of changes
run into certain difficulties. Business planning is affected by corpo-
ration-income-tax rates. Uncertainty concerning them would hamper
it. It would also lead to stock-market speculation based on the like-
lihood of change. Moreover, a temporary reduction in corporation-
income-tax rates is not very effective in stimulating economic activity.
It does extremely little to stimulate investment, precisely because it
is only temporary. Granting credit against corporation-income-tax
liability for investment during depression would serve as a stimulus,
but this rather complicated and controversial proposal would cer-
tainly be less attractive as a means of formula flexibility than a ,impler
measure. Reduction and later restoration in excise-tax rates, if sizable
in amunt, Niohild also hmaniper biiness leaningg, in this case the plan-
ninj of retailers as well as of manufacturers. It would cause repeated
(Iificulty concerning floor stocks, and could lead to speculative deals
in the commodities. While these difficulties concerning these two
types of taxes are by no means insurmountable objections change by
formula in individual-income-tax rates seems both most feasible and
economically preferable.

Formula flexibility can save a great amount of time, compared with
that which would elapse if after an economic downturn Congress met
and went through the process of deciding whether the situation war-
ranted tax action and, if so, what action was preferable. Deciding
in advance on the action and its timing would leave only the mechan-
ical steps to be taken after the need for action had arisen. Never-
theless, there would necessarily be some delay after a change in eco-
nomic conditions before a formula change, for example, a change in
the income-tax rate, could take effect. First, there would be a lag
between the time when the change in the level of economic activity
occurred and the time when statistics reflecting it were recorded.
Then, after the statistics gave the signal for a change in tax rates busi-
ness firms throughout the country would have to be notified, and time
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allowed for them to change their withholding procedures.' This
might require say 2 months, at a minium. Several additional months
wil elapse before tie iiicrease(d monetary flow released by tie reduction
in withholding rates begins to have its full effect on employment, out-
put, and prices. Thus a minimum of about 6 months would elapse
from the time the trigger was pulled until the tax reduction began
to have its full effect on economic conditions.

This course of events assumes that by prior legislation the Congress
has authorized the executive branch to institute the change in tax pro-
visions when unemployment had reached the indicated level (if that
was the signal specified in the legislation). A change provided in
prior legislation might be triggered off in other ways. When the
specifiedlevel of unemployment had been reached, Congress might
trigger off the change by a joint resolution. This is the method rec-
ommended by the Committee for Economic Development in Jobs and
Markets. Or, Congress might provide for administrative discretion,
with the provision that a proposed change must be submitted to Con-
gress for possible congressional veto. Finally, full administrative
discretion might be granted to alter tax rates within specified limits
as economic conditions seemed to warrant.

All of these methods except the last. which Congress would probably
be reluctant to enact, would require more time than a simple auto-
matic trigger.

There is a danger which should be guarded against in any formula
flexibility. It is that if a cyclical fluctuation turns out to be a short-
lived one, the change in tax provision might come into play just in
time to have a perverse effect. The 1953-54 dip in business activity
provides an example of this possibility. Output began to fall in the
third quarter of 1953, and unemployment began to rise in November.
Unemployment reached its highest level, some 3.7 million, in March
1954, hovered at 3.3 or 3.4 million through July, and then fell (except
for a seasonal rise above 3.3 million in January-March 1955). Out-
put and income began to climb in the last months of 1954, and by mid-
1955 the Board of Governors began to take steps to check an inflation-
ary level of spending. If a reduction in taxes had been instituted
some time during the second quarter of 1954, it would have begun to
have its full effect in stimulating spending along toward the end of
the year when it was unnecessary, and would have played its part
in considerably increasing the threat of rising prices in mid-1955.

Conversely, 'if tighter tax measures to check spending are instituted
just when a short-Iived upswing in prices has in fact spent its force,
they may aid in creating unemployment, rather than in countering the
price rise.

Yet if the downswing in output, income, and employment had gone
farther in 1954, formula flexibility in individual-income-tax rates
could have been of great help in checking the downswing and turn-
ing it up again. Quick action in such a circumstance might prevent
a cumulative downswing due to loss of confidence in future markets
and profit prospects.

IoNew tax forms and Instructions wood also have to be prepared and printed : this could
not be done In advance, for the change in tax liability for the year would depend on the
month when the change took effect.
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These considerations lead to the following recommendations:
1. No attempt should be made by formula flexibility to keep minor

economic fluctuations within too narrow limits. If this is attempted,
the danger of perverse action is too great. Perhaps even the range of
fluctuation suggested in the examp Fe cited is too narrow. Certainly
no narrower one should be specified.

The danger of perverse eftects exist not only because of the possi-
bility of a quick turnaround in economic trends under certain con-
ditions, but also because of the margin of error in our economic
statistics. As the Census Bureau would be the first to admit, the
Monthly Report on the Labor Force estimates of unemployment are
by no means perfect both because financial limitations limit the size
of the sample and also (and more important) because of the margin
of error in the responses of individuals to interviewers. The Con-
sumer Price Index is not only subject to some margin of error, but
also is computed only some time after the date to which it applies.
Considerably more money would be required to execute a procedure
which would permit more speedy computation.

2. To check cumulative developments, prompt action should be
provided for if unemployment or prices go beyond the indicated
limits. The trigger should either be provision for the Executive to
alter tax rates when the specified condition existed, or provision for
triggering by a joint resolution by Congress, when the specified con.
ditlon exists. Such a provision should provide for a request to the
President to call a special session of Congress, if it is not in session
at the time.

3. Considerably increased amounts of money should be appro-
priated by the Congress for the collection and processing of economic
statistics in order to reduce the time involved and increase the ac-
curacy of the statistics.

4. he sort of indicators recommended above (MRLF and CPI)
are those commonly recommended by economists to trigger formula
flexibility. However, to prevent perverse action because of quick
turnarounds in economic conditions, I recommend investigation of
another type of indicator as well, based on the difference in nature
between short economic fluctuations and others.

Except where there are exceptional and obvious new factors in.
pinging on the economic system, a quick economic dip and recovery
is caused by or at least has associated with it, an inventory swing.
When manufacturers and traders feel that their inventories are ample,
any small (lip in business--or even the fact that rising sales cease to
rise-may cause them to reduce inventories. Theii curtailment in
their orxers is occasionally enough to cause a sharp drop in output
and employment increasing unemployment by 1 or 2 million. But
if no other fundamental factor is involved in the downturn, when
firms have reduced their inventories and begin to buy as much as thev
are selling, this in itself will bring an upturn, and the upturn wiil
cause them to rest, ck inventories. Therefore, when a quick down.
turn is primarily due to inventory disinvestment, a quick turnaround
is apt to occur and tax reductions as a countermeasure is dangerous.

On the other hand, if the total of investment by business firms in
fixed capital (plant and equipment) plus housing construction is de-
clining significantly, not only is a quick turnaround much less likely,
but the danger of a cumulative downward spiral is far greater. (A
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decline in the share of their income which consumers spend may in
certain circumstances have effects similar to those of a decline in
fixed investment.) Tax reduction in these cases is not only safer
but much more necessary. I therefore suggest that the Congress
should investigate the possibility of obtaining adequate data con-
cerning tle two types of business expenditure promptly enough so
that these data, together with data on employment, might be used
as a signal to trigger off tax changes, no change being made in case
of a recession due primarily to inventory decumulation.

It should be noted that tax changes have marked advantages over
Federal expenditure changes as measures of formula flexibility. It
is difficult to store up worthwhile expenditure prograins during pros-
perity, and save them for recession or depression. Furthermore,
few expenditure programs can be put into effect its rapidly as a tax
change. Finally, there are a number of administrative difficulties
and economic disadvantages to abrupt changes in expenditure pro-
grams. Changes in the individual income tax, on the other hand,
can be initiated promptly, and they exert their effects smoothly
throughout the economic system, in accordance with the spending
decisions of the millions of individuals whose tax liabilities are re-
duced. It seems desirable to reserve expenditure action for any
major emergency, and to enact formula flexibility in revenue legisla-
tion toward the end that the major emergency may be prevented from
ever arriving.

IV. SHORT-RUN STABILIZATION AND LONO-RUN GROWTH

One of the important requirements for long-term growth in the
economy is a steadily increasing level of demand. When output falls
for lack of demand, incentives to continued growth are lessened.
Another of the conditions for long-term growth is adaptability of
the economy to meet internal changes-growth in some industries,
relative decline in others. Fiscal measures which cushion and coun-
teract short-run economic fluctuations hell) to provide both of these
needed conditions. They are therefore not only consistent with long-
term growth; they are essential supports of it.

APPENDIX: THE RELATIVE STABILIZING POWER OF VARIOUS TAXES

To increase the stabilizing power of the revenue system, which type
of tax should be emphasized? Which type should be increased and
which reduced, if the only criterion were their relative effectiveness
in helping to sustain consumer and business spending and income in
a recession, and in helping to restrain spending in an inflationary
period? There are, of course, many other criteria which must be
applied in deciding the relative desirability of alternative taxes, but
only this one is appropriate for discussion here.

The choice to be made would be between, say, a $2 billion reduction
in one tax or another, or perhaps whether to reduce an inferior tax
by some such amount and increase a superior one. The criterion,
therefore, is not the total amount by which each tax varies between
prosperity and recession. The criterion is how much countercyclical
impact each billion dollars of each tax has.
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It was indicated above that with a fall in gross national product

of $25 billion, annual individual income-tax liabilities would fall from
$33 billion to $30 billion; excise-tax liabilities from some $9 billion
to $8 billion; and employment-tax liabilities from $7 billion to $6,250
million. In the same circumstances corporation income-tax liabilities
would fall from some $21 billion to 17-18 billion dollars. Of each
billion dollars of revenue from the corporation income tax at the
present level of gross national product, 14-19 percent or 140-190 mil-
ion dollars per year would be lost if gross national product dropped

by $25 billion; of each billion dollars of excise-tax revenues, some 11
percent or $110 million would be lost; of each billion dollars of
employment-tax revenue, somewhat less than 11 percent or $110 mil-
lion, and of each billion dollars of individual income-tax revenue,
some 9 percent or $90 million. Estimates such as these, as noted earlier,
can be only approximate. But they are accurate enough to permit
evaluation of the different taxes.

Not all of the reduction in excise and employment tax liabilities
benefits consumers. Consumers do not bear the fill] burden of these
taxes in prosperity, and hence are not relieved by the full amount of
decline in the taxes, when a decline occur.. Perhaps, as a rough
estimate, two-thirds of the burden of selective excise taxes and three-
fourths of the burden of employment taxes fall on consumers. When
these fractions of the reductions in these taxes are computed, it is
seen that, per billion dollars of tax, the influence of employment and
individual income taxes in sustaining consumer income in recession or
depression is about equal, and that of excise taxes considerably less.'

This is true of the present selective excise taxes. It would also be
true of a general excise or sales tax, whose flexibility would be no
greater than that of the selective excises.

The corporation income tax exerts an impact on consumer spendable
income in three ways. Decline in corporation income tax liability
helps to sustain dividends, but by no means dollar for dollar; prob-
ably except in a prolonged depression not more than one-third of the
decline in corporation hicome tax liability is reflected in dividends.
Further, the dividends, being on the whole paid to higher income
groups, are subject to a high rate of individual income tax, so that
I lie share remaining as spendable income is reduced. The bracket rate
of individual income tax applicable to the dividends probably aver-
ages at least 50 percent.4 Ience the contribution to spendable income
is probably not more than one-sixth of the decline in tax liability
itself, or 23 to 32 million dollars per each billion dollars of tax.

A second effect on consumer spendable income arises from the
incidence of the corporation income tax. Not all of the tax burden
is borne by corporations; sone part is passed on to purchasers in the
form of higher prices or passed back to workers or suppliers in the
form of lower wages or prices; in either case the burden is shifted to
consumers. As corporation income tax liability declines in recession
or depression, this burden on consumers declines; this effect reduces

8 All of the reduction In the individual Income tax liabilities, o $90 million, benefits
consumers; three-fourths of the reduction In employment tax liabilities, or $87.fi million.
two-thirds of the decline In excise tax liabilities, or $73 million.

' If dividends were not maintained, Individual Income tax revenuex would fall further
In depression than they do. Conversely, the Individual income tax p)reents the mrlate-
nance of dividends from sustaining consumer spendable income as much as it otherwise
would.
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the decline in spendable income 3  If as much as one-third of the
burden of the corporation income tax is passed to consumers, then
one-third of the decline in tax liability, or 46 to 61 million dollars per
billion dollars of tax helps to sustainn their incomes. Thus through
this effect pls the effect via dividends, tile sustaining effect may be
as great as 69 to 96 million dollars, or as great as that of enll)loyment
taxes and the individual income tax.

The tax has a third effect which must be considered. Through its
inlpact on profits it probably affects the volume of business invest-
inent in depression, which in turn affects tile level of enploynent and
income.

The effect of the tax on investment, is not certain. It should le noted
that the problein is not whether the corporation inconi tax reduces
investment in prosperity and depresion combined. The problem
considered here is whether the existence of the tax increases or de-
creases the fall in investment from full prosperity to recession or
depression. Reduction in the rate of the tax woull increase profits
after tax in depression. But it would increase profits after tax ill
prosperity even more, in absolute terms. Hence the added stimulus
in prosperity would probably he greater than that in (epression, and
the net result might be to shift some investment fromli depression to
prosperity, So that when a depression caine it would le deeper than
otherwise. Insofar as this occurs. the higher the corporation income
tax rate, the more stabilizingthe effect.

It is probable that the existence of the corporation income tax
reduces the amount of cash available for investment during a recession
or depression. Even this, however, is not certain. If corporation
income tax rates were reduced, profits after tax would be larger dur-
ing full prosperity, and dividend rates during full prosperity would
accordingly be greater. When a depression or recession occurred, the
fall in tile dollar level of profits would be greater, hence the cut in
dividends, internally financed investment, or accumulation of cash
would have to be greater than at present. Because tile pressure for
nmintenane.e of dividends is great, it may be the retention of cash for
investment or accumulation which would give way in favor of divi-
dends. However, a corporation that was able to resist this pressure
could have a greater absolute amount of cash available in depression
than is now tie case.

On balance, it is my judgment that considering the incentive effect
and the availability of cash effect combined, the corporation income
tax evens out the cyclical flow of investment somewhat, rather than
accentuates cycles. The question, however, is complex and the answer
uncertain.

Because of the uncertainty of these various effects of the corporation
income tax, it is impossible to know with certainty whether its stabiliz-
ing effect is greater or less than that of the individual income tax and
of employment taxes. My judgment is that the stabilizing effect of
the corporation income tax is greater, but this judgment is subject to a
wide margin of uncertainty.

,The tax widens the margn between the Ols price of a commodity or service in pros-
perity and the Income which Oows to the individuals who helped to produce it. That Is,
b=causof the tax a smaller share of each males dollar goes into consumer Income. There.fore. when sales and output faii by $1. consumer income falls by less than It otherwise
would. Excise tas have a similar ef t.
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I would like to emphasize that these eolnments concerning the rela-
tive stabilizing effect.; of various taxes re not intended to express
judgments concerning the overall desirability of the various taxes.
'Tlhy fail to consider the entire question of equity, as well as the
ecoinomic effects of alternative taxes other than the countercyclical
erect (for example, the relative impact on different industries). The
coisiderations discussed here, those which relate to stabilizing total
output and employment, are only one group among a number of im-
portant factors which must be evaluated in judging the relative de-
sirability of alternative taxes.





II. IMPACT OF FEDERAL TAXATION ON THE DISTRI-
BUTION OF REAL INCOME AND LEVELS OF CONSUMP-
TION

THE IMPACT OF MODERATE INFLATION ON INCOMES

AND ASSETS OF ECONOMIC GROUPS

G. L. BACH, Carnegie Institute of Technology

Most of the papers submitted to this subcommittee deal with the
effects of taxes. My task is to consider briefly the effects of no
taxes-of permitting inflation to occur instead of raising taxes
(or reducing Government spending) when aggregate demand rises
above aggregate supply at the then-existing price level. Only by
comparing the effects of different taxes with the consequences of not
enacting taxes can we reach a fully considered decision as to what
taxes, if any, ought to be levied when, and how heavily.

The major purpose of this paper, therefore, is to provide a back-
grounl and standard of comparison for assessing the comparative
impacts of the many tax policies that will be discussed before the
committee.

Little disagreement remains on the broad outlines of sound tax
poliy in periods of either nmass unemployment or drastic inflation.
I the former, tax reductions are surely in order, and in the latter

sharp tax increases. But more difficult decision problems arise when
the situation is less clearcut, when the problem is: Shall we try to get
from reasonably full to full employment, at the risk of helping to
generate moderate inflation-or, alternatively, how drastically shall
we impose taxes to resist relatively mild inflationary pressures?

This analysis, therefore, considers the impact of relatively mild in-
flation on different economic groups when a situation of relatively full
employment prevails. Such situations are apt to pose especially
)uzzling dilemmas for overall tax policy in the American economy

over the foreseeable future.
By inflation, I shall mean simply it rise in a broad-based commodity

price index (such as the Bureau of Labor Statistics Index of Con-
sumer Prices). This simple definition includes price rises when less
than full employment exists, because this may be part of the situation
we wish to consider. The definition does not lead us into the ultimate
causes of the general price increase, since this would go beyond the
scope of this brief exploration.

By "relatively mild inflation" I shall mean inflation roughly up
to the severity of the inflation in the American economy between 1939
and 1952. This eliminates from consideration here "hyperinflation"
and the type of rapid, persistent inflation found in several European
countries since World War II where economic behavior was widely
adjustpd to the expectation of continuing inflation. Most of the em-
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pirical evidence used here deals with recent inflation (since 1939) in
the United States. 'hus, it must be recognized that the findings may
not apply equally to other inflations and other settings. Still, this is
probably the best factual evidence we have for considering likely
events in the United States in lie years immediately ahead.

ly "relatively full emlloyment" I shall mean situations where un.
employment does not exceed 5 to 6 percent of the civilian labor force.

All these delinitions are arbitrary. They are taken merely to do-
limit the problem posed for this particular analysis.

SUMMARY OP CONCLU;ONS

Inflation is often said to reduce the Nation's standard of living,
to inipoverish the average mian, to aid the rich against the poor to
benefit the profit receiver at the expense of the wage earner, and to
impoverish creditors by Wiping out the real value of their claims on
debtors. Objective investigation supports sine of the commonly held
beliefs about inflation, but fails to support many others.

The economic effects of inflation may be cAnveniently, analyzed
here by asking what is the effect of inflation on (a) society 8 total real
out put (e. g., gross national product), (b) tie distribution of that
real output among economic groups, and (c) the distribution of
ownership of society's wealth. IIriefly, this ann lysis, considering only
the type of inflation defined above, suggests tentatively that-

(1) There is little evidence that relatively mild inlation of the
sort considered hero reduces the current real output of society,
through weakening faith in the value of the dollar? impatiring the
incentive to work, or any other of the often clainied channels.
(Even in the hy'perinflations of central Europe, total output did
not decline until/ate in the hyperinflation periods.)

(2) Neither is there substantial evidence that relatively mild
inflation (i. e., rising prices per se) significantly stimulates in-
creased total real output, although strong total demand clearly
does stimulate total output.

(3) Th4 impact of relatively mild inflation in redistributing
current income among major economic groups is apparently les
than is often claimed.

(4) Intlation's income redistributional effects, at least during
the 1939,52 period, did not correspond closely to several commonly
held beliefs about inflation. For example, there is little evidence
that inflation significantly changed the size distribution of income
between rich and poor, though it may have helped to decrease in-
come inequality somewhat. During the 193942 inflation, and
during 2 of the o separate bursts of inflation within the 13-year
period, the share of wages and salaries in the national income rose
significantly; that of unincorporated businesses (both farni and
nonfarm) fell; that of corporate dividends and of dividends plus
undistributed profits fell slightly, though that of corporate profits
before taxes rose; that of rent receivers remained substantially
unchanged; and that of interest receivers fell sharply during
World War II but rose slightly thereafter. These changes, of
course, reflect many forces, not merely inflation, but they indicate
that the redistributional force of inflation was either in" line with
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these results or, if different, was not strong enough to dominate
the results.

(5) Within these maor economic groups, individuals and sub-
groups were affected very diversely. Persons and institutions on
annuities and other fixed income arrangements, for example,
suffered drastic relative and absolute losses.

(6) Inflation's effect in redistributing control over wealth is
substantial. Between 1,39 and 1952, roughly $5(X) billion of
purchasing power of creditors was wiped out by inflation.

(7) In transferring purchasing power from net creditors to net
debtors, inflat ion in the modern American economy transfers pur-
chasing power mainly from the "household" sector (which is a
heavy tiet creditor, in spite of its substantial debts) to the Federal
Government (which is a heavy net debtor). It also transfers
purchasing tower on a smaller scale front unincorporated busi-
nesses (which are slight net creditors) to incorporated businesses
(which are modest debtArs). But the Government is only an
intermediate institution. When the Federal Government benefits
as a net debtor, tie ain accrues in part proportionately to all tax-
payers (whose future real tax burden to meet interest and prin-
cipal claims of debtholders is reduced). But if the debt is con.
tinually refunded rather than paid off by taxes the gain accrues
mainly to all spenders in the economy, as Imidholders real pur-
chasing power over current outs ut Is decreased, thereby corre-
sj)ondingly increasing the claim that can be exercise by all others
with their rising money incomes.

(8) Nearly all major groups of households (families and in-
dividuals living alone) are net creditors, as their holdings of
money, Government bonds, life insurance, and pension reserves
substantially exceed tie debts they owe. Only very poor families
and those in the early years of establishing house h olds (especially
under age 25) are net debtors as groups, though farm families are
only small net creditors. Conversely, high income, wealthy
families and older families are heavy net creditors, highly sus.el-
tible to loss from inflation. Within all these major household

groups, however, there is a wide diversity among individual
ouseholds.

(9) There is little evidence that the once pronounced lag of
major costs, especially wages, behind business selling prices in
inflation any longer exists as a major factor (see 3 and 4). Depre-
ciation and inventory accounting tend to understate costs in infla-
tion, long-term rental and interest costs lag somewhat, and cor-
porations gain somewhat in inflation as moderate net debtors.
But these factors appear to have been substantially overcome by
other forces determining current business costs in relation to sell
ing prices in inflation. Investigation of individual firms' infla-
tion-period experiences suggests that net debtor or creditor status
is secondary to current income and cost factors (which vary
widely from firm to firm) in determining which firms gain and
which lose relatively during relatively mild inflation. Thus, infla-
tion such as we had over the 1939-52 period apparently no longer
significantly shifts income from workers to profits. 'This finding
weakens the argument that inflation per se is an important stinmu-
lant to increased total output and employment.
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Tim EVIDENCE

The above tentative conclusions rest partly on a priori reasoning
(theory), but mainly on analysis of the American economy during
the recent major three-stage inflation of 1939-52. Theorizing about
the effects of inflation is never completely satisfactory as a foundation
for policy thinking because we are never sure that our basic assump-
tions will Accurately describe the world of tomorrow, even though
they reflect past facts. Analysis of historical experience is similarly
limited, both because we never know that yesterday's experience will
be repeated tomorrow and because we seldom really know what caused
what, looking backward. Thus, all the summary conclusions above
should be considered only rough suggestions of what may happen in
relatively mild inflations during the years ahead. Nevertheless, they
are probably better bases for forecasts than hunch or casual impression
that. must serve in the absence of more careful investigation.

The following paragraphs present briefly some of the reasoning and
evidence underlying the summary conclusions. But the brief scope
of this statement precludes presentation of more than a small part
of the relevant data, and the following sections make no pretense of
doing more than to suggest the main lines of reasoning and the broadest
supporting data.'

EFFECTs ON TOTAL REAL OUTPUT (CONCLUSIONS 1 AND 2)

The likelihood that relatively mild inflation will reduce the econ-
omy's current real output finds little support in a priori reasoning;
individuals or businesses stand to gain little from reducing their wil-
lingness to work or output, respectively, merely because commodity
prices are rising. Moreover, the historical evidence shows outlut gen-
orally rising in inflation periods. During the entire 1939-52 infla-
tionary period, and during each of the 3 intensive bursts of inflation
within these 13 years (World War II, the 1946-48 price upswing, and
the Korean war), real gross national product rose. This fact does not
prove that inflation did not exert a downward pressure on real output
which was overcome by other expansionary forces, but it does suggest
that any possible output-depressive forces in the inflation were, at
most, relatively weak. This American experience appears to be simi-
lar to that in other relatively mild inflations here and-in other countries.

The evidence that inflation per se probably does not significantly
stimulate real output is considerably less clear cut. In the kind
of situation considered here, where relatively full employment already
exists, clearly increases in total output are sharply limited unless some-
how (as by involvement in war) the available labor force is substan-
tiilly increased. Moreover, experience suggests that reducing unem-
ployment becomes increasingly difficult as the unemployed margin
becomes smaller and smaller. If inflation is to increase total output
in such circumstances, it must probably act primarily through three
channels: increasing the willingness of individuals to work; expand-
ing the labor force; or increasing efficiency of productive processes,
consumer demand for goods and services, or increasing business' desire
to invest (in inventories, buildings, and equipment).2

More detailed information and analyses are Included In a paper to be published elsewhere.
T his omits from consideration international effects.
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Satisfactory evidence is not available on any of these two chan-
nels. The belief that inflation stimulates increased total output has
rested primarily oln the argument that wages lag behind rising prices,
thereby increasing business profits; this increases businessmen's in-
centive to invest and to increase output, and perhaps induces indi-
viduals to work harder to replace their lost real income. But modern
evidence fails to support a substantial lag of wage rates or wage
incomes behind rising prices except very temporarily. Some costs
clearly do lag (depreciation charges and inventory costs as shown by
accounting records, interest, and rent), but there is little evidence that
these lags are dominant enough to lead to significantly increased in-
vestment, except for inventory investment. Secondly, it has been

: argued that in inflation the expectation of further price increases
leads to increased consumer and business spending. Evidence of such
behavior in the business world is plentiful, especially in the purchase
of raw materials. But evidence concerning business spending onmajor investments and concerning consumer spending is mixed. In
any case, this expectation effect relies on the expectation by consumers
and businesses of continuing inflation, rather than on the existence of
inflation as such. Expectations of further price rises in inflationary
periods appear to have been volatile and are, as yet at least, unpre-
dictable. Overall, the evidence on the impact of inflation on total
output is mixed and inconclusive, with no clear presumption that in-
flation will significantly stimulate increased total output during
periods of relatively full employment.

EFFECTS ON TIlE DISTRIBUTION OF CURRENT INCOME (CONCLUSIONS
3, 4, AND 5)

With any given level of total real output, in inflation those whose
money incomes rise more rapidly gain at the expense of those whose
incomes rise less rapidly. Since total real income is unchanged, infla-
tion merely causes a redistribution of that income. The crucial deter-
minant is not whether any individual is a wage earner or profit re-
ceiver, rich or poor, old or young-but whether TIis money income rises
more or less rapidly than the average. Insofar as inflation is widely
anticipated, a corresponding adjustment is likely to be made in the
income claims and economic bargains made by individuals, businesses,
and other groups, such as unions.

Table I shows the change in the percentage share of the Nation's
total personal income received as different income shares during the
entire 1939-52 inflation period and during each of the three sub-
periods containing the major inflationary bursts making up the total
inflation. It is important to remember that during World War II
inflation was intermingled with a strong recovery from mass unem-
ployment, while the two postwar inflations began from positions of
very modest unemployment.

3This section leaves aside temporarily the effects arising because different groups have
different balance sheet positions, some having more accumulated debts or assets than others.
This factor is considered in the next section.
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TAstA .--Change in share of total personal income, 1939-621 (as percent of
total)

I92 i-40 1018-49 W52

I. Total labor income .......................................... +6 0 +3 +3
2. Unlneorrorated business ................................... -1 +4 -4 -1

Nonfam ................................................ 0 +2 -2 0
Farm .................................................. -l +2 -2 -1

S. Rental incme .............................................. 0 0 0 0
4. Interest income ............................................. -4 -4 +1 -1
& Corporate profits after a I ................................. -1 +1 -1 -1

(a) Dividends only ................................... -2 -2 0 0
t Corporate profits before tax ................................ +3 +4 -1 0

SData from U. S. departmentt of Commerce.
I This line not strictly comparable, since personall Income" doe not Include corporate profits except for

distributed dividends. (Gaini and losses do not balance, lot this remon and because other items are omitted.
However, calculations are substantially In keeping with the way the data are prepared.

Table I shows that labor income rose substantially as a share of
total personal income during the long inflation period (from 64 per-
cent in 1939 to 70 percent in 1952), and that about half of this 6-point
gain occurred during each of the 2 postwar inflationary bursts. The
unincorporated business share gained rapidly during World War II,
but then fell back continuously during the postwar inflations. Cor-
porate dividends and total profits after taxes fell by 2 and 1 points,
respectively, during the entire inflation period, although corporate
profits before income and profits taxes rose by 3 points, the spread
reflecting the large increases in Federal corporations taxes during
World War II. If we consider movements within the three subperiods,
the wage and salary share appears to have grown least rapidly, or
even have fallen slightly, during the months when prices were rising-
most rapidly. Unfortunately, the roughness of the data and the
absence of a clear-cut lead-lag theoretical model make such detailed
analyses of the exact timing of price and relative share changes of
doubtful significance. Thus the emphasis here is only on the broad
picture of "before and after" positions for the major periods. Table
I presents the data separately for the 3 inflationary periods, to indi-
cate the substaiftial differences between the World War II inflation,
which was part and parcel of a huge recovery from mass unemploy-
ment, and the 2 postwar inflations which began from positions of rel-
atively full employment, as defined above.

These figures, while indicating substantial changes in relative in-
come shares during the inflation and sharp reduction in the already
small interest share during World War II, do not show drastic
changes overall. Nor are the changes in the three subperiods all the
same in direction or in magnitude. The large increase in th,' labor
share during the two postwar infl.tions, after removal of most wage'and price controls, is the most striking result, counter 'o many
statements that wage earners lose in infation. The decline in the
shares of unincorporated businesses and of corporate profits after tax
also conflict with some commonly stated propositions about inflation.

Slightly different results are obtained if the Department of Com-
merce national income data are used instead of the personal income
data above; the main difference is that the national income data re-
port incomes before transfer payments such as social security and
dividend payments. Figure 1 shows the four major income shares,
as percent of total national income, from 1939 to 1952; annual data are

I
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used after 1946 but are omitted during World War II when annual
shifts were influenced heavily by special war developments such as
intermittent changes in legal controls over wages and different prices.
The BLS Consumer Price Index is also plotted to facilitate compari-
son with the timing of price-level changes. The picture shown by
the national income data differs mainly-in that the rise in the labor
share is less striking than with the personal income data. Otherwise
the results are similar. (In fig. 1, relative income shares are plotted
at the midpoint of each year, after 1945; the Consumer Price Index is
plotted semiannually.)

FIGURE I

SHARES OF NATIONAL INCOME IN INFLATION, 1939- 54
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essarily represents what happened to particular individuals during
the inflationary periods shown. Nor is there any necessary connection
between source and size of income; wage and salary recipients are notnecessarily poor men, nor rent receivers rich men.

Two further special warnings concerning these figures are in order.
First, they picture what did happen to the different income shares
during inflation, but they do not necessarily mean that inflation
caused the changes shown. Many forces are at work simultaneously
in such periods, and possibly inflation alone would have produced
quite different income shares. But the data do tell us that any infla-
tion-produced forces counter to the results shown were at least rela-
tively weak, since they were overcome by other forces at work.

_Second, the income shares shown are by large groupings. They
obscure the vast differences between different individual income re-
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cipients within the totals. Wage rates in different industries and
diterent occupations rose at very diterent rates during the inflation.
Individual interest and pension receivers lost far more drastically
than the table suggests when their incomes were completely fixed;
over the period roughly half the purchasing power of their current
income was wiped out. Dividends on some stocks rose very rapidly
while those on others vanished. Figure 1 and table I provide only
overall, global data.

The relatively stable distribution of income except for the strongly
growing labor share during more than a decade of pronounced infla-
tion may be attributable partly to the fact that inflation was antici-
pated to about the saine degree by the major economic groups con-
cerned, and hence the income status of each was largely protected in
the economic contracts reached. Ihere is considerable evidence that
inflation played an important role in such bargaining, especially in
wage-contract talks and in produet-)rieing practices, at least as a
stated justification for price increases. But there is surpri,ingl, little
evidence in consumer spending and asset-management behavior of
adjustment to long-continued inflation. Nearly all household groups
continued to be heavy net creditors, and the Federal Reserve-Michigan
Survey Research ('enter field surveys repeatedly found little evidence
that consumer spending and saving behavior was heavily influenced
bv the likelihood of continued inffition, perhaps because many con-
siniers were uncertain as to how long inflation would continue. The
short Korean war buying spree may be an exception, but this appears
to have been more war-scare than inflation-scare dominated.

There is no clear evidence that inflation as such significantly affects
the size distribution of income. Since the crucial factor in inflation-
period current income gain or loss is relative flexibility of income,
there is no general presumption as to the effect of inflation on the size
distribution of income. It is commonly said that inflation helps the
high income groups, possibly because profits are said to gain in infla-
tion relative to wages and iwofits accrue mainly to the high income
groups. But this reasoning is not supported by the data above. More-over, the upper income groups are the major recipients of interest,
which share dropped substantially in the World lVar II inflation.

Available data sh ow considerable stability in the size distribution
by income (before taxes), with a small decline in the share of the top
5 percent. But there is no evidence that even this moderate change
was caused by the inflations during the change over the last quarter
century. Sufficient evidence is not available to warrant any general
conclusion on the impact of inflation on the size distribution of income,
though it seems very unlikely that the 1939-52 inflation exerted a
significant income redistributional force against the lower income
groups.

EFECr oN OWNFRSHIP OF ASSETS (CoNcLusioNs 6, 7, AND 8)

Inflation transfers real purchasing power from debtors to creditors,
since debtors repay dollars of less purchasing power than they bor-
rowed. A rough estimate of the total loss to creditors during the
1939-52 inflation can be calculated by taking the $321 billion total of
monetary assets (i. e., assets representing fixed dollar claims on
debtors) held-in the economy in 1939, and calculating the loss result-
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ing from the 91-percent rise since then in the BIS consumer price
index (as a rough guide to the decline in purchasing power of the
dollar). Making a similar calculation for the additional monetary
assets accumulated each year. and converting all the resulting loss to
1952 prices, the total loss of purchasing power to creditors through
the 1939-52 inflation was (very roughly) around $500 billion.4

io are the debtors and edetitors attected by such transfers of pur-
chasing power in inhfltion? 'able 11 gives a broad picture, by major
sectors of the econoiny? This table shows the net creditor or debtor
position, for selected years, of each of the major sectors of the econ-
only. H households are clearly the main net creditor, while govern-
ient (primarily the Fedeial Government) is the major offsetting
net debtor. Unincorporated businesses and financial corporations
were by 1949 slight net creditors, while nonfinancial corporations were
moderate net debtors. While ultimately we are interested in the indi-
viduals or households behind such groups as businesses or govern-
ments, it is useful to view the economy first as divided into these major
sectors. In all cases, debtor-creditor status is calculated by taking the
difference between total monetary assets (credits fixed in dollar terms)
and monetary debts for the sector concerned. While satisfactory data
are not available for later years, there does not appear to have been
a drastic change in the relative positions of the different sectors.

TAiiLz 1.-Net debtor and creditor status of major economic sectors, 1939-49'
[in billions of dollars)

139 1945 f 1949

Households .................................................. +87.0 +230.2 +249.2
Unincorporated businesses .................................... +2 5 +19.0 +15.7
Financial corporations ........................................ -2 9 +10.1 I +1.9
Nonfinancial corporations .................................... . -5 3 -6.4 -17.4
Government .................................................. -64.2 -244 2 -23.6

'Data from Raymond Goldsmith, A Study of Saving In the United States, vol. III, tables W-14, 15, and
16. Positive figure shows net creditor status, negative figure net debtor status.

Inflation clearly transfers purchasing power heavily from house-
holds to the Federal Government. Bondholders lose potential pur-
chasing power as prices rise. But who is the Government? Who
ultimately gains through the Government from inflation? The an-
swer depends largely on whether we assume that the Federal debt
will be paid off through taxes or more or less continually refunded.

If the Federal debt is to be paid off through taxes, it is the tax-
payers who gain from the Government's heavy debtor status when
inflation hits. If we assume the taxes used to retire the debt would
be in proportion to those now in force, all taxpayers would gain
proportionately as debtors through the Government. If, however, the
Federal debt is to be continually refunded, taxpayers gain as debtors
only to the extent the real burden of annual interest charges is reduced.
As the debt is refunded, the new bond buyer pays current value dollars
for a fixed-dollar-value bond, so he reaps no corresponding debtor's
gain. The debtor's gain in this case is spread throughout the popu-
ration roughly in proportion to the amounts they spend. The bond-

' Calculations are based largely on data provided by Raymond Goldsmith, A Study of
Saving In the United States (Princeton University Press. 1955), tables W-14, 15, and 16.
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holders' real purchasing power has been reduced because the dollars
they receive will buy less; the claims they can exercise in buying
current output or assets are correspondingly reduced. This means
that with any given incomes and monetary assets everyone else in the
economy finds it relatively easier to buy goods, services, and assets
without bidding up prices. The net debtor gain is widely diffused.
If, following the inflation, lack of adequate purchasing power and
unemployment occur, the reduced real purchasing power of inflation-
hit bondholders may reduce the likelihood of recovery.

Nearly all major groups of householders are substantial net cred-
itors. Table III shows the total assets of households classified by
several characteristics, the debts of each group, its monetary assets,
and its variable price assets, all as percent of total assets to facilitate
intergroup comparison. Monetary assets are those which represent
fixed dollar amount claims on debtors (primarily bank deposits, Gov-
ernment bonds, and insurance and pension reserve funds). Variable
price assets are those whose dollar prices may vary during inflation,
such as houses, farms, common stocks, ownership of unincorporated
businesses, and automobiles. Table III thus provides relatively de-
tailed information on which types of households stand to lose most
from inflation because of their net creditor status, or in rare cases to
gain because they are net debtors. When monetary assets exceed
debts, the household is a net creditor. Even here, however, it is
important to remember that individual households' positions vary
widely, and the data shown provide only a general picture for different
types of households, rather than a true picture of any particular
household.

TABrL III.-Assets and debt. of households, early 19501

As percent of total assets
Percent Total assets
of all (billions of

household dollars) Moneta Variable
price Debtsassets

All households ........................... 100 613 24 76 11

By 1949 money income before taxes:
Under $1,000 .......................... 14 39 19 81 12
$1,000 to $2 9......................... 40 119 26 74 13
$3,00 to $41oo9-- -......... 29 150 27 73 18
$5,000 to $7,490 ............................ 11 107 95 78 12
$7,500 and over ............................ 5 188 19 81 5

By occupation:
Professional and semiprofessional .......... 7 61 32 68 10
Managerial ................................ 4 40 27 73 12
Self-employed ............................. 8 155 18 84 8
Clerlcal and skilled ........................ 41 136 29 71 i
Unskilled ................................. 12 23 31 69 14
Farm operator-------------------- 9 97 13 87 12
Retired.... ............................ 8 55 31 69 2
All other ...... ....................... 14 46 28 72 8

By net worth in 1950:
Negative ne; worth ........................ 5 2 30 70 490
$0 to $1,900 .... .................... ' 33 17 46 54 33
$2,00to$9900 ... .................... . 34 117 29 71 20
$10,000 to $24,900 ........................... 18 162 24 73 9
$25,000 to $59,900 ........................... 135 22 78 8
$60,000 and over ........................... 3 180 17 83 a

By age of head of household: i18 to 24 .................................... 10 9 23 77 2
25 to 34 .................................... 23 69 22 78 27
35 to 4 .................................. 40 285 24 76 12

5and over ....... ; ........................ 26 244 23 77 4

I Data from Goldsmithop. cit., tables W-46, 47, 48, 49, based in tum primarily on FederaJ Resrve-Michigan Survey Researeh Center survey of consumers finanees for early 1950. Total households columns
osy not add to totals because of minor unasertlnod items and rounding.
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Errct, s oN BUSINESS FIRmS (CONCLUSION 9)

Table I and figure 1 indicate that unincorporated and corporate
profits fell slightly as a share of national income during the post-
World War II inflations. This is contrary to the common belief that
business profits rise relative to other income shares in inflation, both be-
cause business costs (especially wages) lag behind selling prices
and becaue businesses are net debtors, gaining thereby from inflation.

During the recent American inflation, neither wages and salaries
as a share of total income nor hourlv wage rates lagged behind rising
commodity prices on the avt rage. R~aw materials, another major cost
for many firms, varied widely in rate of price increase, but in general
rose more rapidly than finished commodity prices. ITnder prevailing
accounting practices, both depreciation charges and inventory costs
tend to be understated in intlatioii, and long-term interest and rent
charges lag behind selling p r ices. t on balance, the rapidly rising
costs appear to have overweighed the lagging costs for tile two post-
war inflation periods studied.

Nonfinancial corporations are substantial net debtors as a group
(table II) and gained appreciably thereby from inflation. The unin-
corporated businesses and financial corporations are more than offset-
ting net creditors. Thus, businesses as a whole are net creditors to a
moderate extent (according to latest available estimates), and during
inflation suffer relative to debtor sectors of the economy on this
account.

Debtor-creditor status appears clearly to be subordinate for non-
financial corporations as a group and for most individual companies to
current operating factors as a determinant of relative gain or loss
during inflation periods. Detailed analysis of a random sample of
some 50 nonfinancial corporations listed in Moody's indicates that-

(1) The net creditor companies outperformed the net debtor
companies by a small margin during the entire 1939-52 inflation
period, and during the three subperiods of 193946, 1946-49, and
1949-52, using increase in rate of return on investment as the
measure of performance for each period.'

(2) The net creditor companies outperformed the net debtors
during 2 of the 3 subperiods, but not in the third, using increase
in the market price of the company's common stock as the measure
of performance.

(3) Net debtor or creditor status was far less important in
determining individual company performance, as judged by the
two measures indicated in (1) and (2), than was the company's
increase in sales volume. It was also apparently less important
than the particular cost-price lead-lag relationships for the com-
pany, through this relationship could not be tested directly.6

'A net creditor company is defined as one whose monetary assets (assets fixed in dollar
value, such as cash, receivables, and Government securities) exceed Its monetary liabilities
(liabilities fixed In dollar terms, such as notes and accounts payable, bonds, and accrued
taxes).

#The significance of debtor.creditor status in determining company performance was tested
by computing rank correlations relating the rank of different companies in the sample In
debtor-creditor status to their rank on the two different performance tests. Similar rank
correlation tests were applied to assess the relative importance of Increase In sales volume
and other Income statement factors in explaining varying economic performance during
inflation.
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(4) W tile nonfinancial corporations as a whole are net debtors,
possibly as many as one-third of the total are net creditors, and
many companies shift from one status to the other quite fre-
quently.

While this sample may not represent accurately the performance of
all nonfinancial corporations during the recent American inflation, it
strongly suggests that such corporations are not necessarily large
gainers front inflation because of being net debtors, and that in any
case net debtor or creditor status is considerably less important in
determining overall economic performance than are current income
acco, nt factors, even during substantial, continued inflation.

EFFECT OF TAXATION ON WORKERS

'ErTr IIENLE, American Federation of Labor

It might be said that the effect of taxation on workers is the same
sense of irritation and frustration that overcomes anyone who finds
that money to which he would otherwise be entitled has to be trans-
ferred to a seemingly remote outsider, the Government.

Yet, despite this feeling of irritation that the word "taxes" arouses
in every individual, there is every evidence that workers and workers'
organizations have displayed an" interest in tax policies and a recog-
nition of tax needs that rises above the frailties of human nature.

Naturally enough, the average worker's interest in taxation starts
from the question, How much do I have to pay? In a very real way,
changes in tax rates have just as important a bearing on the worker's
standard of living as changes in his rate of pay. When the individual
income-tax rates were increased in November 1951 to meet the cost
of the Korean war, this was equivalent at that time to a 1- to 3-cent
per hour wage cut to the average factory worker (the impact varying
with the num ber of dependents).

The steady rige in taxes paid by the average worker has served to
stimulate his interest in tax questions. This does not mean, however,
that workers have fought indiscriminately for tax reduction or that
their primary emphasis has been to reduce their tax burden to a
minimum.

Rather, the opposite is closer to the truth. On the whole, workers
and the American people in general have accepted the responsibility
of contributing to the cost of Government. They have recognized
that payments to Government represent payments for services ren-
dered. If Government, in turn, is efficient in spending the tax rev-
enues, few complaints are made about having to meet required tax
payments.

It has become commonplace to point out that today's G6vernment
has assumed an increasing role in our society. This increasing Gov-
ernment responsibility has naturally required an increase in revenues
to finance these added expenditures. In general, workers have recog-
nized that any specific Federal program which they support will
require increased funds and, by the same token, increased taxes. There
is a genuine recognition that not only the function of Government
which directly redound to the benefit of workers but, in addition such
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important functions as the task of a national defense, cannot be
performed without adequate funds.

This attitude toward Government finances is illustrated by organ-
ized labor's views on budget and fiscal policy. For example the
American Federation of Labor has never favored or argued for a
perpetually unbalanced budget, although it does not feel that the
solvency of Government is endangered if a particular year's budget
is not in balance. Generally, labor organizations believe that ov-er
tile period of a business cycle the budget should roughly be in bal-
ance, with any sharply unbalanced budgets confined to years of low
economic activity when expenditures for needed Government activities
may far exceed available revenues.

Moreover, in supporting any new Government program, labor
organizations have always been willing to answer the question:
Where is the money coming from? This has been an issue, for
example in such diverse matters as the initiation of a program of
Federal aid to education and the development of an improved sys-
tem of interstate highways. In general, labor organizations have
felt that these new programs should be financed through the regular
budgetary sources of revenue (with the attendant possibility that
additional tax revenues might be required) rather than special types
of Government bond issues which might circumvent the budgetary
processes.

Nowhere has this point of view on fiscal policy been more sharply
expressed than with regard to specific decisions involving the status
of the trust fund created under the old-age and survivors insurance
program. In proposing at various times substantial increases in
benefits to be paid under the OASI program, organized labor could
easily have suggested that the substantial surplus in the trust fund
be utilized to finance these added benefits without any increase in the
employer or employee contributios. For example, in 1954 the sur-
plus of the trust fund amounted to over $19 billion, an amount that
could easily have financed for some time the higher benefit payments
Congress voted in that year. Yet in appearances before congressional
committees discussing this issue, both the A. F. of L. and the CIO
strongly favored an increase in the employer and employee contribu-
tion rate because they recognized that the burden of paying the ad-
ditional benefits would jeopardize the long-term actuarial soundness
of the OASI trust fund.

These examples are cited not in any attempt to indicate that labor
organi zations have completely embraced orthodox financial views, but
merely to demonstrate the degree of thoughtfulness and responsibility
with which workers and their organizations have approached prob-
lenis of taxation and fiscal policy.

The workers' special stake in tax policy stems from the fact that
they pay most of the taxes. This fact is difficult to substantiate statis-
tically because income au4d tax figures cannot be isolated for particular
groul, in the economy. However, the most recently available data
from the Treasury Department's Statistics of Income show that in
195r, and salary payments amounted to over 80 percent of the
tot" i,",),,,,e reported on 'all Federal income-tax returns. The extent
to , ,'., workers pay other types of taxes, including taxes to State
an ' ' ivernments, is impossible to estimate accurately, but upon
retl seems clear that the hulk of the revenue received by all
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government units comes directly from wage earners and their
families.
With such a high stake in tax policy, workers want to make certain

that the burden of taxation in the United States is distributed equit-
ably throughout the country and among all groups in the population.
This principle of equity is the one factor to which workers look first
in discussing matters of tax policy. They are mindful, however, of the
various other criteria that any tax system should meet. They recog-
nize, for example, the close relation between taxes and the functioning
of our economic system and the necessity for tax policy to contribute
to an expanding productive economy.

First, and foremost, however, come considerations of equity. This
is, of course, a difficult concept to define and even more difficult to write
into law. Nevertheless, it can be said that the American people have
generally accepted the view that the most important factors by which
to judge an individual's capacity to pay taxes are his income and his
family status. From this has come the commonly accepted belief that
the most equitable type of a tax is a progressive tax on all income
received after deductions based on family status. A tax system which
places primary reliance on the progressive income tax provides the
only basis for making certain that taxes will fall at least roughly in
relation to an individual or a family's ability to pay.

Unfortunately, the tax structure in the United States today, con-
sidering the State and local as well as the Federal system, can hardly
be termed a model of equity. A carefully documented study analyzing
the impact of 1948 taxes on families at all income levels concludes that
for families with income below $7,500, there is little if any progressive
character to the United States tax structure.' This is a source of real
concern not only for workers alone, but for all individuals interested
in an equitable tax structure.

In today's tax structure, each type of tax carries with it a different
impact-or incidence-on families in different income groups. The
Federal individual income tax retains its progressive character al-
though a number of provisions adopted in recent years have the effect
of benefiting only the higher income groups. Taxes on consumption,
like the Federal excises and the various State sales taxes, fall most
heavily on families at the lower end of the income scale. There is
considerable uncertainty concerning the incidence of the tax on cor-
porate income although undoubtedly part of this tax is passed on to
consumers in the form of higher prices.

A nation's tax system normally includes different types of taxes
levied for different purposes and falling with varying impact on
different groups in Fociety. No one expects every single tax imposed
by the Federal, State, and local governments to meet the same stand-
ards of equity as the progressive income tax. For example, the Fed-
eral payroll tax of 2 percent on all wages covered by the OASI pro-
gram is clearly regressive, but workers accept it as such because they
are willing to pay this price as the cost of maintaining a contributory
system of social security.

I R. A. Musgrave and others, Distribution of Tax Payments by Income Groups, Na-
tional Tax Journal, March 1951, p. 1., See also Further Considerations of the Distribution
of the Tax Burden, National Tax .oprnal, March 1952, particularly table 2, p. 19.
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The important question is whether, on balance, a particular tax
system is equitable to all sections of society. On this point, there is
every reason to believe that the tax structure in the United States
today can and should be modified to make it more equitable.

In the remaining part of this article, attention is called to a number
of tax issues concerning which measures could be taken to eliminate
current inequities. No attempt has been made to include all pertinent
points of today's tax program. Rather, the attempt has been to single
out those features which have special interest for workers and regard-
ing which unions have made specific recommendations. Obviously,
for reason of space, each of these questions is given only summary
treatment.

INDIVIDUAL INCOME-TAX RATES

The most equitable aspect of today's tax structure is the system of
rates proinul;rated by Congress for the individual income tax. Start-
ing at 20 percent, the rates increase gradually to the top bracket rate
of 91 percent for all taxable income over $300,000.

T o the casual observer these rates appear almost a model of progress-
ivity. IIowever, the rates themselves may be misleading. Many of
the rates in the higher brackets are seldom utilized because many in-
dividuals with such high i comes can so manage their financial afiairs
that a significant portion of their income is brought within the purview
of other sections of law which do not call for such high rates. By the
use of provisions concerning family trusts, capital gaiins, and income
splitting, individuals with high inconies can substantially reduce their
tax liability. It would seem desirable for Congress to consider the ex-
tent to which these special provisions have in effect nullified the pro-
gressive character of the Federal income tax.

At the lower end of the tax schedule, a serious question arises con-
cerning the validity of the initial 20-percent rate. In effect, any in-
come above $80 earned by an individual is taxed at this rate while any
married man with a family of 4 is similarly taxed for all income
over $2,700.

For some time the American Federation of Labor has felt that any
additional tax reductions in the income-tax field should be taken by
splitting the first bracket rate and establishing a lower rate on at
least part of this income. One specific proposal that has been made is
to tax the first $500 at a 10-percent rate and the remaining $1,500 of the
first income tax bracket at the standard 20-percent rate. A move of
this type would introduce a greater degree of progressivity into the
income-tax structure.

INCOME SPLITTING

The split-income provision was enacted in 1948. It allows all mar-
ried couples to be taxed as though their combined income had been
equally divided between the two.

The" effect of the 1948 change has been a substantial reduction in
tax liability for all married persons in the upper income brackets.
For example, the resulting: tax reducti,. (outside the community
property States) is $5,220 for a husband wilth $40.000 taxable income;
for a $100,000 taxable income, the saving is $13,80 while for $200,000
income, it is $22,180.
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At the time of its adoption, this change was defended as necessary
in order to correct an ineiitv between married couples in the original
eight community property States who could by law split their income
and those in therest of the country who could not. It is true that the
change in the law does remedy this difficulty but only at the cost of
considerable revenue and a critical loss in tie progressive character of
the income tax.

Workers receiving the benefits of the split-incone provision enjoy
this special tax advantage as much as anyone else. However, only
those workers whose income reaches bevond the first bracket rate are
able to gain any advantage front this lptrticilllr section of the law.

To correct. this inequitv. it would not be necessary to return to the
former system under which income splitting was permitted in some
States and not in others. A far more practical solutions which could
be applied uniformly across the country would simply be to develop a
separate and higher tax table for nlarlle'd collples. In this wayl, income
splitting would be permitted in all State,;, but the tax rate that would
be applied on such split income (after the normal deductions) could
be the same effective rates that would be applied to the taxable income
of a single person. The result would be a far more equitable system of
taxation.

TAXATION OF DIVIDENDSS

The 1954 tax revision law introduced many changes into the Na-
tion's tax system. By far tile most inequitable from the point of view
of the worker were the special provisions adopted concerning dividend
llCOie.

These provide that taxpayers may exclude from gross income the
first $50 of dividend income receive(). In addition, a credit of 4 per-
cent of total dividends is permitted against the individual's income
tax liability.

Workers generally do not own stock and do not receive dividends.
In fact, careful research has disclosed the fact that only 8 percent of
United States families (spending units) own publicly issued common
or preferred stock" in American corporations. Additional findings of
this study make it clear that stock ownership is concentrated in the
higher income brackets.2

An examination of the Treasury Department data shows clearly
how the dividend credit works almost entirely to the benefit of the
higher income groups. Of the 42.6; million taxpayers filing returns in
1951 only 3.5 million or 8 taxpayers out of each 100 list dividends as
a source of income. For the 8 million taxpayers with total income
of between $600 to $2,000, only 3 taxpayers out of each 100 received
dividends. By contrast, in the income groups above $25,000, from
72 to 96 taxpayers out of each 100 taxpayers listed dividend income.'

Equally significant is the fact that the taxpayers with income below
$4,000 who do own stock save only a limited amount under the divi-
dend relief provision, while those in the income groups above $10,000
will save amounts ranging on the average from $105 at the $10,000 in-

' 96 percent of all spending units with 1954 income below $3,000 did not own any stock.
This percentage declines with Increases In income: only 05 percent of all spending units
with inconte over $10,000 did not own stock. 1955 Survey of Consumer Finances: The
Financial Position of Consumers, Federal Reserve Bulletin, July 1955, p. 622.

2Statistics of Income for 1951, pt. I, U. S. Treasury Department.
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come level to $36,555 in the group with income over $1 million. Larger
savings for each stockholder and a higher percentage of stockholders
in the upper income groups therefore will combine to give these tax-
payers a disproportionately large share of the tax reduction on divi-
dend income.

COSTS OF DOMINO BUSINESS VERSUS EXPENSES OF FAWNING A UING

A farmer or an individual owning his own business is naturally
entitled to deduct from his gross income the regular expenses of con-
ducting his business.

The wage earner has certain comparable costs but only a few of
these can be deducted for income-tax purposes. Dues to labor unions
or professional societies and the cost of workers' uniforms are a few
of the specific occupational costs that can be deducted from an indi-
vidual worker's income.

One problem that arises in this regard involves the cost of taking
special training or educational courses. If these are borne by the
employer, their cost can be deducted as a regular business expense,
but the individual worker seeking to improve his skills by enrolling
for such courses finds that no comparable deduction is permitted.

Another problem involves the cost of traveling to and from work.
The wage earner is not permitted any deduction for this traveling
expense. Neither presumably is any other taxpayer.

IHowever, anyone utilizing his car in his own business is entitled to
claim auto expenses as a regular business deduction. For him, the
difficulties of isolating allowable automobile expenses are almost
insuperable. The net result is that without ever intending to claim
additional mileage expense, the individual who is self-employed gains
a tax advantage over the wage earner.

These items are not cited in any attempt to draw an invidious com-
parison between the tax burden of workers and other groups in
society. It is important, however, to make clear that some aspects
of our tax laws have the effect of favoring the individual in business
for himself without granting similar advantage to the wage or salary
worker.

DEPLETION ALLOWANCE

Under the current revenue laws, the extractive industries (oil,
natural gas, coal, together with various ininerals and metals) occupy
a unique position. They alone are entitled to the coveted depletion
allowance.

The defense for this special allowance becomes weaker each year.
In early (lays the privilege of calculating the special allowance was
allowed for only the oil and natural-gas industries. It was claimed
that such an allowance was necessary to encourage expansion and addi-
tional production of these important sources of energy. As years have
l)assed, Congress has added more and more industries to the list of
those entitled to this privilege, so that today all industries that extract
any type of useful material from the ground can claim the allowance,
whether or not the item is in short supply. Among the commodities
in danger of depletion for which this special allowance is given are
sand, gravel, stone, and salt.

73834-5G----7
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Workers do recognize that business firms are entitled to deduct as
a legitimate expense the cost of Wear and tear on their machinery,
plant, and equipment. Congress has set forth specific ways in which
this wear and tear or depreciation is to be calculated for income-taz
purposes, In fact, it completely new and far more generous method
of calculation was included in the 1954 income-tax law. It should be
noted, however, that in the case of the extractive industries the deple-
tion allowance is calculated not as a percentage of the cost of the
nin('hinery or equipment, but as a percentage deducted from the gross
income of the enterprise. Moreover, depletion allowance continues to
be deductible even after the owner of the properly hiis recovered, tax
free, 100 percent of his invested capital.

The results of this special favoritism for the extractive industries
may not have been clear at tie time the depletion allowance wits first
adopted. By now, though, it seems obvious that by this device these
industries ale simply not paying their full share of taxes. The deple.
tion-allowaneo indlustries have become a haven for all individuals
seeking a tax-favorable outlet for their accumulated capital.

Whatever special circumstances might have been warranted at one
timo no longer prevail. Particularly with the very generous depre.
ciation provisions in the 1054 law, there is no further reason for con.
tinuing these excessive depletion allowances. As former President
Harry Truman stated in his 1050 tax message:

I know of no loopliote Ill tho tax laws so Ine(iuItabe lie the excessive depletlo
exelltions low elijoyed by oil and i) ihing Interests.4

CAPITAL GAINS

To the worker this appears to be a most peculiar and puzzling tax.
To him it seems clear tiat the income acquired from selling a capital
asset at it prolit hits as iuch buying power as an11y income earned
through wages or salaries. Yet the tax treatmentt of the two types of
income is vastly different. It is difficult to explain to the average
worker why, un(ler outi tax system, only half the income from selling g
ia capital asset (assuming it has been held for over 6 months) is
taxable and that the maximum rate at which the total gain can be
taxed is 25 percent.

The present tax treatment of capital gains provides a special ad-
vantage for those individuals who can so manage their a hairs that
much of their income is accrued in the form of capital gains. It is
unfortunate but true that recent legislation has encouraged this trend
by extending capital-gains treatment to additional types of income.

o such advantage is open to the ordinary wage earner, with his linl.
cited financial resources. Steps should be taken to close this wide gap
in the treatment of these two types of income. Certainly the 0 months'
period which encourages speculation should be extended to 1 year,
and the 25-percent rate should be raised substantially.

(OI,(ITIO'N OP T.%xs

In the last analysis thp details of tax legislation tell only part of
the story of how the burden of taxation is distributed. Another imi-
portant aspect concerns the extent to which these tax laws are en-

'Message from the Preihdent. January 28, 1950. R. Doe. 451, Slot Cong,, 2d sees.
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forced, the extent to which tax collections equal the full amount of
tax liability under tile law. A taxpayer not reporting his full in-
COllie in ll 'oct is lot contributhng rhis filli share of taxes.

This problem, of course, wvil arise even under the Imost equitable
tttx system. htdividutils caliltot ibe expected to deiioiist.raite much
enthusiasi for paying taxes. 'Tihe TIeasury, )epartnent insists it

Oels not WInt any taxpayer to ply tilly llore thall his lowest legal
lx, I(lid there will t ways be those wilo will take positive steps to
avoid Contributing even this 111m1otullt.

If evaisioni is only i probhlltl iti\olv'ilig particulr inldividuals, nit
alert enforcenmnt stii l (illlllo much to kwe'p tax IIivoidate at a minii-
nitro. The problem becomes more serious. however, if certain groups
of cilizents or certltin types of ilneolne illP lori stisceJ)tible to tax
Vtlsion, This seelnis to be the sitmition toatl ill the United States.
Workers are pirticulirly coticeneiml with' this question because,

through the withholding systeln, lsilele Sain) ntlkes certain that taxes
levied oil witgo and salary income tire automatically collected, This
is nlO true for other types of inollme.

However, it is difficult to obtiis lurttirate information on lie extent
to which tax collections are equivalent to tax liability, There is little
il'rrenit datt oil this problem. The ,Joint (onindttee o the Exo-
Ioilli ' Report ilIight lint it desirable to Iurge the Treasury )epart-

Imielit to developl aldditiolal stattistis oil this silbject,
Some work(, 1liwover, ]111, beell donie in th is field. The (lila that

have g llled ths Iilost genrllt, live(',hill l lnle'c Ii(t Ie'estlt of it special
analysis of 1044-10 income-lax rietIls. II this study, at comparison
was rawn for various types of ilnome between the total rel)orted in
the illol('ll,-tltx returns 1111d the aggregale allount of sich income as
oieterinined by the personal income series of the (onlnerce Depart-
menlt, Inl suinnirly, the following table shows the itmajor results of
this sttly for tie ye6ar 1946:

Conatnter moncy ilnCol', 1946'
{.I-S illon (i o f dollart)

yj of llle llv mrng Ito

Civllim w ts nnti airlei ......... . $102, M6 $07, 409 96
Notiforn efntrlreioirialalcon............... 1). iMe rig IN 71
Farm entrepreneilal lncme ............ I I,92Interest ............................. .... ... . .20 9 I 10A 3?
Dividends .... ............................. 4,33 730 76
Fiduciary Income to Individuals .............. 1,120 1, ION
Rent .................................. ..... .. 4,013 1. 7 4

2,

I Ooldsmith, kinma, Appraicl of Ifale )ata Availble for Cntrcifnf Inmmne Site )istrlbulot, pI.
V|. Sluditic In tio'inle atd N Voulti, vO 3, ,'atpnal Ii llurci of Ecuinomn c litwarch, 191, New York.

ESTATE AND Girr TAXES

'lhis has beeti I lost neglected fleld of taxation, No major review
of estate and gift tax policy has been mtale in recent years,

There is a ses'iotis question whether the Federal Government is re-
ceiving sufflcient tax revenue from this source, The fact is that in
this, ttle we alth st nation of the world, revenue from estate and gift
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taxes comprises only slightly more than 1 percent of the total Federal
revenue. It would seem that there is substantial room for additional
taxation in this field without involving any possibility of confiscat-
ing wealth or unduly limiting financial gifts.

Among the l)roposals that have been made to correct this inequity
are it revision of the rate schedule, lowering of exemption, and greater
integration of the gift and estate tax provisions.

SrATE AND 1IAM, TAXATION

Tie emphasis in these hearings naturally is on Federal taxation.
However, nany of the most critical problenis in tile tax field have
risenti at tile State and local level.

Since World War II, tile Nation's growing and more mobile popu-
lation has placed a greater strain on tile traditional activities of State
and local governments in such fields as education law and order
highways, and sanitation facilities. As a result, sharply increased
expenditures have been required which have strained the limits of
the State and local tax systems.

In fl too many instances, State and local governments have allowed
their tax systems to deteriorate and become obsolescent. When in
recent years these governments have finally awakened to the need for
drastically overhauling their tax systems and obtaining additional
revenue,, too often they have lookel for quick and easy answers to
their tax problems,

At tlie State level, the simple solution to the quest for more revenue
has been the regressive sales tax. Sales or gross-receipts taxes now
form part of the tax systems of more than two-thirds of the States.
revenue from this tax amounts to 83:1 percent of the total tax revenue
derived by these States. In 1954, 11 States derived more than 35 per.
cent of their revenue from this sourep'

When these taxes are added to other types of taxes on consumers
the figures show that a growing number of States obtain the bulk ol
thoir revenue by taxes on consumers.

Wide variants afe found in the structure of various State tax Sys-
tems. Some States include in their tax structure an effective revenue-
producing income tax, both on individuals and corporations. Tn a
number of cases, States which place such reliance on income taxes are
thriving competitors of neighboring States which rely, most sharply
on consumer taxes. Opponents of the State income tax contend that
it throttles business expansion hut the fact remains that a number
of State governments have developed a healthy industrial system
within their borders and at tile same time have obtained sufficient reve.
nue without relying excessively on regressive consulmer-type taxes.

At the local level, too few city and county governments have ac.
cepted the responsibility for maintaining an ip-to-date tax system.
This applies particularly with respect to the mainstay of local revenue
systems, the real-estate titxes. In many jurisdictionis, increasing in.
equitivs develop as improvements are o4erlooked, industrial and con.
mercial property undervalued, and reassessments not conducted at
regular intervals.

These constitute only a few of the State and local issues that must
be met to develop a more equitable tax system.

IBureau of the Census, Department of Commerce, 1055. Statistical Abstract, p. 408,
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This brief summary serves to highlight major tax issues of concern
to workers. It is to be hoped that tile coming session of Congress will
give major attention to these questions. Action is needed to eliminate
serious mequities in the Nation's tax structure and to revitalize tile
principle that taxation be based on ability to pay.

EFFECTS OF FEDERAL TAXATION ON AGRICULTURE

D. GALE JOHNSON, University of Chicago

There are three Federal taxes that have a fairly significant direct
impact, upon agriculture. These are the personal income tax, the
social-seeuiity t'x, and the excise taxes on gasoline, lubricating oils,
automobiles, trucks, and tires dul tubes. What I shall discuss is the
differential impact of these taxes on agriculture, since if the taxes
had the sano impact upon agriculture as on other sectors of the
economy no special effects cot1d be recognized.

Tim, PERSONAL INcoiME TAX

The personal income tax has two differential effects upoi income.
tax payers who derive their major source of income froi farming.
First, an important element of the income of farm families is not
defined its incoe for purposes of calulating tile l)ersonal income
tax. Included in this Category ilre the incomes derived front home-
produced food, home-produced fuel, and rented or owned housing.
A related factor is that certain costs, such as some automobile ex-
pVelss, (1tan1 be charged as business expenses, though this is also true
of ot her producer groups ill o1r economy. Second, the personal
incomlie I Ux doe's not provide for averaging of income over a period
of years. There is, however, a provision for a carryback of losses
for 2 years and i a crryforward of tile remaining losses for a 5-year
period. Since firm incomes fluct iuate a great deal from year to year,
many farmers with unstable incomes have to pay somewhat more ill
income taxes than (1o persons with a stable income.

These two factors operate, of course, in opposite directions. Tlhe
first tends to reduce the income-tax liability of farm people compared,
say, to an urban wage or salary worker within tile same real or economic
income, while the second increases the income-tax liability.

in tin effort to try to evaluate the significance of these two factors,
tile position of farim families will be compared to that of wage or
salary workers who have stable incomes from year to year.

I would first like to show certuil hyl)othetiail example lid then
present some actual farmi income (lata. In all of the hypothetical
cast's it, is ssquined that each family includes 4 persons and that tile
standard 10-percent deduction is taken. In the case of farm families,
it is assumed that the value of nonnioney income is $900, of which
$40) represents tile value of housing. 'Table I shows the effect of
tlhe exemption of nonnioney inicomnle upon the income taxes paid by
4 types of families. One fitrn funily is it renter, while the other is
a farm owner. The one urban family rents a house or an apartment,
while the other owns a house. The total income, money plus tile
value of nonmoney income, is assumed to be $5,000 for each of tie
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SOCAL-SECURITY TAX

Many far s fire affected by tile social-security tax in two ways.
First, the farmer its an employer must withhold the, tax on any ei-
plo007's wages, where the employee meets the criterion for inclusion,
and must pay the employer's contribution to the tax. Second, farmers
must pay as earners of self-employnit in,,omie a tax of 3 pereelit on
tile allOlllts so earned 11) to $4,'200 10r annm.

An examination of the social-security taxes indicates that farmers
ire treate(l like other similarly situated groulls ill the, ecolloilly. While

the comlbimed tax pid as an e'a'l-il' is less thltll tt e itt1olint, paid joint ly
by ill enlployver ild enmlployee, it, is the sanillC nilloint l)iipad bly other
self-employel workers w lo participate in the sociltl-secllrity )rogrilnl.

Excis: Txi.:s

Farmers, bH)th is colislltiers 1110(1 producers, buy .ertail items oil
which Fe(lerial excise taxes have been levied. The principal itells are
gasoline, diesel fuel, lubricating oils, automobiles, true-ks, tires, and
ilertuhbes. It is not, possible to in(licitte the overall incidence of th e

taxes, However, if atll of these taxes were borne by the lur('lasers of
the items taxed, farmers would probably pay a soniewha t larger share
of these taxes relative to their incoine than consul ers and iniodicers
in the rest of the economy. All of these taxes are related to trtis.
portation in one way or another and the nature of agriculture requires
relatively large amlioullts of transportation of both persons and prod-
ict s.

One aspect of the eahula1tion of business expenses by mummy farms
in the determination of income-tax liability mally partially ollset the
effect of these taxes. Many farmers (le(luct aboiit half of'their auto-
mobile expense as a business expense. Since relatively fixed costs of
operating automnobiles-depreciation, insurance, and various fees--
,onistitute a rather large share of total costs, charging part of these
fixed costs as it business e pels m lowers the ilnconme-filx filhilitv. '1any
other workers find owning a car to he desirable, hut cann'o1 t deduct
expenses of the car a a business expelse if the Car is msed for going
to and from work.

SUMMARY

The conclusion of this brief note uI'l e stated fis follows: The
Federal tax strteture does not place a disadvalltage upon agriculture;
it is probable that farm families gain relative to mniay other earners
from certain provisions of the inconeh-tax laws. The pel."11al in-
come tax does not apply to nonnioney income and farm families have
much greater tloniomney incoe relative to money income thun do
people with other kinds of enllloyment.

While tile effect of income v'ariability upon the total income, tax
paid for the farms included in my i1natl sample was not very great,
" think that it, would be wise to allow income averaging over ai period

of 8 to 5 years. There is no reason why this provision should be re.
strieted to self-employed groups. Many wage workers who suffer
periods of unemplopment may incur greater income-tax liability than
they would if their incomes were stable.
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TABI.E 1.-lo' lcral pcronal inoome tawp liability of farm and nonfarm pcraols:
Hypothetical ecwamples

TxparNet e Net monoy ' 'nx11ihl0 IIllmIllo
Inoll I l io tax I

Farm renter.... ,, 0X) 1 $4, t(IK $1, 2# $2M
Folrmn owner ................................ r,, I(4) a 4, |j I, 2A) 2A
Urlmn ret r ........ ........... .. . A, (P 5,4X) 2,1 I) 4)
Urlwi ownor ............................... 5, 0K 4, 0)0 1,741 U414

I A ,m lig 4 lei.floIntl allll i0 por t stuiilari dolrton iln not anrlnoy In ine,
I Joint retlirn tIIo1 by hils wltr I und wifo, 19.1 tix rtwou used,
r $'AN) from irlrtl.trrIiwo cetm Items (ot rund ftutl) id $11Oil) its vir Iiof 1011o.

N I s Ire Vlrl of hotlo.

'.AIut.t. 2.--Et(cet of ainuai varlttIO1ie in net molly Income Ispon Pedlcral
f'risoti(l itomte (ai liability: Ilypothellcit Icruniplus

Year ntt
Il t lmotou It0iOr1p)lO ";V ll Iincoe ti%

V11111111 Iomll'O e:
I ... . .......... .. ... .... . . . ... ............ 0 0 0
II................... . ............. $I0,lK) 1(a$000 $1, 340

Totial ............................... ......... i l.. - w ,lIt, 1,346

Shn irroliro:lllI ilOOl ...... I............ ...............(4 .11 41

Ii.................................. .. IK 2, Ii 421)if ... ..... ....... . . A:i~ ('""1 2*. 10 40
ota ............. ..... .. . .. ........ ........... 10,11 4.AN 810

1,
4

ee oo t lom to tablr 1.

'I'At.I: .- I.:ffee.t of i'xVlusio of ioniimii hNom- ranridnbility of Icome
tupol ,'edtril pwrotal hicom ti liahbilly: Ilypothtlical cxample

Taxi) e Nr? ye'ar Niu tir y IIn, 1i H1'l'axl ly,,rlll e~. I lll len Iloill.,

VImnnr A:
.. ........... ... ON) I

2 ................................. 1,o1 I1,2(91 111 m i
To'ital......... ..... ........ 0 0 ,20 4% ,(v

il iull er t:,
...................................... 7, ,..-, --- 3,(1 7
2T....... I .... ,VA) 732Tidal........ .. " + .... ...... I- o. X)"7

I........................... ...... 3,:V)o 2,40 0 0
2 ..... .0 1 ,1441 2,14) 5r

Urlinn reifer: Ii................................... . 000 W , , 0 2,140- 4%1
2 ......................... .. () ,431" 2,1001 42)

To.tal.................. ..... --1,0 ) 4, 2, 1410
'rban i 1 Ow :...

I ..... 0.................. 4,00 1,740 3142.................................. 5,t0 4, IN 1.710 3411* ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ .. ... .... .. ... .+. . . . . . .
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TAntDi 4.-Antual net income, including ionmoney inMon, antid antal net molnep
finome, for 10 farm for ( years

1. ANNUAl, NWpr INCOME, INCIUDIN(I NONNINIY INCIOMNI

Year
Far No, -I ... ...... . - Ans e

1 2 3 4 5 41

1 .1,4:11 $5, ,m $A, 30 $1,1 7 $4,4J $7,117A $1.707
2.. A, 4*4 4 I', 747 4, 02I :I, I1 4, .IrI5 7,5 4) 4, 7.
3 7,1444 I:1, IN) 7, 77:3 3, 4)4 7, 1447 44, 4424) 4, :I4
4 . (,IA 0,4411 1),3 444 5,111. 7,704 it, 4 1I 14113
A4 5, M7 Il, 440A 4, 5.57 4, 144 , :Io A. 4210 11,34I
11 . 7,:2J 11, NI41 A, V47 21:.711 7, IM 44,7,34 t1, W11
7 ... 7,3411 7,4I41 A, 4k4 4,213 4, &KI44 7,11 1 A, MW
M4 ... . 4, 9A2 7, IIA 3,211 4, 177 :1, INll ,7 447 4.:14
9 .. .... .... . 4, Z12 111, 9141 14,4140 A, 1n2 14, 41 144, W14 141321
to............ A. M I:1,119 ,4 :,1280 A, 5K& 14), ow444 7,330

II, ANNITAI, NKI' NIONEY INCO47ME

$4, OM S&4 054 A~ $4,3ZIA 6704 $1.774 $7.441444 63,4441
2.i . . . .. 4 7 4,i2 I :,4 a4 2, 1 4,2,15 Il,MI ,1,144

7,1544 , I27244 I 7,111A :1,2115 7,44) 44 14,.72 71711)
4 . III I") 14,:457 I 0,41 4,XI1 I I, 117A 7,44444 7,1141A 4, 4 17 5541I I :1,444o 4,220 A,4(01 4,44 4,11101
44...... ... . 11,4119 10,5 41 4,494 1,1 l 4,170 5,797 , l4

A.... 4. I 6. AU l 2.3 2, M I 3I,21A 3,0114 :1,111
9....... .... . 13, 17 IA,4905 17,444 4,11 11,1.77 4:1.47 13,10
10.............. 61440 12, 5419 4.10 2,021 4,414) 1 ) 41,544.

TAIIIB 5,-HIm11h1(1 average annual It1.'oIon tat uduer 8 twaumnptionlti: (1)
stable ticd income; (2) stable net money income; (3) actual antinial net ieonelt
income

PIANO nt tle~l 11et Arillalan111alIncoi41 me I111 o 414111144)

I ........................... .... ..... .......... .64347 623 $21
2 .................................... ......... .. 372 273 276
3 .................... ....... ................. ....... 4, 1.023 4 4 o44
4 ..................... ....... .... .... . . . 9M 14 414
S............................................... 499 7 367

? ....................... .............................. 574 434 434
I .................................................. ....... .2b7 474 44

9 .......................................................... 2,342 2,12 2,499
t0 ........................................................ 842 707 73

Avere................................................. 5 F 0

THE INCIDENCE OF THE TAX STRUCTURE ANT) ITS
EFFECTS ON CONSUMPTION

ItIOJIAND A. MsuomvAW, University of Michigan

The incidence of taxation and the effects of taxation on consUpl)-
tion are closely related. In order to appraise tle latter, we must
know something about the former. At the same time, they pose dis.
tinct policy problems. The determination of who should pay the
taxes and the equitable distribution of the tax bill is one important

I I am Indebted to tht faculty research tnd of the Horace I. Rqckhsm School of
Graduate Studies of the University If Mlchlfsan for a grant which permitted a revIsInn of
our_104 1tax.burden study, the result of which are here presented Also Lam Indebted
to Mr, . Runyon, of the department of economics of the UniversIty of 11leblgan, for
Alliance In carrying thfougb this project,
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consideration of tax policy. The choice between taxes which fall on
('onsu1lnl)tion and taIxes which (to not is another consideration, involv-
ing a quite different set of factors, In some eases, the two will sup.
port eaeli other, all in others they will conflict.

WHo PATS THE TAXES?

I begin with my first topic, who pays the taxes. We have prepared
in tills connection it revision of our earlier estimates of tax burden
distribution for the year 1948. While there have been no drastic
changes in tax structure, the great increase in income since that time
lilas rendered the earlier figures of lit he use for presemt purposes. The
ilietholls followed aro more or less similar to those of the earlier study.
While tile calculations were nmade in less detail, some of the criticisms
of the earlier study were taken into account,2

'TARIlM 1,-Ietmnate04 distribution of te payments for 1064
(I'coilmit of totl1 ydo llitrililteol ) lio Icome brackets i)

VPIIIAI, TA IS

{I, vlPoill Iolln, 1111% l(2) I"Alle al ill Inlti .
(3 C lorl r o lm11

(7) 'Toill.(N) Withoult mviaInIsIurani( v on.

trlb llIoll ....

1l4ATIl AND l(Al TAIlKS

4) 1'eronal Inoiole In(10) Inlhe~rit 1lltv U1111 gift 111~tes.
(I I) 'orloolt ptofll hi...

1'r) nSNty . .

114) lcIiso l.llturalli coitlrlluiloll..
(IS) ''otal,
,1) Witlhout uoal.lliturilll covn

I rltiul loll............

AI. I,11VAI. (It r0(VKH Ii(I?

(17 Total.
(1ll) WVItll ti(,luIllqriurae(' (on.Irllbalion ... ........

Spending unit Income brackost (thouands of dollars)

01- $200). $film- 640001- ,000 7,00- Ovr Total
2,0000 A000 410 1 7,40 ,00 1b,000 10,000

I'll 3 7 h to 111,2 i3 1111 U4.3 1tO
1)0.0 1M

3 3 4? A R3 (4.14 mo11 A.0 A7. 1 IOU
14 ( 14.4 14 N I 'A 2 10.3 14,3 IM
W, k, 14.4 14.18 8,2 10,3 14.3 Itm00i A I, 17. V IN.? to .9: 8,. i , I. 1li1

3 7 r.. 0.7 10 1 24.4 10.7 3U.0 1(M.

3.2 4,111 A 0o. ,A z( 11.0 3A.,7 too

. 2 3 1.o. to 7,2 22.0 12.7 49,0 1h0
0 A .0 101

7.o s. 4 13.11 13.0 2.7 10,0 22, UP
4.7 8,N k 13.2 I8, 30,8 111A 12,1 to

0.9 It,5 13 0 13.9 20.3 10,1 21,3 100

7.0 14, 6 12 0 13.0 2.0 10.0 21. 1 100

4.0 6.,4 1O , 1- 251t 10,5 31,2 I0

4.3 A 0 0!8 1 0.9 24,5 10.7 US 10)

111med oil ahiiend ltable A4.

1S ee R, A. Sfuslirave, J. J. Carroll, I& D. Cook, and L, Prone, Distrtbuol:on of Tax Pay.
Ments iy Incomne Uroulm: A C so study for 1048, Natlonal Tax .ouroyal, Mar c 1051 , and
It, A. N usgra'evard h. Pone, lojointed to 1 ) 1 Tucker? National t x Journal, p arcb 52.
These will be referred to below as '39048 Studty" and ' Rejoinder," respeetlvely.

I
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TAUe 2.-s tihated effective rates of tax for 1054
ITax as percent of Income 1)

11DI&RAI. TATI

(I) Personal Incon tax ............
(2) ste an d intl iftaxes ..........
(3) Corliorato profits , ........
(4 lxcis ....... ..............
(8) Customs..............

0orlal.insuranoo contribut Ion..

Total ..............
without socialtInstlranoo Con.

tributlon ............
STATIC AND LOCAL TATg8

Personal Incomn lax ..........
ithoritance and Rift tau's .......
('or rte t)roflts tax ..........
xcso anI ms txoes ...........

Pro Xrty ...........
Socilldtnsurance contribution...

(to)(it31
(14)

IA) Total ............
() Without ocial.inSurance con.

tribution ...........

ALL LZlLS OW 1OVIRNM94UT

17) Total ...............
() Without soial.Insurance con.

tribution .....................

Spending unit income brackets (thousands of dollars)

0- VIM0- 8300-
12,000 $3000 11,000

31 83 7.1
3, 7 3.8 313
8,n 4,5 4.,
2.3 13 .2
:1, A 4.1 4.4

1.7 17.0 19,1

121 13. 14,7

,01 ,1 .2......... .......
.2 .2 .11

A, 7 A. 1 4,0
4.4 4.3 4.1

.8 .7 .7

11.2 10.4 9.8

10.7 0.7 0.11

20.9 28.3 2R. 0
22,8q 2:1.6 23.8

$1,000- $U0- 17,W-
$6,0001 $70500 10,000

8,4 11.6 14,2
...3.2 3Y6 '4.13,9 3Ao 3.3

.2 .2 .II
4,2 3,2 2,A

20.0 U2,2 21.2

15.8 10A) 21.8A

.2 .4 .5....... ........ . ......

.1 .2 .2
4.4 4.2 a.
4.1 3.8 3. 11
.9 .7 .0

8,9 8.4 .1

20.8 31.3 33,0

24.7 27.4 20.0

I Rat to of tax allocations shown In tabo A to 1justod inoney Incoin shown it arul 1sdix tahle A2 lIno (6).

TABLE 8.--Effcotite rates using broader income Concept

[Tax as porwtt of Incotne

2I)nRIAL TANS

(1) Persmnal inconie tax ........
12) Fstate and lift taxes..
(3 ('orporation profit tax .
(4) Exce. .................
() CustOnS ................
(0) 8ocial.Inuraituo contrihltloit..

(75 Total ...................
(81 Without social.insurance con-

tribution ....................

STAT! A141 tIL KAPS

(0) 'ersonal inconic tax ...........
(10) Inhettlance and litf taxm ......
11) Corporation profs tax .

112) taxci and sales es ...(13) l'roliorty ... ........ ..... ..
14) Social.tturaneo contrlbutlI ...

(15) Total ..................
(16) Without micI. sltuurnco ton-

tribution ...................

ALL L1VKt (i7 rn OMNUV3,T5I,?

(14) Total ...................
(1) Without soclt.insurance con-

trtbuton ................. ...

Spending unit Income brackets (thounnds of dolkirs)

-. '1-2,00- 10- . 4,1.- .. ow- $7,00 . r.. Tol..
112,000 i $1#0(00 8,)0" . 0~ 87.501) ps10,10 $10100

2.7 4.7 04 7.6 10, 13, 14.0 0,0I... .... ... .. .. , .* " : *,:1
3 2 3.1 3 .0A 2.9) 3, 3, R 3. ,.

1., .. 02 : 13.2 1 .) 0.

1.4 4.0 37* 3.5 3.4 311 1.0 3 1
.3 .3 .2 .2 .2 .1 .2

3.1 3,7 4.0 3.8 3.o1 2.3 1. ti 2.70

0.4 12.4 13.3 14.2 17.8 1Z.3 30.9 19.3

.01 .1 .2 .2 .11 .5 X1 .

. .2 .1 '1' 1 .2 01 3
.0 4.11 4.2 4.0 3.,1 3.8 2.1 3:11

4 2 3.11 3.8 3.7 3.8A 3.1 312 385
.4 .0 .6 3 .0 .. 5i '

0.3 4.7 8.3 8.0 7,14 7.0 ?A ,41
08 4 8a,9f 8 " .1 A t r.4 9. 7 1~ ,

21.4 .25,3 20.,2 20.8 28,9 20.8 39.2 30.4

19.9 21.1 21.0 22.2 23.3 27.9 37.9 27.1

I Rat Io of tax allocatIons shown In tble A4 to broader Income concept shown in appendix table A2, line (4).

l overT1,0] otal

14.0
1.4

14.1

33.2

10.7

6.2
3.4
.2

3.10

23.4

.8 .4

22 3,))
3.4 3.4

.3 6,11

7.7 U,9.

7,4 8'.5

40.0 32.0
39.8 2°9.4t

I
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RESULTS OF STUDY
1. Overall picture

A brief summary of the methods and the underlying data will be
found in the appendix. The results are sunimarizeA ill table 1 which
shows the p ercentage distribution of taxpaynients by spending unit
income brackets. The data ore for 1954 and both the'Federal and the
State and local tax structures are covered. In table 2 we show the
so.called 4'thretiv e rtes of tllx, that i, t lhe ratio of taxpayIliellts to
income received for the various income l'acketsq. It is this ritio which
we look upon to determine whether the, tax structure is regressive or
progressive, and by how much.

The estimated incidence of the total tax .trueture including all
levels of government and all taxes, is shown in line (17). We find
that the incidence is progressive throughout the scale, although the
degree of progression appears to be quito moderate over the lower and
middle income ranges. ' The picture for the Federal tIax stilueture
alone is more distinctly progressive is shown in line (7). That for
State ald lo('al taxes is regressive as shown il line (lt).

'ie general picture may be qualified in two ways. For one thing
Some people feel that social insurance contributions (all or in part)
ought inot to 1) counted sillce theygo to lUse sleceal benefits which
are not included in the picture. Awhile I don't quite subscribe to this
view, those who do will find the overall picture exluding social.
security taxes ill lines (8), ( it), and (1,8). A.- howli ill line (8) this
makes for a more progressive lhit re, viliuily lit ti lower eld of the
scale.

A second qualification arises from the defitail ion of inlcoml, It will
le not('d that tile (list riblit ion of taxl)ayniaeits shown in table 1 is
essentially independent of tile income concept, used. But the pattern
of effective rates shown in table '2 reflects both th l dist rilit ion of tax-
payments and the distribution of income: and the distribution of ill.
('om in turn depends on the particular income concept that is used.
The p~atter'n of effective rates si uwn in table 2 is based on it concept of
adjusted money income, Including Outright inloiueV income ats defined by

le SurVey Research Center plus i 'iputationsfor (a) capital gains
and fiduciary incomes, and (b) retained earnings of corporations and
the unshiftedl part of the corporation tax, The items under (b) must
be included in the concept of income in order to permit a fair compu.
station of effective rates because the entire unshifted part of the corpo.
ration tax is imp)uted to the shareholer.' Xow it might be argued
that this is too narrow a concept, that allowance should be made also
for other items of imputed income such as rental value of residences,
food consumed on farms, employer contributions to pension funds,
and so forth. In table 3 we repeat the results of table 2. using such a
broader income concept. Since the imputed income thus added is
distributed more equally than money income, a soniewhat larger frac.
tion of total income conies to be allocated to the lower groups. Since

I Note that Incomes tinder $2,000 have been combined into one bracket, itn wIace of the
two $1,000 brackets Phown In th 194A study. This eliminates regreslvit, at the lower
eld for ile (17). Combinatfnn of the two first $1,000 brackets Is perhaps the safer
proerdiuro because the composition of spending units In these brackets poses some pculliar

' Survey Research center of the University of .Michigan (hereafter referred to as SRC),
the data of whieh provide thp primary tnRIN for this stul.

I For a discussion of this point see 194 Sludy, p. 10, aid Rejoinder, p. 11.
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the distribution of taxpayinents remains the same, the lattern of
effective rates becomes slightly more progressive for the case of tie
Federal and slightly less regressive for the case of the State and local
tax system.

In appraising the total picture, we are thus left with foutr patterns,
shown in lines (17) and (f8) of tables 2 and 3. Which of these is the
most meaningful pattern is essentially a matter of judgment. While
I see good reasons for thinking in terms of lines (17) and (18) of
table 2, some readers may wish to operate with the broader income
concept; and others iaity wish to use an even broader base including,
say, an i11p1)uted income for the services performed by housewives.
2. lPartioular taa~es

We now turn to the role of particular taxes in bringing about this
overall )ttterln of incidence.

Personal income tax.-Turning again to table 2, we find that the
leederal personal income tax is the most distinctly progrlsive element
in the tax structure, As shown in line (I), this feature does not only
apply to the middle, and higher income ranges but also tit the lower end
o the scale.0  This, I thin k, is I factor of l)lintIt hnlortlle for
Federal tax policy aind a strong reason for placingprimary emphasis
on the personal income tax. The progressivity of State income taxes
is more moderate, as shown in line (9). In estiinating the ineilence of
these taxes, we assume in both cases that income-tax payments stay put
with the taxpayer. I

I,'4t1 aN fift t( ,.--l 0 estate ald gift tax is t highly progressive
part of tie ta structure, If we assume that the tax falls on the donor,
we will not be far off if we allocate the total amount to the top income
bracket. If we asume it to fall on the recipient, some of the burden
might accrue to the lower brackets, but the amount will be small.
While the estate and gift tax is t highly progressive element in the
tax structure, its weight in the total picture is very slight.

Corporation income tac,-The estimated incidence of the corpora-
tion income tax, as shown in lines (3) and (11), follows a U-shaped
pattern. It is more or less proportional or even regressive over the
lower to middle range of the income settle and becomes progressive
only in the higher brackets. This somewhat surprising result reflects
two factors wtich enter the analysis. One factor is the assumption
that two-thirds of the corporate ion tax is borne by the shareholder while
one-third is passed on tot he o(nOtsumer. Thus one-third of tle corpora-
tion tax is in fact treated as a sales tax, with a correspondingly heavier
burden on the lower income groups. While I am not in a position
to prove that this is the true ratio,-I believe that theoretical reasoning
as well as empirical observation renders this aitmuch more defensible
assumption than the standard textbook proposition that the corpora-
tion tax cannot be shifted except through its effects on capital
formation.' A second factor is that the ratio of dividend to other

* ProgresIvity at the upper end of the secle appears more modest In our table than It
actually is beeatle all lIn too 810.00)0 Is l,.re comublnedl Into one oi.O .etd bracket,
Also. note that the underlyllug concept of income Illputes retained oumrln s to the 511tro.
holder, a irocedure which increases Income and reduces progreshlvity In elective rates forth kip bracket.so. there Is a distinct possibility that part of the tax will be reflecte(i in the wage
baralni. The dllstrlbutlonal ImplIMCatlo of such ,backward" shltlmii are more, or les"
similar to those of "forward" Ah(ting in t io consumer. Thus the result would be changed
hut slightly If part of the one-third was sifted backward.
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income is higher in the lower than in the middle income brackets,
relle(.ting the in portance of retirement income in the low brackets. To
the extent that tie corporation tax falls on the shareholder, the lower
income brackets thus assume a proportionlttely larger burden than may
be expected. Certain other methodological problems of the corpora-
tion tax case (in particular, the treatment of retailied earnings and tax
thereon) were discussed at length in the 1948 study and need not be
repeated here.

Th(se results its well is certain other considerations" suggest that
the corporation tax is not as progressive an element of the tax structure
its so1e people believe it to be, Indeed, the popularity (insofar as
taxes Can be popular) of the corporation tax may well be duie to the
fact that its friends consider it to be highly progressive, while those
Who prefer it to the personal inome tax suspect that in fact it is
pretty muchi inl the nature of a Males tax. Boti can't be right at the
same time. The incidence of the corporation tax, unnecessarily to
say, is of crucial importance to tax policy. It lis inilediate bearing
on the, problem of integration and to ie implies it strong argtllellt
in favor of the dividend credit (tt the corporate level) approach.
Also, it is of evident importance to the choice between taxes on con-
sumption and taxes on investment.

''Xo/Ne8 and oustonm.,-The estimated incidence of excise and custom
duties, shown in lies (4), (5), anld (12) of table 2, is distinctly
regressive throughout the income scale. This result is based on the
isllllpt ion tlt such taxes tare paid foil by the consumer and reflects
the familiar fact that consumption expenditures decline as a percent
of income when moving up the income scale, The assumn)ton that
such taxes ir-0 paid by the consumer is lot beyond dispute, but I
believe that it is a rather sensible one.1

Property tax.-Thie estimated incidence of the property tax, shown
in line (If), is agti regressive, though lvss so at tle upper end of
the sale than that of excise and siles taxes. The general principle,
in estimating the incidence of this tax is that the part assessed on
owiier-occupled residences rests oil the owner, t lie part assessed Oil tile
improvement coml)Oieiit in business l)rolily (including rental hous-
ing) rests oil the consumer, and the part assessed on the reilt coill-
polient of business property rests oil the owner. Font real estate is
treated its business property and it more detailed statement of our
procedure is given il the appendix.

Aoefal nslturqne contributimis.-Tlhe estimated incidence of social
insurance contributions, shown in iiues (6) and (14) is progressive
lil) to tile $4,000 income range and becomes i~egressive thereafter. In
arriving at this result, it was assumed that the employee contribution

I Seo reference in note 5, above.
* 1 rotor to the fact thAt the corporation tax burden per dollar of dividend income Is leis

for it dlividetul reciplefit In a 11l1h1 urtitx bracket than in at low surtax bracket, This Is I it,
itot' iweptttsr the eororlation tax reduce dividend#. ti roitetln In ilIvliend redties
erpoal iIcotme.tax lIabtiltIes and tile itvtlfg in iwrmotual liteotlo tax ~per dollar of llihlewtilost i the greatr the IliIghr Is te surtax bracket of the dividend reclplrt Ths tile not
ittrdn per dollars of dVI(nli Init lss for the wealthier sharetoldler. Ti factor Is not
illowe(d for itt tNo,' above estimate# of the corporation tax but Is reflected Itt t ie ditstrilhutiot

of tll, pronal inc tm, itax,
0 i'or a defenso of the view that exciso taxes (it nela) are similar to a proportional

ineom tAx vie Earl Itolph, Fiscal Economics, ch. 4. If For a orithlte thereof see my paulr.
On Illidell , Journal of Political EVi-ollOllyt, Aigut l'l t ths113.ee,
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and one-half of the employer contribution fall upon the employee;
and that one-half of the employer contribution is passed on to the
consumer.

CONCLUSIONS

It goes without saying that the above estimates of tax incidence
must be used with reservation. They do not constitute the results of
laboratory experiments which unfortunately are not at the economy ist's
disposal. Nor (10 they involve as exhaustive a statistical analysis as
might be undertaken. All sorts of theoretical and methodological
(Iualilications apply which were discussed in connection with the 1948
study and which need not be repeated here.

in spite of these reservations some such information is needed for
intelligent policymaking, and the picture here presented should give
a fair approximation to the distribution of taxl)ayinents. The pri-
mary conclusion, as I read it, remains that the overall tax structure in
t he United States is but moderately progressive over the crucial range
of middle incomes, extending from say, $2,000 to $10,000 and including
nearly three-quarters of all spending units. Whether this is good or
bad froin the point of view of equity is not for the economist to say,
hut it is a factor to he kept in mind in future tax legislation.
Secondly, let me (raw your attention to the sharply distinction in the
incidence of the Federal and the State-local tax package, and what
this implies for future trends in our fiscal structure. Finally, there
is the distinction in the incidence pattern of l)articular taxes, and the
somewhat surprising role of the corporation tax.

IMPACT ON CONS311-'TION

I now turn to the second part of my problem, which is the impact
of various taxes on colsumlption.

WIHY IS TIIS A PROBLEM?

As a starter, let us.consider briefly why this is something to worry
about. Are taxes which fall on consumption good or bad, and for
what reason?

I begin with the familiar view that taxes which fall on consumption
are bad because they reduce demand, shrink markets, and make for
depression. Taxes which fall on saving, by the same tokin, are good
because they do not do these things. This'involves two propositions:
(1) That taxes which weigh heavily on private demand are bad taxes;
and (2) that taxes which fall on consumption depress demand more
than do other taxes.

Under conditions of potential depression these points have merit.
Consider a situation where a substantial budget deficit is needed to
maintain an adequate level of demand and employment. The deficit
needed to do the job will he smaller if the remaining taxes iveigh but
lightly on the level of private demand. If we wish to do the job with
as small a deficit as possible, we will (1o well to choose "light" taxes
and avoid those which have a heavily deflationary effect. This much
for the first proposition. The second point also tends to hold under
such conditions. This is the case because expenditures on capital for-
mation will be at a low level and relatively insensitive to tax changes.
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There will be no scarcity of liquid funds and anticipated prollts will
be low, with or without profits taxes. Thus taxes which fall on saving
will be reflected in a reduction in idle balances; only taxes which fall
on consumption will reduce demand. Putting the two points to-
gether, it may be argued that consumption taxes are bad taxes.

But the situation -will be quite different in a highly buoyant econ-
oiny. Here neither of these propositions hols. i f existing taxes are.
ineffective in holding down demand, more taxes will be needed to
check inflationary pressures. More likely than not. it will be difficult
emio10ghi to maintain ai adequate level of taxation'of any type, even
if highly deflationary taxes are used. This being the case, "heavy"
taxes maiy be all to the good. In other words, proposition (1) tends
to be reversed. Nor does proposition (2) apply. It cannot be argued
ill this setting that "heavy" taxes are necessarily taxes on consump.
lion. JUnder buoyant conditions, investable fun(Is will be scarce and
taxes which fall'on saving may be reflected promlnAly in reduced
expenditures on capital formation. Moreover, capital formation may
lie retarded by profit, taxation. Thus demand may ibe checked in the
buoyant economy either by raising taxes which fil on consumption or
by raising taxes which fall on capital formation. rhe choice in this
casei must be made on grom(1s other than effectiveness as a deflation-
arv (levice.11

"In view oft all this, what type of cuts will be in order if and when
the happy time for tax reduhction arrives? The answer depends on

¢rthe cirumstances which will g.ive rise to. uch a i'eduction. Suppose

tirst that international conditions improve so as to permit a substan-
tial cut in defensee outlays. As Government expenditures are reduced,
a correslonding increase in private demand will be in order, and a
tax reduction must. be made to call forth such an increase. If the
VC0.onomy is buoyant, this offsetting increase may be achieved either
i re(dcing taxes which fall ott consumption or by reducing taxes
w which fall on capital formation. While the response per dollar of
tax reduction may not be quite the same in both cases, either approach
will be possible. The choice then must again be made on other
grounds. Noiv suppose that the budget does not change but that tax
'e(luction is required because a recession or depression threatens and

private demnand falls off. In this case, it will be more difficult to deal
with the problem by attempting to raise cal)ital formation. If the
contraction is sufficiently severe, a reduction in taxes which fall on
'onsiuml)tion may be the only type of tax reduction that will help.
In a less severe situation some choice between the two approaches will
remain. But the amount, of tax reduction that is needed may be con-
siderably greater unless it is in taxes which fall on consumption.

TAX EFFECTS ON CONSU511TI0X
1. Inronfe effect

However this may be, let us now turn to the comparative effects of
various taxes on consumption. Here a distinction must be drawn
between the so-called income effect and the so-called substitution
effect. The income effect relates to the change in consumption which
results because taxes reduce (or tax removal increases) a taxpayer's

u These other grounds Involve (1) a choice between present consumption and future
growth and (2) distributional characteristics of the two types of taxes.
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illille. The I4)'4 11 II i ol 11, , 114'$i R 1 1 4 hot I l',4,hIO, Ill ,,4111R110 0u1I iulwhhh Iie ,,,11,glll l l , 111uye I i 11 v 111o fl de,4.4 1 o l lil111u or 1,4 sliv
o111 (if ai givl1 eviel of iuvo111ll,

I fI' Il e 'l oIy I 111' 7ltov I , ey Jin , hi5 Ii11,y 14'1 f I r 0 1154u f wl,1114
I111lose', T|'his l111,11115 I i1t fliv, will 14pelid lo* i11 v.'E mlll 0itull
111141 Eo.l ;vf1 11541(0 i o l f -l' savi g. 'Tho o1Xf t . to which Ilho tx 41olhf1r
it IOlhoild ill I'dttood o'fl'l~ll iou I.4, voil'd iui vi gr will 1to1;til ott
who plIIY. it. N w Iwe I l rom M1t116M151lt l IEihol vhl'lol I hut I lt o lr-
O'eul ' oif i1'olI10 vo11151111i4el Ivliv'llv d ol i ef ' 11 4 we,11 I uov it Il'
in1 ol0 14,110. 'This Slglli,0 ' 1,t i til a .lix dolir I tIul'l ' u Ifrii l I llri'
14oll ill i 'WII5l 4 OSS 1411l l t Iihl 111854 111111 It I 117 . ll' t1 I 1-Ml
the 1ower' il11 111e .. IIi l1111411' ) %o11l4, II 11101'0 p'rog' 5iviv 0 Ix l tl lll'1111

till Il,1 o t'ilI dteli' ,45 ,'El iul l hil 104 (wV ith 1 iIIY A i 411 villd ) 11h11ti uhlesp , i' or I'lresl .ive.o lle. Siiliu~v, I'i dillioll'iu IIxI-, pfaidby ieopl ill Ye 11o hwer ilho4 1110e.luatl ii, will .1I'11 0ll4il 1

Ifi)1 lilt v4111111 vield l'Oil fiol of fl-xw. vo lliille , by leojito ill flh,
h 1i54~ goi'it 1i10 i'14(il'Ef 11111 if 5 41,11 ,t , titi. ' "~gl " hu114'lhis Avl,,ill p1'illeile is , l~ l huil its 11uulillfiv Miilifill lv., is

h 01. 11 1ha 1 l i t , \j 11 ,iti . The Illtil of oltll 1 Ul mi l ill oll to I1t ll
i1-,.lio (tho'so-allod It e1 V 'ITO pllo) tl1 s4ilV 1) vollsilll1o) dill I'lR Hll)-
.t ot ii liv a. howool I o\% lit high 1 t lc'140',SI, u ll i is 114 1. whal ltitit-
teos 'l er,. l6ther, 4), 1' v o ,li4O1t is wil ll '.4 ill I Iho ra il l lf
ohlin g ii l vo ,llslll1111 Iiou it) 1111A hll g 11 i ll E Il E (111o so EileI 11111ll till 1
I1'ol)e4'.itv to e'oull Ue) til11d dilh1'',le'4 iu ll his 1'a l live, r e lui ivoly

slight. 11h at. lot 11ea11)1118 to h th .111voi Ill t 11bas of availahlh
4I :1:1 1l .,,avii 11 l4d CO'El1i 1ll iou by size i1'1ll15 of ilvi'olllo.

1'lltilig the prohlill o11 fill i iqg egtlt1vI sE'll et Is, l 1 oilljl 11 fill'
ilo,.1s' Ill ol10ll1t1 l1 whi'h ll Igll 'E4e1sll from it $1 llion Odletioll ill i1leo111o Ilix, .Sllro(I hy (I) it 11111 3-11vv, l l 'c 111,1 ill fill Ib l ,.o
i'ates anid (2) a eli hi i'111, 41so its to Five, tax rlief 1i1lihu11' to $ hait.
jovidhi hI a re(Illet 1 llh, a14 fx. I'e It'it 1)11110llU of tix 'odill-
11)1 A0-''118e 111o1 largel 14) t i the higher il|vollle gl' llW111 4 lin l Illy IlI'
1Xl 'tfcd 14, Ielioa' less ill h, , i' sliljltiou ,)elditun)'o th 1,11 the SeCeol4i
litteriln 1 :,ilg 1h datal It' a1re 11\'ilile , w, 111o es I ll f i il1 lre'ax

in costimpt-ion to b! a!bolut. $750 million in the firt aud $825 Iliilill
ill tilei .-0od c'Moe. Ill olher words substit ution of the Se'4Olld for tileo
timt t t of tax r1dl'(t iol Woldhi illI''IIIls. EolliSlilitioll by ililf.
$75 mioll 2

Suppose, now that the s ,0od redlIct i 11o in il11coie taxes 11Nit
direct' il xi tta1e.. Provided that (lie exei, redut ion is passed
,1 10 to 6P consumer in lower p1'ic,.s, he will Iind that 11is real i1ncom1e
i.t iicreasod. If he is aware of this, lie mayi IT, expected to rell, ill
1h0same way a.s under the , e.ond type of illn1ne ttix '1it (distl'iblitel
like A salec tnx) and the gain in colsullption will again equal $825
million. This we would expect to be the case provided tliat, the relation
of consmption to income, is defined in real terms. If, however, the
consumer disregards the fall in prices and continues consumer expendi.
tutres at the l, vions dollar level, consumpition expeiiditrties in real
terms will be increfated by $1 billion. If so. the difference in con.
Simption impact between'the across-the-board percentage cut in in-
conm tax and the cut in excises would be raised to $250 million. This,
however. would ,eem to be an outside flgulre. Consumers are not likely

n The* Sirc, relate to the Initial Impact on consumption prior to multiplier effects,
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to wholly lisregar'd lhe. price clInge, and 8l0-0 i 1o 11AII-rnC- flin
tlie eif oxvis i ti g will lio, ijlused (t ill lwilr pi P fet.

All this ntig4PfH n i i li h 1-01100 1 il4 1twee, I Ile delgve (if pro-gn-4sivif y of fr I fi~x s1 I'tltl! ilv 11 th111 f ( r.g .f.( of u p (1101111ifi illletf,
14 lif, '1194 jill 'ii it .Iii , X to i e lf-d e . ' l'l 1 i9, I, velf ,0114, ff-11 t l, -
fir e11 Ih IX F-1llle 1 I' i ilie iF (if efi i lleh iriji't , h i his P111-
ii94,li0ti, I ri1 4r 1h41' 0 t 1 ile ' f, of t'heo fof litfifi it tix. Thlis
ix lilly 111I ,4144-11 I 11 11 ' ( lti It li11/tl. 1f I.to vil it l'lt( f or, it,

,i,,i nv l on i , !it. 'i'o ow l ie e ii t. li, it, f t i on pofltn,, if, il y
ll 1 ii ln rhied ill reftili i tid Pit l itfig ; ii If t I he oxftfit 1he, it, is

it ltel d ill I retiill el 11 e l ttltlig , I liie will I 11 o ;lnil hrtl e I'dll 'etio ,
(01., if li e ' vn O ( t'I oi rttom f io i x ('In 1 lift iii e d in f(Ie lt eul-rea ) ill eol-
14titil if 1. II-i11111 ! #pill' 41111 14' Iif4lliillfiol fth f. , .ip f16 'd of |lil
Vf liliof l itfil fi is Hill ffl 11 10 itti ( i.itii g tli1 f'lrI f iflf'r to 10 divided
'lfllltlly h,,f1 w,,,,V' fliVi(v lfPn it11 pi ti I'l i li .g , we, to y esffiefio t, Il,e

ti ttli tiiii i m pn il t , fir it $1 hillio ll fJ.fl inl frljtfilrlltii" l If x fit 9.r)()
in illivll, whivhl i 4 l-'l4i(l' hllily IP98 11t1111ill 1, (,111,l , r ('1,14. ''O thePA,4te 1t 1ih1t, 1i11P V' l.- .'0.io i;) I 1 iF4 fl t, 911itfit-,1, itf4 ,,,,,l, ht. 1111 ' j),V' Rexf ili li frl il,,, ill 1iot nl ti ff 'llJ , " iof ifit. t, rf ioe

IIX 9t tMill! tirePI il t1 I (lf't h hi1 ' , f I ( , if progrf,I(.4if l.
Sit ,hb,,wit.l.". ,effrom

I HOW 11ii1-1 109 s .4tl lif P1 1'4l ('h i-11, f1lin, i.4, ftx ifil 1 flfWe n 4, , i, Ihe,
a10111 fi,,ll ff i iv l ilt(f01ii Iw! W l,9, Illoti 1 i t fi ll qvi tig. W ith-
(ut1f, gKilig ilit OW dl i f i114 Thl' 1 $ Of ta r, I th i k it fiir to n tv thft flip,
C41t1 ( it ti i ri f 14 i ', '. l ti tot l 1f"1u11fl lf01 Wtill wavifg ( t ig1i n,t
iwf I WPP I I I yj J M of f lO I 14 fill ) ite of ilt iif or tiort i riw'tre ere oe , i'

nfitidni-d iiX,14 HTt01 UP IlIef'l, I1l otler- world., the previotly rincsid-
i9'le illfi s .'fle lt n ich tlip major factor in derlirig with taxatior

eitretH flilitiiifiiofl. I liol ot, so4ure tiat, fipe itme hold k for taxa-
$io91 4nlT99 r Oll ( llvefi lfv w'itt. I -iVe4ftflIerlt, y 11 e deterred 1 it (rtly fPy
,,,idulti l in availilbl fttif1n, ut also by re itueed willirign rw, to iri vE9t4 10 fuvl 11H ar,-l savailahh,,,.

At. ilie saine I ii it, t,. $ ex imiglit he deviqd w ich (i rry a dratic Rub-
Nf, i lliill pi-Cfi Oil f10!ii1l f0i4ti pfiOl. 'ItIS, corint4lrript io right ef f rp-
filIed lliairply by ifillosiit ifi of a pendig tax or high e.Xises . 1.. durir,,
toiplf)liO'ary '.onditim of war finanee. Un der qi-eh (inditziOTi,, nri
IllvII fill In Vielw of til, expeatiri that ueh tax s are. teMorary, the
1i0x81i111,r will find it high ly profitable tx) ptoqtrie rionurri it n. ilA'

(1'1inttlfijitifii r.d'leing efflPt-. of the tax accordingly may tv much in
OUXfe9 o f ie tu.aiil{ti yield. Stieb, however, is a terrporary exprdient
of wer fiittv(e a11 not available or desirable, under ordinary
f(iflditfiolll.

CONCLIATONS

One conclusion to be drawn from the preceding li.c siirion is that
file relionslip between progressivity and corisimption impact of
various tuxes is less close than might )me expected. The consumption
impact of excises may be considerably greater than that of income
taxes if consumers disregard price-level r'harges, but not otherwise;
and the consumption impact. of the corporation tax will be consider-
ahly less to the extent that the tax is absorbed in a curtailment of re
ained earnings.
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A s'toiid ,oelil.ioln is thlt h lii liition illit of iiiv ollio ftais liot lieveiissiiirik, Ifit( Si1liiw thin.It it .im totliII defllittiolmnry iminlt, f.IN-

ei' o'llditiolis of sever d4;fressi ui, it iiiv I' ii g e d fiii tlx 11113 f tim.-
filli lig o i(l'lt lillioll Illi i t II liti y 10111 V , e lblilt tlii is iot th14.
Vil4o ill it hlVil~il i, evollolliV whll' lxl, .Ini, go to I'P,1hl11-0 11nl1IilIl f,,r.
illat ionl ils We.ll its volllillipt illi.

The pror olsif il 1h1t1 t IIXI,., whihh .I' lill O i l -0 11411111 jloll i t I i'll)41 t. Ii.(,
Ihlls holds foil ('0iil io is of dlepi'essioll on1ly. iili1 (,veil f lili wit h1 iolli,
lpilillilicillill, III the lolyllit eviollolllV, liixlws whhe'h I-11' higthly (101lhi.t1n11iir iil' lollt lit'slll'il lid t olodll. iii il, it wli l Iiih i i 4l0l 1 lhi.

But &il irv , t l iil' l etreet iPllss l l1i i ii w ii l 1 1 ill $1 X i i t i ci i i' si ll c o p -
fiil formioii) 11 lls% tlhil in tlixs whih cilrilil (misili iioli, so thilt
the coi e htl , wetin t' Iwoi lilist lie 111111h, n of I it'il' FgiOl llllq.

First, tlitso ill'ol\l, flhtvit o ,ic hetweel iiiOl't, i dll l'(1 l'o 't h1(1 lill l,
'r1t''rtlif tilsilliilitOll, it c wi whichi (lllmirt frolll olis i'l'litill 11,if

i0llinlil sevli'i 'i) is esselithilv i liilt it''t of Social Vililo jidlglii.i
gevoildI', till, I'l oiiviiel , (1iI flls l'Io t'llilihs llvii,. listt r0id'itlul -
cipnll'iidio.0 f 'il, h though ii lit (.1 ll1 it'no (I fig ilflh oll. 1itll ali
tood ie, van iili i t , fot plhilig pllrilll y 1t li t5 i. (il l, Iiii! nr..
tilOll (if lilt pqllllit lhll .I S1, 1 0 1 w'l~ili ill oliil , iling Ih l uIllrvllll 44.;

rolii t iilol, fhllileiov hIm pages l4l'g illh flit' illevel of fi'(lli' iiiiti'i'-
ii ))lhcv i, is~ 111 o hell, sl it . lllfilefl'y thalli shiill.ltilli Ihroillih
('1ililiges ill ililpiliis hl 1wevi colislilliitllt'nt 1iNi'o. n1l1110111,.flm'..

A I.1-1:\,lIlX

Inl tlt, following! paiges. we, prl'lvslt the (111111 lind plroembOlirv. Illider.

lyilig the estiliatts of fax disfrilitioll given in text fillies, 1 to ,3. iBv
lie liatilre of flie dlil fhis iifoiiiifion is sliced to ililllrsfllid nid

appraise fhe resnlf,. For lck of Sjpit't' nO ift enipt is iiidp to jIlstifv
our pi'ocediires in detail, and ft' reidel' is rietfei'red to filil, 19) Study"
for such a discussion.

1. lASIt' SEIFiS
In table A I we present the basic series used in 0111' fax lll10tiition1: 1i

explained below. The series tire deri'ived is follows:

TAwi.: A-I.--/asic dstrtibiton for tir allocallon

Sl*udln e in i it oni l 'ocillis (01o11-n1114I (f dolirs)

0- $1,0- , $100 - VO $,000- $,,- Over

12 1( P lo sw o C%( * s0(10 Sto, 00 o Totali

(1) S RV mont),lneome, 19.4 60 II 0 13.0 14,0 28.0 31.0 20.0 100 0
(2) SRC dlt1bution of .eilng 2 4 .

unli*, 194 ......... 23 0 14 0 1 0 14 0 21,0 6.0 S.0 IN)
3) 4idjusted mone) Income 5 1 S 12I 1: 0 26. 2 10.5 25 I100
4) Inrim h.broaci conlep .. ..... 5,1 7.7 1 12 3 133 20,.2 10 4 24.2 100.0
(5) Consumrexpenditur . 8 2 9*.8 14.4 14.8 28.2 10.3 14.3 1M 0
(6 flonlnpoixlnd iture s ... . . 1, 2 4,, I5,7 2911 10 4 15.4 IN) it
(7) Divldend*. .............. ... .. , li* 23j 2,8 1.4 5.2 79.4 10
(M Capital rainsincome . ... .S 1 6 2,9 3.18 2 1; 75.2 10 P
(0) Watesand aarie, nchiusie....I 4.7 881 13 2 f18.8 30. 8 11.5A 12.1 1M81'

(10) a'pesooered by payroll tal.. (17 12 4 IS 3 23.7 270.9 0 3 4.3 1irp(11) Rental income.. . , 7 8-3' 81* 9 2 15 1.0 44,1 1')"( i 1 2 10. 1 .0 100(12) Liquid wnts hoinr .... " 11 0 3 "11I.0 12,0 200 0 60 0
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Lilie (1) lderI loq. ei'w l tin, 3.11e 1956, plge 609.
,ille ()Fediral lh'se'ivo Htillefiii, Maty 1955, paige 4172.

Liiws (3) and (4): e lines 61 and 14, tltl A I2 nd explanation
Swlil'i o.

iLill (5) : No Sirvey IHJ-svir(lh ('lelr (SH{) iinforil'iit ion is avail-
ablo oil I lw (list Hi hudltii oif (oll'tiliil' eIXlidit lis for 'yeltS lter tLin
1950. Tlii S!(, distribion(, of coisulrier savings fot': 191)0 is 15ed its
IIm basis for esti lflinl i ll o diriblliiou of 19144 ,,on,, tinl' i'xpendi-
tires. From the basit, do.,cile diistribution of money inconin and using
the I1ON) S (, totalsl of $1: billiion niOieO/ i ti('O.i and $11 bi0ion Col-
S1t riter sit vi, tgs, Ha vitigs as a 1ln'rCet1, f dteCilh il'lnti, is computed.
• \Ijlyitg I llese p reent iges to loney inv'otlt by de'ihl, f ile itmount

onf csumitner spendtuliig by deeiles is computed. 'A percentage distri-
Ilf 0ll1 of ('.tislillier spnettrliig by (hl'hvs is UIl(it hidtei from these dollar
lllltilt . It, iH Ist, i tled for Ii iii'te .s1('S Of this, illvP,,figftion t htift
this deile (list rihribolti for 1.91)5 retnill imts t'himp'd in 1954, while tile
lol li.I limits of ilie (l'il il ittrv'l I I tove iillard. Tili conllsnipt ion.

1l1l'1 11P i''lioislip whicl follows friom ill-, S i ditta for 1950 shows
;I l'iierit Ign-mh-'lill tig r'i if) fOf t'f(ii tsitiitin Ifi hitlle whilto moving
Itl Itlie ill i' ,'lhI l(rlwt'v(,r, ft is illh, itty is int 'rii ptt by irregu-
lt 'ifiPS IIOt, ilSllltt Ily fOtIlld in (111111 of tis s'ort. ThIee ir(rregiilarities

1I1ve' bell ,slllootllhv,( o11t, ill Ob~tllillillg the{ Seiel s, ,ho~wI ill line (5).

Lille (6) : The lioi llg e.,lldituit'e5 ,r(i(, is dr'i'ivefd f'oin 81101 dlati.
whitchi give hollsill l)a3'ile'tts ill relation to disl)If. ltl)h; iicotlie,groluped
lv Il0('V ilit h', ltts (black- ltti I'salte i lhill', filly 1954, p.
7i 5). rT ) l)Yllw'ils aIt' givmi ill te'ills of slieviic, ipr'cifltigi.4 offli.sIolable income, Iaec,!rd(il to Iperc'ellt of .Spendl~ing 11nits; in that;

I tl'OiOIit bracket, nakirig this iireethtge 'xjit'ndliturie. 'To obtain a
Si't'ies giving dolhlir inotints of hllsing expentitir.i i each bracket,
'hie i)'dt. if ea(ch slpciflit' jt''('l'it age of tisial ,1d, i eaoie expressed
ill dollars al11d INe iue iiII'.I of spiiili ng rut its n1ki iig that dollar
aliounit fir liosi ig outlly is taken. Aggi'egat ing tl,.e terms for (a'.li
tlttii'y itlln' lt''k't a tat (d itigc the total, file in, rtmbraket distribit-
I ioul of holisilrg exli'u lilies is ft aintd. I [itui ig paynitnts include
re{lit, nmorilgeg,, anid 1prolwirly tax payments, l

'rhis se'ie applies to 1954 paymlntilts it lper'etittge of 1953 money
incolle, It is iiln(!( that tie same relationship Il.i;l for 1951 money
incoine find lousing eXenditlres.

Line (7) : No dlirect inforination ol dividend distribution by spend-
ing unit income )rackets is available. Line (7) is estimated trom the
distribution of (lividend payments by tax return for 19.52 (Prelimi-
nary Report, Statistics of income, pt. 1, 1952), it being assumed that
the distribution l)y spending unit income brackets ik the same as tire
distribution l)y tax returns. The distributionn by tax return for 1952
is raised to 1954 levels by (1) increasing bracket limits by the esti-
mated )er(entage increare in dividends and (2) raising dividendd in-
Come by the saine ratio. (Reported dividends on personal returns
for 1952 equal $5.6 billion an( those for 1954 are estimated at $6.7
billion,) From this raised distribution, the percentage distribution
of dividend income by spending unit income brackets for 1954 is esti-
itated by interpiolation. This procedure would be highly unsatis-
factory if a breakdown of higher incomes were attempted but should
give a reasonable apl)roxinini'on for breakdowns under $10.000.
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I Alo (9) 'lThe distl'ihiioul of enpl1it I Anhius Io1110 is (r,1l1t,0d fil
tihe hsi if fi p 102 4lisiribilli le x ee4 1oet1 of 111l . (.11it01i gulils
(I' 1hlllmrY 'Hopo' rtp , S"t lle ititl I e lC'o ,, I, I1062), iniiwd Il
nllw for flh i11'mi's, il elpit ii ixii this ivll. 'Told vpi lci guills
iu'oeie for 1954 wIt PIstholited cit 11 hilIN Its itgcliuwf $3 !illioll fir'
II0l2, suid fhI 1052 ci1o11u1it s of 'lilsil g.i1q ie'oie lv bi'-114,440 wetr

i-e!sed iv this 1ii io. IIui'e, I1 IlIts werv vilimd by I l illim I, tiio 1w
ed il O li vidlld IllI.

IIil i11 0. up h Iuwieiniieies foiu . f I is ItMh ted l f liimi
of file 1IO2 (hist 6ihu ioil of whige s11111 14lhiy invou.m b 111% u.1i,1
( )l', mell, Ho llQlprt1 , S 1st1 ( of I ttciiti'p. 1, 962). Am i tIhe
1114 of 1 liVideed 1i11101141. |1110 i Mltiili, Di is I'll is l1111) fit'le iui,'t th
il1 e1l ioii wigo l llllll eluo sWI t l 111 l 1 1 o11 hi tl 141 1I064. , ,

.Iiil u)'0 ht l hl l'l I .y miw oist 11'll , of tl . (0).) t 111o l111 (likt
lielow $b)O fd IV ilw t n' eiil'i't coivt'ill wi~lt'5 uIlu to 014 lin ios
el.f uiuus. guvuiertI vorei'eijge of Owit Soidiu5'ull-ity V Jt'tglitiO. Fotr
lircekets Ahove $4,MI). , herit $4,200 (if lw'igi im-im'iit Is t't1iiithi'tt't I*)
hoeo It)t'V't wnge.s. To' i iill cover11 w4I it'l igem ill lii'Ht' bristku'tOH 11, $I
tmiliet' oif Ifi viXi'Otltt'i for weigr cuid silt13' ini44?itt it m'i(')i leetuke
(Pl~imillarv Rellort, Mfilii stk' of I iicoiit, lit. I, t195'2) Is tet11il idted
lw $4,12).
, r.II (I I) e: l h1it (t i tll e is psi itiulfed iut 011 hiIIIis of I the disti -

bl1tio11 by Itix rettrl'1t of lo't r"lI s1id roli11y i1couuiu' for 1962 (1'ru'-
limii:ry Report. St itislies of luoile, 1952). ld'lueis .ell ,il1'Aj ".d s rxo1 lal inco m e foil o ff' sligh t Iv f r 1 96 tlli' o 11154.

1Line ( 12 'lhe itAtriblitu oll lii3itd cisst holtliii lv ,iioiiv i*.
eme Wr-ekts is ohiained hby iuterpohu IItil fro111 thel ( 'dist ribit ie
of liquid wsqt holdiis by dby.ilvih (leede'rl Reserve Buhllet in, .ult.
l955, p. 618).
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2. Il I P7r1111 I ltl'Il'lN OP INCOME

Tille flivalt ili of fw ihtribiliit of riflel ilfeolilc l i ndsh, flying text,
tabhII '2 mil 1 is mlifnwli in! fi liltfix table A2.

'I'A III A 2 Ik I liI(on of Ifv e wtis',

I NI tlli011ft ,f rrill~ntr

(2)

(1)

14111 iE' 1rilipy ilifii p .
I ||( lalflrl fill I Illt r .I I ll rt h l in ('lllrlrri luriaI II i fi

11111 Pll ll l Iq IloII¢ lIII
I II l fl vo ipI

(f1) 'Ilrhl l lrintlil lliiili, V lTlllli . .

(7) illfitf leI ' 11111 1l1r1010q' lIHIflRli

( 11) N I fidlt l 111mM li l ift

( f) No lilf ill la t' oI~ il fli e

(0) S4r Vhun fIlIIhAlln'l wltlihill lv
llllrfl lay 1 li alflnlal ItrlIttlip1

(Ill) I'raIi wll frail milllillfll (oil
fiat IIIIllt) Aaaraarrl lltatI via t~l liavirianq

Fifflld 6 ..1(11) TON irlllf' llirial h um Iitip

(Iil) 'rotaal ralaalillrrlay lrlliifn(

(14) T1rl Inr imp, riralfer
'irealft (f1l1111R 13) .

f4p' ,IltIp mill Itirrf-r , Iwrirrlr k i (llrrtibnfril fif rlurnllnrqp

(I

If, llif

I')

ll

'I f l

4irl,rwif

I I'14

rllf

414

74

3.12 271.

1,R (II

4411 414

11,1171 21,13

V:l $ Wo V L l, Igo . ) $1 ,,,,l 47 7, ,r ,

: .(1211 .1, Wi It. W 7 ;A, ?V. 47, 7AA '4, AI,

26 2 111 , 1 r", P"02 , ,l r1 1. 1A"

I I irt 1101 10141 12, 3 0 Af

I ro 1 1 r4 27w) 147 :414 IAN4I1

Al, 74R 11, 3427 I1 .l12172. f.41 M (2A I Y-3.14

1,17 lP/r 1 2,777 1 W 1, 4W) 0,61A

3U4 3',2 w,#A 711.71 2, 14

177 143 A1'.4 191 1 1 . ,)4

, M ,1./AV 1,%321 414 292 ./,

.3,241 3, 72 747 2, if7 2,44 2,ff,

34, 11 38,IJ4, M4 24, PM 60, 134

A ( 3 1d 1110 fl17/ ?fle'fl

'I'll() flliVal,6ll (if 1111- (lif ilihlltlh, of 111jUIstod lIfolaey income, uinder-
lyi lig text, libl 2 is shownt il lil,,s (1) to (6). We egir with tihe
SiR( diitribiltion of mOne,3y in.oine, shown in line (1). To this we
ad retliled erriingHs of corporations anird the, two-thirds of the
cororrlation tax which is nlHsilI, to fall on profits. Ilrese additional
to IIolII'y iivll'lI1t1(3 Inl(''eSlIry i1 (om00putting an elective rate of cor-
polration tix silf'f itlh( entire [)alt of t]e, corporation tax which falls
oil l'olits is illIi'll to tie (livi(lend r3eei )ifnt.'3  Also, capital gains

inome and lithiciiiry income are added since they are not included
ill the SI1C (olept bit are inchldeld in the taxable income.

Line (1) : The total money income aoorcling tx) the SIC. definition
is obtained by multiplying the mean income of $4,420 (FRB, June
195, table I, ). (109) by tile total number of spending units, 54 million
(FRB, May 19515 p. 472). The total SIC money income is distrib-
ued by inii'ome bria(kets according to the Sit( percentage distribution
of money income (FRII, June 19.55, table 1, p. 609).

Line (2): The total for retained.earnings $6.9.52 billion (Survey
of currentt Business, ,uly 19.55, table 1, p. 8) is distributed according
to the pattern of dividend payments, line , table Al.

uFor an alternative procedure and a discurtdon of this method se our original stldy
(Natlonal Tax Journal, March 1151, p. 16) and Its lguiber disusston (National Tas
Journal, March 19562, p. i8).
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Line (3) : It is assumed that two-thirds of the corporation income
tax (both Federal and State) total of $17.082 billion is not shifted
and falls upon shareholders. This total, $11.388 billion, is distributed
according to the pattern of dividend payments.

Line (4) : The estimated total of $5 billion is distributed accord-
lug to line 8, table Al.

Line (5) : The estimated total of $1.4 billion is distributed accord-
i g to line 12 of table Al.
Money income, broader concept

Lines (7) to (11) show the distribution of various components of
imputed and other income which are included in the Department of
Commerce concept of personal income, but not in the SRC concept of
money income. While an even broader income concept may be con-
structed, the above additions will suffice to indicate the nature of the
problem.

The totals for lines (7) to (10) are from Survey of Current Busi-
ness, July 1955, page 21, table 39. The total for line (12) is from table
34, same source. The total for line (11) is from Treasury Bulletin,
table on derivation of cash withdrawals. The allocation patterns are
table Al line (9) for line (7); table Al line (6) for line (8) ; table Al
line (12) for line (9) ; table A1 line (12) for line (11); and table Al
line (10) for line (12). Line (11) is allocated according to the dis-
tribution pattern of Rejoinder (see text note 1 above), page 33, appen-
dix table 1, line 7.

3. TAXES TO BE ALLOCATED

Tax receipts for calendar year 1954 by levels of government are
shown in table A3.

TARLE A3.-1954 tax reccipte
FEDERAL TAXES

MU11Ione
(1) Personal income tax ----------------------------------------- $28, I53
(2) Estate and gift taxes ----------------------------------------- 921
(3) Corporation Inegme tax --------------------------------------- 10,360
(4) Excises ------------------------------------------------------ 8, ow
(5) Customs ----------------------------------------------------- 5
(6) Social insurance contributions' ------------------------------- 7,31

(7) Total -------------------------------------------------- 0 2,790

STATE AND LOCAL TAXES
(8) Personal Income tax ------------------------------------ 1,098
(9) Inheritance and gift ------------------------------------------- 25

(10) Corporation Income tax -------------------------------------- 722
(11) Excises and sales taxes ---------------------------------------. 10.230
(12) Property ----------------------------------------------------- 10 ,10
118) Social Insurance contributions ------------------------------ 1,567

Total ..................................................- 23,998
Total, all levels ----------------------------------------- 80,788

Nontaxen excluded.
'Excludes refund%.
'Excludes tax payments by self-employed.
Source: Survey of Current Business, Xply 1955, table 8, p. 12.
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4. TAX ALLOCATIONS

The estimated distribution of these payments by spending unit
income brackets is shown in table A4. The estimates given in table
A4 were obtained as follows:

TABLz A-4.-Dltribition of toa payments by Inconto groups
(Millions of dollars

$pending unit income brackets thousandss of dollars)

0- $,000- 13,00 14,000- S53,00- $7,500- Over Total2, 000 3,0 $4,00 $3,000 $7,500 $10,000 $10,

FEDERAL TAXES

I) Permnal income tax ............ 451 1,037 2,247 2,882 7,062 3,020 9, 6M 28,153
2 Estate and gift taxes ............. ............................... 921 i21

Corporate profits tax ............ U8 741 1.037 1,113 2,451,130 9,33 1 6,3604Excis ........................ 735 878 1,200 13%,8 2,527 23 1,281 8,160
5) Customs.................... 46 65 81 84 10 68 81 565

Soclal-insurance contribution... 530 810 1,40 1,451 2,241 677 714 87,831

STotal ..................... 2307 3,521 6,060 6,8 5 54 6,708 21,000 62,70
Without social Insurance contri.

button ....................... 1.777 2,711 4.6M1 5.405 13,104 6,031 21,276 14,989

STATE AND LOAL TAXES

(0) Personal Income tax ............ 2 25 66 79 242 139 544 1,09W
0 Inheritance and gift taxes ...... ......................... 205 265

Corporate profits tax ........... 24 33 46 49 18 . 50 411 722
(12) Excise and sales taxes ........... 84 1,003 1,474 1,615 2,87 1,054 1,464 10,236
(18) Property ....................... 707 818 1,315 1,409 2,504 1,009 2,232 10,110
(14) Social insurance contribution... 73 138 207 295 I 483 180 190 11,M?

1 Total ..................... 1,646 2,047 3,108 3,347 6,314 2,432 5,100 23, M
(1) Without Social insurance coni. .

bution................... 1573 1,009 2,'001 _3,0.52 5,831 2,232 4,916 22.431

017) Total, allcleels .......... 3,058 5,548 9,166 10,208 21,659 9,140 27,006 86,78
(18) Without soeLd Insurancvcontr*

buton .................... 8,330 4,62 7,656 8,47 1,5 8,283 26,192 77,390

INontaxes Included.
2 Excludes refunds.
5 Excludes tax payments by self-employed.
Source: Survey of Current Business, July 1955, tablo 8.

Line (1) : The basic data used in the allocation of personal income
tax are the SRC distribution of personal income-tax liability for 1954
(Federal Reserve Bulletin, June 1955, p. 617). The estimated SRC
distribution does not include taxes on capital gains or fiduciary income.
Starting from the total yield of $28.155 billion (table A3), we deduct
an estimated $1.250 billion tax on capital gains and an estimated $280
million of tax on fiduciary income. The remainder of $26.623 billion
is allocated by income brackets according to a distribution estimated
from the published SRC distribution by quintiles of spending vnits.
In this way estimates for income-tax liabilities in the brackets under
$5,000 could be obtained. For the $5,000 to $7,500 and $7,500 to
$10,000 brackets, the personal income-tax liability was calculated and
numbers of spending units in that bracket.

The additional amounts of tax on capital gains was distributed
according to line (8), table Al, and the amount of tax on fiduciary
income was distributed according to line (12), table Al.

Line (2): Estate and gift taxes are assigned to incomes above
$10,000.
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oft t lii total i of $141,3110 billif Ic it 'leit1 epurgilovaifiut lit111 tav it I'
a llc fit:i'e I 'e.lii a i Ig i il Ihii I Iit (1 16ii l'i!lt, i'lyi1i'lts, !lift (7).

14 it 1111114 f) t t ll iilif ii l il ii'hll I) i li t hl re1 I ti ri,, 1 .11 l il itt Ii' llI
I i' i (' ig tli ulit, $ l e' i il ' Iiit e i tl'rIii- 'ei dlir a r 4i.ii li i' 6)t 11111,t iil.

I A11il (it ) It h i' i , 1 t (l hlw .' itt l' I vIN Ill 41iiyiiI' ll il t, II

th4 4t 111$,\ . i I iilifiili -4! i lt , iii I tI ' i lr li it 'ii I Sr it t ov I I ,

'13 !lill t l , ,,liill ,l r ilrH lit Il, -11114 1111r ll ll 4 l1's lil ifte i ~illlll

U I,Ii'i'4 :IIi, iflllllt il chii! . . .vl tll, i~ I, Cli')~i lilW l' ,fii ll 4

t*ll l (1tC1 11131 411116 1,4

i'w bird Ih o, ti t i iititli' Thiiti',~ t oil I,,ltii I li OAI ili iti el.il
to b. piti'diil It to ltil t'oitiill' itidlll~ i ila*l i'teligto i li nt (ii ),

I ,11o 0 h i1. i ill' l vii e l1 4 i N iltlle i 11i4 ,l rnt ri 1li a i a)llo alel
It'c1,1,Ilig to clii ild wag hl ' (,I t, tub .' Al 1iil lyi lt .

i hliilsof t'iie Il p llineitilti'~ lliii i jni it.iits 111 tll it itl aeorliig~i

11,i110 (6)i : ('ilA , 11i, I'll , IIIe I'l It ll 114X'it" ill ~ ''ll i~li!

tolnt' , ) ue t ti'il t bi I t tt~tlibto lti(0, al A I. I o

on t1ihe $7p 1 illill i ilar ,ll i iI64 1 4 lilt ' t to h wilige , coii , ( llv y oft 'll~'l~it li, iw:. , !ll , 1 , 0. it lleh ;3) :

Ililil 11111-11 Ml ,1,11,l 41

Li14n thtti iS I byA

taIllit ing th"1,1e t01 liblt04t1 enbikt icm ne h

l~~~l #lllpl +l~~til litilIlllily .lll , I.

Two-thirds a f he eisiloer c riltiltiil to tte' (OASI icssume-
to he a.wd olio til ngl iliiiuand is fllfwi tlatd ( rili to tliti (5),
l3l .A I. 'hti rl lilli le r o fill '. $ AS! crllr illill is aillti ,r
clilig ed bo nmeriln gkets, lin, (d), til Al. Siat ilrl two

I hii lf 1tlilidtllribull ilnsilrdli e wlylliiilth fte rltaceil ccordiig
to lil e t o ) oll e -t,.i d ai ordias.o lit) (1!), l AI. lift-
I I ItI )'(ll ' , )ii -l el talit] other clllf7 ' r IuIt ils, 11r0 li+s lillltilIto fitlIl whollIy
onl the v-l1i11lo'e IMi are llh(ciited iicvt'lling to waige itililit line (9),
tatll A I.

Line () In he distriuio of t e Staff% iaoie tax ie coputed i by
ca llculating lihte tax li,,blility" onl the linvan brniclet inico'me under the

icO(i: tax which i t pkron s fepritt ive of tre 35-Stat e income-
tla shedule s. Eerlatieg fromu 19i5 data , l liminn( r) Stat enS tat istics oft ]Incomei, 1 9,51), ,1 exemnpt ions on incomes below $1,000 and
11.3 ceemptions oil iiicolnies tlve S,4,00 lire used. Liabilities are
mul~ltiliet by nunlbers in brackets and the total of State income taxes,
$1.0i98 billiohi is distributed in accordance with the resullting distribu-
tion of bracket totals.

Line (10) : Inheritancee and gift taxes are assigned to incomes
itiove $10,000.

Line (I1I1I: State corporate profits taxes tire treated in the same
illanner as Federal corporate profits taxes, line (3) this table.
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IfinJt (12): Shito eexcim tid hile,; taxevs are nmeiind Mhifted for.
jI i .,,.tiM i , tt le t' lIOi'ftttd oil the lla0isof liine (r), talle Al.
Iil ( I3) : III ordir to estillllte OhW t 411 tliblitinit of plo0ierty tax

lilt ' ti'ients by itt'oine hItaket, we imti, irst, eshiniato the distribution
4 IwtNqeHiIt!'iIt loy yl'o of iri r'll y. 'll', I'Sl t iS .4howIl ill Cable A6,

trAt.Aro. Ppvr ar

XF, Ah III{qt'rl*

It) MI m iI , I tnid .. .. . . .. .. . .. . $19I17

(:) HItNIithex, 1l . . .. . 473
I I I, p've', ------------------------ 2 o 1(W)

it.1j II,i,nlIgup. h , .. . ... ..... . . 4rA

1t 6- Ild'l 11, i Ii ' - - - - -. . ... .. . ... 1,210
14) T N si lrtxmi'll rmi,,-h- l.-il . . . ..------ ----------- - --- 1, w,)
it ) r NtWiolroo iitiuug rile ...-. . ... - - ---- -- - 4 , fM

f 'beth)l r1,41 i C d tut I| -......... . .. .............. ....... .- - , 110

PURIVI4 Ah PWP.IPFRTY

l epi I I I IM ti t, 111lgM It'P ----------- -.. . 4'50

it1 tut'tt r 1'1ttttpI('t t. --.% -- ---- -- --1)1 --t-t' o4(50re t lti i

ft l i rm , ulti l t' r. .... .. -t .--- ... .......... .... .. a--.. 100

ji !1rojis ry tn tt', I tI l fitti' lullt' .I.. .. ... ....... ..... ..p...~' h s r lat o0

0 t4) N t' titlt'r i i t---I t--t-' 4tit
(Mb) Nonlfnrml Itifih lgldP. -----.. . .. .. ... .. ...... ..... 450)

ill O irortylmirty .2,M)
Trofid rend .id 1wrorm l projorty ..... . .... . I l|I$

bIilI lax,4 thl c Al. wliid r, idnd ( ar allonated by the )-
t1arlell.l1 i (' ) iisall lloatede If $.9 billion (Str),y of A"irrentllsine )tIt. 21, foibho 39), willl it alplenrs on the Ibai.s of 'past. dlatf that taxm on

(11rl, llocpltey line a, t ltl, above (15 piren of total
lIrl't'ly nx12) ( 'oloiie A lnt e, 15'W5 , p. th26). The relation-.l0IlN 111-41 I1lPl INOl o}f HIMl fli, ri-lriainlilng breakdownl k. atiniflar to that

elp d i nl Ih( 1918 Stil 4 tu (oIt., p). 2i), . en th2)h the breakdown'ill inl tile lIovo fable Illvolveg. Rrgwl dea.l of giie." ing, an explicit
stlillltl of ij,44iillltiols i.s n{eled to evalute the e.4timatedl inei-

r,'n of tpt e proper y tax.
The an4:tts sown in lions (), (4), and (10) to (14) are alloti tedIt y liie (5), taame At . Lines (I ) and (:,t) arm allocated by line (11),

'ilne At LLine ( ) i allatd by line (7), tatl AI ; lines () to(k) fire allol'atedl by line, (6)q tllble" M, an(] line (15) is allocated by
line ( 12), table Al. Thie reasons which underlie this allocation are
developed in tile 1948 Studiy (,,p. ('it., pp. 21-2-) and need) not be
rep eated ,here.

/,inn 14: State social-in ,ranc~e enntrihution.s are treated in the
,ame mniiner as Fieeral contrih, tion.4. It iqssu. med that the burden
of these contributions falls entirely upon wage income- therefore,
allocation of the total is made according to line (9) of table Al.
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FEDERAL INCOME TAXES, CONSUMER SPENDING, AND
THE DISTRIBUTION OF INCOME

ToaxoDoi A. ANDnERN, Dartmouth College

PART I. FEDERAL INCOME TAXES AND CONSUMER SPENDING

The Subcommittee on Tax Policy of the Joint Committee on the
Economic Report has urged that "constant efforts be made to im-
prove the tax system in the interest of assuring for the long run the
most rapid rate of economic growth consistent with short-run stabil-
ity ." The first part of this paper will discus the increased volatility
of consumer spending and how tax policy may serve as a stabilizing
influence. The second part of the report will cover the effect of income
taxes on the distribution of income.
In'reaaed importance of the conxtiter in our econoimi structure

One of the principles of economics that has been widely taught is
that consumer spending depends primarily on trends in private invest-
ment. Fluctuations in private investment cause corresponding shifts
in consumer income. Changes in the latter govern shifts in family
expenditures. This theory was probably quite correct when our
standards of living were much lower, fewer individuals owned liquid
assets, and when few families made use of installment and mortgage
credit. Today, however, consumers receive some $70 billion of income
each year that is over and above their minimum cost of living. This
discretionary income is more than double what it was in 1941 (in 1951
dollars) and is rising at the rate of about $5 billion a year. Much of
this income can be withheld from spending if consumers believe there
will be hard times ahead. Therefore, it is extremely important that
those conditions which produce strong consumer pessimism are not
allowed to develop.

Another factor in the volatility of consumer spending is the some
$200 billion of liquid assets (cash, bank deposits, and United Statem
bonds). If consumers, for some reason or another, should expect
shortages or sharp rises in the general level of prices, they could draw
upon their liquid assets to try to beat the shortages or price inflation.
and this of course could add very heavily to the inflationary pres-
sures. Consumer-owned liquid assets are not only double (in 1951
dollars) the prewar level, but, in addition, they are fairly widely held.
About 70 percent of families own some liquid assets, and about 17 mil-
lion fami ties own over $1,000.

A large percentage of families today are willing and able to make
use of the Nation's installment credit and mortgage credit facilities.
Today, almost half of the families have some installment debt, and
about 14 million families have some mortgage debt. The latter is
about triple the prewar number. If strong expectations of inflation
were to develop, excessive resort to this type of credit could push the
price structure ip ral)idly. Also, if families became pessimistic about
their future financial position, they would very probably concentrate
on liquidating these (lebts, and tis in turn woud cause unemployment
to rise greatly.
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Properly admninitered tax policy can help prevent eooemsive inetabil.
ity of consumer pending

From the standpoint of tax policy, it is important to understand
this great growth since the 1930 s in the volatility of consumer spend-
ing. Through tax policy, some control over consumption expendi-
tures can be achieved. Precipitous declines can be avoided and in-
flationary bursts can be curbed. This, of course, does not mean that
tax police y should ignore private investment and the question of equi-
table distribution of the tax burden, but I would emphasize that con-
sumer spending is a much greater element of instability today than
in previous decades and it will be even a greater element of instabil-
ity in the future. or example, consumers became quite pessimistic
in early 1951, and they cut th eir spending by $6 billion between the
first and second quarters. On the other hand, their optimism rose
from early 1954 to mid-1955, and spending rose by $23 billion in 18
months.

Granted that consumer spending has and will continue to become
more volatile, how can tax policy help produce stable growth of family
expenditures . During periods of worsening business conditions,
income-tax reduction exerts both a direct and indirect expansionary
influence on consumer spending. When individuals receive tax cuts,
they have more for spending and will probably purchase more. This
condition will Le recognized by business firms whio then will be more
likely to invest in inventories and fixed assets than if there were no
tax reduction. The tax cut therefore, can stimulate both consumer
and business spending which in turn would add to employment and
improve consumer sentiment. A rise in the latter may do more to
increase consumption expenditures than the direct effect of the tax
cut. For example, the 1954 tax cut of $3 billion lead to a $3 billion
rise in consumer spending. However, the general improvement in
consumer optimism, beginning in June 1954, led to a $17 billion rise
in consumer spending between the third quarter of 1954 and the same
quarter of 1955. Tax increases achieves the same effect in an opposite
direction. Thus, tax changes, through their power to change consumer
and business sentiment, are a most important weapon in achieving
economic stability.

If tax policy, with its objective of economic stability, is to take into
account trends in consumer sentiment, consideration has to be given to
how consumer expectations are measured. The survey research center
of the University of Michigan is one of the groups that is doing an
outstanding job of analyzing short-term shifts in family attitudes.
Their surveys have correctly anticipated consumer behavior since
World War 11 and were unusually accurate in 1954 in foreseeing the
reversal of the 1953-54 business recession. In June 1954, their survey
correctly foresaw the upturn in the car market, while the October 1954
study showed a very large car market to be developing. In January
1955, the study showed consumer optimism to be broadly based and
subsequent developments proved that this survey provided a basis for
accurately predicting trends in general business conditions.
Conclmion

This part of the report has attempted to. point out the growing
volatility of consumer spending. In order that sharp shifts in con-
sumer expenditures do not alternately produce inflation and depres-
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sion, some flattening of these outlays can be achieved through tax
policy. Lower taxes have a directly favorable effect on consumer
spending, and, in an indirect manner, exert even more influence. This
is because lower taxes tend to raise consumer and business optimism,
and sentiment is a very important element in business conditions,
Sentiment is now measurable to a reasonably accurate degree, and thui
the tools do exist to make effective use of tax policy to promote sound
economic growth and achieve short-run stability.

PART II. FaDERAL IcCOM.t [AXES AND TilE DISTIBUTION OF INCOME

The following tables show how the progressive income-tax structure
of the United States actually affects American families. Those with
annual incomes under $5,006 pay an average tax equal to 5.3 percellt
of their incomes, while for families making $5,000 and over, an average
tax of 12.9 percent is paid. Since the number of families in the
higher brackets will be rising in the years ahead, while the number
in the lower brackets will be lessening, tax rates can be lowered with.
out reducing the revenue of the United States Treasury. Since 1946,
the number of spending units making $5,000 or more annually has
risen from 5 million to 19 million today. In the same period, the
number with annual incomes of less than $5,000 has decreased from
41 million to 36 million.

The effect of the income-tax reduction in 1954 is shown in table I.
Before the cut, about 19.5 million spending units were paying S:,,i
(r more annually in taxes. After the cut only 17.3 million pald this
amount or more. The number paying no tax rose from 14.0 million
in 1953 to 14.8 million in 1954.

TABLE I.-PSiZe of Federal income tax by Income groups, 195/!

Taxa I Tax as -AIi t:
Ivrent of I Amount reduction
all p percent of of tax aslug u~nits I f nc 0

Under $1,000 ................... 10 0,4 $20 (1)
$I,000 to $,99 . 13 3.3 49 1)
$2.000 to $ 2, 90 .... ................ .3..............

$3OOto p .9 017 6.9 240$3,000 to 'M99 ....................... .............. 0-".592O ,
$4,000 to $4999 ................ ......... . .14 8,5 378 1.3r to 499 ...................................... 21 10.7 635 1.5
7 to $9,9 ................................... 6 13.6 1,151 1.5

$1600 a d ov$, er .. :..*.,:::...... ..................... 21.3 '3,598 10.4)
Allspending units ................................... 11.4 ... 3.2

I Due to the small number of low-income families which pay taxes, the survey sample contains too few
observations to permit accurate conclusions about the shifting tax burden of these iroups from 1953 to 194

Source: Based on data compiled by the survey research center.
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TABLE 1.-Size of Federal hicome tax by income fifth, 1951

I Fedlenil
Averaip, A' v.rag( Incoine t(axII(IIII t:Ix its K-,reni

of JlC l11P

lfighest fifth ....................................... $, 740 $1, M2 11, 4
se ~ld ... .. . . ........... . .. .... .. f 11), M 5M 475SThird ............................................ . , 7569 278 T. 4
Fourth ................................................... . 2.4135 125 1. 1
lAMPSt fifth .......... ........... .......................... 89 25 2,'s

Surm: ibset on dnta compiled by tile Siirvey Rteseireh Center.

TAIII.: ,.-Frequenoy dietribution of 1ze of tax' paylve'nie

Numtber of As permi tN unber of As uerent
ojtf of tax pelndlng of till slnding of till

Ililts spending Site of tax iits spend ln[g
(U~s~n uIts (11i0lions) units

N'Otax ...... ...... .... 4.8 27. 4 M 0to $9M ... ..... 11.3 21.0
Under $100)....... . . 0, 7.3 $I,M)~ to :1.999 4,3 $,0
$100 to $199.............. . 4. 7.9 $2,M)tto $99 1.3 2.4
$200 to $410............... 13.7 25.4 $5,000 aod oiver*: -.4

Source: Survey l{esarel Center.

''A BLE IV.- ffccl of taxce on size of income brackets
INtnhber of slendInr units (mIIllions)]

Annual Income before taxos After ta i

$6 (AEo ld ovez ................................................... 173 11.6
$16.00( nd over ................................................... 2.7 1.1

sourcee' lad on (Into compiled by the Survcy Reaorch Center.

cowlui8io
The foregoing tables sliow the considerable control that the Federal

Government now exercises over the spendable income of United States
families. In 1920, only $1.3 billion of income taxes were paid; there-
fore, the Government could not have stimulated business activity
through tax reduction very much even if it had tried. Today, how-
ever, over 40 million spending units are paying about $30 billion in
Federal personal taxes and related payments. Since taxes can be cut
quickly, the Federal Government can provide the Nation's economy
with a very quick and powerful stimulus, should the necessity arise.
Similarly, premature tax reduction could provide quite an inflationary
push. Thus, the Federal Government, having acquired considerable
control over the shifting levels of consumer spending, has acquired
an equivalent responsibility to exercise those controls in the interests
of "economic growth and short.run stability."





111. IMPACT OF FEDERAL TAXATION ON THE AMOUNT
AND CIIARACTER OF PRIVATE INVESTMENT

FIEI)E IIA TAX ES A ND BUSI N ESS INVESTMENT

POICI J4S

I{^tAIi' 1s.ili ; Aurh,in 4ryienn iid (h,, New York City

I ldivihluals, Iisiwuse and goverruiintal Iodie( invest funds in
pital i'oveieluts Hl5 IU s holies, plaut-and equipment, Iighways,

1n( s(hl.Is re.sleeiviwly. 'This paper is limited to a consideration
of private busimiss investment, hcluding both fixed and working
ellpitia. ''lite forni' is priniarily plant and euipment, the latter
(,OWVrH inivelltOl'ies, ioi('(iilts r'eceivale, aind liquid assets.

ltsinei'ss invtstn'nt policy is comieried with the sources and uses
of capital, whlich togetihor with hlimd, labor, lind rnantenlent consti-
tiute th; four factors of production. All are essential to bsiminess
(lit erpriso ill greiit ' or h'ssei' degree inl producil the goods and
srviCes IIe'i*Itry to iiaintain or improve out standard of living.

theirr lilrs io he included in this coinplndiun will consider in-
vestmnit anid consumption frori the viewpoint of the advantages to
o gained by offering greater stiniuhls to one than t) the other, -low-

ever, it i s generally agreed that a certaini minimum amount of invest-
nweut i Iotli necessary and desirabh. Attention will be, devoted then
to deterininiig the Ueneral nignitude of business investment required
for proper f tlle't iolillig of our econoiny, the possible source, s of capital
funds for investment, the eifects of taxation on the supply and use of
such nioney and possible remedies for any unhealthy situations that
are disclomed. Becausew of the customary risk attending investment
of funds in new business enterprise or in a new product, process, or
service, money usled for such purlos is generally referred to as ven-
ture cal)ital. Inasimuch as our industrial progress is dependent upon
anl adequate supply of venture capital, our attention will be focused
on this aspect of the problem.

CAPITAL REQUIREMENTS

Growth of ecoonomy
According to studies of the long-term growth of our economy by

the National Bureau of Econonic Research the average per capita
volume of goods consumed or acquired over the last eight decades has
been multiplied over fourfold., lhis represents an average annual
rate of growth of close to 2 percent. While this rate of improvement
in our standard of living may seen somewhat moderate at first glance
it becomes more striking if one realizes that if this rate of progress

I Solomon Fabricant, National Bureau of Economic Rtesearch, Inc., Economic Progress
and Economic Change. 34th Annual lteport, 1, 4.

7,434 --56 -9 119
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is continued over the next 80 years, at the end of that period family
incomes, which averaged $5,000 in 1953 will average about $25,000
in dollars of 1953 purchasing power. This is a level now attained
by only 1 percent o all families in the country, Never in history has
any country been able to show such improvement in material well-
being of its people as has been witnessed in the United States over
the last few generations.

To insure continuation of such betterment in living conditions it
behooves us to learn the reason for the remarkable progress that has
already taken place. Basically it has come about its a result of addi-
tions to the supply of capital available, and by reason of increases
in the efficiency of its use, beyond that required just to care for the
growing population. As a matter of fact, only by such means can
"real" income be increased.

According to the latest available evidence, there has been little or
no net increase in the per capital aniount of labor employed in the
production of goods and services over the last four decades. (A de-
cline in the number of working hours per worker has offset a growth
in the proportion of all persons in the labor force.) On the other hand,
the available quantity of tangible capital resources per person has
grown to a volume four times its size in 1870,2 a rate of increase ap.
jproximating 2 percent per annum. Thus, the growth in income (out-
put) per capital was paralleled by a similar rise in the amount of
employed capital per person. Furthermore, while the people of this
country were gaining more and better things over this period, they
were ible to secure more leisure time in which to enjoy both their
material rewards and their spiritual blessings.
Jerent investment experience

It may be asked how there could possibly have existed any short-
age of venture capital in recent years in view of the treiend~lous ex-
pansion in factory capacity and output which has taken place in
response to the aldition of military and defense needs to civilian
demand. One is only further misled'if lie examines officially reported
statistics on business investment, for without proper adjustment the
data indicate a generally rising trend over the last decade in the aggre-
gate of business investment in plant and equipment, inventories, re-
ceivables, and liquid assets. However, for proper evaluation of the
development, it is e.sential to make a number of adjustments in the
raw figures as reported.

With respect to plant and equipment outlays, dollar totals in recent
years have been inflated by the higher price level, thus physical expan-
sion of capacity has not heen as striking as expenditures. More im-
portant is the fact that fixed assets are constantly wearing out and
have to be replaced. Thus, a large part of current expenditure on
plant and equipment represents replacement of assets rather than net
additions to the resources availab e. For example, it has been esti-
mated that only one-fifth of total business outlays for plant and equip.
ment over the period 1946-51 represented net increase in business
investment, while four-fifths of such g'oss expenditures were for
replacement of fixed assets that had outlived their usefulness.'

Op. Cit., p. 6. ?
*National Assoclation of Manufactureta. Manor Tendenclea In Builness Finance, E-.

nomile Policy Divilon Series No. 07, January 1905, p. a.
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Similarly, in the case of inventories, the increase in book value dur-
i11 recent ears of rising prices was considerably greater than the net
phys ical expansion in stocks of goods held. In fact, it has been esti-
mated that over the 0 years 1940-51 the percentage increase in p)hysi-
cal volume of business inventories was little more than half as great
as the percentage rise in book value

When the adjustments described above have been made in reported
figures for business investment in plaiit and equipment and in inven-
tories, some of the cause for coinp acency in tie recent level of gross
capital expenditures is removed.
l'uhire capital requirement.

Although studies indicate that owing to incresing eflfiieney in the
use of capital the amount of capital required per unit of output has
been declining since the 1909-10 decade,' ever-increasing amounts of
capital will be required to provide the facilities for production of the
goods necessary to satisfy the needs and wants of a growing 1)Opula-
tion, ind to provide jobs tor millions of new workers, Estiniates vary
its to the amount of capital investment that will be required in the
future, but all of them are substantial. Past investment can only be
a partial giiide to determining future sums needed.

It has htei shown that a hulge part, of the recent eXpansion in out-
put was the result of increased l)roductivitv of capital , or efficiency in
its use, Nevertheless, time amount of cal)ital employed in manufac-
turing has been rising nearly as fast is the nunhei of persons em-
ploved and will have to Continue to do "o in the futir'e.

'Tlhe average capital investment required for each production worker
epiployed in m1infaclturing industry in 1949 ranged from about $3,000
iii the apparel field to over $83,000 in the petroleum and coal products
industry. Another source has estimated 1955 average investment per
worker'in plant and equipment for all private huines, including agri-
culture at roughly $9,800 before depreciation and $4,800 after it.'

In a(ldition to phtnt and equipment, which constitute the workers'
tools, so to speak, a going concern requires working capital, including
inventories, receivables, and a certain amount of liquid assets. If the
funds allocated to these uses are included in the total as well as the
investment in fixed assets, the capital per worker employed in all non.
financial business in 1955 is computed at $12,500 of which nonagricul-
tural activities account for $11,400.8 Using these results the same
source conservatively estimated that "if business as a whole is to absorb
the annual growth in the private labor force, offset the current con.
sumption of its fixed assets ($25 billion a year), and provide for a
normal growth in investment per worker, it must find each year $35440
billion (at 1955 prices) in long-term capital."'I By 1965, the require.
ments were estimated at $40-$48 billion (at 1953 prices).1o Another
source has projected business expenditures on plant and equipment in

'Op. Cit., p. 18.
* aniel Creamer capital and Output Trends In Hanufacturing Iniustries, 1880-1948,

oceniionai Paper 4, National Bureaua of Eonomic Repeare , 1954,p. 70.
* National Industrial Conference hoard, Economie Almanac, 19W-p4, p. 81.
'Miachlnery n( 1114lud Products institute, Capital Goods Review, No., 8, ,ugust 1955,
SOp. eli.. p, 8.
Sp. e t., p. 4.

1'Miaehlnery and Allied Products Institute, Capital Ooods Review, No. 22, Mfay 1955,
p. 10.
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1905 at $00 bIlliou COlparOd to $38 billion in 19A3. This wotld iu.
elutdo $25 billion to 1-01411Mi tieMai I1ests nt1uinly IVt ired 0e1h yet11i','

There tire two major fOlllli of IIRiuIe &Ilhd: Ilorro'wei and
eqq11ity I, Ialpro Illtl~' t iI of wihIt' is eSt Ithl tof te Ii111t it of iIw gi Tl.
lh'iui lnti to tie weltI'' of t ie ieolloiiiy. Eiity ealpit II isilie ! ori (i'
linilcilig tlat im, s t he giittest (iollniill'llltt, yt lldeI exitillig

It'a e~ltou, e of ths Iiim ilS I .letlliz ,l. IB1y its IIllIl'ri.t i elily
Capital is sKlited to Vell||l'e lUi ti1dellillolki It, im (wilmt ei' of
,4111) rather tita of crditor status; it lit .Io be I-e lmid ; it. o.li'cIpie
A juliorl' positions it liqtidit ioll : it it1y elar n h' I I'11ut1fit, fi'll a 0 e' ry
excellent lietell-1l de eldil iip1oil lIctess of ( lIe Velittll'o. I fIiuso (f
flut s to riwt erns it i Itlr i o sou f to eniploy elllily I lilii lli ii
borrowed clpitil for pi'oeel' Me ltld by s41o110 risk, 1410 u IIuW
bIIlshltSstP4, newM 1)1'(111114111 11 o(I~cstf I he( ty~ t I tlt. 11111ik 011W i itil us..
trial progress. I 111dditiou, lu unltupuil allied o of I(Iuiyity tpifilal is
I'qui red to Ihitale, lie growls of estligh1ishled COMiplii i's 11i4d Irmli tels
a1 to protect tlie tiilloii' Il .1 ability of tI mi1)llly ugillSt I It I In lul gs
of hli'vy debt birdell.

Soll114 u'lI r '\~II

1 ldiSt r'iliihd itet. i1iotil, I ogM er t willl ll 1111ii d tpid it

r\s0'10 1 eollstit iles tite ilt ei al l SO11' of cilpil i1 111111 I l ' 1f 1 h118 i 1l,.4.4
lit-i. llowve1', oinly a nitt I pa11 of 14filil tumlisltu1ll1141.' n lt loI'olti as
r1)Ol'I ld (1916 SI aN 1 alu t i' ,iitge $I0.0. hillion, 19523 61 unln
aitolag, . billion) was amtllilly ova iltl'h, for ex Iuit It u'l, 11111k-
ing all nva11we for current 1 lsll1pt oioll of eupi ll v'111s it reltUiu'1.
cost aiid for t li addit iiII iivesill ,it ill iiiltot'ies iqull tled bause
of risilig pliCe'S. For the ptriod 1 16 51 it hu1. heel ,'stilitt l el 1l t
ontly ele-third of 1epored total niet iiitdistrihhited p1ohll, wUs livail-
able for actual e',la1sioni of assets." Tlhis 1i110l1totit Wts just one-le-t h
of total profit before illeole I lixs m'r this Ieriod, while ttxes ac.oulit -
od for over four-ttlhs, tutd dividends for loss than om-fourth. Thus,
a 25-pereocet reduction Il coiporatolt I ltxt's woul have doubled Itho
alliotlnf available fof' Ihlallciug ,l' talsiol of bliisiless. It is Itot lelieved
that the shortage of capital fiuds cai le attributed to til ovetllibelral
dividend policy for the record shows that tite perteitage of gtoss
husihms pr ce,,Is distributed ats dividends declilted front ( IWrllt1,
in 1929 and 4.7 )et'Cet in 1939 to tll average of 31.1 pocet, for tim
period 1946-51 and to 2.8 l)ereent in 1953 alnd recovered ottly to 3
percent in 1954.

ien a tbuse.ss tim designates a portion of its gross receipts its
compensation for coltSUinptioli of capital assets (at cost of doing busi-
ne.) such funds are available for general titaueial )ur)oses. Thtus,
depreciation reserves are ordinarily listed as a soUlCe of capital funds.
Although substantial in amount, they tire inadequate, ts 1has,14 beeut
noted, to compensate for capital constunit ion out t it Cl'reilt rel)lttre-
ment cost basis. Therefore, no part of depreciation reserves cal he
considered as available for finaneiitg itet additions to capital assets.

u' 3olt Committt" on the Itcnnnnile Report. Potential Economic Growth of t1h TnIted
*tato* During the Next Decade. materials prepared by the connittee staff, Wshlowtoi,

1954. p. 11.
u National Apsoelatlon of Mtnufartursr, MnJor Tendencies In Business Finance, Eco.

momic Policy Dihlslon Series No. 57. January 1953, p. 24.
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internall soure,
lxlernll ollt e of fiildH colil)rise( lorrowing of o.)n1o sort or anotler

(i ld il Iig bIll 0 Io 1114, 11 rt .1 .g(l 1o11111, bo0 d 1(1 ISs , ti'ln(I( lIiyfb](,
0t1l fll!,'ii TIsl of il iroiii In xim) nwil new issufit of corportioti stock.
Sluh 10il441 Hillll'1iJ Il IInrly IwO-lilftlus of Ille total cI)itI funds

r f olIififllwfli'l ,-prllli('lI (1 the' I ,l'ii d i 9ii 10-51 bibt, only olle-
fthird ill I953 nIl h Iuti I) pe1t1 l ill 1954 (when the de.fline in
'qi i teent s owilng lo tm I',eeession wasi reflected witirely il it drop

iii Iiwoltt' 5 )lip ii 'l ext erlilly).
A mtils nt in I jIItIl of I le e MxjRInoionl of Itlioelss capital atses (I]riig

utId Hielw Worhl Wi' II w s finwned ly borrowing, with the resiltI
filt, Ite o-t,o 'll l( deit, e'xlie (hl fromt $74 bill oIn at the end of 190
to $177 billion it, tho end of 10954, fil itie(rease of over $100 billioll.'
This ('01110TirH with It of011i of 0llly $19 biiOl of 1iw money ritised by
i14IIIIIIV( Of Cl)OtjlrIltll ])oore 'ru'd wid ('oinuion stock, representingequlify.Id.l vrildo (fllfithis sillil liriodl.11

Tlhll' oxh'esi Ie irlly l)in n on orrowitg it is a slilt fr for equity capi.
f isll lcII I iin i 'l ijiirsE'5 il it preca(~rious pii-iot t4)
wel Ihie e o l loili' it i'llil.

lv (roF l,'EI)Eii.A1 'I'AxF, R

(,'orporavimt tam
0(4(l('-11 tli u' 1I111)(4l' to0 have b(el filln ir'lomlt, flLctor in causing

the, trenmId .twy froi u'q.jiity ilrncilil . In the first place taxes iipOSe
it jn'miilfy oil stock fiii1ii c g, for lt. ' fll, iicome- tax trolut he paid
fili 11(COMli IeldE' to (lly divi i'il s whih I iiioiey i1)5(1 ,O Jity interest oil
Itili goec. tree oif iax'. 'l',is, tile cost of sto k itiritiliclig is i ri:reawed
by 1l o illclie t IIX whiI t(, cost of debt. flnt'I( iig is untoulched.,'5

l'1 u he'riore( Ih( high 1-t11,s of JpermllI taxes have, encouraged ('or-
I ol't-iols to i(tiin ,'iiligs rithr I him to pary greater livideods and
sel Id itinI] (qIutity (,aIpiilI from ,stockholders. But to the extent
tho coiporlatioll tx is riot shifted, ('artliligs available for retention
hlve bel reduced, forcing liisiiewss to borrow to sure capital.
'le () cirl)oriiLtto tuix 1(5'1 i', lii'niii nn g(rint to sac'ilice either Ol
(lividlIds ormi'o f idmi.o b tise for exluiliisioli..
Inif,idilual bivoon, tarte

'l'x pIrovisions have alirtet,,ol both thet ability find the willingness
of iiiilividuithl to iivie'Mt in! eqitif's. 'he irw(rensed severity of tile
income lax il reelit, years Iiiy be1 in(icated by the fact that in 1952
it imi'riid couple with no dependents would have required a total
iiioiiie before taxes of $76,700 to yield th( same real in(oroe (adjusted
for rise in cost of living) after tax as total money income of $*5,000
gave then in 1929. F'or a single person with rio dependents the 1952
equivalent of $215000 in 1929 was $163,000, or more than G times the
earlier figue , 1' or either status, to yield the after-tax real income

"sU. 5. Department of Commerce, Survey of Curront Boinesa, Soptembor 1053 and
I honrd of Governors of the Federal J(,xerve system, Federal Reserve Bulletin, June

3"Me Pan Throop Smith, Effeects of Taxation, Corporate Financial Policy. Division of
Research, (raduate School of Business Administration, larvard Unlveralty, Boston, 1052,
P,. 25, 103.
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equivalent of $100,000 before taxes in 1929 the total money income
before tax required in 1952 was close to $1,100,000 or 11 times as nuch.-6

The willingness of individuals to invest il common and preferred
stocks has also been impaired by the steeply progressive tax rates,
Instead, there has been it pronounced trend toward-iIvestmnent in tax-
exempt securities.

TIlie impact of the discriminatory rates of personal income tax on
choice of investment media is seen in the high before-tax yield ro-
quired on taxable securities to leawtv tnl individimil il after-tax return
equivalent to that omi low.yield tax-exemlPt securities. If, for example,
taX-exemlpt bonds are assutned to yield ab out 131, p eriit, anl individ-
itid1 withl tRi ineomle of $100,000 in 195i2 whoi filed( it separate tax return
would need approximately a 11)-percent , efore-tax return on a taxable
investmentt to match the return on it tx-exemnlt security. Under
similar circunilstances it peison with tl income of $75,000 would need
at 13-percent return on a taxable investment to net 21/ percent after
taxes, and an individual with it $40,000 income would require all
8-percent before-tax return to match 20/t percent on a tax-exempt
hod."

In Juim 1953 about $12 billion, or 44 percent of the privately held
total of wholly tax-exempt securities, was in the haids of individuals.
(The major part, about 40 percent of the privately owned total, was
liel( by commercial banks, also at least iii part because of the tax-free
incentive.) The effect of tax rate changes over the years on distribu-
tion of such securities by type of holder has been pronounced."
Iht 01t411lza ton of .gavfllgs

'he gravitation of l)ersomnal savings toward financial institutions
has become progressively more, rapid in the postwar period. For
VXamnple, it has been estimitted that in 1951 only about 8 percent of
total liquid savings aceiumnulations of individuals went into equity
securities. 9  The bulk of the $19.4 billion personal savings accumnu-
lated in that year' went to institutional investors, including insurance
companies, banks, and mutual funds, which in turn, owing to legal
restrictions and nfttural conservatism, invested relatively little in
new stock issues. In view of their trustee status and consequent need
to conulie investments primarily to aets of relatively stable value,
the outlook is notpromising for financial institutions ever to become
major suplfiers of venture funds.
,S hortagea of venture capital

It is impossible precisely to measure the extent and potential impact
of the equity-capital problem; nevertheless, its seriousness is apparent.
Some of its effects will not be felt until later. For one thing, inflation
has materially lightened all debt burdens (at the expense, it is to be
noted, of all creditors). When corporate profits cease to rise and
fall instead, as indeed they must sometime in the future, the heavy
burden of debt will tend to aggravate and prolong any business
recession.

"'See 3. K. Butters, L. 0. Thompson, L. L Bollinger, Effects of Taxation#. Investments
bIndividuals. Division of Research, Graduate School of Business Administration, Harvard

Univoesty Boston. 1953. p. 91.
1? See J. K. Butters, 1, .Thompson, Ti. L,. Bollinger, op. cit., ip. 184-185.
IsSee Oporge B. Lent, the Ownership of Tax-Exempt Securlto, 1918-{3, National

Bureau of e6nomic Research, Occasional Paper 47, 1955.
I#New York Stock Exchange, Taxes--Equity Capital-and Our Economic Challenges,

March 1958, p. 80.
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There is need ahead for business expansion, not under conditions
of inflation such as have existed during the past two decades, but in
a stabh, competitive economy. 1TlI(kert I('lse (,irinuistalnct's it is ull-
thinkable to conltilulle a system of discriminatory tax rates that penalize
ald discourage business investment.

RIEMEDES

'I'l lere is splice here olv to list soie of the ,teps that. should be taken
to reniove the obstacles to'businmss investma, nt inierposed by our present
System of Federal taxes,

First and foremost in need of correct ion Iare the high incomie-tax
rates mid steel) progressioni ill the individual income-tax rate schedule,
the deterrents to investment toward Whihl tile discussion ill this paper
hms been mainly directed. Middle amd upper bracket, rates should be
sihstamlt'ial ly reduced, and can be without great loss of rellue to the
Ireasury, In this coinection it proposal advanced recently by the
National Association of Manufacturers seems worthy of serious studyT.
It, has been suggested by this group that as Federal revenues rise in
response to ai expanding economy advantage be taken of the oppor-
tunity to reduce rates correspondingly. Many of the present prob-
lenis of definitions, exemptions, deductions, and so forth, which often
atlfect only a limited number of taxpayers would disappear under
lower rates, Afte' rates have been reduced, other action should be
taken at an early datte along the following lines:
('oi',wation hiEtofl, l taU

Eliminate tax oil imlteioriorlate dividends.
lejical 2-percent penalty tax on consolidated returns.
Restudy provisions for prepayment of corporate tax.

Individual hmonw, tax
Further relieve the double taxation of corporate earnings paid as

dividends.
E.,tate and gift taxes

Remove from Federal jurisdiction.
Re ornm affeothin, all taxpayers

Depreciation.-Allow taxpayer more discretion in choosing rate.
(Ya4tal gahis anl lo.qqe8.-Reduce rate of tax; shorten holding

period; allow deduction of excess of capital losses over capital gains
with limitation on tax benefit; permit reinvestment of capital gains
without tax.

Y'ax dsc'rhniation.-Taxatioi of all competitive enterprise should
be fair and equal, regardless of legal form of business.

Income from foreign n 8ourees.-Business income earned abroad
should receive favorable tax treatment, regardless of geographical area
involved or form of organization.
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EFFECTS OF TAXATION ON Tir E INVESTMENT CAPACI-
TIES AND POLICIES OF 1NI)IV1I)UAiS

J. KITII |UTrioit, llnrvard Univeroity

TIls iIaIer dsusses Il11 et'1'ects of titxiitioltI oil tI ii Itestlllelt Cltj)itCi-
tiesanitiid poi'ies of individuals.' This (op)ie is hlllportaint because
of its relittiol to tilt forminatloll and growth of Ilmsiness enterprises.

To pil, t'h lwolltoll into pe'spective, it, shlihl IK nted thlt, taxes
11111.1' lit,-,hito fotrmatiOll t1d growth of inlll' n14 01letlj)tise ill two
wy First, I the 1111 y dull the itle itives lie(ed to ildlt'o ponmotors
li lI ti rtej~tellil'is to0 urltlcti'tillt+,11 devlWol)Inlllst 11in( I Iii OWllJs lind(

lnllgllulells of existing ellt'IWipises to atlopt, it Vigorous policy of
e'Xjillsioll ;4 ecolld, they 111,y eur1tail lte supply of cn1pit Ill requlirtd to
11111ttlve tle formation of 11w enterprises or1 the growl i of existing
onteprises.

Tlls paper is concerned with one1 phaS of tle setoldi Of the 1-e areas
of tax effects, nmely, outside equity C('l~ilill Sljfj)lie( I0 I)IlsiellCM by
lrivato investors. lThe reln1 ot' ills eIlinphtis is thitt ildividlld
lillestolor supply it iljor part. of the ownership) funds avitiltle from
sources other than ret ined elrlings to now fiia growing ititerlrisos,
particularly, those of smill to moloerat4i size.

The t'eets of talxtiontl 01 the investlment calpeitey allid policies of
individuals can best he allitiyzed by breaking tile subject Into three
main qustiotl:

1. Whose ilnvti' ilteIlt, decisions lre itlportlnt?
2. How have taxes affeelled lho illvestillIlt capacity of theso

groups of investors?
3.-]Mow have taxes illaected tle il'estlIneilt, policies of these

groups?

Vl)sOM iNVESWMDINT )YW:ISlONs An, iMI'Ol(TANTI

Tle first, task is to aseerlitll which ellisses of tile popllttioli are
important, insofar tis the etfects of txatioi ol the flow of equity
capital from private individuals to business tire concerned. In Iar-
I icular, tire most of such funds supplied by the large n1ss of the popu-
lation with sn0l- to iedhillil-sIze Iicomes, or by fle sum ll proportion
of individuals in the so,!iety who receive sizable incotnesl Whell the
sharply ditfering impact, of the tax structure on people iin different
income classes is considered, it quickly becomes apltrent thlnt this
is a key question for anty inquiry into the effects of taxes oii individual
investors.

Broadly speaking, the evidence leads to ai unamlbiguous answer to
tis question. Front. the standpoint of the flow of equity capital from
private investors to business, the investment decisions of individuals

I This paper Is based largely on the findings reported In J. Keith Butters, Lawrence .
Thompson, and Lynn L. Boll incer, Effeets of Taxation on Investineuts by Individuals

H tn,1arvard Business School, 1953) and summarized In lAwrenco H. T hompson and~ elt Butters. Effects of Taxation on the Investment Policies and Capacities of Judi.
'iduals, Journal of Finance, May 1153, pp. 187-151. The research underlng these Dub.
liations was part of a series of studies of the effects of taxation on business decision
conducted through the Harvard Graduate School of Business Administration and finance
by a grant from the Merrill Foundation for Advancement of Financial Knowledge.

The views expressed in this pa per are purely personal and do not necessarily reflect the
Views of my associates. Most of this pagr, however, ts paraphrased or quoted fromthe
above publicatious. Since the backgroun study is aVal able in published form, no effort
is made in this summary statement to discuss methodological problems.
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i /1( lwr hifmi/J ad! (I altd e11.#sI aroi of overw1irh3li;n impiO'-
t.llp', Th i t-1('I i oll l i on1 hlIH d 1)1 al l11111lysis of (1) fihe gi-oplis iII
the Jpojll lit loll wi iil havIh the capaity to IvSt ill bttllhe' ('(lliti'S
ill alge llllioltllltts, find (2) the groups whih lre dispost'li to do So.
It is sipplit d I y a Stlly of tl,,Ili- IIIIIhlllet of new invest bhe fillidls
Ily ' (il er it I tcoin g'olotl , Of I lit atfiilisH toWlal'd I)iilli-SH e( ities
Ib)v di til'i',lt in'oin grouse , 111iil of flh. ditrililtiol of the owllerillip
a oiitiioit Mt ocIk anlnotg dil'er('tit ill lOl find welhlitl grotlps. Be-
4i111,( (O f HJ)It('PM lillt |il( i4S, I Shall Vik- il ( 'ti lil Oilly (lltr IhildiiigH On the
lst of tlh'SO poilits.

0Our estiln1110 o tle colle',itration of sto k hlioldings were originally
ma(he primarily ol (litfL, fo' the year 1949, supphemented to some
ext vilt )y, dit it 'for otlier y 'irs. As of 19419 we estinat that ap)proxi-
jnitely 65 to 70 1)( 'It of all tlie marketable stock hold by private
individuals wl owneSd liy family s Ii(lieg uniL with a net worth in
tIX('055 Of it (ill11rlet of t million ((([ lIf view of the rise in stock
jorics find otle' asset values whilh liw (ccurrsM l between 1949 and
11)5, it, ,s,,ll highly probable that en analysis of current data would
Show fill ille' if-,im rather than it (lelie, il this percentage, Precise
(letIL on the frtion of funiiy epending units with this amount of
w('alth itl'r( not evhilabie, but it is (lelr that only a relatively small
fraction of I l)Olcelt of iill spending units have it net worth as large
as $2500)0O(0.

classifiedd by income groups our best estimate is:
1. About 35 )e'cnt (If all the marketable stok held by private

ildivi(1tels is owiled by approximately the top one-tenth of 1
percut of family spending units. As of 1949, this fraction repre-
senttA1l family sp ,eding units with inconires of $50,000 and over.

2. About one-half of all such marketable stock is owned by the
top one-hl Ilf of I pe ient of all family spending units. As of
19,19, this fraction iej)rer(%etAed family spending units with in-
(O ro8es (f $25,00) find over.

3. About 75 percent of all marketable stock owned by private
investors is hold by a) approximately the top I percent of the popu-
lation. As of 199, this fraction represented family spendingunits with inconles of $15,000 and over.

In percentage tennis there sems little reason to believe that esti-
mates based onl current data. would show any striking shift in the
above figures; such limited current data as are availa le do not ap-
pear to indicate that any such shift has occurred. The absolute income
levels representing the cutoff point, for any specified fraction of the
population have, of course, risen between 1949 and 1955 because of
the general rise in income levels which has occurred during these
years.

As already indicated, the above data constitute only one of several
sources of evidence which point to the conclusion that business must
look mainly to a very small percentage of the population for the out-
side equity capital which it hopes to obtain from private individuals.
It would take a marked shift in investor habits to invalidate this
conclusion.
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EI,'FCT or TAXER ox IXvVSTMENT CAPACITY OF UPPER-INCOUE
INDIVIDUALS

TIe charge is frequently made that the severe rates of the personal
income tax have, for all practical purposes, wiped out the capacity of
individuals with large incomes to save. The reason for this wide-
spread conviction is not hard to understand. The increases in per-
sonal income tax rates since the 1920's have been so great that on
superficial examination they appear to establish a prima face demon.
stration of this thesis. Moreover, it can be shown beyond any reason-
able doubt that the tax increases of recent years have cut severely
into the incomes of upper-bracket individuals and undoubtedly also
into their capacity to accumulate new investable funds, provided that
the incomes of these individuals bear the full brunt of the individual
income tax.

This demonstration, however, falls far short of showing that taxes
have wiped out or anywhere nearly wiped out, the capacity of upper-
bracket individuals to accumulate new investable funds. On the
contrary, the evidence indicates that as a group individuals in the
upper income percentiles are still accumulating large amounts of new
investable funds despite existing tax rates.

Two reasons appear to explain the continued large accumulations
of funds by individuals in the upper-income groups.

First, the habit of saving anpears to be deeply ingrained in most
individuals with moderate to large incomes. All the evidence indi-
cates that the overwhelming majority of the individuals in the top 1
percent of the population-ranked by size of income-are still accu-
mulating positive savings, and that the savings of at least half of these
individuals amount to a fairly sizable fraction of their incomes before
taxes, say, to a fifth or more.

Within the group of persons receiving very large incomes, it is quite
possible that those whose living standards were geared to high levels

before the period of very high income taxes, and Who% disposable in-
comes have been sharply reduced by the imposition of such taxes, may
have ceased to save sivnificantly or may even be living off their capital
in many instances. This group, however, appears to be more than off-
set by individuals whose incomes (both before and after taxes) have
risen along with or after the imposition of very high tax rates. The
evidence appears to indicate that, as the income of such persons (say,
young executive or professional persons) rises, the advance in their
living standards is keyed to their disposable income rather than to
their income before taxes, and that (by and large) they continue to
save despite the high ilcome taxes whh they must pay.,

A second major explanation of the coiitimed capacity of upper-
bracket individuals to accumulate substantial amounts of investable
funds is that there are numerous ways in which many groups of upper-
bracket individuals can accumulate investable funds without having
them subjected to the full impact of the individual income tax. While
the data for appraising the extent to which advantage is taken of the
opportunities of avoiding the full impact of the individual income tax
are not very satisfactory, it can safely be concluded that the use made
of them contributes substantially to the surprisingly large accumula-
tions of savings still being made by individuals with large incomes.

I For quantitative estimates se Butters, Thompson & Bollinger, op. cit.
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In general, then, our conclusion is that the changes in the tax struc-
ture over the past, 15 to 20 years have substantially reduced the capac-
ity of upper-bracket individuals to accumulate new investable funds
as compared with what they would have been able to accumulate under
a less progressive tax structure, but that, for the reasons indicated,
their remaining capacity is still very large-much larger than is popu.
larly supposed.
lEIffect of taires on invem',/ent poflie"e of upper income, idi dual

Besides curtailing the investment capacity of individuals, taxes
coulh restrict the supply of funds which individual investors are able
and willing to invest in business equities by reducing the incentive for
individuals to risk their funds in such investments. The fact that
individuals with large incomes are still able to accumulate large
amounts of investable funds under existing tax rates makes it all the
more important to determine the effect of taxes on the investment
policies of these individuals. If there is real substance to the 0 llela-
tion that taxes have dried up or seriously iml)eded the flow of equity
capital to business, they must have greatly reduced the willingness of
individuals to )ut their funds to venturesome uses; the restrictive
effects of taxes on the investment capacity of individuals, though real,
have not been sufficiently )owerful by themselves to substantiate this
allegation.

Thie first point to hw made in discussing the effects of taxes on the
investment policies of individuals is that patterns of investor thinking

nd reactions are extremely coml)lieated and (diverse. For this reason
any snmn1ry statement on this point must necessarily be oversiml)li.
fieil. I shall deal only with the effects of taxes on the willingliess of
investors to incur differing degrees of investment risks, that is, to fol-
low venturesome or conservative investment policies; other types of
tax effects, such as those on tie timing of investment transactions or
on the use of such means as gifts and trusts to reduce income and death
tax liabilities, will not be considered.

At a general level, one fact stands out very clearly. The ways in
which taxes affect the investment policies of individuals can be mean-
ingfully (liscu.Sed only in the light of the investment objectives of

lips'of invstos. 'two individuals, similarly situated as to age,
fly responsibilities, and income anti wenith'stntus, may react to

the tax structure in very dilferent ways if they have diflorent invest-
meat objectives. Befoi,e re)orting our conclusions on tax effects,
therefore, it will be helpful to (lescribe the range of investment objec-
tives which characterize individual investors. Broadly speaking,
these investors can be classified into the following categories:

1. Investors who take the extreme position of conswrvatism and
who strive simply (or mainly) to preserve their capital. Most
individuals with'capital preservation as their main investment
objective seem to have in mind the dollar value of their wealth
rather than its real value in terms of purchasing power.

2. Investors who have both capital preservatfon (or security)
and a moderate income yield as investment objectives, but who are
very reluctant to make Investments which involve an appreciable
de cree of risk of capital loss.

t Investors who place a major emphasis on an "adequate in.
come yield" or a "good return" from their investments and who
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are willing to assume somewhat greater risks of capital loss pro-
vided that the prospective income yield is great enough to war.
rant the assumption of these risks.

4. Investors who stress both an adequate income yield and an
opportunity for capital appreciation as investment o jectives and
who are willing to assume still greater risks of capital loss pro-
vided that the prospects for capital appreciation are good.

5. Investors who are interested almost exclusively in capital
appreciation and who have relatively little interest in income
yield. This type of investor typically expects to assume high
risks of capital loss provided that the compensating opportunities
for large capital gains are sufficiently attractive.

From the standpoint of tax effects, the most significant breakdown
of investors by categories of investment objectives is between those
investors who have capital appreciation as a main or important in-
vestment objective and those who do not. Individuals with capital
appreciation as a major investment objective typically react very dif-
ferently to the tax structure than do those whose major einphasis is
on income yield or on security. To the extent that taxes influence
investment decisions at all, they drive the great majority of investors
with the latter objectives into more conservative investments, whereas
they typically induce investors interested mainly in capital apprecia-
tion to make even more venturesome investments than they otherwise
would.

A much larger proportion of investors in the upper income groups
than in the lower income groups has capital appreciation as a main
or important investment objective. For example, only about one-
fourth of the individuals whom we interviewed with incomes of less
than $7,500 expressed a strong interest in capital appreciation as an
investment objective as compared with well over half those with in-
comes of $25 000 and over.'

Because oi the sharp differences in the reaction to the tax struc-
ture of income-minded and security-minded investors, as compared
with appreciation-minded investors, the general nature of the tax
effects on individuals can best be described by discussing these two
groups separately.
Income-minded and 8ecurity-minded investors

Income-minded and security-minded investors, in making invest-
ment decisions, tend to balance the current income yieldof their in-
vestments against the risk of capital loss, and to give very little weight
in their investment decisions to the possibility of capital gains usually
present in investments which also present high risks of capital loss.
The high rates of the individual income tax exert by far the most
important tax influence on the investment decisions of these groups
of individuals, and their predominant effect is to drive these indi-
viduals into lower yield, less risky investments than they would other-
wise make. The *intensity of this tax effect is, of course, closely
related to the tax brackets of the investors concerned.

For these groups of investors, the high income-tax rates on upper
bracket individuals exert their main effects by greatly reducing both

I It Is interesting to note that a recent study published by the New York Stock Exchange
entitled "The Public Speaks to the Exchange community" shows sample results from a
survey undertaken in August and September 1954 which are very similar to ours for Indi-
viduals with incomes of $7,500 and over.
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the absolute yield and the relative yield on investments with a high
yield (such as common stock) as compared with low-yield invest-
ments (such as Government bonds). lI or individuals in very high-
tax brackets, the after-tax yields on such investments as common
stocks may even be reduced below those available from some types
of low-risk investments such as tax-exempt securities and certain life-
insurance policies. This reduction (or even reversal) in after-tax
yield differentials causes many investors with income or capital preser-
vation as an investment objective to shift part of their funds out of,
say, common stocks and into lower yield investments because they do
not regard the income yield remaining after taxes from high yield
securities as adequate compensation for the risks of capital loss in-
herent in their ownership.

Theoretically, the fact that in computing taxable income capital
losses may be deducted, at least in part, constitutes a partial offset
to the foregoing repressive effects. To the extent that capital losses
can be offset against otherwise taxable income or capital gains, the
net amount m,,t, risk by the taxpayer is less than the total amount
involved. In other words, the maximum net loss which can be suf-
fered by the taxpayer is the total amount of his investment less any
compensating tax savings in the event that the investment turns out
to be a total loss.' Much has been made of this point in theoretical
analyses of tax effects.

Practically speaking, however, these offsetting considerations to the
repressive effects of high income-tax rates are of very limited impor-
tance for the categories of investors now being discussed. For one
reason the severe restrictions placed on the deductibility of capital
losses by the tax law greatly reduce the potency of loss deductions as
a factor influencing tle investment decisions of individuals. Subject
to minor qualifications, the maximum tax benefit which can be derived
from the deductibility of capital losses on assets held for more than
6 months is 25 cents for each dollar of realized loss, and even this
tax benefit is dependent on the availability of capital gains against
which the loss can be offset.

A second reason of najor importance ii. reducing the practical im-
portance of loss offsets for these groups of investors Is that these offsets
are not usually in the forefront of investor consciousness. As a gen-
eral statement, investments are made because the investor expects
them to be successful, not because he anticipates that they will be a
faihwme. Given this expectation, it is only natural that greater atten-
tion is given by investors to the impact of taxes in reducing the return
available in the event of success than to the cushioning effect of loss
offsets in the event of failure. Consequently, for investors wvho are
motivated by the prospective income yield of their investments rather
than by a desire for cal)ital gains, the existence of high surtax rates
typically constitutes an investment deterrent and would, we believe,
continue to do so even if substantially more generous loss offsets were
l)ermitted than are now allowed.

As already noted, the income-tax effects just described account for
the large majority of tax-motivated shifts in a conservative direction
by the groups of investors under discussion. The only other tax ef-

4 This statement Ignores certain refinements such as discounts which should be applied
to the tax savings resulting from loss offsets because they will be obtained at a later date
and because their receipt Is subject to some uncertainty.
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fect causing any considerable number of security-minded and income-
minded individuals to shift to more conservative investment positions
is the desire for liquidity stimulated by the estate tax. The estate.
tax structure creates a definite incentive for many individuals, es-
pecially those in the top wealth classes, to increase their holdings of
liquid assets and of life insurance in order to provide a ready means
of payment of their estate taxes on their death. Generally speaking,
however, shifts in this direction appear to be moderate in degree.
Only a minority, even of the wealthiest individuals, appear to increase
their holdings of these assets substantially for estate-tax reasons.

In contrast, only rarely are income-minded and security-minded
investors stimulated by tax considerations to take greater rather than
smaller investment risks. Individuals who do react in this way gen-
erally are persons under such pressure to maintain a given level of
income that they are prompted to shift to more venturesome forms of
investment as high taxes (and other factors such as increases in the
general cost of living, the loss of earned income on retirement, and
declining interest rates) place increasing pressure on their standard of
living. -Such individuals usually do not have large incomes.
Tax effects on appreciation-minded investors

The tax effects on investors interested mainly in capital apprecia.
tion are quite different from those just summarized for the income-
minded and security-minded investors. Our evidence points over.
whelmningly to the conclusion that, for appreciation-minded investors,
the single ;wst important feature of tle tax structure is the differen-
tally low rate at which long-term capital gai1n8 are taxed in compari-
son with the much higher rates on ordinary iom, especially for
individuals in the upper income.tax brackets. This difflrential has
stimulated inherently venturesome individuals to seek out investments
which offered prospects of capital gains rather than the receipt of
ordinary income. As a consequence, it, has caused this group of in-
vestors to shift funds out of relatively conservative investments, offer-
ing little or no opportunity for capital appreciation and into more
venturesome types of investments such as relatively speculative mar-
ketable common stocks, closely held companies, new ventures, real
estate, and oil properties. The incentive to invest in real estate and
oil properties, it should be noted, is further stimulated by the oppor-
tunity of obtaining what many investors regarded as important tax
advantages in the form of percentage depletion and current deducti-
bility of intangible drilling costs on oil properties and depreciation
deductions on real estate.

The power of these inducements is reflected in the fact that, of the
appreciation-inded individuals who respond at all to tax effects, the
overwhelming majority move into more venturesome investment posi-
tions because of taxes.

Our evidence indicates that many more investors are attracted by
the favorable rate differential accorded capital gains than are repelled
by the existing restrictions on the deductibility of capital losses. The
differential between the tax rates on capital gains and on ordinary
income was mentioned very frequently, especially by investors with
large incomes, as a motivating factor in investineit decisions. In
contrast, only a handful of distances were encountered in which the
existing limitations on the deductibility of capital losses were cited
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as deterrents to venturesome investments. Similarly, the absolute
level of the capital gains rate and the length of the 6-month holding
period were cited as investment deterrents only in a very small num-
ber of instances.

No single motivation was responsible for the limited number of
instances in which appreciation-minded individuals were driven by
the tax structure into less venturesome investment positions. The
desire for liquidity to meet eventual estate-tax liabilities was occa-
sionally mentioned as a reason for increased holdings of liquid assets
and insurance. Other investors indicated that they were reluctant to
invest in new ventures or closely held companies because the high rates
of the corporation income tax limited the potential growth of these
companies. Finally, in a very few cases, the level of the capital gains
tax was cited by appreciation-minded investors as an explanation of
it decreased willingness to make venturesome investments. But, as
we have already indicated, for appreciation-minded investors as a
group all these factors combined were far outweighed by the positive
inducement to venturesome investments offered by the differentially
low rate at which long-term capital gains are taxed in comparison
with ordinary income.
Overall appraisal

With all the foregoing factors taken into account, the following
is the best one-paragraph suniniary of our findings which I can give:
The tax structure in recent years has cut substantially into the invest-
ment capacity of the uppur income and wealth classes-the strategic
source of venture capital for investment in business-and, on balance,
it also decreased the willingness of these investors in the aggregate
to make equity-type investments. In other words, for equity-type
investments considered as a whole the investors who were induced by
taxes to shift to less risky investment positions appear to have over-
balanced the opposite reaction of ap)reeiat ion-minded investors. The
latter group, however, may have been so stimulated by the tax struc-
ture to seek out investments offering unusually large capital-gains
potentialities as actually to increase file flow of capital to such situa-
tions. However this may be, it is clear that the combined impact of
these effects fell far short of drying up the supply of equity capital
which private investors were willing and able to make available to
business. The evidence indicates that the accumulation of investable
funds by the upper-income classes has been consistently large during
postwar years, despite the existing tax structure, and that individuals
with large incomes and substantial wealth continue as a group to hold
and invest a large prol)ortion of their funds in equity-type investments.
Policy implications

Space does not permit a careful discussion of the policy implications
of our findings, but there are 1 or 2 main points which we should
like to make very briefly. If our analysis is sound, the tax structure
in the postwar years hals been much less repressive on the capacity
and willingness of upper-bracket individuals to make equity-type
investments than is popularly believed. A superficially plausible case
could even be made that there is no occasion for great concern over
the effect of the existing tax structure in this regard-and, in some
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phases of the business cycle this conclusion may be essentially sound.
As a generalized statement, however, it is far too simple.

This conclusion ignores the fact that the postwar period has been
one of high business activity, stable to rising price levels, and rea-
sonably optimistic investor expectations. Trhe repressive !aspects of
the tax structure undoubtedly are much less potent under these con-
ditions than they would be in, say, a time of business depression;
similarly, the stimulating aspects of the tax structure have been rela-
tively much more powerful during the past decade than they would
be under less favorable business conditions. In a time of depression
and investor pessimism, the risk of capital loss would weigh more
heavily in the minds of investors than in recent years and the prospects
of capital gains or of a high income yield would appear much less
enticing. 'his, conclusions as to the extent to which the tax structure
stifles the flow of risk capital during a period of high business activity
cannot be applied without modification to a time of declining business
activity and investor pessimism. The logic of our analysis indicates
that the tax structure would be far more repressive in its econoomic
effects in a declining period than it has been during the past decade
of generally buoyant economic conditions.

The second major point which I would like to make has more bear-
ing on the problems presented by various proposals for revisions in
the tax structure than on the effects of the existing tax structure in
different phases of the business cycle. The essential problem can be
stated as follows: Trhe existing tax structure has been only mildly
repressive in recent years in its aggregate effects on the decisions of
private investors largely because it consists of a balance between
repressive and stimulating elements; during the postwar years the
stimulating incentives have, to a considerable degree, neutralized the
rel)ressive effects. These stimulating incentives arise from opportu-
nities provided by the tax law of obtaining in(ome-or at any rate
of accumulating investable funds-in ways that are not subject to
the full rates of the individualI income tax. To many individuals these
opportunities of avoiding the full im pact of the individual income
tax constitute undesirable elements of discrimination in the tax struc-
ture which should if possible be eliminated. Thus, the dilemma is
posed that the features of the tax law which provide from niany stand-
points highly desirable economic incentives are, at least in the eyes
of many persons, the source of serious inequities.

In effect, the low capital gains rate (as well as the favorable tax
treatment accorded certain industries) has made it possible to tax
ordinary sources of income at exceedingly high rates without destroy-
ing the flow of equity capital from upper bracket individuals to busi-
ness-at least in periods such as the recent past. I believe it also
follows, however, that-so long as the tax rates on ordinary income
are continued at current levels and relatively riskless means of ob-
taining tax-exempt income remain readily available-any substantial
tightening up of the capital gains tax would go a long way toward
curtailing the willingness of upper bracket individuals to make ven-
turesome investments. In other words, if tile existing balance in
investment incentives is to be maintained, any increases in capital gains
taxation would need to be offst by compensating reductions in the
rates at which ordinary income is taxed and preferably also by a
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reduction or elimination of the existing opportunities for obtaining
tax-exempt income from relatively riskless investments.

Tile purpose of these brief comments is not to recommend any
specific tax policy toward capital gains but rather to comment in
general terms on the relationship of the existing tax treatment of
capital gains to my general conclusion that the overall repressive
ellects of the existing tax structure on the capacity and willingness
of upper bracket individuals to make venturesome investments appear
to have been limited in scope in postwar years. Unless the delicate
interplay of investor motivations and specific tax provisions which
have produced this effect are understood, the precarious balance now
existing could easily be unintentionally upset by revisions in specific
portions of the tax structure made without full recognition of their
overall effects.

FEI)ERAL TAXES AND INVESTMENT OPPORTUNITIES

Airrtun A. ELnEi, American Federation of Labor

The criticism most frequently aimed at existing or proposed Fed-
era l tax programs by spokesmen for business and investment interests
is that they restrict or may advelsely affect investment opportunities.

This reproach usually fails to recognize that the encouragement or
discouragement of investment opportunities cannot be considered the
sole touchstone in judging the social value of any tax program. In-
dee(, there is room for belief that certain economic patterns might
well call for use of the tax machinery as an instrument to put brakes
upon investment opportunities in the hope of aiding the general
welfare.

The present administration supports the view that high surtaxes
curtail the capacity and incentive to invest. In his budget message
in January 1954, President Eisenhower made the following recom-
miendations for Federal tax revisions:

Revision of the tax system is needed to make tax burdens fairer for millions
of Individual taxpayers. It Is needed to restore normal incentives for sustained
production and economic growth. The country's economy has continued to grow
during recent years with artillcinl support froin recurring inflation. This is
not a solid foundation for prosperity.

We must restore conditions which will permit traditional American initiative
and production genius to push on to ever higher standards of living and employ-
went. Among these conditions, a fair tax system with minihnum restraints
on small and growing businesses Is especially important.

President Eisenhower and other administration spokesmen imply
that Federal tax policy in the past had not been conducive to the
development of incentives and the encouragement of investment.

It might be useful to examine the investment scene during tile past
20 years in relation to overall tax developments and to try to (eterinine
how these developments may have affected investment.

13:31a --14 - 10
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The following table shows the average gross private domestic in-
vestment for 1929 and for 5 periods from 1930 through 1954 in terms
of 1947 dollars: 1

TABLE 1.-Average yearly investment

(Billions of dollars]
Year:

1929 ------------------------------------------------------------ $26.8
1930-34 (inclusive) --------------------------------------------- 7.9
193,1-9 (inclusive) ---------------------------------------------- 10.0
1940-44 (inclusive) ---------------------------------------------- 16.5
1945-49 (inclusive ------------------------------------------------ 28.5
1950-54 (inclusive) ---------------------------------------------- 41.0

Ili trying to trace a relationship between tax policy and investment
opportunity, it seems pertinent to determine to what degree fluctua-
tions in investment were the result of Federal tax policy at any
particular time.

Treasury Secretary Mellon in the Harding, Coolidge, and H-oover
administrations during the twenties placed major emphasis on reduc-
tion of tax rates on personal and corporate income. The 1921 act
reduced surtax rates from 1 percent on net income above $5,000 to
1 percent on net income above $6,000, and at the same time reduced
the top surtax rate from 65 to 50 percent. Tihe act also eliminated the
excess-profits tax and limited the rate on capital gains to a maximum
of 12.5 percent. In 1924 the top surtax rate was cut to 40 percent.
The 1926 act cut the top surtax rate to 20 percent. Corporation tax
rates were again reduced in 1928. These reductions, as approved
by Congress, were actually below Secretary Mellon's recommenda-
tions. In his zeal to "stimulate investment and initiative," Mr. Mellon
had urged further reductions in top surtax rates and recommended
complete elimination of the estate tax.

These successive tax reductions adopted during the twenties had
by 1929 brought personal and corporate tax rates to their lowest
point since World War I. However, in spite of reductions in rates,
Federal revenue averaging in excess of $1 billion yearly, stood at
$4.1 hilliomi in 1929 and exceeded expenditures for every fiscal year
fromn 1920 through 1930. The net Federal debt which was $23.7 bil-
lion in 1920 declined to $16.5 billion by 1930.2 Private investments
had increased steadily, reaching a high point of $26.8 billion in 1929.

On the basis of the facts cited above, one might have agreed early
in 1929 with those editorial writers, Government officials, and econ.
omists who supported the thesis that adherence to a tax policy that
placed primary emphasis on encouraging investment, coupled with
keeping Government expenditures below receipts to permit debt reduc-
tion, had achieved its objective.

But in December 1929, Mr. Mellon recommended, and Congress
later approved, additional reductions in corporate and normal rates
applicable to 1930 income as a means of counteracting the depression.
In the face of the tremendous deflationary pressures building up in
1929 and at a time when business and taxpayer confidence was badly
shaken, the 1930 tax-reduction bill probably was appropriate.

Economic Report of the President, January 1055, p. 140.
'. S. Treasury data.
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Subsequent events, however, seemed to show that the administra-

tion had no more real appreciation of the need for relating tax policy
to the overall economic requirements in late 1929 than it had had
during the earlier twenties. From 1920 to 1929 emphasis had been
placed on investment profits and production, to the neglect of ade-
quate consideration of other factors such as levels of employment,
wages, and consumption. While some significant wage increases
accrued to certain income groups during tie twenties, the increased
number of workers and the rise in total payrolls in manufacturing
and nonmanufacturing industries lagged far behind the 25 percent
increase in production that took place-between 1923 and 1929.

Economists generally agree that the long-term interests of investors
were adversely affected by the tax policy followed during these years.
The policy encouraged the building up of excess plant capacity with-
out being coupled with necessary tax and fiscal measures that might
have resulted in adequate use of that capacity.

Gross private domestic investment declined from $26.8 billion in
1929 to $17.9 billion in 1930, then fell to $12 billion in 1931 and
dropped to an average of $3.2 billion for the years 1932 to 1934,
inclusive. (See table 1.) This precipitous decline in investment would
seem to indicate that there had been an excess of plant capacity built
up and/or that other factors necessary to assure full use of that pro.
ductive capacity were lacking.

Tax polcy, then, which clearly called for higher rather than lower
taxes on 1)eronal business and investment income during the twenties
encouraged initiative and investment but contributed with other fac-
tors to building up inflationary forces at the very time higher taxes
were needed to check those forces.

The tax reductions approved by Congress in 1930 were more ap-
propriate as measures designed to restore confidence and encourage
enterprise at a time when nationwide decline in security values, in-
creased unemployment, price declines, and monetary surpluses were
in prospect. Unfortunately, in 1930 neither public spending policies,
private spending, nor governmental agencies existed that could rein-
force any of the positive effects that might have resulted from the
1930 reductions.

It soon developed that even though there was amlple evidence that
the stock market crash of 1929 was merely a prelude to a general
worsening of the economic situation, Secretary Mfellon felt the main-
tenance of a balanced budget was indispensable. To this end he
recommended increases in tax rates. The 1932 act which was passed
after Mr. Mills had succeeded Mr. Mellon as Secretary of the Treasury
increased personal and corporate income tax rates substantially, in-
creased estate tax rates, and included a gift tax.

These efforts to balance the budget in a depression period through
higher taxes not only failed to achieve their purpose, but undoubtedly
contributed to strengthening the deflationary depression forces. Un-
fortunately, the Democrats in office also increased taxes throughout
the thirties. More fortunately, however, President Roosevelt
recognized that decisive steps were necessary to check the depression
and restore the economy, even though such steps substituted deficits for
budget balancing.

Undoubtedly the tax policy followed in the thirties had a braking
effect on the various programs that were enacted to restore the Nation
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to economic health. However, the measure of the administration*:-
recognition of its responsibility for restoring the Nation to economic
health is evident in the fact that the net 1I ederal debt increased by
$20 billion from $24.3 billion in 1933 to $44.8 billion in 1940. These
billions were used largely to finance emergency relief measures and
what may be termed long-range economic stabilizers. The Emer-
gency Baniking Act, the Unemlloyment Relief Act, the Federal I tous-
ing Administrat ion, the Agricultural Adjustment Act, the Tennes.0e
Valley Authoritv Act, the Wagner Act, the creation of the Securities
and Exchange commission , the Social Security Act, and other ineas-
ures had all combined with the creation of the Reconstruction Finance
Corporation at President Hoover's reconinendation in 1932 to estab-
lish a gradual restoration of confidence and stability from 193:3
onward.

Many economists contend that the increased tax rates adopted by
Congress during the Roosevelt administration had virtually no brak-
ing effect on investment. They point out that the higher rates on
personal and corporate income were levied on the basis of ability to
pay. 'hey argue further that direct economic measures taken to
provide jobs, eliminate food surpluses, and stimulate spending by both
Produlcers and consumers required a simultaneous development of tax
policy that would give assurance that Government credit would be
maintained through gradually increasing tax revenue. They believe
that this increased revenue should properly be paid by taxpayers in
proportion to the economic benefits they derived from the feiderall%
financed program of reconstruction and stabilization.

To a large degree Federal measures provided built-in stabilizers
that gave assurance to farmers, workers, small-business nien, corpora-
tions, and professional people that the Federal Government was assum-
ing responsibility for insuring the overall health of the economy,
minimizing risk,, and providing a measure of security for all. This
was done by recognizing the bargaining rights of workers, supporting
welfare programs, establishing 01(-age insurance and assistance, pro-
viding grants of public-health services, establishing school-lunch pro-
grams, enacting unemployment insurance, aiding widows and depend-
ent children, and enacting minimum wage-and-hour legislation. All
these measures operated to provide additional opportunities and in-
centives to investors. More direct and immediate aid was provided
by the Federal Government through agencies created' to insure bank
deposits, to establish price floors for agricultural products, to aid
homeowners and builders, to underwrite publicly owned cooperatives,
small businesses, and privately owned corporations, to create regional
power and development projects, and to make grants to needy com-
munities for specific purposes.

These measures (lid not restore our economy overnight. Some, such
as the Social Security Act, probably resulted in some hardship and
exercised a deflationary effect because they were financed in part by
a tax on workers and in part by the general public through the tax
paid by the employers. Yet all workers and their families, as well aR
the whole economy, will benefit through the operation of OASI.
Moreover, the steady year-by-year increase in per capita disposable
income of from $389 in 193.) to $576 in 1940 (in 1954 dollars) was
accompanied by an increase in private investment of from $3.3 billion
in 1982 to $22.A billion in 1940.
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The yearly average of investment during the 1950-54 period stood
at approximately 2% times the average investment during the 1940-
44 period when wartime needs limited plant expansion. It is possi-
le that investment will not be maintained at the high levels prevail-

ing since 1945, since wartime depletion of plant, equipment, housing,
and consumer durable and nondurable goods developed inflationary
pressures which began to diminish before 1950 but were given added
impetus because of tremendously increased spending by the Federal
Government to finance the defense program following the invasion
of Korea.

However, investment in equipment and phnt expansion since 1951
has been materially stimulated by Federal Government orders and
a 5-year tax-amortization allowance on projects involving approxi-
mately $32 billion of investment. Some economists have expressed
the opinion that surplus plant capacity has resulted from the capital
investment that has taken place during the last 10 years. Whether
or not there is surplus productive capacity, it would seem that those
who favor modifying tax policy to stimulate investment must assume
the burden of proof for establishing that present tax policy has im-
peded investment, and for advancing practical proposals to remove
such impediments.

Investment opportunities are not limited to the l)urchase of equities
or the expansion of industrial l)lant and equipment. No doubt deduc-
lions on mortgage interest and tax deductibility for homeowners
stimulate the building of homes, though to what extent it is not easy
to ascertain. Compared to the influence of the technical revolution,
the development of automobiles and highways, etc., the tax-saving
factor is probably not important, certainly not to low-income home-
tuwners whose deductions for all purposes do not exceed the standard
deduction.

The Federal Government since 1935 has provided direct and positive
stimulus to private non-farm-housing construction by underwriting
more than 5 million housing units under the FIIA and VA guaranteed-
loan programs.

Federal Govermnent expenditures for goods and services which
averaged $100 billion yearly in terms of 1947 dollars during fiscal
years 1943, 1944, and 1945 continue at high levels, having averaged
37 billion for fiscal years 1950 through 1954.
Federal spendings in combination with continually mounting State

and local spendings will continue to provide substantial investment
opportunities. During the past 15 years new communities iwve
arisen in the United States, Alaska, flawaii, as well as abroad, cen-
tering around naval power developments, Army, Air Force, or AEC
installations with substantial fabricating, distributing, and consunip-
tion industries which have been largely financed by Federal spendings.
On the other hand, the year-by-year increase in personal expenditures
nationally of from $115.6 billion in 1935 to $234 billion in 1954 resulted
in large measure from various Federal stabilization, fiscal, and spend-
ing programs. It would seem that a continued increase in personal
expenditures would provide the best assurance of necessary expansion
of investment.

All of the developments referred to above during the past 25 yearsargue very strongly that the Federal Government, by minimmzmng
risks of business, even as it builds up economic security and purchas,
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ing flower for farmers, l)rofessionnls, and workers, is providing valu-
al e incentives for investors. Moreover, the record of this period
shows that to the degree a climate favorable to the econoniie well-
Ieing of all groups hias been established it should be unnecessary to
argue for special tax treatment for any particular group.

'orlorate return on investment. has been at consistently high levels
since 1941. 1eor the 3 yetirs 1947-50, inclusive, the ratio of protlits
after Federal taxes averaged 14.8 percent of stockholders' equity for
all corporations with assets ranging front less than $250,000 to those
with assets of $100 million or more. Average return on stockholders'
equity ranged from 9.8 percent after taxes for smaller corporations to
lrm .percent of stockholders' equity in the largest corporations. 'lie
average return for all corporations after taxes in 1953 fell to 10A
percent of stockholders' equity.3 This ratio will udnoubtedly bo
higher for 1955 because of the elimination of the excess-profits tax
last year and various tax savings accruing to corporations under thw
1954 Revenue Act.

Actually, all available evidence now appears to show that present
tax laws discriminate against low-income-tax payers' earned income
and in favor of investment income and earned income in the middle
and higher income categories.

During the past 15 years ever-widening areas of tax escape to "re-
move inequities" or stimulatee investment" have opened up. The
husband-wife income splitting in the 1948 RIevenue Act reduces the
tax bills of married couples in middle- and upper-income groups by
an etinimated $2.5 to $3 billion yearly under the current rate schedule.
Additional opportunities to make tax savings were provided under
the 1951 law to split larger incomes under family partnership rules.
Congress in 1954 approved substantial tax savings on dividend income.
No adequate allowance is made for expenses in connection with taxes
on earned income which are collected at the source, Yet it is esti-
mated that close to $300 million yearly in revenue is lost through
failure of the Federal Government to 'withhold taxes on dividends
and investment income.

It is also generally accepted that hundreds of additional millions
in taxes on income not subject to withholding at the source is not col-
lected, rax-exempt securities issued by States and local govern.
ments constitute another area of tax avofdance of particular value to
upper income group taxpayers who through these various provisions
are enabled to lower the effective rate on their income.

Low capital-gains rates do encourage investment but have been
extended to types of income which should be taxed at regular surtax
rates. The c¢pitial-gains provision was originally justified as encour-
aging long-term investors, not short-term speculators. This purpose
was better achieved under the law prior to 1942 under which the tax
varied inversely with the length of the holding period. There also
appears to be little reason for not applying the capital-gains rate to
the transfer of capital assets following decease of the holder. Failure
to do so is another instance of unnecessary consideration for investors
which has little relation to stimulating investment.

It has been frequently charred, perhaps correctly, that high sur-
taxes make it difficult for smalI businesses to compete with big bust-

a Economic Report of the President, 1955, p. 192.
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ness and that this has tended to hasten the trend toward large-scale
production, to the disintegration and death of small enterprises so
necessary to a competitive society.

Yet in some areas the provisions in the tax law which serve to limit
the impact of these high rates have also stimulated mergers for the
purpose of tax avoidance. In the textile industry, for example, huge
mergers have taken place to exploit the tax advantages made possible
under the capital-gains provision, the carry-forward provision of the
corporation law, and by the tax-free position of pension funds and
foundations.

Through long-term purchase programs which require little funds
on the part of the buying organization and permit the old man-
agement to retain control of tie concern and share in the profits,
some large companies have been able to escape the heavy taxation
which otherwise would have befallen them. The acquired properties
have not been expanded or modernized; in some cases they have been
abandoned and further centralization and control of the industry
achieved.

TIhe carry-forward and carry-back provisions of the Federal cor-
poration income tax, justifiable as they may be, have also stimulated
mergers and consolidations. In connection with the merger of the
American Woolen Co Robbins Mills, and Testron, Inc., into Textron
American Inc, the following statement was made in connection with
the special meeting of stockholders called January 6,1955, to approve
the merger:

As at the end of October 1954, the portions of tle consolidated net operating
losses attributable to each constituent corporation which may be succeeded
to and taken Into account by the merged corporation are estimated at approxi-
mately $18,750,00 for Amrican Woolen, $10 million for Robbins, and $1,300,000
for Textron, or an aggregate of approximately $30,050,000. Such amounts will,
subject to the applicable provisions of the Internal Revenue Code, be available
as los carryover and to the extent not utilized, will expire at the end of 1956
to the extent of $200,000, at the end of 1957 to the extent of $14,250,000, and
at the end of 1958 to the extent of $15,00,000.

The merger of these corporations into a single unit has resulted
in the closing of a whole host of mills; some of these closings were
announced during the negotiations leading to the. merger and others
were effected subsequently.

In 1948 the Senate of thie United States investigated the use of char-
itable tnsts "as a means of tax avoidance and unfair competition with
orthodox manufacturers." The inquiry, conducted by Senator Tobev,
concentrated on the operations and "interrelations between so-called
charitable trusts and Textron, Inc." The report concludes that "one
of our largest textile manufacturing corporations and its subsidiaries
has made wide use of so-called charitable trusts as a means of provid-
i'n risk capital for itself." (U. S. Senate, 81st Cong., 1st sess., Com-
mittee on Interstate and Foreign Commerce, Investigation of Closing
of Nashua, N. H., Mills and Operations of Textron, Inc., Rept. No.

.hile the worst abuses of charitable funds exemption have been
eliminated by tax laws, individuals continue to exercise control over
these funds for the promotion of their own purposes and mergers
and consolidations are stimulated thereby. What has been said of
the charitable trusts is also applicable to pension trusts. These pen-
sion flnds often provide funds and channels for mergers motivated
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by the desire for tax avoidance through the capital-gains provisions
of the tax laws.

It is generally agreed that the Federal Government, in raising reve-
nue for its essential functions, must adopt a tax policy that will insure
those conditions necessary for a continuing and expanding prosperity.
This is not easy. To protect revenue, promote equity, preserve in-
centives, encourage savings and investment, and safeguard and expand
consumer purchasing power demand a delicate equilibrium between
competing forces which may never completely be attained but which
it is essential to seek. It is, therefore, difficult to consider one aspect
of the tax problem, the effect of taxes on investment opportunity,
and base changes in the tax structure on the conclusions drawn there-
from, without weighing the effect of these changes on other taxpaying
segments of the population. For even if it is proved that high taxes
on upper-income groups decrease the supply of venture capital or
diminish investment opportunities, it does not automatically follow
that the national economy would benefit by transferring the tax burden
to other groups.

In arguing for special tax treatment, certain business groups, as
is their right in a democracy where all must present their pot axes
for grinding, frequently propose tax policies which, in the long run,
may be contrary to the general interests of business investors, and the
overall economy.

Many businessmen, for example, agree with economists and tax
students that depletion allowances for oil, metal, and other extractive
industries are frequently excessive and discriminate against other
types of industry, as well as taxpayers generally.

Spokesmen for small business may urge tax concessions that would
tendto subsidize inefficiency.

Representatives of big industries have often urged the adoption
of excise or general sales taxes which food merchants, department
stores, and service establishments opose as injurious to their economic
welfare.

Special tax-free privileges offered by some States and communities
to attract industries are under constant attack by businessmen and
governmental units which are opposed to preferential tax treatment.

The economic validity for special tax treatment should, in the opin-
ion of many observers concerned with the overall picture, be weigh ed
in the balance of the effect on the general economic picture. In a
scarcity economy or even in an economy of abundance with certain
scarcity areas, special tax treatment might well serve the general wel-
fare. In our own country, with its vast natural resources and gigantic
industrial plant, our overriding concern in the formulation of tax
policy should be the wise encouragement of the ability to use the
bounties of nature manufacturing resources, and service skills in
increasing general living standards.

TAXATION AND CAPITAL FORMATION

PAUL W. MCCRACKEN, University of Michigan

On the principle that a division of labor may also improve the
productivity of panelists, my assignment is that of exploring the
structure of this problem generally, leaving to others the probably
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more useful role of commenting on concrete and specific aspects of
the question. The committee's decision to conduct a session on this
topic reflects two assumptions which few reasonable people would
dispute. First, maintaining a high rate of private investment capi-
tal expenditures is an important matter. Second, the size and char-
acter of the Federal tax system has something to do with whether a
desirable rate of private investment can be maintained.

Most of my comments will be concerned with the second question.
There are, however, a few useful things to say about the first. They
are not particularly new, but it is well for us to remind ourselves
about why this subject is closely related to the economic welfare of
people generally.

I

A high rate of private investment is important to economic welfare
for at -least two fairly distinct and separable reasons. One is, of
course, the relationship of capital expenditures or investment to the
business-cycle problem. It is almost a "natural law" of economics
that depression and unemployment are very difficult to avoid unless
private capital outlays are reasonably well maintained. A major
reason for the mildness of the 1949 and 1954 recessions was precisely
that these capital outlays held up surprisingly well. Indeed, from
the peak 1953 quarter to the low point of employment in 1954, ex-
penditures for new construction (both residential and other private)
actually rose. This contrasted rather sharply with the 84 percent
decline in these outlays during the great depression.

In a modern, higl-standard-of-li-ving economy there will be a sub-
stantial amount of saving, spending short of income. If markets for
a full output are to be maintained, private investment must hold high
because this is the process by which these saved dollars are borrowed
and put back into the spending stream.

Our preoccupation with the strategic role of private investment
in the business cycle has tended to make us ignore the second and in
some ways more fundamental reason that a high level of private in-
vestment is necessary to our economic welfare. A large amount of
capital per worker is essential if high productivity and living stand-
ards are to be achieved. And private investment is the process by
which this capital formation comes about. There is in use now
roughly $11,000 of so-called reproducible wealth per person in the
work force. This $11,000 per worker in more concrete terms repre-
sents the earth mover by which one man can literally move a moun-
tain, or the tractors and combines by which the 10 percent of workers
still on farms can produce more than enough food for the whole
population.

The economy, therefore, needs net capital formation to the extent
of at least $11,000 per new person in the labor force in order to main-
tain this average. Moreover, though the factual evidence is unclear
on this point, it seems probable that this flure has been growing at
the rate of almost 2 percent per year during the last half century,
excluding the decade of the great depression.
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United States gross national product and the stock of productive wealth
(Dollar amounts In billions of 1953 prices)

Gross Civilian Gross Civilian
Year national Wealth labor Year national Wealth labor

product force I product force

19 ................. $.3 $199 27.4 1924 .............. $13.7 $424 43.71904 ................ 79.3 228 31.6 1 ................ 160.1 60 47.619 8 ................ 3 267 35.4 ................ 154.0 491 53.4
19 12......... 109.1 304 38.3 19 40....... 187 6 54 55.6196 ................ 112.2 339 40.5 198 ................ 2690 61.410 ................ 119.1 376 42.5 105 .............. 35.0 720 65.2

I Estimated.
WSources: 1. Gross national product data from U. S. Department of Commerce for years 1936 on. 1909-28
from Potential Economic Growth Over the Next Decade, Joint Committee on the Economic Report (83d
Cong., 2d Qsa.), 1954, p. 35. 1900-1908 from Paul W. Mcoracken Richard Lindholm, and Lawrence H,
Seltzer, Michigan Economy to 1970, Michigan Council of State College Presidents, 1955, p. 20.

2. Wealth: Raymond W. Goldsmith A Perpetual Inventory of National Wealth, in Studies In Income
and Wealth, vol. 14 (New York: National Bureau of Economic Research), pp. 18-19. Data were con.
verted to 1953 prices by the ratio of the 1953 gross national product deflator to 1929. 1955 was estimated
by the use of national income data.

3. Civilian labor force: IT. S. Department of Commerce. Data for 1900-1028 from Potential Boonomio
Growth During the Next Decade, op. cit., p. 33. Data are in millions.

The subject of this l)anel's discussion is, therefore, of critical i1-
portance whether we are talking about the problem of maintaining
full employment or continued growth in our productivity and living
standards. Whether enough capital formation will take place to
maintain and enlarge this $11,000 of capital per worker for a growing
labor force will depend primarily on the vigor of policies to facilitate
the process of private investment.

And it seems reasonable to suppose that the nature of our tax struc-
ture is quite ilnportantly involve l in this process. In 1954 total gov-
ernment receipts (Federal, State, and local) were $90 billion-equal
to 30 percent of our $300 billion national income.

National income and government receipts, 19?9-5
[Dollar amounts in billions)

Nta Receipts as
ear National Government percent of

income amouut national
I I Income

1929 ........................................................... $87.8 $11.3 12.9
1940 ........................................................... 81.6 17.7 21.71950 .............................................. 240.0 69.4 28.9
1954 ................................... ................ 299.7 89.8 30.o

Source: U. S. Department of Commerce national Income data. Government receipts are for Federal,
State, and local units combined.

This contrasts sharply with the 13 percent of national income
accounted for by Government receipts in 1929, or even the 22 percent
for 1940 (a year of relatively low national income).

The tax system is bound to exert a substantial impact on capital
formation simply because of the magitude of the tax flov relative to
the size of the economy. But this aso means that specific side effects
and inequities which might have inconsequential effects with a low
general tax level may now have considerable significance. The major
purpose of this paper is to raise some of these issues, particularly as
they relate to private investment.
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II

Decisions are not made about aggregate capital formation or total
private investment. Total capital formation is made up of thousands
of specific projects about which individual decisions must be made as
to whether a specific plant ought to be built or a specific lot of
machinery should bepurchased.

If the tax system influences capital formation generally, it does so
by impinging on the elements which are the raw material for decisions
about a specific capital expenditure project. And there are three basic
questions which constitute the ingredients of any decision about
whether to go ahead with a specific program of capital expenditures-
the purchase of new machinery or the construction of a new plant.

1. What is the program going to cost?-Apart from a period such
as the puffy postwar cost-plus era, this question can usually be an-
swered within quite narrow tolerances. And in general the lower the
cost the more attractive the project will be.

2. What is the cost of money to finance the project?-Obviously the
contribution of the project to profits must exceed the going interest
rate on funds for the projectt to be worthwhile. If the money is
borrowed this is clear cut. But the principle is equally valid even if
the project could be financed by funds on hand. There is no point in
putting the company's money into a new plant or new nachiner ex-
pected to yield a 2-percent return, for example, if the funds could be
invested in bonds at 3 or 4 percent.

.3. What will thh. project contribute to the profits of the company
,hninq its expected useful life?-After arriving at a judgment on this
matter, and knowing what the project will cost, management can cal-
culate the average rate of return it would expect to make. This is a
matter of arithmetic., If the project is a machine, for example, cost-
ing $1 million and good for 1 year, the expected rate of return is 6
percent if management expects revenues to be $1,060,000 greater
(before deducting any interest cost on borrowed money) by having
the machine. If money can be borrowed at 3 percent, the project is
theoretically worthwhile. If the cost of money is 6 percent, there
would be no net advantage to the project.

Now there is one important difficulty. This third question cannot
really be answered. TIhe cost of the project can within narrow limits
be a known. But to estimate the probable rate of return which this
project will yield, a company must also guess at how much larger
profits will be if the capital expenditure is made. And this contri-
but-ion which the project will make to company profits cannot cer-
tainly be known. It can only be .essel at g reat deal depends
on such things as the l)robable volume of production and sales, the
firm's or product's competitive )osition in the market, the general
business outlook, the probability that the new equipment might or
might not quickly become the victim of even newer technological de-
velopments, etc. None of these matters can certainly be known at the
time of the decision to spend the money. The whole matter hinges,
therefore, on what assumptions about these matters management is

If by putting $100 into a project (good for 1 year) management expects the year's
revenues to be $106 higher, the expected rate of return iso percent. If it is a 3-year project
and revenues are expected to yield an average of 6 percent, the equation would be:

ZI + + Zo
IO (I. OR)' (. OR).

This can be generalized, of course, for a project of s years.
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willing to make in betting the company's money. Things which make
management uncertain about the future can affect the expected rate
of return and therefore private investment adversely. 'he intan-
gible matter of business confidence can be important in maintaining
a high rate of capital formation. .On that the lessons of history
are quite clear.

One of the major postwar developments in business management
has been the substantially greater attention given to capital budget-
ing.2 As budget dl)artnlents ]have been organized, and more atten-
tion hits been given to the problem, capital exl)enditure decisions un-
questionably have been made on a more orderly, and rational, and
scientific basis.

Nevertheless in the real world these calculations about the probable
profitability of it capital outlay are often not made with mathematical
precision. In some cases it would be impossible, e. g., an ornate office
building for prestige reasons. Often rough rules of thumb are used
to sort out and array various possible projects-those with a short or
rapid payout being considered (often incorrectly) better than tlio. e
with aionger payout.

But the-key to the problem is still management's estimate about tile
contribution to profits of the new project. And this cannot certainly
be known until after the money is spent.

III

Taxes can serve as an incentive or stimulus to private investment.
This ispsible in many ways.

1. Taxes usedl to finance (levelopmtental public works projects maiy
enlarge the opportunities for profitable private investment. Thle
use of gasoline taxes, for example, to rebuild and enlarge our system
of highways undoubtedly enlarges the market for automobiles and.
therefore, the capital outlays in the automobile industry. Indeed, it
can be demonstrated that the deficiencies of our highway system rela-
tive to the number of cars on the road is already limiting the market
for automobiles. •

While to some extent the expenditures to provide these facilitie-
are separable from the relevant taxes, it is still meaningful to say
that such taxes can be part of a fiscal operation which enlarges rather
than contracts total private investment.

2. The existence of taxes could theoretically serve as a spur to
businesses to step up their capital outlays. It seems reasonable to
suppose that most managements do not take on all capital expenditure
projects down to the marginal one where the expected rate of return
is just equal to the cost of money in the capital market-even though
the simple theory of investment suggests that this is what ought to
transpire. For a variety of reasons managements will stop short of
this theoretical equilibrium point, omitting some projects even though
the would probably be profitable.

_ business may have some profit target or objective (either in ab.o-lute terms or as, for example, a rate of return on stockholder equity P.

2 The literature on capital budgeting and the theory of investment Is quite extensive.
Three basic contributions representing different facets of the subject are :

1. J. M. Keynes, A General Theory of Employment Interest, and Money (New York:
Harcourt, Brace, 1936), Book IV.

2. Joel Dean, Capital Budgeting (New York: Columbia University Press, 1951)
and Managerial Economics (New York: Prentice-Hall, 1951) ch 10

8. George Terborgb, Dynamic Equipment Policy (New York: McGraw.Hill, 1940).
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If so, the imposition of a tax may force management into buying
new cost-reducing equipment in order to keep profits up to the target
objective. The tax may, therefore, serve as an incentive for manage-
inents to go ahead and (to what perhaps all along would have been
profitable, but would not have been undertaken except in the absence
of these taxes. (It seems quite likely that for taxes to have these net
affirmative results they shoul be relatively moderate and not heavily
progressive in character. But it would be even more unrealistic to
assume that a tax system collecting revenues in excess of zero has a
disincentive effect, the effect growing as the size of the tax burden
enlarges.)

3. The possibility of imposing on the Treasury a part of any loss
can also serve as inducement to private investment. Tile most clear-
cut manifestation of this point is the penchant of some high-income
individuals for relatively risky ventures, such as oil-well wildcatting.
For corporations this may take the form of expenditures to put new
products on the market-the very real chance that the venture may
not go being offset by tile negligible net loss after taxes in that case.
(In cases where the return from the successful venture can take the
forii of it cal)ital gain the effect is even more clear cut.) In apprais-
ing tle effect, of the Treasury's taking a substantial share of business
earnings, the fact that the Treasury participates in losses must not be
overlooked.

4. The present tax structure tends to tip the sales in favor of cor-
porations' retaining their earnings. Stockholders can then take these
earnlings in the form of more lightly taxed capital gains. (If we
assume that a given amount of taxes must be raised somehow, the
more lightly taxed status of this income might largely be an illusion.)
For two reasons, therefore, retaining the earnings increases the flow
available for investment. riey escape, at least partially, some of the
personal income taxes. And it is quite unlikely that if all the earn-
ings had been paid out, the added dividend income (after taxes) would
all have been saved and returned through the capital markets to
finance capital expenditures. To the extent that the flow of capital
expenditures is at least somewhat sensitive to the volume of savings,
the existence of taxes on corporate income might exert a bullish effect
on private investment. IV

Our tax system also exerts disincentive effects on private invest-
ment. Indeed because this is the more frequently explored aspect of
the subject, it seemed useful to point up a few considerations on the
other side of the problem first. But the remaining comments here will
deal with some of the ways taxation may inhibit capital formation.

1. Tile point is frequently made that our present tax system tends
to penalize the growing eirm relative to those who Ilave already
"arrived." Retained earnings constitute the single most important
source of new funds for added growth and expansion.' If half the
,arnings are diverted to the Treasury at the outset, the supply of funds
for further expansion and growth is severely limited. The largest

3 According to the SEC quarterly reports earned surplus and surplus reserves, at the
.nd of 1954. accounted for $02.5 billion of the $110.8 of the stockholders' equity for all
United States manufacturing corporations. For %arlozs reasons the actual proportion Is
sriaaly larger.
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sii gle elentilei ill the vital i Stuctulre of iiiost older Colorptiol.li i-
tle earned sullplus rele I ng ret a illed eiln Illgs. Would a iord Motor
Co., for exalnp,e? have been possible if a .)O percent corporate illcoii.
tax hIad existed siltce tle coltipallv began ?

'his is obviously a question ot suibstantlial ilnporhini'e. 'he vigoo
and vitllit v of a free-enterprise systenl is absolutely (lei)epldelt oil
having existing coin lmies subject to collStialit clillelge not only by
Present collijtil'is nit by lew ih' ls I s will. '1This is all ilnlporlalnt
)art of tie pi'oes by whi :l the lp'odulltivitv of tile AImerican ecollonmy

1Ins been kept so high. Anyone with i a better idea should bo free to
make an assa iii on tile state its quo. InI that wAvy we a -assured tihat
olv t hose who ctll Iliost effect ively itlize (III: prodlct ive 'esOlll''Ps
will survive.

I f our tax sv-t enl impedes this process. it is a serious matter, with
the growth in'our li amdal'd of living in jeopardy. The factiuil evi-
dellee as to whether it is in jeopmidy is iin'lear. '!hit lne'gers hay'
Ieei oCui'in is coluon knowledge,' biit it is not. clear that business in
alny Ineai ngfui I ,entse is beCOMlin liii0c ct'ii(0 ll0't ted. hie 1111111ul
of "1 e ln ilelt.-, ,i ill lille wit Iill iat ional iticoie. ln thelie 1i1 16 ,
of new lbisiile'ses being forced is iiot low relative to elll'l'elit level-, f
busines activiv. 4

!. A Federal lix .-\'..elt which ai .s,.i'lb., allout '20 , 'endit of o(I
11tinm l inonae alter' tlie cl irnaeter is well as liet :uniolnt of private
illvestillelit. I'his problem hats mally dilnelnsions. 1Des our tax s.v--
1t1. for eXamlqple, unldulh foter resideiitial coistirueti ni whith t .
: 'otlllts for about oile-f utll I of gross private iltivestllellt ? ( learly it
I .,el's h ieowliemiership. A relnfer call allwayvs recline his taxable iii-
'oi e to t extent of thl mortgage interest !v bll'ing the Itotise. ''h,
interest is deductible bitt tlie V:lie of tle housing service is lot ill-
elided s U part of taxable iclie. 5  r

A clear exallple is the privileged tax suilnetiiary eioyed ly StatA.
and n1111iliial obligations. The differential in thel" yield rates.
relative to other obligations. is ole indication of the extent of this
l)riv'ileged position. Corporate Alta hoIids currently sell to vild
roughly one-third more thal col'respolidifg high-gri'lde intliiicipa
olligatfions. In ,Jilvh of this year, for exaulple, tlie vield rates oi
Aaa corporate bonds were 3.(i percent, coimilared with 2.23 pervet
on hii.,h-..,rade nninieipals or 2.96 percent on long term ITnited Stato,
Treasury obligations.

Such 'a privileged position inevitably gives lulnicil)al obligations
an inside track in the capital market. ainl tends alhloritllv to divert
funds in the direction of financing these State and local public work,
projects. This is not to say that we are having too large all expeidi-
ture of funds by State and'local governments. Indeed the aionut is
still too snall. The privileged tax status of their obligations is
completely neutralized by the fact that the Federal Government ha.
preempted so much of tht part of our national ineoluie we are willings

4Betty C. Churchill, Recent Business Population Movements, Survey of Current Busi-
ness, January 1954 pp. 11-16 Cf. also M. A. Adelman. The Measurement of Industr il
Concentration, Review of Eeonomics and Statistics. November 1951. pp. 269-296. Mir.
Adelman summarizes his comprehensive study In three statements the third of which lq :
"The extent of concentration shows no tendency to grow, and It may possibly be declining"
(pi 295).

It Is included In national Income.
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to spend Collectively through Government. IlII the real world it may
be essential to balance ot a handicap with all advantage. But so
long is this privileged tax position exists we cannot oe stre that a
distortion in tile allocation of our capitall resources will not emerge.

Another question is whelliter ilie high and highly progressive per-
sona 1 iiioonie-tax rates unduly o'loke off investineit in) r',,ky ventures.
Tile high-income people, according to this argument, are the only ones
wIlo ('ai1 afford thlse risks. The heavy tax lutes sake the possible net
gilins after tIXe.s niodtrilte 111(l I)rovi( lp incomplete asslui'Iaie that tile
'l'relistiy will ali,'ilat e equa lly fitlly in the lor;es. 'Therefore, as-
sihts Si,'li its l ax-,xeillpllunicillals loun rehtively more attractive to

hiese investors. And lhe tlx-exelllt feature is' more att'aetive to
precisely those on wombi society ought to rely for its Illost veittresonie
capiial.•

3'. Do corporae iI('(le tixi , corle.)ontlillgiy Iedil'e ttie alnoint
of Itainedellrnigs? t. Seems clear tl1t the volume of grois retained
rings (bfore delreciation changes) is a 1ilii ing factor oln tile size

of a orpomiit iol's lot il cnl)it al exiteioil ures even! if t theoretically proj-
i (Is wlio te to1 let il istui llit tliy ex1e.ed. t In cost of lioll(,V IIIIst
I1e excluhided. lhis I'eflects tile geilerlilly recognized plreferelce for ill-
eitit 1 fi till'i g Wart i.uirla iy by innlfactlul'ig ('orl)orations.

An till'esolved qui'st ion is, of coursle, the extent to which corporate
inl('olle taxes result. in less corporate, ilcolme after taxes (dividends plus
reItit(d earnings). ile answer derived from pu, economic theory
is clear-corporate profits taxes are not passed on in the form of higher
plri'es or lower wages. T therefore, corlporatte income taxes correspond-
uglv reduce corl-o'nlIte i ('olne after taxes. But there is enough com-
railset litienl it lle l uiiei's olllilliitv to suggest that the answer

i l;ss clear eut. lven the statistics are inionhlisive. Corporate
profits after taxes in 1950 were 9.2 percent of national ineonie, not sig-
Ilificalitly lower thanl the 9.5 percent in 1929-this in spite of the fact

linit coorjiol'ate profits tixes ibsorbel 14 pei'eent of before-tax profits in
i!92i ... (. 4,5 percelnt in 1950. 1y8 1953, however, profits after taxes
were down to 5.6 )el'cent of national income. For 1955 the figure will
I,e roughly 7 pli'elilt, with taxes taking aboit half of corporate l)rofit,,.

Tiese dalta sliggest that tlie question of whellier Corlporate profits
ixes ret Itlee d ivideldN and retiilledl earnings einot he given a simple

"Ies," or "No' llilWer. Tle llore frluitfill al))'oach iust lie to ex-
jlorep when anid InIder whfat circumstances retained earnings are lower
lin tilhev would otherwise be becaullse of 1)lroits taxes. It is reasonable
to suplpo)se, for example, that the immediate impact of a change in
taxes probably is at tlie expense of dividends, and retained earnings,
witlh retaine ell rllings reflecting lost of the change. It is 1)robible
that the (apacitv of businesses to adjust to profits taxes weakens as the
tax burden becomes relatively heavier. What is true of a tax taking
tille-fifthl or one-quarter of profits may not be true for a tax taking half
1r n More of corporate ineonie-particlai'ly if high marginal rates are

involved, as was true with the so-called excess-profits taxes.

IThe Treasury does now share more fully in losses. An individual may carry his (unin-
corporated) business losses back 2 years and forward 5. And for a corporation losses on
one operation are. of course, consolidated Into the income statement for the company.
lAR os from a corporation's ownership In another corporation, where the income is not
consolidated, can only be offset against capital gains.
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One dimension of this problem is the overstatement of profits and
therefore profits taxes because of the tax treatment of depreciation
charges. rhe response of businesses to accelerated amortization sug-
gests that capital outlays are influenced by tax policy with respect to
depreciation. This problem has been moderated by the change in the
Revenue Act of 1951 which does permit some more flexibility in han-
dling depreciation. But it does not take care of the understatement
of costs and overstatement of earnings and taxes because of a higher
P rice level. This understatement has been estimated at $5 billion
or businesses, and capital consumption allowances on a current cost

basis have been estimated as much as 35 percent higher (for 1949)
than the figure actually used in the national-income accounts. If
capital outlays are sensitive to depreciation policy, it does not make
sense to pursue a policy which actually does not account for the full
current cost of production

4. Does our high and highly progressive tax structure reduce the
amount of national income being saved? If so, it probably means
some less investment since the volume of capital outlays is not com-
pletely unrelated to the flow of savings into the capital markets.

The logie of the case suggests that our tax structure ought to work
in this direction. Our present tax system is heavier on the high-
income groups than on those with lower incomes. We also know that
society's savings come importantly from those with higher incomes.
Therefore, it seems to follow, our highly progressive tax system ought
to work in the direction of reducing total saving.

The empirical evidence as usual is a bit inconclusive on this matter.
A shortage of savings should be reflected in relatively high rates
of interest. Yet interest rates are lower than the preprogressive
income-tax era. (But this is not conclusive because our tax system
may have reduced the demand for capital even more than the supply.)
Moreover, there is reason to believe that the structure or the progres-
sivity of the tax structure (as distinct from its absolute magnitude)
may affect the flow of savings less than had been thought.,

For whatever the reason, however, there is evidence that the ratio
of total national'savings to national income has undergone a modest
secular decline. A trend of the ratio of total national saving to
national income for the period 1897-1929 would give an average
ratio of 13.1 percent for the years 1946-49, compared with the actual
figure of 11.2 percent.10 This conclusion is also suggested by the data
on the increase in productive wealth, which show smaller increases
relative to the increase in the labor force in recent decades than was
true for the early part of the century.

I Realistic Depreciation Policy-A Summary, Machinery and Allied Products Institute
1953, p. 19; Raymond W. Goldsmith, A Study of Saving In the United States, vol.
(Princeton: University Press, 1955), p. 31.' The fictitious element in profits represented by understating costs of materials charged
against sales is allowed for In nationalIncone data by the Inventory-valuation adjustment.
This logic should be extended to the understatement of profits from present depreciation
policy.

'ichard A. Musgrave and Mary S. Palmer, The Impact of Alternative Tax Structurps
on Personal Consumption and Saving, Quarterly Journal of Economics, August 1948, pp.
475-499.10 Raymond W. Goldsmith, A Study of Savings In the United States, vol. I, op. elt., p. 82,
This is the concept of savings excluding consumer durables. If purchases of consumer
durables are Included in savings the gap is smaller though still present. The denominator
of the ratio Is actually net national iwoduct rather than national Income. 5ince depreeia-
tion charges were too low In 1940-49, net national product is probably overstated and the
"trle" savings ratio understated, which might account for a substantial part of the gap.
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The most reasonable conclusion, therefore, seems to be that the

ratio of national savings to national income or product is slightly
lower now than in the latter part of the last century or the early part
of this one. But the decline has not been severe, and we cannot rule
out the possibility either that it is an optical illusion reflecting im-
perfect data or that it would have occurred in the absence of the
changes in our tax structure.

5. The view that heavy taxes impede capital formation has some
support from theoretical analysi,h T'I e th eory of investment implies
that a firm will undertake all capital outlay projects from the most
profitable down to those whose rate of return is just equal to the cost
of money. If the cost of money (e. g., interest on debt) is fully
deductible as a cost in computing taxable income, a business income
tax should not restrict private investment. The tax affects both the
cost of money and the rate of return equally. A project whose rate
of return exceeds the cost of money on a before-fax basis will also
exceed the cost of money on an after-tax basis. The imposition of the
tax narrows the gap but does not eliminate it for any project.

It is )retty clear, however, that the actual decision-making process
does not reflect quite this precise a calculus. The actual outcome of
any new venture cannot certainly be known at the outset. The Pen-
alty on those particular personnel who make or recommend these
decisions may -be particularly severe if a. project proves unwise-
considerably more severe than foregoing projects that might have been
profitable.

'hese considerations may help to exl)lain the real-life fact that most
capital l budgets stop considerably short of all projects whose probable
rate of return exceeds the cost of money. This problem may take the
form of the requirement that a certain spread between the cost of
money and the probable rate of return must exist before the project
be undertaken. The imposition of corporate income taxes, even if the
cost of money is deductible, will then eliminate certain projects if we
visualize this gap to be a certain number of percentage points of
return.12  And capital outlays would thereby be adversely affected.

If the cost of money for financing capital outlays is not fully deduc-
tible for tax purposes, the imposition of a business income tax will
clearly reduce private investment. The after-tax probable rate of
return on projects is lowered by more than the net cost of capital.
Thus marginal projects which would just have been undertaken no
longer qualify for the capital budget. And there is reason to expect
that projects with a longer expected life would be particularly ad-
versely affected. 3

u The literature on this subject is quite extensive. Cf.: B. Cary Brown, Business-Income
Taxation and Investment Incentives in Income, Employment and Public Policy Essays in
Honor of Alvin H. Hansen (New York: Norton, 1948), pp. W00-310; Evsey D. bomar and
Richard A. Musgrave, Proportional Income Taxation and Risk-Taking, Quarterly Journal
of Economics, May 1944, pp. 388-422; Richard Goode, Accelerated Depreciation Allowanes
as a Stimulus to Investment, Quarterly Journal of Economics, May 1955, pp. 191-220.
Cf. also the various studies by J. Keith Butters and colleagues on the effects of taxation.

u For any firm the supply curve of funds is almost infinitely elastic. And the slope of
the schedule of the marginal efficiency of capital is negative. Therefore. the slope of the
supply curve on on after-tax basis remains unchanged (hut its level is lower) while the
level and slope of the schedule of the marginal efficiency of capital are reduced. Therefore,
the requirement of some fixed premium for the rate of return beyond the cost of money will,
of course, reduce investment.

U E. Cary Brown, op cit., p. 301. Accelerated amortization helps to neutralize this adverse
effort.

73834-56-----11
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In the real world, of cout'se, the cost of nIoney is only partially
deductible. Interest oi debt is all expense whiih call be deductei
before arriving at taxable income. Bit for business generally sol ,d
financial management requires thit considerably less than all reuilire-
ments for new money be met by debt financing. For all manufacturing
corporations at tie end of last" year, long-termi debt accounted for only
$19 billion of the $134 billion of l)ermanent investment. For public
utilities the ratio is somewhat higher, but even here it is generally con-
sidered to be unwise for debt to account for more than one-third to
one-half of total capital. The remainder is equity cal)ital and the "cost
of nionev" for equity capital is not, of course, deductible for tax pur-
ioses. If we make the reasonable assumption that as a natter of
financial policy businesses will want to retain essentially the present
capital structure, debt financing can then be a source of substantially
less than half of total new capital requirements. It then follows that
for only a minority of new capital requirements is the "cost of money"
deductible for tax purposes.

This seems to be the policy businesses have actually pursuied. For
all corporations permanentt Investments from 1945 to 1952 increased
$138 billions, of which an increase in long-term (lebt accounted for
only $40 billion or 29 percent. This did, however, raise the slire of
long-term debt in the capital structure from 20 I)ercent in 19,45 to
24 percent in 1952.14 V

It may be useful to summarize the four basic points covered in these
conmnmenits.

1. Maintaining a high rate of private investment is important to
our economic welfare not only in order to avoid unemployment but
also because a rising amount of ca)itfid invested per worker is one of
the primary sources of our high and rising productivity and standards
of living.

2. Taxes can serve as a stimulus to private investment. T1x effects
are not all adverse.

3. The weight alid progressivity of our tax structure also impede
private investment in numerous ways. The availability of funds may
be altered. The equilibrium amount of desirable capital outlays may
be reduced. The structure of the tax system may considerably alter
the l)attern of allocation of our capital outlays.

4. The weight of theoretical reasoning and empirical evidence sug-
gests that the rate of private investment has been moderately reduced
in recent decades relative to the earlier period when the share of the
national income going to the tax collector was lower.

1,U. S. Treasury Statistics of Income, pt. II, 1945 and 1952. These figures are for
corporations filing balance sheets.
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IMPACT OF TIIE FEDERAL INCOME TAX ON LABOR

FORCE PARTICIPATION

CLAi, NCr D. LoNo, Jlohns hlopkins University

1. Til PROBLm

Is the tendency of people to be in the labor forceI influenced by
the size of their own or their families' incomes and by the fact that
they must give up an appreciable part of those incomes as a tax?

Economists and others have dilfered widely in their speculations
on this question. There are those who have argued that the lower
the income retained (because of a tax or other reasons) the less the
incentive to work, especially in the case of a progressive tax which
takes larger percentages of a high income than of a low income. There
are others who have held that the lower the income retained, the
greater the need to work, in order to earn enough after tax to main-
tain a desired living standard, or to save enough to provide for the
future or to retire. There are still others who have pointed to the
many noneconomic reasons for working-rank, fame, power, an altru-
istic mission, companionship, convention, love of work, or habit-
find hove urged that income and taxes on income would have little
or no influence on the decision to enter or leave the labor force.

How are we to proceed on the basis of these speculations? Perhaps
the safest course is to begin with the assumption that the answer
cannot be discovered from mere analysis of human motivation. Even
if people were motivated solely by the incomes they could retain-
their decision whether or not to work (as their incomes were reduced
by a tax) would depend on how the individuals value income in rela-

IIn the United States the labor force is currently defined as the sum of all persons
who are reported by the Census to be employed or unem ployed (luring a certain specified
week. The employed category covers all persons 14 or older who have jobs or businesses
for pay or profit. Specifically, it includes wage and salary employees, supervisory em.
ployees at all levels employers, self-employed persons, and it even includes unpaid familyworkers---such as wives or children who labor In the family store or on the family farm-
provided they help produce a salable product or service. It also includes employees ofnon.profit-making enterprises and Government agencies. The unemployed includes per.
sons 14 and older who have no Job or business of the above-mentioned sort and are seeking
such employment during the survey week. There are many things that are less than
satisfactory about this concept from an economic point of view, and a full discussion of
them may be found in a monograph now being prepared for publication. (The Labor
Force Under Changing Income and Employment. National Bureau of Economic Research,
Inc., 1915 mimeographed, chs. 8 and 4.) It is not believed that these defects are such as
to impair the results of the present study.
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tion to leisure. With the same income and the same tax, some persons
would work more and others less; and the net outcome could be dis-
covered only by observing how changes in income and income taxation
affect the amount of labor that people supply in actual practice.

The speculations on this question go back at least several hundred
years, but the first systematic study was made about two decades ago
by Prof. (now Senator) Paul H. Douglas in his Theory of Wages,
one of the great books in economics.s The Douglas study found that
in a certain year, for example, 1920 the proportion of the working-
age population in the labor force tended tobe relatively high in United
States cities with relatively low average earnings (where labor force
participation was adjusted to take account of differences among cities
in the age-sex, color-nativity composition of the population, and-where
average earnings were adjusted for differences among cities in the
cost of living and in the age-sex composition of earners, so as to reflect
the real purchasing power of an equivalent adult-male worker).
Thus, the Douglas studies, though not relating directly to the income-
tax problem, would seem to bear out the second group mentioned
earlier, in its expectation that reduced incomes would induce more
people to work.

However, the Douglas studies--conducted as one aspect of a much
larger research in which he was then engaged-referred only to the
relationship between labor force and earnings among large cities and
at a given moment of time (his first study was for 1920 and his second,
ill collaboration with a junior author, was for 1930 4). His studies
did not investigate whether similar relationships would appear over
long- and short-run periods of time-during peacetime growth, war
mobilization or demobilization, or economic depression and recovery.
They did not investigate the income-labor force relationship among
States, among urban and rural areas of States, and among nations.
And, on the basis of the data then available, they could not investigate
the relationship between the labor-force participation of wives and
the income of husbands--materials that free us from the need to rely
exclusively on the.crude unit of a large city. Finally, they did not
investigate the relationship between labor-force participation and a
host of other factors which may influence it either directly or through
its relationship to earnings-family size; marriage; child-care respon-
sibilities; use of household appliances, factory-produced food and
clothing and commercial laundries, and other services'for the home;
school attendance; education completed; social security; retirement
systems of firms; length of workweek; and many others. These gaps
in our knowledge-the present writer has attempted to fill in an inves-
tigation just recently completed.5

Lionel Robbins, "On the Elasticity of Demand for Income In Terms of Effort," Econom-
lea (June 1930), 7p. 123-129. There are other theoretical effects depending upon how tax-
ation alters the distribution of income among individuals and families. Earl Rolph main-
tains that a system of taxes which markedly reduces income Ineonuality may be expected to
increase the supply of effective work. The Theory of Fiscal Economics (University of
California Press, 1954), p. 255. But even this conclusion will depend upon the assump-
tions as to human motivation. A perfectly equal distribution of income might conceivably
destroy all rivalry among consumers and workers and thus lead to a rather lethargic
attitude toward effort and self-improvement. In any case we shall see later that the
United States income tax has had very little effect on the size distribution of income for
the overwhelming majority of the labor force.

IThe Macmillan, 1934, ch. XI. pp. 269-294.
4 Erlka H. Schoenberg and Paul H. Douglas, Studies in the Supply Curve of Labor,

Journal of Political Economy, February 1937, pp. 45-79.
'The Labor Force Under Changing Income and Employment, National Bureau of Eco-

uomic Research, Inc., 261 Madison Avenue, New York 16, 1955; mimeographed.
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That recent study-which itself leaves many gaps to be filled-
gives rather remarkable confirmation of the results of Paul Douglas
insofar as his results were meant to go. In answer to the question,
"Do changes in income influence the labor force?" the study has con-
cluded: Probably yes, provided other things do not change very
much. The higher the income the lower the labor-force participa-
tion-with rather great changes in incomes required to bring about
moderate changes in the overall labor-force participation rate.

But this conclusion applies to comparatively static conditions.
Under dynamic conditions, the study observed that income has seemed
to exert little or no influence on the size of the labor force relative to
the working-age population.6 If the labor-force participation has
appeared to vary oppositely with income or earnings at a moment of
time, but to be unrelated to them over time, what can be said about
its response to the Federal income tax? I

In an attempt to answer this question, we make three types of study:
One analyzing the labor-force participation of different income groups
before and after income tax at a moment of time in the United States;
the second comparing the bahavior of the labor-force participation of
these income groups between two different periods of time-before
and after the income tax; and the third examining the behavior over
time of the labor-force participation of five countries with their differ-
ential changes in the amount of income taxation.8

2. LABOR FORCE, PARTICIPATION OF WIVEs BY INCOME GROUP OF
HUSBAND

The only information available by income groups at a moment
of time is for wives. The Census has released none of these data from
the latest (1950) census, but it has presented, on the basis of its sample
survey data, the April 1951 labor-force participation of wives 20-44
classified by the 1950 income of husbands, in groups ranging from
under $500 to $10,000 and over, and by whether the wife had children
tinder 18 and under 6.

No information is given on the actual income tax paid by the fami-
lies in these various income groups. The estimates made in this study
are based on computations, by the Internal Revenue Service, of the
individual income-tax liability of selected income groups of married
persons in 1950, depending on whether they had no dependent or two

*Concerning this observation, more will be said in ee. 4.
Strictly speaking, the Federal income tax should be treated in connection with State

and local income taxes, but they are very complicated In their application and in any ease
took less than one-half of 1 percent of total family personal income in 1950. U. S. Depart-
ment of Commerce, Income Distribution In the United States, 1953, p.?.

In some ways the workers'-even the employers'--contributions for social security also
partake of some of the characteristics of the income tax, but are nevertheless neglected
here as not falling under the strict definition of an income tax, They differ, moreover, In
that (1) they do not apply on incomes over a certain figure and are therefore regressive
rather than progressive, and (2) they may conceivably be regarded by workers as a kind
of savings or Insurance payment and therefore differing from a pure income tax for whichthey receive no direct quid pro quo.Also neglected in this study are any relation between excise taxes and labor force par-

ticipation. Yet excise taxes can be levied In such a way as to have theoretical effects onlabor supply analogous to those of the income tax.
hs analysis neglects any impact of the income tax on other dimensions of the labor

supply-the hours which the labor force is willng to work, the intensity of the effort it
is willing to put into its work, the skill and education it is willing to acquire In order to
inw~easeIts effectiveness and its inome or the distribution of the-labor force by Industry
and occupation. However, the determination of tax effects on any of these would be
a major inquiry in itself.,one which,, unfortunately, would run up against a lack of the
kind of statistical materials that we have been able to draw upon for the study of labor
force.
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delpendents.9 My own estimates were further based on the assumption
that regardless of income group, the average married couple with
children under 18 had 2 dependents for purposes of income-tax com-
putation.1 They also rest on the assumption that only the husband
received income and that income tax was paid only on that income."
This assumption does not hold, of course, if the wife or another
dependent works. In the absence of completely detailed information
on the incomes of different family members, restriction to husband's
income is an advantage rather than a disadvantage. FDor, if the wife's
income were included, the income data could no longer be regarded as
an independent variable affecting her decision to work, but rather a
variable that was partially dependent on her labor-force participation
and her earnings; nevertheless, leaving it out limits the amount of
information to be derived from this relationship.

Tn table 1, the variations in labor-force participation of wives, asso-
ciated with differences in incomes of husbands, are presented for 3
classes of wives: With children under 6; with children between 6
and 17; and with no children under 18. Within each class, the first
association presented is that with husband's income before tax. This
shows that, regardless of the child status of the wife, the higher the
husband's income the lower the wife's labor-force-participation rate.
The tendency is greatest for wives with children under 6 to care for-
a 1-percent higher income of husband being associated with more than
one-third of 1 percent smaller labor-force participation of the wife. It
it intermediate for wives with children between 6 and 17-a 1-percent
higher income of husband being associated with a one-fourth of I per-
cent smaller labor-force participation of wife. And it is smaller for
the wives with no children under 18-a 1-percent higher income of hus-
band being associated with a one-fifth of 1 percent smaller labor-force
participation. These differences were probably to be expected, on the
groundthat the greater the child-care responsibility of women, the
.more quickly they would respond to their husband's prosperity to
leave the labor force in order to care for the children.

So much for the average tendency for all income groups. In regard
to variations among individual income groups, several features of
behavior may be noted. One is that the higher the income level the
more sensitive the labor-force participation of the wives to a 1-percent
higher income of the husband. The other is that a few of the varia-
tions were not inverse but positive. In most cases the positive associa-
tion was probably owing to randomness from sampling or interview
error, for the instances did not usually occur for the same income
change among all three classes of wives. In the case, however, of the
incoiao variations on the highest level, the change from an average
income of $8,500 to one of $15,000 12 was associated with a higher

' Statistical Abstract of the United States, 1954, pp. 874-875.
'#This assumption seems to be very close to reality. Statistical Abstract of the United

States. 1954, p. 55: Current Population Survey, Income of Families and Persons, 1950,
P-60 No' 9, p. 26.u he income received by the husband is rather comprehensive. It includes money
wages and salaries; net income from operation of a farm, business, or profession; net
income from rent or royalties; interest and dividends; pensions; veterans' payments;
Armed Forces allotments for dependents; other Government payments or assistance; ali.
money - insurance benefits. It excludes, however, receipts from sale of property: with-
drawal of bank deposits: money borrowed * tax refunds;jifta; lump-sum inheritances or
Insurance payment& current P'opulation lieports, Labor Force, Series P-50, No. 89, p. 6.12 The average Income of those receiving over $10,000 was assumed here to have been
$15,000.
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labor-force participation of wives-perhaps because these wives tend,
like their husbands, to be higher earners who could afford to hire
domestic help to facilitate their release from home duties."8

So much for the labor force behavior of wives associated with in-
comes of husbands before income tax. The associations after tax are
given for wives in the different child-status classifications on lines 2,
5, and 8. The effects of the tax, computed as the differences, are given
on lines 3, 6, and 9. In the case of the overall averages, weighted by
the number of wives attached to each income class, these effects turn
out to be negligible--except for wives with children between 6 and 17,
for whom the effects are small.

In part this was because the lowest income groups pay no taxes; the
higher income groups nearly all show some im pacts of the tax and
these impacts are in the direction of making the labor force seemingly
more sensitive to income changes. An alternative method would be
to exclude these nontaxpaying groups and compute weighted aver-
ages from those higher income groups which paid taxes. If this is
lone, the tendency becomes one in which wives appear to leave the

labor force in even larger percentages at higher incomes of husbands,
both before and after tax; but the effect of the tax is still negligible ex-
cept for wives with children between 6 and 17, for whom it is larger
absolutely but not relatively.

Actually, it is an exaggeration to describe these results as measuring
the effects of the income tax on labor force participation. They are
really an arithmetic consequence of subtracting income tax from in.
come and then recomputing the percentage relationship between the
same labor force participation rates and the smaller range of income
variation after tax. The only tax effects that such a recomputation
reveals stem from the fact that higher incomes are taxed at higher
rates than lower incomes, and these so-called tax effects in table 1 are
small or negligible because the United States Federal income tax is not
very progressive for incomes below $10,000-in other words for the
range of income covered by all but about 3 percent of the labor force.'
If the tax were strictly proportional, the income-labor force associa-
tion would be the same before and after tax and no such effects would
be revealed.

More important, however, is the fact that the computations in table
1 can tell us nothing about how the earnings, and the tax on earnings,
of other family members beside the husband would influence the deci-
sion of the wife to work. Furthermore, they can tell us nothing
about those cases in which the wife-facing the prospect of paying an
income tax on her earnings, usually without deductions for many
extra household expenses incurred as a result of her working-would
decide that it was not profitable to work. There would be no objective
measure of such a decision, for in those instances in which the decision
was not to work, both the potential earnings and the labor force partici-
pation would be unrecorded.

How then can such effects be detected? Only it would seem, by
studying the labor force participation over time--efore and after the
income tax.

SThis is the excplanation given in the census report. Current Population Reports Labor
Force, Series P-50. No. 39, p. 4.

' See the discussion toward the end of this study.
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3. THE LABOR FoRcE oF WiVEs BY INCOmE GRour OP HUSBAND-COM-
PARISON OF THE BEFORE-TAX SITUATION I 1940 WITH THE TAX
SITUATION IN 1951

For such a study we can compare the results for 1951 with statis-
tics on labor force of wife by income of husband from the 1940 census
when the income tax was so low that it was not effective for virtually
the entire range of income groups covered by the census labor force-
income tabulations (table 2). Since the income groupings at the two
dates were very different, only the weighted averages are compared.
According to these averages, wives manifested less sensitivity to
changes in income of their husbands (before or after tax) in 1951 than
in 1940, but the difference was scarcely significant in the case of wives
with young children and was only moderate in the case of wives with-
out young children.

This lack of manifest difference does not prove that the income tax
paid on husbands' incomes has had no effect on the wives' labor force
participation. For one thing, the comparisons are. not exactly the
same. The data on husbands' income in 1939 cover only wage and
salary earnings, including tips, commissions, and bonuses; whereas
those of 1950 cover husbands' incomes from virtually all sources.
The wives in 1940 are those with and without children under 10,
whereas the wives in 1951 are those with and without children under
6 years of age. The weighting was less satisfactory in 1951, because
less information was then available on number of wives with and
without children in each income grouping. The economic situation
in April 1940 was still one of severe depression, whereas that of April
1951 was one of Korean war prosperity, so that wives of different
income groups in 1951 may have faced very different relative em-
ployment opportunities. Finally the labor force participation of
wives had increased very greatly over the intervening decade, so that
it stood on a much higher level in 1951 than in 1940.

It is therefore possible, though scarcely likely, that these differ-
ences produced effects on the labor force participation of wives that
almost exactly canceled the opposite effects of the income tax. In any
case, the investigation so far refers only to the income of the husband
and the labor force participation of the wife in the United States.
We turn therefore to our third study.

4. LABOR Focm PARTICIPATION oP AL, GRouPs AND I1TCom TAX
CHANGES OVEn TI,E-Fwr Couwrrms

The larger study mentioned earlier has found that the overall labor
force participation rate has been extremely stable from one high em-
ployment census year to another, and that this stability has held
for'the United States as a whole since 1890, and partly since 1820;
for Great Britain since 1911, and partly since 1841 : for Canada during
1911-51; for New Zealand during 1896-1951; and for Germany dur-
ing 1895-1939.i6 In the United States the labor force participation rate
has also been stable over time in rural areas, urban areas, and large
cities (taken in the aggregate, but not individually). The labor force

Is A discussion has been made of the differences in labor force coneelt and measurement
technique in the United States over time, and between the United States and the other
countries. The Labor Force Under Changing Income and Employment, op. cit., ch. 4.
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participation has remained relatively stable in all the five countries
during periods when real annual disposable incomes per adult male
equivalent worker, or per capita, were increasing. Al the countries
except Germany (for which the income changes were uncertain as the
result of great military defeats and territorial changes), manifested
substantial income increases, for both the overall period and almost
every decade.

The overall labor force participation rate has remained thus stable
in spite of marked changes in the labor force participation rates of
major age and sex groups within the labor force. In all five countries
every male age group has manifested some decline in labor force par-
ticipation-as might be expected on the basis of Douglas' and my
studies of the relationship between income and labor force at a moment
of time. But most female groups have shown some rise--in defiance
of the results among cities and among wives of husbands in different
income groups.

The above results were drawn from comparisons of labor force par-
ticipation with personal incomes after income tax. What would have
been the results, if the labor force participation had been compared
with changes in the tax itself? The following behavior is based on
tables 3 and 4.

United State.-There was no Federal income tax during 1890-1910,
and during 1920-40 the tax took only 1 or 2 percent of personal income
and bore on only a tiny proportion of the labor force. Between 1940
and 1950, however, the tax had risen to 7.7 percent of personal income
and was paid by perhaps two-thirds of the Nation's earners. There
does not seem to have been any change in labor force behavior that
could be traced to the change in the amount and coverage of the tax-
certainly no disincentive effect. The male labor force participation
which had been declining at every decade date since 1890, continue
to decline, though slightly; the female labor force participation,
which had been rising at every decade date since 1890, rose substan-
tially: the overall labor force participation, which had maintained
a high degree of stability from one decade date to another, continued
to show only minor changes, i. e., a slight rise.

Great Britain.-There was an income tax at every decade date be-
tween 1911 and 1951. The average percentage of personal income paid
in tax rose to a level between 1911 and 1921 almost as high as that in
the United States three decades later. It was associated with a slight
decline in the labor force participation of males, females, and both
sexes, but these declines were negligible-much smaller than that
which occurred between 1921 and 1931 when the tax scarcely changed
at all. There was a sharp rise again between 1939 and 1951, to an
average payment of 10.8 percent " -about 1.4 times that of the United
States at approximately the same time. The British tax has also been
more progressive than the United States tax on moderate incomes-'?
During this interval of world war and recovery, the labor force par-
ticipation of males fell substantially, that of females rose a bit, and

1 This is the average percent which the amount of income tax was of all personal
incomes, including transfer payments, during the 8 years 1949-51. The percentage which
it bore to taxable income was somewhat higher.it In 1950-51, persons In the low.income range lI-250, paid 2 percent of their total
income in income tax whereas those In the moderate income range of £756-1,000 paid
16 percent and those In the still moderate range of £1,500-2,0o paid an average tax of
28 percent. Great Britain, central Statistical Offlce, Annual Abstract of Statistics, vol. 90,1958, V. 244.
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that of both sexes combined declined somewhat. However, the over-
all labor force participation rate, standardized for age and age-sex
composition, was almost exactly the same as in 1911 when the effective
tax was very low.

Canada.-The percent of personal, income paid in tax was very
small in 1921 and 1931 and still small but more substantial, in 1941.
Between 1941 and 1951 it became sizable; but even in the latter year
it was well below that of the United States and only half that of
Britain at approximately the same time. This rise was associated
with an increase in female labor force participation about the same
as that which had occurred in 1921-31 and 1911-21 when the tax was
not rising; and it was also associated with a fairly sharp decline in
male participation. The labor force participation of both sexes also
declined, but this was largely because 1941 was a war year when the
labor force had been inflated; the 1951 labor force participation was
still somewhat above that of the decade dates 1911-31.

New Zealand.-The income-tax percentage was very low in 1901,
the only year before 1926 for which fairly satisfactory income data
are available. It was higher in 1920 and 1936, but still comparatively
low. Between 1936 and 1945, however, the average tax increased to
11 percent of personal income. After 1945 there was a decline but
the tax was still 9 percent in 1951-not much above the United States
average, though it should not be entirely ignored that the social serv-
ices taxes in New Zealand bring the total of direct taxes in 1951 to
18 percent. The labor force participation of males was sharply down
between October 1945 and 1951, compared to 1936, no doubt partly
as a reaction from the years of enforced service in the military forces
and defense industry, for New Zealand had taken an extremely active
part in World War II. That of females was up substantially over
1936, though less so in 1951 than in 1945; that of both sexes com-
bined was down a bit in 1945 and down a bit further in 1951.

Germany.-Some income tax was levied in Germany throughout
the period 1895-1950. It was negligible during 1895 and 1907, appre-
ciable in 1925 and 1933, substantial in 1939 and 1950, though below
the averages in the United States and New Zealand. The rise was less
than that occurring in the United States during the same decade.
The labor force participation of females in 1950 was below that in
1939, but about the same as in 1907. That of males was well below
1939,1925, or 1895. That of both sexes combined was somewhat below
most of the previous census years, but it was a bit above 1895.

Concerning all these developments in the five countries over time,
several features are noteworthy. First, there was no tendency for the
labor force participation to change in any systematic way with the
percentage of personal income paid out in tax. In the years when the
effective income tax rose the most, the overall labor force participation
either failed to change, changed only mildly, or changed in about
the same amounts as it had in years when the income tax was a negli-
gible factor or was not changing.

Second, the differences in the labor force participation among the
five nations in recent years, when the income tax has been a substantial
percentage of personal income in all the countries, has not borne any
relation to the size of that percentage. Canada had the lowest labor
force percentage and the lowest relative tax, but Germany, with only
a slightly higher tax, had the highest labor force participation, and
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New Zealand with the next to the highest percentage of income taxa-
tion had the median rate of labor force participation among the five
nations.

Third, the labor force has rather definitely been a lower proportion
of the working age population (standardized for differences in age
and sex composition) in those nations with high average real incomes
per equivalent adult male employed worker ;1" and this inverse ten-
dency seems to have been stronger with incomes after tax, suggesting
that though the income tax has not been a powerful enough factor
determine the size of the labor force by itself, it may have exerted
some influence in conjunction with the level of income on which it
is based.

5. CONoLUSION

On the whole, these various studies summarized in this paper give
the impression that the income tax has not exerted much influence on
the level of the labor force participation either in the United States,
or in the four foreign countries whose experiences we have examined.

This does not mean, of course that the income tax is incapable of
exerting manifest influence on the labor force participation. In the
foregoing studies of changes in the income-tax burden over time, there
was only one instance-a minor one-in which a rise in income tax was
responsible for leaving the average labor force member with a smaller
real income after tax than he had at a previous decade date with a
smaller tax. In all these countries the decades of the greatest in-
crease in percentage of personal income going to tax were also gener-
ally the decades of the greatest increase-both absolute and relative-
in the real income after tax.

So much for the average tax on average personal income of all
workers. Concerning the distribution of the income tax among in-
dividuals, it may be said that the income tax has not been a major
burden on most of the labor force--even in recent decades when it
reached its highest peacetime levels and most progressive peacetime
rates, and when it could be said that it was the most productive revenue
source in the American tax system. 9 In the United States in 1950, 97
percent of the individual tax returns, including joint returns, reported
incomes of under $10,000 and paid an average tax of 10 percent or less
of adjusted gross income; 20 and the lack of progressiveness of this
tax for most of the labor force is attested by the fact that the dis-
tribution of the personal income tax by quintiles differs very little
after tax from that before tax. Even the percentage of income going
to the top 5 percent of income recipients was not changed much by
the income tax.21 In Great Britain in 1950-51, 93 percent of persons
receiving incomes above £135, paid 8.6 percent or less of their total
income in income tax.22 In Canada and Germany the tax has been still
less burdensome on most individuals.21 In New Zealand-not count-

"The Labor Force Under Changing Income and Empioyment, op. cit., ch. 5.19 Lewis H. Kimmel, Taxes and Economic Incentives (Brookings Institution, 1950), p. 67.
20 The extra income tax paid by the $10,000 to $15,000 group over that paid by the

$5,000 to $10.000 group was less than 20 percent of the extra income; the extra income
tax paid by the $5,000 to $10,000 group over that paid by the 4,000 to $5,000 group was
about 16 percent. Statistical Abstract of the United States. 1954, p. 878.

t1 Income Distribution in the United States op. cit.. pp. 9. 80.
* Annual Abstract of Statistics. 1953. p. 244.
"The Canada Yearbook, 1952-58, p. 1044; Statlstleches Jahrbuch for die Dundes

republic, Deutschland, 1954, p. 428.
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ing the very heavy social security taxes-three-fourths of the income.
tax assessments in 1950-51 were for an average tax of 4.5 percent or
less of their returnable income." Thus, the absence of a manifest
effect of the income tax on labor force participation may have been
because during the history of the tax thus far it has been relatively
moderate and unprogresive for most of the labor force; the effect of
the tax on that small part of the labor force in the high-income groups
upon whom the tax is high and progressive would have to be enormous
in order to carry a discernible impact on the labor force as a whole.

0 New Zealand Oselia Yearbook, 1954, tables on pp. 847 and 858.
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TADi 2.-Weighted average I percent by which the labor-force participation rate
of the wives wa8 smaller, for each 1 percent by which husbands' income was
larger; comparisons between 1940 when the income toe waa not effective for
moat of the labor force, and 1951 when it was effective on moat labor force
groups, by child status of wife (United States)

~1951 t

10 No
tax effectve Tax not Tax Ie-

deducted dulcted

Wives with young children ......................................... -0.41 -0.36 -0. 7
Wives without young children ...................................... -. 34 -. 22 -. 26

I Weighted according to number of wives attached to the various income groups.
8 Children under 6 In the case of the 1951 data; children under 10 in the case of the 1940 data.
I Labor force for April; Income of the previous calendar year, i. e.,11939 and 1950. For&explanatlon of

differences in labor force and income classlncations, see text.
Sources: 1940: 10th Censusof the United States (Populatlon, 'ho Labor Force), Employment and Family

Vharaeterlstlcs of Women, table 23,1951. This study, table 1.

TABLE 3.-Personal disposable national incomeI per a4ult-male-equivalent em,-
ployed,' 8-year average,' before and after income ta.x, 1929 United States
dollars, 5 countries

UNITED STATES

1890 1900 1910 1920 1030 1940 1950

Income before .............. ,011 1,203 1,418 1,21 2,102 2,328 2,
Tax ............................ 0 0 0 35 23 35 224

Ibeome after tax.......... 1,011 1,203 1,418 1,488 2,079 2,293 2,701

GREAT BRITAIN

1911 1921 1931 1939 1951

Income before tax---------------------------..... 1,216 1,220 1,309 1,428 1,843Tax-.............2................................... 26 85 85 961 199
Income after t ............................... ---1,1 1,135 1,224 1,3321 1,44

CANADA

1921 1931 1941 1951

Income before tax----------------------------------....... 1,352 1,422, 1,678 2,339
Tax ............................................................ 44 138

Income after tax .......................................... 1,340 1,411 1,034 2,203

NEW ZEALAND

Income before tax ..................................
Tax .............................................

See footnotes at end of table.
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TAmIz 3.-Personal di8posable national incomeI per adult-male-equivalent em.
plolyed, 3-year average," before and alter income tax,' 1929 United States
dollars,' 5 countrics--Continued

GERMANY

Federal Republio
Post-World War I boundaries without Saar of Germany with.

out berlin

1895 1907 1925 1933 1939 1939 1950

Income before tax-783 784 670 787 925 9N 792
'ax ............... . 3 27 % 69 57 60

Income after tax .......... 780 779 643 769 8 6 899 742

I I Includes, where data are available, national income (wages, interest, dividends, rents, and profits) less
corporate profits withheld and soclal-security contributions paid or withheld, but plus Government and
business transfers to persons, Where such data are not availale an approximation to this concept has
been made through modification of national product data. The Labor Force Under Changing Income and
EmpIoyment, op). cit., i)ptidix F.

ihe numbers of equivalent adult male employed workers is approximated roughly by weighting the
number of women and youths by a crude measure of their average earnings relative to a ult malos.
Op. cit., appendix C. These adjutnients have no relevance to the estimate of time income tax paid, but are
made so that changes in the age-sex composition of the labor force will not affect the statistics of income per
worker.

I Except for years when data were not available, the income data refer to the average of the census year
and the 2 preceding years. The use of 3-year averages has the advantage of minhiniing variations arising
out of statistical dilileultios in nzvasurilog Inomo or of allocating its flow to a particular year. It also recog
nizes the fact that the worker may not respond in his labor force participation to income changes without
some lag or mIay not respond to Income changes which he regards as temporary. However, comparisons
have also bmn mald elsewhere with incomes of the census year alone, These comparisons do not yield
results essentially different from those achieved through use of the 3-year averages. Op. cit., appendix F.

4 Actual aggregate come taxes paid by Individuals divided by the number of equivalent adult-male
employed workers.

I lee op. cit. appendlx F, for explanation of the Income data, the methods used in adjusting the incomes
for changes in prices, and inethods used in converthig incomes expressed in foreign currencies to United
States dollar equivalents.
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TAIIE 4.-The labor force per 1,000 population, 14 and older of the same 8cr,
5 countries

UNITED STATES, APRIL 1890-1950 I

1890 1900 1910 1920 1930 1910 1950

Ntals ......................... 8 w 74 I 959 840 700 I 7M3
Felihte ...................... | 19 210 228 I 2 237 254 I 2oth sexes..................... 640 642 t 644 646 638 622f V3

O.EAT BRITAIN. 1911-611

l9ll 1021 I 1031 19 1951
April Juno April Juno April

Males .............................................. 019 916 I 004 103 873
Females ............................................. 345 3.8 M 3M 388
Doti) Mies .......................................... 032 '127 631 041 631

CANADA. JUNE 1911-a1 I I

1911 1921 1931 1941 1951

MAl ....................................... __ 859 R23
Females ......................................... 11i 171 184 219 232
Both sexes ......................................... 16 617 520 638 527

NEW ZEALAND, 1890-1951 I

1896 1901 1906O l9l1 1921 1920) 1031 1945 1951
April March April April April April March Sept. April

ales ....................... 961 969 948 937 923 8o8 899 849 818
Femas .................... 210 220 230 2M1 250 237 2M) 244 270
,oth sexes .................. 680 59 689 696 690 68 678 66 2

GIERMANY, 1895-1950,

Post.World War I boundaries Federal Repub-
without Sarlie of (lermany

without Iterlih

1895 1907 192.5 1933 1939 1939 1990
Juno June June June Mlay MAly Sept.

al ........................................ 902 893 894 857 87P 882 858
Females ...................................... 45 428 450 452 A 475 429
Both sexes ................................... 623 61 672 654 670 678 643

1 Standardized for age-sex composition on the basis of the composition of tile United States population
in 1940.

f Standardized for rural-urban composition of the population on the basis of tIl composition of the
United States population in 1940. In ihe cs.se of Canada, rural-urban labor force martlcipatlon rates wer3
lacking, and It was assumed that the cifeet of standardization for changes In rural-urban composition %'as
the same as in the United States for comparable years.

Source: The Labor Force Under Changing Income and Employment, op. cit., appendix A.
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EFFECTS OF TAXATION ON METIIODS OF REMUNERA-
TION FOR PERSONAL SERVICES

IOBIER1T A. SCIUILMAN, Wehel, Schulnin & Manning, Washington, D. C.

This subject, of necessity, relates to those persons in the higher
incolie brackets. Progressive rates of income tax, and the distinctions
accorded by the interinal-revenue laws in favor of investment al)pre-
ciation an ] other uneariwd in.onle as against earned income, have
generated a series of netlods adopted by executives and other high-
braclket inone eal'ner.s to try to spread their annual ie-ones over
periods longer than the periods in which their l)rineip)al efforts are
exl)ended, and major services rendere(d, and to provide funds for
what may be expected to be their leaner years.

Certainly the Congress is a ware of at least some of the trends
presently prevailing in this field. It seems safe to say that sophisti-(ated executives today generally seek to achieve means of receiving
their high compensations in a variety of ways designed to mitigate the
effect of high tax rates. More and more frequently, they are content to
receive currently the rewards of their achievements only to the extent
needed to maintain their desired standards of present living.

PRINCI'AIL M'rIWS IT'r imzwn To i)EFEI COiMPENSATION OR REALIZE
Oiri-n .3I0NEFIrs Fitom SRIvic:s

T1o methods, both statutory and nonstatutory, utilized today to
defer compensation and in soi1 instances to realize capital gain are
briefly outlined herein and their tax consequences compared.

EMPLOVEE SWOCK OrMONS

One of the more popular techniques currently in vogue is the grant-
ing of stock options to key employees presumably as an incentive
device for the corporate employer's benefit, but, equally realistically,
to defer and transform what might otherwise be additional compensa-
tion to key executives and employees into more net keepable cash.
So-called restricted stock options to buy stock of the employer are
granted to employees at a price which in'an expanding economy is by
all odds calculated to favor the recipient employee when he exercises
his option at some subsequent date. For a number of years the Treas-
ury had (iistinquished between "compensatory" and "proprietary"
options and determined the taxable or nontaxable status thereof to the
emlh)yee by reference to the purely fact question of the employer's
purpose in offering the option.

The Treasury ceased to make this distinction following the decision
of the Supreme Court in (Co'nmsrioner v. ,S';th (324 U. S. 177
(1945); rehearing denied, 324 U1. S. 695 (1945)). Although it is
perhaps difficult to 1ind, in this decision itself, justification for the
Treasury's interpretation, the Treasury nevertheless changed its prior

attitude and thereafter took the view, by amendment to its regula-
tions, that if, pursuant to option or otherwise, an employee l)urhehltse
property from his employer for less thainm its value at tile time of the
purchase, the differential must be treated as compensation taxable as
ordinary income to the employee, notwithstanding that lie would have

7334-5(-.---12
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to pay such tax out of other funds if he were unable immediately to
dispose of such property for cash.

Congress did not wholly approve of this single-minded treatment
and in 1950 gave its blessing to restricted stock options as a matter of
social policy and sanctioned a means whereby corporations may attract
new management, retain the services of executive employees, and stim-
ulate keener interests of the employee in the business and, in addi-
tion, the employee may eventually realize capital gain rather than
ordinary income. Presumably Congress believed that the contribu-
tions of the executive class of employees to the national economy were
sufficiently important to justify this type of advantageous tax treat-
ment. Today, when a stock option qualifies as a restricted stock option,
no tax is imposed, either at the time the option is granted or at the
time it is exercised. The only tax impact, if any. is at the time the
stock is soll or otherwise disposed of, and thus, under certain condi-
tions which are usually met with little trouble, any gain then realized
is a capital gain. Moreover, if under usual conditions the executive
holds his stock until death, even the capital gain tax may be avoided.

Perhaps the use of restricted stock options goes further than the
original congressional intent. Many executives today are happy to
receive additional recognition of their services by way of stock options
instead of increase in salary, and, indeed, it is rumored that some have
gracefully submitted to a decrease in salary in order to obtain the dif-
ference by way of the stock-option route.

So long as our national economy is expanding, little doubt exists
that this means of receiving compensation at capital-gain rates will
grow; in the event of a declining economy, however, the lack of
anticipated benefit will, because of the likely failure of the stock to in-
crease in value over the option price, go far to halt its progress.

If the congressional intent was to reward the executive class of tax-
payers for their contribution to the economy, it is perhaps pertinent
to point out that the class so rewarded consists almost entirely of the
executives of large publicly held corporations. In a very practical
sense, the statutory relief does not lend itself to use by a closely owned
corporation because of the unique and specially difficult problem of
accurately valuing the stock of such corporations.

The fact is that, whether it intended to do so or not, Congress has
favored the key executives of large publicly owned corporations and
has afforded no similar degree of benefit to executives 9f smaller or
closely held corporations. And it seems appropriate for the practical
and perhaps unintended results of legislation generally to be called to
the attention of Congress for proper consideration by that body.

Section 421 of the Internal Revenue Code provides that in order to
meet the statutory definition of a restricted stock option, the option
price must be at least 85 percent of the fair market value of the stock
on the date of granting the option. Most closely owned and many
other small corporations and their executives have no desire to take the
risk of placing a value on stock where there are no acceptable measures
of value such as independent sales or public listings. In far more
simple matters involving valuation, taxpayers' valuations are continu-
ously challenged by the Treasury, and, when an entire intended result
may fail because of a difference of opinion in regard to value, it is not
difficult to understand why section 421 is of little avail to closely
owned corporations and their particular key employees.
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Under two recent decisions, compensatory stock options which do
not qualify under section 421 have been held to generate ordinary
income to the employee only to the extent of the spread in value at
the time of receipt of the option, rather than the greater spread at
the time of its exercise, the option itself being treated as the only in-
tended compensation rather than as a contract right to acquire addi-
tional compensation (Commissioner v. Stone's Estate, 210 F. (2d) 33
(C. A. 3d 1954) ; McNamara v. Commissioner, 210 F. (2d) 505 (C. A.
7th 1954)). In view of these decisions it is apparent that in some
instances a nonrestricted option may be more beneficial than a
restricted one.

LEVERAGE STOCK

Because restricted stock options are for practical reasons not gen-
erally available in close corporation situations, many such companies
have turned to transactions involving outright sales of stock to ex-
ecutives. Most elementary, of course, is the outright sale of stock
to an employee for cash. This is not an appealing alternative, be-
cause in normal circumstances the executive does not have sufficient
cash to purchase more than a minute participation in the business.
The financial hardship thereby generated is sometimes alleviated by
long-term payment arrangements under which the executive acquires
a block of stock and pays for it over a period of several years, but
this, too, has its drawbacks. Unless there is a binding obligation on
the executive to keep up the payments and the financing arrange-
ment has all the other elements of a bona fide loan from an institu-
tional lender, the transaction may be deemed the equivalent of an
unrestricted compensatory stock option. On the other side, if there
is an irrevocable commitment by the executive, he may later find that
he is burdened with an obligation which lie cannot meet, and this
risk is most seriously aggravated if, in a time of declining economy,
he must continue to pay for stock which has decreased substantially
in value.

Understandably, therefore, numerous corporations have turned to
the so-called leverage stock transaction. There are numerous varia-
tions of this procedure, but the common goal is to reduce the present
value of the stock to be sold to the executive down to a point where a
comparatively small outlay of cash will buy a respectable percentage
of the common stock equity. If, for example, only one class of com-
mon stock is outstanding new preferred stock may be issued tax free,
either by way of stock dividend or pursuant to recapitalization, to
the present holders of the common. Since the tax-free issuance of
the preferred to the present stockholders will diminish the value of
the outstanding common, the executive can then purchase, for a rela-
tively modest amount, a significant common stock equity which, if all
goes well, may be worth a substantial sum in the future.

In any of these stock purchase arrangements, the question of fair
market value must, of course, be met. However, if there is evidence
of good faith and arm's length negotiations or other bona fide efforts
to sell the stock at its true value, there is relatively little degree of
risk that any element of compensation will be found.

In those leverage situations where preferred stock is utilized, the
preferred stock so received by the old stockholders will ordinarily
constitute so-called section 306 stock under the Internal Revenue Code
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of 1594, subject to the special inhibitions of that section, and the old
stockholders may not be enthusiastic about receiving such tainted pre.
ferred stock in order to enable one or more executives to acquire coin-
mon stock at a price within their means to pay. That is to say,
although a stockholder is customarily free to sell off a portion of his
stock with the profit subject only to'capitl-gains rates, the sale by
him of preferred stock received by way of tax-free stock dividend
or recapitalization while he still retains all or most of his underlying
common will result, by reason of section 306, in the receipt of ordinary
income and not capital gain; whereas the sale by him of some or all
of his remaining diluted common will, of course, diminish his par-
ticipation in the future growth of the enterprise.

One of the most critical problems of stuall business today is attract-
ing and retaining the services of top)-flight personinel. It appears
that it is increasingly more difficult for small corporations to cope with
the situation. Although unable iin most cases to pay us high salaries
and bonuses or to grant as substantial benefits by way of pensions as
publicly listed corporations, the average smaller company has the one
advantage to offer in that, if the necessary arrangement can he worked
out, an executive may end up with substantial ownership of the busi-
ness.

Whether this objective is in some measure indirectly impeded,
however, by the restrictions imposed by section 306 as respects pre-
ferred stock which may have to be issued tax-free to ol stockholders
as a preliminary step,'is something of an open question, and section
306, which was'enacted primarily for the purpose of Ipreventing so-
called preferred stock bailouts, may have the collateral effect of fur-
ther retarding acquisition by key einployeas of a common stock par-
ticipation.

PENSION AND PROFIT-SHARING PLANS

Pension and profit-sharing plans have long been recognized as
presenting an appropriate method whereby an employer may provide
an additional source of remuneration which can be made available to
the highly paid executive or employee at a time whei his income is
likely to be lower and therefore subject to tax at a lower rate.

The Congress has legislated most extensively in this field, primarily
in the Revenue Act of 1942, with the intention of fostering the adop-
tion of such plans as a matter of social policy, and it is tle clearly es.
tablished position of the Federal Government that certain tax ad-
vantages will be made available to both employers and employees en-
tering upon an approved plan of this type.

In order to secure this preferable tax treatment, however, it is neces-
sary that a separate fund be established as the source of future pay-
meits under the plan, and that the particular plan meet the conditions
prescribed tinder sections 401 et seq. of the 1954 code, which are de-
signed to restrict this treatment to those plans which will accomplish
the aims intended by the Congress. These conditions, the technical
provisions of which are well known, are primarily intended to insure
that, any such plan shall be used for the exclusive benefit of the em-
ployees participating therein, and, most specifically, that the plan
shall not. be discriminatory in favor of highly paid officers and execui-
tives.
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If the plan complies with the statutory conditions, the contribu-
tions made to it by the employer will be deductible in the year in which
they are niade, within the limitations set forth under section 404 of
the 19.54 code. The eml)loyee, in his turn, will not be taxed with re-
spect to any such contributionss until amounts from the fund are actu-
ally paid or distributed to him. Moreover, under the more recent
ainendinents to the code, if the employee or his estate should receive
the total distributions payable under the plan in a single taxable year
on account of his death or other separation from the service of his
employer, the amount so distributed will be eligible for capital gain
treatment.

In the case of the highly paid individual, while the benefits of a
pension or profit-sharing plan are of undoubted value to him, such
plans are of somewhat limited utility as a device whereby lie may
protect any very considerable portion of the compensation for his
services from the effects of a high rate of tax. The statutory require-
meats which imust be met if the plan is to have the status of a qualified
plan necessitate the coverage of relatively large classes of employees
and, for the most part, effect a practical limitation on the amount of
benefits which can be made available to any particular participant.
Conseqently, the use of these plans is commonly regarded in con-
temporarv thinking on the subject as providing only a partial or in-
terim sohWition to the key executive's problem.

Nevertheless, the realistic desirability of providing a more effective
ineasmre of remmuneration to an executive and the necessity of provid-
ig additional inducements to him in order to meet the possibility of

outside competition for his services, has led many corporations and
other employers to adopt such plans.

It would be both interesting and beneficial to determine how many
plans presently in effect have been adopted primarily to obtain
coverage for certain key executives or employees, without much
thought bei ng given to the social policy involved. I know of no avail-
able statistics on this point. It is, I think, quite possible that if key
personnel could be successfully afforded protection in other ways, the
number of plans, adopted by ihe smaller companies at least, would be
somewhat less than at preseAt. Although these plans con form to ideas
of sound social policy which have long carried common acceptance
it wold seem that this result may frequently be more incidental
than intentional, and that many employers are motivated to a con-
siderable extent by the desire to'retain key personnel in their employ-
ment.

DEFEDIRED COMPEN8ATIOS

In the absence of adequate legislative coverage, certain groups of
taxpayers who derive their income primarily from )ersonal services
have resorted to what are commonly known as deterred compensa-
tion arrangements. Such arrangements are widely used for corporate
executives and for time benefit of persons whose chosen careers are
normally much shorter in term of years than is that of a corporate
executive. For example, in the entertainment industry, and in the
field of professional sports, many variations of deferred compensation
arrangements have come into pa

It was long ago settled that the purchase by the employer of an
annuity for an employee outside of and not as part of a qualified
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pension or profit-sharing plan, did not solve the problem. If the en-
ployee's rights to the annuity contract are nonforfeitable when the
employer purchases the annuity, the employer receives a tax deduction
for his payment currently and the employee is currently taxed on the
amount of such payment, whether or not he can benefit ultimately
therefrom in any way except by living long enough, and notwithstand.
ing that he has to obtain other funds with which to pay an immediate
tax thereon. Nonforfeitable annuity contracts do not help the em-
ployer substantially in holding the services of the employee and do
not help the employee to spread income.

Likewise, if the employee's.ultimate rights to the annuity contract
are forfeitable, as for instance, if they are dependent upon his re-
maining in his employment for a specified further period after the
employer has paid for the annuity, the employee is not taxable until
he actually begins to receive the annuity payments, but the employer
at no time gets a tax deduction for payment of the annuity.

Transfers to noaquidified trusts for future payments to employees
are more or less similar to annuity arrangements and are unsatis-
factory to the employer and to the employee for the same reasons as
are annuity contracts. The income tax statutes subject such non-
qualified employee trusts and annuities to similar rules.

The inadequacy of such arrangements in practical operation has
led to the use of deferred compensation contracts, unsecured and un-
collateralized by annuity or trust or other setting aside of funds by the
employer for such purpose.

Under one of the more typical forms of deferred-compensation con-
tracts currently popular the employer agrees that if the employee
remains in the service of the employer until normal retirement age,
the employer will pay him a designated amount thereafter for a speci-
fied number of years or for life. In some such contracts provision is
made for certain payments to the employee's widow or other desig-
nated beneficiaries after his death. Even though employers under-
take pension or profit-sharing plans which qualify under ihe Internal
Revenue Code, they frequently make use of individual deferred-
compensation contracts also.

'rwo theories for taxing the employee prior to his actual receipt of
such compensation have been advanced by the Treasury. One is the
theory of constructive receipt, and the other is the economic benefit
theory. The Treasury has had little success in promoting either the-
ory, and, in fact, has thus far been defeated in the courts in all cases
involving the economic benefit theory. See, for example, Comnmis-
8ioner v. Oates (207 F. (2d) 711 (C. A. 7th, 1953)). Veit v. Com-
musioner (8 T. C. 809 (1947) ; Veit v. Comnvissioner (8 T. C. M. 919
(1949)).

Some strange and curious concepts have evolved from the somewhat
sparse litigation in this field. For instance, the Tax Court has distin-
guished ordinary commercial annuity contracts from unsecured de-
ferred compensation contracts by saying that the former represented
the absolute right to receive annuities with no conditions whatsoever,
whereas the latter amounted to a mere promise to pay compensation
in tho future. And it is frankly difficult for many tax experts to see
any sound or logical justification for differentiating the economic
benefit attributable to the receipt of an insurance company annuity
contract which has no realizable cash surrender value and cannot be
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assigned or otherwise anticipated from the economic benefit inherent
in the acquisition of an unconditional right to enforce a similar prom-
ise directly from a corporate employer such as, say, the United States
Steel Corp.

it was generally understood, as far back as 1947, that the Internal
Revenue Service was actively working on and proposed to publish an
overall basic policy ruling on deferred-compensation arrangements.

' So far no such ruling has been issued, and taxpayers are still subject
to the risk of courting disapproval by the Service of their arrange-
ments. It is common knowledge that numerous arrangements along
these lines exist throughout the country, and revenue agents are un-
doubtedly aware of them, but apparently pass most of them on audit.

As the matter stands today, a deferred-compensation contract which
contains valid conditions attaching to future payments to the em-
ployee appears to involve relatively little tax risk to the employee.
Some tax experts even take the position that such conditions are
unnecessary.

Those advisers who insist upon attaching valid conditions to con-
tracts of their employee clients have witnessed some astonishing nego-
tiations. It is certainly an intriguing experience to listen to corporate
officials make an offer to pay an employee over 10 years for 5 years of
active services with no other strings attached and to hear the prospec-
tive employee insist that the proposed contract must impose valid
conditions upon him with respect to the payments in the latter 5-year
period.

So far as the corporation is concerned, it is ready and willing to
accept the postponement of tax deductions until payments are maik
in future years in spite of the fact, that deductions might be more
valuable to it if taken at the present time. In the fields of entertain-
ment and sports the primary concern of the employer is to secure the
employee's talent while it is salable to a fickle public.

It is interesting to note also, in passing, that Congress has granted to
professional inventors the privilege of receiving capital gains treat-
ment on the sale of the products of their efforts, under section 1235
of the 1954 code, although the distinction thus made as between in-
ventors, on the one hand, and authors or other persons engaged in
creative activities, on the other, has been the subject of considerable
comment and criticism.

In 1954 an attempt was made to settle the controversial subject of
deferred compensation contracts by legislative action. H. R. 8300
as passed by the House, contained a provision which would have taxed
deferred payments of compensation to the employee or executive in
the year in which he received them under an arrangement with his
employer, even though his rights to the payinents vested in a prior year.
Under this bill the employer would have been allowed a deduction for
the year in which payment was made to the executive or employee.
As you know, this particular provision of the bill failed to pass the
Senate, perhaps because it was included in an extensive new approach
relating primarily to pension, profit-sharing and stock-bonus plans,
which approach was at least temporarily discarded.

The whole question of the method of taxing deferred compensation
seems to me to be one of policy. Congress has sanctioned stock options
for executives and employees most of whom are in higher tax brackets.
It is difficult to justify denial of legislative relief of a comparable
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sort to persons in the entertainment and sports professions, when as a
matter of fact they are notoriously prone to dissipate or lose their high
earnings almost currently, and it is no secret that the collection of in-
come tax deficiencies from some of them has proved impossible. There
are many who sympathize with the tax plight of such persons. Much
of their spending is unallowable as expense deductions although it is
admittedly customary in their professions.

Deferred compensation contracts are becoming more and more
prevalent and it appears to me that it would be a wise course for
Congress to give most careful consideration to the matter presently
for the sake of both taxpayers and a sound administration of the
revenue. Such special arrangements are no less subject to legislative
action than many other matters which have already been codified.

COMMENTS IN CONCLUSION

The doctrine that individuals who earn larger amounts of income
should bear a greater share of the general tax burden, in proportion
to their greater ability to pay, is, of course, one of the fundamental
premises of our national tax structure. The question of the extent
to which such taxpayers should be favored or penalized in their
efforts, undertaken within the context of this existing tax structure,
to retain for themselves more of the fruits of heir own labors is,
therefore, one which involves tax policy considerations of the most
basic sort. Whether the contributions which these individuals make

* to the national welfare is to be considered as of such value that they
should be afforded further incentives to increase the productiveness
of their activities is a matter which Congress alone can decide.

Most of the methods available today to permit the effective enjoy-
ment, by persons in high income tax brackets, of a greater percentage
of the remuneration for their services and thus to enable them to
provide for their security in their retirement years, such as stock
options leverage stock and pension and profit-sharing plans, are
available only to corporate executives and personnel. Even to the
corporate employed, they may be of only limited utility, and they
have the additional disadvantage that they may be cumbersome or
impractical to establish or maintain for business reasons. However,
even these methods are not available to any real degree to self-em-
ployed or to itinerantly employed individuals, including such persons
as entertainers, professional athletes, and others whose period of high
earning is frequently of limited duration, and who, therefore, have no
other recourse than that of using the deferred compensation contract.

The spread-back benefits provided under section 1301 et seq. of
the 1954 code with respect to income attributable to several taxable
years are available only in a limited area and in infrequent circum-
stances.

The self-employed or itinerantly employed individual's problem
has naturally received a veiy considerable amount of attention in
professional and technical journals in recent years, and numerous
solutions have been proposed. Congress has given consideration in
the past to proposals to equalize the effect of the tax burden over an
extended span of years through the use of various methods com-
monly known as averaging. There is also increasing support being
given today to proposals that Congress sanction the establshment of
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private, tax-qualified retirement funds for self-employed individuals,
including professional men, deposits from the individual earner to
which would be currently deductible ffom gross income. Congress
has as yet taken no action on proposals of this nature, and the Treasury
has generally opposed them. It may be significant, however, that the
Honorable George M. Humphrey, Secretary of the Treasury, ad-
mitted at hearings before the Ways and Means Committee on H. R.
10, 84th Congress, 1st session, that the Treasury would be sympathetic
to a limited form of special allowances to self-employed individuals
and employees whenever general tax relief becomes possible.

In tile absence of any other generally satisfactory method, the
practice of using deferred compensation contracts is steadily increas-
ing anl becoming more widespread with the passage of time. If legis-
lative action with respect to this practice is postponed until some fu-
ture date, we will undoubtedly find an increasing number of taxpayers
already committed to contracts of this sort, thus raising a problem as
to the retroactive effect to be accorded to whatever statutory provision
may ultimately be enacted. The interests of both the Treasury and
the taxpayer would be better sei ved, in my opinion, )y a direct and
considered legislative approach to the matter at this time, rather than
by allowing the tax treatment of such arrangements to evolve by hap-
penstance. Administrative and legislative silence, though itself a
sort of action, is not the most realistic solution to the problems in this
area.

INCOME AVERAGING FOR INDIVIDUAL INCOME-TAX
PURPOSES

JOSEPH P. DisCOLL, George Washington University

The subject of income averaging involves the interaction of two of
the basic principles of our present income-tax system: The progres-
sive tax structure and the annual accounting system. The progres-
sive tax rates, which now range from 20 percent to 91, are based on
the premise that the tax burden is to be distributed in accordance with
the principle of ability to pay. As income increases, the rate of tax
levied on the marginal dollar of income also increases, until the maxi-
mum rate is attained. The sharply progressive rates which have been
in effect, with relatively minor modifications, since the commence-
ment of World War I have been the subject of some criticism and
attempts at legislative change, but have generally been accepted as
necessary in a period of high governmental expenditures.

However, when these rate are applied on a strict year-by-year
basis without any consideration of the income status of prior or sub-
sequent years, a serious inequity may result. The annual accounting
period is, of course, basic to the administration of the tax system and
the Government's need for revenues at fixed and definite times. Nev-
ertheless, the use of a yearly accounting period should not prevent
consideration of items of income or loss in other taxable years for
the purpose of properly determining the amount of taxable income,
the character of income items, or the applicable rates in the current
year. The Internal Revenue Code, prior to its revision in 1954, con-
tained numerous provisions such as the net operating loss deduction,
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designed to relieve the rigidity of tile annual accounting concept.
Several other provisions to this effect were added in the 1954 code.

l)espite the provisions of existing law which permit some ameliora-
tion of the fixed accounting periods, there is a serious and continuing
problem in the manner in which Uie annual accounting system af-
fects individuals with periodic or irrigular income. If the income
of an individual fluctuates materially from year to year or if he re-
ceives the principal part of his incomi from personal or business ac-
tivity in a single year or a few years, ie may be required to pay
substantially greater taxes than individual who receives the same
total aniount of income in more nearly equal amounts. The difference
in taxes between two such individuals is illustrated in table 1.

TABLEo 1

'i'axpaer A, stable 'axpayer 11, fluctuat-
nlolo Ing Inonle

taxablee Tax Taxable 'rax
Inco tol I liability Income I liability

1955................... ................. $1,000 1, 90 $2,o0 $400
196 ................. ............................ 1o, 00o 2,1m9) 1, IN 200
1957 .............. .................. .......... 10, (X9 1, 1961 2,000 400
19t8. ............. ... .. ................... 10,() 1, 0 2,000 400
1959 ................... .......................... 10,000 1, 60 6, 000 1, I00
190 ........... .. ................ ..... 10, 000 1,960 l),0(9) 1,90
1961 ........................... .. ......... .. O,00) 1,1)0 1o MX) 4,730
1962 .... .......... ........... ..... ....... 000 1, S) 20, 000 7,200
1063 .......... . .......... ... ...... ...... 10,000 1, lo0 ) 30, MO 13,22019 6............................................. 10,000 1 ,9) 1,00 3,830

Total............. ...... ................ 100,000w 11,100 100,000 33,000w

T1x liability is computed on bmis of rates apiilleable in 1955. It Is assumed that tho taxpayer Is un.
marriled and not tho lhead of a household.

NOTE.-Dilfference In tax burden between A and 11, $13,960.

This table shows 2 single individuals each receiving total taxable
income of $100,000 over a 10-year period. Taxpayer A has a taxable
income of $10,000 annually and pays a total tax of $19,600. Taxpayer
B receives the same total taxable income in annual aniouiits ranging
from $1,000 to $30,000 and pays a tax of $33,500, or $13,900 more than
the individual with stable income. Taxpayer B with irregular in-
come pays a tax which is 1I percent greater than that paid by tax-
payer A.

ihe foregoing example is by no means extreme. It is typical of the
tax penalty borne by individuals in many sectors of the economy. The
person undertaking an investment in a small business may have many
lean years before prospering. Even after the business has been estab-
lished, vagaries of technological change and competition may cause
the income to fluctuate substantially. The farmer typically has good
years and bad years. The fisherman may have a big season and then
a poor one. Artists, entertainers, and athletes have wide variations
between earnings in successive years. The professional man, lawyer,
doctor, or architect, usually works for some time to build a clientele
before he begins to realize his potential.

The effect of the present tax system on individuals with fluctuating
incomes in different income brackets is shown in. table 2.
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TABY,P, 2

Aggregate tax Tax on 3 tmes 'ercentage
Taxable inco0eon m0. I Income ol. I Ii1vno of disoalrity

received iII re hied in (c1. 4 over
Y ats h 1 year I col. 2)

(I) (2) (3) (4)

.................................................... 5,300 $4,730 43
10, .................................................... 7,9 0 13,220 67
15,( ................................................... 14,190 23,220 63
2( ................................................... . 21.780 34,320 68

$26,000.......................................... .... 30. (04) 40, 170 12
,( ................................................... 8%40) 111,820 39

8100,000 ............................................ 201, 960 Z17,820 V:
$200,10 .................................................. 470, 460 20,820 17

1 'rax liability Is computed on lbs of rates applicable In 195. It Is asumed that the taxpayer Is
unniarried and not the head A a household.

This table shows in column 2 the total tax that would be paid (as-
stiing 1955 rates) if the amount, shown in column 1 were received
in each of 3 successive taxable yeas,. Column 3 shows the tax payable
if the same aggregate amount had been received in 1 year. Column 4
shows, in percentage forii, the excess of the tax paid where the in-
come is received in a single year its contrasted with the tax on the same
income over a ,l-year perle(1.

It will be seen from table 2 that the inequity has varying applica-
tion in the different income brackets. The greatest relative signifi-
calico is in the lower or medium income brackets. At the level where
$10,000 of income is received in 1 year instead of being spread over
3 years, the tax penalt is 67 percent as contrasted with a tax penalty
of l7 percent where the principal sum involved is $200,000.

There are, primarily, two adverse consequences of the present treat-
ment which merit consideration in an evaluation of the income-tax
system. First, the present system results in a serious inequity as
between different individuals and groups in our economy. Secondly,
the present system discourages activity or investment in occupations
characterized by irregular income and hinders the growth and devel-
opment of our economic system.

The equity problem presented is fundamental to our whole taxing
system. The progressive rates rest upon the principal of ability to
pay; yet persons with irregular incomes may be required to pay a sub-
stantially greater tax thtan those with steady incomes. This differ-
ence can hardly be rationalized on the basis that their income was
received in lumps. In fact, the very irregularity and unpredictability
of income indicates that they may have less ability to pay than those
wvith relatively secure incomes. It is sometimes said that the irregular
income may be in the nature of a windfall but this also may be true
of the more stable income. Actually, irregular income is more often
the result of intense personal effort. Any distinction based on whether
the income is more or less than the individual merits is not a sound
basis for a difference in rates. It may be fairly said that there is no
substantial argument against achieving greater equality in tax pay-
inents as between the two groups. In recognition of this Treasury
spokesmen and tax scholars have conceded the equity of the case,
although reservations have been expressed on other grounds.
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It should be emphasized that the equity considerations, although
intangible, are of fundamental importance to the continuing effec-
tiveness and integrity of the tax system. Because of the hardships
imposed on persons with irregular incomes, a number of specialized
provisions have been added to the. law. Taxpayers who have beeit
unable to obtain legislative relief have often entered into question-
able long-term or deferred compensation contracts. A sensible meas-
tre of relief within the tax structure would make unnecessarv nmanv
devices and arrangements of doubtful status and would develop
greater respect for the tax system as a whole.

The second undesirable aspect of the present treatment is the effect
upon individual incentive and investment in activities which char-
acteristically produce irregular income. lhe influ ence of the tax
statutes on personal efforts is extremely difficult to (,alculate. Deci-
sions as to vocation are ordinarily based on factors other than tax-
ation. Nevertheless, it would appear that, particularly for those in
the affected areas, the experience of bunched income and the incidenve
of the progressive rate structure probably result in a slackening of
activity, an unwillingness to make the ad;iitional exertions necessary
to produce more income, and in the end frequently a shift to otlhr
modes of activity which do not suffer the same tax penalty. For the
investor, tax considerations are even more important and commonly
a deciding factor in choosing between different lines of activity. Under
the present system, the tax pressures are strongly in favor of'investinn
in stable types of business and against investing in businesses which
have a fluctuating income. As a consequence, misapplication of eco-
nomic resources occurs between these types of business.

Moreover, the businesses which are hardest hit by this factor are
those lines which are highly dynamic and which stilmlate growth of
the economy. For example, the introduction of new l)roducts often
show substantial irregularity of income. Again, many of those af-
fected are small-business men entrepeneurs, or professional people
seeking to gain a foothold in business or professional life. The tax
penalty on irregular incomes results in a greater tax burden for the
dynamic element of the economy than for those who are well estab-
lifshed or have a diversified line of activities. I

Another aspect of the fluctuating income problem is that persons
in the low-income brackets who receive fluctuating income may be
deprived of the benefit of their exemptions ill year in which their
income is less than the total amount of exemptions. Thus, a married
man with three children would be entitled to total exemptions of
$3,000 ($600 per capita). If he is unemployed for a part of the
year, his income may fall below the $3,000 level, yet he will be unable
to apply the unused portion of the exemption ajainst the income of
other years. This is part of the fluctuating income problem,
although since only the first bracket rate is ordinarily involved, the
magnitude and severity of the tax penalty is not as pronounced as
where the bunching of income results in application of the higher
rates.

PROPOSALs RIATMVu To FLUCTUATING INCOME

Proposals with respect to' fluctuating income have generally been
directed to one or more of the following objectives: (1) Allow a more
effective carryback and carryover of losses; (2) permit a carryback
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,or carryover of unused exeml)tions; and (3) provide a system of
averaging for irregular incomes.

The loss-carryover problem has been resolved in substance by recent
legislation permitting a '2-year carryback and 5-year carryforward
of operating l)iisiness losses. Inl)roved definitions of the business
loss concept in the l1954 code have eliminated many of the prior limi-
tations on use of the ,arryover. Further proposals will undoubtedly
be made for lengthening the carryback and carryforward perioT.
experience will in(licate whether the present periods are adequate.

A continuing l)roblem for individuals, however, is the fact that the
carryback or carryforward of a loss requires that the loss reduce the
entire income of one year before it can be applied to another year.
Greater equity would be achieved for individuals if, through some
averaging device, th loss were applied on a pro rata basis in the
carryover period., This problem is not generally as acute for cor-
lorations bei'uise of Ihe ilat corporate rates of 30 and 52 percent.flle lropOsal to permit. carryovers of unused exemptions is simple
mechanically, but raises a number of administrative problems. The
c, rryover o exemptlitin ('oul be accomplished by allowing the deduc-
tion for exemptions to enter the net operating loss. The unused ex-
einl)tions would then be applied to the income of prior or subsequent
years as part of the net operating loss deduction. The difficulty,
however, is that the suggestion would necessitate the keeping of
records or filing of returns by millions of taxpayers whose income
is below the reporting requirement. The tax benefit to some might
be more than outweighed by the burden imposed on the Government
in keeping track of these returns and the inconvenience to numerous
individuals who would not benefit from the carryover of exemptions.
It also appears that the lack of a carryover of exemptions does not
have any substantial effect on economic incentive.

The third type of proposal relates to general forms of averaging
designed to relieve the inequity of the graduated rates as applied
to irregular or bIunched income. This may be accomplished by vari-
ouis methods of averaging income over a number of consecutive years
anid playing a tax as if an-equal amount had been earned in each of the
years so averged.

AVERAGING TECHNIQUES

Most of the general averaging proposals which have been developed
have been variants of 1 of the 3 following methods of averaging:

(1) Simple averaging.-This method would allow the taxpayer at
the close of a given number of years, such as 6 years, to elect to re-
compute his tax for the period as if the income had been earned ratably
over the period. For example, if he earned $5,000 a year in each of
4 years, and earned $30,000 in the fifth year, he would average the in-
come and pay a tax based on the average yearly income of $10,000. At
the expiration of another 5-year peri , lie would again be permitted to
average the income of such period. Variants of this system would
allow the individual to obtain a refund only if the tax as paid was
5 or 10 percent greater than the tax as recomputed. The use of a per-
centage limitation would eliminate the effect of very small changes in
income from year to year.

See Peehman, A Practical Averaging Proposal, 7 Nat. Tax, p. 261 (1954).
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The principal weakness of the sinl)le averaging plan is that any
particular year call be included in only one averaging period for any
one individual. The taxpayer is thus forced at his peril to select thce
group of years to be averaged. If he guesses incorrectly as to future
income, he may find that he has chosen the wrong group of years.

Although one of the incidental advantages of averaging is that it
minimizes the shifting of income and deductions so as to equalize in-
comes the shifting problem would continue as between one averaging
period and another.

The simple averaging system is the one presently in effect in Canada
for farmers and fishermen.'

(2) Moving average.-Under this system, an individual's tax for a
given taxable year is computed by reference to the average income over
a certain number of preceding years and the taxable year. Thus, if a
3-year moving average were employed, the taxpayer would average the
income of the 2 preceding years and the taxable year. If his income
was $4,000, and $6,000, respectively in such prior'years and $11,000 in
the taxable year, his average taxable income would be $7,000 (total
of $21,000 divided by 3).

This system may work well in a period of rising incomes, since it
serves to postpone tax liability until a stable income level has been
attained. However, when income declines, the results are disastrous.
For example, if the income was $4,000 and $6,000 in the first 2 years,
and $2,000 in the third year, the taxable base for the third year would
be $4,000, or $2,000 more than the actual income. In a year of de-
clining income, the taxpayer may be without funds to pay the tax.
While an adjustment will ultimately occur as succeeding taxable
years are brought into the picture, the depressing effects of the system
have already been experienced.

A further practical disadvantage of the plan is that, where applied
on a mandatory basis, it is impossible for taxpayers to compute thleil
tax for the current year without income tax data of prior years. As
applied to a mass income tax, the system is obviously impractical.

A moving averaging plan minimizes problems in the shifting of in-
come and deductions, but involves substantial complications for those
entering or leaving the tax system. Great Britain, Australia, and
Wisconsin experimented with a moving averaging system but were
compelled to abandon it.

(3) Progresive average.-This method, as does the moving aver-
age method, provides for a tax based upon the average of the income
for the taxable year and certain preceding years. An additional com-
plication is the introduction of a concept to reflect the discounted
value of tax payments.

The plan involves such complications that it can hardly be con-
sidered a realistic approach to the problem.

There are, of course, other averagng proposals which do not fit
within any of the patterns described above. One of the most interest-
ing made in this connection is a suggestion to expand existing code
provisions relating to "back pay" and services rendered over a period
of 36 months or more to include numerous specific items, such as

I For an excellent discussion of the'simplified averaging plan, see Groves, Postwar Taxa.
tion and Economic Progress (1946), pr, 223-236.A See Vickrey, Agenda for Progress ie Taxation (194T). pp. 164-195.
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accumulated dividends on preferred stock, which are likely to be
lumpy in character. 4

EXPERIENCES IN OTIER JURISDIrIONS

The pressures in favor of income averaging have resulted in adop-
tion of an averaging plan in several foreign jurisdictions and in the
State of Wisconsin. Although most of these plans have been aban-
doned for one reason or anot ler, experience under the plans indicate
soine of the. limitations, and, at, the same time, the possibilities of in-
come averaging.

The earliest averaging plan was that enacted in Great Britain in
1799 with the advent of the British income tax. The plan provided
that the income tax should be based on a 3-year moving average. The
tax base for a given year was the average income received during that
year and the 2 precedting years.

Tile British system co mpensated to a great extent for fluctuating
incomes but tile system had defects which soon became apparent. The
moving average system, as indicated abve, results in a postponement
of tax. As a consequence when an in(lividual had two relatively good
years followed l)y a poor year, the tax might be, proportionately
greater in the low'income year. A further defect of the British system
was that it was mandatory and required all taxpayers to make the
omnlpmtations which were'of substantial benefit only to those with

substantial fluct uat ions in income. The British averaging plan was
repealed in 1926 and was substituted with a 5-year carryforward of
net operating loss.

Australia established an income averaging system roughly pat-
terned after the British plan. The Australian plan provided for a
.5-year averaging period rather than the 3-year period used in England.
In order to meet the problem faced in England of a high tax in a low
income year, the Australian system provided that only the rate of
tax would he determined by the 5-year average, and the rate so deter-
mined would be applied to the actual income of the current year.

The Australian plan fostered mixed feelings. Most primary )ro-
(lucer.9, i. e. farmers, were strongly in favor of its continuation. Others
voiced objections that the program was too complicated for the bene-
fits it furnished, since the procedure was obligatory for all taxpayers.
In 1938 the averaging provisions were limited to primary producers.

A moving average plan based upon a 3-year period was adopted
in the State of Wisconsin in 1927. This plan had all the defects of
the British program and none of the mollifying provisions added by
Australia. Although it was considered very satisfactory during th;e
prosperous years of its inception, the depression years w hich followed
illustrated again the hardships likely to accompany such a mandatory
averaging program. As a result, the legislature in 1931 enacted legis-
lation for the gradual transition away from averaging. This transi-
tion was completed in 1934.

In 1949 the Canadian Government adopted an averaging plan which
is currently in effect and appears to have been relatively successful,
Individual income averaging has been limited in Canada to those per-
sons whose principal income is derived from farming or fishing.

' See footnote 1 above.
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Even for Iltes individuals tile'ogrl'l is coil'hl441v l eltio p l :aIlt(
in order |4 enjoy 11v hlv s I hereullhel, a sj .'la eli'I (Iit to 4. laveage
1u111t be 1 h iled ill (-;lljul h441 with l e i l 11 ' t :i lax -4i-1111Il1. Al i,,
end of auiiy 5-year lu'ixoall en eligible pe'son Illy eli Io avelage h is
ihwcoli I lo\ er that period 31ind his tIx fill I I4i', Iift II ,' I iIII I yva r a111v I)I'
r4dieed bly any tnti overliilna leill oVer IIh( llo'edIi ,,, 4 yelis. III t Il'eveilt I lle re11411't ll 01 t'X('e fiI+ lhe c trreiltll xea IA 1 liil'Siv., t r'-
fuud illaV be oblihled. A pIrtiviuhu4' ta.xIllh, V4l' aylilV 1140, 1,, i1,'l14l.
ed in more)1 than o4l, 5-eaVlr 41el'rgiI1 , l'io, l w,,r, for ,lily om.
illi t 1.d1 4l.

Tilme prograil m'eluli, lll hae beelI \\idh'l\ a,'eljt,4' ill Canada :11141
lit only defect wiii hilts Ilerolle evidtlt l is I144' liimilatiolu ltiel'till
aigaillst'llie i lllSh4)1 of it si I 'ilr I ill 1 l4 e o ,1111 ' :M1'14'lgi Ig I.-
rilod. In lie evetll Ilhal i 1 11'' 114 14s h111 1 t I i vilio're year l'olil -',1
bv i go)d crop, if lie iel averages Ihis 5-V,,al4'4 I ' lit' is ,'<1ml 1'lh'4l
to pliv I fuIll tax ol it .hm'c'smi- e Lomt4 'l' cr tp'il loigh it ii:ay v) his
last for ,several nore 'ealli. 'lhi is lrvhh'li ',tld 'asily I), alh'lviitell
1y repl.laclgthis,l iock syst e li wit I i4sil le,. . wli vull :llow ;iI
avel'igilt le'ri(td to end Wlv it'li toecll, illk x .l l 'lr,, 1'4 I lIe
prior ilcludilotl years were Ireated i4s already Illivi ug !Ile average
1)1on which wais assignled to Illun ill 1144 )NOV 14141vrgi,_g.

In addition these Selns o be i 14) gi'm'ial I -Iais f,, II,,l 'i.'-ioI to
allow this averaging pr'ivilgel to 4444 '.ri l'giiit'l tlli' oIf tie '4 ,iy
while de yilng its beietlils lo oilier vo'atnnls.

EvI'Ih.UATl0N O)F \\IR.1( \I14N44I'1l444'4.,

It is generally recogllit'd that, (411 grouilds of' eilvty 1ld e4olnilit;
incentive, there is a definite neetd for Som41e formt of :veratgillg ill all
incolne-tax st.seiii wilh progressive 1I4les. 'hw Ilnl lt'rOhS j\'41isiMI4
which have been added to the illvolle-ftaX law o permit nVer''4gh g
for on limited groulp or inotlier attest tile validit V of flIt' prillillt'.
Intcomo averaging lilts been incorporated ill 4r tax systll wIl'e
i11'one received ill 1 yea' is at tritllble to Sel'Vices rtnil;ed ill 1"11011
years. Thus, under section 1:101 if a11 individilml works (4n a iroje,.
for 36 months or more, and receives 80 percent of t he compeii411t ion il
1 year, lie may spread the income back ove'r the entire ierio (lurimg
wh ,ich services Were rendered. lid1r4h this primisioll, inlimne nlty be
averaged over a period of 5, 10, or nmore years. Related provisions
I permit authors, composers, and others to s)read back le ilil'0on
roin artistic compositions, but only if the bulk of tile receipts are

concentrated in a single year. An individual r'e'ei\ving a'cllmlltd
back pay may under restricted conditions compute the tax as if the
income were received in prior years. These provisions ire desirable
and essential, but they are inadequate. Not only are they hedged
with extreme limitations, but they are conlined to cases in wilieh
the income is itself "attributable" to services in a prior period. Fre-
quent y, irregular or fluctuating incomes are not attributable to spe-
eific pirior services, although a long period of education or develop-
ment may have been a necessary precedent to the ineon e receipts.

The 1954 code recently added several provisions vhwhiehjrovide for
averaging of income not attributable to services in prior vyears. F, or
example, an individual wh'o receives the proceeds of an endowment
policy or face amount certificate is allowed under section 72 (e) (3)
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but Ill, ,v v'i'xf c ix s i t l i xquilii's }ui,|l weeit vetrbl)s siilarly
Sil ui'll

W hi l h'er ap' s'ars fo i' all ilrni stibl', trelid ill tle devi'lopllllit
of :1 ti1:11 it' 11:1.1,x4 ill xx l ut. i, r'' loward illwillle livi'lrxgi ig, li' get,-

x1 ':11 laierg I rovi, 'iojls Ihlis fit ulligg'.- li 'ii ir ,idoluld hlve, for tie
Iilt'ti i ll i'; \lx iI iidt l t ii is il t vi T'ii i11'iii' l l (1111. to a uir illlt I oI.,,vogiize, fisca l 1111d iil il .l r e(~,I'l livl'tlltill.s of l l illrOlli,-h;iX syVs-

liii. \ Aly a v'iragi g sysl ei' , , lle.l 1 i I- i ish o i OtSi i phi Ilalls,

ftuli,, ti)Oll' ou I v t~ w pa ori wxiiie viiotititii'itmi'Ylljx
b ill d (z t'i i all tt .Ii io l fv IfXeiii.s ie vii ties, . i' t l ft ioth Iih

IlhIi io tqil i',. (ihfl x Ill ii ll, iiiciliulig< :i~ex u o a l h, xljuisti. ,i if l
hI ldill" -.illl - il"l.' Ibi i lax p.ii,' a tS illlliil . th i l ilx 'u ia tu ie
fi ) I i l i I i h pra g iI II. iii ik I 'v i%'o(dI .hi is is i l(111- II ht h
fr I I' II' I lo uitn i, i f Iiia't t lla yt* ol t11 ai oiii't t (h otliga io
alll div1 (l)Vl,'lllll,ll0 wh el wh ll s vi,(I, vi% rII (,-I etlilll,,. The .du o1111) to

hili bi i i ,. of, r i l l(' lauf l( ixll"ia ve'iigilig oalr abl llivetr of
a l icable lax ral11 ., This is the llh iillployed ill li:lletI and ill
1114. .'vel'al magqillg" Pl'ATvA.ill". ill ihle 1prl,. l|| (*-ode. The ItaX is (volnl-
litl I ntl, illcol~ll i (111 ;, Piir(t yealr oil tlera siS of tlhe taIx that
Wll I ;, hveqll nayabille had Ilwl bl(Ole jell r'eceived( ratalbly over tlhe

avei-aging . ' 1it.
Aiutie hfiscal ,oilideratioll is thel ext ei to which averaging would

a lied ittoilettli'y wea j)ioS ,Wtd to 'oinihtt iiiflation or deflation. For
e'xaiiple, il li of rising price levels an1(1 increasing incomes agellerl' ;IV(-l-,tgilg p~rovisionl i|light b]lint tile edge of a tax incl-ease
dh,,ignt',( to r;h(einflat~ionary pre'(ssures. These r'eslts %%olld be
siglnificanit, however, only if averaging is applied to millions of tax-
pavler~s exlperiencin~g silall illeolie changes. If averaIging is fiililed,
its'anlylilwacliv.al sy. 1111mst be, to thwle ('aqs ill whilh there is it
verly s ;ubstalial ch1anlge ill inv'{miv, the, Collntercyclical asle.ts, no

longer replresntsi't d uhete.Irent to averaging.
Soie of the averaging 1prol)osails tre designed not only to permit

averaging on a rising income but also on a decliningg inconie The
arguments are that such averaging produces greater equity and may
exet.t a .ouI er'v'lival force ly leiraitting the taxpayer whose income
has been reduced to obtain a refund on the basis of his average income
for the averaging period. While the a(lvant ages of averaging on the
downgrade are substant il, it is not yet apparent whether such a sys-
tein is administratively feasible. Tile countercycl ical arguments,
while a factor, would hardly justify the introduction of a burdensome
system.

Another fiscal aspect of averaging is, of course, the extent of the
revenue loss involved . Since averaging will permit individuals with
irregular incomes to pay a tax based on their' average income level,
it will of necessity result in a reduction of tax payments. The amount
of the revenue loss, however, depends principally on the limitations
imposed on the averaging system. If averaging is limited to cases of

73834-56----13
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very substantial income fluctipatii s, the revele loss would not aI.
pear to be substantial and would be justified in view of the greater
equity achieved as between taxpayers. An averaging systeni, it. should
be toted, inerely permits inldividiuals will vary ing incomes to pay tile
SaIue tax as those with more stable itleolne.

The administrative aspects of averaging have gelnerally lben tile
major hurdle to the adoption of such it systein in our Feeral tax
structire. There are, two liajor facets of the )roblem: (1) the tail-
plexity of many of til averaging plans, 1id (b) the 1urde s iuijmsed
on millions of iaxpavers if the averagi hg plal is malde applicabde to
minor or normal changes in imncomne.

It would seem to bte basic to tile adoption of an averaging ,ysteill
that it be simple anh relatively easy, to apjly. The "simle averaging"
plaln tsetd successfully in Clalada meets this requirenlent. kllIthe(r
type of averaging which would be feasible for adoption and whicl
underlies the preseent code provisions relating to averaging would be
to perilit a spreadl back to prior years of luimy or irregtilar imomle
received in I year.6

However, even if a plan is fairly simple, its aplieatioi indis-
criminately to taxpayers with nilinor chlmiges ill income poses a prob.
lem for taxpayers generally al d for the Governmmuent in its adnillis-
tration of tle revenue laws. Ihe incolle of alm,,st everv in(ividli'l
is to some extent irregular. While these minor fluctuat'iols 11a% to
some slight extent affect the relative tax burden, it would imtipoSe a
greater burden oil taxpayers, ill teris of tax conputations, tile hiring
of tax specialists, etc., to seek to adjust these tax payments in every
case. r here must be a Ialancing of tie various factors, tie inequitable
taxpaymuents on the one hand, and the mass of paperwork on the other.
If the matter is viewed realistically, it, would appear that averaging
of income is warranted only when there is a serious inequality in tax-
paymlients such as to reflect upon tile integrity of the tax system and
such that such inequality may limit economic incentive. theree is no
need to provide averaging for the mass of routine changes ill income.
At some point, however, the inequity is severe and an adjustment is
a propriate. The dividing line is one for the Congress to establish
after consideration of all the factors. Such a line might be established
by requiring a percentage change or a change of a specific dollar
amount in income or in tax liabilty.6

Another type of limitation would be to confine averaging to certain
types of income such as income from farming, accumulated dividends
on preferred stock, etc. Such limitations based on the kind of in-
come, however, may prejudice persons receiving income from other
sources which is subject to extreme fluctuation.

Evaluation of averaging in the light of past experience and the prac-
tical alternatives which are available indicates that this is an area
which should be given greater study by Government officials and the
legislators. Limited averaging and relief provisions are constantly
being added to the tax structure which would in many cases be un-
necessary if a general averaging provision were available. While it
is impossible to repeal many of the provisions which have been adopted

B iee Pechman. footnote I above: also H. R. 7837. 84th Cong.. 1st sess.
$Note the 5- to 10-percent limitation.on change of tax liability proposed by Thomas N.

Tarlean before House Ways and Means Committee, Revenue Revisions, 1947-48, pt. 3,
80th Cong., 1st sess.
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in the past because of the absence of an averaging provision, tiis trend
could at least bW held in chek for tile future. Perhal M, however,
the greatest. single reason for tite adoption of a workable averaging
ph1 Would e the impetus provided toward additional production,
the create iou of new piroduts,. and artist ic works, all of which would he
stimulated1 by a tax systeil which applied more equitably to fluctutating

TEIl EF1E(T OF 111(i!f TAX R ATES ON EXECUTIVE,
I NCE NTIVE

CI9AWFORD If. GItE:ENLwA iT, E. I. du Pont t NE'110ur & co., Wilmington, I Del.

] was glad to alempt the invitation of your conimnittee to prent
toy views Its to t he probalde imlpaet of high personal taxation on the
flitfire of buisittess elterpjrise. It is eniouraging to Tie to see a
(ommiI1iittee of tile ('ong?,r,.ss i11(juiring into this subject, for I at con-
vinced that it is al1 area of extraordinary importance to national
grow i and prosperity.

Inasntiehi ,Is my v'uwews are not wholly based oil demnonist ablee evi-
dece, 1(and i1ist rest to some extent on opinion, f should first define
the bounds of it3' competence. I a11 not an authority oil taxation,
i111d 1 have, 110 techilical qualificalio1s either for defending or for
deprecating any pinrtictilar itet hod of tax assessment.

Neither am 'I In expert onl budgetary natters, ( and so I cannot
suggest how ,muh it is wise, or desirable, or necessary, for our Gov-
erninent to spend. The views I shall express are those of an execu-
tive who must face tl, very practical problems involved in the
operation of 21 large corporation. These, of course, embrace the
present, and the usutil problems of customer, employee, and stock-
holder relations. Ili a i luch more importolt sense, however, they
are problems of the future and comprise, insofar as possible, the
development of policies and practices which will insure continuing
e fectivye performn.e well beyond present horizons.

()Oe of our difficulties arises out of the realization that govern-
nental expenditures will remain very high for a considerable period,

even with maximiuin emphasis on economy, and that the tax burden
on ou' people will be correspondingly large by previous standards.
If this were not the case, the question of executive incentives would
hardly be an issue of importance.

As our country has (lvelol)ed an( matured, we have become increas-
ingly dependent oit an active and dynamic industry for our economic
growth and prosperity. Without minimizing in the slightest the im-
portant contributions to our national economy made by the farmers
the professions, the service trades, the fact. is that our standard of
livitig is firmly anchotred to our industrial development.

Since this is so, it follows that how business and industry fare
must be a matter of great importance to all Americans. Their'stand-
ard of living, their future well-being, are vitally dependent upon an
American industry that continues to be dynamime, resourceful, and
progressive. This desirable state of affairs can continue only so lon
as industry can compete successfully for the limited supply of talented
people. For an industrial corporation is not it machine that can be
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run by automation. It is a teamii of human beings lhat must have
first.class direction by intelligent and able management. And if we
have learned one fundamental truth in industry, it is that tir.,t-clasi
performance ciin never come fromn second-class pi erformers.

It is not an exaggeration to say that the success of any business
enterprise will depend very silstliltin1ly 1 u1on tlho caliler and (ll, -

ctter of its nitilageiellt group. I have tglit a good bit abo ut
the personal characteristics that lead to managerial competence, for
selection of out.,tanding people is Iny ilolt itlipoitiant siltgle rp)i-1
hi lity. The best I can i-o ik to delii11 an executive as ola' with tie
abilitv to blend men with a great viriet v of v',vilt inl teelinical talenlts
into at hIrIon ion, and wefl-kuit nselulhh,. The a n lo, with the
eonu(ictor of a great orlestra iliit I i used. 1it the executive has1
a tougher job, since we have no lieethoveus or Mozarts in the Ilm,ilesi
worhl to provide Its with -i score that we can follow.

But whatever definition or a,nlogy one wishes to use, I ami quite
sure that tle colitpetent executive is a rare li rd--and is found only
by coibinig through large 1i nbhers of eager candidates.

l1is job also becolies Illore' awd more dillitult a, time l ais'es and
0311 iiiitist i'ial teimnology iecounes still more complex. The exeen-
lve of tlhe Inext generating must inevitaly 1he a blier Il1an th his

predecessor, just aS utmanagerial competence has grown froi its posi-
tiolt a generation ago.

The point f make is that industry, if it is to keep abreast of its
respon,ibilities to the Natioll, must have a great t numllilber of firt-class
minds at its disposal. It nust cotllpete for the m with all other phases
of our society, for there atre never enough to go around. The fields
of government, education the military, the arts, the professions, all
are seeking to peirstuide aile voun mien to cast their lot with then.
Each has its own type of incentive to offer, and the demniand for talent
always exceeds the Supply.

Tilm ESSENTIAL QUESTION OF INCENTIVE

The question of incentive is essential, whether we are speaking of
business getting its share of the talent crop or of encouraging the
exercise of that-talent once it is enlisted. It is perhaps unfortunate
that human beings should require lures of any kind as the price of
initiative, but I am afraid we have not yet reacdied that state of grace
in which people will surely (1o their best without external inotiva-
tion. People being people, they will for the most part respond with
their highest abilities only whei there is some stimulus or some satis-
faction associated with success.

Adequate incentives, of course, differ with different people. Some
are attracted most strongly by the promise of prestige, Some are
more interested in leisure time, to follow scholarly pursuits or perhaps
simply to meditate upon the ills of the world. To some people, public
notice or outward signs of rank and importance are alluring goals.
Some seek power. For most, however, the strongest and probably
the most desirable incentive is financial reward. Furthermore, finan-
cial reward is not only an incentive in itself; it is the only fluid me-
dium that can be used'to balance the attractions of the more intangible
compensations, such as prestige, power, or public notice.
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there is attother aspect of the nlonetary incentive that seems to

Itto wortity of conlllielt. It is the only reward that can be cut down
on it basis of fixed percentages. We do not, for example, withhold
91 percent of an Oscar going to the best 1noving-picture actress of the
year. The winner of a Nobel prize does not have to give the Gov-
erment a certaiti percentage of the prestige accruing tohim. A bril-
liant violinist does not have to slare his applause with the collector
of internal revenue. These illustratiolls may seein facetious, yet tloy
late based on I ;erious foundation, for we do 'n fact make the recipient
of 1ttonetary rewards. and him atloue, give up signiticant percentages
in taxes. We are, that is, penllizing oliy one manifestation of suc-
cess, alld this seenin to me, frankly, not only unfair but, for the future,
a dangerous practice.

I do not propose to debate the relative nobility of these various car-
rots that are held otut before us human donkeys for that seems to
me to make little diflerenco so long its there is one toward which we
will stretch. I see no reason, however, to believe that financial gain
is any less worthy than prestige or recognition, and it is certainly less
stuldifying than the lust for power or mere social preening. It is,
also, the incentive that Atlerical industry lilts historically used.

This is largely because it is thie type of inducement most consistent
with the business environent. In other fields, tangible and in-
tangible incentives have been developed over the years, each more or
less characteristic of its own activity. In the academic world, for
example, professional prestige and personal recognition have a certain
magiletista that attt t gifted ininds even though the financial re-
liltIleration is unjustiliably low.

'Tlhe world of politics af'ords an opportunity for public service and
public attention which, to some people, is highly attractive. ItI the
arts and the theater, one has the goal of fame alld the limelight. In
pure science there is the distinction that goes with the highest awards
such as the Nobel prize. In the Army, Navy, and Air Force, incentive
to move up through the various echelons of command is based on rank
and perquisites; even the church has its hierarchies and various
symbolic tokens of achievement.

Business, for the most part, is in a poor position to compete in these
intangible areas. With few excepltons executives of great ability
remain relatively unknown. A player of even minor roles in the
films, a leader of a jazz orchestra, or a writer of only average accom-
plishment may be far better known than many leaders of industry.
For businessmen there are few medals, prizes, degrees, uniforms,
patriotic citations, or grandiose honoritics. There are few featured
players on the industrial stage.

There is, of course, the satisfaction that comes from work well
done. But this is peculiar to no special section of our society; it is
common to all. For the purposes of this discussion, it simply cancels
out.

And so industry must rely most importantly on financial compensa-
tion. As it becomes increasingly less able io do so, it will lose its
capacity to induce qualified people to make their careers in industry,
or to seek to advance to their maximum capacity.
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'luri Ero.stmx OF TIl MoxNi' Inc.NrtvF

It is here, as I see it, that our danger lies. I am certain that the
etectiveness of the money incentive ik being eroded by the tax rates

tatprevail in the upper brackets today. While manycoipanies
111e experimenting wit I flonin1letary ilncentives, Iaicaly industry
must rely upon tll coin of Com)peisati;n must suitable to its character.
I am afraid tile raw trthi is that, in the long rim, we shall begin to
loqe out and our l)roportion of the available candidates will fall
unless some relief Ci he obtained.

i a n wcesarilv a hki utl in tie feature t en-, l'oiec ,v it is (Iiii t clear
that tile poi ut (f ciicerln is not tile execativ e of Itoday, or even of the
imiedialt, fat uuie. I Ihink, if we ire to foiu., tile picture. ', nAu% 1 rlle
out consideration of tie l)ii's',t niiaiizitit :,fOil), l dotllt that
high personal itaxa ion has had sniista tll ial I ei'e't iilln the performance
of pleseulltday ma nau.aeliivt people. evlen tholigh they may liot he
hap)y over (t lie ealizat ion t ht at top level,; c,i addit ional dollar of
gr(i.' iIvoile net ; its enr iner ahollt 9 velts. I coIfeNs to M)lle athla ill
this respect myself. but I cannot sn' that I am inclined as a result
to work less diligently or to take my respon,'ibilit is less seriously.

l'odaYs exe'itives are. I think, reasonably immune. lv thme ime
a man has reached a position of eminence within his organization, lie
is infteiced impo itantlv by his sense of loyalty, his Sense of obliga-
tion, a pre cupyImig intiest in the work.'or. as has been unkindly
suggested. bv collitiolmled reflex.

The samie applies, I would guess, to those who may hIe regarded as
the imnilediate smlie'e;sors, for they too have reached point where the
challenge and associations of the work present an incentive that will
probably override reduced financial motivations. At this point one
might ask: If we are not talking about pr(.sent, management, who is it
that concerns ts?

There are two major areas of concern. There is, tirst, tile effect of
high income-tax rates on long-range monetary incentives, which proml-
ises to make it mmre difficult than heretofore to )Iersuade young men
with real ability to enter the rank of business. Let me mike it clear
that I aim not asking for an improvement in industry's competitive
position opposite tile other fields of endear oi'. I merely want to main-
tain it.

There is. second, increased difficulty, also trading to high tax rates,
in persuading men of ability who have risen to tIme point where they
are in sight of reaching thiir top capacity to keel) on going rather
than to rest on their oars.

I want to comment on each of these, for they tre the heart of indus-
try's problem,

It has been noted by many sociologists that for young men of ability
the lure of security at a modest level has gained great ly in recent years
as against the desire to venture and( work to reach the top. I suspect
that one of the basic reasons for this is that the financial rewards
offered today just don't seem worth the struggle. Why, a young man
could well be thinking, should hi enter the industrial arena when lie
knows that the higher he gets on the ladder, the more of his time will
be spent working for the Government and the less working for him-
selfV And this is a critical question for in most cases the Choice of a
career made by a man when ie leaves college governs his activities for
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t it, n-i of his wokI ii. life. If 1h i entl.lfe 11w, Iedicilne, the clh ureh.
, d it iv,. the in l'l ,,,ervices, ((lverIii(,iit , t arts' teach thing, research,
Iiii'P ii i. I di a'tilcis ai s, re g that he will nt leave that field, but
%6il petilipIS tlroilhl inert il iMake it his v.areer.ih-volid 11hi . ln ,IIh O it N611 w vxvellioIn., the \'ol., 111111
%J thle ab ilityt Itodo well ill o1e, of (liee lields could do well in many
If ti illI. H'l I i, e ill case, of iilu n lfllvy icill cooid illit ion Sell
as marks anll Arlilr Rubinsteii, ol' It Caruso, or even ia Babe Ruth, no
pil itIlla' idhtitifillle set of allilitit , impelling eill. to tlloo',e any of
llest tiehls. Eiri't F'ernli, for exitlniple, wan tt Il.4tlding seieiit ist.
'roi iiiN' kiowldge of lim, I feel slre lie wohli. ha( lii So elected ol

hvaN ill"r ;.ollog, h.:1%. ye ht i all oulslialding Iusintss extcult ie, a sl)len-(11t l;Iww,1 OV dor .o . wr'iter, (. whud Veil will.

What, I am saying is that each of these fields l1lust appeal to the
SAiIMI' 9Ir61UI) of t talented Voling nIen, and tiust that the incelntives it has
to ofl e' will alttiact soflicieitu mnibers of them to carry on its work.
And Since the chief illeelitiv indlistrv has to offer is flnancial, it fol-
hms 1i1t allv ero-iol (If fhalt inventive m:kles it 1ore (iflie it for
industry to get its share of the supply, with inevitable serious conse-
tilellet's for tie future.

()f those who enter the business field, a certain number will be
equipll)ed potenltially to haldle the executive functions at variouslevels. It is to tlhe lllvalltag(, of tile individual Company, and ul1ti-

iiiately ,to the adv a icemnt of thle Americanm ecolny, that those
advaincing into the upl)er levels of ianageient be selected from as
large and as eagel a group as possible.

I think it is plain that tile selection of I man from a list of 50 promis-
ing candidates offel 1ore qualitywise than111 te selection of 1 mai
from a fiell of 20, or 1,", or 5. The principle is the same in business
as it is in the military, say, or in Governmnent. As citizens, we are
uneasy when we note a reluctance on the part of individuals to seek
public office. As a business executive, I feel uneasy if there are not
more than a few talented cantilates for advancement. And this leads
tile to the second major area of difficulty.

Is PioltoTio. Lss Arrw-rvE?

In business, as elsewhere, it is important for its to ilIdluce as many
of or younger mll as possii)le to set their sights oi the job allead
and to t)roaden their shoulders for resp:oinsibilities to come. If we
are to do so, the game must be worth tile candle. And some of my
associates have illready noted that there are signs aimoneg the younger
men that prolnotion is a little less attractive than it use( to be. flOW
this trend may be expected to show ul), im specific terms, is hard to
say; n' own giess is that it will take the form of slow attrition, begin.
ning with borderline cases. Where we now have 10 who want to try
for the jobs of nlajor importance. we may have 9 tomorrow-1 candi-
(late deciding that since it is worth considerably less after taxes, it
isn't worth tile extra effort. So we have 9, and he next year we may
have 8, and management will be the poorer for the loss. For it is that
extra effort that wins, that has made American industry what it is
today. The progress we have made has not been achieved by perfune.
tory or routine lierformance; it has colme about because people have
been inspired or induced to give everything they had to the task at
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hand, and not to take it easy. Tile industial miracle of America has
come because our people have shown a capacity for accomplishment
well beyond their rated potential. It must follow that anything that
weakens that capacity will weaken our industrial potential, and with
it, the Nation.

In tho Duhi Polt ('o. we recognize 16 levels of enliployluellt, each.
successive one embracing nIore authority and more rtslmlnsibility than
the one below. In order to make it attractive for a man at. onle level
tc, strive to advalice to the next, there must be sufficient incentive to
make the increased effort ,ein worth while. And this increase must
be net, after taxes, for atl spendable money is what counts. The
large gross figure, impressive though it, may appear, gives one no
advantage opposite the landlord 01 the butcher, or the increased finan-
cial demands that go with increased responsibility and higher stand-
ing in the commiimty.

I lowever, in or(ler to provide significant net increases for the levels
down the line, the gross salaries in the top levels must be very lhigh
indeed. Suppose we assume that the net increase I'tween levels which
will provide incentive to advllce is abtu 25 per'elit, and then| work
out. the progression for 16 levels. ()ue arrives at figures at the top
which are in the realm iof pure fanlasy which perhpls explaitins why
my predecessor 30 years ago received a'compensation after taxes twice
its great, its liniI today with no adjustment. for the purchasing power
of the dollar. Being an honest man I think I should say that when I
pointed the discrepancy out to him he replied merely that lie was
easily twice as good as 1 and hence deserved it.

Fortunately for this phase of my argument, the television lm ,grain
The $64,000 Question, has provided quantitative evidence quite outside
the real of Speculation. I am told that only one contestant hits
actually tried for the big payoff, and lie, a Marie captain, wits moti.
vated by pride in his organization, not by after-tax benefits. Ior all
others the risk involved to win a few thousand dollars after taxes justdidn't seem worth while. Conversely, from the viewpoint of the
sponsor of the program, to give a prize of $450,000 so that the winner
could have his $64,000 net of taxes seemed understandably imprudent.
It might have been interesting for your deliberations to have the view-
points of the unwilling contestants on the question of the tax collector
versus individual incentive.

When the contestants fail to (1o their best on The $04,000 Question,
no one is the loser but the individual concerned-assuming lie could
have answered the question correctly. But when a prlomisiig young
business executive decides that lie won't, try for the $64,000 question,
when lie decides that tile job of, say, plant manager is sufficiently re-
warding, and that lie isn't interesteil in becoming production miager
because the increased net just isn't worth the extra effort and strain,
then everyone is the loser.

W11o WIII, BF, "IoF n

This brings us up against the hard fact that if, through declining
incentives, business cannot attract the great. numbers of capable
management personnel it must have to move ahead, the chief losers
are not the individuals concerned. If the caliber of management
available to American business declines, the results will be reflected
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hievitill))v uvon eerll L ill bishwss or not. The economy we have
Crelfted III this voulitrv is closely illtertwinied; tile eih'.t of olne
activity upon another is'intimate aiid continuous.

Management ineptitude would assess its penalties in terms of hi her
costs, diminished opportunity, and a slowing down of the kind of
bold venture that is necessary to growth. It would be demonstrated,
I think, in declining stability, for often the failure of one firm engulfs
others. In so highly integrated an economy as ours, shock waves are
traiw fitted with great. speed and ruinous force. We cannot sustain
any such shocks without impairing our strength and security as a

nation.
And so every citizen has a stake. lie wants lower prices, expanded

emiploymient, a degree of Job security, good prospects for advance-
ineit. Ile wants better schools, better medical facilities, better care
for the aged, more cultural facilities. Hle can have them in an era(If ra pid I I eXlm lI Ii Itg, polmlIlatioll oily if indust ry glro%%s Ilore (13,1a IIic

rather than less, better managed rather than worse.
This is whI" 11l of li., 11,1st take with great SeiOlless a1111 threat

to the future siitcesfuil operation of industry, for it is clear that
industry is tile keystone of our economic arch. The real wealth it
,I'0dl itia"' 14kes l)os~il)le p)rogress ill 1 ollr other fields of elideltivll',

ed 1a(t1o1 Ill, vii cthil a r Cll l1itable, goverm'lileilt al, ild so forth. ('oil-
1ei-el\', 111Ny alct Illat criplesl e4 oiir iml istry, cri' 1h~s tile Nation an1d

lli frit, %torlhl Ilong with it. Ili proof one iIneed onlyh look at ( 'onunit-
inist efforts to foment discord in American industry.'

It i. essential lhat our friends as well as our enemies realize the
di.a.-t rous co0ls4sllelives of ally such (develoil)lent, for ecolonite laws
itkI' no(1 uccounlt (f lnotives. 'iolate them and tIi penalty is Ilswessed
even i ltih Ole viollill ighth bell colillltted for the Imlost
worthy and helpful motives.

I -we(, in ile plreseli itlh tax Ivels shIh i lhrel to .\erivah il-
(lust IV. Let ile elliphasize agail thlt l)IV conllen is wot wih tile
1,re.P lt (rIP) of execIltives )lor with ilheir ilmlledialt sllccessors. It
ls. with the future. It is solnewhllt pelillolhls 11111 hard to grasp because
it is hot l111 illnlediate lnd ( finite problem. But its imlportanee is no
less great because of that, and statesmainshitp implies concern for what
lies ahead as well as for what presently confronts us.

How the problem is to be met is a question to which I do not have
the answer. I am hopeful that the deliberations of your committee
may produce helpful data and valuable conclusions. But of this I
am sure: the dollars involved in the high-tax brackets constitute but
a very small percentage of the return to the Government from personal-
inconle taxes. I full not neemlarilV arguing for a lihitatioin but for
tile sike of illustration it caln b 'loillted out that persollal-illcolne
taxes in excess oft50 percent paid in the calendar year 1954 amounted
to $1,076,0,000. '1 his is :1.8 percent of total per.,onial-iicoinle-tax
collections for that year. It is, incidentallv, 121 percent of Federal
expenditures for 1954, and would have rtin th; Government for 6
days.

The exactness of these figures is not important, however. What
is important is that it would be a tragic thing, indeed, if, for such a
relatively small amount, we should jeopardize the future successful
operation of our industry. If it should not hold its own in the years
to come-indeed, if it should not do much better than hold its own-
all of us will face a bleak and static future.
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'11 I" ., ,'.'. I' (i. T\X \' 1 N N WORK1 I I N( 'NTI V'I",

(If,"Itol, F" I!1iv1.% ,, 111I1If,,,rIly for ('1111 rorllhi, I1hi qloy

'11' poitllt of v 1w I h i hi ill'01w -1t1'- I MaNItS1,s uh as ilVt pi',-
vAiI t't i ti tis 1'n111 n siltt1, \Vo0hl W il II srititqly '41 1 Iltt' woi-
tivll I,, kes to , t\ IIItt'illill W people l l I livlvly fivt 14i0 "lt l 1uu1 z' it ll th
th11M l14,0,1 I roseli ed iih ' vigor 4 p, l -IiStt'ii t tqlit o' vl llV 114
t'h(10110111t41011 i t 1 I, , 4 Vui ',11I P i ttt t ( i i l ot- it' i-1io iq Js ll t, 1 t I ltt ii
flitiu ih , ti !4 to Iitilh I I , 11tlitl'tflil. ricail it's l v kvril, , ()ior
Ilul a 11il I o itp 111' , ll iyof Ihi, lil t t of IIl 1 1 ltft 111i it v i -
in l ' I t ( I 1mve t t s on11 ' v vi t ki, l it iI t' I t'o'l t u tI it tt, II ive

1,11e, 61it livgeth. "t,44,1tu1 I t , titlti us I 14W MVi'lt'( i itd t, I
lowerin fi,1c1oit e-ta t'1 1 it11111 It ', tlle e t, fi ll h ilaiii eat 1 ' h i-

fiue 0 ifi oft' ii'it w~ Vloo e It ( I\iIIIw 4.,111IlI l ei v i 4

11f g l 1'sii, ls for h'llv ig 1111 1 1.-, 1hd t tfi i jl w jill iv, ,I 0 ill
vin ,tn ,l :4 th i t l,ie , Ire fol opev111 i lit i u tuuiiv 1t 'I'liely ti1v
1,i tht. ",ih ta 111,0s a hig aslh arefll io it- is n ..'ort

l, pwh ie1 llelv tworklls u1i4 t) x.ise tne i t frm. iit11ey, txen
islinge Ita nilihr of ivlcti, f m ouiriv stialt of worker tax vior
t11 t\alw11111 ork wo6Y.!1 , iu'l deiaken I ella i to ullr hisl, Illtl'1, wh

s it woulh 11wer ,ath , t axpeo rIs oikel t o b t htiukily tll s ris olfgivo
offrk. is ierdll, soe re l iwve re vid T Id to ro1i1t oe lokir

aon"rt, but li fl stl-t ,6hu1 ollower t Ix t eu\ll, iii(cIaei to wtaxpa er'
baer mi homganr. Whiher inom IIt,itS of esiial 1 , st-Il Iavt
howorin o111-tnx peo(p\l tyicl 1at tilo lleorll lire of rller tro-
dle.tiv, activity of i 11met ef Woknrs (os rot 1111tw1, to op pollo
of theml.

To e no tayaiger, tane dis ur tigv lrolmSitio u givble u l fl I.
gnunt or t aixpli ar hvmoelill\ mony.iCnllv rll iseic ellylll1. aln, Increas
inli th ratby lwinax wifgle Irslih its lhe are now id, i8 Iot 'word
giea while to i paveri s wo iil theselves wrom it lfer e es
isn b o he mph aliei ae eftorll, 44 tllt li lower y Ireduc
the additional work wou t to hidertakei. i iachlig this n hi.sion, however, the taiyoi'r is likely to lt, thhinkhlg in termls of ai givenl
bae illnome to which ilahuger lr, wird flroii it givenamllollnt of extrai
work is added wheni taxl ralt,A tire lowe~red. Tis alrgumnt n overloks
an iniorutai fact-t lint lower itl it ilhis woldh ille lr, itse I lie1 tllimpve's~ ,

bas inoe-and at higher income levels, as empirical studies 6av
shown, rtpe typically win e o take mor leisure tma e rwr lr theirless. A loweriu; Y of illcoine-tax rate,;, in short, exerts two opposing
influences on work incenltive-.: it stimulating one becaulse after-tax
rates of pay are higher, and a discouraging one because for at given
amount of 6'rk taxpayers have inore miony. Convers ely, an increase
in tax rates by loweringi wage rates, tends on the one blind to induce
greater effort "because taxpayers find themselves with less money to
spend. but, on the other, makes added effort less attractive by reduc-
ing the reward.

:Some workers may react to higher taxes by simply tightening their
belts, preferring to economize on consumer goods and services and on
saying rather than on leisure time.. Others may work more, thereby
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(141,,Inq,1IiZjIwl ,)It h41i'1rP IH wPll 1114 411 011111- Ihlillj4H. Still ,,tll',rM M ay

0I~ 11414 it 1fi II ~ v t 'f , i'iV f III'lf-11 Of' led ilyntl i,' ,, tunE14
,Ii 'E lit' I ". i l l fIrl I, iit mi,, f ,',,u iE rllI I ,ti' tt', 1 imwif itr ityi""'I'I, its li r ,, or I, it i.h,, 'It vil o I ,' bell. i ll fll 'l ill N o her flhy'

re, litti l' i r i v, itig ', tit ri ,., 111,,11 ,, hdof hl t cm rI, po ,iidc. I'Do
nlet'IIIv l ' 4ItII lli t-; l( 11,14 qltillll 111 '11, f it ll i l levllil litit, 14 ll io
of |lie 11ui t II lttI1 f l| itj t llfor livollo ( oxadioll Ill'ft pron. to (itE, smi114t,
howevvi. r, t l Hin 1111i litl b( exthrilme.

%w if t i ' ws ,II o i li,'YriiIiflg flh, ,lTl'i,'f4 of ili('iir1, hIXVtx : i oll work il-
c',iii-m,1, 4 i i il l rii (ilf thei vilti, loi lli worker of IlIft filliql l0 .iii,- tiN 'iii i Eil '1iti I t rh iiht hii iiI ' lwEl i oil o f wo i'k IIl( w u i,... t\ieut" in

Ii ,4 ,'llII if's 1i,M rt',,r .uiin ily Io fil1. iii , ,f tbi , s ,ai't ,# b' ill
11141111' 1'i li nll lioilV I t',, I ,.rilit', r ili t tr llitis to ilhl, woi'ker
ili1l hil el iily. %l1t1 l4. lix l iqi . Ol w (Iif lilnt', (, fi'1,41 ltltli!t
a vI' l it i i',I,, i x , ,,i rw i ' loll I Il I '; lt I w11 (1 11' I heo' (' 14 l li ' (lfily
,t'iteri'" I l't 'h,, M.f So igi vi if i ni i, i iicrviwk i ,' fi xi i, fi 4il
ilu , , t 1t'I ' I tIE ,i't N, 1i l i 1l. Ifl fil l b IiliE' ', t E. v j i' 3 of the

i1113i'll 'ell l I l .o Ih vh t' ' i S i u'e I t l'r lit n'i'ltllt,, thi %virkel will

o 11, l%. i 1 Ye ti, 'E4. I 1 will o.dili ii I t w 'rk wt i ''h tt w .b'ore
"tixld Itllty we i 'i olll i t -i, Itt I f,, ott lilv or iaotr. opl ypiie yrti.
,,1' lr hi-ii, t hx nh,, ro Iow,i- u. A iinl if y filt l th - peptn . f
llif'l'iilig lil- (,of iiililI,,n,'i 01' Id ill, illp,,lrnlilldle, y of t he li(ll noutsI ofl

i ouht ilnl I il,, t he oligtt il to ,,p',,t. rif hllt inltrlilldrn

ih 61141es1 (b1-y in11)sli i t~o fi)l(%arn income.Thet diin

celyl iveffet. mll workeho, it is ofi, pai' sork bhn off. blyawe
or th (, inceivet aisi, f laix li ilev. e l h or', whie l ,,vn Iee to
i l l e r e l l " I . t h e~ i r i l l1 1, 1 i t g o o 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 )nvple h f r i l y N -, v i l -I l a l l yI t t i ll l1 4 4 -14h 11 . , \ (I ( i l i o l l II Vl l f -11, , C' P i .s I I ,I ,,- l , e d I t l, f , . s il l y 1 1r ,0 4 1 h ll , l l -

rioly vll be di'nwli ,ollini1h4ly, both theory 1'ot ohrVionl call
helix irovile tlhlt, eviefeth

anI Of 4i)i P their P tock of1 con um 1o Iinf Oallsil.iand,, With ralivel
fixd haoivllr ronalllilil of one kil or anther. Monthly pi -1n11vils on it lWlli,, Inortgagel or- retl t ita lati(hrd, life-iirance
prelnin, 'lil rilmlins, to lwns.ionl mll annit fliul. or it) prepaid
n1 4ivl a' l 11l1il 01, 011,o prl ro f esio nia l (I i s, a n 4' o it ie r fix ed e, t .R o f

elrlii Iolll w rin rapdai s iconsime aud motii durabl w
higerollrlh. ne li l be olledtion o Ufstrein g th(icai children orto Cellri fr Otler! rehlivps-all fall in Ilis c'ategory. I-Imss.sion of
such conilnitlnenI4 teni(l. to mlike tlhe taxpayer react to an increase in
inlli~le taxes b,$F ilielell. in ' his efforts to earn income. The disin.
cenive teet. tit lower take-'lotme raits Of rpay is more than toff,t by
tile incentive push of it lower level of inconi, when living exper.".
are not easily contracted.

High income taxes, therefore, are likely to have incentive effects on
workers with largle fanmilies.1on voting peojpe who are.settin tip homes
and aquiring their stock of consumer (hrabtes, and Ul)n tll who,
for whatever reason, have become heavily indebted to others. A

priod following a rapi d rise in consumerand mortgage debt, when
higher taxes may well1 be called for because of strengthening in-
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flatoilnry pr 'sitws, is rehlifivlely filvrortolh to ill' ilipo it ilu of
Itigher inmI e Iii it HI e I lieir I wel ItI iye effeYts wi ill It' i Ittt'ihd I alI
tlouir d isitivf ve efecfH lhsse ivit I ly the wevio11,; growlit iu fixeI.
debt ohlilratiogls. For Shilalit r rt'iISOtitl, a high aIil1 riiyi t iirlhlllio
its favorah'll It) high int'ivii fluxes. ( )hi lit fi, ther ( soewet,
poliil, wiiell r'tlltiep t11 pl'ESStlit' of Iixe ,l Itt 1li|t'i V , i i11 tl .4
on titl ,orkel", st'h itsu i as bal: I oiui's,visitoi f(rl til I tig' 1ut11 tI- rin.
!11on|, (Alr |e111lorilrv Iprio'lls 4f 111ll ll \11i111, ,l1' fill.'4,ie, 'l4, 11114

iijirl end., by lht,.h4' li ,, 10 sIri'tlIglh 1 I it l il' i " ,iSvei t I I'voi Al f -lUv, le (axatiolu. 'lle~ lo',, fe~lidl11,,is, h V will be, oll""M ,

to tile extel tha t (iovi'ttuitl 'itf liiti, l (if llis m 1ii :1' 'l, ly Iu1t14'4-4by c'ollfr!'illioll- oll tl pal'l o f Ille beneflh'ilrv.

A worker i4 also Oelliiveiv voiulillt ed t; flit iit I it tillive (if ,a
iwe level of living ill tle flnI' of till itit'lsi ill i it'Iu fvtl nxes if Ihtitfeil of living rolwreseulI, |he uu iuuuu 1eYo , I'v fill' (',, ll11, p\'

iv'il exisAt eii ill Iti, stil v. ( ),i 1lie lo v. tsf 111,t1i grti'ups, I lit'' forle,
i11eollie taxt's 11l111% i, rx c\I)II l I1 hml\' 61,011 ke~t 0,l'ew ,,. .At iitl.

Iiioiiei' ie'els fl'u l11rel1y pih\siviat lu't', 111t' tf itt ( ifii0lt~i liiii4 lt.1 ,
is Inh,,.int, tilt i 1to1 lt i le bY e t qlltli\ eleet it ovr i i Il 't,..,.111te,-
welldelitled )h,.E anti st luldali oI' i livIng lilt l, wot,'r'1 fei'e

lile%' i111A inlnjiiiii.
I\ixed llo t a etV'OuiiIitnfuts of 'a nlitis klul, Ille, rtfotre, exist at.

'1l liCline hvel." rog, ther fil'.v provide til ilipotilut1 st'f t !f flul o'.
'hihell S.1re n lhe fili, i11 'live eflee of hi ighith i11i 'iutt ltxo,4 011 Ithe

E'1t'ise of tile diiuet'el ive erees.

TI lr I'It' 'S ( 1It IN 1l.ItN. Nl, l':xIEMlIIN AIiotWA N'NI.

A i aisiug or lowering of pesoiitl ex lit iou nl I wiles ps iower-
fill t'fttet 11Pi1t i IIoitl-tI.i\ I rVt'llles hl e.1 ' f tl t' i1 u l rrtiol
Alf inll ile Iflmed al file lowest br'acket I-11(es. Si11i 4.hulltge 11I-4. ilk.

like to a:l wl wiork iivellfi' es. I'u fort l ltlle ' w. t'1111 si cif' il'
h,.,,ltif delilite'l" only for Ittisi ill tI' illtlt iu lli, it lI' I x lrieket
ill I bfore, :utid aot ler It'r.olill exe1iptio1ii -1'r alltt'retl. For fI utl lit,

uIargiual rate of tax, anid hele fakelitoiie rIII is of piav olI thelut luits
of iork donte INs well as ou aiv t141iitilitil liltifs illif tltight Ihe dte,
111111aills vt'oistoiti while disposlal ileoles rie or fall its exeiptlion
allowallves rise or fall. The sole tfr'eet ott ilnelltli'es, lturefore, toIles
from ilhe Changes ill dispusable ilieoiie, larger 'xeliptioll fueldi11ig to
reduclee effort dl smaller exeIpu)tiolis to ii trease it.

A large number of taxpavers, however, will be shifted into a diiler-
ent tax bracket when personal exemptions are changed. For them
both marginal and average, tax rates--i. e., take-honme rates of pay
and dispoisable incomes--'lang,, aud oppo rinig influences on work in-
centives are again set, in motion. Increased exelptions, for example,
stimulate desires for more leisure time as a result of increased dispos-
able incomes. but increased rates of pay at the margin make work more
attractive. The strength of the latter effect will differ at different
points on the income scale since rate changes from one tax bracket to
the next are not uniform. By far the largest change, of course, occurs
at the bottom of the tax scale where the rate plui'miniets from 20 per-
cent to zero for the income receiver who moves down out of the frst
bracket.
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Ilele l ,0 n(fl i. 1,...l r l'4 t giv.eP, chlllge ill p-l-rollil

VIN, Illpl itl-", lIveiti ifo ', will thlt 114 44il flt exteil to w ich tlkxliyt'i'8
Ili'( l i llllrllI Iol l 1 t1 i I hoit Iltl'i4' ii th (f fll' vOF lls tN x bi'kPt rather
iliiti ii I ha, euoters, I"1 ftlho,w il, tilr IbolI11dhi1 the Offet, in1y Lo
l'illivr wilY, i1111 II,. l Il, fill .r e will Iw, illiliced if) wvork harder b'y

4 '4ilt vd vtI ll Ill if) IIit l.It'g 111 4 it I WI ( I k Iowo - I ey g fet-r exre t $ itIIs.
A re llitiv lY l ,.I i i d ii 111 "11 Of liv 'l over i4' vavi ls l41x in111I k-
elk, II4-refoliii:e I h l , I1iv, Il' I 'ul, w io lhi! lowerI rv N 4x il tiot
A 11' 1411) i lk i- ve ltiw4 1111i hio herl ext4l4 l ioi s ill flt t lyv ibe.

(I)iIt 11 1 Vti'flt' 11114 lit i til till 4c1 114ve104 'iai i titliv 4'It' uit b ider-

riv., .I(vv i lld i t Il , 101) ' If l4t' ii f, ,(wt.tIl Iill'4'kt, i m il f ll y tro-

t I'. fu TAX Til, VI 1IfNT OPP I i'll ll ' 1 1ofm t pS

ltEl 111i4W I 'Iv'i'l i1' I lit I".' 44 ' 110 'i 4 d i'v r ijit li t ie S ilicO
iVh'I'ivegl, 14'Fl f4 , hF4 . iv f lt' ,4.'t lit.l i llfIC a il, O f nrv odi ly

wit ll mye ' It 1 il. .' f yv,, ll Vitlit', Of lilly , ,lf , tvri vl I vir ltited IOy

SIlit-I' itcm %I glt, ievi ori yyl'w anf iJit'1114 it. 1143 ol~ lWly

Fm o lilt i'lli sotIS )x11( 1 11k iy tu I 1101r1ly ili-t l, e .I i'* ly 'll)i xtN

w \t t l Olt it 1'1'11ti , 'flt'h, o illi b he 1 Pii'g v a s (,I fll Ix i it kvidlies
'I m.' t ox. I f ltIts i ,l' e II4I t ly- ai o mels-gt.'l .of t IlIr0l ty

heavily. ' 1i ' ( f flit' I, t1V411,.1 I it.tlly pI ve it ive , xli yelr its th
glI p'l lv 4t 1(41. lle ttItillh i4)V i vi1t ilItt ll 'I e, but n dei r
fit, ied nlt'lttx jltv (sit'lizt Iighser rl (i f lltkhl t le p y from itoe
r* te fll t t'ir i t O 1" hl l.r 4(vuvit . 'his ic.tl I ' ll tl( ie tiv to still greater
eoiet- I'lti 'et f et this kindl(if ax tials some kiihe ofndoiel y
iloll lol'tl +i.tvel'tv ltlt little Or Wor it'e wk ince wlive since
liltlte of t) la r is iohlvd il i ( e -relii o t of -ib 'h incomes,. Oil the
ofv,.,,, lhi'tk ,idse, dI t ites tlax i a les aoraxeh to arodtictive
IIVl iVil V. It, lilts 111W t'urth,1 111111P)t of vOill'e, ofp Iviltg ml(llrOtlitlable
sillce it' rells till p('e s I.fhtl, lhco m e tae . I t "ts e i iF or the . e l oei s oi c lim l er s sh olh l S, r iltilfiz e clom ,ly p ro p o.. al++

which mrld have Ih e effects of on r rkvili. tie n blve, of the individual
ilcollt, Ittx. l 1' Ilhes iet i svolveI are hAelne of tlhe propertytI )Vt, lht( ilillu IVw e O f likil ill(',m ltl Il l gi 'ell Yiel;I S iS shifted ill tie
d i.,, i v'e i tiv e d lre c.ti ol. l 'v't vi.,t l o v i io lls cOl( 1 1'l li g l i/ p ila l g a i lls
IIIId lossexts, tlix-exelli blid~ illfTt, IP, etagl/e leld~ion, certainly
alhm'iable dedliton s.ch its tho.se for meltals mid~ the like, whieh to
it lnl' e exteenf, 111v O l'erSollll ('OllSIllltioll oil the part of tlm taxpay er
rather thim eo,,tq of earnings income) till tendI to nlmkke tile individual
ivolil tltx le, favol-lble to work incentives than it would ethiel-

Till, ] NCEATM:IX AsI'mC+ O1- EXt'Isr ,\NI) S.m,F8 TA.XI's

Onei of tle( traditiit] toinets with reofer'ence to tile 1-tlittive mepritsi
of different kinds of taxes is that excise and sales taxes+ are more favor-
ab~le to work incentives thimli arle ilWlone txes,. l1A us examine this
asumtilonl for it Illillleltt.

Consider first the probab~le effects on work incentives of the prit-o
Changes inlduced by sales, tlltd excise taxes. A general interea.-e ill
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constimer good prices, for example, makes consumers with relatively
fixed money incomes worse off and thereby tends to induce more effort.

The rewards front thlat effort, however, have undergone a reduction
in their buying power and so the effort itself is less attractive than it
once was. When considering the extra work the worker finds himself
both pushed toward it (by his lower real income) and repelled (by
the lower real rates of pay) tat the saine time, and lie may in the final
analysis expand his labor supply, contract it, or leave it uncha10 .nged.

It is true that imniiy colisumIers may fail to pertiv e Mrice
lhaliges ilidieid by liages ill eXcise taxes,' but° tlh'y are likely to

be nuclh Inore aware of what it costs theiln to llinitain th',ir accils-
toined standard of Iviig and what happens to the level of their caui
balances in the procuv.-s. Some evidence of tie effects of high prices
on worker behavior is provided by a recent British in investigation
which found tiat apprloxillately .10 l)ereeiit of the workers ilter--
viewed regarded high Iprices as a'factor which deterred their produc-
tive efforts and some 70 percent thought they were also a factor
nmakiig for greater inejitive..

Taxpayers may, of cour.e, (10 more work not ill order to buy add i..
tional tlhngs but primarily to raise their level of having . l',ven i
(his case, however, the taX-induced price increases are by 1o ineaiis
irrelevant. The saving nmv be speciticallv earinalke(l for a futlr
purchase of a taxed good or service. Ulljess the tax is believed to be
temporary, the incentive effect is likely to lie the same here uis in tile
case of a person who works in orde,"to consumlle. i'ven the p'isll
who saves ill order to aecmuhate a certain amount of capital mlay
adjust his goals upward when prices rise.

Finally, excise and sales taxation will affect work incentives in still
another way. Stch taxes reduce the money incomes of certain in-
come receivers below the levels which would otherwise prevail, An
excise tax on watches and clocks, for example, will lower the earning
power of workers who are highly skilled in watchmaking, and these
effects are likely to spread to all who do the same tvj)e of high-pre.
vision, fine-scale work. As we have already seen the incentive effects
on these people may go either way. iver income levels induce more
effort, but reduced rates of pay have the reverse effect. Until we
know more about the types of workers whose incomes are reduced bv
different kinds of sales and excise taxes and the extent to which thes 6
reductions take place-and this whole area of analysis is currently
undergoing extensive reexamination I we cannot formulate a complete
picture of the incentive-disincentive effects of sales and excise taxation.

I Cf. Robert Ferber's conclusion that "* S awareness of reductions in Federal excise
taxes or In selling prices on particular items 11 to 8 meeks, after the fact was quite limited.
Judgitg by the general tenor of the replies, most people more a~art, that eione chio sv
In exClsp axes had been made, lti few wore able to hhnutfv spe-,ifie lh |ng es." l11w
Aware Art, Consumers of Exilse Tax Changes? National Tax Jouruml, VIf (I)Dcmber
11541. p. .5s).

'Royal Commission on the Taxation of Profits and Income, Second Report, CMD 9105
(London, 1954), sec. 87.

S Sep In this regard : Earl R. Rolph A Proposed Revision of Excise-Tax Theory. Journal
of Political Feouiuiny, LX (April 192, 102-171 . A. insrave, General Eqnilllbrhnu
A41)eetq (if Ineldenee Theory, American leonomi Review, Proe clings. XIii (May 1951.
504-17, and On Incidence. Journal of Political Eeonomc. LXI Aut lOst 19153, 300 23 ;
j. F ' Due Toward a (onenrl Theory of Sales Tax Inehl,|ce. Quarterly Journal of Eco-
1omalep, UVII (Mar 195-3. 253 6It): J. A. Stoekflseh. lxelso Taxes: ('pitalizatlon.Insoat-

ment Aspects, Amer ian Economic Review. XIV (June 1951). 287-1300; It, . it Jpnkin,
Exel-Tax Shiftingt and incehlene ; *A Money-Flows Approach, Journal of Political Econ-
omy, LXIII (April 1955). 125-49: and l'nul Well. A General FVqoillbrlum Analyshs of
Excuse Taxes, American Economic Review, XLV (June 1055), 315-59.
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TnE EFFRrRi (IF LABOR MA rKvl IG IDITiE

So far we have not concerned ourselves with the extent to which the
worker if free to satisfy his own preferences with regard to the amount
of labor servicess lie supplies to the market. The great majority of
workers, of course, must either have a full-time job or none at all.
We c'aiot, however, count on this fact to neutralize, for such work-
ers, the potential incentive or disincenlive elects of income taxation.
For one thing, their preferences may be only teml)orarily frustrated.
Future bargaining with ent)loyers may restore the balance. In addi-
tioti. workers typically have ways oi clhangring their labor supply
other thant bly altellilg the uumeir of hou's worke,l a Week: or th',
nnw11,1r of weeks worked a year. Overtime Ol)portlunities may be
available all le refused or exploited more fully, other members of
the fain iil may enter or leave the labor force, proposed its of re-
cir , nte he alt ered,. or al),wnteeisitu on a d(a-to-day basis may
change he e possil)ilities must be kept in mind in evaluating the
reu lts of ellii rilh studies. In flexible behavior in one area or dis-
incentive effects in another do not necessarily imply either insensi-
tivity or reduced incentives as fai' as the hu'Ir supply all a whole is

E.rnritic.i , S'ru')irs or WORK IN(-1:NTIVFSi

Sille the pioneering tg work of Senator Pal It. I )otgl:ts in this
area, a itutuber of eipirical sti(lies of tile react.tions of workers to
chanl.es inl their rates of pay have )een ma(e. The results, to lie sure,
ile incoll)lete. We still lack detailed information aboltt the be-
havior of a reunber of import ant worker groups. esl)eiallY ildepen-
den(lh employed professional and(1 business )eo0)le at the middle- to
high-.in.ole levels, who are both strongly affected by ilcole taxes and
able to vary their lali)or supply more fr;,ely than wage earners or sal-
aried personnel. Wage antd sidary workers, as noted in tlhe preceding
sectiott. may vary their sit)plv of lahor in a ntmiber of different ways,
and full in formation on these various possibility ies is not always avaiil.
able even for groups that have been stl(lied rather extensivel,. In
addition, it has frequently been diflhiult to be certain that tile behavior
actually observed was lie to changing pay rates rather than to other
faetotm which also exert an influenee on work incentives. Neverthe.
less, the evidence so far compiled warrants careful consideration he-
cause it is both extensive -i(] consistent as to the direction in) which
it points . For the most part it appears that income taxes exert rela-
tively little influence ol work incentives, ald that when they do they
indu'e g eater effort as frequently as they deter it.

Thomas IT. Sanders, for exainple, concluded, on the basis of an
extensive postwar study of executive behavior, that-
the cazes In which the wolln(,e showed executives to be working, harder were
t least equal Inl tut er to those Indicatilng less effort. anud the former were more

definitely rieognlzaple a4 a tax hnfluene.'

Pai) It. D)muas. The Theory of Waizes (New York, 19341.
8 A nore deftited summary of the rstAilt of tudll'. of the United States Iior mnrk(,t lip

to 1953 Is Included .- the anuthor's Iwncme Taxes, Wage Tintes, ttm tp Ineentive To Sum-
ly Labor Service., National Tax Journal, VI (December 1053), 350-1. More recent
n"eftkitationa are noted t tie text below.

$Thomas 1. Sanders, Effects of Taxation on Executives (Boston, 1051), p. 20,
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li addition, th er'e wls t.\ide ii'' tI hat high I au, indluicil r 110110 % ivis
of bulsi v exi' 'lt ivis to t lt er 11V hii' ltil ier fi tIil, ii gIiriI1, h(0 llt(,
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,0114' M'1811 11,h1r ellfollit- rv hn llst hrillo, l |illsl 11111 114V1 ili'11.ills

I \ lie s ll t herl vi i ll .l Ii ilh m b ll " .cll'iali Ile fit h i i'11 ilil, Ii \i ,edi

hillel lilld hltIdi lY Ilittle d il'llhlilll cill i -, ili1 ioll. Flill 1,r ,

it wias noted tI lai o4l o ui l vi' .,- V u iIii i)l ( )l'il'l iir
a1 St tiul of t Inx laws kind of wavs of tedi ulg fIax budll 's.

A ll illl. h), oiidf l iii sillililie iof 7 li4 rllg lls wit ii -nll 's iet wlle
'lt;io0O ulit $11.i01li li'd itlr a itl, o lilt oiilii.de " * * %%1i' 4

el ie 1 ta1t i'wi'we t bixt s e 1411 rei i edi ii lii v b1-e lil ieliti W I

tr h ighier pri'it.5, ll' lllh.
It i s i fli i to 11 11 iii ll'5 i i t il't t Iii' l l v 1 i llt tOl tl 4i 1 lller

rw l-lhir. o f t he lilf ili t o fael. e iiteri' isviI hi li e l IIiil t i' li g l lesl1iIikiil1( 0' ili!li40111h S( l it V Ie Pi i ligNi )110 {t icil. I\ ive IelliI0, 1 1 v I h l I ini! Ii

cofftllii , l u lh ii iitiil'i'h il ei' * ii r iii i heVi' ill tt ,l 'HIMii :ihiio.s liur lil1i1iV tllllll h , the ,ee l %V,t (4) ilili.e lhvi ll 4 \ %N rk
]iaildol.." WViiei l -oll'l ,, \%hol 1ii111 lilrlied dol) litl oppol-tll't illy to
wor1k overt ill, Wer l ii.kedl wvhy lliv lid dllit so. olnIY . peilll 4)1-l' s
o fl 1 1 0 11 1 ci te dl l i g h ll i X l l h n i' l v " Tr h e, N" i l i l il ( l i111 B ia r d . a s, i t

titl-thbi of 1 he(eli ilt (f ii l hitl ,.(Ilo(st*' I rhiil illo l (B'itiiiiiiinioii
itself reat'htd t iit 'a ertisieatil t lht "I lit' le'i f it at iiiii l t foi iii

present limits do nti intihit or it ie aiv sigifitcilit l'll'l iioi o r
tlit' working population ti modify their attitudes to tteir wi'kii g
beluvior."

These tilldiligs itrIV th itlloro sign iiillit silie lilt u',TsIll'e Iof tixt ion
is ill gelleral irelter ii lritaiihi 11hi1 ilt titt' Illiitei 1tate S, flit ilwoino
tax starts at lower levels of ti'liiiil its i'iitto sIi'it'trii'tp 'is s' iitlO
ste 'pl', antd Brit isl workers i lprovidel wit lilrt, pehensiive l iw-
cost niedial atnd delnttal servlet which, alone, it it, it extee!ed i)
1)1i5ll thei itltilelnc, of int'oitlle ttxes in the disincent iive directionii. Ill
aditiion, it recent study shows that central go 'ernlent ttx 1il tx-
peitlittre programs 66iit h ae carried the redistibilit ion lf inltoiln furtit'r
In Biritain than i tile Unitei StliteS.1-

I Robert Davidson, Income Taxes and incentive: The Doctor's Viewpoint, National Tax
Jonrinal, VI I4ipieloluer 1953)t p. 2)T.& Ro.al Commission on the Taxation of P1rofito and Income, op. cit., sees. 74 ant 81.. -ilm1hir result for the united Sta l appears when we contrast Kimnel's 015 percent
affirnmtiv, response io tie li ue lion : "io voit believe tihat the higher the tax rate the lessthe Ineentive to work and stive" with the'reslls of S1a nders' study of executive behlvilor.Cf. lewis It Kimmel. Taxet's in Reononmth Incenlivep (IWiashinglon . 1950), pp. 101-102.Roval Commission on iho Taxailon of Profits and income, op. cit., sees. 74 and 81.Ibil see. :9.It Ibhal p. 11,

u Allan M. ('Cartter, the Rleditrlbution of Income In Postwar Britalin-A Study of the
Effects of thel Central Government Fiscal Program In 1048-49 (Now Haven, 193b), espe.
cially pp. 91-912.
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V. RELATIVE EMPHASIS IN TAX POLICY ON ENCOUR-
AGEMENT OF CONSUMPTION OR INVESTMENT

STIMULATION OF CONSUMPT1 ION OR INVESTMENT
THROUGH TAX POLICY

JoN ( . DA ViDSON, National Association of Aiiufact urers

INTRODUcTlON

The question suggests use of tax policy as a means for manipulating
the economy. This approach is contrary to the policies of the Na-
tional Association of Manufacturers, which follow the philosophY
reflected in the statement of Scretary of the Treasury George .
Humiphrey before a congressional committee on July 18, 1955:

The po wer to tax Is the power to destroy and revenue laws should be used
only to equitably raise reenue, not for other indirect lurlwses.

It is assumed that the frame of reference for discussion here is tax
reduction within the general limits of a balanced budget. Neverthe-
less, it is interesting to note that current support. of tax reduction to
stimulate consumption-despite near-capacity operation of the Na-
tion's economy-stems from earlier eninsis on tax reduction to in-
crease purchasing power. For example, Prof. Colin Clark in the
early months of 1954 stated that Federal taxes should )e reduced by
$20 billion in order to create deficit money and thus stave off serious
rece.sion. More recently, in February 1955, an organization called the
Conference on Economic Progress also advocated drastic tax reduc-
tion for the purpose of creating deficits and increasing purchasing
power. We can imagine the inflation which would have already re-
suited if the recommendations of these purchasing-power advocates
had been followed, Their repetition here is to illustrate the inherent
danger of using the tax system for nonfiscal purposes.

Within the framework of a balanced budget, tax reductions ob-
viously do not create purchasing power. Thei result is only to traiis-
fer purchasing power from tie Governinent to l)rivate citizens. While
this means that the private citizen can spend more because the
Government is spending and taxing less, there is no net addition to
purchasing power as such.

It becomes especially important, therefore, to consider tax reduc-
tion from the standpoint of the impediments to progress which exist
in the present system. This subject is explored in a publication
developed by the association's 300-member taxation committee, en-
titled "Facing the Issue of Income Tax Discrimination," released on
October 7,1955. The following is quoted from this publication, pages
20-24:

EcONOMIc GROWTH AND TAX REDUCTION

An obstacle to removal of tax harriers to economic growth is the so-called
purchasing-power theory of economy, progress. This is an elusive theory, which
shifts grounds with the times but always has the basic design of appealing more
to the emotions than to the mind. It is the old story of taking a "germ" of truth-
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Il1ide cannot buy without income-and then subverting the truth, in title case
by disregarding tile only source of high and increasing buying power.

There Is no magic formula, in America or elsewhere, for creating buying power.
The abundant use of capital is the major reason the American worker earns
so much more, and is N hy the American standard of living is so much higher,
than elewhere in the world.

V'apital formation, which eneomllpasses the twin processes of saving rind invest-
lg, has a double effect in regard to employnent and Income. First, the process
itself proldes jobs and new in(vonu. Second, tile plant, equipment, and other
facilities produced both improve the prodtictivity of existing Jobs and provideJots x here notu' existed before. ll're is thle basic source of incaseed purchasing
lkower which means increased consumption and higher standards of living.

The Insincerity of those who pursue tile buying-power approach for the domes-
tic economy, in disregard of capital formation, is pointed up by the recognition
of the same Ieople that the need in the rest of the world Is for more capital.
It is no mystery to them wihy Russia seeks to advance capital formation, and
why the free world looks to America for capital; tile reason everywhere Is found
it the desire to duplicate the American story-more capital per worker, more
product ion, a stronger economy, and a better standard of living for till.

IBecause of the elusive, emotional technique, it is sometinies difficult to pin
down the current arguments of the purchasIng-power proponents. Neverthl-
less, there now seeins to be a % ague sort of rationalization that America needs less
capital In the future because It has so much i the present. Nothing could be
further from the truth.

Capital formation is the balance wheel as well as the multiplier in the
economy. Its Importance to a healthy and growing economy Is well Illustrated
by the bitter experience of the 1930's. The absence of capital formation did not
bring on the depression, but It Is an uncontestable tact that the failure first to
maintain and then to revive an adequate volume of capital formation served to
prolong the depression beyond all reason. The needle of Inflationary deficit
financing, designed to increase purchasing power and consumption, in no way
offset the repressive effect of the discriminatory tax rate policy which was born
in those years.

CoISi'u PTION V1nSVts INvSTNI ENT

LTooking to tax reduction in 1956, the Nation Is now confronted with a great
debate over whether the intention should be "to stimulate consumption or to
stimulate Investment." Posing the question in this form tends to confine the
debate to what should be done without attention to the situation as it exists.
U3se of the word "stimulate" provides tn added diversion from looking at tle
facts.

If the purplse- f tile ttiesi on IQ to gtet Io the root of the prolhleim, before
prescribing a eure, then it prolper statement would tie: Should (ax reduction be
deiglled to illi debate the reiressive' effects of taxation on consumlption or on
ini-stilient ? Stattdl in lhis way, the answers are readily apparent.

'o ie re, pressive, tax rales have to lie high and discriminatory enough to
crealt, di4h(elit llvns, that IN. to so lpenalize or lamnkh the htlpyer as to dlscourace
or prevent hin from doing with hIs Income what he otherwise would do. No

we ail serlily claimn lhat the Federal tax system has this kind of effect on
col itlllption lolltexpcnditllres of taxpavyers who art, not subject to the progressi'e
rate-s.

(ithe illother hanid, it is imupossilhe to consider tie charts and data Includel In
this statemvient withiomt recoignizintr tile harriers io savings and investment of
the present incomne-tax structure. The steep climb of Ilividual tax progression,

imid the- high corporat, rate. serve to commlimiUln{ the hazards and rigors of a
co'i lict ive ev'oim'moliy. Every producer and il vestor ImtUst take his puishnent
it the tax lullhalte, 111less and until he quits in despa ir. A few months ago. )r.
Artlir I. IBurns, ('haiman tf lIe president's ('onell of .conoinle Advisers,'
started III anl inlerview: "I doll't know of a sturer way of killing off the Incentive
to Invest than b lInilosimi taxes which are regarded by people as puunliltive." Tile
present tax system Is pimnitlve.

Tl iiialiirlprlatenoiiss of the word ''stilmulate' is 1Its put Itl per.9iectlve.
,lmwts a, do the words "tax itt,.ent ives." It illsses the p1oit. Tax reduction does
mot provide ni\utivitlon, lint only the freedom to respond to existing motivations.
The p(urlose of reducing the utiscrimnintory tax rates Is to permit the freer play
of econoonic forces, not attetnpt artlfilcial stlinulations.

U. S. News & World Report, May 8, 1955.
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AND
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EXPANATION OF APPENDIX TABLE

This table was prepared originally for the NAM Federal Tax Program pub-
lishel In 1)eceni-b.r 19,", its No. iWi In the Ec'onolie Series. It was based then
on a table collided In the Treasury and included as part of the testlIioly of
Secretary of the Treasury John M. Snyder before the Senate Finance C('ona-
inittee li lN'bruary 1951. "Taxable Income," I1s used il the table, means the
Inlioie subject to tax after allowable deductions and xelptions. The distribu-
tion of taxable income by Income brackets gives effect to Income splitting by
nmarrled llersons,

The liticrease of total taxable Income that hill; occurred since the original Treas-
ury tabulation was Issuel has been distributed aniong the taxable Inconlt
brackets approximately, but not exactly, In proportion to the originl distribu-
tion. lit view of the fact that its new wage earners and other new Inoume
reciplents appear, they will be found I lrst III the lowest hicoiuo brackets, there has
been so1e disproportionate weighting of the increase at these levels.

The present tabulation Is designed to show the distribution of taxable In.
collie and of Ilcome tax to accord wlih tile budget estimate of yield for the
fiscal year 19541. Refunds have been detilcted In accord with the actual experl-
once of 1952 and 19 3, is reported by the Commlissloner of Internial Rvewnue.
There Is also eliminaled from the table for the first tlle Ioti the taxable gain
and the tax liability where the alternative tax on long-terli capital gainsattaches.

1stima1 ed distribution of tax raft,* and yieltds by basle and progressive elements
of rate structure, fiscal year 1956

[Trax mulonlts in! mnlions)

1,11104 nae Progrei.vef i11C40 (lerlBnt) a:slc tat element
(1weent)

$, ,A,,201 $17, 705

13 mo 2 2. 7"49

3,3461 :to (4419 1
2. 3121 :i4 464 11
1,b11 .A4 101f 1is
I, tro K 43 11 2.

914 47 1 2,

A00 ,M :4)t~

S40 S9 16S 11r)

927 6 1 M42
M"I M loi 45969 49
284 72 57 52

185 78 37 Ss
12:1 81 25 (I1
,h*l 94 1, (4
62 47 12 67
!445 $9 37 69
74 90 1 4V

210 91 42 71

.... ........ &. .......

Prorrelsve Total t'

$17, 705lux Toal11 it

3) 1,424
1314 1.103
124 7Vol
M1112 638

2A 429

2IS 346
187 291
327 49,5
347 512

IS. 264
147 204
144 1 144

75 100
M 72
41 M

127 164
IV2 67

149 191

$4,74T $29, 443
16.1 ............

I Differs by $40 million from estimated total of $29,397 million, beesuse of rounding.

Too MucH GROWTH?

All-out proponents of a socialistcle tax structure are hard put to find a counter-
attack against the mounting clamor for relief from the discriminatory rates.
However, one argument which seems to be taking shape is that we can have too
much economic growth or, stated differently, It would be better if more current
income were spent for Immediate consumption purposes and less for economic
expansion.

The first point to note is the Inherea concession of the adverse effects on
economic growth of the present rates, it it Is Illuminating to examine this
argument In the light of dollar totals.

Net income
brucket

tlhuMiands)

0to$2 .-
$2 to $4 ..........

,to W1 .......$10to 11 ....
S11 to 1....-
$14 to 12 .....
$12 to $14 .....
$14 to0$16.
$16 to W4SiS to Sw . .......tO to $ .......
$221o$26 .........
$26to $32 .....
$32 to 38 .......18 ........
r thoS) .........

yto ........
$6 to '

$i0to $10 ......
C $100 .......$10 0 to $180 ......
$l2Oto$530
$200 and over.

Total .......
Percent ...........
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IIlltl. IIIIII fit, 111114-. II t111 ,oi ll l jlho 1.1111lih t I14'1 lIeIw IIV 11,1tI to) IIIIlll
i1 1%l1114,111 1 h I llhllll 111141 e(111111l114,11lll y 11114 we lill qI l oill '211 I llcillit, \ 11 I Itill

11:1111114,1, Rlim ti t t1 i l e ti , it isIt I111 t ,it 1114 I i ,11 t ll I it Jilrit Itt lt'llt t.' 1 h111t ,
o1l r.1 llor t llnn t i lllfly hit Ielwl rt til itiew nsiini lint lion iit

I l 1 .1-4 I'l \11111li IIleotrlyll30 lr'vil| l llol I W~ hIIIHII t I, 111 11oIre

ti'. 111 til,1141- tirelltin i itt't't'nse i of $ i li o in pr'.ttt ",l i iijt bitt 11s1i4iiig fo Sle

calt it I ApllIp t by I li 'l l II I A 111rl1st ry. I1l t9 uilM ot I )l Itititi t lit li ill frt -M i411o11M VI~ S 111ll4111: 111111 I''~'ll~ llrlli-,'d fin hll l-II $ 111140l1ll, h) 1o

how of Ilew ,tfiok l titit . TIetoi o lie eoi4timiiiti. sr it I (Ieti It'piitllt
be( repii 1t m i tllt i\ rlmhitum t '$2 billi, Is ord .l I' 4't'lln t it 1 h ut, ?

Te'r i I lai e tire1 blr'ougtl lgeter I t ll, I rs tthii l tir 1111t:

ah ou ts f o\ 1 it ' it I I I'n o 1f II i 1t a t s r i Ii t, ti fe iof

MIR ~ ~ e oiI&IPl o ,f PIlIlo1

1 , ll tit hmt 0\2 1,111111111, i $' t III ll I i 0)
lim,- tlit11t Ii iso.4 id 10i t istt1' igittitflylf, Io2a t 9 7 2
T l thI Ieile annlt . ttn it At tue 7Nou' tlititlilall, \tII0111' hl, i" lta l. . .... 4 1 i

The t llhlorialons, mvee ntre iot of olnihd Ititl e he illree thd thd
thi totlr ofe tiny i\ tlllchll wobe is Ile lil feorw tllr vTllitg luvtiilltl . oi
i eon relutel toi Iogias, t toal v 'tly l'l It hsl\r $1 ng0m, bi lll re ltl

oi theireastil e ntidtre fr iiU prodhn ptirlis,, 7. biy ll, at iItahd ltxier.
f te . I Is rasdionly tire$2l thtllirl or tht teo1rl0 Ic tai llIsis re.

althed It prie, ind thus ilde Io he ,led lial $10 lilil of i -rodut tia
atlchein %%oflh resell li lower prices. I11II 1111y dierih r l' llx sings
to eseI.fIIIIIi toll tra tllpobly tea lai r e ior ined off uc l oy tinreasod ivng-
mtndard bhichy fli ni l rallying Etvst IIn ' Tshe lly he l Wolh b p te ,84
rea on to firwo iu lt kind (f risk nitvell in \% hcth inuo n st wld'h fol II ftre.

Slowc , for flip ut le s, flrl6 er ollst ratin. It lhonssd hai Iyw allrfm-
tlle,, are n anul i: nerea.p tit $2 billilonl In prlvate comumpllo.n sis-nldll ll- 110

ytars. or alia stne awlo oif Ivesllthen peillllg. it ohuw er ords nie speiong
wuid .h l lit $2 billion iar Il l nnUid total of $111 billten Iwo rhe llldyear aind romlain tit thalt llignre (or sllCyeeillllg yeaIrs. Tihe questho to explore It;:
Hlow , Ivlll woulth i rllh% of llllllnedllote e'insli.tilllon for Ilnves1ltmenlt mlinildlllg
be replaid. and then smirpasedAN Ill added~ produ'ctilon find con, uniltioll?

From available ;IIIII on retvitlt exlperhenep It aile ars that a dollar* added to
exitn l ln v\estimlltl int lllsllies.s other than a lrhelll tire \% Ill ylkd til annual added
value of 121. cents lIn production tit giod,, llld services.

MI 1-.1 e,ns it year, Ini 4 years an lnvemhed dollar will hanve provided OR 111111h1

nlow c.onsulllloulls- If It had Woni spentl originallly for consumption purlpoe.l.
Thereaifter the annual additions tire all plus values. At tlhe end of 10 years tlhe
return Is "Il for 1.

When tilt, original Investme nt Instead of eonsllilthon spending Is repeanted and
increasti over the years, the heneflls inulllply accordingly. Taking tihe $2 billionx
IllustraItion, relleahed for .5 yealr,., the total Investm~ent Is $1) billion tit tilt end
of the petrh~il, and t1he return 11t new production 14 $7.5 billion at that tlme. rTere-
after the annual additions are $2.15 billion, so that the $10 billion Is returned
at the end sit 6 years and hits yieled an additional $10 bilion lIn newy production
at the end of 10 years.

The s flgures illustrate the amazing rewards In Increased production and living
standards whht-h comine from saving and Investing. They help explain the Amer-
lean story of why our NSation, with only 0 percent of the world's population, has
,4 percent of all automobiles, ,50.5 percent of the telephones, and nearly all of
the home appliance which make the American housewife the most envied person
In the world.
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lhe'glizinl Oli- islin o-hhili y 11ctio e wed ssary rduilion. could be.111hit.-vel \\ itlill it fv, or I!, fill, wsw,..iailiojia ln4 rol.mwi, it 5-yesir

phinl for d 'Iv of lil of pler dnisarigi pachlory rh. to 2 top of 35
eltel. In t i is it ti first Apply t h 3 revnat gtiw h

if yrs.Tiii te 1 r ericeO pihrs w ohil e dlerowth.
M n. tI.e forl A.151( the' sArts, so that tile totalr oen s the

(,n, i fil F di" l,',hr l tsix rev'elille fromlll i i 1 sl l o f I'ittes, blil. in
giva'l~sr 1lm.ltiol. (N'vI maity year, good. and litd tog, Aher, wir
I'olmillit, Il'rowth hlas mi-erlagedq ()llit aoll n I : perv i l', tl yealr, llll-asllrll
b%. )l1hvsir'll vo llillie of g.rood ;' wll q llvive. . Axm.Lilingl. no more than

11116111141.r~ growilh ill tIll Illxt ;, .wars, 111vilil .Npcl siol ii es li.
iiiliod Al (woi $12 hillioti.

, l ropl. sa is 1ti11 flis r~w elil illvrea v be , first lipplipir to Ino d-
satinll flh im-rinailorn rule,4. The eost of the plart .ovodhl he about
$I hilim, r$4 billion le ss tlnn (lie expected revenue growth.

1',1-. O pllln fll-1,4. wollhl hbv o' Successive anulrefhlitions of
lf6 lwref ll th e~ons vpr.f ach tax rate, with each ;'eduction
f',lulvld~ ol fl-, or'illal ln-ogns.4ill--hat part, of the rate aloee
120 l~el'velit. With (lie tlp Ilt, redied to 315 percent, the ,50-percent
raf:, for exallph., woll be. reduced to 26{ parent (80-percent reduc..
liou of Ohw l-'off. v, spred of 30 lwree.ntage rgminls). In other
words, ev ery lp.rogrssive taxlmver w%,l receive the saine percentage
i-,dhition ii; his uinir tax bleii~. With 5 uniform rollbacks in each
,,illierrah,, his tax bill from Iprogzre!.sion at the end of the period would
))-, SO pere'e.nl I(s." thall at file ))(,lillln '.

Th'le corporate tax now consists of a :10 percent normal tax andi a IN.
1wecent surtax, or a combhined ltol) rate of .52 percent. T'ax law now
provides for it reduce ion of ,5 ppeentagze points in the normal tax.

Tihe proposal is that this redluction be followed by 4 successive an-
imal rednetions of .3 percentage points each, or it total of 12 percentage
points, to brinf the combined top rate down to .:5 percent at tihe end
of ,) years. Theo 12 percentage points would be divided equally be-
tweeii the nornial and tihe surtax, so that the total reductions from
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tial condition were that of more or les itteut cyclical contraction, then
we should phlce lit least as lniich etlli)lillsis oil redituil the ax illhdel
oft lie collslliter t" oil rediaitg I' l ltgoralle i lm's, I li lit e co( I'll ioll,
tilt, incentive ellt oif cnttil' tte (.Ix reduntioits is weil k til i the Coll.
ration of consitil ler demmaid is .hecked. If, otn lie tther h1111mi1, the

initial Condition is that of ifittltiolla ry pressure whit tle l'tieral
Reserve fids dillictlit to cotrol, t hlel tlIx redlit iolls should b e o, -
polled even if it budget:ry sitpl its is graldualy accultillifing.

A. MOu- I )I.iT.\IoI Vnisio. I 'Ill II A mumi' 1ENTl

1, TIE INITIAL, AMS5UMI'1ON ANi INI'eF.NE('S.5 DIIAWN IlINIM Ir

(a) Spelling o1th /ou M iul u.'sumption
At this writing, we have a high level of bisiiess activity without

inlation1, under e editions it j ltttaerized by al aplWoximatelV lal-
aimed cash budget and by a Federal lteserve )olicy of mild resirailit.
Recently, the eollomilty Ills h en sho \ ilig a silbstallit hl growth rate, oin
the average perhaps 4 percent Per 11t1ttii1. If we leave tax rates llt
challged with liout risilig ( ioveltittPlt vXleli lllrs, t{Ix reveit ies %% ill
I ilterelisitg relative to fiscal spenlilig, Iiid the sill-plls will teiil to
grow iuore ol. le.s it inliolisly. hi is i. hevaulse in a groviig eCnot-
otliy tile tax ha.Se, too, is growing alld the Federal tiax strlntire is
gridtuated. There exists a prestumpt ion that if, with a balalnced Ilidg-
et, tile efreetive demand for goods and services cones I ut julst abolit,
right, then Iin ever-growinig excess of iscal reVellle over expenditilnes
will sooller or later Create i deticieney of effective dellillltu, that is, it
deflat iolnlarV sit uat ion with IIInei)loymnt tnd excess ca)acity. 'he.e
cOlltmllellv i s will show ti1less (overnllllnt expend it urges are raised
ill tile samte prop)ti)rton its the tax revellue. If tley are not raised ill
tilt sllie proportion. tle delationllary it1 )act of the ever-illreasilip
budgeta'y surllis cani lie compensated oly for a brief period by
easier credit )oli('ies. Ihese are the tiSStllil)tiolls oillIllllIly itl)lied ini
the discussion of tile tax lr'oblets at hai. In tle mail part of illy
pi)e', I shall accept these asslitipt lolls, leaving nmodificationts to liter
coilsideratt ion.

Tile e.seitial Coltent of these asstmilptiolis is that we will be reduc-
ing tax rates ill order to )rIeenlt the Impellhyltieit( and exess Capacity
which would gradually develop in tlhe absence of tax reductions. If
we lccel)t this aSsumptioni, what taxes should we reduce?
(b) The )l+!,bh'.fwofe-raf,+if9 effect! of to' red tions

One reason why tax rehlutions increase the demand for good,. and
why they lead to fuller use of labor aid of equipment, is that they leave
clisilillers, anl1d lbtsinle.ss filll4 %ith Ill ore spendalile illcoile. Th is is
true both of a reduct ion of in(iivhl dual incote taxes tid of a reduction
(if buillne.s taxes. Consumers SpR '|i illore out of a higher disposable
illcOlle (i. e., Out of a higher income after taxes; 1ti11 it is likely tlho
the increased availability of reinvestable l)rolits wouid ill itself fiudue
firms, to spend more oin investment goods out of their higher let profits
after ttxe& The second of thei-e two statements ilt)Iies that the
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st111141l-d; which lli invest lliiet ploject. must inett 4) lie acceptable to
it tlisIin($S iili art soie wiliat milder if the projectt ('1111 be internally
financed thuii if it rt('liires new security issues or new borrowing.

Tle pe lit litWillh-I InIor Ilt-ra I isiig el'et oft a xat iou, I% it II which we shall
lit, llvlied ill tl, 1Iresnt. sti ion, should ibe distinguished from the
favorable incentive eltl't'i of certain tax reductions. This incentive

I'leet, to which 1 sll Ourn later" operates not through leaving the
iblic with t in eSla i iile income bIt fhroiugli raising 4 ie( psd lfi pros-

peels for future vent ireii Slaving, for flie 6-it' I ,ing, will Ile S)end-
able-incoite-raising erect of tax reductions (rat her Ihall with file
incentive e'et'), we Should recognize that it reduction (of the, tax
111'rdeii of Iow-i tomle imsilne'rs has a large and quanititat ively fairly
well jr'edietale exj end it ure- i icrelsiilIg thect per dollar of tax r'duc-
iton. If in'llk,-tax teXeilq li iis wert raised, or if by .,olne othlr

Ii ithod imlainly fhe lowest taxable brackets were allowed to tenielit
floi the tax itdtl'tiions. iiost of tln' tax savings of t le,e individuals
wVould go ilito consumption expe'nditures. The Iligh ioe. grollps
wo ld spend ia niuch suinal hr liroportion of thwli tax savings on con-
siiiipt Te . 'it- xlt'idit ii reraisilig effect of a reduction of tle Cor-
inle a 'v tx vita ll illitvrcase of reilivestailde ntet profits would

1-e.suiu'ihly be of intermIed iate niagnitude per dollar of tax reduction.
I' is is ecau.s, not all dividend recipients belong in the very high in-
come groups, and also because it is likely that th, corporat ions them-
selves would spend part of their tax savings en investment (quite aside
from the incentive effect, that is, merely because more internal funds
would be, available.)

ITowever, it. is questionable whether we should pay much attention
to the eight and t qua utitati e predict ability of the expendit unre-raising
4,ll'eCt per dollar of tax rtdiiti lol. This we should do only if we are
.1inling ill a unllchiuiical fashion at, the highe-t possible budgetary sur-
idis (or lowest possible deficit) compatible with calling forth the

('011i1nieptuoi tll invetfiieit required for full 1,4e of our rtsotlrces.
Such lit OIjv(t i 1, . olul ('l1 11 for rtduci rig t hoe t axts whose spenti lale-
inll)ole-raNi g effect ratess a quantitatively predictable addition to
im expenditires of the public, al1d the samnek Ajeictive %, would (-tll for

favoi'iig those tax reduction which go oily ill small part into addi-
tional personal savings. If we should be led by this objective, thie
tax rq ilet ions wuhL not ie tl 1-e which are lnost conducive to rapid
growth.

We have just, seen that by raising individual income-tax exemptions,
and generally by reducing the tax burden on low incomes, a very high
expenditure-'raising effect can be achieved per dollar of tax saving,
and that the magnliture of the efteet is relatively predictable. We
have seen also that in the event of a reduction of time corporate income
tfax, and especially in the event of a reduction of the individual income
tax on high incomes, lie magnitude of the expenditure-raising effect.
per dollar of tax saving' is in all probability less great if we limit
on'selves to that part of the effect which derives from an increase in
sptndable and reinvestable net incomes. It is true that a reduction
of the corporate income tax also has a further expenditure-raising
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effect because it improves the profit prospects for future ventures, and
thus it increases thle willingness to accept risks, but this incentive
effect is quantitatively less predictable than the effect which derives
from an increase in spendable net profits. Hence, if we are aiming
at a high and relatively predictable expenditure-raising effect per
dollar of tax saving, we should presumably favor a reduction of the
individual tax burden on the low-income groups. This will give us
the consumption plus investment expenditures required for full use
of our resources by the method yielding the highest budgetary sur-
plus (or lowest deficit) compatile with the objective of full utiliza-
tion. But a sufficient reduction of the corporate income tax will also
give us the consumption plus investment expenditures required for
fll utilization, although the magnitude of the required tax reduc-
tion is quantitatively less predictable. If the objective of raising
consumption plus investment expenditures to the required size is
achieved by a sufficient re(ution of the corporate income tax, then
the total expenditure and output will consist of investment (net capital
formation) to a larger extent, and of consumption to a smaller extent,
than if the individual tax burden of the low-income groups is reduced.
Hence. growth rates would presumably be higher-in the event of a
sufficient reduction of the corporate income tax than in the event of
individual income-tax reductions.
(c) 'he hicentive effect of tax reduction

While the problem of tax shifting is exceedingly complicated, it
is reasonable to assume here that the corporate income tax is not
fully shifted back and forth or fully passed on, in the sense that a
reduction of the tax would not express itself fully in price reduc-
tions. A reduction of the corporate income tax would express itself
in good part in a higher rate of net profit for any given investment
project, and thus it would lead to additional investment. There would
be a tendency toward greater capital intensity, in other words, toward
using more capital per unit of labor and also per unit of output. This
is because of the incentive effect: Risky projects which previously
were insufficiently profitable would now become sufficiently so. 'Io
lower corporate income taxes there corresponds, other things equal,
a higher rate of investment relative to consumption and thus presunma-
bly a higher growth rate.

This same reasoning applies to some extent also to a reduction of
the individual income tax burden on high incomes. But the incentive
elfect is likely to be weaker here than for the corporate income tax.
In the present circumstances, it seems reasonable to assume that man-
agement's appraisal of costs, future demand, and business risk limits
investment more effectively than does the willingness of individual
income recipients to supply firms with capital for risky ventures.

Returning now to the corporate income tax, we may conclude that
if gradually growing tax revenues relative to fiscal expenditures should
threaten to produce underutilization, a sufficient reduction of the cor-
porate tax would create the additional demand required for the full
use of all resources; and that the growth rate in such circumstances
would presumably be greater than if full utilization were restored
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by ia primary stimulus to consumption. In the event of corporate
tax reductions, even the spendable income-raising effect is to a rela-
tivelv great extent an investment-raising effect, and merely to a
s9nafler extent a consumption-raising effect; and the incentive effect
is, of course, inherently an investment-raising effect. However, re-
liance on reduction of the corporate income tax involves more un-
certainty concerning the amount of additional demand produced per
dollar of tax reduction.

II. CONCLUSIONS I1AS.D ON INITIAL ASSUMPIION

The following conclusion emerges: The growth rate would presui.
ably be highest if the corporate income tax were reduced. But if this
policy were adopted to prevent. the accunulation of large and defla-
tionarv tax revenues, then it would be necessary to "play safe" in the
sense of reducing tax revenues sufficiently to create the required addi-
tional demand even in the event that the deiand-raising effect of
I he tax reductions should turn out to be smaller per dollar of tax reduc-
tion than the demand-raising effect of tax reductions on low incomes.

This is another way of saying that tihe policy of reducing the cor-
porate income tax may conflict with attaining the highest budgetary
surplus or lowest budgetary deficit compatible with full utilization.
Yet, since the magnitude of the incentive effect achieved by reducing
the corporate income tax is unpredictable, it might turn out that the
additional deinand per dollar of tax reduction is just as high as, or
higher than, the additional demand obtained by reducing taxes on
low incomes. If this should turn out to be the case, a "safe" reduc-
tion of the corporate income tax would lead to inflationary pressures
which would have to be held in check by Federal Reserve restraints.

To this I might add two statements'based partly on very rough
numerical appraisals and partly on individual judginent. Onle is that
I would disregard the possibility that a reduction in the corporate
income tax would give a very much smaller increase in effective de-
mand per dollar of tax saving than a reduction in the income tax
burden on the low income groups. I think it is safe enough to assume
that a cut in the corporate income tax revenue by, say, $1.20 to $1.50
would yield at least as much additional itvestm nt plus consumption
expenditure as a cut in the low-bracket individual income-tax
revenllue hy $1.

The other statement is that, in the range of choice with which we
will be faced here, I consider it a more important goal to get some-
what higher growth rates than to get the highest fiscal surplus or
lowest fiscal deficit compatible with the full use of resources. Also, I
would take into account the fact that higher growth rates benefit the
low- as well as the high-income groups. Therefore, a policy lower-
ing the individual tax burden of the relatively low-income groups at
the expense of the growth rate which could otherwise be achieved
would give the low-income groups merely a very temporary benefit.

A policy reducing the individual income-tax burden of ihe high.
income groups would serve the same purpose as a policy of corporate
tax reductions, but at present it would probably serve thl's purpose less
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eflhie 1vly. As bug its Corpo'ate taxat iou is lit its priwo'lit lovl, high-
blr'akeo Individual tax clus are 1111 likely to it tle 111(tt ellhiilt liscal
S inulli to iuvestlilelit ; and they at', al.,t f 4'lu'i,, aol th mo.t ellieheittit illuli fo collsullpt ioll.

My 'oniilisoll, therefore, is that ill the Collbiltiot of pOli(ei*
whieh for political relsotiS is likely to lueconio adopted a reduction
of tltiecorporale icolut' tax shuth weigh as hea'il I as is politically
feas'ible. '1he 11illglile of t he tax relliclltioll will presliltbly nlot.
lIe S , great 11' to iiillke it i1ijiuaril Ik ely t hat by sill l t Ii t'tde1 i-
Itllathalghiti lrft tif i li fax cuicts we would leoiio
oxjoi,.ed t oi se'riolul iltitlluay jrl'v llre . If by Solliute'hlilt linie'il i-
iiating tile 1'uutil-I'uisiig ,ireet WeI shoithl ;X jo olillelv es to a
stitua1 itlhlii joluar pci, ,re, then Federal Reserve policy Aiohill Ile
capable of takingcal'e of this.

I 11 , 1Fit i fI P, IllIIN

As was said before, flit, luai 81,etiou of this paper is based ou the
assullpt ion that tit Vonoluy %vwul be growling ratt hI 11oot hily, with
rasOiiahily full use of its e'sovurces, were it nrot for lht fact ihat at
givel tax rates fiscal revenues aro rising it n reaction to fiscal expelidi-
ttries and thussa dth111t itia11 l%'e.ssllr I urealtels to devet1)J. '1 Ix re-
ductim)11; are u1ndertakenl in'order to po'vet fli graduai e1r1euie
of un1 'plov1nent alud of excem capacity; that i s to tvii a delicieicy
of deliuiaid reltive to the Ijltireiltenit of full lit ii?.tiou.

Mel'iv a few brief coltmiieuit will I 11ale to indicate how the
1Xesults of the aul'lilsis change if we modify tile initial Isulilptiols.Ilhev do4 ellanr, alpei~llbv.

(() It is ceit' bh, tlIt the tax reduetious are introduced at a
hille when tlie e'ollo111v is in It cvelical Stage o(f lor'e or less sivwere
c)ntr~i~' ,o.Inl lithe t'ett of sevet'l evelical Contraction, it is desii'-
able to rw.ui'e il laxe.s. and it redui uiou of tilt individual lx burdele
on the low. a11n 1iddle-inlome groups tiny evell be of grealter Sig-
nitican'e thu a i'ledutiin of tle 1' Corporate ilueoulie fax. I'lis is be-
cause the incentrve effect of redluced corL)orate taxes may lut, take
hold at all its long its the contraetion ofl coiisiiner demand is not
.t ellnlmed.

(b) It is Conceivable that at the inte when Changes ill tax policy
arv adopted there will hI, uillelilploylnneut of labor bit in excess cipaliclty
ill (11iielletet. lhis situatit1 would caull for very unpopular pIoll.
'itS. 'uch it Situation couhl be cu.'u.ed only by a shortage of capital
equ uuent relative to the labor supply. and therefore the rcuedy
Nvould have to Ct1nist of loweritig the leVel of consumptiion ad at the
s etite raising the level of saving aud of capital fonation, In
other word the taxes of the high-consumption groups would have
to be raised, and the taxes of the high-savin groups and of the in-
vesting groups would have to be lowered. Excessive "automation"
might in- principle lead to this situation, provided that real wage rates
continue to rise (or do not decline). But it would be very pessimistic
to anticipate such a situation, because automation has been going oil
for centuries in some form or another without normally having led to



I
f Ol Of file ltior suplv relative to the ('alital Stoi'k. I ish.ed.
tlie press lis been comlitiblo with a steeply rising secular trend
ill lPll WIlpo I'1111e,.

(r) It i-4 ,,011'I-',ibli ht ut RU lirit,, wheii our tax polivivs are n-.
'051sidmI''d We will Ie faced Wii sitn isilsatiolsi ry presstrse, o I t hat we
will I in it isiluntios whei'v stronyly retrivdiv credit policies will
Ilssvo to he use, I to avoid an ilslat tolsury ,pressure. In, sivl eircm.
FtIllt'.4. I ix redu('0 ios.i sl.msh1 I pstli4pou'd. If Ilhe M-edei.l Ih, IIes#rve
lsoul I)(. i nest jsldleh of lioi iig tI o line without further tax increases,

it In ight el'l li i 'vessilry to raise lixes.

TI I l'l I},'1,1 ,NING {() )I", OF' BUSINESS IN.VEIS'MMNT IN
A GIVINGG IA(()NOMY

HIAN1'4i* v Ii, lt'5 lF Niltimis, ('surcsm tor In wd l rissl ornslltlszt Ious

'le 1fntstl is pl1ie'd l. fr't us by Il I vommit ee is whet ifr fih Fed.
rTi ( b1 vorlnilt 'xi sx ll x plio? shouldil Ieivoulil'aip olul|lillpt ion or invest

in',it Iteluhid this .N qsa's isis;, there is, I believe, grearl igs'ceuiientoitl flil' 1414 fori colitilililid eI'(ll oill ir growthl . o pos -hOw ('oinlllitt(,''

illestio in slot her wsiv, Shloul tax policy pluhl' grarle llo plilsis oilCflll('011. IIIII k 1 r l l o~f. i ll ltislless,. illW,.d1mi, l ill I Ihi, afhImpt to sll ai n

C'(lt ifusiid e i'Iiii' (OXNJtltsion utisd full I',ijloyIneis. nt
It is (l. fir cots vict oil flow, aIs i llt he inst 2(0 'ears (if (() stsite.

mlets oil taxes, lat the (overmnent's tax )oli*,y should plaue its
ei, phasis ol le nd for Is oil silllilig exp)lision of roimier markets,
ill tlt al)sle (f jil'ssllg (loverlilent such 1itilIst, 4 l('|l 60 i this
01i1 of sill-.int war. I 'l" vWilt i INbIseIl, ill JI't, on Volsilii'ralt iors
of (4lhsily. But it is also based on our view of fli Ameri'un evoomic
systst1, 1nis4 its reqluireminfts i)) the middle of the 20th lenliry.

''itI Atirin'in eoioiniv 4vstelti, s We hIav'e sill suslld Julsinly tises, is a
dysaiiiv on. It is iald lls' i is telli in w ihi grwti and change

,i Issible anid are taking plave. 'As I uiee it, the national Peonoiy
today is qllit dii trent froul what it was sosne ,50 or 9it) ,,ens igo, 0sAI
those; wh lihgislate und administer our tax policy should recognize
these chan lges.

It sulrt. of the thseory of encouraging censiun)t ion, many repre-
Meltaves of labor, ,,ll:nyg lssdf, have appeared before congres-sionail COImmittlX's t~o aldV(ta tRX p)olicies bllseS upil file well-known
nnd (te-sted p~rinit(h ltof taxaltioii accordlingtt aility tol ty. We have
argued (1) for more equ itaible (istribot ion of ilie tax burden ; (2) for
exemptions fihat would I ,rJnmit the maintenance of a decent Americanstandard (of living; (3) for the closing of loopholes, both legal and
illegal, which permit the wealthy individuals and corporations to
avoid their equitable share of taxation; (4) for a more progresive in-
dividual income rate structure; (5) for theelimination of exei. taxes,
except those regulatory in character; (G) against sales taxes or manti-
facturers' excise taxes or any type of tax on consumption; (7) for a
corporate tax structure designe( to encourage the development and ex.
pension of small businesses.
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I shall not repeat the detailed, sound arguments for these policies,
because the records of the House W, ays and Means Committee and
the Senate Finance Committee contain ready references to our stand
on these issues.

Today, I should like to underscore our past support for encourag-
ing consumption by developing the following thesis: The role of
capital investment has been declining in importance in the American
economyn-that is, new plant and equipment have proved to be not
only labor saving, but also capital saving, so that output has risen
faster than business investment. This thesis is based on the studies
of the National Bureau of Economic Research by Goldsmith, Creallmelr.,
Kendrick, and Borenstein, others by Prof. W, a'ssily Leontief, as well
as the Harvard Business School study on the effects of taxation by
Butters, Thompson, and Ballinger.

With the support of their findings, I shall indicate that mass-pro-
duction industries have been and are developing rapidly even though
capital investment's importance or its share of the total'gross national
product has been declining. With such a development, the relative
shares of either governmentt or consumer expenditures must increase.
Since we are all interested in holding the role of Government expendi-
tures to the minimum, economic policy must be directed toward en-
couraging, stimulating, and creating incentives to increase 'olsuniler
spending. One way to accomplish this objective is to reduce the
tax burden on the great mass of taxpayers.

CHANGING ROLE OF TiE AMEIRICAN E'CONOM(VY

The American economy has been changing from the private capital-
formation-centered economy of the Jpost-Civil War decades to one that
is based to an increasing degree on personal consumption and con-
sumer markets. In the national economy to(h, the consumer is a de-
termining factor. The dollar volume of husimess investment (lepemds
increasingly on the state of consumer markets. Actual and antici-
pated consumer eApenditures for goods, services, and iiousilg provide
much of the spark for economic growth and likewise can provide
much of the braking force for stagnation and decline.

In an economy where consumer markets are a major motivating
force, tax policy-and economic policy, generaIly-should provide
for expanding consumer activities. The aht ernatives'to such a set of
consumer-oriented policies, as I see them, are either a willingness to
accept a high and growing degree of Government intervention and
participation in the economy, or an acceptance of long-run stagnation,
mnterspersed with periods of slow growth.

This is not meant to deprecate the importance of business invest-
ment in the process of economic expansion. Nor is this meant to sug-
gest that Government policy be directed toward depressing private
capital investment. I do believe, however, that business investment
in the American economy is no longer the key motivating factor.
While business investment may have been the major motivating force
for economic growth some 50 or 90 years ago--in the era when the
basic industrial and transportation structure of the Nation was estab-
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lished-I do not believe that this is the case today. The growth
factors within the system have been changing-with changes in tech-
nolog and income levels, as well as in the accompanying developments
of mass production, mass distribution, and consumer services. Busi-
ness investment, as I see it, has been declining somewhat from its
previous key role in our national economic development and is, to a
growing extent, dependent on the actual and anticipated state of con-
sunier markets.

An economy in which the basic steel industry, for example, will sell
this year appi'oxiiiately 50 percent of its output for the production of
uonohihs, cotsuier durables, and housing is quite different from

an economy in which the railroads were a major steel consumer. An
eVonoiy w1)hich is as dependent on the consumer durable goods indus-
tries and housing its the American economy is today ditfers consider-
ably" fromn tle economy of earlier days, when the developing railroads
were a major factor for growth.

The rise of the consinier durable goods industries in the past 30-
odd years--and there dependence oi niasi market,-seens to mie to
be an indication of the growing importance of consumer activities
in the national econoniv. Between 19010 and 1948, for example, the
real value of coillsluier holdings of durable goods rose more than,
300 percent. In addition to this significant rise in tile value of con.
sunar holdings of durable goods, there has been a changing relation-
ship bet ween the value of consitner durables and dwellings, on the one
hand, and the value of the structures and equipment owned by busi-
ness, on tile other. In 19)00, according to Raymond W. (1ohlsmith's
study of national wealth for the National Bureau of Eoiionmic Re-
search, the values were about equal; by 1918, tie value of consumer
dwellings and durables was 30 percent greater than the value of
business plant and equipinent,

Furthermore, despite the extraorlinlary rise in the dollar volume
of buisoiess phint and equipmilent expenditures since 1946, they have
taken a inaller part of private gross ; national product than'in the
1920's. Busine.,s investment inl new plant and equipnenit has coii-
tinunled to be labo'-savint as in the long-run past, but since World
War I, it has tended to be capital-saving as well. linj!roveinelits in
technolo,. in recent years have resulted in increases in both man-
hiour' output arid capital productivity. Total output has tended to
exp.aid .al a Imore rapid pace than bulisine-s investmnelit ill Ilew plant
and equlpillelnt.

Evo'umiuiiie ladlicy, in general. and tax policy, specifically, iuiust take
these chiauiges into cou,ideration. Tax policy should not be based
on prolosit ions ihat are reported to be -ound siiimply because they
play have been relevant 50 or miloore veal..; ago. Tax policy today. must
be based on the Amierican economic system of 19.5.-, an'd not *on re-
porls of the way (lie system operated ii the 1870's and 1880's.

The great douinestic'economic problem before us, as I see it, is how
to sustain full eniploynlnt and economic expansion at present and
in the period ahead. T o achieve these goals, I believe that it is es-
sential to maintain strong and expanding consumer markets, which
are the major stimulus in our present economy for a high and rising
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dollar volume of business investment and for economic growth. Tax
poic, therefore, should be directed toward increasing the incen-

es of consumers to buy. This becomes a far more important stim-
ulating incentive than those designed to increase business investment.

FACTORS AFFECTING BUSINESS INVESTMENT

The high dollar volume of business investment in new plant and
equipment in the years since the end of World War II has contributed,
in part, to the generally high levels of production and employment
during most of this period.

But these highest levels of business investment in the Nation's
history have not been in response to business tax rates, but for the
most part, in response to general market conditions and to consumer
market conditions, specifically.

Business expenditures for new plant and equipment were $5.5
billion in 1939, when the corporate tax rate was only 34 percent. In
the 4-year period 1946-49, such business outlays were at al annual
average of $19.2 billion, or 249 percent greater than in 1939. The
corporate tax rate in those years ilmedlately following World War
II, however was 38 percent.

In tile following 4-year period, 1950-53, business outlays for new
plant and equipment rose to an annual average of $25.3 billion. Tihe
corporate tax rate in 1950, however, was 45 percent: in 1951, 47 per-
cent; and in 1952-53, it was 52 percent; in addition, from mid-1950 to
the end of 1953, there was an excess profits tax of an extra 30 percent.
In 1954, after the termination of the excess profits tax, business ex-
penditures for new plant and equipment declined below their 1953
peak.

Bs ncas inrestmcnt und corporate tax rates

Business Businesse~l~ndltr [elipenditures
exivrnditures Corporate tor es Corporate

plant nd tax rate |panrt and tax fate
equipment equipment

I e recentt Pillion Pe(rcent
m$ ................. $ l 51 34 1951 ................. $25 t4 147

1, ................. .115 34 1'i2 ................ 201 49 '52
"47 . ............. 20 61 34 19%3 ................. 29 32 162
1914 ................. . I. 34 194. ................ 2 41St 52
1949 ............... 19 2q 341 Imm 3 ................ 27,41 52
I19 0 ................. 'A t' 45

I Plus 30 percent excess profits tax from mid yexr.
I Plus 30 percent excess profits tax.
8 Estimate.

Business investment in new plant and equipment reached record
heights in years when corporate taxes were at their highest peacetime
levels. With corporate tax rates rising during the post-World War II
period, including the excess-profits tax from mid-1950 through 1953,
and with straight-line depreciation, except for defense-related new
plant and equipment after mid-1950, business investment reached its
highest dollar volume. These facts underscore the contention of the
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Harvard Business School study on the effects of taxation-by J. Keith
Butters, Lawrence E. Thompson, and Lynn L. Ballinger-that the
recent tax structure has not materially affected the flow of business
investment in new plant and equipment nor undermined the normal
development of the economy.

I do not mean this to be construed as an argument for ever-
increasing corporate tax rates, for it is likely that under generally
normal circumstances, corporate tax rates could possibly be pushed
to heights that would depress business investment in new plant and
equipment. But the high corporate tax structure of the post-World
War II years apparently did not have a depressing effect. This was
true, I believe, because business investment tends to be stimulated
much more by the demand for goods and services than by tax rates
or tax concessions.

Business investment in producers' durable equipment, for example,
fell 72 percent between 1929 and 1933, but not because of a high and
rising corporate tax structure. The demand for goods and services
generally had declined sharply during that period and businessmen
tended to withhold outlays for new durable equipment until actual
and anticipated consumer demand would increase. Not until 1940,
with a rise in both consumer and Government demand, did business
investment in new producers' durable equipment reach a level that
apploachied the one attained in 1929.

hle decline in business outlays for new plant and equipment from
$22.1 billion in 1948 to $19.3 billion in 1949 did not occur in response
to a change in the corporate tax structure, since no such change
occurred in those years. The decline occurred, as I see it, in a period
of inventory reduction, following inflationary price rises, because the
productive ability of the economy by late 1948 and early 1949 had
outst ripped the demand for goods and services.

I ani not saving that the combined demand of Government and
consumers fell 'in that period, since it did not. drop. It fact, Govern-
ment expenditures rose $1 billion between 1948 and 1949, and personal
consumption expenditures increased by $3 billion. But the buildup
of excessive inventories indicates to me that these increases in Govern-
ment and consumption expenditures, in combination, were not great
enough or rapid enough to kepl pace with the economy's ability to turn
out a rising volume of goods and services.

The decl line in business expenditures for new plant and equipment
as well as the inventory reI'duction of 1949. did not occur beaull eI
either corporate tax change, or a drop in Government or consumer
spending, but rather because demand by Government and consumers,
in combination, did not rise sufficiently in the light of the economy's
capacity to produce.

n 1954, business evxlnditures for new plant aid equipment slumped
again. In this period there was a change in the corporate tax struc-
ture; the excess-profits tax was terminated at the end of 1953. But
this change should have resulted in a rise in business investment, if
those who believe that business investment responds directly to
changes in the corporate tax structure are correct.
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After mid-1953, Federal Government expenditures started to de-
cline, and although personal consunption expenditures declined in
only one quarter, effective demand was not great enough to prevent
either inventory liquidation or a decline in business outlays for new
plant and equipment. The process of inventory reduction after mid-
1953 was a reflection, as I see it, of the failure of demand to keep pace
with the economy's productive ability. In 1954, as in 1949, business
investment declined not because of changes in the corporate tax struc-
ture, but because the combined effective demand of Government and
consumers failed to rise sufficiently to keep market demands, generally,
abreast with the capacity of the economy to produce an increasing
volume of goods alni services.

By the second quarter of 1955, business outlays for new plant and
equipment started to pull out of the slump. But this turn-around in
business investment was preceded by a sharp increase in personal
consumption expenditures. The May 1955 issue of the First, National
City Bank Newsletter states:

Plans for investment, especially the longer term plans, reflect Dot only the
optimism stirred up by the spurt in sales but the belief that conditions over an
extended period will be favorable for the profitable utilization of the new
facilities.

In commenting on the general improvement in economic activity
since the end of 1954, the bank's newsletter states:

Fundamentally It was a recovery based on consumers ability and willingness
to buy. By the summer of 1054 and the opening months of 1955, consumers
boosted their rate of spending on goods and services by more than $7 billion.
They Increased their purchases of new homes by $2 billion. As a result of the
increase In sales and output, businessmen stopped cutting back their Inventories,
thus Increasing their rate of spending by nearly $5 billion. These changes
together were enough to account for the entire upswing.

The rise in business investment in new plant and equipment
occurred in the second quarter of 1955, after the general improve-
ment in economic activity had become apparent. This is another
indication, as I ye it, that business investment tends to rise and fall
in response to the expected profitable operation of new plant and
equipment, which means in response to the actual and anticipated
demand for goods and services.

I think that the record of these past 2 or 3 decades presents sufficient
evidence of the marked tendency of business investment in new plant
and equipment to respond mttch more directly to market demands
and market expectations than to the corporate-tax structure.

The national economy does not revolve around business investment
in new plant and equipment, as Secretary of the Treasury George
Humphrey apparently believes. The dollar volume of business invest-
ment, rather, tends to depend on the state of consumer demand.

As I see it, the record of the past several decades clearly indicates
the need for continuing expansion of consumer markets along with
the economy's improving productive ability, if high levels of pro-
duction and employment are to be sustained without advances of
Government spending.
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EFFECT OF FCJINO.91iCAT, CIIANGH rrON DECLINING ROLE OF

BUSINESS INVESTMENT

Technological developments have been changing the character of
our economy and society. From the relatively underdeveloped agricul-
tural economy of a hundred and more years ago, we had become a
highly industrialized nation by 1900. From the handicraft and small
factory industries of pre-Civil War years, we had progressed, by the
1920's, to the mass production of consumer durables.

The substitution of mechanical power for human and animal power,
accompanied by the substitution of machine production for the handi-
crafts. has meant a fairly constant and rapid increase in man-hour
output during the past hundred years and more. Further changes
in technology since World War I have brought forth mass production
and the rapid growth of consumer durable goods industries that have
necessitated expanding mass markets and the mass distribution of
goods and services.

The major goal of business investment today is no longer the estab-
lishment of an industrial base and the production of an increasing
amount of machinery, but through automat ion an expansion of output
of existing and new products through continuing innovations and cost-
reducing improvements in production, work flow, materials handling,
and distribution. Rapid iml)rovemeuts in consumer purchasing
power, along with the economy's sharp increases in productive eli-
coency, have become a prime requisite for the continued and orderly
growth of an increasingly efficient productive system.

The threat to the continued progress of the economy has become not
so much a drop in business investment, as the possible failure of con-
sumer markets-the economy's mass consumption base-to expand
with sufficient rapidity to warrant a rising dollar volume of business
investment in new and iml)roved plant and equipment. Technological
developments have been compelling a mass distribution and continu-
ing expansion of consumer purchasing power as the means for main-
taining the national economy on an even keel.

Technological developments have also been changing the role of
business plant and equipment expenditures within the national
economy.

BUSINESS INVSTMF.NT-CAPITAL SAVING FA(TOROADDED TO LABOR SAVING

Businem investment in new plant and equipment, in the past 30 to
40 years, has tended to be capital saving, as well as labor saving, The
productivity of capital, as well as of labor, has been rising.

A dollar spent on new plant and equipment now generally tends to
return a greater real output than a similar dollar's worth of capital
investment (at constant prices) 30 or more years ago. As a result,
total output has been rising at a more rapid rate than business invest-
mnent in new l)ant and equipment. Despite all-time record sums spent
on new plant and equipment since 1940, the business capital investment
share of total output available for private use has been somewhat
lower than in the 1920's.

Relatively smaller increases in business investment in new plant
and equipment now produce a larger volume of output than was true
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four or more decades ago. The successful drive toward cost-reducing
plant and equipment has been reducing the relative importance of
business investment in the national economy.

Unfortunately, the increasing productivity of busiie'q investment
in new plant and equipment has somehow evaded public attention.
Colin Clark, in an article entitled "The Declining Inportance of
Capital" in the Listener (March 10, 1955, issue of the B BC publica-
tion), recently said-

The idea of capital Investment as a vehicle of technical change, of an endless
substitution of capital for labor-
has grasped the minds of economists very firmly. However-
they have found It difficult to believe (some prominent economists find it diffi-
cult to this day) that there could be such a thing as capital-saving Inventions.

Such an Idea, however, is commonplace in the engineering worli. Ask any
designing engineer, and he will tell you that it IN always his purpo)se to design
each piece of new equipment to give more output tian the old, for the same
capital cost; and he generally succeeds In doing so. * * *

Capital-saving Inventions are one of the most striking features In the modern
world, and probably account for a good deil of the observed decline in the
ratio of capital requirements to output.

The trend toward the rising productivity of business investment
in new plant and equipment has been going on for several decades,
although little, if any, attention has been paid to it by Government
officials responsible for economic policy. In his article, Machines and
Men, in the September 1952 issue of Scientific American, Wassily
Leontief points out that the rise of man-hour output in the early period
of industrialization-
seents to have been accompanied by a corresponding Increase in capital Invest-
mnent. Between 1880 and 1912 th amount of machinery and of other so-called
fixed Investment per unit of output rose by 35 percent while the nafn-hour Input
(employed labor force times the number of hours worked) fell 40 percent. Then
the ratio of Investment to output began to drop. We Introduced more efficient
machinery rather than Just a greater quantity of it.

The amount of capital needed for each unit of output has actually been reduced
in recent years-

Leontief states-Z
and the Installation of automatic machinery will further reduce It.

Several detailed studies, now completed or in pro ress, point to
the same conclusion-that the productivity of capital. Fas been rising
and that the share of business capital investment in the economy's gross
national product has been declining.

In the 35th Annual Report of the National Bureau of Economic
Research, issued in May 1955, there is a report on work in progress
on productivity by John W. Kendrick. A graph, accompanyingKen-
drick's report, indicates that the productivity of capital in the national
economy (output per unit of capital) in 1953 was considerably greater
than in 1899; the graph further indicates that the productivity of
capital in the national economy rose substantially from 1914 to 1948,
and slippd slightly between 1948 and 1953, in the years of extraor-
dinarily high levels of new plant and equipment expenditures.

In his report, Kendrick indicates his finding of the rising produc-
tivity of both capital and labor in recent decades.

Between the years 1919 and 1968-
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Kendrick states-
output grew Nignihllcatly In relationship both to capital all() to labor.

Keh'irick% findings, its indicated in the Nalional Bureau's 1955 re-
port, tlend to substantiate other recent studies by that same organiza-
tiolls eveooiiist%.

III his introdilioll to Daniel (reamer's "Capital and Output
T''tVds il 111a11factuil- I (llst ries, 18S0-9-I8" (National Bureau

of Ecolomioic Research, 19,4), Simon Ku'tets states:
lr. (raniitir' miajo;r lindihg vole'10in. I retlds i1t fh capital output ratio hit

nlialttacttiring Is tlmt a signilnt risf in this ratio froth 1,1) to about 11109-19
was followed by i definite and silitatil decline, to the Imost recent date studied
fly hhl, It) IS. lf course, lith tiibolte %olilnie of capititi hi mninufacturing, nieas-
utred lt collstalit prices, rose throughout tOil period. But during the first part
llt rellhtive l'rtiseIn lit the vohlm of capital was greater than In output, so that
IIIe I4,llalltl olitll t rlil, lost; a'itler 1 H25 )- , lh rise in file volume of capital WaR

sigudlhiantly loiter than that In lhe holoe of output, so that the capital out pult

* * * this upward movement of the capital-output ratios to the World War I
decde and their decline since then tre found not only for imanufacturilng as a
wholh, but for practhally all major induslrill subdivisions that call be traced
cotinuously in the available data. The fitdinmig is ii.,O collfirmeld whether we
(teal with total capital or with working capital amd fixed capital separately, and
for ithe recent pwriod thit decline hI the ratio is observed whether we take fixed
capital net or gross of aceonllated depreciation. The finding Is further coil-
firmed wilh till the p 'slbl' variatilons in the dipnounoator: Whpn we take the ratio
of capital to gross value of output or to vahle added In manufacturing.

Creamer writes:
The ilno0l of capital inlvest td li'r dollar of outpult rose steadily front 1880 to

11114, accorolng to the record of reported values * The a ount of capital
Invested per output dollar bevzan to fall in 1914 and continued until 1948 * *.

* * In the earlier decades ail Increasing fraction of a dollar of capital was
tised to produce a dollar of output; iln more recent decades a decreasing frac-
tlon of a dollar of capital has b een sufficient to produce a dollar of otltit. This
is consistent with the Interpretatlon that In tle earlier decades capital inmioa-
tion ont balance probably served niore to replace other factor Inputs than to
Increase ontlpUt. More recently the balance has been in the other direction-
capital Innovation serve more to Increase the efficiency of capital, hence to
increase oulput, than to replace other factor Inputs

In discusing the ratio of output to fixed capial alone (plant and
elqlipIlnt, excluding working capital), Creamer was able to exteid
his study beyond the 1948 cut-off point to 19 51. Of his findings for
1948-51, when new plant and equipment expenditures soared to ex-
traordinary heights, Creamer states:

The lse of the fixed (-a liltal-output ratio elihles n1 to extend tile series beyond
14 In order to see the effect on the ratio of tile 20 percent expansion In the
stock of flxed capital In 1102 ) prices that occurred het\\eeui 118 and 1951.
Despite this rapid rise In the stock of fixed capital, the ratio of fixed caplal to
output has renalnixd at about the 1948 level. Presumably this would also be true
for the total capital output ratio.

The rising productivity of capital ill the milling i tdlst ries-paraIlel
to the rising productivity y of capital in manufaturinig-is indicated
in Israel Borenstein's stu.ly Capital and Output Trends ill Mining In-
dustries, 1870-1948 (National B]ureal of Economic Research, 1954).
Of his findings for the 78-year period, Borenstein writes:

We fid that in each mining Industry, up to a certain point in time, an ever.
Increasing stock of capital-the latter defined as tme net value of fixed and work.
Iag assets-was employed In order to extract a dollar's worth of mineral. There.
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after the reverse has been true. Tile pattern is clear when capital Is measured Ilk
bmk values and product at inlihour prie Nales, hib Is pulnicularly marked
when the values of capital and product are adjusted for changes in price level.
On this basls, the turning Imisnts In the ratio (if capital to) product foir the different
Industries occur between 109 and 1029--n the majority of case around 1919.

In his introduction to lDorenstein's study, Sinion Kuzuets states
that-
the major trends it the several aspects of the growth of mhdinig parallel lhose
found by ir. Creamer for manufacturing. Il manfacturing, also, tie trend
in the capital output ratios was generally upward untll abut 1111 and (list intly
downward thereafter.

The rising productivity of capital-imlicated by (y reamer, Boren-
stein, Kendridk, IA'0oitiet, and others-ileans that output has kel
rising faster thalln l)isilless investment, silloe about tile tine of World
War I. It means further, as Colin (7lark puts it, that. the economic role
of capital investment has been delining in importance.

As a result of its increasing productivity, he bisilless invested nt in
Hew pltnt aid equipillent share of the Nataen's total Output has been
declining. It 1952, the l)eplrtlntent. of ('ollh:'rce indicated in its
publication, "Markets after l)efense lxjlnsion," !liat despite the high
dollar volume of business tixed capital investment after World War
]I, such investment accounted for a smaller share of the N;164,11s
total output available for private use (gross private prodtlict) than in
the 1920's.
Business plant and cquituiecit c.rinlmliturem as a twreo ol pross private produrt

lit constant (11939) dollars'
Years: l'ercrnt

1920's ----------------------------------------------------------- 10.4
1:130's ------- ---------------------------------------------- 0.9
War period, 11940-45 .----------------------------------------. 4
194-2 ----------------------------------------------------. 9.8

Markets After Defense Erausioa, Department of Commerce, 1952.

This decline in the share of the gross private product accounted for
by business expenditures for new plant and equil)ment is also clearly
shown in a graph in the February 1954 issue of the (Napital Goods l1e-
view, published by the Machinery and Allied Prod ncts Institute.
The graph-from i910 to 1953-shows that despite an extraordinarily
high dollar vohume in the post-World War II years, the share of new
i)lint and equipment investment in the g'os private product, from

1946 to 19,3 was below predepression levels. This capital-goods-
industry publication states with great timidity:

When we put plant and equipment expenditures together, we find the postwar
percentages of gross prI'ate product about the same at constant prIces * $ *
(as) the predepre.slon level * 0 *. So far as these figures can he relied on,
we may conclude that the postwar percentages for plant and equipment combined
have been close to, if not indied a little below, those suggested by predepression
experience.

In other words, even the extraordinarily high dollar outlays for new
plant and equipment in the post-World War II period have not been
capable of raising above predepression levels tihe percentage share
of total output going to such outlays. As a result of the rising pro-
ductivitv of capital, total output has been increasing faster than busi-
ness investment, even in the years since 1946.

With the productivity of capital having risen during the past 4
decades, with the likelihood that it will continue to rise with the spread
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of automatic machinery, and with t declining percentage of gross
private lroluvt accounted for by business; outlays for new plant ind
equipment-wher will weI find 'the necessary markets for the .row.
ijug volume of goods and services produced by an increasingly efffient
economy in which bet h labor and capital proluctivity are rising?

WI,\ ATAI'l E A LThttNATIVM?

In the light of these ch:ages in the character of the national econ-
ont', I think t hat the alteriial ive iiocies are clear. With a declining
perelliage of (otplt goi1ig to business ottlays for new plant and
t'qlliplnenit, evell il pars of very high (dollar vohllnes of business
invevttnnt,, an increasing share of the eolioly's gring output Iiust
ie sold ill re i llt.tilt. oif t lt' bsili,.s sector'. If we 1re a,gre(l oi the
itce,,it v for maiiaitainn tug t i uitug ectoimic growth and high levels
of e lilivtnent, th lit iolal and increasing stress Imust be placed on the
need for growing ' consuiter or Govrnient markets or both.

Should we wit, to avoitl relialne on high andt rising levels of Gov-
ernment, expend itures in tlit pvriod ahead, then we nuist face tip to

le tieessity of placing increasing emphasis oi con.,uner expenditures
for gootis, services, tittl housing. If (ovt'niment is not to fill the gap
left byh (lte teclinilng share of busliis.ss lew plant antd qtuipllent, invest-
ument ill lie evolltoll, colistlltiel spetilin g lIist do so.

W'. in the ('() have called iihteition to this problem previously.
Fo exampih, in .11le ll.:, with the prospect tf reduced defense ex-
petlitures before us, we declared in our CIO publication, Maintaining
Prosperity:

Busilless Investment caum.t he exlct(4l to offset deliinlg defense spending
fit this period. FNletidit tres for new Ilant and eqult ipment-whli tire now at
record peaks and have btn at high levels since 11N0--may fall somewhat in the
earss ahead. And ePen small lierenses lit dollar outhlays would not raise the
business Investment share of rising national production.

Th#- national economy is iow lore dependent on consumer spending than In
the past. The capital investment share of total private output him been less
in the post-World War II priod than il the 1920's, despite record business
outltys since 111. This trend indicates that as aI pereenttage of total output
avalihle for private us,, business Investment may never return to the levels of
the 11 20's or earlier prosperous ieriodst. Fixed capital is becoming Increasingly
ellcient. A dollar spent now on new plant and equipment generally returns a
greater real output than a similar dolar's Investment In the past. The produc-
tivity of fixed capital, as well as labor, is increasing. Markets for the rising
outit miuuist rest oni a widening maass-con.mption base.

The changes in tlie national econo, my, discussed in this paper, make
it clear, in ily opinion, that our economic system las been develop-
ing from a business investlment-centered economy to a consumer-
oriented economy. Tax policy must encourage personamll consumption
eXi)entilures to an ilcr'easilg extent in the years ahead, if we are to
avoid rising levels of Governient expen(dittires.

After four decades of tile rising productivity of capital and the
declining econoilic importance of business invesiment. it is high tiluie
that Government economists and econoilic policy legislators and
administrators face itl) to the simple reality that the Amelican economy
of 1915 is conisiderably different frol wlat it was in 1880 or 1900.

Business investment in new plant and equipment plays till import-
ant role in the l)roces of economic growth. hit that role is declining
in relative importance. The growth of mass production, of the con-
sumer durables industries, and of consumers services makes busi-
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ness investment-and the continued growth of the national economy-
increasingly dependent on the state of cimumnpr markets. The de-
clining share of business plant and equipment outlays in the national
output available for private use-as a result of the rising productivity
of capital-makes it necessary for the consumer sector to fill the
gap, if increasing Government exl)enditures are to be avoided.

Should consumer markets fail to expand sufic-Aently, I think that
the commitment of the Government to maintain high levels of em-
ployment, under the Employment Act of 1946, wi necessitate in-
creases in Government expenditures in the period ahead. As I ,ee it,
the policy alternatives are to encourage the growth of vonsuuer mar-
kets or to accept rising levels of Government spending, since the a]-
ternative-economic stagnation anr large-scale unemployment-is
mthinkable.

STIMULAI ION OF CONSUMPTION BY IIEM'T TAX CUTS

'rex policies designed to grant an increasing degree of special
privilege to business investment will not and cannot produce long-
run economic growth and stability. What is required is not addi-
tional tax privileges for business'and wealthy investors, but direct
tax cuts for the great mass of taxpayers through exemlpting from
taxes a larger share of their income. |this would result in expanding
consumer markets that will make it profitable for business ; to invest in
new and more efficient plant structures and machines. Snchl tax cuts
would insure consumer markets that will grow fast enough to absorb
the increasing available output. , ,

Furthermore, the high liquidity of business generally and tile fact
that it does not rely to any significant degree on equity fillin~ing for
new investment, is a clear indication that corporate hiusilless does not
require the further extension of tax loopholes and tax privileges.Corporate enterprise, generally, has the available fids needed to
sustain the overwhelming proportion of plant and equipment expendi-
tures. Additional funds are available from the banks, insurance
companies, anA other investment sources, including the personal
savings of wealthy investors.

Corporate investment, in the post-World War II years, ias been
financed overwhelmingly from internal sources-rising levels of undis-
tributed profits plus depreciation allowances. In the years since 19-16,
some 65 to 80 percent of corporate new plant and equipment out-
lays have been financed from internal funds. The issuance of net
new common and preferred stock has accounted for merely about
5 or 10 percent of corporate plant and equipment outlays sice tile
end of World War II; borrowed funds have accounted for an addi-
tional 15 to 25 pe'cent of such investment.1

It has been said many times in the pnsl that a Imiass-prodlletioll
economy requires mass consuniption. recognition of the changes in
the character of the economy in the past four decades underscores the
need for a continuing expansion of consumer nmrkets, to provide i

,Certainly. btilneoa generally does not retpilre Sereotary of the 'l'reasiry :eorae
lilnmilirey'l4 special iollcittilo anti the special tax rihvlece. for lu ienis and teitalh
families %ach he tias consistently advoctent since Ie took omee. Mr. lhtniphrey's ta
pollcle are not merely grossly lnqiltahi,. Ill% tax poliies-nnllt his cal policles, In
ceneral-are based on a false conception of the process of economic crowtih and &elehp-
mnt in America today. An a result, the administration's tax aind fiscal policies of t e
pat .3 .ears present a threat to the contlued lonig.eln growth snli mitbility of the
nationi economy.
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widening mass-consuniption base for economic growth. The Nation's
tax lpoli~y must make as one of its major goals the continuing growth
of consumer markets. This can best be attained by increasing the
personal individual income-tax exemptions, thus permitting Ameri-
can families to have, exempt from taxation, an amount equivalent to
what is needed to maintain a decent American standard of living.
To I his end I would recommend an increase during the coming session
of Congress in individual income-tax exemptions of at least $200 per
)erson.

TIE NEW LOOK IN TAX AND FISCAL POLICY

PAiUL A. SAMUELSO , Massaciusetts Institute of Technology

I
There is much talk about taxes. When I flick on the dial of my

radio in the morning, I hear a Congressman quoted on how our high
level of taxes is ruining the Nation or a Senator's tape-recorded alarm
over tile un1fair burden the poor man has to carry because the admin-
istration has been favoring big business. My morning paper at break-
fast brings me the view of its editor that the United States has been
Ilr-uing unsound fiscal policy for the last 25 years. Scratch the

Barber who cuts my hair and you find a philosopher ready to prescribe
for the Nation's monetary ills.

This is as it should be. We expect sweeping statements in a de-
mocracy. We hope that out of the conflict of extreme views there
will somehow emerge a desirable compromise. Yet such sweeping
* tatenients have almost no validity from a scientific, or even from a
leisurely coinmonsense point of view: spend as little as a year going
over the factual experience of American history and of other econo-
mies, devote as little as a month to calm analysis of probable cause
and effect, or even spend a weekend in a good economics library-
and what will you find ? Will you find that there breathes anywhere
in the world an expert so wise that he can tell you which of a dozen
major directions of policy is unquestionably the best I You will not.
Campaign oratory aside, the more assuredly a man asserts the (irec-
tion along which salvation is alone to be found, the more patently lie
advertises himself as an incompetent or a charlatan.

Tiw plain truth is this, and it is known to anyone who has looked
into the matter: The science of economics does not provide simple
answers to complex social problems. It does not validate the view
of the man who thinks the world is going to hell, nor the view of his
fellow idiot that ours is the best of all possible tax systems.

I do not wish to be misunderstood. When I assert that economic
science cannot give unequivocal answers to the big questions of policy,
I (o not for a nioment imply that economists are useless citizens.
Quite the contrary. They would indeed be useless if any sensible
man could quickly infer for himself simple answers to the big policy
questions of fiscal policy. No need then to feed economists while
they make learned studies of the obvious. It is precisely because
pimllii policy in the tax and expenditure area is so complex that we
find it absolutely indispensable to invest thousands of man-years of
scholarly time in scholarly economic research in the,e areas.

Mace no mistake about it. The arguments that we all hear every
day of our lives on the burning partisan issues have in every case been
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shaped by econoinists-by economists in universities, in business, in
Government, and by that rarest of all birds, the shrewd self-made
economist. What economists do not know about fiscal policy turns
out, on simple examination, not to be known by anyone.

II

With this necessary preamnble out of the wily, let me record the
general views that studies have led me to, about the current state
of our fiscal s.stem. Ihis will clear the way for a ignore detailed
analysis of taxes and growth, taxes and stable fhll ein'loynlent, taxes
and equity, taxes and the le vel of public expenliture )Ipr)ai'aliS.

I [ere t6en are the major facts about our system as I seo eli).
(1) The postwar American economy is In good shape. There is

nothing artificial or lumwouind about its underpinnings. For more
than a decade we have had generally high employment opportuili-
ties. Our production efficiency has been growing at a steady rate
that compares well with anlthing in our history or in the histony of
countries abroad. For aill this we niust, in our present-day liiixed
economy, be grateful to both pbiblic and private institutionls.

(2) tie existing structure of Federal, 'tate', and local taxes is in
its broad features highly satisfactory. Repeatedly at the polls and
through all the legitimate prtoce,-es of governmnent, the citizens of
this Republic have indicated that they want our present type of fi..cal
structure-its substantial dependence at the Federal level on personal
and corporate income taxes, its eclectic dependence on selective ex-
cises, on payroll levies for social security, oil Iproerty and sales taxes
at the local levels. If the consensus of citizens in our democracy
were to be other than it is-toward less or more equalitarianisi
to\ ard less or more local autonoiy-there is no reason that the careful
analytic economist can see why our fiscal system is not. capable of
being altered in the desired *direction. In other words, there is
nothing in the inechanics of a modern econouty which makes it im-
possible or difficult for the citizenry to get the kind of a tax system
that they want; bur tax system hits plenty of give, plenty of room
for adaptation and change.

All the above dioes not imply that we are living in a new era of
perfection. The American economy now faces, and will continue to
ace, many tough problems, many hard decisions. And, to be sure,

there are numerous imlperfections, inconsistencies, and loopholes in
the present tax structure; these do need improving.

IN hat the optimistic diagnosis of the moaern-day economist does
contradict is the following:

(1) The view that America has long since departed from an ortho-
(lox fiscal policy and that it is only a matter of time until a grim
Mother Nature exacts retribution from us for our folly in departing
from the narrow line of fiscal rectitude. (This is a philosop)hical
position that any dissenter from current trends is free to assume;
but it is not a factually verifiable view about reality that dispassionate
study of statistics and facts can substantiate.)

(2) The view, shared in by the extremes of both left and right
wings. that our economy generally is moving in unsound directions
so that we must ultimately end up in some unnamed disaster or con-
,'ulsion. (In terms of business-cycle -itability and efficient growth, the
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United States has in the last dozen years dramatically refuted tile
sour expectations both of those who look back on a fictitioils past golden
age and of collectivists who look forward to a golden age that only a
revolul ion ca1 usher in.) III

'i'urniig now Io tihe goals of any tax system, we lif ask: What
taX Sth3llc(lle will give its tie Itost iapid 11le of growth .? What tax
system will give us (lie highest., current standilrd of living.? What
tax strlctlure will ll111ke Olr systemlll illol.t i3llllllllle to the lups llIl dOWnIS
in elipltovilieit aml prices tihat nill1 American families insecure.
11,h1 tax 1 .t rlut iire will realize lms Ihto'ely the volnillmity's sellse of
filiess and quit y What tax structure will have the least distort-
ing effects on our use of ecoloilic resOurcts, instead of maximizing the
efficiency with which we prodclie what oir citizelns Itiost wailit

IVpll careful tlought it will be obvious that there cannot exist
a tax systei ,' wi will siI SI 1lIneob.,ly JIlaxillizet lhese five quite
ditl'erl goals of social lift.

It is easy o s' e that high icurrenl living stlldads and rapid growth
of our ilily to produce are (01lliein ig ea4s: pou have oily to took
at a t tolletivized society like the Soviet 'liion, .vhihcl (teides' to sacri-
lice conlsuiliitmion levels of the current generations inl favor of a crash

rogra of indi.-ria lization you have only to rellect that historically
in tie ,tuns of Maincheler wi;rking familh'es might have lived longer
in tie 19th enelillr 'I if lIglInl and the other nations had during the
industrial revolutio1 slowed down their rates of material l)rogress;
you hive only to consider tie problem of conserving scarce exhallstible
natural resources to realize that every society lu.st all the tilie be
givinuz up higher fhitire resource iote'Wials in favor of keeping cur-
relnt gelleral ioll collsimi)(ll Its high as it is.

Youi ca3 illilagine a m,,'iet v that (ei(h,. to devote its illeonle ill excess
of the bare physiological existeilce level 100 percent to capital forma-
tiol. You (clift imagine it-ift there never has been suich a society.
Nor would any of us want to live in such a olle. It should be obvious,
therefore, that ho sane person wouhl ever seek it tax program which
literally imaximize(l om3 rte of economic growth. (Yet how imany
times over tlie chicken a Ia king thave we Il heard speakers reiterate
this nlonsensical goal.) It is just as obvious that no sane person would
wailt to tilaximize present living levels if this meant eating up iall our
capital o3 a consumption bender that would leave us an imipoverishedI't ion).

There is no need to go through all the other pairs of tile tive listed
goals to show their partial incompatilbility. If we are willing to
frame a tax system that strongly favors thrifty men of wealth, we may
thereby be able to add to our rate of current growth; if we encourage
a gentle rate of inflation, we maIy be able to increase the profits in tie
hands of tlhe quick-reacting busiineissman, perhaps thereby stepping
ill) our rate of growth. So it goes, and one could easily work through
the other permutations and combinations.

l31t not all of our live goals are necessarily competing. Some when
yon realize them, help you to realize the others. If we succeed in
ioinig away with the great. depressions that have dogged the ecollomic
rec0rd, we mav tlherelhv add to our rate of growth. If we shape a
graduated-tax 'system t'hat enables lower income groups to maintain

73834-580-1
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mininuin standards of life, we may ease tile task of stabilizing busi-
ness activity. If we replace distorting taxes by less distorting alter-
natives, the fruits of the resulting more efficient production can add
to our current consumption and to our rate of progress in capital
formation.

I shall not prolong the discussion of the degree to which the diverse
goals of tax policy are competing or complementary. For it will turn
out that. we can formulate proper policies without having to measure
these important, but complicated, relationships.

IV

Upon being told by the economist that it is absurd for Gongress
to aim at th; most ralpid rate of growth possible and that it is equally
absurd for Congress to aim at the highest possible current level of
consumption, the policymaker may be tempted to say: "I understand
that. Won't you therefore a; an economist advise us as to just what
is the best poshble compromise between these extremes l"

A good question but, unfortunately, not one that the expert econ-
.omist can pretend to give a unique answer to. If he is honest, he
must reply: "The American people must look into their own hearts
and decide on what they consider to be the best compromise rate of
growth."

.Just because I have advanced degrees in economics and have written
numerous esoteric works in the field, I am not thereby empowered to
let my personal feelings, as to how much the present generation ought
to sacrifice in favor of generations to come, become a prescription
for society. It would be as presumptuous for me to offer such specific
advice as to let my family's notions about dental care determine how
much the typical American family ought to spend on toothpaste.
But it is legitimate for me as an economist to say this: "Whatever
rate of capital formation the American people want to have, the
American system can, by proper choice of fiscal and monetary pro-
grams, contrive to do." Thiis can be shown by ain example.

Suppose the i ast majority of the American pople look into the
future or across the Iron Cuirtain at the irat progress of others.
Suppose they decide that we ought to have a more rapid rate of capital
formation and technological development than we have been having
recently. Then the economist knows this can be brought into being
(a) by means of an expansionary monetary policy that makes invest-
ment funds cheaper and easier to get. Admittedly, such an expanded
investment program will tend, if it impinges on an employment situ-
ation that is already full and on a price level that is already stationary,
to create inflationary price pressures and overfull employent-unless
something is done about it. What would have to he done about this
inflationary pressuref Clearly (b) a tight fiscal policy would be
needed to offset the expansionary monetary policy: By raising taxes
relative to expenditure, we wold reduce the share of consumption
,out of our full employment income, releasing in this way the real
resources needed for investment. (It shouldbe unnecessary to go
through the reverse programs which would be called for if the national
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decision were to slow down the rate of capital formation as compared
to that of recent years.')

From these remarks it will be clear that economic science is not only
neutral as to the question of the desired rate of capital accumulation-
it is also neutral its to the abilty of the economy to realize any decided-
on rate of cllpital formation.

I repeat: With proper fiscal and monetary policies, our economy can
have full employment and whatever rate of capital formation and
growth it wants.,

V

The optimistic doctrine that our economy can have stability and
the rate of growth it wants may seem rather novel. Perhaps even a
little shocking. But there are worse surprises yet to come.

The reader may think that my argument rests on something like
the following reasoning:

Suppose that political party R is more concerned with progress
than political party 1), whih shows a greater concern for the
little man, with security, and with current consumption. Then
if the Nation gives its approval to the general policy goals of R,
the Government will have to change its emipliasis away from
re(lucillg taxes oil individuals-par'ticularly rapid-slending
lower-intcome people; and it will have to change its emphasis
toward reducing taxes on business, in an attempt to bolster the
incentives toward investment. In short, it is by changing the
qualitative pattern of taxation, by sacrificing equity to incentive,
that tie community succeeds in getting higher levels of capital
formation when it desires such higher levels.

I predict that Iliuli of tile testimony before this subcommittee will
proceed1 alotig I Iet lilies. (ertainly much of the political discussion
of the last 3 years. when it alis had the courage to be frank, has been
along these lies.

' The fact that variations in the overall deficit or surplus of the Government can. It
properly reinforced by monetary policy. tilternilne the rate of society's capital formation
alts a soberIng responsihllilty n democratic governments. Ordinarily, we assume that each

Individual is to he, tli Isst Judge of whether he will spend the Income society lea es him
after taxes on more butter or on more inargarie. We do not ordinarily atsutne that I. as
an Individual, ant free to determine tite amount of smoke tmy chimney can eject Into the
pmbllc air: I ani %illing to enter into a compact %Ith my neilihbors whereby we all decide
democratically how oar liberty or license is to be curbed In er ter to further the good of
each one of is. A nation's sia lng ceems to be treated by most 20th century nations as
N nint.l in between these 2 polar eaes : to sone degree we all act as If we consider our.
selves trustees, for future generations. and we desist from using up all the Irreplaceable
resources of nature. Itt both lie advanced and the underdeveloped parts of the globe,
cltiens act at the poll' as If they do not completel) approve of the saving.nlestment
decisis tat they would make In private life : they reinforce and alter thee decisions by
voting public fiscal and monetary polnci which Increase (or decrease) the capital forms.
tion which private thrift Nsoild hr Itself dictate. Why do they do this? Often titer do
so Imlciletly. lIt often explicltly because, technihally speaking. they attach qualifled
weight to heir own changeable ex ant Indliff.renee curres between present and furtire.
If full ethical prlmacl '%ere to be given to these Indifference curves and If short-run lrregu.
larltl,,q were Ignored. the proper goal of social policy might be a constantly balanced budget
accompanied 1.3 an active monetary policy that maIntains full employment.

'Space tines not permit nie to give the needed qualifications to this simplified exposition.
I hare ,Isewher oxlalned at some length what might Ie called the !!npnrtnnt neoclassical
syntheIst. wb1leh eilhine, the essentials of traditional economies pricing theory Iith the
essentlals of the modern theory of Income determination and which tnderlies the nverted
proposition. 1ee toy chapter entitled "Full Employment Versus Progress and Other Eeo.
noie oals." apiearin In (Mst F. Millikan, editor) Income Stabllsation for a Dveloping
Democracy. Tale universityy Press. 1953, pp. 547-580. Also see my related discussion
entitled "Principles and Rtules In Modern 'iscal Pollcy A Nen Clis|eal Reformulation."
in Essayt In Honor of John W1ilian1s. the MacNililan Co.. New York. 1951. pp, 157-174.
The third edition of my Eeonamics. McGraw-Hill, 19,55. ch. 29 (Interest and Capitalt.
-contains an elementary expoitin to sow how fiscal and monetary poller Intreet In the
delet minatlon of alternative miles of consumption and Investment at full employment.
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But this is not at all the train of thought that I wish to emphasize in
my testimony. I want to cap the daring doctrine that an economy can
have the rate of capital information it wants with a doctrine that may
seem even more shocking. Naturally, I cannot here develop all of the
underlying reasoning, nor give all the needed qualifications. But
I do in advance want to stress the earnestness with which I put it
forward, and to underline that it does spring from careful use of the
best modern analyses of economics that scholars here and abroad have
over the years been able to attain, The doctrine goes as follows:

A comnmunitv can have full employment, can at the same time have
the rate of capital formation it wants, and can accomplish all this
compatibly with the degree of income-redistributing taxation it
ethically desires.

This is not the place to give a detailed proof of the correctness of this
general proposition. It will suffice to illustrate it with two extreme
examples.'

In the first, suppose that we desire a much higher rate of capital
formation but stipulate that it is to be achieved by a tax structure that
favors low-income families rather than high-income. How can this
be accomplished? It requires us to have an active expansionary policy
(open-market operations, lowering of reserve requirements, lowered
rediscount rates, governmental credit agencies of the FHA and RFC
type if desired) which will stimulate investment spending. However,
with our taxes bearing relatively lightly on the ready-spending poor,
consAmption will tend to be high at the same time that investment is
high. To obviate the resulting inflationary pressure, an increase in
the overall tax take with an overly balanced budget would be needed.

Alternatively, suppose the community wants a higher level of cur-
rent consumption and has no wish to make significant redistributions
away from the relatively well-to-do and toward the lower income
groups. Then a tighter money policy that holds down investment
would have to be combined with a fiscal policy of light taxation rela-
tive to expenditure. But note that in this case, as in the one just above,
any qualitative mix of the tax structure can be offset in its effects
by appropriate changes in the overall budget level and in the accom-
panying monetary policy.

VI

My discussion has covered a great deal of ground ana has necessarily
been'brief. But I shall be glad to enlarge on the subject if that should
be desired.

I I do not recall ever seeing mathematical economics in congressional committee hearings.
This drought can be ended by the following brief proof of the reasoning underiing my basic
proeition. To the initiated the symbols will be almost self-explanatory; to the uninitiatedno harm ISmesant.

Let Y=real national product, Y=disposable Income In real terms= V-taxes. Let t and
C stand for Investment and consumption, 0 for Government expenditure on goods and
services. Let i stand for the cost (and the availability) of borrowing for Investment
purposes. let a be a parameter Indicating the degree to which the tax structure is
Income distributing toward the poor and ossilly harmful to investment Incentives: the
tnx structure can be summarised by T=l'T(,m). Our whole system can be defined by theconditions : cond(vit.s 70A ....) M. )+0, where =V-r(r,m)

For prescribed levels of 0 and m, there will always be a level of f and a level of the tax
function 7 that simultaneously leads to fall employment and to any desired ratio I1Y.
(The dots In the functions will permit one to add stocks of wealth or money as further
variables and also to make various wage and price level assumptions.)
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TAX POLICY FOR GROWTH AND STABILITY

Esa so, P. SCHMIDT, Chamber of Commerce of the United States

LIMITS OF STUDY

In his opening statement on May 24 before the invited partici-
)ants, Chairman Wilbur D. Mills stated that there are "three dis-

tinct facets of taxation-political, economic, and technical." He
stated that this inquiry was to be concerned with neither the political
nor the technical aspects.

Rather, the aim was to be economic analysis of the tax structure
as it relates to short-run stabilization and long-run economic growth.
He indicated this may include effects on (a) the distribution of real
income and levels of consumption, (b) on investment,, (c) on manage-
rial and labor effort, and (d) incentives. A third section was to deal
with certain special phases such as: capital gains, depreciation, taxa-
tion of small business, and several other items.

The basic question for concern, however, is to be: What should be
the relative emphasis upon direct stimulation of consumption and
investment?

This limits the study, therefore, to analysis of the effects of taxa-
tion upon consumption and investment. Since taxation can only have
deterring effects, it will be an analysis of the relative importance of
these deterrents.
Final incidence of any tax i8 unknown

Little is known with finality about the incidence of a tax system
or tax structure. The careful student is likely to avoid dogmatic con-
clusions as to the impact of any specific tax or group of taxes, or even
the tax structure as a whole. A short-run tax impact may differ en-
tirely from the longer run impact. Althoufgh the incidence of any
tax measure may not be easily ascertained, the functions of taxation
are relatively clear.
Primary functions of ta.'ation

There are two schools of thought concerning the primary function
of taxation. One group holds to the idea that taxes ought to be used
primarily for the purpose of raising revenues sufficient for the opera-
tions of essential Government services. A second group believes that
the tax structure ought to be used primarily to effect changes in the
social structure of the Nation and only secondarily to raise funds
necessary for governmental operations. Those in the first group will
be identified by their concern over setting taxes at levels where a
maximum of revenue will be derived over the long run. Those of
the second persuasion will be identified by their concern over other
considerations-protecting domestic industries against foreign com-
petition, eliminating the problems of large inheritances and cutting
down on "family fortunes," reconstructing the income pattern of thle
people of the United States, changing the investment pattern of the
Nation's corporations, and many similar matters of social rather than
fisal concern. The case of attempted revision of the business struc-
ture through favorable treatment of cooperatives is a prime example.

Successive administrations in Washington and congressional com-mittees have wrestled with the problem of the taxation of cooperative
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enterprises. It's generally agreed that fhe cooperative is a legitinuite
form of doing business. Ilut it escapes certain taxes which are levied
on the corporate form of doing business. If the disparity between
the tax burden on cooperatives and corporations is not corrected, we
will drive more and more businesses into the cooperative form. Cor-
porations are paying about one-third of the National Government tax
take. It has been argued that the only real, final solution to this
problem is the abolition of the corporate income tax. This committee
ought to give consideration to this problem. While we do not reota-
mend such a step at this time, the situation nevertheless suggests that
a reduction in the corporate tax is one way to try to hell) to put the
corporation and the cooperative on a more equitable basis of fair play
and equality. To discriminate against one convenient and ust-fill
form of doing business and providing jobs is contrary to the Ameri-
can spirit of equal opportunity and fair play.

Whether taxes are viewed primarily for the purpose of raisihui
revenues or for social purposes, it is generally agreed that the elect
of the tax structure on the private economy should be watched. 'I is
brings us to the basic question: Should the relative emphasis be on
direct stimulation of consumption or investment?

In a growing economy, rising consumption and investment are
equally necessary. Without rising consunltion, there will be no new
investment to Inet demand for goods consumed. Without investment,
there will be no new income to generate consumer (eman(d.

Throughout the 1953-54 recession, the almost uninterrupted advance
in personal income, manufacturing wages, and other aggregates pri-
marily associated with consumption expenditures would suggest that
consumer demand is in a healthy position now. But the many daip-
ening influences on investment to meet that demand need to be
examined.

The development and growth of industry which we all anticipate
will place great pressures upon the capital market. Spectacular inno-
vations in automation and the harnessing of atomic and solar energy
will create tremendous demands for investment capital. Therefore,
a tax system which thwarts or hinders saving, investment and risk-
taking is likely to be viewed with increasing criticism, as the need
for financing these developments is more clearly comlprehended.

ABLtrrr-To-PAY PRniucr'rz

It took the 16th amendment to override the principles of the Found-
ing Fathers with respect to taxation. Apparently, they believed that
no one should pay any bigger portion of his property or income than
others do.

Today our progressive income tax takes as high as 91 percent from
the upper income-tax bracket. The greatest evil of the ability-to-pay
principle is that with some people it has become a fetish. They have
come to test every tax by that principle. However, even if one is com-
mitted to the progressive tax idea, it is not necessary that every tax
be progressive. Many would be willing to settle for a tax system
which is mildly progressive as a whole with perhaps an upper limit
of 50 percent. But as it presently exists the progressive income tax,
with high marginal rates, does discourage work, effort, and, particu-
larly, risk taking. Innovators and the risk takers are tremendously
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iiiipoitait in(iidllals in our society. We ought not to penalize effort,
ingenuity, diligence, and success. The ability-to-pay prilciple is, ill
many respects, foreign to our traditions. Even the Christian ethic

ult tho emplhasis on the tithe, each paying a similar portion of his
income anll everyone being responsible for pitying something; even
the widow's mite was welcome. Under a proportional tax system,
a ma it earning $5,000 might pay 10 percent, while one earning $10,00
would similarly pay 10 percent. lie would pay twice as much but not
5 to 10 times as much.

A tax on income, particularly when tile marginal rates ar' high,
tends to discourage effort. A sales or excise tax probillly stimvmates
effort because if things we want cost a bit more we may have to %ork
a little harder or a little more ingeniously in order to earn enough
inconle to buy the things we want.

Of lie $87 billion of taxable income after taxes in 1953, $62 billion
were in the lowest income bracket of $0 to $2,000, or over 70 percent.
Confiscation of all income in brackets above $10,000 would have yielded
only about $4.7 billion as shown by the accompanying table.

Rimiaed distribution of taxable income, tax liability, and income oiler lazs
(Calendar year 19M Income Ic el

Addlillond~re% .ion- oderiv.

Rle from
Rte Sirla and Taxable oallIsflkalhlTaxabl schedule. normal ItcuneV oft all -aleTaxable income bracket$ Inromj 044l rah$ iag after tax I Inlte ot

otrt by
lower limit

of brckets I

V1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

TA0ound Millions Perent Miliaos AllUaone Millions
to $2 ...................... 77. 014 20 $1& I'M $62,131 $*6 9W

$2to $ ...................... 15.013 22 3.31 11,'710 24.827
4 to 6............. . .. V)7 26 1,.W 4.371 13,117

A to Si ................... .3.41 30 1,014 2,437 9,746
N to S$ ........................ 2, 403 34 817 1, 5W 6,309
110t$I2 ....................... .1 755 3 W67 I, ()%A 4,723
12 to 14 ....................... 1,410 43 6M6 *04 3,.3M
14 to $16 ........................ 963 47 453 510 2,831
1) to 1i8 ........................ 822 50 411 41 2,321
l to $2....................... 675 53 358 317 1,910
20 to $22 ........................ U' 56 28 2.3 I, 593
22to $26 ........................ 852 5 63 34V 1, &58
0to V2 ........................ 862 62 634 328 1,00(9

32 to 38 ........................ 53 65 .W1 197, &i,
38 to $44 ....................... 401 W) 277 124 484
4 to $'W ....................... 295 72 212 83 3M0
)0to lp ........................ 316 75 2W7 79 277
0 to $70 ........................ 215 78 Irs 47 198

SO to $0 ....................... 172 81 119 33 161
0, to $go ...................... 140 84 118 22 I1

to $100 ....................... 97 87 84 13 16
1o to P ............ .. ...... 267 89 238 29 83
So to $M0 ..................... 1," W Wi 134 I5 4
rer $20 ....................... 411 91 39. 39

Total..................... 115,391.............. .28,432 K ...

$
S
S
$
S
$
S
3:

S
SI

5'
$1
SI
II
0

I Petals will not netcossrily add to totals because of rounding.
I By subtraction.
I Derlhed from cumulating column (5) from highest income bracket to the Indicated lewe).
NoTg.-If the maximum rate In the above schedule were 50 percent for Incomes In all brackets above

$18,000, the revenue lose would be $1,076 million.
Source: Tax Foundation.
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INCOME' TAX AMAY SIAW ll(KIMAlttHi

Tho Steeldy gradulell I .er-4ollil illcoll, Ilix, aIDI +1.lyig also 14) ho.
l piefors of more 11111 i ;I illion lilttjiicorpo'uite Ii'ttst l ltisi Iai d ti -

]tonls of filrv.-, Cousinstittes it lien',drain it, whi. might hauvo
Is'collip lidflill veluro elitil, lhl, e.tllet 11nd4 gift. laxes driniladditional port ion.,i of Ihn ilet l u ire afil t f al.

I naturee capital *er.xi (bt /fnaw-hig
, T hl e 1p 1' e l,1f fl ax s tll -lr ll t,; , o fi t e l h t c~ r i ic iz e d o il 1h p g ro u n d s

thai it 'euds to dry up w'u ture tlzitill. Tlen ,tAits to lanvi, Itelu
a telidthnv oil the pitl't of (overlilielit tlax theorists tio stress lhe l-
portanee of deht tinnthlg to tite extlsiion of equity tiualiilT SillCO
there is tll illiptrtaiit prill'iple involved here, it n11ny be Well Io lootk
into flit', vitiois Iljl'is of (1h1t notion.

For 1111V' givt'n li illeiSS i et1l ist,. fli'e iutvtslt iu calilaa sl ocl (or
ofher foria of owier.h'il) is iii it hS safti ition thin flu invlestor
in I'Alids (or olier foril of credifor,,hil). Tiatlk aliil tll, lreq-itt-
day prblem of e qlil lihulncitlg (I Stjaig,ls ui1it III tt h iatlig) hi.aa to
do wiilli getting investors fo fnku' f iutlorto vellt lllartllie position-
Ito vi't tfllt verl lut, vaulital %h i a hi e illt risks tuly Itus
atvidilith to Ilite iondholders (or ollir cretihtM).

If debf Iint'ing is 111t44niu0n11 oilt r Ilul ly o tuliiai 0 ur u1 my
I-z therel)v uaide inerellsinxvl v1ilntralle I i dit '-slirlitng lvvessio.

llisfl:ital i'Is sI'how v e:11rlv Ito e1mlaliif ivu recess lol ilovellieit Jills

,ver. developed bl'eatll of ti l~p'tl.)tntlerllt'l . oif tetly u tit Cafiil over de)t
itltill.tg. 'U'lhe oplsite conclusion is tuniply silpiqorted by oH r Ilist

A'Xpeil'e ai wll as lv coIiIinon s lsle.
Onliv witi deblt tiilanting-.aid lever will equity tiialtiig-- can

we aSSfWiale the contagion tof dificulties illtd to minid by sumclh terms
as "illsolvenc'Y or "laukrup tch," eacl failure to pay delts making
it more likely. th t (li creditor, in tinu, will find it in'possible to meet
his oebliatiolls and inaiilitaini his economic activity.

E1paliftzcallv stated, ample provision of risk-tiking vtiture capital
i.% an essent ial refliiisite of a vigorously dynaiit, expanding (Coloil
An miereasg proportion of eluify ivestlnelt us Compjared to debt
financing lessens our vulnerablity to down-spiraling recession. Coll-
versely, ali increasing priportioi of debt or creditor iivestnmnt
increases our vulnerability.

An13 reduction in the volume of risk-taking investment should,
therefore, be cause for serious concerii.
The fate of equity capital under present ta.r, stueture

Suppliers of equity capital have, lost ground relative to other groups.
In 1939 dividend. represented 5.2 percent of national income; Ii 1953
they were only 3 percent of national income. This is a drop of more
than 40 percent.

And Yet this was at a time of high prosperity and high savings.
The high savings of the postwar years have been channeled into out-
lets other than corporate securities-primarily into cash, bank de-
posits. Government bonds, and private insurance and pension reserves.
To be sure, much of the savings thus allocated are reinvested by banks,
insurance companies, and otfler institutions, but this provides pri-
marily loan capital rather than risk or venture capital.
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I tl'aas't Iid on ait ca pii al is dl(d cible froa t i taIx Iase. I4Excet
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Most corporations try to avoid long-term financing and many of
them could borrow very little on a long-term basis. Thus their chief
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source of fuinlds is plowed-back earnings. This means that the eco-
nomic growth of our country is heavily dependent upon profits after
taxes and upon the willingness of stockholders to forego dividends.
With all the untapped savings within our economy, our economic
growth should not be thus severely restricted.
A faulty tam structure or exce88ive tax burdens are not the only factor

in growth
A faulty tax structure may be onlv one of many reasons for inade-

quate saving, investment, or growth. Sound political foundations,
an economic system based on free choice of the ultimate consumers,
and favorable environmental factors are all equally important to the
Nation's development and growth. Such things as constitutional stit-
bility, the sanctity of private property and of contracts, the right to
work without fear -protect ion against labor violence and class strug-
gle ideology, sound monetary and fiscal policies-all of these and
many more govern our Natioi's pattern of evolution.

But the tax structure is important. With the tax burden running
close io one-third of our national income ($95.7 billion tax load on it
national income of $100.2 billion in fiscal 1954) it seems obvious that
both the total tax take and the structure of the tax system have in-
numerable and significant effects on the allocation of human and
other resources, on risk taking, on innovation, on enterprise and ef-
fort, on the price structure and the general level of prices.
Is the ta.v structure overbalanced?

Is undue weight being placed upon corporate and personal income
taxes as a source of revenue? This is a question that is becoming
increasingly important. Today the Government in Washington col-
lects 80 percent of its revenue through income taxation.

Britain places relatively twice as much emphasis on excise and sim-
ilar taxation as does the IVnited States. The same is true in Canada.
Serious consideration ought to he given to reducing the maximum
taxes on income both at the individual and corporate level. When the
rate goes up to'91 percent in the higher brackets, it is perfectly ob-
vious that the incentive to take on additional work or additional'risks
must decrease.

All these matters are mentioned also to suggest the importance of
reducing taxes generally and, particularly, the taxes on income.

Avoidance a problem with excessive or unfair taa'es
Onerous taxes generally start immediate reactions among individ-

nals to avoid their burdens. In France organized resistance has
brought tax collections to a virtual stop in entire communities and
districts. Resistance to tax payments has spread throughout many
countries, sometimes overt and sometimes by indirection. It is in-
creasing in the United States. The Governor of Alaska has requested
a 20-year holiday from our national tax levies. The governor of one
of oir States has urged refusal to pay taxes because of alleged un-
constitutional appropriations and expenditures.

Because of the very high personal-tax rates, increasing attempts
are being made to develop nontax income. The tremendous growth
in fringe benefits, the growth in executive compensation in the form
of pension programs, stock options, etc., are in part explained by the
high tax rates. An employer can give an employee "free" hospital
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or medical care coverage at a premium cost of, say, $100 a year. But
this may very well be the equivalent of a salary increase of 2 or 3
times that.

Tile high.e-r the tax rate goes, the more we will find attempts made to
circumvent them. For this reason, if for no other, all efforts of
reducing tile size of Government expenditure need all the support we
can give them.
The orrrent flight of capital an aspect of tax avoidance

The degree to which business has moved into Puerto Rico because
of the tax haven provided there is an old story and well known.
Throughout the entire world there are many such'havens. More and
more countries, particularly small ones, are attempting to provide
such. Bankers, consultants, and lawyers, report an increasing num-
ber of inquiries on the possibilities. The tax havens overseas are them-
selves competing for corporate citizens from the United States.

A corporation organized under the laws of a foreign country does
not have to iav United States taxes on earnings from sources outside
the United Staites. Some countries have extremely low taxes, or none
at all, on income earned outside their borders. When these two are
put together there may be a substantial tax advantage. Many thou-
sands of United States corporations and individuals and thousands
more Eliropeain collpaiies are set up in tax havens.' Lichtenstein has
for many years been such a tax haven. Nearer the United States are
Nassau anid Bermuda, Honduras and ('uracao. Panama is said to
domicile some 10,000 United States, European. Latin American, and
even .nalnese companies. Shipping lines have long been that nation's
best-known tenants, registering their tonnage under the Panamanian
flag. But manufacturers, traders, contractors, and, in fact, anyone
concerned with international business may be able to make use of
Panama. numerous other such havens night be mentioned.
.1 novel aipp,'oarh to the Government revenue problein

It hias occurred to sonie students of "liberalism." that in a truly free
associative society, taxes might be placed on it voluntary basis-that is,
tile Government ;would get its revenue on the sale basis as the commu-
nity chest or the Red ('ross. Each individual would pay the Govern-
meit. what lie felt the Government services were worth. They ask the
hiither penetrating question: What's government worth to you?

This is a ierv" provocatile quest ion. To some it may open'new chan-
nels for thought. But there s a principle here that may be worth in-
vestigating. To the analyst of economic affairs it seems clear that
every time the Government reduces the scope of its operations and
turns an activity forward to private enterprise, it is, in effect, putting
taxes on a voluntary basis. I hat is to say, from then on the free-choice
consume is in a position to determine whether or not he wants to spend
his money for that particular service. In other words, the idea of mov-
ing toward "voluntary taxes" is not quite as fantastic as it might
appear on the surface.

Redumeing the ta.x load by elininating subsidies
Actually, the biggest problem with taxation is not just the structure,

but the "take" itself. Any time the National Government takes one-
third of the national income, it is obvious that the extraction of this

I business Week, October 1, 1955, p. 122.
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from the citizens is bound to be a noticeably painful process. No way
can ever be found to make such a large bite painless." The question
arises as to whether or not the pressure for some of the Government
spending programs may not actually be derived from the weight of
individualand business taxes. Unquestionably, there is a connection.
Therefore, the tax student may find it worthwhile to look at the follow.
ing long list of Government lending and loan-guaranteeing agencies
and programs and, while so (oing, ask himself the question: Is the
pressure for these caused by excessive business and personal taxes?

I. Commercial, Industrial, and financial loans
Small Business Administration

Bank participation loans
Direct loans
Disaster loans

Treasury
Time Federal Reserve System

Loans to established commercial and Industrial businesses
V-loans

Federal home-loan banks
Defense Minerals Exploration Administration
MaritimeAdministration

11. Agricultural loans
Farm Credit Administration

Federal intermediate credit banks
Federal land banks
Banks for cooperatives
Production Credit Corporation and associations

Rural Electritication Administration
Farmers' Home Administration

I'roduction and subsistence loans
Farmi ownership and insured mortgage loans
Soil and water conservation loans
Emergency loans
Special livestock loans

Commodity Credit Corporation
Price support
Farm storage facility loans

III. Housing plans
Slum clearance and urban renewal projects
College and university loans
Planning loans to State and local bodies
Public Housing Administration
Federal Housing Administration

Property improvement loans and nonresidential structures
Home mortgage Insurance
Cooperative housing
Rental housing
Housing for servicemen

IV. Veterans' loans
Real-estate loans
Non-real-estate loans
Direct loans

V. Loans to Indians, Eskimos, and Aleuts
VI. International loans

In its studies the subcommittee might be well advised to endeavor
to trace the relations between this growth and the high levels of taxes
on business and individuals.

CONCLUtSIONS A-nD RiECOMM.ENDATIONS

Our labor force will soon be growing at the rate of about I million
per year. In addition, the rise of efficiency and the release of workers
from declining industries adds many other hundreds of thousands of



workers for whom new jobs must be found. It takes some $13,300 on
the average to create each new job in. industry.

The necessary investment in job-making facilities will take place
only if:

(a) The investment funds are available, and
M) The incentive to make the investment is strong enough.

Any threat to the safety of the investment, or to its earning power,
ilnl des such investment.

Investors should be willing to assuine the ordinary risks of business
.11u'h is vigorous competition, shifts in consumer taste and demand,
and the possibility that the venture-in the light of hindsight-may
have been m11iwise.

lit if, iin addition. a militant aggressive labor union backed by Gov-
eriiiiieiit subjects the enterprise to strikes, to uneconomic labor costs,
and to ineliient methods of operation and disturbed morale, the in-
('entive to investment is impaired. If the Government subjects the
hisinessiinan to it plethora of rules, regulations, and directives and
Itu ieis him with a mountain of paperwork, again the incentive to
invest is impaired. If the Government subsidizes competitors, or
enters into business operation itself, or even threatens to do so, invest-
1nilt i still further m1paired.2 Finally, if the Government absorbs
Anlimlu1hly large sli.e of the business or individual income dollar, the
ciip)lcitv and incentive to invest, may be all but eliminated.

'lie general level of blisine.s antl economic activity is governed by
a great nany factors and forces. The businessman and the investor
are key figures. But they (1o not deserve the excusive credit for pros-
peritv nor the blame for undereniploynment. 'lhev (1o their work
withl u a complex political and economic climate. To get the most
olit of theml, it is ilncuibeit upon all citizens to:

(,I 1 )iscover the essential prerequisite conditions for the attain-
nent of the buisinessnman's and the investor's maximum potential con.
trilt tim to economic well-being:

(h) I fell, clear away the roadblocks standing in the way of their

'rhis may reqliore positive and definite action along the following
liiiie, :

1. More workable labor laws to promote industrial peace and
industrial eliciene.

2. Less onerous regulation and control of business.
3. Development of a political and opinion climate more favor-

able to investment.
4. Elimination of subsidies and Government commercial- and

industrial-type enterprises leading to unfair competition.
5. Reexamnation of the practices and investment policies of

trustees, trust funds, and insurance companies with a view to de-
lermining whether these are unduly restrictive.

6. Sulbstantial expansion of investment trusls.
7. Widespread nuiltiplication of risk capital institutions such

:i. the American Research & Development Cor). in which Senator
Ralph Flan(lers and others have taken such an effective interest.

2 See: Task Force Report on Revolving Funds and Business Enterprises of the Govern-
metnt. oover Commissiovn. January 1949: and Oovernment Competition : Problem and
Perqprtlve. Chamber of Commerce of the United States (Washington: 1954).
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8. Setting up more community-type capital organizations
which would specialize on a. local basis in) providing venture capi-
tal to new and growing businesses, especially small businesses.'

9. Teachers in our schools encouraging more, students to become
job-makers and imparting to them more knowledge and under-
standing of managerial know-how.

Most of these ideas are not new. They need thorough analysis and
study, with such followup action as seems appropriate in each case.
The shortage of venture capital is not due to any single cause. andl
the problem must be attacked on many fronts. We must be resource-
ful and innovative in our effort to raise more innovative capital.
Imagination is, after all the greatest "nation" in the world.

In this short report I cannot discuss all these suggestions. But
there is no doubt that the current tax burden on business and on the
sources of venture capital is such a serious impediment to new invest-
nient that, in addition to the above, action along the following lines
is imperative:

1. Reduce Government expenditures.
2. Move toward lowering of the progressive personal income

tax rates in order to stimulate equity financing.
3. Tax persons with highly fluctuating income on income aver-

aged over it number of years.
4. Begin promptly to reduce the corporation inconme-tax rate.
5. Reduce the capital gains tax and make more adequate provi-

sion for the offsetting of losses, in order that the present penalties
against the economic shifting of ownership of assets may he
removed.

EL.o0

Projections of growth widely accepted by students of the problem
suggest during the 12 years between 1953 and 1965 the possibilities
of these targets:

An increase in population of 20 percent or one-fifth
A reduction of the average annual hours of work by nearly

10 pCercent; 
-

I increase in output per man-hour of 40 percent in agriculture
and 35 percent in private industry;

An increase in total national output of nearly 50 percent in
constant prices; and

A rise in real disposable income per capita of nearly 30 percent.
In recent times, both here and abroad, tax and other governmental

policies have concentrated unduly on redistributing and socializing
wealth and income. Most students of the problem of poverty and

ant are now recognizing that this is not in the best interests of a
strong economy, our national security and the reduction of poverty.
Grover W. Ensley, staff director of the Joint Committee on the
Economic Report, wisely stated:

There is no solution in redistributing the same size pie. That pie must be
made bigger.

I See report on Community Industrial Plnaneing Plans, Chamber of Commerce of the
United States. Washin ton 0. D. C.

See for example, Potential Ecopomtc Growth of the United States During the Next
Decade' committee stag, Joint Committee on the Economic Report, Washington, 1954,
pp. 21-28.
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Slichter, Boulding, and many other economists have been driven
to this saille (,ollusoln.3

Tile National Bureau of Economic Research tells us that with the
average family ioime of about $5,000 at present, if we maintain
tht last 80 years' rate of progress, in the next 80 years, our grand-
children or great-grandchildren will have average family incomes of
about $25,000 of 1953 purchasing power. This is a level now attAined
only by about 1 percent of the Nation's families. Obviously, this
would require fabulous quantities of new investment. If its benefits
trickle, flow and spread all around to gain these heights, there should
be no comp~lain~t.

That we can maintain prosperity and plrogre5S without new invest-
ment is doubtful. Prof. David M. Wright in his book Capitalism
states:

But investment Is the baslc problem. measuress to stabilize consumption
(ptiblic works, unbalanced budgets, etc.) may Indeed keep the siulup from
getting worse. But they are after all mere first aid; that Is, If we are not Just
trying to smuggle socialism in by the back door. Until growth once more gets
underway and with It new investment, there cannot be a slntaneous recovery
of the private economy.

But, to repeat, progress and growth are not inevitable. They must
be earned. High and uncertain taxes on investment and achievement
can hie among tile chief factors which will hold us to lower scales of
living than those We could achieve.

STIMULATION OF CONSUMPTION OR INVESTMENT

THROUGH TAX POLICY

limmib,:RT S'r oi x,' Comm iitee for Econome I developmentt

This menimrandumi discusses question 11-1) of the outline of ques-
tions prepared by the Subcommittee on Tax Policy. It deals, there
fore, with only 1 of 19 questions listed by the subcomnmittee, and there
are, of course , many other questions relating to tax policy that are
not included in the subcommittee's list. It should be clear, therefore,
that this menoranduin is confined to a limited aspect of the tax prob-
len and must abstract from many considerations of principle and
practice that would be important in rendering a balanced judgment
on issues of tax policy.

As I interpret it, the question submitted to the panel has the fol-
lowing meaning:

1. X high rate of investment is a favorable condition, probably a
necessary condition, for rapid economic growth.

2. The rate of investment is influenced by two factors:
(a) The demand for consumption goods,
(b) The return (after taxes) thaf would be earned on new

investment at any given level of total demand.

See: The Welfare State and the State of Human Welfare, Chamber of Commerce ut
the United States, Washington 6, D. C.

I This memorandum expresses the views of the author only, and no Inference as to the
views of the Committee for Economic Ievelopment should fie drawn from It. The com-
mittee has expressed Its own views In a number of published statements. See. for ex.
ample, Taxes, National 'ecurity and Economic Growth, January 1954, Committee for
Economic Development, New York.
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3. The structure and weight of the Federal tax system affect these
two factors.

4. The more the Federal tax system cultivates one of these factors
the less it can cultivate the other, i. e., the more the tax system en-
hances the demand for consumption goods the more it must repress the
return on new investment at any given level of total demand, and vice
versa.

5. Therefoe it is necessary to ask whether, from tile stanlpoint of
economic growth, primary emphasis in the tax system should be given
to expansion of consumer demand or to cultivate ion of the investment
return factors.

In my opinion the problem raised is not a real one. It is not trite
that modifying the tax system in such a way as to increase the return
on new itivestmetit at any given level of total demand requires that
the tax s stem repress demand for consumption goods below the level
at which'it makes its maximum contribution to total investment. Con-
versely, taxation that restricts the return on new investment is not
required in order to reduce or eliminate tax restraints on consumption
that tend to limit investment. Therefore, if tie objective is to pro-
mote investment and growth it is not necessary to choose between tax
revision to expand consumer demand and tax revision to increase
investment return. We can have both taxes affecting investment re-
turn so low that no reduction would stimulate more'investment and
taxes affecting consutiption so low that no reduction would stimulate
investment by increasing consumer demand. If promoting investment
and growth Were our only objective this would be the kind of tax sys-
temr we ought to have.,

ie following illustration will indicate the reasoning behind this
position:

Suppose we start with the present tax system and a condition of
"maximum" employment. It is our goal to promote an increase in the
rate of investment. We are considering a reduction in some tax with
a heavy impact on investment return-such as the corporate profits
tax '-in order to achieve this goal. If we reduce the corporate profits
tax, will we have to raise some other tax-say the first bracket of the
individual income tax '-to it degree that, by reducing consumption,
may offset or more than offset the investment-stimulating effect of
the corporate tax cut ?

If the only objective of policy is to promote investment and growth
the answer is no. (Of coulrs, ihis is not the only objective of policy,
and the introduction of other objectives raises real problems, which
will be discussed below. However the question posed to the panel
does not, specify other objectives and it, is desirable to clarify the ques-
tion first on the assumption that growth is the only objective.) Tile
reduction in the corporate tax will re(luee the total Government reve-
nues. But there is nothing about the goal of proinoting investment
and growth that requires maintenance of the total revenues at any

I am acceptini here the a zsumption Ililcit in fhe qestion im.ed to us that the only
means to economic growth with which we are concerned is Investment. Of course this
assunpton lis Incorrect hut this probably does not seriously affect the answer to the
spelfle question asked of us.

'Th. corporate profits tax and the first bracket rato of th. individual Income, tax both
havo some initial effect on both Ini4'stniet and consumption. They are useti here only
to illustrate important difference in the dlegret to, which the various taxes affect either
investment or consuinption.
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given level. What does this goal require with respect to the total level
of taxation? In miy opinion the requirement is that taxes be high
enough to prevent a rate of inflation that would interfere with growth.
Just how much inflttion caln be tolerated without interference with
growth is a difficult question. For present purposes it is probably
suflieient, to assume that. the tolerable amount of inflation is zero, since
there are good reasons for trying to avoid inflation anyway.

This leads to the conclusion that if we cut investment-repressive
taxes, like the corporate profits tax, we have to raise other taxes only
to the extent necessary to restrict consumption enough to avoid infla-
tion. Now if we start with maximum employment, and the cut in cor-
plorate tax sacceeds in bringing about an increase in investment
expenditures, som increase In cons option taxes will be needed.

Otherwise there will he an increase in total demand when the economy
is alreadv operating at full employment-which would ie inflationary.
But the -onsmlpt ion tax increase will not be one that restricts invest.
ment 1)y restricting consumer demand; it, will he one that restricts
consumer demand under conditions where it would he inflationary and
would not stimulate investment.

We do not have to choose between direct encouragement of invest-
mont and exl)ansion of consumer demand where that expansion would
be favorable to investment. No matter how far we reduce direct tax
burdens on investment we can still have the maximum consumer de-
mand that will contribute to the encouragement of investment-at least
so far as consumer demandd is affected by taxes.

My position may be. sulmarized its follows:
1. *The effects oi the tax system upon investment depend upon:

(a) its effects upon total demand (not just consumer demand)
(b) its effeets upon investment return.

2. Given its effects upon total demand, the tax system will be more
faVoral le to investment the less it, restricts invest ment return.

:1. The effects of the tax system upon investment return and the
effects iil)Oi total demand lare Independent. That is, amn desired effect
tilioii investment return caii be combined with any desired effect u)onl
total demand.

4, Therefore, we caln have both the optimlun or maximnulni effect
upon investment return and the optimum or maximum effect upon
total demand and do not have to choose between or blihnce these
effects. Specifically, we can have a tax system that has no repressive
effects upon investment return and that does not restrain total demand
below any desired point.

It may be. incumbent upon me to explain why I see no problem here
when nlany people. who have thought about, the matter do see a
problem. In my opinion, people who see a problems here are assuming
three things:

1. That the budget i.r to be balanced, so that there is a given total
amount of taxes to be raised, regardless of the character of the tax
system (assuming total expenditures are given).

2. That different kinds of taxes have different effects upon total
demand per dollar of revenue.

3. That the Government has no effective means outside the tax
system for influencing total demand.

78884-56--IT
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If these 'three propositions were true, then selection of the kinds
of taxes we impose would be the only way in which the Government
could influence total demand. The effect on total demand would be
an important objective in the selection of the kinds of taxes to impose,
and this objective might turn out to be in conflict with other objec-
tives of the tax structure. The question posed to the panel revolves
around one such conflict. The tax system that is best in terms of its
direct effect on investment may not'be best in terms of its effect on
total demand. And we are asked how to resolve this conflict.

In my opinion the second proposition is correct, but the third is
not. The first is a matter of policy-a policy which I believe is
sound, in part because the third proposition is incorrect. There is
an instrument outside the tax field that the Government can use to
influence the level of total demand. That instrument is monetary
policy. By permitting a faster or slower growth of the money supply
the Government can expand or restrict total demand.

The availability of this third instrument allows us to determine
both the structure of taxes and the total amount of taxes by con-
siderations other than the desired level of total demand. Particu-
larly, it allows us to choose the tax structure that imposes the least
direct interference to investment without fear that such a tax structure
may restrict investment indirectly by causing a deficiency of total
demand.

Tim,, there are 3 instruments and :3 guides to their use:
A. The total level of taxation should be high enough to balance the

(cash) budget at high employment, Adherence to this rule is im por-
tant as t means of achieving fiscal discipline-of assuring that Gov-
ermneit counts the costs when it decides to make expenditures.

1B. The kinds of taxes imposed should be determined by considera-
tion of direct effects on investment, effects on efficiency, and fairness
in distributing the burden of Government expenditure. There may
be conflicts among these objectives but no conflict with the objective
of the "right" level of total demand, which is to be provided by mone-
tary policy.

,. Monetary policy should be directed to the achievement of the
level and rate of growth of total demand consistent with high em-
ployment, growth, and avoidance of inflation.

T'he interaction of these instruments may be illustrated in the fol-
lowing way:

Suppose we start with a balanced budget and high employment.
We decide to reduce the corporate-profits tax $2 billion in order to
stimulate investment and accelerate growth. The budget-balancing
rule requires that we raise some other taxes by $2 billion. The cut in
the corporate tax increases total demand by some amount, X. The
increase in other taxes reduces total demand by some amount, Y. If
X exceeds Y there is an increase in total demand which must be offset
by monetary restriction. If Y exceeds X there is a reduction in total
demand which must be offset by monetary expansion. The combina-
tion of policies will prevent any change in total demand, so that there
will be no change in total demand to offset the initial investment-
stimulating effect of the reduction in corporate taxes.

The panel is asked to consider the general question under three as-
sumptions, which may be described as persistent adequacy, deficiency,
or excess of total demand. I hope it is clear from what has been said
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above that I believe tax policy should he the same under all three of
test conditions and that it should be tile responsibility of monetary
policy to prevent or correct a persistent deficiency or excess of de-
madll(IS.4

We are also asked "In broad terms, what modification in the Fed-
eral tax system should be employed to promote the desired objective
with respect to economic growth?" If maximum economic growth
were the only objective of tax l)olicy one might suggest that all present
Federal taxes be abolished and tiat instead there be imposed a fliat
rate consumption eXpelditlure tax at a rate high enough to balance
the budget. But maximum economic growth is not the only objec-
tive of tax policy, and any such suggestion would obviously be tin-
suitable, in devising a tax systein it is ietes,,,arv to consider other
objectives, such as fairness in'the distribution of ihe tax burden and
incentives to effort and enterprise. At some )oilits these goals con-
flict, and it is necessary to strike some kind of balance. This caimot
be done in any precise or ":cielitific" way, since our knowledge of
the economic effects of taxes is rather uncertain and fairile.s in taxa-
tion is a highly subjective matter.

To reconinend tax revisions that would best reconcile these dif-
ferent objectives would go beyond the specific scope of the questions
assigned to this panel. But since suggestions are invited I will ill-
dicate briefly what seen to me the most important directions for
tax revision.

There are two main things we ieed
(a) To reduce discriminations among different sources of income

and different uses of income, Our objective should be to tax all income
once in the hands of its recipient no matter where it comes from or
what it is used for. The corporation profits tax, tax exepij tion for
State and local securities, selective excise taxes, and many otier parts
of the tax system are in conflict with this l)rincil)le.

(b) To reduce t lie restrictive effect of the present tax system upon
investment. The removal of exiting (iscrinlinat ions, su.gte( uder
(a) as a matter of equity, will also improve the system from the
standpoint of investment. But, I believe that it wouldI he desirable to
go beyond this and reduce somewhat the income tax rates in the upper
brackets. These rates are a danger to the supply and use of funds for
taking the investment risks that must be taken if the economy is to
row ral)idly. The desirability of avoiding this danger must be
lanced against the fact that tle community's lotion of fairness in.

eludes the idea that the tax system should l)e )regressive-an idea
which I share. However, I do not believe that the community's idea
of fairness requires as steel) a schedule of income-tax rates as we now
have, particularly if those rates are to be applied to all income from
whatever source derived.

' Under certain eyellcal conditions variations in the tax policy may be called for, but I
understand the question not to relate to c)ciicai variations.
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VI. ECONOMIC IMPACT OF EXPANSION AND CON-
TRACTION OF THE TAX BASE

T IE EFFECTS OF SPECIAL PROVISIONS IN TIIE INCOME

TAX ON TAXPAYER MORALE

WA.um.R J. 1.uAt, Univerbity of Chicago

I have been asked to comment upon how special provisions in the
iconie tax-those granting preferential treatment to some persons-
inight affect the morale of taxpayers and their advisers.

I. I I ON OF PREFERENTIAL TAX 'rREATMENT

To discuss preferential or special provisions under our income tax,
it is first necessary to define them. This is difficult in part, because
taxpayers who benefit from special provisions commonly insist that
these do not give them an advantage over the rest of the taxpaying
public, but nierely put them on a par with everyone else by recognizing
that their situations are in fact somewhat (liiterent. Thus it can be
malde to appear that no provision in the law prefers tiny taxpayer and
that all special legislation merely adjusts for special circumstances.
To avoid this (lead end the l)roblem of determining what provisions
result in preferential treatment must be separated from the problem
of deciding whether such preferences are justified.

While theorists may argue about what constitutes preferential treat-
ment, sophisticated taxpavers have not experienced a similar diffi-
culty. Instead they have been guided by this single principle: It is
more advantageous to accumulate wealth or enjoy personal consumlp-
tion in ways calling for the payment of less total income tax than if
the savings and consumption were financed only by money received
in the form of ordinary income and if that money were spent on con-
sumption or saved only in way% which did not give rise to deductions
for 'ax " 1rlpo1es. There is no reason wvhy we should depart from this
realistic principle. Legislation is preferential to the extent it allows
any taxpayer to accumulate wealth or enjoy personal consumption
without laying the full tax. And the full tax is that which would be
due if all of the taxpayer's economic enhancement were financed by
cash received as ordinary income and if 1ie did not qualify for any non-
business deductions or extraordinary exemptions or credits in the
course of saving or spending his income.

The wholly nonpreferred taxpayer thus is the man who receives
everything il fully taxable forms, who satisfies his personal consump.
tioniand accomp'ishes his savings in nondeductible ways, and who
does not otherwise qualify for special exemptions or credits. To the
extent that any taxpayer'fares better than this yardstick he is being
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preferred. In this sense many if not most taxpayers today enjoy
some degive of preferential treatment iner the aix. But t is does
not impair the utility of the yardstick, for it nevertheless putil. its l i a
positionto know preciselv how much and in what respects various tax.
p)ayers are being preferred. Such iilformation is just what is needed
before starting to discuss the consequences of special legislation.

II. PiIF1"zc'rlvF,

In illy opiinion the primary case for or against aiy Jrefereniial
provision should turn on its impact, on the frl'irnes of the distribu-
tion of the income-tax bIrden. This aspect of special legislation is
the -subject of other paptler. lmiention tit onlytoj)t miy own jl)resenita-
tion in prIop~er p~erspectiv'e and to records my view that there should
he a strong presumption that it is fairer to treat any receipt which
is capable of financing a dollar of savings or consumption like every
other dollar received, to treat every dollar spent on personal con-
sumiption like every other dollar so'spent, and to treat every dollar
saved like every other dollar saved. The dollar is a common de-
nominator for measuring the relative incomes of taxpayers. When
we (ifferentiate taxwise between dollars on the basis of how they
were received, or how they were spent on personal consumption, or
how they were saved, we idermine the common unit of measure. As
this happens it becomes increasingly difficult to form reasoned judg-
ments as to whether the income-tax burden is being distributed fairly.
We have yet to discover a substitute for the dollar as a common
denominator in measuring ability to pay income taxes.

The case for many preferential provisions often is rested heavily
ol grounds of some asserted public policy, usually economic policy.
The economic implications of various special provisions, as well as
the economic consequences of all such provisions taken as a whole,
are also matters which are explored in other papers. Here I again
only seek perspective by noting my view that there should be a strong
presumption against subsidizing a particular economic activity
through the income-tax system. When one focuses attention on a
particular economic activity it is only too easy to conclude that it
should be encouraged. Of course there is a great deal to be said
for encouraging the production of, say, oil; and of course a com-
fortable supply of oil is important for national defense. But in our
society there is also a lot to be said for encouraging virtually every
kind of legitimate investment and enterprise; and the production of
many different commodities is important for national defense. The
preferred treatment of one economic activity necessarily translates
Itself into a penalty on those not favored. For this reason, in legis-
lating taxes it is especially important not to confine attention to any
particular activity gut to consider the whole of our economic system.
And even if it he decided to subsidize a certain activity, we should
be hesitant about administering the subsidy by way of a tax pref-
erence. Subsidies in this form vary directly in amount with the tax
brackets of the recipients; they are invariably hidden in technicalities
of the tax law; they do not show up in the budget; their cost fre-
quentlv is difficult to calculate; and their accomplishments are even
more difficult to assess. Partly for these very reasons they are likely
to become fixtures which are not easily removed.
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But while the most significant aspects of preferential tax provi-
sions are thus outside the scope of my presentation, the consequences
with which I shall deal are not unimportant. Anything which has
a bearing on the morale of taxpayers and their advisers deserves at-
tention because it may have an impact on the health and strength
of our income-tax system.

11. SPECIAL PROVISIOxS (OMPLrICATE TIE INcoME TAx

Probably the most nearly universal quality of preferential provi-
sions is that they complicate the job of determining the proper amount
of tax to be pad. ' o create a l)ieference tile law must draw a dis-
ille iol Ietween l lint which is and that which is not to be accorded the

special benelit. 'l'llerea fler this distinction becomes relevant in com-
lputing the tax liability of anyone who possibly might qualify for the
preference. If a taxjiaver wants to take advantage of every prefer-
ence to which he is eititled-and it, is right that lie should do so,
regardless of how many dollars are involved-attention will have to
be paid to the lppliaLility of each special provision for which he
conceivably might qualify.

1,Irus, preferential provisions place a burden on the community as
a whole. Those taxpayers who attemjlpt to make out their own returns
will obviously have to (levote more time and effort to this task. Each
added distinction, moreover, will afford additional occasions for error,
and it. therefore is to be expected that the total volume of mistakes will
increase. At tile same time the increased complexity of the tax is
likely to cause larger numbers of taxpayers to seek expert assistance,
either front Government officials or from private practitioners. It
has been argued that, wider use of private tax experts is desirable
because ei'rois would I herelby be avoided and the workload of tile
Revenue Service would cor eSlpondingly be reduced. No doubt nu-
merous errors would be eliminated, biti it would not be surprising to
lined that many who now hold themselves out as tax experts actually
add to the burden of the Revenue Service in the course of trying to
show their patrons how useful they arc in minimizing tax assessments.
In soiue circles a tax expert is little more than one who thinks he knows
how to cut the corners. But even if all tax experts were more mindful
of the revenues, it seems clear that on balance the net effect of addi-
tional complexity in the law can only be to increase the total cost of
administration to the individual taxpayers or the Government, or
both.

Preferential provisions may also cause some taxpayers to become
hostile-t, potentially dangerous attitude in a system which depends
to a high degree on voluntary cooperation by the public. Such resent-
ment can develop in a number of ways. A taxpayer simply might
react against having to turn to a professional in making out a return,
or he might rebel when he discovers that at some past time he did not
obtain the benefit of a special provision because its complexities re-
suilted in his failure to understand its application, or he might become
upset in finding that a preferential rule just barely misses fitting his
case, even though his situation seems to him to be indistinguishable
from others covered by it. This occurrence is made more likely when,
tis is often the case, the theory behind the preferential provision is not
obvious or where the line which it draws is largely arbitrary, or the
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resenitmient Inl ('l01 aCOliitinit ill 1 Ililre indirect fi1ioiil. Special pro-
'isions which'aroe widely publicized aild 1(111stiallv assoeattl with
wellhtlier tl erxMVI' (s'lih Its those voll ( t'Ilillnt'i tCitftile depleltio
trod capital gitils) Iliight lead l eohde to iderestlilmle grealtly tle
amount of Ixes generally plaid by t.hose with high inicoll's. I)iscon-
tent flowing from this kind of itIisiildeitrstiiflliIg c'l be pairtievilarly
svrioiis, Silve it gotes Io hi' (liiri1es1 O. till fairly ss of til- di tri l lioll
of tlie whole incomlie-tax blldell, it in ight lake hold deeply Itil1 lie
coit flgiotis.11wh compllexit ies. .of Ihle 111w, alided pel-'hli. Id t ill,,t . ,by nevml ly-

IIg feelilltigs of hostlit , IlllnV ell'lil'lle i olill' IlXl)liVt'I5 r s l re lx theire101SO VieI(T . ill :ssvssinll , h l'ilselves. IProbably' ill Ill st ill.-fklv nm e llu

it reslilt is due merely if) the usllill hi yOullfithe-Ienelit-of-fle-
dolt llilde. t i'n sill ashes it seelis o ilt) ve re n list Ii't
rots. 1%e( h11ve heard llbofllt Wr wiN~ly re knohowinlgly winlked III tll-

awi becallse I hey thotig lt iat spt'eialI relief lrovi.3i1 should ill Itiljustiee ha1%ve lueen writthln Illoe br,llk to cover their veimstlliv'es.

We lityly known tof lalxpavers who i'lilorat lv erled Il11d excused
themselves on (Ihe grotind li their frielnds were in a lIosit 1l1 lawfllyli
to take adva lit age (f soie special I4i)OVisio which dilt not fill ite reach
their else. Anhidt Itere its been talk of taxpayers who willfully erred
because tlhev igi'edl hat Ii leferelitiall I'o\:isioll wotIld hli too Coln-
plielted fol: the (,overnmeut to police eifect ivelv.

This is not to saw that the preferential feat ties now in I lie law have
engendered wholesale re.'entten o' li lig b1 t aXluivers. It is like-
lv thalt tmny of ltse who I1re n1ow dim-olileil'or(01 ar ifit'ied to Cheat
Wo611t IV eat way ill the allsence (of special lrovisioIts, It is piossile,
moreover, thai taIxly'is Its -1 whole wmlId e mor'e hostile ihl l moe
lax in Conscience if we were to adhere tettaciotlil to a tax law witlioit
preferences of any kind. It is even c'nceivable'tliit ixmaver.s oil the
average would 1' 1110e coope'lliti ve ill it systtile which ilielititnlly
welt out (f its way t1o ateorl alt least some'kind of preferenltial tlreat-
nent to evervhoiv, so lhat eaeh person coul feel that tile legishol's
were 10 1tiuiiid fill of his paricitlar viiCtiiisthllv's. ThIle phllsilbility
of this is iller'ased where, its in the ease of or icol e tax, the whole
set of rules is So complex that very few l)er'ols are aware of o1 un(er-
staitd the Ibnlfits bestowed upon;)(lthers. In the fae of these, untested
p(sibilit ies, (11 cannot be eel'tain how the average, taxpayer will react
to a 11aze of pHeferenltial provi-iols in the law. But Itt the very least,
a strong cai loll is in order. Preferenct; do burden the system. And
while Ihey niight lease Iheir bellefivciritS, they nlig lt well Ihave a se-
rioislv adlver-e effect upon the attit tide of other taxpayers.

IV. SrwUCIL PiRovIsIoxs IN(CUFAS 'I'AX-M OTIVATE) CON-Ic'tIr

Other considerations enter the picture when we center attention
on the sophisticated taxl)ivler 1110 is personally knowledgeable taxwise
or who regularly receives professional counsel in tax matters. The
most glaring is tdiat preferential provisions usually result in time and
talent being devoted by the principals and their iivisers to planning
designed t, maximize thle tax benefits. There probably is no way of
reasonably estimatingg the quantity of energy which has been spent
this year in manufacturing capital gains, splitting income, deferring
income, and so forth, but surely the total must be tremendous. To
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th eflfot given over to slieli planning miust hp added that devoted to
learning the ropes and Io transmitting the know-how to others in the
tield. lie hse dlays t here lmught be more titan well-ineant humor in
the wtilning thaittht I e gohlen op)r1tinity of this decade coul be
lost to us be'a use our tp talent was conse.vrating itself to the inven.
tion of new and beti(e capilital giliis.
Tax l4amun ig, whiell event ally rests on preferential provisions

not oily Vcoisilill's time and skill bilt it ('1ii also have ti effect o?
c'l aiiiel ing I ll wi,1t0 io11 io iio lls whMic are wasteful or otherwise
iti1desi ralh. 'Tliis Iiiglit ie tie from two distinct points of view.
Tim iidivilual taxpayer himself might not have Set up the trans-
action as ite did ill tile ai'iene of tie tax ibnefit. Often a tax-
colse ious person is willing to arrange business transactions, or
investmeivns, or family estate plans in a relatively inelicient manner
becau.o the t ax a iat ages t hereby gained seein to make the inferior
)laiis wvorItl whilh.. Ii effect tlle pIrehf jail rules subsidize paitricu-
air fornis o p 'let ices. l'rioni lie view of society its a whole, the re-

sut i ing 1lrratllge'llnellsl might Ix- less desirmable tlaii alternatives which
woihl live p1revailed if thie tax indiuhenienls had not bIeen present.
Aid (lie very f'.( that tax consid rations tend to freeze transactions
into rigid patterns imay be 1i loss to it society wlicl devdolps and
moves forward through ex periientalion. I uifortunately it is only
future generations who will be in a po.sition to gage the extent of
silih a ilos.
1Ii inviting ltax landing, preferential pro'isions also ili1ltiply the

volume of litigation and of cont roversy at the administrative level,
and tili),; are a furl her drain on tfla h lent resources of our society.
Virt1all i!1 sillilt's of course require interpretation and application,
and the (loubt ful points must be resolved by administrators or courts
or subsequent legislatures. But a tax statute is especially likelS' to
be fruitful in this respect since dollars turn on every substantive dis-
tinction it, draws. Ilh'r will always be soiie persons (and 11o criti-
ci.sm of Ithem is intended) who will seek to pirobe for the limits of
a tax rule in their favor; to at large degree, tax planning for th se
taxpayers consists in arranging their affairs so as to come as close
as possible to these limits without crossing over them. Such efforts
continually put the statutory language into issue and thus call for
adniinistrative or judicial determinations. When a preferential rule
is added to the statute, it usually provides another area within which
this process can go on anew. While the capacity of a special provision
to produce controversy varies with its nature, those now in the law
certainly have left, and are still leaving, a monumental trail of con-
troversy in their wake.

The evolution of our present income-L,:4 statute is powerful testi-
mony that there is no inherent limitation on the development of pref-
ereniial provisions. On the contrary, it seems patent that one special
enactment breeds pressures for others, especially among sophisticated
taxl)ayers and their counselors. At any time in recent years it would
have been easy to locate hundreds of preferential proposals which
were with varying degrees of intensity being readied for presentation
to Congress. In most instances the proposal in some respect copied
at preferential provision already in the law; and usually the chief
argument advanced in its behalf was that some other taxpayers already
were enjoying a comparable benefit. This is a contention which any
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legislator will find hard to ignore or resist since our generally accepted
major premise of tax justice is that equals should be treated equally.
But the very fact that the argument frequently is persuasive serves
to underscore why preferential provisions have a propensity to mul-
tiply. No matter how compelling the case for speciti relief may be
in one situation, there will almost always be other taxpayers who" can
demonstrate that their situation is comparable if not identical. Con-
gress then has two avenues for treating equals equally: it can revoke
the preference which it has already granted or it can give a comparable
preference to those in comparablie situations. No great research is
needed to show which of these ways is likely to be chosen. We all
know that there is it reluctance to withdraw a preference once granted,
that a sudden revocation might disturb plans made in reliance upon
it, and that the unraveling process might itself cause new complica.
tions and discrimination. A legislator's freedom of action is thus
hedged about by tile largess or sympathy or mistakes of his predeces-
so s in office. Bitt nevertheless there can only be one of two results
if the original preferential treatment is retained in the law. Either
the pleas of taxpayers with comparable cases will have to be turned
down, or comparable preferences will have to be written into the
statute.

It is generally agreed that simplification of the income tax is a
goal to which we should aim. Simplification may well mean different
things to different persons. It should be obvious, however, that a
compounding of preferential provisions must in the long run serve
to increase the complexity of the tax. Conversely, real simplification
can be achieved only through tile elimination of preferences now in
the law.

" V. EFFECTs OF SPECIAL PRo ISIoNS ON TAX ADvIsERs

Some mention has already been made of the impact of preferential
provisions u )oi professional tax advisers-that is, lawyers and ac-
countants. It is clear that as the law grows in complexity, more tax-
payers consult them and they work under heightened pressure to
arrange for their clients the maximum tax advantages available.
Moreover, as special legislation expands in volume, the professional
adviser tends increasingly to become a lobbyist on behalf of his clients.
These happenings have not been without consequenc s for the pro-
fessions involved.

It has repeatedly been observed in recent years that the general
lawyer or accountant is often no longer in a position to supply ade-
quate advise on tax matters. Gradually a more or less well defined
group of tax men has been emerging to cope with the complexities
of our tax system. It may be questioned whether this development is
of itself desirable or whether it is inevitable in a society which is
almost everywhere putting a premium on specialization. Whatever
be one's opinions on these issues, the fact is that the creation of the
tax specialist itself represents another major cost of the tax system
for our society. Furthermore, this development has affected tax-
payers as a whole because for many years the usual lag in the pro.
auction of competent specialists existed. There is abundant evidence
that many taxpayers receive(t'inadequate tax advice at a time when
general practitioners were not in a position to master the complexities
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accompanying the special provisions, and when specialists were either
not avaihble or their role was not recognized. In effect a whole
range of new discriminations could be said to have come into existence
between taxpayers who did and those who did not or could not obtain
competent advice,

The development of a group of tax specialists has paralleled and
perhaps has aIlect(l the roae of the professions in tax legislation. To
what seeins to be an increasing extent, members of the tax bar have
become special pleaders 'Ir preferential legislation on behalf of their
.lien. In and of itself such activity calls for no reproach. Through

Ihe years in many situations lawyers have traditionally served their
clients in present ing views to the legislature, and this is entirely proper
in tI, tax field evei though in the end it may turn out that tax" lawyers
are incidentally the prime beneficiaries of an increase in preferential
tax rules. Lately, however, leaders of the tax bar themselves have
begun to express uneasiness that many of their fellow specialists have
moved so far in the direction of special pleading that they are in danger
of losing all capacity to judge proposed legislation objectively from
the point of view of our tax system as a whole. Such al occurrence
wout d indeed be a significant loss. A high de gree of skill is required
to write our tax laws and regulations in a soutmnanler, and tile avail-
able supply of talent is definitely limited. If aly large share of it
were indifferent or actively hostile to the public interest, or if,
as some have cynically predicted, the organized tax bar became an
organized taxpayers' obby, it is certain that our tax system would
suffer.

While there is no way of demonstrating decisively that the attitude
of taxinen toward legislation has been affected by the high incidence
of preferential enaictinents, it appears most likely that the two things
are related. Surely the successes of special pleading ill tile past have
encouraged further efforts along the same line. Certainly the ease
or strategelns with which various preferences were secured bas caused
not a few taxuien to become cynical about notions of justice ill taxa-
tion. The very fact that congresss has frequently been willing to
overturn Supreme Court interpretations of tile statute favorable to
the Governent ]ills itself augmented this attitude. It is indeed a
sl(d commentary on our system to have leading taxien confidently
boast that "If we can't win ill court, we can always will in Congress.'

In brief, the p)yraliding of preferential provisions ill our tax Jaw
is slowly but surely likely to make inroads on the public morality of
professional taxnieni. Ofcourse, it will not directly influence them to
countenance loose practices or wink at frauds on tie revenues. It is
very likely, however, to weaken their will to serve the public interest
and to underinine their convictions about the justice of our system.
What this might eventually lead to is anyone's guess. But it is safe
to predict thut the cynicisin of tax advisers is almost certain to be
communicated to their clients and to infect them as well.

VI. SPECIAL PROVISIONS AND TIIE AifMINISTRATION OF TIlE TAX LAW

Preferential provisions might also have an effect on tax ayer morale
through their impact on tile administration of the tax law. It has
already been notel that tile complexities introduced by the accumula-
tion o? special provisions in tile law greatly burdens the administra-
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tion of the income tax. Taxpayers on the average are more likely to
request assistance from revenue officials; controversy and litigation
are almost certain to expand; and there is virtually bound to be an
increase in errors committed by taxpayers. Moreover, the revenue
officials will be in need of more extensive training.so as to be able to
advise taxpayers and properly administer the provisions. As profes-
sional tax counselors become more specialized, their counterparts in
Government service are likely to feel pressure for comparable speciali-
zation, And, as the number ;f distinctionss drawn by the law increases,
the lag in learning is apt to be experienced inside of Government
service as well as by taxmen on the outside.

All of these items have one thing in common: TIhey tend to divert
the drive of revenue officials away from the central task of checking
il) on the accuracy of returns and taxpayer compliance with the law.
Tn less the size and quality of the administrative staff is kept abreast
of the additional workloarl generated by special provisions, a vicious
cycle can be set into Operation. As enforcement proficiency declines,
more and more taxpayers get by with improprieties in their returns.
This in turn encourages them to repeat or enlarge their questionable
practices and, as word gets around, tempts other to follow suit. The
result is likely to he an even heavier handicap for the administrators,
coupled with a shrinking chance that the improl)rieties of taxl)ayers
will be detected. And so the administrative process is in danger of
running downhill steadily, and increasing great elforts will be required
to convince the taxpayinglpublic that the Revenue Service had stepped
up) its enforcement activities to close the breach.

That this unpleasant l)icture of taxpayer response to ineffective ad-
ministration is not more fancy is shown by some reactions to new
preferential provisions introduced by the 1954 code. To many taxmen,
for example, it is a familiar story that not a few taxpayers last year
helped themselves to anl n(Ieserved retirement-income credit because
they reasoned that it would be vears before the Revenue Service would
be in a position effectively to police the provision. Others for the
same reason knowingly edarged the dividend credit to which they.
were entitled by sowing a relatively larger portion of their dividends
as having been received in the months that counted for the credit.
Whether the total of such indiscretions is large or small is beyond the
immediate point. The fact is that in the thoughts of some taxpayers
the efficiency of administration was downgraded because of the new
complications in the law, and these views have been and are l)eing
spread to others.

VII. BRoAD VERSUS NARROW SPECIAL PROVISIONS

So far all preferential provisions have been lumped together in com-
menting upon their consequences. However, it sometimes is argued
that, wholly apart from their merit on grounds of equity or economic
effects, special provisions which are fairly general in their application
are less obnoxious than those whose applicability is restricted to only
a few taxpayers. The thought here is simply that in our tradition the
rules of taxation ideally are to be general rules, and a more general
preference seems to be closer to the ideal than a less general one.

Certainly a special dispensation for which only one or a handful
of taxpayers can qualify is most undesirable. Our sense of fairness
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is apt to be irritated by what virtually amounts to tile incorporation
of a private bill in public law. The more private the bill tie more
likely is to oend! against our ideal of government, by rule of law.
But fairitlSS (and economic conisiderntions) to one side, special legis-
lation of limited applicability probably has fewer undesirable conse-
quences than special relief of a broader nature. The private bill
variety of pv, ference hardly can be said to coml)licate the tax system
to iiily aJ)J)reciahle extent iiiasiiiclch ils so few taxpayers need be con-
eerIled with it. Ill all wiroljahility, the no'e limited the Scope of the
preference, tlie less likely it is tha ian sizablee luinber of taxpayers
Will know albliit t it all. Moreo'er, i&'caiue of its minuscule reach,
Either private tax advisers nor (Governmalent administriative officials
nee'd gi% e inuch tlioug'ht to the private bill typ)e of preference. Simi-
larly it is 1no1 likely" that such legislation will stimultile much tax plan-
nilig or illilieiiverling to colna within its leris. For the siame reason
it liirrow rlreferelnce ilsiialkl does iot have nlueh potential to produce
c(itr vers" or litigation. 'And by and large it is probable that the
lightly cir .iiiscribed chariacter of the private bill variety of prefer-
ene dot's not lend itself readily to spawniing new preferential provi-
siois y suggestilg iiilllogoils sit HLt ions which seen to imerit coin-
l)iiiile' tretmiiinit. it all tlhese respects it is easier to live with special
Legislation of restricted al)plicabiliy.

Thus, for exall)e, take the slpeclal provision which suspends the
uislial percelitlge liiiiitiat oli ll' (hot'iletion of chiiritabe coliitriii-
tiolis where the donor's contrihltiols iai iuihieoile taxes in I} oit of 11
years have exceeded 9i) percent , of Ills taxable income in each of those
years. Everyone would agree that this special rule is relatively taino
and not biu'densonie. Apart front tlie iliesca able conclusion that
it is hard if not impossible to justify on grotiiIds of equity or police,
and passing over the fact that it clutters U) the statute, this preference
is not particularly distuilling and we Call be sure that few tiax)ayers
will seek the distinction of qualifyingg under it. The undesirable
assets of Special legislation which 'have been noted inake themselves
felt its we iov'e iway froiu Such private bills to )rovisions of more
general ilplication. It perhapsillm lni be tot) iiich of an overstate-
nent to Suggest that the!-e mldesiiale qualities tend to vary propor-
tionatlehv with the l)otentiil application of the preferenit iAi rules.
private bills miay be most unjust on principle but it is the preferences
with the widest application, sich its I he rules for cailitial gains, whieh
have most drinaticallv exhibited those weakiiesses of special rules
with which we have heie been concerned.

VIriI. (.(1N('I.tTauio

These, then, a'e soe of the secondary consequences affecting the
morale of taxpayers which night stem f romii the a(1op)t ion of preferen-
tial provisions. That they could have a bearing ol the health and
strength of our income tax is patently clear. It is also plain tlutt,
despite the large number of special prov'isions which have found their
way into the law, these consequences have not yet apl)peared in alarin-
ing proportions. This is high testimony to the ability of our inconie-
tax system to absorb considerable punishment before it reaches the
danger point. If we could be sure that we have seen t]me end of the
growth of special legislation, the secondary consequences perhaps
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could be regarded as unimportant and attention could then be con-
fined to the merits of the special provisions now in the law. But one
of the secondary consequences, as we have seen, is the propensity of
preferential provisions to produce progenies. Should-preferential
legislatiofn continue to mushroom in the future as it has in the past.
the secondary consequences could seriously impair the workings of our
income-tax system. From our vantage point of today, it would be
highly ilinprudent to overlook them.

PRESSURE GROUPS ANDT! IE INCRIEASING EROSION OF

THE REVENUE LAWS

VILLIAM L. CARY, Columbia University

I. INTRODUc-rION

The democratic process-almost by definition-assumes that legis-
lation is arrived at through compromise between pressures and counter-
pressures. Tax laws are no exception. But one need not repudiate
the democratic process to deplore certain abuses which have been
creeping into it. Pressure grou)S appear to be active and effective
in the constant, erosion of our tax system. 'he law is being riddled
with special provisions while we preserve the fiction of uniformity and
equity. I believe there is a basis for alarm over this trend.

To those who may think my concern naive-that is, trying to take
political questions out of politics-I would point out that theils is the
philosophy of the French Chamber of Deputies. It is not illerely
realistic, but cynical. Most of us, I think, bemoan tile fiscal plight
of France. There in March of 1955 a tradesmen s lobby dlemonstrated
its power b threatening to overthrow the (Governmuent aliless it re-
voked penalties for tax delinquencies and for resisting iuslpection of
their books. Yet if we can be critical of France, nmay we sit idly by
an(l watch the erosion l)ocee( in more subtle ways?

It is highly al)l)rol)riate that l)resii'e ioUl)s on all sides-whether
business or labor-be represented on s(l questions as rates, exenip-
tions, and the choice between higher excise. individual income, or cor-
porate income taxes. ks 1)r. 'r. S. kdams ' said :10 Veal ago, imod(ern
taxation or tax-making is a group contest in which impwerful interests
vigorously endeavor to rid themselves of present or proposed tax bur-
(leis. The concern here is not with the basic structure of th( 11t.
but with the patchwork which obscures it. The efforts of pressure
groups may take the form of a subsection, or eupiniiistically called
technical changes-each of them difficult to detect and becoming appal'.
ent only after careful study. IIowever innocuous they mayhe indi-
vidually, collectively they point out an accelerating tendency away
from uniformity and toward preferential treatment. The Internal
Revenue Code of 1954 has not altered this trend.

One economist 2 has argued that when tax revenue exceeds 25 per-
cent of national income, the danger point has been reached. Many

Adams, deals and Idealism In Taxation, 18 American Ecoanomle Review, p. 1 (1928).
'Clark, The Danger Point In Taxes, Harper's, December 1950, p. 67.
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disagree. But regardless of our stand on that question, there is another
limit oil taxable cal)acit y which is l)asicilly psychological and has been
too long taken for granted despite its ini)ortance. Our fiscal system
cannot survive unless the majority of the citizenry retain confidence
in the equity and uniformity of our tax system. Preferential treat-
ment breeds disrespect for the revenue laws, and without respect there
will be no effort made to abide by them.

My task here is to take two revenue acts, of 1951 and 195t, and
through t hem demonstrate the cur ent t rel(l toward s )ecial legislation.
Much of this material has already appeared in the Ilarvard Law and
Harvard Business Reviews, and has been reprinted in the Congres-
sional Record.3

II. RELIrwF FOR IND)IVI)UALS AND SPECIAL, GoUrs

Special relief provisions for individuals and private groups con-
tained in the old law have been reemacted and are firmly einbedded in
the 19,54 Code. Probably the finest demonstration of legislative tenae-
ity, and of human incap)acity to weed out laws once on the books, is
the section (1240) popul arly known as the Mayer provision, in honor
of tile alleged principal beneficiary under it4 The provision bears
the decel)tively general title of "Taxability to EmiInlioyee of Termina-
tion Payments.' As a general rule of taxation, except in the case of
qualifiedI pension plans, any luImp-sum (list ribution upon retirement
i-, taxable to the eml)loyee anid bunched in 1 year as ordinary income.
Yet to resolve this l)repdicanient in the case of oule movie executive,
the bill provided for capital-gains treatment, but only 1% here the tax-
ltayer (I) had been employed for inore than 20 years, (2) had held
his rights to future l)rofits for 10 years, and (:!) had the right to
receive it percent age of l)rofits for life or for a period of at least
5 years after the termination of his empl))oyment. How ilany lper-
sobls could such a restricted provision cover? Perhaps soie kind
of relief such as an averaging system is needed for buliched income
generally, or for retiring enlployees, but is there any sound basis for
the relief of one executive through capital-gains treatment? It is
esj ecially notvworthy that counsel did not even trouble to l)resent this
amendn lt, and another involving personal holding companies, to
the House Ways and Means Conmittee, but. took all the matters which
hie s)ollsore'd (I rectly to the Senate Fina ec (omitittee. Apparently
wessiro upoin Menibhers of one I louse, sutliced to insure enactment of

h meastires4

In 1954 the question arose as to how thisprovision should be treated
in the new code. Presumably because o fits narrow scope, it was
omitted in the IHouse bill. Ilowever, in tile hearings before the Sen-

at69 Harvard Law Review 745 (March 1955); 33 Harvard Business Review, p 103
(September-Oetober 1935); 101 Congressional Record, p. Sf1 (May 24, 1955, pp. A612-
A3620)

4 Internal Revenue Code of 1939, sec. 117 (p), added by 415 Stat. 504 (1951). See
Miller. Capital Gains Taxation of the Frults of Personal Effort, before and Under
the 1954 Code, 64 Yale Law Journal. pp. 1. 13 (1954). Sections of the 1954 Cide are
hereinafter referred to simply by section umlber: sections of the 1939 Code, 53 Stat. 1,
as they reat Immediately before repeal, are referred to liv 'old" section number.

A E. T. Sproull, 12 T. (1. 244 (19511, aff'd per eurlam. 194 F. 2d 541 (6th Cir. 1952) : ef.
Mllott 0. Morse. 17 T. C., 1214 (1952), aff'd 202 F. 2d 69 (2d ('ir. 1953). lh1t ef. (on.
mistioner v. Oates, 207 V. 2d 711 (7th Cir. 1953), f7 larvard Low Review 126R (1954):
se Elsensteln, A Case of Deferred Compensatiom. 4 Tax La% Reofew, It. 391 (1949).

* See Hearings Before tile S.enate Committee oi Fitaltee tn 11I. I. 4473, A2N Cong.. 2di
se s.. pt. 3, at p. 1478 (1951).
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(A Con11ifte Ihe prorI' 'lf111 liil ll o1f I h ll "lio IxIdaIuaf ll oIf 1 11%
0i tlil h iR eo111dii 011)"A 11 1 11 i 1e4 Ii ,lt11 (q oll i1 'itII l, uiuld
it i li dli t at l l% .l iu 4 lss l i illd( ,irliil." I I' i Ig ,,, 11,, tio ly
thatf ilt' bill sl li lt l ilt'l .' li ll u 1111 ex IIigt lII -'t11,' io 1141 .1 ,, ilh1 l,

le, l rovisin ioli l d ,he , ,luht I d I() t'. wuiui' iltifw I her l4itl 1.1 iI, .umi .
Tlit 19h, w1 l ,II't' , io IIt lit i.',., III, 1.tire.,l l i itujo o fIto (I i it' ll frw -
i.et'i~It hy f, 1)1 , h1 u h 11 ' i ' nl rt'tt did I g flt u 'iull i.i
.t411 11 (i f I t t g t1 1 Willi I gi'1leto'til y ill 1, its ('f h, f l ' ii r

ft h~iu l I h vi ,i , 1i of , ' lill voirils , .).. i't l il. l ikt' d ot' Il ImO 1 y.
W h1o be 4-1,'411 o 1' tih4- of if 1 (o, i t v'l of 1I t1: 1 tlu -'y re l nt
tiINd 1jol l tj pe n h ilIi, J mll . Bu fisl' ( 11 s thl 4 4, 1111,1r

0I h n 1s 111ed 1 out i 1 oilllllll lill In re liel fli t ,Illl-hl

11-411 1 \.I ,4 well ? 'lhelI, to, re T ivilqui 11nto 11 1ae as l ' 411'fi'1 1-
'011 ll tir1,1h0 l"i ' l lt e ic ul i 41 l l Io'a tf to ex lud nl-werohn

.oc tos 111141ls'l l l I, biln u in, , hich 1 ca 1 p-hit\li l sl ni'.ma hildthI f 1 in l i n .41 .hil III , i II4, oi iei'al \\ lu1, vi fi l-ll of ,'

'll' 19.14 ith lhs not tn lyiltrl,,rifet , lthil i ief PO.1111 l in
of nIaie W InI Its, uths all Ioddd nev 1.. ,lilt IA mlaohir
eile11o:11f vrill in 194 wasin faviller oill ll nd pers -

Vinnc 1ing 4 thm Ener t'lille ))eIligla the l controversy whethlr

tle l W ,' H ow., b il (. R , lS300 ) ', : llt(u ,111 l ir I n.il s 114 l1114-,

Sthsle of apatet sold31 reoiv cil-gin treatment n111volvedl11

li ';1 o4o11111 om tt itt the i ct IeI of e fI, I'in i'ltl 1il, . pr'C i'0:in t n'l , , his a hoIId h 1 , w w ,11i , 01 r11 , d flu 1 ,)nIo lled Its iud
.riltiol1Q T ll, I.; tol Ml111.4 1111 i',elP ill I,( SPllli to re or 11-4 1uoillp h u e 1'

4,iwok tation in ih was ell ot to ffect idretenionu whoi pirin to h 4etr

bel1', the, hors e. Ill other r 1ds, two lproviioll'A hlikd togzether lby

the, ll'sient 'int Snate Wre stea rated, ond ly l ii or od.a1-'-
'nelifiig a h:11 fil- w ." I liuil yil' e d, lhis is 1t2 ia tp1nsibl.ol I It i('u..At this point it 1111v be, I.Awed wily these, partner should

allowed to olwrate ill tile Corpol. at Kt'llu if tis is( lhi, ease, ,sholih
they be silhd olit 01. should tile saille relief be avadhdaIc, to aIIlhe

T he f ets ar'e th a't tie 4t11 t'11h, is e' fI I d ratf ed to ex clude lalwy er.,
dcol1', 1111dl ] tvlps of part'Inersh]ip~s in 'vhieh capitl1 is not, a i1nteril

The 19.34 code ha s not only incorpora ted the .speeild relief provisions
on tined in prec, edingz aet, but h a.s lo added new on~es. A major

example of largess iu 19. was. iu favor of inventor.9 an~d persolls
tinaneiing thlem. Under the( preceding law the cont1roversy€ whether
the W]e of a paItenlt sh1old reeive ecapitl-gaidns t1'etment involved
two questions: Wa s the original tor an aina~teur or' a pr'ofessional, andl

t g Rtept. 1622, &M Coax.. 2d it~a,, pp. 115. 444 (19,14) (hereinafter clild niq .4. Rept.
1C,22i. "Your committee ac~rees with (he obJectlre of rpionvltif this provision proppeellwely
but took that action In itueh R way fa not to affect Iindlvhitli i who prior to 1054 entered;
into employment contracts relying on the application of thles provision." Id. at 11t5.

IS. Rept. 1622. at p. 119.
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dhl I i,','tiv4,' fll' hi 1114I til iIItiilhuiiti tl JiiyOio'ii* o ro'ynltif IsixiN hil
s1lt 111, , illlt i'fI l ill ' rTi'm l I- i ot d111 w11iiii If)1 I oiI i i lli t ed t44 ' iv' owl
Ililiol'. b i l 1-0 1 t,. l i,, t r11i'41li-i- I jii t iye . lot 1I vlo ie, rell sv,.or ~ ~ ~ o tlqhy,, i ll, ilivi',llf' wvho 11,1,4-11'h im, ll i,,lir,41 ill lhv ilvell
t~l 1 ,1144;1 if NvII4 redlive~d (4) 110 1111l i1mrm h,,,. 11, .Ilhl, hl li- Imled,

hllwlve.r, Ill f tihe w i.-ll1,' of fl i fll , h111411 l bb Illve 1. 1::oi h,, filly
.;411 i l 1,. 111l i t h i. 115 4 ,,lriligg till iIln ", 411l,, 1 (if fill' N ali(II o I,1114,111
( 'IIIIIl' I I I-o1' 1 ,11 m mflt r,-,1,18 4D,,-',.1,ri III , d, I ( II I Ihi, grl' I I I

t hit -
'Ti1 1 lIIte1ee11 1illi'i i ,ct I.e li4ijei ,i liii rc I i i In t li i mi~ploy tot tll to, icliem-nI4

Ill 11 givici l1w1c i ii 'i evillitiii le' Iis- i'ee I Ieel4Ivo foo w it- eccee Iicee i. ivi-ii
i lil I IiiI il r r , i'jlip i l mifll, ll h11e 1ii t t 1 nie 4111 e ll Ii e lly I7 y.¥c1re

, '+h i, l I -fil C,,fl -l-I d w I II ithvIII.L tlI~~l l ri Il l ho r liII i 1111,o-411 lut1e 110 li f 'i ,11( W il i fli ;159 f or4 II lif Q iI1 111111111"4,IlI l t 'I

lifiwr, rs uthr lhi' cilreil tiux huiw. Will. Ifiily IgZiilp t wilhin, or
, , iV ly 6 il t, hlillig Iit ill fl i eIi liiil ', l v Iij I -iil s, ',',111,, h lj ,' iililt wi

of ti~ l iifi' t I-li 8 it vl it iljrItlii l li h i Illtsh, 5111flitl " til t I~lier ievI.V,11.At ,
i' i o1 fltili ir, Ile u-lI I, l . i irtry, h ftit lor fltit iS,
Cs lM ili i f of I li VXIlJVt ,. ,'l f it, I ! hIt 'V' t1 I tl i vor hh, 11 fretli t .0J

W h5-4it Iy I il e ftl~ 4fit si 1011 5o ,111 1 t il II 153 00!, t ('f'i i ri w voiilol
Wit i ll, I 11i.1 ,Ii ll it , ei'sttof Ii v fit, it fily I it f il I V .flj .tl I t s,t1
d;i? Il it h Ait I lii riit l lk 11) i Ifil f ors's . l lf ei h 'f,,it lh ,
, \ftli ti's If ,ll, IIV, tfi )I fll, iisft fi silit Il t rit h si, I f wi r r t + ic

l.J1ii'y J dlscrlim ilol ligallA ,, 1t I 1111m erhl villif . fIt g~oll' Ille,

If11'Xs01 Whyj pii e',wil J',fllt litd I-is V f'5 ire DU'fc 1111 VII p ftf orab J iS&
h-tiIli ii ei Ice flfhly it h Il teflll ll tli itt Th .v Of rP, ilt ivihmli'A , too. :,' fllr,,TI 11 rp ,., fl (Ih.etive. podilhie l fol.f,11, filld witflolt it lobby

For exilillp, 10hihe 3I re..preeltlf ,i ve f 2 SI-.l11r11l1 palten~t, orgllin-
timis app., n vi Iwrov, i,.,. s(' .mitt,,fe oil till- 19I51 wu.C,, oilly I

reprosteill nt ir lhi M| (te(y Writier.s of A ltfl'if',i,Iw, pr -E'lif
I tllot t Ilii com. lifi( (if II.Ih, tvti lliy, he Ih' s'l ii t kfl, "Why
sholiidn't, we give. thwf. peiopl mltf rIii-f" afd re.,'Piv'd tfill rpl v
t11ti1 "We loofked5 into( flit, stid it is jisst4 it qut!ion of hsow for %sfe wi-tt
Io Io ill exl'51igi itl plitl-go it.i lls tif 'elll." 11

Although the ffitf ,ij lg illiJ ftlt', witlhof i ,xhiu-tiuig. tfh Jp-c'ial
' * lif'f Irovisioi.s ei'lftod ill 1951i, hrif'f Irffi-rl' '-lIou I le it tso

S Ii lI ih'JIltttlt, of old ('ite-t Ix )rOviSifiN. Till 95e 1, eodf. ex .lfif
]i fe-iml s'tlltef po'0''fflt- from It'e e-Iltts, wh iwr def(flit psi; i morne
M, sill of the i'reminls, so Ifl, :,v4 h- r15 iid t o O]jiiitt : of owJ)(r.
shipi. EVewi before the liew , ,t(iol wiss (' trontlhq. old, it w(11Q -Airl
Shlut the adhisitration might ,seek its modificti( onits. Sore offhia]I
have discovered t Ihe Ii ffe-i.ti'sm-ie iduslt v lia- hibe s renims-I v
selling the Jmw fIrovision, tlinlig sients that r;nly throw.ih ile-J r oe
l)f)Ii('ieS (.an they fO lsjlet ly e fip0 tax liability "

* llearlnga before he 11lcee Cominttic' on Ways and Moant on Ii. R S164), Ald (rg.
1st PeM. pt. 2. at p. 1191 11954).

10 Sec. 210 (a (1) 114 .4tat. 1133 (150).
"I See hearing before the Hinate Committee on Finance on I. R. 831g), 8Ud C(ng. 2d5

sA pt14. , tpP. 1662 1666, 1684 (1954o.

U Id. at p. 1612.
sUa 1 Street Journal, November 17, 1954, p. 1, col. 5.
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FIull '11 Il ,rh4'ioll of I he lr'ssi't flu prvfeitllfinl Irteuilielit Cvu-
Iot he coli vt'ved without tEllsiilh ,l'it ioll of It5,5 illd forthcoming legis-l l t i o l . I , ll l i f o l e f il , IP r e, , i lh o l h ild S i r e lt fi l e 1 9 14 1 1 1 4 .1 , n nt l d w, n
tlix bill hl Iu'eu I'eferr' d to Illnt Seuife ( oilliiite t 11 Ilainue), tou4
Wits rl tejitd ftu'tiiblv. ( 'olgre", iljoiilietd I' Iwlt' it iissl, , itlo11l1110l41l1|tl1l, hlivilild l'v the, Sge11niv voillillittee Ipr'ovidltl relief' t41 on

raiilro d ( ret rol'etivil I 111), veilll t u s1,ts for inrju i pern-nel
who died il n etion front Ii9,18 lgI/lh I 1151(, fIliiit'i selliiig liveM tk
fit 11et411f of i rolIt h, 111141 otller ritilol| tl Iw lelltril',."I Sollt oIf
tiese were reil rolll'ed 1l11 oile his I 1lrelady bftoin 1I1w. 'ublic, ,nw
.110, lilrtovtd A.ug-ist 1) , involves it refti ml of 11xme4 oil 11,1I
i11c1i, itv'unlttllled for 3ervitn'n 111d is so flurrow th lt if, in iisf, Iw
pilijioilitg olnt 4ifi n 41. ()1 h.r lit'w sptinl reli i' f iiit ,int It w
pendiig fill' ti, 1w'oidil st.5i4ntt Of 4 hi. ('fit rt', in I911M. See, for
etxuniple, 11, It. T061, extelli i ng h ilerI fri ll. s4lt ophitl txertit.,'
for i Ilioithi4, iit her 1 thll ilreseilt 3i itl.hnts, fter tho I twil it t io
oIf vlllohy~llvlll.1

IB ,forw 111111lzillg fillrOl l ill,,1n1 ., 11 S vo(llglresniollill I'e, 11po l i to 1111 -

Sitl t .' ,e.' ",5 , it s ..itt lit t a i r i' . i l litn, ili' li iY geiuni lizitions
ftur t li o o l' lit, i i orn l st'lt'ii f it i ivih r , i r t'l it'-
a r11 11 ntl Ill itilli.ve llte hast'iltr f le., ili' fill'iiilg is ovteclilvil n, Ill Illilk, a ..illpl, vpldatil ilinlp,.ils ,, le. n blren'

ou'i ,.l l.(.. )d I ll IIlly\'m al, it is liot r-,eoginized its Jil ollri Ill,
favorlt olle ilividlhal or hligllylvvel ivegro1,111. Mouvo%1(1l1 Illn, V r,,If
I,. ]li ill1,111Y' Inm an 'allivi I. T he vil,.e i1ivoIViuin , I( 1.0,it'iligl ov~ iv

Illtg illlle ti1'1iltl 's 0ll' tIC fit Ilasic, wt'ellilles'e4 iiu th lx systvell,
niMl l'. tle Inxi l If 1f 1 iu'litIndi ili'tnie wlirt ito itvt'rnging nmel'11l iS

AViilille. Ii 1 i Ii isItel i t lt'eI it n tt It ulifIRde off itxlli1t,'ir,: 1f ists,
writers. tilhh, le es. nil all lpr.tl ni rf i iiig iiii.lr si,.ilir reniuistili i'e,4.The lilm ie, ewc'ul i% v, I1411-4 is Irollalyv ]ll injill-ed its I1 Illlh its tIn, actorls
Ni Ito u o'k fti' fliu, sit me oi11ini.y. Ay fhtisnItite tokeli, the i1nvenltor jits
ievei ived favored I rt'tlient i im( alive v'ollgre.sillt I ht n tie of o er s
eng ged it 'ret' ie 'ork. I rhl '' 1111 tit'e tses wirriit ed 'elief,
1itt ik it iof t ll' I hat flit' t lIx lit w.. worl nt rdship i tilt In |.liht ii|iNl ,
of 4 r'l nsi .14115 (t it relief le stlit tred splidi'allli niiioiig it few
imli% iti Is wh , oltIv t'oluntloi eliruiteeiit ic is nevess to ('ongress- -
wi lt l .iikitig ; IiwL'ery of lthe reveiue lnvs ? For i'e1ry lPtr.IiOn
who ,ait.A's.-ftl" v rgnes f li e i is tiscriinated lie aiu 11st, lere 11re
lou..tauids of others, iturttiv1iite r in1llet ii'e, who are S.fl'erig flie

sane fale in silence.

I It. RhIAl" Ft tt SiC'EIA1 I NDI' S'TRIr

The Code hi ls not onlv scatte1'ed la1"ess nongl Stleific individual
:lid p)riIate groups ivho requested relief but has also shown sonte evi-
dwe of re,, ling to frre omlles froll several iniduist'y g'roulps. Of
the: e, the oil inldutirv has beetn the 11o.st frequently coitntented U1pon,
principnlly' by rettson of tihe 2 T. per'entt deduction allowed against

uI. II. 6440. 83d Cong., 2d pesi.. pa ud te holuse on July 29, 1954, and was reported
with s 1hwa11tiai nmendmenls by Senator Milliin. clialron nof the S'nae Finance Coin-
mitlee, on August 2, 1954, S. Rept. No. 20:38. AMuh Cong., 2d seA. (1954).

" ii. R. 6440. sid Coni., 2d ses.. see. 3 (1954).
17 See also. among other-.. H. i. 55 autforlztig r'eflnds of e5lte taxes upon Certain

transifers eondliloned( on ur'l~orshlp made by persons who died after November 11, 11135,
ald before January 30, 1940.
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glrfos,. iliBine' fem-' dll icmi. Ni ut I wift iii I , ihe 1uie here to rel'at
I II t, I I-il i tIh tih'l III Ithe tl4P0'1141 .S 11 8Is whiC' t ' ( oil groij elk-
jy,''s2 i)fla hItiii flil (if sidtors litilli' (i o 1pos, it. In fact, o1e
,S"1e'nll1(1 In-gce Ihiq ci ('Ill llgt e t14 vitlidi aw , a olillio'(e'rsill I aileiil iint
)*y saying, " Ill simply I ryiIj.I to keIp him I * * * from lcoImmltilig

sil1 (1.i'." "' T IIIllllist'y I 10 i I'vi'dl I~ ,r'I' tage tI 1cjl811 in 1 a slir,"
sit III' t iI li iec i ' I I i I l I)na I, prcrI)g' lI ivT, IIII I s ill Iloet ell!oigl.

s,evlIill tiller e'xtllic'to i y ld ist ris appear Io hlinv profited recently
fr(rlll e'fflive lobln ( i : C il ill If),I "1 11a Il ( hit siIlle year, salldt
glavi'l, Illi4 Stole. W it h respet, to 'oa , the percentage del eatioll
cdl,{lle'|,ltOi wls illc(c'l(xlsi frolll bi to II) iercetll oil 1h 0 glioull, stited
ill th' volliit'ee report of 19151, hat Iho ICotll-Illillill.g il)(1i|lul'y- Was
jIetit lliirly ill Ivd'cI of Jiore favorahb0 le x ta i'i n-tl lemiM l)W11al0 of the
Il n'I Ilds ail'h lnatit ive i4ll' ol'I'H of efiergy, pa1 rt icularly oil ll141 gIs,
hic iiincic civ till' litejitiI in mrkets for cold. It, is ifiteret i ug to note

( lic' i.sisii ll, f iories l lpon which Ihe percentage depletiol (educ-
I (l11 is pl.raltel. ()II lhe oill hin11d14, the ,i t'nlion is to st lii ilito devel-
11111i,1i al wihl vlf-ating 1), awaicl di ig such it tax advantage to the oil

i ilslirv. ()n IIle otlie, It is io furnish relief to fill industry which
1111-4 siteredl Iv i-llisoii of Ilie iin'iiasin ii1 of oil aiid gas. If per-vetalgl dhleht'ioll llts jily fliullioll ill oll- tax s~trill('/re, should it be

s(c'( I I vo (hl'lglrlle, diveiopiint., of oile group and "kiiii ouit" another
lit I th( ,llill, I hlli,?

Allot hIc'i glIl which hlit been satisfied, aftcr years of clamrlor over
"(Iisriiil lilt Iint, Im1y bI, referred to loosely as the "sand 11.11(Ad gravel
toliv." I I 9I51 almIost every known building material received a
,-licI'vent atll)a% i-e for dlih-t ion. When Senator Dlouglas moved
IuislIi''veSsfuli lV ic) st rike out clan and oyster shells oil the ground that
hi, did not regilard thei I% aslnetetssary to th lntional defense, Senator
Coillilliv 'a id ill deblte, "The Seniator from Ilintois it greatly con-
ce'rliQd sllhillt c'iall Shells I lte do f have many iii his district."21
Il 195,. allowlives for granite, marble, slate, ant other stone, when
uii'd is diiclsion or1 ornamental stone, were raised from ,5 to 15 per-
'e'nl, li ol'eivI.' to draw some line, however remote, Congress in

tile 1I(.w code' xlpr, sly st a4d that, percentage. depletion dotes not apply
to soil ini water, or minerals from sea water, air, or similar nex-
lausltille Shli('es,

(one of the mriost trouhl(esome i-mies in 1)54 arose over limestone.
h'lle general policy of the statute appears to be that minerals used

for road material, conrete, or similar purposes shall receive only a
,t).pIpr(,ent allowance. however, two Senators on the Senate floor
pointe(l out. that this would give higher grade limestone unfair treat-
inent when used or sold competitively with items such as rock asphalt,
which receives 15 percent even though used on roads.' The statute
therefore was amended specially to provide 15-percent depletion where
a nlinerial is sold "on bid in (irect competition with a bona tide bid
to sell a mineral" bearing the higher rate.2 ' Thus the gates have

liE g Baker and (llrawrld. "reonftat, De retion-A (orrepondonce. 034 hlarvard raw
1l-vIevw p -llt (1951) Blum. How To Get All (But All) Ihe Tax Advantaxes rof [abbling
In O11. 311 Taxo. p. .143 (1953).

"100 Congressional Record. p. WR54 (daily edition June 30, 10-54) senator r Nely).
' Ttevenue Act of 1951. te'. 31t) (RI. (15 Stat. 49T.
97 Conreelnnal Reenrd. pp. 123.5-12136 (1951)

')Sec. 613 (h) (0). See S. Rept. No. 16122. at pp. 7A-79. 331-332.
0 100 Conoresional Record , p. 0043 (daily edition. July 1. 1954) (both Senators were

'from Temac.Ptsee. 613 Mb M0.
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been opened to permit even roadbuilding materials to receive further
tax relief.

Tile next step can be best visualized through the testimony of tile
chairman of the taxation committee of the National Sand ana Gravel
Association before the Senate Finance Committee in 1954. I1e pointed
out that the House bill at the time proposed a 15-percent allowance
for limestone for whatever purpose use(l, and expressed the hope that
"thle wisdom and justification of the proposal will be, recognized by
your committee." 1 He further testified that the same considerations
which led to this decision by the House apply with equal force and
logic to the sand and gravel producers, who are in competition with
producers of crushed limestone all over the United States.

The foregoing illustrations of congressional responses to pressure
from industry groups point toward the basis upon which tax relief
has been granted. As already noted, the extractive industries have
been the principal beneficiaries. Now have they succeeded so admir-
ably, when in fact the coal industry's pleal rests upon its depressed
condition, while the oil industry bases its claim upon the inllortnill e
of stimulating exploration and developing reserves? The formula
in most cases appears to be the discriminat ion argument, the demand
for tax equity. As one author has indicated, tax equity is achieved
when the samle load is placed on different persons who tire in similar
economic positions.8  With respect to percentage delletion the coal
industry sought to be placed in the same favorable position as the oil
group, and the sand and gravel spokesmen felt they were being dis-
criminated against if they did not receive treatment similar to that
already available to the oil, coal, sulfur, and mining industries. And
now that timber and coal royalties are afforded capital gains treat-
ment, the lever of discrimination can again be used most effectively
by the iron-ore and oil men to claim similar advantages for royalties
aid "in-oil payments."

IV. REIm.F AMtoxo Eco;oic Ghours
Investor

Moving from the privileged tax treatment accorded to specific indi-
viduals and industries, let us now attempt a brief survey of some of
the important economic groups in our society and how they are faring
in the race for special benefits. Today the large investor probably
constitutes the most important beneficiary of preferential treatment.
A Hlarvard Business School study has reached the opinion that much
of time income received by upper-bracket individuals appears to avoid
the full impact of the income tax.2

1 One chart indicates that in 1946
there was little or no progression in effective tax rates beyond the
$50,000 income level, and the maximum average tax rate was'less than
50 percent, despite the fact that theoretical effective rates ranged as
high as 85.5 percent.

The difference in effective tax rates on individuals with large in-
comes can be attributed in major part to capital gains. There is
undoubtedly a segment among the investor group whose whole atten-

* Hearings before the Senate Committee on Finance on H. R. 8300, 83d Cong., 2d sess.,
pt 3 at p. 1267 (1954).

l though, The Federal Taxing Procesi, p. 48 (1052).
rr Butters, Thompson, and Iolllnger, Effects of Taxation-Investments by Individuals

L;k65, 84 (1953). MUch of the material in the subsection Is based upon this excellent
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tion is directed toward transactions which ultimately might yield
return of a ca)itali nature. Some of tile available media are market-
able coinlion stocks, new ventures, real estate, oil properties, and
closely held concerns. Since the war there has been ,onsiderable
activity ill tile purchase and sale of appreciated )roperty, sometimes
following the acquisition of the stock and the liquidation of it family
or (lose corporatiol. Another ol)portunity available to those in con-
trol of operating companies is to insure the retention of corporate
earnings aiid contimiois expansion until the owner can realize Upon
the correspondiinglv enhanced value of stock or assets at capital gains
rates. Furtheriore, the area of capital grains has been growing to
in'lutde timber royalties and, most recently, coal royalties.

As already. described by Riandoll)h Paul , another, quite dilrerent,
U111y of re(liliig the elle.tive rate of Iaxation is through the l)lrchaso
of tax-exeml)t securities and of insurance. A further grant avail-
able to the large invetor, naniely, Iercentage depletion, has already
been disclus,-e. Investment in oil royalties from p roven fields oiters
olle illeallns of utilizing this advaitage. Oil-drilling syndicates
financed by lit'rpi)ois of wealth have now become collllnOliplace. They
freqlitili invest i portion of their funds with the expectation of
writing oil intangible drilling costs ilmiediately as an expense against
high inioe ind takiig the additional 271/-)-percent deduction in the
ei'eiiln that drilliig is successful.

i'erlhaps the niiiot obvious benefit to the investor group is the new
dividend credit provision of the 1954 act.-" Besides tile argument ofallegedi (loule ltaxation, i probably the major reason given for the
relief is that the tax blll'(ili on (listril)ilted cOrl)orate earnings "ias
.oiltributed to the impairient of investinelt incentives.' The Sel-

lite Coimittee rel)ort pointed oit that Capital which would other-
wise lie invested in stocks is driven into channels involving less risk,
restricting the ability of coipallnies to raise equity CaJaital and forcing
them to Iely too heavily on borrowed nioliey. T1hius in part, tile credit
for divi(lii can be described as an inducelent to counteract the
existing tax exenition of insurance andli1i nicil al bonds.

Corporate excecu tifiv
Another groip which has been substaintially favored by the incone-

tax laws is ihe executives of established corporations. Ior some tile
this group has shared the advantages of pension and pirofit-sharing
plans available to employees of such companies generally' In order
to qualify, stich plhns inust be d'awn in such a way as not to discrimi-
itate in favor of employees vho ire officers, shareholders, or super-
visors. At the salie time the group covered call be severely limited,
ulid there is no objection to l)roviding ultimately for stibstuintial re-
inuneration to top employees after retirement. 'fhie basic difference
between executives and other elil)loyees is that the former benefit ill a
larger dollar amount. The new code has taken ni additional step fa-
vorable to employees having sizable estates by excludinIg from tile

B Butters, .Untner and Cary, Effects of Taxation---Corporate Mergers, p. 94 (19M).
IS section of his paper entitled "Leakages In the Rate Structure."

, Sees. 34, 110.tIn general, the dvantage to executives, i. e., employees, is that sums contributed by
the corporation, M hlle Inmediately deductible by the corporation, are not taxable to the
recipient until their ultimate receipt.
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estate tax any annuity or other payment receivable by a widow or other
beneficiary under a qualified ph an.,

One benefit available to corporate executives (does not arise from it
sjwcial provision ill the cofe, but rather from a judicial definition of
when income becomes taxable. 1)eferred compensation )h1s are coln-
mon today, pursiant to which executives receive some of their ii.
crelased compensation in the form of payments after retirement ill I,-
turn for acting as consultants, T l trei nl the direction of favor-
ing corporate executives is perhaps demonstrated most clearly by the
stock option provisions, broadened in several rles)eets under tle 1951
code.3  Having tile alleged objective of providing an incentive for
executives to obtain it stake in tile enterprise, this provision neverthe.
less favors officers who are recipients of options, if they sell tlhe shares
after a limited time. Under these circumstancess they are perinittI to
realize the profit upon their "stlake" at caI ital-gains iates. 'The orpo-
ration law cases l demonstrate that such oldions are bascally f,)r
services rendered and therefore conlensation, which in the tiea' Of
other classes in our society is treated as ordinary income, not as capital
gain,' Al interesting faet of the stock-option law is that it rarely
)rovides relief fh' employees of small businesses because of the I(;-

percent stock-ownership imitation and the difficulty of ascertailning
tile value of the stock at the option date. This restilt is directly inl (on-
flict with tile incentive rationale underlying the sto( k-option'law, for
the efforts of the nallgement of a small concern seem more likely to be
reflected in its success and the value of its shares than the effo rts of
employees of pnl)lic corporations, where the price rise may represent
stock-market trends or extrinsic conditions buch as the Korean war.

Though not related to special legislation, a further avenl:e for priv-
ileged trealtnilent of company y exevulives and owners is through ppr-
quisites of office, which are becoming increasingly accepted anong
corporations today. The allocation of autonobiles to exectitivs for
pieronal use, all executive lluclhroom with lneals at cost, club ineliber.
ships, entertainment and expense accounts are probably the least objec-
tionable of mniw benefits wilich today are available to many company
otlicers1 Most of then are actually income to the person, but are
dillicult for the Internal ]Revemie Service to detect. In fact, any strict
application of tile principle of taxing all of them would undoubtedly
be regarded its an attack on a customary method of doing business in
this country.

0 wner of family businesses
The owners of family businesses today are probably in a position.

even more favorable taxwise than that of corporate executives, Here
the owners are in a favorable position to build up tile company by
accumulating profits which may be realized at capital-ga iis rates

"Sec. 2039 (c).=Deferred-compensation plans are discussed In Washington & Rothschild, Compensat-
Ing th Corporate Executive. pp. 168-185 (1951).

$4 Revenue Act of 1950, sees. 218 (a), (b), 64 Stat. 042, added see. 130A to the 1939
code: retained as Fec. 421 of the new code.

35 Kerbs v. California Eastern A,'rtwaps, Inc. 90 A. 2d. pp. 652, 656-657 (Del., 1952);
fottlieb v. ileyden Chemical Corp. 1 0 A. 2d., pp. 660. 11604 (Dci., 11,52).

86For a demonstration of the potential profits ($21 million for the corporate officers
participating In 26 stock-option plans), see Stryker, Do Stock Options Ptay?. Fortune,
)eeemnhr 1054, p. 118: see also tiller, Capital dains Taxation of the Fruits of Personal

Effort: Before and Under the 1954 Code, 64 Yale Law Thurnal, p. 1 (1954).
37 For lurid expositions of the growing use of expense accounts, see llavemann, Expense

Account Aristocracy, Life, March 9, 1953, p. 140; F. Allen, The Big Change, pp. 215-218
(195),
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through uitlhnnlte sale or litihIlation. The cost involved is pjiyient
of the corpiate tax 11114l an u Iti ouate ci pitill-gailis tax ul0 earn illivS
whi icl, if dlitrilitei 11s dividlds, woild hi li veI beei t ixaible to the
f)WIleS lls iltCOiloe. Moreover. olW of ie itllost iimortanit tax advall-
tages to thbe owners of family businesses today. whether ill the cor-
porate or /l lt ierliIp forim, is tle facility Y ti'charge oil slb)stiantlidl
1u11nl- of personal t'lj'iiliI uies 115 blsin(,, 'Xl)ens(,s. And it should
b) noted that the. l)roi)rietors of closely held concerns have an extraor-
dinary O)portunity to benelit through a proit-sharing 1)n,)(1'ion
planl ill their capacity Its eI l)lovees of' their owl coilipal ies. 1I thes,,e
respects they cail ha'e man, of the advantages available to the execu-
lives of iplll~lic corporalio ), lnd yet (1o not lose ally possible oppor-
tliiities to realize oi lheir rotits t liroiigh niti miate sahl or liquidiatioa
at ft worable rates.The owneri of ii family y blsiIes, like thli l iarge investor, (al :lirtad

lhe toal earned inconie of t he business over Ith faitily rolp to obta in
lax advaltages. This may he (1l0e ill the corporate t'eld by the dist'i-
hut ion of shares to Iiembei', of lhe family or to trusts for tieir bene;t.
Largelv because such a benefit was available to persons operating iP
the (oporlite form, the saint' kind of relief was niade available. to
family partnerships. Thus in the vase of both (oirl lite and artier-
ship lir ins where capital plays some part. owners are able lo spread
umomig their flaily grOl)s income derived in large utesai,-re frovn
their( own elforls.
OrqankZed labor

Tile tax bellefils derived by organized labor 1umlder the hi tvi'nal
Reveie (ode are not yet on a par with those of the investor, (orpor-
ate executives, or business owners. rhe capital-ga ins povision, for
examiIle,. is of less adv ita-ea to ile average worker. Also. mo opor-

itunty is atlorded for taktig generous dedliictioiis. byv reason of the
withfolding 1ocess. As 'i consequence, it is not surplrisihg to find
that organized labor has opposed as lool)lholes ni1ny of the provisions
which Congress has enacted favoring otli'- ecollimlc groups l)erceiit-
ago depletion, capital gains, and the like." ,

At the same time labor can scarcelyi be described as unrealistic.
Tax considerations have played a part %n the current shifting of bar-

faining from \+'ages aloiie to pavilelits in the event of re ireielt.
S ltoli accident, or sickness. Perhaps lilt imal ely labor rill resort to

tht saime arguments that have been relied up)o01 by bnsiiiss owners
and executives. Already the tax position of organlized employees in
established firms is nuch more favorable than that of workers as a
whole. The former may be said to receive preferential tax treatment
through pension and pr'ofit-sharing plais. in(ler which contributions
arte exempted from tax in the hlans of the trust amid until actually
received by the employee. The 1954 code frthor l)rovides tuat
total distributions paid to the emlplovee within I vear ioi accolliit of
his death or other separation from service shall he'considered Cap ital
gain. 'IThe code has carried over, and in some cases broadened, previ-
ously enacted exclusions from int'ome in lie case of contributions by
eiiiploytv's to health pli s. coin pensat ion for injury and sickness ,

on So, e. g., the testimony of the director of the department of education nn rtesearch
of the CIO, In the hearing on the Revenmu Act of 1951 before the Senate Finance Com-
mittep, 82d Cong., 1st sess., pt. 2, at p. 932 (1951).
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wages continued in such event, and $5,000 of insurance paid by reason
of the enllp)oyee's death.

A Inovenent seems to be growing to bargain for broader fringe
Il-nefits, which inigiit, le treated as falling under a comprehensive eft-
nition of income. 'These beIlefits take innumerable forms, such as
free inleaIs, iluedical service, sul iner vacations, purchase discounts, and
insurance. 'They have grown from $8.8 billion in 1952 to $9.6 billion
i' 19453.9 Yet tiere is some doubt whether it is administratively fea-
sible to tax them. Perhaps by reaomi of taxes our society is moving
back to the status of a barter economy. As Professor Ratchford has
said, "we are going through a devlolimlent which is just the opposite
of that which marked the end of the feudal period when wage pay-
ments were being cominuted into money. Now many wages are being
comiinuted into tax-free services. Perhaps the time will coimie when
the individual unfortunate enough to receive all of his wages i'l money
will have till imol)ssile tax burden." 0

Far,',mei
It is lrlhaps never fully alppreciated that one class of per..,ons

l irt ing exteiisively from the present tax laws is the farmer. In
gelleral the benefits he receives (1o not flow from special legislation.
Part of the farrier's tax advautage seins to stein from three facts:
Farmer's lodging (like that of all homeowners) is not treated as ill-
conlie; none of the fuel or food, if tie farill is self-supporting, is in-
VlIded in inconie; and there is ilcli careles reporting, perhaps even
delihirate oilnssion.4' A\s a practical matter, is there any real way of
enabling tile ( ovelnnmieiat to realize 111)011 any one of these sources of
income. Much of the benefit farniers receive can be attributed to the
ii)ossibility, of administering a tax law which could include, or even
discover, ali iteiims that Imight in theory be treated as income in tile
fariler's hands. At the samne time it cannot be said that farmers as
U 'ass are re.sting oi their existing favorable tax status. '[he Reve-
Inl e ('ode now provides that inconle derived from (lislposition of live-
st(k shouldI have the benefits of capital-gains treatment. 4 At one
point il tile hitory of the bill turkeys, but not chickens, were in-
cluded.a Both wee filially elim'inatecd. But now that favorable
treatment has been accorded to quadrupeds, the question may arise
whether similar adlalltages should not be accorded to poultry, and
ultimately to crops.
Professional people

One element in our society which lay be regarded as orphaned
under the Internal Revenue Code is the p ofessional class. Although

39 New York Times, October 17, 1954, sec. 3, p. 1. col. 5.
40Itatchford. Practical ,imitations to the Net Income Tax-General, 7 Journal of

Finance. jpp. 203. 211 (11152). "[Wurinig 1911) thse (fringe benfilti vrograns became the
primary Issue on the collective bargaining agenda of many unions . This Intenslfleddrive * * * resulted In the extension of theae plans to more than 71h million workers by
toid-1950." Id., at p, 210-211.

41 "Por 1945 * * the startling result Is that 'only 36 percent of farm Income was
reported on tax returns * 4 0 as against 87 percent of nonfarm entrepreneurial Income'."
liler, Practical Limitations on the Federal Net Income Tax: Limitations of the Federal

Individual Income Tax. 7 Journal of Finance, pp. 185, 198 (1952).
' See. 324. 15 Stat. 501.
13 1. It. 4423, 82d Cong., 1st sess., see. 1175 (1951). In the course of the Senate debate

Senator Oeorge smid. "I certainly cannot take the chicken amendment to conference,
Turkeys were Included somehow, I do not know how." 97 Congressional Record, pp. 12330-
12338 (1951).
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lawyers and doctors are said to enjoy their peak earnings during tile
20-year sp nHi front the age of 40 to 60,11 there is no opportunity to
average that income throughout their working lives, it is true that
lawyers, writers, and other professional men have the opportunity to
spread tin extraordinary, amount received ill any one year over a
longer period if the services rendered cover more than 3 years, but
the privilege is a limited one.'s There is little tax relief and no pen-
sion plan available to professional people, though bills are now pend-
ing which may afford them the opportunity to deduct a portion of
their inCOlnie provided it is irrevocably set aside until their retire-
lllent.46 '[Ie status of actors, athletes, and artists is even wor.-e. The
span of their earning power frequently is a period of le.s thani 10
teals. They are probably tile worst victims of tile prilniple that

IllcleC Ilulist be Colmputed 11upon ill attluiI basis iid 1 axetl ill the year
of reeeijpt. At lolgh authors, artist,;, t1il(] musicians share the privi-
lege, of spreading the ilcole received from work involving prolonged
ellhrt, they tos)may fairly claim to Ie victills of discriIIlliat ton. Why
should not the disposition of books and synltihonies enjoy the calpital-
gains treatment that the sale of patentt, livestock, awl interests ill
coal and timber n1ow receives?

V. RFLIEF 'IV TIHE BLIND AND imr A;i

Quite apart frota the provisions favoring econllnlic groups, special
relief is expanding to benefit. the blind and the aged, t wo relatively
iiew and separate classes of recil)ilents. Tlhe Biblical objects of pity
were "the nained and the halt, and tile blind," ' but thus far, aiid
for reasons which appear to be wholly divorced front logic, only blind
persons have been iicorded special trealilnent.' An additional ex-
elption of $600 is available to theta. It sees peilouis to raise tile
issue, for this hole in the revenme dike hat, remnainted sna IL. Yet, ,ver
tile last decade, with developnllelits in Inedical statistics it has becotle
apparent that inany more people are totally disabled-iudeed bed-
ridden-from causes other than biindness. Mental illness is one ex-
ample.'0  Still the pressure in favor of the blind appears to have
been tile only politically et'rectivo one. The i.,lie before ('ongarem,
then, is whether to widen the breach or clause it; as things stan, time
situation seems incongruous at best.

Professor Paul Straver )o has already discus,',d relief for the aged
before the American 1Econoliic Association, ar,3 pointed out that time
provision of extra exelmptiotns for taxpayers over 65 is (oitilnued, and
that an additional tax allowance for retirement income has been
added by the 19-54 act.51 Thus, generally, older people will not pay

"'Postponement of Income Tax on Income Set Aside for Retirement, haangA before the
Ilouse Committee on Ways and Means on i. R. 4371. 4373, 34511. 82d Cong. 2d sess., pp.
13, 14. 18 (1952,; Stivirson, Earned Income and Ability To Pay, 3 rax Law litview,
p. 2111) (11148).46 So see. 1301.

1414ee, e. g., the Jpnkfus-Keogh bill. II. R. 10. 83d Cong., Ist sess. (1053); see generally
note. ti larard Law Rvvtew, p. 1105 (1953).

7 Luke 14: 21.
41 See. 151 (d).
4' According to the Statistleal Abstract of the United State (Department of Commerce,

1054), p, 89, patients in hospitals for mental disease in 1951 were 584.455. This may be
comparedl %Ith 320.000. tho total number of blind persons as of 1954, reported by the
AwericanFederatton for the lind. New York.

XIV. the American Economic Review, p. 430 (May 1955).
It See, 37.
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any income tax if their retirement income does not exceed $4,000. Tile
advantages of age are further extended by coml)lete exemption of
social-security payments, and otlItr special provisions for certain
types of retirement income and ,i;so for sonic annuities. Mr. Strayer
thnds it. difficult to justify this trend when contrasting the position of
the older group and those starting out in life. Tile latter group hits
little stock to , raw Upon and cannot wisely expand what little capital
they may have. The desire of those who are forced to retire to live
more nearly as they had been able before their reduction ill earning
power exl)lains the'appeal to the aged. Yet-as lie points out-all of
us wish to live better or hsave larger' incomes thall we to, and probably
the young coul "out y'earn" the aged any dly. In this connection
I)Perllaps special elhasis should be laid tiimll ille aging of the Pol-
lationl-which Inean that erosiolo of the revenue will broadeit in tile

coming years.
VI. (',UScu-oms

Perhaps the general conclusion all low be ventured that tie tax
laws re PIreet a l1at'hwiork of slpeeial legislate ion awarded on a random
basis. It, itay he too late for'tlorouglilgoig reforill, but there Il1ay yet
be time for tict'asiolla improvements. At this point, therefore, let us
attempt to restate some of the dangers arisi ig out of these deepening
inequities in tle code. The l'nited Stites 1i1ts operated under a sys-
tei| of self-assessment of taxes, which of necessity assuilmies strict ad-
heremce by the great majority of people. As italiclted at the outset,
if tie a verge taxpayer filds our tax laws more and more checkered
with special legishltion, the danger is that disrespect will spread and
m1e enforcentent implossible. Whatever may be the econoittic limit
tloi taxes, thlre is a practical and Iysw'hologica 1 limit which is prob-

at x short of I t.
Part of the lprblem today is tile general aceletace of a philosophy

of taxation wlich attempts to ju.,tify a system of disuniformity.
Randolplh ],aul has already referred to' George 0. May's analogy be-
tweetn the revenue process and t foot ball game: "You have to let
someone get through the line and score a touchdown oteasionally or
volt won't have a gainw." I- This homely argument of a distinguished

cimoutttamtt iin favor of capital gains is another way of saying that wfth
rates as high as they are, holes in the code must be available so tMat
sonteone can make money. But should these holes be drilled for the
benefit of tlio. who cam exert the most pressure And if many such
escapes are provided, doesn't tax collection then become a l)ro'ess of
"dipling deep with a sieve,'" to Ise a phrase of Helnry. Simons? It
mav be said in rebuttal that virtually every provision in the code is
l)referential to some more than others-whch no doubt is true. Yet
within broad (lassifications there can still be some restraint upon spe-
cial provisions a(1 some effort to cling to uniformity. Otherwise the
law, already hopele,,sly complicated, will soon approach the ridicu-
ollS."

Without suh restraint, it is difficult to see where the accelerating
pattern of preferential treatment can stop. The likelihood of con-
tinuing special legislation is demonstrated by the number of pressure

UTax Inatitute, Capital Gains Taxa tlonp. 22 (194I).
a See Blum & Johnson, 1913-2013, A Hundred Years of Income Taxation, 33 Taxes,

p. 41 (1955).
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groups which appear in every hearing on revenue measures before Con-
gress. The four volumes of testimony preceding the latest genera)
revision, front June to August 19.3, demonstrate the current zeal of
hundreds of interested groups and their representatives to be heard.

Many of the special provisions owe their existence to the di sc.rimin1a-
lion argiiena't. Perhaps tile principal point iiiade b-fore ('lgre,s is
t111, Silit-' 0il' groups ill oi' soc'iet las received it beiit, the comn-
pulmint deserves like treatment. Ihe more preferential the legislt-
lion written iito the code, tile greater tihe Ol) o'tunitv for others to
elain they are being discrimiliated against. T't'e liliculty lies in linld-
ing, first, some ILvicail basis for drawing 1 hie, and Sf'(II(|, 501lle polit-
ival groups supolrtilig the policy of drawing it. There are very few
organizations before congresss opposing further extension of ('al)itail-
gains treatment. Perhaps we aIre gradually approaching tile tax-
payer's millenium, when all cit izens have available the benefits of con-
verting ordinary income into capital gains." As one writer lilus idi-
,'ated, tle preft-rred political way of reducing inequities is to extend
an existing )wivilege to new groups, instead of withdrawing it from
I he pIre.'4n Ih llo Pers."

A tin'l danger. already self-evident, is the, increasing complexity of
the tax laws. The 195t code has added to tile clfusnio. 0nlv
colsel spending tie majority of his time in minute exalinatioll of
Ihe( tax laws is colmlplxtent to assure his client t hat e his taken full
advantage of the existing benefits under it and avoided the pitfalls.

Every word added iE the code' f',r tiw Imunofit of sKom 1'ari ular taxpayer mn
well prove i tri I lanid a very co, 1ty 1 oie for sol0lt' other uiis l'ct'ing Sli Xpayl'4. U

It is ironic to recall file statement which appeared in the minority
report on the Revenue Act of 1943:

W sllih det'velopJ mlo 5,112 as Iosil it loang-ranige, intgraled, wpillhlliinced,
(q.1iltllble, a1l '411l tlilhed sehl'n of taxal lo. and wi' of the Rleplllfivain ininorliy
jlrlos, to i, all il lit oir power to bring about such R phlrlY.1

The recitation of dangers arising out, of preferential legislation
poses the filnl question: WI hat correctives are av'ail)le ill it political
.. iet)'y ? Frequently one hears the suggestion that the pressures
exerted and special favors sought are all die to current tax rates, and
there would not have to be relief provisions if the rate structure were
not so high. As a rough generalization this is partially true, though
there would still be persons seeking pereentage depletion and other
deductions 11nd even lower capital-gains rates. .At any rate, it i,;
unde(nialble that tle intensity of the efforts to obtain ilc' l treatment
would slacken if rates were lower, and if w'e could ie stiire that somle
reduction would satisfy existing pressure groilus, it, is certainly worth
serious consideration oin the part of congresss . But so long as interna-
l ionl I tension exists and the bmdg et ren|,tins unblanced, one obviously('ararat exlpect revele receipts to be reduced sulb.,tallt illy. 1Polit-

1dlly, as well as econoinicaly, high taxes anod some l)rogressioli ill
rates appear to be a part of the facts of life.

" As described in Blum, The I)oellne, aon Fall of Capital Gains: 1921-1957, 28 Taxes,
p. ,38 1O650) : Set- aln Johnson, The Last Taxpayer, 30 Taxep. p. V81 (19521.

4 1101cr. Practical Limitations on the Federal Net Income Tax: Limitations of the
Federal Individual Income Tax, 7 Journal of Finance, pp. 185, 195 (1952).

"Miller, Ethical Problems In lobbying for Legisla Ion, 8 Tax Law Review, pp. 19, 22
(1952).

61 It Rept. No. 871, 78th Cong., 1st sess., pt. 2, at p. 7 (1948).
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There is no set formula for arresting this pattern of preferential
legislation. Obviously. congress s is not going to eliminate all tile
special pvisios whleh have been wedged into tile code. But iny
chief alarm focuses not so nlueh upon the existing law bt up.onI jhe
aeveleratiIig trend. T he pa rticaitrity and complexity of the 1151 coe
others an even letter meditm for tie intrusion of 'additional relief
provisions. If there was a philosophy of taxation in the 1139 code,
it has been lost, in the 19154 revision. 4With this concern in mind. I
venture to make several suggestions which can do little more than
abate the fever and not cure it.

First of all, I would favor the a))lication of an averaging provi-
sion to a broader group of transactions. At the outset it, might be
relatively simple, like section 1301 of the 1954 act, which has for sorie
years been applicable to persons in law, writing, and other profe.,io, .
There are averaging prol)osals before Congres's now which should al.o
hie considered. In connection with averaging generally, there are no
doubt inequities in the law whieh warrant some remedlial treatment.
Anmong the foremost is the taxing of biinched income representing
years of etort or cal)ital accretion. But whenever pressure groups
lurge their case to receive capital-gains treatment, these questiolis
should be asked: (1) Is there any logrical basis for relief at all; and if
so, is the leed for relief mlore urgent than the need on the part of other
tax payers' groups; and (2) if relief is to ie granted, is the transaction
sul as to warrant averaging rather than conferring capital gains as
an overgenerous form of relief?

Second, although elimination of every existing special provision is
too much to expect, Congress should conience a rollback and exorcise
at, least a few inexelstlbh I sections Us a vyillhol of its effort to hold the
line. if nothing more. Section 1211) in'voling tie Mayer provision,
section 1351 favoring soutliern commission ilerchanlts, a1d section 1235
benefiting inventors are but several exaVl)iet.

Third, as a general rule, regardless of which party is in power, the
views of the Treasury shouh/i receive more consiceratioi frm ('on-
grvss on questions of uniformity and fairness in tax bills. Much of
the special legislation which a)pears in tile revenue acts represents
congressional action taken against the adlvice of thle Treasury. It. is
ill it stronger position thanl is Congress to repriesenlt tile pubiilic Initerest
because eachi Senator lil1(1 Rep~resenltat ive is subIje'ct to iiiesstii'e from
constituents and special groups. It this connection; soie of uis were
(lisappointed with the fact that the Ireasur y .seemed to abdicate itq
position last .year, 1and hdi not ofler its separate recommendations with
respect to the proposed Internal Revenue C(ode of 1954.

Fourth, more Information should be available to Congress itself,
in the hope that it might act with greater watelfuhess. To reach
individual Congressmen more effectively there might be separate teeh-
niial staffs for the Iouse W'ays and M"eans and the Sellate Finance
Committees, as well its the Joint Committee stair. For some years
the latter lilt been directed by its able chief of staff, who, Ibeing the
agent of both the Senate and the House, cannot always take a position
strongly opposing 'provisions personally sponsored by leading Mem-
bers of either. In view of the fact that Senators and *Representatives
have differing objeotions to legislation before then,,it is possible that
each committee's staff mighf screen bills proposed in the other Hlouse
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and keep member, advised of tiny evi(ences of special favor. Thus
a system might ultimately become established for cheekiating un-
desirable measures introduced by legislators overwhelmed by pres-
sure from t constituent or an organized group in their districts.

A lifth suggestion stems from the fact that in congressional hear-
ings there is practically no one, except l)erhaps the Treasury, avilable
to represent the public. Perhaps the reason is that all of the pressure
group proposals are of such character that no one of them would have
it large adverse elect, on the tax bill of any individual. Hence counter-
pre-ure groups selhlom develop. A second reason why the public is
hot more frequently represeited is tile difficlilty of forming pressure
groups around general interests. The concentration of business or-
11,,anlizations on aljlw )alet brought to. Congress ( and the emphasis placed
filn sixecific aid often very technical provisions make it difficult even
for the members of the tax committees to secure a balaced view of
what is in till- general interest, what the public wants or, indeed, what
the public would want if it were informed a to the facts. In order to
obtain such a balanced view, therefore, it is suggested that several
leading tax experts throughout the country be invited and retained
to make a lre,,entittion before the W1 ays itid Metans or Finance Com-
utittee. Because they nu11' be restrained by loyalty to private clients,
these lawyers could indicitte the provijsiolIs iii'the bill on which they
coIld not reader ai unbiased opinion. At the same tijite some of the
ra ftsmien of the tax blar might, as a public service, be willing to call

(*ollgress, ittetntion to particular provisions in which special legisla-
thino is creeping into a pending tax bill. Many of them have served
willingly as alvi1e., upon the Anmericani I,11;1, Institute project to
Olie tlme tax laws.

Elsewhere I have urged that the blame cannot be left, solely upon
('nures ,' shoulders without some twinges of conscience. It is too
vli sV to e'ry "politics" without recognizing the forces determining po-
litii.al de(tisions. I have attempted to stress the responsibility of bar
.tsso,.iations for tle ever-widening circle of preferential legislation.
Yet neither congress s nor the legal profession is acting on its own
without pressure in turn from constituents or clients. Businessmen
Witl business organizations, likewise, must ask themselves what is
their role in stemming the tide.

Since they must seek reelection, it may be too much to expect Rep-
resentaltive to) ignore thle pressures exertedl upon theml. But lest our
mvst'1u of faxation bretik down, it priestilljt ion should exist in thle mindl
(f" 'ery C'ongressmanm against. ectg tax legislation for the bee-
lit of one individual or company or even of special groups. In each
c'a-e the question should be raised whether the prol)osed bill will gen-
(erate as mimuiclt inequity as it, is sitpposed to remedy. The decision
before Congress ol revenue bills differs radically from that on suh-
sidie,4 in general. In many instances the partie. involved have first
attempted to secure relief'tlrough the Internal Revenue Service or
the courts. and failed. Under any circumstances, Congress should
try to resolve tax issues in almost a judicial manner, determining

.whether relief is justified in view of the hardships inevitably im-
posed by a uniform revenue statute. Let ine repeat, for every one
who obtains relief on the ground that he has been the victim of (is-
eriminatiou, there are thousands of others who are suffering tie saine:fate in silence.
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TIE E('ONOMIC COST OF ADMINISTERING SPECIAL
TAX PR(OVISI()NS

Tiuio.%s C. Ai KtMoN, College (t Willitiam and Mory lit Virginia

As used in this sunnnary discussion, the terim "Economic Cost"
iiwalis the inipact of all efforts expended 1y public and private entitiesin furtherance of taxpayer compliance with the federal tax laws, but

does not n.lihde the elorts involved in "conil)ialce" as such. Ihe
term "Administeriing" means all efforts public and private in the tax
laws' interpretation, communication, and enforcement. The term
"Special Tax Provisions" means any and all provisions of tax law
which aire designed to aford significant preferential treatment within
each of the 1 1ori1al basic taxpayer categories.
EN',rrrIEs BIUnrK.NED WITH "Ai).tINxs'rIu.xNG" TIm, F.D:R.AL T.%x LAws

The initial burden of adininisterin the Federal tax laws is distrib-
ited among each of the following: Fa) The Internal Revenue Serv-
ice; (b) certain chlsses of private citizens and organization, such as,
emloyers, excise-tax collectors, and informant ion return filers who
are charged by law with certain administrative diutics, and tax ad-
visers whose services are available professionally; (e) all agencies of
the executive branch of Government other than the Internal Revenue
Service; (d() State and local governments; and, (e) the judicial
branch of the Federal Government.
(a) The In/ernal Ievenue Se,dvce

The 11ajor conolionents of the Iiternal lRevenue Service's p:trt ill
addministering the tax laws are (1) interpretation of the tax laws for
the public through the preparation and issuance of regulations, special
rules, alld tax return forlls and instructions; (2) collection of the
revenue through the receipt and accouitinig for all payments and the
forcible collection of taxes due but not tiniely paid; ('"3) the audit of
tax returns as. required by section 6201 (a) ; 1 (4) the conduct of
special investigations involving apparent fraud; (6) regulatory and
inspection duties in respect to alcohol and tobacco taxes; (6) the hear-
illof taxpayers appeals involving protested assess iments; (7) legal
services inciilent to interpretation, trials, and enforcement; (8) in-
ternal inspection duties; (9) statistical services as required by section
6108 and related analyses of operations; and, (10) executive direction.
For the fiscal 'ear 1954 there was expended for these functions
$241,103,000 involving some 50,000 inan-years of effort, and $27,866,-
000 in other than personal services."
(b) Certa; cla.sEs of private citizens and orqanizations

The major components of this group's part in administering the tax
laws are (1) advising with and assisting their employees and others
iii arriving at anl undlerstalingig of the tax laws as aplied to their;
(2) obtaining income tax withholding exemption certificates as re-
quired by section 3402 (f); (3) collecting on behalf of the Govern-
meit the employment taxes as requir d by subtitle C of the 1915 code:
(4) collecting on behalf of the Government all excise taxes which by

'All section references are to the Internal Revenue Code of 1954.
'Annual Report of the Commissioner of Internal Revenue *or the Fiscal Year Ended

June 30, 1954, pp. 32-88.
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law are separately identified as part of tile price paid by tile consumer
such as retailers' excise taxes, and excise taxes on facilities and serv-
ices, its (listilnt from those taxes imposed by law upon the seller, such
i as the lanlfacturers' excise taxes, irrespective of the ,.shifting" in-
volved; 3 and, (5) tile preparation and tiling of information returns
on wages, dividends, rents, etc., to aid in the administration of the
laws.

The total initial cost of providing these services is a necessary
l adjunct in administering the laws is not known. It is, however,

reasonable to assume that it is lnt less, and probablyy much greater,
than the aggregate of the $269;) million expended by tile Internal
. Revenue Service. This assumption is based on estimates derived
from the known volume of reports involved.
(c) Aqcnehes of the execuibe branch other than the Internal Ieavenue

Service
The niajor components of this group's )art in administering the

laws are identical with those for group (b) above, with the ontission
of the excise-tax requirements. 1'he assistance-rendered factor is
probably more costly to tile Defense De artment than in the case of
all the other executive agencies combine( because of tile tax problems

lia to eibers of the armed services. In addition to those
listed under group (,) above, other factors are involved ill this (ate-
gory such as (1) legal and enforcement work of the Department of
,iu.sqtice, and (2) the entire cost of the Tax Court of the United States
(which for this purpose ;s being inclmed with the executive branch
of the Government). The initial cost of thi., group is not known hut
the amount, cannot exceed a small fraction of that expended by the
Internal Reveinue Service.
(d) State and 1o(11 governments

The major colponents of this group's function are (1) advising
vith and assisting their employees in arriving at an understanding o

the tax laws as applied to them ; (2) obtaining income-tax withhold ing
exeml)tion certificates as required by section 3402 (f) ; and (3) eol-
lectillt on behalf of tle Government the employment taxes as required

!1 bhy suititle C of tie 1954 code. No precise information is available
its to cost but here, too, tie amount is negligible in relation to that
expended by the Revenue Service.
(e) The judicial branch of the Government

The major cost here is that represented by the proportion of total
time devoted to tax cases. This is included as a part of the cost of
"admniistering tie tax laws as administration includes enforcement
and there cannot be enforcement without court action in some cases.
The total cost of the Federal judiciary is in the neighborhood of $30

$Colection of taxes from someone else In behalf of the government is here classified
as "administering" the taxes. while the pa.oment of taxes such as manufacturers' e'xelso
tax Is "compliance," with which we are not concerned in this paper.

4 Quarterly listing of approximately 45 million employee names on schedule A of form
941; annual preparation In triplicate of 125 million forms W-2; annual preparation In
duplicate of.35 million forms 109.9; the payroll accounting work Incilent to 11 tax deluc-
tion for each payroll period during the years of some 50 million employees; the current
maintenance of a file of approximately (15 million exemption certificates on form W-4;
the rendering of advice to several million employees and others during the lax-flllng
period; and the accounting for. the collection of, and the filing of reports on form 720
relating to excise taxes separately stated, numbering approximately 3 million.
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million. The proportion applicable to tax cases can hardly exceed
one-ti-nth of this amount.

I )lrmtt-uri x oir iiE, ('os1' IN AI)MI NIS'rERI NO TIlE FEIi)ERAL TAX LAWs

The initial, as list inguished from the ultimate, cost falls heaviest
upon certain classes of private citizens and organizations; secondly,
upon the Internal Rev(enie Service; thirdly, up)oii agencies of the
executive branch of the Government, other than tle Internal Revenue
Service; fourthly, upon State and local governments; and, lastly,
upon the judiciary. The distribution of the final burden, however, is
highly diffused as indicated below:

(a) Certain classes of private citizens and organizations: All pri-
vate citizens and organizations who are charged by law with a part. in
administeringn" the tax laws and who close their tax year with a
taxable income can shift a portion of their initial expense in an amount
equal to their tax rate by means of taking such cost as a deduction
for ordinary and necessary expenses. Those who have a part in
administeringg" the tax laws who have no taxable income cannot shift
the burden in this manner which, undoubtedly, results in many hard-
ship cases. Te certain classes of )rivate citizens and organizations
mostly concerned with administration of the laws are the 600,000
nonexempt corporations, of which about two-thirds show a taxable
income, and one-third a deficit; exempt organizations, numbering
126,000, practically all of which show no taxable income sole pro-
prietorships numbering about 6.8 million, of which 1 million show
a loss, and )artnerships numbering close to 1 million, of which
around 10 percent show a loss . Obviously the major part of the
task is handled bv the taxable entities as they have the larger number
of employees, anld substantial relief is provided through tho tax
deductions for their expenses. Thus this portion of the cost is passed
on to the general economy through an aggregate reduction in tax
receipts. In the case of the remainder of the cost for the taxable
entities, and The, total cost for the nontaxable entities, such portion
of the cost must be borne by the owners, except where some portion of
such cost is l)assed on by' the owners to the public through added
prices.

In the case of the private tax advisers whose services are available
professionally, the cost of such advice is generally deductible by the
client as an expense for the preparation of tax returns. Thus, the
cost of this administrative element is borne partly by the taxpayer
seeking advice and partly passed on to the general economy through an
aggregate reduction in tax receipts.

(b) The last four groups-namely, the Internal Revenue Service;
agencies of the executive branch, other than the Internal Revenue
Service; State and local governments; and the judiciary derive the
funds to cover their expenses from general governmental appropria-
tions, and, therefore, it must be assumed that the ultimate burden of
this cost is distributed in the same manner as all other governmental
expenditures from the general fund, namely, in accordance with the
distribution provided by the tax system itself.

*U. S. Treasury Department, Statistics of Income for 1952.
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Thus a sumnmary conclusion might be stated as follows: The dollar
cost of administering the tax laws is borne l)artly by the owners of
business, partly by the consumers of the goods and services of such
business, partly by taxpayers who require the advice of private coun-
sel, and the remainder is distributed among the'taxpayers in direct
proportion to the taxes each pays. The probability is strong that
something more than half of the overall total is being borne by the
owners of business and taxpayers seeking private counsel, a relatively
small proportion by the consumers of' tie goods and services of time
owners, with tile taxpayers in general (including the two foregoing
groups) bearing the remainder in proportion to the taxes paid byeach.

The economic cost, as distinguished from the dollar cost, if meas-
ured by )roductive output of an equivalent number of man-years in
physical production, as contrasted with service production (of a type
spent in' administering" the tax laws) would, of course, be distributed
differently , namely, according to the distributionn pattern of physical
goods which the same number of man-years of effort would produce.

There are no fixed standards as to the extent and quality of "tax
administration." Tax laws on which little effort is expended in
"adiministering" them tend to shift a greater effort to the "compliance"
aspect, and vice versa. As for example, savings in tax administration
by cutting down on information pamphlets, educational efforts, tax-
plav'er a isistance programs, and the like reduce the cost of "Amin-
iste-ring" a tax law, but make the effort of "compliance" greater, as
well as lessen the quality of compliance. Tlhus any measure of
"administrative costs ' im st take into account the quality and extent
of administrative effort.

In general there is a fairly reasonable relationship being main-
tained between the two efforts of "administering" and "compliance"
with, of course, "compliance" by its nature being forced to assume the
larger share of the cost. NotAtble exceptions to this reasonable rela-
tionship in which too little effort is expended in "administration,"
relate to (1) certain of the excise taxes at the retail level; (2) em-
ployees' exemption certificates on file with their employers; (8) wages
not subject to withholding; (4) business and investment income in
the lower income classes; and (5) more prompt and thorough scrutiny
of all returns involving ingenious tax minimization schemes. This is
not a criticism as the administrator's choice is limited by available
funds and he must establish the necessary priorities, ana certainly
there are many phases of administration with a higher priority than
can be claimed for some of the items cited.

SPECIAL TAx PRovma,-s

Against the above outlined general background the economic cost
of administering special tax .provisions will he examined. As indi-
cated at the outset, the special tax provisions, for the purpose of this
paper, means any and all provisions of law which are designed to
afford significant preferential treatment within each of the normal
basic taxpayer categories. Thus, this runs the whole gamut of tax-
payer differentiation affected by type of entity, size of income, time
and nature of receipts and expenses, geographical location, age, state
of health, and family status.

73834-56---19
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Over the past several years each of these normally basic categories
have undergone many refinements by way of differentiation. By way
of illustration, under type of entity, we find that an "individual'may
now be distinguished by such characteristics as outside salesmen, self-
employed for social-security purposes, farmers for declaration and
other purposes; "partnerships" may be distinguished as between those
electing to be taxed as partnerships or as corporations; "corpora-
tions" as between collapsible and various other types; and "estates
and trusts" as between simple and complex. 'The size of income is
now distinguished between those who can and who cannot "split"
their income. The time of receipts and expenses now involves many
new considerations for averaging income; the nature of receipts are
affected by such things as postponement in the case of sale of per-
sonal residences, exclusion in the case of sick pay, capital gains versus
ordinary income and dividend income; the nature of expenses are
affected by added categories of depreciation. Geographical location
is used to distinguish between income earned abroad and that earned
within the United States; and, Western Hemisphere corporations.
Age of taxpayer now becomes an important factor in personal ex-
emptions and the retired income credit. State of health accounts for
many new distinctions in respect to the medical deduction. And faio.
ily status has developed many fine distinctions such as surviving
spouse, head of household, care of dependent children, dependents in
college, and a host of others.

These special provisions are fairly normal projections of prior laws
stemming from the natural tendency to provide more and more by
way of equity as between categories of taxpayers, and will in all
probability continue by way of further refinements over time.
Whether or not the direction of the course in which the laws are mov-
ing is wise is not within the scope of this paper. Consideration here
w l .be limited to the economic cost of administering the special pro-
visions.
Dependents

Among the special )rovisions, the one most common to the largest
number of individual taxpayers is that providing for dependents.
The refinements that have been made in this area by the 1954 code
for purposes of distinguishing between taxpayer categories may be
summarized as follows:

The general definition of a dependent has been broadened by the
1954 code to embrace (a) unrelated persons having as their principal
place of abode the home of the taxpayer and are members of the tax-
payer's household; (b) cousins of tie taxpayer who receive institu-
tional care because of physical or mental disability provided they are
recognized as a member of the taxpayer's household; (o) persons who
normally would not qualify because of failure to receive more than
one-half of his or her support provided multiple-support agreements
are entered into by those eligible to claim the dependency relation-
ship; (d) persons under 19 years of age earning $600 or more pro-
vided they are a son, stepson, daughter, or stepdaughter of the tax-
payer; (e) persons in (d) above if 19 or over provided they are stu-
dents of the type defined by law.

From the overall categoies of eligble dependents, a taxpayer who
claims the status as head of household must have out of this list as a
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ncitber of his household either a son, stepson, daughter, stepdaughter,
or a descendant of one of these. '1he same is true for one who claims
the status of a surviving spouse.

For one who claims the child care deduction the dependent defini.
tion places a 12-year-age limitation on the son, stepson, daughter,
stepdaughter group unless physically or mentally incapable of caring
for himself. But a descendant of any of these is excluded for this
purpose. For the medical expense deduction the basic exemption
rules1 apply as to who is and who is not a dependent.

In computing the amount contributed toward the support of a
dependent to determine whether or not more than half was contributed
by the taxpayer a new exclusion item has been added by the 1954 code,
namely scholarships.
Sick pay exclusion

Perhaps the item next most common to the largest number of peo.
ple is the new sick pay exclusion and the more liberal rules for medical
expenses.

3oth of these items have many finely devised distinctions foi pur-
poses of preferential treatment. These are followed in frequency
of application by the new rules relating to (a) dividend credit; (b)
annuity exclusion and the retirement income credit; (c) interest on
installment contracts; (d) life insurance contracts; and (e) sale of
personal residences,

These, of course, are but a few but will serve to indicate the nature
of the problems involved in administering special provisions.
Prob'n m., of adm initering tle special provisions

Under (late of February 14, 1955, in testimony before the Subcom-
inittee of the Committee on Appropriations of the House, Commis-
sioner Andrews stated in part as follows: "We are having a tremen-
dous demand for taxpayer assistance. In volume, I am told that it
is 100 percent above what it was last year. Why I know the increased
demand is tremendous is because I see it in the lines which have con-
gregated in our buildings, and we are giving them assistance."

Every additional provision requires added information on the tax
return form and instructions, yet this is not enough; for example, the
official instructions relating to the multiple-support agreements carry
the statement "Consult your Internal Revenue Service office for in-
formation regarding the filing of these declarations." Also, the in-
structions regarding the exclusion ratios for annuities contain this
statement, "The multiples are set out in actuarial tables which will be
furnished by your Internal Revenue Service office upon request."

The overcrowding of information and instructions on tax returns is
also indicated by the instructions regarding sick pay exclusions which
resort to the statement, "Attach a statement showing your computa-
tion," rather than providing a formal schedule to guide the taxpayer
in this computation. The same type of instructions appear under the"reimbursed expenses" line, which reads, "Attach a detailed statement
in explanation.,,

In addition to the taxpayers' need to consult the Revenue Service,
the employers get their share of requests for help in connection with
such items as "cost of annuities,"l and the tax status of "fringe benoft"
Brokerage houses and dividend-paying corporations also assist in the
administration through helping their customers and stockholders sort
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out tile information needed for capital-gin purposes and the dividend
credit.

The Commissioner has the duty to require reasonable documentation
of each item on the return, yet how doe. ono go about documentti"eg an
exemption claim for a child under 19 years of age %% ith $704) of summiler
earnings, which in volves such vague accounting factors its board, Iodlg-
ing, clothing, cost of education, medical and~ dental care which are

(tlon allocated accountingwise aniong the members of the fatnily
group? Or, how does one document thle "convenience of employer
rule'( Or the numerous expenses incident to occasional travel away
from home, medical expenses, the dividend credit, and mmumerous other
income and deduction items that are so hedged alxut with finely drawn
distinctions as to be wholly imlpraticable of complete communication
to the taxpayer through the regular medium of the tax return form

'Tie result of course, is one of allpproximnation of the correct tax an1
the extent o its deviation from complete accuracy is far from being
knowil.

Yet lines mitust be drawn somewhere to carve out those segments for
preferential treatment. Some of those lines are as follows: (1) A
son and a stepson are (lependents. A son's descendants are dependents
but the descendants of the stepson are oil the other side of the line.
('2) A child 19 or over who attends day school for 5 months is a de-
pendent, but one who attends for 4 niontlis is not. One who attends
dlay School is a dependent while a night school disqualiils hint as a
dplpendeint. (3) A person may qualify as a head of household oil tile
baz is of his sOm's son living with him but not on the basis of his step-
.-On F,.o. (4) 'lhe child-care deduction is allowable if paid to tho
taxpayer's cousin but not to her niece. One by one the rules are fairly
simple but in aggregate become complex due to sheer numbers.

'Tlhus the Commissioner is confronted with the problem of "how
to tell tie story" to the taxpayer in brief and intelligent form without
burdening him with information not essential to his particular tax
status. This accounts for the many kinds of tax forms, such as the
form 1040-A for wage earners, the long and short forin 1010, with
other divisions as between farmers, other businesses and professions,
and salaried workers. This always involves the risk of not telling
every taxpayer all lie should know to protect his interest as well as
the interest of the Government. For example, the taxpayer who is
content with the short return, form 1010-A, should know something
more about the things lie is giving up taxwise than can be shown o
the instructions accompanying that type of form.

And finally, there is the problem of fast-changing relationships in
respect to the taxpayer's family status, nature of his income and de-
ductions, and in the tax law itself, which pose new problems for the
administrator and the taxpayer each year from the standpoint of
keeping up to date with respect to thie application of the special
provisions.

As may be expected these problems invariably result in imperfect
complialmice and mperfect compliance in turn raises the cost of adlnin-
istering the law. For example, note the following exchange of ques-
.tions and answers appearing on pages 477' and 478 of the hearings
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before the Subcommittee of the Committee on Appropriations of the
House under date of February 10, 1955:

Mr. (CAxrl.ll, Mr. Commissioner, you told us yesterday that us a result of
Improved geloction methods you have di .%cvered that (A wint of every 100 returns
calling for refunds that you examined contained errors. What Is the usual type
of error found?

Mr. i)E iK. Mainly the errors are exe(,sive claiits for deductions In the nature
of itrdical expenses or for dependents, claims for exemptions, and such things
as tht.

.1r'. (ANVFI.D. In other words they go to the substance and not merely to
mathematical calculation?

Mr. I tvi x. Ni, sr; 11w matheinat it. are not questionwd In that group
Mr. .Nmmws. I would like to say, Mr. Chairman, and Mr. infieldl, that we

regard this acli~ly its not only of t'ent importance , but of Irementlous signiti-
cance. It is my considered opinion that if we do not do a thorough job in this
particular area that our whole revenue system would fail itc almost disrepute.

Mr. C( Nl F1x . YOU indicate tlt the average amount of tax error per return
was up from $95 in 1115:1 to $115 in 1054.

The returns of the tlpe tinder diseis,.iol) were the so-called pre-
payment refund cases of which there ite sole 30 to 33 milli aitn lly
otit of tll, 51 million returns filed. 'LThe errors referred to by Mr. Delk
go directly to those special provisions which are comtitiiont to the largest
nuiber of taxpayers.
A I,,aU o/probl(,m concentratiol

In looking over the dist ribit ion of individual incoine-tax returns
as reflected I)v the Sttatistics; of Income for 1952, the. latest available
oflicial talitilatijol, we find that the returns1 with adjusted gross inlcomie
of under $ ac(' cvvoillit for (1) 3S percent of all returns filed; (2)
28 jeretem of all exemptions claitied ; (3) 32 percent of till rettit'is
rrjit jug tax withheld from salaries; (4) 43 percent of all returns
eilitting refunds on account of exces, ive tax withheld from salaries
(of those in this class, 75 percent claimed a refund) ; (5) 50 percent
of all returns reporting annu ties; (6) It) percent of [tll returns claim-
ing a medical deduction; (7) 26 percent of all returns reporting
income or loss from sole proprtetorshipsi (8) 20 percent of all retti'rls
reporting income or loss from partnerships; and, (9) only 5.2 percent
of the total tax liability.

Ill making this coinl)arison, it should be pointed out that there is
nothing particularly significant about the $.2,500 adju1tSted gross income
level as the sante general type of relationship as between workload and
tax would be seen from the $2,000 to q3,000 dividing line. 'Ihe $2,500
class was selected solely as a matter of convenience in drawing off
the aPl)roximate lower third of the iitome seale.

The points to be' observed frotit this conlijarisoli are its follows: (1)
28 pet'lent of all the problems relating to Interpretation, understand-
ing, aiud application of tile many., file distinctions relating to exemp-
tions are localized in an area in whiich the tax liability is l)toI)ortioiitte-
ly too small and the volume is too great to warrant tile spending of any
substantial tun by way of "adinitist rat ion" on the I art of the Internal
Revenue Servier; (2) the same is true of the medical deduction, the
annuity inclusions and exclusions. the numerous income and expense
items of the sole l)roprietorships and l)arttnershi)s, or the verification
of the credits for tax withheld and the amounts refunded; (3) the
fact that the Internal Revenue Service has a low "administrative"
cost in this area is due largely to its efforts being necessarily limited
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to clerical processing operations of receiving, recording, and filing
tile papers involved and certain types of office checking for internal
consistency, with only negligible external checking of independent
sources, such as would be involved in an effective audit program; (4)
the fact that the Internal Revenue Service can get by with little ex-
penditure in this area does not mean that the "employers" can do the
same, as they must spend at least as much and sometimes more in
connection with exemptions certificates, payroll deductions, tax re-
porting, etc., for the under $2,500 wage earner than for the higher-
ncome employees; (5) the necessary failure over time on the part of

the Internal Revenue Service to properly police the returns in the
lower-income group tends to add to the administrativee" burden of
the elllplo3yer as s uch group becomes more indifferet, to tle record
keeping requirements and, therefore, will require more assistance and
guidalme from their em)lovers.

Some points to be borne in mind regarding this area of pmobleln col-
centration are the following:

(1) [the Revenue Service is able to make an etreetive audit. of only
about 3 percent of the 56 million individual income tax returns,s
which audit is necessarily heavily weighted with the returns above the
,$2,.00 closs. 1 hus limiti.v its administrative expense below the $2,500
class to clerical poc(,,sing actions.

(2) The emphvtrs have to bear the major portion of the cost of
"adluinistering ' the special exemnj)tion provisions by assisting their
employees in the prelration of exemption certificates and tax re-
turns.

(3) The cost to tl., employers in handling the exemption problems
for the under $2,500 class is'equally, or more expensive, than for the
higher-incomne classes.

(4) The special provisions, in addition to exemptions, such as medi-
cal deductions, sick-pay exclusion, retirmeint-income credit, the divi-
(lend credit, and the annuity exclusions are relatively more important
taxwise to the lower income classes than to the higher income classes
but receive practically no verification by way of effective audit.

(5) The under-$2,500 class comprises better than a one-third of the
enlloyers' administrative cost and more than one-third of the Rove-
nie Service's nonaudit costs, but accounts for only 5.2 )ercent of the
total individual income tax.

(6) Of the returns of under $2,500 reporting tax withheld from sal-
aries and wages, 75 percent result in withholding tax refonls in whole
or part, with close to one-half of the 23 million being wholly nontax-
able because the reported exemptions exceed the reported income.

(7) The total nonaudit cost to the Revenue Service attributable to
these 23 million returns is in the neighborhood of $40 lnilliun, which
if applied to the effective audit of returns above the $2,500 level would
result in added taxes under the present revenue law of close to $800
million.1 This, plus the tax value of the expense deduction by em-
ployers for their l)art in "administering" the exemption provisions re-
lated to these employees would exceed the total tax due under the
1954 Code on all returns of under $2,500.

*Computed from data shown on V. 12 of the Annual Report of the Commissioner of
Internal Revenue. 1954.1 Treasury-Post Olie Appropriation Hearings, House committee, 1955, pp. 552-558.
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is) 1)espite th., foIvgoing, one-third of Ill taxpayers at tile lower
end of the income scale are subjected by law to tn' ciely the same in-
tricate riles containeil ill all tile Sp~ecial provisions as atle the two-
third ill the higher brackets. The reason, of course, is the ever desir-
aile object iv, of "cquitv."

ThIe p~robls created by tile special provisions for the upper bracket
two-thirds of the taxpaveis are much less from an administrative
standpoint because of the higher "compliance" average potential of
this group. In other word", the compliance burden is assumed to a
higher degree by tite taxpayers themselves which in turn lightens the
load ofa ne t (It shoalddbe recall ed that this paper
is iot colicoIle l with imele,1hing tie complialce cost.)

While it is t rule, as previously, indicated, that substantial additional
su5lis call be obtained through 1lte effective audits ill tile upper two-
thirds of the illcolle scale, the "miderreporting," which is synollvnlous
with in.lerftect volmtary compliance, stems More from errors i'n sub-
stfi nt iv report ilg rdhemI ht lh failure to uiljer.mitad the "special pro-
visions" of the type under discuvsion.
('000ioq of f/eots (It term inatire of econom N, cost

(1) The need to prescribe iu variety of types of individual income
tax rett1r111s to lit larui Illar grolpS oft taxpayers rather than one type
for all taxpayers reults ili much inaccurate distributionn and wastage
of bhui k foris because of taxpayer classification changes from year
to year.

(2) The impossibility of providing adequate instructions results in
much loss of' taxmver's time from work ill seeking assistance either
of the Revenie Serm ice, his employer, or a tax l)ract it ioner.

(3) The high degree of inaccurate reporting (as indicated by Com-
missioner Andrews) in certain areas results ilm added expense ill money
and time to tlie Revenue Service and the taxpayer.

(4) The resources of tlu employer devoted to maintaining the
nieessary records and counseling with his employees in respect to
tax provisio)isii are (livertedI from his main productive effort.

(5) The resources of the Revenue Service devoted, to assisting the
taxpayers to an understanding of tile special provisions could more
)rofitably be applied to a more substantive en enforcement of the laws.

(6) A long coitiilied policy of "weak" administration, as indicated
by the iudit of only a small traction of tile returns encourages weak
compliance with increasing g tax losses. (Voluntary compliance has
been described as a valuable national asset subject. to depreciation
unless kept in adequate repair through strong "administration.")

(T) Special provisimons tend to cancel each other as they approach
the lower brackets (such as any olle of a group may be all that is Ilees-
sary to render a return nontaxable without the need of the others)
but accurate reporting requires tle taxpayer to make a complete re-
port, thus adding to his work and that of the Revenue Service with
no difference in tax effect. (For 1952 there were 10.5 million non-
taxable returns filed, which number will materially increase under the
added s iecial provisions of the 1954 Code.)

(8) the technicalities of the special provisions has added greatly
to tile )rinted matter privately published and sold throughout tlie
country, which adds to the Nation's cost of tax administration.
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(9) States which attempt to pattern their income-tax Jaws after the
Federal law are hard-l)res-sed to keel) apace with the special provisions
and further confusion and cost result- either wht Iier thwy lag or
whether they keep apace.
Conclusions

Quantitative answer as to the econolnic cost of adllninistering the
Sl)ecial provisions are not possible to obtain with precision, but the
evidence appears to justify the following generalization:

1. The cost of reasonably coml)lete administration of the special
provisions for all returns would be prohibitive under our concept of
good government.

2. The cost of the highly incomplete udininistrat ion of today in re-
spect to returns to which the special provisions apply is prolportion-
ately much higher il relation to the tax on such returns than on returns
of other types: and in many cases greater than the tax.

3. I)ivwvsion of funds tor the udfininistration (although only) par-
tial) of the special provisions costs the Government nuich by way of
revenue lhrollgh failure to make 1p l)rl)n'iate tax audits; 'and, the
emplo -ers imuch by way of added lro action.

4. 'The adiministrative (ost of administering the special provisions,
although relatively small in relation to the job to be done, is sufliciently
large to dilute the administrator's fire upon the main job anid a(lds an
element of inefficiency in overall tax collection with a resulting leak-
age which should bo charged against. the cost of administering the
special provisions.

SPECIAL TAX PROVISIONS AND THE ECONOMY

IIAROL GRO\S, Univerity of Wi,4(,oIslm

lntrodtwtion
My assignment as I understand it is to consider the economic effects

of the various provisions of the tax system other than rates, credits,
the selection of one tax as against another, and the overall level of the
tax burden.

Before I take up some of the more important of these provisions
one by one, I shall seek a bit of orientation by listing some of the
principal ways in which taxation can affect the economy. In so doing
Ican also probably suggest my own general point of view.

Let me first say a word, however, about the relation of equity con-
siderations to the economic ones. Leaving aside the controversial
matter of progression, tax equity is another phrase for impartiality
of treatment (or, at any rate, of consideration) for taxpayers. It
implies the evenhanded application of the tax laws, Our tradition
requires that the rules of taxation shall be general rules. It is true
that there may be exceptions-indeed, it is often said that taxation
is the classic example of a case where the exceptions are more implor-
tant than the general rule. But the exceptions themselves must be
general to a degree and moreover they must carry a positive burden
of proof. A tax exception is first cousin to a subsidy and even more
suspect because it is less conspicuous and aboveboard. One of the
principal grounds on which exceptions may be defended is that they
serve an economic end-facilitating either the growth of the national
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income or the stability of its flow. However, exceptions may also
be tile product of pressure politics successfully opposing tile public
interest. Our problem is to distinguish the sheep from the goats in
some of our special tax institutions.
Lit of CConume effects

Now fori a brief catalog of tile economic effects (act ual or possible)
of taxes:

1. First, and not our inmmed iate concern, we mav note tle effect
of tax ilicreases a1(d cuts which, along with expenliture manipult-
tion, determine the ebb aiiId flow of money to and from the Govern-
ment. The level of taxation, of course, is a factor in budgetary policy
and budgetary policy is a factor ill controllill g intflat iol a md deflation.

2. Second, there is the effect of taxes on the availability of capital.
'lhi is it function of tile degree of taxes and of their Jrogressivity
and to some extent of what the Government does with the money.
Ior nmamiy years it was generally agreed that the availability of capital
was the fim'liting factor ill ecolomnic progress. Ttis was tile prop that
held lhe lie for years against the ulpsiirge of progressive taxation.
Stanley ,Ievolls, a British economist of the 19th century, expressed
the gOeral trepidation when he said: "leAt it ever be remembered
that the vast machine of British industry depends for all its move-
ments 11pon a )rofie supply of capital '* * *." But now we hear
divided counsel upon this matter. Our advertisers are praised for
their service in ext ridingg tile bounds of consumpltion. W e give away
huge sums abroad and note with satisfaction that this lelps to clear
the .,helves of our enormous output of goods. There are those who
still hold to the classical view that whatever is saved will be invested
if taxes do not interfere with incentive. I do not pretend to the
degree of Sophistication that would slipport an estimate of what would
coustittite optimum saving in our time and place. I say only that I
doubt that mIluch if any business expansion justifiable on other grounds
lias been meld up for vant of capital during the last 15 years. How-
ever, the availability of equity capital for small and growing firms
is another matter and one that may well cause us some concern.

:1. Third, there is the perennial question about the effect of taxa-
tioi on ilcentives--the incentive to work, to save, and to risk. It
seems true beyond doubt that taxes can dry ul) their source, or as it
is frequently said, they can kill the goose that lays the golden egg.
They difler in mmany respects from fines-yet can be used with much
the samo effect.

But when this is said it must be added that mot of what we hear
about taxes and incentives is in the Fourth of July speeches of those
who have a special interest to serve. Tite gemeal chamracter of most
taxes is itself a protect ion because rewards like imany other things are
a relative lphelomemoti. The virility of the American economy ill the
five of heavv taxatiol has smprised'all of us more or less. We'do look
abroad al1(] shake our heads about the alle ed moribund character of
the British and Scandiaviam economies where heavier personal taxes
have prevailed longer than here; but as far as I can learn even these
economies seem to have recovered reasonably well from tlme shock of
the war-at least compared with the French, where inceltive-preserv-
in indirect taxes have featured the national tax system.

What empirical evidence we have-the wvll-knowvn Harvard
studies-does not indicate that the effect of our taxes in this country
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has substantially undermined the work habits or changed the invest-
ment patterns of our people. John Stuart Mill advised economists
many years ago that the delicate mechanism of the price system would
not permit much meddling without unfortunate consequences, but he
thought the ultimate rewards of the system might be altered very sub-
stantially without serious repercussions.

4. Taxes and the expenditures which accompany them can have
i powerful effect oil our most important resourceb-huma e bings.
I find here the principal justification of progression at last at
the bottom of the scale. On the expenditures side a financial program
that improves the environment and extends the opportunities of youth
may be a top-yielding investment; and on the taxation side a program
which encroac-hes upon the private means also requisite to a suitable
environment for youth may squan(ler our most import ant (fulure)
factor of pro(ldction, along with p~otentialities for national defe ae
h il(-Citizenlship. I puIt the special emphasis upou youth because of
the acute emergency in education and because they iII some special
sense are lioperlv regarded as the wards of tile sta(t. 'hIev cannot
be said to share tile sins (economic or other) of their Imient,,, and
they represent the greatest capacity to respond to a public iiuc,t lmnt
in peol)le. I know well enough that not all the factors il a suititable
enivironmiient for youth are ecemolnic; but many of thein are, and it be.
hooves the state in its tax policy not to encroach upoln them. h tere
you may recall the advice of a fatluous ecoilomilist, A. C. Pgou. who oh-
served ihat the marginal net. product of resources wiNsely invesled in
persons is likely to exceed that of resources wisely invested ih mater-iai
capital.

5. r[axe.i and tax devices may hae economic t'ffects because tblev
alter the flow of revenue over ttile. As to l'ederal taxes, the fea-
tures that augment the flow in boom times and retard it iin bad eco.
nonic weather are generally applauded. They are said to inuerease
the "built-in flexibility" of the system. One of the vlaracteristic of
the tax system associated with built-in flexibility is its progressive-
ness, and anything that decreases the latter also'reduces th former.
This is because progression doubles li) the infleiice of a change in the
tax base; the effective rate goes II1) and down with the tax base. Of
course, built-in flexibility is advantageous only if we are willing to
tolerate deficits during bad times; and it is no 'More effective (except
that it is faster, is automatic, and probably more equitable) than a
change in the rate schedule. In any event, in recent years much atten-
tion has been bestowed on this master of timing-loss carry')eers anld
deprecation provisions and I FO accounting have esplu'ially been
subjected to the test of their effect oil built-in flexibility. Our comlfi-
dence that there will be no recurrence of 1930 nightmares rests con-
siderably on the flexibility that is built into our tax system.

6. There is the economic effect of uneven taxes upon the alloca-
tion of economic resources. The uneven incidence may arise either
in the selection of taxes or the exceptions that are made to their general
application. It may also arise from uneven administration from oth-
erwise neutral laws. The clearest case of the former occurs in excise
taxation,, a tax on liquor, for instance, is supported in part on the
ground that it would be desirable to discourage the consumption of
liquor and reduce the size of the liquor business. Examples outside
of excise taxation are also easy to cite; heavy reliance on property
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taxation for local financing is said to adversely affect our outlays for
shelter; a prejudicial incidence of various taxes on railroads is said
to threaten tile maintenance of our transportation system. And so on.
Within the income-tax field special allowances for depletion are said
to encourage the employment of capital in the discovery and exploi-
tation of natural resources. Personally, I generally lean to tile view
that unneutralities in the tax system shou1( be linimized and con-
fined to cases that can shoulder a heavy burden of prouti.

No (loubt among the most dfensible unneutralities in the tax sys-
tem wouil be those tlit encouraged small and new business at the
expei.wke of firms that are large and mature and established. Or one
might applaud features that discouraged growth by intercorporate
investment and merger. At least, periodically the A merican people
mani fest som recurrence of concern about these matters. But tax-
at le has not )roved itself too ready or precise an instrument to serve
these enids. It, is true that the graduilated feature of our corporate
income tax and our partial levy on intercorporate dividends may make
for reduced concentration. Our treatment of uditrihuted Irofits,
in my opinion, has worked in the opposite direction. I shal I have
more to say about some of these matters later.
Loopholes al h iq/h-top income raits

The term "loophole" is well established in tax parlance but no one
so fari as I know has taken tile trouble to define it with precision.
Somew av that it designates any exception in lhe tax laws which tile
particular critic using the teri does not like. Thus, while niany
Americans refer to the favons granted capital gains as a loophole,
the British seem to accept much larger favors as v part of the natural
order. Anyway, fair critics must recognize that some exceptions ill
the tax laws are justified and amply qualified to carry their burden of
proof.

Nevertheless I am one of those critics who takes a dim view of tile
growing list of so-called loopholes in the tax laws. As to equity I
agree with Walter Hfeller who has observed that "growing erosion aind
corrosion of the income-tax base is increasingly raising questions as
to how far we call extend our reliance on this form of taxation." As
to economics I suspect that there are many loopholes that follow their
natural course of distorting the economic, mechanism without bene-
ticial compensating gains. 'Thev were not passed with serious intent
to achiem e an economic objective; they were passed under duress from
pressure groups or with design to reduce the iml)act of a severe sched-
ule of rates for tile higher brackets. I said on an earlier occasion
before this committee that "the impression is widely shared that the
Congress deliberately throws a high-rate scale to the public as a (lema-
gogic bone and then as deliberately allows escal, S from taxes that
make these rates specious." The result is unfortunate both in terms
of enforcement of what remains of the law and iii terms of the public
respect for the Congress. We can't afford too much cynici:m il atti-
tudes toward the income tax.

Now I am not here to enter a plea against the top-income tax rates
but I much prefer lower rates to a combination of high ones and the
fine print that makes them partially ineffective. If it be true as alleged
that the high rates serve principally as an incentive to devise new
loopholes, secure their enactment and adjust one's affairs to their avail-
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ability, then these rates, I submit, should be reduced. There are two
ways to give relief to any group of taxpayers; one is to reduce rates
and tile other is to provide avoidance devices. The final result wouldn't
differ in terms of equity if everyone could put himself in position to
enoy tle loopholes in nice proportion to his income and the estab-
lished scale of rates. Such is not the case, however, and this means
that avoidance devices introduced. to temper a tough rate scale end
by opening the door wide to capricious inividence of tho tax system.The tist and least controversial principle of tax equity is that two
persons whose relevant circumstances are the same should pay the
same tax. As to economics, all will agree, I think, that it is better
for the businessman to spend his time contriving to increase his income
than to spend it contriving to do better taxwise with the income be
already has. The unwanted benehiciary of the present combination
of circiinstances is the lawyers. 'Theirs is a necessary and noble pro-
fession but we could well dispense with that part of iC which lives well
off of some of the nice distinctions in the tax laws.

Now to survey the special features of the tax system with special
regard to economic effects, we may start with the most troublesome of
ll -capital gains taxation.

(a pital yains taxation
So far as considerations of equity go, I am convinced that there is

a high l)rel)onlerace of logic to support parity treatment of this form
of income. Equity can hardly support a distinction between a man
who makes a million dollar. buying and selling stocks and one who
does so buying and selling potatoes. It hardly sullies to say that one
is a producer, the other a speculator. So whiit? Or that in tie case
of the stocks there may be as many losses as gains. Relative taxation
is not a matter of revenue.

To be sure there are or may be aggregation problems in the case of
the stocks-perhaps the realization in 1 year of income that has been
accumulating over a 10-vear )e(iod. Tiis calls ehxjuently for a new
feature of the system thiat would in effect apply the marginal rates
of tax that would, have )revailed if the gains had accumulated annu-
ally. 'Ihis cannot be (lone perfectly but it could be achieved with fair
apin'oximation; it represents the minimum extension of our ad hoc
provisionss for averaging income over time that is clearly required for

equity and for the mitigation of special privileges associated with
capital gains taxation. I

I'he capital gains tax tends to add progressiveness to the income-
lax system and special favors to reduce it; this is because capital gains
are heavily concentrated in the high brackets. The economic effects
associated" with progressivity such as built-in flexibility are conse-
quently reinforced by including capital gains in the base.

Yet the real case for the concessions to capital gains is the economic
one and in this case the effect of taxation on incentives. We do have
some evidence from the Harvard incentive studies that investors lend
supl)ort to young and growing firms because of the tax advantage that
goes with capital gains. However, there is no evidence that this
requires corl)late exemption of capital gains or even as large a tax
Jivantage as that now allowed.

The standard criticisms of capital gains taxation on the score of
economic effects do not appear to me to be convincing. One holds
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that the tax creates an artificial shortage of good stocks because people
tentd to hol them lest they xty the penalty of tile tax. But the pres-
sure which limits the trans er of stocks would appear to be about aseff'ective in curtailing demand ats inl chieckitig SUlgly, Those people

who enter the selling side of the market today wil be back tomorrowon thiebuying side. I giv~e mor-e weighitto asecondIti arguent' namilely,
that the tax Interferes with the liquidity of investments anid prevents
exchanges that otherwise would and lprob~ably should occur. But I

find tile argment especially valid against another feature of capital
gains taxation---and a loophole in most any man's book-the feature
which wipes out acquired increments on the death of the taxpayer.

The capital gains tax and tle plrogressive feature of our income tax
may serve in another and salutary way as a cbeck upon the excesses of
the st(xk niarket. When investtent-seeking funds tond to exceed the
ol)l)ortunities for new real investment, the investor has two recourses--
one is to hoard his money in idle bank accounts, and the other is to
invest, in existing stocks. (We have precluded the third possibility-
that is to create new assets and stocks-by assumption.) If he takes
the second of these alternatives lie will help bid up the price of stocks.
This avoids uneml)loyment of noitey all right and it avoids inflation
ini the coinoditv markets, but it provides no em ployment for idle
workers and it (does art iticiallh inflate the stock market. This may be
one of tile causes of the boom inarket of recent months.

Trealmnt of dividends
Concerning tile treatment of dividends under the Revenue Act of

1954, I think I should first repeat what I said on this subject before
this committee on an earlier occasion:

A word may be added about the controversial so.called preferential treatment
of dividend. I accept the view that there is ant inequity lit the double taxation
of Prolits but I think the so-called dividend received credit, recently enacted,
stepped off on the wrong foot. It is so vulnerable to objection It terms of equity
that It better be recalled. A change is not likely to rest easily in prospects of
a stable future unless it is done right In the first place.

The credit as enacted violates the fundamental princil)e of income taxation,
namely, that all the income of the personal taxpayer should be used In measuring
tte base of the personal tax. If the corporate tax is to be regarded as a personal
levy collected at tle source thet the tax Itself should be Included In thle Individu.
nl's tax base. This N the rule that we now follow lit the case of wages and
salaries. Moreover, the dividend received credit disregards the fact that corporate
taxes, particularly those of public utilities, are sometimes shifted forward to
consumers.

There Is no solution to the problem as long as Amuerican business refuses to
accept the proper one-a differential rate on undistributted as compared with
distributed profits.

The above statement concerns mainly the equity aspect of the
Problem. As to tite economic aspect, strong Sul))ort can lbe offered
or a differential tax accomplished 1v a partial dividend paid credit

(partial deductibility of dividends Art the corporate level).
The parent hias of the tax system runs strongly in favor of rein-

vested earnings its compared wth dividends. There is surely mucht
to be said for this on economic grounds; it provides a cheap an(t ready
source of equity capital and it allocates investment where past out-
lay has justified itself. But I am strongly convinced that it also makes
for concentration of industry. It says ini effect to the board of diree-
tot s: "If you can find a plausible outlet for corporate earnings, we
will add a third or a half to the amount at your disposal compared to
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what. your directors and others would have to invest privately were
dividends declared." If this isn't an open invitation to intercorporate
stockholding, inegalomanic growth, and forced consolidation, what
is itf

It is often argued that while their is no shortage of available capi-
tal in this country, there is a shortage of equity capital obtained by
outside equity fit'ancing. The shorage if it. exists is of particular
signiicance to sinall and new business,. What is needed I think is a
more equal treatment of distributed and undistributed profits and
some special concessions that. will make it possible for the little com-
planies to invest, oil especially favorable terms. Some years ago a
committee of the National 'ax Association outlined some ways and
means by which this objective could he accomplished.
Depreciation and Depletion

I am dispo.ed to take a favorable view of the new dispensation
allowed in the income-tax law of 1054 with regard to depreciation.
T['he old law erred I think both as to rigidity and niggardliness in
depreciation allowances. This is to extend no endorsement to the
continuation of the 5- year amortizati on program associated with de-
fense equipment. Th'Is latter is an emergency program justified in
large part on the score that production of armaments was a discon-
tinuolus process. Tie emergency has pased and the assumptions on
whielh special allowances were granted are no longer valid.

The new dispensation, it will he recalled, makes several alternative
patterns of depreciation accounting available to tho businessian.
rhe main innovatiomn is that businesses are now allowed to deduct,

roughly, two-thirds of the value of assets during the finst half of their
expected life. By all odds the strongest support for this innovation
is that assets do in fact lose value according to the allowed pattern
of deduction. Evidence from used-equipment markets supports this
view; it is fragmentary and does not tell exactly the same story for
all assets, but taking account of the fact that business has a backlog
of depreciation due to inflation and that there is good reason to err on
the generous rather than the niggardly side of these allowances, the
concetNs!ions granted by the 1054 law appear to have been fully justified.

Logically these new concessions should have been granted to all
assets and not. merely confined to new ones. The distinction made in
this regard brings with it discrimination and unfair competition.
This may not be serious and certainly will not long continue in the
case of short-lived equipment but this conclusion will not hold for
long-lived assets like factory buildings. It seems quite doubtful that
the law should have applied to this type of capital in the first place.
An example of what I am talking about is the extra stimulation given
to some firms to forsake established plants in the Northeast. and erect
new factories in the South. Territorial relocation of industry was
occurring fast enough (at, least) to serve the national interest without
an assist from the Federal tax laws.

There are several reasons why Federal allowances for depreciation
should at, least, seek to approximate the actual losses of taxpayers.
ITnderdepreciation results in fictitious income and thus distorts tle
basis for relative assesments among taxpayers. Modernization of
plant and equipment are in the interest of a dynamic economy. Gen-
erous depreciation allowances represent funds earmarked for replace-
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meut; they are not available for dividends and they should provide
,ti efrective stimulus for new investment. 'hey may compensate for
dhe notorious difficulties of the small irin which lacks ready access
to external funds.

In the case of any item of equipment, rapid depreciation involves
only 11 postpolielliellt of taxes and not a forgiveness. Any postpone-
ment of taxes does constitute a net gain for the taxpayer and a perma-
nent loss to the Treasury in the sense that barring foreclosure of the
economy or the demise of the taxpayer we never catch up with the
= ostlOnement. If we were to allow corporations a year's delay in
meeting their annual tax bill, taxpayers would gain and the Govern-
ment would lose similarly. It is true that a growing firm will usually
acquire more funds from its depreciation account than are required
for replacement. But I can find in none of this any justification for
denying taxpayers deductions corresponding with their actual losses.

When we depart from realistic depreciation and enter the realm
of incentive depreciation (accelerated beyond any plausible evidence
of fact) we are confronted by the inequities and possible distortions
asociated with tax subsidies. Even so, incentive depreciation might
be justified to encourage investment during depression, especially if
the policy were advertised as reversible. For the present at least we
may content ourself with the sufficient problem of catching up with
the underdepreciation that attended previous policy.

If we have been moving in the right direction with regard to depre-
ciation allowances we have been moving from bad to worse, it seems,
in the special privileges granted in the name of depletion. This is
not a matter of timing but of allowing recovery of capital many times
over (as much as 13 times in some cases, I am told).

This is a plain case of tax subsidies and it comes under my general
rule that if we are to have subsidies it is generally better to grant them
openly than by means of tax privileges. If the discovery and exploi-
tation of natural resources is so risky a business and one so clothed
with a public interest that it needs a subsidy, which I doubt, it would
be better to grant one openly.

As a matter of fact I have yet to see any plausible evidence that our
large oil companies which are the principal beneficiaries of depletion
tax bounties incur any specially heavy risks. Their stocks are re-
garded as a sound buy for conservative investors. To be sure they
lose considerably on particular ventures, but they are protected from
overall loss by the size of their operations and the law of large num-
bers. As to the desirability of adequate capital and morale in the
discovery and exploitation of our natural resources there is no doubt
that both are needed and so they are in many other American
industries.

The conclusion is inescapable, I think, that here is a clear case of
dictation to the Congress by pressure groups and the result under-
mines respect both for the congresss and for the entire tax system.
Loss carryover and carrybarks

In the absence of a general averaging provision in our income-tax
laws, we have provided since the war for the carryover and carryback
of business losses. Presently we allow a 2-year carryback and a 5-
year carryforward. I shall assume that the well known economic and
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The debate concerning public power, moul 61 much simlehr and
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jungle. The fact that tax-eXemn)t seen'ities alre vel'v, largely It H11110
American institution an.,ms tos;P who seem to titiuk thait this Qx-
tcept iton in our tax laws was ordained by natun,,
F74nor beets

This is st l'arg- find growing subject to which I shall have to do far
tess than justice. It is servingl ms R convenient means of tax avoidance
at fill levels of income.

The most conspicuous of all frinp., benefits tir tile stock options
granted to btsines executives This involves also the modern alchemy
of transforining ordinary income into capital gainq. The options ar~e
to pureha.e stoc-k at favorable pricesand usuially exercisable over a
considerable periodi. Stock thw~ acquird when ,xubscquently sold at
a Profit results in capita] gain rather than an addition to the eihployeetls
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tili llo IinSt, lIeo i1t I'tel ', yearts offer tlho olifion wti griit(I'd anld 6;
iiiot li Mi C11 r it Wi1tH i'PTi' illdI. I lIiotwe'r', uhf lliiie' I l,(ii -'Ie iOlls, tlit
('outts I e geoets' i illrt' ll iwd it :i(Ii i t-s tills r'in(ltviill wheretelu t on-
pility'st 'l i ll Ios in giillitili lil' otIi tiol wits t o It tlco n Il t wojit'fiaryitl i'i'sf

A puil lh' i rulie irlv i n s i'k oj if l ,l ( nilvgv- iy Ihe Ilaiiu'il ilit'
score thb11t liuy hlovuhlo i kIlle for Iiull.terild I l;iIlovl'o'us ill till-, siti-
't(t4 of tbl elnijloyeir. Mlt l'ripiu' otf all rationlilimt ion, however,
they s llvi Iwi'l ,j it llv Its a ii ivIIIll l t 1t , nf lll will to iju1  o-;e i'ni|'s 'X-
'eells ouIr will t) iliplv Ili'iii. 'I'hik is siIII'-V 1itlllt " h 'e i c { of flnt1

41,i081li 1 ii ici1 rl',F iii i ll i ih i illou', ei, aIx wIlich hlw- a l ititi t o Ifr l ie i nds
oft flik foilli (ifl tIlIxIlIoll e~verywhl-l'

lil t eet i iikg llv ill IhI( ll'rtl t o f a 1 i i in-e to lil til xiit it l is lisell byh
th lira ili.oil4l Ii illohw l.ioresiilul li,'oli ft Io p)iollit' falx On it filutit('(I
alllolllllf of sitvil ig"; St n1sil foi' i 'niu',t. It uv, siigr 'sted flint thisw01uhl glive' flhivll ltarily ofl tlrvIIIlllIt'll with ll1l.sille~s. exec(lltivte,. who

qua Ili 11 ,l41hr tax-I' na 1 Im'uiq ll s'.i l1 4i'n r. P4,u i . thi is is fihe best
liv\iilble i luht rIltioll of' how oil' St't'l prni virlege in tlie( taX laws

If I''itil tt l i i poolle t II'o .sl is tllt' f oo nlitll e eV it, ye I vu a one to
equally i ZO l)11ivih'g,' ''l iusileiu's, u'x!,iiliiv, n (1s iil n rol of Iia
Il'wiiiii itiwllliv'so lil' 111 they fCu I'l iitlizeul or vestedt. Moreover

hlle foit iilis of lisiness exe'uti t', ilul, Imund to 'orl'oritions which
a110 ow Pelkiiig ' el itlt ol fito gronid 4litt they ire over- iui(I double-
laxus. F!ilally, uilty s'heulne J lih' i i rllpllwo l w hl l rank dis-
'iiiia milt it lii ilhtss if hiirtlight ill its fold eiiploe s that are iot. covered

liy )tnsiOli funf, Of'ourise these elnl)Joyes do have tie benefit of,suiu'imlil se'iry. 'I'lie Piofessiolill gtou'Os itighiti -lso have hid it, had
tley uio, vi'l the ide .

,If the llr sdt'iit lW l (h( I)l'llr e i diinciiliiion, we might better
roceed to pila'e some ilconio limitation on tax-privileged executive
)Pleisillis. Vliole.,l1lXleiniption of slViligs from tile inconie tax would

constitute erosion of 4 nulc-eroded instittioml and would compro-
miise boyoid recognition tile theoreti('ai basis of the tax. The eco-
nonic orects if such mutation wotild Ie far-reaching. Among them
would Ile those associated with a weakeiiing of the pirogressive feature
(if the tax; and an tl graitti ton of the Iroblem of findiiig investment
oil lets fo' our a ai lt siviligs might also be expected.

EROSION OF TilE TAX BASE, ANI) RATE STRUCTURE

lANDJPi 11. PAII., Paul, Weiss, 1ilkind, Wharton & (ferrittor. Wfiilngton, D. C.

] .Tnton[w(rlos-

The idea is firmly planted in the ambivalent Arieric-un mind that
tie United States has a progressive incoie-.tax lystei. Sone Amer-
icans, a good meany of them Americans paying income tax at a flat or
unprogressive rate, take virtuous pride in the fact that we have a sys-
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tern of this kind; they regard our system as a victory for the democratic
control of ta.xation. I'ley aisslinle, of course, somntinies for Keyne.
sia reasons, t hat a progresave svste n helps tile ecololiv in several
ways. Other Aaericaas object, often with ]oil( voice, to the high de-
gree of progressivit' they are able to detect iii our Federal tax sys-
tean. To a certain incalculable extent some of these American, 'es-
pecially if they are taxi)ayers--or hope to become taxpayers-pay-
ing tax at l i'o,.ir,.'ave rates, deplore, at least at the slouscious level,
the coatrilutho tlie Federal tax system exacts, or nav some (lay
exact, from their pocketbooks. But the story has a (tfferent em-
phasis when it is tohi. Progressivity is semantically popular il low-
income qparteii, and objectors usually find it prudent to dress their
objections in fancy verbal clothes. 1They do so sometimes by assert-
ing that the exce,,sive progressivity of the American system impairs
incentives to work, produces a shortage of venture capital, and in-
hibits the healthy growth of the economy. Objections in this vein
sound better than plain objections to the payment of taxes.

These two violently opposed schools of thought make one common
assumption. It is that the American income-tax system is highly
progressive. My testimony will question that prenis. It will con-
centrate upon tile single factual issue of tile extent of progressivitv
in our Federal incoane-tax system. To state my findings of fact in
advance of my proof, my conclusions will be that the pride of one
school of thought and ile fears of the other school are largely
unfounded. My first conclusion will be that for most tax payers w*o
have a far less progressive income-tax system thaa is populV sup-
posed and that the system is not as progressive as it pretends to be.2
My second conclusion will be that the progression remaining in that
system after considerable erosion over the course of time works a
number of gross discrimination, particularly against a large and
respectable part of the American populationwhich earns the prin-
cipal part o its taxable income.

TuE RATF, SntuCT TRE OF THE INCOME Tx

We may look first to the pretenses of the individual income tax.
The tax begins at 20 percent of taxable income and rates rise fairly
rapidly in the principal schedule to 91 percent on the excess of
taxable income over $200,0I0 in the case of individuals other than
heads of households, $300,000 in the case of heads of households, and
$400,000 in the case of the combined income of a married couple. On
paper these rates certainly indicate a progressive system. If our
tax system actually imposed any such rates upon individual incomes,
there might be a prima face case for the hypothesis, often stated as
dognm, that. our income-tax system has ilylaired incentives to work
and wiped out the capacity of upper bracket taxpayers to provide
investment funds for the growth of the economy. It would be strange
if a system carrying these rates did not have s6me effects of this kind.

I Our various State Income taxes are progressive only to a very mild degree.
Recent years have witnesied a shift away from taxeo upon consumption to taxes upon

individual and corporate profits. This may have made the whole tax Pystem more progress.
sive than It formerly .ves. This paper Is directed primarily to the Income tax Itself, the
supposedly most progressive element in the system, and not to the whole system.

'Internal Revenue Code of 1954, sec, 1.
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But, as we shall see, the bark of our individual income tax is much
worse than its bite. Perhaps this is one reason why the Alerican
taxpaying public continues to work as indefatigably as it used to work
in tile good old days nostalgia sonietimes bringNs to fond Ineniory.
lhe sale filet mlay help to explain why convincing evidellce reluiains

mysteriously lacking' I lt there is any (fll verous shortage of invest-
mnent funds to provide for a healthy development of the American
econoniy.0

Are may, perhaps appropriately, start our analysis tit tile bottom of
the income sctle. The income-tax rates start at 20 percent of taxable
income.0  The 20-percent rate applies to the first $2,000 of taxable
income, or ".4,000 of taxable income of a married couple filing joint
returns. It 1953, ihe last year for which estimates are available, 03
million out of 77 million taxpayers p paid tax at this first bracket rate.
For these taxpyavers tile exemption. were tile only important factor of

rog•essivit v. They are )robti)by thet ll-im)rt: ait factor of pro-
gressivity for a good iany ahit ional taxpayers in the lower and Mid-
(Ile ragllen of tile income seale."

Now we may move to statistics which cover the whole income range
An estimated 'total of t1 17 billion of taxable ilome was reported for
1953. '!This total of taxable income paid Q32 hillioll of individual in-
rome taxes. Therefore tile average effective rate of tax applying to
tile total reported tax base was about 27 l)ercent. This average etrec-
tive rate exceeded the first bracket rate of 22.2 percent by only *t48 per-
centage points. Thus, only about 18 percent of tile total yield of the
indivtdIal ileOwlne tlix Came front the imnplct of this average excess
effective rate over the first bracket rate.

The present structure shows marginal rates moving up to 87 percent
H pon1 taxable incomes of 4100,00) and 91 I)eicelit li1)0on incomes in excem
of $200,000. lhe income tax upon i taxable income of $100,000 re-
ceived by an unmarried individual other than the head of a household
is Sqp)opsed to be $*;7,320. An individual having the same status re-
ceiving $200,000 is sul)posed to be liable to tilt income tax of $156,820.
lThe apparent effective rate apl)icable to unmiarried individuals is,
therefore, ithout (7 percent u)pon incomes of $100,000 and 78 percent
11pon incomes of $200,000.

These are high rates of tax. Oi l) per they certainly look severe
enough. lut ill fact the statutory schedule does not tell the whole
story. It is a column of theoretical rates at the beginning of the code.
At other places the same code sets up a lumber of alternative separate
lower tax rate.?'° If we us, the concept of income called adjusted

4 See Butlers, Thompson, and lolinger, Effects of Taxation : Investments by Individuals,
q). 28, 48. 50 11953) : Saunders, Effects of Taxation on Expeitives, p. 12 (1951) ; seller,
trolls to Taxable Capacity With Respect to Income Taxation, 1952 Tax InstituteW$niposhoin.
I It could he argued that we are past the time when Investment depends upon contribu-

timos front the untaxed funds of the high tlracket Incomes, awl that this source of Invest.
lil t c- l itl i I. h, it~ l r 111111ian t iu.ed to le heelaule milicl Ilmtentlal investllent is 19ow
ta ihdle lin pension trust funds and other pools of eapital owned in part by the lowIncomnes.

4 Internal Revenue Code of 1954. see. 1.
ICounting married couples filing joint returns as 2 taxpayers, each with half the

combined taxable Income.
1.fusgrave. Conference on Taxation, CIO Committee on Economic Policy, p. 32 (1953);

Paul. Taxation In the United States, p. 7 1 (1954).
OPeehman, Yield of the Individual Income Tax During a Recession, 7 National Tax

Journal. . 1 9 (19154.
"S Some of these later rates apply to Individuals or very limited groups. See Surrey,

Conference o9 Taxation, cio Committee ot Eeutnomie Policy, p. 42 (19531 ; Cary. t're. .ure
Groups and the revenue Code: A Requiem In Honor of the Departing Uniformity of the
Tax Laws, 61l Harvard Law Review, p. 745 (1955).
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gross income, which inelides half of net capital gains, the actual effec-
tive rates of income tax for 1952 for taxpayers with incomes above
$10),000O wats 53.4 percent. 'This was so even though marginal rates
reaclehd the stratospheric level of 92 percent in that year amIt the miaxi-
mum effe tive rate then readled tie-high level of 88 percent.'

What I have said does inot meall that the Federal ( governmentt in
1952 received as much as 53 percent (if every dollar of lhe ilcome of
hi h,-bracket individual taxpaers. This percentigt e for 19t),, well
bXow t le theort't et 'tl et ivo riltes made alili e by 4lhe code to
ligh incomes, is i percentage olnly of tlle tol i-iIdju stet Iglo ss hicoet,
inlchliding half of ongllii Cnln capital galls. If we defined ilcolne is
inclilding the other ha1if of net capital gains, the percentage for 11951
would go down from 53.1 percent to iboit 4,5 percent. It woud go
still lower if we counted as taxable exempt Stale and local bond il-
terestO and the viile of persoalul consililpt ion explendilures not in-
chided in adjusted gross inlllie, anlld if we lldlle- allolillce for the
effect of percentage depletion dedcitiowl in excess of cost. 2  Other
Uovisiolis of the code enlibling' the legal miniiization of the tax lia.
bility the statute pretends t its beginning to iinpose would bring the

acitual effective rate to a still lower level.

LA:AKAt Wt, iN TII11F l - i'lltvl'Vl't

Most of you are familiar witlh lie reiois why liio4" Allii it-ln tax-
paiyers (if not pay inlnole tax li the I rate appealing inl the selcdill,.
at the beginning of the Internal Revenue (te. For the sake of thl,
record I should like, however, to list the lrincipal of these reasolis.'

(1) Although I think thl the Congress ha's o ostitutionial power
to tix ' interest lllli bll s is Iled by St ate and local governments,
the code explieilly exempts this type o)f ilicole, Maly lttejlnts to
stop this costly leak in revenue hve proved Ciiuccessful.' (,uriouslv
eliough, C(ollgre-. grants this exempt ion not so much101 to hell the billi -

" Statistics of Income (or 1952, pt. t (preliminary report, table I p. 0) Thl percentage
was .,1 percent r 19511. sttifsti es of Incoie for 191, pt. I, tallel In 1n I pp. '21. ;
Se" also BIutterit. Thompson, and Illinger. Effetsi of Taxat ion ilntvelstments by lidlehhil,.
pp. t6-8 (1953) : Surrey, Conference on Taxation, (110 tCOlluittee oil F,niiemlc Pollei,

.42 (1053). For the year 10461 the percentage reached only 50 percent: for the year 19i4AIt te~aee tii percent,
u On the other hand, tile percentages used do not take cognizance of additional taxes

arising from the audit of returns."There are some offsets to the ahove list which tend to diminish the disparlty between
theoretical and actual tax rates. For example, capital losses are not completely etediictlhle.
Individuals with fluctuating Incomes my pay over a period of rears reater taxes than
would be called for byI the theoretical rates. And from the standpoint of upaitt aecuncula-
tion we must remember that most States, and stme cities, ilpose income taxes. Thl.
however, would not seem to be an important factor since these tates are deductible In
computing Income subject to the Federal tax. Generally speaking, it may be assumed that
these offsets hae an almost negligible Impact compared with the considerations which lend
to bring the impact of tile income tax below what would be expected from the theoretical
rates contained In the statute.

14 Ree Hrlr~inq v. Or'Aardt (304 P, St. 405 (11)38)) . Atira v. Re-prats of the Ua"Iraity
Systra of Geora (304 U. S. (1938)) ; see also Opinion of Assistant Attorney General
Samuel Clark, Apr. 14. 1942, reported In hearings before the Ways and Mieaus Committee,
Revenue Revision of 11142 p. 3106.

34Internal Revenue Coele of 1964, see. 103 (a) (1).514 n 1935 President Roosevelt, following the lead of Presidents Hlarding and Coolidge,
and all secretaries of the Treasury since 11 19. Including Secretary Mellon, suggested that it
constitutional amendment be submitted to the States permitting a PederAl Income tax on
Income from this source, congress did notl act upon this proteosal. nor scmn upon a
propose. made In 1)38 that Congress assume constittltonaity and adopt legislation ending
these exemptions for the future. Again in 1942, a war year, another attempt to eliminate
this statutory exemption wai unsuccessful.
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holder receiving the interest uis to help the debtor State or municipality
i suing the bond which, it is claimed, would have to pay a higher
interest rate if the exelnption were not available. This exemption costs
the, Federal Grovertinent something like $300 million of revenue a
year.(2) The statute exempts interest upon savings invested by individ-
UIlls through life-insuianice vomninanies." The tax inducement in life
insurance has to do with the savings component of insurance pre-
liumls. Interest earned and accumulated on the reserves of life.

insurance policies is not taxable to the policyholder or in any sub-
stantial degree to the insurance company. 'le proceeds of a policy
paid to beneficiaries upon the death of the insured are completely
exempt for income taxation.1" Where a policy matures or is sur-
rendered for its cash value, only the excess of the amount realized
over the ent ire amount of premiums paid is taxable. Since the pre-
niimns paid include the cost of the insurance in a pure sense (includ-
ing agents' fees and operating costs of the insurance company), as
well as the savings contribution of the policyholder, there will often
be no0 illcole tax upon the surrender of a policy, even where the policy
has substantial savings features. In other words, the insurance com-
ponent, of the prenimis frequently will be large enough to offset the
interest accumulation under the savings component. Therefore, in-
sturante offers investors it means of obtaining tax-exempt income,
if they are willing to make a package purchase of insurance and
savings, and are able to pass the necessary physical examination to
qualify for life insurance.

(3) In tlie ease of almost, all minerals 19 the statute permits a ie-
duction of percentage depletion beyond the cost of the property being
depleted; it, also permits a full deiluction for certain expenses of ex-
)loration and develoiient.1" In the case of other proji, rtv nised in

Imsinesq the deduction for depreciation is limited to the cost of the
property . The combination of percentage depletion and the intangi-

ble development expense deduction are costly to the revenue. They
cost at least $500 million which would otherwise come from corporate
taxpayers; no one knows how much subsidy they extend to individual
taxlniyers. ' It, may be one of the vices of this subsidy that it does
not lp lpear oi1 the expenditure side of the budget.22

(4) The statute permits a deduction of a number of personal con.
sumption expenditures, such as real-estate and other taxes," interest
payments upon mortgages upon owner-occupied homes, and interest
upon consuner debt.24  I'hese deductions have tile effect of excluding

"Butters Thompson and Bollager, Effects of Taxation: Investments by Individuals.
p. 316 (195A).u Internal Revenue Code of 1954, e. 2042.

U The deduction extends to clam and oyster shells, which may not be classiflable &S
minerals. Internal Revenue Code of 1954, see. OilS (b) (5).fInternal Revenue Code of 1954. see. 615, 616

h See Fortune directory of the 500 largest United States Industrial corporations, .up-
plement to Fortune Issue July 1055, which shows that the 10 largest American industrial
companies. excluding oil companies. in 1954 paid 48 percent of thelr net Income In tax"s
whereas the 10 largest oil and gas companies paid only 28 percent. The 10 largest oil and

a companies kept In 1954 a total of $597 million which they would have paid in taxes
11t for the percentage depletion and intangible develop meant expense deduction.

% ileller limits to Taxable Capacity With Respect to Income Taxation, 1952 Tax
Institute gympoalum.

" Internal Revenue Code of 1954 Pee. 164.
' Internal Revenue Code of 1954, e. 168.
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these items of expellditire froill ftxablh inconuwn' and create a tax
discrimninat ion in favor of borrowers and homeowners.

(5) The splitting of finily incoine "' Iy ti list, of nilltille trusts;
gifts inter vivos, and family partuerships,enaibles it slibstaitiliid reduc-
tiolt of filnily tax liability v.21

(0i Mav ixpay,'ers employ other leg a llall S to minimize flt tax
liability whicll would arise "from tho applirent i'ates listed ill thostat lel. Sonoie of the tnost popllahu tee)nittis lt'teted compel.-
slitiohl tIrlttgetllelits,' pension t rusts,-,' itili V'uiol'tS types of fringe
beIIefits.

(7) The imlpat of the theoretical tax rates imposed by thie state
is frequently diltted by the accumulated ion of profits iu'clol ely held
corlrtionis.-' While these accunulil ed ,mc l"ora Ipi tl.t, do'lnot in
a teellical sense represelit incollie of the individual stockholdlers Ilt if
they are dist cri ut ed, thev do contitille aill addition ito Iln wcaItlh of
the' sf-klolde '. Moreover. they nnla. eo'llni lie il..wlim , of the ill-
dividual t toclholhhers ill yerlto of low rtes or los Yearis. or1 lhey ,iiay
evenltilly v Ibe taxed a,; capital ga iis of 1he itldivithuitl slockhlilder
ljponl salt of tlhir stock or iii oil iinl liquidalion 111ad .. itie partial
liquilat ion. They may never 1we taxed if tie stockk i; nt olld IY ite
shum holder. 'l'lmms. in; one X nl' aor aillollirlh ti .'lt- oI lhrs oft 'n
e. w f le impact of tile theoret'ieal rates allaring at lile l'gilimii g
of the statute.

(8) Capitatl gains receive preferential treatlilnt in lit, form of an
exclusion of 50 percent of net calpitil gains 1nd an optional afte oif

Spereenlt, a rate ontly little high er tihan the lowest surtax rate. In
addition, maiiy potential capital gains altoget her escllpe taxat ion where
owit'ers refrain from selliiig appreciate. I ll,-els ilmitil lir deatflt.. 1

These preferences probably are the major reason for the disparity
between theoretical and actual rates of income taxation in the lligh-
income brackets. It may e added that each tax bill coining front
( ongress contains provisions establishing nlw t ax-sheltered havens
arising from ho, classiticationI as Capital gain of items of receipts
formerly taxable as ordina'y intcoite.":' Tie itost recent helleiciarieS
of this egislaltive gellerosity are sales of tiinber,'" slock optioiis,, coal
ro'altiew' sales of breeding livestock' sales of uhliarvested crops with
the farii," and sales of tlitellts.

" peductimle Contributions, cutters. Thompson, and Iolinger, fteta of Taxation:intotments by Individtuals. j. 81 (1953).
*I favor, aloes Professor Surrey, the income splitting principle Introducdl into the

code by the 1114 net as the only lirartieal solution of the problem of diserliinaion creahttd
by the eomnunlt property system of some Western and Southern State. lndeel, In 1947
we both testifiedlefote t'h Senate Finance Coniltktv on behalf of tiAl ohtalie In tile
statute. There is probably too much ilfferentil unier existing rate seliediilti in favor of
married persons. lot this error can be corrected by substituting new rate cllitdulet.

"' Gerhard Calm has iald that "te high rates are largely ineffective" for thills reason.
Coln, Ctonfreneo on Taxation, I'lO Cornmlttee on Ecinomlc Policy, p. 3 (1053).

nInternal Revenue Code of 1954, se. 4411-404.
"Internal Revenue Code of 1954, sees. 401-404.
0liali. Taxation of Corporate Surlilus Actumulatlons, a study prepared for ti- Joint

Committee ion the FEcojnioie teilmrt, Ii. ls5, w.1l vitnc. '24 hqws., watlitill, 11i. See
*t-4 Smith Xffect' of Tanitiei. i'.'rporai Fiianelal iloli.i) 1 4 0tt2.

It Internal Revenue Code of 1954. s. 1i414.
4 1 lease to another witness. Prof. William I, Cary, the story of how these and otler

provisions have been added to the tax code. 8ee Cary, t'ressure Groups and tile ltevnue
(ode: A Requiem in Honor of the Departing Uniformity of the Tax laws, (18 Ilarvard aw
Review. p. 745 (1955).

0 Internal Revenue Code of 1954. see. 1231 (b) (2).
0 Internal Revenue Code of 1954. see. 421,
19 Internal Revenue Code of 1954, Pee. 1231 (b) (2).
0 Internal Revenue Code of 1954, see. 1231 (b) (3).
v Internal Revenue Code of 1954. st. 12s 1 (bM (4).
Internal Revenue Code of 1954, see. 1235. Capital gain treatment may now be avail.

able on aIes of oil and jam rights and sales of sulfur royalties. P. Q. Lake lado. v. CIo,-
mbsioser (24 T. C. No. 114) ; W. F. 1'"d v. Commissioner (24 T. C. No. 116).
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(9) Onremor t'oitiibution to the difference bet weea the theoretical
aidith I i1 actlilal iillpact. of incone taxation comes from evasion of the
tax. Some of this evasion is unintentional : solni is delibl'rate. Even
tholigh the statite (Ioes not so permit, in actual pri'atice a good many
higlier bracket individuls, espcially the owners of family businesses,
l11 able to cllarge off substallial almo its of personal consumption

expenidlitires ls business expellses. The failure to withhold income
taxes from interest ailtl dividends .'1" lo,. a1boi t I 100 niillion an iually
ill reveImi., solll' frllrlir t'v1, ill is Ildlle ossiblh. b y inliadequateadilniiist rat ion.",

Some basic lilt, sliport tile colehlsioll that, ilicolle is inder-
reportedl in tax ret urns. Striking discrepanies" ap~peir between
)clpirtllielt of 1OllIinerce est imates of incomlie 11 and tile Itnllolinq of
lIVOInco r'epolt'il oi-iione-tax retu'nis for 1944, 195-, and 1946. On
le average only 8 p-rcent of collsiinner inone1 inionlie, a1 after exclud-

ing lifilitlarY ilict ilie, social security benefits, 1ind uiiieinloyment coin.
ntioil ton l "ios a I id an1iiitis, %'ere reported for tax purpose. The

average 1.11a high. with only 36 percent of farm income reporting for
19415 oily becitise the repo'rting of civilian wages all( saliiries reach95 plercent .?'

TII;E EnTr or ,: I& .AG:s IN THE It vrT ST'rUCVItY

']hi obvious elect of this softne.,,; ill the graduiated I-te structure
of tle Itiernial Revenue (Code is a substuaitial loss of revenue. This
los of i re lUe is iiliportlit. Of course, tlie restoration of the tax
bao aid th renovation of the rat, structure would itlso acconlhish
objct ives hevoid an inerisei of reventie. For one thiiig, it, would
make the income tax a nore efficient, agent for the redistribution or
eqIlalizatioll of ilicole anld wt'all h, if thal is fill illil)ortillt value."
Also, the distortions Iatil Violations of equity now in tilt statiute set a
limitation upon the potential additional revenues that could be de,-
rived frol rai1te increases if i nationaIl t'niergeencv should demand tax
ie1(it'1Se. 4 ()i the other han11d, if the inlcidellce'of the inconle tax in
the upper brackets were as severe as the rate schedules make it appear
to be, work incentives might truly suffer and ve-nturp capital i1ght
hle as slarce Its many opponents of high taxes claim that it nowsis."
As things now tire, illese Ol1onenlts, are able to inake titir arguments
Somill more convineing than they would sound if they did not receive

$ Attempts to persuade Congress to provide for the withholding of tax on dividends,
Interest, and ro,&Ilies have so far proed unsuccessful. Paul, Taxation In the United
States. qp. 557, I 14. 600 , 625 (1954).

10 See The Internal Revenue Service, Its Reorganization and AdmInlst ration, studl printed
by Jint Committee o Initernal Rei enue Taxation 4 195,5). Almot tiaw-lf of all bu lines
returns (Including farm returns) contain some errors the majority of iihicb favor the
taxpayer. A recent sample study made by the Interval Revenue Service Inlleats that the
tax resulting from errors in returns totaled $1.1 billion in 1948 ; of this amount 414 billion
should be attributed to errors In the tax ayer's favor.

11 Selma P. Goldsmith, Appraisal of latle Data Available for Constructing Income 81Se
Dlstrib'tions, pt. VI In vol, 13 of Studies, Conference on Iesearch in Incomr and Wealth
(National Bureau of Economic research, pp. 301-304 (1951) t.

" An adjusted for comparability with tax returns.
"The covered of combined farm and nonfarm entrepreneurial Income rnged from 66

to TI percent. With respect to other Income sources. the range for the 3 )ears nas 65 to
Os percent of the "interest, dividends, and fiduciarv income" as a group, and 45 percent of
rent, excluding roomer.boarder Income. Heller, donterence on Taxation, CIO Committee
on Economic Policy. pp. 21, 24 (1158).

4 Strayer, Individual Income Tax and Income I)istribution, 14 American Economic Re-
view. tw. 430 (1955).

" Ieller Practical Limitations on the Federal Net Income Tax, 7 Journal of Finance,
p. 185 (1152l.

"Paul, Taxation In the United States, p. 501 (1954).
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.1plh ' 10 It . It' i %1'd iioit i. 1 111 Il it ti f li' I htVP111 1it 'uwfil Fillr

th 114 13111%141011 1it 111. Ion t l It 1o 11 h 4h- wtwtd low hi..'itk ,lt Iix 111t -1'1t.

,' o j 1hh\ higlir f i ll' low ilt,'w, t111111 t ' iilli' atd ) p |. 'r
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tbkl, Inmg t Xp .t'$ with high inotlue.
,ihf . i%%,lIIt o of ii 0 e -tuklr ni ir follo 11 htii'i dl 16 (ro lt tl

00 of ,I.I'mi ulp ion 1 hiti listed. 'The ii 1'hit't tillt J'1461- si, of l iwi.

mhoilil'o- maltior of tehjiioiis ht owtetwhu o tne n

ti'l* 'i-vi itits i I od I ts " iio1ig hi th-h 'l t l' A." tiN )Ivv1't',4il
iti Ah-il, t 11 .olmt.llha 'ias t h Irel,01111t . fil% row inv 'l ,to1P rm
,o lot' , ut life i 1th.u100'111 it is fuit' s 1tot1 fiot', I thu1, flit

re ]' it I' 't tile statute failui to 1I io tO ts p elnttons In the cst' Of ,dI n rne tahl o' 'e1 0 rl-rt o q % hI.nIts lf on the 1 i-to In il ral lo lla yle $. h'I'11

M'i'.fl? wv'nj't~n sc l4 ic'. saw tigh waneti~'nd lo r titit.sc.3, M small ta1.

Ill A011RI aisA t1 114t mch lif th nm01 al4o tnpillt (f th taad not a few iow-

* 5 ,ee 11Reie, P 'aetrt l l4oIT- ltows on lth 1l fi let Inc 164me Tax, ?Jor1 tof

M P INk TNItiorbi hs tll, er, Effects of Tlxatom: Invdetnienlt by IndlrIduala,
t

IJ4 at L £15
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D f 19 otr ).'-r, n .l. 4i i.r lnit r Is 1 v ,n m

iTiw l lt-aa ii to l m aor i lou,~X 2'11al t(I ll Irol ,1 M flp
1111%t~r llIr. 1 h lI'hdua I ncloke I4 fi t, Jno~tua1oi tbo ts II. Paidine~ Eeouoytt

Rp111..43 vilit551111
1Ra,11 Is- ll vidna tnil ' 'T111 d i ne r'- li nl bnIak r t . wI, 14.tt Inv hq It ~,nnnmIq(

ltevlow, p 43 0 I lit l ).Stricter, IndlIv1ual Income Tar and In-emat Di trtW tloa. vl. I1. v.r a iqPennnt-le
Iltview p 430 (1958).

* 1ic r, ii-gnente o f i- aa tl o xinn CI( comttac or- Am n di ba-t', ;o .4 wi.th
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alarm the collapse of the income-tax system.0 Oil one point a good
many serious critics are in complete agreement. We have "a system
of taxation by confession.*'" We cannot hope for the continued
success of a system that depends so completely upon the good will of
taxpayers and voluntarV cooperation of the taxpaying public unless
the system is kept fair tnd uniform in its application. As Professor
Cary has said:
if the average taxpayer finds our tax laws more and more checkered with special
legislation, the danger Is that disrespect will spread and make etiforeemetit
impossible whatever unay he the econonle linit Upon takes, there is a practical
and psychological linit which is probably short of it.*

Various explanations have been given for the "disini formit v" that
now pervades oulr i ncome-tax svsten. A soniewhat ynical e.xiphlla-
tion has come from L. ]I. Seltzer, an eminent econoniist. Seltzer has
attributed to many ('ongressmen and other pIersons a feeling abnt
the tax system comparable to the feelings of spectlators -t al atiletie
contest.

Few persons like to set, a baseball gaiue in which there tre no runs, n, hits,
and no errors; or a football game in which no one inakes a touchdown.
So he concludes that Congres-nei do not want-
an airtight system. They want to preserve the opportnlly for a man to in.ke
a financial home run, a touchdown, a killing."1
In Seltzer's opinion the prefereiltial treatilielt of llpital gaills alil
other permitted avoidance techniques have the virtue in the legishltive
mind of offering just such an opportunity.

Stanley Surrey puts forward the hy\p thesis that Congress does not
believe in high siirtax rates ill the inl'er brackets or the principle of
progression, hut bows to the political necessity of putting nomnmlly
high rates in the statute and then deliberately makes then ineffective;.
Harold Groves suggests that Congress-
throws a high-rate selielule to the ipublie as a demiagogic honle anl then as de, her-
ately allows escapes front taxes that make these rates slSc'ions.'

Surrey (foes not condemn ('ongres. for its choice of lower efeeti'e
rates. Iln terils of total tax hutrden the choice 1mav be wise, hie admits.
from the standpoint of incentives for ellort and investment. It may
be a necessary escape valve. But it does, equitywise. distort the impact
of the tax among high-bracket taxpayers an(d as between many lighil-
and most low-bracket taxpayers.6.

* Cary, Pressure Groups and the Revenue Code: A Requiem in Honor of the Departing
Uniformity of the Tax Laws. vol. 08, hfarvard Law review, pp. 745, 775, 7TO (1955).

"Justice Jackson, concurring in United States v. Kahringer (345 U. S. 22. S6 (1953)),
said: "That a people so numerous, scattered, and individualistic annually assesses itself
with a tax liability, often In highly burdensome amounts, ts a reassuring ign of the sin.
ability and vitality of our system of selt-government. What surprised me In once trying to
help administer th se laiv, was not to discover examples of recalcitrance, fraud, or self-
serving mistakes in reporting, but to discover that such derelictions were so few."

*Cary, Pressure Groups and the Revenue Code: A Requiem In Honor of the Departing
Uniformity of the Tax lAws, vol. 08, Harvard Law Review, pp. 745, 773 (1955).

* See also Tax Institute, Capital Gaius Taxation, p. 22 (1940).
Seltzer, Capital Gains and the Income Tax, vol, 40, American Economic Review, pp.

871, 378 (1950).
SGroves, hearings before tie Joint Cominittve on the Economic Report, 84th Couug.,
L Ceses., p. T94.Surrey, Conference on Taxation, CIO committee on economic policy, pp. 42, 48 (1953).
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Several Iiledies, have been suggested for this dkease of "disuli-
fornity" in the income tax. lielkr would like to see a tightening up
of enforcenlnt and it r-estorItion of some of the lost base.10  Strayer
and Ileller, and Cary all suggest a reduction in to )-bracket rates
coupled with a whole.4ale revis-ion to prevent tax avoidance.,, Heller
would also like to reverse the slplit-income lU'Ovi.ion applicable to
husbands and wives, and take the Spartan path of 'anaking the origi-
nal 8 conununity-property" States (and their 4 or 5 imitators) give up
their favored position"; for him "the 8-State tail wagged the 40-State
(log" when this piovisioll was enacted. With this remedy I would
disagree, and I think Surrey would also, though I think that we would
both agree upon the wisdom of reducing the present differential in
favor of married persons.

There is general agreement that something strenuous needs to be
done. Tie income tax is now a wasting asset of the Nation. Each
special favor granted by Congress to place al unfavored group on an
equal basis with some previously favored group leads to new necessi-
ties; some similarly placed taxpayer very naturally claims that he
deserves like treatment."- This process of erosion and patchwork
umendmeint must stop somewhere; otherwise the statute, even now
ahnost hopelessly complicated, will "approach the ridiculous,"', and
taxpayers will have to sl)end more and more of their tilne and energy
on the job of keeping their tax liability at a minIimum. Somewhere
a line nust be drawn if the statute and regulations are not to become
a shambles, and if we are to stop short of a tax law which imposes its
nominally severe rates upon only a few politically powerless high-
bracket taxpayers and its actual lenient rates upon other high-bracket
taxpayers, with a consequent discrimination against most low-bracket
taxpayers who are unable to take advantage of the alternative lower
rates available to most high-income taxpayers.

Perhaps some pattern of rescue will develop from an analysis of
underlying causes of our present difficulties. One important cause,
it seenis to me, has been undue emphasis upon the stimulation of invest-
ment and freedom from taxation for incentive reasons.14 Industry
aftor industry, segment after segment of our population, have con-
vinced Congress that economic disaster was imminent if relief should
be withheld.1s The assumption of much legislation has been that
investment was desperately in need of stimulation. Pressure comes
from an almost neurotic fear that American business is a house of
cards which a slight gust of wind can blow away, and that high taxes

t6 Heller, Conference on Taxation. CIO committee on economic policy, pp. 21, 25 (1953).
Surrey disagrees. Surrey, Conference on Taxation, CIO committee on economic policy, at
p. 44.

DeWind The Battle of March 15, Esquire, March 1953 p 78: Colm, Conference on
Taxation, 0o committee on economic policy. p. 5 (1953) : Strayer, Individual Income Tax
and Income DIstribution, vol. 14, American Economic Review, pp. 430. 440 (1955) : Heller,
Conference on Taxation, CIO committee on economic policy. pp. 21, 20 (1953) Heltler,
testlmonyi before Joint Committee on the Economic Report. 84th Cong., 1st ses., p. 899

" See Xleller, Practical Limitations on the Federal Net Income Tax, 7 Journal oi
Finance, pp. 185. 195 (1952); see also Johnson, The Last Taxpayer, 30 Taxes, p. 181
(1952).

n Blum & Johnson. 1913-2013, A Hundred Years of Income Taxation, 33 Taxes, p. 41
(1955). See also Hand, Thomas Walter Swan. In the Spirit of Liberty. p. 213 (1952).

N See Heller. Appraisal of the Administration's Tax Policy, vol. 8, National Tax Journal,
pp. 12, 18 (1955). See DeWind. The Battle of march 15, Esaqulre, March 1953, p 78.

"Cary, Pressure Oroups and the Revenue Code: A Requiem in llonor of the Departing
Uniformity of tlae Tax Laws, vol. 08, Harvard Law Review, p. 745 (1950).
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will (1tr'ho IIy I(A A iril ev'IiiliV, If it Ii'ivs lil, u1vtli1ng, history
vm,, othterwise. ('ertainly history fails to "Il(irt airgililltiit. tlhat

hith tixes have it i'1i111111 I'tlt,1 1iUl the ieolliiiy. I do Iiot lime high
taxes Ilyel'f, hui 111111 obliged, to, rthl'h,.4 , to admi Ihat wol nUd
tivet illt itc'ltt ifie4 have reitiirluily s1il'vived I I, high taus of t 1o

last 20 vears, ind tOit venture eni'uital is n1of Ilckig flily nfter i
lontg jiuid of Iig1 I i Xilliou.'" Mall v i lV l ale s1 i' ais'lrperly
sligges(ed to P rof. Alviii Illsen that we, have im A lice il WonderlaitI
economy in which tIho nuore we spenl for defese, and Ill% higher our
iiX0,' .o, thlie lIol \'P hlve left for ilivuiuittli d and tit11 ion.'

The histot'il ii'ci'rd of ti last :1i yeautr Shows:
(I) II the Itrol)vrots 'vi',r 1055 tfixs l1,, vi lyll.. ni W'ld 'vilr
IIvls. indeed, the c' olthited corporIate ioiIti 411d u.il-x e n'Ar

even tnow at a level 12 points higher thai thNA level they renitited durilir
World Wii' II.
(2) After a period of low nation ill the I wentes III, ihtitondal in-

,ott1e fell fm it a high of $0 hillion in 111120 to it lo (if $10 hillion in11032. Unt, inlhovnient, rose to a Iliqh of I1 million.
(3) 1I the stl equent period of in 'asing taxes tile A mericitit eon

011V Ioed forward to il, ptrosperity v fre Iow eiljo nlg. After
adjustment for p'ieo elu.ges the per capital inonie (f'the nv'raAg
American after taxes iiicrens ,d 42 hiercell between 11929 tod I19.W:
farim icunom, i, replied allo ut0 percent. Inemployment is hardly it
pt'Obkeii in 105'S

Tn thie Is.'r period between 140 and 19-N2, side by side with heavy
military spending and high taxes, the ltnited stiltes iurllsetd its out -
put by'70 Ior'etit, doubled its lmimfact urihlg capacity, mid invesled
gross almost $40 W1illi1 a year in 9M5 prices. In the santeo loriod
curll'ntit c Oll, lpiOlt iltitl'itens in real tei'lis about 50l I('veltt 0, 'l

'he longer period, 1929 to 19-52, witnessed the estahlis lmitel of a
,ocial security program which provides . substaitinl cushion Rgailist
the hazards of old agt', dependency, and unemployment. This system,
coupled with other systenis public and pIrivate, covers nearly every-
one with at least $: 4,N million of old-age and survivors iisuraince.
This means thAt P out of 10 workers are now enjoying retirement pro-
tection. Ahout :5 million workers are protected by an inadequate
unemploynent insitrance program against the loss of a chance to earn
a living.

This showing suggests at least that business is a tougher institution
than it sometimes pretends to be.' Perhaps the time is at hand when
we should shift the emphasis of tax policy from encouragement of
investment to the revitalization of equity and the encouragement of
consumption.

"5 authorities cited In note 4.
" fansen, rnirersity of Minnesota Conference on Savings, Inflation, and Economic

Proirees May 1152,
Ulanen, t'lVeraity of Minnesota Conference on SjvInp, Inflation, and Reonomic

Process. May 1952. Inflation is not an adequate answer to these statistics. At this con.
tern" Profegor Hansen went on to point out of the 82 months from mid.1945 to the
sprlne of 1952 only 26 were months of rising prices: the other months were months of
relatively @table or een failing prices. The 2 years from January 1948 to Korea was
a Iro of sbstantil Alarle stabillty

See Strayer. Individual Income tax and Income Distribution, 14 American Economic
Review. pp. 480. 431 (1955).
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4' &Win (1 wiMWOhl 11114 ligeid 11111t, (t rie ut agio de, let iNl h4 CoMOi
f I~ '(ll .r h11vus SljigiI. 11h11 11., only r-1.11,4iy for 11h4 dis -

s'rini i6it ion involved il I le ir-eti liIe depliIt ionl dh elit (o1 is to grill,ll efiltliva, ill f Io Jill 111xlI 'er.", This1111 4.11 be' I llell oft 111(4[ of
IlIP iiliIl~ili i l itl t1ix ,4 111. 'll',. TI.V Hi ll , , w1111 Who ti, iof lto di ohm-,
li do i 'l it i11'l4i l tI' 1t ill. If 'H\V li' nieV i oi to incce t, filled ((1 -

tili 114 O ft 1ofli it i(ntl li, Wi' Otliiht to ktiow whait we are doing
IM3 iii('vl] t 11e 11111 ei llt ll f Iolf' liol iit o 'llr (lily re''(ill'se is to ipi-

Itli('h Ihe Ipi11l'it1 (if (lix i'1 it), front ii mt her di ri,,t iol, g anit itg b.-
1Iltitillf flii l.'si ti 1lXiX lv'l, ,%t li ni. l il ot i 1 t' iv'e their shllre. Mi.
oight, Idso to iiiiike whit., w(, ii l' c ioi tig ear to it(, lIow bii'rcket, t ax-
jty'i'4, ill)' of wlhm uiow tJ k th.l the tax lutE llt I lie high iti(OimJ4
1111P" WlulI thl'-y pretlf-lid to W!.",

At tw -e',v le1t1114 ()11r iii'XI tu;'jlor tax bill .hloi(l! gives priority to a
Sill) ihit ll I;i'jtit llIl of fl li't i V(' I l' (if tie r li ketM iiIi .h I . ora ;fl~il of the' 61.1 hrilfel(f, mid~ Ilit ti-! other brackelts, umng MlJe"

l hler,,'lll 'ollflil ilm l'4 prmltheI d rh oitier low ht-w-kek id '~lIx,(

iEllI or1 lJiit. i. t hie Ol i lie'(11 of tximXpayer' ill the lower bracket
i'0l14iiti II1(1St Iy 'if ,illirieN 1|1( WilgeM, thi w0i(l give relief prin'ipally
ilt lx; i~'l'4 VI 111-4- t 14 tiltl- o IiP IiX ti liillig IIgt('hli(l1eM n1ow

itttol'izizd,, Ihi' oilit itt e. % reiulioi or thi kinl would help to
I'Vt (uP lit ll 'i' II Ji (11 it lifiy 111(1 fiirnih Ii hllii for a rlew rate schedule
whii'h woull (list rlihte Ili a fair tn ifr whliitever tax burden was
irt lil' e d toii' l It'llis 1 ((I rive illel,.

I woulI al o like to St'. IhI' ilreinlitit' high rates lowered to a top of,
FliV 1 70 rp','e .T h'hluese l'ltess prodite's' very Iitt Is' revenue. 'thik red tt-

ItIwit %%.ld tint IW, it bl' rigiiil itvolviig Ith ( r('511(t ion of the high rates
ill exi'hilliige rot' tlie eliminoalion of 4peiluil favolN. If lhey were put.
to I h' t4t, IItort, t.lXppy.Il'. wit h large incomeis Wotl(I prefer the exist-
ilig stilte of aitnirs. ''hey "Otild litrdly favor a revision which
e'liliillt'(I ldt1.111 lhis' they lIt, pay mid al)Iso i'liji ildt('s! [rovisions that.
bring their burdeni lown to i le'e('l well lielow tlh level it %kolld lear'ih
if t ih sI. latte contaiined lower, biut tietuiiilly effective, rates for high-
hrak'k<t i-t(.ome'. ''li Iw)st argiimaelt, for the ('lihinati on of the rate.5
above 70 Jier(,etit is thiit they iIen iext to nothing and misrepresent
to lhe lower brai'kets the tax burd(n actttally being impose(1 upon the
high Ilrae(kets.

A ratte redltuet in it) tlie uppe-r braekets would also give relief to
those high income taxpivers who lre umable to real) any advantage
from the tnx-1vii(IRTf'O a glg;ts now in the code, and who therefore
lil an income tax which is unfairly higher than the tax of other high-
(icom. tiixjayers who are able to u.se presently available techniques

for avoiding 'the impact of the high rates now appearing at the be-

*l-ee Baker and Orilwold, A Cnre ponden.e. 414 Harvard Law Review, p 3i1 (lml1p
In him clAtime at Harvard IAw lehool Iean Orlawoid has sugaest#41 that prentaipa de.
pr ilntlon of enrnina cnareltv for all Individuals wold make about as mu h snse as
percentage depletion of oi wells. ge t

It John Kenneth Galbraith has facetiously pereetn that lentage dopltlon he applied
to profesors. "There Is no croup." he' ventures. "whore dpf ltleon of what IN e"llfed Int.l-
letual capital procee so immutably and leaves snh a bdeons vol1" hearingp before the
Joint Committee on the l*,onomle Report. 84th Conw.. let sem. p. 391).

IN See Paul, Taxation In the United States. p. 717 (1954).
* I do not suggest an earned Income credit because of its administrative dilenItlps.
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ginning of the code. This group of taxpayers consists largely of self-
en)loyed people who report substantial income from earnings.

One suggested way of accomplishing relief for high-bracket tax-
payers who do not benefit from the alternative rates now contained in
the code would be to permnit some sort of postponement of income tax
upon income set aside for retirement so that the tax on part of their
high incomes in high production years will be deferred to later years
when it will be subject to a lower rate of taxation.,' I confess to an
instinctive dislike of this reime(y. It would take us further along the
unhappy road we are traveling. It is, in fact, a camouflaged rate-
reduction measure benefiting a particular group. A straightforward
reduction of the higher brackets, which do not strike at most tax-
payers but do strike at this group of taxpayers, seems to me a better
remedy.

Next year mav bring to Congress the issue of tax reduction. It is
diffhcult'to correct defects in the statute when tax reduction is not
permissible. But when the economy is doing well and further incen-
tive taxation is clearly unnecessary, ihe time is certainly propitious for
a redistribution of a lower total tax burden in the direction of greater
equity. Increased progression can come as well from a reduction ofthe relative burden upon low-income taxpayers as from an increase
of the burden upon high-income taxpayers.81

If we wish to accomplish this result, we should carefully consider
the advisability of a reduction of the lowest brackets as distinguishe(l
from a reduction across the board. A number of suggestions for
averaging also deserve careful analysis. If we wanted at the same
time to distribute the tax burden more fairly, we would at the very
least incorporate in the statute a provision for withholding on divi-
dends and interest. We would also eliminate the dividend credit intro-
duced into the statute by the 1954 Code. If we keel) dividend relief,
we should certainly change the technique of relief to one of the pref-
erable methods advocated a number of years ago by Rural and Sonne
and the Committee for Economic Development."

These are halfway measures. I still entertain the hope that we are
capable of mbre heroic remedies. The restoration of our lost income-
tax base requires the destruction of many venerable vested interests
in tax avoidance. Vested interests always die hard, But we face an
imperative need to remove discriminations and establish an income-
tax system which refuses special benefits to some taxpayers because
their income comes from particular sources, and which taxes alike
all dollars of income. This would mean a subjection of all income
to the same rates of tax, with some special provisions dealing with
the bunching of capital gains and other forms of income.8' The basic
problem of taxing capital gains is, generally speaking, probably the
most difficult problem in income taxation, but there is certainly' little

" Hearings before Ways and Means Committee on H. R. 10 (Individual Retirement Act
of 10.), June, 27 and 28. 1955. See also hearings before Ways and Means Conmmittee on
H. R. 4.371. 4373. 458. 11731, 5847. and 7426. May 13, 1952.

* With the statute In Its present condition any legislation of this character should
extend its benefit. to hlgh.lncome taxpayers who do not secure the benefits now accruing to
other high-Income taxpayers.

-See Paul, Taxation ?or Prosperity. pp. 862. 365 11940).
11 Perhaps an averaging device and a more liberal treatment of capital losses. There In

much to be staid for the system of capital-gains taxation established by the 1936 act, later
abandoned, under which t6e Impact of the tax depended upon the period of holding of the
capital asset-the longer the period the lower the tax.
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merit in many of the provisions of recent years extending the benefits
of the provisions to more and more types of income, and the provi-
sion " permitting g capital-gains treatment on the sale of depreciable
assets., It would require the elimination of the many special statu-
tory favors now operating in favor of the owners of certain types of
income, such as income from oil and the extraction of minerals and
income from investment in life insurance. It would include the taxa-
tion of interest upon future issues of State and municipal bonds.

I would like to see these things done. Until we do them, we shall
not have a rate structure that says plainly what it means, or a statute
which fairly distributes the heavy tax burdens forced upon us by
tile troubled times in which we live.

0 Internal Revenue Code of 1954 see. 1231.
ft One discrimination in the present structure Is the one which permits escape even from

capital-gains tax (19i54 code, sec. 1014) in the case of those who refrain from disposing of
capital assets prior to death. Vickery, hearings before the Joint Committee on the Eco-
nomie Report, 84th Cong., lst sess., pp. 391, 404; Paul, Taxation In the United States, p. 883
(1954).





VII. RELATIONSHIP OF EXEMPTIONS AND DEDUCTIONS
IN THE INDIVIDUAL INCOME TAX TO ECONOMIC
STABILITY AND GROWTH

COMPARISON OF PERSONAL AND TAXABLE INCOME
DANIEL M. HOLLAND AND C. HARRY KAHN, National Bureau of Economic

Research, New York City

Our paper is designed to make the statistical circuit from the income
receipts of persons to the amount of income actually subject to tax.
The first part of the trip-from personal income as estimated by the
National Income Division of the Department of Commerce to adjusted
gross income (the income concept used on tax returns)-has been
undertaken by Mr. iIolland in part I of this paper. Part 1I, which
contains the rest of the journey-fron adjusted gross income to in-
come actually subject to tax-is Mr. Kahn's work. The paper ends
with a brief action n on income splitting written jointly. Because
of the separate authorship each section carries independent table
numbers.,

I. FRoM PERSONAL *NCOME To AwnuSmD Gnoss INcoMn

1. INTRODUCTION

The personal income tax cuts a wide swath through our population.
Only a small proportion of our citizens are not called to account under
it. In 1951, for example, out of the total population of 155 million,
about 136 million taxpayers and dependents can be traced to the 54.4
million returns filed.' Either as taxpayers or dependents of taxpayers
about 88 percent of the population can be accounted for on personal
income-tax returns filed in that year. For more recent years the same
orders of magnitude undoubtedly appIy.

Such wide coverage in terms of population leads one to expect even
a greater degree of tax-return representation for people's income,
since those not required to file tax returns are at the lowest end of
the income scale. Yet, on the face of it, such does not appear to be
the case. For in 1952, the most recent year for which the available
data permit fairly accurate estimates, personal income as estimated

' The authors are both with the National Bureau of Economic Research. We wish to
emphasize that the views presented In this paper are our own and should not be attributed
to the national bureau. Further, It should be noted that the data cited from work in
process at the bureau have not yet gone through that organization's usual review procedure.

I Because taxpayers tend to overstate their exemptions the number of people traceable
to tax returns fi probably slihtly overstated. (See-P. 14 of The Audit Control Program:
A Summary of Preliminary esults U. S. Treasury Department, Bureau of Internal Reve-
nue. May 1951.) The tax return Agures are from Statistics of Income for 1951, Part 1,
P5. and exclude returns with only seif-employment tax. The population figure includes
Alaska and Hawaii (Statistical Abstract, pp. 8 and 940).
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by the National Income Division of the Department of Commerce
aggregated $271 billion, while income reported on tax returns before
exemptions and deductions came to only $215 billion. At first glance,
there fore, there appears to bw a Weriols difference between the income
that people receive and what they report for tax purposes. A gap of
over $55 billion is not to be taken Iilhtly. It is to this gap that the
next section will be devoted. We will develop the point that in good
part it has its origin in differences of definition between the two in-
coine concepts-personal income which is a category in the national
niv'ollllt, aind aIjiusted gro'4 ineonie which is the tax-law definlition
of the income of persons. But this does not explain all of it.

2. TIlE GAP BETWEEN PERSONAL AND ADJUSTED GROSS INCOME

How large is the annual flow of income to persons? How much of
it comes under the scope of the income tax? How much should show
upon tax returns? I low much actually does show tip on tax returns?
To these direct and simple questions it is not possible to give precise
and unqualified answers. Conceptual difficulties and the fact that the
data are subject to ranges of error preclude this. However, the rele-
vant magnitudes call e sketched out with a broad pen, thanks, in large
part to the personal-income data published (or made available) by
the Departnment of Commerce and tile careful estimates prepared by
I)r. Joseph A. Peebman.'

What is the aggregate annual flow of income to individuals? The
11o1t relevant nieas',lre is the personal income iteln of the national
accounts. Broadly defined, it. consists of the sum total of wage, salary,
and other labor income, the income of unincorporated business enter-
prises, pesonal interest income, dividends, rent, and transfer pay-
meats (such is OASI benefit payments and unemployment compen-
sation). In all, personal income, abbreviated in the rest of this sec.
tion, to PI, came to $271 billion in 1952.4 Adjusted gross income,
henceforth denoted AGI, is the basic income total derivable from the
personal income-tax returns and is defined as "gross income minus
allowable trade and business deductions, expenses of travel and lodg-
ing in connection with employment, reimbursed expenses in connec-
tion with employment, deductions attributable to rents and royalties,
deductions for depreciation, and depletion allowable to life tenants
and income beneficiaries of property held in trust, allowable losses
from sales of capital assets and other property, and a deduction equal
to 50 percent of the excess of net long-term capital gain over net short-
term capital loss." 8 With the exception of capital gains, this sounds

$To Dr. Pechman I owe a deep debt of gratitude, Ie has very generously made available
to me the estimates that he ban prepared of adjusted gross Income and the worksheets used
In their derivation. I have leaned heavily on these figures. I wish also to acknowledge
the help received from the work of Selma Goldsmith who has pioneered in this area. In a
later portion of pt. I of this paper we follow her procedures. In addition. Mr. Kahn. my
colleague at the National Bureau of Economic Research. has made available to me ma.
terials that he has been working on and has aided In their interpretation.

The basie data on personal Income and a description of how the estimates are made can
be fond In the National Income Supplement to the Survey of Current Business (1954
d. U. . Department of Commerce, Office of Business Economics, Washington. 1954.

(Revised estimates are in the Survey of Current Business, hereinafter abbreviated to 8Cli.
guIr 1955 ) Pechman's estimat, of adjusted gross and taxable Income appear In his

article. Yield of the Individual Income Tax During a Rpeesslon. National Tax Journal.
March 1934. A paper to be given before the National Tax Association in October 1955
includes more recent data and.revislons of his earlier figures.

4 ScB. July 1955.
6 Statistics of Income for 1952, Part 1 (Preliminary Report), p. 3, For brevity this

soure will be cited as 81.
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substtally sihlarh' to P. Yet AGI, of ill personal income-tax re-
turns (of individuals) its we have seen, came to $215 billion, some $56
billion le.% than PI. ere appears to have been a large slip 'twixt
the cup of PI and the lip of AGI. What happened to the billioni?
Part of the disappearance is deinitional; part is due to the dishonestyiltd forget fuhie. s of seille taxpayers. While Oly) rough inlferences cait
be drawn, it is reasonably certain that the major portion of the gap
can be explained by conceptual differences between PI and AGI.

In table 1, we list the major items included in P1, but not required
to be reported for pezollal income tax and, hence, not entering into
AGI.

TAIlE I.-COMOnaocnts Of PtCraonal income not in adjusted groms inconic, 11,M
A
(bi

1. T ransfer aiyilnents -----------------------------------------------
() Iletietil fromti Federal (overlnent social Insurane funds ....
(b) Pension, readjustmbent, iatlsleriig-onl, etc., ilylllent8s to vet-

erans, and other Federal Governnent transfer payments---
(e) Steale anid local government aynieents (priniarily direct relief

and Ix, iisn ) -------------------------------------------

(d) Busilness transfer paylents ------------------------------
2. O other labor ilvoicie ...............................................
3. l'ersonal income tild expet-idit tire iii kind ----------------------------

(a) Foed furnlshed (hvtrnaent ieersonmlmI iincludig niliteary ....
I b) Net rent of owner-occipled frm lid nonfarin dh elligs .....
(e) Food and fuel produced eind colisunied Oni for --s _

mount
Ilion#)
$13.2

4.8

4.0
3.1
1.2
4.9

1.9)
4.7
2. 2

(d) Other ---------------------------------------------------. 8
4. Interest ---------------------------------------------------------- 6.3

(a) Net imlpUht.d interest ----------------------------------- 5.:
(M) Ta x-extemp11t Interest -----------------.-------------------. 3
(W) Accruied Interest on |,.4. ioverillnelt saviligs otiods -----------. 7

5. Ne.oi.ihle military pay and allowances (other than in kind) -------- 2. 8
0. Property Income t floprolit organizations ------------------------- . 5
7. Mlscellaneo-. ....----------------------------------------------- 2. 1

Total --------------------------------------------------------- :19. 4
1 Consists of Iienis tint commonly regarded as wage an ti salarles such as enployera' con-

tribution to social insurance and private pension plans, comlpensation for Injuries, etc.
Source: SCB, July 1955, and Joseph Peebman's worksheets.

All in ill these items, components of PI but excluded from AGI,
totaled almost $40 billion. Whether the grounds for excluding them
are sensible or equitable is a matter beyond the scope of this paper.
Others on this panel can more ap)ropiately speatk to this. Afew
general remarks may be in order, however. *There is probably wide
support for the noninclusion of most of categories 1, 2, 3 4 (a), and
5 of table 1, because a social purpose is embodied in such payments
as mustering-out pay or relief, or because as a practical matter it
would be difficult to get at, say, net imputed interest or home-produced
and consumed fuel and food, or because, as with the case of social-
security benefits, contributions are not deductible. Accrued interest
(4 (c)) is an ambiguous item. It is not excluded from AGI but tax-
payers have an option of reporting it either on an accrual or cash
basis. Reporting on the former basis, if at all, is uncommon. Hence
it is a subtracted item in the table. The two items whose exclusion
from taxable income has aroused the greatest controversy are tax-
exempt interest (4 (b)-interest on State and municipal bonds) and
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the net imputed income of homeowners. Together they add up to
just $5 billion, about one-eighth of total exclusions.0

On the other land, there are items that do not fall under the per-
sonal income definition, but are reported for tax purposes and, there-
fore, show up in adjusted gross income. In 1052 they totaled $8
billion (see table 2). Employee contributions for social security
are not exempt from the personal income tax, capital gains are taxable
although only in part, but are excluded front personal income because
they have no counterpart in currently produced goods and services.
Other income is a miscellaneous category made ill) of a number of
small items such as alimony, prizes, etc.

With $319.4 billion of I'inot included in AGI, and $8 billion of the
latter not falling in lptl''oli1 income,. we get it uNet dhution of $31.4.
billion dellnitilonally explained in going from l'I to A.( . Yet ad-
jiusted groSS income I'elpored on tax returns fell $156 billion short of
tile ]lpensoal inconle total in 1952. 1How can we eXplainl the missing
$21.6 billion? By four factors: (1) The income receipts of tho.e
whose income was so low (under $600) that they did not have to file
tax returns; (2) tile income receipts of those w'ho, being nontaxable
bweause their exemptions and deductions exceeded their income, did
not have to ptay tax and, thewrfore, even though legally required to (10
so, failed to tle returns: (3) underreporting either irposeful or
through oversight; and (4) statistical error-for neither tile Dpart-
ment of Commerce income estimates nor the tabulations in statistics i
of Income are precise figures.

As regards (1) and (2), it should be noted that. many of those with
less than $600 of income nevertheless filed returns for refund because
taxes were withheld on their earnings. It is very difficult to come up
with any figure that is at, all acc'ate. But a 'very rough estimate
would put the sum total of AGI under (1) and (2) at between I and 2
billion dollars. This leaves us with something like a gap of $23 bil-
lion (le to underreporting and statistical error. We conclude that
something on the order of 10 percent of AGI remains unaccounted for.
Waiving asino statistical error which is impossible to isolate, only thi.4
relatively small fraction of tle total gets lost between its receip;t and
tile tax collector. It is possible to view this ill a confortable light.
Taking an expansive view. it could be argued that any social device
that achieves 90 percent of its purpose is doing mihity well. But
before we get too complacent nhout it, a note of warning should be
sounded. First, the absolute size of tie unexplained re-sidual is not
unimportant. Undoubtedly, could it be traced, a significant addition
to tax collections would en.sue. But at least equally disconcerting is
this consideration: The Ihavior of tile aggregate masks significant
diversities in its components. The degree to which underreporting
exists varies markedly for the different sources of income.

* Iritain and a number of other rountrles In the Commonwealth tits theh Im 1uted Intome
from homeownership. The State of Wisconsin from 1911 to 1917 requited the Inclusion
of the net rental value of owner-occupied houses In taxable Income,
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TAmI.. 2.--lcnm8 ineluled itn adjusted girosu tnconc and not (i personal income,

A mount
item (0t0ln"s)

(1) Employee contribution for soial security ---------------------- $3.8
(2) Net gains or losses from sales of property reporled oil individual

returns ------------------------------------------------------- 2.4
(3) Other income replorld on individual returns ---------------------- . 8
(4) Annutlth, relported on hidlvIlual returns --------------------------- 6.
(5) AdJushed grosK Inlolne tif residents of Alaska nul Ilawali reported

oil Indlviual ret urns ------------------------------------------ . 8
(i) J).duetllons. for jiit't1 o l ratig loss varr3over and depletion ----------- -. 4

Total --------------------------------------------------------- 8.0
.source: H'IlI, July 1955, St, 1952, and Joseph Pechman's worksheets.

A Id t I is ii I it tIer of COI Ivll I )e((tuse it leaIs to continIi taxpayer
iritation and tlil iii te disreslpl'ct for (lie iicoilte tax whose success
hleientls It ig igh staIdarid of report inllt by 11iost lixplyers. If some
kinds of ino'(ine recipients are less str,,ntl.-ly subject to taxation than
others, pre.-slrt's MTre euigenldered that l end to lower the efficiency with
whlit Iltist ta Xpayers police tIelselves. Soen' taxpayers, because of
tle part icithi soti',es oti which t heir income derives, are in a better
position to pily the gatlle of tax evasiozl 1ha1n others. A game not
o1e)4 equal ly l'o Ill i,; t fair, and tlere exists tli Strong Iossibility theax pavers nmay seek iiCretsingly to set fit(. rules Iore to their Iking
,o they I Call phiy under Imore fit vorlible Conid iols.7

:,. TilD IIFFEIIENTII, ('ME INI(t; OF VAltlOUS TYPES OF iN('OME

In t is sect ion we/w.sent est intates for 1952 of the degree to which
]lflh'titltt. s oill'Ces of ilt(o(e slowed Ul.) OII tix ret urlns. It, cannot be
tilplisiletd too strongly that these 'stimates should be ilnterl)reted
very ivatiiosly. It is not our ititeltilon to claim great, llmerical aC-
Viu'itcy for tlheti" ; id t heV oire indient ive, tid something can be learned
froln'lahenl. Witlelver a ligalre is given for lhe per'entago of what
should have been reported (hat was reported it should bi1 recalled
that this, result is coltlpou ded both of underreporting and statistical
error. 'IThe latter could be forgotten if it were tlhe s anie for each type
of inctome, but of coill'se, it is not. Nonetheless, the (literelces among
income tvpes 1hat will show it) are so real that they warrant the con-
clusion that ittnderreportilig of these sotirces of incomes varies greatly.
Coverage es. ilniat es will !m nade for wages an(d salaries, dividends, in-
terest, and ett relutneurial innt(oie. For these involne sourt'ces we coin-
pare what actua Vly did show up oIl tax returns with what should have
een reported thereoli.4 (In tlese calculations no allowance is made

for statistical error and only a rough and im perfect adjustment for the
income of nonftilei's.) The i'oCedures used for the estimates discussed

Note that these remarks and the estimates to be presented below deal with only one
aspect of the problem of the degree of underreporting of particular types of income. There
Is a related matter that will not be discussed here that gives rise to the same kind of
discontent. Persons In some kinds of occupations and business ownership status can more
easily convert personal expenses to business expenses, and, while really as well off as other
taxpayers, they will have a lower tax liability.

SOf the countrywide totals with which we start the derivation of what should have been
reported, the wages and salaries figure and the dividend estimates are probably the most
reliable, entrepreneurial income the least accurate (except for the Income of the farm
sector, which Is deemed fairly precioely determined) with the reliability of the Interest
estimate somewhere In between. (See p. 68 of the 1954 National Income Supplement to
the Survey of Current Buslness.)
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in this sectioi are based largely on those developed by Selma Gold-smith.0

By far the major portion of income arises as wages and salaries.
As regards this source the opportunities for underreporting are at a
minimum, since the tax is withheld at source for most wage eaniers.
For 1952 we estimate that about $t83 billion of wages and salaries
should have shown up on tax returns, while from the returns filed we
can account for about 95 percent of this total. So 95 percent of what
should have been reported actually did show up. This is the same
degree of coverage that Selma Goldsmith found for 3 earlier years,
1944-46.10 As we shall see, this is a noticeably higher coverage ratio
than for any other type of income.

Dividends, to a greater extent than any other source of income (ex-
cept capital gains), flow to those with higher incomes. Yet the pro-
portion of dividends that shows up on tax returns is lower than for
wages and salaries. From the calculations detailed in the appen(lix,
we found that only 87 percent of the dividends that should have
shown ip on tax returns actually did. Sonic 13 percent, over $1
billion, eluded the tax mill. It is interesting to compare this figure
with a similar type of estimate made for an earlier year. For 1941,
when exemptions were higher and only half as many returns as in
1952 were filed, Richard B. Goode found that only 6 percent of per-
sonal (livi(lend(s could not be accounted for." It is hard to escape the
conclusion that individuals' propensity to report dividends suffered a
decline starting with the high tax rates instituted during the war.
Very rough computations suggest that the decline in the degree to
which dividends were reported commenced in 1942, the reported per-
centage reached a low in 1943 and 19 14 and then started to rise again,
but by 1952 it was still well below its 1941 level.

Turning to the monetary interest receipts of individuals we find a
strikingly lower degree of reporting. Our estimate for 195. is that
only 39 percent of what should have been reported on tax returns
actually showed up thereon. In this respect, interest shows a lower
degree of reporting than any of the other specific sources of income that
are investigated in this paper (with the possible exception of farm
income which is discussed below). We estimated the amount of inter-
est that should be reported on tax returns at $5.7 million, the amount
that showed up as $.2 billion; the gap as $3.5 billion. Apparently
the fact that much of personal interest takes the form of small pay-
nents (or just bookkeeping entries its in the case of savings bank
deposits) from a variety of sources lelps to explain the difference in
the degree of reporting between dividends and interest. Another
factor is that interest receipts to a much greater extent than dividends
flow to lower-income stock holders whose record keel)ing is ineagOer and
who are less apprehensive about the possibility that their returns may
be audited.

The Bureau of Internal Revenue Audit Control Survey discovered
about half a million returns with dividend errors and close to 2 mil-

t Selma F. Goldsmith Appraisal of Basic Data for Constructing Income Site DIstribu.
lions, pt. VI of Studies In Income and Wealth, vol. 13 (NDE. 1951). Her estimates, which
cover 1944. 1945, and 194, are In a number of respects more refined and accurate than
ours, An outline of the meihods used In getting our estimates appears In the appendix.

s Ibid., p 802.
I Richard B. Goode, The Corporatiou Income Tax (John Wiley & Sons, Inc., New York.

1951), p. 236.
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lion returns with interest errors for 1948.2 Reflecting the differences
in the distribution of these two types of income among income classes,
interest errors were concentrated to a much greater degree in the lower
income classes.

TAnLE 3.-Dividend and interest reporting errors by income class, 1948

Percent of total errors fall.
lg In each classTsaI x er's Income Ia.s

Dividends Interest

Undhr $7,0 .......................................................... 59 2 83 4
$7,0(0 wnd utider $2. , 0) .......................................... 33. 5 15. 2
$25,00) ad under sia,00 .................................................. 0.6 1.4
$100,t00 and over ........................................................... 6 .1

'otl ................................................................. 10.0 1W.0
ile low d(gtre(e of interest reporting in 1952 is not a freak phenome-

lnon. Selnia Goldsmith's estimate of the degree of interest reporting
for 1946 is 37 percent, for examlple, and there is good reason to believe
that it has hovered somewhere between 35 and 40 percent in the last
10 years or so. TIltere3 is it suspicion that tile re )ortlng percentage for
interest, too, declined noticeably after tie ear ly forties, but we can
report this only its a suspicion, not yet having worked through the
earlier data.

So far we have spoken about wages and salaries and two types of
income from I)roperty. Ti1e last inconle type reported ol--entre-
preneurial incole-is really it composite of labor and prol)erty in.
coins.'" Individual I)roprietors and members of partnerships perform
functions whose l)aymellts encompass returns both to labor and cap.
ital. For 1952 we estimate that about $35.1 billion of entrepreneurial
income (income of sole pro)rietors and partners) should have shown
Up oil tax returns, but we were only able to find $24.7 billion reported
thereon. Some $10 billion or so disappeared for tax )ulposes. Only
about 70 percent of what should htave been reported actually was. It
is interesting to note that, the amount of wages and salaries not re-
por'ted was Slightly he.s (about $9.6 billion) than the amount of entre-
lrelne'ial income not reported, yet, wages and salaries totaled more
than live times 1ts uitich as entrel)reneurlal income.

0)ur i, ntrepielleiiritl income reporting percentage for 1952 is not
v di trerent frolil Selnla ('oldsiiith's finding of (;t;. 18, and 71 for
1944. 1945 and 19-16, re.,t tively.14

Within tile category of entrel)reneuriail income there is a significant
dilrerence l)etweell tile tlegree of reporting of farm income and busi-
ness and l)rofessional income. 'lhe data lire not available for inak-

Is U. S. Treasury Department, Btreau of Internal Revenue, The Audit Control Program :
A Summary of Preliminary Results. May 1951, pp. 20-21. These figures Include returns
both with major and minor errors. There were, of course, overreportlng as well as under.
reporting errors, but there are Indications that underreportIng errors exceeded overreport-
lo errors by at least 10 to 1.

n We did not round out the traditional trilogy of property Incomes by an estimate for
rents and roialtles, lIecazzie this category could Ie estimated, at Ibest, with a decidedly lower
order of accuracy than the other Income sources. There are a number of conceptual dIM-
cultles: the data are bard to come by and subject to wide ranges of error, and there was
a basic uncertainty as to how many persons way have reported rental income as Income
from own business or partnership on tax returns.

G Goldsmith, op. cit., p. 302.
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ing such n breakdown for 1952, Tie nost recent year for which this
could he done is 1947. 1 Tsing Ite same methols employed in the 1952
estimates, we found a reporting percentage for all entrepreneurial
income of about 00. F or the farn-incomne conilmnent, whoever, the
relporting percentage Wits only 3l8.5 percent. Slightly less thia $6
million o fl W)e $ billion that should have been reported appeared on
tax returns. The rest of entrejprenenlrial incolile-business an1(1 pro.
fessional income-was characterized by a much liighor reportinf per-
eenage. About $19.5 million should have been relrtcd, wile a
little over $1, billion showed ill). leading to a reporting per'elltag
of 87.5. 'lhesle valie are very close to Selli (oldsilhiti hs tihdings
for 1945.'' While nothlling can' be sild with certainty about the trend
since 197, it is likely that these differentials still exist. 0

In table 4 we sumnlarize the resillts of our investigate ion of the var-
iols income typvs. It is worth injecting the coalition lice Illor that
these figures are inipeise. But they ire sublantiall yOlTe't, and
there call le little doubt that the de,,ree to which the Vill'iols sources
of income show ip on tax returns varies signiticuntly wit l the type of
illenlle.

TAir.r. 4

l'errnt of
total hw1o"If

Ansount not froi OhLon
Source of icotte (1cit 2) 0C 4e1.i- l off Sourc tint

tali reiturns reotte o n
tax returns

Waje,'And Soll"rit ..................... ................ .i ,lvIrt~b.................................................. I.1 I 1
Inle"t . . ....... .... ... ....... ... . 1.8 At4
Eintppri l Income ..................................... .10.4 V

II. Fluit ToTAL Atwus n Gross INCOME. TO TIM ' X AIIRE'

1. NATURE OF TI, "GAP" BETWFXN' ADIUSTED GROSS INCOME AND TAX BA88

In recent years two magnitudes have stood between total adjusted
gross income and the tax base. These tire the pelnal expense edlo-
tions and the personal exemptions. Tiho deductions cover specific
items of expenditures for iOltSile1s purlmpos, stich is )hilanthropic
contributions, interest paid, State andlocal p)ersonl taxes, and medi-
cal exlnses. The exemptions have since 1948 consisted of a $000
allowance for the taxpayer and his dependents, pus an additional $600
in caso the taxpayer or his spouse have passed their 65th birthday,
and an additional $00 in case either is blind. Had it not been for

9 Ibid.,p. 802. She got 86 percent for fam income and 87 percent for nonfarm en.
treprenenrial income.For wages and ularies, dil dends, and Interest. our estimates Incorporate a rough
adjustment for those income recipients whose AOl was below $600 ($500 In 1947) and
who were. therefore, not legally required to file. (No such adjustment appeared necessary
for entrepreneurial income in 1952.) But we do not do anything about the possibility that
many persons with Incomes abore $600 did not file returns, even though legally required to
do so, because their exemptions and deductions were high enough so they did not Incur any
tax liability. It might be argued that for farm Income particularly this would account
for a o portion of the so-called underreporting. But this does not appear to be the
cae. For 1947 on liberal anumptions as to the returns falling in this category, the tarm
Income reporting percent would have risen only silghtly-from 88.5 to 4 percent.

V Much of the materialu this section Is taken from a study of personal expense deduc-
tions in the Income tax, which the author Is currently conducUng at the National Bureau
of Mkeonmle Research.
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these two types of reductions, adjusted gross income would, in effect,
have constituted the tax base,"

III table I We show how, by the subtraction of deductions and exemp-
tions, the tax base is derived, from the adjusted gross income reported
oil taxable returns, andi we estimate how adjusted gross income not re-
porited onl taxable returns was removed from the tax base due to de-
duel ions, exempt ions, finl a certain amount of leakage. 'T'he estimates
covering adjusted gross income not reported on taxable returns are,very fegh and are intended primarily to give us a complete picture
of the relative importance of personal deductions and exemptions in
removing ilolme from the base. The table shows quite strikingly
that we would not have obtained a true picture of the movement in
the imlportancle of tile exemptions if we had confined our attention to
the inicolne of taxpayers only (for whom our information is so much
more rliabho than o thae re-st). For, remarkably enough, the ratio

f tho lo ll to iluiiunl of exemptions elhtiled on taxalet returns to t he
tt hl of i illcoe on the. irt urns has remain ed roughly one-third be-
teet I-I I) ti t1 ;5, ' Wlleit we look Ill. the ligitres for tile aggregate
adjIusted gross illcolile we find tIhalt -iroal exelipt 10115 remnovetd sonnp-
lhing likt hwo-thirds of this from the tax bltse in the years that we

s1, i'ted fort lite re-World War I I period and sonewhlt over one-third
ill bln tiost eeitt yeats fOr' which there ar, (ht0a. In contrast to this
dh,.li,,, ill fll, importInce of l)e,'nia exemptions, the personal deduc-
t los llve i'isi rebIt ive to illconle froinl about ; l)ertcetet in 1918 to 11.2
I-'rett in 1952.:''

is lly twt base i here meant the amount of Income to which any of the rates constituting
the Individual itione init were applied in computlngtax liability. Our tax base concept
Is 1I11s n broad and synthetic one. Any income to which either the normal tax, surtax, or
capital gains tix aiplihs lIas been ineiP41.

I'lie reason for this, and any Inferences to be drawn from It, lie outside the Scope ot
this paper. Sotltee it to note briefly that a Itosible renon for the constancy of the above
ratio ite'r tino. evmn though the level of Income and exemptions have changed drastically
during lhe peril eaniltio,,, niay tie found in a certain amount of regularity In the taxpaer
dilstribulh of Incone over the range In which the Inconie tax tins been opterative since its
inception, Thin IN to say that when we slie off all Incomes below a given level, we find
that for Incomnes lhat remain tile value of income below the cutoff level Is a fairly
shlle ropotirl ion of the total of Incoules above the citoff level, no matter what the cutoff
Ilntit trtvihd it It sot below lhe inotde of the listributilon of tnxiasiir Income. The facttlhit tie nlio of personal exilttionlts of taxpayers have ehangetl little oter time, well
ePirtesed nc a pterceti of their income, leads to the tentative econcluslon that the U.nlted
States Income tax has, with the probable exception of the World War It years, been opera.tive either at or above tle motle of the distribution of taxpayer income. The reasons for
this are set forth In alt article by Willlni Vickrey, Some Limits to the iootme Elasticityof lntottu Tax Yields, l et low of Eeotnotitca And Stalltles, May 1949, p. 140 ff.

Following %'ickre) one step further, the above flandling furnishes us with Information
conernilni the itiotllie elasticity of flip tax base as a whole, which In turn leads us to the
buill-l th ihlilly oif tile tax. The income elastleily of the tax hasp has been fairly con.
sistently in the nelglhborhol of 1.5 to 1,6. For recent years thliA may be taken as equiva.

lent to th Income elallelty of thp tax, for as Plechimitn found the average rate of tax with
respect to the tax htas- has remained virtually unhaned for lhe lalst 8 years (see his
Y lelti of lhe Inlivdhni Income Tax During a iecession, I"atlonal Tax Journal. ,Marth 19154,
It. II). Mtiltll.%hIng tie Incole elasticity of the tax by the ratio of Income.tax fleld tototal motey income of Intlitiitalas In 1951 (25,447 divided by 213,.387 equals 0.10,) glves
tisa , llt-ln flexibility coetteltit of about 0.16 to 0.17 for 1951 with respuet to money
Income of IndvIhlials. This computation is based on the assumption that thi Incomes of
taxpa era fluctuate by the sali relative amounts aps the aggregate. It should be noted
that he estitto of built.in flexibility that we obtain is almost the same as I'ehman
obtains by a difl'erent method In the article referred to atime.

3To get these figures, we had to add to the amount of exemptions and deductions re.ported on taxable returns, the amount of estimated exemptions and deductions for adjusted
gross Income whose recipients were not taxable. Ideally, the latter would merely have
had to he dlvided between deductions and exemptions. However, an has been shown above
a consilerable amount of Income Is lost ote to underreportIng or statistical error. Our
Information on this Is of course extremely scant as we go back In time. For 1947 we
found It to amount to somewhat over 10 percent, which is close to the 1952 flure. No
figure for earlier years was available to us. We therefore proceeded on the assumption
that the leakage amountedl to 10 percent In the 8 years examined. The adjusted gross
Income still unaccounted for was then divided between deductions and exemptions In the
same proportions as these two allowances constituted of the combined total reported on
nontaxable returns In each year.
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Amounts In millons of

i ot l9~ i l92 1~93

1. 'Fe al adjusted gross in cm e I . .. ........ ..............-- .- ........................... 49.99 . 7 74.557 &. 714
2M. Inus: Adjusted gross income on taxable returns 2 ----------.------------------------ 1, MM 19, 474 22. 77v 17. S4
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(d ) E arF ed Incom e cred it on taxable retu rns .......... .- --------- 946 -
(e) Equals: Tax base -----------------.-------------------------- ..................-- 12 I! 145 i4. 14 1.541

3. Equals: Adjusted gross income of nontaxable 1ndIt Iduals and kage ...........------ 34.77.6 49, 1 SL.,'S; 4,.t 44
(a As-imed leakage (10 percent of line 1 ---....................................... 5011 6494 * ------------- 6.372
(b A d justed gross Incom e of non taxa b le Ind Idu als .-------------------------------- 29 o 77- ; i 42 ............ 3!5 + 12
(c) Personal deductions -----------------------------------------------------------. .635 t 5. .. . 2..544
(d) Personal exem options ------------------------------------------------------------ U 141 I 37.324 .- ... -------- . 4M
(e) Earned Income credit ------------------------------------------------------------ --....................... + 3, - - -. 165

Perent

4. Adjusted groms Income on taxabb- returns removed from tax base due to-
(a) Personal deductions (line 2t line 2) ---------------------------.---------- 17 10.7 1) 2 1 00
(6) Per onalexemptions (lne 2P -ltne 2 . . ..-------------------------------------- 37.9i 3-1 27.5 36.8

5. Total adjusted gross income removed from tx base due to-
(a) Personldeductions (lines (2a+3co.+llne 1).- --------------------------------- 13--------- f
(b) Personal exem ptions (lines (2c+3d) + I ne 1) ---------------------------------- 47. S 8. 4 -....... 1143 11

6. Tax base as a percent of total adjusted gross income (line 21-line 14 ----------- - 16.2 16 13.

I F.stizate% of total wjted41 gross lncozre t- blnntnx with 1929 are Comr.ree rpa.t-
Mnt Personal intcoi e flsurt-4 alut-teti for differevcs- in concept as 4how n in tables I anwi
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These figures reveal two important features in the development of
the modern income tax. First, they show how surprisingly large is
the amount of income that is eliiinated front tile tax base by statute
even within the aggregate that is conceptually designated as the tax
base (as op posed to iitconle types that lie conceptually outside the
tax base an( are hence not included in adjusted gross income). it
amounted to about 46 percent in 1952. While this is considerably
1less than our 1939 estimate of 72 percent, it also meais that, after
taking account of leakage, we are left with only 44 percent of total
adjusted gross income in the actual tax base. ''he second feature
worth noting is the change in the composition of the amount of ad-
justed gross income eliminated front the tax base. It is less than for-
merly related to family size, that is population, and more to certain
type; of personal expenses and even size of income due to the propor-
tional character of the optional standard deduction up to $10,000
of income. The personal exemptions, at one time 10 times as large in
total dollar value as the deductions are now merely 3 times as large.

2. SIZE OF tOAP"1 IN TERMS OF TAX LIABILITY

Perhaps the most relevant method of appraising the importance
of the personal deduct ions and exemptions would be to examine their
effect on the tax liability itself. Tie quantitative relationships be-tween deductions and exemptions when thus viewed are not quite
the same as when compared in terms of their original dollar amounts.
'his is due to their. different distribution among income groups who

are subject to varying marginal tax rates. Table 2 shows the 1951
distribution of deductions and exemptions by adj listed gross income
groups as reported on taxable returns. Two-ihirds of the exemptions
arI claimed oil return with less than $5,000 of adjusted gross income,
bmt only one-half of the deductions fall into that income range. Be-
ginning with the $20,000-$25,000 income level, the deductions exceed
in absolute amount, the exemption even though for all returns they
are only a little over one-third their size. The exemptions vary,
mIaturally, only from $60o to a few thousand dollars per return.
und they therefore tend to decline relatively to adjusted gross income
except ?or a small range at the bottom of the income scale. The de-
ductions vary on an average from about $70 per return at the bottom
to over $1 million at the top. Their distribution, as is seen in table 2,
closely parallels that of income.

To'show the effect of deductions and exemptions on tax liabilities
we constructed four tax base variants on the basis of 1951 taxable re-
turns. The first, corespond, to the actual 1951 tax base, with both
deductions and exemptions allowed; thIe second omits all deductions
but allows personal exemptions; the third omits the exemptions but
allows deductions; and the fourth allows neither exemptions nor
deductions, which means in effect that adjusted gross income was used
as the tax base. It should be understood at the outset that these
computations are merely expository, intended to isolate the effect of
deductions and exemptions on the amount and distribution of tax
liabilities, and do not amount, to a proposal to abolish one or the other.

The results of these computations are shown in table 3. The tax
liabilities with the current (1951) tax base are shown in column 2. In
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the adjoining column they are shown with personal deductions elimi-
nated. While the total of liabilities for the taxable return group is
thereby raised from $24.2 to $,1).9 billions, their distribution by income
groups is shifted slightly downward, 'he share of those reporting
less than $5,t)0 rises from 313.6 to 35.1 percent,, and the share (if those
reporting incomes of $5,000 and over falls from 1.4 to 64.9 percent of
the total. This may appear somewhat paradoxical in view of the facts
that the deductions are a fairly stable percent of adjusted gross
income throughout the inconme'scale, and that thiey are subject to a
progressive rate structure. The explanation is found ill the (ilium-
salnce that, due to the concurrent ' xistence of per capital exemptions,
the deductions are a much larger percent, of the present tAx base in
the low-income grups than they are further op. vlence the omision
of the deduct ionis would raise 1le taxuble net in one o f the low-bracket
taxpayers more drastically than that of those with relatively high
inconimes. The "true" effect of the deductions o?. the distribution of
the tax liability can only be sleel when we start out with a tax base
from which the exemptions have already been eliminated (col. 4), and
then move to a base that omits both exemptions and deductions, that
is, adjusted gross income itself (col. 5). W ith the omission of personal
expense deductions the increase in tax liabilities is now ciompanied
by a slight upward shift in the distribution of liabilities. h'le share
of the group with incomes of $5,000 and over rises from 55.5 to .56.0
percent. Thus we find that with 11)51 incomes and tax rates the elimi-
nation of the deductions by themselves would increase the share in the
total tax liability of (te $5,000 and under group. But if we compare
the distribution of tax liabilities with and without deductions prior
to the allowance of personal exemptions, the removal of the deduc.
tions has a. slightly opposite effect.

TADL 2.-Personal deductions and exemptions claimetfd on taxable returns by
adjusted gross income groups, 1951'

Adjusted gross Income Personsl exemptions Personal dductIons
Atijuste gross Inconit

OIn tltro, unds) Amount rftnt Amount percent o nt percent
(in thou. ol -a (in thou. Pere nt h u.$lid$) O t ai sands) of total so ds t o fu. ta

ds) et total

oto$2 .................. $10,2.'533 .60 C, 390,733 8.78 $1,178,912 8.26
$2to$3 ................. 20,1 t,15 10.97 9,292.404 15 14 2,396,39 10 70
3 to $3 ............ 61,93,063 33.81 2 , 734, 279 43.6 7 17,274 34 43

$3 to$10 ............ 5. M8, 698 30.47 16, 783, AM 27,34 , 19,459 32, 14
$10 to 125............. 18,449, 620 10.07 2,521 490 4.12 2,130,85 951
W to $30............. 8,207,317 4.48 494,S11 .81 806,1 3 60
Smto$100 ............. 4,3S0,312 2.46 133.741 .22 4,165 205
$100 to 00 ............. 3, 228,3 1.76 37,436 .06 408,731 1.82
$0 ad over ........... 604,334 .38 1,161 () 104.236 .47

TOW ........... 183.24030 . 0,, 1oo.oo I i,40,6 100.00

Ilees than 0.01 Iernt.
DA were adjusted to exclude returns % Ith seltfonployment tax liabilty only.
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TAbEim 8.-Ta liability eiihnaled front 1951 distribution of Inome reported on
(fixable return# with varying tao base assumptions, by adjusted gross acrome
groups

'Tax liability oomputed with 1951Adliusted,-l
3ro, Ircome ..... .. .. .

AJllusted gross Ineotne groul (In thou. Exemnptlons ENemf lone DeitetloNo dad uo
(tnthouwsaul) amids) aid dtldue- o ly only Ions or

tly n exemptions

(i) (2) (3) (4) (6)

f^q than $2 .............. 410. 2M, 63 $71,919 $1.016, * 159 St.W, 425 $2,091 I24
$1fo$.3 ...................... .0,10, IU) I. 7A. 62V 2,212,916 3, fG , 6 A 4,147,687
$3 to6. .. ..... , (At 68, f,Z, 7,262,.0 IlI, l,313 12i,4,sW

M. 3,9.M k 6617, it K,CAI 10, 2VS6 3M 11,985, 59
$101oS25 ................ .18.449.520 3,321.41 3,906., 67 4,0,2,71 1 4,749,20
$25 to 11' ... .............. . 8, 207.317 2,2 02 , 973 2.699,434 , 30, 707 , 943, M4

1 to 11(1 ................. 4, t0, 312 I, 7r D; .9 2.I07, 4,5 1. K52. 8 2.154,015
$100 to PA 00................... 3, 7b643 1, W .277 J l, 9i4,060 1, 6,, 10 I, 9 0.
50 and over ........ ........ 4, 331 416, 38 60, 731 421,370 8, 213

Tota . .................. 183 ,,0 7, 40, 71- 41,439,277

l'ercent of total

0to$2 ......................... 560 3 It 3 37 4 94 4.82
$21o$3 ......................... 10 9 7 11 7.41 970 955

23 to . 3 41 24 31 29 K5 2962
11ato 10 .............. .. . 30 47 27.36 27 45 27.46 27.59
I0 to $25 .............. . .... 0407 13 73 1328 1081 1093
25 to $0 ................... 4 4% 9 904 076 078
iJ to It00 ..... ....... .... . ... 246 731 69V2 494 4.96

SiO U SU0 ..................... 1 70 6 74 6 64 4 42 4.6b
a400nd over .................... . 38 1.72 1. 69 1.12 1.17

Tot ...................... 100 00 100.0 0 10000 10000 100.00

In table 4 the pattern of average effective rates (tax liability divided
by adjusted gross income) that resulted with each of the four tax-
base variants is shown. The effective rate schedviles for the two
variants that allow either exemptions or deductions, but not both,
ditrer markedly (cols. 2 and 3). For the variant that allows only
exemptions the rates in the lower half of the income scale are close
to the current-tax-base rates, and in the upper part they approach the
rates that would result with the adjusted gross income base. If
exemptions are omitted and only deductions allowed we obtain the
opposite effective rate pattern; at the bottom it is similar to that of
the adjusted gross income base and at the top it resembles the current
base pattern. The two schedules cross slightly below the $25,000
level. The most striking difference between deductions and exemp-
tions is their effect on the progression of effective rates. When deduc-
tions alone are eliminated, the ratio of tax to income rises from 10
percent in the lowest income group to 73 percent at the top. When
exceptions are disallowed it rises only from 18 percent to 61 percent.
Without personal exemptions the ratio of tax to income shows hardly
any increase for the income group up to $10,000, an indication of the
extent to which the exemptions are at present responsible for effective
rate progression among the great majority of taxpayers.

The overall effect on the tax liability of removing either the deduc-
tions or exemptions, or both, is estimated in table 5. As we enlarge
the tax base in this manner the number of taxable returns increases,
and hence also the aggregate amount of adjusted gross income reported
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on taxable returns.- We assumed in our computations that all of
the adjusted gross income not reported on taxable returns due to
deductions and exemptions (see table 1) would have been taxable
at the lowest bracket rate in the absence of these allowances.-2 The
resulting estimates show a reduction of the total tax liability due to
the combined effect of deductions and exemptions from $48 billion
to $24.2 billion, a decrease of almost 50 percent. If there had been
no deductions and only exemptions permitted, the total liability would
have been approximately $30.3 billion, a loss of $17.7 billion or 37
perteilt. The deductions by themselves accounted for the lowering of
liabilities by $6.4 billion, or 13 percent. Viewed in this manner, we
may say that the exemptions were about 2.77 times as important as
the deductions, given the 1951 rates.

TAmLs 4.--Estimated 1951 tat liability as percent of adjusted gross income, with
atd without allowances of personal deductions reported on taxable returns,
by adjusted gross income groups

Effective tax rate with-

Adjusted gross income groups Exemptions Exeptions Deductions Nodeduc.
deduc ~ y 01tions orY fi)

deductions o only exemptions
(1) (2) (3) (4)

0 to S2000 ...................................... 7.33 9.81 1.05 20.40
$2,0oo to 3,000 ................................ & 66 11.01 M&08 20. 63
$3 W0 to $3,000 ................................. 9.14 11.72 1.0 20. 77
$.5.000 to $1 ),000............................... 11.85 14.68 1M 44 21.46
$10,0 to $2,000 ............................ . 1.00 21.50 21.97 2. 74
$323,00 to 0..0 .............. 2S.01 32.89 30 F4 35 87

0,00 *to$0,000........... ........... 39.32 45. 94 41.17 47. b6
$100,000 to $,000 .......................... 50.49 60.52 51.37 61.64
$600,000 and over ............................... 59. 97 72.65 60.69 73.19

Total ................................... 13.20 16.30 20. 40 23.71

Source: Table 3.

Once more, the alternative way of viewing the revenue importance
of these allowances is to start out with the existing tax base and liabil-
ities and show the increases in tax liabilities that would result from
including one or the other in the tax base. Here the absolute amounts
involved, as well as the relationships, are somewhat different since in
this case deductions, for instance, are eliminated while exemptions
remain whereas in the estimates of revenue decrease .the deductions
were allowed in the absence of exemption allowances. The first meas-
ure shows the relative importance of the allowances in cutting down
the tax base and hence tax liability. The second measure shows what
increases in tax liability we can obtain if one or the other were omitted.
If deductions are omitted, bearing in mind 1951 incomes and rates, the
increase in liabilities is $6.1 billions, or 25 percent. If the exemptions
are left out, we get an increase of $17.4 billion, or 72 percent, which is
2.85 times as much as that from deductions.

f This was not taken Into account In tables 3 and 4 since our data for Income not re-
ported on taxable returns are too sketchy to be distributed b Income groups. Tables 3
and 4 thus show only the redistribution and Increase of tax liability that takes place within
the adjusted gross Income aggregate reported on taxable returns In 19p1i

21This undoubtedly true for all but a very small amount of te Intome not reported
on taxable returns except, of course, the amount that was not reported due to error or
evasion, which was not included in theestimates of table 5.
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It may to some appear more relevant to show by how much individ-
ual income tax rates could be cut, rather than how much more revenue
could be obtained at existing tax rates, if the tax base were not reduced
by personal deductions and exemptions. This way of viewing the
change has considerable merit since one may argue that rates would
not have been raised to their current level to begin with, had it not
been for the type of tax base in existence. Thus, if we desire, to hold
the tax liabilities approximately constant, the increase in the tax base
from $99.4 billions to $124 billions (see table 1) resulting from remov-
ing the deductions would have permitted an overall rate reduction of
about 20 percent in 1951.23 The countrywide average rate of tax (tax
liability divided by tax base) would have been 109.5 instead of 24.3
percent.

TABLE 5.-Estirnated total tax liability obtained ivith 4 tax baae variant#, 1951

Tax liability on income
Tax base variants Reported on Not reported Total

taxable re- on taxable
turns I returns I

(1) (2) (3)

!. No deductions and exemptions (AOl) ..................... 43. 439 4,579 48.018
2. Deductions only .......................................... 37,491 4,133 41,624
3. Exemptions only .......................................... 29,872 446 30,318
4. Exemptions and deductions ......................... 24,190 .............. 24, 10

Decrease In total liability (starting from AU! base)
due to-

5. Personal deductions: line (1)-(2) .................................................... 6,391
Line (6)+(1), percent ................................. .............. .............. 13 32

6. l'ersonal exemptions- line (l)-(3) ......................... .............. .............. 17,700
Line (6)+(I), percent ...... ....... ............. .............. .............. 36 86

7. Deductions and exemptions: line (1)-(4) ............................................. 23. 828
Line (7) + (1), percent ........................................................... 49.62
Increase In total liability (starting from current tax

base) due to-
&. Personal deductions: line (3)-(4) ........................ ............................ 6,128

Line (9)+ (4), percent ............................................................ 25 33
9. Personal exe ptlions line (2)-(4) ......................... ............. .............. 17.434

Line (9)+ (4), percent ............................... .............. .............. 72 07
10. Deductions and exemptpIons: line (1)- (4) .................. .............. 23, 828

Line (10) + (4), percent ............................................... 9.s50

'See table 3.
I Obtained by applying lowest bracket rate to figures In line 3 b, c, and d of table I.

3. BREAKDOWN OF PERSONAL DEDUOTIONS BY TTE AND INCOME GROUPS

While it may have been proper to treat the personal exemptions
in the aggregate, as was done in the preceding discussion, the same
is much less defensible in the case of the personal deductions. The
latter differ, of course, quite significantly as to the type of outlay
they cover, the intent with which they vere enacted, and-most
importantly-in the way in which they affect different taxpayers.
The overall quantitative relationships within the personal deduc-
tions total for the years 1944-52 are presented in table 6. We have
chosen 1944 because that was the year in which the current system
of optional standard deductions on a large scale was introduced
into the income tax framework. In the latest year for which we
have data, we find that of the total of $'25 billion reported on taxable

bThia wax obtained by dividing the total of line (4) by that of line (3) In table 5 and

taking the complement thereof. Thus, -11- .n_ 202
73834-56-22
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returns, somewhat over one-half were taken in itemized form and
the rest via the standard deduction. There has thus been a consider-
able shift away from standard deductions, and hence a return to the
itemized form, since 1944. In that year 63 percent compared to the
most recent 49 percent, were taken in the simplified form.

TAxJz 6.-Personal expense deductions, by major types, claimed on taxable
individual returns, 1944-52

tM11llons of dollars)

Contrlbu. Taxes Interest Casualty Medical Miscel. Standard Adjusted
lions p plId losse expeaso Igneous deduo. To gross" ' . .... lions Ineeree

1944. 1,35 1,135 688 149 721 65 7, 53 12,477 114,76
1948. 1,424 1,205 674 !1q 86 g9 7,873 13.131 117,m6
1946. I,5W 1,247 6M ll Wo6 1,10 7.458 13.169 118,050
1947. 1,875 1,624 848 19 1,156 1,517 8,641 1,651 138,302
1948. 1,756 1,479 892 179 1,040 1,601 9,545 16,402 148,087
1949. 1,897 3,789 1,097 171 1,170 1,610 9,082 16.816 138M6
195. 2.129 2044 1.360 248 1.2O 1.881 10,13.5 19.057 188,64
195t3..... ) (1) (1) (1) (1) (1) 11,54 28,398 1 0244
1962.8 .991 3,023 2,093 296 18 2,383 12,232 24,886 198,508

Percent of adjusted gross Income

1944 ....... . 0.9 0.60 0.13 063 0. 6 6.87 ..........
1945 ....... 1.21 1.02 . A7 .11 . . 6.70 11.17.14 ....... 1.32 1.06 .58 .2 .77 .00 32 1 ..........
1947 ...... 1.39 1.13 .62 .14 .8M 1 .32 6.31 11. 7 ..........1948 ....... 1.4 104 .63 .13 .73 1 .n 11.61 .........
194 ...... 1.37 1.29 .79 .12 .84 1.6 14 .........
19.0 1.34 1.29 .80 .1 .7u 1.19 6.39 1102 ..........195 ............ .............'......... 4 . ....... 6.90 12.22......
19" ... 1.81 1.8 1.05 &1 194 1.0 8.8 114

Percent of total deductions

1944 ....... 9.90 9.30 81 1. 1 &78 . 33 63.18 100. 00
1945 ....... 10.84 9.18 .13 .97 &.37 7.65 9.96 100.00 .
I ....... 11.84 9.47 & 20 1.04 68 8.96 K ,61 100,0D ........
1947... 11.8 9.74 8.40 1.2 7.39 98 5 4.57 100.00 ..........
1948 ....... M65 &97 &41 1.09 6.31 9.71 57.88 I10000 ..........
1949 ....... 11.28 10.64 6.52 1,02 6.96 9.57 i54.01 100.0 ..........
190 ....... it7 it 10,73 714 1.30 8.81 .87 a .18 100 ..........
151........... .......... .......................... 8.56 100.00.
19a .. 1.0 7.5. 9.88 49.15 10 ..........

'Not avaIkble

Of the $12.8 billion of itemized personal deductions claimed in
1952, $3 billion were for philanthropic contributions, another $3 bil-
lion for State and local taxes, and $2.1 billion for interest payments,
while only $1.9 billion were taken for medical expenses. Until 1950,
the claims for medical expenses exceeded those for interest paid. But
the postwar upsurge in consumer debt, interest rates and home owner-
ship caused interest deductions to grow more rapidly than any of
the other deductible items. This, of cour e, does not explain why
the level of interest-paid deductions has been so close to that for
medical expenses deducted, for the countrywide aggregate of medical
expenses of the deductible type has always been much larger than
that for personal interest. As late as 1952 the medical expense
aggregate was over twice as large as the interest aggregate (see table
7f, and yet the latter exceeded the former on tax returns. The ex-
planation lies, of course, in large part in the circumstance that in-
terest payments are deductible without limits as to amount whereas
medical expenses are subject to both a minilnum, which is excluded,
and a maximum that cannot be exceedP.



TAuttL 7.-Estimated aggregate philanthropic contributions, interest payments, and medical expenses of tndividuals in t d#fdudcbe erugorree
compared to amounts deducted on taxable returns, 1944-52

[Anouns In billionsj

Philanthr.opic ontribotlon Interest Pild Medical expense

On taxable returns on taxable returns On taxable returns EsUmted
Totew TototToalTOW . Total I Total a medical (10) +(7)

Amount Amount Amount expense of
deducted (2)+(3) deducted deducted ( l8)mants

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (5) (9) (to) (11)

1 99. --------------------------------. 2.5 1.2 0.4 13 0.7 0.53 4.7 0.7 0.15 1.2 0.25
1945--5 -----------------------------.. 2.8 1.4 .61 L 3 .7 .52 5.0 .A .17 1.3 .25194 8 .................................... 3.0 1.6 .33 1.6 .7 .413 .1 .9 .15 15 .24
1947 ....................... ---------------- &0 .9 .62 20 .8 .42 8 1 2 .17 1.9 .28
194 .................. ......... 3.4 1.9 .52 2.9 .9 .36 7.4 1.0 .14 1. .26
1950 --------------.............. .. & 2 1 .57 &.5 1.4 .39 .3 1.3 .13 2.1 .251916 .................................... . .4.0 A ---.- 4.0 8. ---) .
12-----.................................. )4.3 ..0 4.0 2.1 . . 9.4 L9 . 33 . .

I.stated as foflo-s: For years prior to 1944 tax return data were used to estimate
the aggpeote of philanthrople contribution!. Due to the introduction of enlarged stand.
ard deductions In 1%4 this was not deemed possible for years later than 1944. We. there,
(ore, Wed an unpublished Commerce Department series for ceetaln types of gifts and
bequests an a basis of e-t Imating 194-51 by extrapolating the 1939-4 relationship between
the Commerce ant our own Rertes forward.

2 Vnpublished estimates of Federal P.aerve Board.
ISurvey of Current Business. National Income. 104 edition (supplement), table 30.
# To the figures in column (8) we added 3 percent of the adjusted gross Income of those

eiMhn nuedlca l expewne for t,qure stne th percent exci
over 65 years of age.

S Not available.
0 The $4.3 billion figure Is a p

merce figures described in note I
Nort.-Thc figurm e roun4e

"aI
V

V'

be years 1941-50. For 1162 X speCial SOMAlnt waS 0
Uson did not apply to the medical expense of pers o

,limlnary estlmnae mae without benefit of the Cotn-
above.
4 an do therefore imt reeemrily yield the same ratls.

101rI



TABLE 8.-Personal dedut tions as percent of adjusted gross income, by income groups, 1952 (taxable returns)

I II

Adjusted pro Income group

LeW than $2.00... tos, ... "..............................
,NoM to Ss.O =.................................5.000 to 14.000.

$10.AWo to VO.O . ............................
$M.000 to s O ---...........................
$mo.oo to $1o00...
$100.00 to $ ,.0..."...........................
S800CCWand Gier...... .......

Itemized deductions (percent of adjusted grou income of those Itemizing)

Taxes Interest
paid pa4

(2) (3)

4.7 2.3
44 2.7
4.1 3.5
4.2 3.6
44 26
4.2 1.6
4.0 1.3
4.2 1.6

5 .8
4.2 2.9

Casualtylosses

(4)

0.6

.5

.5.5

.3

.2

.2.1

.4

Medical
expenses

(5)

7.9
6.0
4.1
2.4
1.7
.8
.4
.2. I

2.6 3.3

Miscel.
laneous

(6)

2.8
2.7
3.1
3.7
4.0
2.7
2.6
3.33.0

Philan.
throple

contrthu.
tions

(1)

Tot - -............................... 2

Source: Stattsticsof Incoe. Pt. I. for 19. (preltminary).

6.4
5.4
4.4
3.8
3.7
3.3
3.7
5.810.1

Total
Itemized

(7)

24. 7
21.7
19 8
18.2
16. 7
12 7
12.2
M5.2
17.4

17.6

Standard
deductions
percentt ofadjusted

grossIncome
of those
taking

standard
deductow)

(8)

10 0100
100
10.0
7.8
3.7
1.6
.7

.19.7

Total deductions (per-
cent of total adjusted
gross income)

Including Excluding
mi ce0l- misopl-
lanous laneous

() (10)

11.7 11 3
12.1 11.6
12.7 1L9130 I117
12.1 10 2
M0 5 & 3
11.4 90
14.8 11.6
17.4 14.4

12.5 11.3

CO

0

z0
tP1

t-o

0

03

z
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As table 7 shows, the medical-expense deductions are small when

con pared to the tAal of medical and dental costs eligible for deduc-
tion. In the l)eriod 1944-15) they amounted to a mere 15 percent of
the total. In 1'952 they rose to ne-fifth, primarily because medical
expenses of taxpayers over 6;5 ears of age have been exempted from
the 5-percent exclusion since 1951, if made for the taxpayer or his
spouse. '[he ratios for philanthropic contributions and interest pay-
ments are strikingly higher, and so is that for taxes paid (although our
estimated aggregates for the latter are at the moment still too rough
to be included in the table). If we include 5 percent of the adjusted
gross income of those who were able to claim medical costs (the amount
of the lower exclusion) we find that even then only 35 percent of
nIedical expenses are accounted for. 'IThis, of course, is because many
taxpayers hatve medical expenses not exceeding 5 percent of their
income. As the figures in tables 8 and 9 show, the medical-expense
deductions decline very rapidly relative to the incomes of those who
itemize (or actually claim them). 'The minimum exclusion was evi-
dently set so as to be in close conformity to the average melical-ex-
jienliture )attern of those with incomes Ielow $l),O().; For those
who are not 05 years ol and have inlcolle above that level it is very
difficult to claim medical expenses. This is shown by tile 19)50 ratios
of nedical-cost claimants to all taxpayers (in 1950 the age provision
was not yet in effect, and all other 1950 ratios are practically identical
to those for 1952):

Clailmant aq
Income cliss: prrccnt of total

Iess ta1 $2,000 ---------------------------------------------- 6.0
$2,000 to 8.30M-I) ..............................---------------- 9.2
.f3,(WX) to $5,0) .------------------------------------------------- 13.3

$5,000 to $ --, . . . ..-------------------------------------- 13.5
$10,10) to $2, --Nl) . ..------------------------------------------ 9.9
$25,M) to V)0,4M) ----------------------------------------------- 7.5
$ 50Ot%) to $100,00 -.. ...----------------------------------------- 5. 4
$100,0M0 to $500,00 ------------------------------------------- 3. 2
$500,000 anti over ------------------------------------------------. 7

Total --------------------------------------------------------- 10.8

'lhis, while the minimum exchiion was set ill such a manner as to
make the low-income group the chief beneficiaries of the medical-de-
duction allowance, it is also precisely that same group for whom tlt
standard deduction was designed. A family's medical exl)en has to
be frequently much larger than the median 4 percent before it, Call get
relief in the form of less tax than it would have had to pay ordinarily.
In the extreme case in which a family may have no other deductible
items besides medical expense, the latter vould have to be in excess
of 13 or 14 percent of its income (a-,umillg this to be less than $10,-
0Ot)) before it. would obtain any real relief under the present
arrangement.

From the data availaide to us it is veiry hard to draw meaningful
(n)lhlIsiOlis as to trends over time1 a1id oil variations between in.
come groups. This is largely because the existence of the optional
standard deductions raises to; much interference in )oth cases. It is,
however, worth noting that for th(Ne income groups in which the

u See National Resources Planning Board, Family Expendltrea In the United States,
I P. 1 and 5: also Odin W. Anderson, National Fanil y Survey of Medlcal Costs and Volun.

ary Health Insurance, Health Information Foundation, New" York, 1954, table 14, p. 45.
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standard deduction has played a relatively minor role, the philan-
thropic contributions have displayed a slight li)ward trend over time
when viewed relatively to income. The total of contributions has
of course been rising, relatively to income, because taxpayers have
been gradually moving "out from under" the standard deductions.
In 1952 the percent of tax returns with standard deductions was still
as high as 73.9 (table 9), but in 19,14 it was 81.7. It has been de-
clining in every year since 1944, except in 1948, and the latter is easily
explained by the broadening of the standard deduction in that year
in connection with the introduction of income splitting. Even in the
period 1948-49, when incomes fell, the relative importance of stand-
ard deductions continued to decline (table 6). This suggests that the
explanation for the shift lies not solely in the rise in incomes.

In this connection the reader should also note (column 9, table 8)
that the overall ratio of deductions to income has been a fairly stable
one throughout the income scale except at the very top (and in prior
years even this upturn has been almost imperceptible). This was
by and large true even before the standard deductions were inaug.
urated. It must therefore be concluded that the reason for the change
from a flat percent to a flat absolute amount at the $10,000 level is,
one of protecting the deductible expenditures from the inroads of the
tax rates that are operative above that level.

TABLe 9.--Major itemized deductions as percent of adjusted gross income of
claimants, by income groups, 1952 (taxa ble returns)

Number of claimants as percent of tot.%I number of taable returns

Adjusted gross Income
groups

Less than $2,000 ...........
$2,000 to $3,0..........
$3,000 to $5.000. .........
$5,000 to $10,00 ...........
$0,000 to $20,000 .......... t...$2,000 to ODD0.o ..............
$10,000 to $50,000 .........

$500,000 and over ........

Total ..................

Less than $2,000 ...............
$2,000 to $3,000 ..........
$3,000 to $5,000 ..........
$6,000 to $10,000.........
$10,000 to $20,00.........
W.000 to $o000...........

$100,000 to t0000 ............
$500,000 and over ........

thropil con Taxes paId interest Can alty Melical Slmn ri
tributlons paid ImO5s expenses deluctiont

(1) (2) (3) (4) f (5) (6

9.4 8.9 3.2 08 6216.8 16.7 8.3 1.7 11.0 ,
26.4 26 ; I. 3%1 1514 U 6
36.1 362 29. 6 lIO 4 1'
45.3 45.1 322 -.1 I I I' -73 0 73 1 431 9 h 166 "90.4 90.4 2.2 12 2 W 7
730 73 1 43.I i,1. 2.;
95.6 95.2 W8. 15.t) 7
97.3 98.2 67.0 19925.2 251 17.5

1 3.7 1 3.2 N

Amount of deductions as percent of adjusted gross Income of clainu i' I

7.2 5.6 7.4 A3 &t
5.8 4.8 5.8 VI 7 . .
4.6 4.2 .4 3 8 72
3.9 4.2 4.5 28 5
3.8 4,5 &.7 2.1 5.4 .........
3.4 4,2 2.7 1.7 3,4........
3.8 4.0 2.3 1.4 1,8 ..........
5.9 42 2.5 1.0 ........

10.3 3.5 1.1 .2 l.........

I The average adjusted gross 1co1ne of claimants of a specl c addition Item was et Imated by multlip.li
Zng the average income of those who Itemized by the number of those claiming the specifle deduction. Thi
was done for each Separate income group given in Statistics of Income, 1952, and since the original cls4
lntervas were much smaller than those given In this table the amount of error is relatively Insigniflcant.

Source: Statistics of Income for 1982 ,Prt I (prelIminary).
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III. INCOME SPLrTNO

Because the amount of revenue an income tax brings in is dependent
not only on what we have discussed so far-the amount of income
reported and the exemptions and deductions allowed against itT-but
also on the rates applicable to income subject to tax, income splitting
falls within the purview of our assignment. Our treatment of income
splitting is brief and makes no pretense at adequate coverage of the
problems raised by this provision of the tax law.

The most obvious feature of income splitting is that it leads to a
very different schedule of tax rates for single and married persons,
that on married persons, of course, being considerably lower. But
it is not all married taxpayers who get thie benefit of this provision.
Those with taxable net incomes lower than $2,000 are subject to the
same rate as single individuals and it is in this class that more than
half of the married taxpayers fall. In 1951, for exanlple, there were
close to 25 million taxable joint returns, of which 13.1 million, 52.8
percent reported taxable unet income under $2,000. Less than half
of tie married taxpayers who filed jointly had lower tax liabilities
because of income splitting. While relatively small in numbers this
group nonetheless accounted for a sulbstantjal fraction of taxable in-
conie. In all, tlie returns that benefited f rom income splitting consti-
tuted less than 29 percent of all (separate and joint) taxable returns
in 1951, but received 59 percent of taxable net income.

How big was the tax saving due to income splitting? In other
words: Iow much higher would the tax liabilities of married persons
have been had the family been required to report its income as a
single unit for tax purposes, and had all taxpayers been subject to the
bracket rates that actually applied for separate returns? We have
answered this question in two ways--as regards individual taxpayers
and by reference to tile aggregate effect on Federal tax revenues.'*

As already noted, at the lower end of the income scale, taxpayers'
liability is not affected by income splitting. But as income rises the
difference between what would have been dute without income splitting
and the actual tNx liability increased constantly, reaching a peak for
those at about the $35,000 adjusted gross income level where the tax
liability without income splitting would have averaged some 40 per-
cent higher than what they did pay-and then declining gradually.
The tax saving at selected income levels appears in. table 1. Our
conclusion here is simple and well known. The beneficiaries of income
splitting are few in number and concentrated at the upper end of the
income scale."' These conclusions, based on 1951 data, apply to 1955
also, although the precise values are different now.

O These estimates are based on materials prepared by Mr. Kahn for the personal income
tax study headed by Lawrence H. Seltzer now being undertaken at the National Bureau.

- The very highest income recipients, however, get only a slight reduction In tax lia.
bility because of Income.splitting.
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TABLE l.-Percentage increase in taw liability for married taxpayers assuming
compulsory joint returns with no incomeasplitting, at seleccd income levels,
1951

Percentape increase
Adjusted gross Income: in tax liability

$2,000 --------------------------------------------------------- 0
$5,000 ----------------------------------------------------------- 2
$10,000 --------------------------------------------- ----------- it
$25,000 ------ .........---------------- -------------------------- 37
$50,OO0 00-------------------------------------------------------- 35
$100,000 -------------------------------------------------------- 27
,'0,00 -------- -----------------...-------------------------- 11

$1,000,000 --------...-------------------------------------------- 0
A sizable proportion of taxable net income is involved in income

splitting. How much more revenue would the income tax have rlaise(d
had married persons been subject to the same rates as single people,
with families required to pool their income for tax purpose s We ask
this question not because we necessarily favor such a change in the tax
law, but to point up how much revenue is foregone by income splitting.
In 1951, had this procedure been adopted about $1.5 billion more in
personal income tax wouli have been raised. Right now, with higher
incomes than in 1951, the figure would probably be closer to $3 billion.

It will serve to place this revenue "loss" in perspective if we relate it
to some changes that might be male in the p)ersonal income tax-
changes that would involve substantially the saim amount of tax
liability. If, in 1951, income splitting had been abolished and fami-
lies, reporting their income as a single Unit, had been subject to the
rates then applicable to separate returns, enough additional revenue
would have been raised to permit any one (but, of course, not all) of
the following alterations in the tax law, with total personal income
tax revenue maintained at the level that actually prevailed. In other
words these changes would lose about as much revenue as the abolition
of income splitting would bring in.

First, exeml)tions could have been raised by $100. This would have
provided relief concentrated in the lower income brackets. Alter-
natively, a flat 40 percent limitation could have been placed on margi-
nal rates, i. e., the highest marginal rate would have been 40 percent
the rest of the Fate schedule i) to this point remaining unchanged.
This would have meant relief concentrated in the upper income
brackets, and would be in line with the suggestions of those who
emphasize the disincentive effects of high marginal rates of tax. Or,
finally, the whole rate schedule could have been cut by about 2.5 per-
centage points in every bracket. (This is almost equivalent to drop.
ping the normal tax and keeping only the surtax rates.)

While these conclusions are based on the 1951 data, the) are prob-
ably descriptive of today's orders of magnitudes as well.
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APPNmX TO PART I

JrivLtion of wxtyc and salaries reporting gap, 1952
[Billions of dollars)

1. Wages and salaries' ------------------------------------------ $185. 1
2. Subtract:

(a) Nontaxable military pay and allowances (other than in
kind)* ------------------------------------------------ 2.8

(b) Imputed (in kind) cot moent of wages and salaries ----- 2. 7
(c) Estimated civilian wages and salaries of those not required

to file tax returns ------------------------------------- 1. 6
3. Add:

(a) Items Included In enitrepeneurlal income but probably reported
as wages and sahrles . . ..---------------------------- 1.6

(b) Employee contributions for social insurance ----- - - - - - - - -. 3.8
4. Equals: Wages and salaries to be reported on tax returns ---------- 183. 4
5. Wages and salaries reported on tax returns '---------------------- 174.4
6. Subtract: Wages and salaries of returns from Alaska and Hawaii a --- 0. 6
7. Equals: Wages and salaries reported on tax returns ---------------- 173. 8
8. Actually reported as it percent of what should have been reported

I (7 -1) X 100. . . . . . . . ..----------------------------------------- 95
SCB, July 1955. p. 9, line 3.

I Estimate by Joseph Pechman.
I SC, July 1955, table 39, p. 21-sum of lines 2, 3, 4, and 7,
' Rough estimate based on data In table 1 of Ulrlc It. Well, A Note on the Derivation of

Income Estimates by Source of Income of Persons Making Less Than $500 per Annum,
1944-48, Journal of the American Statistical AssocIation, vol. 45 (1950), pp. 439-446. He
estimated $2.14 billion of civilian wages and salaries for 1948 In the Income class under
$500. From Census Current Population Reports, 1'-60, No. 0 for 1948 and No. 14 for 1952,
we estimated 7.8 percent more people In the under $500 class with wages and salaries only
and steppe] u Well's figure accordingly. Then we Increased It by 25 percent more be-
cause In 1952 the filing requirement covered all those With over $600. This gave us $2.89
billion from which we subtracted $1.33 billion of wages and salaries tabulated in Statistics
of Income for the under $600 nontaxable group. This left $1.6 billion as the amount of
wages and salaries obtained by those who dIld not file because not required to do so.

I Estimated, following Selma Goldsmith's procedure (see p. 356 of her article, Appraisal
of uasle Data Available for ('onstructing Int iu,, Size Distributions, in Studies in Income
and Wealth, vol. 13, NIIER, 1951). Equals 0.35 of unincorporated business Income from
contract construction (SCB, July 1955, p. 15) plus the estimated Income of newsboys,
office solicitors, and private-duty nurses. These latter 3 Items were estimated rough at
$155 million, $300 million, and $115 million, respectively, on the basis of the 1951 sata
supplied by letter from the National Income Division of the Department of Commerce.

'SC13 July 1955, p. 20.
.Statistics of Ineome for 1952. pt. 1 preliminaryy report). p. 10, line 39.
Estimated using tIhf IJ4t ratio of %ages and salaries to dJustel gross Income of

llawail and Alaska returns. (S.e p. 360 of G;ollsmith. op. cit.) An adjusted gross income
figure for Alaska and Ilawall of $829 million was obtainel from Pechman's worksheets.
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Derifat on of dividendo reportling gap, 1952
i millions of dollars)

1. PIeronal dividend r.celIpts I --------------------------------------- $9. 000

2. Subtract:
(a) J)ivldentd receipt nf 4 tulual life hasurantet, tonnines --------. 160
(b) Taxes withheld on dividend payments to foreigners' ---------. 0-19

3. Equals: Adjusted personal dividend receipts --------------------. 8,7111
4. Subtract:

(a) Dividend receipts of nonprofit organizations and noninsureti
corporate wieuoltir funds ------------------------------ .:17

(b) I)ivldend receipts of those not rmqluired to tile tax returns '.. . M(i8
5. Equals: Personal dividetnd receipts to lhe reported on (ax returns.... 8. 4 it6
0. Iividends reported on tax returns ------------------------------. .1)
7. Add:

(a) )ividends traceitle to individuals' income from estates
and trusts'------------------------------------------ 1. 0:4

(M) Dividends retained by taxable flduciaries -------------- . .110
(e) dividend receipts of partnerships' -----------------------. 070

8. Subtract : I)ivldends of returns front Alaska and Ilawaii ' ------ . (r20
9. Eqnals: Personnl dividend receipts atcounted for on tax returns .... 7. 354

10. Actually reported as a percent of what should have been reported
[(9+5) XIOOI . . .. --------------------------------------------- 87

1eSCl. July 1955, p. 11.
* Joseph lechman a worksheets.Estimated by assuming 1048 ratio of this item to dividends applied In 1952. The 1948

figure for taxes withheld %as obtained front Nil).
Irwin Friend, New Influences in the Stock Market, Fortune magazine. March 1153,

estimated stockholders of nonprofit orgiiattlons (universities, foundations, churches,
etc.) at $5.1 billion. Itreaking this down into 82.5 percent common and 17.5 percent pre-
ferred (his ratios for all Institutional holdings) and applying yields of 5.5 antid 4 1 respee-
tively, we arrive at $268 million as the estimated divitend receipts of nonprofit Institutions.
This Is considerably larger than the Federal Reserve ioard money-flows study estimate of
100 million. Use of t( larger figure makes for a smaller dividend reporting gap.)
The SMC Statistical Series Release No. 1335, of October 12, 1055, Corporate Pension

Funds, 1954, gives $2,23 million as the income fron interest and dividends of all unin.
sured pension plaits of corporations other than banks, insurance companies, and railroads.
Applyig 2 percent to tie tabulated total of U. S. Government security holdings and 3
percent tO their corporate bond holdings gives $107 million of Interest, and the rest-$56
iiion-Is dividends. To take account of the ottmission of bank insurance company pen.
lion plans (railroad plans are important htere coming fur the most part under the ralt.

toad retirement system) we raised the $223 mtililon combined interest and dividend total
to $275 million, to which we applied the respective ratios for interest and dividends in
She $223 million total, This furnished $206 million of interest and $69 million of

Iriidends.
The addition of $60 million for pension funds and $268 million for nonprofit organuta.

tions furnished the figure of $337 miUion for the dividend receipts of nonprofit organize.
tions and pension funds.

6 Ulric Well, full citation In notes on wages and salaries, gives $50 million for the Interest
and dividend receipts of those with under $500 of income In 1948. llecauso the totals of
such payments were higher in 1052 and because the income level below which filing was
not required was $600 we very crudely set dividends and interest In the under $600 Income
recipient category at $50 million each. But $42 million of dividends (and the same of
Interest) was reported on nontaxable returns with under $600 of AOI In 1952. This left $8

*al!Uou of each as traceable to those who didn't file because they were not required to do so.
S Statistics of Income for 1052, pt. 1 (preliminary volume), p. 10.

IObtained by multiplying the Statistics of Income total of Individual income from
states and trusts. p. 11, by a weighted average ratio of dividends 0 aproportion of total
Income for taxable and nontaxable fiduciaries. (Data from pp. 20-22 of Statistics of
Income.)

4 Estimated by applying the fraction that dividends comprised of total Income of taxa.
ble fiduciaries to their retained Income. (Data from pp. 20:-22 of Statistics of Income.)

' The reported total of dividends received by partnerships in 194? (Statistics of Income)
tame to 0.85 percent of net corporate dividend payments. Assuming this same percentage
to apply in 1952. we get $76 million as the dividends of partnerships reported on tax
returns as partnership income.

I5 Estimated by applying to the adjusted gross Income of Hawaii and Alaska returns
(Joseph Pechman's worksneta) the ratio of dividends to adjusted gross Income for such
returns In 1946 (Goldsmith, op. cit., p. 360).
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Derivation of interest reporting gap, 1952
(Billions of dollars]

1. Personal Interest Income' -------------------------------------- $12. 297
2. Subtract: (a) Net Imputed interest ----------------------------- 5. 298
3. Equals: Personal monetary Interest -------------------------- .999
4. Subtract:

(a) Tax-exempt Interest pald to individuals (Including estates
and trusts)8 --------------------------------------- .266

(b) Accrued Interest on Government bolds ---------------- . 711
(c) Interert receipts of nonprofit Institutions --------------- . 144
(d) Interi - receipts of private pension funds --------------. 200
(c) Interest receipts of those not required to file tax returns' .008

5. Equals: Personal interest receipts to be reported on tax returns... 5. 004
ii. Interest reported on tax returns --------------------------------- 1.847
7. Add:

(a) Interest traceable to individuals' Income from estates
and trusts' --------------------------------------- .208

(b) Interest receipts retained by taxable fiduciaries ----------. 058
(c) Interest receipts of partnerships I..............-------- . 105

8. Subtract:
(a) Interest on returns from Alaska anl Ilawall 10 -------- .007

9. Equals: Personal interest receipts iiccomited for on lax returns...- 2. 211
10. Actually reported as a percent of what should have been reported

percent Itt :5) XIm --------------------------------------- 39
SCB, July 1955. table 3. p. 11, line l.

'Difference between lines 4 and 0 of table 37 on p. 21, SCB, July 1955.
5 Joseph l'echman's worksheets.
4 Estimated from data in Raymond Goldsmith, Capital Requirements Work Mlemorandum

No. 30, unpublished manuscript prepared at the National Bureau of Economic Research,
March 1952. lie estimates bondholdings of all nonprofit Institutions at $3.2 billion In
1945, and $3.9 billion In 1949. Assuming the same rate of Increase In their bondholdings
between 1949 and 1952 as between 1045 and 1049 and an Interest rate of 3 percent. we
get $144 million of Inteiest received by nonprofit organizations in 1052. This Is a very
rough estimate. But It appears In line with the Federal Reserve Board money flows study's
figure of $100 million.

M See note on nonprofit Institutions and pension funds in the dividend adjustments.
' See similar Item under dividends.
" statlstle of income for 1952, pt. 1 (preliminary report), p. 10, line 39.
'Cornptuted by a procedure similar to that described in connetion with the cot.

responding Item of the divided estimate.
In 1947, the special Statistics of Income tabulation gave $73.4 million of Interest re.

celpts for partnerslhip returns. 'his carne to 1.5 IpreIt of personal monetary Interest
personal interest income minus net imputed Interestj for 1947. We assumed the same
percentage to apply In 1952.

' Estimated similarly to the corresponding entry described under the dividend
adjustments.

Deriration of eltreprencurlal Income reporting pap, 1952, farm enIrepreneuria
income

(Billions of dollars)
1. Gross Income of farmers I -------------------------------------- 36. 520
2. Subtract:

(a) Net Imputed rent on farm homes' ...................... .400
(b) Value of home consumption --------------------------- 2.144
(o) Total expenses of agricultural production' ............... 027

3. Add:
(a) Patronage refunds and stock dividends from cooperatives'* .100
(b) Net rental Income from farm property received by farm

owners ' --------------------------------------------. 72
4. Equals: Farm entrepreneurial Income to be reported on tax returns. 11.784

Footnotes at end of table, p. 838.
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ItPriif-Illll of I'DlrlIpr'ro jll int ll'Ol' rD illD il! PaEIp. 19o! ('1111iiiued

IHUM IN.F M AND PIROFFIE414AI, EN1RFI'IONRuIAl I(4'0MY

, JIWIIllltiinluorpiriited entlie'lrli.mei, uineiss niid llrof4lmoIhlnil 215. |11)
it Stutlrnet :

fit) linrelpreneiirh Ilncolll prolinllly repolrted ns Nvage-4 11114

mlah rhot -- -- -------.. ----. ------------------............ . 59
(h), Inoite l kind'-... . . . . . . . . 520

7, Plullicll HiluvIts andil irofes,[0llll1 el~Pllte lerlial |lleollt, !o lie rp.

I rhted ll 11 t \ r'tiril . ---- - ------... -.... .... ......... .. .. . :3:12
8. otl entroir'nt'erlil Ilw'olitm to Iii reltorleid on lax rtlurila [(4)-

0, Witinsl' fin1d polrlllerlll) Iliteoile relitirled on1 illx refiurlls"..... 17

10. ,Slibtrae :
(is) linsineir ll parlnrsi iiI flri i(l4liet r,';lirtv1 oI rf-t turl1 tr,,lni .\hu,,k u I~ lhlwnI l' . - ... .. . .. I P5

11. Add:
(b) ]lslis anlitid pIrofes1 14lnl Icoill I rlc,,iihie t y Ii.Iq l e Idlll|

1)1l 411esl WlOl l-{le llll -I.I . - . 05)

12. Millais: ittl r,,ire1irbll In(tvie ri,)rorted ton In\ rlr----------21. 724)
13. Atulllly reporlh'il it i m','4.t of whlat shotull ive Iit'il rellri'lI

t (18+t12) X IM ] -------- . . .. . .. .. . .. .---- ---- ---- ---- ---

I Statlutict Rhofrnet of tho llnted Mateo 11054. !t, 41l
I Rotgh csirmatle bIst'd ilol dala i e111'ih'd by Nil); 1)0ro was $316 nillion.
8 801t, Juyi1955. t ). , 13. tattle 12. line "19.
4 Dliffernce between tolI net farm rnlsn and Jelaie In peritota 1not otn fanrm. Sl'f,

Jul111, 1931. p. 24, table 5 The wIUttllf Ill14 hint this %ould be rieporltI nS farml Ilcome.
*SC. J1ly 11M, ). 13. tattle 12, 1itt 21.

$" 4zlilAnlltloin of Ihlo Item lit % naps and saltrie's not s.
Iti'olsh estimnh, Ihedi Otl Nil) data for e'lrhiler )vairm. For 1M0 It Was $450 mlllhon:

for 1101 It cattle to $480 nIllhn.
*Statistics of ine'ono,, pli, 1, 1932 (prellintllnry vionie). Nl tbusllness or profeatlolal

Income and partnership Income, Equals: COhlts 15 and 10 I'k table 2 itnlnlus cIillllllls 17
and 21.

011stim.tod by asaunine 111' t94t ratio tit nontrin 14t farni W i troprenetlrin Iceoiiie
to adjusted gross Incoine for returns from Alsaka Ind Illnill applhied In 196 2. The 1946
data are fronm hna toldsnith. A iral l of Italtc )ata * etc. (we f(tll refertence In
sAages and ln rles niloi) : the 10.2 ftlg rt, fr'ou Josotl P'euian's workheets.
N Estlnated In (le same way as lite corresimotldllg items for dividends.
NOTS -(%l11atmit'tl siilhar to this deserlbed in footnot,, 4 under wngen 11d 41:1114i h9

Indicated no adjualltttut was neces.sry for the entrepreneurial ilomle of those not retlnlred
to file return.

THE SIGNMF'ICAXNCE OF E,,XEI.rlOxS XD )II)'u-

TIONS FOR LOW-INCOME TAXPAYERS

PA.YI. J. ST11.Y1, PrlInt'ton University

The broadening of the base of the individual income tax to inefiide
most low-incomte families anld idividldls 11ts bO&'i) the m1o1st signii(cant
developinent in the held of taxation in recent years. The lowering of
exception levels in the 1940's, and tile eftre'ts of inflation and tie
rise in real incomes in the postwar period have steadily increased both
the number of taxpayers ald the size of the tax basi. These changes
have been made possil)le by the development of collection at the Source
on a pay-as-you-go basis.' As a result, the equally radical increase in
revenue requirements has been met, for the most part, without resort
to indirect taxation or taxes on spending which are less capable of be-
in adjusted to the individual circumstances of the taxpayer.

These developments have led some critics to object to'the burden
on the low-income taxpayer and the failure of the individual income
tax to provide for the complete exemption of a minimum of subsist-
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elce. It is, therefore, (esiral)le to review tliese elilingt\4 critically aind
to colisider lthe lieed for ili iidjlist niient of exemption leveIs. In tlits
review both ilie ilestion of the relation of exemptions to the eqiitable
distlriut ion of the tax hur'iden llilld the icOlolli(' Oll't5el of low exemp-
tiols will lo considered.

Frolii the -ghilihig of the incomlie tax ill 1913 litil World War 11
tli exeliption levels were so high thii oily ill rnlitively wealthy lop
income bi k li'kits were Jbrolight withil its seolwo. As rle'elitl1' as 19311
o0ly3, 4 liilt retiiri.s were iiade ill rli'ust to th1w roughly 61 Iillion
in recent yellr. In the l',wir yelrs it could lhe smii I it exeiitptions
provided for ioi'e I hilli ilIili of silisisteille. Blit it wollid be
misleading to sug-st Ihat tliome il ilie lower iltonie brackets were free
from niecityof rColilrilnting toward ilie rost of governmentt . Ill
Iho yeari of ligh ,xteillltiolls nii lll re hit relhiv ye icae was
placed 111)0ii indirect taxes with tile resiult that, altlhoul i hlden, the
[1ur(d irlpon the low-inoli llgrollps was sibstn lttil anygenlerally be-
lieved to 1)e re gressive over It wile rallge. Ti'll prog'essive income tax
became therefore, i progriessive superstrlltre added to a regresve
blse. Altoilghi v'altlelh iisoflir it it applie(l, it was not of great sig-
nificane in determination of the real burden of tie iass of the tax-
payers witi modest incomes. A review of the history of income taxa-
tioDl in this coutlntry and ill England from its first uSe in 1799 leads to
tile conclusion thai, in spJito of til elaillis of many writers in the field
of taxation, tlte exemption of a minimum of subsistence from all tax-
ation has never been serioi.isly attempted. Actual policy has been de-
termined by revenue requirement, administrative capacity, and po-
litical consideration.' For example, in World War It the choice
faced by the administration and the Congress was between more or less
dependence upon inflationary financing of the war and additional
taxes of wide applicability. Granted the (lecision to attempt to in-
crease the tax yield ilie hoie of means was between the extension of
tile individual income tax to bring the mass of the public within its
scope and the Ilse of indirect levies of equal severity hut les capable of
being used in a manner designed to adjust the tax liability to the indi-
vidual circumstances of the taxpayer. It is to the credit of the admin-
istration and the Congres that tiey chose to emphasize the use of the
income tax rather than the cruder instrument of sales taxation of rome
kind.

Perhaps the most significant economic result of the greater role of
tile individual income tax has been the increased sensitivity of the
Federal tax system to fluctuations in the level of income and employ-
ment over the business cycle. Once considered an objection to the
use of income taxes by those who favored tile annual balance of the
Federal budget this feature of the Federal revenue system is widely
accepted by those who wish to increase the extent of automatic or built,.
in flexibility of revenues to temper the severity of the business cycle.
'The growth in acceptance of this viewpoint is evidenced by its en-
dorsemnent by many congressional leaders and even business groups.
It must be remembered however that while the sensitivity of the
total revenue system of the Federal Government has been increased by
the broadening of the base of the income tax, the relative sensitivity of

I trayer, Paul J.. The Taxation of Small Incomes, New York, 1939.
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the individual income tax alone has not necessarily been increased. A
major advance in the same direction has been reduction in the lag be-
tween receipt of income and payment of tax liabilities made possible
by collection at the source and the requirement that taxpayers not
subject to source deductions estimate their tax liabilities in advance
and pay on this estimated tax during the year of income receipt. From
most points of view this is a great improvement over the old system
of permitting the taxpayer to settle his tax in the year following re-
ceipt of income. The necessity of requiring large tax payments in a
year of sharply declining income or of small tax payments in a year
of rapidly rising income is avoided. Even more important is the
knowledge that a change in tax rates or exemption levels can be made
effective at once and reflected in the take-home pay of the mass of wage
earners.

Two features of the income tax add greatly to its sensitivity in re-
sponse to changes in levels of national Income. These are the exemp-
tions which, if left at constant levels, affect contracyclically the
amount of the total income which will be subject to tax and the pro.
gressive rate structure which will increase the average tax rate as
incomes rise and reduce the average tax rate when incomes fall. As a
result, a given percentage change in gross income payments will result
in a larger percentage change in tax receipts. This will offset, in part,
the forces leading to either a rise or fall in income levels. Coupled
with a similar tendency for expenditures to vary countercyclically the
result is to temper somewhat the tendency for the economy to become
vulnerable to cumulative periods of deflation or inflation. Although
the advantages of this built-in flexibility can be exaggerated it is not to
be ignored as a step in the right direction.

One other change in the income tax that has occurred in recent years
deserves special mention. This is the fact that the inclusion of the low-
bracket income recipient within the scope of the tax and the increase
in the level of the initial rates applicable to the first bracket of taxable
income have changed the possibility of using the tax as a means of
income redistribution. The income redistribution potential of the
tax has been further modified by the increase in the means offered un-
der the law for the legal minimization of the nominally confiscatory
rates applicable to large incomes. Although it is theoretically possible
to achieve a great variety of results under a tax of the general dimen-
sions .-urrently imposed in the United States, the resistance to high
rates as described in other papers at these hearings and elsewhere, and
the necessity of heavy taxation of the lower brackets where the bulk of
all income is concentrated, makes the practical possibility of greater
redistribution of income by taxation a remote possibility. The most
disturbing fact is that at the same time there is evidence that signifi-
cant differentials in tax burden are developing not on the basis of total
income but on the basis of source of income. This trend leads to the
conclusion that more attention should be given to questions of equity
and avoidance of distortions in the impact of the tax rather than nom-
inally punitive rate schedules which are ineffective. Exemption policy
must seek to achieve equity for all. Recent extensions of extra ex-
emptions and deductions for the aged and for certain retirement in-
come suggests that discrimination can become as great at low-income
levels as high. Looked at from another point of view the heavier the
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tax load the more important the pattern of expenditures. With an
ultimate ceiling of 100 percent at the top, the larger the revenue re-
quirements the higher the basic rate and the lower the exemption level
will tend to be. Both the higher basic rate and the lower exemption
level have the effect of lessening the spread between the relative bur-
den at bottom and top.

CmITICAL APPjIISAL oF CURFNT PRACTWIES

A critical appraisal of current practices requires a balanced judg-
ment that is based not only upon the effects of exemptions and deduc-
tions u)on economic stability and growth but also the effects of cur-
rent law upon revenue, equity, administrative practicality and other
widely held objectives of a more subjective nature such as the level
of exemptions and deductions required to maintain family strength
an( stability.

The main features of the current law can be outlined briefly. Each
taxpayer is allowed to deduct from his net income $600 for himself,
$600 for his wife if lie files a separate return and $000 for each
dependent. Additional sums of $600 are deductible for those over 65

ears of age and for the blind. The deduction for dependents is
imited to children under 19 years of age and to close relatives for

whom the taxpayer contributes over half of the sup )ort. In the 1954
code an exception to the general rule that no deLuction would be
allowed if the dependentt made $600 or more was made in the case of
students so long as the taxpayer continued to contribute over half of
his support.

A second group of deductions is found in the area of business
expenses, depreciation, and business losses. These items are deductible
from gross income to arrive at adjusted gross income and conform
rather closely to the prevailing accounting concepts of deductions
necessary to arrive at net income. These deductions are not consid-
ered wit~iin the scope of this paper, but are fully discussed by Pro-
fessor White.

A third group are deductions from adjusted gross income required
to arrive at taxable income. These include expenses not connected
with a trade or business, expenses incurred in connection with employ-
nient for which the taxpayer is not reimbursed, and the special deduc-
tions allowed for charity, unusually heavy medical expenses, and so
forth. This group includes such important items as deductions for
nonbusiness taxes paid by the taxpayer to State and local govern-
ments, interest, including mortgage interest, and casualty losses and
thefts. Tiis area is also covere( b Professor White, but some aspects
must be included in this analysis. To provide a means of avoiding
the complications which would arise if all taxpayers were required to
itemize each deduction in this category the law permits the use of a
standard deduction of 10 percent of adjusted gross income in lieu of
an itemized statement for this whole group of items. This is limited
to $1,000 maximum for each taxpayer. If the standard deduction is
used, no other deduction will be permitted. The Statistics of Iiicome.
for 1951 indicate that, of approximately 43 million taxable returns,
only some 10 million were returns wiih itemized deductions. Al-
thodgh this is a larger percentage of itemized returns than that found
in previous years, it is an indication of the relative generosity of the
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fieation allion f .t\ 'l'8. ()l1 tit' first t4'llI. freq11ll11 Iefereiv e is
111111t tothe faihirt oftit tax law to rIellel tlhe dinllige ill 4o18 of living
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face of large current revenue rt' lli elils and t he existelle of heavy
excise taxes l101 this sale g'o1 p, such 18he lt'rlllislortilitiu, C.os-
Ineies, tobacco. ad1is1sio1s an liquor tmxes, a reduction of these levies
before increasing the level of exemptions seems to be the more desira-
ble coI.'se. The argument thai this would further emphasize tile re-
liance 1upon a single source of revenue is deeilled important by some,itu ill the ci rcmsl.t an lle% hat Would permit a I-pal reductionl ill revlems

there is much to be said for giving tile priority to tile elimination of
.elective exci.,es 11o only upo tile ground of equity but also to relieve
the industries affected of the arbitrary effects of t'he current law.
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tho silly 1 11'4 1 )Is I T 1-- 11 to Ifl'iw l i t'g it l ill''. M , (,It( 'ull 'e .,

little 111 (1W of il ii'f'IPltlll(ng i," Ill rivitl h,.ll lirrf i l 1 St, of i'ilte
I1.14+08 E "rIhvEJit 'I Its wi'h .t w I'll lit', pl,.r' 'l ' h.E IIh fr r lliried
th llth, 1nivdI l y v ' Q laiibE v ineoi't beir ie I. ihfli(':lhI brarket

refI'o lllnai, w hvi J, l rtxl( .,Ith Il'-hitt ill iy thIr ri'l- k atus.
tw e OX h It1 ll' w 1pove'e Wit i111 I li ltle f1f ollie, V 'll l'o

the sig"lf iti ugseill t1.t1he14'bracketis1h s 15414 i ce of mrii edwi

itid v 111 ( Ill be appll tothreduction l in raIl rt e aro1the tbd.hllkil.gf the Ielllt the wife
hl'ilis impolan,, 11." indwow r1 t1 ti'ollte ! Iln tertsil ofl i Vlllllll- aI
till .llho llf Ilo hfail esti4 at1 ti; u hltl'r t h i l, ite1 510l' a wtil wIthas
nIncoh d ail (op cah wnIu ofit llco t h ilc .11, i ll I 1 bh i dillnl il0o e

!ikt lllthl,r 111141 fi~l lllo~tVIe Il,( p)ilil, %%heil'v |lrogl'l,s.itol inl rate

adabject o 0 Iae illmum tx rtsplittings um Oleliwor, Ludw iglo 8 Uncl am',
Dol he hatn lif. T ia i to ssit waitohy iocdivieiin who married 0314
WvollIfIII with flo hwlclli, of ).er owns andl lindl. thai, inl additiontl o flip
bllpili(St Ihlly joilit ly shlarIe frolllhlr llhi .1111p i c 'i lilt iol toth lhl, l' 1inrg
of Ille hollU, -ho)ldIh Il' t x lillhilit~v is gi'vllly I'((11('ic by the 'Ollllllity
p~ropelrly I-rovis ionl of the Jaw,. \I fl O )PI MherPl(IiIP. 1.h1vii'0 i

p~rlitices,, allow onily IL r-ell.sollnle (: al l lif-Ill, ill Ilh tax Slittlis of[ a
IIIIlIiedP~ (coIIIpe 1 hilt onl inull to earn'1 fit lll- smeinomel afI'terP inlarritige
that they inldividually ('111rlledl before, Inullrrillfge. It is difficulty to see
hIow the htaiying c'te.(ily of '2 indivhliials eiiiningZ $.",000) a year
beforo inarriagto is icreansid its lilt, residlt of their marital Status.
Between these two extr'enies an'-o foiin it multitude of pomsille a,.
As it rough adljustmnent to correct. some of the discrimination against
the single it is suggested that the brackets used in case of married
Cpullelli be inade soniewhatI narrower thimi i8 now the ca."e. The
increased revenue should be applied to the reduction in rates across
the board.

A final source of dliscrimnationi anion~g those to whom the exeinp-
tion level is important and who tire at flip margin in ternis of li%!Ilg
standards is the relative ease with which tihe incomet tax call be

1. Ludwig S. Helborn has estimated that undpr the termst of the 1951 law a wife with
no Income had a cash value of an much ax ti.457,000 if her husband earned $309,00o.
and was subject to maximum tax rates an tisl sum. flellborn. Luldwig H., Uncle Mam's
Dowry, National Tax Association Proceedings, 1951, pp. $10-314.
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assesed a nainst the wage earlier subject to dedcltion at the source
and tile diflltv of getting coin liable coverage of t he sel f-eni plos-,el
wit It similar illnCOmes. .is latter grolj iicrl ies faiIIllerni, sina I s.oll -
keepers, mflny In service trades aind professionals. AItlolmhgl l Ils
diserimi l ion arises because of adilitistrative limitations if ('111nlot
Ie ignored in tl appraisal of tile imlivitlial iieome tax.

One ma conelde that the prohleuns of lhe relaliv , urdn i t.-,e,,
against the single and married anild til problem of evasion a a -a~oid -
aliee are valid objeetionls to erl'eltt Ices. llowewer, so long its
tihi' Federal reveille s ystell relies itS ijIilih ItS it does at f lie weeilt
tili, Upoll 1mdheet le'ies of an even oniore a1tbitrary imlpa(tt wilich
discrinate against individtials. linils. and itidustfries. there is ast totIg presilllitin ti i favor r of ti l IIllilit eliliee of ellrrenlt levels of

exelillMtoll witil oilly Illiflor adjll' ti'lvfes 111141 collvellra iinll li1i I hlle
redill'fiol of tile nll e object iollIle hvvi,. as leclil ig ieveiiue retuire-
Inents permit.

TIhe second object ion to cllr'elit itI el,; of exellnt ioll aItli deihit iol
ntientiolned above is thlat the ecollollit' etl'tls of fI aitioll of flie I ver
inellie brackets will he adverse to flie llilltellitlie of ItotIi evollili '
stability ani con ietll gtd glomilh. 'I'lle gro11p th lt iohlIs 1h1k view
stress the 1leees.it of mait fan lugii higit levels of 'olil.uii option tleiuiamd

and fears tile development of illler pe riod of s,.lat11ation (flip to f lie
inialhliie betweell savitlls alld i1i1 e,i1eat i lfit1 t io il i lt an e1,iito0 Y
('llaraeterized by widespread i iIau lit\ .of ili liliv. il'ihlitio. Tlis
sa me group wifl often hold I I the rI i.Iribi tion t IIIe tax bhi iiln
itl favor of fite lower illvidlle grolps1 21111 a111:iius,.tle upper vtihl
give tie, Government tihe lest il.r, wil i hit to S11pl1111 a litgraun
of pibli ilvestlleiit that woil he itiore productive of lh Iutlional
interest t )n Ile lrivlte illvestlenielt flit it iliiglt repluce. ''lhis view
was pris'elitd With oIioIc vigor ill flit- 'eii-iotuf I-1,: aii eall ier
in tile slump of 1919.

A caref|i appraisal of ihis view aiid its t'llipliisis liiin fltl' di,.
sirrtality of store lgg Ilelinig cotistiltier deii1:mi11I 1i,ist l'ad |t a eifi'al
analysis of tile prediction that liere will be a sIl aiat ioll of illve.,t-
Illent oI)porttIniities aid a1 tetldeley for redllidalit :tvilL.s. Also ret-
quired is an estillate of the eleei of it redistiiiltioll of tit' Il hlea
of taxation from hottoln to topll )011 th' iiivef, leat o1itik or. if Ilie
burden is to be relieved tit the I)ottom without iwre at flit' top,
the effectiveness of stich action as opposed o all eqliual rt'tlttiti of
top-bracket rates. Finally there is need to vahihtilate the tireaf of
inflation which would follow a1 iPliev of ieatral tax relief.

The baSic principle that the lnaintenailte of aggregate dhi:nl, is
essential if both stability in the short-ri anid lo,.-term growi are
to be assured is not subject to dispute. Tile importaice of colisuner
demand as a determinant of invest,nient prospects is also granted.
But there are many other forces aft'eetiig the decisiont of tile investor.
One of the most important is the effect of taxation upon tile return
realized after taxes and thus upon the judgment of the investor about
the future. The latter aspect of tile problem may he even more sig-
nificant than the former due to the emphasis often found among tile
investor groups upon such considerations,. A favorable climate may
stimulate the investor as much or more than an increase in yields on
outstanding investments. It follows, therefore, that even if the stag-
nation thesis is accepted a policy designed to stimulate consumer de-
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niiiiiid altn would 1)e less suc'cessfill lhan ,ne granting Some tax relief
to botlh ('oisilller and investor groups. Such it policy could be help-
ful Is it would rilkP tile expectllions of tile invest or group is bothIc.'(lISlstliiellialunlI and retll-rl1 ofl capitill WVolll b~e impllrov'ed. All

olher policy would bv viewed with Iu,'ilicioll by tile iiive.stor who is
IrObably lts intterested il tlif fil iitt' of tl (Clovertiuejit is lie is in
lilt' specific nleasures it, adopts.

At lie, ) r tsellf lime tihe loweri"I of tll tax blurdeni upoln the lowest
iJcolniP it lp t'1ii Ie considered on iY 11. rWilue re'(quirements lerilnit
or llis Iler 1 tuCPs of r('v ue tll are fllild. As indicated above, prior-
itv shol Id be giv'n to tle redtictol(l or relliovl of excise hevie's u.4
they are bot h d isrri iii nat or lli lig individuals anld industries. Il
vie;w of fIieir illagliilde lier, is litI' chall{co that any substantial
ildultioll ill incolmie taX (ili be prinitted iIIlem there" is a radical
t'.li1ir-0 ill tie level of p~ubllic expenditures.

If there is it depreslo m and there is need for collnterlaction ol tle
fiscal front, theln if would be wise to giant, some relief to both low-
-1an hi h-ill il tei lix Ir)0acktts. 1l t ill view of tile possible ned for
later action to offset ii )oolm1 or iiflatiollary ti(kendencies the relief to
the lower brackets should take the form of ii reduced rate rather than
lil increl'ase5 ill exeillptioll levels. This is recommended because there
is reasoii to ieliev lhat police ili' level of e.xepIIItfions is raised hlre
will be litIle clanc' of reversing tile action short of a major catas-

rOj l1i, su'lch as' war. We may conclude, therefore, that, in tile event
that, I'eveile reIqhi icinents ire pe'rmai~ gently reduced priority should
bt given to flt' ret I cliol of ex'i s levies while coullter(.yclical varia-
tions in levels of tixit ion Clil be best accomplished by variation in
rate structure rather than exemiption level. Filnll y, there is little
evidcle t llt fit(' stalgllltion thesis is a basis for a seIc(ive police of
taX re( ltion. li Illie first place, there is grave doubt about its vailid-
itV ill he ('lli'rntl ecolnOlilic situation. Ill the second plate, if Such a
dtiicultv .ilould ari'e, there is a srolly Cast' for aetlloi that would
st inil;it t hothIi coiisiiiit io anild invest Iient spending.

Tit' Iliost sign itit'at effect of flt' lvel (if exnillptiol t'r flt('
ilidit'lal illolile tax is thlt of tht ferliliing flip size of flie tax base.
11ligll leels of exeillptioll decrease the tax base. Low exeillptioll
lt.vt'ls ilitreast' tile tax base. Ii a similar fashion the genitrosity of
flil' at a lit llti ties will regii'd to deductions will affect tlie base
ilgalillst which fax rates are applied. So long as revenue require-
iliwliis tai illil at Iat Iie'eit, levels the increase ill ext'lliptioll would
require Ill im)sition of solei other tax. On the other band, if tax
re(lution btecoimes possible a decision to raise ex('itl)tion levels imust
be Imade only afteilfl tite redlictioll ill other taxes is considered. Ill
spite of thp allyl| imiperfections of tile individual illcole tax it is tohe pferred to iiost other sources of Federal revenlip andi it is gpl-
era dy agreed to be vastly superior to the miscellaneous exci-p-tax
system that has grown llip over the years. We may conclude, there-
fore, that if tax reform is )ossible priority shoull be given to the
removal of tlie lisrimiiiatory indirect levies and tile strengthening
of tile individual income tax rather than the raising of exemption
levels. If tax reduction becomes possible the same priorities should
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apply-reduce or repeal many of the indirect levies while maintaining
the individual income tax at current levels. In the event that a
countercyclical tax reduction or increase is desired changes in rates
are to be favored over changes in exemption levels. This position is
based upon the belief that rates that have been lowered can be raised
again as required by economic developments more readily than can
exemption once raised be lowered as events require.

Low exemptions and high rates of taxation have led to muc.h criti-
cism of the tax as imposing an undue burden upon those in the lower
income brackets. The failure of the exemption levels to reflect the in-
flation of the postwar period is cited as further evidence of the need
for increases in exemption levels. Much of this criticism is based
upon the belief that a minimum of subsistence should be completely
exempt from taxation. So long, however, as indirect levies play the
role that, they do it is both unrealistic and unwise to raise the level
of exemptions and subsistence will continue to be taxed. Priority
should be given to the reduction or removal of these taxes before the
exemption levels are changed. Until this is done there is no posQi-
bility of having a tax system that either exempts a miinimui or sub-
sistence or even iml)oses a progressive tax burden as income ris,,:. In
view of the pressing revenue requirements of the Federal Government
the revision of the excise-tax system can occupy congres:iomil wid
Treasury officials for some years to come.

The major sources of inequity arising under current practices are
found in the comparative l)urden imposed upon tile single und the
married, and the uneven enforcement of the law upon different ,e,,,-
pational groups and different sources of income, The latter prol)len
can be met only as more effort is applied to the administration of
the tax and as the law is revised to close the legal avenues of tax pref-
erence that have been growing in recent years. The former problem
of the comparative burden ip on single and married couples is im-
possible to solve to the complete satisfaction of all but it suggested
that a narrowing of existing differentials is desirable. This could
be accomplished by reducing the width of the brackets for marired
couples making joint returns.

One of the greatest improvements in the Federal revenue svteni
which has resulted from the greater dependence upon the individual
income tax has been the increase in the sensitivity of tax yields to
changes in national income. The progressive nature of the individual
income tax results in a greater than proportionate decline in revenues
in a period of falling income and a greater than proportional rise in
revenues in a period of rising incomes. Both exemptions and rates
are effective in creating the sensitivty. Thus, there has developed a
built-in stabilizer which, although not sufficient to offset all fluctua-
tions, can be useful in minimizing the problem. Any action which
would reduce this flexibility should be opposed as leading to either
greater instability or the requirement of greater discretionary action
on the part of the Government. The claim that current exemption
levels result in the imposition of an excessive burden upon the lower
income groups which threatens the maintenance of consumer demand
necessary to maintain a full employment economy cannot be proved
on the basis of recent events. If there is need for strengthening of
demand, the priority should again be given to the removal of excises.
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It. is also necessary to consider the effect of taxation uPon investment
as well as consumption. In the event that real deficiencies arise, a
general tax cut granting concessions across the board is favored as
against a cut favoring a single group.

'fax burdens on all income groups are high because Government
Lxpenditures are high and stability of the ecnomy requires the restric-
tion of consumer and investor demand to make possible the achieve-
ment of Government objectives without inflation. We should be
proud of the fact that in face of such extraordinary demands we have
been able to use the income tax as the primary source of revenue. As
a result, both the economic repercussions of the heavy tax burden and
the equity with which it is imposed are relatively favorable and have
not led to major distortions in either time economy or the economic
position of a single class.

ADJUSTMENT OF INCOME TAX SCHEDULES FOR SMALL

INCOMES

WILLIxAM VIcKRmY, Columbia University

The adjustment of income taxes on small incomes cannot be con-
sidered in the abstract, but must take account both of tile temporary
or permanent nature of tme adjustments proposed, and of the cir-
cumstances as to the characteristics of the remainder of the tax struc-
ture, such as the presence or absence of other taxes bearing on the
same income groups, and the way in which the administration of the
incoine tax dovetails with the administration of other taxes such as
the social-security taxes. Temporary changes, such as those niare
for countercyclical lrposes, may well be of a different character
from those made as a permanent reform, while changes that might
be thouglit desirable in themselves may well prove to e quite incon-
sistent with what is being done in other areas of tax policy.

COUNTRICYCLICAL VARIATIONS

When considering the proper form for countercyclical variations in
income tax levels, t. is necessary at least to consider the desirability
of symmetrical changes in the upward and downward directions. A
policy that consisted-of systematically raising exemptions when the
economy is to be stimulated, and of raising rates when inflation is to be
restrained would of course soon result in a completely distorted tax
structure, as would the reverse policy of lowering rates in recessions
and lowering exemptions in booms. Given that the initial structure
of the tax is reasonably satisfactory, the policy adopted should be a
reversible one, either one of raising and lowering exemptions, or one
of lowering and raising rates, or perhaps a combination of both types
of change. Theso types of change can be evaluated in terms of their
effectiveness in controlling the business cycle, their administrative
facility, and their equity.

Effectiveness
Probably not too much weight should be attached to the factor of

effectiveness in the choice between the different methods. Differences
in the short-run marginal propensity to consume between income
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classes are probably Consider'ably Smalle r thball the 1 ' , o vious lnd
Illre felle cited diklerplives in avera-re propllsit ie, to volistil,; e.re-olv

over, when there diffellces ti' alverllged Over IIhe ilIlollO' e12l2('s it-
feeled by the vl'ious fol'iK of t lix chlin , ilie dil'er'eci,s ire still fill-ther. reilu,'ed. Mol-eover, a1 foiitmlatiol of tluo prl'livilt wichl im-

pliinltes th 111 mii of tlt" rethele rdhti tiio e or ii't Ml', I II I.t llt't ;
14)l 111,;k I) :1xim ize the, 141t, n e~el. l r,' l r.ill( t tlm xe;

givell elec with it miniiimm Of levelille e' hige) is to -1 cisidealIh
extent sItat ilig fiotll a fa ls.,e preliliit' is by till IilIl'21iS e''li' lthat
tiere ,,1 is ally i a'eil 1 u lli 2l a ge 1t) jInl1o l o . fii i \'!ll |11 iievelict I01e'l,
will tihe smallest poIbde hillig eti', Ill'm t I IIf I itillod ilivolviig it
llt'r I.vellille loss seemlIls desi'ade Ii' l x I'(i5l115Ol, the (I isad 1':iiit Ilges
offhi|'vilg to horl.ow\ o| Iit lar.Sille lllT likely to ibe I'elahvi\elV smlll
H .. h e f l i l t i i '\ hh h l / I ',e l illa t iol i ll 4. iol l e d :11 ilo ll-Z i hlm .. ( 4)

\\Ihill ihe 1111111211Iv h)ll2ll ed bidgel is still a1 v1llied goa l.
iE.%ell 'o, it i k 11 i14) Imle:1l1,,{tglll I 111 1 l t i1v .vI,1. ll V1111 I)II, kg

illo'1 effective, j)el' 411)111 . of revellle loss, 1111111 1 redlltiioll ill the i rI
I iI't'ket l l' si liv'e %\ith tile fortler he lll11tibe' of 11 'fof 12 I ls l
liol illr'l'elles illl 11'o hri'iile t 121le. vilh, vith Ithi I :1 ll Ie r'lll'-
l ionl 1.lllwhea :tIIllaxilIIllll ll tilt, lop od' Ihle lir,,,l bI-ackel l. ()I er fl-l'o,,if

1'I iit14)1iol1 that 2 itlim a1 h1e IIHt, delillite t 1 I'll it gle, ".,, llh 1 h't lIt-
ing lIixed allllitn fromOlllellh |tax bill, ld toI lie oit n I-~lev'er,,i le

ehallreletel' t hat lakes thmiii I orly Su iteI foil' ('1llllltl't'\'('hit'liv l p liv '%t
Silce the restoration of thei hxed iIlloillit of dollls to elvii I lX lull vith-
out other adjustillents ill tipl rate st rietlllre is Iikely to I I it itcool 1)olit-
ie I reception. , inoig acc'epit)tble folls (f t'vl)lllt eirp'\'yliczl illlile

tax Vlililioll 1, dilt'ere'es ill elr'eetivelle,4s ar' likely 14), lie slight ilallevenl these dill'ee ,.'" are likely to lip of little lvehIm.n'.

.WIMNiST.ATIVr : FAVII'lTY

The 41luestiol if administrlltive fi ilitY ikl o as im)orlt its it,
(11110 W1, Since With tile illmllratioll of collection lit ,miI re .11141 th
coordinlation of income tax an'd s('1ial-seeriv lx eollettioll ither is
relativelI less tI Ie saved ill terms of Zdmllnitrltive etlort Iv li1t ill-
Crease of tile exellption level. ilhe (esirlbility of keeling tle ad1-
nllistrltive load a a1 fairly nlsta hlt level, anml tile dimlin shills g re-

gllrl ell'olln el ,ed i llIlilg tilt admhlilli: 4(raflion of file i ll ie taIx

down to lower leveli'f inmeome woult Iloth .kl.gl(e for a I veliva thi erl
titan ,a Coiiltereveliei! va'ialtion ill tile exemltion level,'so uts to keep
tile prolrl 1011 ;)f tihe population thait is :xnle aIpplroximltelv Ctll-
stalnt. ]eeping exemption levels Constant Woihl tl1s se11 it 24 I elsoII-
able '0U 11rO' se hetweenl administrative considerations 1 nd tile de-
1m11(s of fiscal policy.

At the witlhholding level, there is lso considertable a(linistrative
advantage ill hoi(ling to constant exemptions and vayl',gl rates. If
a need for flseal adimlstnient becomes app uprtnt in the' iliddle of the
income ?'ear, then 2 t least for those whose ilcomie is fairly sted3dy over
the year a reduction in the ,'ate for the year call be allowed for in the
Witfhioling for the litter half of the veir: if exemptions are increased,
there would be individuals below or slightly above the final exemption
level for whom withholding over the first parit of the year would
exceed the final liability for the year and to whom refunds iould there.
fore have to be paid. Not only would the number of refunds be in-
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creased but the fiscal impact of tihe change would be delayed, which is
of considerable importance, in view of the critical inhportalice for the
success of fiscal policy generally of minimizing the time lag between
the dvelljiiieiit of the tieed fo an adjustment and its actual impact.

Th110 Choi(11, I a li' fII i (' 411 .tlv'e-lv icial tax adj Ist iieit (al lv also
alect,. il,' ill whi'lt I I lix bil(,ei is distributed between those
wiht liii i 't ti, g a ad t lm. % iti stable i ivoiie;. It is well known that
a Ilogiressiye i lloinle] a x as.,sed m mi alaill basis imlboses heavierbill-dhs on il11chuatilig.1t (It . ,Ivltdv ineomles, Th'lis pJ.i ell oll is
offll. tlhohldt I ellt, l-iIi~ly to higlh inlcolnivs Ihl ll~e l-logl'es,-

sioli of tile rates is liost, lll)U'llt.; liowever,, flh1 exemltion level in
ell'v('t I'ep 'seltl Ii jtil) fiom a iate of zero to rates reewitly in the
ieiglilo'liooil of 2 plelved ; this is a lh shiarjxlr jranip tlai takes
plae a ii ,'wl%,iei els i t lie lax slleile, anl lhe iimiCl'r of tlaxllyel's
who iil love l a'k a i4 forl ll betveii I ieexenij 11 a14i taxalbh ('litl'egories
is large coinpaled wit li lie numbers wIo cross th oflher bracket limits.
( ',oil e,'vl 'al1 t tll in oIf' exe IIII i ho level s wo Ih I e(Id to i lci'llse
Ih 1111, r IIIi' i.lof t xairys e h'lio cl''ss I ie exemi d ioln level from I year to
yearu' as well is tihe I ofal I a1l0lilt "wislp te jersoil eXellij)tiollsH
th,,s the disciiniat 11 agailil fitet Htinig iiicolies ill lhis aria would
I. iii('iass(d.

( )n ie (tlhei' Imial v,'(li(,l lttlittaiot( of ra.s also iuivolves sonic
il(lc-vasl ill tile diei'i r i ltiol agai ist flletltii g inoiiies in tlat those
Vlhose ill((iiles 1hictl1lte cvclially will have more of their incomes
laxed al lile Iigl(r 11aIi eiW604 l a,. t hiall uI( thlie lower l'e('(ssimil raltes.
This t vie of loil'iiiliou sevilis to Ie hle, ite ,e and Iliore widely
di ill'iied l1i i0 t t l(lt lW t lie h(h:Ilgd iii i'Xeii it 1)1 levels, however,1lind to occui' at lit i' levels (f i 1coie wieie the lis(''iuilioll would
Ie ilone tolerahle Both the force an1d tlhe direction of this argument
will d(leeld tola very larigeextelt oi I I e rate st rct ill-e anfd its relation
to the distriillin of illcolle. Extreiiie caH's can ('It c rjail v be im-
agi ned where tle al',gllleiut ill ter is of quit v IbI et l flletivating and
Steal, illiolles would he overwlhlelluiiurIv ill lavor of rate ('}lallges, and
others were lhe argililelit would le ovei' helhininlgly in favor of
('lhalges ill exeilptio s. And ill ailY ('114 t le li)rol'iath solution
lies not ill tl~in to ,ake major shifts in the ,nethi of cyclical rari-
at ioll for tle sake of reit iveh Imlinor inlpioveiet s in equity. but in
attfiuking the ille(p ity directhy through ,ome form iof averagillig or by
lhe carry forward or backward of united personal exemptions.

Thus'it cannot be said that the arguments on theoretical grounds
for advocating rate changes rather than exemption changes as it coun-
tercyclical measure are very strong. The strongest arguments of a
general tenor seem to be of an administrative nature. These, however,
are reinforced by the consideration that if we look at the question ill
its current political context it appears unlikely that should a need
arise for increasing revenues, this need would be itiet by red~lcing
exemptions. And if exemptions are currently increased as a means
of impartingi a cyclical stimulus to the economlny, it appears very Il)-
likely that once the need for stlch stimulus has vanished the exemp-
tions could be again reduced to their present level without formidable
political opposition. Thus even if Initially exemptions were raised
as a countercyclical move, it appears almost certain that such a change
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would in fact become a permanent change in the structure unid not a
cyclical variation. It is necessary therefore to examine the advisabil-
ity of such a step as a permanent change rather than as a method of
applying countercyelical policy.

PERMANENT CIHANOES IN TIE STRUCTURE OF TIE TAX ON LOW INCOMES

Are the exemptione too low?
Judged by any of the standards that have been used in the past to

determine the appropriate level of personal exemptions, the lpreseiit
exemptions are extraordinarily low. They cannot be said to cover it
wholesome minimum standard of living for typical urban families in
the United States, unless by dint of fairly revolutionary changes in
living habits, such as would be involved, for example, in the use of
Stigler's minimum cost diet. For the past few years the real pmr-
chasing power of the exempt income has been lower than ever in the
past in this country, even in wartime, and the proportion of the popu-
lation subject to the tax has reached record levels. All of which might
be held to indicate that there is room for an increase in the exemptions
as soon as revenue needs abate. In the immediate context, however,
almost every consideration by which such a move might be justified
seems to lead to an inconsistency or self-contradiction.

Although looking at the income tax in isolation it might seem that
restoring the proper pattern of progressivity would call for imi ini-
crease in the exemptions, when it is considered that there are ofller
taxes bearing heavily ol the lower income groups, raising exemptions
must be relegated to a second order of priority. While studies of over-
all tax burdens can be questioned on many grounds, not only with
regard to the assumptions made as to incidence of various taxes hut
also as to the appropriateness of income as a standard of referee ice for
the lowest income classes, nevertheless they do show a degree of pro-
gresqsion over the lowest income ranges that falls considerably shot
of anything that could be said to correspond to ability to pay oi al1nsi
any principle pr definition. The main contributors to this lack of
progression at the Federal level are the tobacco and beverage taxes and
the taxes on transportation and communication, with corporation taxes
also contributing, according to some theories of incidence. Before con-
sidering an increase in the exemptions, one should at least consider
reductions in these more regressive taxes.

In particular, the taxes on communications and transportation are
not only regressive in their incidence but are among the more eco-
nomically harmful excises in that they apply to industries that have
considerable long-run economies of scale. Not only must the users
of the facilities pay the tax that is passed on to them, but they or the
stockholders of the enterprises must in addition bear the burden of
defraying that part of the overhead above the marginal costs that was
formerly contributed by the traffic that is driven away by the increase
in the gross rates. A recent study of the rate structure of the New
York City subway system indicated that for every dollar of net
revenue obtained by raising subway fares the subway riders would
have to contribute as much as $1.60. While this may be a somewhat
extreme case, it is clear that the excess burden of special taxes on
public utilities is substanflal and that such excises should be avoided
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wherever possible. The taxes under consideration were perhaps justi-
fiable during the war when the facilities in question were overloaded
and revenue needs were such as to warrant the exploitation even of
otherwise rather undesirable sources of revenue; they should have been
repealed as soon as the special war conditions subsided, and their re-
peal is long overdue. Moreover, while repeal of such excises is prob-
ably about as effective in stimulating employment as an equivalent
reduction in income tax, it is less likely, because of the consequent
reduction in costs to carry the stimulus to the point of causing an
inflation of the price level. It is clear that the repeal of these taxes
should take absolute precedence over any increase in the income-tax
exemptions.

The case for considering reductions in tobacco and beverage taxes
before raising income-tax exemptions is somewhat less clear, in view
of the accepted sumptuary justification for these taxes. But granting,
arguendo, that smoking is significantly injurious to health, and also
that it involves significant external diseconomies of consumption, such
as its contribution to fire losses and discomfort to neighbors, it is fairly
clear that the demand is highly inelastic, and that the effects of this
tax on the distribution of income bulk large relative to the effects
on the allocation of resources. It seems also fairly clear that the
present rates of tax are higher than would fairly reflect the external

iseconomies proper, while there is something slightly incongruous
about a situation where the majority of the population decides col.
lectively that smoking should be discouraged for reasons of health
or morals, but individually decides to continue smoking. If improve.
ment of the distribution of the tax burden at the lower end of the
income scale is an objective, reduction in tobacco taxes appears to have
a claim to be considered before increasing personal exemptions.

With beverage taxes, the data are less persuasive both of the re-
gressivity of the burden and of the inelasticity of demand, while the
external diseconomies of consumption are more difficult to evaluate,
so that there is much more room for difference of opinion as to the
relative priority to be accorded reductions in these taxes. On the
other hand, evasion, negligible for the tobacco taxes, is a significant
factor in liquor taxes, but this is a consideration that lies somewhat
far from the issue of progressivity.

The other major taxes that bear heavily on the lower income classes
are largely State and local taxes, and mi ght thus be considered to lie
outside the scope of Federal tax policy. But even here there are ways
in which Federal tax policy may appropriately have an influence in
the direction of encouraging the'States to reduce the regressiveness of
their own tax systems. Thus by retaining income taxes at a high level
and reducing its own excises, the incentive provided by the deductibil-
ity of direct taxes for States to make use of such taxes is maintained
at a higher level, although to bc sure the extent to which the standard
deduction is used, particularly at low levels of income, makes of this
a relatively minor point. Another possibility is that increased grants-
in-aid of various kinds to State governments could be considered as a
possible alternative to reduction in income-tax yields on the basis that
this would in turn enable States and localities to diminish the re-
gressive burdens of their taxes. Possibilities of this sort. are perhaps
rather limited, particularly as the grants may give rise to further
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State and local expenditures rather than to the reduction of regressive
taxes, yet they merit consideration as possibly to be preferred to a di-
rect reduction of income taxes on lower bracket taxpayers.

TIE SIZE OF TIE FIRST BRACKET

The initial bracket of $2,000 to which the minimum tax rate applies
has remained constant for over 2 decades, but during that time its sig-
nificance has undergone drastic change In the thirties, a comparison
of the British and the American rate structures showed the British
rates to be dominated by a normal rate applying to the large bulk of
the taxpayers, with trimmings consisting of the surtax at the top and
the reduced rate at the bottom, while the American structure was one
of more regular graduation. The wartime reduction in exemptions,
plus the adoption of income splitting has virtually reversed this pic-
ture: the initial bracket rate in the United States now covers a range
of incomes comparable to those covered by the normal rate in Britain,
while tile graduation supplied in Britain by the reduced, rate at the
bottom end of the scale is lacking with us. One taxpayer may have
an income as much as four times as great as another with the same
family status and still be subject to the same marginal rate. To be
sure, progressivity is to be found in the average rate, but this would
seem an inadequate expression of the variation in ability to pay.
Moreover the present scheme of graduation, to the extent that it in-
volves a relatively high initial rate, tends to concentrate the discriinina-
tion against fluctuating incomes on those incomes that fluctuate
around the exemption level and thus lose full benefit of their exemp-
tions, which loss is converted into an extra tax burden at the relatively
high rate differential that occurs at this margin.

While it would be hard to put very much weight on any particular
rule of graduation, it would seem that the amount by which one in-
come must be greater than another in order to warrant the applica-
tion of a different marginal rate would be roughly proportion to the
amount of the income, and that accordingly the ratio between the in-
come corresponding to the upper limit of a bracket and, that cor-
responding to trie lower limit should be roughly constant for the dif-
ferent brackets. Obviously this cannot be the case. for all different
family sizes at once, but sone rough correspondence is possible. One
suggestion would be to split the first $2,000bracket into three brackets
of $300, $500, and $1,200, respectively. One might.at the same time
note that to provide separate rates for the $80,000 to $90,000 bracket
and for the $90,000 to $100,000 bracket seems more detail than is
really warranted, particularly when it is considered that the next
bracket runs from $100,000 to $150,000. But this is a relatively
minor matter.

In any case, the proposal to subdivide the first bracket is in some
ways an alternative to another proposal for carryback of unused
personal exemptions, and should be considered with that possibility
in mind.
Exemption carrybacki

Among small-tax payers, the bulk of the relative disadvantage
suffert I by the taxpayer with a fluctuating income is represented by
the waste of exemptions that occurs when his income falls tempo-
rarily below the exemption level. This is particularly true when a
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relatively high initial rate applies to a very wide first bracket. Pre-
venting tills waste of exemptions, as by a carryforward or carryback,
would thus go a long way, in these areas, toward the elimination of
discrimination against fluctuating incomes.

As applied to individual incomes, however, carryforward of unused
personal exemptions is subject to the very serious drawback that at
any given time many returns with unused exemptions are being filed,
and while many of these exemptions would never in fact be effectively
carried forward, it is not possible to know in advance which these
are, and thus it would become necessary to have a rather large and
costly volume of auditing of obviously nontaxable returns in order
to avoid later giving credit for exaggerated claims of unused exemp-
tions, or having to audit very old returns with problems arising from
the application of statutes of limitations.

Formerly, carryback of unused exemptions would have been subject
to the objection that it would call for the payment of large numbers
of refunds. But with the administrative machinery presently set
up for handling such refunds expeditiously and efficiently, this is no
Longer a serious objection. Carryback has the advantage as compared
with Icarryforward that at the time the return is filed it is already
apparent'whetiher or not the amount of tile unused exemption is of
consequence. 'here is thus no additional difficulty created for the
efficient organization of the auditing program. Another very impor-
tant consideration is the cyclical ml)act of such a carryback: the
paymentt of refunds in years of reduced income, as contrasted with

the abatenient of taxes in years of increased income as would occur
with carryforward, should greatly enhance the effectiveness of the
income tax as a built-in stabilizer. To be sure, the fact that the
actual payment of the refund is likely to occur about a year after
the diminution of income has been experienced somewhat impairs the
promlptness with which this stabilizing effect will take place; never-
theless the existence of such a provision may be expected to have sub-
stantial direct and indirect announcement effects that may take hold
considerably before the actual payment of the refunds takes place.

Finally, if the period over which an exemption carryback is al owed
is made long enough, the refunds allowed may asune tile form of
a supplementary retirement income. This would form an acceptable
and equitable substitute for the many proposals that have been
advanced for exemption or deferment of taxation of sums set aside
in various ways for retirement. But it is only a partial substitute
for this unless it is considered in conjunction with some form of
similar refund proposal applicable to larger income levels. For this
pl)pose the use of cumulative assessment for the higher bracket tax-
payers would be an appropriate complementary measure.

DEDUCTIONS FOR NONBUSINESS EXPENSES AND AN

ECONOMIC CONCEPT OF NET INCOME

ME:LVIN I. Wluo, Brooklyn College
Of the group of itenls referred to as nonbusiness expenses or per-

sonal deductions, most are not fully consistent with a systematically
defined economic concept of personal income; their justification must
depend on the efficiency with which they serve other economic or social
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objectives. It is the main purpose of this paper to amplify this ob-
servation by analyzing individually the major items inchidtil in the
personal deductions category.

In the first section attention is focused on the basic question of the
content of an applicable definition of income and the entangled issue
of the recipient unit. Stress is laid on those aspects of the delinition
specifically relevant to examination of the personal deduction items
and some consideration is given to the role of the personal exeiiiption
and credit for dependents. The second section discusses the specific
deduction items in an order which is analytically convenient. Igal
and administrative issues are not discussed; nor is there any attempt
to estimate the revenue effects of suggested changes. ]lie major
policy implications of the paper are summarized in the iiil Section.'

Tim, INCOME CONCEpr

General relation to equity
Consistency of the legislatively (lehled tax base with a stated, meas-

urable concept of income is the ultimately reliable test for adherence
to the princil)le of equity in personal taxation. The "equal treatment
of equals" means that individuals similarly circumstanced with re-
.pect to income l)ay the same tax bill. In a complex modern economy
individuals differ in a multitude of ways, some relevant and some not.
Whether or not two individuals should be considered similarly cir-
cunstanced can only be determined by (lefining an independent meas-
ure of income against which each separate circumstance can be tested.
The ultimate effect of allowing any specific deduction (or requiring
any particular inclusion) on all the multitudinous equity relation-
.31is of individuals to one another is almost impossible to determine.

There is also the question of the treatment of unequals. A well.
defined tax base that represents an acceptable index of relative eco-
nomic status is necessary if there is to be a controlled degree of pro.
gression, determined by the statutory rate schedule. Ambiguity and
inconsistency in the definition of the base can result in a substantial
gal between appearance and reality; the effective rates can turn out
to be considerably less progressive tmn the statutory rates would lead
one to believe. thus if proper treatment is to be accorded both equals
and unequals, a working relationship must be maintained between a
theoretically defined concept of net income and the tax )ase as defined
from accounting categories. The theoretical concept may then serve
as a guide in the organization of accounting records andI an "ideal"
against which actual statutes defining the tax biise may be continually
evaluated for the accuracy with which they reflect relative economic
status.
Formal definition

Economic status, of course, may be given a psychological interpre-
tation so that it becomes completely individualistic, noncolparable,
111d not susceptible to quantitative summarization. Now, however
true it may be that the personal experience of status has its ultimate

'This paper Is primarily a statement and application of views and Ideas of wide cur-
rency within the profession. However. In addition to the work of Prof. lenry Simons
referred to blow. I would like to ackfl wledge specifically the Influence of Prof. William
Vickrey's book Acenda for Proaressive Taxation, the Rtonald Press Co., 1947. 1 would also
like to acknowledge participation of Anne White in the preparation of this paper.
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reality ini the psychic realii, no guide to tax policy can be derived

oin insistence on such all interpretation. On the other hand, it is
not necessary, ill an excess of pragmnatisil, merely to seize Upon some
,onwvllient accounting starting point and iluddle through a series of
ad hoc,, adjustments or refinements to a final determination of the tax
ba-e. 'l'here does exist a concept of income from economic analysis
which, with inodifica,ions, can be made to yield a satisfactory incex
of the relative economic status of persons.

lPersonal income 1ir.s been given its most considered and rigorous
definition by Prof. Ienry Sinions. The suumnary statement of his
definition is that income over a period of time is the algebraic sum of
the exercise of claims 1) an indivi(hdal for purposes of consumption,
pls ihe net change in ?,is store of chlims-both evaluated at market
price, with the latter colnl)uted on an accrual rather than a realization
basis. Claims may be in the form of cash or assets generating explicit
or imnplicit yields. This is an ex post concept, and defines income in
terns of what has been done with it over a given period of time-its
disposition rather than its source."

Thie "exercise of claims on hehialf of consumption" includes all the
things obviously suggested by the terin and al;o the less obvious items
of leisure (which would be valued by imputing an estimate of fore-
gone earnings) and income in kind resultinlg from personal effort or
the owner-use of (luralJle goods. Included here wouhl bM housewife
services, de)reciation, and interest, o (iurable gootis illuding house
hold equipment, automobiles, owner-cvctipied houses, and similar
itelns.

Change in the stock of claims includes not only changes in the
market value of securities and additions to cash balances but also
changes in the stock of durable goods. New assts, whether )ur-
chases of durable goods or gifts, represent additions to the stock of
claims, while depreciation on old assets is a reduction. Growth in
valuable capacities embodied in the person is not included in the
concept, although the ultimate result of activating these capacities
is, of course, income under the appropriate headings.3

Specify content
It is impracticable to estimate or conll)ute directly the sum of each

taxpayer's consuml)tion outlays and changes in cash balances and
other asset holdings. A first, step in )ractical application is to translate
the definition, to reformulate it in familiar accounting "income" cate-
gories. The table below lists in the left hand column the components
of income following the original Simons definition in terms of disposi-
tion. In the right hand column are the categories of income by source
which would have to be included for strict correspondence to the dispo-
sition side.

I Henrv C. Simons. Personal Income Taxation, University of Chicago Press, 1938. Al-
though the discussion which follows is based on this definition, some freedom Is exercised
in interpretation.

'The history of assets prior to the moment they come into the posseqsion of the tax-
rIs irrelevant; this Is a point of Importance in considering the issues of "double

taxation" and doubleo counting."
It should be clear that personal Income for tax purposes In no sense represents a share

in the national Income. The meaningless total of personal Incomes will not only greatly
exceed the value of the national product but the relationship between the personal Income
total and national product will vary with the size of the Interpersonal flow of claims not
related to current production.
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111v, god, lo iw r:ilhle" t hm lather* 'Flh. s('rviv or right ownership
of alnl aiilt loi, ihe lodlav 1.4 all; ,eont,,nit.:cly different ('olineodity from

A Ipinslhi' alternative t.wloint Is that the. 4,pxinses of raising children are a form
,if 4',I 4U 11111 loi anlid ,I,' tiOl "411ill' a t:,i'as,'r to an 4 eiecial treatment. The present crrdit
for 'D ll'l4'4'ntfl from llI viewpoint Is an Incentive ,ulidy for a socially ieslraIble form
of eonmunlrUtion

0 If it Is inmhldenrl ,leIrible to hae a tax free mIlnmum, a sero-rate bracket would
'. a more n groress|'e ,, thd 44an the 01' of ,xemiptlons.
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that of all automobile I year from today. The consensus of the market
place is that it is also a more valuable commodity. Front the individ-
ual's point of view, this fact is reflected in an interest cost-whether
explicitly paid out or implicitly incurred through a foregone inter-
est return. Thus interest cost is perviasive; it is involved in the coi-
sumption of food and other daily t'evurrent items as well as in the
decision regarding acquisition of (lurable goods. llowever, it is easiest
to analyze the relationship between interest and the income concept ill
connection with durable goods financing, particularly tile case of
housing.

For this problem, three significantly different, institutional arrange-
ments for financing a year's consuml)tion of housing ser'ices must be
kept in mind. One is the case of the tenant in which linancing is
entirely on a pay-out-as-you-consume basis. Another is the owner-
mortgagor, which requires the explicit payment of interest. And the
third is the clear-owner, in which owner equity v covers the full value
of the house. Tile consumption coml)onent of income for all three is
equal to the gross rental value of the space occul)ied. An explicit pay-
ment of the rent is made by the tenant; in the other two cases the
gross rental value must be established by im)utatiot. The tenant's
rental is sulicient to cover mainteiniace exi)eltn.s, depreciat ion, prop-
erty taxes, managerial services, an allowan,'e for vacancy rates, and
net return on invested capital."

The tenant, in making an oltpaviiet for housing service, has his
stock of claims reduced below the level that lie would otherwise have
been able to hold by an amount just equal to the value of housing
services consumed. Thus no net income is generated for him in
connection with his home. For the clear-owner a similar reduction
in claims results from items of depreciation, maintenance, and taxes,
but the reduction is less than consumn)tion as measured by the gross
ilnputed rental. The difference is the amount of return on invested
capital and for managerial services. Thus the consumption of his
own property generates an imputed net income for him. In the case
of tile mortigagor, the net income generated is less than for the clear
owner by tile drain on his stock of claims to make the interest out-
payment on the mortgage.

Tie table below gives a numerical example of the income computa-
tion for three similarly circumstances taxpayers, each of whom elects
one of the alternative ways of financing a year's occlpancy of a
$10,000 house. As can be seen from the table, their income properly
finedd is equal and their tax bills should be the same. lPreemit tax
provisions, by failing to include imputed rentals, discriminate against
the tenant. Tie provision for the deduction of property taxes and
mortgage interest are logical only as deductions from gross rent. So
long as iml)uted rentals are not included, the property-tax deduction
serves only to increase the discrimination between the renter and tile
homeowner.

*The Imputed gross rental for owner-occupied houses should probably be less than the
tenant rate for comparable space; the costs are less since there Is no need to cover a
vacancy rate and correspondingly the services are less as the owner is not as free to move.
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TABtL ll.-Income computation for taxpayers with alternative methods of

finning home

1enant Mortgagor C('luroixtior

. Letll't Ieliniling (o year,
1) Cah.. ...................... $l,,MJ $,00 $1,000
2) lociLtiei 1 .. 0,000 )

(3) Equity In bointe . d 5.0001 __o_ 10,00

Total ............................ 11,000 l 0)0 i I,000(Morttnage)............ .. _....: I 1.)........

Income and expivise during genr -, -
(4) Weges ...... .... .................... . , 000 5,(0 5,0oo
(8) Yield on securities .....
(0) (ross rent (actual or lhiputed) . . . .l. 00(). 1,000
(7) Otherconsumption............. 4,000 4,000 I 4,000
(8) Property tax . . .... . 218' 2W0

( depreciation ....... .............. .... 25 50

(1 Interest on mortgage. 2,50..............
(12) Net imputed rent (2,WO)-( u)-( 0-(1 ) . ...... _ 2,0 5" 0

Incme compute'! by dIkoilon
(13) Oroms rent ......................... .. 1,00 1,000 1 o0
(14) Other consumnption 4, 000 4, (0 4, 0)
(1) Chan In i4. ...).-(.)-. +500 ...
(16) Change In %alue of house -.. . .).......... - -260

Total .......................................... 5,500 . ',W 5.No
4wvie computed Iby source.(,7) W ...................................... 000 5,000 5.000

(18) Yied on .w' n.'rities ... . .. . 500 ....
(9) Nt iniputtO rent. 250 ! 500

Total ................................... .5,500 5,50 5.018)

Income computed front lresent tix ;ro% Lions
(20) Wa s ...................................... 5,ooo 5, 5000
(21) Yield on securIties ........................... 500 25022) Lees property tax( .......... ............... ............. -200 -200
(23) Less mortgage Iate t....................................... -250 ..............

TO ............................................. 500 4,140 4,800
I The rate of Interest on the mortgage loan, the rate of return on the equity In tile o% ited homne aid the

yield on securities are nIl computed at 5 percent. Dllferentlal returns aol"d spoil the collipurison )y giving
rise to different incomes. Managerial return and the vacancy rate allowance are Ignored.

Inclusion of imputed net rentals could be accomplished by adding
an estimated gross rental value in the gross income of the owner and
permitting depreciation, maintenance expenses, taxes, and any mort-
rage interest to be deductible.' A less complicated alternative would
E to compute a reasonable interest return on an estimate of the
owner's equity, an estimate which could be based on assessment rolls,
adjusted by the kind of equalization ratios now in use in many States.

Without the inclusion of an imputed net rental there is no clear-cut
equity criterion for the treatment of mortgage interest. To permit
the deduction as does the present law is to put the mortgagor on a more
equitable basis with the clear owner but aggravates the inequity to the
tenant. This well exemplifies the inadequacy of attempts to solve
equity problems on a partial basis--that is, without reference to the
underlying income concept.

The most popular justification for the property deductions is that
they represent & fiscal encouragement to homeownership. Laudable
though -the general objective may be, the suitability of subsidizing
homeowners hip by use of deductibility provisions is open to serious

hu, rovhly, to the dritisb method.
73S.1--56 -24
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question. Tihe subsidy not only becomes larger the more expensive
e home but for it given home it increases with the size of the tax-

payer's income. And to the extent that there is it positive relationship)
between size of income and value of home, the effect of the subsidy
becomes even more sharply regressive. Surely Federal action to aid
homeownership can be achieved with less sacrifice of equity by direct
action in the housing and home finance area and perhal)s through
fiscal aid to local governments.8

Personal and inztallment h terest
It is convenient, and probably realistically in order of importanice,

to consider first the proper treatment of personal and installment
interest when the proceeds of the loan are for purposes of acquiring
durable consumer goods (other than houses). The three cases out-
lined above in connection with mortgage interest are applicable here.
The role of "tenant" is filled by customers of the laundronats, and
commercial launderers, the automobile rental establishments and taxis
and so forth, as well as by tenants in buildings that furnish services
of durable goods. The installment l)u'chser is in the position of the
mortgagor and the outright purchaser in that of the clear owner.
Again the ideal soltiot is to ill)pute return to the owner-user of dII-
rable goods, permitting installnlent (or other peri.olal) loan interest
as a deduction for the borrower-towner. 'lui would then put the
pay-out-as-you-use renter, the l)orro% t-V hTi iii, tad the clear owner
on a consistent basi..

It is, however, impractical to inake such imputatiolns for most du-
rabies. Again, as with mortgage interest, the lack of imnputation
leaves the deduction for loan interest in an ambiguious status. Hlow-
ever, for many consumer durables, particularly automobiles the renter
population is comparatively small. In this case it may wel be argued
that a larger measure of equity results if the treatment of the borrower-
owner is made consistent with that of the clear owner by permitting
deduction of installment and personal interest."

With regard to recurrent household expenses, everyone falls in the
role of tenant-that is, is on a pay-out-as-you-consume basis. A per-
son who has sufficient receipts or a cash balance from which to finance
a given level of such expenses without borrowing has a higher income
than one who does not. This becomes clear ifhe should choose to
borrow for current living expenses anyway, and lend out his own
cash at interest. Then lie has the same consumption as the borrower
and an equal interest payment to meet, but an offsetting inflow of
cash adding to his claims which the borrower does not. Therefore,
treatment consistent with the income concel)t permits the deducti-
bility of personal interest where the funds are used for ordinary cur-
rent expenses.

'The Implications for local finance are considered below. It May also be noted that
the Implied submidy received by a given houseowner cannot be pretlsely determined with-
out stipulation of changes In tax rates contingent on removal of d(eductions.

* It Is sometimes said that the Interest paid by the purchaser, say. of an automobile on
the installment plan, Is simply part of the price of the automobile, that part which arises
because he is unwilling to wait until he has saved the purchase price. It is true as indicated
earlier that the interest represents the cost of having the use of the automobile now rather
than later. But this does not distinguish him from the clear owner: the latter pas the
interest cost in the form of forgone earnings. The reason why the deductibility of the
Installment Interest is necessary for the equitable treatment of the borrower relative to the
clear owner is not related to the price aspect of Interest but is simply to recognize that, with
respect to this transaction, the clear. owner has a higher income due to his possession of
greater Income eatning assets-the cash necessary for the full purchase of the automobile.
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Sales and excise a.rey

Deductions for sales and exci.,e taxes generally may be claimed by
the person who is liable accor(Iing to the law iln1pfosing the tax, which
may or may not coincide with the economic incidence of the tax. If
tile economic incidence of the tax is not oil the consumer, then there
is obviously no justification foi permitting deduction. But it ques-tion of consistency witl net income still remains if it is assumed that
the incidence of the deductible taxes is actually on tile consumer.

One viewpoint is to regard all State and local taxes paid by an
individual as a ineasure of his share in the social consumption of
government services . Their deductibility woull then clearly be dis-
allowed. ,' his viewpoint has greatest ai)plicalility to such taxes as
gasoline taxes, where the tax bill is roughly correlated with consump-
tion of a government service. But it is diicult to maintain for taxes
that have no direct relationship to benefits bestowed.

The valuation of the consumlption component of income is that of
the market. The price paid by the consumer is the accepted measure
of the value to hin of the commodity he buys. If one consumer chooses
to pay $5 for coinnodity. A and another chooses to pay $5 for B, their
consumption is equal, irrespective of the fact that the outlay for A
included anl amount to cover an excise whereas the outlay for B did
not. 'rhe presence of the excise is just one of the influences producing
a sufficient relative scarcity of the coiinioditv to cau,e its value to
consuler,'s to rise to the $5 point. A de(luction gives preference to
the colnsuimer who prefers A to B at the $5 price.

The presence of a general sales tax or a large number of excises in
one area and not, in another may cause price differentials on pliysically
identical commodities. But, as already indicated, such differentials
are not taken into acocunt in evaluating the consumption component
of income. Furthermore, deductibility can scarcely be maintained
consistently for all consumers of taxed commodities--either because
consmplltion is indirect or because the tax happens not to be levied
in a way that can be segregated. Finally, deductibility from the Fed-
eral income tax increases the regressive character of tlis type of local
taxation.

State and local income taxes
State and local income taxation raises different issues. No adjust-

ment of consumption or savings habits can alter the impact of a
general income tax. Thus, an income tax does not produce differen-
tial tax payments unrelated to economic status which is the major
cause of the equity issue in considering deductibility for other State
and local taxes.10  Of co(,rse, if all States and localities levied a pro-
portional income tax at the same effective rate, no change of relative
status would be effected and the question would become academic.
But this is not the case; rate schedules vatry significantly among States
and localities and are generally progressive. Consequently, a person's
economic status before levving the Federal income tax is properly
measured after a State or localincome tax.

it For example, assume an excise is Imposed on a commodity which is consumed in equal
amounts IyX and Y. and which produces a price rise. In response to the price rise
consumer X shifts some Income from the taxed commodity to other purchases whereas Y
allocates Income from other consumption in order to maintain his consumptions of the taxed
commodity. Both are disadvantaged by the price rise, but Y has a larger offset in the
form of an excise tax deduction from his Federal income tax. Nothing comparable occurs
under a State or local income tax.
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The desirability of deductibility for State or local income taxes is
reinforced by the practical consideration that it automatically pre-
vents combined Federal-State-local tax rates from exceeding 100
percent.
Implications for State and local fAnune

The import of tHie above di ussion of deductibility of State and
local taxes implies a decidedly unneutral role for the Federal income
tax in the State and local tax picture. Property, sales, and excise
taxes would be disallowedi as deductions, but income taxe would be
ermitted. A fairly strong incentive would thus be established for
tate and local governments to increase the share of their total reve-

nues from income taxation. The resulting increased sensitivity. of
State and local structures to changes in aggregate income may require,
or perhaps more accurately, in(lFce more advance planning at the
local level than has been customary in the past. But this can hardly
be a deficiency. A more sensitive revenue structure combined with
some form of countercyclical reserve fund offers a more realistic
adaptation to the kind of economic environment State and local gov-
ernments are likely to have to cope with in the decades ahead. And
from the point of view of economic stability, a more widespread
adoption of income taxation would increase the countercyclical effec-
tiveness of the American tax system as a whole. With respect to
administration, my impression is that many difficulties could be alle-
viated by increased cooperation between "Federal. State, anti local
authorities.
Medical expenses and casualty losses

The medical expenses and casualty loss deductions can be considered
consistent with the net-income concept on the ground that they are
not voluntary outlays providing satisfaction in the usual sense; they
represent a nonconsumption exercise of claims and are thus a negative
component of income. The difficulty here as with other attempts to
segregate outlays that are partly inivoluntary, is that the argument
is too readily extensible. Whether or not tlese deductions are con-
sistent with net income is not in any caze going to be determinant in
treating medical expenses and casualty losses. For they are con-
cerned with a matter as fundamental as any in the area of economic
ethics--the proper handling of risk.

Our society is greatly concerned with e'isk and our (ecoComilic system
makes available to individuals a wide range of choice as to the degree
of risk they wish to assume. Both public and private agencies con-
tribute on the one hand to the elimination wherever possible of in-
voluntary risks (insurance companies, unemployment compensation)
and on the other hand to the protection of the dazzlingg rewards that
occasionally accrue to those who undertake speculative )rojects and
are successful. Income-tax policy is influenced by this dual concern
with risk, The interest in protecting certain hiigh rewards is re-
flected in sections of the tax law not under discussion here, but some
note might be made of the generou, treatment of firms engaged in
natural resource development and of capital gains in general.

A medical expense and casualty loss deduction is an expression of
the desire to protect against involuntary risk. Together they repre.
sent a kind of insurance covering contingencies to person or property
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of a serious and u unpredictable nature which are otherwise uninsured.11
The premiulns are inI the higher tax rates necessitated by the deduction
and the consequently higher bills paid by taxpayers inl years when
they do not have large medical or loss deductions. The premiums
may be considered to rise l)roportionately with income since, were
the deduction to be abolished, it would probably be compensated for
by a general reduction in all rates. The benefit, the reduction in the
tax bill when the deduction is claimed, is of fractional coverage and
is proportional to the allowable expense or loss. The fraction covered
rises progressively with income. Thus the system is probably biased
to some extent in favor of the higher income groups. In addition
these groups in general are more sophisticated in tax matters and are
in a better position to incur the initial expense themselves; hence they
are more likely to take full advantage of the system."

This is perhaps not such a bad scheme for handling the medical
expense problems until some form of direct medical insurance can be
(levised that wins widespread community acceptance, but it is certainly
not an optimal long-rIu solution.
Child care

The recently introduced deduictions for child care may be regarded
as a step toward correcting an inequity in the present tax treatment
of two-family situations--the working wife, and the single, self-
supporting l)iu'ent. The deduction is sometimes justified as a busi-
ness expense necessary to permit the earning of income, but minimal
food, clothing, and shelter, as well as numerous other outlays, couldhe ", ('ategorized equally well.

.:'_,vices ordinarily performed by the wife in the home are a sig-
nificant element of tie normal family's income--an element which, as
noted above, caiinot in practice be taxed. Nor can the value of the
wife's leisure time be included in the tax base where these services
are, performed by servants."3 All that can be done is to allow some
form of (leduietion to working wives and single parents which will
moderate tle discrimination against them.

Since the services given up are general household services as well
as child care, perhaps some deduction is justified even where there
sre no children. One suggestionn is that a basic stated deduction be
given representing the cost of a servant at the going rates with an
inerement for child care. The deduction should be permitted whether
an explicit expense for domestic service is incurred or not, since in
the absence of a servant the working wife or single parent sacrifices
leisure by doing housework in after-business hours.

the deduction for the working wife is to some extent in conflict
with the community value still placed on having mothers remain at
home. The fact that, the present law permits the income generated

3t There may be some point fn calling attention to the distinction between uninsured and
uninsurable risk. Properly It Is only the latter that constitutes a truly Involuntary as-
mumption of rlsk. Those who do not take out Insurance when it Is renadiv available, but
who can expect to get the ioqs offset in case of casualty, are thereby making a not saving
as compared with thosp who pay the premium.

Is However this should not be taken to imply that the Inequity resulting from the present
ceiline should be allowed to colttinue.

U On a strict theoretical basis, if a wife works there Is no addition to the family's Income
since her household services and leisure time are properly evaluated on the basis of potential
earnlngs. The appropriate adjustment, then, is to impute to the Income of nonworking
wives the value of their foreign earnIntrs.
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by home activity to be tax free while outside earnings are fully taxed
may be interpreted as a form of subsidy meant to provide an incen-
tive. The recent child-care provisions conform to the value by limit-
ing eligibility for the deduction in the case of working wives. As
the law now stands, the deduction is apparently intended only for
hardship cases-where the husband* is incapacitated or where the'joint
earnings are quite low, implying a necessity for the wife to work,

There is real reason to doubt that the tax provisions represent an
important element in a mother's decision. The effect of the tax law
one way or the other is a relatively .small part of the economic calcu-
lation; the degree of concern for social approval (whichever way aliy
particular community makes the evaluation) and the relative ah itude
for, and satisfaction in, home activities as compared with employment
are probably the dominant considerations in any case.
Contributions

A charitable or other such contribution by an individual is :a vol.
untary allocation of funds, presumably more gratifying than ex pendi-
tare on goods and services. Its deduction is thi s not an appropriate
adjustment for the calculation of net income. The deductibility of
these contributions can best be regarded as one means of implenienting
a policy of decentralization of control over social-welfare activities .
Direct operation by the Government keeps the control of social-
welfare institutions'completely centralized. A. direct subsidy implies
governmental determination of the total value of resources to be coni-
mitted to any particular institution, but the administration of funds
once committed would be kept in private hands. Tax abatement leaves
the decision both as to how resources are to be rationed among eligible
institutions and the administration of funds in private hands. The
availability of alternative sources of funds for social-welfare activities
is important in a pluralistically valued society, and it is worthwhile
to provide tax incentives in this direction.

However, present provisions of the law ten( to concentrate ,ol-
trol over the resources available to eligible institutions in the upper
income group.. There are of course limitations on the size of de-
ductible contributions, and the Govermment itself sets the eliibility
criteria for recipient organizations,. However, within the. e limit, the
higher the taxpayer's income the higher the ratio of the Government's
contribution to the taxpayers. Thus at a marginal tax rale of 7., per-
cent a taxpayer who decides to allocate $1,000 of histdispnsable income
to an eligible institution of his choice can actually commit .4,00)
worth of funds. At the 40 percent rate, a (lecisirin to contribute
$1,000 of disposable income enables the taxpayer to commit only
$1,667.

It cannot be expected that the policies and organizational struc-
ture of the recipient philanthropic institutions would be independent
of the viewpoint and perhaps personal influence of th(se responsible
for providing a major share of the funds. It would seem more con-
sistent with the values of a democratic capitalism to encourage wide
participation by the community in this area as well as other areas of
social and economic activity. A tax credit device might well be an
improvement over the present deduction. Some fraction, say one-half,
of all contributions up to. a specified limit might be made deductible
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from the tax bill. This would weaken somewhat the incentive to
contriblte for the upper ilncome grollps bult would substantially
strengthen it for the middle and lower middle ranges. If effective,
tile device wolild tenld to demiocratize the source of funds for philan-
thropic purposes, and it is not. impossible that an increased total of
funds at reduced cost to the Government would result.
Optimal standard deduction

Tile deduction provisions are an instrument for dealing selectively
with taxpayers ;nd not with those elements of their position common
to all txpayers. Consequently a "standard deduction" is almost a
contradiction ill terms. The )resent standarM deduction permits all
tixpayers with deductible expenibes not exceediiiig 10 percent of ad-
justed gro.-s illcoime or $1,00 to claim the sam(, total] deduction re-
gardles., of individual variat ions. It is obvious that the same result
would be approximated by confining deductions to the portion of eli-
gible expenses ill excess of 10 percent of adjusted gross income and
revising the tax rates downward. Once this is done, it would become
al)par'eit to all that tile only persons benefiting from ti deduction
l)rovisions are those with aggregatie expeitses in excess of the 10 per-
cent limit. This is probably til umimacepttably high floor considering
that it is simply an administrative device; pmti'tic lal, would this be
so if some of tile present items are removed from the deductiblee cate-
gory. It is doubtful that the practical advantage of the present stand-
ard deduction in simplifving the filing of returns, amd minimizing the
discrimination against tOle unsophisticated, is sufficiently strong reai-
,on to justify continmtion of the option.

StMMARY

''l tmain imnl)lications of this paler of direct relevance for policy
may be summarized as follows:

I. Consistency of l)rovisions defining the tax base with an economic
concept of pelsoal net income beig the fundamental test for equity,
should receive more official recognition. This might well take the
form of am oflicial I)ublication--re)resenting a professional consent.
sus- containing a f;nal definition of l)ersonal income, a frank dis-
clsion of the difliculties in translating it into a masurable concel)t,
Oid t deltailed exam-ination of the relationship borne to it by each
of the important provisions of the tax law. Such an undertaking
would lindoultedlv have a salutary long-run etrct on the level of
equity actually aelieved in our tax system.

2. (a) The treatment of household! units of varying membership
might well he improved by extension of tile principles of income split-
ting to all household members. However, to allow more accurately for
the economies of scale possible in household operations, tile incre-
ments in the divisor shoul(l be fractional for additional members
beyond the first, with smaller increments for children.

(b) To put working wives on a par with nonworking wives who
have a higher imputed nontaxable, income some deduction for the
former is justified, with the deduction larger in the case of children.
The deduction should be permitted whether or not an explicit expense
for domestic service is incurred.
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These changes would displace personal exemjptions, credit for de-
pendents, the lead-of-household status, and present income-splitting
provisions. A tax-free minimum income could be provided by an
initial zero-rate bracket.

3. (a) An estimate of net imputed rent should be added to the
income of the homeowner, thereby correcting a major discrimination
against tenants. Mortgage interest and property tax deductions
should be disallowed, except as a subtraction from an imputed gross
rental. Alternative policies are available for inducing home owner-
ship without the conflict with equity.

(b) The status of personal and installment interest is ambiguous,
but a larger measure of equity may well be served by continuing their
deductibility.

4. Deductibility of sales and excise taxes, which affect the consumer
through the prices of goods and services which lhe buys, should be
disallowed. On the other hand, from the Federal viewpoint, personal
income is properly defined net of State and local income taxes and
therefore the dedictibility of tle hitter should be continued. The
unneutral consequences for State and lo.al tinaiial structure are on
the whole desira ble.

5. The insurance-sulhstitute-supllmet function -erved by the med-
ical and casualty loss deductions are an overwhelming con .sideration
in justifying their continuance. The signifinwe of the iuedical de-
diction may be expected to diminish over time as the, community
develops a more adequate approach to this form of involuntary risk.

6. Deductions for contributions to philanthropic institutions obvi-
ously are not implied by a net-income calculation, but they are an
important instrument in restraining the direct role of Government
in the conduct of social-welfare activities and in developing alterna-
tive private sources of funds. The technique of a fractional credit
against the tax bill would be more democratic in its effects than the
present deduction from taxable income.

7. The l)resent optional standard deduction is essentially function.
less and somewhat misleading as an instrument of equity. Its effect
is to put a hilh floor under eligible deductions and thus to make the
selective system of personal deductions nonoperative over a wide
range. It should be removed and any floor on eligible deductions
should be much lower.



VIII. ECONOMICS OF CAPITAL GAINS TAXATION

TIHE I()(KEI).IN PROBLEM
JO'NATHA A. BttowN, New York Stock Exchlngs-

I N'I1ODIUCTION

Meaning of economy rl go wtW h - s
What the individual's weekly alycheck, after taxes, will buy one

year compared to the next is tie real measure of (econoiio, growth.
Fatter paychecks are the main spur to consumption and also the major
source of all new per-onal savings.

Moreover, economists would agree that bigg(-r I aychecks, with big-
ger purchasing power, can only come about through real increases
in productivity. TheV cannot cvole just through fatter pay envelope,;
for those in tle best, bargaining seats. For bigger p)ocktIJooks alone,
due to inflation, buy le. goods and ser ices nf'or lract ically all, depre-
ciate the dollar assets of uinost Anwricau,.. and melt the peIision ,heck
and savings of millions living on fixed incomes. The concept of eco-
nomic growth which I wish to deal with in discussing the locked-in
problem is that of real increases in personal incomes, not just dollar
increases.
Relationship of lorked.hn problem to economic growth

The relationship of the capital-gains locked-in problem to economic
growth is not a simple or direct one. It is as complex as our economy.

But it can b, simply stated: Real economic growth depends on ade-
quate capital formation. Adequate capital formation in turn will
depend, in the coming decade on:

1. Greater incentives to attract new savings, especially into equity
and venture capital opportunities:

2. Adequate mobility for the 00 billion of personal sAvings in the
form of bonds, stocks, aind other capital assets; and

3. Greater efficiency in the lisp of venture capital. because of the
portending shortage of sucl capital in the investment decade ahead.

As of this moment. American investors are locked in with over
$200 billion of unrealized capital gains. We know that, in stocks
listed on the New York Stock Exchange alone, tlere is over $100 bil-
lion of unrealized appreciation just since 19-19. That these investors
continue to be locked in by the restrictive effects of the capital-gains
tax constitutes one of the country's most serious obstacles to economic
growth.

Before discussing how important increased productivity and in-
creased capital investment will be in the next decade, anI how the
problems of locked-in capital in the past may be dwarfed in the

867
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future, I would like to anahlze in more detail theit nature, eau-e, "nd
extent of the locked-in problem as it exists today.

TIHE AI:I(AD-IN PROI ,.A

.Nature of the problem
The teril "ho'ked ill" eulliar-iiY refer, s) tilhe inmmobilization of

capital-1 holbdiling of d,'irable tlpit al t Iln fers, if oa will--due to
the capitill-gliins tax rate itid holdiig-leriotl proviNons of the Fed-
eral tax laws,

The key (.llitall-gains tax provision, of the )reselnt., law apl))licable
to tile loked-in prl)leil concern 1wrcet iage, ieltl.ion ow 50 per-
cent'), I|h alternative miaxim Irlt Inow 2.*w % jcl'icenit), lld lilt, holl-
ing period (flow 06 Iionths).,

I1 ihis paIper the lowivil -ill l1llil will lI' analyzed wiih partiaulr
refelrent Io lio lhe pr nlt ca itlal-,,aill t l lat llelt of e lity .ewiivitics
Owlild by individual invyeiIor:.. The i a mt of tlie tax 1as beeil io t
severe on stokohlrs rather than owntirs of other v.aiital iss',s and
rat I l i 'lnl orepo-ra ditillc from iilividuln --Iow iers. hO
nlch of the -aine h:irnlfil lockin g-i ll' ict applicile to inlividual
investors is ii Iso 111 icale to certain litiianeial inlltuitltiols, industriM
corporatiolls, and ot hers subject to the (apiil-aiains tax provisions.

Although tile teri "lwkl tii si g trv. Slt'eitic limit to action
esiabliied by a phy-ical harrier, the a :u1i I eflfet i4 iiore analogous
to the llolil i'ng of nli aii illiil, or the attractive force' If ill lectro-
iaiiat e ritler than a locked fllor. For t t ,ie' fect of a liolle or i
ilagiet will varv widelv depending (ii the relative ,ize,, and weights,
the strength and iniakeu, of tile materials involved, and about as
nially other filors, as are iiivoletd ill gvettin :tit ilve,(lor to t raiisfer
his capitilil fuidIs fromiii one asm't into another.

''iis, lile lhihram. lookedd in," ill t,,ence, refers to tht, rcie 'iiits of
preSeilt tax rate-s iillposed 1li iitiividiial o ill'i(leiing tlht Irlill-,fer of
cap ital as!sets inl whic-h they have inctirred a gaini.

, "il(er tile present law there are two ',aples of tax rates, both exces-
sively high in terlnis of their atlver',,e ecolonlic iiplct Ol capitalIno0biity :

1. Regular income taxes oil any realized gain for tin iaset, held
le's thlli 6 itlotilhs. lealli.'t. of tlie high plrg'Sivsiitv of our
tlr'reilt ilioile-tax rates, this iiians t hat th, holding period itself
acts itS it Ioekiig-ini 01. illgiittiv force i'elltiiig ilew ilivestors andiailettizing pi-ellS onles to tlireh l',selit invleniits.

2. Ihie It laix-rate '-le llcei'trns the Cal)itll-gaiis-tax pro-
%'i,;iotln,, wi ichll iithr l' f tlie romglar ilicoliie-tiix rate or not
over 25 percent (alixinilin alternative).

These two formis of locking lip, tax rate,; and holding period, and
how t hey actually lock people inl, lev illustrated in detail Lelow:
i'D re, eearmpla of loled-;h ,il ves(to).-

Exaiitpl A t investor Coniilvenng -witch front "blue-chip" to "ven-
ture company") .

Bill .lnes boilltt 100 shares of At Pont common stock in ,June
1949 tit a cost of $43.75 per share. A-s of September 30, 1955,

I The pertinent sections oif the law are In subeh. P of the Internal Revenue Code of 1954.
Since 1942. the capitai-gains-tax provisions of the law have remained virtually unchanged,
with Just two classes of capital gains-long term (for capital assets held over 6 months)
and sort term (for assets held under 6 months).
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l)u Pont was selling for $219.7.5 Ir share, and yielding 3 percent.
If Bill should ,ell, lie would realize a capital gain of $176 per
'1ie, il.,po-ing 11p himself a capital-gains-tax liability of up
to Z*a percent or i) to $41 per share. Ignoring the cost of selling
,o,,mmi-sio, and stook transfer taxes, his capital would be re.
licei from ,2,,2,00 to $17.600, if he were single, by the impact of
the cal1ital-gails tax. Such a reduction obviously i laces a
-tnrog dei re in Bill ,hines. and thousands of investors like him,
T, I imi. .ill to their present, investments rather than to seek now
a iel 1I,3e allv iore ,rolitalble ventures.

Bill ,Jole-; i's locked in, because he is unable to justify selling
the aM and t ra-t-ferrilg his capital elsewhere, due to the exces-
-iye tax plenaltv- in hi 'ae 4,lt00--required on the gain which

,,ul he iba'uired(.
Whetilir lie .-ells (r 1l3, the ecoIloiv sitters. If the new in-

vl iiiit l i t l- t ilv t ii e vi; t wolth hi le, in Slite of tie tax, the
i :Ipi al ailaiv for ilihe new venture would irst he subject to a
cqiitaal.le y of 20 peiieeiit. If no Inmfer takes place, tie iiiore
PirOii: 'mg \I eattul;e 'u,t 'to without iI e ell'eet on the price of its
-lock wih IBill's bid would reflect. Lack of Bill ,Joies' bid, in
it-li, affects ll, e coiuj :ttly's ability to is,,ue new stock and often

As eXlpasiol pl),iit ial. Ili tihle (.ae of the neN\er and smaller
1',,01 ,11ie, in our- highly conpet itive economy, this add one more
owp:iitt ive 4lls.,adva itlge.

\' 0. ih' It ( iive;toi addling to lI ice in,tability)
Tonil Smith decides that a temporary imaldite in the slpphl,

allid demand for I)i 'ont has plit tlie price for the stock too higil.
Bht ii deciding to sell. lie mu,,t consider whether the stock could
he repurcl'hae d- within ,-,,me rea.,olble tliue-at a price lower
b\l. ru1glvhly li atoiit of his tax (SI I ill the circmustances cited
in tc\: ilple. A above), or :It s7; per ,ITTre.

lie is particularly badly locked in if another stock he owns
'hulli have a siarp rise and appears to him overpriced before
the end if a 6-month hohlin period. Then, there would be an
extra locking-itt elect due io liorlnal ittcoine-t-lx rates-at least
,lible attd ofteln triple tegul'tr capital-gain-;-tax rates. This
multiplies tile tlilatetic force holding investors to their -,e,,tities,
-ub, ittiles t le calenda r for iii e'tmeu't jidgitient, :and intensifies
tle locked-ill problem.

In either case. if Tom Stmith decides to sell, the tax owing on
his gain represents a net lo.,s to the capital fids available to tile

ri val e see or of ot1' ecollolly.
If h(" fails to sell, lie is a aggravating the sit rtage of stock al-

ireahy existing g. Il is being lockd in. tlhe-eby. contributes to eco-
t1tti:* instalulity by intemifyihig price thtciiations ill the stock
market.

This problem of price stability is one of the worst aspects of the
loched-i, l,,rollem, because relatl've stability--wit hout short-term ex-
cestve p-ice nloveiients pward and downiward in any major seg-
ritent of the econmny-is highly desirable for contiing economic
growth.

From September 1, 1953, to September 1, 1955. the market value of
all stocks listed on the New York Stock Exchnge increased from $111
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billion to $198 billion. There were many reasons for this increase of
$87 billion.,

Certainly one of the most important was the reluctance of thou-
sands of investors to add to the supply of stock because it did not make
sense-it was not economically justified-to sell and pay the present
capital-gains-tax penalty.

Here is what Dean Somers at the University of Buffalo has to
say-in part--on the capital-gains-tax contribution to price insta-
bility and adverse effect on economic growth:

The above analysis points to the capital-galins tax as an element of instability.
The analysis of tax shifting Indicates that the tax accentuates price rises and
price falls, At a time when prices are rising the tax promotes higher prices than
would otherwise prevail. At a time when prices are falling the tax promotes
lower prices than would otherwise prevail. * 0 * The net effect, however, Is
that tie tax ac',entuites UlpSwings and downswings In security and other ass,,et
prices. * * 0 The destabilizing effect of the tax through its accentuation of
price fitictuations Is, however, of considerable importance find, insofar as eycll-
cal iuctuatilons retard the long-term Irend of capital formation, the capital.gaian
tax may be said to have a detrimental effect on economic growth.

A careful consideration of this and other aspects of the locked-in
problem suggests that the calital-gains tax-since it yields le ,s than
3 percent of total tax revenues--is more harmful in its effects on
stability and growth of the economy than is justified by the relatively
small amount of revenue it contributes.

Example C (older investor) :
Mr. Roberts, 67 years old, typifies a third major type of locked-

in investor. The present high-tax-rate provisions of the capital-
gains and estate-tax laws practically preclude any action on hi,
part in transferring capital assets in which there has been any
substantial gain. This is because of the likelihood-within a
relatively few years-of a double tax on his capital-once to pay
a tax on the gains incurred in transfers when living, and once
for an estate tax on the reinvested assets at the time of Mr.
Roberts' death. Both of these taxes would be at substantially
higher rates than are ill the interest of imaxiniln i 4.mnonmic growth.

This typifies. the straitjacket in which over I million investons.
age 65 and over, owning over $50 billion of equity" securities, ltild
themselves. A large portion of their holdings have been locked in
longer and more tightly than any other group of investors.

'ilme problem for the older investor has been described clearly by
Standard & Poor's Corp., in their January 17, 195.5, ikstie of the
Outlook:

The age of wealthy investors ranges prineilmlly from 50 to 75 years. ,Sc4limi
advlces to such clients mist give full consideration to the tax factor. The
combination of a current 25-percent capital-gains-tax liability and an ultim-te
estate-tax liability Is too great a penalty on profit taking, as viewed by most
well-to-do Investors. * 0

* For a discussion of the causes of the increase up to January 15, siee Factorg Affectilig
the Stock Market, staff report to the Committee on Banking and Currency, United Stateq
Senate, April 30. 1955.$ Harold M. Somers An Economic Analysis of the capital Gains Tax, National Ta%
Journal. September 1948, p. 232.
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Cases of the locked-in problem
The locked-in problem starts with a failure to differentiate between

taxation of capital and of inc6me. The problem has been greatly in-
tensified in the last decade because of inflation and retained earnings.
While there are other causes of increased s'urity values, such as
change i public psychology and a decline of iteret rates, inflation

and retained earnings are so important as causes of the current locked-
in )roblem that they deserve special analysis:

1. Jul1lation of security vllues-especially cquities-conies about
due to increases in the mionetary, as contrasted with the real, value of
securities. It is usually caused by an increase in the general price
level, but-in a related seiise-may also reflect a decrease in interest
rates or a higher market evaluation of future earnings.

Inflationary engendered gains are largely fictional in terms of real
purchasing power. Since stock prices roughly follow the movement
of genera prices, over which investors have little control, taxation
of gains (ife to such price movements is clearly a capital levy. This
is iarticulrly ,o when here is virtually no tax relief given for capital
losses (lue to inflation.

The inflationary factor has obviously been of tremendous impact in
tlj,3 last two decades, when the price level has more than doubled.

For aiiy stock which has douLled in price, the capital-gains tax is-
deJ)endinr upon the income bracket of the seller-a transfer tax
ranging romn a mininmun of 5 perceiit to a maxinium of 121/p percent
on the entire market value of the stock being sold. This is an ex-
ceelingly high transfer tax to plae on capital assets.

Congress recently recognized the inequity of taxing illusory gainsat, stii high rates, when it exeml)ted apl)reciation in personal resi-

den(es from tie impact of the capital gains tax if the owner bought
allother: home.

The problem has al.-o been recognized ili Great Britain and many
otle foreign ('o111 riel;. where it here is a firmlv e,,tablished recognition
of the distinction between capital and income, and no cal)ital gains tax
COuul0arable to ours exists.

Ifere is what the British Royal Commission on the Taxation of
Profits and Income, final report, June 1955, page 87, said in part in its
,.oncluisioii on the Problein of Taxing Capital Gains:

In tIhe light of thielz general vioniuderatlon4 we (anme to tlie colcluuion that
we could not "l.afeiy aitaihl I11' weight tIo Ih( h'ioilioliic argulmenIs Ihat were
danced in favor 1f mhe fit.. oi tdie hitieir )and we felt that we must give
weight to tile faci fint ',l..h a la.x woull hnlie slii, even iosimly a serious,
diinceniive effect 6n the rihale saving whih now takes place * 0 *.

2. Retained earnings: In addition to inflation as a cause of the
locked-in problem, there is the problem of retained earnings, which
is largely another manifestation of the inflationary factor.

In tle; period of inflation prevailing from September 1939 to Janu-
ary 1953, corporate earninigs, as reported publicly and for tax pur-
poses, both before mid after tax j)ayulents, have been overstated in
terms of their ti lit evoniomic worth.

As Prof. ])an T. Smith expresses it in his book, Effects of Taxation:
Corporate Financial Policy, Boston, 1952:

A failure to retain earnings would commonly have led to the deterioration of a
eonipany's Ixsitlon al.solutely, as well as relatively. 'tiiier voiltinluiig inflation,
the prholilpm of maintaining real capital will persist (p. 111).
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On tile Inflation treadmill, corporation, as well is lndiviluals, maust go through
the motions of going formiard to keep fromn going back. The retentlon of the
same amount of earnings without inlation would Ite a basis for real expansion
and progress (p. 114).

Customary liIcointing practices-plus the reventn, laws of tihe 'otta-
try-nec"sitaited tha th es, earnings be overstated. in a real econon ic
sense, for the following reasons:

(a) 1)epreciation costs had to be calculated on the basis of the
original investment. These allowances were n11iclh too low to ,,riliit
rel)laceuent of the wornout facilities in te|i'|s of '1irirelt co.s, Thus,
i1 substantial portion of reti|ined earnings was needed to iill in tihe big
gaps between depreciationn reserves allowable on the oh plant, ani
actual construction costs of new plants.

(b) Profits occurring from undedepreciation alld inventorit, at
understated costs are fill too often considered as corporate prolit, for
the tax purpo.s, although they are often subst antilklI ti,'titious.
Moreover, stich overstated prolits were subject to corporate incone
taxes excee(ding what should have been paid idf the txes had been levied
oil correctly c'alIcuhated earnings.

It the case of corl)orate working capital alone, it took almost twice
as much at the end of 1954 (,$9( billion) as at the beginning of 19,16
($5'2 billion) to (10 business, according to SEC (ta. '1i This is .4
billion additional working capital, the equivalent of half thme earnin~gs
plowed back l)y corl)orations it) the entire ei'riod. Such retained
earnitigs were, of course, subject to a corl)orate income tax generally
exceetling .50 percent. 'i) subject the increased corporate monetary
values inherent in these plowed-back earnings to an additional Capital
gains tax when an investor seeks to transfer his funds to other elter-
prises-results in dual taxation-all originating from the inflationary
spiral.

s'./ent of the problem
It is impossible to estimate the precise amount of capital locked in

by the holding l)eL ',d and rate Inovisions of the present tax law. But
it is tremendous-certailly over $100 billion.
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Just in 10 stocks alone listed ol the New York Stock Exchange, for

I le price apprelat it bt" eqm .1:1111111iy 1. 1919 tll(1 Septemlber 1, 1955,
the ltiniImIIIIrealizmd gahms total about $25 billion, its shown in the
following table:

Miloimum unreotli:cd glns in 10 svlcct(cd imintcs lis ted on New York Stock
L'eleuhng -J.1, 1, 19$9--,Ncpt. 1, 10,5

slhafr's +otilf1 eInllng iTotal 11144e, N! h Iff ur
. .r( ali . ; lr IM .'if O flf f iff ed

fi+n. I, 19111 Nfclt. I, ftf.'e' ffr etrl+tl

11105 i ld/o
IB11q,0s1 A llliois { Bhlllos A mid+l llions

Du Pont eh' Nv,,uts $2 1 411 4 Id/ 31 3,0 $A 6
iilurd Motor+ 1 2 0 9 2 ', 2 6 0 4 3

,4a ti i lee oII f Ni tk J,.ru G 26 811 6 4 ; 4.8
'nilmn C'irtlde A Careo ....... 1.2 39 I 11 41 14

ni-l'l Lb Or . I I 401 35 49 24
se..,tr11 2 4 1 5 3 2 1.2
Sti lrd Oilf (f C'ifornia".... . o 3 , i 1 2 1 4 1 1.5
Tels 0) ...... 2 S 2 1 52 1.4
sfffff (fif . . .10 1.7* 1 2 3 K'.1
A ltfefaff. ..... 7 7 73 .

'F l... II 5 46 8 35 3 4.5 4. 8

%ifjflf,e to rle t turnoftcr on ai Isl. eel pfirefff 3 i f, el) I fflftndll 'iflri , hi y gi% i. O tvf t t) ;te lk tlf
1

fs
since1' J,.lfffary 19149

i Eulidlng Du Pont hoflngs of (efrltal Motors stock nfm Lvregating 21 1111fl,1m 01fres,
X oi .-. rh,,w, turno% fr nlitfjs hInfhlfluf Sfwcllft, mt I other 1iellltfr trading, but eo not gli e effec to o4dd.

loit VoIflm of or fc ile, fn otler e e lfun to, C(il f1o fiel' e ttcll of ffl[sfltng reunlfI.:,et tr.ifl icions io N f ) YSF IE.
'These factors %oIfl approximately 00fjl .vch oth r.

Since limilicial institutlionS bt'll Its insulralNCe COil)anies, peIsion
fuds, and investment trusts hold ap proximately a sixth of all listed
issue. it, is estimated that individuals, personal trusts, and other
orgauiizatiotis subject, to the full Ibrunt of the capital-gains tax, hold
over $1) billion of the total unrealized gain in these 10 stocks.

The above 10 stocks, fis of September 1, 1955, comprised 24 percent
of the total New York Stock Exchange market value. And, in turn
st(ocks listed on the. New York Stock Exchinge are estimated to totai
a)proximately half of the value of fill equity ('orlorate securities-
both pulblic al(d private. Therefore, as of Sei)tember 1, 1955 stocks of
United States corporatl ions are estimated to have been worth roughly
$400 billion. This may be coml)ared to all estimated value of less
thall $90 billion in 19319. Thus, the total $310 billion appreciation in
value (lfe to both inflation and the growth if llh' sical itssets of all
United States corpoattiofs-l-erCefits it l)otential supply of cli)ital
for thousands of new companies each month, )roviding it is sufficiently
accessible to new entrel)reneffrs, 0, J ('asoffftl)le teris.

The eCOllOnIly s need to increase the disposition of investors to trans-
fer their capital from large and successful companies to new ventures
is what makes the locked-in problem so important. For, to the extent
that (lesirable transfers of equity capital assets are hampered or held
up entirely-(iue to various forms of locking up-there will be that
mutch le, capital available to finance new ideas, new entrepreneurs
an(1 new jobs of the next decade.
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19150-65: Tim INVE.MTtNT DECADE

Greater consumption is aixured
There is one thing already assured about the decade alead : Levels

of onisumptioi will chalk up new records virtually every week.
This is guaranteed by the present rapid growth in our population
(currently growing at the rate of 25 milhioi net, additional persons
per decade), .10 million youngsters born since World War 11, a uni-
lied C(IO-AFI, labor organization repre.q nting 15 million workers
lilprecedented mass-marketing techniques, milliii s of workers covered
by wage contracts promising 4 to 8 cents per hour annual productivity
i('reases over the next several years.

'li only limit on potential consumption will be the amount of
toos aid horselower available to expand the learning capacity-and
the real paycheck-of each American worker. lho answer to that
question will determine how much the average worker can earn in
lerms of purchasing power to buy more milk, more meat, more clothes,
beller houses, and newer cars.
n erea ed real invonie demands unprecedented iAvestment
The question is important for the next decade because our economic

1performaitce in the last decade has not been as good as generally
believed. It has actually been surprisingly ioor in terms of real
Vcononmic gains for everyone. Per capita disposable income (in 1954
prices) actually declined from $1,551 in 1946 to $1,525 in 1952. Even
today, time average person is only 5) percent better oil than he was in.
the lhrst year after World War II, in terms of real purchasing power
as measured by his disposable income (in 1954 dollars). Moreover,
this gain has al been accoml)lished in the last 3 years-primarily due
to it stable price level in the face of substantial wage increases.

To reach the desirable economic goals of the next decade- sufficient
productive capacity to insure bigger real payrolls-we must have an
unprecedented level of capital investment. It is only through such
capital investment that we can achieve the economic growth that, by
1965, will imeaR 76 million Americans in our civilian labor force, food
consumption up 50 percent, average family income up 21 percent to
$8,600, in terms of 1955 dollars; and the physical output of goods
and services ip 39 percent above present record levels.
Capital investment to offset drags on productivity

The need for unprecedented capital investment in the decade ahead
becomes even more vital when we recognize that there are two grow-
ing burdens dragging constantly at our ability to increase our real
productivity -

i1. The acknowledged desire of all of us for full pay but a
shorter workweek, longer paid vacations, and guaranteed pay in
cases of sickness, temporary unemployment, and permanent dis-
ability.
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2. The rising proportion of people in our population who are
not protidciing-generally children under 18 years of ago, and
those 65 years old and over. '1he impact of this factor by 19065,
COmpared to 1954 and 1910, is shown in the following table:

Ratio of children and adults 65 and orer to worl'ing force and totut population

PElt 0 WORKERS

11(40 lWOW(eil
194 mated)

Nutrmile of chilrmn u ler 19 yar. ....................... . .M 1 87 7 01.4
Nu,,ler of adtilts ti years and o r........................ 1 8 9 2 2 23 7

'lot .................................................. 104 0 109.9 115.1

AS lERCENT OF TOTAL, POPULATION

Numlr of h lre tunihr 18 lears ......................... 30 1 33, i 35.1
Num xer of adults 65 )ears aol o% .,r ....................... 8 4] 9. 1

Total ................................................... . 4 41. i 44 .2

Sourcs U. S, l)elartment of (omnmerc, l]ireau of the ('ensuim l'otenlil Economic Growth of the
Unitedi tates During the Next I emde, Joint ('ommlttce ou thc iconomic Iteport, m51, Ip. 32-33.

This growing burden of nolproducers and more leisure time for
(ll (zill only be achieved- without slslihig our living .stanlards--

through a treellieldolls ill'ease in the , level of clpitil investment
N-tw ell 110w alld 196.5. h'le years 1956 through 19615 will have to be
the imestlment decade if we tire to achieve the better life that we till

T'-)ire to.

INI)IPEN SAB BIITY OF 0 IIEATER C.IpTMi, M1OB1LITY

lHow much eldtal formalion?
'TPo achieve an average per famiily illeollO of $8,600 by 196;5 (in ternis

of w)esellt dollars) will n (quire tilln'.tilliated $'530 billion of gross cap-ifal investment in new philt and equilpment il tile next decade, 11
lhe corporate sector alone, new phit 1id equipment requirements
will alIlloillt to ':.,75 billion. In addition, corIpolations will 1eed tlln
.t imalted $145 billion for other use,,, including increased working cap.
itltl. For corporations, ti s is tiln average of about $50 billion a year,
against which there are only these majors .o)lrces:

1. 1)Depreeiat ion and amortiiatfli ion charges of corporations, which
tist year totaled about $12.5 billion; anti retailed earniligs and

depletion allowances of cOrlporatiolls--whicl were $7 billion in
1951.

2. 'ntlt portion of persol savings which corporations are able
to obtain for their capital needs-through rights offerings, new
stock issiles, and various debt instruments, including convertible
bonds. Net savings out of cur, rent l)ersomal incomes decreased
from $18.3 billion in 1954 to $10, billion annuall rate) in the tirst
half of 1955. For both of these periods, new stock and bond imues
totaled the equivalent of only about 40 percent of these net sav-
ings-the balance going into mortgage amortization, nonincor-
l)orated bIsiness, time (eposits, and other forms of savings.
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There are serious imitations to both these sources of capital for
financing our future growth-in the corporate sector of our evononly.
Reinvested earnings and depreciation charges may be ample to suIppivy
many large and established corporations. But, if'we want to keel ou'r
ectoiiony competitive and (ynainic, our tax laws should give am ple
of opportunity to the expansion of 'the newer and ,smaller companies.

lV tlt respect to personal savings- over half of the $16 billion includ-
ing $6 billion flowing into life insIrance companies in 19.t) ae con-
t ractual savings flowing through some 210,000 institutions. These
institutions, because of their liduciary capacities, must necessarily be
conservative in their investment policies. Even the 5 percent a year
being plt into equities by life insurance companies is not what anyone
wou er venture Capital.

The facts are that, based on present, levels of personal savings, insti.
tit ionalization of such savings, and anticipated levels of depreciation
allowances and retained earnings, there will not be enough new equity
capital to meet tlie next cade'ss tremendous investment demands.

low big will the gap be between sources and needs for capital
funds? With internalsources of funds not adequate to cover 'all their
anticipated investment needs, corporations will have to seek an es(i.
mated $160 billion of external capital foi- the 1 1-year period between
1)55 and the end of 110;5 or an average of about $1.v/.2 billion per year.

Of this sitIi billion, it would be highly de,;irable fo the economy that
at least hail of it, or $80 billion, coen from iaew eqhtity stock I' ,n's.

A continuation of recent experience would produce only alot $.27 ..
billion in new outside equity capital from setok ;ssues ($21 billion
per yeal') and about $75i billion (.s7 billion per year.) from deat finauc.
111g. This nileans a total gap of about $55 billion ($5 billion per year),
which h should be 100 percent in htock rather than hond-, if we wah it t09
have the soundest possible corporate tinaineial strcltllre.
la'eh1/;ou.;p to "' -;b m

If we are going to be shot of the aecessarV capital funds, especially
equity capital, in order to finance the i nve,6t iuent need. of the fiitinrc,
we must find wa'Vys to be more eflicient with the use of tlie existing
supply. Here.r are three ways by which unlocking even a relatively
small port iou of locked-in capital could improve capital efliiency:

1. A prompter transfer of investment funds into newer, nore
promising industries and ml companies, ranging from tloiue making
at automatic machinery and eleetronically con rolled plants to liber-
glass, polyet helene. organic fertilizers. miracle drugs, aluminum
111ei, and thousands of other new products.

.. A more rapid flow of capital froiii relatively less profitable
ent erprsses to tlo,,e which are more prolaflbh)e ald have greater
growth potentialities.

3. An increa,,ed availability of capital on reasonable terms for
cmall and newer corporation. which show above-a verage promise
for the future, but suffer from inadequate internal funds to buy
new tools. equ ipmenl, an1l lahor-sut vin ,) il chi nery.

A more e leient use of the present supply of capital can lead to a
substantial redueion or even a complete wiping out of tle estimated
$.55 billion gap between future equity capital needs and anticipated
fuls available for them. To the extent that the mobility of capifail
funds is improved over ihe next decade, thme end result can only be
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till increase ill the rate of growth of our economy, greater real income
and savings for the worker, and more funds available to overcome
the.mi shortages ill e4j(lity capital, al(d esl*eially venture capital.

'llhis basic problem of greater capital efficiency and mobility for
maximum (u 0 eomin e growth Warrants tihe fullest Colsideration of every
pos?,ible soliition, several of which are disvu-. ,, ed briefly in the follow.
Ing section.

PossIL: SoLuTIoNs.'lelation

complete e elimination of the capital gains tax is the only final solu-
tion to the locked-in pro lm which would insure complete mobility
to capital movvinent--withoutt lie present distortions of tax consider-
at ions. This is the predominant solution in most leading industrial-
ized countries of the world, including Great Britain and Canada.

In my opinion, from an c11o1lolii(' 1 flmilit of view, complete elimina-
tion of i he capital gains tax would so free the flow of present capital
fmids and provide such an incentive to the attraction of new savings
into equity' investment, tiat it would more than repay-thirough its
st imulus to economic growlth-a. y immediate, relatively minor, direct
loss n i'evenue. It particularly would help small-busines Ien, by
prvidi ug a w~altl, Iof pr'vio, ,IV uiifiai labe capital for their expan-
sio) plans and other investment requirements.

11e10 IWO P6Ji-nil obstacles to complete elimination are not eco-
nonuic matters. One is a question of political practicality, for this
country has nlevr-silive tim leginfning of the modern income tax-
made * fi ul1danm-1n al distinltion betwceii income an( capital-a dis-
tilct iou which all economists recognize and which has prevailed for
geo,,ratins in the tax laws of most other countries. The other ob-
s:Wle is a detinitionai one, for there are certainly many cases where
the line I)a,wven capital and income is not (lear cut. One of the big
advaiitag. s of the present holding period provision of the law is that
dminlist rat ively, it is simple to understand and relatively free of legal

inte-pretat ions.
P1eduh/Won

A second area of solution is, of course, to re(luc1i the impact of the
rate and holding period Iw"ovision s of the present law by reducing the
length of the holding period and cutting the al)lieal)lerates. The
New Yoik Stock lExchamme has been one of the ending exponents of
tills a ppnoach, for many years, ad vocatling a 3-month hlol(llllg period
and halwvirng of the rates by reducing the percentage of gail on which
a tax must be paid. lfere are two statements summarizing this point
of view taken from President Keith ,unstou's testimony before the
Senate Finance Committee o April 12, 1954:

(A) First, there Is the arbitrarily long holding period, which requires an In-
vestor to sihstitute a Calendar for investment Judgment. Now it is true that
Inost Investors do hold securities for more than 6i months. Tit the requirement
that they must hold them for at least 6 months in order to qualify the transaction
for capital gains treatment, not only places a severe limitation on an investor's
freedom but, even more Important, deters him, In many eases, from entering Into
the transaction at all.

(13) A second change that I would like to urge Is a substantial reduction In therate of tax. I recommend that this be done by requiring only 25 percent of
the gain, Instead of 50 percent as at present, to be Included as taxable Income.
The Government could benefit by taking a smaller tax from a greater number
of transactions, thereby substantially Increasing the total tax yield.
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Multiple holding periods
One solution frequently advocated for the "locked-in" problem is

that of multiple ho Iding periods and a sliding w ale of rates or per-
centage inclusions. This proposal was a-tually enacted in 1934 and
prevailed through 1937. There were five hoioling periods and various
percentages of gain included in ordinary income, as shown below:

Capita! gains holding period and percent inclusion-1984--37

liolding period Pir rmit Altenimtive

I ye r or le ................................................ ............. in 1
I to 2 y: rs ............................................................. 0 so
2 to years ..... ........................................... .60 one.
8 to 10years ................ ................................. 40
Over 10 years .......................................................... 34 I

From 1938 to 1042, this was revised, as follows:

Pecpi Alternative ,

Holding period 141011U111 I~cth
nile i-~ xiIu~

Months 1'ereent P(rcet
Under IR ........................................ ........ ..0 Ntn. .............
18 to 24.................................. ...... &4 130 2i
Over24...........................................~ , 15

Although Such sliding scales have the theoretical effect of pro-
gres~sively unlocking as tile holding perio(l is extended, tIe impact
on capital , bili ty is actialhv Inore ,lail:1gili, thanl a sillgle holh ing
perioL ihe iltv'stor nlatiall.ly tenlds to lelay the SaIe of appreei-
ated secill'it is for tile loligest, period and the love.4 rate.

Thus, the im pact of a itilt ile hohling period is that of a 1mlti-
locking rather than an unlocking device, lire is what a 1951 Treas-
ury Del)artnent study on capital-gains taxes said on page 5 about the
1934-31 experience:

A graduated perentage-exehlsion method Was employed for a short period
during the years 1934-37. The system In force at that time provided for five
age classes of capital gains and for large Increases in percentages of exclusion
between classes In relation to the holding period. This complicated the statute
without necessarily producing inore equitable results. The 1i34-37 plan operated
to postpone selling appreciated investments because of the tax advantage of the
longer holding period.

Certainly, the results in terms of tax revenues collected in 1934 to
1937, and 1938 to 1942 suggest that the multi-holding-period proced-
mv has not worked effectively. The etimahte tax collected from
capital gains and losses of individuals averaged $75 million per year
in 1934-37 compared to $668 million per year from 1948-51-the latest
4 years for which data are publicly available. From 1938 through
1941, the tar collected from individuals on their capital gains and
losses averaged a negative amount of $19 million per year.

Investment decisions are, of course, often based on factor other
than just tax consi(lerations and the calendar, but while such tax-
calendar factors may not be controlling, they can be restrictive enough
to be quite harmful. Anything which inhibits capital transfers as
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Iniich ais niultijle hohlinig periods will result in artificial restrictions
on the supply of stock and accentuate security price fluctuations.
These, in t urn, will ath't ecoiliiC growth.

Sliding scales and 111ult iple holding periods would also undouibtedly
lave a serious adver:e effect on the volime of the stock market. This
would be a blow to economic growth, for recent core lation studies
made by the exchange indicate that a reasonable level of New York
Stock Exchange volune--appl)oxiinately 3 million shares average
di ll'--is needed to insllre even i modes flow of new stock issues. New
equity issiue, ill tllrn, are essential for the econiolic growth that is a
lime goal of tax policy.
The "'rollovcr"f

Of the several possible solutions-1)artial or complete-to the
locked-in problem, om, which appears to offer perhal)s the most signili-
cint l)ossibilities is lt. "rollover" l)roposal. The teim "roi ver"
refers to i tax provision, probably ol)tional, under which transfers
of capital a s.ets, including gain,;, couh1( be ina(e without incurring a
capital-gains-tax liability, as long as the asset was reiiveted in p)iO-
(hitive eiterprise, within certain specified limits. This principal is
not new. It has already been adopted in the law in the case of ex-
changes in kind, the sale of personal residences, and in,,ohintary
Collversioins.

A reglihlr tax would be levied on realizations which were niot rein-
veste(l within i a prescribed period, manner or tyl)e of inivestmnlt.
Th prop.,al mi iglt be limited to an initial fixed invested amount per
inid dual taxpayer, such as $100,000. 'Thus Mr. Williams could
elect to set up such a personal investment with initial value, say in
cash. not exceding SlI00,000. lie could buy and sell equity securities
with in the limits set up, but pay no capital-gains tax as long as he
kept his funds reasonably fully inve-ted in plrodlutive enterprise.

I1ie )Ossibilities of such a plan for imnproving the mobility of in.
vestilenit capital are readily apparent. There would be full heedom
of investment act ion without, tax deterrent, unless disinvestment or
some other form of taxable event took place.

'T1his l)ropo.al would, of course, involve some administrative com-
promises, a anan immediate loss of tax revenue from those investors
who elected lhe option. however. the overall value to economic
frowth-and the greater ultimate revenues from the long-range stimiu-
us to tit economy-would more than offset any immediate direct

revenue loss.
Credit against eMtate taX

The solution to Mr. Robert's (age 67) financial incarceration-
mentioned earlier-would appear to be in some form of estate-tax
credit for all capital gains taxes paid after age 65, or perhaps within
5 years of death .

The full amount of all such capital gains taxes paid could be de-
ducted from tile gross estate tax. This, if Mr. Roberts were to die
with a gross estate of $150.0t)0. but in the several years prior to his
death had paid capital gains taxes of $5,000, his gross estate would be
taxed on $150,000, with full credit against his estate tax for capital
gains taxes paid in the 5 years prior to his death.

Such a tax credit would be an equitable improvement in our tax
laws that would go a long way toward unlocking the older investor.
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Moreover, it would almost certainly occasion very little loss in reve-
nue, because older investors can't afford to sell anyway under the
present law.

Under the proposed credit, there would be larger tax revenues
from the larger estates which would be left, from the fact that some
older unlocked investors would pmy a capital gains tax but outlive the
credit period, and because of the general benefit to the economy of
the country.
Other proposals

Included in the list of other proposals for alleviation of the l(cked-
in problem are the following:

1. Averaging. Averaging is a device which has been considered
many times, especially in relation to ordinary income taxes. The
possibilities of this solution are especially appropriate in s )orts, enter-
tainment, brokerage (real estate and securities) and otlie specialized
fields where incomes may be sporadically high or irregular. low-
ever, it would appear to he of interest for the tax treatment of capital
gains only as part of a more general application to all income-tax
policy.

. A4utomat;. adju-itments for prw'e level change..-This proposal
suggests the adjustment of asset values and realized gains in acord-
ance with changes in the general price, level--usinz some recognized
index of price changes such as is employed in building contracts, etc.
It is designed to adjust for the inflationary component which exist.R
to such a great extent today in capital gains and thus provide a more
equitable basis for taxing such gains. Dr. Close, in his article, states
that "the most significant effect of price correction might well be the
freeinv of so-called locked-in investments."

3. Maximum tax limits.-One of the greatest anomalies in the op.
ration of the capital-gains tax is that persons who have scored the
greatest gains-and who are often the most venturesome investors
and best able to finance new enterprises-are the most badly locked-in.
This condition often occurs in persons who have held investments for
long periods of time. It may happen to those who are approaching
old age, with a larger proportion of their total estate in one security,
and a desire to diversify their holdings or at least liquidate par-t of
their locked-in position.

To help unfreeze the investors in this situation, one suggestion-
which appears to have real merit-is to establish a' maximum per-
centage limit-say 5 percent-of tax liability based on the total value
of the assets sold rather than a tax on the gaiis realized. For, in view
of the fact that the capital-gains tax is in effect a self-imposed transfer
tax, a maximum of 5 percent of the total assets being transferred
would appear to be a heavy enough penalty under any circumstances,
and would be of real value in increasing capital mobility. The effee-
tivene s of this proposal for unlocking investors would, of course, de-
pend primarily on the size of the fixed maximum percentage and the
proportion of the capital gain to the total value of the property sold.

'Carl Cioe, Capital Gains and the Changing Price Level, National Tax Journal, Septem.
hwr 1052. p. 207.
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CONCLUSION

WO now h|aive Iilass iarkets to iwtcli('h oulr iiass production economy.
In the expanding decade ahead, we wll need mass investment to
insure expandin g markets al( exll anlilg pr)o(uction. More Ca pital
investment is the key to bigger markets, and greater production
cannot be achieved wit hout it.

Thus, ec4o1in01liV growth deplenlds on additional incentives for equity
an(d other capital In'estmeit. It means, lartiularly, greater incen-
tive for the attraction and lromptnt ilo'enlent of capitalto those uses
where it an (do the greatest good for the economy. It will require
much greater (a)ital miobility--only possible through real tax help-
by a solution 1to the locked-in piroblenm, inherent in tile present rate
autd holding-period provisions of the capital gaiis tax.

The present capital gains tax provisions of the law are the result
of iany com)roiises. A critical l exainination of those provisions-
as they stand today and have evolved over the years--suggests that
the provisions ha1ve hbeeni developed with insuflicient regard for their
harmful economic effects.

INVES'I'TORS' I)ECISIONS, EQUITY, AND TIllE CAPITAL,
GAINS TAX

W utmX W. lli x.L:, Unilversity of MAlnnesota

'hle always diflicult prolem of achieving a halanced plerspect ive in
tax Iolic.y'maling is nowhere nore lcute than ill tdie a it al-gil il lieldl.
In the ailseaie, of conclusive evidence and a value coniensi, tilt, policy-
maker fiin(], himself caiight in ro -t'-crreits of facts, conject ures, and
competing economic objectives. Even after lie siecessfully narigates
his way through these turbulent Waters, lie still faces hard' choices be-
tween tihe accepted dictates of tax equity and the intensified denllands
for tax inc(eiiles to iinvestiient. Thief 6-ked-inl problem is all) excel-
lent cse ill point.

A balanced view of this problem begins with the available facts,
buttressed iy reasoiah)le conject ures, bell rijig Oil this (ltest ion T:o whit
extent does'the capital-91ains tax lock investors in existing i iest.-
ients? The next ste) is to appraise tile economic consequences of
the lock-in effect, especially the charge that it interferes with market
stability and investment mobility. Bit tile al)l)riisal is incomplete
unless it also considers the possibility that the advocates of the lock-in
nrgltiieiit have overlooke( some offs, tting beneficial effects. And per-
hlaps the unlocking action they call for-reducing the capital-gails
tax aid slorteling the 6-Moith holding period--would itself have
soie unwanted repercussions on market prices and investment
)attlerns.

But even as thus rouilded out, tile lock-in analysis is far too restric-
tive a context in which to consider, much less to settle, the capital-
gains tax problem. Even if the lock-in effect were accepted as both
valid and controlling, it is by no means self-evident that a lower
rate and shortr holding period are the only answer. Instead of
lowering the capital-gains barrier at the front door marked "market
transactions," it may be just as effective-and more desirable on equity
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grounds-to close the back door marked "1tax-free, transfers tit death"
and tile sidle (door marked "tax-deferring transfers by gift."I

Clearly, we have to back far enough away from the my0opiC con-
fines of the lock-in controversy to bring into the range of our vision
tile other economic effects of the capital-gains tax, especially its mi-
pact on basic investor motivations ind investment patterns. Yet no
tax is,,tue, least of all the capital-gains issue, can be resolved solely
on economic grounds. Balanced(l decision making re(juires that we
broaden our perspective to embrace equity considerations; e. g., wheth-
er the tax treatment of capital gains anli lo's's is fair in ternis of its
relation to the tax treatment of other forms of income, andl what dis-
tortions it introduces through conversion of ordinary income into
capital gains. And finally, whlile foeusilg primarily oil economic and
equity y criteria, we shouhilkeel) the reveime impact atd adminiistrative
feasibility of poposed solitions clearly in view.

Because so much has heeni mmade of the lock-in arounment, a large
part of the following analysis will be devoted to it. But since no
sensible decision on the tax treatment of capital gains caln be reached
in terms of this problem alone, my paper presses tile search for per-
spective throll(rh tile thikets of (other economic implications 11 m
into the jungle of equity considerations. Perhaps I should note
at tile outset that I emerge with no pet panaceas.

EXTENT OF TIlE LOCK-IN EFFECT

More than in any other phase of the ilcome-tax law, the capital
gain and loss provisions offer the taxpayer o ltions as to the applica-
tion, timing, and even the size of his tax'liability. On any given item
of al)reciated property, he can either incur tax liability by selling
now, post )one it by selling later, transfer it by gift, or 'cancel it by
death or c aritablo'contribution. If "now" is l(ss than 6 months since
he bought. the asset, he ays from 2 to 3%l times as much tax (tihe ratio
rising with the size of his income) as he would if he sold after 6
months.
The holding period ma a deterrCnt

To dispose of tle last point first, it is abundantly clear that such a
large tax differential-whether it occurs after 6 months, 3 months,
or 2 years-will have a significant effect on the timing of investment
transactions. That many sales are deferred until fhe lower rates
apply is strongly suggested by income-tax statistics reflecting the
reactions of investors to changes in the length of the holding period
in the thirties.' Similar conclusions were reached in the flarvard
Business School taxation study which approached the problem in
terms o1 the investment behavior of 746 individuals in its "active in-
vestors sample" (drawn from the customer lists of investment banking
firms cooperating in the study).*2 Roughly 21 percent of the entire
group, and 41 percent of those with incomes over $100,000, reported
that they tended to defer realization of capital gains until the 6
months' holding period had elapsed.

The postponement problem associated with the holding period will
be with us as long as we retain the distinction between short-term and
loni-term gains and a sharp,'differential in their tax treatment. Any
action that narrows this differential-either by raising the capital
gains rate or lowering the rates on ordinary income-will moderate the
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problem . Splitting tile (ifferential into many small steps by a
multiple-holding-period system (with more and smaller stepdowns
than the 1934-,37 system) would also serve to dull the impact of the
tax on timing decisions 5

Sliolteiiing the holding periol to 3 montlis has also been l)ro)osed
as Ineans of alleviatiilg tile p(ostpolenlellt problenl.4  Any change
ill the length of the loldiig period tait )resent tax differentials will de-
lay soie irallsactiolls and atccelt'nate others. Many speculators and
.sor.t-tel'ln illvestors who niow wait till , months halve elapsed would
sell aftet3 loliths. Others who low sell, say, between I ali( 3 mollths
after a((llisittiol woilti tlelay until 3 months had passed. 'lhe al-
relady negligible vollille of "short-terlll gains"-$247 million out of
tbtal gtlills of ,,6.7 billioit ( 100-])er(Tilit basis) rel)orted by individuals
in 1951--woul sh iik to the vanishing loint.

XIAuIgilltllg the liiliig l1)e'iod t 112 01' 18 illosliS would also set
u!j) olpposilig forces inl relatioll to t lie lock-ill pirobleln. Many security
olel's wlt) nw (lehly selling to take advantage of the dro) ill taxes

after' ; months would be mwilhillg to risk waiting uitil 12 or 18
months after acquisitionl. In contrast, other trllllsactiolS which 1ow
take place 1bet ween , ilnoitihs 1111(1 12 or. 18 nliOntls after acquisition
illighit hbe ])ost poiied until the lower rate takes hold.5

Where the iet adh'anlage of shorteltitng ofl hlngthelling the period
woIldh lie ill relat ioll to Iilarket liquidity alid the relative roles of in-

'estor., alid Speculttuhors is not eit irely clear. Evenl if it were, how-
e'el', t lie de('ision on tie hengthl of tile h lil g period has to take other,

probablyy m11olre coml)elling, conisierations i-nto acount. For ex-
alJ;ple, tihe 1 T51 '1'reasuiry reconnitelldation that, the holding period be
legithelled to at least I vear was based on the desire (1) to subject
a larer )rolortion of sl;ecilative gains to full income-tax rates and
(2) to make the hol(ing period corresl)ond with the annual basis on
which tile ilcomne tax is levied and thus make more sense in relation
to tile arguleJit that, ill the absellce of incoell ellging, preferential
treatment of cal)itial gains is needed to comllpensate for tie "bunching"
of illcolile often associated with realization of capital galss 0

The cedigl rate a8 a (I.1,,re(
The iomelt we leave the holling period behind, the a)l)raisal of

the lock-in effect has to 1roceed largely in terms of arithmetic and

1 Lawrence H. Seltzer, Tih Nature and Tax Treatment (,f Capital Gains and Lo.ses. Na-
tional lureau of Economic Research, New York, 1951, pp. 167-172. Like others probing
into the field of capitalgains tiaxtion, I am more deeply indebted to Profe--sor Slitzer's
standard work on the subject titan specific citations may reflect. Other base studies on
which I have drawn heavily are the I. 8. Treasury Departmtent study, Federal ilconie Tax
Treatment of Capital (alns and ndLosses, Washington, D. C., 1951. and the llarmard business
School study br J. K. flutters. I. E. Thompson, and L. L. Bollinger, Effects of Taxation -
Investments by Individual,; Conibrhlge, 1953. On the lock-In controversy, the hearings
before the Sen'ate Committee on Banking and Currency, Stock Market Study, Washington,
March 3-23, 1955, and the staff report to the committee, Factors Affecting the Stock
Market, Washington, April 30, 1055, are particularly illuminating.

'Butters et al., op. cit., pp. 339-348.
The Treasury study pits the matter this way: "Use of larte percentages of exclusion,

either in connection with single or multiple holding periods, has provided significant In-
ducements to continued holding of appreciated Investments. For tIis reason, the use of a
number of holding periods, with only a slight rate graduation for each, might be desirable.
Moreover, slight rather than sudden drops In rates between liolding periods might produce
more equitabh' tax results." 1'. S. Treasury Department, op. cit., p.19.

' See, for example, the article by Charles Klein, 'he Stock Exchange Point of View on
Capital Gains Taxation, Proceedlings. 1153 Conference of the National Tax Association,
Sacramento, 1954, pP. 141-143; and lNew York Stock Exchange, Taxes-Equity Capital-
and Our Economic Challenges New York, 1953, p. 39.

6The New York Stock Exchange's Study of Public Stock Transactions on September 10
and 17, 1952, showed that 23 percent of the shares sold had been held lees titan 0 months,
2(1 percent from 6 months to 1 year; 48 percent, over I year; and 3 percent, no indication

Sid. ).* See U. S. Treasury, op. eit,, pp. 58, 56.
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conjecture. One of the few facts at our disposal is provided by the
Harvard study already cited. Only 5.7 percent of the 746 investors
interviewed reported that the timin of their investment transactions
was affected by the tax on long-term gains.' The proportion was
higher-7 to 16 percent-for investors with incomes above $25,000, a
group which accounts for one-third of the "public individuals' share
volume" on the New York Stock Exchange and over two-fifths of total,
capital gains.8

Such empirical evidence as we have, then, suggests that apart from
postponement of profit-taking sales beyond the 6-months' line, the
lock-in effect of t-he capital-gailis tax 'is not, a aj1ol force in the
securities markets. But the evidence is meager, and the sit uiation may
have changed with the tremendous appreciation of stock-marlet prices
since 1953. So a further inquiry into the logic and arithmetic of the
matter is in order.

The long-term capital-gains tax affects the terms of trade of the
potential seller of an appreciated asset in three ways: (I) if he post-
pones the sale, he postpones the tax and thereby saves intteesr on the
postponed tax; (2) if he refuses to sell at all, lie inay save the tax itself,
provided he holds the asset until he passes it on'by gift, charitable
contribution, or death; (3) if his income is in highe: tax bracket this
year than he expects it to be next year, he can reduce his taxes by
delaying the realization of gains but taking his losses )romptly, ani

. vice versa. Where the motive for selling is to switch from one security
to another in search of higher income or greater capital appreciation,
the impact of the capital-gains tax is to increase the income or
appreciation premium the investor- demands of a new security as a
prerequisite to selling the old. This can be; readily demoisirated.
havingg out tile interest anld intervear- income fluctuatiol factors,

the following examples define this 'differential for several types of
potential sellers in a variety of capital-gains circumstances.

The first, set of figures applies to an income-millded investor who is
seeing a higher yield than the 5 percent his present stock fields him.
Assuming a purchase price of $10,000 and a present market price of
$12,000, he wouifl pay actapital-gains tax of $500 at the ceiling rate of
25 percent (which al)plies above $32,000 of taxable income for a mar-
ried taxpayer anl $16,000 for a single taxpaver)- On the remaining
$11,500 (ignoring broker's fees), any stock fielding more than 5.3
percent would produce a higher income than 'the 5-percent return onl
the $12,000 market price of his present stock. If his capital gain
were 50 percent instead of 20 percent, the yield would have to exceed
5.5 percent to justify the switch: if his gain were 100 percent, the
breaking point would be 5.7 percent; with a 200 percent gain, it would
be 6.0 percent.

Turning to the appreciation-minded investor, what prospective gain
in an alternative stock is required to hure him out of a present holding
from which he expects no further gain ? If lie has experienced a 20-
percent gain on his present stock, any expected gain of more than 4.4
percent in the market price of the alternative stock would make a
switcl worth while. If his existing gain were 50 percent, the break-

? Butters et al.. op. cit.. p. 339.
$ New York Stock Exchange, Stock Market Activlty-A New Portrait, New York. AutIiat

1955. p. IV. and Senate Committee on Banking and Currency, i'actors Affecting the Stock
Market, p. 78.
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ing point would be 9.1 p)ercelit; at 100 percent, it would be 14.3 per-
cent; and at 200 percent, it Would be 20 percent.

Another group of potential sellers consists of those seeking to sell
and then buy back the saimie stock at a lower price. To "shake out"
the capital gains tax? i. e., boy back the stock at a price far enou I
below the selling price to recoup the capital-gains liability, would
require it price( decline of at least 4.2 percent for the seller who had
exl)erienced a 20-percent cal)ital gain; 8.4 percent in the case of a 50-
percent gail; 12.5 percent at 100 percent; and 16.2 percent at 200
percent. Stockholder who accurately gaged the pulse of the Ilarket
during the sumner 11umd fall of 1955 hld ample opportunity to "shake
out" substantial gains taxes. Out of one grou1) of 30 ma111jor stocks
the prices of one-third includingg l)u Pont, General Electric, and
,lolns-Manville) were mnore thmn i0 percent below the year's highs
at the close of bisiiiess TIuesday, September 27. Another third (ii-
cldinig lethlehelin Steel, Eastnman Kodak, generall Foods, and Stand-
ard Oil of New jersey) were down nore than 7 percent.0

From the preceding figures, it is apparnt that only where the
accrued gail is large atid tie expected differeltials in yiels or price
moveiiietls are small does the tax ol long-term caj)itid gains makeswitching financially unatt ractive. Thbus, even with a 50-peLrcen t gain
on his present holding, the potential seller subject to a 25-percent gains
tax can (a) ill rove his income l)osition by any switch promising a
yield increase of one-hal f of 1 percent or more; (b) improve his capital
position by any switch p)rolising a differential gain of 10 percent or
molre; or (c) "shake out" the clpital-gaiis tax by selling and then
bailig back nt any price SI/ , percent or more below his sales price.
0111. dynamic econlomy anld dynalinei Security markets present myriad
OI)1ortummlities to Cross these mnodest tax thresholds. Moreover, for a
large prop)ortionl of Potential transactions, time foregoing figures over-
statte the height of t, I iresliolds. Income-tax statistics suggest that
nearly two-thirds of it, long-term gains are realized by persons paying
less than the 25-percent ceiling rate.10

Not only is the capital-gains carrier low relative to dynamic market
opportunities, but niany decisions to hold or sell securities fall largely
or entirely outside of its sphere of influence. First, a substantial and
growing share of stockholdings is in the hands of institutional in-
vestors, i. e., either colleges, pension fluds, and other institutions ex-
elipt froni the capital-gains tax or financial intermediaries less directly
responsive to it. Of the potential market su)ly of $268 billion of
capital stock ii all American corporations at the end of 1954, $60.5
billion, or 25 percent, was held 1)y institutional investors."

Business Week, October 1, 1955, p. 1606.
or ~ net long-term capital ~iains reported on taxable individual returns In 10.51, oniy 35

percent were subject to the ai te rnative tax" at the 25*percent rate. Of the $0.0 biiiln')of gains (100-pereent basis) reported by individuals In that year, nearly 60 percent isrrerealIzed by personm with adjusted gross Incomes (before personal deduction an exem~p.
tions) below $25,000 ; 40 percent by persons with incomes below 310,000; and 10 peentby prstons with no net Income. to other words, 10 percent involved no tax, We thatpato the additional 30 percent under $10,000 which accrued to married persons paid atax, Jf no more than 12.3 percent (and would pay no more than 11 percent under present
rates). (Statistics of Income for 1951 (pt. 1), especially pp. 77-79.)

It This represented an increase of 44 percent In the market value of Institutional stock-holdings as against 28 percent In Individual stockcholdings In 2 years. More than half of
the Institutional holdings ($37 billion were In the hands of bank-administered personal
trust". (Senate Committee on Banking and Currency, Factors Affecting the Stock Market,
pp. 89-94.)
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Second, a large proportion of security holers fall outside of the
category of "potential but undecided sellers" whose decisio;ns night be
influenced by tile capital-gains tax. On one hand, niny holdings are
"frozen in't by the desire to maintain control of family type
corporations or listed corporations retaining a strong owner-director-
manager interrelationship; 12 sheer inertia-the observed tendency of
persons outside the "active investor" group to stay in a given invest-
ment unless somehow forced to make an overt choice aniimg alterla-
tives-also takes its toll of market. transactions. On the other hand,
many realizations take place irrespective of tax considerations, e. g.,
in the case of called stocks, maturing bonds, and liquidations to
finance extraordinary purchases like a house or car, living expenses
of retired persons, or emergency cash needs for personal or business
purposes.

Third, even when we have worked our way down to the hard core
of those for whom "to sell or not to sell" is an active question, we
find that tile point, of laxilum gain for the conlfirmed profit takers
(i. e., those not lured by the alternative of tax-free transfers by gift
or death) is in no way affected by the long-term capital-gains tax.
Rational behavior for'profit seekeis is to buy at the bottom and sell
at the top, i. e., to follow their investment judgment without refer-
ence to the tax (except, of course, for interyear tax differetials).1

After screening out'the investors and miiarket situations that are
more or less immune to the long-term-gains tax, how much scope is
left for its lock-in effect? Far less, certainly, than our worst fears
(ably translated by the officials of tile New York Stock Exchange)
would suggest. lut can we dismiss it as insignificant? In the
absence of more adequate and decisive facts, the answer is "no," for
three main reasons: (1) After all the screening, there remain rational
investor. at or near the margin of selling whose decisions are affected
by the tax, i. e., whose reservation price is higher than it would he
without the tax; (2) in the face of uncertainty, mlany investors will
not trade the likelihood of a more-thai-colpensating improvement
in yield or capital appreciation on a new security (or drop in price
of the old) for the certainty of an immediate diminiution of capital
via the gains tax; and (3) in the light of frequent investor inertia
and irru'ionality, the tax may exert a psychological effect not limited
to its actual cost (though it does not follow that tile capital-gains
tax is actually guilty in the many cases where it is made the scapegoat
for failure to sell at the most advantageous point). One should add
that, however limited the net impact of the lock-in effect may be,
2 years of stock market boom have given it a greater volume of
unrealized gains to work on than ever before.

11 To cite but one example from the New York Stock Exchange, roughly 80 percent of
the stock of the Stauffer Chemical Co. (annual sales: $100 million) Is held by Its directors,
officers, associates, and their families.

Is In his column, Business Outlook, J. A. Livingston stated this general position veryefectively, as follows: "Taxes are beside the point, The sophisticated Investor doesn'tallow the tax collector to make his market decision * 0. if you 110 longer like a com-pany or an Industry, if you think the stock Is overpriced, then you ought to get out taxesor no. You might want to sell part of the stock In the fall and part in January, to spreadyour capital gain over 2 year--so as to reduce the amount of tax. If you held a stockfor 5 months you might want to hold it another month to take advantage of the 8-monthlong-term holding period. But that's about as far as tax considerations go." (The
Washington Post and Times Herald, October 12, 1954.)
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ECONOMIC CONSEQUENCES OF Tfllt LOCK-IN F.FFEOT

What ahvense economic Conllquenlces tire said to flow from such
lock-in effects as the capital-gains tax may have? First, by making
realization of gains less attractive and losses more attractive, tile tax
ii, said to accentuate upswings and downswings of the stock markets.
Second, to the extent that it dams ul) funds where they are instead
of Jetting them flow into 1lew and expanding enterprises, the tax is
said to interf, re with econlonlic efliciency and growth.
Impact on tl,.rket 8tab;Ny/

in the 1951-55 bull-market setting, the instability arglinent has
quitt, naturally centered on the alleged cotitriblition of tile gains tax
to tile 1iln\war'd4 ])re.ssute on stock Inl)ces.' This pressure is said to
arise from tlie "artificial scarcity" tle tax induces by inhibiting sales.
Ihla'old Sollers has I tis liit in fornml suplqlp-deniand terms
based oin the reasolna le proposition that tle "real, definite, and cal-
culable" tax liability failing potential sellers cultails tile supply of
securities more sharply than the "vague and ilidefilnite" tax liability
faci hg po ei t al buyers (curitails (deiliand. Il'he liet elect is to accent-
liate lIl)\ariid MoVellellts of stock prices (while the correspoiidinig ef-
fects in the case of losses alc(e'nt nate dowiiward liovemelits).'5 But
this reasoning, which is often ued to bolster the ease for a lower capi-
taIl-gains tax, overlooks several imp ;ortant ,1a'ptctcs of tile relationship
beth\een tile tax and si ppdy-denanmd eotl1itiolls ill tie securityy
ma1t1rkets.

First, ill focusing (o tile incent ives to cnte i' or leave li niarket
rather than thie flow of inls within itle market, it seems to lose sight
of the "Say's law of the stock market": Especially in a rising market,

supply largely creates its own demand ill that ii1o4 of tile proceeds
of seci'it y sales reenter the market as demand for other securities.
This beingr so, will tax reduction exert a bearih iiililen'e in a booni
market ( eorge Shea, columnist for the Wall Street Journal, pro-
vides the following answer:

Tit real Iqueslion lI f lhat ilen prusetiily iii1111 nlg sellers ioimld pit their
iallmy it lo if I lita solo. If lhey siianil) kept tle ,ash, or bought goods or real
esta" ', the onfiect might well he to itt dowimn\ard pressure on siock prices. But
if thny simply sx itched to Other 's ks as llst iiimeslors do Mtll il hy sell all
ilV t llieiil, ile iltl ef lclt o ilt' iod'k iumarket ould be tii.

Indeed, a sliggestioll of 'Mr. Ft1i1ti4ou" foi c:oing the lr1mdet, of ilte capital
gail's levy was self-defealing as far its any effect oti the price level woulhi be
colic'miedl, fiv pirolmwd that it \\ihh fr'oll,, olle Stock to allthtr be, freed of
the l.\ Oh1,ously, ho\\ever, in such i lle Ih' h'tel of the ionr, tet tIlght iot li

affetohtd at 4ll.16

Seoild, ill tile largely circular lom of innarket funds, thte gaills tax
dl'ivest a sizable w'dge between tlie a annit s realized on tl le sale of
al)'et'iated asset, and the ainoi ius that go back into tle iii'ket as a
demanl facl'tor. At' p.e.tllt levels? the tax oil capital gaills of imdi-
viduals is ,ielding well over $1 bihlli, more thaln l'o4ii fth,; of which

34 See, for exaiiple, flh hearings before tie Sellate Cotlilit, on Banking anl currency ,
op. cit.. i)p. 77, lil), 205, 253. 276.

'A Ifirolil M. Stimers, Ali Eionomie Anal .%ss of the Calital Gains Tax, National Tax
Journal. Septeniler 1194., pp. 226-212,

" Wall Street Journal. March 7, 1955, p. 1. Similar judggnmenis on the relation of the
tax to securit)y price levels %%ere expriesil several tims it, the 11155 stock market hearings,
e. g., by J. K. (albraillth (hearings, op. elit., pp. 27-277), Muarriner cleh,s (p. 483i, a1d
Benjamin Graham (p. 547).
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is attributable to gains onl the sale of securities." Cutting tile tax
would release some of these mloneys to reenter the market as a demand
and price stimulant.

A third factor often overlooked in asslinmilg that hnwerhig the
gains tax will ease Ulpward pressure on market prices is tile magietic
attiracton which the preferenltial treatilelit of capital gaiis exerts
oil investible funds. If we Shift our perspective froit tile absolute
level of the tax as a deterrent influence II securitV Inarkels to its rela-
tive level, i. e., to time tax advilnt'lge of IoIg-ternI go illS o)ver oimary
income, th, responses to reduclitoll of the tax appear in t very dif-
ferent light. For reduction means widening the tax gal) between
ordinary income and capital gains and correspondingly ilnreasing tihe
jpreferenlce for t ho4e savings oltlets which proiiise .ap'l'ial l)lpreCi-
alition. 'Ihe resulting Increase inI demand for stocks would hardly have
a learish illpact on a bull market. Quite tile conitrary. Givei it
sharp reduction of the tax, the lock-in effet. inmight gixe. way to the
flock-in elfeet.' This suggests that if we seek ahltelllint, of bullish
pnesure in the stock market, )erhaP)S a higher rather than a lower
gains tax is tile answer.

The foregoing three points, largely addressed to the problenl of
dan pvli'ng tie s)eculative fervor of a boom in market , Imlake clear (a)
that the tax on cal)ital gains exerts opposing inflelnces-solue bullish,
others bearish--and (b) that, reducing it is neither a cure nor perhaps
even the right medicine fori a bloated market. Space (toes not perimit
spelling out the lessons for a falling market implicit in the three
points. But a foul'th and separate pointt relating to the stabilizing
force of the "loek-in" effect during a market decline following a long
1111d strong a(hlance (more or less the current situation) merits further
exaluiiiat ion.

To molerate o1 stop a iiiarket decline requires, milove all, stoppage
of the (,aiflow of funds into cash bahlaces, bonds, ot her fornis of sav-
ings, and vonsuimptiotl. Therefore, in a nilarket which, though falling,
still represents substantial or even huge unrealized gains, the lock-in
effect may well conie into its own. On one hand, to the extent that the
investor's choice changes from a stock-to-stock switch to a stock-to-
bond or stock-to-cash switch--that is, when improved income or ap-
preciation prospects are ruled out of the investment calculus-lthe
lock-in effect may gather strength. On the other, to the extent that
it impedes liquidation of stocks, it, will exert a welcome stabilizing
influence. To be sure, as prices fall from their peaks, loss taking
becomes possible and, especially near the end of a year of zestful gains
taking, attractive taxwise. lhis is tile familiar accentuating effect
of the capital galls tax structure ill a downswing. But a correct
assessment of the influence of gain and loss provisions on market sta-

IT This proportion Is derived from findings by Seltzer, op. cit., p. 145.
38 The pulling power of the eapital-gains tax was acknowledged by several %%itnePsN. in

the Atock-market hearing,. For example, the president of the hMidwpi-t Stock Eovhanoue,
Mr. James E, Day, stated - "Yes, I think the cpita igalas tax of jnst 25 percent It a real
argument to get Into the market. Yes. sir. Advantage and a good selling point" (hear-
inxgs. op. cit.. pp. 205-206). The statement by Mr. Benjnmiln Graham in the's connection
waq aio illuminating. After noting that the ar'unient for a lower galis tax to unfreeze
holdings showing large profits has "some merit." he went on to say: "But I regret that
the issue has usually been presented by Wall Street--of which I am proud to consider
myself a part-in an Incomplete and rather one-sided fashion * * * wille a lightening of
the tax might well Increase the supply of common stocks by persuading holders to take
large profits, It might at the same time stimulate further speculative buying, attracted
by the new tax advantage. The net result of such a move cannot be foretold" (ibid.,
p. 547).
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bility requires that we take full account not merely of whether the
market is rising or falling, i. e., its direction, but whether it is high
or low relative to its previous position, i. e., its level.
Impact on iivetment inubility

Apart froin stability considerations, it is argued that cl)itill -gains
taxes interfere with fluidity in financial markets and thereby impe(e
tie mobility of physical resources which is essential for economic effi-
ciy 1an d growthI. Tax redictions11 isrgetl to hel) dislodge funds
from old, well-established, oversized, i efficient, and stagnant comi-
Iames or indlustries and make then available to new, Iu1seltsone(l,
sniiill, etlicieit, ani growing producers. lht it is questionable, first,
whet her tlie existing tax is guilty as clarged and, second, whether the
bemalihial effects of redi ucing it would ot weigh the detrimental effects.

It is worth recalling, first of all, that only irrational investors will
let the capital l-gaiis tax lock theil into a Stagnant or declining cora-
lmny. Ful'iher, the capital allweciation )osvibilities provided b y

dvan ic newcomer' oi lite national scene will readily pull funds out,
of old invest ilents over tile capital-gains threshold. But some inter-
ference with tile free flow of ifiivestimueit funds will unquestiolably
occ r', especially as long as tile alternative of tax-free transfers at
death or gift remin ils open.

Perhaps tile aIaost .erious criticism on this score is that the tax will
iil )e(, tile flow of capital into the venturesone undertaki ngs that
keep tile ecoiuoiny active, coml)etitive, and growing. B ,ut this charge
seems to arise from a faillItv pers )ective which views the imposing
barrier of the alpital-gains iax only from below, i. e., from a no-tax
Insition. rather thaa halalueing this with a view froin above, i. e., from
he high 1datform of raies ul) to I percent on ordiinrv income. The

view from tile tax heights puts tile long-lerm gains tax ill an entirely
differelt light as one of tile lowest sections of the tax wall. Appar-eimt lv this is Iliet view taken by a great iiimiiler of active investors. The
I [alvard study conlhued t hat, t lie ca)ital-gains tax has caused ven-
(I resoilie illhividmials "to shift funls out of relatively conservative
investments, offering lilt le or no opportunity for Cal)itill apl)reciation,
aMid into more venturesome types of investment sililh as relatively
sl ecul it i ve iln'ketable common stocks, closely held coipantes, inew
veutlllesi real estate, and oil properties." .+ In other words, quite
contrary to the indictment, the facts established 1v cross-examination
of investors show that it is precisely in drawing funds into new yen-

ilres and uiiseasoiled securities that the capit al-gaiiis tax alt present,
rites exerts its strongest investment influences.

Tu rning to lhe eflects of lowering the tax, one ciiii rea(hllv visualize
some unlocking of appreciated investments anl redirecting of the
released funds into other investment outlets. Insofar as this woul
re)lace "decisions by inertia" with active choices among investment
alternatives, an il .nhrovetd allocation of financial and phyisial re-
sources would result. But other, unwanted, activities might also be
st imlahted.

To refiove all tax restraints on market transfers might covert
many investors into sl)eeulators and traders. Market activity, in other
words, is not an end in itself. To the extent. that it rel)resenits a diver-

19 Butters et Ai., op. cit., p. 42.
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siml into lk Lanlbliw rof ell'rgies it Iid resell Ihcis flt wo Ild of hl'r-
%vise go ifito u1,ful pro~hli'lv activ'ity', it WOrl's, rath11er 11111u ilm-

V ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ w l o i s I h I ~ i l i l f I I I I I i 't :1 f it , i t l I w fii Si 1 i' iit lii' e,' l i i il ii

.-III .s11 hsil al i'viiv ew 'vies t a i , I -4 zij Al g eVei I o1 t i' se iliVy 111111-
kets alld 0 wtll t'COllll I,, it ilii'';i-v 's (e o li li ll il,''t|iii V. s i 11ii l ?'er-
iliiit-v tends to fisi 1'itUlage vilitlli ilvestlievil, fi1i' ('1ill prodi tl of

i'l'iiv ing IIIr glutVing Ihe 'pit-aii |i illhl \ l Ih he Io ilderlire with
rllu r i hall i ii o i e 1eolloilib I'o\t'ii.

Tin' ijl\i(it ig 1 it lont of t.-IX-frel' tranlsfei' f lippj i'iill issi'ts i girt
oi' dentIlh v we i liltv' lol'p' i f) \\ to i l i l , hirl , lili l ,i wn
of iiNi esilnienl fillid' lhan any otlii' sijigh a ol of Ihe Iains tax. If
flit, i ive"nto hnew V lint V ln-, whiid sitrvl It a 1 daof e,'ki~ming oInf
his realized in Ii' Olit iiess thIne for iinliovvdl imest-

',i'fi'ii , ilio: s iwilrn'ui l , thisl4 iot Iii'iClY p idoili g fi l la l , i l lt1
lli il I ' ov li ihe itl a t I lnl l of o i \' .

011j1j1j? illiNOujijl

Alh i'n r ol ' C Clf i, the iil ii' et Vs if fi l:lit ;-,:fil 11iu los Iwo

the4 locilI 1 l 'O fn ersv. ll it iz iijiiijIjjiit Io IjiovI' fiil, veollilliIs

lo llli gaoluls iii (i1s ofi rith rmI'a wetoat ttII gv ii IN:111(1t

t'lI', dv 1 n dol11( moll ret hlet ' ;I i, d iaVe Viii' nat Ulne of i lek, i.-i iS.

Wit h re,.pet tIot lthe level of invest Iei, it seeii i'hllrly estahlishl I lin
the preferellt il i re uclltll of capital -i gaill, h.a-s, n :i power'fil 11:--,0
for investlnllt fuuld(. It, i, one of the lhief filtol's Ihiij has lihlV 1,
Vax rate on income hemid S,10.000 to 0 perl'ent or les' ill the f:ic

of m1a gin:dl rale l'agul i ai s hiith a, 91 percelut.1 I Bv hiliflt 1OV,
cutll iit"l edle of t.iie top proI ,ri-vs1,4 e rat i If I ii r a I) icat I i o I i i Iv''t -
nient pi'oei''ds vast in tlie fol'lU of ,'apitill igaills (it lier niV ul'n llv or- bv
dint of skillfiil lanipulationl), it h as iiCirea wd tihe V(ill (O1 du|iw, If
inve'htunet substanti.,lv. Apart from the prive thut may iihave heaj
lpaid for this stiiiiiiiiis ill redliid tax equity, tis illisis t l i) nin
questions01

Fil!, is tlere ally limit to Ow az lollit of investment, that is good,
for the ecolloilV? Thai is, alhoullgl, it 'an le demonstlrated that we
have huge calital needs, are we' llUt in daulger of get ting too 1uch of
a god thing in the ,,nse (a) tha proiluetive Capacitv may outsh'ip
conslumption caipaity and thereby lea(I to the idling of resources; (4)
that we may devote ia larger proportion of our income to capital for-
mat ion that a sensible balancing of the interests of present and future
generations may justify; and (r) that a high-investnt economy may
be difficult to kee) on a'n even keel "I Given oir growing undeisand-
ing of. and increasing willingness to use, fiscal and monetary tool.
to keep tht economy at full employment, these limits are more remote

* Iutters ct a].. op. cit., p. 85.
21 For an (-xaminalion or soelC of the , , lolni, se Walter W. Helfer. Appraisal of

the Administration's Tax Policy, National Tax Journal, March 1955, pp. 18 -23.
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tliyr ty WPIT t lite j)nSt. But, ill (li'fi'Irnilinilg ('allital-gins tx
policy, it, woli Ie unwise t o rae Ih i' ves. ielt-stiiulalnng effect
It 11 IISO 1111l(T tillyVI Il~d Ill I Ci11-11 8tll I Nl(!'S.

Siv'ln I, is thi'talft rn of ill vestiiit, stimulated by the huge rate
dilli',rentinil bwll' l iil'ili 111rvW inomoe iltd Capital ga ius a desirable
onie for itn ('comlloi'? 'I'o i.e sr'e, tile sti mals to venl ,l'esoe , ilvest-
mMIi't is Wit iv wel'ollled as i source of tvooiolic Iirogress. lIt some
limits nist I, olservi(I here, too: (I) i rf the eaiagl-gnin lure is iiade
too JiWt[rful, it 1il0ly Ill reivst i t stiurtes heyolI te boulinaryIhvl %vvn rew, (mlnI dp Ain I find hirly risk I t king till hs iuvite busilwss

t'a liii'es alnI collsiq Ililit rv' o rc'v waste; (1-)) as alrivady noti'(I, if all
ca li ta l-g il riIistrailits are remniov'd, nark1ts uaty becoiic So specul-
ilnt iv' I li tt I!i: will s',n I ,'a It h i'Nrolg signals to flt' economy as to
how its i e il's shoihl It d'lllov(I folr ot anlium growt allil out it;
(3) he sIIl iw' of 1ht vialiIlI-giin lax iat a 'ent are capital stimulant.
ill p IH ' lcvll' toI (|ther. tax IIlu ' i S (nlli oid() n{x IIl.eaSIIIe ., t00) Shold

notIn I t'llw for g:'ante(Il.Ill refi.-lvi'v, Io the I tllir.l point, it i'4 wo rth reluillding olu-s(eIve" that

l ei'tlvrvlti:il I- 'alitll g aiiS tr i'a:tnic t dot's not mllia , its states as
a di'siraili' ol' oi'i'i's.:iry ,, iimil".it in a vai'iiuIni but only ili relation
I() o il'i' cilneravteritic sof thle tax s.'st eni. TIn' primary [vt or is the,,tvvnritV: of tltu, tnx 1'airs 111144cr which inwo tillnt returns wvollhl other-
11 is,, 1w tam'd,, but ll,,r fvatl V sm1 us,' asax-etmuld smv"Aitis (Which
41l.1w pIletnil imi,,-luiid fmll(-; in~t(o riskhw,,- chalm, eIS) also ])lily
H I r 't. All) Wx ntlvanwugps Il'm 4t"ll till ev{olloillit' stimlluls, til attrat'-
lion to resouircesi . ()v''t' tie yea 's4, we have ill elf'ct stt 11, ) a syti'li
,If tax silbsislivs an d 1a'-llie wi''hi itivite rsoirces inlto sonic uses
vinliiw r ol, ltnm fro ml ofhtr'. It, is alwnvsl opn to us to rednas the
haIa n ' of' I hi, s'sti, ly I mipiil ing thi, s bsidit's aid lowerinig tax
int es mii'nlingly. Whlher Ihe nore imuatil ilo eat io (f rsotirces

ihat 11 ilhl ,,,i'll is lr'feiahl del}ends not only oii evoloi ic tests
ulilt o value judtgiits. Witl Sl a'ilit' 'tfi'r'nce to the giins tu;x, the

ia'; apla rs as follows: In its prcst'nt form, it' treatment, of gainsandl lw -m' s reirve~s re,,,ourevs froul natural channel.s ]lot only into
Vldlullv,',llllv il;ivsllitltIs lbut, alo into 111orp quesliollabhe dfirecils
Usstwili with cloakingl. ordlinary iomWith fth.e capital-gains iuRH-

ll a1111 gaining lie atlh'a utilgi, of spt'itic extlinsion of capital -gains
I len livltli tIl im r'', coail n''o'P It iis, ct,'ltai farlling situations, and the
likt. ,lioii ld li inceni'i' to 1le,vot, restorcl,'e, s to tlit'e later u, st' be
sharlwtd ly 't'ucing flit, ca'lital-gains rate ( Or should it be tlulled

y iiai'i'owing I it, tax gapj bett ween orlinary income and capital gains.'lihest; (Ilestions cull be, 1'v,olvt, d only by matching the influence of
the ga in aint 1,. rlovisims ou invest-ient patterns ugainst national

polii.y oil resource allocation.

ml- I'l c4' ll lcll oxIH"I 'I s

TrOi, 11ain charges against tl, l'ian,:t cilitaI-,gai m tax iave b en
brought, forward by l)roloneunts of the l,0 in arlmipet to lmsl'tr5S
their cati(a for howe'taxe, tI capital gains: (I) (Calital gaills at, not
income and dIo inot relpre,,qnt taxable capacity: 12) ai large, lp'on tn
of Capital giaiuis are the otigrowti of inflation and hence i llusoir'
and (:) silat' only l'taliztd gains are txil'd, te eapital-gai n, tax dIs-
crilinntes unfairly agaiist active inli ttors who realize gain'.4 anl ill

73831-50- t -- 28)
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favor of passive ilvestol's who (Io nlot. This section exaniiles eichl of
these assertions lrieflv and comnients also on the use of capital-gails
provisions for tax-avida ace purposes.

Thte assertion that cal)ital gains 'rei not income is frequently sup-
ported by rference to tw, ob.,,rvalble fact that investors ordi'uaily
view capital appreciation ill it different light froi inecoie from sal-
aries, interest, dividends, and the like. (an theit view he accepted
its controllinr in fornaulating capital-gains-tax policy The answer
is clearly "no" on groiiiids that [ halvy, stated elsewhere'in the following
terils:

Mally, If niot nlost, of ius llae it| t one time orH' another gont' through the plleaiat
e I'ierIe'e of hlaving 4111 Iinve'stmltelit ro w Ili Its capital vi ihle 1 1, 11d We tei(d to
think of that is i growth it the fund of our capitol rither tun in the flw
of our income. Eveii if wie switch iroln one invesrment into :anof her, \\ e like
to think that \va' have a right to 1t1ah1ain the Investment lt whatever size it lim,
nittaiied. The cajpital-gains Itx interferes with that right. But is It tany more
talid to allow I11' to Jlan'ie our own taxable stilatu' onll capital gains iII terms of
"lauidiinished capital" than it is to iernait lhe, wage earner to dIltate the taxes
oil his wages fit teruis of "'ianiuiilshed ta ke-loli piay'" ('ea'tainly, the limvetol
feels pit upotll when a ipIeve of lis lovestliieilt is snipped out fly taxes whldeli lie
shifts froi one secirily ito iinothter. But from lie vaaataaie pmoint of tlae satll-
lcvolne recipient who does not have access to this forni of eulrichlalaeiat, ia capital
gin lia lilaat look like a very capable form of itaxpaying Iname. If eac'h aiin were
to be the juilge of Ilis own taixe,% the tax take of the United Stales Treasury
would lie very small Indeed Ini taiathoi, its elsewhere, we should expect to
lie governed lay vlihle Juldgmlents maaide ly i Jury of our peers rather tlhani by
our owin, often highly colored, judgienit of what ta\es we should lily.>

Thie secoild colient ioni, that gaihls atrishirg froln ill atition are
illusory, has gained rather mide acceptatlilce. Capital al)lreciatiol
that ierelv keeps lp with the rise in the price, level is said to confer
110 iltcrease in real ecoloilic power on the asset holder. Oly tile
adniiistrative impossibility of identifying anid weedillg out, tihe'eal)i-
tal gains anid losses arisilg from inflation an(d de lhtion keeps the
serious advocate of this argument froin urging their exclusion front
the tax ba-se. The New York Stock Exchange 'troup, contending tiat
most gains have their origin in secular or cynical inflation, uses tile
arlnielnt to support reduction or eliniination of the gains tax.

1'o dispose of the last point first, one need perhaps do litn more
than point to the 50-percent increase in stock prices front Septeniber
1953 to January 1955, phis a further advance to September 1955.
That is, in a period when the general price level was holdirlg steady,
ulpward of $75 billion was added to the market value of stocks. It has
been said that this was merely the delayed inimpaet of inflation express-
ing itself. But whether this means the post-World War Ii inflation
or the post-Korean inflation (which came to a stop early in 19.51), in
either case, the delay was so long as to cast doubt ol the strength and
perhapss even the validity of the point. Most of the rise can be ex-

plained in terms of higher earnings and earnings prospects, strength-
ened financial position of corporations (especially through retained
earnings), reductions of taxes on profits and income, and a reduction
in the capitalization rate for earnings (expressed in a rising price-
earnings ratio). There is nothing illusory about these gains.

But this does not meet the main question: Are capital gains illusory
and unfit subjects for income taxation to the extent that they repre-
sent merely a keeping pace with the price level? If one concentrates

U Heller, op. cit., p. 26.
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(Iin absolute, eConolic position, the answer is likely to be affirmative.
But. the entire elhiphisis of niodt'il income taxation is, quite properly
oil relative econonlic ,Ioitions. h'l taxpayer who )orotes hincst f
from inflation by hol ling Collimoil stocks or' real estate is certainly
better oll thlan Ifie one who hohis fixed-incole securities or 110 seouri-
ties ,at all. To exempt inflationary gains would be to ignore signifi-
cant, chiaiges ill the relative taxpayiing capacity of individuals." In
this lirbht the illusionlar t, loses much of its force. This is not to
deny that the ilolll e tax woul b" iairer without inflation than with
it. But it, does suggest, that, an income tax with inflationary gains in
it, base is fairer than one without them.

Turning to tile third count listed above, one may readily acknowl-
edge that tile pract ical necessity of rest rict ing the t;ax to realized gains
ald losses complicates the equity problem. That is, within the. con-
fines of the gzil -amld- l.va (att'gOy. stricl y e(lual trentilent of equals
cannot be, achieved because those who realize gains pay it .capital-
dimniishinig tax while those wlho hold oi to their accriled gailns e oil-

tillo to enjoy the full fruits of their q)ital. But this argument,
especially .when offered on behalf of tax reduction, is iincoiiplete and
1lJWlconvielig.

Some inequitv within the capital gains category call be tolerated as
asmnall price to pay for avoiding the far greater inequity thlit would

result if we Weet t; eXclli(le this entire class of income tollI the tax
lgis,.. In fact, for Ibis class as a whole, tle option the taxpayer has of
timing the tax to suit his needs or even avoiding tile tax eatir'ely would
suggest greater rat her than le,,er ability to pay.

Moreover, tihe imlicated remedy for ihe internal inequity is not to
lower the tax but to close oif the opt ions of tax-free trainer by death
,utd gift. If such transfers were. treated as constructive realization,
the accruaf'versus-realization inequity would largely vanish exceptfor the interest (Iiffe'rential between ear'licr and later real izat ions. All

property would go through the capital-gain-or-loss screen of the in-
coi tax at, least oictiduriiig the owner's lifetime. Only a timing dis-
crepancy would remain.

An attempt to arrive at a fair tax treatment of mains and losses must
go beyond questions of tle internal equity of tiie tax and the most
equitable relationship between the gains category and ordinary in-
come. It, must take account, of the pe''versions Uf tax justice growing
out of tile great tax differential between ordinary anld capital gailis
income. The wider that differential the greater is the temptation to
give ordinary income the forl and apl)earance of long-term gains
shielded by the 25 percent ceiling rate,2  The already intense pres-
sures on Congress to add to the categories of "capital assets" eligible
for thee favored treatments would become even greater if the ,'ins
tax were reduced or elimiitted. The dominant role already ia)yed
by capital gains and losses .iii1ng tax avoidance devices is il icated
by the fact that. lwtween one-third and one-half of the Casey and
Iaisser volume, Tax Sheltered Investments, is de oted to the tax at-
tractions of gain aid los situations,.2

=Thfi position Is persuasively llustrated In the Memorandum of Dissent In the recent
Final Report of the British Royal Commission on the Taxation of Profils ani Income,
June 1855, p. 366.

u For a thorough discussion of 16 categories of tax avoidance via capital gains. see
Seltzer, op. cit., ch. 9.

5 Casey, Wllllaum J., and Lasser, 3. K., Tax Sheltered Investments, Business Reports, Inc.,
New York, 1951.
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CONCiA)tION8

Te foregoting aitalvsis leads us to tlhe following cmewlsiotls:
I. Tlhe extelli, seveily, 1 ani econJoniic inilict, of Ilie lock-it effect

have bell seriously overrated.
Y. lh lt, , lt' t d'olwti, it, ,ellcil e coii lt.'ittquttnCes of ;t hie-

ig tlielng-feint i pit iilfiaiits tax rate anid shew nti nl. the th tling l

rid have heet s.,ub.stlly ,v overstated ; it is dobti fit/that this a1't io
would grel ill increase, capital mobility and. all things considtlred, il
Inighlt well llcrellse rat cr thani decrease market instabili.

3. ltling lhe ('acittal gaiuts issue in the full conlllte of It Icottoittic
ald el itY 'i ter I iht ha ve to lbe' sat itied to reach :I di'e Iisil(h solli-
tionl lends to dwarf lt, leck-ii effect, as a l, licy dler miil"at .

4. Il the telonmic spihel,, the roh, of the tax-l'avoneil l)ii;ilion of
Capital gains as al attnacliol to iivest ltietlt ill general ald vet lin-
SotM ilivestilletit. in altlihir llll. i ipraly d .ei'vlws Iliore. weighl t 1ht
()itc,, i sll if ilillict ollt illarket Ihlidit N a .al stability.

"I. Il I lie sphere (if equitl one iuds little in lle gil'erllyll accepted
sitaldards of fiirne s ill tl nuiol i tn11 Sillql rtl't,, ailid tiucli that titili-
illes lgailist. lht, llc.se for lighter taxes otll capital gails.
6. Eveli after tll lilt, facts are brotigl it fori ld al put ill focils,

colilt'iols as to tlhe pr1(1U ir ti'eattiirltlt (if niuiilil gaill and losses
caiiliot ie reacet'td int il toiitlit bet wet'ii t yiiv dictites 11nd e(''iliOiii
olbjectives lte resolved.

7. Given it desire to striike it roper lmalllct'e Ietweell fk prointlloin
of ilivestl nent and tili, all ilelillt'tt of aln eqluit lh, lit prdgrtssiv'
int'oite tax, th e following policy llt iolls gail slipport from (lie oints
iiade in this paper:

(a) (onstructive realizatioln at,. gift, or death would serve bot I
eq l x ian d ecollO it ll o ljt ct ives.

(6) Ilgllii ralher thii1il shoreliing (he holing period is in-
diciled bv eqiyity criteria aillI gaiilis Solie supportlO l on e'oitliic
grounllds.*

(H) A 4 ihliteuing of the cil ital gains strict ure to Cut. down avoid-
tlce possii;ilit it's would improve lhe faiiles of the income tax it lI-
out adverse rcl)el ctU.,sions on investment.

(i) Narrowing the gap between the capital gains tax alli the tlax
on ordinary inte'oti would clearly serve the interests of equity and.
if acconiplishied by lowering or(ililarv rates, would also st've t o st i u-
late investment. 'Even accomllishiing this end by raising tlhe capital
ains rate would not necessarily have the dire consequence oli the'flow

of inve,,tineiit funds that is often assunied.

RELATION OF CAPITAL GAINS TAXATION TO TA X
TREATMENT OF UNDISTRIBUTED PROFITS

C.ARL S. Suoup, Columbin University

TiE EXISTENCE OF UNIlSTIllBUTEI) PuROFITrS, POtiSITIVE AND NEGATIVE

Most corporations in the Tnited States retain, in prosperous years,
a considerable fraction of the years profit that is left after pallying
corporation income tax. Many of these corporations are small, closely
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1hl colcIC01l., IIt, ill I ('111S of tle total lminllit of del l's involved,
l11011P inlporaIlCe utieS I 0 loose Ol ll lillit's wliose stovk is held in
t(31lidrale part I,' lirge )iilw'is of the sltokholhh'.s, niost of htem
withotitIII),y persol Il litl c t will wivi le iien wiho dii'tpt lhe produe-

liol otli(y of Ihl'iorporal n joltnli itsdivhideniI poliy . For the 10-year
piodi, i915 51, uindistrihited plolils of corporal lns in the Iiited

tates aggItgalted $19 million.,Th e rct, iilagt: of tli,,.lm.alle pnrolil,, that is l't, ailled ill lrOslperls1

veai.s varies widvly f'roini one conie'in to i1tnlh, li'. A feV large, pios-
i)1l')ui:+, 111 an (xp1ilg coliplaides who,' stock is listed o organized
(,x4'lI oges, or is a.l ivv r I ded ill over tile colu tr hmav for several
ye:i's list, beeil retlini;Izg frotmi 91) i) 0) tierieii, of lprolits. At the
Oiher ,I lrvll, (.1111 I', fou ll I! 'lpofWlitiolts Inlyi hg oul ill dividPilds
Illov thialt l0)0 lwi,-cl-'t of di.1es l'able eariilgis$,. Sonie, indeed, (ven
,,mil iluot , to imy J lV ividell , Ad ll p :li, ut a lo.,. cl' ,.r ora-
tionl vI w Il"ial iv 111(dii'il nIted proli . lhis i iversity of )i'at'lice
I-ll e a ohl l of, Iii' lli'oIl h'l (fI' laxili, 1liili.lrillittl prolils 11ore
<ifliuIllt, but it a,o Itakes fhv dIist'ovely of "'sch :I solion 1ot01 i2-
p(15111 1 tot J t li ('211 21 t hat d 'iiii1ii11 1411 l in lldi 411Oxid l 'tliofldes,
and tiling ilIlividhiUl taxll)1Y .V gwieally, 1a111N, e llillinizled.

In de,) dePlressioi, as l tlhe 1930's, V(O51jl'iltiols inll the aggregate
show fiigatil' 1 li istriblited profits. For each of le year's 1931 to
1938, ilillsive, Cormi'atio s Ill tlhe aggrlgate, ill the unitedd States,
pai(I olit ill divid(letis 1ol'v 1111 t11 y were va'tIiing currently in profits
(a fle- COI'l o'aion il('on tx) ; indee(4 this excess of Uggregate divi-
driads over 1ggrlgate prolits CeunIialt(td to $20 billion fo;' the 9 years
11 -: 8.2 SIill, tve InII llSM'h11 a ('ri(( i d(tl)ei-Siol1, mlulv COr)'a-
tionai will be paying out less in dividendls than they are earning. Much
of tle aggregate of negative unlistributed profits is attributable to
comlpaniies that are showing a loss, but. 1ire still paying dividends.

[ItoI-I NCOME INVESTORS , AN) 1 7NDISTRIlUTED PRlOFITS IN WIDELY HELD
CORPORATION S

Tile practice of retainilg a fraction of corporation profits, or even
the whole, during prospero-as years, is no doubt traceable, in part, to
P natural desire to minimize personal income tax. This motive may
be quite strong with respect to closely held corporations. But this
aspect of the probleln of undistributed profits, which has been worked
over so much in tile flood of articles on tile old section 102, has been
given far more attention than it deserves, relative to the problem
posed by retention of earnings by large corporations, much of whose
stock is he( by individuals who are in no position to influence divi-
(tend policy. Tax favoritism raises an ethical problem even when
it is not actively promoted by the beneficiary. A wealthy investor
buys some shares of a rapidly expanding corporation listed on the stock
exchange (or over the counter), a corporation whose directors dis-
tribute only a small proportion of earnings each year, or even none
at all, primarily because the opportunity for profitable expansion of

'If Inventory valuation adjustment Is made, the figure Is $69 billion. U. S. Department
of Commerce, National Income, 1054 edition, pp. 164-165, and Survey of Current Business,
July 1955, pp. 11-12.

8 If inventory valuation adjustment Is made, the $20 billion becomes $16 billion. U. S.
Department of Commerce, National Income. 1954 edition, pp. 164-165. Carl 8. Shoup,
Principles of National Income Analysis, pp. 130-134.
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the firm is so inviting. Such an investor benefits, taxwise, from the
expansion policy, even though it has not been adopted with his interests
in view. le competes with other wealthy investors, it is true, for the
floating supply of the stock, but common observation suggests that
he is often able to buy in at a price that leaves him well off, after
all income taxes, compared with what the individual income-tax rate
schedule in the law implies he should be, relative to low-income
investors.

But while the investor who gets the benefits of undistributed profits
is being considered, we must not lose sight of the investor who reaps
on balance only a net undistributed loss, an investor whose holdings
of corporate stocks, on balance, produce for him dividends that exceed
the amount the corporation has earned during the period he has held
the stocks. This investor pays more in personal income tax than
the earnings of the corporation imply that he should. Perhaps this
aspect of the problem will never again be as important as it was dur-
ing the 1930's, for t good deal has been learned about how to avoid
such economic catastrophes. But it will always exist to a degree, even
in prosperity.

TAXING CAPrrAL GAINS AS A METHOD OF REACHING UNDISTRIBUTED
PROFITS

What methods are available for bringing undistributed profits of
widely held corporations into personal income-tax returns? And
low may the extra taxation that accompanies negative undistributed
profits (dividends in excess of current earnings) be eliminated?

One approach is to include in the individual's taxable income the
amount of capital gain he realizes when he sells his stock, and to allow
him deduction for capital losses.

Insofar as retained profits have built up the market value of the
shares, such profits are brought into the individual income tax net
through the taxation of capital gains. They are brought in, along
with all the other influences that make for capital gains-shrewdness
in taking advantage of periods of market depression, and of boom
psychology, changes in the value of money, changes in long-term in-
terest rates, and so on. To the degree that tax policy does not want
to take account of these other forces in fixing the amount of individual
income tax, the capital-gains method of solving the undistributed
profits problem is too much of a blunderbuss. However, it is possible
to make adjustments in the capital-gains reckoning for some of these
other forces, at least for changes in the value of money (changes in
price level).

The inclusion, in individual taxable income, of capital gains, the
method just mentioned for subjecting undistributed profits to per-
sonal income taxation, is not found in certain other countries, Great
Britain, for instance. If one asks, how does Great Britain subject
undistributed profits of widely held corporations to personal taxation,
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the, answer seems to be that Britain has not made it serious effort to
do so, perhaps conllside'ing any such aim impracticable.

Even in the United States, inclusion of cal)ital gains is so restricted
that the way is still open for the wealthy investor, if he is wise, and
fortunate, to build ul) i estate and to pass it on to his heirs, quite
free of individual income tax, by buying into widely held corpora-
tions that retain most of their earnings, and by keeping this invest-
nient position intact over a long period when the companies are ex-
panding. i1e may similarly escape all personal taxation On the tin-
distributed profits by giving his sliares of stock to a religious, chari-
table, or educational institution after they have grown in market
value, taking the market value as a deductioli in his income-tax return,
but paying nothing on the al)ll'eciation in value?.

If the investor (toes not succeed in avoiding entirely all Personal
taxation of the undistributed profits, lie may yet conie out with a low
personal income-tax charge because of the relatively mild rate of
taxation oii capital gains (25 percent maximum rate, except for gains
on,)roperty held for only 6 months or less).

'he unsueccessful investor, on the other hand, is given only restricted
tax relief, because of limitations on deductions for capital losses.

Finally, since capital gains are taken into account only in the year
in which they are realized, by the sale of the stock, rather than piece
by piece in the years in which tile gain is acruing, there is a post-
ponelnent of tax on the undistributed profits transmutedd into capital
gains) that saves the taxpayer an interest charge or its equivalent, a
saving that may be important over a long tern of years. Correspond-
ingly, tile unsuccessful investor must part vit~h'his stock-and not
buy it back at once, either (under the "wash sale" provision)-if lie is
to get a reductionn for his capital loss. 'huus, even if the pre.elt pro-
visions that allow complete escape of capital gains, and enforce com-
plete neglect of capital losses, at time of death or of transfer to
charitable, etc., organizations were altered, the taxing of umldistril)uted
profits through the capital-gains route would be ilm erfeAt because
of the long delay available.

CURRENT FALLACIFS RESPECTIN o Rt:L.TIONsuwI OF CAPrrVI,-G,%INS
TAXATION TO UNDsTIIIUI'D PROFITS

Before proceeding to sligest possible ways out of the present im-
passe, some widely accepted fallacies must be noted.

One fallacy is the assumption that the case for bringing capital
gains to account as a method of reaching undistributed i)rofits is de-
pendent on there being an exact correspondence between the amount

I The latter attitude seems to be that adopted by the recent Royal Commission on the
Taxation of Profits and Income In Great Britain. See its Final Report, Cmd. 9474, June
1955, pp. 25-40 and compare the Memoran:m of Dissent by three members of the Com-
mission. ibld., lip. 358-360 and 365-3R2, especially pp. 370-371. In 1938. about one-third
of profits after tax was retained, on the average by British corporations, excluding closely
held "private" companies. In each of the years 1951 and 954. about two-thirds was
retained, only on( third being distributed in dividends. "Profits" here refers to profits as
reported, plus or minus adjustments for inventory profits or losses and for depreciating
fixed assets at replacement costs. Aggregate dividends paid net of tax (including minor
plus items for change In dividend reserves), which totaled £315 million In 1938, had risen
only to £405 million in 1954. These data exclude from both periods companies that have
been nationalized. See table 4 In F. W. Palsh, Company Profits and Their Distribution
Since the War, District Bank Review, Spring Oardens, Manchester 2, England.

# "In extreme cases, the saving In the donor's taxes Is larger than the amount lie could
realize, net of taxes. by selling the property" (lAwrence 11. Seltzer, The Nature and Tax
Treatment of Capital bains and Losses, New York, 1951, p. 301).
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tl !lhaO:ll h<l n~ i ) li ilt, wcift II i I i l, li iive' l l u'. iln'ii %%lit ill

i Il h 4 fIac ti ;n Il din llii i t il'li,'. °l' i 1 in i' , h' v it i f

T1 II , filo, I i N-) Ie II I l' I ii, I Io" \..I( III)) Inhnl pile d oll'It bvt %% wn I I I ~I, U- IhIIoI , I

of Inil ist riille, pnh ti l l'tt alni hi, i oiiilf c 111 t of t lii lii ill iti i liiv
(or p'0 1ih ll's ' o 'k is a for'ofill illl t il it liii , ii l tlif !ll lll 11i'I iill

il'Ithei0 f l1 ia ol il, lli itno il pifw, Izaf nol - A i ivt' eili uhly
dotthf ill t eli ih n iulc l f efi tl. if a11N if nll, tili ii ie' l li ginlig to
get by ll' ll fIh 'i 5 letr ill g ir fOils. h i i iil is el le t lil ill-
por iant ihe ll i're alelig ;ian iatt i hienleil iii vilin tin pa ill,
l1' Will 't'I' i I iO ioi ds riie irlih illlriol l ailt 11alt of lit, ill aikalit loll.

tOr Wlrkn, oillrhlio toligaihns~~e an'hlln \\'e ll 1,.1411111 1111, lilt

er l fir ol T ill 11111 lil V.ht'h Ill1h rell i', 11111 'fi't itse ,f jllg's wVhhtr
ihe elhilled ear lhi. ih i .a re ' ni s I hiut e 11-inilit ftlil'-l. olt lii .' 1 liri
Will all the ofel.r f ators playing ill fie p riii of tillit, st ok and by
taking the market 's jilligllel'n .114 hXVles'hi'4 ill lpi til goilns or loi.s,
tile tax .\ hv lets a lllmore, neellate |pplra ll lf t ii iNo.oimil Av lhi'tit olf
the reNat 1i ptil'lin to tie shareholder 1i11 Wouilld, for extilili, I e.
so-eal ed partnership method, Which w\l\uili relre hi otiliilid-
to include in his incoll-lax rt illrionis share of flit, lrpolltlls r nll-
ings for the taxable year. I

A second a 1e ise that, so long no, tle 1101iiti (if nlevelille invol vel
is not vory important. there is little point to making an efort to olive
the problem of taxat iolu to tile inldivjidul of 1114 j it iti'i fl'litf .
The natre of tHis falltc' a l iwei exosed I)%, SlIpo sing int slei
responsible official of tlil Treonrv (say) Sggeste I tiat Cople te exn-
emption from the ivrsonal inpolne tax should begranlted itol inif i-
riduais withi ih)colfli of $1 million or more, o?) fllO gl'otiihf flnt file
impact on the Federal revenue wonid be negiigilie, mid( tiat there
would clearly be szome saving in administration and compliance costsq,
not to mention the boos given to incentive to invest. The public

'5i'i Oltrar Tie arkiy. The Relstion tween Retatned FArsInre uand Commnon Stock Prteps
tor Lanrge. UI.fed ('orporaionit, Jonrnal of VFInance, September 1953, pa~sim, and references
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would 1 lie' ltrl ! , liitrged ht-si I Stiet i J1jliisil1, 'veit thigh ll) tax-
Itt wV'r vi l I ll itti t h i 164 owl It x )ii' ltn w'ilii h lie l -, pilily if)-
" I t IIi liiv i I til eisti ivis tihnt wotli he li vdel I. ii m ke lift tl e
mIli or hio, in rteti v iew. The issue al. bottoml is tlit , icil oute, ild it, is
4n,, i lit hi'gl-ely j ist It'4'iustiS sE, s shalt l Imr've ige if t XI ayer'st Ire
f it voied1.

I hut'u fill ' Ii-y i1s tED , o witI C'tilit I1i gi ItI itIw ellil III dellthI, I Underiplxl-el IFedh-tf iravo,;., ttlx Ill%, 11111liilal galins, lhil hve cved oil

stIocks t ftil, lft Xl11 vt'r i'4 ldilinig i I O litle f lii helhl III'e fiot
li gh ilht I i'l iii it f4' I li iiiiflhi Il i i' I, li. n or lilt r. If Ill"

lirs sell t1e sock t.ivy Im, fox oily on lhe ii'tlller gain, if ally, that
1iC41't1ii6 al(ii, I1 l tixliy irs 'ihe thli. * W ili Itelvln e Io this alint, it is
suivltitut -I l i tl t tltl lthis goi) il i w niuiiiip-tlix strilt;l'o is ittide

iil lI b)yfil i t1 ' I that 1lit. silii'v,iS of sloik iti in'lw ihi'd ill tlhe t ute of
lie4 t \xlmyet, atilI Iteive Ii'v sillji''t Io liti' dall tax. Bit tIe vstlte
tIt Itl Iti's i vliil'ily to siviligs tl.,! have Ivl+t as'iiiiltd fti'tt divi-
ihitls fiii ri-mil Sitlitit'S , liP it 11"' iluthiiig Io revl's tle Iltliit'.
Ill fitv1 of iiiilislililiteil jnititL'+ itS 111i iiel withI ttii forins of
im-11,m ,) 1I lits lIevil 'rviltet I by tle iilcoltt, tlix,oi l sti(ks held by
hi1gh tii'oi o tt a1\P'lPs.

Ii 1 iIL, N'' j. IN TIMMI Ifir (C'1'I1'II, (AINS4 A NI ACCiUAl, OF
U NIIIIVIE'lFD |PIOFITS

l'tere is, hlien, a virili tei'tii-nt tha it sudist ti inl rilpitaI gain
will a rise. l on t (In st-ock of a ('colirpiutitn t ti itaius i ost of its earnings,
esle'ili ly if lhilt cil't)o(1iit itt is fitv'oId by Iaiviig able management
am 1 i11111 ill it 13' gly Priowiig indtitr'. In ti.is sense, undistrib-

tted 10iolits, give ri, I vapil h gai its, tuid tixat 1ion of lt loital git ins is
t way (if net king enliistriXiiied l,,l oils sliljct., to persoiiiJ ilteole tax.

ut niow ittotl lii' ,Iti't ioi arilis. Who gts tfi te 'al)ital gain, and
wheit ?

Be fore ti ii f est ii ImbliC rea1izS t thi ile corjioraitio ill i estion
is iemd ed fort a long Itiriod of ualid exjth.ion, its stock will sell in
tlie Vlnti'ht lit, it ioest Iwp1ice ill tleri of ('i crrel it ruii gs. As the
years IS.Sn4 Iti t iw growt It i iatl e'ist ics of tile c-vlpIl3y become
Illort willehy itplju'(ited, the mi i-ket value of the stock is bid lip
faster 011i111 ilt, vllnings rise, fasler than the und istributed profits

ic luhlte or, ta ii lie 4, vilenld iiwreiise. Ulimaely, the corpora.
tioni Is-(oiites accept it] llragon of growfli, and investors eager to
pairti'iluitt in) lax-fi'e or' tax-favored capital gains reach for the stock
at lofty lpices that fully discotit, andl in some cases overdiscount, any
growth that ('11t reasoIIillbly be lisst t l even by the most optimistic
(but, sane) investor. From then on, the price of the stock increases
slowly, though the corlmration grows rapidly, just as anticipated,
thl'ough retention of profits.

Consider what happens to an investor who buys into the company
at such a late point in time. lie holds the stock faithfully, he sees
the undistributed profits accumulate rapidly as predicted. yet the
market value of the stock rises only gradually, even over a decade or
two, from the price that he paid for it.' Undistributed profits have

8ee John C. Cendenin and Manrice Van Cleave, Growth and Common Stock Values,Journal of Finance, December 1954, pp. 36-376.
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given rise to roughly corresponding capital gains, but the two have
not materialized in the same time periods at the same rate; the capital
gain has preceded, in large part, the earning of the undistributed
profits. Hence the capital gains have accrued to those investors who
were astute enough to buy into the corporation before its growth char-
acteristics were fully appreciated. Thus the corporation may start
in year 1, and grow rapidly for 50 years; the market value of its stock
may rise only mo(lestly during the first 10 years, say, roughly corre-
sponding only with the growth of the undistributed profits during
that period (or even by a lesser amount) ; in the second decade the
price of the stock may be bid up far more rapidly than the undistrib-
uted profits accumulate, until by the 20th year the price discounts all
the future undistributed profits-as well as dividends, of course-that
are anticipated to accrue over the remaining 30 years. Anyone buy-
ing the stock in year 20 will find that lie gets little capital gain the
next .30, years, relative to the large amount of undistributed profits
that will be earned in the same period. These anticipated undistrib-
uted profits have already been siphoned off, so to speak, by the stock-
holder who is now making his exit, after his 20-year speculation. The
new purchaser, to be sure, has made a good investment in the sense
that he gets a modest 5 percent return (if that is what lie figures on),
over the next 30 years, dividends and capital gain considered together,
but the amount of capital gain will be very small compared with the
amount of undistributed profit that is accumulated during those :0
years.

To put it another way: If everybody agrees that growth of the cor-
poration is to occur at a certain rate due to retention of earnings in
a favorable climate, and if the growth does in fact take plae at that
rate, competition among investors will have developed before that
growth occurs, so that the price of the stock will have been pushed
up to a point where only a modest capital gain will be accrued to the
current purchaser, even though the corporation's surl)Ius grows at the
rapid rate expected.

Of what significance is this discounting of future undistributed
profits, in the formulation of income-tax policy?

One aspect is this: The astute. investor who gets in early can trans-
mute into capital gains for his personal use not only the uindistributed
profits of the years that lie holds the stock, but also the undistributed
profits of years to come. If capital gains are not taxed, or are taxed
at favorable rates, such an investor gains an enormous economic ad-
vantage over his fellow investors who stay with corporations that
pay out most of their earnings in dividends and hence either grow
not at all or grow only by obtaining fresh capital through sale of
securities.

Another aspect is that, once the bidding up of the price of the
stock has taken place, and the astute early investors have given way
to the later purchasers, it is too late to increase the personal income
tax on a large part of the future undistributed profits. A Government
that has, up to that point, not taxed capital gains or has given them
favorable treatment, cannot reach most of the undistributed profits
yet to come, by measures designed to tax capital gains accruing in the
future. However, new-growth companies are continually being born,
or are about to be recognized as such, and with respect to investors
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in such companies, it is not too late to reach their future undistributed
profits through taxation of capital gains yet to accrue. Moreover,
wide swings in investors' sentiments occur; in periods of depressed
markets even well recognized growth stocks fail to discount at a normal
rato the undistributed profits to come.

Finally, even if the stock of the growth company has been fully
recognized as such, there remains some capital gain to accrue in the
years ahead, representing part of a normal return on the purchase
price, and this gain will he the larger, the larger is the percentage of
future earnings that is to be retained. If a corporation is to distribute
no dividends at all for a substantial period ahead (but is sure to
distribute correspondingly large dividends after that), its stock should
be expected to show a capital gain of close to 5 percent, for instance,
if 5 percent is the norinal rate of return on an investment of that
degree of risk. This 5-percent return will escape personal income
taxation to tile extent that capital gains are not fully taxed its ordinary
income.

H'I'E ODIN R.n ('OIPOJATiON T.x ,AS A MANS OF T.xIxo
UNDISTIBUTEiD PIHOFITS

It niay be asked, does not the present corporation income tax go a
long waN toward solving the undistributed profits problem , since a
corl)orat ion's entire 1prolit, including the Iullistril)uted portion, pays
the ')2-pervvnt tax (30 percent on the first $25,00t)) ?

The (ifliculty is that any corporation tax is just a ilt-rate, across
the-board levy, insofar as the various stockhohlers are concerned.
Some siockho)hers have very modest incomes, even if we include, in
computing their incomes, their shares in the undistributed profits of
the corporations in which they own stock. Such stockholdes are
overtaxed, unler the present s.-stem, even if the corporation retains
all its profits and thus detlects from its stockholders the impact of the
personal tax. The corporation tax is in effect a 5'2-percent levy on
the investment income of such shareholders, unless tile tax is thought
to )e shifted on to consumers in higher prices, or back to wage earners
in lower wages.7 Some of the corporation tax may be so shifted, for-
ward or backward, l)ut it seems unlikely that Coigress bk~dieves that
most of it is. Otherwise, Congress would have had to justify extract-
ing nearly $20 billion annually, mostly from low and niofrate income
consumers or wage earners, by what would amount to a general excise
tax imposed chiefly on the necessities of life, or a hidden payroll tax.
(Moreover, would Congress under this view, have granted virtual
exemption to intercorp)orate dividends?) Il the name of consistency,
and until economists come ill) with more definite indications that the
corporation income tax is shifted, tile 52-percent levy must be aussuned
to hear indirectly on the investor, at either high- or'low-incone levels.
At low-income levels it. is obviously excessive.

At high-income levels, however, the corporation tax, even at its
present 52-percent rate, is a deficient substitute for the personal in-
come tax, with respect to undistributed profits. The high-income
investor who some time ago bought into a rapidly growing corporation
that retains all its earnings is paying only 52 percent (indirectly) on

t See also the qualification inade below, concerning stockholders who have bought Into
the corporation since the 52.Dercent tax became established.
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his share of the undistributed profits, against 60, 70, 80, or even nearly
90 percent that it fellow investor is paying on dividends from another
corporation.

No doubt the existence of the high corporation income tax lessens
tile tax favoritism granted one high-income investor its compared with
another. But just because it is so high, it increases the discrimina-
tion between the low-income investor and the high-income investor.

Moreover, there is one more complication to consider. Investors
who are buying into corporations now, as comilarid with those who
bought into corporations a decade or so ago, are buying with full
awareness that 52 percent of the corporate income will be taken in
tax for an indefinite period in the future (and if not exactly 52 per-
cent, then apparently something not far from that). For this currentt
crop of investors, the proper tax comparison may well be on the basis
of what happens to the remaining 48 percent of the prolits, disre-
garding the initial 52 percent. The answer then is plain: if the 48
percent of the profits is retained in the business, it is taxed not at all'.
if it is distributed ill dividelds, it is taxed it the l)ersonl incone-tax
rates (minus the small abatement given to dividends in the Iteveitue
Act, of 1954).

In general, then, an ordinary corporation tax cannot be used to
eliminate the tax differential in favor of investors who accrue capital
gains through undistributed l)rofits.8

T.%x Ox ITNl)IsT1'RJIITED PRIOFITS

A special corporation tax levied on untdistributed profits would not
redress the balance -is among individual investors with different
amounts of income. Like the ordinary corporation income tax, an
undistributed l)roits tax imposed on thie corporation comes out as a
tax at tile same rate for all stockowners of tile corporation, whatever
their individual levels of income. The low-income stockholder is hit
just as hard as the high-income stockholder, by any tax the corpora-
tion pays (and (loes not shift). Even an undistribulted profits tax at
rates lmaduated according to the percentage of the corporations
profits, that are retained is nothing more than a flat-rate tax so far as
the several stockholders of any one corporation are concerned. To
be sure, if the undistributed profits tax is so heavy that it forces every
corporation to pay out all current earnings in dividends, the imme-
diate problem of equitable treatment among stockholders is solved; but
so heavy a tax would give rise to other problems no less important. It
is not implied here that those problems would necessarily be insoluble,
but discussion of them lies outside the scope of this paper. The point
is that a tax on undistribeited profits, if it yields any revenue itself,
directly, is by that very fact shown to be failing iii the task of re-
dressing the balance aniong the stockholders3 of any one corporation,
and probably also between stockholders and other income recipients.

Evidently the undistribifted profits tax, however useful it may be
in dealing with closely held corporations, is no solution to tle problem
with respect to widely held corporations, unless it is so heavy as to

'See Carl S. Shop, The Dlvided Exclusion and Credit in the Reventie Code of 1934,
National Tax Journal, March 1955, pp. 186-147.
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force out all profits in taxable dividends. As all imperfect solution
it, may still of course prove better than the existing system, or some
more ineffect ive substitute.

T11IE "P.\ITNE1091111P ,M[F,7r101)'"

Every stockholder might be required to include in his taxable in-
(oni his share of the corporation's current earninrs, distributed and
undistributed. Actual dividend )ayments would then be disregarded
in computing tie stockholder's income. I however, the amount of cap-
ital gain or loss realized upon disl)ositiol of his stock would have to
be adjusted to allow for the excess of profits reported ill his ret'ns up
to that time over the dividelids received up to that time, if extra taxa-
tion was to be avoided.

In this manner the stockholder would be treated, with respect to
current earnings of the corl)oration, as partners and sole proprietors
are treated with respect to the current earnings of partnerships and
sole l)lpJieto'shils, tno account being taken of the amount of such
profits that is distributed or undistributed. The kind of adjustnient
for capital gains and losses noted immediately above has beenl used
with respect to sale of partilershi1p interests.

Application of the partnership technique to corporate stockholders
has gained silbstillitial sipl'rt among tax stiilents.9 However, even
aside from the difficulty alluded to above that emierges when heavy
senior cal)italiziion nakes common share earnings meal little to
common stockholders, there are troublesome technical difficulties in
the 1partnership methodd.' Anid capital gain or loss, as just noted,
would still have to be taken into account when stockholdings were
disposed of.

SUMMARY

The analysis inuediately above suggests that no latter where one
archess for- methods to meet the problem posed by undistributed cor-
morte profits, taxat ion of capital gains wid allowance of capital

loses remain essential ingredients of the formula. Indeed, the two
income-tax problems posed by capital gains and by the undistributed
profits of widely held cor poiatrions are intertwine(il,, inextricably.

To "ay that capital gains are to be taxed is to say also that capitallosses nlist be allowed as dedluctions; otherwise, discrimination be-
tween high alti low income investors is imply rel)laced by discrimina-
tion iet weell successful and unsuccessful investors.

'l'hw particular teilini(tles to e used in taxing capital gains and
allowing capital losses cannot be colil)ared here:' tile choice is wide,
anA has been analyzed in letail elsewhere." T[he provisions of the
present Federal tax law atre far from the best, technically, that call
be devised ; they represent, in fact, not so much a logical development

See, for example, Report of Committee of National Tax Association on Federal Taxa-
tion of Corporations. Robert M. lHaig, chairman, Procedins of Thirty-second Tax Con-
ferenco. 1039. pp. 534 ff.; anti Report of Committee of National Tax Association on the
Federal Corporate Income Tax, llarold M. Groves. chairman, Proceedings of Forty-third
('onfrenro on Taxation. Pittshurg, 1951, pp. 54 ff.

'* See Vhkrey, op. cit., pp. 101-162, and Ienry C. Simons, Personal Income Taxation,
Chicago. 19.38, pp. 190 -194.

"See Seltzer. op. cit., chs. Co. 7. 10. 11: Carl Shoup. Roy Blough, Mabel Newcomer,
directors of research, Facing tle Tax Problem, Twentieth Century Fund, New York, 1937
t.ce intex. Capital gains and losses) ; William Vickrey, Agenda for Progressive Taxation,
New York. 1947. chs. 51 and 6.
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of clfltalif rah1-nd-hoss treatment designed for a1 given eld as they
do it Hin t l compromise between hlto, groups with quile opposing
views on what alve the proper els- those who believe that ea)it'ai
gains and losses should ho taken into acconilt. soniellow in arriving at
personal inlite for tax purposes, and those who believe they sould
e entirely exchuded. The middle grollili realed ia a coinlpomn i.he of

this sort is not likely to I)e one that, is technically very suitable for
anything at all.

in aly event, something is gained, whatever one's ultimabo views
as to taxable ability, if it is kept in mind till', capital gains camot
61 intelligently discuIssed without sone, refriencov to undisirilmited
profits, nor undistrikited profits without reference to capital gains.

EFINITION.\, I()BIEMS IN C\IITA, GAINS

TAXATION

srAN. S. iRIutim y, Ilarmird UiwIversiiy

The income-tax provisions of the 1954 internal Revenue ('ole repre-
sent prolal)ly the most complex revellle law ever en'1lteid ill t he fiscal
history of any country. TIle subject singly respon,.il h, for tlhe largest
auounlt of coni plexity is the treatallent ;f capital gtiis anid losses.
and the single factor in that treatlnent which is a;ecoletl.h, for tie
resulting complexity is the defilnition of e capital gailt all of vapithl
loss. The fact that'our tax law is complex (oes not ne'es:u'rily Inell
that it. is a poor law. Instead, the complexity of tie law llly 'well )e
recognized for the most part as a testilronilil to the achievelnent of
the tax so)phisticatioi necessary to operate an hiiloale tax raising $'5)
billion and applying to about, 75 million individiil tlaxlayers and
7100,000 corporate IaxplVers. Bilt if the complexity is to he kept
within reasonable hounds, we lillist at all tiles hltve an awareness
of the factors responsible for each particular complicltion and tle
values which tljat complication serves, so that the two may coleo,1tut ly
be compared and weighed. So viewed, tmo complexities caused by
the treatment of capital gains and losses far outweigh the values
which it is asserted are served by that treatment. Kioreover, the
present congressional approach to i he definition of capital gains and
losses inevitably results in more and more complexity, so that the
difficulties can only grow worse.

The treatment of capital gains and losses in itself is relatively
simple. On the gain side that. treatment for an individual is dis-
tinctly preferential: an individual taxpayer may deduct 50 lierent
of a long-term capital gain, so that. only one-half of the gain is sub-
ject to tax. Further, if the rate of tax applicable to the remaining
gain exceeds 50 percent (a point reached at $18,000 of income for a
single person and $36,000 for a married pei-son), no further tax is
to be paid on the gain. Put differently, the entire capital gain is
subject to a maximum rate of 25 percent. On the loss side, that treat-
ment imposes limitations: capital losses in excess of capital gains
are allowed to offset only up to $1,000 of ordinary income, and the
losses not utilized in any one year may be carried forward for 5 years,
offsetting, until exhausted; the capital gains in those years plus $1,000
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of ordinary iticoiie. For It corl)oraition, the preferential treatment
consists of the 2,5-percez, t maximum rate for long-term capital gailas;
the deduction of capital losses is limited to the offsetting of cljital
gains. To be sure the above summary omiti sone of the nutiances.
But even when these ure added the complete treatment, and the statu-
tory provisions in which it is ex)ressed, colle to no more thanl a
readily accept able amotu,.t of detail. In fact, only four short. sections
ri1o imh vlve(. It is only whein attention is foewied on one bit. of de-

tail--the fact that this treatment is applicable only to capital gains
and cajuitul losses-aid the search begiiis for the definition of those
capital gains amid losses that we start to uncover the enoriOlis comn-
plexity and confusion inherent in this treatment.

Shv eri "capital gain'" has been used in the tax hitw for so long
a period of Iinlie and with such wide publicity that it has acquired a
very familiar' ring. ,We are led to believe that it has a readily ascer-
tainible content and as respects its comiprehension and application
stands oii no different footing from other items of income such as
stla'y, interest, rent, aid the like. Bhit we must r'eniember that a
filly developed co icept of "capital gain" hts not been offered to
the tax law by either tli econli,4 or tile accuntant, so that its
colitelit, c'alziOt readily be -supplied by reference to flo,e branchesof divollvse. ,\al\ col,, ,ts w incolliv as a "gainl"- -0th re -111

obtained Ib adding to the wealth n mi ul at tie eld of ;I P1ried
of tiar' tI consintipt ion h1iin., that pa ;.od alld ml'lln '.1bt." ring the
we alth exitwog at li I.egimling of the j )riid. But olice ha ving
de(lled i liii l' w, "gain," they do not ofIfeir--nor have they really
a I.IV i)((i111iOI i t) olel'--alV wl(rkahle cEovEl t of a " a ital 1in'" as
a COMPOlnenit of that "gaini." The accountant, ini turn, kuows of "niet.
income"' 1t11d while ite has occa.-ion sometimes to seek a cajpital-gain
cllO nelit so as to charge it lprofit on tle sale of Certain fixed a.,sets
to Surplus rathieta t lo cur'rrent operat il's, his concept of Capital gain
u; a ticlvi no irr'ower alr(h essetit ini/v ditreelmt vCoit'ht from that sotht
ill the itlax av. And ew, n the ody dletilition of "in.ou.,'" ,,;'ioll-lv
esavl by the Stpreei( Court before it al:indouwd the ,ltempt-th'e
I1V r 'V. 1l1tiomber (eiltion of "int'oin as "tie -r.iin uleriv .d from
capital, from labor, or from both cimbined"- -spoke' of "go in from
capital" and not, capitall gain." onset e telintly, when the Congressin tire Reveinue ActI of 1921 introduced the t~:n "capital gai'" into

omr te('lnical tax law and was therefore faced with tle problem of
delirinri that term, it was embai'king upoli a jourlrley thro.rlgi areas
previously unexplored in this country. 'When we tuirn frm tie bv-
gitining ;f that 'int in 1921 atd' pass o ve' 8t years to arrive at

ihe present defitition i; the lRevenue Code of 1951, we see that while
lhe "(ongres" lis .iilvd iiy 1t111 1 antd chaits and muclh elabo'ate
equipment, it still has not uncovered a clear and useful trail.

Tin DFrixrnrmoN OF CAPITAT, AssET

The code (sec. 1222) defines "capital gain" ill tertits of "the sale

or exchange of a capital asset," which for the mot part nierely passes
us along to the question of what i, a "capital a,;set." It is here, in
the definition of "capital asset,' that the code itself discloses the
enormity of the problem. For it commences to detine "capital asset"
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as "prop erty held by tile taxpayer (whether or not connected with
his trade or business) " (sec. 1221). Sinc ill ole Senle everything
that the taixlay 'r holds is "properly" and helice will be a capital asset,
at this )oillnt it would seem to follow that all income could well he
"capital gllill'---for ally lllonieys received by a taxpayer cotild readily
be regarded as the result of tl ie surrender iby him of "priol)ty" in ite
formiii of Pidlher tangible a msels 01r inltangibhe property stii its claims
to inoileys. I lece untiless the delfilitioll is to be useless, exclusions
must, be found. But ill seekimig to give tontent to the deliitioi
through the development of ali'oprilte exclusions, it. niusl, be recog-
nized that, one facet, mad pem'hapN the basic facet, of the present dim-
culty thereby emerges, for unless a particular item of income is
Covered by lin exclusion it will become a capital gain by passing
through the residual category.1 of capital asset. (liven a inaxinumn
capital gain rate of 25 percent when tile regular starling rate is 2)
percent and tile top rate 91 percent, so that, tie taxpayer has a terrilic
stimulus to seek to classify his income as capital gain, this method
of definition works direetl, to his advantage.

't'he generality of the diminition of "capital asset," when placed ill
tle chain of definitions involved ill giving Content to "capital gain,"
also involves another import ant decision. It is clear that an increase
in tile value of at asset, can result front many causes. Thus, ill tIle
case of shares of stock an increase in their vahle may cone from
accumulated corporate earnings, from innovat ionls or discoveries such
as tile development of a new product, or market, front the seasoning
of the business orgauizat ion or the efforts of tie sharehler-nnunagers,
from the weaknesses of competitors, from an improvellient il the
general level of economic activity, from inflation, anl so on. Al
Increase ill the vale of land laly result from the discovery of new
resources in the land, front the developlnlent of new uses for its
resources, from tile growth of population, from the growth of crops
on the land, such as timber, over the passage of tinme. The value of
a bond may increase through a change ill general interest rates. And
so it goes, through the effects of the expected and planned or the
unexpected and erratic. through the effeets of inflation, war, depres-
sion. invention, the vagaries of public taste. Are all of the resulting
gains to be regarded as "capital gains"? The Congress answered in
the affirmative when it commenced its definition of "capital asset" to
mean all "prop)ertyl" and then did not emlibark on the search for xexli-
sions essentially related to the causes of the increase iii value. (onse-
quently, the additional value imparted to it taxpayer's stock through
factors within his control, as tile accumulation of corporate earnings
or his personal efforts as corporate president, was regarded ill ti(,
definition used as no different from increases in value caused by forces
beyond his control. Taxpayers were quick to perceive the enormous
ra;ge of possibilities in planning for capital gain inder uch a detfii-
tional approach. here again, the pattern of (letiniton was all ii their
favor.

TImE PonmE - OF DisTmNoUis$xNo INVESTMENT AND BUSINESS

Let us turn to the all-important exclusions from "capital assets."
The first (ec. 1221 (1)) is that of---
stock In trade of a taxpayer or other property of a kind which would properly
be included In the Inventory of the taxpayer If on hand at the close of a taxable
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, tar, tor property hld by the taxpayer pri'inurily for aile to customers In the
ordlnmary course of his trade or business ;

'T miin objective of this exclision is reasonably clear, but tle
Scope of tile problem is not So ev'ident. For in tihe.e (Iecetively few
Words the (.ollgress is attemIpting to exclutle froim capitall gain" all
of those rollss wlich it regards as tih everyday prolits of the business

l oiiiiieomnerial W'h. li('' is th l.i iN li)rlitant concel)t to give
tolitent 1o calitall gain - tit' division between businesss" and

"im'est ment ."
'rope'rt /w/I or' l.%e to els(.eI','

'l'lle ilitent oft Iis exclsion alld its application to the obvious sitina-
tiols are relatively t('ar-.the daily 'e'eiplts of the corner grocery
store, of lhl, big lity (lpltilelit Store, of ip large 1iul fact uri ng
(10')(111, aie oi, ii ai rv oi,e (we'el n li hll ,%hey tirke from flie .-ah
of propertyty" Ihlit 'a sale of stock on the stock exchallnge biy th,,
av'er le investor, a sale of a 11 itt''l of ntlheveloj llid purelaeI
its il ilestlulielfi. or a 'alhe ff a-it e n e ire to give rise to ca'litlal ga il.

Ihilt ,leNoltI fip' ol%-ioll, ai re't aIreas of un(.ertainlty. The i nves-
toii to evaliz, Iis hitl'ieat' in vA.1lilie 1'10 Sell hiSI iitvestilent and at that
poilai he i, ,, ,i., . ill :Iit :1c ivit v th:h t A% ill hm,'( 1ai1 of the charae-
tei'isties fomild ill fle activity ft Some of the everyday businessmen
hose protits f'onm ahes i'l regarded as excludded fr'om lCapitai gains.

.1h1hi ,Jolws has Il !u gt ., I frac! tt IofnI a y y-ears Igo Is anl invest ientt
and iiow' le d('sires to sell. Ie nuist findbuyers and to do so he may
h-,'o -Idd I illa o'meniit. alivertise, hire an ilgeit, suibdivide, anti so
()I(. oItll ,olii' i a tcolh-(' lprofe.-or of tile classics and would Ie
sitlke(I to thiini (f llinsilf as a real-estatt' dealer. Yet John Jones
Ilia%, :1ye I nlre lainI of thoit.er liii d to sell than lie everyday real-
(,st t le ",lt.'s illt oNa, so Ita, for tle iinoilielnt. *oli Joies, classics
lroft'ssori,-, ill re:dlit. tlt bil(gtst reail-e.,tate ol)erator in the area.
Is thte hind whicl 1 .o m blois luighlt years ago as an investment now
"proptrt ' held bl Ill. t :I xpayer prihiarilv for sale to c'llisoiners il tile
orldllarv collrse ) hi,- ltrae or hlsillel'-; Tile courts have struggled
for year's with this lrolelmni and ( 'ig'res-;, i1 19.51, added a section
(see. 12:117), eove'ing It page and a half. whielh only resolves a few
sitnat ions, aol ill (loi lnf so mnl1llages to lleat e a great many problems.
Mor-eover, the se(ttion is essentiallv limited to improved land.
What about H laroltl Sn1itll, who (let'(h's to invest his money in rental
housing and builds 2110 houses ? Ile had at tirst sought a return on
his ca'lpital inl the form of rent, hut after several years lie now desires
to sell those holseq lid( retire. alarold Smith now has more houses
for sale than illany a real-estate broker. Is Harold Smith now a
businessman ?q

These issues are not restricted t land-the estate of Richard is
(lispsing of ian inventory of $1 millioll in furs left by the decedent
in his fur shop: the estate of Robert is selling a large quantity of
11 ilies eolle'ted I)v the (lecelent in his lifetime; the estate of Marvis selling a large amount of va lle jewelry which she had otme(.

Norman, a motion-picture director , has invested in a story which he
desires to sell to a studio. Ile wishes then to direct the production
of a lieture based on that story; Also, on the other side, consider the
case of the businessman whose inventory greatly appreciates in value
because of unforeven conditions, such as war, shortages due to strikes

7:1-34 -5t;6- 7
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or other factors, and the like. Has the inventory become all invest-
ment? IIn all of this, what is "investment" and what is "business" and
how can we describe the differenv'es with the Irecisioll dhsin-lble in lax

Real property and depreciable persowl1 propcity used in business.
The aspect of "investment" as (istingulished from "isine.s" has

another important facet-what about those assets of an admitted busi-
ness activity which are other than inventory. such as the building and
land on which the business is conducted or'thm machinery used in the
business operations? If these are sold, is the prolit o'(dnary income
because %%e are dealing with an admitted business, or may the , lsiness-
mani 1 be regarded as "investing" in these business ais"ets? The Con-
gress on this question has been 5elged with advice, but, unfortunately,
the advice has been 'onfliictinlg. Ihus, farmers holding livestock for
breeding or dairy purposes and then selling the livestock desired clas-
sification of tile property as capital assets. This was only natural,
after one considered that the sale( of the livestock would produce a
tax profit, since tie exp)ense of raising theln hald been previously
dedlited and their tax cost was vero. On the other hand, railroadlS
and other users of machinery and equipment which were sold after
their utility had declined desirc-d classification of that pwoperty as non-
capital as.4ets. This was only natural, after oie o,.ns; 'eietl'that the
equipment was sold at a loss,*which lo., d o'd have been deducted as
an ordinary item through depreciation if the property had been IV-
tained until the end of its useful life or scrapl)ed. But both livestock
and machinery were "propertv"--and "property used in the trade or
business." Faced withI this (jilmnna. congresss fecolved it in an in-
tensely practical fahioim--such proI)'rt" V ould in effect be a cal)ital
as,,set for gain purposes but not a ca itfal as-et for losz |Ii-)oses (sees,
1221 (2), 123-1). Farmers and railroads could both depart pleased,
but, one searching for a concept of capital gain wa left only with an
added appreciation of both tie theoretical difliculty of the task and
the congressional flexibility in escatlpe froil dilemun lis.

There are other interesting ramifleations of these co1lre,,,immal solu-
tions in tile business area: he value of standing timnier i)efoire it is
cut by a taxpayer in the timber business is a capital usset (sec. 1231 (b)
(2) ) and the value of unharvested crops sold with the land is also
a capital asset (see. 1231 (b) (4) ), though in each case the distinction
from everyday profits is debatable, and in treating livestock as a
capital asset the Congress excluded poultryr" (see. 1231 (b) (3) ; also
in another section, Congress has partially ventulred into the area o
exclusive dealing arrangements, sales agencies, prolitable leases, favor-
able purchase contracts, and the like by in effect classifying the profits
on the sale of certain but not all of these arrangements as capital gains
(see. 1241). The point here is that, lacking all adequate definition
of "capital gain," the Congress is gradually moving to dealing with
)articular assets I by 1. In such an endeavor any possible concept is
ikely to be lost in the welter of lobbyists.

Further, the treatment of real property and depreciable personal
property used in the business as a capital assit. on the gain side leads
into considerable difficulty when one considers the deduction pro.
visions. If a taxpayer can recoup the cost of the asset at a rapid rate
through 5-year amortization or accelerated depreciation or through
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percentage depletion and intangible drilling expenses, thereby receiv-
jugy Ordinarv deductions, and tlien sell at a tax profit receiving it capital
4rlui. the coml)inttion is a most happy one. Congress sometimes
worries alml this, more often o(t-- hiut tile resulting statutory com-
)lications are apl)arent. And, from this, one is led to another inter-
locking problem--su)pose tlhe set is acquired by merely buying the
prol)erty subject to an indebtedness so the dolhrs of the deduction
are dollars not vet spent by the Haxlnvel. Iere the capital gain
trail thls h'a(ld iliti tle ,lize (f assunil tions of iiidebtedness taking
property subject to an indebte(ness at(d eVen cancellations of in-
tevitet'Ihiis,, where mno4t of the law is in the cases and not the statute.
On the other hand, on the loss side the treatment of this property as
an ordinary as-et leads into the provisions involving the practice of
J)urchasing corporations owning high basis-low valite business real
pJrOp)pr\ so a, to obtain the ordinary loss benefits from the sale or
depreciation of that real property. 'The "devil and the (heep blue
sea" are thus usually present in these problems of capital asset classi-
ficationl. although tle Congress may not always perceive the perils on
both sidt,4.

Till: IROi M OF 1)IST INm'mSnING INVl:STMENT AND SPECULATION

Congre s,. in the few words earlier quoted which form the first
impo rt ant excl ,ion from capital assets, is also concerned with another
set of (list mttions which it regards as important. These involve those
groups who make their profits in the stock market. Ifere Congress
apparently saw three main groups: the dealer in securities, the specu-
lator, and the investor. The dealer iin securities was regarded like
the groi-er except that his inventory consisted of securities and not
eioerie, and hence his assets, the securities, were not capital assets.
;I'll, inve-tor. who holds his securities for their annual return but
whose securities ip preciate in value, was the prie exainple for Con.

1e of he capital gain taxpayer 1ind his securities were caplital assets,
so) that tlieir appreciation valhe would be i cal)ital gain. Even
here a problem lir*'iiled it-elf when i taxpayer was both a (ealer
and in investor. and I section was adopted to aid in classifying his
securities 'ee. 123;). But the profits of the speculator wYer not
Igar(ded as worthy of preferential treatment, J1owever, the Congress
14lilhI I,e, llii N41V t it disti liiish lit Sieculator fro t tile ilivetopli 1.y

reference to the nature of the assets held, for both simply held
securities. So it re.sorted to another criterion and added a holding-
period requirement under which i capital asset had to be held a certain
length of time to obtain preferential treatment. That period is now
0 molitis.

But the double test--capital asset and holding l)eriod--leaves solile
.strange results. In the nonpreferential area are left traders, tihoe
speculators who are seeking an eighth or -I quarter of a point and
whose. turnover of securities generally involves i period of hours or
days rather than months. But the oilier market participants are all
grouped together-the professional swculator whose purchases and
sales are substantial and frequent the large investor who is constantly
perfecting his port folio through chllanges in its composition, the modeit
investor who occasionally changes his portfolio, and the amateur spec-
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ulator who takes a chance now and then. The only differentiation pos-
iible lmler the statute is in the length of time thit the securities have
been held, and this factor cuts through these last four groups in in-
discriminate fashion rather than between groups. In fact. it is much
more likely to put all of these groups safely on the capital-gain side.
in view of the short length of the holding period. In 1951 there were,
in the tax returns showing net capital gains, $6.5 billion of net gains
involving securities held more than 6 months and only $240 million
of net gains on securities held less than 6 months.

We are thus left with a congressional feeling that speculation and
investment are different matters, but with no statutory differentiation
between the two except as respects the in-and-out dail. traders. Also,
we find that tile l)eC lii who makes his profits by sagacious buying and
selling of securities is on the capital-gain side, but his counterpart in
the real estate or other personal property area is on the noncapital
side. Further, even this almost ineffective use of the holding-period
requirement has brought with it considerable complexity, for Congress
has found it necessary to adopt two pages of statutory provisions to
protect that period from the manipulations 1)ossible thronh short
sales, )uts. and calls, and then to protect certain arbitrage operations
from the effect of the first set of provisions (sec. 1233).

So much for the first exclusion from capital assets in Ile words ear-
lier quoted and its ramifying statutory provisions. The Congress has
in the most general way sought distinctions between "business" and"speculation" on tie one hanl and investmentt' on the other. But its
, wn concepts are unclear, and it is beginning to appreciate that these
terms do not have the settled significance in the world of economis oir
commerce necessary to support statutory differentiation. Hence, a
pieeneal al)proach is -eveloping, and w e are being led into a maze
of complexity.,

Tim POD t oF DisTivoIts5UIN I)NO vrsTrMENT PRorFis FROM THE
RF w.%nIs Or PERSONAL EFFORTS

The next principal exclusion of certain property from capital assets
(see. 1221 (3)) is that of:
a copyright, a literary, musical, or artistic composition, or similar prosperity,
held by * * * a taxpayer whose pers)mal efforts created such property.

Hero the Congress is pursuing another factor in its concept of capi-
tal gain. Apparently, profits attributable to "personal efforts" are
not entitled to capital-gain treatment. This is, presumably, a result of
the realization that salaries, wages, commissions, and professional fees
are on the ordinary income side, along with the everyday profits of
the businessman, ahd the feeling that profits coming from other per-

'There are of course many other aspects that could he considered. For example: (1)
If a businessman must deposit Government boils in escrow aq a guaraty undir : rales
contract and buv bonds solely for that purpose. is the purchase of the honda an inde-
pendent investment or an integral part of the sales contract? (2) An individual whohuys a bond selling at a prendun, and callable at the corporation's option on 10 dalvq'
notice can deduct the amount of the premium against ordinary income therelbv reducing
his tax coat to par, hold the bond for , months and then sell it at a tax proft equal tothe premium hut taxable only at capital-anln rates--the net effect Is an ordinary deduc-
tion of the premium against, say. a 91-percent rate. at theprice of a 25-percent rate on
the premium (see. 171 (b) (2) left this practice largely undisturbed) : (3) the sale of astock Just before it goes ex dividend will transform the dhildend into capital gain: (4)
'n the loss side, there are differences In the classification of (a) stocks and bonds whetherthe taxpayer is an "investor" or "promoter" (b) debts represented by notes If be Is an
'investor' and (c) debts represented by notes If he Is a "promoter" (sees. 165 (g) ; 166).
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sonal efforts belong with the.e classes of income. One can under-
stand such an attitude and accept the exclusion. Yet one becomes
considerably nonplussed when he finds an entire section devoted to
vassifying'the prolits of an inventor as capital gain (see. 1235).
Moreover, this cap)ital-gain treatment is extended even to one whose
business is that of promoting inventions. And it applies whether the
profits are received in a lump sum or through royalties. One's faith
in the apparent conclusion regarding the congressional view of profits
from l,-sonal Wllorts is further shaken when it is noted that 4 pages
of the statute are devoted to classifying the rewards under executive
stock option arrangements as cal)ital gains and about 2 more pages
to making the capital gain preferential status available to employees
who oi diheir retiremenit obtain lunip-suni pments from pension
plans (s. -421, -102, 403). le latter provisions of course lead
into the i intrieacies of pension plans and profit-sharing arrange-
ments, especially in the case of closely held corporations, since they
become the rainbow leading to tie cal)ital gain pot of gold. One can
only conclude that the exclusion regarding authors and other creative
artists does evidence the basic congressional concept that the rewards
from personal efforts should be outside the capital-gain area, but that
significant pressures can often turn aside the application of that con-
cept.

1'hee ~ aberrations in the patent, stock option, and pension trust
situations really involve a congressional tax bounty through the gift
of a cajital-gain status and should not obsecure the (lefinitional prob-
1cn. Since all "property" unless excluded is a "capital asset' and
siln." r'I;orlal efforts result in creatinz "property"-be it a book, a
patilnt, goodwi11 for an individual business, it trade name, a contract
)o to compete. a profitable eml)loyment contract, an exclusive agent's

contract to represent an actor or a1 writer, or at p romoters stock in a
vor,1lration whose value rises because of his business sagacity-the
nmagni tlde of tie )roblem is apparent. Where does the emphasis on
the personal efforts ceas so that the resulting "property" may become
:i "cal)ital asset ?" The Congress has here given little guidance other
than the ad hoe statutory decisions described above and these are
conflicting. The problem'of classification is largely left to the courts,
who tend to find noncapital gain when the personal service element
l)redominates or when the asset is of a character distinguishable from
the traditional capital-gain area. Hence the sale of an employment
contract would probably produce ordinary income while the pro-
mnoter's stock would be a capital asset. But the fact that these prob-
lenis are largely unanswered in the statute does not eliminate them.
Again they illustrate that while Congress on the whole may be seeking
to (listing,.,uish between "investment profits" and "the rewards of per-
sonal efforts," the world of affairs does not offer any neat division.

Tim PROBLEMS OF CLASISIFYING Tint.sAC-rIoNs INvOLvING TilE SAr, OF
REcumINo R~cEWrs

A consideration of the problems created by the all-inclusive scope
of "property" in the statutory definition of "capital asset" leads to
still another source of difficulty. The Congress as respects capital
gains presumably had in mind a distinction between recurring receipts
such as salaries, wages, interest, rents, dividends, royalties, and the
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I ike ott the olle hiltd II I th nou tt tiI'e 1 t ,n! it 1 lI .111 tlu I tl 1f It le f etitioul ill (he, Valli of Prplyol~ l li)nthe ot1.,r, H! is sonler hmie d1Illielit 14)

Ie clear lholt Il is, o1 li.re 1Iso t hei'e re al ,rr'rt ioi.l, Iti t eIipital-
. t ai l t115 hitl l tIl ife're lh sb 811l to I I itil 'l. i 1i I-4 o toronI -
ties (See. 11:1I (h) ItId (e)). hill sive' (Coigttss it' so fitr -f4.eI
to eX~t cud | his,~$ treat |nteitt oil 1i1d iroll ore roi;lle s, (). tit1) sllpposi
ilie priucipht' still Stittll Illoitgh lI till' itld It 1tit1% tiullr iol t liltvt,
little apprt iillihot ili t l ie lt 1 1.t!11t l1-'1,4 MIl1' 1 r, . t it f l right to itSaIlrm 4n1 11 , 14 i hl le,.! :weriled or i divillllI d1t1v, is "4p'opl y"

ill tll' legal s ,se. lD)oes sti') it riIhl ihl solfhl fllnfo ie Iro lrl
lie so ln 1'1, inl1rest , or di vith'iil oit l filt, ot ilt'~'l l i ti l t ' ,, it i'a 1 n 11I
Ilnto fle capitol gottl el ategrtry %t- I let i "l1tp''rlv'" in l lie u1.'Iilitliii
of V:ai til ,',.tl ? Ilhre l hg(igitltit ho1g ril It d jtt 'ei it'elt ilvi61h

O fitrs o tlhe prob ent, . * % rt'lpl i 'e t tlt't I ill I!1 1t llp..'ll i 4 t ,x-
tillde fmoill en pitl :l' 'vis the sil, 4' clm:ill i l t'or' ,.:II i'\' % irit'd a l o w:1 Il

-1, 'hili ftw rmo ls 'Is ;o I (se'. 1'2 I I)), Ib tI Ohw 'i, , itfllling i1,4 io
Other i et'. ,1 Oi uover inlt ' itioli tici eilv 1tin4,l ' to ti'l ot di1
i follilmu'ahht lhtt t iili' or ifhO li'tao't l ml ist ii t'M, tltt infrest h plel ill t1h, disk,'tll (.te. I1.32). ()ut lilt, ollu, r Ii111n4l, fhtre is

i ,eetiim (st'. 1,24 1 ) mitkii filp 1h1Illilkl received till I Ilet al'll ioln
Oft at falvoraleh Iblsilles. lellse ol' it t'in-olilil, di.slribllor'.s 11grleellivill
eapitl galn Ilhtligh tilt" uol iillilatl l I of Ilhle l't or llu'revlllf1 wtulld

have lbeel relll 1'id ill larger protils ft' lilt hutsii's,. IB hll side f'riit
I hee sl ra. piee of legislate iol, lip ui111 let' 1 li leet, left lilt' uls
With %,Iraling results. Tle de'isiit loe'til tllp ftitilre iitrihit iotls
toil life Ihetliviary ' f 'i I N ttl )v.tl it4 ifit toliti ll goi t I Ii l'thrtglh
the sale Of his inlere.st ill the Irltst. Tile o'li s tilay i' ill t 1w'it',ircess
Of pertuil litg a Silililr '.stliI itn the vast' of il I pttllllits. II t lie
case of ilie sole of ,-lhul'\' tliis or of i1 itlred ii't"l 01o' divided
claims. lie de isions reqie', ordittry itlt'tileole t itetl. 1 tero it 1111
the obseuw'e of a stall lorli utswet ltues to el lhi le)roblhltt. 1i 00
weare Cle.' as lie (W r'iIo1'y .ilit'iulle I fel iietil ' retlr''i lg'ei Irells,wvhateli.-ll shlol ohll if ille .1lihl to tlhe Tceil)s is. sold (a) .1 i

with le uindetrly itng assil a s ill lihe cse of the sale of it stmk or
bond: (1' apart from lhe tudt'Iirlying . .its ill file s I of "I Ity tilt
t'ight to dix idend Or itilerest )ut '11ot fli' sale of the Slo'. Or boll ; or
( ) whire there is ol'lh te t'igblt It i fitlire receipts iid flla riglt
is sold. as in lhte vase of ilie 0laim to salr', the triust dist rihlitioti to
ablleiciaNv, or the riglit to oil liinlelitts. Can wor'kable' Stltllttoryeolneepts al lprovisiolls be devised to Cover tile ilvril Siil litioliS ill

this rea?

Tiii. 'iN .x sr tlt.u rlit' Iitt'r(l.E Asi',sF INrTO IN't'ANlILY. PltwoI-rrrY
'1,0. 'nl'iltsE A s :'1's

('n I/.,;,l I, /ITa;. or s Krn

The problett ('onsideptll s) far have dealt with the attemltS to
classify tilt' myriad ty4es of "property" between capital and noncapital
aSSIetS. Difficult as hese li'ot lems nre. their resolution unfortunately
does not represent a successful end to the question of definition. In-
stead, the answer to these problems projects the capital-gain definition
into an entirely new set of problems which, in the structure of the
income tax, raise difficulties even more complex than the previous
issues. For when a particular piece of "property" has been neatly
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ralalogd Its 11 las a liial tiset, tihe iaxplvetr l1to1v with relative ease
(htnge t le, legal (I whieh coverst his rt litiliil) to that property
"Ild '4oi1sfitlaftf a new retiti oltship froim which it ( different piece of
"PIhrl't" eers. 'Ili4. q imtpose that a i adividual in business
olwitH st I al' ItVelitolrty whh'l re resents the major value of the
hiisines,4". Sinace "iinveitorv" is Ii the ilropetly grotuI classified as a
nollitealliii asset, its sahli' ill prdtice ordinary income. The individ-
mil iiow iniorl.,rats his lhsiiipss, aind then sells tile stock of the
corlriii1. Stock, we Ii've seen, is in the property group classified
Its I tl lijt ial Its-4i't. The oh','ls 11iuisfion is whetlier the indivi(hul
ImtirisfornI I ll fi , proli on tnhes h from ordinary income to capital
gali byI- Ihanging his l. ma, I ()loak from that, of individal proprietor
tof sl '.hrelheher. Si ve ,t().[( k an l efeted type of property, the
collrdi voilh If 11141y Irll c'mt to aity ge'ral ('01141 Mosil except possibly
iii the, ,.rnh'st of 'a rotngtt , ot lihr tlhn thliat t lie ind ividual in
selling t li, "'lt was sellitig "proprty"- the stock itself-and the
"Ir o ,rh\'i . ) qtil was a " tlpihl asset ." Bit, his reUlt obviously

ta 16es tIti11.t1 'lt for 1hi" ,-ititiuon le clasiificition of inventory
as a noneapil i asset. Nor is this result limited to the particular ca e
of it~lliIfrv. Wfte.ver fn iilividial could interpose a corporation
bIet vl.t hitttie If and a ionvapilatl asset mid then sell the stock in the
emlrtjoiini, tle individual col I thereby (leaf in a capital asget rather
thu it a noacapital aiset although it was Ifie noncapital asset which
in arted value to the capital asset.

A wide area of the pr'oblet of defining capital gain thut became
i shell Inga , with the fixpaYer in controlhcaite s e could determine
tillhler whifh legal shell to lclflip asset. Individials formed cor-
jtl'alif i ,a to plutucl' a single motion picthitre, to construct a housing
PUIojetl, to devlop a Irit of reail estafe--all transactions which would
if hailed by lh intdividils themselves result in ordinary income-
and then dis *osvd of lie corporate stock when the venture wag ready
for sale. 'I l l IfX bi early gave thte colorful name of "collapsibi
corpolrations to these single-shot corporate ventures. Congress ja
191if recognizel that this procedure could make a shambles of the
caifital-gain definit ion, rand in a complicated two-page section at-
ttAe'fo meet the dtfitilty (scc. 331). But the section, while
highly intricate. is not generally regarded as an effective solution or
evvn at th'oretically1 proper solution. More effective and more com-
furel'ttfive sohl i'H, however, would ue even more intricate in theirs tructure mid operation,

Collapsible part ne rsh i sl
'ongt'r.ss, sptnrred on by ie ''reasrv I)epartment, in 1951 thus

r'et'ogntize tilt, jrobhjt lnii of the collapsibiP corporation and its threat
to the (l. )ital iit,,et dhefinition. But both failed to comprehend how
luid iind ith ,le wits the capital gain shell game as conducted by

rtsourlit'fkl tax practitioters. For soon the "property" was found
ider another shell, that of 4i11 "interest in a partnership." The

individli sitlylv adopted the partnership form of doing business and
transferrTed his iionca)ital assets to the partnership. Then, when he
was ready to skll, lie wits selling not the noncapital assets but a "part-
izership interest" and a partnership interest is "property" of the type
cla-7itied ats a capital asset. Again, the capital-asset classifications
could be turned into a shambles by this substitution of legal cloaks.
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'The 1904 Revenue Code devotes a inuiber of setioi to this problem,
and they iepreslt tl' Ililst complivated portion of the partnershiIp
area. Whether they will Ibe effVetive as presruntly written i another
matter. Moreover . hle soluli onl ,hiee l d fori lhe t+olhapsible parl-
nit'rshill dift'rs from that chosen for the collalsi 1h, corporation, al-
hioijgh the pl'ollellis are similar.

In this general area of the sale of husilu\s aIlseits the 94M cole
presents three different solutiols depending o whether the business
assets are owned by thi individual as a iprorietorslhill, a partnership,
(i!' i 'ororration. 'This result concretelv iltist rates the treivnendois
dilllculties inherent in the attellpt to clarify property be wveln citpit al
and nonlcapital as,4ets ieler a Cinlholi'x lgal strl'ilct 'e which offers
111ally patterns lof proper V owInership. Su1 a legal silruelur, by per-
nitting a tangible piece (;f property ii effect to proliferate itself into
various type"; of intangible assets, eaivh in itself a foIm of " yrojrl',3
dooiiis 111V tiax classilh'ation i ider flie' present, detinitional ailrolach,
if possilhl at all. to ext rentelv il ricate aid de, tailed solut ions. -Moni-
over, the fact that it hits taken w, over :0 ye:rs to perceive, Iliese
structural problems underscores tile diflliltiVes of definition in the
capital gain field.

Till TI1A XSIiIAiON (ip" (Omiml Nl'~l I Nt'O~l lI N'i'O S'i'tl a A I'iuII.Ii+r +

The areowlltdltaofl of corporate cau'ninq.q
Complex and ditllicut of iullalysisi as the above set of definithiiial

ptrobleilliu iliav be. they are surpassed by even nimor' formidable proh-
lems in the corporatee arie. As was polinted out at, the outset, stock
in a corporation is cla.silled in the l'Ooperti' group of capital assets.
An increase in the value of that stok will thits on its sale becllio
capital gain. This is so whether the increased value iof the corpora-
tion is traceable to ait increase ill corporate earning power htai,lse of
better nanagentt, product developteit, geiteral busi ness Condi tions,
or ain of the other factors affecting tie fortunes of business entt'r-
lprises or wiethr it is traceable to the retention lind consequent, ac.-
cumulation of annual corporate earnings. lit the latter situation, if
the earnings had been distributed currently as dividends, they would
have come to the shareholder as ordinary income. The accumula-
tion of tile earnings in the corporation titerefore transforms that ordi-
nary income into capital gain to the extent the aemunulation is re-
flecied in the value of the stock, for the sto(k is a capital aszet and ia
lrotit on its ,;ile is capital gain. To this extent the flexibility of the
corporate formi of organization in our legal system thus repnders inl-effective all of the effort spent. in excluding the everyday profits of
the business world from (lite definition of "capital asset." All o f tiu,
difficulties earlier described in distinguishing "investment" profits
from "business" profits mist 1 surmounted if there is to be a proper
definition of capital assets. Yet once they are suirmounted the result
to a considerable extent becomes pointles- when the individual in-
corporates and accumulates the "business profits" in his corporation.
As to those profits the individual substitutes the lower combination
of the corporate rate plus the capital gain rate for his individual
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rate -114d if ite retain; tiu, stock intil death will elitninate the imipital-
alli I'i|.I'lhis dilei'IItII wl,, early p, reeived and provisions aimed tit, restrain-

in 111 Ile niuiltl i f illof)islit int corporatimn tire a familiar )art
,if Ilie iliene ax. Il their iost severe aspect they colil)rise the
piersot l-hid1i ng-cotnpnly lax (sees. 5t1-517) anid(1 tfe foreign per-
.h011111 liiltiig colmny provisions (sees. 551-5,57). In considerably
14-S severe fom I thev represent the special accumulated earnings tax
4i) (Ii'5Iimit i1011s imprlperly aceumuflating surplus (sees. -531-537).
'lhee imii sires I ake ill. 21 Iages of tile code. But, while the dilemma
was early p iereived anI has been dealt with at greater and greater
hi.lgtl a die ,,years I ls5 Ily, there is general agreement that it by no
111 hitIrs lt,,ei salikfaetorilv solved. ()n the contrary, it represents
411lt 14f th lIsic isims in t;e complex relationship of corporate and
itolividtil inoine tatxe.. Moreover, it is constantly appearing in
liv'% fioriis, its is attelseld I.v tile recent appearance of the Canadian
at vesttitetit I 'ti swlosi .A)IIi's ate quoted and publicly dealt in.
'l'i h tilse II'Usts fill American investor may invest, funds in
( 'auitlitlit stocks, see liw dividends on those stocks go untaxed in
C',a1milh and the I united States, have the dividends accumulate in the
('anadian investment, trust without, hindrance front United States or
'aitadian tax law, and then with his investment thus appreciated

through the ilitimpered accumiilat ion of earnings realize his profit
,ir capitil-giaii rates on the sale of that investment. As it onse-
quenee, Ow ttltborate detail of the personal-holding-company provi-
,i,; i tat 11i special accumulated earnings tax on corporations,
nh)plI-d t pIr event, much of the capital-asset definition from beCom-
ing point less, in turn itself is rendered pointless by the tax treatment
Ite((riled( to ltese ('taititdalitt investment trusts and their shareholders.
'l'hies, tax savings are not, limited to incorporation in Canada, fand
many a wealthy ,%merican is having his advisers survey the "tax
havens" of the world to tind the most suitable place in which to estal.
I Il t le foreign corporation which will hold his investments and those
of his associates in the enterprise.
7orporale d;,-qtrh;mon.

Ill recent years tle oa tVet, of taxpayers anld intenive study of
the telhnieal tax problems of corporate dist ributions are combining
to d'mnonstrate that t he problems just described (rowing out of the
accumulation of corporate profits tire uinfortunately only one facet of
the difficulties valus ed l)v that iot'edltre. For uiore tuad more the
shareholders of cor'porat ions with accumulated earnings are seeking to
realize those earnings at capit:il-gain rate without. however, a com-
plete sale of their stock which would end their relationship to the
Corporation. Conseqlent Iv, they are devi.sing corporate arranrements,
short of a cotnplhe sale. "whiel-i operate to draw down to the share-
holders some of the accumulated earnintgs at capital gain rates but
which still lekve the shareholders in control of the corporation and
its future operations. Since corporate laws are extremely flexible
and since in a clos-ely held corporation tile shareholders can readily

2 Through his control wtr the choice% of the form of hualneqs organization the taxpayer
Ic atil, to achieve nit "ordinary iopt-capltal gnln" pnltlnn. HP can orianl the hueI tnec
as a partnership. Po that if it Iose' money the loxpq, may be taken by him as ordinary
lotoos. If the bualiineca Ia profitable ho can tindor come elreumtanees tien simple fleet to
he trenatd cc a corporation ('ec. 1 .(1 or he can ninknyt netuqlly Incorporate, so that
thn poflt, may be accumnlated anti eventually realized a,4 capital cain.
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shape the corporate structure to suit their tax ends, the opportunities
for maneuvering are rich and varied. Almost overnight, the Treasury
Department has been forced to cope with the bewildering problems
presented by this maneuvering. This is the area of the distribution
of preferred stock dividends then sold by the shareholders and re-
deemed by the corporation; of corporate divisions under which some
corporate assets are placed in a new corporation through spinoff,
splitoff, or splitup, whose stock is then distributed to the shareholders
to be sold by them; of corporate stock redemptions and partial liquida-
tions under which the corporation distributes some of its assets for
some of the shareholders' stock but leaves them through their remain-
ing stock with their control unhampered; of conlete liquidations
followed by a reincorporation of part of the assets, leaving the share-
holders with control of those assets and with the remaining assets in
their hands; of mergers and reorganizations involving in more com-
plex form the types of transactions described above. As a co-,sequence,
the most significant and probably the most complex of tbc corporate
provisions adopted in the 1954"Revenue Code revolve about these
capital gain-ordinary income classifications, such as those dealing with
distributions or redemption of stock and stock dividends (sees. 302-
307, 318); with partial liquidations (see. 346); and with corporate
divisions (sees. 355-356, 368). Many of the solutions adopted are new
and untested, sometimes inconsistent, and certainly incomplete. In
sum, the 1954 Revenue Code with all its detail and intricacy repre-
sents in this area, when judged against the problems known to exist
today, in reality only a first draft of the possible answers. When
judged against the fact that we have been working at refining the
definition of "capital gain" for over 30 years and against the constantly
growing ingenuity of tax practitioners spurred on by the relentless
drive of their clients for capital gains, the technical level of solution
reached in the 1954 code should not leave us optimistic as to the
future.3

CONCLUSION

In sum, the difficulties inherent in the present approach to the defi-
nition of "capital gain" are formidable almost beyond belief. We
have considered the necessity at the initial level of distinguishing "in-
vestment" both from "business" and from "speculation"; of differen-
tiating the rewards for "personal efforts" from the rewards of
"investment"; and of separating the disposition of those recurring
receipts which are in the stream of ordinary income, from the dis-
position of other assets. All of this must at present occur in the
context of the classification of "property." We have seen how any
success at this level in the classification of tangible property can be
swiftly negated through the creation of intangible property rights
to the tangible property by use of the corporate and partnership
forms. We have also seen Ihow the familiar but unsolved problems
of using the corporate form to change ordinary income into capital
gain through the accumulation of corporate earnings and the sale of

sThe definition of "capital pin" and "capital loss" also Involves the sale or exchange
of a capital asset. This "sale or exchange" requirement In itself Involves a host of
problems, which add to the complexities of the capital gain definition. Some of the
ramifications of this aspect of the definition are considered in Surrey & Warren, The
Income Tax Project of the American Law Institute, 66 Harvard Law Review, pp. 761, 808
(1953).
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stock have suddenly spread in far more intense and complex forms
throughout the entire area of corporate distributions.

The result has been a snowballing accumulation of complex and
intricate provisions in the tax law which, not solving our present
difficulties, can only promise still greater complexity if the present
approach is continued. Yet there is no escape from plunging deeper
and deeper into this technical morass of the definitle 4 of capital gain
as long as the following conditions exist:

(1) Preferential treatment is given to "capital gains," either
through exemption, a preferential rate, or permission to average
those grains while other items of income are not so averaged;

(2) The rate schedule with respect to non-capital-gain items
is of such steepness as to make the preferential treatment of cap-
ital gains significantly advantageous;

(3) The definitional approach to the content of "capital gain"
follows the refined and intricate character of the present code;

(4) The Congress follows the practice of granting relief from
high rates of tax through the device of bestowing "capital gain"
status on those taxpayers who are successful in pressing their
claims for a tax reduction applicable in their situations.

At this point I wish to observe that the title of this paper refers
to the definitional problems of capital gains--not to a defnition of
"capital gain." The task is to describe the present labyrinth in which
we are wandering, and not to discover the path which takes us out
of it. However, I venture the following suggestions as to that path:

(1) Reduce the present high rates of tax in the top brackets while
at the same thne (I emphasize this) eliminating the various devices
by which favored groups now escape those high rates-tax-exempt
securities, the various natural-resource tax shelters, the dividend credit,
investment in life-insurance policies and so on.

(2) Reduce the present large diderential between the capital-gain
treatment and the treatment of ordinary income by (a) eliminating
the present exemption of one-half of the capital gain; (b) increasing
the maximum capital-gain rate to the level of the middle bracket mar-
inal rates. At the same time, increase the allowance for capital
lOSes.

With respect to possible incentive effects, the lowering of the top
bracket, rates will permit an increase in the maximum capital-gain
rate, since the greater attractiveness of income yield resulting from
the first step serves to offset the lessening in the attractiveness of
capital-gain realization that may be cause(dby the second step. Per-
haps consideration should be given to maintaining some differential
not through a maxinmmn rate but through an exemption of l)art of
the capital gain, such as one-quarter or one-third of the gain but not
as much as the )resent one-half.

(3) Contract the definition of "capital asset" by-
(a) withdrawing tile capital-gain label from such areas as

employee stock options, pension-trust terminations, oil and timber
royalties, patent dispositions, real property and depreciable prop-
erty used in business, and the like;

(b) increasing the holding period to at least 3 years.
(4) Permit 3-year averaging of all capital gains, by spreading the

capital gain pro rata over tle current. year and the 2 ljreceding years.
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Extend this form of averaging to other classes of income as experience
is gained and as administrative feasibility and fiscal appropriateness
are demons rated.

(5) Tighten the provisions relating to corporate distributions seek-
ing to transform ordinary income into capital gain and the corporate
and partnership provisions respecting the sale of a business. Under-
take study and analysis of other aspects of the definition of "capital
asset," as "investment" and "business" and the sale of recurring
receipts, to see whether measures are available to surmount the present
difficulties.

(6) Consider whether the above measures are adequate or whether
it is necessary to go further and

(a) tax at death or gift unrealized capital gains;
(b) further increase the length of the holding period. If the

holding period is lengthened, consider a combination of staggered
periods with increasing differentials until the maximum differ-
ential suggested in (2) above is reached. Thus, for each 3-year
period the maximum rate on capital gains could drop 10 percent
until the maximum suggested in (2) above is reached.

These suggestions, I repeat, are ventured and not guaranteed as
a solution to the present definitional problem. The capital-gain area
involves significant and difficult fiscal, social, and technical issues. In
this area the only statement one can make with conviction is that the
present state of affairs is highly unsatisfactory, is steadily worsening,
and therefore makes attempts at solution imperative. The above sug-
gestions by no means will take us out of the woods. They do not elim-
inate all of the problems of the definition of "capital gaii which have
been described. But they will considerably lessen the strain which
is placed on that definition today and which it is incapable of bearing.
While the suggestions therefore do not take us completely out of the
woods, they will not lead us farther into the jungle.



IX. IMPACT OF FEDERAL TAXATION ON NATURAL
RESOURCES DEVELOPMENT

DISTINCTIVE TAX TREATMENT OF INCOME FROM
MINERAL EXTRACTION

Hr.NHY B. FI..Loom, Iooiis, Suffern & Fernald, New York City
1. I N'I hO DCl-tORY

The dint inlet i vc lId , den i il let erln lii ing I ax:ld, im-1'h.i fronm 111i1-
eir1l extractiolu i., thlt tio' i liltvral .ohi is a part of the capital asset
relpre-,elltcd by the iineiral deio-it it.el f. T ib. is ia ditferelt prohlemi
from that of t'l llerchalit or nuii]iIifactu i' rr io l)irihases from others
limited short-time SUl)plies of goo(ls or raw materials for sale or
manufacture, pays for tlieni only as he obtains theni ald finds them
satisfactorv :a1nd expects to replae what he has Sold or 1i.(d i)v similar
purchases.* In in in ing.' as tile depoit is exlalistet, tle in ine al is not
replaceable in any luehI I|an nr. (O)tlar deposit- may perhaps be
found. with ch mileil a ilt and rik of di!-cOV0ir .nd develolent :
%% ith exteuiditure uhlade U111( elort given wit liolit 'kliio ilng what may
be obtained anid with eX(teni(ed deferment of realization. (Replace-
melt by lurchlise of a developed rodliciing prolert v would probably
be at hligh cost, even if posible.) kn exhausted m;ineral deposit is
not to be replaced as the ierclhant or Inanufact urer may expect to
reIace his goods or materials.

N\or are expendittires for jiiie, with all their uncertainties, cOll1)a-
rable with the capital exp~enditures ioriimially made by others. Hopes
for profitable mineral may fail. Even when minrearll is found. theremay he great variations, iii its ihia'acter and1( (quality, in ('0s4s of produc-

11o;i and in market I riCQ. fm 'ear 40 v'ar. So i ie ' results uay
he orloetb N-'., J)r. Evel. lilt imit'e real izt ion is at to he long deferredl.
If the mineral venture is not sumeeeful, expenditures for tile deposit
and its )lant and equipment cannot readily be shifted to other uses.

Most mineral deposits found. even most of tlioe developed to a
' )ro(uetion sta :le. never vielhl prolik and never repay the expenditure..

or them. To furn isih incentive for tryingf to ftin, (evelop, and bring
ilto production mineral propertiv,,. t here in list be the hope of finding
a slicces, f~il l)property %hose profits. afti-r taxe,;, will be adequate to
rover the costs for it and the losses on unsuccessfil ventures, and yield
1 net overall gain, c(lllensurat(e with the expenditures. etort, and
risk involved. Taxation at high rates shouhl take this into account
if incentives for mineral production are to be maintained. This our
income-tax laws have endeavored to do in their distinctive provisions.

1 The terms "mine" and "mining" mar here he used, as sometimes in the law, broadly to
eovetr all mineral extraction. whether rom what are technically mines or from wells or
othierwlse.
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Whiht mit eral ext rat'lioi ill general has it, collill. l ,1110Il i ic, ivo
Iprohletus. t hre :It' 11111m, lii ille, ll ct, 11 in lre 11 1t ad hiat ion (if mil ral
deposits, in met olul; 1t14 t'omlit luts of t ir li.ove'ry, iltvelo lmil ,
1110 oprlt lioll, auld ill flht' riot'tVey, t retlltittit aild sah,1'of thoir0 prod-
tls. aul i oir l I' rev.giizes illha deplt im at nillT .wa tr are to he tb tado

"c''o inglihto ie lIt' wcill iail' cdmlit ions ill ea;'h i'tt,, ," t,'u l m.gh tiler
,10li11110l pri'simll of le' lw. (lParticulary, for oil aml gias, tho
prolehm., Ill nl"M wa 'v. o'~r, materially i'rom tih v or thi. .s.oiid

11ill'ralst lhat Se)ctial I*h,,v are, to )e, al)ilit,', a; w e la te mlfe.) ()ur
hIw, ltgilllal ill,, 11111l rilings 1111v' 11 h( imi y lsJ)t'ial I lhi,,s to governl
till, z lpit caliolt of fhI,' ite r' l Injr Vi,,i)1s Iii l vri tll i'i't : 11' 1i d
A'oll(ittli , .\ slttelli lt l lelh its thig llS ( i'trselit o llY a gtni'lal il-
line, which illst be conside1'ed as s11jct o lihe ltily provisisos orf law,
regta ilit iolls, raUlitigs, or dt'iioili a tli cali' thervt't .

11. 111SiOllC. RVAw il' I II'ETION AL.Oi.tiW IN('lS

l. I pledf io hi p'ne'.rl
It wits elilV ret'oviiyt'I that tlut ii i wail it'l , of Ict lt'i t t ft i x-

hitl.stioln of lineaiil dl lloit, wts il iil't i'e andi tl'ie li, froi dt'pre-
tiatiott or other allowaices illi that it liiiist bel s eitic'alllv telilt with
in tlh, 1l1 if i fair and qutiitale llm ilwane was to lit' 1l21(14'.

The 1913 act authorized "i I'ellsollalll Illowiltve for t'ilhvt ion * *
lnot to exceel 15 pler'elit of the gross niinttit the milt of tlhe olitliit,
for the v.ar." The 19111 tit. lal' oilt th1V ltel't'il liitioi
twhihh glenerilly gave iluldeqiuate atllowtne), iilthorizttl (11) for oil

Lttgas it Irii tstaldle allowiitwe for itt0 t1 rt'edut'tion ji flow atil pro-
.h1t'0on" 10nd (b) for mines a reasonable allowance for depletion "not
1to exceed the market value itt the mine of the lprodiuct * * * inled
11nd sold"; under reguliations by tile Secretry - not to aggreg ate moo
than cost or 1913 value.

In the 1918 act tlhe general pi'ovision for depletion wits-

In the case of mines, oil aind gas wells, other natural deposits, and111 timber, a
reasonable lotlomtuct for depletion aind for depreciation of liprovenments, accord-
Ing to the peculiar conditions in each case, based upon cost Including cost of
development not otherwise' ulednett: (with iirovlmlons that 19)13 Value e lised
in lieu of cost, where applicable, and that deductions be equitably aipporioned
between leq.qor and lessee).

I)iscovery depletion, first irovitletl unler the 1918 act, is later
referred to:

The early acts had stated "cost" (or 1913 value) as the basis for
depletion and for gaii or loss on sale of property, but this left many
questions as to "cost" and adjustments to be made thereto. The 1924
and later acts have dealt, more definitely with this question of basis for
property (including cases of tax-free sales or exchanges), and adjust-
ments to be made in different cases. Without following through the
technicalities we may refer to "cost depletion" as depletion based on
"+cost (or other basis)" and subject to required adjustments.

The general basis and method for "cost depletion" thus adopted
have been continued, although with some changes in detail from time
to time in the law or in regulations, practices, and procedures.
f. Dieoiei'y depetion

In 1918 the low prewar rates of income tax had been greatly in-
ereased and a heavy exces-profits tax imposed. Such taxes at high
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ates lud becoi it serious block to exploration for all, developmIfent
of ninlerall resoli'ves and had it aliturally deterrent effect upon desiredd
ilil'eI'ses ill production. Tlhe dic,,very depletion provision was
Itcor, l i igly ni li e- -

Tiot In ll(. vaea of ilnii, o, l anidt 1 ,( s wells, i s, dimivertd by ti taxpayer oil or
afler M1larch 1, 1il3, ial niot nequirtIl as tlhe resmlit of purehiase of li proven tract
or hlvie, where Itle fair imarkpt value of the Iroperty Is inaterhIlly dipropor-
lhnaiteo flip cst. the depletion ullowaine shall le bused upon the fair inarket
vahie of tlhe lproperty at the dlate of th dilseovery, or within thirty days
I hereofler.

The !921 odt )riih(l flis iallowaice should not exceed tile net
it,',,n14 fl'mli te jiior erty for lith year. Thie 19-24 act limited it to 50
)erelt of Ile 11 i malt',fro fll tb( Pol)'terty fort le year.

The rimille of discoVerV (ledl' i1 wits simple il recogizing thatilhe Ininel,'l (,,lposit wals esveltio~lly e ,ap~ital, tile realizti,,n of wiche2

lrouglil extraction and sale o(f tlie mineral, should not be taxed as if
it were income. I however, flie techInicalities in determining whluat con-
stituted a distovery, its value, and tie allowances to be made, were
very great, il allli 'lduellls to ( lie provision from time to time failed
to aivoid them. Percentage delletion was therefore substituted, first
for oil and gus, later for other minerals, until today discovery deple-
tionli has been entirely superseded by percentage depletion. Accord-
ingly discovery dlelion need not be further discussed, but its prin-
,iltde should le retogiiized.
1, lPer11 /a deplh'on

By 1926 the discovery depletion provision lad been found not to
it volrkiig satisfactorily in its administration and application, par-
ticularly for oil and gas. Accordingly the percentage depletion plan
was adopted for oil and gas, which (to give on the average substan-
tially the same allowances the industry had previously received), was
(o be at 27 p ercent of the gross income from the property, not to
exceed .50 percent of tie net income front that property; but not less
lian t lie cost dep)letion allowable.

Cost depletion, if more than percentage depletion, was to be allowed
because in many cases, even though some mineral might result, the
allunl realized would not be sufficient to repay the investment. These
were merely liquidating operations from which no income resulted.
Percentage deplet ion would not cover such cases.

After percentage depletion had first been allowed to oil and gas, its
extension to other minerals was a subject of extended studies by the
treasuryy aiid by the staff of the Joint Congressional Committee on
Internal Revenue Taxation, resulting in a staff report of 1929. This
t'ontainedl recommendation for allowance of percentage depletion for
metals at 15 l)ercent of the gross income, which was somewhat less
than the average of prior depletion allowances based on cost, 1913
%alue or discovery. (It did not attempt to compute corresponding
rates for all the other minerals.) The report contained alternative
re'coinI endation for percentage depletion at 331/ percent of the net
income from the )rol)erty as a reasonable allowance for all minerals.;
which was also urged in" special hearings before the joint committee
in 1930. However, Congress in 1932 decided to follow for mines the
previously established pattern and allowed percentage depletion for
metals 15 percent, sulfur 23 )ercent, and coal 5 percent of the gross
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(tile minerals for which it had satisfactory evidence of the average
of previous allowances) ; in no case to exceed 50 percent of the net
income from the property for the taxable year: but only if the tax-
payer elected percentage depletion in lieu of cost depletion. (This
elective requirement was eliminated in 1942, to permit for mines, as
for oil and gas, allowance each year of cost or percentage depletion,
whichever was greater.)

After passage of the 1932 act the interpretation and application
of the new provisions to the many different methods of mining, treat-
ing, and selling the various minerals covered thereby was considered
at length by the Treasury. The new enactment for mines in no way
changed percentage depletion for oil and gas: for which the gross
income from the property was to represent the price for which tile oil
and gas were sold or sa ble at or in the vicinity of the well, where
posted or representative market prices were generally established.
There was no such uniformity of cutoff point for the minerals falling
under the new provision. It was recognized that the ordinary treat-
ment processes normally applied by mineowners or operators to ob-
tain the commercially marketable mineral product or prodnct5 should
be included in mining. For some mines there were representative mar-
ket prices for the crude mineral as customarily shipped from the mine
after ordinary processes to prepare the crude mineral for shipment.
For others there were many different processes, varying at different
mines, to obtain the customarily marketable products. For mosf of the
metals there was no representative market or field price for the crude
minerals; for thee, the "net. smelter retIrn or its equivalent" seemed
the intended general standard. After extended consideration, appro-
priate regulations. practices. and procedures were established by the
Treasury, covering particularly determination of gross income and of
net income from the property (not then defined in the law). Some
features of these were later questioned and in 1943 Congress wrote into
the law a definition of "gross income from the property" to accord
with the original requirements; stating the general principle that the
ordinary treatMent processes were to be included as, part of mining,
with some listing of particular processes which, under stated classi-
ficationq, were to be so included. Most of the minerals later included
have not been specifically referred to in the definition in the law: to
some extent Treasury regulations have indicated their treatment: hut
in general they have been left to fall under the gross-incomue definition
as written into the law.

The later additions to the 1932 list were relatively few until 1951
when many others were added. The record iq not clear how the per-
centages for these minerals were determined. This seems not too im-
portant, since the allowances to them do not constitute a relatively
large aggregate in the total percentage depletion picture. It may be
more important to establish reasonable, broad classifications than to
dispute over an exact rate applicable to each. Finally, in 1954, there
were some reclassifications as to percentages, and percentage depletion
was extended to all minerals (except a few specific exclusions).

"Net income from the s.roperty,' -not defined in the law, but in
thle regulations--is determined, in brief, by deduction from "'gross in-
come from the property" of the cost of mininng and various other re-
quired expenses.
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From time to time there have been amendments in specifications of
the law or regunlations which we cannot attempt here to mention in
detail.

111. l'.L,, TAX VI l ,I, , .It' I Fm Of MINRAL EIx'I' c I(is

Our present Federal taxation of income, under the Internal Revenue
('ode of 1954, follows generally the system and method of taxation
developed under prior law, and most of its provisions are substantially
the same. Yet there are differences, sometimes najor, olnetines quite
minor, in nature, specifications and result. Except as these differ-
ences have their effect, we mav presumably expect interpretative and
administrative regulations, rulings, and precedents to be carried from
prior law to the present, and shall so assume in this outline.

A. DEPi.rMEON

Depletion, to take into accoumit the exhaustion or diminution of the
mineral asset as extracted and sold, is allowable to a taxla.yer who
own1s a mineral deposit or has the required depletable economic intere t
in the mineral. If there is divided interest in the property, appro.
priate allocation of depletion is made; but, for simplicity, w'e outline
the depletion provisions as applicable to a single owner anid operator.

Depletion is allowable when mineral produced is sold or otherwise
disposed of and income or loss is to be computed thereon. (If the
mineral is not sold in customary form, and it is impracticable to trace
it through to processed or manufactured products sold, depletion
computations may be based on miineral production, under reasonable
procedures.)

Depletion allowable for any year is either (1) "cost depletion" or
(2) percentage depletion; whichever of the two is greater.
(1) Cost depletion

The cost depletion allowable under the general rule of sections 611
and 612 will be determined, in brief, as follows:

The cost (or other basis) divided by the estimated mineral units
recoverable from the property, (the, principal or customary units, such
as tons of ore, pounds or ounces of recovered minerals, barrels of oil,
cubic feet of natural gas, etc.) will give the allowable cost depletion
per unit. This (eplet ion per unit multiplied by the units of mineral
sold during the year will lbe the cost depletion allowable for the year.
lhius for a depo'.it having a basis of S,100.00 , estimated t,) contaill
1 million tons of salable on. the depletion per unit would be 10 centQ.
If 50,000 tons of ore were sold in the year, the cost depletion would be
s5,00o. (Further examl)les are presented in annex A.)

In general, the initial basis will be the cost of the property (or its
1913 value) except in case of tax-free transfers or ofler cases where
the code )rescribes a substituted basis to be used in lieu of cost to tie
taxpayer. In any case, the cost or other initial basis is subject, from
year to year, to the adjustmeints prescribed in section 1016.

One of the most important of the adjustments is for depletion pre-
viously allowed (with tax benefit) but not less than the depletion
previously allowable (whether or not with any tax benefit to the tax-

#Section references are to the Internal Revenue Code of 1954.
73834-56--28
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payer). Cost depletion (or percentage depletion if more) is deemed
allowable and is applied to reduce the basis for subsequent cost deple-
tion whether or not its deduction has served to reduce otherwise
taxable income. Thus, the taxpayer's basis for his property (for
computing future cost depletion or gain or loss on sale) may be
reduced by depletion allowable fi'om which he has derived no tax
benefit. According], the remaining "adjusted basis" for the prop-
erty may and often (les have no relation to the amount of investment
which has not yet been recovered out of profits or with tax benefit.

The mineral units applied in the initial computation of depletion
per mineral unit will be the recoverable units as then estimated.
Thereafter, any revised estimates of recoverable mineral still remain-
ing, if substantially more or less than the prior estimate, will be di-
vided into the remaining "adjusted basis" to determine the new
anotint for depletion per unit to be thereafter applied.

The depletion computations for cost depletion and for percentage
depletion are to be made for each separate property. In general,"each separate interest owned by te taxpayer in each mineral deposit
in each separate tract or parcel of land" is to be considered as a separate
property, but the taxpayer is given an election to combine separate
interests in an operating unit as provided in section 614.
(2) Percentage depletion, section 613

The percentage depletion for the year will be (n) the applicable
percentage l)rescribed in the code applied to the l)rescribed "gross
income from the property" with respect to the taxpayers depletable
economic interest therein; but not to exceed (b) 50 percent of the
taxpayer's "taxable income from the property" (computed without
allowance for depletion).

For example: 15 percent of $100,000 "gross income from the prop-
erty" is $15,000 which would be the percentage depletion if the "tax-
able income from the property" were $30,000 or more. If such
"taxable income" were $20,000,' the percentage depletion would be
$10,000. If there were no "taxable income," no percentage depletion
would be allowable for that year. (For further examples of com-
putations, see annex A.)

In all of this it is to be recognized that the terms "gross income frcm
the property" and "taxable (formerly 'net') income from the prop-
erty carry their special technical meanings as defined in the law or
regulations (as referred to in the preceding historical discussion).
Percentage depletion rates

The percentage depletion rates now applicable to all minerals
(except for a few specific exclusions) are set forth in section 613 of
the code, in a series of groupings; briefly as follows:

(1) 271/2 percent fpr oil and gas wells.
(2) 23 percent for sulfur and uranium; and for certain listed min-

erals or ores (strategic or critical for defense) if from deposits in the
United States.

(3) 15 percent for metal mines (if (2) does not apply) and for
certain other named minerals.

(4) 10 percent for coal and a few other named minerals.
(5) 5 percent for certain named minerals, such as brick and tile

clay, gravel, sand, shale, and so forth.
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(6) 15 percent for all )1 lher minerals (some of which are specifi-
cal ly named, i uclud ing dlimenion stone or ornmental stone, and with
provision that a 5-percent rat, would apply to such minerals for use
as riprap, balla-t, road material, alid so forth).

i. EXi'IItAI IioN A 'D EViLOPMENT

E1xplendittlres for mineral p)ro:specting, exploration, and develop-
znent presented the basic que.,tion whether expenditures made with
such great uncertainty of valuable results should be considered as
capital ex.l)enditlires or meIrely as expenses or losses. The general
question is the same for all minerals but, under our law or regula-
tions, is somewhat (lilierentl, answered for oil and gas than for mines
because of diflerences in mture of the work and conditions.
1. For ol and ga.i

The regula ions--virt ually fromi the beginning, with later sanction
in the law-have made special l)rovisions (with some changes from
time to time in specifications) as to "intangible drilling and develop-
mient costs"' for oil and gas-being, in general, the costs for or inci-
dent to the drilling of wells and preparing them for production,
including expenditures for labor, fuel, supplies, and so forth, which
in them,,elves have no salvage value. The taxpayer is permitted
election to charge these to expense, currently deductible from gross
income, or to capitalize them, to be recovered by depletion or depre-
ciation, as applicable, or to be written off when they prove worthless,
as specified in the regulations.
£. For mine.

Under earlier regulations, expenditt res for exploration or devel-
Imnnt of ii'g property before it reached the production stage

were to be capitafized, recoverable through depletion, or written off
when proven valueless; but after the production stage, development
expenditure. were deductible as expense currently or if extraordi-
nary, were deductible ratably as ore benefited was produced. Devel-
opment expense does not include plant and equipment whose cost is
recoverable through depreciation.

Recognizing the doubtful nature of the expenditures, and because
the requirement for their capitalization was a large deterrent to the
search for and development of minerals, all development expenses
after existence of commercial ore is established are now currently
deductible, but with taxpayer election to defei extraordinary devel-
opment to be deducted as mineral benefited is produced. Expendi-
tures for exploration before* existence of a commercial deposit is
established are allowable as current deductions in limited amount
(first $75,000, now $100,000 per year) for a limited period subject to
certain specifications; otherwise, to be capitalized recoverable through
depletion or charged off when valueless.

C. DEPRECIATION

Depreciation, although a deduction generally allowable, is of great
importance to mining, particularly as very large expenditures for
plant and equipment are necessary for modern mining of low-grade
ores, from which most of our present production is derived. The
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depreciation allowance is made under the general provisions for a
reasonable allowance over the probable useful life of the depreciable
property.

D. NET OPERATING LOSS

The net operating loss provision ivas adopted to allow the operating
loss of a busines-s in I year as a dedluctioL from profits of another in
computing inconie tax, but subject to definite limitations as to period
of carryover all[ as to computation of the loss deduction. it has
been amended from time to time and now permits a carryback for 2
years a carry forward for 5 years of the operating loss deductible
from pi _its, and specifications -for computation of tie loss deduction
have been broadened. While still quite technical, it avoids much of
the injustice of high taxation of profits without allowance for losses
and is of great importance for mining where profits are notably subject
to fluctuation, frequently with years of loss intersl)ersed with years of
I)rofit.

E. 'TAX ON CAI'A.L GlN'.

Most countries havitig till income tax do not co'onkdier capital gains
to be income, but we apply our income tax to them. As our tax rates
greatly increased, it was recognized as unfair and dh..-irable to tax
as ordinary income the lonr.term grain derivd front (l)ital assets.
This was blocking tranqaetion economtically desirablh alnd it was
defeating the revenues. Accordingly. in 1921 pro'i,;on was tnade
that taxation of capital gains as (lelin('d in the law should not exceed
121/o percent for individuals, which it was felt was the iniaximum rate
which could be applied thereto without impairing the revenues and
having undesirable economic consequences. (The provision was not
then applied to corporations. since the corporate tax did not then
exceedtl tat rate.) The provision has been amended from time to
time. At present the tax on long-term capital gailis as defiuled in the
code is limited to 25 percent for both indlividuals and corporations.

By special provision. the gain on cutting of timber may he taxed
as capital gains ( instead of as ordinary income subject to depletion)
with somewhat similar provision for taxation of coal royalties re-
ceived. Under section 6032. the individull surtax on sale of oil or
gas property, where its principal value Ia, been denionst rated by
prospecting, exploration, or discover v work doie ly the taxpayer,
shall not exceed 30 percent of the selling price.

F. I)IVIIENDS TO STOCK IOIEIIS

Percentage depletion, allowable to a corporation ill coutputing its
taxable income, is not, under the law, taken into account in deterinin-
ing earnings and profits of the corporation for dividends. For such
determination, only cost depletion is taken into account. computed on
the cost (or other'basis), but excluding percentage depletion as ad-
justment to the basis. Thus, in computing dividends any excess of
percentage depletion over cost depletion is treated as distributaible
earnings or profits. Dividends are deemed payable firt from earln-
ings and profits as thus computed, and stockholders are taxable
thereon without allowance for percentage depletion.
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IN'. (:oim-i o, ElcoNOMIC EmvrsI

(a) If niaterial change is made in depletion or other tax provisions,
:all(1 conseqtluenkt' in incenti\ ez, we cannot rea.oliably a"lie that the
extractive industries will continue the sanie in their output and in-
(-OiUe, the employment they give, and the purchases they make. The
exact effect of any such changes may not be readily determinable, but
we must asiunie that, if material, they will have their material re-
sults. The business incentive for investment and effort is the ex-
pected net return after taxes'. If incentive is reduced, we must expect
reduction in activity and resulting income. Assumption that with
decreased depletion allowances the same activity will continue and
4freater taxes result is unwarranted.(b) A timelag is to be expected before tax changes have their full
effect. If incentives for new discoveries or developments were re-
moved, now-operating properties might. continue production until
aflteeted by lack of re-vrves; yet some inmnediate reduction is probable.
But then, %lhel lack of new di.,o, series and developments seriouslya ll'ected current production. there would be simnihu, or even more seri-
Ols, tinelag, before production ci.oul Ile realized front newly insti-

ted search for and development of further mineral resources. The
timelag would vary ill di thwernt va-es, 'ireumstances, and conditions,
hut it cannot be disregarled.

(r) Expectation for the future may have all even more powerful
effect on incentives thani tile actual present situation. Present taxa-
tion anld allowances have their important effect on transactions to
which present taxation will apply. However, the prospect of future
taxation ilist be iiiost considered in determniniiig present outlays from
which future ilncoelii is expeted.

(d) Taxes 1141V iMlpair, but do not create, tile hope that future
piolits will bo..1utlicient to warraiit the iivertainties ainid risks of pres-
elit olilib alid e'thilt.

Nor (hto e mere right to ilediict lr(e-nt outlays or uillinate losses
front other income give, in) it-elf. iicent ive for exlpen)ditires which, ex-
cept fo' tax elfect. Wolild not1 e wiirranteil. At most, the right of
dedication ierely reduces tle deterrent effect which taxes otherwise
might have.. If: when the deduction is allowable, there is 11o income
or inadequite income froin which the (de(liction Inay be Ilade, the right
to Inake tlie deduction is wholly or p:rtlv illeffective. But level if the
expenditilunr or the l.-s is full, deductible from otherwise taxable in-
colie, the tax reduction will only he for ihe tax percentage of the
deduction, leiviig tlle taxpayer still out of pocket flo i the remnainder
of time expeiiditure or loss. 'If $"1 million spent for development is
deducled froi income otherwise taxable at AO ler'cent, this still leaves
I uitaxp)ayer with $500,000 iirecovered expenditure from his own
relmll'CeS. The deduction, even if effective, may reduce, hut not elim-
imuite, I lie- txpavlIs expenditure at risk.

(e) Taxes (e'i ed froni h lictiviies of any tixpaver aie not nely
tihe taxes imposed against that taxi)ayer. Expenditures imade byv the
taxpayer, whether for income or capital account, are soiurces of further
lWix- flowing to the Governilment. Payroll expenditures for opera-

ions,, coliructioi, or olher purpose, aire directly taxable to the em-
ltlovv1'e wh]o receive theni ,andl, as spent by tIme employees, Contribute
to cm'eating taxable income for the storekeepers and otliers, for their
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employees and for those with whoin they do busine.s. ( it the mining
community, if the mines are shut (town or their exlelilitures reduced,
the entire community is affected.) bimilarly. expenditures by the tax-
payers for materials and supplies. niachinery. tra ulslrtation, etc.,
contribute to creating taxable incomes of others,. in a long chain which
may reach across the country. Tius, a reduction in expenditures by
mineral companies may mean far more of a loss in taxes to the Gov-
ernnent than the taxes on incomes of the companies themselves.

Dividends paid by mining companies in turn give rise to taxable
incomes of their recipients, and as they flow through the ensuing stream
of expenditures therefrom.

There is the possible assumption that if the mines dlecrased tl':r
payrolls and purchases others would increase theirs in equal amountL
thus maintaining the same employment and flow of funds and Gov-
ernment taxes therefrom. This is, however, a particularly difficult
assumption to justify with respect to mnini,, and metallurical labor
and expenditures, which do not readily shift to othei li,,os and other
locations.

(I) Minerals brought from the earth in continuing supply and
made available for the use of mankind are basic to out iustrial and
economic life, as it exists and as we want it to be. Without the min-
eral products, much that we have aid prize would be lost. Without
the minerals, we should be striving desperately for food and bare sub-
sistence. Only with the mineral products can human endeavor he
applied most efficiently and productively to provide for the needs and
aspirations of the people.

To some extent we may o tain minerals from abroad, hut we should
not be wholly dependent on foreign countries for our minerals, thls
giving, their lhlser, i peace or war, to ent off or limit the mineral
supplies needed for our industrial anl national life and our defense.
We wish we lid not need to consider the possibility of war, but we
must do so in the world of today. Although we ma rightly acquire
some minerals currently front abroad, we mut maintain a vigorous,
active, well-equpped anIl well-trained~ mineral indllistrv Which will
be available fr emergency a dto . (W e an hardly Count on stpt.k-
piles alone to carry us through a great emergency) it. even our
peacetime industrial life should not be p~lacedl in foreign control. p~ar-
ticularly when the foreign dlemandls for minerals and mineral prod-
ucts are increasing, andl mutst increase greatly if the people of the world
are to raise their tviin standards to what they should he.

(q) Determeinationpf taxable income froi mineral extraction is a
distinctive problem. For this our tax law has iade its special pro-
visions, as it has also provided[ special treatment for other groups or
activities and for many special problems. A single general rufle can-
not be uniformly appl ed under variant circumstances andl conditions
without injustice uinless the tax rates are so low that differences are
not material.

Present provisions for taxation of mining income, may not be p~erfect.
Undoubtedly they are very technical and difficult and fail to do full
justice in many cases. But in striving to improve them we should not
make them less approrate and fair, with undesirable economic ef-
fects9 on our mineral production and on the welfare of our people.
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ANN EX A

Illustrative ezamplea of depletion computations
tin outline without full detail required for actual computations and on assumptions indicated]

(A) COST DEPLETION I

I II

Basis for the property:
Cost ............................................... $1, 000, 000 .............
Cost plus additions ...... . . ...... . . . .. .............. $1,200,0OD

Depletion-previously allowable, whether or not with tax benefit (more than
allowed with tax benefit) ................................ ............ 70, 000

Adjusted basis for the property ........................ . . ... . 1000,000 450,000
Estimated reeoerable .......... ........ .. on 2,000,000 .
Estimated recoerable (plus new acquisitions and developments less ex-

tructod) ....... ... .......... ........... tons 1,500,,000
Cost depletion per unit......... cents 50 30
Cost depletion for year:

200,000 tons sold ....................................... .. $100,000.......
300,000 tons sold ............................... .................. . .. ... 90

(B) PERCENTAGE DEPLETION

A 11 I C

Oroes income from the property ..... $1,8W0,000 $1,000,000 $7 00
Cos of production, depreciation, taxes, and other applicable

deductions ................................................ 900,000 70,000 6W, 000

Taxable income from the property before depletion... 600,000 250,000 100 000
Percentage deplet ion:

15 percent of gross ...... ..... .................. .25 000 0
50 percent of taxable ........................................... 125,000 50.000

(C) DEPLETION ALLOWABLE (ASSUMING COST DEPLETION AS IN II ABOVE)

Pecentage depletion .............................. . . 5,000 $125,000[Co t depleion .................... ....... $0000

I When adjutmnenls for cost or percentage depletion allowable, whether or not u ith tax benefit (or deple-
tion allo4e with tax ienefit, if grtter) equal iasis, no further cost depletion tAill be allov able.

NOTES

(1) Other l'cr'ntIage rates on grok would change result, I0 ix'recnt of gross In J and B ssoul IX lesi
than So percent of taxable; 5 percent of grov in ., II, and C, %ould he less thin the coit depletion titld.
l)lfferent cost depletion (or dlITeren e in aln. other figure) Might ch1anige rel.atihe amointi and amount
allowable.

(2) If company produced ore concentrated at its mill and sold concentrates to smelter, "gross income from
the property " %Nould Ie ''net smelter returns" computed ,olneo, hat is follows:

Pa.nmeots for oooitrateq ly smelter, representig the market pries for the estimated
revos erbde metals less chargers for smelting, refining. transportation, etc ............. $1. FAV, a0

Less freight on concentrates to smelter ................................................... l1ii, O0

Net smIelter returiv, bingh gro' lucome front the properly . ....................... 1, 01.000
Cost, of production (nling and killing , dtpreciat on, aind. other ,llilic, ble dedilution, Wt,. (01)

Taxatle Income from the property before depletion ............................... 4)), 000
This being the same cros'; and taxahl as In A, SWlblqitlent computatloni wouhl Iv the, sme.
(3) If the tlntimg company Itself treated the concentrates In itq own smelter and refiner% and sold the

relined metals, the %ellitg price of the relird n'tuL . les deduction for sueltins, rtitlnne, raumsportation,
etc. (cost, pl s a reasonalph allowance for profit attribtuLahle to irformine such processing or trinporlraton
if performed by the taxpa er1, would be the equli alent of "net smelter return% ' as "gross Income from the
property"

These examples only briefly outline the general nature of the re-
quired computations, which are subject to many variances for different
minerals and the different circumstances and Conditions of their min-
ing, processing, and sale.
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PERCENTAGE DEPLETION, CONSERVATION, AND
ECONOMIC STRUCTURE

HoR~wvr M. GRAY't, Univerqity of Illinois

INTR'ODUcTIO"

The depletion allowance, in its present form. dates from tile Revenue
Act of 1926, when Congress granted to oil and gas )roducers the priv-
ilege of charging against net income in the computation of income-tax
liability an amount equal to 271/., percent of gro,-s sales from crude
production but not to exceed 50 percent of net income. This grant of
j)rivilege was justified on the ground that under the existing techno-
logical and economic conditions a stimulus was necessary to encourage
the discovery and development of new oil and gas del;osits. At the
tax rates prevailing in 1926 a depletion allowance of 27 percent did
not appear to be tan excessive price to pay for assurance of increased
-ulq)les and additional resrves. Furthermore, the tax savings and
loss of Federal revenue, it was thought, would not be significantly
greater than those resulting from the system of cost depletion then
operative. (Fernald, pp. 3-8, for historical sunnarv 1913-54. Note
particularly act of 1918 which recognized "fair market value" of ie-
posits as the basis for depletion. This established recovery of the
capitalized value of deposits, rather than recovery of actual outlays
for discovery and development, as the basis for iticome-tax computa-
tion, thus laying the foundations for the wasting asset and capital-
gyains arguments in defense of percentage depletion.)

During the subsequent 30 years, however, this restricted privilege,
designed to serve the public interest, has been tran-muted into a gener-
alized tax immunity, or subsidy, which seriously depletes the public
revenue, creates grave social injustices and produces serious distortions
in the economy. In short, the depletion allowance has become pri-
marily a private tax-escape device the approximate effect of which is
to equate the corporate income tax with the capital-gains tax in the
natural-resom'ce industries. This lucrative privilege constitutes a

owerful vested interest, the capitalized value of which amounts to
millions of dollars. For the defense and justification of this vested
interest a sophisticated rationalization has been evolved to demonstrate
that percentage depletion is a necessary, indispensable, and beneficial
feature of our economy. Ingenious arguments, Ilich go far beyond
the original purpose of stimulating exploration, are adduced to show
that percentage depletion, as now authorized, is necessary to compen-
sate for unusual risks, to facilitate capital formation, to protect small
producers, to expand the extractive industries, to strengthen national
defense. to sustain economic prosperity, to recover the capitalized value
of wasting assets, and to equate income with capital-gains taxation.
The grand design of this rationalization is to reconcile private privi-
lege with the public interest.

This transformation was inevitable, for in our society all privilege
tends to he capitalized and Government cannot for long grant special
privilege tosome and deny it to others. The pressure is always toward
the generalization and equalization of privileges. In the present in-
ctance, no sooner had the oil and gas industries been accordedlthe privi-
lege of percentage depletion than other extractive industries began to
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clamnor for equality of treatment. The 271/, percent depletion allow.
ance became the goal to which all the rejected and excluded--even the
lowly oyster-shell people--might aspire. With rising prices and
higher income-tax rates the depletion allowance became increasingly
hicrative and the capitalized value of its benefits (tax savings) corre-
spondingly greater. Thus, the pressure to extend the privilege
mounted until it became irresistible; Congress was forced to yield
and gradually other extractive industries gained admission to the select
company of the privileged, albeit at considerably lower rates. The
Revenue Act of 1954 represented a crowning achievement in this long
struggle, for the list of eligible minerals was extended to embrace
almost the entire field and rates of (lelpltion were increased Substan-
tially. The fact that these rates are st ill below the oil and gas rate is a
source of eont inuin " dissatisfaction and we find the President's Cabi-
net Cotumittee on kfinerals Policy, in its November 30, 1954, report,
suggesting further tax concessions to eliminate deterrents to discovery
1(and production (pp. 2 and 16).

These developments have brought us to a point where the depletion
allowance imposes on the Federal Treasury a huge loss of potential
revenue tle, exact amount of which is not known but which may run to
as much as $1 billion per year, of which amount the oil and gas in-
dustries account for approximately three-fourths. This deficiency
must either be made good by nonl)rivileged taxl)ayers, or borne by-
consumers through chronic inflation or by the general public in the
form of desirable public services foregone. On the other hand, the
public benefits derived from this tax concession to the owners of
natural resources are indeterminate and extremelv dubious. It may
well be doubted that these public benefits are commensurate with the
social costs involved, such as misallocation of resources, aggravation
of economic concentration, inequities in taxation and impairment of
the public finances. Whatever the balance of good versus evil in-
herent in the system, it seems clear that the time has comc for Con-
gress to ask some searching, critical questions about the depletion
allowance and to explore carefully alternative means by which publicc
purposes in the natural-resource area may be served without recourse
to s.sidization through tax imniity. In this inquiry tile burden of
proof shoul re-! on the, recipients mm(/ beneficiaries of special privilege
to demonstrate that, on balance, percentage depletion actually serve.
the public welfare.

So.m B.sic Qu:STmuxs

Among the questions that should be asked are the following:
1. Is public subsidy. by percentage depletion or otherwise, actually

necessary to call ill) sufficient supplies of mineral products? Why wifl
not normal profit incentives and a free price system suffice to insure
adequate suppliies ?

2. If subsidy is actually necessary on account of national-defense
requirements would not some selecti e form of subsidy or direct public
assistance, specific to given situations or needs, be superior to the
generalized, nonspecific depletion allowance, achieving more certain
mrults without the attendant disadvantages? For example, why not
substitute for percentage depletion such direct aids as loans, purelease
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contracts, sharing of exploration expenses, stockpiling, publicly
financed research, and premium prices for additional production?

3. Taking into account modern scientific methods, industrial or-
ganization and institutional devices for spreading risks, are the risks
of exploration and development in the natural-resource industries
actually greater or more onerous than in business enterprise generally?
If they are greater in some degree why will ]iot a somewhat higher
return on capital, as determined in a free market, compensate for these
additional risks?

4. Why should the Federal Government forego needed revenue in
order to p rovide new increments of capital for the natural resource in-
dustries? Why cannot these industries, like other businesses, finance
expansion by internal savings and by resorting to the public capital
market without reliance on tax savings through percentage depletion?

5. What assurance is there that tax savings achieved through a
generalized depletion allowance, with no performance requirements,
will actually be used for exl)loration and development, technical in-
provements, conservation of resources or other beneficial purl)oses?
In the absence of public control as to their ultimate disposition, may
not such funds be diverted to other purposes quite unrelated to the
development of natural resources?

6. If., as alleged by its proponents, percentage depletion does stinmu-
late an abnormal (i. e. non-market-determined) flow of capital into
the natural resource industries, does not this constitute a misalloca-
tion of economic resources, which lowers the overall efficiency of the
economy, encourages the waste of natural resources and reduces the
level of general well-being?

7. Why should any attempt be made, through percentage depletion
or otherwise, to place the natural-resource industries on a capital gains
basis of taxation? Why should they not pay income taxes at regularly
prescribed rates like other business? What is peculiar or unique, in an
economic as distinct from a physical sense, about wasting assets that
entitles them to preferential treatment approximating capital gains
taxation?

8. Why, iif the natural-resource industries, should the capitalized
value of mineral deposits be treated as a wasting asset subject to de-
pletion for income-tax purposes when in all other-business only capital
outlays, or actual investment are depreciated against net income In
short, why use capitalized values in the first and capital investment in
the second instance as the basis for computation of income-tax lia-
bility?

9. Do not the two privileges of charging intangible develop-
mental costs against net income and averaging net income through
the carryback and carryforward provisions adequately compensate
for any unusual risks or hazards associated with exploration and
development? Why is percentage depletion necessary as an additional
incentive?

10. Given the existing degree of economic concentration in certain
branches of the natural-resource industries, with its attendant conse-
quences in respect to production and market controls and price and
profit maximization, does not the major proportion of the subsidy
represented by percentage depletion accrue to largo firms, thereby ag-
gravating the trend toward concentration of economic power and
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jeo)ardizing further the viability of competition? Is not the Federal
(m'ermniet by tdhis device actually promoting monopoly and destroy-
illg (ol)etitiooa

TAX POLICY IN ELATION To Till: (ON1EVATION AND SCIENTIFIC
1JTIIZTION OF NATURAL RzsouItCo-s

It is tile special responsibility of the Federal Government, acting
for the Nation as a whole and within its constitutional limitations,
to preserve and expand the natural resource base, and to insure its
Itiost efficient utilization. Since, in our system, most natural resources
are privately owned and immune from direct public control the Fed-
eral Government must for the most part operate indirectly to induce
Iiodes of private utilization consistent with the public interest. That
is, it must, by the means at its disposal, seek to curb private acquisi-
ti vene.ss wheni it threatens to impair the resource base and stimulate
individual self-interest to perform the public good. Tax policy is one
of several institutional devices which may be used for this purpose.
Although its influence on resource owners is marginal rather than
determinative-other considerations of self-interest and institutional
pressures being ordinarily more decisive-taxation, if properly ap-
plied, can play a significant role in stimulating scientific utilization
of natural resources.

From the viewpoint of conservation, then, the central question in
the evaluation of any tax policy is its ultimate effect on the resource
base. Does it operate to encourage wastes in reductionn, processing,
and consumption, to accelerate exhaustion, to deter investment, tech-
milogical innovations, and improved organizations? Or does it stim-
ulate resource owners to undertake new discoveries, scientific research,
investmentand technological innovations designed to conserve natural
resources and to utilize them more efficiently v? Does it retard the
exhaustion of scarce, nonrenewable resources'by encouraging a shift
of technology and investment toward the exploitation of m~'ore lplenti-
fui and1 reneivahle rePSoulrces? Or, ais thle case Ilmay be, is tax policy a
neutral factor in respect to the conservation and scientific utilization
of natural resources, failing to infuemwe the economic decisions of
private resource owners either toward or away from the goals of con-
servation? Iet us examine briefly the tax innaunity devie of per-
Centage depletion by reference to these criteria.

First, and most fundamental. it should be noted that the pecuniary
advantage of percentage depletion (tax saving) is completely disasso-
ciated from resource-conserving action by the beneficiary. The Fed-
eral Government grants this lucrative privilege to a cetrain class of
taxpayers but exacts no quid pro quo in return. The beneficiary is
underno obligation or compulsion whatever to serve the public in'ter-
est by conserving natural resources as a condition precedent to receiv-
ing the subsidy. It accrues to him by virtue of profitable exploitation,
not by virtue of any required conservation measures on his part. Thus,
under favorable economic conditions, one might reduce one's income
tax by 50 percent while using the most wasteful and inefficient methods
of exploiting a natural resource. In this case, the depletion allowance
is a functionle-s subsidy-a grant of privilege without public benefit
in the form of conservation results. Resource owners may, for other
reasons of self-interest, find it to their advantage to institute conserva-
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tion measures and to raise the technical level of production, but there
is no necessary or causal connection between such efforts and percent-
age depletion. If the depletion allowance is to become an effective tool
of conservation policy a direct and specific relationship must be estab.
lished between performance and benefit, whereby tax savings on ac-
count of percentage depletion accrue only to resource owners who meet
prescribed performance standards in respect to utilization of the natu-
ral resources under their control.

Second, and on the negative side, there is good reason to believe that
percentage depletion, as now operative, actually accelerates the ex-
haustion of natural resources and militates against the institution of
comprehensive conservation measures. The prospect of tax savings
up to 50 percent of net income tends to divert economic resources from
other em)lovnlents, where higher taxation applies, into the extractive
industries, ihus intensifying the rate of exploitation. Since net in-
come after taxes depends so largely on percentage depletion, resource
owners are under pressure to liquidate resources quickly and in quan-
tity at the lowest short-run cost, and to sell them at the highest prices
obtainable, under monopolistic or publicly subsidized conditions if
possible, in order to maximize the advantages from percentage de-
pletion. This pressure is especially severe when both profits and tax
rates are high; under such conditions, tax saving may become a more
immediate and urgent goal of business policy than efficiency in the use
of natural resources.

The depletion allowance may serve to divert economic resources into
the extractive industries but it provides no assurance that any consider-
able portion of the economic resources thus diverted will go into re-
source-conserving techniques or investment. Here again, there is no
legally prescribed functional relationship between public subsidy and
private performance. In the absence of any such public requirement
the diverted economic resources may only hasten exploitation by the
techniques cu',ntly in vozue, however wasteful and ineflicient, and
contribute nothing'to raising the technical level of natural resource
utilization. Whatever the ultimate allocation of these new economic
resources over the entire field, as between resource-destroying and re-
source-conserving techniques, the significant point is that tile decisions
are made by private recipients of special privilege, each according to
his immediate self-interest, and not by the Government which grants
the privilege, ostensibly for public purposes. It would seem elemenl-
tary that if the Federal Government is to divert economic re-ources
into the extractive industries by means of public subsidy-in this case
tax immunity through percentage depletion-it should have control
over the disposition and use of those resources, and that it should
exercise this control to protect. and expand the natural resource base
on which our whole economy depends.

Third, the depletion allowance diverts economic resources into the
domestic extractive industries when in the interests of conservation.
reducing costs, and overall economic efficiency such resources might
better be employed in expanding overseas production. One of the
easiest, siml)lest, and most efTective conservation measures is to draw
from the rest of the world by means of trade those natural resources
in scarce supply at home. 'This policy not only preserves the domestic
resource base hit has the added advnntaae of reducing costq and stimit-
lating international trade generally. Why should our Government
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subsidize doniestic producers to expand production of scarce and irre-
placeable natural resources, thereby hastening their ultimate exhaus-
tion, when these sa1e natural resources can be had from overseas
much cheaper, and without subsidy, by the nornial processes of inter-
national trade? Such a policy is'quite irrational from the conserva-
tion point of view. Neither does it make good sense iii terms of long-
range national security, for preservation of the resource base, particu-
larly in respect to scarce, irreplaceable natural resources, is vital for
national defense. To the extent percentage depletion contributes to
the artificial overexpansion of domestic production while discourag-
ing the development of overseas supplies it violates one of the accepted
principles of conservation policy and, in the long run, weakens our
national security.

EFFErIr ON TIE Ecoxo.IiC S'MUCTURE

Taxation is a powerful institutional device by means of which gov-
ernment can shape the structure of the economy according to the
prevailing conception of the public interest. This is particularly
true when tax rates are high and when taxation absorbs a large pro-
portion of the national income. Under such conditions neutrality
is out of the question; the very magnitude of the operation guarantees
structural consequences of significant import. What these conse-
quences may be depends in the last analysis on the social purposes
"ought to be accomplished. Hence, it is always necessary to evaluate
flhe structural effects of tax policy by reference to some standard of
social desirability. What kind of an economy do we want? What
type of economic organization will best serve those aspirations and
ideals to which we profess allegiance? Does a given tax or tax policy
have structural consequences consistent with, or contrary to, our ideal
of a good economy? Obviously, these are difficult questions because
they take us beyond the relati ely safe waters of scientific measure-
ment and verifiable objectivity into the uncharted sea of social values,
public purposes, and conflicting human aspirations, where there are
neither landmarks, nor agreed (lestinatiols, nor accurate means for
determination of course and position. All social policy in the last
analysis must rely on dead reckoning and steer as best it can by the
flickering star of its own ideals. There is no other way.

In our individualistic, democratic society we traditionally assign
the highest priority to the freedom, welfare, and personal development
of individuals. We affirm that the State and all the institutions of
society exist to promote the welfare of individuals; and we limit the
exercise of individual freedom only when it impinges adversely on
the freedom of others. In the economic sphere this philosophy mani-
fests itself in our predilection for a free, competitive economy in
which neither private nor public coercion obstructs the operation of
the free market, and by our traditional aversion to private monopoly
and the excessive concentration.of private economic power. This pref-
erence for competition and hostility toward monopoly has been espe-
cially acute in the area of natural resources because our experience
has taught us that there is a direct, intimate relationship between
individual freedom and access to the natural resources on which eco-
nomic activity is based. Hence, our conception of a good (i. e., a free)
society involves widespread, decentralized ownership of natural re-
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sources, equality of access to them, and maximum freedom in their
utilization. Because monopolization and undue concentration of con-
trol do such violence to these basic ideals they have been vigorously
opposed throughout our history.

How, then, (loes percentage depletion, as now operative, square with
these ideals, with this tradition Does it make our economy freer
and more competitive. or does it modify the economic structure in the
direction of centralizing control over anid limiting access to natutal
resources? In short, does the Federal Government by this particular
tax policy promote competition or monopoly?

In attempting to answer this question it must be recognized that
numerous institutional factors, other than the depletion allowance,
affect the balance between competition and monopoly, and influence
the evolving structure of the economy. Since it is iilxposiblh to iso-
late any one of these factors from associated influences and deit-rniille
its independent effect, it can never be said that percentage depletioll,
or any other factor, alone causes some particular shift in thie balhae
of institutional forces as between competition and mnonopoly. An ob-
served trend in either direction is ordinarily caused by a combination
of forces which taken together are sufficiently powerful to overcome
those forces working in the opposite direction. Thus, all that van
properly be said of percentage del)letion is that it ope ate, in con-
junctiol with other institutional forces to produce structural chanates
in a given direction. To ascertain the direction of its inllence ,ine
must examine its functional relation to the total or,.,aniz:ation:i
complex.

In practice the beneficiaries of percentage depletion ,,tart their
income-tax computation by charging agrain.t income, as a co.st of dhuiti
business, outlays for research, exploration, and development, thus
artificially reducing their apparent net income and shifting to the
Federal treasury a large proportion of their developmental costs.
Against the net, income, as thus artificially reduced, they then applv
percentage depletion at the rate pernlicible for their category of i-, ".
ness, up to 50 percent of net incoe,. Tax liability is then computed
by applying the normal corporate tax rate against the residual "net
income after all charges and percentage depletion." The effect of this
two-pronged reduction of net income is to reduce their tax liability
very substantially. The depletion allowance alone, under the" nio4t
favorable circumstances, can cut it in half, nullifying any exces:-
profits tax and lowering the effective corporatee tax rate fro.m 52 to
26 percent. Generous deductions for "exl)loration and development"
yield further substantial tax savings.

The benefits of this system accrue to favorably sit uated individuals
and corporations in tle form of tax savings, or liquid funds with-
held from the Treasury under tax immunity; the corresponding losses
accrue to the Treasury in the form of potential revenue foregone.
Thus, the Treasury is poorer by exactly the amount by which the
beneficiaries of this special privilege are richer. Other taxpayers who
must make good the resulting deficiency in the Federal revenue ulti-
mately sustiiin this loss in the form of tax rates higher than other-
wise would be necessary.

The beneficiaries obviously enjoy a strategic economic advantage
over other business enterprises. 'they can expand their ownership
and control of natural resources and charge it to the Treasury as a
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cost of doing business; they are in possession of tax-free liquid funds,
withheld from the Treastiry under percentage depletion, which can
be used for further expansion of their economic power. These funds
are available, at the discretion of management, to acquire natural re-
sources invest in improved capital facilities, buy out competitors,
strengthen market positions, expand into collateral lines of produc-
tion, or otherwise increase the size and power of existing organiza-
tions. If this process of capital formation at public expense continues
year after year, as had been the case since 1926, the progressive con-
centratioA of economic power is a certainty, for competitive forces
are too weak to overcome the disadvantage posed by this special privi-
lege. The concentration movement in the oil and gas industries dur-
ing the last 30 years, and the more recent concentration in other min-
eral industries, although not caused solely by the depletion allowance,
has been powerfully abetted by its cumulative influence. Without
the large sums of liquid capital that have accrued over the years from
percentage depletion these firms would scarcely have been able to
:t1iill the position of economic dominance the, now occupy.

As the situation now stands, with economic concentration far ad-
vanced, the overwhelming l)roportion of the total benefits from per-
(enltago depletion accrue to a few giant corporations. Every study
of this question in recent years confirms this conclusion. (Revenue
revision of 1950, hearings before the Committee on Ways and Means,
louse of Repreosentatives, 81st Cong., 2d sess., Feb. 3, 19,50, pp.
1-60, particularly pp. 52 and 58-59, and Graham testimony, pp. 177-
219. It is stated'by the Treasury, p. 52, that three-fourths of the total
benefit from percentage depletion accrues to large corporations with
assets of $100 million or more.) It cannot well be otherwise, for these
giant companies account for the major share of production, on which
percentage depletion is based; they exercise considerable, if not domi-
nant, influence in the determination of crude or field prices-an impor-
tant ingredient in the depletion formula; and their net profits before
depletion are high, thus enabling them to take full advantage of the
privilege and achieve maximum tax savings. These same strategic
advantages are not generally available to small, independent pro-
ducer-s. Their small volume of reductionn and frequently narrow
margin of profit nullify in large part the tax-saving benefits of per-
centage depletion and 'render the )rivilege of little value to them.
The depletion allowance, by its very nature, can attain maximum value
only when high production, high prices, high l)rofits, and high tax
rates are ili conjunction. This conjuncture of favorable circumstances
obtains frequently among large firms but only rarely among small
ones. Some small firms and individual producers, to be sure, benefit
from percentage depletion but these are the exceptions, rot the general
rule. Where economic power is already concentrated, special pri'vi-
leges in the form of tax concessions or immunity invariably operate
to the advantage of large firms and return only a pittance to the small
and economically weak firms. The depletion allowance is no excep-
tion to this general principle.

If Congress were so disposed the depletion allowance might be trans-
formed from a promonopolistic into a procompetitive device by the
simple expedient of restricting the privilege to firms below a certain
size or volume of production. By thus granting a tax subsidy to small
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firms and denying it to large ones the Federal Government could par-
tially redress the balance in favor of competition and against further
economic concentration. Another less extreme measure would be to
differentiate depletion rates, granting higher rates to small firms and
progressively lower rates to large ones. (See Congressional Record,
June 30, 1954, pp. 8861-8865, for an attempt to differentiate depletion
rates.) Either of these changes would constitute an improvement
over the present system and, if we are to retain percentage depletion
as a permanent policy, should be given serious consideration. But
manipulation and differentiation of tax subsidies is no cuie for the
monopoly problem; at best one evil is used as a minor offset to another.
If the extractive industries are plagued by monopoly, that evil s.houhd
be eradicated by direct governmental action, not ameliorated by tax
subsidies.

CONCLUSION

During the past 30 years the depletion allowance has undergone a
profound functional metamorphosis. It began, at a time when alter-
native institutional means were not available, as a modest, restricted
form of privilege designed to promote the public interest in an area
of immediate urgency. It has degenerated into a lucrative, general-
ized, and largely functionless subsidy the benefits of which accrue
primarily to a few large corporations. These benefits have ill the
course of time been capitalized until today they constitute a powerful
vested interest the capitalized value of which amounts to billions of
dollars. This transformation-or institutional deterioration-is pro-
ductive of many demonstrable evils but few, if any, public benefits.
If percentage depletion ever served the public interest to an extent
commensurate with its costs, it has long ceased to do so. Under mod-
ern conditions the known evils so far outweigh the indeterminate and
illusive benefits claimed for it that percentage depletion can no longer
be defended on grounds of public, as distinct from private, interest.
There is no necessary or urgent public interest at stake in the extrac-
tive industries which cannot be served better, more cheaply, and with
fewer attentlant evils by alternative means. If a free competitive
price system will not call up adequate supplies of these minerals, and
if a free capital market -will not provide sufficient increments of new
.apital, then these deficiencies can be met by direct, specific, govern-
mental action without resort to a generalized tax sub)sidy divorced
from performance.

Any plan of institutional readjustment that involves the elimina-
tion or reduction of percentage depletion will meet powerful opposi-
tion. That is to be expected, for such a long standing and lucrative
privilege, involving large capitalized values and the economic expecta-
tions of many people, will be defended vigorously and tenaciously
despite its functional obsolescence. Its defenders will portray with
alarm the dire economic consequences predicted to ensue from its elim-
ination or reduction, such as destruction of incentives, cessation of
exploration and development, scarcities, increased prices, foreign im.
ports, retardation nf investment, technological stagnation, shutdown
of marginal properties, and impairment of national defense. Equally
strenuous objections will be raised against proposed alternatives.
These efforts to identify private privilege with the public interest and
to make it appear that the public welfare is dependent on continuation
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of percentage depletion are persuasive only if it be assumed that no
alternatives are available or practicable. This assumption, however
is untenable; a free price system, a free capital market, iiiternational
trade, and normal profit incentives, supplemented by direct govern-
mental action in special situations, provide a readily available and
socially desirable alternative.

THE TAXATION OF MINERAL INDUSTRIES

ARNOLD C. JAMIIE mGER, University of Chicago

In this paper I propose to outline the incentives given by our tax
laws to mineral industries. It. will be shown that these incentives lead
to a situation in which it takes $2 million of capital invested in min-
eral exploration to produce as much product as $1 million of capital
invested in other industries. Our tax laws also foster the uneconomic
expansion of mineral production and give mineral holdings arti-
ficially high values.

These effects can be avoided through the gradual elimination of
percentage-depletion provisions in favor of cost depletion and through
the gradual merging of the rate of tax o) capital gains with that on
ordilary incomes. In the coucludiwr sections of the paper, argu-
ments fo sl'ecial treatment of mineraTindustries on grounds of their
special riskiness and on grounds of their special contribution to our
defense potential ai'e examined.

NEUTRAL 'rAx TREATMENT

The corporation income tax operates chiefly as a tax on the return
to invested capital. Such a tax would clearly not be neutral if the
return to capital in some uses were free of tax. For exam ple, if the
tax rate were 50 percent, and if investment in the untaxed industries
were carried to a point where the return was, say, 10 percent, then in
the taxed industries investment would be carried only to a point where
the return before tax was 20 percent. Investors would in each case
be getting a 10-percent return after tax, but the economy as a whole
would suffer as a result of the ditferential treatment of different uses.
Projects yielding only 10 percent would be willingly undertaken in
the untaxed industries, while projects yielding 19, 18, and 17 percent
would be rejected as potential investments in the taxed industries. A
lower tax rate, striking all industries equally, would yield the same
amount of revenue, yet would not lead to a situation in which high-
return uses of capital were foregone and low-return uses undertaken
as a result of the tax laws. So long as we intend to retain the corpo-
ration income tax as a part of our fiscal structure, we should there-
fore strive to design its provisions in such a way that the return to
capital is taxed equally in all uses and industries.

NONNEUTRAL TREATMENT OF CAPITAL GAINS

Practically everybody is familiar with the effects of the special pro-
visions for capital-gains taxation, because they are present, also, in
the individual income tax. The purchase of growth stocks increas-
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ing in value at 6 percent per year is preferable to the purchase of stocks
paying dividends at 6 percent per year but which do not increase in
value. Particularly for taxpayers in the higher brackets, it is worth
while to icur substantial costs in order to find ways of transmuting
income into capital gains. Actually, only the most arbitrary distinc-
tions can oe made between income and capital gains. If at the begin-
ning of a year 2 taxpayers have $20,000 of net assets, and at the end
of the year they both have $23,000 of net assets, and if during the year
they both spend $7,000 for consumption, by what rationale can we
justify separate tax treatment of the two, even though one might have
had $10,0)0 in "income," and the other an accrual of $10,000 in capital
gains? In this context it is sometimes argued that capital gains do
not come in a steady flow, but for many tax payers neither does income
flow in steadily. Such arguments really favor the extension of the
provisions in our tax laws that permit taxpayers to average their in-
comes over time, not the special treatment of capital gains.

For many industries the possibilities of treating the returns to their
capital as capital gains are inconsequential, but for some industries,
incldig mineral exploration, they are extremely important. Suc-
cessful oil wells and other mineral finds can be sold, and the difference
between their sale price and their cost treated as a capital gain. If
this procedure were followed in the mineral exploring industry, and
if all costs were considered in computing the capital gain, the return
to capital in mineral exploration would be taxed at only 25 percent
as compared with the 52-percent tax applying to ordinary corporate
income. This would ( give a substantial incentive to mineral explora-
tion. If in the economy as a whole the return to capital after tax
were 10 percent, investment in mineral exploration (taxed at 25 per-
cent) would be carried to the point where it yielded around 13
percent before tax, while in industries unable to take advantage of the
special rate on capital gains, investment would be carried oniy to the
point where it yielded around 20 percent before tax. Projects yielding
19, 18, 17 percent would be foregone in most industries, while activi-
ties yielding only 1313 percent would be willingly undertaken by
mineral explorers.

CAPITAL GAINS AND TIE EXENSING OF COSTS

The above example far understates the incentive which our tax
laws offer to mineral explorers who sell their finds as capital gains.
It assumes that the capital-gains tax of 25 percent applies to the dif-
ference between the value of successful finds and all the costs incurred.
That is, it assumes that the Government takes 25 percent of the gross
return to the explorer, and shares in his costs to the tune of 25 percent.
Actually our present laws provide for the Government's sharing to
the tune of 52 percent in most of the costs of mineral exploration, be-
cause most exploration costs are deductible from ordinary income in
the computation of income subject to tax.

Consider first the costs of unsuccessful explorations. From the
standpoint of economy as a whole the costs of unsuccessful searches
are part of the cost of finding new deposits, but individual searches are
treated separately for tax purposes. Hence the costs of unsuccessful
searches become losses, to be written off against ordinary income be-
fore computing taxes. The riskier is the type of exploration in ques-
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tion, the larger will be the fraction of the total costs of unsuccessful
exploration which finds a 52-percent tax offset in this way.

Some of the costs of successful explorations can also be written off
as expenses against ordinary come. These writeoff possibilities are
the result of special provisisns of the tax laws. In the case of petro-
leum, a substantial fraction of the costs of successful wells are written
off as expenses under the heading "Intangible Development Costs."
In the case of mineral deposits, all developmentt expenses after the
existence of commercial ore is established are deductible. Such
expenses (10 not, however, include the costs of )lant and equipment.

The unequal tax treatment of revenues and expenses leads to the
paradox that companies can make a substantial amount of money on
exploration even if their revenues from exploration (before taxes) are
just barely equal to their costs of exploration (before tax offsets). If
$1 million in exploration exlIenditures carries with it $500,000 of tax
offsets, and leads to finds worth $1 million in the marketplace, with
corresponding capital gains taxes of $250,000, what would be a mar-
ginal investment under neutral tax treatment becomes an extremely
profitable one.

Such extremely profitable outlets for capital will not last for ]ong
in a free market economy. Capital will flow into profitable uses until
their rate of return after taxes is brought into accord with the rate
of rc-trn to investors of cal)ital in the economy generally.

If the ra'lte of return on capital in the economy . .is 10 percent, in-
vestments will tend to be made in any line of activity up to the point
where the returns from those investments after taxes, discounted at
10 percent, are equal to their costs after tax offsets.

Let us now compare 2 possible ways of producing capital assets
worth $1 million: one by means of mineral exploration and the other
by producing machines. Machine producers will be willing to spend
up to $1 million to make machines whose discounted value is $1 mnil-
lion. But mineral explorers will be willing to spend, on the average,
lI) to $1.5 million in order to provide discovered reserves worth $1
million. Tile explorers would obtain a tax offset of about $0.75 mil-
lion on their costs, leaving costs net of taxes at $0.75 million. On
their revenues, the explorers would pay $0.25 million in capital gains
taxes, leaving revenues net of taxes also at $0.75 million.

Thus capital-gains treatment l)lus the expensing of exploration costs
would lead to a situation in which $1.5 million worth of capital would
be willingly spent, in order to find $1 million worth of reserves. Al-
ternatively put, if $1 million of capital were transferred out of main-
eral exploration into other uses, such as manufacturing, the economy
would give up $0.67 million of reserves and gain in its place $1 mil-
lion worth of manufactured goods, both evaluated at the normal rate
of return. Looked at either way, the combination of capital-gains
treatment and expensing of exploration costs leads to a shocking waste
of the Nation's capital resources.

DIscovERY DEPLETION

Although, as we have seen, the available option of capital gains
treatment for mineral discoveries gives extremely strong incentives to
exploration, we do not in fact observe frequent sales of mineral dis-
coveries as capital gains. The reason for this is that still stronger
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incentives to exploration are available under the label of "percentage
depletion," and when percentage depletion is used the discoverers have
a strong incentive to retain and operate their properties.

It is convenient to begin the discussion of percentage depletion with
an analysis of its historical forbear, known as discovery depletion.
The earliest provisions for th6 depletion of mineral properties pro-
vided for a deduction from income for tax purposes, analogous to
depreciation, of a certain fraction of the cost of the property,. in
question. Where the property was in existence in 1913, provision
was made (in the 1916 act) for the use of the market value of the
property i, 1913 in lieu of cost as the basis for depletion allowances.
Since, because of the riskiness of mineral exploration, the value of
successful finds usually greatly exceeds the costs of the successful finds
alone, this provision was welcomed by the owners of properties which
had been discovered before 1913.

Properties discovered after 1913 were not treated in this way; their
depletion allowances had to be based upon cost. The apparent dis-
parity of treatment of properties discovered before and after 1913 led
to the adoption in 1918 of a provision allowing depletion base( on
the fair market value of the property at the date of discovery or
within ,30 (lays thereafter, in lieu of depletion based on cost. This was
called discoverv depletion.

Discovery depletion can best be viewed as a means of avoiding the
capital-gains tax altogether. If the 1918 provisions applied todav,
and a discoverer spent $1 million on exploration in ordvr to find de-
posits wortY. $1 million in the market, lie would obtain tax offsets of
about $500,000 on his costs, but would have to pay no tax at all on the
value of his discoveries, so long as he retained and operate(] them
himself.

If we compare discovery depletion with capital-gains treatment
and with neutral tax treatment for the case where $1 million is spent
to find $1 million in reserves, we fimd that in all 3 cases tax offsets of
some $500,000 are obtained on the basis of the costs incurred. But
while gross revenues would in effect be taxed at $500,000 under neutral
tax treatinent, they would be taxed at $250,000 under capital-gains
treatment, and they would not be taxed at all under discovery
depletion.

With discovery depletion, as with any other provisions, investniit
in exploration would tend to be pressed to the point where the dis.
counted value of discoveries, net of tax, equaled the cost of discov-
eries, net of tax offsets. $1 million of capital investment would repre-
sent only about $500,000 of costs after tax offsets, and investment in
mineral exploration would accordingly be pressed to the point where
$1 million of investment resulted in 'the discovery of only $100,000
worth of reserves. Yet the investors would be making the ordinary
rate of return on their capital, and would have no cause to regret this
outcome.

PERCENTAOF, DEPLETION

Percentage depletion grew out of discovery depletion when it was
found difficult to obtain good estimates of the market values of all dis-
covered properties as of the date of discovery. To overcome the ad-
ministrative burden of estimating the value of each individual
property, provision was made for allowing as depletion a certain per-
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centage of the gross value of the output of the property, value being
taken at the mine or wellhea(l. The percentage was different for differ-
ent minerals, and was chosen so as to accor(1 roughly with the actual
experience under discovery depletion. Thus the percentage de letion
provisions of the 1926 and 1932 acts attempted to allow roug lly the
same amounts of depletion as would have been allowed under the ear-
lier discovery depletion provisions; the main purpose of the acts
was to make the computation of depletion easier and less subject to
controversy. The percentage of gross income allowed in the case of
oil was 271/2; in sulfur, 23; in metals, 15; and in coal, 5. Provision
was also made that the amount of depletion should in no case exceed
50 percent of the net uinCOIrI from the property.

Since percentage depletion was the direct outgrowth of discovery
depletion, and attempted to approximate its effects, it should be no
surprise that an analysis of percentage depletion yields much the same
results as the above analysis of discovery depletion. Because the com-

utations are rather complicated, I have l)laced them in ai appendix,
but the results for typical minerals are summarized here:

Whereas under discovery depletion it would be worthwhile for an
explorer to spend $2 million to find $1 million worth of reserves, under
percentage de)letion it ap)ears that to find $1 million worth of re-
,erVeS a11 explorer would be willing to spend $1.95 million for oil,
.2. 11 million for sulfur, $2.13 million for iron, $1.96 million for copper,
;2.27 for lead and zinc, and $2.30 million for coal. These estimates

are based on data provided by the Treasury for 1946 and 1947, and on
approximations of the average length of'life of wells and mines in
the various minerals. 'lhey are accordingly not precise, but can be
taken to confirm the conclusion that the effects of percentage depletion
o:N explorat ion are not substantially different from those of discovery
depletion.

EFFEcI OF OUR TAx INCENTIVES

There can be no doubt, that our present tax laws give strong in-
centives to mineral exploration, but this does not mean that we have a
great deal more exploring activity than would take place under neutral
tax treatment. In the case of some minerals, such as petroleum, the
annual volume of exploring activity is great, and here there is good
reason to sul)l)ose that our tax incentives have rather substantially
affected the amount of exploration. With other minerals, such as coal,
reserves already known are ample to fill the needs of our economy for
hundreds of years and accordingly there is very little exploration for
new deposits. Obviously the tax incentives under discussion here
cannot have had a very siibstantial effect on the amount of exploration
for coal. What is true of coal is probably equally true of sand and
gravel and a number of the minor minerals that have recently (1951)
been granted percentage depletion. Minerals like copper, lead, and
zinc probal)ly occupy an intermediate position, exl)loration for them
having resplonled less than in the case of petroleum but more than
in the case of coal as a result of our tax incentives.

Our analysis has indicated that to the extent that exploration is
increased in response to current tax provisions, it involves a very sub-
stantial waste of resources, with capital devoted to exploration produc-
ing only about one-half as much value of product as the same capital
would if devoted to ordinary industrial investment. But what hap-
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pens if little or no additional exploration takes place in response to
the special tax provisions? Here the predominant effect is either to
increase the value of mineral holdings or to increase the rate of ex-
traction. To the extent that the valhie of mineral holdings is in-
creased, their owners have recoi ved, as t result of the special tax pro-
visions, a "gift" from the Treasury. To the extent that the rate of
extraction is increased beyond the point which would be dictated by
neutral tax treatment, a waste of resources is involved which is closely
analogous to that discussed above in the case of exploration.

These two effects are alternatives. If on the one hand, as may be
true in the case of coal, our national output can be greatly expanded
without any increase in unit costs, then tax concessions like percentage
depletion oi)erate to increase production and drive down prices. Mine
owners end up with little more profit than they had before, and con-
sumers get coal more cheaply, say for $9 per ton instead of $10. What
looks here like a benefit to consumers really is not, however, for the
economy is paying, in ternis of the resources used to extract the coal,
$10 per ton while consumers use coal to the point, where it is only worth
$9 a ton to them. But consumers in their role as taxpayers 'will be
paying extra taxes to cover the concession of $1 per ton.

If on the other hand national output cannot readily be expanded,
as nnty be the case with lead, prices will not fall significantly as a
result of the tax concession, an( the concession will accordingly lead
to increased profits and hence to increases in the value of mineral
holdings.

Thus if the waste of resources involved in increasing l)roduction
beyond the level it would attain under neutral taxation is great, theni
the "gift" to mine owners in the form of enhanced capital values will
be small. But if the increase of production beyond its level under
neutral taxation is small, the "gift" to mine owners will be large, and
indeed will be the predominant result of the tax concession.

POLICY R Eco-MMENDATIONS

Our present tax laws thus have three possible effects on the min-
erals industries: To increase the profits and capital values of the
owners of mineral deposits; to increase the production of minerals to
a point where, but for tax concessions, cost would exceed the value
produced; and to increase exploration for minerMs to the point where,
but for tax concessions, the value of discoveries would be only about
half the cost of exploration. The relative importance of these three
effects varies from mineral to mineral, but regardless of which effect
is dominant, our present policy is unwise. It cannot have been the
intent of Congress to make owners of mineral deposits richer at the
expense of the rest of the community. and it, is clearly unwise to
foster the use of resoources in either mineral production or mineral
exploration when those resources would be much more productive
elsewhere in our economy.

I accordingly strongly recommend and urge that every effort be
made to place ihe tax treatment of mineral industries on a par with
that of other industries. This should be accomplished:

(1) By the gradual reduction and eventual elimination of percent,-
age depletion provisions, leaving strict cost depletion as the sole basis
for recovery of capital values in mineral extraction.
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(2) By the gradual reduction and eventual elimination of the dif-
ferences that now exist between the tax treatment accorded to capital
gains and that given to ordinary income. I envisage here the gradual
raising of the maximum rate of tax on capital gains from its present
level of 25 percent to the rate applying to ordinary corporate income.

Although a considerable improvement over our present position
could be mnade simply by eliminating the percentage depletion options
which are now available, there would still remain the strong incen-
tives to mineral exl)loration that stein from the special treatment of
capital gains, and which were outlined in the early sections of this
1)al)er. lhus a rather sifrnificant overhaul of our tax structure is
necessary before the taxation of mineral industries can be thoroughly
rat ionalized.

RISK AND SI..iI, ENTERPIUISE

It will be recalled that most of the incentive to mineral exploration
outlined above came from the fact that the costs of exploration were
deductible against ordinary income, while the fruits of exploration
received tax treatment which was more favorable than that accorded
to ordiliary income. A small firm with little or no income against
which to offset its exploration costs is thus placed at a severe disad-
vantage as compared with a large firm having substantial income,
either from mineral extraction or from some other source. This dis-
advantage, would still remain if the, pol icy recommendations outlined
above were put into effect. However, it could be substantially miti-

atdby aillowing firms to carrv~ forward the losses made on unsuc-
cessful exl)loratiomis against the income to be obtained from future
successes. Then small firms would be at a disadvantage only if their
explorations over a long period of time did not yield discoveries equal
in value to the costs incurred. A certain share of the costs of such
firns would be without tax offsets, while all the costs of the corres-
ponding large firms would be offset against income subject to tax.

SPECIAL INCENTIVES TO RISK-TAKIN-

It is sometinies argued that our present tax provisions for mineral
industries are desirable because of the special risks that such indus-
tries are alleged to face. Especially risky enterprises, like specially
risky securities, are said to require a rate'of return somewhat higher
thai that prevailing on investments of moderate risk. If the required
rate of return were 15 percent after taxes in petroleum exploration,
but only 10 l)ercent after taxes in most other industries, then the
search for oil would stop tit a point where the capital invested yielded
15 percent. By transferring capital from other uses, where it was
earning 10 percent, to oil exploration, the economy would gain until
the point was reached where cal)ital yielded only 10 perce-nt in the
oil business. "

The difficulty here is that a yield of 10 percent after taxes in the oil
industry cannot be achieved if the requiredrate of return is 15 percent.
More oil can indeed be obtained by tax concessions, which operate as
a gift from the rest of the economy to the oil explorers of, say, 5 per-
cent per annum on the capital invested in oil exploration. But such a
gift is merely a hidden price paid for the extra oil. If the rest of the
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economy wants more oil, it should be willing to pay for it by way of
a higher market price.

In our present world, in which most minerals are available in the
world market it would indeed be unnecessary for extra oil to be ob-
tained through the payment of price premia to domestic explorers as
incentives to risk takin . It would be much cheaper for the rest of
the economy simply to buy whatever extra oil it desired in the world
market. If in the process market prices would be bid up, more do-
mestic oil would also be forthcoming, but oil users would have the
knowledge that they were paying no greater price than was necessary
to provide them with the amount of oil they wanted. Hence there is
no justification for the use of tax concessions as a device for overcom-
ing the reluctance of domestic mineral enterprises to incur risk, at
least not in a peacetime economy.

In point of fact, there are good reasons to believe that the riskiness
of mineral exploration has been exaggerated. In petroleum, which is
often cited as an extremely risky industry for exploration, there have
developed a wide range of contractual devices by which the risks of
exploration can be shared. Exploring companies can sell off 90 per-
cent or more of the interest in the wells which they themselves drill,
and with the proceeds buy fractional interests in wells drilled by
others. In the light of these possibilities, the fact that 9 out of 10
exploratory wells are dry seems less of a deterrent to exploration than
it might at first glance appear. Additional evidence is provided by
the fact that bankruptcies are not widespread among even moderate-
sized petroleum companies. And the rate of return on capital, for the
petroleum industry as a whole, appears to accord closely with that
applying in other segments of the American economy. So even if the
risks are substantial, it appears that investors demand no special
premium of significant size for taking "long shot" rather than "sure
shot" gambles. And in a way it would be surprising if they did re-
quire a special premium, for worldwide experience with gambling and
lotteries suggests that many people are willing to risk their capital at
long odds even when the aggregate winnings fall far short of the
aggregate of wagers.

Thus even if mineral exploration is especially risky, in the sense that
the risks cannot be pooled to leave the individual investor in a posi-
tion of only moderate risk and even if investors demand special
premia for special risks, there is no justification for special tax
concessions to mineral enterprises on this account. But our scat-
tered evidence suggests that even if individual explorations are risky
there is no reason to presume on that account that special risk premia
are required indeed it suggests that the possibilities of risk pooling
are sufficiently great to cast doubt on the assumption that exploration
need be especially risky to the investor or investing company.

SPECIAL INCENTIVES FOR NATIONAL DEENSE

Our national defense is such a primary objective that citizens are
willing to incur great costs on its account. But especially with a de-
fense budget as large as ours is today, we should be strongly interested
in seeing to it that we are getting the maximum amount of defense
potential for our money, or to put it another way, that we are not
paying more than is necessary for the amount of defense potential
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that we are getting. True economy, in this area as in others, requires
scrutinizing each individual action to make sure that we are getting
the most for our money

It is my conviction that our present tax treatment of mineral indus-
tries has no justification in a peacetime economy. Hence it can be
justilied, if at all, only in terms of its contribution to national defense.
But it would indeed be surprising if percentage depletion were the
best way to provide for our defense needs of coal and sand and gravel
as well as oil and copper and lead. Some minerals are domestically
available in great abundance and can be extracted easily. These should
need no special treatment on defense grounds. Other minerals are
abundantly available, but their rate of extraction can be expanded
only slowly. Here the maintenance of stockpiles or of standby capacity
might be warranted. Still other minerals are increasingly hard to
find in the United States, and we are relying increasingly on foreign
sources of supply for them. These minerals, of which petroleum,
copper, lead, and zinc are examples, pose the hardest problems for
national defense. Should we create incentives to extract our waning
supplies more rapidly, so as to have a high output available for an
immediate emergency, but at the risk of failing supplies for a more
distant conflict? Should we restrict current production and maintain
stockpiles of known reserves in the ground, and incur the costs of
recruiting and training a labor force to mine them in the event an
emergency should stripe? Should we rely exclusively on stockpiles
above ground, incurring vhat in some cases might be substantial stor-
age costs? Or should we attempt, in our defense preparations, to
assure the comparatively safe transportation of the minerals from
nearby foreign sources, such as Canada, Mexico, and Venezuela?

It is not wilhin my competence to answer the above questions. They
are questions of great importance to our Nation, yet they have not
been given adequate study. Such study is necessary before the best
minerals policy for national defense will be found. One may reason-
ably wonder, however, whether a tax policy such as we have at present
would have a place in any rational scheme of providing for our defense
needs. Certainly it is not in our defense interests to enhance the cap.
ital values of those who happen to own mineral deposits. It is dubious
at best whether we should provide incentives to increase the production
and use of our waning supplies of scarce minerals. And it is almost
certainly wrong for us to foster the use of $200 worth of our resources
to find $100 worth of mineral deposits, which then will more than
likely be extracted and consumed before a national emergency strikes.
Yet these are the effects of our present tax laws. I accordingly do
not believe that the present provisions can be Sul)l)orted even on
national-defense grounds.

APPENDIX

COMPUTATION OF EFFECTS OF PERCENTAGE DEPLETION ON TIlE USE OF
CAPITAL IN EXPLORATION

Consider two capital assets, one a machine and one a mineral deposit.
Let them be equivalent in the sense that the streams of income expected
to stem from them, net of other costs but before provision for depre-
ciation or depletion, are identical. Let the discounted value of these
expected income streams be Y. No purchaser would pay Y for the
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assets, however, since taxes must be paid out of the income streams.
In the case of the machine, with a tax rate of 50 percent, the taxes
paid will be .5 (Y-dR), where R is the price paid for the machine
and d is a discount factor. The discount factor depends both oil the
rate of interest and on the length of life of the machine. If the
machine costs $100 and lasts 10 years, depreciation charges will be
$10 per year for 10 years. The present value of this stream of charges,
discounted at 10 percent, will be about $65. In this case d will equal
.65. If the machine lasts 20 years the depreciation charges will be
$5 per year for 20 years, and their discounted value, at 10 percent, will
be $43. In this cased will equal .43.

The amount a purchaser will pay for the machine (R) will be the
discounted value of its expected income stream after taxes. Thus
R-Y-.5(Y-dR)i.5Y/(1-.6D). Under competition, production
of this type machine will be carried to the point where the cost to the
producers, net of tax offsets, equals the discounted value of their
receipts, net of taxes. Thus if C is used to represent the value of
costs accumulated at 10 percent, we have C=R. This equality applies
whether the machine is sold to a purchaser or is retained in' the pos-
session of the producing company, so long as the rate of tax offset
applying to costs equals to rate of tax applying to receipts. We
accordingly conclude that production of the machine will be carried
to the point where C=.SY/(1 -. 5d).

In the case of the mineral deposit subject to percentage depletion,
the taxes paid will be .5Y(1-p), where p is the percentage which
the depletion allowance bears to net income before depletion.
According, the present value of the mineral deposit will be
R=Y-.SY (l-p)=.5Y(1+p). Explorers will be willing to spend
up to this amount, net of tax offsets, in order to find a mineral deposit
with the yield in question. Since under our l)resent laws the costs
of exploration carry tax offsets at the corporate income-tax rate (here
assumed to be .5), exploration will under competition be carried to the
point where .5C=.5Y(1+p), or where C=Y(1+ )).

Thus to obtain streams of income identical in value, mineral ex-
plorers, under percentage depletion, will be willing to incur costs of

(1+p) while producers of capital equipment would be willing to
incur costs of only .5Y/(1 -. Sd). Costs in exploring thus are (l+p)
(1-.5d)/(.5) = (1 + p) (2- d) times as high as the cost of producing
streams elsewhere in the economy.

To estimate the actual effects of percentage depletion it is necessary
to estimate the actual average life of a typical deposit of each mineral,
to assume a reasonable rate of return (in order to obtain d), and to
estimate the fraction (p) which depletion allowances bear to net
income before depletion for each mineral. In the following com-
putations I have assumed that the average life of an oil well is 10
years, of deposits of sulfur, copper, lead, and zinc 20 years, of iron
deposits 25 years, and of coal deposits 30 years. These" estimates are
conservative in the sense that they are probably too low. Higher
estimates of the length of life would tend to reduce the estimated value
of d, and hence increase the estimated excess costs of mineralexploration.Estimates of p were obtained from data presented by the Treasury

Department in testimony before the Committee on Ways and Means
on February 3, 1950. They were based on a sample of corrorations
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in each type of mining, and showed the rates of allowable dept.-tion
to net income for 1946 and 1947. These rates averaged abt 45
percent for oil, lead, and zinc, about 35 percent for sulfur and coal,
about 30 percent for iron, and about 25 percent for copper.

To obtain estimates of d I assumed the rate of return on capital
(after taxes) to be 10 percent. The estimates of d were .65 for oil,
.43 for sulfur, copper, lead, and zinc, .36 for iron, and .30 for coal.
These estimates lead to the conclusion that our percentage depletion
provisions provide incentives to use 1.95 times as much capital to
produce a given income stream in oil exploration as in the rebt of the
economy. Tlie corresponding figure for sulfur is 2.12, for iron 2.13,
for copper 1.96, for lead and zinc 2.27, and for coal 2.30.

PERCENTAGE DEPLETION AND THE NATIONAL

INTEREST

Scoir C. LAMnEar, Standard Oil Company of California

The Subcommittee on Tax Policy is engaged in a wide-range study
of the impact of the Federal tax system on the Nation's economic
growth and progress. In connection with this study, special con-
sideration is to be given to the question of-

The appropriate treatment of capital recovery allowances In the extractive
industries to assure a development in these Industries consonant with both
military and civil resources requirements.

It is altogether fitting that this inquiry should be made as part
of a comprehensive examination of our entire taxing system and
policy to diagnose their effects upon the Nation's economy. But a
scrutiny of the tax provisions of the United States law which affect
the extractive industries is nothing new. Perhaps no area in our
whole taxing system has received more attention or interest than the
percentage depletion allowance. In every revenue act since 1926
the percentage depletion provisions have been reenacted without sub-
stantial change except for including therein many minerals and other
natural deposits not originally covered. These provisions were re-
enacted only after a careful examination of the taxing provisioms ap-
plicable to the extractive industries and an evaluation of their necessity
and contribution in the fabric of our economy.

In responding to the question put by the subcommittee this paper
will (laI mainly with taxation of the oil industry but the remarks
will apply with equal force to natural gas and generally to the other
extractive industries.

TREATMENT OF CAPITAL RECOVERY ALLOWANCES

The profound significance of the extractive industries to the growth
and stability of our Nation hardly needs mentioning-but the im-
portance of the taxing provisions which bear upon the preservation
of capital so vitally needed by the industries in their continuing and
ever-growing search for new minerals to replace our exhausting sup-
plies are so critical that every citizen should be informed of their
purpose and effects.
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It is sobering to consider that some of our most vital minerals are in
relatively short supply-that the whole national economy depends
upon explorers liidtlg adequate replacement reserves ot minerals
which tre now hilen by nature. In petroleum presently known re-
serves are only 12 times the current annual consume tion, which
means that. coitimed availability of adequate supplies depends on a
constant vigorous search to fi iid reserves still undiscovered. One thing
stands out from the rest in this fabric of cont inning exploration anl(
that is the necessity of tin appropriate measure of capital recovery that
should not be taxed as iwomne.

It is fundamental in our tax law that the income-tax levy is upon
income and not on capital which is the source of income. Thus, a

taxpayer is :issurmd the recovery of his capital if lie realizes a profit
and it is only tile profit, after capital recovery that is taxed under
tite 16th amenildment. By reason of a special provision of our law,
realized appreciation of capital as,,ets is taxed a imnconte bitt at capital
gain rates.

Early in the history of the income tax, Congress recognized the
special'problem of the discoverer of a wasting natural resource. In
all probability he had spent large amounts of capital in fruit less pros-
Ipcting before making the discovery. The cost to him of tlie specific
discovery would have bore no relition to its value which 1ttay have
ben greater or less than the cost directly attriltitabhle to it. Yet
the value of the mineral deposit represented his capital. If he was
to stay i'i business he had to recover sufficient capital to permit, him
to replace his wasting capital.

In recognition of this need, Congress in 1918 adopted the principle
of discovery depletion. Under this provision the discoverer of an oil
and gas deposit was allowed to deplete the value of the reserve if
it was discovered by him and not acquired as the result of the pur-
chase of a proven tr-act or lease and if such value were materially in
excess of cost. In other words, if lie purchased it or acquired it prior
to March 1, 1913, he Avould have had a cal)ital base for depletion com-
mensurate with its value. If he discovered it after March 1, 1913,
Congress felt he should also have a capital base for depletion com-
mensurate with its value. In brief, the discovery depletion provi-
sions of the 1918 act were an attempt to estimate and value the utinder-
ground reserves of an oil discoveryy and to set up a value which the
taxpayer could deduct ill determining income subject to tax.

By 1926 this method, although unchallenged in principle, had be-
come shackled in a maze of administrative difficulties and inequities.
Endless controversy over value of an oil deposit upon the date of a
discovery swamped the Bureau of Internal Revenue. Congress then
sought a simpler, more easily administered device which would yield
to the taxpayer the equivalent of discovery depletion. After several
years' study, they adopted, in the 1926 act, the identical provision in
effect today.

In brief, the depletion allowance is a deduction from taxable income
equal to 271/2 percent of gross income but not to exceed 50 percent of
net income attributable to production of oil and gas. In any case,
however, depletion shall be based on cost if greater than that computed
on gross or net income. 1,
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What Congress was attempting to do was stated at the time by
Senator Reed:

* * We- provide that the owner of an oil well or a mine who Is exhausting
his ealpifal when he takes out the mineral can chalk off in allowance for depletion
tf his property. That sounds simple; but when we come to apply tlat the
apldhatiun Is so Colulicated that It causes a large part of the (disagreement
betwveem the taxpayer's aid the itureau, If Senators will think for a inoment
about the applicaion of that rule to til oil wll, It will be realized that the
owner of the well is exhausting his capital every time he draws it barrel of oil
out of the well, so part of the value of that oil is in there and part of it Is a
iere return of his capital. lt order to calculate what part of It lie ran charge

off to depletion the Bureau has heen estimating the qunittity of oil li the prop-
erty, which Is jest about as hard as estimating the quantity of air over the
property. Then, o top of that estimate, they try to estimate what that oil
will be worth in the nmrket in future years, which multiplies the first uncertainty
by a second uncertainty, an22d, of course, to two people evr agree on that. * * S
We have taken it hig slep forward inl this hill, in oulr committee amendmliii,
which provides that an arbitrary percentage of the gross selling value of that
oil shall be deducted to allow for depletion. The owners of sonmie of the oil
wells say that we have not allowed enough, and some of the experts of the
Bureau say they think perhaps we have allowed a little too much. Probably
we have been reasonably fair. iut tie whole thing IN in the line of simplillcatlon,
getting rid of this everlasting avc'oulitlng.1

In exalni mng the appropuriatentess of capital recovery allowances
there has never been any s l , over the right or propriety of depletion.
Depletion is an inexorable procc; alld its recognition through write-
oil is as proper and legitimate as depreciation, to which it is so closely
allied. The capital recovery allowance to which our critical examinti-
tion 1, directed is the depletion allowance based on a percentage of
income. This allowance relates only to income generated by the
production and sale of crude oil and natural gas. Tile increment in
value created by transportation, refining, and marketing is not in-
cluded in the basis for computing percentage depletion.

In the depletion allowance Congress has acted in a articular manner
to deal with a particular problem. It is a rather fundamental char-
acteristic of our income-tax law to deal with a problem on its merits
if it thereby serves the national interest. Thus, appreciation of capital
is not taxed as ordinary income; special tax treatment is accorded to
life instance company ies, cooperative associations, partnerships, West-
ern Iemisphere trade corporations, and income from trade or business
in United States possessions. Other examples will occur to the
rea der.

What then is there about the extractive industries in general, okr the
oil industry in articularr, that justifies a recovery of the capital value
of a mineral e.osit on a basis unrelated to its cost?

1. The essential difference between the extractive industries and all
other industries is the peculiar nature of the wasting asset character
of the extractive industry. In reality, the miner or oil and gas pro-
ducer is in the inexorable'process of liqiuidating his capital in minerals.
In one sense, of course, so is any manufacturer because his plant and
machinery are gradually exhausted in the production of the article or
service tiat he sells, but there is a great difference between the two
types of capital being exhausted. In the case of the manufacturer
capital represenlted1 y plant, and machinery is replaceable by the'
expenditure of funds'with relative certainty as to capacity, time of
acquisition, and cost. The oil producer, however, if hie is able to

3 Coagregodonril Record. vol. fIT, pp. 30181 3019.
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replace his exhausted mineral reserve at all, has no control over the
size of the reserves found, the time when they can be discovered, their
finding cost, or their value. This uncertainty of capital replacement
is peuliar to the extractive industry.

2. The finding cost of an oil and gas deposit bears no relationship
to its value. In most industries a capitafoutlay of X dollars will
bring to the investor plant of approximately X value with a known
life of utility and productive capacity. In the petroleum industry a
capital outlay of X dollars may bring to the explorer nothing (8 times
out of 9) or a inillion-barrel oil reserve (1 time out of 41) or as much
as a 10-million-barrel oil reserve (1 time out of 200).

In considering the value of mineral reserves, it is essential t6 have
an understanding of the various operations and risks which enter into
exploration. First, geological and geophysical surveys are made over
large areas to determine whether drilling operations would be war-
ranted. These studies are often on a continuing basis and it is not
infrequent that after several years' work in an area no possible oil-
bearing structures are evidenced. If, as a result of this work, an area
does agpear promising and the explorer wishes to venture further
capital in what is still a venture of unknown success, lie will acquire
leases on properties. These leases convey mineral rights from the
landowner to the explorer and also perinit the explorer to drill. Large
areas must be leased at substantial cost in bonus and rental payments
to the landowners with the likelihood, as experience has shown, that
not over 5 to 10 percent of the acreage will be productive.

Considerable time may pass and much money may be spent in
looking for promising oil structures before any actual drilling occurs.
It is well known that even finding a structure is no assurance of dis-
covering oil by drilling. If the explorer finds oil in commercial
amounts, it usually takes 3 or 4 years to develop the field and bring it
to full production.

The foregoing refers to the average efforts and results for the in-
dustry. The experience for any given operator may vary widely from
the average. By the same token the quantity or quality of reserves
found from venture to venture by the successful explorer will differ
widely as will the experience between different explorers even though
identical efforts and monetary expenditures are made.

3. When an explorer makes a discovery he creates or at least finds
a capital asset that has a definite and realizable market value. This
value has been shown to be independent of finding costs. The dis-
coverer can realize this value by sale of his rights in the oil reserves
at the fair market price. In so doing, he pays a capital-gains tax
limited to 25 percent on his profit. This alternative to producing his
own discovery is available to every discoverer and is one which is often
exercised.

If the depletion allowance were limited to the capital costs of find-ing the oil, it would have a tendency to force the sale of oil properties
after discovery in order to realize the advantage of the more favorable
capital-gains tax. The obvious result of forced sales would be to pro-
mote the divorcement of exploration and production in oil and natural
gas. It would also likely lead to concentration of ownership in pro-
diceing activities because of the large amounts of capital required to
effect the purchases. From a national interest viewpoint it does not
appear to be a move to encourage. The discoverer should not be dis-
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couraged from producing his find by this adverse tax situation.
Rather he should be encouraged to develop his discovery in further-
ance of our national policy offostering competitive independent busi-
ness entities large anti small.

To replace his depleting reserves, any individual operator must
either search for new discoveries himself or purchase from other dis-
coverers. If he purchases reserves, his depletion base would be related
to the capital value of the discovery. It appears realistic to treat the
two alternatives from the same tax standpoint. This would not be the
case if depletion allowances to the discoverer were limited to finding
costs.

Any evaluation of the capital recovery allowances of the extractive
industries must also take into consideration certain outstanding char-
acteristics of the petroleum industry which have developed from the
very nature of its activity:

'Tl1F PETiRO.' lEUM N 'rRY F.('t.s IRxctIIEsANO DEMANDS FOR C RUI)E

The petroleum industry is a dynamic and growing industry. Over
the past 25 years the total demand for petroleuni products has in-
crek*t1'd from 3 million barrels per day to 8.1 million barrels per (lay,
almost a threefold increase or about 4 percent per year. The growth
during the potwamr period, 1946 to 1954, was even greater, averaging
some 5.4 percent per year. There are indications that this rate of
growth ill mtn,'e-e in the future. This increase in demand has re-
quired the petroleum industry not only to replace the reserves pro-
duced during the year, but als to provide additional reserves to meet
growing requirements. The latter need has placed a requirement
upon the industry considerably in excess of the volume represented by
the growth in new demand.

It should be recognized that underground reserves cannot be pro-
duced at any desired rate. If the rate exceeds a given level, the total
ultimate recovery from a field will be significantly less than if a
more moderate production rate were used. Over the past years, ex-
lerience has shown that an average production rate of 9 percent of
reserves can be safely maintained. Thus in order to produce an
additional barrel of oil to satisfy I barrel ol new incremental demand
and stvy within the safe range of producibility, the petroleum industry
must discover 11 barrels of reserves.

A portion of this increasing demand for oil will be met from im-
ports of foreign oil. This is desirable because the United States has
Leen consuming its reserves at a much faster rate than other important
producing countries (the Middle East is currently producing at less
Ihan 2 percent of reserves each year, while the United States is taking
out 8.1 percent of its underground petroleum wealth). Thus while
a part of the increased demand will be supplied from foreign sources,
which will husband our own irrel)laceable reserves, our national se-
curity demands that we maintain a dynamic domestic industry and
assure a vigorous exploration program to unlock the still hidden re-
serves to replace the present discoveries as they are exhausted.
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REPLAGjEMENT CoSTS ARE Mli IN PnOPORTION TO TTAL IN0OMF,

Tile petroleum industry's expenditures for replacing crude reserves
represent an !nusially ligh prOl)ortion of tota income. Faced with
the nee(l to discover an increasing volume of reserves year after year
at higher costs, the petroleum intlustry must reinvest extraordinarily
large suins in its operations. Over the past 9 years, expenditures
for exploration and development in the United States averaged close
to 50 percent of gross income after payment of royalties. Similar
information on total mantifacturin g indicates that the corresponding
ratio of investment to income wouhbe a maximum of only 10 percent.

Because of the high ratio of capital expenditures made by the pe-
troleum industry, it is extremely important that taxpayers have a
proper measure of the value of wasting capital assets to be recovered
free from tax. If the return of capital is taxed to any extent over
a period of time the overall incentive to invest in the industry will
decline and the source of funds for necessary expansion will not be
available.

If anything, the burden of high replacement costs is likely to in-
crease because the cost of finding new crude reserves is increasing.
The higher finding costs result from the greater difficulty experienced
in finding oil, higher labor and mnateriticosts, and the fiet that the
average depth of exploratory wells drilled il increasing. Within the
last 15 years the average depth of all new oil wells drilled has in-
creased 38 percent. Moreover, the cost of drilling a well increases
rapidly with increasing depth. To illustrate, the average cost per
foot of drilling a well increases according to depth as follows:
At 4,000 feet the cost per foot Is approximately ---------------------- $12. 50
At 8,000 feet the cost per foot is approxImaly ----------------------- 17.00
At 12,0 0 fet the c st per foot is ai'proxiunately ---------------------- '0). 50
At 16,000 feet the cost per foot Is approximately --------------------- 1 3. 00

Tatirmony before Ways and Means Comittee, August 14, 1953, pp. 2$ and 29.

Chart 1 shows the total cost of finding and developing oil per
barrel of crude produced and thb average wellhead price of crude
oil over the past 9 years. Over the 9 years the rise in finding and
development costs have slightly exceeded the increase in the average
wellhead price. But since 1948 the increase in these costs has greatly
outdistanced the increase in the crude price.

This trend has been encountered despite great technological ad-
vances in the science and methods of locating promising oil structures
and drilling to test the structures. Technology can help counter the
rising costs-but cannot be counted on to overcome them entirely.

LoUss ARE U.-USUALLY lho1 IN EXi'WRATION AND DEVELOPMENT

The magnitude of losses encountered in the petroleum industry
exceed those of most other businesses. Eight out of 9 exploratory
wells are dry and I out of 4 development wells are dry. In no other
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industry of which we an' aware is the loss ratio iueasured in these pro-
portions. It is true that the producer with sufficient income can
deduct his losses from taxable income. But th': has the effect of
recovering only it part of his loss. The loss is still very heavy to the
oil find gas operator.

The magnitude of the loss ratio experienced by the oil industry
may be seen from the following:

fn 1953 the industry risked $3.3 billion on petroleuim exploration
an(l development and $0.5 billion to equip wells and leases, or a total
of $3.8 billion. This compares to about $8 billion sent for new plant
and equipment by all manufacturing. Of the $3.3 billion risked by
the petroleum industry, about $1.8 billion proved to )e successful
investments and approximately $1.5 billion was lost. 'llhis $1.5 )billion
lost represented about 25 percent of the gross incohile realized by
operators after payment of royalties. Such o(ds, even with a tax
offset, assuming income to cover them, become a critical factor.

It will be reu'alled that the ratio of investment to income for manu-
facturing was a naximimn of only 10 percent. Even if all of this
were lost, which it, is not, the comparative risks of the l)etrolmlni
industry are nuch greater.

IS IE'i;NTTM;E I)Ei'II.ION EQItTrrtm.E is ITs AIrIr,ictr'I' N?

An evaluation of the capital recovery allowances of the extractiv,'
in(lustries would be incomphte if it (lid not involve a critical study of
the equity of such allowances in the whole of our taxing structure.

It is not a test of the fairness of a taxing provision to find that it:
qualities are uni qli in tlbe tax framework of a nation-or that its
application is perhaps restricted to a particular industry. It is basic
that taxation must be equitable as between individual members of
society-that is, the exaction of Government must not ol)presS or favor
individual members or groups to the exclusion or detriment of others.
To this end Congress in developing tax laws has taken into account
the unlike aspects of differing enterprises. To meet the unlike aspects
of the wasting asset nature of the extractive industries, (onigrss
enacted the depletion laws. Tlese laws have been in effect for some
37 years. If Congress has been overly generous in its tax treatment
of the oil industry the effects should show in high profits of the
industry, overdiscovery and development of reserves, and possibly
overproduction since it is evident that in our economy anyone with
necessary capital can enter upon the exploration for mineral) deposits.

With these points in mind, let us now examine the profits of the
petroleum industry. A comparison of the profits expressed as per-
centages of net worth for the petroleum industry, all manufacturing
excluding petroleum, and all trade for the period 1946-54 is shown
below. These data reported by the National City Bank of New York
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cover a large number of companies and are representative of the
classification shown:

Net income atcr tax uas a percent of net worth

Total minu.year Petroleum facturlng, ex- rotI tra
c ludling jw.-t'l m

tioleurn

Average number companies .................................. 90 1,600 190

1946 ......................................................... 10 8 12 5 21.9
1947 .......................................................... . 16.0 17.4 18 3
1948 ......................................................... 21 63 17.2 18.2
1949 ......................................................... 13.4 14.0i 13.2
1950 ....................................... 15 2 17.7 15.0
19 1 .......... .. .............................. 16 137 11.6
192 ......... . .............................. I 14.5 11.6 10.1
19 ....................................... 14 7 12 1 9.9
14 ....................................... 13.9 12:0 10.0

Average .............................................. 15 2 14 1 14.1

It will be noted that the profits of the petroleum industry were
equaled or slightly exceeded by those of manufacturing, excluding
petroleum, in 4 of the 9 years and by trade in 2 of the 9 years. For
the 9-year average, however, the pl'lits as a percent of net worth of
the petroleum companies exceede(l both the manufacturing, excluding
petroleum, and trade by but 1 percentage point. In view of the high
risks in petroleum prodluction, it is not unreasonable to expect that
the rate of return on the cost of successful properties should be some-
what greater than on investments involving less risk.

Although the petroleum-industry earnings have not been out of line
with earnings in other industries, the requirement for heavy reinvest-
ment has prevented the distribution of earnings to shareholel-s in the
same proportions as that shousn by other industries. Thus the )e-
partment of Commerce reported 'that for the 5 years 1944-18 in.
dustrial corporations paid out in dividends approximately 41 percent
of their net income while the larger oil companies paid'out slightly
more than 35 percent for the same period. For the year 1951 the cor-
responding figures were 52.9 percent for manufacturing companies
and 42.7 percent for oil companies.

A review of the amount of crude rewrves discovered in relation to
the demand for crude will serve as a final measure of the actual equity
in the present percentage depletion provisions. If percentage deple-
tion has provided the oil industry an incentive inequitable in rel;i1t io
to its purpose, there would have been an inordinate allocation o)f re-
sources to exploration for oil and the results of this effort would have
led to an increased ratio of crude reserves to requirements. This has
not occurred as is shown in chart 2.

Chart 2 shows the end-of-the-year proved reserves 1n1d the total de-
mand for crude oil in the I nited States for the past 19 years. It is
significant to note that over this extended period of time the anuount
of crude reserves in relation to the demand for crudes has not increased
at all. Therefore, any incentives available to the petroleum industry
have been no more than sufficient to encourage the activity necessary
to meet requirements.
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Operating under laws which recognize percentage depletion has
enabled the industry to develop some excess producibility. National-
defense interests dictate that it substantial margin of crude produci-
bility above l)eacetime demand be maintained. If foreign crude oil
imports into the United States were cut oil', the nargiln of excess
producibility would be reduced, possibly to the pointt where domestic
production would have to exceed rates Which would assure the maxi-
mum ultimate recover, of tile reserves.

The President's Matrials Policy Commission recognized this
danger and suggested, ai a measure for national security, the possi-
bility of maintaining-
lnstead of the usual ratio of 1 to 12 or 1:1, reserves of 16 to 18 times production,
with the surplus left unsteriiized but available for stepped-up withdrawal should
the need IiseIN

III facet, any change ini tax provisions which would reduce the flow
of cash funds for exploratory activity would p~rove to be undesirable
from the point of view of the Dational interest.

Ihe foregoing material has viewed percentage depletion from the
standpoint of its al)Irol)riateiiss its a capital recovery allowance and
its equity in olii' tax l)icture and l)rovides the reasons why percentage
depletion has withstood every critical examination made during tie
last 30 years, lHowever, it may prove helpful to consider briefly
specific alternatives to percentage depletion and to evaluate their
overall effect on the national interest.

A.Tli'RN.\TIVES TO PERCENTAGE DEFPLETION

The ino-t frequently mentioned alternative is to eliminate percent,
age depletion, to limit depletion to finding costs and let an increase
in price provide the necessary capital requirements of the industry.
The extent to which United States crude prices would have to rise
to compensate for the loss is not known, but is estimated to be
substantial.

It is hardly necessary to mention that oil is an international com-
modity and that Unitel States crudes are competing more and more
with foreign crudes. Foreign crude reserves are of heater magni-
tude and unit operating costs are lower tha in the United States.
It is unlikely that a price increase in domestic crudes would be fol-
lowed by a coinpensating, worldwide increase in crude prices because
(1) changes in United States tax provisions would not affect foreign
corporations; and (2) the strong tendency of the abundant lower
cost crudes to seek a market would nullify such a possibility. Under
such conditions, and in the absence of import restrictions, the higher
price in the United States could not be maintained since foreign
crudes would flood the domestic market. The overall result of the
failure to maintain the higher crude price would be to curtail explora-
tory effort and the discovery of reserves in the United States. The
effect of such an alternative upon the national interest is obvious.

It may be possible, however, to maintain for a period of time the
higher crude prices through import restrictions or increased tariffs.
This latter action does not appear to be sound approach on the basis
of economics or international relations. It is doubtful that anything

SA Rep ort to the President by the President's Materials Policy Commiion, voL III, p. 11.
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could be gained and iin till prolalility serious damilage would result
from substituting an ilrease ill crude price for percelntiage depletion.

It may also be noted that ati increase ill the price of crilde wouli
corresoonding,,lv increase the vinrket value of discovered reserves. If
capital ized fineiling costs were the only baw-is for depletion, the dis-
coverer would have an even grreater inh.entive to sell his reserves and
pay a ca)pital-gtins tax.

Another alternative to percentage depletion sometime., mentioned
is the use of a slibsidy by the Goverltient to provide for needed ex-
ploration a(d dkveloplnltit. T'ri, 'eem.-! part icIlarly undesirable ill
terms of our basic economic phiilosoliv. Subsidies should be ap-
plied as support to industries only whteit no other alternative is feasi-
[Ae. Generally, deviation from j11t and proved taxation principles
for a vital industry enlgaged in t basic economic activity endangers
the national interest. Specifically, a utlsidv would reduce the over-
all efficiency of the petrolelin ilidut ry by eteouragilg wasteful ex-
Iellditiares in activities which %%,,ohli1 ito,, ri,,yv or ;,fCer too small
a return for private capital to undertake.

NATION.UL I INTEREST ASPILCX

in the preceding pages we hlu.e examined the tieatitient of capital
recovery allowances front the viewpoit of their appropriateness to
a,,snre ldevelol)ment of the extractie indlNtrie-. Let it, now turn to
the larger question of the elect miipwat the Natiotn:s economic growth
and progress, of the taxing Pruoviio:- alteci ing the extractive indus-
tries. The President's Materials. Policy (Commi-.-ioln was definite in
its view:

First, the device of eretontage let'tion is a Ipowerful inducement to capital
to enter the relatively risky bisine,,,, of searching for mineral deposits of un-
certain location, quality, and extent. Where the national need Is great, there
is justification for using a higher percentage depletion rate than might be ap-
propriate If recovery of capital inve4tnient were the sole objective. This ita-
plies a need for being hlzhly seiecti~e In the applicatiii of percentage depletion
to various minerals.

Second, the privilege of expensing exploration ad deiehlinent costs for
minerals is a further Inducement to risk calath to enter fields where a broaden.
ng of national reserves is needed. The expensinr privilege In conjunction with

percentage depletion makes a strong inventive combinhation.
The background and purpose of Congres,- in enacting the piercentagI

depletion allowance has been briefly treated aboVe (considering the
space limits on this paper), but a word is pertinent on the expensing
of intangible development costs by oil explorers and producer.,.
Intangible developments costs

Since 1918 the tax regulations have give taxpayers the election to
expense or capitalize, as depletable property, all 'intangible drilling
and development costs. This terni refers to amounts paid for labor,
fuel, repairs, hauling, or suipplies, etc., incident to and neces sary for
the drilling of wells and the preparation of wells for production. The
cost of assets which have a savage value, such its the drilling apparatus
itself, pipe, tanks, etc. is not included and must be capitalized and
depreciated. Intangible drilling and development costs incurred on
a producing property are required to be deducted front the gross Ill-

*A Report to the President by the President'# Msterials Policy Commisslon, ol I,
Re'. mmendations on Tax Polity.
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conie of the propertyy for ur ios of the net income limitation on the
depletion allowance for the property. Hence some of the benefit of
the deduction of expenses is lost as a reduction of the depletion
allowance.

The 79th Congress reviewmu the regulation providing for the ex-
pensing of intangibles and by a I ouse concurrent resolution confirmed
the continuation of this treatment. Some of the reasons for the ex-
pensing of intangibles are as follows:

(a) Most of the expenditures for intangibles are for wells re-
quired to maintain productive capacity, and are similar to mainte-
nance costs required to continue in business.

(b) The opt ion :imllifies administration by avoiding contro-
versv over the classification of expenditures as depletable or de-
praciable capital, to the possible productive life of the well, etc.

(r) It is an incentive for tile industry to develop discovered
reserves imnnediatelv and thus insure maximum producibility to
meet un foreseen cont agencies.

(d) It facilitates the financingr of development by providing a
current writeof of these expenditures for tax l)'poses.

The right to expense thee costs has proved a sound tax policy and
the combinat ion of this deduct ion and tie percentage depletion allow-
ance have made and will continue to make a great contribution to the
Nation's economic welfare.
A'xploralion ,eosl.q

In view of the slibcoiminittee'. altoed vearch for ways "to improve
the tax sy:,tem ill the intelret of a-.-uring for the long run the most
rapid rate of economic growth consistent with short-run stability" it
would be in order to mention briefly exploration costs. These costs in
the case of oil and gas consist generally of geological and geophysical
exp~lorat ion p)rofrais and related exi~loratory activity. Such costs
luay be deductedd only whv liumte activity (loes not result in the acqusi-
tion or retention of potentially productive lprolperties. Otherwise the
cost must he capitalized. Since most of such costs are incurred on
areas acquired or retained for further examination large sums are
tied 1il, ill tmim1uortizable capital for extended periods untilthe further
examination )roves fruitless and the areas are abandoned. In the end,
generally years later, between .90 and 95 percent of such costs are writ-
ten off as losses.

The President's Materials Policy Commission observed the incon-
Sgruity of enforced capitalizat ion of these costs in the minerals taxing
scheme and the deterrent ,l't on exploration and suggested that-
("ploration and devvloplnent co ts for minera n should 1he fily e peisilble for
tax irl)oss iwecauiof f lie direct ineeivie hi, t rraazeimlent gives for cnpital
to fake risks in highly uncertain flolds Such e~jpvn,,iug would be likely to be
.articularly important for the lttrol. uum iimmlu;try wlhoe aiitil exploration and

dc v 'io ,l iemt cisis ar t uoa l .red iu hilliots of diillars."

The industry has for ,,iami v eams contended that exploration Costs
should be allowed as current exiensemi rat her than be capitalized and
later recovered through bamloimniemi los.,es. This would be consitent
with the treatment of research and development expensess which are
deductible under the 1954 Internal levenme Code.

In the final analysis lie best iieaure of the value of percentage
depletion and expeii-Ang of intangible co,; to our economy is how

'Report tu the President by the President's Materials Policy Commission, vol. Ill, p. 12.
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they have worked for the country in the 30 years since the adoption of
the percentage depletion allowance and 37 years since expensing of
intangible development costs were recognized:

IN IE.CE

1. They have aided immeasurably in building the standard of living
of the American people by pwoviding a ('heap and )lenti fil supl)ly
of energy. The difference between the standard of living in the
United States and the rest of the world is die. in large measure, to
the ditrerence in the per capita energy utilization between the ITnited
States and other countries. Per capita consuml)tion of petroleum in
the United States is 20 times as much as in the rest of the world, and
67 percent, of the total energy rleriirenients of the United States aire
now supplied from petroleum In part this is due to the plentiful
supplies developed by aln aggressive industry. In part. also. it. is due
to making this highty versatile form of energy available at low cost.

2. They have hielp~ed to provide a stead flo1w of ca pital into the
hazardousq, high-cost business of exploring for and de~ eloping oil
reserves to replace the millions of barrels consumed daily in this coun-
try.

3. Despite a tremendous consumn option of over 41 billions of barrels
since 1926 the known reserves are higher today than at any point in
United States history.

4. Percentage del;letion in particular has been a direct aid to the
production of 11margi id reserves which would otherwise be abandoned

cause of their comparatively high cost of operation. There are
approximately 293.000 of these so-called stripper wells and they repre-
sent a significant part of the total developedd re,.erve, of our country.
All wells, regardless of their initial production. finally become mar-
ginal. When they do so., large stumns of money mu-t tlen be sent on
secondary recovery methods in order to keel) themi prodifeing in pav-
ing quantities. It it were not for the depletion allowance, the indus-
try would be forced to plug many of these mar,.inal wll'. Waste
would result since the oil left in the ground would never bg recovered.
Secondary recovery methods are improving th rough new svientici
devices and engineering which will salvage millions of barrels of oil
that would be otherwise l,)4. This iz a direct bent-fit to ,iur economy
flowing from percentage depletion. The'e operation- ,Ire a- expenl"-
sive and as hazardous a new (rilling and would le ,li-cumraged if
it were not for the depletion allowanuce.

IN WA

1. World War II wa al(d and won on petrole n front our ex.
haustible and irreplaceable reeri es.

2. Eighty percent of all the petroleum cV,,inwd I in World War II
came from United States wells. The consumption of petroleum by
modern war machines is almost unbelievable. Otte of our latest plane,
burns in 1 hour as much fuel as tile typical family auto in 3 years.

3. Next to manpower and along with steel, it was the most impor-
tant weapon on our side. The brilliant mobilization of our petro-
leum resources by the PAW during the war was a decisive factor in
the Allied victory.
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4. Ou great advantage if, Petroleum resorCtes aind refining facil-it ies wln,4 ilatchled byv the enen4, s weakness hi the .ame materiel. It
was the greater single sliortzige of both. Germany and Japan.

5. 'he 1ny Nears of sound taxing provisions relating to petroleum
helped build at strong peacetime industry which was atle to provide
the sinews of war when needed. This experience has pointed the
wity to protect our security in the future by assuring a strong industry
nwd adequate available mineral resources.'

('Ncf.usIoN

In eace and in war the Federal taxing lprovisiolts relating to min-
0.r1ls have rendered a service that is a testimony to the wisdom and
vision of tile Congress that adopted the provisions ill 1926 and has
repeatedly fought down ill-advised attacks upon them ever sice.
These provisions have become integrated into the fabric of our finan-
cial structure with such valued results that the President's Materials
Policy Commission, after a thorough study of the depletion question
in 1952 said of it:

The prospects for future production of crude oil in the United States depend
primarily on the rate of exploration and Its success. In the past the rate of
exploration has been re9ponslie to market conditions. Furthermore, discoveries
have largely been proportional to the rate of exploration with such year-to-year
variability as Is to be expected from tje uncertainties inherent in wildcatting.

The prinipal Influence of public policy to date UlN)1 the rate of exploration
for crude oil, beyond the pro% islon of the general legal and social framework in
which the free enterprise of the wildcatter can flourish, is to he found in the
tax system. In particular, the provisions permitting the expensing of the
intangible costs of drilling and the charging of depletion as a percentage of
the value of ol! l)roduced and sold have acted as powerful stimulants to explo-
ration.

In short, the device of percentage depletion as an incentive to minerals
exploration is not without its limitations. But no alternative method of tax-
ation has come to the Commission's attention or could he devised by the Com-
mission which, in its Judgmzent, promises to overcome these limitations and still
achieve the desired results, particularly not without seriously dislocating well-
established capital values and other arrangements In the Industries concerned,
with highly adverse effects on supply. Taking the practical situation as it finds
It, the Commission believes that any radical alteration of the existing tax arrange-
ments would be undesirable.'

rhe impact of theoe provisions oil otui continued economic growth
could riot be better appraised ihan by this impartial presidential Study
Group.

I Report to the President by the President's Materials Policy Commission, vol. iII, pP
12 and 14.
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they have worked for the country in the 30years since the adoption of
the percentage depletion allowance and 37 year since expensing of
intangible development costs were recognized:

IN l1EcE

1. They have aidedl imineasirablv in building the standard of li ing
of the Aieritan people by pwoviding a e'heal) and plentiful supply
of energy. The difference between the standard of living in the
United States and the rest of the world is di. in large meastire, to
the difterence in the per capita energy" utilization between the llnite,!
States and other (ountries. P er capita consumption of petroleum in
the United State is 120 times as much as in the rest of the world, and
67 percent of fhe total energy requirements of the United1 States are
now supplied from petroleumn. In part this is due to the plentiful
smippl ies develop, d hv i agg,,,ressive industry. In part. also. it is dueto making this highly versatile form of energy available at low cost.

2. They have belp'ed to provide a ste:mlv flow of capital into the
hazardous'. high-cost lhusiae,:,z of exldorin' for and developing oil
reserves to replace the utillious of barrelN consuned daily in this coun-
try.

3. Despite a trenmenou, co ,unmi )tin of over 41 Iilliows of barrels
since 19-N) the known reserves are higher today than at any point in
United States history.

4. Percentage depletion in particular. h-ll been : direct aid to the
Production of marginal re-vrves which would otlhir i i,,e e ahoanioned
because of their conimprati ely high cost of operation. There are
approximately 293,f of thle,.e so-caled stripper wells 1ad they repre-
sent a significant part of the total developed reserve, (if our country.
All wells, regardless of their initial production, finally become mar-
ginal. Mieen they do so, large ,4mnis of money mnn:,t then b- spent on
secondary recovery methods in order to keep ihem prollucing in pav-
ing quantities. It it were not for the depletion allowance, the indus-
try would be forced to plu,, mivany of tlie-e mar,,inal wevlI-. W:).te
would result since Ihe oil left in the ground would never be recovered.
Secondary recovery method; are improving through new ,cientifie
devices and engineering which will salvage millions of barrels of oil
that would be otherwise lot. Th is is - direct benelit to our econouiy
flowing from percentage depletion. These opration- mIe :, expep-
sive and as hazardous. as new drilling and would k f i -craged if
it were not for the depletion allowance.

I,.% W n

1. World War II wa,4 xANued -n1( wl on petroh'-i front our ex-
haustible and irrephict able reserves.

2. Eighty percent of all the petroh imn cmuna d in World War II
came from rUnited States wells. The consumption of petroleum by
modern war machines is almost unbelievable. ne of our latest planlt;
burns in 1 hour as much fuel an the typical family auto in 3 years.

3. Next, to manpower and alon wh steel, it was the most impor-
tant weapon on our side. The brilliant mobilization of our petro-
leum resources by the PAW dtiring the war was a decisive factor in
the Allied victory.
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4. Our great advantage in petroleum resources and refining facil-
ities was lnatcheld Iv the enenry's weakness hi the same materiel. It
Was the greate-t ,iilgle shortlagte of both Gerinany, and Japan.

5. The many vears of sound taxing provisions relating to petroleum
helped build a strong peacetime industry which was able to provide
the sinews of war when needed. This experience has pointed the
way to protect our security in the future by assuring a strong industry
and adequate available mineral resources.

In peace and in war the Federal taxing provisions relating to min-
-rals have rendered a service that is a testimony to the wisdom and
vision of the (O;agress that adopted the provisions in 1926 and has
repeatedly fought down ill-advised attacks upon them ever since.
These provisions have become integrated into the fabric of our finan-
cial structure with such valued results that the President's Materials
Policy ('onmmision, after a thorough study of the depletion question
in 195' said of it:

The prospects for future production of crude oil in the United States depend
primarily on the rate of exploration and its success. In the past the rate of
exploration has lon re~ponsle to market conlitlons. Furthermore, discoveries
have largely Ien proportional to the rate of exploration with such year-to-year
variability as is t,) bi- expected from the uncertainties inherent In wildcatting.

The principal influence of public policy to date upon the rate of exploration
for crude oil, beyond the provision of the general legal and social framework Il
which the free enterprise of the wildcatter can flourish, Is to he found In the
tax system. In particular, the provisions permitting tie expensing of the
intangible costs of drilling and the charging of depletion as a percentage of
the %alue of oil produced and sold have acted as powerful stimulants to explo-
ration.

In short, the device of percna ,e depletion as an incentive to minerals
exploration is not without Its limitations. But no alternative method of tax-
ation has cOmie to the Conmission's attention or could Ie devised by the Com-
mission which, in Its Judgment, promisvc; to overcome these limitations and still
achileve the desired results. particularly not without seriously dislocating well-
established capital values and other arrangements in the ln-lustries concerned,
with highly adverse effects on supply. Taking the practical situation as it finds
it, the )mmilssion believes that any radical alteration of the existing tax arrange.
meats would be undesirable.'

The impact of these provisions on our continue(d economic growth
coiltl not be better al)lraisel than by this impartial PresidenitiafStudy
Group.

$ Report to the President by the President's Materials Policy Commission, vol. III, pp.12 and 14.
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COST OF FINDING AND OEVILOPING CRUDE OIL RESERVES
AND THE AVERAGE NELL NEAD PRICE OF CRUDE OIL
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PERCENTAGE DEPLETION AND NATIONAL SECURITY
JIAMxES It. N.soN, Amhers t Coillege

This discussion will begin with disclaimers: No attempt will be
made to forecast the exact effect on the American economy of an
atomic war involving the United States, or of the security implica-
tions of international difficulties in one or another part of the world.
No exhaustive analysis of statistical (Iuta will be attempted. No argu-
ments will be advanced with rest)ect to the vexed question of whether
percentage depletion and other 1, ederal income tax provisions relating
to the extractive industries constitute loopholes in the tax system.

On the positive side, attention will first be centered on Adam
Smith's dictum that defense is better than opulence.

THE JELA'IONSiIl OF SE('t'"JrY T-O PROSPEIIi'rT

A remarkable, and in sonie ways disconcerting, feature of World
War II was its combination of the greatest amount of defense in
American history with considerable if lopsided opulence. The dan-
gets of dividing wartime gains in money income by cost-of-living
indexes are obvious, but it, is common knowledge that the civilian
economy was better off W itfi respect to the supl d of sonic goods than
it had been during much of the previous decade This improvement,
however, was a bprodtct of two grave weakne,,ses in the prewar
economy: we (ertalinly had not had enough lprosperity, ald in the light
of later events we also hiad not had enough security.

In the economically more desiralle environment of the past decade,
security andl 1)rosl)erity have been coiiifetitors. Tile effect of national-
lefense expenditures )i1 creating incomes has been much less obvious,

anld probably y much less important, tham its elect in raising taxes.
This tug-of-war-and-peace is not directly at issue here, although it is
important indirettly because it enhances ihe importance of any special
tax arrangements. An industry which still pays quite heavy taxes
may attract resources which would have shunned it in the days when
there was no income tax at all.

Beneath the obvious struggle between civilian and military claim-
ants for resources there also lurks a broad fmindamentaml identity of
interest. I'nless the I unitedd States is to be reorganized along the lines
of ancient Spa rta, security cannot l)e construed to mean a perpetual
austerity whieh relea,.es ,most of tie able-bodied population to guard
the frontiers and the rest of the population. Given the assumption
that national security cannot be de ined in terms of ability to achlieve
maximum a military ;treth on -n hours viotice, the obvious defini-
tion must be that security means o*tcss capacity. This can take the
economi('ally and so'ially unpalatable forni of inemploymcnt of all
factors of production, as it did during many years of the 19,0's or it
can be achieved along with full en)loyment by obtaining the highest
p)oss;ible output from all] available factors o production. This is the
economist's familiar "optimum allocation of resources." Over a period
of time, part of this highest, possible output may he divertn'd into
capital accumulation, thereby raising output still further and pro-
viding an additional store on which fie economy may draw in case of
an emergency, part may be used to expand the supply of durable or
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disjpensable consumer goods, or part may be used to decrease hours
voluntarily worked. The great emergency strength of the American
economy is precisely in its combination of a large store of capital on
who !, to draw, a large potential labor pool even in periods of full
empltyment (possibility of longer hours, return from retirement,
loi-vwives drawn from'the home, juveniles working after school and
oil Saturdays, ete.), and aI high ratio of dispensable to total consump-
tioni. Otw direct military claims have been granted their share of
the leacetine economic effort, the burden of proof must rest on indi-
rec't demand, on the economy made in the name of security: it must be
established that a system i:hich provides the best potential security
becau-, it produces high levels of output and high peacetime living
standards is not adapted to the peculiarities of certain segments of
tle ect 'ilonily.

Specifically, the nect-sary coidition.s for tiis J)rw)f are: (1) That
dipe.-'able ii,4-s of at coi1iiidity, or dII rahle-goods :ourcs of a service,
are unusually small, or emergency demand increases unusually great,
or (:2) hat i mport a ut redthitiois in siil ly are It icuhircl likely
before or during an emergency. Tie sufficient conditions. without
which neither of the breeding two is conclusive, is tlat restoration
or increase in the amount of the commodity l)roduced takes an abnor-
nially long tiie.

jiEF, Exm.crivE i NI)II ES ANi) N.VION., SECURITY

Adani Smith had just suc(h peculiarities in mind hen li, qualified
his enthusiasmi for the wealth of nations. In his time and place, a
national merchant marine met all of the specific conditions listed in
greater or lesser degree; ience his support of Special measuIries for its
protection. Hence also the policy of the United States Government
with respect to both the shipbuilding industry and the merchant
marine. But percentage depletion is used solely in calculating the
Federal income-tax returns of a long list of extractive industries in
the United States, of which only oil wells have so far gone to sea.
Wh.at peculiarities do they have which prevent their normal contri-
bution to a peacetime economy from measuring their importance in an
emergency?

The term extractivee" is not just a descriptive ternm for industries
whose economic iole is to reiuuove commodities from beneath the surface
of the earth ; it is practically the only term which fits them all. Tile
essential feature of these industries is that they are engaged in the
recovery of nonrenewable products. This is not completely satis-
factory; mining the soil is possible in agriculture, and the classifi-
cation of peat depends on the rate of extraction. But, in general, the
nonrenewable resources were formed over eons and are being removed
in years.

Thus these industries provide an exception to the general rule that
high output is an aid to security as well as living standards. As
their representatives are the first to stress, their operations involve
depletion of natural resources.

As a first approximation, then, the normal peacetime operation of
the price system may yield too much output of this one group of
products even though this is assumed to be impossible for goods in
general. This is a special case under the general heading of impor-
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tant ve(luction-. of 41uply before or during an emergency. l'reseat
supply reduce, total future availability; therefore the obvious way to
illstl' adequate iterge'tiv 4,,upplieb would seem to be to restrict
4,:o0IStMtptioin by speciall ex.cise tax", and so forth, in peacetime, or
to rely (li itlj(rt. to collzer've donestic resources.

'fThis cojiclusi,,i is I 'eiely the opl)Osite of that rIached in most
(iscss.o is of apropr tate ,atioiial policy for the extractive indus-
tries. Before it can be accepted. its application to important groups
of natural reoiirces 11111 be examined.

In 1951), at the hegiutiig of the last national emergency, mineral
filels provided ,.7 billion of the total value of inieral production
of $11.9 billion: crude petroleum alone amounted to $5 billion, and
,:1titral ga, aml tatural-tgas liquids to a further $700 million, for a

combined total of almost half the total minerals production. Bitumi-
nous-coal production was valued at $2.5 billion and anthracite at $400
million. Other nonmetallic minerals had a vaiue of $1.8 billion, with
values over $100 million only for cement, stone, sand and gravel, and
sulfut"-. Metals contributed $1.4 billion, led by iron ore at $500 million,
Copper at, $400 million, atid zinc and lead over S.100 million each.1

These statistics tend to exaggerate the importance of nonmetallic
tinerals because ceitetit is at a higher stage of fabrication than the
ores and crude products listed elsewhere.

Coal is in second place on this list, with a value almost equal to the
combined total for all of tile nonfuel products combined. The long-
run problem of exhaustion of the resource is so far down on the list
of the problems facing the industry, and 1he cconomy with respect to
the industry, that it can be practice lly disregarded. The United
States now appears to be on the verge of a revolution in energy re-
sources comparable to that which accompanied the spread in the use
of coal which began a century or more ago or of oil 50 years ago.
Although atomic eiiergy's final role can scarcely be guessed, its first
contributions are likely to be made in replacement of some of the
more important uses of coal. Even before the appearance of atomic
energy, the emergency coal supply problem had nothing to do with
the adequacy of reserves. Thus it must be assumed that the exhaus-
tion of coal in a physical sense has very limited significance either for
the economy or for national security.

The sane comment al)l)hies to the major nonmetallic minerals, with
the possible exception of sulfur. The tonnages produced are very
great, uses are (iversified, and substitutes usually unlikely because of
the very low unit prices of most of the important nonmetallics. But,
again except, for sulfur, deposits are widespread and known reserves
are generally high relative to current produciol. Further, unlike
the basic fuels, a considerable fraction of the normal peacetime de-
man for these products is (dispvnsable in an emergency. Even if
widespread devastation of American cities should occur, it is question.
able whether the resultant demand for building materials would be
allowed to express itself immediately. This would require the coop-
eration of too many other scarce factors of production. And use in
construction accounts for most cement, sand and gravel, and stone
except certain grades of lime and limestone.

Statistical Abstract of the United States, 1958, pp. 720-722.
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This leaves the petroleum group and metallic minerals. In terms of
this analysis, such nonmetallics as borax, potash, phosphate, and mica
could appropriately be added, along with sulfur, because of similari-
ties in the emergency supply-demand problem.

First for the differences among individual products in this group
which are relevant for this discussion: (1) Petroleum products are not
recoverable after use ether directly or indirectly through their con-
tribution to increased output; fertilizers are not directly recoverable,
but they may continue to contribute their services indirectly for some
time; metallics are recoverable from most uses, and contribute to satis-
fying demand during an emergency without the diversion of new
reductionn because of their durability. Sopetroleum, sulfur, and

lead used in gasoline provide straightforward examples of economic
exhaustion: present use does cut total future availability. The sun-
ply of most metallics suffers from attrition of various forms once tie
metal is embodied in a final product, and a large part of the supply is
locked into the economy and therefore unavailable for new emergency
demands although continuing to satisfy original requirements. But
for niost uses of metallics, new production not only reduces the re-
serves below ground but also partly counterbalances this reduction
by increasing the supply of potential scrap. This may be economi-
cally a better source of supply for most emergency needs than new
output, since it may make fewer demands on scarce productive factors.

(2) The durability of most metallics in use applies in still greater
degree, with the possible exception of iron and steel, to their suitability
for stockpiling. This has been recognized since World War II, with
the result that present stockpiles of some minerals would probably
satisfy an important fraction of emergency demand. Stockpiling is
not oiily a means of converting national underground resources into
more immediately usable forms; it also permits acquisition of foreign
resources which might not otherwise be available at all. Finally,
stockpiling of somc minerals from some sources may amount to ad-
vance preclusive buying, by simultaneously providing an additional
sup)ly for the United States and denying it to a potential enemy.
This should not be exaggerated, since the stockpile purchases may be
matched, or more than matched, by increased production, but with
rel,,pect to supplies from doubtful areas it may have some importance.
Many metallics can also be stockpiled relatively cheaply because of
their high value per unit of weight and especially of volume. Petro-
leum is not a good stockpile candidate, although it is questionable
whether the possibilities here have been fully investigated in view of
the trend toward stockpiling natural gas in advance of winter con-
sumption peaks in caves, exhausted gas and oil formations, etc. The
problem of physical loss and deterioration is greater, the value per
unit of weight or volume is less, and the sheer quantity of consumption
is enormous.

(3) For minerals, the problem of waste of resources in actual pro-
duction is minor. Laws as to the maximum size of initial mining
claims may produce considerable duplication of effort while a new
ore body is being opened up but the prevalence of words like "con-
solidated" and "amalgamated"! in the corporate titles of mining com-
panies is evidence that this problem is likely to be temporary. In
petroleum and natural gas, if surface property rights are in different
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hands, the temptation to get there first with the most is very strong.
Hence the familiar pictures of a forest of oil derricks in Long Beach,
Calif., and in general the problem of minimizing the number of wells
required for effective recovery of the underground resource. The pos-
sibilities of waste extend beyond loss of oil through lowered pressure
or poor location of wells. 'Too many wells use too much labor, too
much steel, too much transportation, and too inuch of everything else
required for well drilling. In terms of the basic contribution of a
peacetime economy to national security, duplication of investment is
undesirable even if it wastes no oil at aill.

(4) In an emergency, petroleum output can he expanded at less
additional cost per unit of additional vale than minerals output
unless wells are already producing it naxinunm capacity. This levei
of production, in turn, will noralla , waste oil, or require secondary
recovery which could have been avoided with lower original rates of
production. So a policy of maximizing the total recovery from an
oil pool automatically creates somie excess capacity for use in an
emergency at very little extra cost in money or resources, although at
somel ong-ruin cost in total oil recovered. Expansion of mining output
is normally expensive in money, which means for emergency purposes
in inan-iurs and materials. Conversely, there is no direct con-
nection between current rate of production and total ultimate recovery,
as long as the property is not abandoned.

It is clear, then, that petroleum and metals present very different
security problems in a number of important respects. Therefore the
security aspects of the Federal taxation applied to them cannot be
examined for both together. But this examination must be preceded
by a return to the basic question: Why are not both products, or their
pro, hers, obvious candidates for unusually high taxes? In par-
ticiulhu, since there is an obvious and recognized relationship between
gasoline taxes and highway costs, why are the1 not both candidates
for higher taxes levied for the specific purpose of restricting lonestic
production and consumption of irreplaceable resources?

Oneanswer is that these products are peculiar because normal peace-
tinie uses are p~ractically indispensable:
* * 0 I think It would be well if we had enough [domestle oil capacity] so that
we would not even lane to ration in time of emergency, because rationing Is a
nuisance.!
But to recommend that plans be made to provide normal peacetime
supplies of all products to civilian buyers would be to favor dissipa-
tion of mary of the security advantages of the Ar,.-iean economy.
For some products, including a few basic foods, '.v far the greater
part of normal demand is really indispensable. F(,o- ,)tb.'s, includ-
Ing petroleum and most metal products, the margin of dispensability
IS far hifiher.

For some specializc., pro1ttcts, usually military end items, it can
be argued that normal peacetime supplies are very small or even non-
existent. This may also be true of certain particularly strategic
metals and nonmetallic minerals, but it is not true of the major )rod-
ucts of the extractive industry. That is why they are major products.
At various times in recent years, the country has suffered tungsten

3 Testimony of Gen. Ernest 0. Thompson, chairman. Texas Railroad Commission, General
Revenue Revision. hearings before the Committee on Ways and Means, House of Representa-
tives, 83d Cong., lst sess., pt 3, p. 2026.
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shortages, cobalt shortages, and various others involving products
whose markets are normally quite limited. But these problems have
often arisen because of exceptional demand increases. They would
not always have been alleviated if all dispensable supplies had been
shifted to military uses. In these instances, something might be ac-
complished by efforts to expand normal peacetime supplies by special
incentives, but in general the best solution would seem to be to fore-
cast military demands as far ahead as possible and order accordingly.
Great output stimulation of one minor but essential mineral will from
time to time be desirable, but great output stimulation for all of them
could easily represent a very expensive form of insurance.

The problem of abnormal emergency demand is relative not only
to the amount of possible cutback in civilian demand but also to the
availability of supplies. If these actually decline immediately before
or during an emergency, and cannot be rapidly increased, then the
industry constitutes a special security problem. Variadois on this
theme are in fact basic to the case of these industries for special tax
treatment:

1. All extractive industries must continuously seek new dleposits if
they are to maintain output and reserves. For coal and imlosit of
the important nonmetallics, this search is almost certain to ble sue-
cessful with minor expense an( effort except pelhap.; for special
grades, and substitutes can often be found eveli for t hen. For oil
and some metals, there is a definite risli of nomdiscovery. or of dikco'-
ery only of very inferior resources. Front this point, the argument
has two variants which are often confused: (a) The rikk for thae
entire industry is large; or (b) tihe risk for any individual member
of the industry is large, and lie will not undertake explora't ion lle't-s
he is given incentives which encourage him to cope with hit, l)articnlar
risk. The first variant represents essentially uninsurable risk; the
second describes a risk which is possibly insurable, but for one reason
or another not insured by the simple device of consolidating the financ-
ing of development in relatively few hands. The fir4t problem may
be of genuine significance for national security. The second mav
only be of significance if it is agreed that the emergency strength of
the country is increased by a large pre-emergency sul;ply of fzmall
independent oil wildcatters.

2. The problems of specialization of productive factors. anid time
consumed to bring new resources into production. are in part related
to the question of risk. If the risk of nondiscovery is great. and
part of the labor force is speciahized, a lean period in (iisoverles may
start the industry on a downward trend which will be hard to reverse,.
In crude-oil production, with small direct lahor and , 1c.ial equip-
ment requirements once a well has begun producing, the question of
risk is at the heart of the problem of expansion.

3. Imports may be either nonobtainable, or unreliable, especially
during an emergency. The recent Swiss watch cont roversV provides
an example of the use of this argument in another area of the economy.
With respect to petroleum and minerals, it is claimed that United
States reliance on foreign sources increases our vulnerability because
of possible transportation difficulties, direct enemy seizure, or simple
foreign refusal to maintain sales to the United States market.



In its extreme form, the import problem may be illustrated by the
following:
* * * It seems that Texas crude is being supplanted by foreign crude by some
companies. This works a hardship on Texas producers. The average Texas
oil well produces 20 barrels per day. The average Persian Gulf area well pro-
duces 5,010 barrels of oil per day.

Ilow can a Texas 2-barrel vilowalle compete with a 5,0(4barrel well?
We have built up a reserve dally producing ability in Temis of 000,00 barrels

of oil per day for defense. Now we nre confronted with the threat of being
supplanted with foreign crude. It doeis not seein fair.'

The addition of this reserve supply to current Texas output would
have raised the average to only about 25 barrels per (lay. So the
Only way to combine seciity with economic consilerationis would be
to stockpile petroleum, if this were possible. The direct comparisoli
is unfair to the current productivity of the U7nited States oil industry
in a number of respects, and does not consider transportation costs
from the Persian Gulf. But it would be hard to add enough cost
differences to the Persian Gulf figure, including the 101/ cents per
barrel import duty c;' (d by General Thompson, to obtain at figure even
approaching probable United States co~ts.

in general, the import problem is not a separate issue for products
that, can be stockpiled. If the foreign price is enough less than the
cost of domestic output to permit the payment of full carrying charges
on the maximum desirable reserve supply, domestic sources should not
be encouraged. If the foreign price is lower, but not that much lower,
then the problem cannot be solved along strictly price lines. Questions
must 1e raised as to the availability of the imports under specified
conditions, the minimum domestic industry which has to be kept in
being in order to permit expansion during an emergency, etc.

For oil, the import problem is a separate issue. Which ieads directly
to the relevance of the percentage del)letion allowance to oil pro-
duction.

PERCENTAGE DEPLETION AND PETROLEUM

The problem of reconciling security and efficiency in petroleum sup-
ply would appear to be hopeless. Our output per well is only four-
tenths percent as high as the level reached in the Persian Gulf area,
we encounter immense risks in finding more, import sources are un-
reliable and likely to be cut off, and stockpiling appears to be
impracticable.

Fortunately, the situation may not be this serious. The State of
Texas alone accounts for almost half of United States production
and over half of proved reserves. And Texas has controlled drilling
and output since 1934. By 1950-
* * * we have wells at east Texas that can produce 30,000 barrels of oil today.
if opened wide open, but they are only allowed to produce 12 barrels per day
because the market demand Is such that we can only make room for 12 Y barrels
from a 30,000-barrel well • *

'Exhibit submitted by Gen. Ernest 0. Thompson, press release of February 14, 1953,
Petroleum Study, hearings before the Committee on Interstate and Foreign Commerce,
House of Representatives, 83d Cong.. lt seas., P. 690.

'Testimony of Gen Ernest 0. Thompson, Petroleum Study, hearings before the Com-
mittee on Interstate and Foreign Commerce, House of Representatives, 83d Cong., let
saes., p. 626.
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Evidently, then, the domestic industry is already on a partial stand-
by basis, w lhich affects tie deficiency comparisons already made. It
also affects tile security aspects of oil taxation. Restriction of produc-
tion to demand at a constant or rising price can make larger income-
tax deductions effective in spurring producers to discover more oil,
because market price does not decline in response to greater supply.
But tile Irice structure alone will not make the tax incentive fully
effective if there is inadequate control over the total investment in
wells.

I[ere again the Texas experience is instructive:
* * * In the 21 years under conservation, we have increased the number of
wells In Texas from 47,000 * * to 142,000 * * * and the production Is 20.1
barrels per well as against 15.7 In 1932 * * *.

Overdrilling in Texas was notorious before the introduction of con-
trols. ,o this snall increase in barrels produced per well is surprising.
espeiallv in view of Siniiun spacing requirementst" t l.st a
partial answer is provided by the legal limitations on action by the
Texas Railroad Commission:
* * * we are bound by law to protect correlative rights ns well Is prevent
physical waste.,

As long as royalties are payable only when producig wells are located
n the property, the i,.' I'erdrilig 11dth'i 1 u t lti titt o excelt
in very sparsely settled area, A higher price will .,imply increase
this pressure, as will percentage depletion-the latter by, reducing
the margin between income before and after tax.

The original discovered value method of calulating oil depletion
rewarded genuine wildcatting. The reward went to the original dis-
coverer. As long as no controls existed on further drilling ill at ield,
this benefit was of rather speculative value, but at least it tied the
reward for risk to the assumption of it. This the present )ercentage
depletion system, available to all owners of producing wells and to
alf royalty owners, does not do. 0

In practice, original l)roducers and latecomers mu.,t receive the
same lield l)rice for their crude. But percentage depletion ma ' dif-
ferentiate between them: This allowance may be restricted to the en-
couragement of wildcatting which is cited b l)ractically every i(lus-
try spokesman as its true function. In or(er to l)revent the benefit
from being frittered away by a decline in gross for tile original
discoverer as competitors follow after or he, himself, must overdrill
to satisfy every royalty owner, percentage depletion should be re-
stricted to unitized fields.

Finally, the problem of risk in oil discovery deserves more careful
examination than it usually receives. The insurance principle should
not be neglected; nor should businesses without discovery risk be
viewed as necessarily more secure.

With the increasing effectiveness of State output controls and their
correlative influence on crude-oil prices, the sales-price risk is now
much less in oil than in the economy generally. The crude product
does not require advertising or sales promotion, so the commercial risk
of not being able to impress consumers with the special qualities of the

* Ibld., p. 010.
* ibid., p. 010.

Ibd., p. 020.
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article is nonexistent. Outlays are low relative to income from the
start of production to the stripper stage, tie l)urelase-price risk
is slight. Even the iticonie-tax risk-tle danger of increased future
rates--is reduced by expen.silng and percentage depletion. It would
be hard to maintain'that a large concern exploi'ing for crude oil incurs
a total risk, in all dimensions, greater than that of a filling-station
operator in northern New Jersev or southern New England.

'lee general statements can be tested against three bits of evidence:
1. ('onlpariols of rates of return on net worth of 24 oil companies

and of an unspecified lint large number of manufactuirilg corI)orations
show oil returns lower in every single year from 1934 through 1948.8
(rude-oil reserves increased iii every peacetime vear and declined only
in 1913 (Slightly) and 19t5. Product ion inctelased in every, year but
193,4 and 191 2. Over the entire )eriod )roduction increased by over
133 percent and reserves by not quile 100 percent, in spite of wartime
restrictiotis on drilling. "These comparisons are open to criticism
because they relate crude production performance to the entire finan-
cial record of integrated companies, but they were originally used
and have since frequently been quoted in conitection with crude pro-
duc.tion. Taken at face vale, tIle statistics i indicate either subnormal
risk or abnormal willingness to bear ri k, particulary for an industry
which must (onstantly inake new investment even to ;maintain reserves.
Changes ill net worth over the period support the profit and discovery
statist ics: lhe lower petroleum rates of return were accompanied by
the same percentage increase of net worth as in mnamfact urinjg, which
again indicates equal absolute and greater relative willingness to plow
back )yoflits even with smaller profit ratios.

2.( 'onilon stocks of important crude surplus )roducers no reallyy
sell at higher price-earliiligs rztios than stocks of compll)anies with large
crude deficits or 11o crude l)r(,,lictioll at all. In the immediate post-
wa' period, , this ma y have been due ill part to higher crude prices,
rising earnings of crude 1,roducers, and fear of inflation. Although
these factors have practically disappeared, crude si'll us companies,
such as IIunuble and Continental, are still selling at twice the price-
earnings ratio, and not much over half the dividend yield, of large
crude deficit companies, such as Sinclair and the Standard Oil Coli-
panies of Ohio and Kentucky. Crude production is apparently
thougllt by investors to be less risky than refining and distributionn.

3. The effect of the insurance l)rinciple oIl pure risk may be judged
front the continiuous annual dividend records of 58 insurance cori-pllnes (other than life insuranice).9

Companic
('ontinuous dividends since 1875 or earlier ----------------------------- 212
Conitmus dividends since 1876-1925 ------------------------------- 11
('onihnuous dividends since 192-40 --------------------------------- 17
'onti muns dividends since 1941 or later ----------------------------- 5

No dividends (orgalnize(l in 1949) ------------------------------------ 1

Tihe median year for conmencemeit of dividends on a continuous
basis was 1908. A sainple of 96 companies whose corporate title be-
gins with the word "American," excluding insurance cOl)anies and
investment trusts, shows that the median for continuous dividend

'Testimony of Roland V. Rodman, president, Anderson-Prichard Ott Corp., Revenue
Revision of 1050, vol. 1, p. 270.

itch Stock record, June 1, 1955, issue. Group of companies includes all those listed.
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payments fell between 1939 and 1910), which Aat, later than that re-
ported for all buw six of the in-urance rom anhis. Insurance com-
panies outside the life insurance field nora livyave cmlifleralle in-
vestments in common stocks, o t hey are asunithig an investment ris.k
as well as a pulre in.,,uran ce rik. Yet their record of stability is
remarkable.

It, would appear, tien, that pecetitage depletion ik not a reward
for the special risks a.,o.,nwd by large oil CoMpanties, becan-e there
are no such risks. The entire'argument seems to be based on (ie
assumption that risks are nonexistent in other busine-ses.

JPercentage depletion doubtless stimulates exploration, as well as
drilling in known fields, by raising the ratio of retained et earning
to earnings before taxes. It combines witi tme expeinsing of intan-
gible development costs to provide a larger imniediate cash flow avail-
able for any corporate use. But neitlier of these fund ions can pos-
sibly assist in tie harmonization of economy and security through
elimination of overdrilling, or provide any incentive to shift the
emphasis from immediate production to accuinulation of reserves.

PERCENTArE DEP,;Th JN AND METALS

The percentage depletion rate for metals is only 15 percent, asc',mpared with 2712 percent for oil. The (anger of duplicating
investment is slight. riskss of price an1 cost 1thtations are much
greater than for oil. The industry discovery risk of finding nothing
really worthwhile after an expenditure in pirospecting which is im-
portant relative to the size of current receipts may be much greater
for some minor metals. In these respects, the security case for con-
tinuing percentage depletion ill its present form is better for metals
than for oil, especially since the product is usually not lost forever
in its first use.

Conversely, since stockpiling is easier, tie case for excess produc-
tion capacity is not as strong as in petroleum. Since prices of some
metals are much freer to respond to supply changes than is the price
of oil, the chances of stimulating consumption instead of creating
excess capacity or ad(litional reserves are greater. The import prob-
lem is important for most metal,, but in view of the importance of
Canadian production often different in character from the Persian
Gulf security danger in the oil industry.

For many metals, t lie output problem is at least as much depen(lent
on keeping a labor force and otier facilities on the site once produmc-
tion has started as on tin(ling new resources. Government assistance
in placing floors under metals prices may be more effective in mail-
taming domestic capacity by )reventing premature abandonment and
loss of si)ecialized skills than depletion allowances which may or may
not be used for exploration in search of new deposits that may o'may not exist.

PERCENTAGE DEPLETION AND SULFUR

Sulfur is a special case, with a special depletion rate above that
granted for any depletable product but petroleum. This strategic
and versatile mineral has already passed through probably the out-
standing emergency procurement crisis of the last decade. ulfur has
been granted percentage depletion at the rate of 23 percent since 1932.



Daring the 19 years 1930 through 19-18 average net income was $13
million per year; average dividend payments, $11 million; and
average annual exploration expense, $369,603. In 1946 allowable de-
pletion was $11.2 million, and in 19417, $13.8 million, Total explora-
tioli expense was $7 million in the iientire period 1930-18.11

This discrepancy between depletion alowance and exploration ex-
penlitire occurred in the face of rapid deniand expansion, and in
spite of the risk involved in exlploral ion:

In Its physical aspects the search for sulfur Is like the search for oil, but the
chanives of suow,s are suibtantialty less * * *.

Exploration expense. ; will never match percentage depletion allow-
ances except by coincidence. This equivalence would even be economi-
cally inappropriate in a declining industry, or in an industry with
small discovery problems. But slfur is neither. In view of the dis-
parity between source and use of funds for exploration, the depletion
allowance should either be drastically reduced or tied to actual ex-
penditures for exploration. The latter, in conjunction with the ex-
pensing privilege, might permit subtraction of $2 fromn the income-
tax return for every dollar spent for some purposes, but the ad-
vantages of avoiding future shortages might make even this worth
while.

CONCLUSIONS

1. Extractive industries exhaust resources. Therefore. special tax
stimuli inducing them to expand output are, in general, particularly
undesirable on security grounds.

2. If new sources of the product are easily found and imports are
unimportant or from nearby sour('es, percentage depletion has no re-
lationship to national security. The coal industry, for example, has
very great economic problems and a very important defense signifi-
cance, but percentage depletion has practically no relevance to either
attribute.

3. Industrywide risk may be low relative to the rest of the economy
even if discovery risk is high in individual cases. In petroleum the
insurance principle and the relative unimport-ance of risks other than
that of discovery offset the familiar odds against the success of any
one wildcat well.

4. For petroleum the security problem involves balancing support
of a relatively high-cost domestic industry which may become even
high--,o~t as it exhausts reserves against the dillculty of storing im-
ports and the geographically unfortunate location of some major
import sources. This problem will be enhanced unless every govern-
mental measure, tax and other, is designed to force the domestic in-
dustry to be as efficient as possible. Percentage depletion is not help-
fill in this respect because it does nothing to discourage wasteful in-
vestment in drilling, and even encourages it.

5, Adverse effects of percentage depletion are nmuch les.s, important
for most metals. In view of the possibility of stockpiling, and the
problem of internal demand fluctuation, other types of Government
action 9-',y still be more relevant to national security.

'$Data submitted by U. S. Treasury Department, Revenue Revision of 1950. vol. II,
p. '021

it Testimony of Langhourne M. Williams, Jr., president, Freeport Sulphur Co., op. cit.,
vol. 1. p 41*1
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6. For sulfur, mid posilly for other inim-rals, t he evideite in-
diciates that percent e depletion has not furni'ed the inceitive to
exploration that it is supposed to pirovitde. Ill sticl vtaAvi it should
either bo eliinitel or tied to exiloraf ion exli-e.

TIE I NI)EPENI)ENT IU()1)U(E 'S POSITION

IO%LLL Si'A.Ni-Y, Moiterey Oil Co.

Production and flevelo)liient of natural re.onrPeP-inera and
metals, fuels, and tinilr-are recognized as ,%-vntitil to the welfare
and security of the Nat ion. With 6 percent of the world's land area
and 7 percent of its population, the Inited States )roduc('es ibout 38
percent of world energy resomiices, 48 percent of world oil, 30 percent
of the copper, 1 percent of the sulfulr, :21 pervfeit of forest produls,
49 percent of free world iron ore, and has had it leading role in devel-
opinent of most, int rural resources.

Such prodl action las resulted front the existtlive 111id development
of subst antial reserves of these natural re.sources. and has colie under
conditions of private ownersIil) O operation; ait capable, eierge'tic,
and resolluicefuil people; alld tax hlws which have permitted, aid in
•10 V,4i'54's Piiolliged, St1(h development.

'T'iE mIim.T Or T.mx,'iio.

All taxation. Federal and local, has a profoumid effect on CvOiiOiii
:activity. Natutral re-olirces industries are particularly sensitive to
the effects of taxation, hecaii.',, ill a w14,y differvnt fl)il iidlist ries
which provide form, time, and pdace uil1t v I nI,-tmi fact lring, nierch n-
dising, trais ortation). *ajntla] is c lSliii;ed ill lte process of extri-lt-
ingr and prodliviing minerals, oil and gas, coal, other natural depoits,
and timber. There is also the rik and hzard inhterent in the exl)lora-
tion for and development of certain natural resources.

Iii I stitelint before the committeeee on Wii\s and Mealls of the
House of IPepresewilittives, the lite Senator T. P. (lore said:

Any effort at scientific taaitioi liit ti1,0 into ieolliit tim nature of th- busi-
iess to ble taxed; ItN character anili p, clhiracerlic.. Ail it is always as
linieaitle a1i( sonietiliies as 1liijust to tax ihings which are unalike as If they
were alike as it would 1e to tax things which are like uv4 if they were tuinalikpe'

Since the early years of the income-tax laws. and through in evoli-
tionary process, tlise fundamentals which differentiate tie natural
resources inludstries have been reflected in the law, with particular
provision for:

(a) The exhaustion or depletion of the individual properties
from which resources are removed;

(b) The cost of development of properties; and
(c) Explorition costs for certain designated rismrces.

flearinse before the Committee on Ways and Means, Houee of Representatves, Revenue
Revisions of 1942, vol. , p. 1015.
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Tim'; AoIWN FOR )EI N

The depletion deduction is a recognition of the gradual exhaustion
of a deletable as,,et. A dedlctitin for this purpose has been allowed
Wider the Federal inolne.tax law since 1913, although the folmNulas
which 'ull( I- used in conpt1uting lthe allo% able deduction have varied
from till e to il l.2

'[ho law now allows for the depletion of all minerals s and timber.
()il and gas accounts for a major porlion of the resource industries'
gro' , vaulie of lprodit, net income, taxes paid, and depletion allowed.
('oal is allowed dt. etion, with specialal provision for owners of coal
roviiltis. Miiera Is iticlilde t It' tilt- ah, such its coppIer, iroll, lead, and
others of growing ilniori a lice,--aliiy, liiugliest ,iuraiulill and
lithil ii here is a wide list of iiolilUtitallic niierals, the salines,
pota'sh, borax, aiiid raw iiaterials for Cetllitilt. Other minerals rango
from hinibIc bit v'r% vital sndI and gravel to eleilit'lits like sulfur.

When the ilicoint-iX law b lli, elleetiv, i 1913, anlld vith 1916
atliellldIlii ,l, till properly wits giieli it tax "base" not less than fair
iniarket, valli otn Matrcii 1, 1913. For iliitie'ral ii( oil alnld gas proper-
lits such vailule (ollill','d with what. later was written into the law as
"discovery vl'ile." )epletion oil, or recovery of, such viliue was then
allowed.

Operators wio sii6sequietitly di ,vovered or developed propertiess
were left. in in Ulimeqlial position. For ia short time, with corp orate
rates at I lercellt of net ilcolie, and individual rate, graduate( from
I to 7 percent, the Ottleet was ininor. But with inereasiig tax rates
ilintilleint with World War I, the operator who has discovered or de.
velola.d his property after 1913 foutid lie was leig diseriniinated
against bi having iis de)letion bitted ltot Oil valie. but oil an account-
iig coli'eit of cost of tile individial prl)perty involved. The (disposi-
tion through production of his mineral resoitrce, was taxed as income,
while hi nieigtiibor 01r ioitletitor, hold ilig a proplrty since March
1913, had a realistic tax allowance for tie exhaust ionof his capital
values.

Congress found that this situation tended seriously to retard oil
and inhteral dlevelopmnent, afnd therefore the IRevenie Act of 1918
provided-
that in the eli, of Iiiis's, oil all, gi,4 wells, distii crtd iy the taxiay'r, on or
aift-r March 1. 1t1o, 0ll(1 niot af-wIir(all 4 i le Ietilt of vtllhtase of i tirieli tract
or lease, where the fair market vale of the lropeirty t iaterially dispropor-
tionat, to the u1ot. flip depletion at 114 M1lie', shal 1' bta.i iiupon the fai, market
value of the property at the dlte of dieovery, or within thirty (lays thereafter.'

Both 1913 v'ahation and discovery value provided for the integrity
of tile operators' capital, its recgiiition and deduction spread over
the life of the property, and the taxation of the remaining income
after taking into accolilt tile economic values deplet(, in the process
of extraction from the individual properties.

Administration of the 1918 act required that a "fair market value"
be determined after discovery. In practice this provision proved very
difficult to administer. There were so many leases and such wide

I Report. the PrIdent's Materials Polley Commioillon. Juno 1952, vol, V, p 10.
" See. 61.1 ebi'des from the definition of "all other minerals" such Pubstanmva as the

soll and minerals taken from PPa water and the air.
See. 214. Revenue Act 1919,
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differences of opinion as to fair market value of oil properties, that
the Bureuii of Internal Revenue was s~ianliped with enlIh-s detail and
controversy. After several years of such difficulty, a Senate select
committee was created to investigate the administration of the tax
laws. The work of that committee led to adoption in 1926 of the
formula for depletion still in effect today.

'The ereentage method now is sublituitd for all disvoverv values
heretofore allowed, and depletion on a lercelnt ge basis is provided
for "all minerals" in section 613 of the Internal Revenue (ode of 1954.
I'erventage depletion

Theo allowances are the lesser of certain specified percentages of
gross income, or 51) percent of the net income, front each separate
property. The rates have been carefully st died by ( congress. a nd in
the case of oil and gas and the metals, file percentage allowanvets were
fixed a the time slightly less than the amoutts allowed under prior
di every value.

h hile the courts have defined different aspects of the subject of
depletion, perhal)s the most direct and concise reference is by the
United States Circuit Court of A ppeals, Fifth Circuit, which stated:

The depletion allowance wits Intended to encourage production, and may te
regarded a4 a t ubstitute for the cuplitai-galn till~ouainwe wher,, h~w taxpayer,
instead of gelling, leases or operates his own mineral holdings.'

The United States Sup? eie Court stated:
The granting of an arbltrery deduction, in the interests of convenience, of a

percentage of the gross income derived from the stveranct of oil lind gas, merely
emphasizes the underlying theory of the allowance ai a tax-fre, return of the
capital consuneld in the production of gross Income through severail-e.,

Income of individuals on sales of property defined as capital assets
and held for more than 6 months are recognized to the extent of only
50 percent, and limitations are laced on the rate of tax on such income
in the hands of both individuals and corporations. Congress has
determined that such tax differentiation between ordinary i ntomne and
capital t ransat ions is apl)ropritte andl necessary to prevent anl ad-
verse and ,tilling effect on the economy. Great Britain and Canada,
among other nations, do not levy an income tax on capital gains.

An important and universal feat ure of depletion allowances for the
various minerals and oil and gas is the limitation of the allowance to 50
percent of net income from t te property-in other word,, like capital
gains, at least 50 percent of the income or gain is recognized.

This concept was clearly applied by Congress when in 1943 it pro-
vided apital-gains treatment for cutting of timber in adopting

section 117 (k) (1), now section 631 of the 1954 law. Like the deple-
tion allowance it provides for the recognition of 50 percent of net
income from the property, but unlike the allowance for minerals it
provides no further percentage limitation based on gross income.

In adopting this provision, the Senate Finance Committee stated:
Your committee is of the opinion that various: timter owners tire Veriously

handicapped tinder the Federal income and excess-pro its tax laws. The law
discriminates against taxpayers who dispose of timber by vuttiung it as compared
with those who sell tiober outright. The income realized front the cutting of
timber is now taxed as ordinary income at full income and exceis-profits tax
rates and not at capital-gain rates. In short, If the taxpayer cuts his own

s West V. ommiponer of later Revowe (150 1. 24 t23).
AmdersovoY. Heltvrfa (310 U. 8. 404).
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inktlthfr, ho Iss li- b tuitlt tile calpitat gain ruto whih aplivs 1 hen he tells
the samue thith.r outright to another. iitiltrly, ownterA who PAll their tltier
fill a slo-(a llt tal {.l 4oi -nt r't mlider whilh i he owijer rtlailns aln f'fltlonotic Itn-
terest in the p'roperly are held to he h.ivittsd thtit property ald tire, therefore.
IIt, itau''t-ldd under presvlnt law capital-gains treatment of any It reae in %slue
realized q% or the ipldet io i tik.

It iirithr to r.'nui'ily this ,ituoati on, It It IorolJsed to innilea the existilug law an
fotl If WA:

"If the txlto., .r so el.c'ts u1m)11 hIs retulrlti the c'ilting of tIhobter during the
year by th e taxpayer who own-4 or hti i coilrait right to 4'.it suvi tlinixr is
treutt'tl as at wife or exethiuge of the tiilsr ciut during tht year -

Without (lie depletion ProVi.Niolls ill tile law, tle . aille ol|(litiOliS
Wotlhl ii''kly at'ie ill the interal and petroletilli itldu~ttrie, ani the
satlla' stalit'llt Nold al)yl. Since the extt't, ive c'ollgrvs,ionltl stdtl-
it's of 1912 aid 19,13, altl *withi tile 1")51 ild 1941 lielldllllltS, the
prilcile of fthI depl Ition allwaiwiit nd the ('aji:l-valle recovery
printvile inptlicit tihel'tin has ,.9 ll tt ttided to at Ialil nerals.
Pldeblion rates

With the uniform limitation on percentage depletion of 50 percent
of net income from each property, and f lie variotls per(entiages of gross4
illo e. the ovtral1l eToctivt, ttitpe i.;I tih,. I an un e I l ,r tl h for-
mula. Congre,,s hils set various, limiting rates, after taking into ac-
count the (,haratelristi(s an(d l)roduction cost 'atios of the respectiveresources , at 5, 10, 15, 23, or 27/A, parent. The allowance is (alctllated

on gros, and net income from the property. taking the value of crude
oil and gas at the well, and as nearly as i)ractiable the vaite of the
raw material at the nine or deposit.

In no Tindtist ry cla,-ilit-a iivt (lo ' del't oll :lowable amount to the
gross income percentages ;wovided in the law, and ftirtlherniore, such
Ep)erc'nta ges, serving to li)it the higher grade mining l)ropertiCs and
better oil and gas propcities, result in the aggregate in (h,1l)htiolu al-
lowances consideritl' below the 50 p'n'etit of net from tile l)roiperties.
Per.on.s entitled to deletion

electionn is allowed to person, having an economic intre-t in the
property. This includes:

(a) Operators (corporations, principals, partners, or voln-
turers) who may own the pr,,1)ertV outright, or may be less(,',c

(b) Royalty owners, wo may be lessors, or stib,(luent pur-
chasers of royalty interests.

(e) Owners of various other kinds of economic interests in the
property.

Om the other hand, depletion is not available, or allowed, to stock-
holders.
A lternab',es of the producer

Most operators, especially the independent or medium-sized or
smaller operator, whether operating as an individual, partnership, or
corl)oration, would, without laws which recognize sul extraction or
sale of property, ton by ton or barrel by barrel, be forced by the tax
laws to sell the-ir properties outright, take their capital gains at the
lower rate. and leave the operations to new purchasers who would then
be entitled to a new "cost' depletion which would approximate, or ex-
ceed, the amount of percentage depletion now available to the original
holder.

Senate reports, 78th Co c., lot am., mtaellaneous, t. 8, 3'ept N"o. 627, p. 25.
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Such a program, which would tend to force through taxation the
sellout of smaller mineral and oil producers, is presumably against
present public policy. Nor would the public interest be served by a
system of taxation which would tend to make all p roducers, including
the largest, better off by disposing of their pro(ucing properties, even
though in turn they purchased and applied new cost depletion to other
properties.

As long as the present treatment of capital gains remains in the law,
the owner of mineral property and timber, or an economic interest
therein, has available the effect of percentage depletion through the
avenue of capital gains.

If an operator has purchased developed or proven property, he may
be expected to have cost depletion in excess of the amount allowed
under )ercentage depletion. This tends to assure the integrity of his
capital. his continuance in business, and his ability to replace' his de-
pleting property.

On the other hand, if another operator has acquired his property
through discovery and development, his depletion bso(w on cost may
often be (isprol)ortionately low compared with the economic value
of the l)roperty. By preserving the integrity of his capital values,
through an adequate percentage depletion allowance, lie can, as can
the purchaser of properties using cost depletion, remain in business
by using the cash flow covered by such depletion allowance for the
acquisition of, or exploration and discovery of, replacing properties.
Depletion allowable to royalty owner., and for economic interests of

other nonoperators
Sometimes it is assmned that a royalty owner has little right to the

recognition of the depletion of his property, since minerals may have
been discovered on his lands without a material effort or contribution
on his part. But owners of some other kinds of nonoperator eco-
nomic interests may have contributed and risked substantial resources
or efforts in such discovery.

Depletion of 2.7/, 23, 15, or other applicable percentage of gross
income in such cases makes the allowance often substantially less than
the value of his royalty interest. This has had its effect as shown
by dhe great number of royalty owners who have sold all or a portion
of their mineral interests, taking the capital-gains treatment. Only
when properties have inherent enormous risks, or a large portion of
the income may be expected to be deferred over a very long time, would
the value of a royalty interest be as low as the percentage depletion
expected to be allowed.

So obvious did this become with respect to coal royalties, for which
percentage depletion before 1951 was 5 percent of income, that Con-
gress provided in lieu thereof, like for timber, the equivalent of
depletion of 50 percent of the net, through taxing coal royalties as
capital gains
About 80 percent of depletion allowed does not apply to the iiwome

received by the ultimate owner
In 1950 the Secretary of the Treasury presented a report to the

Committee on Ways and Means, House of Representatives, which
included a survey of depletion. In that report he stated:

I Enacted In 1951 as see. 825 (b), now see. 081 of Revenue Act of 1954.
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While the survey covers corporations only, it is estimated that corporations
account for inore than 80 percent and individuals for less than 20 percent of
all depletion deductions.'

A substantial portion of the depletion allowed to individuals covers
their rovalty inter'e. ts, for farmowners and others who have leased
their htnds. It might be reasonably estimated, then, that more than
90 percent of depletion of operators is that allowed to corporations.
Wihen earnings of these corporations are in turn distributed to their
shareholder, such payments are taxed again, this tine as ordinary
illconle, without recognition of the depletabl nature of the under-
lying properties. The American Mining Congress ini a declaration
of policy in 1951 states:

While a start bas been made in an allowance to stockholders on dividends
with respect to taxes paid by the corporation, the principle should be further
extended, and depletion allowed to a inhiim corporation should be carried
through to the stockholder on som equitable basis."0

The allowance peenits replacement of depl.leted proprtiws
The percentage basis for depletion, limited by both net and gross

illcole from the properties, adjusts to changes in value, both upward
and downward, during periods of inflation and deflation in prices
and property values.

Its operation actually has, on a broad scale, much of the effect of
the last-in first-out (L'IFO) method of handling inventory values.
There, under section 472 of the code, it is provided, in effect, that a
taxpayer may deduct as a charge against operations his current cost
of replacing inventories sold in lieu of the original cost. Natural
resources are seldom rel)laceable today at anywhere near the amounts
allowed as percentage depletion.1

The LIFO principle of recognizing replacements costs is available
to all taxpayers having inventories.

Of utmost importance to national welfare is equitable treatment of
resources development and production on which most economic activ-
ity depends as a source. A literal application of LIFO methods to
production of resources would involve problems even more complex
than the old discovery value formulas. The percentage depletion
allowance accomplish, directly and with far greater simplicity at
least a significant portion of what LIFO is intended to do for other
taxpayers.
'he independent produwers' position
We come then to a present situation where, even with the depletion

allowance, which, however, does not carry through to amounts received
by the stockholder, many if not most l)rol)ertles are actually worth
more in anyone else's hands than the original owner, discoverer, and
developer. Corporate managers in the resources industries realize
that their companies may be worth more liquidated than as going
concerns. Any adverse change in the depletion allowance would un-
doubtedly precipitate liquidations and sales on a much greater scale

Hearings before the Coamitteo on Ways and weans, House of Representatives, 81st

Cong., 2d seso., vol. I, p, 51.to Adopted at San Francisco, Calif., September 20-24 1934.
1 In the case of oil, with prices at the well ranging from $2.95 per barrel at gulf coast

to $2.80, Signal Hill, Calif., for 21-21.90 gravity, percentage depletion is limited to 81N,
to 68e ents per barrel. Recent sales of proven but undeveloped properties range around$1 per barrel.
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and create the risk of immobilizing or removing vital elements in
exploration and development. The same forces apply, of course, even
to the largest companies, but with their public responsibilities and the
complexities of size, any changes may take effect more slowly, even
though surely.

An illustration shows the kind of problem constantly before a typi-
cal corporate operator in his financial planning. A corporation has
properties with estimated oil reserves of 500,00 barrels, expected at
present prices to gross $2.82 per barrel, or a total of $1,410,000, and to
net after production costs and local taxes $2 per barrel, or $1,000,000.
With depletion of 271/2 percent amounting to $387,750 taxable income
is $612,250, and tax at 52 percent is $318,370, leaving the corporation a
net income after taxes of $681,630 (example I below).

Without percentage depletion, and assuming a low or zero adjusted
cost basis, tax would be $500,000, and net inoine after taxes, $480,000
(example II below).

Calculating next the tax effect of distributing these earnings to
shareholders, the following table shows amounts retained by share-
holders in different tax brackets, and also shows, for illustration , the
present worth of such receipts assuming a discount factor of 30 percent.

As an alternative, example III assumes sale of the corporate stock at
$500,000, or for $1 per barrel of underlying oil reserves, or sale by the
corporation of its properties at the same price, followed by liquidation.

Effect on shareholders with incomefax
rates ofI-

30 percent 00 percent 70 percent

Example I-with percentage depletion-
Net income available for distribution ..................... $Wi, 630 $881,030 $&it, 630
Balance after tax on shareholder .......................... 477,141 340.815 204, 489
Present value, assuming a discount factor of 30 percent... 333,9) 238,571 143,142

Example lI-no depletion available:
Net income available for distribution ..................... 480,0 0 480, 48), te
Balance after tax on shareholder ......................... .336,000 240,000 144,000
Present value, assurntg a discount factor of 30 percent... 235,200 168,000 100,800

Example III -sale of stock or properties outright as a long-
term capital gain:

Sale price ..... ............................... 500,00 500,000 000
Amount of tax (maximum) ............................... 75,000 125,000 125,000
Balance available to shareholder-present value, not sub-

Ject to a discount ....................................... 425,000 375,000 375, 000

I A 30-percent individual rte applies to taxable income of $6,000 to $8,000, 50 percent rate to $16,000 to
$18,000, and O.percent rate to $4,0 to $44,000.

Even at the recent historically high position of a free securities
market, and with the current depletion allowance effective, oil secu-
rities sell at a material discount under their breakup or liquidating
value.

The Chase Manhattan Bank carries on a continuing review of 30
oil companies, summarized in its annual publication, Financial Ana-
lysis of the Petroleum Industry. The bank has furnished a summary,
unpublished, showing that the market valuation at August 18, 1955,
of common stocks outstanding of the 30 oils (excluding the 5 inter-
national companies with large foreign holdings) had a weighted aver-
age of 69 percent of appraised value at December 31, 1954 on present
worth basis of underground oil and natural gas reserves pius working
capital plus estimated value of property, plant and equipment (exclud-
ing production facilities) and other assets minus prior obligations.
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Statutory depletion provides income-tax recognition for "wasting"
assets, and recognizes the disposition of capital in the extractive
processes. It permits the replacement of capital values used up in
resources production.

Sometimes referred to as an incentive, it does in reality only bring
such taxation toward a "neutral" position. By tending to equalize
taxation, considering the nature of the business, it does not deprive
producers of their natural incentive, as well as the opportunity, to
engage or continue in the production of natural resources.

TiE TREATMENT OP DEVELOPMENT EXPENSES

In the development and operation of mines or other natural deposits
and oil and gas wells, there are costs of exploration, development, and
Production.

productionn costs are currently chargeable against income. In gen-
eral, mine development costs, except expenditures for property subject
to depreciation, are currently deductible. It often becomes difficult,
if not impossible, to draw a line between mine development and pro-
duction, and costs which under different circumstances might be devel-
opment tend to become merged into production costs.

For oil and gas wells, regulations classify drilling and development
costs as "tangible" and "intangible." As for mines, costs subject to
the allowance for depreciation, tangiblel" costs, are capitalized.
"Intangible" costs are immediately deductible under regulations in
effect since 1918, and under section 263 of the 1954 law. These are
costs such as grading and making a location, labor, and other expendi-
tures involve( in boring the hole in the ground, testing and surveying,
and costs of installing equipment. Such expenditures do not result
in a tangible asset which could be sold or salvaged for any other
purpose.

Unlike most mining operations, where development may continue
at a controlled rate for an extended time, the drilling of an oil or
gas well may be completed with modern equipment in a few days
or a very few weeks. In both cases however, development costs are
allowed .s current expenses, but subject to an election to capitalize
and deduct ratably in future periods. For oil and gas, the election,
once made, is binding for all years.

This treatment is a direct incentive to miheral and oil and gas
development, and may perhaps be likened to rapid or immediate
amortization. The costs involved are so substantial, and at this stage
the risks may be so material, that such treatment is an important
consideration in resources development.

The initial expenditure for drilling and equipping oil and gas
wells is usually a major portion of the cost of operation over the entire
productive life. Taking into account not only the equipment placed
immediately in and upon the well, but all facilities required for the
development of a property, the intangible portion may amount to
about 50 to 65 percent of the total development cost.

Without the current allowance for such intangible costs, the cash
flow of many operators would be so impaired that development of
properties would be retarded. Lease obligations customarily provide
for continuous development. Without the option to expense intangi-
bles, many operators would find it necessary to sell or farm out por-
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tions of leases to prevent default, or to employ burdensome types of
financing, or carved out oil interest, to have the property drilled. If
the independent producer were burdened with added financial prob-
lems in drilling development wells, his need to restrict expenditures
would involve risks that untold millions of barrels of oil in less obvious
formations might remain untested or undiscovered, left "behind the
pipe"-with losses to the economy out of all proportion t o the relatively
minor effect of an immediate, rather than an amortized, allowance
for the intangible costs of well drilling.

There seems to be no serious opposition to the current expensing
of development costs for minerals, except in the case of oil and( gas
wells, where it is sometimes advocated that it results in a double
deduction. This proposition appears to revolve around the option
to charge the intangible portion of development costs to expense.
rfhe 1918 regulation provided that if capitalized, the amount should
be recovered by an allowance for depletion. The regulations un-
doubtedly should have treated such expenditures, if capitalized under
the option, as subject to de preciation. If that lad occurred, the
discussion of a so-called double deduction might never have occurred.
There are convincing reasons advanced that these costs are more
nearly of a depreciable than a depletable nature. To illustrate, in
other industries grading, excavating, foundations, installation of
materials and equipment, and similar costs are included in the total
cost of facilities subject to depreciation.
Practical aspects of the problem

About 35 to 50 percent of total oil and gas development expendi-
tures represent tangible costs which are capitalized and are not cur-
rently deductible.

During the development stage of a typical property, it is likely that
a property shows a loss, or a limited net income. Percentage deple-
tion, limited to 50 percent of net, is thus nil or reduced up to 50
percent of drilling costs. For the operator this has the same overall
effect as reducing the amount allowed as intangible drilling costs.

The complexities which could arise if intangible drilling costs were
required to be capitalized might well compare with the earlier ad-
ministrative difficulties with discovery value, which made a formula
for its substitution a practical necessity. The drilling of every well
is a unique and different operation. Mechanical difficulties of vary-
ing degrees are often encountered. Drilling bits, drill ipe, or other
tools may twist off or be lost in the hole, and costly fishing jobs"
may result. Wells are often drilled and then plugged back to a
higher productive zone, with part of the hole abandoned. Drilled
to the wrong side of a fault, a well may be sidetracked up the hole,
and whipstocked or directionally drilled across the fault to a pro-
ductive sand. Testing of productive potentials and characteristics
may be done as a part of the drilling operation.

Under any treatment, equity would dictate that a material portion
of drilling costs would be written off in any event--"fishing jobs,"
like casualty losses, could hardly be capitalized for tax purposes nor
dry holes, nor sidetracked or abandoned portions of hole, and the
like. And in the important projects of water flooding of subsurface
formations for secondary* recovery, drilling of additional wells re-
quired for this operation tkes on the nature of producing costs.
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It is thus concluded that tile current expensing of mailing develop.

111i3t costs anld intangible drilling costs is an incentive, an provides
cash flow for development through immediate ded.uctibility, although
tie monetary and tax effects are substantially reduced because:

(a) A substantial portion of development costs are now capi-
talized ill all events.

(b) By reductions ill statutory del)letion during the develop-
ment stage, the overall effect is Silamir to the disallowance of a
material j)ortion of intangible development costs.

(c) By reason of the nature of development and drilling opera-
tions, equity and realistic treatment would call for expensing
the often considerable costs of partially abandoned hole, plug-
backs, mechanicail failure, and the like.

EXPLORATION COSTS

Some resources development involves little or no exploration, Tim-
ber, sand, and gravel, and to a )artial extent coal, are examples. On
the other hand some minerals, oil and gas, and sulfur are found as a
result of great exploration effort and financial risk.

A report l)y tile President's Materials Policy Commission states in
part:
* * exphex ration expenditures are given considerably less; generous treatment
thall development costs, which Is difficult to reconle with the comparative
iInlmrtance of these two types of explnditures. for the long.run supply problem."

Iln the search for oil and gas. the costs of geological and geo)hysical
exploration programs and related exploratory activity may be de-
ducted only when tie activity does not result in the acquisition or
retention of potentially productive properties. Otherwise such costs
must be capitalized.

An awkward and almost disheartening situation has developed in
the application of this rule to these important modern techniques,
and the administrative problems and resulting costs for producer and
tile Treasury seems to require some better solution.

All such exploration costs must now be allocated against areas or
prol)erties. Pages would be required to describe the problems here
involved, the calculations, and the methods of allocation. Finally,
capitalized costs are assigned to individual )ro)erties acquired. In
the end probably upward of 90 percent of all leases are determined to
be worthless andl abandoned, and the capitalized exploration costs are
then deducted.

While convincing reasons may be advanced that all exploration ex.
penses should be deductible (comparing to research and development
expense in other industries), it would appear that at least an immedi-
ate step should be taken as follows:

1. Permit the deduction in the year paid or incurred of all geo-
logical 1111d geophysical expense.

'2. In the event, of discovery or development of any property ac-
quired as a result of such exploratory expense, then require the
capitalization and addition to taxable income of such expenses
attributable to the property.

This should result in a signIficant stimulation in geol)hysical and
geological activity of the independent producer, as well as reducing

1 Report, June 1052, vol. V, p. 17.
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unnecessary costs of doing business. Although he can expect ulti-
niately to write off tile greater portion of such costs (unless property
abandonments occur when he lacks offsetting income), the capitaliza-
tion of these amounts for perhaps a number of years during the lease
terms reduces his cash flow and resources available for the all-im-
portant exploratory effort.

Percentage depletion at rates now provided in the law recognizes
and approximates the capital values of producing properties, and is
representative of the value created through discovery. Tle protection
of such capital value is essential if independent operators are to con-
tinue to risk funds in discovering or developing the resources they
produce.

Provisions in the law for development expenses take into account the
nature of the mining and oil industries, and permit current expensing
of the intangible portion of such costs. This is an incentive to deve-
opment, and at the same time is realistic, equitable in the long run,
and permits the operator to retain the cash resources needed for sound
development. Improvement is needed in the treatment of certain
exploration costs so that the independent producer is not retarded in
his vital exploration activity.

Only with laws which recognize the fundamental nature of the
resources industries will the impact of Federal taxation permit their
continued vitality and development, which is basic to the welfare of
our national economy, our defense, and our continuing progress.

TAX POLICY AS REFLECTED IN STATUTORY PERCENT-

AGE DEPLETION FOR OIL AND GAS

ARTHURA A. SMITH, First National Bank In Dallas, Dallas, Tex.

Almost from the day of its enactment that provision of the Revenue
Act of 1926 allowing percentage depletion in the case of gas and oil
wells has beeh repeatedly attacked. Until there is widespread, clearer
understanding of its effects and of the peculiar circumstances which
characterize the gas and oil industry, the provision likely will continue
to face bitter opposition.

It is interesting, and certainly a little ironic, that the cumbersome
and administratively difficult discovery-value depletion method in ef-
fect from 1918 to 1926 was never subjected to such adverse criticism
as its successor, percentage depletion, which the Treasury Department
asked Congress to adopt in 1926 in lieu of discovery valiue. This dif-
ference in public acceptance of the two methods emerged despite the
fact that the basic principle of allowing the owner of a wasting, non-
reproducible asset to recoup its value as return of capital rather than
as income remained the same. Only the method of recovering cal)ital
value was changed.

By the Revenue Act of 1918 Congress said that depletion should be
based upon the fair market value as of the (late of discovery or within
30 days thereafter. Numerous technical difficulties made discovery
vale'imipossible to a(ninister fairly-fairly to government and tax-
payer alike. Then finally in 1926 Congress responded to the request of
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tax authorities and adopted the following provision which rentins ineffect:

In the case of oil and gas wells the allowance for depletion shall be 271_ per.
cent of the gross income from the property during the taxable year. Such allow-
ance shall not exceed 50 percent of the net income of the taxpayer (computed
without allowance for depletion) from the property, except that In no caseo
shall the depletion allowance be less than it would be if computed without refer-
ence to this paragraph (sec. 204 (e) (2), 44 Stat. 9 (1926)).

To those unfamiliar with the fundamental principle underlying the
depletion concept, it seems like rank subsidy and special privilege to
allow 271/L percent of gross income as depletion year after year. Yet
this was the percentage figure, coml)romised between 25 and 30 per-
cent, believed to realize about. the stame results as discovery-value Ile-
pletion without the guesswork of determining discovery value anud
without the severe economic injustice arising from miscalculation. In
fact, before the 271/2 -percent rate was adopted, the Joint Committee
on Internal Revenue Taxation, headed by I. II. Parker, after thor-
ough-going research had arrived at a figure of 32-percent depletion
as the average of gross yield from the stale of a barrel of crude oil
under discovery-valTte depletion experience. On occasions thereafter,
Congress has reviewed the question of the rate and has repeatedly con-
firmed it. So the figure of 271/, )ercent was not, as some 1)eol)Ie say,
merely a number arbitrarily pulle(I out of a hat.

Furthermore, the assertion often heard from opponents that per-
centage depletion is purely statutory grace is open to serious quest ion.
Certainly it is not purely so.

The 1;th amend ment had to be adopted before a Federal income
ax could hbe laid. Until then such a tax had been prohibited by

the constitutional limitations applying to direct taxes. The amend-
ment simply reads:

The Congress shall have power t) lay and collect taxes on Incomes, from what-
ever source derived, without apportionment among the several States, and with-
out regard to any census or enumeration.

But the application of an income tax is not as siml)Ie as the wording
of the ameul men t. What is income? was an early question that tle
courts had to settle. In the case of i$m''r v. Mcdomber (252 U. S.
189 (1919)) in which it was ruled that stock dividends were not in-
come subject to tax, the Supreme Court went so far as to define income
from property as-
not a gain accruing to capital, not a growth or increment of value in the invest-
mient, but a gain, a profit, something of exchangeable value proceeding front the
property, severed from the capital however invested or employed, and coming In,
being "derived," that Is, received or drawn by the recipient (the taxpayer) for
his separate use, benefit, and disposal, that is income derived from property.
Nothing else answers the description.

When that "something of exchangeable value proceeding from the
property" happens to have in it a part of the property itself, more
than income is involved. There is a return of capital. In the case of
wasting assets such as the products of mines, wells, and timber tracts
the term "depletion" is used to mean the value of the assets extracted
or severed. A counterpart but. not a synonymi is "depreciation," also
an accounting term, applying to the value of buildings" machinery,
equipment, and similar man-made replaceable capital used up in pro-
ducing a product or a service. Such used-ilp capital value must be
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subtracted (along with all expenses of production and sale) froni
gross income in arriving at income suib,,ct to tax. If depletion and
depreciation atre not accounted in that maler, then a return of capital
is included in income. In other words something more has proceeded
from the property than mere income.

In U. 8. v. Luey (2714 U. S. 295), the Court said:
The depletion chargee permitted is a dedu.tiolr from gross income in deterudan-

Ing the taxable income of miners for any year represents the reductions In the
mineral contents of the reserves from which the product is taken. The reserves
are recognized as wasting assets.

Again in Antlerson v. Hearing (310 17. S. 104), the Court held
The granting of an arbitrary deduction, in the interests of convenience, of a

percentage of the gross Income derived ftoin the severance of oil and gas, merely
emphasizes the underlying theory of the allowance as a tax-free return of the
capital consumed in the production of gross income through severance.

Depletion allowance, then, is not purely statutory grace. It is a
deeply rooted, sound economic concept, recognized in standard ac-
counting practice and sanctioned by the courts.

A careful review of the perennial conflict over percentage depletion
indicates that a real difference in the debate arises front the. valuation
of the depleted. quantity. Some opponents of the existing percentage
depletion provision concede that depletion must be allowed, but they
say that it is unfair to permit as total depletion more thami the costs
which the owner of the wasting asset incurred in finding and develop-
ing the asset. After 100 percent of the costs are recovered there then
should be no more depletion allowed oit that property unless further
outlay should be made and capitalized for de) letion. '

This position is not in strict accord with the economic concept of
depletion, because it assumes that return of eapitl is synonymous
with return of capital cost or capital outlay. Also implicit in the
position is the assumption that capital cost, when recovered and re-
applied, will find anddevelop a similar amount of the wasting asset
to replace the quantity severed. Both are false assumptions.

Unless the oil industry can continue to find oil to replace that which
has been taken out, obviously the industry, like merchants unable to
obtain inventory to replace goods sold, must go out of business. To
allow as depletion merely the cost of finding the severed oil and not
the value of the oil severed severely handicaps the producer in his
efforts to replace the wasting asset. Even with the percentage deple-
tion now allowed no assurance can be had that such an expenditure
will find an amount of oil for the producer that will replace his de-
pleted asset. On the other hand, some other producer may find even
more oil with his depletion allowance. Such are the vicissitudes of
oil discovery.

Data show that the finding of new oil deposits is becoming increas-
ingly difficult and certainly far more expensive as deeper wells have
tobe drilled. The average cost of a wildcat well at present high prices
and at the greater dept hs now being drilled is about $90,000. Some-
times 1 well will run as high as a million dollars, despite the fact that
only 1 wildcat in 53 has added as much as a million barrels of oil to
the Nation's reserves, and the chances are I in 248 of finding a 10-mil-
lion-barrel well or better. Only once in 1,201 tries will a well turn
out to be in the 50-million-bai'rel class.
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It is true, as critics have said, that when individual producers are
singled out and cited as examples there seems to be injustice ill the
percentage (lel)letion allowance, an(1, therefore, to be grounds for
charging "favoritism." However, when the industry as a whole is
taken into consideration an entirely different conclusion must be
,h'awi.

There is no reason to believe that the removal of percentage, (leple-
lion woul elintinate the extremes of wealth in the oil industry. Those
ext reles arise fromi the elemelit of luck, very largely.

Removal of depletion allowance would onl1y cause tile discoverer of
oil to sell his holdings, take his capital gaiis at the tax rate so apply-
ing, anti look for further finds which in turn lie would sell. The buyer,
on the other hanl, would set, u) for depletion 100 percent of his cost.
Assuming reasonable estimation of (le quantity of oil recoverable, it
is diflicult to see how the Governlent would gain ally llore revenue
than it does at present or how the extremies in iniividu;l wealth would
be reduced.

It is significant to point out in this conne(tion that the existing
provision of the revenue law al)yl)ing to capital gains fits like hand-
il-glove with the del)letion provision. In fact, in l cs v. ('omnR-
sover of Interm l Rvaenue ( 150 Fed. 2d 723), the Circuit Court of
Appeals (Fifth I)istrict) held:

The depletion allowance \\as intende(d to en(ourage production, and may be
regarded as a substitute for the capital gains allowance \\here the taxpayer,
instead of selling, leases or operates his own mineral holdings.

Oil production is not a manufacturing or processing operation.
When lifted to the wellhead, oil is sold in its natural form. The
courts have. ruled that oil in the ground is realty-a capital asset just
like land. The sale of oil at the surface of the "well is very similar to
an installment sale of property. And plainly it ]is again and again
been ruled that if the oil should be sold in its entirety in the ground
the stile is a calital-gain transaction.

The language of the Select, Committee on the Investigation of In-
ternal Revenue (S. Rept. No. 27, 69th Cong., 1st sess., January 7,1926)
was forceful and to the point: e

This increment in value, due to discovery, Is the same increment which is
realized If the oil well or mine Is sold as a whole Instead of by the ton or bar.
rel, yet if the well or mine is sold as a whole instead of by the ton or barrel,
taxable gain is the difference between the cost or March 1, 1913, value and the
price oltalned for the property.

The increment In the value of the Iroperty (lue to discovery of minerals, oil
or gas can in no way be differentiated in prineiple from the increment In value
of real estate, stocks, bonds or other property.

If no concession should be nlade to capital gains and such gains
should be treated as ordinary income (and percentage del)letion be
removed too), then it is reasonable to predict that the inducement to
explore for oil would he so reduced because of tile extra hazards that
the Nation's reserves would fall aid the price of oil and its products
would rise aplpreciably. If demand should he sufficiently inelastic
to SlI)port a price increase large enough to stimulate discovery effort
equivalent to that under percentage depletion, there is reason to suit-
pose that the price wolld have to increase substantially. However, it
Is doultfIll whether the demand even apl)roaches such inelasticity.

738:4-5--32
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Taking into account the urgent need for large oil reserves for na-
tional security and for our Ipeacetilme use, one can venture the asser-
tion that the removal of percentage depletion would only be a step in
the direction of ultimate nationalization of the oil industry. That is
a bitter alternative. In fact, opponents of percentage depletion at
unguarded moments have offered the alternative of subsidized ex-
ploration-one step rtnoved from nationalization. (See harvard
Law Review, vol. 64, No. :3, p. :64, in which Dean Erwin It. Griswold
of Harvard Iaw School suggests direct subsidies to explorers.)

If it, were not for the peculiar economic nature of the oil and gas
industry, one might argue properly that its incentive and regulation
should and could be left to market rice. The President's Materials
Policy Commission considered this point carefully and in its report of
June, 1952, stated:

Because of the imst erratic price behavior of minerals and the long Interval
between additional investiijent ald yield from production, the Commission con.
eludes that incenthies provided through the price structure are unlikely to
bring almut enough exploration and development to meet the national need
for domestic production of scarce minerals.

Then, the Commission very tersely observed:
There Is a real danger in peronnIal tampering with these percentage depletion

rates.
Critics of percentage depletion seemn never to grasp fully the vital

fact that the oil producer's capital must continuously revolve in the
highly unpredictable business of finding oil-that he cannot be reason-
ably certain that his capital can be replaced at a price or cost com-
parable to the value of capital depleted, as can the merchant who
replenishes his stock of goods or the manufacturer who replaces his
depreciated machinery. Granted all are subject to the vagaries of
price fluctuations, yet the latter are minor compared with the capri-
cious search for oil. If such understanding could be grasped by the
critics, they would then realize what the oil producer means vhen
he says that his capital would be largely taxed away if percentage
depletion and.capital gains should be removed-not taxed away imme-
diately but in sizable portions each time his capital turned. You
would have a situation somewhat analogous to "the take of the house"
on each roll of the dice or the wheel-with "the house" in the long run
getting all the capital. Those who fathered the 16th amendment never
intended for the income tax to be so applied-and the courts have
consistently excluded return of capital from the definition of income.

Oil is the only major industry where at least three-fifths of every
dollar of sales must be reinvested to find and develop new capital
assets to replace assets depleted.

Oil exploration requires funds that are difficult to obtain through
credit processes, since the hazard is so great. The explorer depends
!l)0,n venture capital and upon the over-all difference between cash
income and cash outgo to provide funds for exploration and develop-
ment. To him the removal of percentage depletion would be a serious
blow, more especially now that tax rates on ordinary income are so
high. With his chances in the game of finding oil being about 1 out
of 9, the odds would stack even higher with the Government ready to
take the bulk of his capital assets in taxes when lie should find such
assets.
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If oil reductionn were as lucrative as some critics say, then an abun-

dance of funds would be forthcoming, eagerly seeking at ling at tile
game, but such is not the case.

It is true that once the independent operator finds oil and pos~sses
a cal)ital asset he then can arrange his financing in part through com-
mercial banks and other credit sources, assigning oil runs as security.
But, again, the 271 ,-percent depletion allowance looms large in credit
financing. Take it away from tie operator and further financing
would be very difficult, to say nothing of the great burden of meeting
outstanding loans and continuing in business. According to the Inde-
pendent Petrolemn Association of America, 30 of the larger oil com-
l)anies have been forced to borrow over $5 billion in the past 20 years,
despite assertions froiim various sources that the 27?-percent dep)letion
allowance, is excessive.

The statement is frequently made that depletion "benefits" go to
some people who do not take any risks. Royalty owners are specifi-
cally cited. The economic interest of the hindowner or the royalty
owier legally stems from the fact that in America, he and not th'e
Government is presumed to be the rightful owner of mineral rights
and to be the beneficiary of a fair return from such holdings when
and if value is determined, hence a right to share in the del)letion
allowance.

Although it, is true that the rovalty owner does not assume the same
degree of risk associated with t'he l)roducer or developer, his role is
important in the industry. lie has been an effective ally of the small
producer and by l)rotecting his own interest he has mide it possible
for individual producers to enter the business without having first to
acquire enormous property holdings.

Furthermore, through royalty interests widespread economic bene-
fits have gone to hundreds of thousands of people in this country, many
of whom are small farmers. And annual lease payments are made to
still more in whose land no reserves have been found as yet, and may
never be found.

The charge of "subsidy" is often heard against percentage deletion.
Sometinies the cry is speciall privilege." ,If one means by "subsidy"
or "special privilge" a deduction to one industry that is not available
to others, then percentage depletion available to natural-resource in-
dustries will fall in the category so labeled. Those who hurl the charge
of subsidy or special privilege forget that the rule of classification in
our tax system was developed in recognition of the fact that all tax-
payers are not alike in economic circumstances. In practice and in
theory it is well established in this country that taxpayers may be
"classified" into separate categories on the basis of differentiating char-
acteristies and taxed differently from taxpayers in other classes. As
long as taxpayers within the same classificaton are treated alike, then
there is no violation of uniformity, there is no discrimination. A tax
system which did not take into account the fundamental differences
existing aniong taxpayers would be unjust, indeed. In our complex
economy it is paradoxical that only by treating classes of taxpayers
differently can we treat all taxpayers fairly.

Different types of businesses have alw avs required different tax
treatment. Savings and loan associations, insurance companies, banks,
railroads, cooperatives, and personal holding companies are a few of
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many examples of businesses that have been taxed differently from
other corporations.

0 f cotirse the classiicat ion nmust l)e reasonable and not arbitrary. In
part, at least, percentage depletion has been justified for the oil and
gas industry to compensate for the extra hazard, inherent in tho
industrial and to encourage the necessary development of a vital
natural 'eollee.

The Voli'ts have repeate(lly recognized that the producer of petro-
leun is in a Isiness whief presents problems and diliculties not
common to other businesses-not shared by other tiaxlayers. No imlore
forceful language on the point was ever Used than that of the Texas
Court of Civil Appeals in Logan v. Elliott (61 S. W. (2d) 157):

The uncertainties of finding oil, the ivielssituieh, of drilling and production,
the whimsical traits of wells after being brought in, ar, common knowledge. AlU
of them inake such it contract highly sieculntive in its nature. It is generally a
gamble ulmn the fickle wheel of fortune.

Furthermore, in our democratic society we have used for a long
time the power to tax as a means of achieving certain nonliscal ends in
tie interest of the general welfare. We tax not, only for revenue blut to
restrain or contain those l)ractices that are considei'ed t.o be socially or
economically undesirable, and we accord favorable tax treatment to
activities we wait to encourage or stimulate.

Another important part of Federal tax policy relating to oil and
gas is "expensing of intangibles." Because 1)th !)ercelita,:e deple-
tion and expensing of intangibles are permitted under the law, suinI,
critics claim "double" deductions.

The fallacy of the "double deduction" claim arises from the failtir'
to understand that there are two distinct economic steps involved-
(a) the exploration and discovery of oil, and (b) the development and
production of oil. Percentage dlpletion has been allowed by Congress
as a method of recovering the value of the capital asset. (oil) dis-
covered. Expenses of development and production are allowed in a
different manner-a manner more nearly comparable to the treat-
inent of expenses by any other business for tax purposes. In oil
ol)eration, expenses are dividedd into two classes: "tangibles" and "iii-
tangibles." Tangible expenses are those entailed for physical equip-
ment such as casing, tubing, pumping equipment, and sucl items which
have a salvage value if the well is abandoned. The investment in
tangible equipment is recovered through depreciation over the antic-
ipated life of the property in the same manner as other businesses
recover their investment in physical equipment and in buildings.

Intangible development expenses, however, may be recovered option-
ally by the oil operator in capitalized form for return over a period of
time, or they may be recovered as an expense in the year incurred.
Because intangibles are such items as wages, fuel, repairs, hauling,Slp lies, etc., "incident to and necessary for the drilling of wells and
the pr paration of wells for the production of oil and gas," they do
not result in an asset which can be sold or salvaged as such. 'hey
are current expenditures. Since the operator would not recover his
intangible outlay under the depletion option except over a long period
of time, lie generally elects to treat his intangibles as current charges
for tax purl)oses, enabling him to get back his money quickly to use
in further operations. The only concession to him under the law is
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tie time concession-he is allowed to deduct his exl)elditures only
Oli(le.

Evidence is abundant that tax provisions applying to oil and gas
have iiecomiplished well their nonis.al purpose 'of stimulating the
search for oil reserves, and that search has enlarged the Nation's

roved reserves from 7,500 million barrels in 1925 to 29,560,746,000
barr1el on .1NuarN 1,1955, at the same time sul)lyiig our growing
domestic and military needs year by year.

Reports from alt hentic sources l;atsed upon thorough research show
beyond any reasonable doubt that the demand for oil van be expected
to continue to grow vigorously in the years ahead. The president's
Mater ials Policy Commission predicted in 1952 that the demand for
crude oil and its products would more than double by 1975. l)omestic
demiind in 1950 amounted to 6,510,000 barrels per day and last year
was ,752,000, but by 1975 it will be 13,700,000 barrels per (lay. Pres-
ent reserves are only about 5.9 times the estimated demand for 1975.

there is probably the most impressive way to express the task that
lies ahead: The ratio of proved reserves to anmal production for the
past 30 years has been running around 12.5. If we assume that such
a ratio is comfortable, then we must have proved reserves of about
62,500 million barrels by 1975.

It will be necessary to have new discoveries and developments
amounting to around 5 billion barrels per year on the average for the
next; 2 decades just to be as relatively well off as we are right now. Yet
the largest amount ever coming from new discoveries and new devel-
opments in any one year was 5,138 million barrels in 1951.

Although the projected demand for 13.7 million barrels per day by
1957 seems almost incredible, we have only to look backward at what
has happened to demand over the past 35 years to realize that the
estimate is not unreasonable. Total demand in 1920 was 535,380 000
barrels or about 1.4 million per (lay. By 1930 it had increased to
1,082,494,000 barrels (about 3 million per'day), or an increase of 102
orcent. By 1940 it had grown to 3,981,000 barrels a day, up 33 percent
fvom 1930. By 1950 it was 6,500,000 barrels a day, up 06 percent from
1940.

Actually the demand for crude has increased fourfold in this country
since World War I. Greatest single source of increased demand has
been from the development of automobile, bus, and truck transporta-
tion' and in rail and water transportation there has been an extensive
dis placement of coal by liquid fuels. Air transportation, civilian and
military, has grown phenomenally as a user of oil products. Substan-
tial inmoads have been made by oil and its products in still other di-
rections--for residential and commercial heating, for numerous new
industrial purposes, particularly in the realn of chemistry.

In some lines of use, oil has come into close competition with other
sources of energy. Particularly is this true in stationary heat and
power. Development of more hydroelectric powerplants would offer
some relief in the use of oil for these purposes, depending upon com-
parative unit costs, and whatever developments in the practical ap-
plication of atomic power that may come seem more likely to be in the
same direction.

There is left, then, the vast demand from transportatior for which
there appears to be no energy substitute remotely pract ,.t as a re-
placement for liquid fuels.
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Just about any way you approach the daily dem'tnd estimate of 13.7
million barrels by 1975 you lave to admit that it is not fantastic.

The oil industry's record to date has been phenomenal. Few, if any,
industries can mstch the record. The technical performance of the
industry has been outstanding. Proved reserves have steadily in-
creased. Production volume as been enlarged greatly. The qual-
ity of motor fuels, lubricants, and other ptroleum products has been
raised, while the real cost of refinhig has been reduced substantially.
With this spectacular performance have come lower prices all along
the line so that today petroleum products are not less than 15 percent
lower in constant dollar price than they were 25 years ago; despite the
fact that crude oil costs about a fourth more to find.

At the same time there is no evidence that the industry as a whole
has made exorbitant profits. On the contrary profits of corporate
units in the oil industry have not been out of line with profits of other
industry categories, such as manufacturing.

The industry is confident that the job alead can be done. Its past
record qualifies it for a fair chance to do the job, and a fair chance
surely means, above all, a satisfactory economic and political en-
vironment.

To date our Federal tax policy has treated the industry fairly.
Results testify to die wisdom of that policy. To remove or modify tax
provisions in effect successfully over almost 30 years would seriously
impede the industry in its efforts to meet the challenge that lies be-
fore it.

No one knows for sure the ultimate discovery potential in the United
States. Efforts to estimate it hinge around a lot of assumptions and
definitions of terms, but one estimate in 1948 fixed the amount yet to
be discovered at 54 billion barrels. If that were correct, then the dis.
coverable amount is now down to less than 40 billion barrels because
of discoveries since 1948.

How seriously we can take these figures is something none of us
can answer. The President's Materials Policy Commission was
inclined to discredit them by pointing out (1) that the industry con-
tinues to discover oil roughly in proportion to exploratory effort;
(2) that a large part of new proved reserves has been found in areas
that had already been intensively explored and which were thought
to be negative; (3) that past estimates of ultimate discovery have all
turned out to be much on the low side.

However, the Commission did say that although-
domestic crude production is still far from the end of the road, even under fairly
optimistic assumptions it probably cannot keep pace with rising domestic needs
up to 1975.

Some people have been predicting for a long time that our oil would
be gone in 10 or 20 years. Yet the industry has kept right on enlarging
proved reserves to Pn all-time high at the beginning of this year.

Because of the vital importance of oil to tie Nation's welfare, and
because it is one of our great basic resources, public policy has long
since become injected into the oil business. America's security in
this age of mechanized warfare alone makes it impossible to ignore
the public interest in any reasonable approach to the oil situation.
The logic is unassailable:

1. Our country's welfare takes top priority over all else-over
individual interests, over industry interests, over political inter-
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ests--so that all national policies should be based upon what is
best for the welfare of the United States and her citizens.

2. That in an unfriendly world such as currently exists, Amer-
ica's security is absolutely essential to her welfare.

3. That this Nation's security in a very great measure depends
upon her military and economic strength.

4. That, in turn, her military and economic strength would be
greatly impaired without an adequate energy supply. (Petro-
eui products and natural gas furnish more than 50 percent of all

the energy supplies in this country.)
5. That an adequate energy supply must be provided within the

borders of continental United States. (W, e cannot depend upon
foreign oil for our security.)

It is difficult to refute this logic, but it builds a case for the role
of Government only to the extent that the private domestic oil indus-
try is unable to fultill the responsibility of finding and developing
adequate reserves of crude oil and natural gas, as well as adequate
proliCt ire capacity.

In the light of the overall situation, there seems little doubt but that
modern Government can, and does, have a marked influence upon the
functioning of industry, and especially the oil industry. Most of us
are reconciled to that fact. Through tax policies, through fiscal,
monetary, and credit policies, and through its tariff policy, the Gov-
ernment does condition economic environment. And in our (lay it is
an accepted thing for the Government even to subsidize in the public
interest.

It would be difficult to refute the claim that without the existing
tax provisions applying to oil and gas it is seriously doubtful whether
the industry's record could possibly have been realized. The Sub-
committee on Tax Policy of the .Joint Committee on the Economic
Report is studying Federal tax policy as the latter might contribute
to "economic stability and growth." The danger is great that the
Nation's economic stability and growth will be impaired not stimu-
lated, by changing the tax policy now applicable to the oil and gas
industry. The record speaks loudly and clearly against such change.

Our country is the only major Nation of the fre world with suffi-
cient oil inside its own borders for peace or war. President Eisenhower
told the American people that the production of oil and steel-
are deterrents upon the men in the Kremlin. They are factors that make war,
let us say, less likely.

It cannot be denied that Federal tax policy applying to the develop-
ment of oil and gag resources has contributed in a large measure to this
fortunate position.





X. THE EFFECTIVENESS OF TAX DEPRECIATION POL-
ICY IN COUNTERACTING ECONOMIC FLUCTUATIONS
AND PROMOTING ECONOMIC GROWTH

WEAKNESSES OF ACCELERATED DEPRECIATION AS
AN INVESTMENT STIMULUS

E. Cia'r BowN, Massachusetts Institute of Technology

INTRODUCTION

Like any other item that enters into the determination of taxable
income, the amount of depreciation allowed for tax purposes affects
business decisions. Variations in it can change the rate at which
business firms find it worthwhile to purchase depreciable assets, and
thus alter productive capacity and the rate of economic growth.
Cyclical fluctuations in capital formation may also be modified both
in amplitude and in length through depreciati'n modifications. And,
since tax allowances may also affect business accounting, they may
enter into decisions about prices, wages, dividends, and tie like.

In addition to these economic effects, depreciation allowances have
equity consequences in that they alter the definition of income and the
amount of taxes different business firms pay. This question-the
effects of various depreciation methods on tie accuracy with which
income is measured-has been the l)rimary focus of past discussions.
Important as it is, I intend to give primary attention to certain of the
economic consequences of accelerated depreciation methods--methods
that are not designed to improve the measurement of income or achieve
greater equity, but rather to stimulate certain economic effects.

The -conomic aspects of depreciation policy have received increasing
public attention during World War II and ln the immediate postwar
years. Many countries adopted various kinds of accelerated programs
to achieve one or more economic results. England, for example, was
motivated primarily by the desire to stimulate the replacement of
obsolete plants and to gain a stronger position in postwar world
markets. Sweden had used rather extreme forms of optional deprecia-
tion for countercyclical reasons even before World War II. Canada's
depreciation program was geared to deflationary prospects in the
immediate postwar period, and was intended as a shot in the arm to
pick up deficient demand. None of these initial programs has stood
without modification. When deficient demand turned into excess de-
mand and inflation threatened, all of these programs were suspended
or modified. Canada not only stopped but actually reversed its policy
by postponing normal depreciation on assets purchased in inflationary
period.

In 1954 the United States embarked on such a program for the
first time in a peacetime period. An examination and appraisal of

495
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this specific program in the following section represents an introduc-
tion to all analysis in the last section of the major problems connected
with any kind of accelerate(l-depreciat ion device.

APPRAISAL OF 1954 i)F:rMia ATioN Lt.GiSlhtTION

The Internal Revenue Code of 1954 permiitted unrestricted use of
the sum-of-year-digits depreciation for the first time,' the declining-
balance met'iod at double the straight-line rate,' and any other meth-
ods that give no more than this latter method over the first two-thirds
of the useful life of an asset. In addition, existing methods of de-
preciation, such as the straight line, were continued. These new
methods were limited to new depreciable assets with a life of 3 or
more years, the costs of which were attributable to 1954 or later years.

This legislation falls into the accelerated(-del)reciation category.
It was clearly (lesigied to speed the rate of ,conomic growth rather
than to improve tle equity of the income tax. The administration's
case rested on hoped-for conolnic effects of the change in deprecia-
tion policy, not on whether or not the dteinition of taxable income
would be improved, and no evidence was brought forth indicating
existing depreciat ion methods were inadequate or inaccurate in meas-
uring income. Moreover, the new methods were made applicable only
to new assets acquired after a certain period, rather than to all assets
of a particular kind. Obviously, if the primary desire were equity,
limitations on the kinds of assets that could get special treatment
would be inappropriate.

How well can these provisions be expected to achieve their goal of
economic growth through investment stimulation? Any specific deci-
sion by business management about the purchase of new depreciable
assets'will be likely to take into account the fact that taxes can be
postponed tinder tle new depreciation methods. Depreciable assets
thus become more profitable to invest in than they previously were.
This postl)onement of taxes permits a more rapfil recovery of the
cost of the asset, thus saving interest and reducing risk. These are
factors increasing the incentive to invest. In addition, the ability to
invest is increased through the reduction in taxes presently payable,
and the consequent increase in working capital.

I NCFrvrS TO INT TST

Consider, first, the effect of the new policies on investment incen-
tives. The value of the postponed taxes to a firm will depend on the
rate of discount for risk or interest that is uwl in the investment
decision and on the tax rate. The present value of tax postponement
tan then be expressed as a percentage of the cost of the depreciable
asset whose purchase is contemplatel. Table I shows the difference
between the present worth of sun-of-year-digits depreciation and
straight-line depreciation tinder various assumed discount rates and

I The sum-of-year-l41dits method results in a depreciation rate determined by dividing the
number of years remaining In an asset's life by the sum of each of the digits In Its life.

$The declining-balance method applies a constant depreciation rate to Initial cost less
total depredation already taken.
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asset lives. The present value of the tax postponement from using
sum-of-year-digits depreciation can then be found by multiplying
these figures by whatever tax rate one wishes, on the assumption that
future tax rates remain unchanged.

TABLI 1.-Present worth of depreciation deductions as percent of coat of asset
sum.of.the.years-digits and etraight-tine method#

Sim-ofdth-yeer-digits Straight-line Excess of SY D over SL
Discount rates of- Discount rates of- I)lscount rates of-

Length of life - ___-

4per- 12 per. 20 per. 4per- 12per. 20per. 4 per. 12per- 20 per,
cent c nnt cent cnt mat cent cent cent cent

Petr. P. Per. Per. Per. Pee. Per. Per- Per.
cent cent 0 Ce t ten CI ent 0C et nt owI

i0 ...................... 5 M 5I 81 5 V9 4 1 I 11
2........ 75 48 3J1  68 311 7 1 11

30. .................... rks 33 M 57 25) 15 It 13 t1
....................... Si 3! 3) it 12 I 0so ..................... C7 Ih2 11 4s it; 9 13 10 7

100 ... ..... .......... ... 37~ 141 91 24) 8 1 5 131 6 4

source E, Cary Brown, The New Deprecition Policy Under the Incone Tax, An Economic Appraisal,
National Tax Journal, VIII (March IUMD, p. V2.

These data reveal that the stimuliis to investment in depreciable
assets is modest at best, and is surprisingly little affected by the ex-
)eete(l life of the asset or by the rate of discount applied to it. Given

a particular rate of discount, the present value of the tax savings from
the, new method rises as the expected life of the asset rises until it
reaches a maximin and then begins to taper off. Given the expected
life of the asset, the present value of the tax savings rises as tie dis-
couit rate rises, but again it reaches a maximumi and then tapers off.
Over a fairly wide range of as,.set lives and of rates of discount, the
tax savings from the new method computed at a 5o-pervent rate appear
to be about 5 percent of the initial cost of an a.,sset. In other words,
it is its if investment yiels after tax were increase-d roughly by about
5 percent (not 5 percentage points). Ior example, it wouli mean
that 10 percent yields would now be 10/., percent, 20 percent yields
21 percent, and so on. This is nearly an across-the-board increase in
fields. It does not appear to be directed toward particular types of
]rm, degrees of risk, or the like. It, then become strikingly similar
in its incentive effects to a cut in the income-tax rate.

A rLITY TO UVVEST

The 1954 depreciation revisions will also change the ability to invest
in depreciable assets. The amount of taxes post oned by a particular
firm will depend on the rate of growth of its depreciable-asset pur-
chases, on future tax rates, on the expected lives of its depreciable
assets, and on the extent to which it avails itself of the new methods.
Moreover, these postponed taxes can become virtually a permanent
reduction. While taxes are only temporarily postponed on one par-
ticular depreciable asset since early excess depreciation is offset by later
deficient depreciation, the continued purchase of depreciable assets
continues tits temporary postponement. As long as the firm continues
to purchase depreciable assets at the old rate, the tax postponement
never has to be made good. The temporary postponement through
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excess depreciation on these new purchases matches deficient dep .ecia-
tion on old purchases. Only when the firm's purchases of depre. able
assets shrink, or when it liquidates, are the postponed taxes ever i ecov-
ered. When the firm increases its rate of purchase of depreciable
assets the permanent tax postponement actually grows.

Estimates of the amount of revenue losses from the new methods
have been made by the staff of the Joint Committee on Internal Rev-
enue Taxation, on the assumption that purchases of depreciable assets
continue at present rates. I hese show that the amount of tax reluc-
tion will start out modestly in the first fiscal year at less than one-half
billion dollars rise rapidly to over $1 billion in 1960, and gradually
decline to zero by 1970. But if there is growth in lie rate of l)urchI,es,
the tax reduction will be considerably larger. Aso,,ming a r:.te of
growth of 3 percent as in the past, my estimates (table 2) place tile
figures at. over $2 billion in 5 years, over $4 billion in 10 years, nearly
$4 billion in 15, over $. billion in 20 years, from which point on the
revenue loss would grow at 3 percent per year.

TABL 2.- .lur(yate straight.line mid sum.of.year.digits dprceciation, growth
in dc'prceciablh-a.st purchi('/c 3 pecvnt pcr ye ar, 20-yejar aseCts, 50 percent tax
rate

(In billions)

Purchamee -.- Porchiml - -

;funi-'r. Diffe~r. Year of ulepre. ffer-yu Cbe Straight. ence Lw s traicht. eitasets line Mr. ('YD- ,1 i u " (Syi)-

826 $$1 3i... VI3 6 $371$
... .... $! Z" 3 ... $3 st t 2 0

2 . : I 28 &.10 2.2 12. 387a 95 V i0% %4 '5
3 ......... 296 43 78 3.5. 13 ....... 398 21 3 2V6 '.3
4........ 30 4 57 103 46 14 ...... 41 1 5 :11 b N I
a......... 31 4 7 3 128 5 1 5 ,. 42 3 , 1 33 0 7 5
6 ......... 32.3 88 152 &4, 16. . 436 276 3 "4 787......... 333 10 5 37"4 6 9 ... 450 :no 37,0 7.08 ......... 34 4 12 1 ? 7 W .... 4414 323 3S 6

S... .. &41 7 19 9 39. . 47 6 34 3 114 4?1
30.......X&4 U157 24.2 8 3: J - - 92 soo 4132

I Amumed to grow 3 percent per )ear from a base of $27 billion.

Source: Ibid, p. A

What fraction of this large increase in net income after taxes will
find its way into further purchases of del)reciable assets is impossible
to predict on the basis of present knowledge. But this iml)rovement
in working capital would be available for capital formation-either
inventories or fixed capital, for debt repayment, for payment of divi-
dends, or for retention as added working cal)ital. Undoubtedly some
will be used for purchases of depreciable assets.

APPRAISAL

The 1954 depreciation revisions then represent a costly method of
getting a modest investment stimulus. There are other, cheaper alter-
natives. For example, a cut in the corporate income-tax rate of 2/2
percentage points would appear to achieve the same investment stint-
ulus by increasing yields after tax by about 5 percent.3 Moreover, the

' For corporations subject to the 80-percent rate, the rate reduction would have to be
3% percentage points.
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distribution of this incentive would be approximately the same as
that achieved by the new depreciation methods.

Such a cut in the tax rate on present corporate income would amount
to about $1 billion per year and would grow in 20 years, assuming
3-l)ercen)t growth, to less than $2 billion. In coin prison, the new
delweeciation methods will reduce corporate taxes by a larger amount
in virtually every year. As a rough guess, the difference would be
$30 billion over title first 20 years.4 It seems fairly clear that direct
rate reduction should be substituted for the new depreciation methods
as a cheaper way of getting the --!ame investment stimulus.

GENEIIAL PROBLEMS OF ACCELEIIATE) DEI'IaEcIATION

In view of these conclusions regarding the 1954 depreciation revi-
sions, a number of more general questions arise. Is accelerated depre-
ciation inherently a more costly wai of creating an investment inc-n-
tive than a straight rate re(hlction? When its incentive effects are
strengthened, does it create other problems? For example, how does
it affect the cyclical timing of investment? flow are pricing and
other decisions affecte ?

REI.ATIVE INCENTIVE E. FECTS OF ACCEI.ERATED DEPRECIATION

These conclusions regarding the 1934 depreciation changes cannot
generally be applied to accelerated depreciation since there are many
other forums it can take. Other forms permit full or fractional write-
off of the cost of assets in the year acquired or over a 5-year period
anid have received considerable' alttetion. One important feature of
such plans as compared with the recent one enacted in the United

states that the accelerated-depreciation portion of the allowance is
tile Same regardless of the expected economic life of the depreciable
asset. Tihe firm is thus led to decide between two assets of different
ages solely on their economic merits, and not on their favorable or
un favorable treatment under the tax law"'

A second feature of these accelerated-depreciation methods is that
the., enhance the position of the risky investor as compared with the
safe investor over a wider range of awst lives. And, finally, they
o'fer a sharply higher investment incentive than present methods,
'lld. if lished far enough, can provide more per dollar of revenue
loss than that achieved by rate reduction.

If these methods can overcome one part of the criticism of existing
methods, what then are the remaining ones? The major criticisms
are tile effects on economic stability and on the behavior on business
decisions about prices, wages, and dividends .

EFFECTS ON TIMING OF INVESTMENT PrRciASEs

Accelerated depreciation can affec-t the timing of investment either
by creating cyclical changes in financial ability or in investmentilleelntives.

'Total buftlnesq expenditures on plant and eqtilpment In 1954 are estimated at $27
million, of whichh the Council of Economic Advisers estimates $23 billion to be corporate.
The iiimn:,te in the text Is 1aM.4 on tWle 2, assumes a 50 percent tax rate and reduces
this result iy the ratio of corporate to total purehapes of depr"eIahle assets-84 percent.
The total rercut," loss, personal and corporate, would run to $35 billion.

5It can be noted parenthetically that the present form of the allowance discriminates
against longer-lived assets.
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1. Alility to invest
A common charge against. accelerated depreciation is that it will

reduce the sensitivity of tax yields to economic fluctualtions, since it
weights current rates' of investment more heavily il co it ing de)re-
ciation than do normal methods. It tenlds to increae aisposuble in-
come of firms at a time of boom through decreasin-, their taxes. In
a depression, when rates of purchase of (lepreciabe assets are sub-
normal, accelerated depreciation falls below normal, and the result-
ing increase in taxes decreases business disposable income. If this
were inevitable, accelerated depreciation wouh reduce the counter-
cyclical effectiveness of income taxes on business firms.

But before examining this question, a few factors should be placed
in perspective. First, while it is perfectly clear that accelerated de-
preciation responds more quickly than normal depreciation in situa-
tions of long-run growth, it is 1)t so clear that tls is true for short-
run fluctuations, whet her superimposed on an underlying situation
of growth or of stability.

Second, much deleds on whether economic fluctuations in the fu-
ture are minor, such as in 1923, 1927, 1949, and 1954M, or major, such
as 1921 or the great depression of the thirties. If the fluctuations are
minor, virtually no countercyclical issue arises. In 1049, for example,
business purchases of del)reciable a11sets (in real terms) were about
10 percent ,low the rate in 1948 and in 19.0; in 195-, they were 6
percent less ulan the 1953 rates. Different kinds of (lepreciat lon could
vary by no more than these amounts, and o einarily wle d bi consid-
erably ess. But, a fluctuation of this magnittile isles than AI billion
in taxes , surely not a size of first-order importance. If, on the other
hand, fluctuations will lbe major, different depreciation methods have
quantitative significance. Real purchases of depreciable assets in1933, for example, fell to le., than one-third of their 1929 rate ad
did not really recover until after World War I.

But even though it is possible for various depreciation methods to
have quantitatively significant differences when there are major eco-
nomnic fluctuati6ns, there is no presumption against accelerated depre-
ciation in favor of normal methods. Whether it will behave more or
less cyclically than normal depreciation depends oil the kind of
cyclical pattern in the purchase of depreciable asets, the duration of
the business cycle, and the durabilitv of assets.

The following illustration will ejlnphasize the daimger of generaliz-
ing about this. Suppose cyclical fluctuations are symmetrical over a
period of 8 years--the usually accepted average length of major busi-
ness cycles so far observed. Suppose, further, that all depreciable
assets'have a life of 20 yearns. Five-year depreciation is then notice-
ably more stabilizing than normal 120-year depreciation in that it,
results in less depreciation in the ulpswinug (first 4 years in table 3) and
more in the downswing (last 4 years in table 3). One-year deprecia-
tion, on the other hand, increases depreciation in the upswing relative
to the use of a 20-year period since it would follow the pattern of
l)urchases.
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TAmni.E 3.-Comparis0f of cyleicaul deprecittion iitlcrns. 8.ycar 8nlfliCt* ieal cycle,
20-j/car anets

Amount of depreclhtion under deprecla.
1'tileh'e of Itoll IPerlod of -

Period (il 11 i die I
ts t I Normll]5-year 8-.r 0year

t ............................................ 129 166 N0 IKS
2................................ .... -... I 1 2 200 188
3............................................ 71 21AM 195
............................ .... - .K) 2(k) 205

5.... ............... ... 271 24 M11 212
. . :1 218 21W) 2127 ............... A214 2 25

8 ........... ........................ . 110N 20U 2W 10

I Purchases In period t-100 (I+ 'S

An illustration of this kind obviously does not establish accelerated
depreciation as 111010 counterevelical than normal depreciation. The
results depend on the particular assumptions underlying the illus-
tration. While the ones chosen art not un'easoiiable, ( lfferent re-
suits could be obtained by altering the sha)e or duration of the cycle,
the average length of life of asset, and the methods of depreciation.
0nenyear depreciation, for example, would clearly have a cyclical
l)attern. But this illustration does eliminate the belief that acceler-
ated delpreciation necessarily or presunptively reduces the counter-
cyclical effectiveness of the tax. No general answer, therefore, seems
p)ossil)le in the abstract. These doubts about the direction, coupled
with the relative quantitative unimportance of the amounts should
reduce worry about this aspect of the question.
2. Cyclical effect of inetnwnt incentve.s

This, of course, is not the whole story. Accelerated depreciation
has been accused of stimulating investment incentives cyclically, even
under constant, tax rates. The case rests on the following considera-
tions. In the boom profits are high. Business firms are aware of
their ability to write off rapidly the cost of depreciable assets pur-
chased, and are encouraged to invest in them. In the depression, on
the other hand, losses are sustained and rapid del)reciation cannot pro-
vide added stimulus. Indeed, if the period of losses is expected to
be followed by a I)eriod of protits, a rapid writeoff may actually be
disa(lvantageous to the individual firm.

For this result to follow it is iece..,arv that tax deductions he lost
if they are not taken in a year of boom or high activity. That is to
say, other years in the cvcle are either low l)rofit or loss years. But
recent ecoimific history lhas given uf, two recessions with high profits-
19-49 ani 1153. In 1949 the number of profitable corpoi atlos fell by
less than 2) percent and their income declined about one-sixth to
slightly over $30 billion. deficitt corporations increased 14 percentt
and their deficits rose $0.6 billion to $2.4 billion. The 1954 recession
appears to have fallen even less heavily on corporate profits. These,
of course, are aggregate amounts. Separate industries or firms ,oh(
have been affected in different ways. But still it seems a safe gen-
eralizatioii that relatively few profitable firms sli)ped so far as to
make deficits. In contrast, in 1932 the number of profitable corpora-
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tions dropped nearly 200,00 fro t 1929; aggregate net income fell
from $1 1. billion iii 19)29 to $2.2 billion. I)eicit corporaliOm in tle
sante period rose from 187,)00 to 3t9,i0)0; net hsses front $2.) billion
to $7.8 billion. If future cyclical swings are like those of recent years,
delpreeciatioii co ld be ibsol-bed in a recession almost as easily as ill
a boom. If they aro like the great depression of the thirties, it will
bel much harder io absorb dept'ciatiion I depression years.

But even in this case expenses in loss N ears, even when hey cannot
I)0 fully deducted from inc',ome, of that year, can reduce taxes of other
years. Under present law a 2-year carrvback alld it 5-year. carry-
forward of losses is pro% ided. nler teli'se eircllstanfes, it is ll-
likely that firms would fail to receive some tax benefit front accelerated
depreiation in a year of loss. Only if they never really expected to
make protits in tle next 6 years, and dlid not mke them inlthe 2 reved-
ing years, would this he itre. In such a sitaitition, tNxes wol d have
little or no effect on their investment decisions in either a boom or
recession.

Moreover, a special a,,,uml tion miiusl be made about the formation
of bsiiness exlectat itis alout fit re income in order for tlhe described
result to take place. A firml must expect good years to he suceeded
1y bad, and had years to he followed by jrood. I'he usual conmilint.
alout business behavior is that this c:clial behavior is usually not
expected'. that instead there is a tendency toward the belief that exist-
ing conditions will Continue. There is overinvest meant in good yeal's
because it is expected to be just lied by the continuance of large fu!t ure
l)rotits: underinvestment in depression years because weak markets
are expected to last indefinitelv. If business firms expect existinlg
levels of profits to Continue, accelerated depreciation, even without
lo,;s offsets, wold not have much cyclical etlect on invest ment ilcetn-
lives. Expected continuance of boom pl lits would not induce the
thim to ruts its invest, ment in Order to seTur a (till offset from aecel-
erated depreciation. Expected conthinuame of depression losses would
not imuce the firm to pistpnlle investment to a time in which accel-
erated (lepreciat ion could be taken.

Finally, accelerated depreciat ion. if used for tax purposes, may also
be used tn the firm's accounts. If it is, it could reduce book Jwrolits
after taxes in a hoomn and decrease then in a depression . (W either
or not it actually will was analyzed in the preceding section.) While
some st udents o? business behavior place considerable emphasis on this
factor as a damper on business optimism in a boom and a cushion till-
der depression pessimism, it is probably too minor to warrant em-
phasis as a stabilizer.

Err-rm ox OTIvr Busi NEss D)msoN.s

The possibility that accelerated depreciation may be used by busi.
ne,,,.s firms in their own accounts may haove a significant effect onl other
managerial decisions, however. There is, to I smre, no inherent rea-
son why accelerated depreciation will be used in business accounts,
nor, if 'used, that it must enter into managerial decisions. The tax
law permits separate sets of boks. But what evidence is available
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points toward the continuation of past, practices under which book do-
preciat ion tended to (on forin to tax tlepreciation."

If ised! in the firmn's accounts find in btisiness decisions, accelerated
depreciation lay raise prices through artitically overstating costs,
depending on the degree ind kind of competition the particular firn
faces. Such an eventuality could lead to a decrease it the quantity
demluntled of the firn's products, and some slackening of the demand
for enlarged capacity. If demand did not fall off at the new prices,
there would result sone redistribution of income from consumers to
lisiless, rill)elhalps, s50110 effect oi aggregate ltdeinflil. On the
other hand, failure to raise prices could reduce profits and perhaps
dividends.

Existing knowledge does not allow an accurate prediction of the
conmsequences flowing from tile use of acelerated depreciation in'
manaigerial decisions. It seems sufficient to point out here that it
represent all artificial, distorting influence on decisions. These deci-
sion would be improved if bused on as accurate it measure of deprecia-
tion Ias can presently be ilde by accountants, engineers, managers,
ecolilnists, and other' interested groups. This is a major weaknes in
the use of accelerated depreciation as ill investment stimulus. What
are the alternatives? Two obvious ones present themselves: rate re-
dllctions and investment credits.

A ITElI NATIVE STiFt MrIATI NO )DEvtc1R~
1ate redlctions ciannot achieve the sale effects as seine of tile ex-

trenme fornl, of accelerated depreciation do. For examlpe, 1-year le-
preciafion silbstanlitally eliminates the disincentive effects ot the in-
colle tax, yet large yields of taxes would still be collected under it.
'his Sl elle'efret old be achieved by rate reductions only by virtual

elimination of yields. In view of tie pressing financial ileedls of tile
olntry, elimination of tax yields does not. seem a fruitful approach

to fakx revision it file present, tinie.
TFax credits, over and above normal depreciation, upon tile pur-

clases of depreciable assets can, however, tiuplicate the incentive ef-
fects of accelerated depreciation. They can be granted in the year
when lite asset is purc lased or spread over several years subsequent
to its chaseas, (A carryforward of unused tax. credits would, of
course, be it feature of any such plan to avoid discriminating against
firnls with low pIofits or losses in any particular year.) Tax credits
also have the important advantagee ihat they would not creep into

msiness accomts and distort business decisions. Since normal depre-
ciation would be deducted from the firn's taxable income, it would
ordinarily hw isd in the firm's accounts. These tax credits could be
Varied frolm time to time as economic conditions warranted without
creating a major wrench in business accounting policies. The British
after a number of years of experimentation with accelerated deprecia-
Iion have gone over to what they call an investment allowance system

*'"Adoption by many eorporatinns of accelerate! deprevlatln for eorrrate aecrr,ting,
when they alopt it for ta\ep. Is Indicated." William J. Edmonds. The Effect on 1Rw;ols
Dlellon, of Changes In Tax Depreciation Policy, National Tax Journal VI1 (March 1955),
p. 113. ilBt note this qualification: "Subequent information reaching the author Indi-
n les a trend among large companies toward the declinlng-balnee method for tax purposes

hut with no changes contemplated In accounting practices at thls time. P. 112 n Pr-
liininary results of a stuly by Prof. E. K. Smith confirms the view that firms using the
new delreelatlon methods for tax purposes will also tend to use It In their own accounts.

7.,'34-56----33
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which perlik a 10-percent credit for industrial buildings and a 20-
pereellt credit for iiaehilery and equipment. Careful sttidiy of their
experienco has not yet been uuiade but is urgently needed.

The tax credit. for investment can be Iade to stiillnlate ecollonliC
growth still further by limiting it to expenditures on depreciable
assets in excess of normal depreciation. Then, only if the firm were
sending more than the amount necessary to maintain the )ook vhlie
,of existing depreciable assets would additional tax reduction be
granted. Static and dechlng firms wout receive only hernial delpre-
ciation on their replacelnent purclases; growing firns would receive
normal depreciation on all purchases plus a tax credit for purchases
in excess of norlnal depreciation. In order to avoid encouraging busi-
ness concentration through growth by the purchase of existing firms
and assets, the tax credit, should be restricted to purchases of new
assets. This distinction is now made under the 19M law and setnis
relatively easy to handle adlinistratikely.

One firthe*r advantage of the tax credit for invest muent in depreei-
able assets is that it nicely complements the most satisfactory nIetlfI
of eliminating or reducing double taxation of dividen(ls; namely,
the tax credit, to Cor)orations for dividend payments. Corporations
could then receive a tax credit either for purchase of (epreeiable assets
or for dividend payments; the tax consequences of decisions about
retention and use or l)aylnent as divi(len(ls co(l be pleiied roughly ol
a par.

('Lusio"

1. The 1954 depreciation changes are a more costly way of seuring
an investment stinuls similar to that. achieved by'reducing the vor.
porate income tax around 21/2. percentage points.

2. Accelerated depreciation provides a stimulus to investment that
cannot be duplicated by rate reduction. It does not involve a redite-
lion in the oulntere)hcal effectiveness of the income tax of ally se-
rious niagnitlde. It does, however, tend to distort business deciiolns
al)out prices and dividends.

3. T-ax credits for investment, provide the same kind of stimulus
hut avoid this distortion. They can still further stimulate growth by
being limited to the exess of expenditures for new depreciable assets
over normal depreciation.

FOUR WAYS TO WRITE OFF CAPITAL EXPENDITURES-

CAN WE LET MANAGEMENT CHOOSE?

JoEL l)EAN,' Joel Dean As:'ociates, llastings.on-ludson, N. Y.

1. INTRODUcION

It is essential that there be some control over fie amount of income
deductions representing cost of using up long-lived assets; otherwise
the tax laws would be nullified, for taxpayers would choose to state
their capital wastage costs as a sum large enough to cancel out all
taxable income. Congress has therefore been long and properly con.

For major aspistane to preparing this manuscript I wish to ex press my gratitude to
Winiteld Smith of Joel Dean Aolatest. For helpfuI suggestions, 1 am indebted to my
Associates, James Lore and Stephen Taylor.
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t(eried with the depreciation provisions of the tax laws. At the same
fihue there has beei a growing awareness of the part this revenue-

igatherinig mechanism plays in determining the composition, amount,
anid timing of economic activities and an increasing willingness to
ek better ways of reconcilirg the Treasury's revenue needs with the

im )persoiial rules of a free economy.
In dealing with problems of defining and estimating tax deprecia-

tion, Congress has before it a wide variety of concepts of capital
wastage. lax-depreciation control has taken inany forms and could
take inany mnore. As we slvd see, historical accidents and ancient
mIodes of thought have had laueh to (10 with determining the system
we have, anid notions of abstract fairness have somietimies obscuirIed
Ihe fact that any particular depreciation rule has economic effects that
nre inescapable, however unfair it may seem. This analysis takes a
fresh look at the major alte native concepts and the usual justifica.
fions given for them. It then goes on to consider their effects on
m1maim gerial behavior and the voslluences of allowing taxpayers a
N ider lange of choice among writeoff Imet hods.

I1. How l)Ei'aTwM 4hTIOx tl~R:S AM'sCm' BUSINESS ]CISIoNS

It is important to iiderstand at time outset how tax depreciation
(and taxes) should affect business decisions, and how they really are
affecting them in a large and growing number of cases. What is in-
Come and what, is depreciationii for tax purposes are (etermlined by
Congress, t lie Treasury and the courts. These definitions may or may
not resemble those a business firm finds managerially useful in carry-
ing on its own affairs and in making the investment and other (le-
isions which, in the aggregate, affect income, enll)loyment, the com-

position of output, technological progress and economic stability.
But no matter how much business measurements of income and de-
pireciation difter froni tax detinitiois, tax depreciation affects busi-
nesS decisions, and especially so in recent, years. This is because
high tax rates nake metlols of tax-depreciation important. The
best and tile worst methods (defined from any viewpoint you choose)
are indistinguishable in their practical effects when the tax rate is
low, but they jnay have vitally different impacts when tax rates are
around 50 percent.

Taxes affect decisions because they are cash flows whose size and
time distribution are importantly affected by business actions. What
makes the Government's definition of income important to the cor-
poration is that the Government takes 52 l)ercent of it. It follows,
then, that tax-de )reciation methods affect business decisions only
because of their effect on the size and timing of income-tax payments
and not through any real or imagined similarity between these de-
preciation methods and the nature or economic behavior of asset
values.

If a businessman defines income, investment, or depreciation in some
way not used in tax computations, there is often the opportunity of
arranging his affairs so that income according to the Government's
definition is smaller than income according to his own or, at least,
more favorably arranged over time. Thus the tax bite on what the
businessman regards as his income is minimized through shifts in pro.
auction methods, etc. This entirely legal and unavoidable form of
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tax avoidance can have important effects on economic activity in
general.

Taxes are only a cost and tax reductions through depreciation are
only a benefit. Both should be treated like any other cost or rev-
enue item in considering an individual business decision. Since
many, possibly most, business decisions aim at maximizing the excess
of revenues over costs, taxes affect these decisions and tax deprecia-
tion affects investment decisions especially.

This use of "cost" says nothing about tax incidence, i. e., who "Pays"
the taxes in the end. Wherever resources are at all mobile the uilti-
mate incidence pattern is, to an important extent, the product of
resource shifts. When all these have occurred in response to the
cost and revenue effects of the tax, final incidence may be on the
person or firm who writes out the tax check or it may be far, far
away.

II1. ALTERNATIVE CONCEPTS OF CAPITAL EXPENDITUIRE WRITEOFF

In this section I want to review several of the more interesting
or important depreciation procedures that are used in one way or
another in our tax system. Although it is usual to think of the sys-
tem as having only 1 major kind of depreciation rule, or 2 at the
most, an economist would have to say that there are at least 4 very
distinct methods. Each of them has some useful features and each is

quite capable of being applied to the entire field, although with quite
ifferent results. I will postpone to the last a discussion of the

"standard" depreciation method, under which original asset cost is
tax-depreciable under a schedule intended to cover the asset's entire
useful life.

For a better appraisal of the economic consequences of this type of
"timetable" tax depreciation characteristically applicable to corpora-
tion assets, we shall first examine three other concepts of capital wast-
age which may be novel and instructive alternatives to the conven-
tional procedure. These are (1) percentage depletion, (2) "final
reckoning" depreciation, and (3) "cash flow" depreciation.

A. PFRCENTAOE DEPLETION

Percentage depletion is allowed for many mineral deposits and
other more or less natural resources. Underit, a certain proportion
of the current market value of each year's production is treated as a
capital wastage allowance, deductible from taxable income, without
regard to historical acquisition costs of the asset.

Percentage depletion has three distinctive traits:
1. The income deductions permitted are not limited to original

cost of asset or any inflation-adjusted derivative thereof.
2. The rates are fixed by Congress. They are unrelated to

producers' opportunity costs or reservation prices, except insofar
as Congress hits on a correct estimate of these.

3. The depletion allowance is based on (a) current-dollar
values of the product, not book value or original cost of the
asset, and (b) production volume, not time.
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The conventional justification for using percentage depletion in-
stead of timetable depreciation, which would i imit tle capital wastage
deductions to the original cost and spread them over a specified life,
is that for some assets, notably minerals, life and capital value cannot
be predicted even within the wide error ranges tolerated for machin-
ery and buildings. It is much more apparent that the costs of dis-
covering and preparing to exploit mineral and forest resources often
bear no useful relation to these assets' capital values than in the case
of machinery and buildings. This is partly because there is a more
elastic supply of industrial buildings and equipment, so that their
cost and economic value are often tolerably close.

Furthermore, if so-called wasting assets were taxed on the basis of
timetable depreciation, a strange set of economic circumstances would
result. U1) to the end of the depreciation period, tax-deductible costs
would include capital wastage allowances, so that after-tax income
would be large compared with income after the end of the depreciation
perid; later the absence of (leductions for capital wastage would
swell taxable income and shrink the after-tax cash income flow. Two
mines that were otherwise economically similar might thus show
quite different after-tax profits, so that a mineowner's incentive to
produce a ton of ore would depend on his mine's position in the depre-
ciation timetable. Percentage depletion avoids this illogical result.

If, however, we compare t le tax depreciation I)roblems in the treat-
!ieait of forests, minerals, and other "wastig assets" where depletion
is now used, with the "' olleins of treating buildings and machinery,
I think we must acknowledge that the differences are of degreee rather
than kind. For all assets acquisition costs imperfectly reflect lifetime
capital value, and both asset life and lifetime output are hard to fore.
cast because they depend so much on future obsolescence, replacement
and opportunity costs, marginal products, and other factors unknown
at the time of acquisition. The strange and undesirable results that
would follow if the incentives for mineral extraction were to depend
on a mine's depreciation position actually occur in the case of other
assets. Econoniic lives of manufacturing assets really (o depend in
part on whether there is any depreciation left as an inconie deduction
and whether this depreciation represents high or low price levels. To
an economist, and possibly to anyone, it does not seem desirable that
asset lives should be affected by tax accidents. The optimum life of
lonig-lived assets ought to be determined without intrusion of such
artificial aiid fortuitous factors, but it isn't.

Percentage depletion has an additional feature which makes it
especially attractive during and after a major change in price levels.
Of all the permitted methods of allowing for capital consumption in
tax calculations, only percentage depletion is infation and deflation-
proof. In my work for a wide variety of industrial firms I have
repeatedly been impressed with the serious overstatements of real
corporate income (and income-tax liabilities) that result when low
historical costs of long-lived assets are written off against today's
inflated income. In some cases real corporate income has actually
been negative, in the sense that there has been shrinkage in the firm s
physicaI size and inflation-adjusted earning power, yet book income

as been substantial and income taxes have been large. The Treasury
and most of the accounting profession have strongly resisted all
attempts at stating corporate income after some provision for re-
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placing depreciable assets at present higher costs, and I do not want
to reopen this controversy here. But it, is instructive to note that the
problem does not exist under percentage depletion, because the de-
pletion recoveries are always based on current product values, not
asset costs of 1947, 1933, or 1927.

These novel features of percentage depletion help explain why
some people with no ax to grind have looked with sympathy on pro-
posals to extend something like it to all industry. The big problem,
which exists to some extent even in the extractive industries, is to
determine the value of the extracted product. It may be difficult
to attach market values to ore in the midst of a wilderness, but the
problem is small compared with that of attributing a dollar value to
the contribution of a particular machine, or even to all depreciable
assets of a company.

There is, however, another way of looking at depletion, which is
to regard it as substituting (1) a perpetually lower rate on a, "more
gross" income for (2) a higher rate on income that is net of a fixed
recovery of original cost. In this sense, depletion could easily be
applied to any taxpayer who chose to use it instead of the timetable
method. Whether the lower rate would be too much, not enough, or
just right, to produce the economically optimum use of long-lived
assets would be difficult to determine. But so is it in the case of
mineral deposits and other assets to which percentage depletion is
now applied.

Furthermore, I have my doubts about the wisdom of trying to use
the tax system to protect some or all taxpayers from some of the effects
of inflation. The way to deal with the problem of inflation may be to
prevent it and not to weaken, through grants of relief, the public's
already weak incentives to oppose inflationary policies. The real
lesson to be learned from percentage depletion is that there is at least
one depreciation method that eould be applied to all assets and which
would accord consistent treatment to economically similiar assets as
well as avoid confiscatory taxes during an inflation.

B. "FINAL RIEORONING" DEPRIEOIATION

Another way of treating asset writeoff is to postpone it until the
asset is entirely used up or is finally disposed of by its owner. Thus
the two distinctive features of final reckoning depreciation are:

1. No capital consumption allowance is permitted during own-
ership life and

2. Taxale gain or loss is only recognized on sale or retirement
of the asset.

Land owned in fee is the most important kind of asset so treated
under our tax laws. The usual reasons given for this are that land
is not consumed in any regular or predictable fashion and the only
gain or loss that is administratively practical to recognize, among
te many that are always occurring, is that realized when the books
are closed on a particular parcel.

I do not think that these reasons make a really clear case for treat-
ing land in this special fashion, or if they do, why many other
kinds of assets should not be treateA in the same way. Land can
be used up like any. mineral deposit or machine. Like land, the
whole story on the ultimate profitability of any long-term invest.
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meant can seldom be known until the books are finally closed. Once
again, the differences, if any, are only of degree, and abstract reason-
ing does not provide a very useful guide to tax policy.

If we turn to the economic consequences of requiring that land be
treated under the final reckoning method, we find that corporate-tax
rates, costs of capital and inability to secure depreciation deductions
provide very strong incentives for most manufacturing and trading
companies to avoid holding land. The most popular way to do this
is through long-term leasing from financial institutions. Insurance
companies especially have become large holders of commercial and
industrial land. One of the reasons why these financial institutions
find land a more attractive investment than do the occupants is cer-
tainly the lower income-tax rate paid by life-insurance companies.
This illustrates two points I made earlier: that tax depreciation is
only important as a source of tax deductions, and that the differences
among depreciation methods only become important when income-tax
rates are high.

The sale-leaseback movement is thus largely a natural and inevitable
product of the tax laws and especially of the depreciation rules applied
to land. These leaseback arrangements tend to tie up land and other
resources, sometimes in uneconomic uses, because the long-term lease
contracts are usually restrictive and quite difficult to alter. They de-
stabilize corporate income by encouraging the substitution of fixed
payment obligations for common stock.

o administrative or technical problems would impede the extension
of the final reckoning system to any other kinds of assets. But because
its effects are so clearly undesirable where it is now applied, I think
that any extension would be a mistake. Its chief lesson for us is that
taxpayers will seek to avoid investing in assets that are singled out for
especially unfavorable writeoff treatment, often with undesirable
consequences for the economy as a whole.

C. CASII-FLOW DEPRECIATION

Under cash-flow depreciat ion, investment outlays are expensable im-
mediately. There may be a taxable gain later if the asset has any
disposal value.

This treatment is, in the United States, accorded to (1) all expendi-
tures which result in no tangible, physical asset, (2) to a limited num-
ber of expenditures for physical assets which tend to have very short
lives, and(3) to highly variable amounts of installation and starting-
up expenditures for investment projects that are otherwise treated as
depreciable assets.

Traditional ways of looking at investments, which were borrowed
largely from accounting conventions of decades ago and from rules
to encourage the conservative statement of a.sets, probably gave rise
to the notion that outlays for "intangibles" should be expensable for
tax purposes. But whatever may be the value of these accounting
conventions for celain uses, it is hard to see how the future economic
value of an investment in research, for example, is much more or much
less certain than the economic value of an investment in a plant to
use a new process or in a standard machine that may be obsoleted at
any time. It is not even certain that only "tangible" assets can be
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sold and intangibles cannot; sometimes neither can be sold and some-
times both can-be.

From an economic standpoint, tie conclusion is inescapable that
many expenditures now eligible for cash-flow depreciation have all the
important features of a long-term investment: their timing is highly
discretionary they cost money now, and they are made in the hope
that they will produce benefits in the future, sometimes very far in
the future.

Cash-flow depreciation could easily be extended to cover all assets.
It would, in fact, vastly simplify the work of the taxpayer and the
tax collector, because assets would be written off at (he time of pur-
chase, when all the records were available and fresh, and the w iole
apparatus for recording and checking allowable de )reciation rates
and accruals could be junked. Similarly, all legal and administrative
disputes over expendability versus depreciability of particular out-
lays would come to an end.

In addition, universal application of a cash-flow depreciation meth-
od would have these advantages:

1. It would conform to the most advanced of all methods now in
use for presenting and evaluating investment decisions. Just as
sources and uses-of-funds statements have now become common in
business and Federal budgeting, the discounted cash-flows method is
being increasingly used for measuring investment worth. Accord-
ing to this method, investments are portrayed in terms of their cash
outlays and their receipt streams, ignoring such noncash items as de-
preciation. This disposes entirely of t ie problem of how assets
really" depreciate and the problem of how to apportion each year's

revenue among capital costs, return of investment and profit. Both
of these questions have always had a peculiarly metaphysical aspect,
and recently many business firms have discovered that they need not
be answered at all in order to reach investment decisions that are
economically correct.

2. Cash-flow depreciation would treat all outlays equally, without
creating mystical or artificial distinctions based on Treasuim-Y rulings.
Business firns would be free to meet the economic demands of the
free market in Whatever way p: omised the lowest real costs to the firm
and society. They would no longer have the incentive that now exists
to do it the tax-expensing way even where a depreciable long-term
investment is economically superior.

3. Firms in the greatest. need of funds for expansion would benefit
from the privilege of expensing their investments. The result would
fit in well with our goa! of a dynamic and expanding econiomv, encour-
aging every firm to become or remain an innovator. These benefits
would be most valuable to those small and growing companies whose
inability to tap the organized capital markets holds back their growth
and slows down the spread of so many new and valuable develop-
ments. Dynamic large firms would also benefit, of course, but to a
lesser degree because they already have access to sources of additional
capital on reasonable terms.

4. Conversely, firms with low or negative investment programs
would bear a heavier tax burden. With the end of their need for new
capital the Government's tax take would automatically steel) up. In
addition, once all of a firm's earnings prospects had vanished, there
would not be the incentive that now exists to preserve or merge it
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in order to utilize its valuable depreciation base, because there would
be no base left under cash-flow depreciation. Thus moribund com-
panies would be speedily dissolved and their assets released for more
desirable economic uses, with the Government sharing in any proceeds
of dissolution.

Some of these features of cash-flow depreciation are explored fur-
ther in the next section as part of the discussion of timetable depreci-
ation. The point I want to make now is that cash-flow depreciation
has some very attractive features that should entitle it to serious con-
sideration. Going further, I believe that, of the four major methods
presented in this paper, the cash-flow rule is the most suitable for uni-
versal application.

1). TIMETABLE DEPRECIATION,

Conventional timetable tax depreciation, the only kind now used for
most long-lived tangible assets, has these traits:

1. Eligible expenditures do not result in deductions from tax-
able income now but are deductible in installments over a period
of years.

2. The number of years has usually, but not always, corre-
spoilded to someone's not ion of useful life.

3. The timetable has had a variety of forms, including straight
line, SYD,2 double declining balance, or crooked straight lines.
(The last has been caused by combining fast and normal write-
offs.)

4. End-of-life gain or loss is determined by comparing depre-
ciated value with disposal value.

Historically, two factors probably account for the wide use of
timetable depreciation in the tax laws.

1. Wartime, which saw the first use of the corporate income tax
and most of its subsequent growth, is a time of pressing needs for
revenue and strong public (lemands for taxation of excess profits,
whatever these are. Long-run results are ignored in the drive to
get money now, especially from those who seem to be fattening on
the war. This makes tax officials look with favor on any definition
of the income-tax base which produces a large base now.

2. Accounting theories and investigations of how assets really wear
out have long sanctioned the device of spreading costs of certain
assets against the income of many years, in order to state income
fairly and to "provide for the replacement of an asset at the end of
its useful life." This fitted in very well with the desire to produce
high wartime tax collections fro expanding fi rs.

These notions of equity are only one set out of many that, in a
vacuum, might seem equally plausible. Their application, however,
leads to peculiar results and suggest that some other standard might
well guide us in the future.

In World War II, for example, a number of special measures
adopted to finance expanding private production would have been
less important or unneeded if cash-flow depreciation had been in
effect. In addition, the wide use of S-year writeoffs partially nulli-
fied the standard depreciation timetable and thus permitted growing
firms to retain a much larger part of their pretax cash income during
the war years.

I Sum-of.the.years' digits.
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Even in peacetime, however, the timetable method seems to me to
produce undesirable and avoidable results. Some of them arise be-
cause of the coexistence of this and other tax treatments for invest-
ment outlays, while others are characteristic of the timetable method
itself.

1. A pervasive and durable bias is created against investment ex-
penditures that do not result in tax reductions now or very soon.
Resen rch, advertising. employee and executive training, company
bowling teams, and all the rest of the expensable inveAtments are
not bad in themselves; they can confer some benefits on the direct
participants, the economy, and our society. But the stme can be
said of investments in plant and equipment. When the tax laws
permit these intangible investments to be expensed and require that
physical assets be depreciated, often over many years, we inevitably
get more intangible investments and less plant and equipment than
businesses' judgment would favor or than we ourselves really want,
in any economic sense.

2. Small firms which have opportunities for rapid expansion but
are not big enough to have ready or reasonable access to capital mar-
kets are held back. Even where the owners have taken nothing
out of the firm in order to devote all possible funds to growth, the
Government makes itself a prior claimant on cash-flows long before
the owners or investors realize any returns.

3. Firms of low profitability but with substantial undepreciated
assets become more attractive investments because their cash income
is tax free. Firms which, in an economic sense, are identically situ-
ated, are unequally taxed if their assets were acquired at different
times or different price levels.

4. Large amounts of talent are diverted to finding a way around
or through the necessarily arbitrary distinctions between expensable
and depreciable expenditures, and in blocking these attempts. Since
the distinctions are partly mystical and are difficult to apply in many
special situations, there is a minimum of predictability and a mnaxi-
mum of opportunity for sharp practice. People who understand tax
effects are rewarded financially, although it is hard to see how society
is better oil by creating these new jobs and specialties.

In sum, timetable depreciationn sets up a will-o'-the-wisp by as-
suming that there is some knowable or determinable timetable that
is fair and represents the way in which assets really depreciate, even
though nobody can write an accepted definition of what deprecia-
tion is. For managerial purposes, and also for public policy, it is
sometimes desirable to make an estimate of the degree to which a
firm, an industry, or the Nation is maintaining the real economic value
of its plant. But no depreciation method now in general use comes
close to tlis, least of all the one imposed by our tax laws. For a diffi-
cult problem of economic analysis, the tax laws substitute a simple
and mechanical process which is plainly wrong and which has, in any
case, little to do with the public policy problems of extracting a given
amount of Government revenue with the least damage to the competi-
tive and innovative vigor of our economy.

The belief that these timetables have some real significance is grad-
ually dying out. Managers and accountants recognize the value of
keeping separate books for the tax collector. And Congress itself
drastically alters the traditional timetable through 5-year writeoffs
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and the new SYD and double declining balance options. All that
remains is to recognize that it is neither necessary nor relevant that
any articularr tax treatment of long-lived asset costs should corre-
spond to some theory of the amount or timing of capital wastage.

IV. WiiicH METHOD WOULD BUSINESS CHOOSE?

If we. were to offer a choice to business firms, it seems certain that
the majority of firms would choose to adopt the cash-flow writeoff
method for most of their capital outlays.3 There would be some ex-
ce)tions to this even apart from those steminung from managerial
ignorance. For example, firms with low or negative current income
and little expectation of substantial income within whatever loss
carry-forward period is allowed would probably pick longer writeoff
periods for their current investments. Some firms would find that
percentage (le)letion would benefit them most, and would choose it if
it were offered The rest, if they were acting wisely, would write all
new investments off for tax purposes in the first, year.

The attractiveness of fast writeoff from a managerial viewpoint lies
in its effect on tax timing. A cash-flow writeoff would reduce taxable
income by the full amount of the investment's cost-and taxes by
about half of that-in the first year. In all subsequent years, of
course, income and taxes would be higher because there would be no
unrecovered depreciation to charge against the later years' income.
The net effect is thus to postpone tax payments, as coml)arel with the
payments that would be made tinder a timetable system. We have
already seen why this would be especially valuable t6 rapidly growing
firms, particularly if they were small. But other firms would use cash-
flow depreciation as Qll, because almost any rational firm would
prefer a lumpl-sum tax reduction this year to the same reduction spread
out over a number of years in the future.

V. SUouI, WE LET MfANAGEMENT CHoosE?

We have now reviewed the four major writeoff methods and have
seen why most private firms would decide on the cash-flow method
if they vere offered a choice. In this final section I want to examine
some of the public policy aspects of allowing such freedom of choice.
Does this proposal conceal some tremendous loophole or windfall to
privatee industry? Would it have startling and undesirable effects on

Government revenues? Whqiat would be its effects on the level
and stability of prices, production, and investment? When, if
ever, is the best time to move in this direction? Recent experiments in
Europe will tell us a lot on this subject, once they have been adequately
summarized and studied by the experts. Meanwhile the following
analysis may provide some of the answers.

1. Cash-flow writeoff would certainly improve resource allocations
among firms and consumers, with a consequent increase in the econ-
omy's ability to provide the goods and services people want most and
at lowered real cost. It would do this by leaving producers free to

$I am leaving out percentage depletion because so much would depend on the spread
beti'een the prevailing Income-tax rate and the lower rate on gross income under percentage
depletion.
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meet the market's demands in the best way, whether this involved out-
lays that are now expensable or those that must be written off over
an extended period according to present law.

2. It would increase our national investment in long-lived physical
assets, since these are just the types of investment that present law
discourages. Whether or not we want this depends largely on whether
we value the consequent improvement economic efficiency. Some think
this would worsen the problems of economic instability, since the latter
may grow with greater reliance on long-lived production facilities.
If we are unable to master the economic fluctuations of a high-invest-
ment economy we perhaps should direct public policy toward discour-
aging productive investments and rely instead on a greater degree of
handwork etc., even though it is less efficient. Our present tax laws
seem to take this defeatist view, which I hope is unjtstified. I think
the reasoning is wrong. Instability comes because expenditures are
discretionary not because they result in bricks and mortar.

3. A cash-dow writeoff system would provide a built-in private in-
vestment stimulus operating in good times and bad and always tailored
to the performance of the individual firm. Even in bad tines, when
most firms can find no promising investment projects, a substantial
minority are expanding dynamically, and are hungry for capital.
Cash-flow writeoff would automatically p rovide these firms with
needed encouragement, and would do it without setting up an un-
wieldy and fallible administrative apparatus to receive and pass upon
requests for fast writeoffs or other assistance.

4. Conversely, this system would dip more heavily than timetable
depreciation into the net cash receipts of firms that'had temporarily
or permanently lost their ability to expand, whether this happened in
periods of high or low overall economic activity. Such firms might
object to the higher taxes but, with no investment demands on their
funds, they could hardly protest that the burden was impeding their
investment programs.

5. Wide use of cash-flow writeoffs might require some additional
measures to restrain investment demand when the outlook was for
overfull employment and raising prices and incomes. Taxpayers,
facing the prospect of high income taxes unless they found some
projects to invest in, might create such a demand for investment goods
that further inflation would result. This would be even more likely
if it were believed that the current level of tax rmtes would fall in a
few years. In one form, however, this problem is already with us;
the response of advertising outlays, which have always been imme-
diately expensable, to wartime excess-profits taxes is only one example
of the tax-reducing possibilities that have always existed. The way
to meet this problem, both for outlays that are expensable under
present law and for those that would become expensable under the
cash-flow writeoff proposal, is by such devices as selective excise taxes
on individually scarce commodities or a spending tax if inflationary
pressures are general. The income tax cannot be used as the sole
method of smoothing the investment cycle without causing undesirable
side effects and impairing its performance of the tasks for which it is
best suited. Other fiscal and tax devices are available with which to
accomplish the rest of the job.
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CHANGES IN METHODS OF DEPRECIATION AND
TIHEUR EFFECTS

1lPElr E'11CRr, Northwestern UniversIty

I should like to address myself to the probable effects of the new
methods of depreciation allowed for tax purposes under the Internal
Revenue Act of 1954. I shall bring out, first the purely arithmetical
or mathematical implications of the new methods, implications which
have received insuffiient public attention. I shall then discuss tile
probable effects of these implications on tax receipts and the economy
in general.

ESSENTIAL RELArIONSIIPS AND SIMrIFYIN. ASSUMIPrVIONs

It may be best to concentrate on the simplest forms of the two new
methods likely to be most widely applied for tax purposes. These are
the declining-balance method, with rates double the acceptable
straight-line rate, and the suin-of-the-years-digets method.1

It must first be understood that the transition to any form of rapid
or accelerated depreciation results in higher annual depreciation
charges. This is true for the individual firm. It is true for the
economy as a whole. Secondly, it must be recognized that double-rate
declining balance and sum-of-the-years-digits (el)reciation are both
in effect methods of rapid depreciation. And thirdly, it must be
realized that, even apart froni the (lengthy) period of transition,
rapid depreciation, in firms or economies i:here the annual rate of
acquisition of depreciable assets is growing, will increase permanently
the annual rate of depreciation charges. These points have beendeveloped elwhere.2 I shall proceed here directly, therefore, to a
consideration of probable effects of changes in methods of depreciation
on total tax receipts and the economy as a whole.

We shall endeavor first to estimate the probable differences in depre-
ciation charges in future years with various methods of depreciation
now acceptable for tax purposes under certain simplifying but not
unreaoable asuml)tionis. At this point we shall indicate the assunp-
tions. We shall explain later the )ossible (minor) effects ulpOn our
conclusions of the divergences wiich may be found between our
assumptions and reality.

(1) All del)reciable i)roperties have an expected life for tax depre-
ciation purposes of 25 years. (While, of course, the expected life of
property is quite varied, this is a reasonable etiniate of the average
ife of ill de[)reciable property.)

(2) The future rate of acquisition of depreciable properties either
remains constant or grows at a steady compoundd interest" rate of 4
percent. In either event, it must be noted, no allowance is miade for

II shall refrain generally from consideration of peculiarities introduced by the wide-
spread use of group and composite depreciation accounting, partly because of the un-
availability of precie quantitative data as to current practice and partly because of delays
in issuance of the final Internal Reienue Service regulations, applying particularly to the
use of the years-digits method in colposite or group accounting. I however, there Is no
evidence that consideration of such peculiarities ani details would alter the broad outlines
of the facts which I have to present.

I Cf Robert Eisner, Depreciation Under the New Tax Law, Ilarvard Business Review,
January-February 1955. and works cited therein: and E. Carv Brown. The New Depre-
(iation Polley R order the Income Tax: An Economic Anahisls, National Tax Journal,
March 1955.
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possible effects of different methods of depreciation upon the rate of
acquisition of depreciable properties.

(3) All properties depreciable for tax purposes, acquired on or after
January 1, 1954, are depreciated without regard for actual retirement,
until 160 percent written off, by either (a) straight line, (b) double
rate declining balance, or (c) the sum-of-the-years-digits.

With these assumptions we can estimate t2e differences in aggre-
gate charges by the various methods as a ratio of some initial rate of
acquisition of dhpreciable properties. We can then fill in an estimate
of the actual dollar rate of properties depreciable for tax purposes
and come up with dollar estimates of depreciation charges over future
years, on properties acquired on or after January 1, 1954. Total de-
preciation charges would of course include as well as the depreciation
on pre-1954 properties, but since these are not involved in the changes
in tax depreciation methods they will be excluded from the analysis.

SoIM.: G EN AF, COMPARLSoN5s

Table 1 compares the ratio of depreciation charges on all new
property additions to the rate of property additions for the different
methods of depreciation. We assume no rate of growth in the rate of
property additions, thus beginning with the assumption which will
most deeiphasize, as we shall note below, the conclusions to which
we shall be driven. Nevertheless, we may observe that del)reciation
charges are higher by both declining balance and years-digits methods
than by the straight line, from the very inception of the new methods
in the year "0." By the year "3" charges under either of the new
rapid methods are more than 11 percent higher (measured as a ratio
of the rate of gross additions or capital expenditures) than they would
be under the old straight-line method. But what, is most impressive
is that these differences continue to mount. By the year "5" the
declining balance ratio is 14.7 percent higher and the yem;s-digits ratio
is 16.4 percent higher. In the year "8' the declining balance ratio
reaches a peak excess of over 16.7 percent; in this year the years-digits
charges reveaL a ratio 21.5 percent higher and that figure cotiines to
rise to a peak of almost 24 percent in the year "12." While in this
first table these ratios declinee after their peaks, ultimately to zero or
below, one must note that the zero point for the declining balance
excess is not reached until about the year "20" and for years-digits
not until the year "25." What all this means is that the new methods
will not give higher depreciation charges and consequently lower tax
liabilities for just a few years, then to be followed by a period in
which the initially higher charges are counterbalanced by lower
charges (and higher tax liabilities). Rather, the higher depreciation
charges (and tax losses) will continue for 20 to 25 years (until after
1974) and, it may be added, after that lengthy period, only some of
the higher declining balance excess will gradually be disipated and
none of the years-digits excess will be dissipated.
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TALEx I.-Gcncral comparison of depreciation method, no growth in rate of
gross additions

lAnnualepeciation charges on property acquired In )ear "0" a td ier, expressed as ratio of annual gross
additions. Life of property equals 25 years. llalf.)eer depreciation taken in year of addition.J

Year

(I)

0 ........ ................... . ........

2 ...... ... .................... ........
. . ....... .................. .. ........

3 ........ .......... ............. .......
4 ......... ...... .............. ... ....
5 ................................
7 ............. ............. .......
7 . .. ... ........ ... ........... .....

. .. ...................... ......
10 . . . ... .. ..... ..... .. ... ....
I I......................... .12............ . ..... ....... .
13... .....................
14............ ... ....... ... .....
15 ........ ..........................
16........... ............. ........
17......... ..... .. ......... ....
Is .............. ... .....--....
19.. . . .. .
20

21. . .......... ...
.12 . ............... ....... ... .....

..... ..... ........ ...............

45)...... ..... ..... .......... .....

44)........................ ...........
450.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Straight
line

(2)

0 0200
.1000
•1400
180
2200

.A100

.4 00

.5100

.2600

62700,

. 3WO

.14(o10
.300
.74007)410
.9010

.7400

Declining
balance

(3)

0 0400
.1168
.1875
.2525
.31233673

.41794645

.50711

.5467

.61t1
. 6470
.6753
,7013
. 7252
.7471•7674

.71410
.81.19

.8467
.SM9
.S7112

Years-digits

(4)

0. OW5
.1138
. ,61

.3214

.3845

.4448

.M14

.5552.&M v

.7782

.9136

. 84,50,.8751

9211
.9443
A 13
W ,51
9K59
9915

I)edinlng
balance
minus

straight line1(3)-(2)i'

(5)

00200
.05648
.0875
.1125
.1323
.1473
.1579
.1645
. 167
.1(67
. 1

.147t

.1135M1

.1213

.1052

.0071

.074

.0180W I• 92.11l

-. 02t0
-. 53.1
-. lII!
-. ity

Years-digits
minus

straight line1(4)- (2)I

0.0185
.038
.0b81
.1153
.1414
.1645
.1845
.2014
.2152
,220
.2337
.251,2.19$

.2338

. 2259

.2151

.2013

.1843

.1643

.1413

.1151

.0182

1. 00O .9213 1 000 - o077 .0000
1. 0X(0 .9181 1. ") -. 0519 .0000
1.0000 .9I 9 .000 -. 0342 .2J00
1. (80X) .9774 100 -. 0U26 .00001. 000 .•852 I 1.0O030 -. 0148 .0000
. W ... WI 1. .. 0..

I Mr. 11rnard liackhant hu 4"stted In the staltiial (.allhtions underl ing this table, and tables 2
through 7, lotlow. 'ihse me deri%0d ultimately from %arious of the algebraic formulations presented
in the mathematicul aplpendix of the sulqdeinent to m) i)eprecation Under the New Tax Law (see footnote
2 ntxie), %hich is aailable on request to Readers service Department, liar~ard BtLsiness Review, Boston6,i, NI a.

I Omccsional slight inconsistencies In figures of various columns in this table and tables below are due to
rounding.

The results above are obtained with the very conservative assump-
tion that the dollar rate of gross additions or expenditures on capital
subject to depreciation remains constant. Actually the rate of gross
capital expenditures increased at an average rate of over 4 percent in
the quarter of a century from 1929 to 1954. We have accordingly con-
structed table 2 on the assumption that the rate of gross additions or
capital expenditures will continue to increase at a 4-percent rate in the
future. A gain metisuring in terms of the ratio of depreciation charges
to gross additions in the year "0," we find that with declining balance
the excess over straight line rises to a peak of some 22 percent in the
year "11," never falls to zero but rather reaches a low point of some
3.4 percent in the year "25," and then begins to rise again. With years-
digits the excess over straight line reaches a peak of almost 36 percent
in the year "17," falls only to about 26 percent in the year "25" and
then begins to rise again. Thus, not only do the rapid methods of de.
preciation offer initially higher depreciation charges. Charges re-
main higher, year after year-permanently--when the phenomenon
of growth is taken into account.
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TABLE 2.-Ocneral comparison of depreciation tnethods, 4 percent annual growth
in rate of gross additions

jAnnal diredatlon charges on property arrcitred in 1 r"0"t~uid Later, expressed mg rut to of ross tilll ton11xof year "0." Life of property equas; 25 )reirs. lfaitf'yer dtepreciation taken In )air of andtilaunJ

Year

(1)

0........ ....... ........................
... ................... .....

2 .......................
3............................. ...
4 ........ ...................... ..

......... ...........................
6 . ....... ...............................
7 ..... ................................

.........................................
9.........................................
10 .........................................
It....i ....... ....... ......................
12........................................
13 .........................................
14 ........... . ................
1 ...... ..........................
16.........................................
17......... ......................
18.....................................
10.............. ..................
20. ............................
21................................
22 ..............................
23..............................-:
34 .......................... 
25 ...................................
3b ................................ _
35 ........... . .................
40....................................
45 ...................................
60....................................I

Deccliningler-iit
Straight D balane

line balanc Years-digis i1 n straight lino

(2) (3) (4) (6)

0.0200 0.0400 0. 05 0.1 02 0 0185
-0" .il84 .154 .1 976 MO6

M1032 . 1938 . 1923 ON 0 .891
.1474 12666 .292 .1192 1219
1933 3,70 .3462 143 .152

.2410 .4055 .4211 AM .1821

. z" .4723 .8 .117 .WA'

.3422 .5378 w79 .2347
.39, .6761 .W539 2062 2579
.4.58 .0W7 .7308 21.39 .2790
.&M .7285 .8077 .2187 .2978
.5703 .7911 .8846 22% .3114
.630 .8334 .9615 . 35
.6984 .9158 1.035 .2174 .3401
.7644 .9784 1. IM .2139 .3509
.8369 1.0414 1 1923 .2044 .3W5
S9104 1.1051 1 2692 .1946 .34Y8
.9819 1.1695 1,3461 .1826 .351

1.0663 1. X149 1.4230 .1I8 .3.4,67
1.1490 1.3014 1 4999 .1521 3510
1.2349 1. 3 92 1.5769 .1343 .3420
1.3244 1.4385 !. MQ8 .1141 .3295
1.4172 1. 5 1 7307 .0921 .3135
1.5140 1.58) 1,8077 .06) .2937
1.6148 1. MAI I K846 .412) .2700
1.6991 1.7332 1.9615 .0340 .2621
2,0673 2.1531 2365 .5 .3193
1 5152 z648 2.9036 .1336 .3884
3.0601 3.2419 3.5326 .1818 .4726
3 7231 3 9570 420 239 .5750
4.527 4.802 &2292 .699S

FoRECASTS OF DEPnECIATION CHAROS

We may now begin to apply these abstract relations to some dollar-
and-cents forecasts which should give at least a roughly approximate
idea of what is in store. Unable to secure exact figures, I have
utilized some very rough-and-ready techniques to estimate total ex-
penditures on (tax) depreciable properties in 1954, the year "0" of
tables 1 and 2, at $34.2 billion.3 Any error in this estimate will affect
our estimates of depreciation charges proportionately but, will not
influence their relative magnitudes. Thus? if the true figure for
1954 expenditures on depreciable properties is 10 percent igher than
our estimate, all estimated depreciation charges under our assllmp-
tions should be 10 percent higher. And, of course, if tile true figure
were, say, 10 percent less, all estimated depreciation charges would be
10 percent less.
Ignoring growth

Tables 3 and 4 estimate, accordingly, depreciation charges which
would be made for tax purposes in the years beginning wit]l 1954 on
properties acquired on or after January 1, 1954, with universal use of

I I arrived at this figure by excluding from the total of gross private domestic Investment
In new construction and producers' durable equipment ($50.1 billion), two-thirds (about$9.5 billion) of residential housing construction to account for owner-occupied housing for
whicN depreciation would not be applied In income-tax returns, some $2 billion for other
nonresidential building which was apparently chiefly of the nonprofit variety, some $2.4 bil-lion for capital outlays charged to current expense and (conservatively) all of some $2billion for petroleum and natural gas well drilling because of uncertainty as to how much

of this would be depreciated for tax purposes.
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each of the najor depreciation methods allowable under the Internal
Revenue Act of 1954. Columns (5) and (6) of each of these tables
reveal the increased annual charges which would result from use of,
respectively, double rate declining balance and years-digits del)recia-
tion instead of the straight-line method to w hich taxpayers were
fairly effectively restricted previously. We may observe in table 3.
that, ignoring the growth phenomenon, the increase in annual Ie-
preciation charges under the rapid depreciation methods is relatively
moderate at first, under $700 million in 1954, under $2 billion in
1955, and just under $3 billion in 1956. But this rapidly mount-
ing progression continues. By 1960, declining balace annual charges
would 6e $5.4 billion more than straight-line charges. And years-
digits charges would exceed those with the straight-line method
by $6.3 billion. To begin to anticipate the sting in all this, with
current tax rates, the United States Treasury would, unler the
assumptions of our analysis, be losing some $3 billion in taxes in
the year 1960, if taxpayers took full advantage of the rapid depre.
ciation offered under the 1951 tax law. Increased depreciation
charges undler the mnore rapid years-digits method would lnot reach
their peak, as compared with straight-line charges until 1966, at
which time the annual excess would be about $8.2 billion and tile tax
loss to the Treasury, under present tax rates, roughly $4 billion in
that year alone.

TABLE 3.-Estimated annual taz depreciation chargc8, 1954-2004, no growth,
25-year life

(Straight line, declining balane. and .etrpadigi. o i ulnp , rio Rro, th in rate of proi; addition%, 25-)Par
life of llro l ,l lo", Ivt-19 a addions onl%, iialfi.%car dciprclallot) lake in %ear of addition

fE(Imnates in millions ol dollars

Year

195 .......................................
195 .......................................
195 .......................................
19 ..7 ..............................
1 .......................................

.......................................
196. ..............................
19 .....................................
1962 .......................................
13 ...................................

1W63 ................. ..................
1967 .......................................
1968................. ..............
1969 ..................................
19 ..................................
1971 ......................................
1972 .......................................
1971 .......................................
1972 .......................................
1977 .......................................
1974 .......................................
1979 .......................................
199r .......................................
1979 .......................................
1974 .......................................

199.................................

I"...................................

DMining inlumul
Straiglht D~Clh1ihil Imilance

line balance, 'sar irgli line 1 n11111s n1stra! igh IIm slialghtl lile

1(3)-(2)) I()-(2d

(2) (3) (4) (5)

07 1.4 13 07 06
2.1 4.n 3 9 1.9 1
3.4 64 6 4 30 2.9
48 K.6 s.7 3.8 39
6 2 W0 liM 4 5 4.8
75 12 6 13 1 50 56

8.9 1 3 15 2 54 6.3
10.3 15.9 17 1 5 6 6.9
ll,41 17.4 19.0 5." 7. 4
130 i 7 2)7 5.7 77
14.4 15.1) 22.4 156 h
15.7 21.1 3 9 5.3 8 1
17 22 1 25.3 5.0 8 2
185 23 1 24).6 4 6 & 1
198 24.0 27.8 4 1 80
21.2 24.8 29 3.( 7.7
22 25.A z.9 30 , 711
A 9 22 M 8 23 69
25. i 2. 9 31A I. 6 i. 3
267 27.5 32 3 5 6
28.10 28.0 32 9 0 45
29.1 5 33 - 9 3 9
M4.8 ?I (1 3.,7 -I 2 9
.321 2v.4 3l1) -28 1 h
1. 5 i 8 34.1 -3.8 .6

342 31). I 34.2 -04
342 31.5 3.2 -2 7 0
34.2 32.4 34 2 -I.
34.2 M4.9 34.2 -1.2 0
34.2 3 4 34 2 u. 6
34.2 733 34 2 -. 5 1)

73834-55---34
73834 5 ----34
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TABLE 4.-E8timatCd annual tax depreciation charges, 1954-2004, 4 percent

growth, 25-year life

compared, 4 percent per annum growth in rate of gross

ht line, declining _itions only, h rlf-yea" depreciation ten in yeor of
add ~tions, 2,5.)'ear 11 o of propertyp .... 1953 add olas

addition] [EstlmsteS in billions of dollarsl

Declining Iyears.digitsatice Iminus

Straight Declining yars-digtts minu straight line

Year line bala eI straight ine (4)-(2))
11,3)- ( 2)) ( 6

(1) (2) (3) (4) () ()

0.7 1.4 1 1..
......... 6 3.0

1954 .........----------- .9...... 2.2 2
19M ............. .. ......... . ....... 3'0 5 . &. 6 0

..............
1 41 4.2

195 
11---- 

......... 51. t8 4914.5
1957 ............................... 68 1. . 5 6 6.2

198 ..... . ............. 8.2 1396

1959 ............. ................ 162 17.1 67 7.0

959............. ................. 117 184 19.7 8

1961................... .. ..... .. 1 201 2. 7.1 8o.8

1902 ............... 
.... 155 228 25.o 0 ........ ::::: : = ............. ' i i

.................. .14 249 27.6 7 102

196 ........ "................... 217 292 329 7 112.

1987.......... ........... ......... 21

1968 
288 35.6 48 12.2

196 
31 38 3~~6. 12.3

1970.............................. 
33 400 62 12.3

1 07 ............ 
.3 429 2 487 1.2

1972 .................. ........... . . . -- - 1. i.. . 5 .3

1974...................... ............ 
. 492 586 46 11.7

1973....... ..................... . .. 4.8 3.. 120

1967 ..................... 
6........... 481 1.8 9 2 1.7

1976........................... . .. 5 61. 2 10

197 .................. ............ .... 286 40 7. 14 91 9 7 8 
6 8 .

-- -- --
6 7 1 1 2 .0

17........................ 
0 38 8.

1974.................. ................
92 t 58 .46 1133

19 ................................... 
17 1.9 12 8 12.7

164 14.618.
2004-...... .............. 

M 2 1..

Including grow th . ' 5& 1 r 9.e in 1 2o b 109

An9even more striking picture iP present ineoAblymo
rStic table'4, lrecognizingthe growth lio.fl.edil. As 3l a3

1.... . .t. annual growth in thert of gross- -..additns of deprecdiabl
1994 .......... find. that. in.9 either e2l7, b c or y

dpreciatio wfid exceed.ai.ht line depreciation by over $3 billion.

Therecling bola exc rec- a --eak of over $7.5 billion i 1965.

A that tmoe ergis carees l eeedt h te straight

line ethna bvealr $..0. i llo. te a e.nu aloe of years.digits

oe ahtline charges ." w:_:+-ould continue to rise utile191, at which.toer th e figune woln 1 b e th $1. 3 bil ion for that 1 year. Thedeeitionr wouldce s,1,a,,ht lin ....

Toss othe Treliingaaryeexc 1ear at present tax rates, under our usual

At ~ wo~~ nhttm ersdg hresghorldoxcdAn 
ahs wttsragh

line methonth b in th of $6 billion. nh agias
over pt i t i e ch e would co ti u to rise until'. ..... at w..,+ s w i h,ich

it must~ be emphasized that this is not a temporary loE5 which will be

made up in later years. In later years there will be new losses. For,

as table 4 indicates, annual depreci
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ciation methods will always exceed those with the straight line tech-
nique. The excess will, it is true, diminish to a low point, in 1979, of a
little over $1 billion with declining balance and under $9 billion with
years-digits. But even then the Treasury would be losing something
•and the loss would begin to increase again after 1979. What is more,
we may note parenthetically, the option of switching from declining
balance to straight line, which has not been considered explicitly in
this paper, would be likely to permit higher depreciation charges with
this combination than those indicated in our tables for declining bal-
ance charges alone.
Longer-lived properties

Tables 5 and 6 are analogous to tables 3 and 4 but are constructed
with the assumption that the life of depreciable property is 33/3 years
rather than 25 years. They may be seen to demonstrate that while
magnitudes are altered, the fundamental propositions suggested above
are unchanged and we may generalize that the precise length of life
of property will not substantially affect our arguments. In particular,
the longer life of property delays somewhat the period when the
annual excess of rapid depreciation reaches its peak. But without
growth, the peaks are just as high and, with the realistic growth
assumption, the peaks and the ultimate excesses. are even higher.
Thus, if depreciable )roperties lasted 33 years, declining balance
charges would exceed straight line charges by over $8.5 billion in
1972; vears-digits charges would exceed straight line charges by about
$15.5 billion in 1981.
Accum elation of annual differences

Tables I through 6 all deal in annual depreciation charges. Finally,
in table 7, we accumulate the differences in depreciation charges be-
tween each of the rapid depreciation methods and the straight line
technique, with the growth assumption for 25-year properties and
without the growth assumption for both 25- and 331/3-year properties.
We may concentrate our attention on the 25-year-growth combina-
tion, which probably offers the optimum set of assumptions for pur-
poses of this analysis. We note then that, by 1957, rapid depreciation
methods now allowable under the Internal Revenue Act of 1954 would
have permitted increased depreciation charges of almost $10 billion-
and tax losses to the Treasury of nearly $5 billion. By the end of 1960,
the increased depreciation allowable under the more rapid years-digits
method would have totaled over $28 billion-a tax difference of per.
haps $14 billion at present rates. By the end of 1970 the years-digits
excesses would have totaled $135 billion. And by 1979, after 25
,ears under the 1954 tax law, allowable increased charges with years-
digits would be $233 billion. With declining balance the allowable
increased charges would be $132 billion. Thus, with the assumptions
we have made, the tax loss to the Treasury over the next 25 years,
and correspondingly the tax gains to those taxpayers affected,'could
be over $100 billion at present tax rates.
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TAxLE 5.-Estimnated annual tax depreciation charges, 195o1-2004, no growth,
83/.y'ear life

[Straight line, declining balance, and years-digits, yompared, no growth in rate of gross addition. 33 j-year
tie of property, post.1953 additions only, hallyoar depreciation taken in y r of addition]

[Estimates In billions of dollars]

Year

(1)

19 ........ .................
195. ........................
195 ................................
1957 .........................
195 ............. ........................
19W9..........o......................
190 ..................................

1961 .......... ................
1962............ ................
1963 ......... ................
194 .......................................
1o ...............................
1958..............................
1967 .....................................
19I8. ........................
199 ...............................
197 .0 ....... ....................
1971 .........................
1972 .....................................
1973................................
1074 ..................................
1978 .......................................
1976 ...............................
19 .......................................
197.. ..................................
I9m ......................................

191 ......................................1952................................
1953..........................
1954 .........................
M ....................................1958 ..............................

1957................................
1987...............................
1959 ...............................
1994.........................
19...99 ............ ......
2004 ...............................

Declining
Straight Declining yearadigits balance-b Ya { mnus IMinus

line balance istralght straight line
1(3)-(2) (4-2

(2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

as 1.0 1.0 05 0.6
1.5 &.0 30 1.5 1.4
2.6 4.9 4.9 3 2.3
36 66 6.7 3.1 3.1
4 8&3 8.5 &.7 3.9
5.61 9.91 1021 4 2 4.6

.7 11.3 11.9 4.6 5.2
7.7 12.7 135 50 58
87 14.0 15.0 53 6.3
9.7 Is.2 16. a4 68

10.8 16.3 17.9 5.6 7.2
11.8 17.4 19.3 56 7.5
128 18.4 206 5.6 7.8
1&09 19.4 21.8 S.5 a .0
14.9 20.2 23.0 3. 4 1.
159 21.1 24 2 0.2 8.2
16.9 21.9 252 49 8.3
18.0 226 W02 4.7 3
19.0 23.3 27.2 4 8.2
280 24.0 2.3 4.0 8.0
21.0 246 29. 3.5 7.8
22.1 252 29.6 31 7.6
23.1 25.7 34 2.6 7.3
24.1 22 31.0 21 6
25.1 267 31.6 1.5 65
2&.2 27.1 32.1 1.0 &,4
27.2 27.8 326 .4 5.4
28.2 28.0 33.0 -. 3 4.8
29.2 23 333 -. 9 4.1
303 28.7 336 -1.6 3.4
31.3 290 33.9 -23 2.6
32.3 29.3 34.o =3.0 1.7
33.3 29.6 34.1 -3.7 .8.
34.2 29.9 34.2 -4.3 0
34. 2 302 34 2 -4.0 0
34.2 30.4 34.2 -a18 0
34.2 31.4 34.2 -28 0
34.2 32.2 34.2 -2.0 0X21 32.71 342 -1.5 0
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TABLE .- Etinmated annual tax depreciation charge, 1954-2004, 4-percent
growth, 33 1,-.year life

Straight line, declining balance, and years-digits, compared, 4 percent per annum growth in rate of gross
additions, 33 j-ear life of property, post.1953 additions only, half-)ear depreciation taken in year of
addition)

[Estimates in billions of dollars

S Declining Yearsdigits
Year lne Declining balance IUi balance Years-digits minus sriginusstraight line line

(3)-(2) (4-2

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

195 ....................................... 05 1.0 1.0 0.8 05
19n ..................................... 1.6 3 1 3.0 15 1.4
19 ....................................... 2 24 2.4
1957 ...................................... .3.8 7.0 7.1 3.2 3.3
198 ...................................... .5.0 89 9.1 4.0 4.2
1959 ..................................... 62 109 11.2 4.7 5.0
1960 ...................................... .7.5 128 13.3 53 5.9
1961 .................................... .88 14.6 15.5 5.9 67
1962 ..................................... 10.2 16.5 17.6 64 7.5
1963 ....................................... 11.6 18.4 19.8 68 &2
1964 ..................................... 131 203 22.0 7.2 9.0
16 ..................................... 4.6 2.1 24,3 7.5 9.7
1966 .................................... 162 24.0 26.6 7.8 10.3
1967 ..................................... 17.9 25.9 28.9 &0 11.0
1968 ...................................... .19.7 27.9 31.2 82 11.6
169 ..................................... .21.5 29.8 33.6 &.4 12.
1970 .................................... 234 31.8 36.0 8.4 12.6
197t ....................................... 253 338 384 85 13.1
1972 ..................................... 2.4 35.9 40.9 85 13 6
1973 ..................................... 29,5 380 434 85 14 0
1974 .................................... 31.7 40.1 460 8.4 14.3
1975 ...................................... 340 423 48,6 8.3 14.6
1976 ....................... ............. 34 44.5 51,3 8.1 14.9
1977.................................... 388 468 54.0 8.0 15.1
1978 ...................................... 41 4 49.1 M67 7.7 13
1979 .................................... 44 1 51.6 59.5 7.5 154
190 ..................................... 469 541 62.4 7.2 155
1981 ...................................... 498 M66 65.3 6.8 15
19 .................................... 628 592 68.2 64 154
1983 .................................... 9 620 712 0 15.3
194 ................................... 59 2 64.8 74.3 &6 15.1
1985 ....................................... 62.6 67.7 77.5 5.1 14.8
196 ...................................... 66 1 07 80.7 4.5 14 5
19S7 ....................................... 696 738 b39 4.1 14.3
19$ ....................................... 724 770 87.8 4.4 14 7
199 ....................................... 75 3 17 90.8 554 15
1994 ........ ...................... 91.6 .94 1105 7.7 18.
1999 ................................... 111.5 121 6 134.4 10.0 22.9
204 ................................... 135.6 183 135 12.6 27.9
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TAL.E 7.-HMt(natca of cumulativr differcncca in ta-xdepreciaton charges,
1954-79

[Years.digits and declining halance versus straight line, no growth, and 4 percent Ix.r annum rate of pro% th
of gross additions with 25.ycir life of property, no growth with 33ji.year life of pIrojerty. ('umunlted
from cots. (5) and (6) of tails 3 through 8 11

No growth, 25.yer life percent grou th, 25-year No growth, 331.year lifeNo ro th,25yea lfolife

Year Declining Mri Declining Years-dlgila Yea.-igits

balMno Y - s llmnw sL I11ill$ 11ill 11111111R Inll$18 it I nwllq

straigt smgt night straight stragh S iiltStraight atr tight line gst litre

line line line line

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7)

1954 ............. 07 06 0.7 0,6 0 5 0.5
1955 ............. 2.6 2.5 26 2 5 2.0 1.9
1956 .............. 5.6 5.4 5 8 5.5 4 3 4 2
1957 .............. a A 9.4 98 9.7 7.4 7.3
195.............. It0 14,2 14 7 149 11 0 11.2
195 .............. 19.0 19.8 20. 4 21 2 153 15.8
190 ............ 24 4 2& 1 26 6 X 3 199 209
19i .1............ 30.0 33.0 333 3.4 24 9 2.8
1962 ............. 35.8 40.4 403 45.2 302 33 1
1903 ............. 41.5 48 1 47.6 54.7 356 39.9
1964 .............. 47.0 M1 5 5 1 64 9 41 2 47.0
1M5 ............... 52.4 64 2 . .. 62,7 76 6 40.8 54.5
196 .............. 574 72 4 702 82 A9 52.4 63
19067 ............. ( 0 80.6 77.6 98.5 57 9 70 3
1908 ............. 002 88 6 5 0 1105 63.2 78.4
i ............. 08 90 3 920 122.7 68.4 8&.7
1970 ............ 7 8 103.7 98. 6 134 9 73 4 950
1971 ............... 75.1 1106 I 1649 147.2 78.0 103.2
19 .............. M7 6 110.8 1106 159.4 82.4 111.4
1973 .............. 774 122.5 1158 171.4 863 119.5
1974 ............. 77.4 127.3 120.4 183.1 89 8 127.3
1975 ............ . . 5 131.2 124.3 194.4 92.9 134 9
1976............... 74.7 1342 127.5 205.1 956 142.2
1977 ............... 71.9 1360 1298 215 2 97 6 149.1
1978.............. 0 8.1 13.6 131 2 224.4 19.2 155.5
1979 ............... 641 130.6 132.4 233.4 100.2 161.5

I Slight disc ejes due to rounding.

RELAXINO TIlE SIMPLIFYIxN AssuMPrIoNS

We should at this point examine a bit further our assumptions,
which have permitted us to offer such seemingly precise estimates.
For it must be understood clearly that the precise character of these
estimates would disappear as soon as we recognized that:

(1) The amount of 1954 additions of property depreciable for tax
purposes was not exactly $34.2 billion.

(2) The rate of ad(litions of stich irol)erty will certainly fluctuate
over the years and cannot be counted upon to stay constant or to grow
at a neat, constant 4-percent rate.

(3) Depreciable property varies widely in expected life. Even if
the average exl)ected life were 25 years, or 331/3 years, most properties
would differ from the average property.

(4) For a variety of reasons includingg in some cases, plain ignor-
ance) all taxpayers will not take full advantage of the ral)id del)recia-
tion methods potentially available.

(5) Relevant tax rates in fact, differ, depending upon status of the
taxpayer (cooperate or individual, rich or poor, etc.), and cannot be
expected to remain the same in the future.

However, stating the real qualifications above should enable us to
see quickly that they make no crucial difference. Thus, in regard to
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(1), its indicated earlier, any error in 0111. base estimate of $31.2 billion
would be carried proiortioiiately o1 ll other niiagnituides and is not,
in any event, likely to be very laige.

As'for (2), fltictuations in tile rate of gross property additions or in
the rate of growth of gross property additions would actually tend to
be diminished by the averaging effect of succesive fillctiations, so
that annual depreciation charges wouli differ much less from our
estimates as a result of fluctuations in property additions than the
amount of the fluctuations themselves. It should be pointed out, how-
ever, that rapid depreciation, by giving greater significance to newer
properties or more recent property acquisitions, would tend to make
depreciation charges higher ( andt ax liabilities less) in periods of
boom or inflation when capital expenditures are high than in periods
of depression or deflation, when capital expenditures are low. This,
it must be noted, is generally considered undesirable from the stand-
point of combating cyclical fluletuations in economic activity.

In regard to (3), shorter expected lives of property than those we
have assumed wil, as suggested earlier, increase the near-future ex-
cesses of depreciation charges under the rapid-depreciation methods,
but will reduce the total amount of such increased charges, particularly
if growth is assumed. Variation from the average expected life on the
part of particular )roperties will also tend to hasten the increase in
depreciation charges under the rapid methods.

On point (4), to the extent any substantial number of taxpayers do
not utilize the rapid methods our conclusions must of course be watered
down. Thus if only half of the depreciable properties are actually
written off by the rapid methods our various dollar estimates must be
halved. It is my impression, however, that preliminary data indicate
that the bulk of taxpayers are using the rapid methods. It seems
reasonable to expect that as the Internal Revenue Service position is
clarified on a number of relevant issues and as information is diffused,
taxpayers will utilize the methods offering them the greatest tax
savings.

Finally (5), the question of tax rates, particularly expected future
tax rates, is not one that I am in a peculiarly good position to illumi-
nate. I do presume that the bulk of property de peciable for tax
purposes is acquired by corporations and that the bulk of these corpo-
rations (taxwise) is hovering around the .50-percent tax bracket. But
this is, of course, far from universal and I should be extraordinarily
foolhardy to offer prognostications on this subject. To the extent that
marginal tax rates are or will be considerably less than 50 percent our
estimates of tax reductions resulting from increased depreciation
charges should be adjusted downward.

EFFEyrs ON TIE ECONO,3Y

I have left to last a most important and possibly most controversial
assumption: that the rate of additions of depreeiable property will not
in itself be affected l)V the allowable rate of depreciation. *This is a
difficult assumption because some who have supported the rapid
methods of depreciation for tax purposes have argued precisely that
they will encourage capital expenditures. To the extent that tl;ey (o,
they will in one sense exaggerate the tax savings we have estimated,
since depreciation charges will then be higher both because of the more
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rapid depreciation rates and the increased rates of property additions.
However, if capital expenditures are in fact increased by the new
depreciation methods, it may be argued that total income will be
increased and total taxes, which depend, of course, largely on total
income, will actually be increased..

I have expressed myself on other occasions as to the likely effect of
rapid and accelerated tax depreciation on the level of capital ex-
penditures and the economy as a whole.' I shall hence be brief here.
£he fundamental points are, I believe: (1) Any reduction in taxes in
itself is likely to raise national income and, in varying degree, its
components. (2) Few if any reductions in tax rates (considering an
increase in allowable tax depreciation as an effective reduction in tax
rates) are likely to raise income by enough to leave total tax receipts
as much as or more than they were before the reduction in tax rates.
(3) If a reduction in tax rates is not to be allowed to reduce tax receipts
it must be accompanied by an increase in some other tax rates. If
Congress thus raises other rates to make up for the decrease in tax
receipts resulting from higher depreciation charges the effect on na-
tional income becomes uncertain and will dependt upon the nature of
the various tax changes, the state of business, and other matters, some
of which the economist can predict stfuly and others of which are
susceptible at best to informed guesses. (4) We can generalize that
higher depreciation charges tend in themselves to encourage expendi-
tures for plant and equipment, which expands our capacity to pro-
duce. If these are to be counterbalanced by increases in other taxes
(so as to prevent a net loss in tax receipts) these other taxes are likely
to bear relatively more on the demand for output. Thus we should on
the one hand be increasing our capacity to produce and on the other
hand restricting our demand for that production. To the extent that
we are concerned with the danger of unemployment, recession, or de-
pression, this would appear to be a dangerous path. However, to the
extent we are concerned with inflation, this might represent an ap.
propriate set of measures. (5) Aside from the effect on the economy
as a whole, it appears safe to assert that higher depreciation charges,
balanced by other increases in tax rates, are likely to counter to some
extent the trend of recent decades to more progressive taxation. For
tax savings would be enjoyed largely by corporations and generally by
those acquiring large amounts of property. However, some of the
business tax savings would undoubtedly be passed on to the consumer
and the compensating increases in tax rates could conceivably be con-
centrated among corporate or upper income tax rates, so that the dis-
tribution effect of the higher depreciation charges as between upper
and lower income groups would be largely eliminated. There would
remain nevertheless the fact that higher depreciation charges would
benefit most those businesses that are capital intensive, that is, whose
costs for depreciable plant and equipment are relatively high, as op-
posed for example, to commercial establishments, whose plant and
equipment costs are relatively low. (6) To the extent that the tax
losses to the Treasury brought on by higher depreciation charges are
accompanied by decreases in Treasury outgo we may of course all be
better off by the amount of the no longer needed governmental ex-

#Harvard Business Review, January-February 1955. especially pp. 72-74, and Accel.

ratedd Depreciation: Some Further Thoughts, the Quarterly Journal of Economics, May
1955, pp. 285-296.
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penditures with which we have dispensed. However, here one should
offer the ironic but economically sound comment that elimination of
unnecessary governmental expenditures and the taxes which had sup-
ported them can leave the economy worse off. For people do not gen-
erally spend all of their tax savings and total demand for goods is
immediately reduced by the difference between the eliminated govern.
mental expenditure and the amount of the concomitant tax savings
that the taxpayers do actually spend.

SU,1MARY AND CONCLUSION

We may conclude by summarizing briefly. Under reasonable as-
sunptions, we may estimate the changes in tax deductions based on de-
preciation resulting from the rapid depreciation options of the In-
ternal Revenue Act of 1954. These estimates reveal that with the
newly allowable methods, depreciation charges will be substantially
higher and taxpayments correspondingly less than they would have
been with the od straight-line depreciation. These higher deprecia-
tion charges and consequent tax losses to the Treasury will not prove
temporary phenomena. The tax losses will actually be less initially
but may mount to an annual rate of $2 billion by 11557, $5 billion by
1964, and as much as $6 billion Iy 1970, if all tax ayers take full ad-
vantage of the most rapid of the depreciation ithods now available.
By 1979, after 25 years under these (el)reciation provisions, the total
resultant loss in t6x receipts to the Treasury will be in the order of
$100 billion, aissuming the continuance of present corporate and in-
dividual income-tax rates.

The effects of these substantial changes in our tax structure will
depend upon a number of things, such as what Congress (loes about re-
placing tie lost tax revenues or about reducing governmental exl)endi-
tures. T o the extent that. higher capital expenditures are encouraged
at the expense of other expenditures which are discouraged by the sub-
stitute taxes or reduced governmental demand, it wou d appear that
the more rapid depreciation tends to stimulate l)roductive capacity
relative to the demand for the output of that capacity. This will ap-
pear dangerouss to those concerned with the possibility of unemploy-
ment or depression, desirable to those concerned with inflation. The
new methods of depreciation (o appear likely, however, to complicate
the problem of reducing cyclical fluctuations in economic activity.
For they will reduce tax liabilities in time of boom and raise them in
time of depression, relative to what they would have been with the
old straight-line method. In regard to distributional (as opposed
to aggregate) effects, the more rapid depreciation may to some extent
reverse the past trend to a more progressive tax structure and will
fairly clearly benefit much of "heavy"l or capital intensive industry,.
possibly at the expense of commercial establishments and other seg-
ments of business whose costs relate to a much lesser degree to de-
preciable plant and equipment.
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SIGNIFICANCE OF DEPRECIATION ACCOUNTING WITH
SPECIAL REFERENCE TO PLANT REPLACEMENT

WILLIAM A. PATON, University of Milehigau

There continues to be a great deal of sloppy thinking and care-
less description with respect to the subject of depreciation cost, lead-
ing at times to serious misunderstanding and questionable policies.
This condition is especially noticeable among economists and financial
experts who have never taken the trouble to master the fundamentals
of accounting (and who should learn to speak with less assurance
about matters of which they know very little), .ut it must be admitted
that accountants themselves have contributed substantially to the con-
fusion. The writer believes that it is worthwhile, accordingly, to make
another effort in the direction of clarification, at the level of under-
lying concepts and procedures, and this is a major objective of this
paper.
What is depreciation cost?

At bottom there is nothing puzzling or controversial about de-
preciation, despite the countless pages tlat have been written which
treat tile subject as something mysterious and argumentative. De-
preciation is simply plant cost (or value) in the absorbed or expired
stage. The periodic depreciation charge is a portion or section-in
dollar terms-of the package of plant facilities employed in busi-
ness operation. Depreciation is plant capacity consumed, and the
slice consumed is of the same prosaic substance as the rest of the loaf.
Depreciation is explicit, out-of-pocket cos8t

As indicated by the above definition depreciation is an actual, ex-
plicit cost; depreciation is not a phony, assumed, or hypothetical
charge. It follows that it is erroneous to contrast depreciation with
other charges by stating that it is "not an out-of-pocket cost." It re-
quires actual expenditure of funds to acquire the boiler just as it does
to acquire the coal used, and a portion of the cost of the boiler repre-
sents expenditure just as clearly and definitely as does a portion of the
cost of a shipment of coal. It is true, of course, that the expenditures
for coal may be more frequently recurring than the expenditures for
boilers, but one cost is no less real and valid than the other.
All costs are on same footing

There has been so much exaggeration of the special nature of de-
preciation that the fact that all costs of production are on the same
bass, fundamentally, deserves emphasis. Periodic income account-
ing consists essentially of the matching of the revenues realized and
recognized in the period with the associated costs--the charges reason-
ably assignable to such revenues. In this process there is no difference
between the significance and effect of one class of charge as compared
with another. If any actual cost or a part thereof is omitted, earnings
applicable to stockholders' equity will be overstated, and such over-
statement-if substantial-may lead to misunderstanding and unwise
decisions on the part of management or other interested parties. (One
very definite result of such an omission might be an increase in income
taxes.) But this is just as true of the cost of employees' service or
coal burned as it is of the cost of plant capacity. Each dollar of ex-
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pense bears the same relation to the total revenue received and the
net income realized as every other dollar so charged. The same may
be said where operation results in a net loss. Suppose, for example,
that the flow of revenue from customers in a particular j)eriod amounts
to $90,000 and that the total of all applicable deductions (including
plant cost-depreciation--of $10,000) is $100,000, with a consequent
loss of $10,000. In this situation there is no point to such observa-
tions as "we broke even except for depreciation' or "we recovered all
expenditures from customers other thian depreciation." The actual
fact is that revenues were sufficient to cover 90 percent of each and
every type of cost incurred, including plant consumed.

Depreciation is not an optional cost, a borderline cost, a take-it-or-
leave-it charge. There is nothing imaginary about plant facilities
and such facilities cannot be dispensed with in carrying on operations;
hence the cost of such facilities cannot reasonably be ignored or put
in a subordinate position in computing income.

It is true, of course, that special l)roblems are associated with the
measurement of the portion of plant cost appropriately assignable
to the revenues of the particular year or other accounting period. A
unit of plant may be regarded as a bundle of services, to be received
subsequent to installation, but. there may well be considerable un-
certainty as to what will be the intensity of use from period to period
and what will be the total time through which the )articular facility
will he effective. Coal is consumed in physical installments, and this
affords a satisfying basis on which to measure the amount requisi-
tioned and burned in a particular year. The boiler, on the other hand,
is used in its entirety to furnish a series of services, and it may weigh
about as much at retirement as at date of accuisition. Here, too, how-
ever, there has been a tendency to overemphasize minor differences.
Basically it is services that are'desired and received in the case of the
coal pile as well as in the case of the boiler-the principal differences
being the frequency of renewal and the degree of physical trans-
formation resulting f roi use. Moreover, there is plenty of room for
argument as to the amount of coal-in dollars-which should be
charged to operations in the particular period. Coal in stock is sub-
ject to deterioration and there has been a great deal of controversy
regarding the pricing-out process (in the case of all types of inven-
tory).
"Reserve" for depreciation

Much of the confusion regarding the nature and significance of
depreciation accounting no doubt originates in unfortunate procedure
and bad terminology-the indirect method of crediting plant account
for estimated accrued depreciation plus the use of the word "reserve"
in describing the account credited. On every hand one finds examples
of misunderstanding in this connection. To illustrate with one case:
Some years ago a New York attorney (a very able. chap) was elected
chairman of the board of a certain company. He took the assignment
seriously and shortly after his election spent a week at the company's
office, studying the recent financial reports and other accounting data
available. Just before returning to New Y ork ie called in the con-
troller and executive vice president and told them that he had been
carefully going over the accounts and statements and had been shocked
to discover that the "reserve for depreciation" of $14 million was
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missing. "I can't find this fund anywhere," he told them, and then
he added bluntly, and with a bit of table pounding by way of em-
phasis: "I've got to leave for New York, but I'm coming back in 2
weeks and if that reserve hasn't been located by then someone is going
to jail." The controller finally was obliged to take the time to pre-
pare a funds statement covering the entire history of the company
for the chairman's examination, and even though he was disarmed
somewhat by this presentation it is safe to say that lie never clearly
understood the "reserve for depreciation."

The technical accounting for depreciation literally has nothing to
do with the accumulation of funds. The "reserve" or "allowanceI to
which estimated plant cost consumed is conventionally credited is
simply an offset to the plant account; far from representing a fund
it measures the "hole in the doughnut," as Professor Hatfield put it
years ago. It's a case of the use of the sectional bookcase method of
accounting for plant cost; cost as incurred is recorded in one section
and absorbed or expired cost in another. Assume, to illustrate, that
a boiler costs $100,000 installed and that the portion of such cost prop-
erly attributable to operation the first period of use is $10,000. The
indirect method of crediting plant under these conditions may be
indicated as follows:

Boller-Cost
10o,000

Boiler-Accrued depreciation
("Reserve for depreciation")

(1) 10,000

Boiler cost charged to operations
(1) 10,000

The first two of these accounts taken together constitute the boiler
account. The first section shows the total cost of the boiler when ac-
quired; the second shows the amount of such total cost which has been
consumed in operation; the two taken together show the unabsorbed
balance of $90,000. To label this second section a "reserve," as is still
fluently done in practice, is of course absurd, and is almost bound
to lead to confusion--especially when this section is reported as an in-
dependent account, apart from the other section to which it is related.

In the case of the cost of coal (and other kinds of inventory), in con-
trast, direct subtraction rather than offsetting is the conventional
procedure. It would be quite possible, however, to record coal con-
sumed in the same way as plant consumed is ordinarily booked. As-
sume, for example, that a company buys a stock of coal at a cost of
$40,000 and that the estimated amount consumed in the following
period is $20,000. Applyingthe offsetting procedure, these data would
appear in the accounts as follows:

Coal-Cost
/ 40,000

Coal-Estimated amount consumed
("Reserve for coal consumption")

(1) 20,000

Coal cot barged to operations
(1) 2O,000
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It is a fair guess that if the above were the established procedure for
recording coal consumed-and especially if the title shown in paren-
thesis were used--there would be as much confused talk about coal
"reserves" and "coal replacement funds" as we find in the area of the
boiler account and boiler cost consumed.
Reeognizing depreciation does not provide fund

Many Ieople appear to believe that the process of depreciation
accounting--accrufing depreciationi-automatically provides funds
and that all that is necessary to obtain more money is to accrue more
depreciation. This is a completely mistaken view. Accounting is

lan important instrument of business administration, but, fortunately
or un fortunately, it has no magic power. Funds are provided by the
delivery of product to customers at a price, not by accounting. More-
over, there is very little realism in the notion that the flow of funds
from customers can be increased merely by increasing the amount of
plant cost charged to current operations. No doubt there are some
roundabout relationships between cost accounting and the volume of
receipts from customers, but it is daydreaming to imagine that such
receipts increase or decrease automatically as depreciation cost is
increased or decreased.

Moreover, the recognition of depreciation cost-plant capacity con-
stuned-has no direct relation to what becomes of the money received
from customers. Fund utilization is a fairly complex process and
the details will vary with changing conditions and changing mana-
gerial attitudes. Receipts from customers are used to pay current
accounts as they fall due, including payroll, taxes, etc., to pay interest
on loans, to reduce long-term debt or redeem preferred shares, to
expand inventories, to acquire additional plant facilities or other non-
current resources, to pay dividends , to build u) cash backlog. In this
overall process it is seldom, if ever, that the amount of depreciation
accrued during the year is a decisive factor in molding decisions as
to particular expenditures, and seldom, if ever, will the increase in the
total cash balance show any close relationship to the current deprecia-
tion charge; and among those relatively rare cases where funds for
l)lant acquisitions are segregated temporarily in separate bank ac-
counts it is almost impossible to find a case where the amount so
segregated bears any relationship to the data of plant consumed.
Depreeiation aemintling and replacement

It follows from the foregoing that the relationship between depre-
ciation accounting and the timing and financing of replacements is by
no means as close as is commonly assumed. Systematic recognition
of depreciation is necessary as one step in the process of compiling the
costs assignable to revenue and determining the magnitude of periodic
net earnings (or loss), and the technical accounting for depreciation,
in the strict sense, is in no way affected by the possibility of replace-
ment or the conditions of rel;lacement (except as such factors may
modify service life of property in use). Indeed, depreciation account-
ing will follow the pattern outlined earlier even where there is a vir-
tual certainty that the depreciating lroperty will not be replaced.
Take, for example, the case of a mining shaft constructed for the pur-
pose of exploiting a mineral deposit which will be exhausted at the
planned rate of extraction long before there would be any need for
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rebuilding the shaft. In this situation it is necessary to recognize the
depreciation of shaft periodically, in the determination of total oper-
ating cost, notwithstanding the fact that the depreciating asset will
never be replaced, and the accounting procedure will not-be changed
in any way by the fact that no replacement is contemplated.
Importance of replacement co8t

The preceding statement is not intended as an effort to minimize
the importance of the process of plant renewal and the level of replace-
ment cost. Properly interpreted as the cost of replacing the capacity
to serve represented in existing plant facilities, such cost is of outstand-
ing significance to management. Current replacement cost is iml)or-
tant in planning property utilization, in making departmnental coi-
parisons, in pricing policies, in determining insurable value, in setting
up maintenance standards, in deciding when to retire, and so on. In-
deed, in any period of rapid technological change and sharply moving
prices it is imperative that the data of replacement cost (properly de-
fined) be made continuously available as a basis for administrative
decisions. (And if the accountant isn't man enough to supply the
necessary information somebody else will have to undertake the'job.)

It is important to note that tihe replacement cost referred to is not
the estimated cost of replacing the boiler or other plant assets at the end
of the estimated service life, perhaps many years in the future. It is
hardly worth while even to attempt to guess what amount will have to
be expended say 10 years hence to replace the capacity to render service
embodied in an existing facility. Those who define replacement cost
in this way and then object to the use of such data in accounting are
simply shooting arrows at a man of straw of their own making. The
most significant fact to management-and to all others financially
interested-is the current level of the plant cost required to carry on
production. That is the cost that is reflected in new construction'and
equipment purchases; that is the cost that is most influential in the
market process and is the most meaningful guide to decisions. As
has been pointed out many times by economists, it is not what some
unit of plant did cost but what it would cost currently to acquire the
unit (or the capacity represented) that is significant (assuming, of
course, a relatively free, competitive market structure). To refer to
a homely example, a person renting an automobile recognizes that in
fixing the rent it is not what lie paid for the car that is important but
rather the current cost of cars capable of rendering the same service.

To clinch the matter it should only be necessary to point out that a
business enterprise cannot be regarded as operating successfully in a
particular year unless the current flow of revenue from customers is
sufficient to cover the current cost of labor and other services, the cur-
rent cost of materials consumed, and the current cost of plant capacity
consumed, as well as taxes and other charges, and provide a capital-
attracting level of net earnings for stockholders. Many business
enterprises, of course, do not achieve a condition of successful opera-
tion in this sense every year, and many may fail to reach this standard
for several successive years (and some never reach it), but there is
little room for argument with respect to the general conditions neces-
sary. to justify the conclusion that the business is being conducted suc-
cessfully.
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Shohdd depreciation charges 1 bae wd on current replacement Co8t0

This brings us to the much-discussed question: Should periodic
depreciation of plant facilities be computed as a slice of the number
of dollars expended at date of acquisition to acquire the facilities or
as a slice of the number of dollars which would be required currently
to replace the particular facilities (in the sense of capacity). This
has always been a live subject in certain quarters but interest in it has
been greatly intensified as a result of the severe and sustained advance
in the level of prices in the last 10 to 15 years.

Extended discussion of the matter is not feasible in this paper but
a few observations are in order. As indicated above, plant capacity
consumed expressed in current cost is a more significant managerial
figure than plant consumed expressed in the recorded dollars at date
of acquisition (so-called actual cost). The costs deducted from reve-
nue to cover personal services, materials, etc., are largely current in
character (having been incurred, usually, either in the period in which
charged off or in the immediately preceding period), and it can be
argued that a more meaningful t1gure of earnings results if the cost
of plant consumed is also put on a current basis. In this country,
however, this is not generally accepted accounting practice, and such
procedure has thus far not been countenanced for income-tax purposes.
In the years 1946-48, it is true, quite a number of prominent corpora-
tions made a start in this direction in their published income state-
ments, but the movement did not "catch on," in part as a result of
opposition from professional accountants and Government agencies
and a shift of attention to the possibilities of "accelerated" deprecia-
tion in the case of new construction and new acquisitions. There is
an alternative to specific replacement cost depreciation, moreover,
which produces somewhat similar results and yet can be defended as
being within the settled framework of a financial accounting structure
rooted in "actual cost." This alternative approach to a very real
problem of measurement has long been orthodox procedure in a num-
ber of foreign countries and deserves serious consideration in account-
ing practice and in the measurement of taxable income in the United,
States. The balance of this paper will be concerned largely with this
possible method of amending and improving ordinary depreciation
accounting, with special emphasis on t le sound determination of tax-
able income.
Currency debasement and accounting

The change in the price level in the last 10 to 15 years represents
or reflects a change in the monetary unit employed in this country.
We continue to use the old name, the "dollar," but the 1955 dollar is
hardly a close relative of the prewar 1940 dollar. The situation is
often roughly described by saying that we are now operating with a
"50-cent dollar." The erosion of the purchasing power of our cur-
rency, it is true, has not been as serious as the erosion that has occurred
with respect to many foreign monetary units, but a decline in value
of 50 percent-taking us halfway to zero-is a serious change, not to.
be shrugged off.

This development has created a very real problem of measurement
for accountants, and as yet no decisive steps have been taken to meet
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the difficulty. Accountants are very meticulous in their handling of
accounts expressed in part in foreign currencies, and insist on careful
conversion of dissimilar units to a common denominator. No account.
ant-or anyone else-would think of adding 1 French franc and 1
United States dollar together and calling the result "two dollars."
And even where the same name is used, and the difference in value is
slight, as in the case of the present-day United States and Canadian
dollars, no public accountant employed by an American company with
a Canadian branch would permit a financial statement to go out over
his name without careful conversion of every figure originally ex-
pressed in Canadian dollars into its equivalent number of United
States dollars. At the same time our accountants have thus far
shown little or no hesitation in adding 1 1940 domestic dollar to 1
1955 domestic dollar and reporting the result as "two dollars," with-
out qualification or explanation.
Vor-ieot measurement of "actual cost" of plant and plant consumed

In financial accounting the difficulty posed by the change in the
value of the dollar focuses in the measurement of cost--"actual cost"-
and the major problem in this area in turn is that of measuring total
plant cost and cost of plant periodically consumed, as plant account is
the outstanding example of a record consisting-in the raw--of an
array of heterogeneous dollars. Other cost factors, in general, are
renewed at frequent intervals, and hence the accounts with such fac-
tors are, for the most part, expressed at least roughly in current,
homogeneous monetary units.

It should hardly be necessary to state that it is unsound measure-
ment, unsound statistical practice, to combine unlike measuring units
without a process of conversion. In the field of physical measure-
ment the need for conversion of unlike units to a common denominator
is universally recognized. Thus no one would dream of adding short
tons and long tons, or meters and yards, without conversion. And in
the field of financial measurement conversion is an old story, in ineas-
uring changes in real wages, in farm prices, in exports and imports,
in gross natioiial product, and so on. Indeed about the only spot
where we have persistently avoided such conversion and kept our
heads in the sand- despite the efforts of many writers and special
professional committees-is in the area of business accounting, espe-
cially in the matter of income determination, 4

To make my point entirely clear I want to present a simple example.
Assume that it building were erected with a width of 100 feet and
that sometime thereafter the foot were officially shortened to 6 inches.
At this point a second building is built alongside the first of the same
width (and precisely the same in every other respect). This second
building is evidently 200 short feet wide, or 100 long feet wide, which-
ever way you care to put it, and the first building may be similarly
and accurately described. Now the problem arises of measuring the
total frontage of the two buildings, in terms of the prevailing short
foot. As shown by the accompanying cut and tabulatiom it would be
a sheer inaccuracy to combine the original records of width without
conversion. The result of adding the unlike measuring units, 300
feet, is an arithmetic monstrosity, with no meaning whatever. The
obviously correct total, expressed in short feet, is 400 feet.
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Now precisely the same problem arises in describing the total cost
of two buildings originally expressed in dissimilar monetary units.
Let's assume that the first building referred to above was erected in
1940 at a cost of 100,000 1940 dollars and that the second building was

TOTAL WIDTH OF TWO ADJACENT BUILDINGS

If lot Building Is 100 Long Feet Wide and 2nd Building to Z00 Short Feet Wide

Z .in .d long unit) ... .I100 F200ol osunt IIlO Ft. (in new short unit) III

FIRST BUILDING

SECOND BUILDING

TOTAL WIDTH

Relative Length
of Foot

(New Foot a 1. 00)

Z. 00

Number of
Feet

(Unconverted)

x 100

1.00 x 200

Number of Feet
Converted

To New Foot

* 200

* 200

400

TOTAL COST OF TWO ADJACENT BUILDINGS

If lst Building Cost $100. 000 in 1940 Dollars and 2nd Building Cost $Z00. 000 in 1955 Dollars

(assuming one 1940 Dollar equals two 1955 Dollars)

100 - 1940 Dollars M T1 ZOO.OO0 - 1955 Dollars FI

FIRST BUILDING

SECOND BUILDING

TOTAL COST

Relative Value
of Dollar

(1955 Dollar * 1. 00)

2.00

built in 1955 at a cost of 200,000 1955 dollars. (Construction costs
have, of course, more than doubled, but this fact is ignored for tile
sake of simplicity.) Under these circumstances, as shown emphati-
cally by the accompanying cut and tabulation, it is a downright mis.
statement to allege that the total cost of the 2 buildings is $30 .000.
This figure is meaningless. One can trulthfully say that 1 building
cost 100,000 1940 dollars and the other 200,000 1955 dollars but these
figures cannot properly be combined without conversion one way or
tile other. Assuming that one 1940 dollar is worth two 1955 dollars

73834-50----35

Cost in
Dollars

(Unconverted)

$100, 000

1.00 200000

Cost
Converted to
1955 Dollars

* $ZO0,000

* 200,000

$400,000
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the obviously correct total of "actual cost," expressed in 1955 dollars,
is 400,000.

And it follows that in determining the annual depreciation charge-
the fraction of capacity consumed-oon all actual cost basis, it is nec-
essary to compute the charge in terms of the converted total to find a
correct figure. Assume, to illustrate, that 5 percent of cost is a rea-
sonable estimate of periodic depreciation. To take 5 percent of the
summation of originally recorded dollars, without conversion, results
in the clearly inaccurate figure of $15,000. The correct figure is either
10,000 1940 dollars (converting backward) or 20,000 1955 dollars
(using the current unit as the common denominator).
Inventory cost and plant cost

There is a major inequity in our present tax structure in that own-
ers of depreciable assets are placed at a serious disadvantage as com-
pared to investors in inventories of materials and merchandise. In-
ventories are seldom held more than a year or so, and this means that
in this area relatively current dollars of cost are deducted from cur-
rent dollars of revenue. Moreover, through the use of the IAFO pro-
cedure authorized by Congress some years ago the process of match-
ing current revenues with current costs is facilitated for owners of in-
ventoriable assets. Under this procedure the taxpayer is permitted to
measure the cost of goods sold in terms of the costs most recently in-
curred, and thus serious overstatement of income is avoided. The
LIFO treatment rests on the view that a taxpayer is not making any
money to the extent that receipts from customers are absorbed In re-
placing the stock of goods be started with; he isn't earning anything
simply by holding his own.

But no such procedure is as yet available to the investor in depre-
ciable assets-the area in which the impact of the change in the value
of the dollar is serious and sustained, as emphasized above. The owner
of a stock of materials or merchandise is allowed to state his cost in
terms of the same kind of dollars that are used in describing his reve-
flues. On the other hand the owner of the dump truck, the boiler, tile
hotel building, or any other type of depreciable business property is
afforded no such opportunity.

The inequity is especially glaring in the case of long-lived property.
Thus the owner of a building acquired in 1940, with cost recorded in
1940 dollars, is required by the present tax structure to treat one 1955
dollar of revenue as the full equivalent of one 1940 dollar of invest-
ment. lie is assunied to be breaking even when he is recovering only
50 )ercent of his actual investment.

There are many cases throughout the business field where the major
investment is in the form of long-lived depreciable property, and
there are still many cases where the major part of the total plant ca-
pacity is represented by facilities acquired in prewar days. The out-
standing exam pes are, of course, found among the railways, telephone
companies, and electric, gas, and water utilities, where a very large
part of the total resources employed is represented by plant facilities
with a typical service life of 25 years or more. Companies in these
areas, moreover, operate with their selling prices under rigorous con-
trol. There has already been an enormous erosion of rea capital in
these enterprises, and if such concerns are to continue to attract privatee
capital, under a sound capital structure, it is imperative that they be
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permitted to retain from revenues, not subject to tax, the funds neces-
sary to make good the plant investment consumed in rendering serv-
ice, measured in the same kind of dollars as are being received from
customers.

In amending the Interal Revenue Code in 1951 Congress took
a small step in the right direction with respect to homeowners in
providing that if an owner sells his property there is no taxable
gain if the proceeds of sale are invested in another residence. This
recognizes, implicitly, the point that the writer is urging: namely,
that a taxpayer realizes no gain from the disposition of an asset 11
the entire proceeds are needed to maintain the integrity of the pur-
chasing power invested-the actual cost of the property. This prin-
ciple should be extended by Congress to all depreciable property,
including recognition of the fact that gradual disposition of an asset
through use in producing revenue over a period of years is on all
fours, as far as equity is concerned, with a lunp-sum disposition by
sale.

One way to remedy matters-perhaps the most practicable-would
be to grant a procedure akin to LIFO for the purpose of measuring
periodic depreciatioii. This would at least tend to eliminate the favor-
itismn shown to the investor in merchandise and materials as compared
to the investor in plant facilities in the present tax structure.
Again the question of replacement funds

It should be eml)hasized that permitting the taxpayer owning l)lant
facilities al depreciation deduction based on actual cost, correctly
measured, as recommended above, would not assure the collection
from customers of an amount sufficient to replace the capacity con-
sumed hei retirement of existing facilities is acquired. (orrect
measurement of cost will l)prevent the overstatement of net earnings
(or understatement of losses), and likewise prevent confiscation of
cal)ital via the income tax in terms of year-by-year calculations, but
correct accounting-as explained earlier-will not in itself provide
the volume of revenues necessary to produce a level of net earnings
sufficient to justify the description 'successful operation." More-
over, where there is sustained inflation, amounting to a continuing
erosion of the value of the dollar, there may unavoidably be a serious
erosion of capital invested. In a competitive market tllere may be
reasonable ex ectation, sl)eaking generally, of a selling price sufficient
to cover total cost correctly measured iii current dollars, plus ade-
quate earnings, but there is no reason to assume that the customer
call be assessed with the additional amount needed to make up past
deficiencies. It is highly desirable that cost be measured correctly
in a period of inflation, and that tax deductions be based on such
correct measurements, but no formula of computation-ineluding the
use of specific replacement cost as a depreciation base-can assure
receipt of funds adequate to cover cost of replacing capacity when
the (late of retirement rolls around.

In other words, the risks of business operation are not removed
by accurate annual measurement of cost and tax deductions based on
such measurement.
Depreciation accounting and plant expansion

In drafting. this paper the writer intended to give some attention
to the alleged relation of depreciation accounting to plant expansion.
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Having already exhausted my allotted space I can only make the
briefest comment on this subject. Certain economists and publicists
have been telling us for some years that due to technological devel-
opment and liberal depreciation deductions we have had little need
for capital formation; the "depreciation funds" have been keeping
things going nicely. This is the sheerest humbug and cannot be
supported statistically or otherwise. The available evidence clearly
shows, particularly over the past 15 years, that the total depreciation
charged to revenue by American business has fallen far short of the
amount required to replace the capacity consumed during the period,
at prevailing prices, with full recognition of all technological im-
provement. yet's not be beguiled any longer by this bit o' fakery.

Plant expansion requires additionalinvestment of net earnings or
additional paid-in capital. Moreover, a substantial portion of re-
ported net earnings (which have been grossly overstated because-
especially-of our failure to measure actual depreciation correctly
from year to year) is absorbed by a corrected statement of total
accrued depreciation.
Spreading plant c08t over 88Meioe life

One more brief comment and I'm through. In the foregoing I
have neglected the interesting topic of estimating service life and
methods of spreading total plant cost over estimated life. It should
be noted here that even if correct overall measurement of deprecia-
tion, in uniform dollars, is provided for the problem of spreading
the total cost of a facility over the useful life remains. With respect
to methods of spreading it is this writer's opinion that the matter
should be left primarily to the taxpayer and his accountant within
broad limits. The simple straight-line procedure, with service life
conservatively estimated, seems to me to be adequate in most cases.
On the otheriand I have no serious objection to the use of systematic
decreasing-charge procedure, particularly for specialized equipment
with a highly uncertain service life. I must confess to a bit of sur-
prise at seeing that hoary textbook curioity-the sum-of-the-years-
digits method:-dusted of by Congress and given an official status
in the present code. On the other hand Lsee no objection of con-
sequence to granting taxpayers permission to use this device if it
appeals to them.

DEPRECIATION AS A TAX PROBLEM

Gwmaoua BsoBR, Machinery and Allied Products Institute

With the exception of land, the productive facilities of industry are
wasting assets. They deteriorate with time and use, and are subject
to obsolescence with the appearance of new techniques and new prod-
ucts. Whatever the particular combination of these factors of wear
and obsolescence--and it varies widely from case to case-the end
result is the same: The capital: embodied in the facilities is exhausted
over their productive service Ifves. It follows, obviously, that capi-
tal consumption is an inescapa)Ie cost of operation. No net gain or
profit results until this cost has first been recouped.

Whlifle the wastage .of fixed assets must always have been recog-
nized in some fashion by business management, the practice of making
regular periodic charges for capital consumption is a development
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V largely of the last 50 years. Prior to this development many enter-
)rises had no systematic procedure whatever, especially the smaller

ones.
Under the informal accounting methods of the earlier period, a

good deal of outlay on fixed assets was simply expensed as made,
rather than spread over future years via the depreciation account. At
tie other extreme was the practice, especially prevalent among public
utilities, of charging off nothing until the retirement of assets, their
cost being absorbed against the income of the final year. An inter-
mediate procedure was to charge them off sporadically during their
service lives by arbitrary amounts, usually in years of high profits. ,

If early depreciation policy was generally primitive for accounting
and management purposes, it was even more so for tax purposes.

S 'This is illustrated by the two early forays of the Federal Government
iito the lield of income taxation. In the Civil War income-tax law,
depreciation was not even mentioned. In the act of 1894 (ruled un-
cvostitutioilid in 1895) it was expressly disallowed. It was not until
the third venture into the field, in the corporate income tax of 1909
(nomminally an excise), that the propriety of capital consumption
charges was recognized. The act permitted "a reasonable allowance
for the drecMation of property."

IMPORTANCE OF TilE PROBLEM

The importance of depreciation allowances from the standpoint of
public policy stems primarily from their role in the financing of
productive capital formation. Even on their present inadequate
b'sis, these allowances-or, more accurately, the funds they make
available when earned-account for about half of the fixed capital
exl)enditures of American industry. On an adequate, that is to say,
a realistic, basis, they would cover a considerably higher fraction, not-
withstanding the increase in expenditures that would undoubtedly
accompany larger allowances. Depreciation is normally the major
sorce, of business investment funds.

This fact should make sufficiently obvious the desirability of real-
istic depreciation allowances. For it stands to reason that the re-
porting of capital recoveries as incomee-the inevitable result of under-
(leprebiatmon-is bound to affect adversely the supply of capital funds.
This would be true even if the erroneously reported income were free
of taxation. but it is doubly so under the impact of the high tax rate.

The reason tr this adverse effect is easily stated. From the stand-
point of its availability for capital investment a dollar reported as
tax able business income is subject to a twofoid or double erosion.
It is reduced both by the applicable income taxes corporatee and
personal in the case of an incorporated business, l)ersonal II time case
of a proprietorship), and by any consumption expenditures made by
the owners from dividends or proprietary withdrawals. With the
present tax structure, this double erosion ordinarily leaves for invest.
meant only a minor fraction of the original dollar. When the dollar
is.reported as depreciation, on the other hand, it usually remains in-

a It Is Interesting to note that it was in the same year, 1909, that the Supreme Court
rst recognized depreciation as a prop ehare in the regulation of public-utility rates

(Knoxville v. Knoavile Waler Oo. 21 U. S. 1)
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tact. As a capital recovery, it is tax free. Moreover, because it is
a recovery and not income, it is normally regarded by management
as unavailable for distribution, hence, is protected against consump-
tion by the owners. Both forms of erosion are thus avoided. Froin
the standpoint of capital formation, a dollar of depreciation is worth
several dollars of taxable income.

TREND TOWARD LIBERALIZATION

There has been a growing realization in recent years of the impor-
tance of depreciation as a source of capital funds, and the trend is
definitely toward its liberalization. Since World War 11, a number
of countries have increased their tax allowances in one way or an-
other, and these increases have generally been reflected, voluntarily
or by requirement, in enlarged depreciation for accounting and mana-
gerial purposes.

One reason for this trend is not far to seek. The levels of corporate
and personal income taxation now in effect in many countries have
greatly reduced the capacity, or at least the willingness, of the com-
munity to save from taxpaid income. This has threatened to dry
up an essential source of funds for the improvement and expansion
of productive capital and to afflict industry with a kind of chronic
financial anemia. The long-range consequences of such a condition
no responsible government can contemplate with equanimity. Since
it has not been deemed politically feasible to increase saving from
taxpaid income through a reduction of tax rates (especially the
rates on corporate and upper-bracket personal incomes, from which
most of the added saving would come), the obvious course has been
to increase tax-free sources of capital funds, chief of which is depreci-
ation allowances.

There is, however, another reason no less cogent. Most, if not all,
of the countries effectuating these liberalizations experienced during
and after the recent war a substantial degree of inflation. Deprecia-
tion allowances are based ordinarily on the original cost of the assets
concerned, apd are limited cumulatively to the recovery of that cost.
This arrangement is satisfactory in an era of relatively stable price
levels but can be seriously, and even ruinously, inadequate after a
period of inflation. Under such conditions, the recovery in depreci-
ated currency of the amount originally invested in a currency of
gTeater purchasing power is only a fractional recovery in real terms.
it does not suffice to offset real capital consumption. Obviously if
the funds to offset this consumption are not provided by tax-iree
depreciation allowances, they must come out of savings from tax-
paid income-a source already inadequate, as just noted, without this
added burden.

Two KINDS OF ADJUSTMENT

In view of these considerations, it is not surprising that the liberali-
zations of depreciation mentioned a moment ago fall into two main
categories: (1) Those that adhere to original cost as the basis of
depreciation, but attempt to increase the currently available allowance
by speeding up the recovery of that cost; (2) those that abandon the
original-cost basis for a higher one adjusted for the effects of infla-
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tion., Some countries have been content with only one type of liberali-
zation; others have employed both.

We have not attempted a systematic review of postwar legislation
in this field, and, therefore, cannot offer a comprehensive report. The
breadth of the trend toward liberalization is suggested, however, by
the number of cases that have come to our attention in a cursory
reading. The first type of adjustment-the speeding up of historical-
cost depreciation-has been noted in the United States, Great Britain,
Canada, Australia, New Zealand, South Africa, India, Pakistan, Ger-
many, France, Italy, Belgium, Holland, and Switzerland. Sweden
should also be mentioned here, although her legislation was prewar
(1938). The second type--correcting for the inadequacy of the his-
torical-cost recovery itself-has been observed in France, Germany,
Austria, Italy, Belgium, and Holland. Careful research would cer-
tainly disclose other cases in both categories.

It may be added in passing that while these two adjustments are
quite distinct in form and technical characteristics, and are designed
to subserve distinct purposes, the attempt has often been made to use
the first in lieu of the second. In these cases the recovery of original
cost has been speeded uip beyond a realistic schedule in an effort to
offset the inadequacy of the recovery in terms of purchasing power.
In view of this effort, the distinction between the two adjustments is
less clear in practice than it is in theory.

PosIoN OF THE UNITED STATES

It will be noted that the United States appears on the above list only
for the first adjustment, acceleration of the original-cost writeoff.
(The reference, of course, is to the Internal Revenue Code of 1954).
Notwithstanding an inflation during and after World War II of the
general order of 100 percent, there has been no departure, for tax
purposes, from historical-cost depreciation.

The importance of this failure to adjust for inflation is indicated
by some estimates developed for the year 1953 in the recent book Real-
istic Depreciation Policy.4 These showed the then-existing histori-
cal-cost tax depreciation to be deficient for that year by nearly $5 bil-
lion on business assets alone. This is the amount by which deprecia-
tion on these assets measured in 1953 dollars exceeded that measured
in the dollars of original investment.

The significance of the omitted adjustment can be indicated by
another estimate from the same study. In 1953 the undepreciated
balance, or net amount, of all business assets was something like $70
billion higher measured in current dollars than actually shown in
original dollars. The corresponding figure today wouldbe around
$60 billion. This means that even if we have no further inflation,
future depreciation on now-existing assets will fail by this amount
to provide a full recovery of the investment still remaining to be
depreciated.

While depreciation remains deficient in terms of purchasing power
because of past inflation, the Internal Revenue Code of 1954 does

$The speeding up of the original.cost recovery does not, of course, increase the amount
ultimately recovered, but it can increase the amount taken currently, which is the object
of the acceleration.

'Both adj, itments have frequently been restricted to certain classes of assets only.
4 Published by the Machinery and Allied Products Institute, 1954.
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achieve a marked advance in the writeoff of original cost. Previous
adherence by the Internal Revenue Service to the straight-line write-
off over full estimated life, a notoriously lagged method, had.given the
United States the worst tax-depreciation system of any major indus-
trial country. By authorizing the use of the double-rate declining-
balance and sum-of-the-years-digit methods (on assets acquired new
after 1953), the current code promises a gradual improvement of our
tax depreciation and eventually a better comparison with other coun-
tries.

REALISTIC VERSUS "INCENTIVE" DEPRECIATION

As indicated a moment ago, some countries have accelerated the re-
covery of original cost beyond realistic limits in order to compensate
for failure to adjust for inflation. In some cases, it has been similarly
accelerated without regard for this factor (the Swedish legislation of
1938, for example) simply from a desire to stimulate more capital
investment than would be forthcoming under a realistic procedure.
In other cases, both purposes have been present. Since the objectives
have been mixed, it has been unnecessary to distinguish between in-
centive depreciation and depreciation than can be realistically justi-
fied apart from incentive considerations.

Conceivably it might be desirable, as a means of stimulating capital
investment and economic progress, to grant industry regularly a more
rapid recovery of its capital via depreciation than can be realistically
justified. Or it might be a good thing to grant such an overpaced
recovery at certain times only, as part of a contracyclical economic
policy. But on these questions we offer no opinion at this time. In-
stead, we wish merely to inquire whether the new methods offered by
the Internal Revenue (ode of 1954 do in fact constitute incentive
depreciation. Are they unrealistically accelerated, embracing thus an
element of incentive or subsidy or are they, by and large, no more than
taxpayers are rightfully enttied to?

This is an important question. For in going beyond the rightful
claims of its beneficiaries, incentive depreciation is vulnerable to
attack as a subsidy. As a favor granted by government, it can be
withdrawn'at the pleasure and discretion of government. Rlealistie
depreciation, on the contrary, involves no favor, bonus, or handout of
any kind. Its allowance for tax purposes should be deemed a solemn
obligation of government, immune alike to political caprice and liscal
vicissitudes. The claim of realistic depreciation is unimpeachably
secure.

PATI'ERN OF )FERmC1ATiO-,

The object of the depreciation allowance is to charge against rev-
enues the wastage of assets employed in their production. l his wast-
age is not physical exhaustion, though that may have something to do
with it: it is rather the exhaustion of the cal)itail invested in the assets.
Basically, it is the loss of their remaining value with time and use.

In individual cases, of course, this loss of value is likely to be highly
irregular over the asset life. It is specifically unpredictable. The
depreciation allowance is a projection in advance of the facts, and in
the nature of the case must reflect a generalized pattern based on past
experience. The real question is, What type of writeoff schedule is
appropriate. What type most nearly represents the typical, or aver-
age, pattern of value erosion?
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It is a Inatter of common observation that the services of capital
assets tend to be less and less valuable as titue goes on. There is, of
course, no mystery about this phenomenon. The majority of such
assets require during their service lives a flow of maintenance ex-
penditures, which as a rule rises irregularly with age and use. Most
of them suffer a progressive deterioration in the quality or the ade-
quacy of their service. Moreover, in a dynamic technology such as
ours they are subject to the competition of improved substitutes, so
that the quality of their service declines relative to the available alter-
natives even when it does not deteriorate absolutely. All of these fac-
tors-rising operating costs, impaired service quality or adequacy,
and improved alternatives-conbine to re(lce the value of tile service
as tile assets age.,

Because the most valuable services of a p oductive asset are used up
firt, the decline in asset value normally is accelerated, in the sense
that it is more rapid in the early part of the service life than later.
Granted that the ('epreciation e ithod should reflect this general pat-
tern, the question remains how nuch acceleration is warranted. Do
the new methods of the 1954 code, which write off roughly two-thirds
and three-quarters of cost over the first half of the estimated service
life (by decli ni mi-balance and sum-of-digits, respectively) go beyond
areasonable degree of accelerating?

NEW METHODS REALISTIC

Limitations of space (10 not permit the deveh)pment here of the full
evidence for the reasonalbleness of a two-thirds to three-quarters write-
oil over the first half of asset life. The question is examined at length
in the book already cited, Realistic Depreciation Policy (cbs. 4 and 5).
We can summarize the results by saying that both theoretical and
empirical evidence appear to justify about this degree of acceleration
for short- and eiedium-lived assets,i mostly capital equipment, though

sha ol what less for extremely long-lived assets, chiefly build-
ings and structures.

The theoretical analysis just referred to cannot be reproduced here,
but a specimen of the findings may be of interest. The following
table shows, for representative assu)l;ptions, the computed percentages
of original capital value lost during the first third and the first half
of asset life:

Percent of value new Percent of value new
Servlelifeofasset Service life ofasset -

(years) Value lost in Value lost In (years) Value lost in value lost In
1st third of 1st half of 1st third of 1st half of

life life life life

3 ..................... A3 73 30 .................... 45 06
10 ................... 51 71 40 ................... 43 63
15 .................... 49 70 50 .................... 41 61
20 .................... 48 68

'This deterioration In the quality of the service, both absolutely and relative to current
alternatives, is reflected in a general tendency to reduce the Intensity or continuity of use of
assets as time goes on. This tendency Is analyzed at length in the Institute's book, Dynamic
Einlpment Policy (McGraw-Hill, 1949) and a number of empirical studies o! declining use
in enslty are there summarized In graphical form (chart 1, p. 20).
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It is evident that by this theoretical test the first-half loss of value
is in the two-thirds to three-quarters range (68 to 73 percent) for
service lives of 5 to 20 years, which cover the bulk of capital equipment.
It is evident also that the percentage lost is inversely related to the
length of the service life. .

These findings from theoretical analyses are confirmed by practical
observation of the course of values in resale markets. Again we can
cite only the main findings of the study under review. These show
the loss of resale value over the first thiird and the first half of life
for eight types of equipment.

Percent of value new Percent of value ne%

Type of equipment Value lost In Type of equipment Value lost In Value lost In
first third of first half of first third of first half of
average life 1vrg a erago life average life

Passenger cars ........ 631 76 Heavy tractors ....... 6
Light trucks .......... 62 66 Combines ............ 56765
Medium trucks ....... 62 66 Cornpickers ....... 65
Light tractors ......... 86 65 Hay balers ........... 62 73

By this test also, a first-half writeoff of two-thirds to three-quarters
of cost appears to be entirely reasonable.

'The investigation points definitely to the conclusion that for cquip-
nent at least the new code methods are soundly realistic. When we

remember that equipment accounts for the overwhelming bill (about
five-sixths) of business depreciation charges, it will be apparent that
any element of "incentive" inherent in these methods is relatively
negligible. By and large, they are about as close to realism as we can
get in any procedure designed for across-the-board application.

It may be pointed out, moreover, that these writeo f methods are
less accelerated in actual application than they appear when coln-
sidered by themselves. This is due in part to th'e lag in depreciationrecoveries inherent in the rules prescribed by the Internai Revenue
Service for. the operation of group accounts, and in part to the lag
arising from the use of average-life estimates with dispersed actual
mortalities. Both of these lags are discussed in Realistic Depreciation
Policy (chs. 6 and 7) and need not be further considered here.

As far as the new methods go, they constitute it notable advance
toward realistic tax allowances. In our judgment they should be
continued on a permanent basis. In addition, further consideration
should be given to adjustment of depreciation for the effects of in-
flation, giving careful study to the experience of other countries. Fi-
nally this committee, if it wishes to appraise the true impact of the
new depreciation law, should at an a) ropriate time give considera-
tion to the regulations of the Internal Revenue Service when they are
finally issued.

$This observation provides an interesting commentary on a bill introduced In the last
session of Congress (H. R. 7694) which would restrict to assets with an estimated life of
10 years or more (instead of 8 years or more as now) the use of the new writeoff methods
provided In the 1954 code. *Both theory and common observation confirm the tendency
of short-lived assets to lose value with greater relative rapidity in the first half of life than
the long-lived. The straight-line writeoff, the practical alternative to the new methods, Is
even worse for the under.-O-year assets than for those of 10 years and over.
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These regulations should give full effect to the intent of Congress
in legislating realistic depreciation policy. They should be reasonable
and flexible in applying the basic statute and in establishing per-
nissible writeoff methods and accounting procedures. The Revenue
Service should not restrict the taxpayer unnecessarily in applying and
adapting these methods to individual company situations. This is
not intended to prejudge the final regulations in any way but merely
to alert the committee to the fact that the real impact of the new
depreciation law will depend in considerable measure on the manner
in which it is interpreted and applied by the Service.

In closing, it should be emphasized again that the allowance for
tax purposes of realistic depreciation deductions is not a handout,
or giveaway to business, big or little. On the contrary, it is no more
than business can properly claim and no more than it properly de-
serves. To allow less is to enforce a distorted reckoning of taxable
income, resulting in the taxation as income of what are really capital
recoveries. We have already noted that the effect of such taxation
is an erosion of the funds available for financing productive capital
formation, and an impairment of the vigor of the economy.

It is a grave mistake to regard tax depreciation as a matter in which
the average citizen has no interest. This would be true only if lie
were 1incoIcerned with economic progress and the improvemenA of his
standard of living. But since lie is concerned with these things, lie
has an interest in a broad-gaged intelligent depreciation policy.

That this is a truth more vividly a)preciated abroad than in this
country is one of the anomalies of the modern world. Surely it is an
anomaly that at least prior to 1954 the United States, which regards
itself as the exemplar of the private-enterpribe economy, should have
lagged in this area of policy so far behind even Socialist governments
in other lands. Now that it is started on reform, it should persevere
until it no longer enjoys the dubious distinction of treating private
business in this respect less favorably than do its professed enemies.





XI. ROLE OF COMMODITY TAXATION IN TAX POLICY
FOR STEADY GROWTH

THE ECONOMICS OF COMMODITY TAXATION AND THE

PRESENT EXCISE TAX SYSTEM

JoHN F. DuF, University of Illinols

The term commodity taxation is used with reference to taxes which
are designed to rest upon the purchasers of commodities (and, in some
cases, services). These taxes are normally levied upon the sellers of
the commodities, on the basis of output or sales, or receipts from sales,
with the assumption that they will be shifted forward to the consumers
through increases in prices.

Commodity taxes may be grouped into two major classes:
(a) Excise, taxes sometimes called selective excises or selective sales

taxes: Those levied upon the sale (or production) of particular com-
modities or groups of commodities.

(b) Sales taxes, sometimes called general excise taxes: Those levied
U)On the sale of all commodities except ones specifically exempted.

The terms excise tax and sales tax will be used in this paper with
respect to these two classes.

'fTHI B.\sic PIIILOSOIIY OF COMM3ODITY TAXATION

The basic philosophy of commodity taxation is the spreading of the
burden of the l)ortion of Government expenditures financed by this
form of tax in proportion to consumer expenditures, rather than in

4 proportion to income or other criteria. 'lo the extent to which the
burden of the taxes is actually shifted forward to the consumers and
remains u)on them, as is generally assumed, this philosophy is at-
tained, The burden of excises is distributed in )rol)ortion to expendi-
tures upon the taxed articles; the burden of a completely general sales
tax (limited to consumption goods) would be distributed in proportion

4 to all consumer expenditures. In practice, no sales taxes are com-
pletely general, ani therefore the distribution of burden is less broad.
Sales and excise taxes normally have 1)roportional rates; whether the
distribution of their burden relative to income is proportional, pro-
gressive, or regressive is dependent upon the relationship between
consumption of the taxed commodities and income at various income
levels.

To the extent to which the taxes are not fully shifted to consumers,
the burden rests directly upon the business lirms. If they are unable
to shift it to those supplying them with factor units, the burden will
remain on their owners, and is certain to be distributed in a very
haphazard manner relative to incomes. If the tax could be shifted

547
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back in a uniform fashion to all factor owners, in the manner envisaged
in the greatly simplified analytical models of Rolph and others, the
burden would be distributed in the same manner as that of a pro-
portional income tax.' But the institutional setting is such as to pre-
clude uniform backward shifting.

Taxes shifted forward to the consumers of the taxed commodities
may be subject to secondary shifting because the increase in the cost of
living index caused by the tax-induced increases in the prices of the
taxed goods may result in wage increases. To the extent to which
this secondary shifting occurs, the pattern of burden is altered, with
a greater overall share resting on those groups which are unable to
shift the tax which they bear initially or tlie additional burden shifted
onto them by those gaining higher wages.

THE PRESENT ExcisE TAX SYSMEN

The present Federal excise taxes may be grouped iiit four classes,
on the basis of the specific pattern of income distribution which is
intended. The purely regulatory excises, such as those on adulterated
butter or opium, which are not designed to raise revenue are excluded
from the present analysis. The four groups include:

1. The so-called sunptuary excises, those on liquor and tobacco prod-
ucts: These are designed to distribute a portion of the total tax burden
in proportion to consumption of those products which, in the eves of
Congress, people would be "just as well off without"--ones vhich
persons who wish to use must expect to pay a heavy tax for the privi-
lege of doing so. These levies are essentially designed as deliberate
penalties on the use of the taxed products, penalties which, however,
are not expected to discourage significantly the use of the product.q

2. The "luxury" excises: These are imposed upon commodities
which are regarded as "luxuries," in the sense that they are not con-
sidered to be essential for a minimum standard of living. The use of
the commodities is thus regarded as a measure of ability to pay, sup-
plementarv to the income measure. This category includes the bulk
of the Federal excises, including those on radios and electrical appli-
ant-es, admissions, jewelry, cosmetics, furs, luggagp, eommunications,
transportation of passengers, musical instruments, photographic
equipment anti sporting goods. In the past the tax on the sale of
automobiles has been regarded as a luxury excise, but there has been
an increasing tendency to regard this as a benefit-based levy relating
to highway finance, and thus classified in (3) below.

3. rhe benefit-based levies, related to highway finance: The Fed-
eral tax on gasoline, although not specifically earmarked for highway
purposes, has come to be regarded as a source of funds for the financing
of Federal grants for highway construction, anti thus to be justified
on the basis of the benefit principle. The tax is a convenient device
for distributing the costs of the highway grants on the basis of high-
way use. The taxes on lubricating oil, automobile tires, automobiles,
trucks and buses, and automotive parts, may likewise be regarded as
benefit-based levies, although in the past they were generally justi-
tied on the luxury basis. At present Federal grants for highway pur-

I E. R. Rolph, The Theory of Fiscal Economics (Berkeley: University of California Press,
1954), cb. V.
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poses are less than the stun of the revenues from these levies, but if
the projected highway prograni is carried out, the expenditures will
easily equal or exceed the revenues of these taxes.

4. Miscellaneous exci.s: These were introduced at various times
solely for the llrpose of raising revenue, without consideration of
the paltter) of distribiltion of burden. The most important is the tax
on the transportation of freight. The tax on business machines also
falls into this category.

The yield of the major excises, grouped into the four classes, is
shown in table I, for the fiscal year 1955.

TABLE I.-Exclse tax yields, fiscal year ending June 30, 1955

Revenue Peroentage
(millions of of total

dollars) exies taxri'¢ ernuo

Sumptunry excises-
I u'r ...................... :........ 2, 726 1 ............

Tobacco ............................................................ ! 570 ........

Total ......... ........................................................ " 4.="= 7 47.3

Luxury v¢tetA,s
Flc01ttri1,Il)ci'4.....S ...................................... ...........

, llt h n T... .................. .... 1 ..........|,Lght I 1lbs .. .. ...... Is7........ . . . . . . . . . D
M! iical ,nstrunients and records ........................................ 19 1
M atch;lic .. ....................... 1 5 M
I'irtorple .illerti .......................................... 1.5 21 ...........S I rtrtini t.'m&l; am I firtearis ... . ..... 263 K . .. .. . ..
Pleieuls. JM an;,d\.t lghtt' ...... ........................... 1 4.........
Fur. _.. . ....... ....... ..... .................... ...... 271
Jea1r . .... ................................................ 142 4 ............
Ilivirage................ ................. ..................... .. 30 S 9 ..........
loili I9r eliowt ...... ............................... 71 14..........
Tl -hone imin tele rapl ........................................... 320 5 ...........
Trn'j)rtathMI of jssengers .................... .. .......... 197 2 ............
AulinIsioris, ce.' . . ..I.. . ... . . .. - -- - 220 2 2 .. ... .
Safe dpit boxes ........................................ .. . 5 6.........

Total ............................................................... .. 1 .5 17.1

gasolinee and diesel fuel ................................................ 7 ..........
Lubricat intg oil ...................... ... .. . ...........
'Tires and tules ..................................................... lQt
Trucks and buses ...... ............................. ........... 134 8..........
Autonio miles ...... .................................. ... 1,07 9 ...........
Automottie par, t .................................................... l...130 7 .........

Total ................................................................... 2.524 3 27 8
55 iselltneous"

Transportation of freight, including oil ................................. 4t1 3 ............
luqiiess Ilacwhitles .................................................. 5 3.......

Total ............................................................... 4W 9 6 58
UnclhssIfied I ............................................................... 216 2 2 3

Total ........................................ ......................... 8. 9 .. . 8 1000

I lncluing taxi on cabarets., boa ling alilo s, dues. coin-operated de ices. pla lg carts, wagers.
sIncluding regulatory taxes, excises on sugar, cKonut oil, and stamp taxes on traisfert f property, accuri.

ties, etc.
Source: Treasur) Bulletin, September 1955. pp. 4849.

About half (47 percent) of the excise-tax revenue is thus fielded
by the stll)tuary exeises. The lxury excises yielded about 17 per-
cent of tile total, the highway finance levies 28 percent, and the others
8 percent. Expenditures on commodities subject to the sumptuary
excises constitute about 6 percent of total consumer expenditures;
those on commodities subject to the luxury excises, about 6 percent,
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and on the benefit-based levy commodities, 8 percent. The excises
as a whole, therefore, apply to commodities on which roughly 20
percent of consumer expeiiditures are made, apart from excises such
as that on the transportation of freight, for which no estimate is
possible, since the service involved is not directly an object of con-
sumer expenditures.

It should be noted that the net yield to the Government is less than
the gross figures given. In the first place, the tax applies to
purchases by the Federal governmentt in most cases; the revenue on
these transactions is offset by an equivalent increase in Government
expenditures. Furtherniore, apart from direct application of tile
tax oa Govermnent purchases, the prices of many goods which the
Government acquires are inflated by various excises, such as those
on tralisportatioli, cojiununications, etc., which apply to elenients
,entering into the cost of productioii of the items. Secoilly, to the
extent that the tax-induced increase in the cost of living rili.ei the
wage level, the Goveriment will ultimately be forced to pay higher
wages to its employees. Thirdly, to the extent that the tax is not.
shifted by business. lirills, or the shifting causes los!-es; in sales volume;,
tile yield of tile corporation aitd personal iliconie taxes will be directly
and 'iediately reduced. It is impossible to tititlate the iiiagn itlife
of these ellects, and thus to obtain the net yield of tie exci-e.

Ti. EcoNoMic SmINIc.'NCE I " TIlf u El

The economic significance of the excises must be examined froi
two pots of view: That of conltlliers, alld that of bullle s fhrilrm's
including not only those upon which the tax is levied, but al,:o others
whobe sales are affected by the presence of the tax.
l'Effects upon con. urers

There are two Major typIes of effects which the excises have upton
consumers. In tie first place, to the extent that the excises are -hifted
forward to consumers, and the money incomes of the households are
not affected by the tax, consumers must either reduce the volume of
savings which they make, or curtail consumption. In practice there
is likely to be soine effect of each type. For those persons who have a
highly inelastic demand for consumption goods, and regard savings
as a residual amount left over after consumption, the entire burden
of the tax vill be borne out of the portion of income that would other-
wise have b en saved-assuming that the savings margin is of sufli-
cient magnitude. On the other hand, persons spen(inig all of their
incomes prior to the tax, or having a highly inelastic demand for
savings-that is, a strong determilatio to Save a certaiii sui an-
nuallv-will absorb the entire tax burden out of funds which would
otherwise have been spent on coiitiliption. These persotis will coil-
tinue to spend the same total amount on consumption, incl1dil, (" the
tax element, as they previoully did, and thus the value of consumer
goods acqiired imet of tax) will be reduce by the ,um1 of til, tax
eleeneit. It is likely that mo,4t families will fall into twit her extTenme
but will absorb sonic of the tax out of the portion of income saved
and a portion out of that spent for coii-nmItion.

The rediiction in consumption l does not iieie.sa rilv take place en-
tirely in the taxed commoitie,. If the dimaiils for'thee are highly
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inelastic, the reduction inI colisumption will occur primarily in n1Onl-
taxed goods. Thus, for example, since the demand for cigarettes is
known to be highly inelastic, the excise tax on this comlilodlty, to the
extent that it is not absorbed out of income that would have been
saved, results in, a reductions ill purchases of other commodities. To
the extent, however, that the demand for the taxed article is elastic,
the reduction in the consumption will occur in the taxed commodity.

In the second lace, excise taxes give an incentive to shift )irclases
from taxel to iuntaxed commnodities, and thus to reduce the lurchlases
of taxed items much more driasticallv than wouid occur merely as a
result of the absorption of purchasing power. This iilucce is par-
ticularly strong if the il axe( articles have uiltaxed substit utes I hus
the tax on pas.-enger transportation by public carrier, the demand for
which is probably fairly elastic, unldoubtedly causes a shifting of
tralsfotition toward iinceased travel by private automobile, with
an actual increase ill the use of the latter. rle tax on adIimissions to
movies, etc., is likely to cause an increase in the demand for umiaxed
recreational activities.

Thus, ill sumnmar, the excises will tend to--
1. Reduce ti;e total volume of savings, to the extent that the

taxes are absorbed out of the portion of income that 1%omhld otluer-
wke have been saved.

.. Reduce the overall level of consumption (in real terns).
3. Particularly reduce the ((miunimptiol of the taxed articles,except il thecases ill %%hich demand is extremely inelastic, partly

by reducing the total volume of purchases possille with a givel
level of income, partly by encouraging persoiis to buy mitaxed
subst itutes.

4. Icren~a tile consumtl)tion of commodities which are good
substitutes for flue taxed iteIs.

5. Reduce the consumption of those untaxed commodities which
persons sacrifice ill order to maintain purchases of taxed articles
for which their demands are inelastic.

/fEfft.1upo U/ll pe ifrfU/,', ot/Ir blsimq. firmn.
The exci-4e taxes affect producers and other business firms in three

Possible ways.
In tile first place, it is milikely that completee shifting of tile tax is

lu)ssble in all ca.,es, :imd tihs a portion of the tax burden remains
upon the firms. This is illustrated by the fact that when excise taxes
were reduced in 195,1 some of the co'mmlodities affected did not fall
ill price (titovie admissions ill many cases, and( some small electrical
appliance,:, for ex.mile)', the failure of prices to fall when tile tax
wa' cut slggests that the tax was not l)r'eviouslv being fully shifted.
When firnn are unable to shift the tax fully, tle funds available for
expansion are redluced. as well as tile inteiit ive to expand, .-ince profits
aire curtailed. Likewi-e, the incomes of the o ners are reduced.

Secondly, to the extent that consuil)t ion of products is 'urtailed,
the sales of the producers and dealers in the piorducts are reduced
below tile levels which would be attained in the absence of the tax.
In an industry which is rapidly expanding, such as the automobile
imidustry in m-'eeemt veal's, the met effect is merely to redtue the rate of
growth in sales below the figures otherwise possible. Ihuis, the profit
margins of the firms are not necessarily reduced, but the rate of in-
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crease in total investment in tile industry is lowered. On the other
hand, in industries such as the railroad field which are relatively
stable, the reduced volume may lessen the profit rate of the firms, and
perhaps make it. difficult for them to continue to cover their costs.
In regulated industries rate increases to compensate for the reduced
volume of business may occur. •

Thirdly, certain excise taxes result in the altering of methods of
production. Several of the excises rest in part or entirely upon pur-
chases by business lirms of goods and services for use in production.
Accordingly, firms are encouraged to substitute nontaxable articles
and services for those which are subject to tax. Thus, the taxation of
freight service rendered by public carrier encourages firms to develop
their own private motor-carrier operation, which is not subject to tax.

RmATIvE, EFFECTs OF EXCISES CoMPAlR TO OT'IER TAXES

Given the level of Government exl)en(litures, excise taxes must be
regarded as substitutes for other taxes, and therefore, in an evalua-
tion of excise taxes, their effects must be compared with those of
other taxes.
IRelativ'e effects upon consumption

Any form of tax will, of necessity, reduce either savings or consinup-
tion or, in l)ractice, partly each. Personal income taxes reduce dis-
posable income, and thus leave a smaller sum in the hands of ini-
viduals to use for consumption and savings. It is generally assumed
that. )er dollar of revenue, an income tax will be absorhed (it of sav-
ings to a greater extent than excise taxes, partly because t greater
portion of its burden is likely to be concentrated oi those persons
who save high percentages of their incomes, partly because it does not
provide the incentive to curtail constimltion in order to avoid tax
which the excises give. This assumption is not necessarily valid,
however; income taxes borne largely in the lower tax brackets could
conceivably have greater effect in reducing consumption than those
excise taxes borne largely by high-income consumers. But the nature
of the present excise-tax system, with its heavy impact upon articles
of widespread usage, suggests that it probably curtails consumption
to a greater extent than income taxes yielding the same revenue. By
contrast, a general sales tax, al)l)lyingto a much wider range of goods
of everyday consumiltion than the excises, is alino t certain to reduce
the. overall'level of consumption to a greater extent than excise taxes
yielding the same revenue.

Unlike excise taxes, however, neither income taxes nor sales taxes
provide definite incentive to shift consumption patterns from some
commodities to others. It is true that as disposable income falls, or
the general price level of consumer goods rises as a result of a general
sales tax. consumers will reduce purchases of soiie goods to a greater
extent than those of others. But the direct incentive to shift con-
sumption patterns is absent.
Relative effects upon producers

Personal and corporate income taxes directly reduce the net earn-
ings of business firms, to the extent to which they are not shifted for-
ward to consumers. Such shifting is usually assumed to be limited.
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Thus, per dollar of tax revenue, they have a greater direct effect in
'reducing both the funds available for investment and the incentive

to undertake investment than the excise taxes. Personal income taxes,
especially the higher bracket rates, must also, to sone extent, reduce
the willingness of individuals to make their capital available for busi-
ness expa., ion. TIhe actual magnitudes of these effects are not known.
On the other hand, the excise taxes probably have a greater effect in
curtailing consnumption, per dollar of tax revenue, then income taxes,
and thus a greater effect in reducing investment through the effect
upon sales of busine.-s firms. It must always be kept in mind that
investment by business firms depends not only upon the amount of
money capital available and the tax rate upon earnings made but also
upon the volume of sales being made by tie firis. The net difference
between the excises and the income taxes with respect to the volume
of investment is difficult to assess.

The differences hetwen the excise-tax system and a general sales
tax, so far as investment is concerned, is probably not great, except
for the fact that the effects of the sales tax will iot be concentrated
so heavily in particular industries. To the extent to which the sales
tax causes greater curtailment of consiUmption and thus has a lesser
effect upon Saving,, it will have a greater repre-sive influence upon
investment through its effect upon the sales of business firms, but a
lesser influence upon the volume of money capital available for
expansion.

Neither income taxes nor sales taxes confined to consuniers goods
provide the incentives given by the present excise-tax system toward
the altering of methods of production. In practice, however, as the
States and other countries have found, it is very difficult to confine
a sales tax to such products, and the taxation of some sales of pro-
ducers goods results in ani alteration of the relative advantages of
various net hods of production.

EvAiu.vrNio,; or nit, ExcisE TAx SYSM

Particular taxes can be evaluated only in terms of assumed criteria
of desirable tax systems. Three such criteria are frequently employed;
namely, (1) the avoidance of adverse effects 1pon the functioning of
the econoniy, (2) distribution of the burden of the tax in conformity
with accepted standards of equity, and (3) administrative feasibility.
Eronomir effect.

The effects of the excise taxes in cuirtailing consumption and thus
priluction tire not objeetionalle, per se; all taxes have this effect, to
a certain extent, anid, indeed, from the standpoint of the economic
system, the primary function of a tax is to curtail private spending
to a sufficient extent that inflationary prestuirs generated by Gov-
ernment expenditures are offset. llowever, the excises are likely to
have a greater effect on the overall level of consumption, per dollar of
revenue, than income taxes, and thus, in periods in which difficulty is
encountered in avoiding unemployment, the adverse effects of the
excise taxes are greater. The case for elimination of exise taxes is
particularly strong in periods when there is any tendency toward
unem)loynent. On the other hand, of course, the excise. taxes prob-
ably ha ve lesser effect upon the direct incentives toward investment
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than higher bracket income taxes, and in periods in which there is
strong evidence that investment is lagging because of tax effects upon
incentives, there is a good case for lowering high-bracket income-tax
rates instead of excises. Mut it is very doubtful if the lower-lbracket
rates of incone tax have inor adverse effect u)on incentives than the
excises.

A serious complaint against the excise-tax system is based upon the
effect of the excise taxes in curtailing consunliptioln and thus output
of soiie products to a greater extent than others. The imposition of
an excise tax causes persons to shift consumption from taxed to tin-
taxed articles: to the extent to which this occurs. the Government
receives no revenue, yet consumers shift their purchases toward less-
preferred goods.

The effect of the taxes in shifting consumption and thus produc-
tion can be justified in certain instances. In the first place it can be
justified whenever the production and use of the product gives rise to
certain costs to society which do not enter into the price of the product.
Thus the use of alcohol to excess gives rise to loss of worktinee, need for
care of alcoholics, increased automobile accidents, disrupted homes,
and other social evils. Thus the very heavy taxes on whisky and other
liquor of high alcoholic content can be justified as a means of placing
these social costs upon the users. Secondly, such shifting can le jn-ti-
fied when consensus of opinion in the contemporary society regarls
the use of the taxed commodities as either contrary to the best inter-
ests of society, or at least a suitable base for application of penalty
taxation. On this basis the entire group of liquor and tobacco taxes
may be justified-although many persons (though presumably a mi-
nuority) regard the levies as an unjustified effort to impose rules of
morality via tax legislation.

Thirdly, when tile excises serve to cover the expenses of a govern-
mental activity of direct and immediate benfit to tline who bear the
burden of the excises, the taxes may be regarded as legitimate elements
in the costs of the goods, and any curtailment of use which results is
not uneconomical. Thus, if the'principle is accepted that highway
users should pjiy for the Federal highway program, and the excises on
gasoline, lubricating oil, automobiles, trucks, and buses are regarded
as means of distributing the burden of the program onto the users,
these excises may be justified even though they mva result in olne
restriction of use of the commodities. The merits of a program of
making highway users pay for the highway programs are widely
known, an do not need to be repeated here.

In the case of the other Federal excises, however, the effects of the
taxes in curtailing consumption and thus output are diflicult to justify.
In some cases obviously objectionable results can be indicated. lhe
tax on public passenger transportation tends to divert persons from
using public carriers to driving their own cars, and thus aggravates
the problems of traffic congestion which are so serious in many areas.
To the extent that persons will use public transportation in these areas,
the need for spending large sums of money for additional highway
facilities will be less pressing, and real social costs, in the form of acci-
dents and delays from congestion, will be lessened. Even in the case
of such excises as those on cameras, electrical appliances, admissions,
etc., it is extremely difficult to defend the inevitable reduction in con-
sumption and output which results from the taxes.
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A further objectionable feature of the excise system is the effect
which certain excises have in altering methods of production em-
ployed. Under the reasonable assumption that firms will seek to use
the most efficient methods in the absence of the tax, any tax which
increases the cost of some methods of production compared to that of
others will result in an undesirable loss in efficiency in the production
system, and is thus a deterrent to optimum economic development.
The most objectionable excise tax in the present system, from this
point of view, is that upon the transportation of freight. This tax,
despite its relatively low rate, inevitably has some effect in en-
couraging firms to develop their own highway and water transporta-
tion systems instead of using public carriers. As a consequence, the
public carriers have greater difficulty in maintaining good service, and,
to the extent to which they operate under decreasing cost conditions,
their rates tend to rise to offset the lower volume. Thus optimum de-
velopment of the transportation system is impeded. The tax tends
to discriminate against small firms compared to large ones, since the
latter can more easily develop their own transport facilities. The tax
on freight also tends to alter location of industry in an artificial way,
since the tax burden is greater on longer hauls than on short. Recogni-
tion of this fact led to the application of a uniform tax per ton on coal,
regardles of distance, kut not for other commodities.

Finally, certain excise taxes may encourage sale of the taxed com-
modities through illegal channels. This not only causes loss of tax
revenue and discrimination against the taxpaying firms, but may re-
silt in deterioration of the quality of the product. The extremely
high taxes on liquor, though perhaps defensible on other grounds, are
often charged with increasing bootlegging.
iludiy considerations

Two sets of excise taxes find special justification on an equity basis,
although, of course, these justifications are not uivelsally accepted.
In tle first place, the suil)tilary excises are regarded las equitable on
the basis that society regards the use of these commodities as consti-
toting adequate justification for the imposition of special penalty tax-
ation. This point of view is frequentl' condemned, but it apparently
reflects a widely accepted attitude. Secondly, the excises related to
highway use mav be justified on the basis of the acceptance of the
benefit principle for highway finance. Highway users can afford to
).9v for the highways without serious inequity, and the use of the

1.. lit-based levies lessens the extent to whici incentive-affecting abil.
it -based taxes must be used. These excises, with the possible exception
of the gasoline tax, were not originally considered to be benefit-based
levies, but rather as luxury taxes. But in recent years, with great
increases in Federal expenditures for highways contem lated, there
ias been a growing tendency to justify them on the benefitbasis. How-
ever, if this is to be done, it is essential that the amounts collected from
them do not exceed the Federal expenditures for highway purposes, as
is now the case. If these levies are not regarded as benefit-based, the
same considerations apply to them as to the luxury excises noted below.

The luxury excises are open to serious criticism on an equity basis.
The placing of taxes on certain commodities as representative of tax-
aying ability inevitably discriminates against those persons who

have relatively high preferences for the taxed goods, compared to
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those whose preferences run more heavily in the direction of untaxed
articles. A person who prefers photography as a hobby is penalized
compared to one who prefers repxzing or gardning. Furthermore,
the present excise-tax system applies to many items of very widespread
usage, such as telephone service and cosmetics. A portion of the bur-
den of such taxes falls on persons in the lower-income groups, par-
ticularly on older persons with fixed incomes, in a manner which may
be regarded as inequitable. The excise-tax structure as a whole is
also often criticized as being regressive. Studies of the distribution
of the excises by income class, although of limited validity because
of inadequacy o data of distribution of consumer purclm.sc. by income
class, tend to bear out the contention that the pattern of the distribu-
tion of the burden of the excises is regressive. However, the regres-
siveness argument is not, in itself, a very significant one, because of
the presence in the tax system of progressive taxes. But it (foes con-
stitute an argument against excessive reliance on this form of tax.

The taxes labeled above as "Miscellaneous," and particularly the
tax on freight, are p)ilicularly objectionable on an equity basis, since
the burden falls in a completely haphazard fashion, strikMig in part
the use of basic neces,,sities, such as milk and bread, which would not
presumably be subject even to a iFederal general-sales tax, under
typical plans advanced for such taxes.

Fhe exci-es can also be condeine(l, from an equity standl)oint, on
the basis of their burdens upon the owners of business firms. To the
extent that the taxes are not fully shifted, the burden rests in an
extremely uneven and inequitable pattern on the owners of various
types of busine.ses. The effects of the taxes in reducing earnings
through curtailment of output are less significant, from a long-range
standpoint, since all taxes will have this effect in part, and ouitpnuts
of various commodities will shift in smch a manner as to tend to
equalize profit rates. In a shorter period cf time, however, the ef-
fects of the taxes upon sales of various products may have very in-
equitable results on the owners of various types of b6sinesses.
Administratime fraxibility

The excises are generally considered to be relatively easy to admin-
ister. This is certainly true of some excises, which' are collected in
their entirety from a relatively few large firms. But most of the
excises give rise to more problems than are generally recognized. The
retail excises on furs, luggage, jewelry, and cosmetics require collec-
tion from large numbers of small sellers. many of them handling only
a very limited volume of the taxed products.' Some of the manufac-
turers' excises give rise to continuing problems of definition of taxable
commodities, and questions relating to the determination of appro-
piiate prices for tax purposes. In recent years the industries affected
bv the excises have become increasingly critical of various aspects of
administration. Perhaps the most important complaint is against the
failure of the Bureau of Internal Revenue to publish summaries of
important rulings. Further discussion of administrative questions
is beyond the scope of this paper.

$ See for exarnple the tudy by R. Musgave et al.. Distribution of Tax Payments by
Income Groups, National Tax Journal, vol. IV (March 1951), p. 84.
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Summar/.-In summary to the discussion of evaluation of the
l)resent excise-tax system, the following generalizations can be offered:

1. Strongest justification can be found for the liquor and tobacco
taxes, although the effects of the high rates of the former on illicit
production suggest the need for reexamining the rate structure.

2. In view of the prospect of rapidly growing Federal expenditures
for highway purposes, t ere is sit )stanliial merit in regarding the ex-
cises on gasoline and diesel fuel, lubricating oil, tires and tubes, auto-
mflobiles, t rueks and lises, and autoniotive parts as benelit-based levies
for purposes of financial highways; if this is done, these taxes can be
justified provided that the yield does not exceed the amounts used for
Federal highway )url)oses.

3. Against the otler excises, the main objections include (1) the
shifting of coniini)t ion, and ths of l)roduction, from taxed to un-
taxed products which inevital)ly results; (2) the discrimination
aigainist pelsons having relatively high preferences for the taxed ob-
jects; (3) the discriminaionma against tie owners of business firms
aIversely affected by the.e taxes; (4) the incentive given business
tirms by some of the excises, particularly that on freight, to alter
methods of production, with consequent loss in efliciency; and (5)
in l)eriods of unemployment the greater (lellat ionairy influence exerted
)y the excises (olimpare to other taxes. The chief merit of the excises

compared to other taxes is the lesser effect which they have upon in-
centives to undertake expansion than that arising ouit of the upper-
bracket income-tax rates. TIhe significance of this merit (lel)ends upon
tle actual extent to which income taxes deter incentives. The evidence
of such effects is not substantial.

AITFRNA.TIVES TO Ti E PRilSENT ExCIsF-TAX SYSTEM

There are two major alternat ives suggested for the elimination of the
-nillsirable features of the present excise-tax system.

Replaement by a seaes tax
Tihe firt alternative is the replacement of the present excises (except

those on liquor and tobacco) by a general sales tax, as recommended
by the NAM. This would preser-ve the present revenue front the in-
(direct, taxes andl thus permit greater reduction in income taxes than
wouIld other-wise be feasible; the supporters of this move argue that
such a change Would facilitate economic development by lessening the
adverse effects on incentives arising out of the present income-tax
structure. On the other hand, the present discrimination among con-
sumers and among business firms would be avoided since the tax would
apply uniformly to all products.

Against such a program there are several significant arguments.
(1) The tax system as a whole would be made somewhat more re-

gressive that it now is, and the absolute burden on the lowest income
groups would be increased. This is, of course, not a conclusive argu-
ment. But to many persons it represents an objectionable change in
the pattern of tax-biirlen (list ribution. While the Federal tax struc-
ture is progressive with respect to relative burden on the higher in-
come groups compared to that on the lower, it is not significantly
progressive, and may be regressive, within the lower and lower middle
income groups. Secondly, the State and local tax system contain
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important regressive elements, such as the sales taxes and property
taxes.

(2) Tile use of a Federal sales tax would involve Federal entrance
into the tax field which is now the most important source of State
revenue and increase the amount of duplication of taxation. The
argument that the duplication would be avoided if the Federal tax
were imposed at the manufacturing level is of doubtful significance.
This argument is equivalent to one maintaining that there i,; no
duplication of tax Sources in tile gasoline tax field because tile Stales
tax the distributors while the Federal Government taxes th re-
fineries.

(3) The shift to a general sales tax would aggravate, rather than
lessen, the net deflationary efrect of the tax structrtie in lie event of a
decline in business activiiv. Tle high stability of vield of the .out-
nioditv taxes is advantageouls if the l)rillarv goal i. con.sidred to be
the uiinteialice of a balanced Federal bdget, but it is a destabiliz-
ing effect from the Standpoint of the ecoloiiiy as a whole.

(4) Tlie argument that a shift in the direction of gritMer reliance
upon coininiodit' tax es would smlililat,, econolt ic de vell .aivet is of
doubtful validiiy. The actual deterrin, eftects of the illcoite taxes
lpoln investment and dvelo)lnent are not kuowi. but have v'itaitnIv
not been ol)viop; in recent years. On the other haid, the greater
adverse effect which coinmo'litv taxes have upon consumpiini, eoin-
pared to higher bracket income' taxl,'. is al)p)areut. Any redlit io in
income taxes which would be politically feasible would require sig-
niicant reductioniis in the lower income bracket,;: it ik ,xtrenlielY doubt-
fill if low-bracket income taxes have made adverse effects up1)on ii-.
centives than the excise taxes.

(5) As demonstrated by State and Canadiali experience, it is vir-
tually impossible to keep all producer" god,s out from the bae of the
sales tax. Thus some distortion of the choice of methods of p)rouc-
tion would be inevitable.

(6) The choice of levels of a Federal sales tax encounters a serious
dilemma. A tax at the manufacturing level tends to pyramid, at
least for substantial periods, and thus to burden the consumer by
amounts in excess of the amounts of tax revenue collected. It also
createq problems for retailers, such as larger capital requirements,
and difficulties arise with respect. to the determination of a suitable
price base for tax purposes, as shown by Canadian experience. On
the other hand. the retail level, the most satisfactory in many respects,
does require collection from a relatively large number of si, all firms.
Revision and reduton in the ezeb+e-taw, smjterm

The second alternative is the reform of the excise-tax system, and
reduction in excise-tax rates. The most objectionable results of the
excise-tax system are the products of a relatively few excises. The
elimination of the tax on the transportation of property will remove
the greatest adverse effect of the present system of the selection of
the optimum methods of production and location of industry. This
levy likewise has an extremely capricious and regressive distribution
of burden; it has no justification on any score, from the standpoint of
usually accepted principles of tax-burden distribution. The tax on
business machines is equally unjustifiable, although less significant
from the standpoint of the magnitudes involved. Abandonment of
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the excise tax on the transportation of passengers will eliminate tile
artificial incentive Iio1 given to persons to Ilse thl.ir own cars and add
to highway congestion, and facilitate developivnt of efliient (chaln-
iels of pllic passenger transportation, an industry which in general
is barely able to cover all costs.

Rate reductions in the various luxury excises will lessen the signifi-
cance of the discrimination which now arises, and the, ;!Jary to the
industries affected As suggestedd above, the excises related io high-
way finance should be coorldinated, from the standpoint of height
with the Federal expendituires ior highway purposes.

Elimination of the most objectionable excises and I'ate reductions
in others will, of course, require I smiiewhat higher level of income
taxe, than would ,,therwise be possible. But consideration of the
relative merits of the t,o forms of tax suggests that the most objection-
able excises have ef'ects far worse than those which can be attributed to
lie income taxe,. part icularly tie lo%%er bracket ii ioine-tax rates, and
that thlie case for the lxury" eXc').,, is not sutliciently Strong to warr'lt
retet iion of tlbein at pr.,et rate, if income taxes are' reduced. Should
a depression develop, complete el tn.ination of all luxury excises (and
rate red w't on, in ot hers) should 1,". omie of tlihe iiot elect ive measures
that can be takii. in tie field of taxation, to mitigate tile decline in
econoniic a't ivity.

CONcLI'sIoN

Re% iew of tile Ire,-ent excise tax system in terms of economic elects
and equity cow iieration,; suggests tOle follom% ing recommendations:

1. Retention of tie present tIaxes up1)on1 liqlior aimd tobacco products,
with consideration of some rate modifications to lessen illegal sale.

2. Retention of tile exeises on gasoline and diesel fuel, automobiles,
buses a d trucks, tires aid tubes. a1d automotive parts as means of
tim -aiit'iig. at le, St in part. the proposed expansion in Federal highway
eX'ieditures. IThe yield of these taxes should not exceed the Federal
llighway expenditures, if they are to be retained p'rmanently as
beileit-based levie., wilde llixui'v excises are eliminated.

3. Immitiediate elimination of the taX upo tile transportation of
freight, tle Imlost illdefensible and injuriou., element ill tile present tax
'-triucture, anid eliminat ion of the tax on Ia"semger t transportation, be-
au-e of its teldelCv to illic'e:Ise highway congest ion. The loss in

revenue fromt the eliluinat ion of these two objeetionable taxes would be
about $6;40 million annually. This is about , percent of excise tax
revenue, or about 1 percent of total Federal tax revenue.

4. Reductions in other excises at least comparable to any general
income-tax reductions made.

5. completee elimination of the luxury and miscellaneous excises.
should a period of depression arise.
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THE PLACE AND ROLE OF CONSUMITrION TAXES IN
TIE FEDERAL TAX STRUCTURE

I AtII.y L. LUTZ, Princeton University

INTIlODUCTION

The proper role of consumption taxes in the Federal tax system,
and the degree of reliance to be placed on such taxes, cannot he ade-
quately apl'aised without some preliminary consi derat i on of certain
underlying principles, certain facts of fiscal and economic life, and
a point, of view from which the entire taxing prove.s, is to be judged.
There has been more emotionalism, and consequently less objectivity,
in the recent discussions of excise or consuniption taxes, ; than in the
analysis and appraisal of any other part of the Federal tax st ruct tire.
This substitution of heat for light has been particularly cml.icuols
with the growing emphasis upon the u.,,e of the taxing power for
purposes other than the provision of public revenue.
Source of tares

There can be little disagreement regarding the source of the fund";
that are collected by taxation. All taxes are paid out of i,;eome.
This is trite even if a taxpayer has to borrow to meet a part icular tax
payment, for the loan is merely a transfer of income front tlei fitutre
to the present. It is true, also, if a taxpayer Imust sell an asset to
obtain funds for tax payment. The buyer nust use either his cirren'
income, or his saved income, or his pledge of future income bv way of
a loan. It a fundamental sense, all taxes come from the income of
persons, even in the case of business taxes of every sort. Such taxes
are either recovered from consumers in the prices charged for goods
and services, or they are deducted from the profits that would other-
wise be distributable to the several individual owners of the business.
Too frequently, tile profits of business an( the property used in busi-
ness are regarded as separate, independent sources of taxes anid the
levies itnpo-sed, especially on business income, are allowed to become
inordinate in.the belief that no one other than the business unit, as
such. is affected or concerned.
The methods of taxation

The subject of tax methods is highly controversial, because the choice
of methods determines the particular incomes to be levied upon or to
be passed over. There is involved, also, the relative severity of burden
on particular incomes.

I ,e three methods of taxation correspond to the three major phases
of income as an economic phenomenon. This correspondence can be
shown in tabular form as follows:

PrnAr', or INCOME METIHODS OF TAXAIION

1. The getting of income. 1. Income taxes, and the license and
2. The holding of past and present privilege taxes on various income.

Income in "congealed" form as wealth, getting activities.
asset. lso-sess lons of different sorts. 2. Property taxes, capital stock taxes,

3. The use of income through spend- inheritance taxes, etc.
ing. 3. Sales, excise, and other consump-

tion taxes.
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This classification may not provide a neat pigeonhole for every

conceivable kind of tax, but it Is sufliciently accurate for the present
purpose , which is to point up the contrast between the receipt and the
application of income and the tax methods that are appropriate to
these two aspects of the income flow. From the standpoint of Federal
taxation, the receipt and the spending of income are of chief impor-
tance. Fe(leral taxation of wealth, property, or assets, per se, would
conic under the limitations of the direct tax clause and hence is not
available as a significant source of Federal revenue. This restriction
is evaded in the case of the estate and gift taxes by construing them as
taxes on the privilege of transferring property and not on the property
as such. A privilege tax is regarded as a form of excise, for which
there is express constitutional warrant. Inasmuch as the entire body
of law re, rating to the testamentary or intestate disposition of l)rol)erty,
and the entire a(hninistration of such disposition through probate, or
escheat, is at the State level, it is difficult to discover the basis or deriva-
tion of : mli sanction regar(iig p)o)erty ownership or disposition
whicl the federall Government gives, or is empowered to give, under
the constitution . The absence of any logical basis has not prevented
a substantial Federal preemption of estate and gift taxes, but that is
another story.

IUIROSES OR OIhrECTTVmUs ,F TorX.ATION

The position taken in this statement is that taxes should be levied
and collecte(l only for the support of government. A corollary is that
the amount taken should be only what is required for that support.
The taxing process is a taking of private income for public purposes,
with no intent or obligation to provide benefits or services directly to
each taxpayer corresponding to his payment of tax. The benefit rule
has only a very limited application which is best exemplified by prices,
tolls, andi other service charges not commonly regarded as methods
of taxation. The plea of using taxation to defray the cost of common
or general, rather than specific, benefits, becomes a potent argument
for keeping the tax load within the strictest limits of fiscal necessity.

The levy of taxes for nonfiscal purposes is thus ruled out, by defini-
tion. These purposes range all the way from objectives that are
essentially of a policing character to the socialistic intent to equalize
wealth and income through taxation. It is not possible to justify
such exercise of the taxing power by any sort of logical rationaliza-
tion because in every case there is involved some degree of arbitrary
control over the actions and the decisions of individuals. The police
power does involve control by government over the actions, the prop-
erty, and even the lives of individuals, but this power extends to fairly
definite purposes andi its proper exercise is to be performed by appro-
priate agencies within the limit, of well-understood administrative,
judicial. and constitutional procedures.

The difficultyy is that there has been too much disposition to utilize
the taxing power to enforce the objectives of the police power. There
are, of course, antisocial ways of getting income andwealth, such
as racketeering, preying on the vices and the pam ions of men through
vice rings andgambling, monopoly, and so on. In,,tead of dealing
adequately with such practices by direct means, which is the only way
of correcting them at the source, the taxing power is too frequently
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relied upon as a corrective. The record contains instances of convic-
tion for income-tax evasion as an apparently satisfactory stl,titute
for prosecut ion on far mon serious charges.

1Te worst case of control of the economy through taxation is found
in the use of tax-rate progression. The ultimatte Iirlmse is the
equalization of incomes, and eventually of wealth, whieli represents
the aceuniulated margins of past income. The prt, ent writer has dis-
(ussed oil many occasions the errors of doctrine and the (isa4rous
practical ,'n-"etiuenees involved in this poliv and repetition ikS not
leee\sarv here., It is signilic:int that there should he a growing criti-

cal attack oi the obvious defects of progressive incone-tax theory
and pract ice, although there is still insufficient recognition that tle
harsh, destructive tax-rate scale is the real source of the evil.

It is frequently said that taxation inevitably ha, an impact on tht'
economy and on ihe decisioins of the individual taxpavels. 'Therefore.
it is conitended, it is better to recognize and utilize this impact than
to disregard it. This viewpoint overlooks the following: -

(a) Taxation, as the price for necessary and useful public services,
is nm nore burdensome than other costs. Within the limits of the
"useful 111141ece.sary" test, the total cost of the public services k
less than it would lie if each personn were to undertake provision of
these services for himself; and some of then, such as defense, high-
ways, public order, and seem'ity .. to niule only a few--could not be
provided at all without colnmmnal action. ''axation becomes onerous
when the range of governmlental activities is extellded bevolnd flhe
limits of the u 1eful and necessary, or when even the essential public
Services re cllutetld on a lavish, imprudent scale.

(h) The h'n ifil imal.ct of taxttion is produced by the dkerii-
natory and penalty features that tend to he incorl)orated in the tax
structure when objectives other than the provision of the necessary
pliblic revenue gain the aseendancy in tax policy.

(e) The goal of neutrality in the effects of taxation on the econonv
and on the individual citizens is best achieved under proportional tax
rates. Any departure from this standard by progression, selectivity,
or any of thv numerous gadgets and devices for the benefit of special
groups introduces diserniinations which warp and distort the tax
structure and th,,s lecont the source of the bad effects so often attrib-
uted to all taxation as such.

It is submitted that neutrality of economic effet and impact is an
essential characteristic of a satisfactory tax system. Each taxpayer
would then be in the sane relative position, atter taxi as lie occupied
before tax. His economic decisions and his actions, both in the get-
ting and the spending of income, would then be influenced, in the least
possible degree, by the fact tlat a portion of his income had been
spent for governmental services.
Uniform, or proportional, taxation requtrcs a broad tax base

The broadest possible tax base in any society is the total income of
the people. This is obvious since income is the only source of all taxes.

For administrative as well as practical and political reasons, it
would not be feasible or desirable to substitute one tax on total income

'Cf. H. 1T. Luts, Public Finance, fourth edition, pp. 264-271. Appleton-Century, New
York, 1947.
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for the variety of taxes which are now used. It is important, however,
that the tax load be (listributedM, through the combination of tax
methods employed, its nearly uniformly its possible over the total of
income, for these reasons:

(a To make possible the maximum moderation of tax rates
at all points;

(b) To provi(le maxiunm neutralization of the effects of taxa-
tion on economic growth; and

(c) '1o eliminate the case, and the pressure, for gadget relief
froll excessive rates.

A broad tax base requiires that the tax load be distributedd over in-
cole as received and income as spent. Taxable income as fiow (ie-
lined by statute is too narrow a1 base to provide a substantial revenue
without imposition of excessive rates. And the policy of relying on
the individiial income tax to prodluce a sub.,tantiil revenue comiels the
levy of oppressive rates. TIhe statistical data compiled from the tax
returns do not reveal the aiotint of taxable income. My calculations,
using limited and inadequate data, show that with estimated personal
income of $298.45 billion in 1955. the adjusted gro.,s income in taxable
returns would be some $224 billion, and taxable income would be
about $123 billion.

The fact that taxable income is only about one-half of the adjusted
gross income in taxable returns results from the liberality of the de-
luctions and exemptions allowed. On tliis relatively limited income-

tax base it is necessary to impose high rates in order to eclre 1lhe
high proportion of the'I Federal revenue that is expele(l from this tax.
Ihe lmdlget p)rojection for tlie fiscal year 1956 ant icipates net receipts
of $29,7(0 million in round figures, out of tle individual income tax.
This is an average effective tax rate of 24 pert'ent oii taxable income.

The total of personal consilpliltio, expeniditiures is ill iiarked con-
trast, with the limited total of taxable income. In 1954 this total was
$2.36.5 billion, and for the first half of 19,55 it was at an annual rate
of $247.6 billion. This contrast points up lan important issue which
can be stated thus: Is it better for the citizens its inlividuals and for
the economy as a whole to retain the heavy concentration of the tax
load on thai, smaller part of personal income which is defined as "tax-
able income" or to spread a part of this load over the larger segment
of personall income which is not touched by the income tax'.

I p0 position taken here is that it is far better to spread the burden
over a broad base than to concentrate it on a narrow base. Provision
of a broader tax base would require either a material reduction in the
allowable exemptions and ledluctions or the use of taxes that are paid
as inconte is spent, i. (,., excise or consumption taxes. For reasons that
are so apparent to all as to need no elaboration here, the present
writer's view is that the latter course is preferable and should be
adopted.

A substantial group advocates the opposite course, namely, the
elimination of a large part of the existing excise revenue. Few, if
any, of these persons would support compensating for this revenue
loss by broadening the taxable income base through lower exemptions
and deductions, which means that they would make up the excise
revenue loss by the levy of higher rates on the taxable income base as
now oletermined.
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In the fiscal year 1955, total excise revenues were approximately
$8.9 billion. If this total were to be collected through tile individual
income tax, a first bracket rate of 27 percent would be required. If it
were to be collected from corporations, a combined normal and sur-
tax rate of 77 percent would be necessary. If all excises except the
alcoholic beverage and tobacco taxes were repealed, an addiion of
3.7 percentage points to the individual income-tax rate would be re.
quired, or an addition of 13 percentage points to the corporation ill-
(ome-tax rate woul be needed if the reveiinue loss were to be made
up from that tax.

These facts should have a sobering effect on those organizations and
individuals that have made tile excise taxes it target of emotional
attack. They should also lead to objective consideration of the ste)S
that are requ'lired to correct the illequalities and other defects of tle
existing excise system. The one thing that is clear is that if we were to
dispense with the excises, or with even is nmch as half of tile )'esent
yield, it would be necessary to increitse the load on the income taxes
or transfer the loss to the deficit. h'le one course would delay in-
delinitely any prospect of relief front burdensome, discriminatory in-
come taxation and the other would involve all the dangers of inflation
which would, in the end, bear 11ore heavily Oil tile consumers than
reasonable excise taxat ion.

'm CS, For ExcISE TAxEs

A major point in the case for excise taxes has already l)eeai made.
It is that the revenue thus obtained prevents as serious overloading of
the income taxes as would be necessary otherwise. At any budget
level, however, it wouhl le desirable to spread part of the tax load
over income as it is speit rather than to concentrate tll taxes on in-
come as it is received. 'l1e relative stability of excise revenue, by
comparison with the income taxes, is well known. In the fiscal years
1930-,32 inclusive, the vield of the income taxes declined 56 percent ,
and that of the limited array of excise taxes then imposed bv only
20 percent. fthe mild econoiflic decline of 19419 caused a drcp )f cor-
porate profits by $6.6 billion below 19418, and a decrease of $2.1 billion
in corporate-tax liability The excise-tax collections were not affected
at all by this brief recession. In fact., the collections increased by a
small amount.

BuIdgetary stability is always important, but it becomes even more
so with the'eurrent high levels of spending, taxing, and public debt.
Complete reliance on the income taxes, which would be the only re-
course if there were no excises, would expose the Federal finances to
serious fluctuation with every variation in the business and cleneral
economic situation. Tile extreme revenue swings that would te pro-
duced by a one-tax revenue system under variable business conditions
could inot be justified, even by the doctrine of compensatory budget
balance over the economic cycle, which is the most undel)endable of all
budget policies. Tihe deficits would be so exaggerated by the defi-
ciencies of such a revenue system as to increase greatly the difficulty
of accumulating surpluses sufficient to cover them, and to make such

I Economic Report of the Presldent, January 1955, table D-49, p. 189.
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ia result still more unlikely than it would be under the best of cir-
cmnstanices.

In their own right, excise taxes have many characteristics of a good
form of taxation. Tlie.,e characteristics may be briefly enumerated as
follows:

1. They permit a perfect application of installment payments.
These taxes are paid, in ailoulits varying from a few pennies to a few
dollars, as purchases are miade. Ihey conform adiliratly to the cation
of contvenliene to the taxpayer, for it is always more convenient to
dischargee an obligation in naimy small driblets than in lump sums of
substantial amount.

2. They permit perfect application of current taxpayment. When
tile last imilhase of the tax year has been made, the citizen is fully
current, so far as his excise taxes are concerned. The income tax is
maid crrentiv, to the extent that this can be done through withhold-
ing. But not'all of the tax is paid in this way. More thai, 30 percent
is paid in quarterly installments and the advertising by banks to
solicit personal loans for income-tax payments is eloquent testimony
of the difficulties experienced by many taxpayers its the quarterly
installments come due.

:1. Administrative costs of excise taxes are low. There would be
millions of excise-tax payers, however such taxes might be imposed;
but there wcald be a relatively small number of tax returns to be ex-
amined, whether the tax were imposed at the manufacturer or the
retailer level. Moreover, there would be no vast, coml)licated, ex-
pensive refund procedure such as has developed under the withholding
system for income tax.

4. There ae no complicated forms to harass the individual citizens,
as conisumitiers, 11o quest ions of incomplete, erroneous, or false returns,
and no opportunity of willful failure to make a return. There is no
consumer tax return. Hence there is no question of audit, review,
or collection of back tax. These issues do arise for the business firms
through which excise taxes are collected, but there will be some kind
of business records for examination, however rudimentary these may
be in some cases.

.E. xcise taxes permliit to the taxpayers some discretion with respect
to the amount of tax and the time of its paynient-that is, the amount
of tax is variable according to the volume of purchases and the time
when these are made. These decisions are controlled( by the individual
or the family unit. The tax will vary with the jIrices of goods bought,
and here again there is an element 'of choice between expensive and
no(lerately pr1iced mercha adise. The taxpayer has no discretion
wh.aever )n the case of the income tax. All, or at least a part, of this
tax is deducted from earnings before the employee gets his pa'. Ihe
part not wvtihheld is "demamled" by the respective directors of internal
revenue to be paid on or before certain dates.

6. An excise-tax system of broad coverage, levied at a uniform rate,
is not subject to manipulation through "gadgeteering." Ihere are
issues of definition in tile fringe area around taxable classes of (o1.
modities, but these are diminished its the coverage of the tax is ex-
tended. Furthermore, there is no question of loopholes, the discovery
and the plugging of which, in the case of the income taxes, provides an
extensive and lucrative indoor sort for the tax specialists in private
and in public employ, respectively.
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7'h foirm of ex'e*e taxation
It is nece&s-arv at this poilt to set tite dis 'u s,,ion ill terms of what

slioldh be, rather than what actually is, as exelliplified bw preset prac-
tice. A colsi4 ent policy of excise taittilon requires thit the coverage
be titiver';al with respect to the general category of things to be taxed
ani that the rate of tax bei uniform-that is. if the category of things
taxable is conisiller goods, then aill such0l goods Shoul be taxable. If
this category is to include services, then all services ill the consumer
field should 1w included.

'Tile array of comnnmodities and services that are now sulI)je(t to
Federal excise cannot be defended )lit ally logial groulld. 'lhi. would
be e,.i ally trie of any selective ex(ise-ix s,stemn, for the very process
of silnglig olit soIe goods or services to be taxe(l, while other's are not,
1t1tti1idably intrOliceS discriminat ion, both its alllOlg prodlcer s and
as all;Ong (olls.l;llelS. 'l'llis discrinitlation is inevitale also whell
different rates of tax are imposed. A large part of ti ( otllaint and
dis",qtisfactioll that have been expressed ill heiariigs before tile W ays
and M[eals Committee hits sprung from tile diserimitatory features
of the present excise taxe. I iver~aiity of coverage and lni fortuity
of tax rate would put lilt end to the di.,ri niunation an1d th1u1s clit the
ground frolm ltitler a lilajor part of tile antiexcie arglillinll.

It is inetimes ,net'essary to temper rigid eollsiktet'.y with practical
eol1sidrltiotl,. Tile design of a sensiblle, admillistiPativ(ly operable
systelm of excie taxation is suchl all oc.a,4ion. For example, the taxa-
tioll of alcollol ic lbeverages and toblac(o products tit rates Separate from
ihose imposed oi1 other tollnioditie, hla,4 a long record, lilt(] this difter-
cutiatil h(1 lils become part of o11 I kal mores. The practice provides
110 war-rit, llVever, for excessive rates of tax oil these prodilhts
Illerely hev'acse ('ollsiller's tle willitng to pay thell.

A,otier example is food a11( food pouets. A mljorily of the
States which levv it retail sales tax (10 not exenllt food, but SOllie States
ittake a distictiOli bt tween inealis served in restaurants and food prod-
ulets sold for oftp'renise consumpltnlion. It is interes'tiig and pierliaps
significant that till exemiption for feeds, fertilizer, iinid insectlcides is
licil llore gelerlil tllli for foods. State policy with resp ect to food
and food produts affords i10 cealr guide for tile treitlnetlt of tilis class
of conilmodities, bitt it does itlord pr' eldent for either taxing or ex-
elptilng such goods. Food in some form is one i(liispenlsalle item ill
tile budget of every person. Its inelision or its exclusion froi i
system of excie llxltioln wolld not, affect the general standard of
IliliforiiitV and ulliversallitv, for itii iligs to iot vary greatly
il tile q,,aitity of food ittlike required for health a1d strellgtll. 'fl;e
1lllllot1lt of food actllllly (oll';1lll'd tltl its cost will V21rv widely anid
tile )rilcipal determinalant is not ne'esari.\"l the iviiiilale itloine.
Some lersols with large iliOliies (at, spliriligly 2111d others with snall
incoiies eat, voraciously. All exenpt ion of fod 21l(d food products,
under a gellerill excise tax on coll.llnier goods, Woild not ilvolvye a
serious discrimination as among consumers because it would extend to
all of them.

It has been urged that an exemption of food and food products is
proper because of the relative importance of food costs in the low-
income family and individual budgets.3 This exemption is a conces-

Such an exemption has been recommended In the tax program of the National Assocla-
tIon of Manufacturers. Cf. A Tax Program for Economle Growth, 1954, p. 88.
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sion to expediency. Although food is a prime necessity for everyone,
there are other things that are also deemed by some persons to be
important, and for whiMh tlie expenditure in a given period may be
greater than the food bill for the .saine time. As noted above, a major-
ity of the State sales taxes do not exclude food, and there is nothing
in the record of these States nor in that of their experience in taxing
food sold at retail, to indicate indifference to the situation of the low-
inuconie groups. Moreover, there is nothing that would indicate note-
worthy effects on the health or general well-being of the citizens who
are now paying sales tax on foods, as againl4 tie citizens of those
States which (10 not tax such sales.

in addition to coverage and rates, the question of excise tax foria
involves also the point of levy. That is, should the tax be imposed at
the retail level, or t lie wholesale level, or at the level of final manufac.
ture. Administrative problems and technical difficulties would arise,

'egardle.s of whether the tax were impo.-ed in the form of t retail, or
a1 whole.-ahe, or a manufact lirers' level exci.e. Sonie of these matters

tmld be inore troublesome, and others less troublesome. according
to the point, of impo.iitiou. The preent writer's conclusion, which is
in accord with the policy of the National Association of Manufac.
tilrers, is that, on balance, tile manufacturers' level tax would be easier
.11id also le-s expensive to administer, as a Federal tax, than either of
the other foiluis. The number of manifacturers would be smaller
thaln the nuniher of either wholesalers or retailers. (The term "whole-
saler" here includes all ioiddlemen, whether described as jobbers, brok-
ers. coliii.i i'sion agents, wholesa lers, or any other specific occupational
clasification bet ween tlie manufacturer and tile retailer.) Further-
More, the records of manufacturers are likely to be in better form than
tho'e of tle many thousands of small retailers, and some large ones,
whose principal sales record is the cash register. The movement of
firms into and out of manufacturing is by no means as great, numeri-
cally, as is the case with retailing, and the revenue loss from closed,
defunct firms that had ceased operations without making a return
would be iiuch less in tile former than in the latter case.

A c0lsiderition of great weight in support of a Federal tax at the
poilit of fiuial manufacture is that it would( avoid direct duplication of
the retail sales taxes that, are now levied in 32 States, and by a sub-
stantial nmnbe'l of municipalities. The State is a lo gialadministra-
ti eairea for a retail sales tax because of the essentially loeal nature of
such sales and the greater eilectiveness of State supervision and con-
trol. These taxes have become very important to the financial well-
being of tlie States 1tli1t make use ol them, and any action by tihe Fed-
eral (overnment that would tend to undermine or supplant them
through imposition of an overriding Federal tax of tile same sort
wouIld involve serious financial difficulties for many States. Among
other evil consequences, ,any material shrinkage of sales-tax revenue
would lead to greater Ipess;ure for additional Federal grants.

It all)ears almost inevitable that a general Federal tax at the retail
level would impair State use of this tax. The Federal tax would be
at a i different rate which would entail a different set of bracket rates
to adj list the tax on small sales to some relation to the full rate. Under
the present State taxes, these bracket arrangements differ from State
to State, and in each case there would be confusion in computing tax

7.1834-56--37T
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according to two sets of rules. The paramount Federal tax would be
a barrier to any further increase of the State rate, and a dleterrent to
adoption of the sales tax by States not now using it. The adverse
effect could go so far as to induce State repeal in some cases. Noth-
ing would be gained, on the contrary, much would be lost, if the
States were driven out of this tax field, or prevented from making
adequate use of it for payment of their own governmental costs.

On the other hand, a general excise tax system imposed at the point
of final manufacture, Would not be a direct, competitive duplication
of the State retail sales taxes. About three-fourths of the revenue
which the Federal Government now collects as excise taxes is obtained
through levies at the final point of manufacture. There is no evidence
that such taxes are regarded either by the people or by the State tax
administrators, as an encroachment; nor is there evidence that the Fed-
eral taxes have interfered with the development of the retail sales tax
as a source of State revenue.

CONVENTIONAL CoRTicis is OF ExcisE TAXES

The critical attack on excise taxes includes some general points of
opposition to the method, and some additional points that are ger-
nmane only against excises imposed elsewhere than at the retail level.
The two major counts against excise taxation in general are (1) the
reduction of consumer spending power, and (2) the regressive nature
of such taxes.
1. Reduction of Rpending power

The allegation of diminished spending power is always stated from
the viewpoint of the individual taxpayer, and the implication is that
an excise tax is the only tax which has this effect. Such is obvioui41l
not the case, for any ta. reduces the money income of the taxpayer and!
leaves him with less money to use for any purpose, whether tor coni-
sumption, or for saving and investment. "From the standpoint of the
individual, this argument becomes one against all taxation, and not
merely a point against excise taxes.

The error comes when the argument is expanded from the particular
to the general, and it is concluded that because each individual tax-
payer experiences a decline of disposable income because of the excise
tax (or any other tax) therefore the total purchasing power of the
society is diminished. This erroneous contention ignores the transfer
character of taxation, whereby the Government receives and spends
the money taken from the people. Public spending transfers tax
receipts to other groups--civil servants, contractors, bondholders,
beneficiaries andI pensioners, and others--and these persons spend that
part of private income which was taken from the original income
recipients in taxes. In the economy as a whole, the taxing and spend-
ing process does not reduce total spending power. It merely shifts
p art of the total spendable income from the taxpayers to those whose
livelihood and income are dependent upon some connection with
Government.

The one use of tax revenues that would result in a reduction of
money supply and spending power is the application of a surplus
revenue to retire bank-held debt. This is a genuine cancellation of
existing money, but even so, it does not necessarily cause a permanent
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reduction. Retirement of bank-held debt would improve the reserve
position of the banking system, and would thus make possible the
creation of new bank deposits through the process of loan or invest-
ment expansion by the banks. Whether or not such expansion would
occur woul depend on the need, within the economy, for additional
credit accommodation, and on the terms at which the banks would
make it available.
2. Regre8sion

In the mathematical sense, a proportional tax, that is, one that is
levied at a uniform or proportional rate on the specified tax base, is
not regressive.4 '1'he local property tax, which is levied at a uniform
rate on the assessed value of property within a given tax district, may
be regressive because of the inability, or the disinclination, of assessors
to assess snall and large )ro)erty aggregates in the same relationship
to true value. The remedy for this condition is in competent supervi-
sion of the assess'nent process, and in careful review and equaliza-
tion of assessments. An excise tax levied at a proportional rate is not
regressive in this mathematical meaning of the term.

The concept of regression is applied, also, to mean that a given
aniount of tax involves a larger part of a small income than of a large
one. This is obvious, but the same hard fact is also encountered in
the whole system of market prices. The cost of any article in the
market represents a la'ger fraction of a small than of a large income.
The American people are spending for goods and services in the
market places of the country at the rate of more than $210 billion
annually. The regressive nature of the price system (toes not deter
them from spending at this rate, nor (toes it give rise to any open ex-
pressions of disal)l)roval of this system. A general Federal excise.
tax, at a uniform rate, to provide t revenue equal to that now being
collected by discriminatory selective rates of excise tax, would be the
equivalent'of about 2 percent on total consumer spending, or about
5 percent on the classes of goods to be included in a generafexcise sys-
tem. In view of the general acceptance of the market )rice system,
which is thoroughly regressive in thie sense that this term is now used,
the objection to a iax which would constitute so small a fraction of
the grand total of consumer spending, on the ground that it is regres-
sive, is a case of swallowing the camel but straining at the gnat.

It is likely that tie argument of regression does not stein from the
bare facts of the case, for these, as shown above, are hardly sufficient
to warrant the fervidity displayed. Rather, these bare bones are used
as a skeleton around which is hnilt an array of arguments designed to
demonstrate that excise taxes are an instrument of oppression, extor-
tion, and general trampling down of the low-income groups.

At one extreme, the proponents of this viewpoint demand repeal of
all excises, with the possible exception of the liquor and tobacco taxes,
an(l, in addition, an increase of personal exemptions for the taxpayer
and his dependents. This extreme view can be dismissed at once as
wholly unrealistic from the standpoint of the revenue loss involved,
and as completely undemocratic in that it would exeinpt millions of

'The word "regreslon" Is not the only one that has been manhandled for Ideological
reasons. Other examples are the words liberali" and "democracy," both of which have
all ulred a current meaning very different from that assigned to them In the 19th century.
Prior to the great vogue of the Income tax as the "Queen of Taxes." there was no Interoreta.
tion of regression in any other than Its mathematical meaning. The socialistic dialectic has
perverted this and other semanticlly good concepts to the purposes of the totalitarian state.
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citizens from payment of virtually all taxes for the support of the Na-
tional Government. And, as noted albove, it would con )eI indefinite
retention of an intolerable burden on such income as would be taxable.

A less extreme position is that excise taxation, if employed at all,
should be limited to those classes of consumer goods whicl would be
arbitrarilh desigiiated as "luxuries." But the difficulty here is the
framing of a definition of "luxury" that would be universally accept-
able. '|he concept of a luxuryv" has a twofold origin; it has coec, in
part, front the reservation of certain things for the use of royalty and
aristocracy, as in the case of purple and ermine. It has come in part,
also, from the puritanical view that all l)leaaiit things are sinful.
This has been revised, in modern times, to say that all pleasant things
in life are sinful, fattening, or expensive.

The fact is that today, in our society, there should be neither stigma
nor scorn attaching to the way anyone spends such income as may be
left to him after paying income taxes. The things that anyone buys
and the prices paid for then, are strictly that person's Lusiness, and
not at all the business of any self-appointed censor who might. pre-
sume to dictate the course of 'rsonal expenditures by jienalizing some
purchases and favoring others. There are some persons who do iiot
use coffee or tea; others who do not drink alcoholic beverages; still
others who do not eat meat; and some, whether by choice or the doc-
tor's orders, who have a salt-free diet. The list of choices could )e ex-
tended indefinitely. Many persons do not care for television, others
may prefer a Ford to a Buick or a wool coat to a fur eoat. 'here is no
logical line that can be drawn to distinguish luxury goods from other
goods, i hen all kinds of goods are available in the market, and there
are. no class or other enforced distinctions that determine who may buy
what. The history of American industrial development is a record of
a vast array of goods which were expensive when first introduced, and
which were steadily reduced in price as the market developed.
Many of these were not essential to bare existence, but they have added
immensely to comfort and enjoyment, to the amenities of life, and they
are part of the great total of national product which, in turn, repre-
sents an equally great total of national income and expenditure.

If there were a general excise tax on consumer goods generally, the
purchaser of an expensive item would pay more tax than would the
purchaser of a less costly item of similar'kind, or a substitute item.
The big spender is the big excise taxpayer. It is the privilege, and the
responsibility, of each individual to determine the disposition of his
available income that will afford him the maximum satisfaction, and
if he gets this result through the purchase of a more rather than a less
expensive car, or garment, or piece of jewelry, or anything else, there
should be no relative tax penalty because of some puritanical obsession
that some goods are luxuries and should be taxed more heavily than
other goods.

The subject of the relation of all taxes-Federal, State, and local-
to incomes has been discussed at length in a series of papers in the
National Tax Journal and at one meeting of the National Tax Asso.
elation.'

Wide Distribution of Tax Payments by Income Groups, by R. A. Muigrave. . J. Carroll,
r,. , 'ook. and T. Frane. National Tax Journal. March 1951, pp. 1-53: DiMtribution of
Tx Turdens In 1948, R. S. Tucker. Idem. pp. 269-2R5: Fnrthor Consideration of the Tax
Burden, various commentators, National Tax Journal, March 1952, pp. 1-39; and Proceed.
Wings of the, National Tax Association, 1952, pp. 178-221.
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The assumptions and slatistical (hita prented in the papers cited
(.a411llot be reviewed here in any detail. however, 1 or 2 points should
be mentiietl. 'The first is that the overall regressiveness alleged to
exist i4 nagiiified a; a result of the assum tii s made with respect to
the ilicoljt bracket 0 to $1 ,(00. The Coiseueieces of underest imating
income ori overestimating taxes are more ,.erious at this income level
I, caluit of tie ,1111111 ilollie bas,,e to which the taxes are related. Pro f.
.1. A. Pediimai says, il his comlenls on the Mu,grave and Tucker
papers: £

The signifiianwe of the data for lle lowest incolme elas should not le over-
stateld, for we know very little about the Income aml conumum)tloi habits of the
mlembrs of this class and even less about the taxes they pay.

In other words, aside from the ilifoie grolIp al)out which the least
is kuowni, there is no iregre,,.,ioli in the overall tax burden and only a
small degree of regression if State and local taxes alone are con-
sidered.,

This leads to the second point, which is the unrealism of describing
andi measu'inlr I the elect of Stale and local taxes its if they were similar
throughout th(le .oiiitry. In faet, these taxes are so diiver-,e, both as
it) form ald as to the relative emphasis on each in different jurisdic-
lions as to ieqluiret a State by State colparlisoli of taxes with income.
l'or exaulj)le. there must be wide (lillerenes in the relation of taxes
to il(.olies in such States as New ,ler-ey, with neither sales nor income
tax, New York, with illoime tax hut no sales tax, Illinois, with sales
tax but n) ino(.(me tax, and (alifornia, with hot h income and sales
taxes, Likewise, the effect of the property tax must vary according
to whether jiersonial prol)l is taxed ait enderal property tax rates,
as ;I Ill iiiois, or is exemil)tel eas in New Iorik, or is taxed at classified
raues, as in Minnesota.

The statistical device of a general, overall average of diverse but
hologeneous factors is useful for many purposes. It i it questionable
liocedure, however, for leveling off the wide (ifierellces in tax tnethods
anio,,. the States, particularly when tle results ar used, with no re-
ard for these differetces and tle large gaps in the data, to support
road g1teraIizatioils such as the statement that a considerable pro-

gression )list ie retained in tile Federal taxes to offset regression in
State and local taxes. In terms of counsel on tax policy, this amounts
to saying t hat an obvious form of tax discriminat ion must be retained
at oie )oint in order to counteract suspected discriminations at other
points.
8. Pyramiding of the tax

In addition to the two stock arguinents against, excise taxation in
general, there is the pyramiding arguint which is germane only
where the tax is imposed at some point other than the retail sale level.
Pyraliidintg means the al)plicationi of the customary or established per-
centage markups to the tax as well as to the factory' cost of merclutn-
dise, if tile excise tax is levied at the point of final manufacture. It
should be distinguished from additional financing or other costs that
might be involved in a manufacturers' excise tax. Any tax causes
expenses of com)liance, and possibly of financing, and excise taxes are

Proeeedlgop of the National Tax Association, 1952, p. 209.Cf. Idem, P. 185, table 3, In Professor Jusgrave'o paper.
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no exception. P'ramiding goes beyond the recovery of necessary,
additiottMal costs in tile prices chlarge(d to custlie.'s. atli those wlo
advance this argument are in the position of cotendiing. (I) that
markup percentages tire relatively fixed find llhclilgigii, nild (2) that
additional profit will inure to retailers becIause the retlailing prwolit is
realized out of the gross markup, and the ajIjlication of this fixed
markup to the tax will yiel, some extra profit.

The 1ldditiottal jirolt I ) retailers fro ij )Ilication of the ulltl1
markup to the tax as well as to the factory cost has to he tIh core of
ti e pyrantiiling Htgilllelnt It f the jurice ii creaMe to cotistimers were to
Ito tto lore 0111t the tax ad slit It e'xt coE sts its itti,,lit Ie lt ) hy the
tax, slih as tie additional interest, ilsiuratl e, COtltttiiSSions, aw( S0 oit,
fite injury t-q cEll',llll-t's voitld It' M)0 woE EtM and tt differ iit kill(],
ill fit( e case of all excise tlax tliat it would hlIe frotit ant inieiease ill ally
otior kiid of tax, or froi atty oflier illcrea.e ill u'4tst llat is passed
along in tile rict.s.

The (list rilut ive businesses il Ihis colitirv are intenseIv competitive
and sich prolits its tire realized ill t hei coine the hard way, by
rendering a quality of service to customers titit will build and hold
volume. Any aftett ilt to secure extra profit by doitig no more than
relaying a tax is very unlikely to succeed for loiig because of the com-
petiiie pressure. If prices could be set higher in aiy retail market
than those currently lirvailittg and still hold sales voluine, there would

I no rea-,on to wait for til excise tax to provoke the advance. It
would ie done now.

The contention that percentage markups are so fixed fill(] unchatg-
ing as to resttlt il Ipyramiding Iy common consent, as it were, disre-
gards the facts of the competitive situation in distributtion. Two
illustrations nay be cited to show ,the tendency toward flexibility in
markups in the'struggle for sales volume. One illustration is the
growth of the busit ess done by discount houses, despite all of the
reasons advanced to show fhat'this kind of operation is deficient in
many of the eentials required for good dealer-customer relations.
A story itt thte Wall Street Journal of July 20, 1955, quotes a Chicago
department store executive as follows:

Two years ago we were kidding oulrselve,4 that the discount house was a passing
thing. We've learned since then that we've got to take a hshorter mryrgli Jtst
like the duiiount house in order to survive. We were asleep when discounters
were taking the point that a $795 list freezer could be told for $5,M. Now we
treat them like any other goed competition. We're a discount house ourselves
in many Items each day of tM'.e week.

The second illustrating is the pressure for fair trade legislation.
If there were a genuinely united front throughout retailing on the
subject of morkups, there'would be little or no case for either Federal
or State legislation designed to hold the line.

S1.MMARY AXtD CONCLUSIONS

1. All taxes are paid out of income, either as it is received or as
it is spent. This means that even the taxes levied on business are
eventually borne by persons,

2. Taxes should be levied only for the support of government
When this standard is foraken, the evils of discrimination, inequity,
interference with economic decisions, and restriction of economic
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gri ' h merge, becau-e no onie can be wise enough to detennine, at
each step, what the best next step for the whole economy should be.

3. Taxation for revenue only should assume a neutral etect of taxes,
a goal which is ibest at ained inder proportional tax rates.

. I*n ifform or propf rt mnal taxation IqIUires a broad tax base.
'ilhe bro,1dest i,-sil e tax ha., is the income of the people, anti all of
his invomie van be rea ied only by placing part of the tax load on

mneome as it is pnt in,,tead of conlcentrating all of it on a narrowly
defined concept of iniioilne a1s received which is known as "taxable
SIleI'llle."

5. '1 axes on incoifl a, it is spent are commonly known as excise or
('ol.1lPIiipt ion tsixes. There , no,,p defense of the misellany of excises
nOw inijiposed by the Federal Government, but a properly designed
excise ha, nanny (caracteristics of a gool tax, viz:

(a) Thely are a perfect example of installment payment, and of
c.urrn.t tax paymentl ; (h) administrative costs are low; (c) they in-
volve no forins, io reports bJy tlls individila coisun.ers, no a i lit of
taxes paid, and no hack tax: (d/) they permit taxpayers some discretion
as to the amnount of tax and the time of its payment; (e) they are not
1.h.lject to ninaipllation through "gadgeteering.Y

;. ('onsistellev would re(qlire universal application of the tax to
all gWis, or to all services if the latter class is to be included. Prac-
tival considerat ion, warrant separate tax treatment of alcoholic bever-
.agis ald tobacco, ba,,ed on long historical experience; and also for the
exemption of food prodhts 11 a4 being the one commodity which would
provide general rather than discriminatory exemption treatment for
aIll l'rsomis.

7. The selection of the point of levy-retail, wholesale, or final
ma nufacture-involves considleration of arguments on both sides.
Some matters would be more troublesome and others less so, according
to tie point of imposition. The writer's conclusion is that, on balance,

lie case is strongest for the manufacturers' excise, although it is
possible that the wholesale level would be equally admissible. A Fed-
eral retail excise or sales tax should be avoided, both for administrative
reasons and to avoid direct duplication of. and conflict with, the sales
taxes now collected in some 32 States. Even if the manufacturers'
exis were to involve some additional administrative difficulties-
which is not conceded here-it would be better policy to endure these
than to encroach upon a source of State-and local-revenue which
has attained so great importance. The outcome could well be an
increase of Federal grants, a result which would be serious for the
fiscal independence of the States.

8. The conventional criticisms of excise taxes in general are (a)
reduction of spending power and (b) regression in relation to income.
Any tax reduces the income available for spending by the taxpayer,
but it does not diminish total spending power in the economy because
the Government spends the money taken from the people. The efforts
to establish regression in recent discussions have dealt with the overall
taxload rather than with excises per se. The results depend on the
assumptions used, and at best establish no regression or so little as to
provide no case for elimination of excises. None of these studies have
dealt with the disastrous consequences of substituting more and
heavier taxation of incomes for excises.
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9. The objection of pyran idin applies only to excises imposed else-
where than at the retail level. 'tile inclusion of necessary added costs
in the prices to consumers.s is proper, but this is not pyramiding. In a
field of business as intensely competitive as the distributionn of goods
and services, pirotits de pend on supplying customers with what they
want, and when and where they want it. There wotld be no extra
profit in the mere relay of a tax. The growth of discount business
reveals the weakness of the old.time riiid percentage markups, and the
existence of fair-trade legislation indicates the weakness of the con-
tention that these markups are a necessary "built iii' feature of modern
retailing.

10. A manufacturers' excise, levied across the board on all end
products of manufacture except alcoholic beverages, tobacco, and food
products, in substitution for the present discrinailltory holgepodze
of excises, would be the soundest solution of the Federal excise-tax
problem.

T1IE IMPACT OF COMMODITY TAXES ON RETAIL

TRADE

E. C. STEPhEt.;NSON, J. L. Hudson Co., Detrolt, Mich.

Our persent i.iwhod of impo.ing cxc;.e txex
Every segment of industry opposes our1 present, method of excise

taxation. file selecti', ot certain items to be taxed and the exclusion
of others fren- iaxation is done without sny rhyme or reason. These
;-,-lctive excises at both tile retail and nmdr'turers' level impose
severe competitive penalties on tile taxed products. The varying rates
of tax create further competition between items subject to taxation.

In fact, the 20.1)ercent excise tax at the retail level on furs was
largely responsible for the deterioration of the fur industry. Every-
one ill that industry has suffered. The trap11er, the fur farmer, the
dresser and dyer, tie manufacturer, and the distributor have suffered
unenl)loyinent, poor business and severe financial losses because furs
were capriciously singled out as something to tax. 'Ihe consumer pur-
chased merchandise manufactured from competing materials not sub-
ject to tax, as a substitute for furs. Similar situations exist in the case
of most of the other articles subject to our preseUt se-lective excise tax
system. Nothing good can be said for our present method of ,elective
excise taxation.
Why not substitute a broad-based uniform rate system of excise taxes

on the end product of m4ljufacturce?
There are many reasons against this form of taxation which will be

discussed in some detail in this paper.
Before discussing reasons opposing such taxation, it is necessary to

understand exactly the effect of such taxation. It is necessary also to
analyze and define the meaning of the words "end product."

Representative Mason, of Illinois, introduced 1L. R. 5694 which was
referred to the Committee on Ways and Means April 20, 1955, to pro.
vide revenue from an excise tax uniformly applied to the end products
of manufacture. This tax is to be applied to the manufacturers' sales
price. However, in order to make this method of taxation less bur-
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densome on the great mas of the Population, certain exluions ere
provided.

Food, drugs, se(d, fertilizers, insecticitles, fungicides, and defoli-
ants; Iooks, ipaimphlets, and inilsic in raid pritit for the blind; reli-
gious articles; all are to be exempt front taxation.

All articles taxable under chapters ')I and *)2 1 alcohol ad4 tobacco)
of the Internal Revenue (ode are excluded froml{ the provisions of this
bill. All articles sold for further inufacture, for export, or for use
liv the I 'niited States, ire iko excluded from tax. lowvever, for ad-
limiitratkiie ltiirp lresiime, ill the case of certain iianufact urers
whose ,hales of oti terwise taxable ierchandi, tire $1t,00) or less iii tiny
quarter, Ihere, i i1o requirement for the inposition of the tax.

Hl'}ieve rollliit illfS li cosiderale degree of mletivity in
the iillpoitioii of the tax, which establishes precedent for further selec-
tivitv uder tle heat of coigiessioial (ebaie and pressure from inter-

gtd grouip)S which believe tile products they immnufacture are entitled
to special considerate ion.

These exelusiois ill 1I. It. ,169 are eiiliiasized to l)oint out tile
vuinerabilitv of excise taxation to Ihi' elrorts of uiuiiufacti urlig groups
to have their prodiict exempted from t ax for reasons which honestly
seemli to ihe:e groups to he iii the public interet.

The wot di "eol product of iianlfactiire" have very seiouS in i)lia-
lions whei tile ent ir' picilli! strictulire through tile 1i,ees5,,s of iiili-
attivlie, wholes:iliig ald ultimate sale to the Iiliil coiuimer is under-

Stood.

'They men tile Ihe tax would he impjiosed il the stiles price lit, the
iInu1t"ltirieis' level ol the brick, stole. plater, steel, pluniing. heat-
ing, eleti'ie wiring, electri, equIjlinelit, and all otlier coipoinenits
required to coiistriet 01iY u nnufticlturilg pilt. If sItch liilt erials alro
acquired through a middleman, there wold un1douibtedly be a profit
taken on the tax to reimburse the middleman for added aid valoreni
taxes, insurance, id other costs occasioned because of the excise tax.

Production machinery an(] tools., all office furniure and eqlipieit,
all machine parts a(d ilaintenance supplies ilii1t all other supplies of
whatever character, will be increased in cost at least to the extent of
the tax, and probably more, depending on whether the article is secured
through a distributor.

The manufacturer will pay higher a;d valoremn taxes on plaint Ina-
chinery, equipment and supplies, and higher insurance costs on these
more costly facilities.

Ile nizi recover all tl',se added cost. of depreciation, repairs, taxes,
insurance and other iten.s of expense by means of an increased sales
price for his product, to which must be added tile excise tax if the
product does iot fall within one of the excluded clamifications.

It, will be argued that competition will prevent the price increase
outlined here, but all manufacturers will be faced with similar in-
creased costs of production and will einploy similar methods to satve
themselves from loss of profits to the maximum extent possible.

The wholesaler is faced with similar problems. H{is plant, equip.
ment, and consumption materials will increase in cost. Higher ad
valorem taxes on plant, equipment, and supplies and on an increased
cost of inventory, higher insurance costs on all these items, increased
depreciation costs and higher costs for repairs and supplies must be
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recovered by means of an increased sales price if the wholesaler is to
remain in business.

The retailer, the last step in the chain of production and distribu-
tion, faces the most serious problems of all. His plant, fixtures, equip-
ment, and consumption materials will increase in cost. Ad valorem
taxes and insurance costs on plant equipment, and supplies will
increase, depreciation charges will be larger and higher costs for
repairs and supplies must be recovered from tile sales price of
merchandise.

In addition to these increased costs, the merchant is faced with
increased ad valorem taxes on an inventory increased in cost to him
because of-

Higher cost of manufacture;
rhe excise tax;
Higher wholesalers' operating costs;
Increased insurance costs on this increased cost of the inventory;
Greater working-capital requirements and therefore higher

interest costs to finance inventory investment;
Substantially higher rental costs based on a percentage of higher

sales prices;
Higher compensation to salespeople based on a percentage of

a higher sales price; and
Greater hazards of loss in the value of merchandise inventories

in time of declining prices because of an excise tax paid for at
the time of the purchase of his inventory. Falling prices would
not bring any reduction in the tax cost of existing inventories
because that tax was paid when the merchandise was purchased.

As has been demonstrated here, the real meaning of taxing the end
products of manufacture is to build into each step of the cost of pro-
ducing and the cost of distributing articles for consumption, a series
of increased costs for depreciation, maintenance, repairs, taxes, insur-
ance, interest, rentals, compensation to sales personnel and hazards of
loss on unseasonable merchandise and merchandise declining in value
because of market conditions. All of these added costs, plus the profit
margins on cost taken by the entrepreneur in each step of the process
of production and distribution, increase the price to tlie ultimate con-
sumer much more than the amount of the tax collected and paid to the
Government.
What is the purpose motivating the proponents of broad-based uniform

rate excise taxes at the manufacturers' level?
To anyone who carefully studies the problem, it is perfectly ap-

parent that the real purpose behind the drive for excise taxation is to
secure relief from the present high corporate income tax and to secure
reductions in the very high progressive rates of taxation on the higher
paid individuals. Both corporate and individual income-tax rates
are excessively burdensome. They reduce the after-tax disposable
income of both corporation and individual.

Corporation directors have constant concern to balance the division
of after-income-tax net earnings between a dividend large enough to
give stockholders an adequate return on their investment and earn-
ings to be retained in sufficient amount to meet increasing needs for
working capital and new fixed capital requirements.
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Individuals in the higher income brackets, the logical source of new
investment capital, have but little chance after paying income taxes
and meeting living costs, to have funds remaining in sufficient amount
to supply risk cal)ital in adequate amount for an expanding economy.

To improve the situation for corporations and higher paid in-
viduals, the proponents of broad-based uniform rate taxation, ad-
vocate progressive lowering of income-tax rates on these taxpayers.
In order to replace the revenue loss created by these reductions of
income-tax rates, the proponents urge the spreading of the tax bur-
den to all the population by means of a broad-based uniform rate
excise tax at the manufacturers' level.

It is argued that our Government has placed too great reliance on
income taxes as a source of Federal revenues, and that it has relied
less on consumption taxes than any other government in the world.

It is argued further, that the enactment of these broad-based excise
taxes will be a means of balancing the tax structure and that such
balancing process will preserve the Federal revenue if deterioration
should come into the economy, and create a decline in profits and wages
with a resulting loss of income-tax revenues.

The proponents advocate also that after progressive reductions of
income-tax rates have brought the top bracket rates for individuals
down to 85 percent and the top tax rates for corporations to 35 per-
cent, there should be constitutional limitation placed on such rates
so that they camot again rise above the 35-percent level. In addition
to these limitations on inconie-tax rates, it is recommended that some-
thing should be done to stop estate and gift tax rates where they now
are. institute a program of reducing their steeply progressive rates
and set constitutional limits for the top brackets for these taxes.however, when discussingg excise taxes on liquor, tobacco, and all
other kinds of articles (end product of manufacture), these propo-
nents conclude that constitutional limitation of rates is not needed.

Therefore, it is apparent that proposals for balancing the Federal
tax structure are prompted largely by a desire to reduce income-tax
rates for corporations, and the highly progressive income-tax rates
on the higher-paid individuals, those, counting husband and wife filing
a joint return as one individual, reporting incomes subject to tax of
$10,000 or more. According to the U. S. News & World Report in
1953, these higher-paid individuals represented 5.34 percent of all
individua s reporting taxable income.

In order to supply the revenue lost because of income-tax rate reduc-
tion, it is the intent to tax all citizens of the United States for the priv-
ilege of consuming the goods and services which create the American
standard of living.

But in order to give Congress freedom to increase the Federal reve.
nue, constitutionaflimitations are not proposed for any of the excise
taxes; in fact, it is argued that limitations on such taxes are not needed.

Since 94.66 percent of all those reporting taxable income reported
less than $10,000, 74.38 percent of all those reporting taxable income
reported less than $5,000 (see see. (e) )-and many millions of others
had no taxable income to report-again it is obvious that relatively
few taxpayers in the high-income brackets would be benefited by 4
greater after-tax income at the out-of-pocket cost of the many.
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Basw podston of retdm g on selective excise tares' and n olroad-based
ndnform rate ewecise taxes on the end pro~luet of manufacture

Almost all retailers-and I am a retailer-are unalterably opposed
to the present system of selective excise taxes, whether imposed at the
manu facturers' or the retail level. I am sure that almost all industry
opposes such taxation.

Our present system is capricious and arbitrary both as to item being
taxed and rate of taxation. very industry whose productt is being
taxed is at a serious competitive disadvantage with those industries
whose products are not taxed.

In our American economy the consumer Ias the right to choose,
within the limits of his pocketbook, what shall be purchased and what
slall be passed by. When the tax is at the retail level, the customer
can determine the amount of penalty involved in the purchase. The
fur, jewelry, ladies' handbag, and 'silverware industries, both pro-
ducer and distributor, have discovered that the present 10-percent tax
at retail is still a serious deterrent to the sale of these prodtucts-tle
customer. are continuing to choose to buy something else. Wlen the
tax is at the mannfacturers' level, the customer does not know the
amount. or rate of the tax or the effect of tax on price, hut the customer
does know that the product is high-priced. The distril)utor is blamed
for the high price, and whenever possible the customer avoids the pur-
chase of such products because of price.

Only the advent of the discount house which with very few excep-
tions lurnishes no service and does not guarantee the performance of
the product has brought price to the consumer down to reasonable
amounts. But the distributor who furnishes services and guarantees
his merchandise is experiencing a profitless sales volume from his
efforts to prove to his customers lie will not be undersold and to avoid
the penalty of being just a showroom for the discount house.

The retailer opposes excise taxes at the manufacturers' level for
many reasons. The present selective excise taxes at the manufac-
turers' level create considerable hardship; a broad-based, uniform rate
excise tax at tke manufacturers' level on the end product of all manu-
facture will intensify and increase these hardships not only on the
retailer but also on the entire economy.

The retailer opposes such taxation because--
1. The cost of his merchandise will be increased-

(a) By the manufacturer's excise-tax-caused increased cost for
depreciation, taxes, insurance, and repairs on plant, equipment,
and consumption supplies and the cost of consumption supplies.

(b) By the tax itself imposed on a price sufficiently greater to
cover the increased costs plus a margin for profit sufficient to re-
ward the manufacturer for added risk because of higher produc-
tion costs.

(c) By the wholesaler's excise-tax-caused increased costs for
depreciation, taxes, insurance, and repairs on plant, equipment,
and consumption supplies andi the cost of consumption supplies,
plus increased costs for insurance, taxes, interest, and sales com-
mission required to carry and sell a most costly inventory. The
wholesaler will of necessity be required to secure a price high
enough to cover his higher cost of inventory plus higher operating
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costs phIs a margin sufficient to reward him for the higher risks
he will be forced to take because of the added costs.

2. Ils investment in l)llant, fixtures, and equipm1ellt will increase,
and therefore his operating costs for depreciation, taxes, insurance,
repairs, and interest on these investment-s, and on supplies for con-
sumllption will increase.

3. The operating costs to carry interest, taxes, and insurance on mer-
chandise will increase because of a more costly inventory.

4. His selling prices must of necessity be increased sufficiently to
cover increased cost of inventory, plus tho increased operating costs
outlined in 2 and 3, l)lus increased sales colnmmissions plus increased
costs of rents both based on percentage of sales, plus enough to pro-
tect him from the added risks assumed because of an inflationary
spIiral a broad-based excise tax at the maniu fact urers' level will build
into every ste) of the production and distribuit ion of (lie clothing,
furniture, accessories, housing g, fuel, electric current, and all other
goods and services required by the ultimate consumer to maintain
ordinary standards of living for himself and family.

5. In spite of the fact that no tax is proposed onl seeds, fertilizer,
insecticides, fungic ides or defoliants, tie farmers cost for housing,
clothing. and other costs of living. barns, farmi machinery, fencing,
depreciat ior, relpai s, taxes, in,,rance, and interest will all increase
because of this method of taxation.

No tax is l)rOosed on foods. Ifowever, food prices will rise be-
cause of the farmer's added costs of operation plus lie added costs
of depreciation, repairs, taxes, interest, and insurance on plant and
eqllil)lment of the food processors, wholesalers, and retailers.

(). The l)epartment of Labor's B1,S Index is the key to many labor
contracts und all farm iparity prices. All the added costs outlined in
tile previous paragra)hs will he reflected in the BLS Index. As a
result, the wage'; of every segment of tile population as well as farm
)arity prices, will rise and add further impetus to tile inflationary

spirit.
7. Retailers fear price inflation because the many consumers with

fixed incomes lose p)urchasing power with the result that overall con-
sumption is reduced. Reduced consumption backs up into less p ro-
duction and reduced employment in every step of the manufacturing
and distributive processes.

8. Falling commodity l)rices, whether caused by recessions, reduc-
tion of excise tax rates'by Congress or any other reason, will impose
severe hardships on both wholesalers and retailers. These falling
prices will not bring with them any reductioins in the tax and other
costs created by the tax, built into existing inventories because these
elements will have been paid for at the time of the purchase of the
merchandise.

Retailers in England and Australia have complained very bitterly
because of severe. losses occasioned by reduction of "purchase taxes"
when no provision for floor tax refunds was legislated with the tax
reduction.

9. The excise tax is hidden. Tlle many effects of a bIroad-based,
iform-rate excise tax on tile "end productt of malnllifactllre will be

so deeply buried in tile filal retail price that no one will ever be able
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to determine the actual impact of the excise tax oil the tangible things
the ultimate consumer purchases in the retail stores.

But tile customer will be acttely conscious of the fact that the price
of goods has materially increased. Because the customer will have
no 6asis for understanding the reason for the increased price, because
the customer will not know that a taxing devicee is responsible for a
series of pyramiding costs built into the )rice paid for merchandise,
the retailer will carry the onus for profiteering, for unconscientiously
increasing the price of goods presumably to the benefit of the retailer
and the detriment to the customer.

There have been representations made that the customer is fully
aware a tax at the manufacturers' level is imposed on merchandise
in Canada where this form of taxation has been in effect for many
years. To determine the extent to which this statement is correct,
with the l)ermission of a Canadian department store catering to the
middle- and lower-income l)ol)ulation, 1 sent one of our executives,
equipped with a tape recorder, to interview customers buying in the
Canadian store.

We found that 56.2 percent of the customers had no knowledge of
any tax, 40 percent had a very vague knowledge but not tile sligrhtest
idea of the rate of tax, and 3.8 percent had woired in stores, had been
exposed to the tax and therefore knew about it. Our executive told
the rate of tax to the customers interviewed and then there was
grumbling about hidden taxes as the interview progressed.

Our executive interviewed customers in our own store to determine
their knowledge of the manufacturers' excise tax on radios, television
sets, mechanical refrigerators, photographic cameras, etc., electric
light bulbs, fountain pens, etc. lie found that 74.5 percent did not
know a Federal consumption tax existed aind that 83 percent had no
idea of the rate of the tax. When he told them the tax rate, there
was again grumbling about hidden taxes.

10. There have been representations made that no pyramiding of
the tax will affect the retail price, that competition will prevent such
pyramiding. So 1 discussed this problem at some length with my
Canadian retaier friend. I was told that full markup was taken on
the tax. The Canadian retailer said, "The tax is a part of the cost of
our merchandise and we are entitled to our full markup. In addition,
when we buy from wholesalers, the tax is included in the price we lpa1y
for the item, and we cannot determine its amount. If for no other
reason, in order to price our merchandise uniformly, it is necessary
to take our markup on the tax when wc purchase directly from
manufacturers."

11. From these experiences, it is reasonable to conviude that most
customers do not and will not know aout hidden taxes at the manu-
facturers' level. It is also reasonable to conclude that American
retailers will always of necessity take full markup on the excise tax
purchased with the merchandise to be offered for sale.

12. There have been representations made that the corporate (or
business) income tax pyramids viciously in the price the ultimate
consumer pays for goods and services. this is only a half-truth and
dangerous because it is a half-truth.

The final price at the retail counter does include the corporate tax
of every organization involved in the chain of production and distri-
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button of the item. In fact, to be. exact, it includes the income tax of
every individual employed by these organizations because the com-
l)ensation of these employees had to be paid out of the price received
for the product and therefore was a part of the cost of the product.

But the corporate income tax of each of the organizations involved
is not absorbed in the final retail price as such. 'lhe profit (if ally)
included ill the price at each step in the process is a )art of the tilial
retail price. The income tax paid by each organization is a slariiig
with tile Government of tile profit reulting from its sales l)rices after
dedulcting all costs of operat ion on the Government's terms, just as
tie income tax of tile indivilulal is a1 sh1ril)g of his income with the
Governlnentt oi1 the (overninellt's terms.

Neither producer nor distributor has any intention of reducing his
profit margin if a broad-based, unifiorm-rate excise tax is ellacted and
income tax rates are reduced. To do so would defeat the entire pur-
)os of the determined attempt to have this form of excise taxation

legislated in order to have lower income-tax rates on corporation and
higher income individuals to give them more after-income tax disposa-
)le income.

To summarize, tile retailer fears a11nd op poses excise taxes because lie
will be required to pay more for his Il'erlalldise inventories, be Sub-
jeeted to higher costs'of operation, be subject to increased hazards of
Inventory loss, and be required to secure a higher selling price for his
g(VOtls, thereby drying 1l) the purchasing power of a substantial num-
ber of his customers.
lWhere irfl the fl,,owt of brot(l-hitsCd, u)j1form-rate cxeLse taxes on the

end product of mettt.fapture fadl? Wf'hat effect will they have on
the bu;nyq power of the meisscs?

Earlier in this paper it has been shown that the goal to be achieved
by the enactment of such excise taxes is a shifting of the income-tax
b lrden from corporations and higher income individuals to the great
masss of the population. For instance, ai corpor.ition earning it
before-income tax net income of $100,000, at present tax rates would
payi a tax of $-(;,500. If the normal tax rate should be reduced to
25 percent, the corporatimn would pay a tax of $41,,)0 and would havean additional $5,000 of after-tax earnings to use for expanlsiol of the

business, increased dividend to stockholders, or any other legitimate
purpose. As the corporate-tax rate continues to lower, the after-tax
het income will continue to increase and adlditional amounts will be
available for corporate pul)oses. In exactly like manner, as the
income-tax rates for the individual reduce, the after-income tax dis-
posable income of that individual increases and lie has added funds
to use for investment, recreation, to iml)rove his family's standard of
living, or any other legitimate purpose.

H l however, as long ais Flederal exilenditures remains at present levels,
if any program of reducing income-tax rates for corporations and
individuals should be instituted, the missing tax revenues mnust be
obtained from other sources. The recommended source is a boad-
based, unifornl-rate consumption tax imposed at the minifacturers'
level.

All consumers will )ay this consuml)tion tax )lus the pyramiding
it will engender. I hose'high-income earneors whose incoell tax rates
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have been reduced sufficiently to increase their after-tax iIcome, will
not l)e materially hurt becautise of paying the tax plus its added costs,
but many low-iiicome individuals will be seriously harmed.

Before discussing this phase of the Iroblem, it iiust be understood
that under the definition of the "end product of manufacture," in
addition to a substantially higher price for clothing, furniture, acces-
sories, utilities, food, ailld otler goods and services, the cost of housing
will also be more costly because all of tile components required for
the construction of a h1omte are also en(d products of inanti facture.
thereforee they are subject to the tax and all tilet added costs that the
tax engenders.

In addition to the higher costs outlined, when the colsmliller )Ilys
go()(ls and services in) 33 States and liftv-odd (il ies where State and
1m1ic.ip)al sales taxes 're imposed. the ""ales tax will increase ill amount
)ecause tile price on which it is lased has beenl increased by tle tax

and the pyramiding it creates.
'[lhe 'niited States News & W\ orhl Elport reported earlier this year,

that counting a husband and wife tiling a joint ret urn as one taxl)aver,
in 1953 there were-
Taxpayers reporting incomes of le-, than $5,00 ---------------- 3m, 163, 93-1
Taxpayers reporting incomes of $5,000 to $10,000 --------------- 9, (037, 730
Making a total of-

Taxpayers relrting incomes of le,; than $10,0 ------------- 42, 201, 60 1
Taxpayers reporting invonmes of $10, ) to $25,1W ------------- 1,931, ti;
Taxpayers reporting invones of $25,0(m) to $50.9M ----.------- I29, 1I
Taxpayers reporting incomes of $50,44)0 to $to1,M -------------- , 346
Taxpayers reporting incomes, of $10H4,1H)0 to $2540 ------------ 21, 119
Taxpayers reporting Incomes of $254),(XKI) to $5I0,MH) ------------ -3, 71
Taxpayers reporting incomes of more than $S0,( . .--------------1, 13I

Total --------------------------------------------------- 4 1, 51l,5(8

David L. Babson & Co. report in their weekly letter of April 4,
1955,. that 53 percent of the spending units rej]orted before-tax earn-
ings in 1954 of less than $1,000 and 88 percent of the spending units
reported before-tax earnings of less than $7,500.

The Detroit Free Press, issue of August 15, 1955, reported that
more than 7,500,1)00 Americans during June 1955 received benefit
checks under social security. There are always hundreds of thousands
of individuals for short periods of time whio are living on tax-free
uneml)loyment compensation benefits. In addition, there are millions
of others who are living on interest, dividends, apid earnings in
insufficient amounts to be subject to income-tax payment.

The 42,201,664 taxpayer units, plus the 7,100,000 receiving social-
security payments (not included among taxpayer units), plus the
millions of others living on incomes not subject to income tax for one
reason or another, are the ones who spend most or till of their income
to meet the day-to-day costs of living for their families and themselves.
These are the ones who have but little liquid resources to draw on to
meet extraordinary family obligations.

These also comlprise the great mass of purchasing power which keeps
the American economy strong and healthy. These people must be
kept open to .buy if we withl to keel) our farrms, mines, factories, and
stores producing and distributing an ever-expanding volume of goods
and services which will keep a constantly growing labor force
gainfully employed.
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The average factory worker in Februnry of 1955, according to the
Bureau of Labor Statistics, earned $74.63 per week. While there.
have been increases ill wage rates since that time, the figure will
serve to illustrate the financial burdens of the lower income workers,
the iajor part of our lj)oulat ion.

If this worker is married but has no children, and elects to use tile
optional tax table, his income tax will be $458. The income tax cuts
his disposa1ble income $8.81 per week, giving him $;;.12 per week to
1eet his bills for food, hlousinlg, honie furnishings, clothing, heat,

utilities, and all the other costs required to maintain his standard of
living.

In section (d) of this paper it has been demonstrated that whel
the excise tax reaclies tile finnl consumer lie will be required to pay
al increased price for the Merchandise purchased, far in excess of
the amount of the tax imposed on tile specific item being ulirclhased.
This is so because the tax on the "end product of all manu fact ire"
builds a series of alded costs into ever ste) of the processes of l)ro-
duction and distribution, from the farin and mine clear through the
finial process of sale to the ulIimnate consunler. Because of these
built-in added costs, tile effect of the lbroatd-laed excise tax at the
man 1 fact 1m'ers' level will be fa m ore burdensome to these millions
of lower income people than the present selective system of excise
taxations at the manufacturers' level. '1o demonstrate the burden the
pre,enit -vstelll places oil the consumer, a refrigerator sold by Ily store
for $249.9.5 at ma innrkup of 31.4 percent on selling price, was sulbject
to an excise tax at tlhe manufacturers' level of $8.16. lad there been
no excise tax at the manufacturers' level, tile same refrigerator with
a markup (f "1.5 )erceit oil retail, would have sold for $238.50. The
$11.)5 di Iference in price recoulled for us the I8.16 excise tax )is tlhe
extra ad valorem tax, insurance, rent, sales conmmissions, and added
risk created because we had to invest in the tax when the nerchan-
disc was purchased by is. The customer was penalized further:

lurs' . Ilad no e- Additlonal
cozp lax In)i ce , tit een anilO nts

Retail prim of refrigerator .............................. $249.9 $238 50 $11.45
Michigan state sales ta................................ 7.50 7.16i .36

Total amount paid by customer ........................ . 257 45 245.65 i 80

Amount of the manufacturers' exelce tax ............................ ........ .... .......... 16
Amount of the p) rainidtng on the excise tax---------------------------------------3 64

Total additional paid by customer because of the excise
tax ...................... ............................ 11.80

This pyramiding was all by the retail store. If the proposed "end
product of all manufacture" tax legislation is enacted, ill addition tothe pyramiding by the retail store, there ill be yramiding of costs
at each of the l1iinle, flil, manufacturing, and wholesale levels to
permit the recovery of the added costs the tax will create tat each of
these levels.

Our factory worker has $66.12 disposable income per week. Fifty
cents to a coul)le of dollars more for shoes for the nan and wife,

73S3 : 1-36+-38
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couple of dollars more for a suit for the husband, something more for
a suit or dress for the wife, a little higher payment on the house, a
little bit more for each item of food and pretty soon the sum of the
increases in prices will equal doing without something desirable for
the family well-being.

Is everyone who reads this paper so far removed from the struggle
to make ends meet on a limited income, they have forgotten that when
the price of any commodity increased, and it had to be l)urchased, they
(lid without some other desired or needed goods?

The accumulation of things these millions of individuals will be
forced to (o without will hack up into l eed sales and employment
in the country's retail and wholesale establishments, lessened sales and
employment for the factories which produce the goods, lessened sales
andeomployment for the suppliers of the factories, fewer car loadings
for our carriers and ultimately and inevitably the need to construct
new factories auid stores to meet the requirements of a growing p)pu-
lation with an improving standard of living, will cease to exist and
will result in a slowing down of the cal)ital goods industries.

The standard of living of these millions of lower income individuals
who support the economy of this country will take a backward step.
Their standard of living will move towardl the lower ones of the )opu-
lations of most of all ot ier countries of the world where a very large
proportion of the national revenue is produced by consumption taxes.

To summarize--the 42,901,664 low income taxl)aying units, plus the
more than 7,500,00o individuals at this time receiving tax-free social
security payments, plus those receiving unemployment compensation
benefits, plus the millions living on interest, dividends, and other in-
come in amounts too small to be subject to income tax, will pay more
for each item of food, fuel, clothing, home furnishings, housing, util-
ities, and other goods and services they must buy in order to live, so
that the income tax burden can be lightened for corporations and
higher income individuals.

These many millions will be less able to buy, ith a consequent re-
duction of their standard of living in order to benefit the relative few.

If the consumer does not or cannot buy, the producer in spite of all
his techniques for'low-cost production, (oes not manufacture. Both
the manufacturer and the distributor will be forced to reduce the num-
ber of people employed, both will earn smaller profits from which to
pay income taxes, dividends, and provide for the expansion of plant
and! equipment. The entire economy will be thrown off stride an will
suffer.
The dangers inherent in broad-based e.re;se taxes at uniform rates on

the end product of 'manufacture imposed at the manufacturers'
level

If the proposed taxation were to be imposed at the point where the
product finally came to rest--let us call it the point of consumption-
the tax would still be a component part of the cost of plant, equipment,
repair materials and other "expense" of goods and services affecting
every step in the process of manufacture and distribution. It would
still cause higher costs for depreciation, ad valorem taxes, interest, in-
surance repairs, and other business expense materials and services,
till of which would of necessity cause higher selling prices in each suc-
cessive step involved in getting the product to the ultimate consumer.
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The tax collected from the individual buying for personal purposes
although it will be more because it will be collected oi a higher sales
price, will not in itself carry additional pyramiding as happened in
the instance of the refrigerator described in section (e) of this report.
The customer would have some knowledge of excise taxes. While the
customer would still be subsidizing the corporation and higher paid
individuals through the shift from income taxes to consumption taxes,
at least there would be, some idea of the extra burden he will be car-
rying, even though the knowledge would be incomplete.

rhie tax collected at the manufacturers' level-with no necessity for
constitutional limits on rates-would be subject to constant political
pressure.

Once a broad-based, uniform rate, excise tax on the end product of
manu fact tire is legislated the pressures will begin. Every industry
will be able to find countless reasons to prove it is operating under
adverse circumstances, and therefore the tax on its products should
be reduced or elimnina ted.

Witness the recent legislation in this country which has removed
thl excise tax on television sets and components which are not of the
entertainment type (If. R. 4394), and which has removed the excise
tax on motorcycles (II. R. 56-17). Congress has been convinced that
for one reason" or another relief should be granted in these instances.

To help the depressed cotton-textile industry in England and to
give added employment to its workers Prime Minister Eden has re-
inoved the plirchaie tax of 50 percent on many items of cotton goods.
Cotton goods in England-for political pur;oses-now have a coin-
pet itive a(lvantage over other fabrics. English purchase taxes started
at low rates, but now they range from 25 to 75 percent on various
products.

Canadian purchase taxes started years ago at a 1-percent rate.
Last year in 19,54, in spite of the fact that some of the tax rates had
been reduced, the range was from 8 to 25 percent on various products.

In Russia, according to Franklyn D. Holtzman's recent book, excise
taxes range from 15 to 88 percent of the retail price of the commodity,
while the salaried workers and party and governmental dignitaries
pay income taxes at rates ranging from 2 to 13 percent (with some of
tie dignitaries being entirely exempt from income tax), and in addition
there is an enforced bond purchase plan of 10 percent.

The same story of inequities and discrimination in purchase tax
rates can be shown for every country that uses excise taxes as an
imnortant source of revenues.

The taxes are hidden for all these countries. Once the Pandora's
box of broad-based hidden excise taxation is opened (legislated) the
pressures begin to have the rate adjusted on some products. Arbi-
trarily some products are deemed luxuries and therefore taxed at
higher rates: others are deemed less essential but still not luxuries,
so a somewhat lower rate is established; others are deemed necessities
and taxed accordingly.

When there is a sudden need for additional governmental revenue
the least noticeable way to get it is to raise the excise (purchase) tax
rate. Very few of the citizens of the country are aware of the exist-
ence of the tax-none have any realization of the rate of tax and its
effect on prices. Everyone is painfully aware that commodities are
costly and the paycheck is too small to satisfy many desires.
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I live in Detroit and am frequently in our neighboring Canadian
cities just 'lros tile )etroit River. 'lhe difference between the stand-
ards of living of the ordinary Canadian citizen and our folks ill
Detroit is very apparent even to the casual observer. One of the
factors accounting for this di flerence is that tile widespread high-rate
excise (purchase) tax puts the Canadian citizens in a very bad price-
income ratio in (.omparisoit with the American citizen who is required
to buy relatively little merchandise subject to excise taxes at either
the retail or nianufact urers level.

It woulh be ditlicult to convince me that our legislators will be any
less human, any less subject to pressure from their constituents, any
less willing to trade the legislator from one section of the country a
tax advantage for a product produced there, in order to secure a (I(-
sirable, advantage for his own constitutents, once this country legislates
broad-based excise taxes.

With no limits proposedd on excise taxes it would be dillicult to con-
vince me that our legislator will not fild it expedient when additional
Federal revemes are require(l, to increase excise-tax rates either selec-
tivelv or straight across the board--iltimately selectively, in or(ler to
avoid the grumbling of the people of their districts against increased
income-tax rates.

Increased income-tax rates stand out for all to know about, 11hile
increased exci.,e-tax rates are hidden, the onus is removed from the
legislator for increasing taxes. The public complains about too high
prices instead-and not understanding the cause for increased prices,
accuses business of proiteeriiig. The public knows too, that its income
will not cover quite so many of the desirable things of life, that it must
do without some more of tile things it had formerly enjoyed.
Does a mauiufaoturers' ercXhe tax pyramid by the time it reaches the

Co11s11mr?
There is no necessity to belabor this point because both sections (b)

and (d) of this papel: have carefully and clearly analyzed tile serious
pyramiding created by a broad-based uniform-rate excise tax on the
end product of manufacture.

Section (f) pointed out that a. tax levied at the point where the
product came to rest--call it a tax at the retail level-will not pyramid
as viciously as a tax levied at the manufacturers' level.

However, either the tax at the retail level or the tax at the manu-
facturers' level will force the ultimate consumer tq pay much more
than the amount of the tax in addition to-shall we say-the normal
price of the product. Either level of tax creates a series of built-in
added costs of the product that must be recouped out of the price paid
by tho ultimate consumer.
The difference between the impart of consumption taxes and income

taxes on the ultimate consumer
Representations have been made that at each income level, the con-

sumer will pay exactly the same amount of tax whether or not broad
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based excise taxes at the manufacturers' level become aln integral part
of the Federal tax structure.

It is true that if the total taxes collected for the country are divided
by the number of citizens-regardless of the method of taxation-the
average tax will be the same for all citizens.

The degree of pyramiding of an $8.16 tax on a refrigerator was ana-
lyzed in section (e). When our public accountants made this analysis,
they determined that the accumulated before-income-tax net profit
occurring through all steps in the process of converting some iron
and copper ore into a ref rigerator in the customers home was approx-
imately $36.18. Tax on this ailount at 52 percent amounted to $18.81
and the businesses involved in the creation and sale of the refrigerator
had $17.37 left out of which to pay dividends :nd profits for business
expansion. If the income-tax rate were to be cut to 45 )percent, the
tax would be $1t;.,,8 and the after-tax remainder $19.90 or $2.53 more
to be used to increase the dividend and still have something more than
when the tax was 52 percent for the expansion of the business.

Analogous facts could be developed for the higher paid individual
should income-tax rates be reduced. They would have more after-
income-tax disposable income to be used for investment or such other
purposes deemed al)l)rol)riate for their l)ur)oses.

Industry has no intention of reducing profit margins should income-
tax rates be reduced for any reason. Certainly if the proponents of
broad based excise taxation should he successful in their endeavor, the
reduction of profit margins coincident with the reduction of income-
tax rates would defeat their purpose of having more after-tax dispos-
able income, both for corporation and higher paid individual, to be
used according to their greatest advantage.

So far as the retail industry is concerned, there is defnite proof that
income-tax rates have no influence on original markup over cost or on
rate of gross profit. The following schedule shows that for the years
1928 through 1954, inclusive, retail store original markups have fluc-
tuated over a very narrow range, and that before-income-tax net
profits have been governed by the markdown rate and the expense rate.
filo schedule shows also that such excise taxes at the manufacturers'
level that have been in effect in this country during the last 14 years
have had no effect on original markups. The retailer has taken his
full margin on such taxes.
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Operating data of department stores

Cumulative, Mnrk. (lrat1 Operatingi ln e o e - m a r k o n d O W n i l l i a r g l e l J n s i ,

1Percetj Pereent Percent Percent Percent
19 ........ ..... ................. 12 36 7 4118 .142 31.7

192).................... ....... ... ..... 11 37, 1 (1 t :M'S 323
1930.......................... ... ....... 12 30 751 7 :13 3 3M.9
19.11..................... .............. 12 M66 13 31 35 9
1932................................. 13 75 38.1K5 o 10 33 1 *6e9 S
1933..................................... 13 75 37 M4 71 3101 3.41
1%3..... ................... ... 137 37. 67 356 . . 15
11139......... ......................... 13 75 :17.25 6 4 145 9 35, 9
1936 ..................................... 11 369 29 31 349
1937 ................................. II 17,6 I 6 6 1 4 36 1)
19M0 ..................................... 16 5 37 9 6 5 1 4 17 4
1W ................................... ... 16 M 9 54 M 11 .1591
19W ................................. .. 24 . 5 2 3 15 .11.75
1941 .................................. 3 5 39 4 2 .M 4
194? ................................. .. 1 10 3 65 3 9,14 7 .
143 .................................... 140 3.15 4 45 1 4 257
1044 .................................... 40 375 3 S :17.9 27 14
1915 .................................... 140 1 6 5 76 '-7 QS'

14 ............................... M.1 7 474X 1) .- , 1
147 .................................... . 38 M.92 35 11 ,104
!443 .................. ................ 18 M 2 495 35 A1,
19491 .. ...... ........... 8 TS 2 0 35 2 32 5
19.M ................................... '42 :is 1 5 1 3 5 :21
19.4 ..1...................................1 S2 M :4 95 M 15,3 :3 2
1 ..................................... '52 A,4 5 2 3 5.
19M ................................... '52 :KA R1 5 25 I63 .13 8
1951 ....................................... 52 38.8 5.3 36 35 3.1 75

I Pus ex ess-profli tax.

Source: Harvard Report.

While I do not know anything about the pricing policies of inu-
facturing concerns, it would be my opinion that the rate of income
tax has little, if any, bearing on their methods of pricing. It is my
opinion that the manufacturing concern first, to the best of the ability
of its cost-analysis department, determines the cost of producing a
given product. and, second, after checking competition, prices the
product at highest possible price compatible with competition and
the potential market. From that point on I would suspect that there
is a constant effort to improve manufacturing processes in order to
reduce costs and improve the profit potential for the item.

If there is any profit left after paying all costs of manufacture,
selling, and overhead, the Federal Government's share based on cur-
rent tax rates is determined and paid. The remainder is used to pay
dividends and for other corporate purposes.

The same is true for the wholesaler and retailer. So, the income
tax is a sharing with the Federal Government of the reward for
successful operation of the business. It limits the disposable income
of the business. It is not passed on to the ultimate consumer as a
tax pyramiding through each step of the process of production and
distribution. Each step in the process pays the preceding step's com-
petitively created prices for its product, whether or not that step
succeeded in earning a profit.

In contrast, the consumption tax (excise tax) is a specific levy on
the right to consume a product in addition to its price. It is levied
and collected irrespective of the fact that profits may or may not
have been earned at any one or more of the steps involved in getting
the product into the possession of the ultimate consumer.
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It must never be forgotten that the production of our farms and
mines and factorieg--although in the intermediate steps it is mani-
fested by railroad equipment, intricate and marvelous automation
equipment to produce automobiles and for other manufacture, huge
dalns, dynamos, or atomic reactors for producing electric current, ships
at sea, hne office buildings, or in any other form, is all for the purpose
of maintaining and improving tle living standards of the citizens of
our country. The costs of creating, niaintaining, and operating all
of these facilities become a part of the price the individual pays for
the goods and service lie acquires to meet the day-to-day requirements
for living and (lying.

Any coisumi )ioiion tax levied o1 top of price, at whatever step of
prodllctio and distribution it comes to rest, increases the price the
great mass of tie population must pay in order to live in our compli-
cate', and intricately interwoven ecoiioyii. Unless these many mil-
lions of lower income people-88 percent or more of our population,
both individually and collectively, are able to buy increasing amounts
of goods and sel-r ices, it will be difficult to keel) -in ever-growing labor
force gainfully employed.

Consuniptio'n is the key to the prosperity of the people of this
country. It will be mean ingless to be able' to produce at low cost
unless there is ability to consume what is produced. Legislating a
method of taxation which will automatically and drastically increase
the price the consumer must pay and thereby limit the ability to buy,
will not solve the problem of consuming an ever-expanding flow of
goods created by a growing labor force with greater productive ca-
pacity per man because of improved plants, equipment, and methods.

Consumption taxes if enacted, in my opinion, will be the stumbling
block which can slow down the entire economy.
Is the U;ited State.q system of income tares on corporate and individual

comes a deterrCnt to capital formation?
It is entirely true that if there were no income taxes both corpora.

tions and individuals would have all of their net incomes available
for any purpose deemed desirable. It is also true that tle rate of tax
applicab e to the income of any taxpayer determines the remainder
of after-tax net income subject to the taxpayer's disposition.

If broad-based consumption taxes are enacted for the purpose of
replacing the revenue lost because of lower income-tax rates, the tax-
payers will have a greater proportion of their incomes remaining
after income tax. I am convinced, however, there would be less funds
available after tax in spite of the fact the remaining after-tax net
income would be a greater proportion of the before-tax income.
Smaller volumes of business because of reduced ability of consumers
to buy caused by tax-created higher prices, will have its inevitable
effect on before-tax profits and the salary and dividend incomes of
managers and investors.

It is also true that if a company is not profitable, it is unable to
build capital from retained earninis and, in addition, no individual
is willing to risk his capital to buy its stock. So we are in reality
discussing the problems of corporations and unincorporated businesses
both large and small which are successfully and profitably marketing
their stocks in trade.
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Regardless of size, if more capital is available for investment in
new and improved or additional plant and equipment and to provide
more working capital to carry inventories, receivables, and to finance
the cost of eiilarging marketing areas, every business management be-
lieves it wouldI become increasingly successful. Under such fortuitous
conditions every business management believes it could better serve
its employees, its creditors, its customers, and its stockholders.

Most business managements are in a hurry. '[hey would like large
additions to capital to come into being ovrnight-just like rubbing
Aladdin's lamp. 'lie fact that most business managements are it
gressive and impatient is an excellent indication-it is undoubtedly
one of the reasons they are successful.

There will be no attempt, in this l)aper, to minimize the need for
capital formation. If American business is to give increasing employ-
ment to an expanding labor force in order to serve a rapidly expand-
ing population, it must constantly enlarge its productive and distribu-
tive plant. It must constantly search for and install t lie most modern,
the most efficient machinery ind methods. All this takes money.

Let us take a look at what has happeimed to cal)ital formation in the
last several years. Then let us attempt to evaluate the happenings of
the ,past with the probabilities of the future.

Timo con pany which employes me-a department store-will have
invested $75 million between June 1, 1952, and August 1957 in added
plant. fixtures, merchandise, and receivables in the metropolitan area
in which we are located.

We believe in the growth and future of our country and of our com-
iunity, so we are willing to assume the business risks involved to

create, what we believe, are needed facilities. Our plans are set for
a(lditional expansion in our metrol)olitan area during the 10 years sub-
sequent to 1957. W1 hether or not the income-tax rates will remain
static, increased or lowered had no influence on our decision.

Sooony Mobile Oil Co. has announced it will spend $2015 million in
1955 for additional facilities, after having made investments of similar
amounts in 1954. Revere Cop)er & Brass has announced it will build
a new aluminum plant to pro(luce 010,000 tons of aluminum per year.
Anaconda Corp., has just started operation of a new aluminum plant.
Ford Motor Co. has just announced that it will build a new 11/-
million-square-foot l)lant to produce Lincoln cars. Diana Stores-a
women's ready-to-wear snmall-store-chain operation-announced that
it will open 20 new stores within the next 2 years and that it is nego-
tiating for 10 additional store locations.

These are just a few of the thousands of concerns that are aggres-
sively building for tomorrow's needs. Their plans are, tllrning into
realities and are not being deterred by present income-tax rates.

The financial pages are constantly reporting the offering of rights
to existing stockholders to buy additional shares on the basis of one
share for "every so nany" held and later rel)orting that the rights
were exercised. These rights were exercised by individuals who were
subject to the high income-tax rates. The Wall Street Journal re-
cently reported tiat investors had absorbed $2.5 billion in new stock
issues in the first 3 months of this year.

The source of new capital to be used for risk purposes is well under-
stood by every one, nevertheless, at the risk of being redundant, I
will name them again:
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For individuals:
The remainder from gross income after ayiving inroiite taxes,

meeting all costs of living, recreation, and the payment of all
fixed obligations.

For colporlat ons:
Tile remainder fromt before-income-tax net income, after tile

pa., memt of income taxes and dividends (retailied earnings);
Funds created by amortization, depletion, and depreciation of

fixed assets;
Additional capital stock sold to present stockholders and

others;
Borrowed nioney-retired out of depreciation of new fixed

assets acquired, if borrowed for plant expansion, or out of added
earnings if borrowed to tinanee i icreased inventories and re-
ceivables;

Risk capital and/or borrowed money obtained front pension
funds, insuralce companies, foundations, and union tr-easuries.
(I have no great, enthusiasm for luiniois to own stock in bu,,iuless
corporations-but such investments in substantial amounts are
ni1ade by unions.)

The proponents of a substitut ion of expanded revenues from excise
taxes for a reduction in revenues from income taxes argue that there
is not enough retained earnings from corporate net inconte, phIs de-
preciation, amortizat ion, or depletion of fixed assets to provide funds

ill adequate amount for time business expansion required to service to-
morrow s rapidly expanding population.

The Hanover'National Rank in its )ecember 15, 1953, letter re-
ported:

For the lwrlod 19461 to 1952. otlh inlsi'v, thw exces, of total revenue over
all expedilture,; of corlorations, Incthtlung taxes aind tdividenids, amounted to
$76.4 billions. The growth of corporate savings also ouit riliuted to increase
corporate net working capital front $51.6 billion at the clu of 19,15 to $S8.2
billion at the end of June 1953.

Alexander Hamilton Institute reports in its ,July 16, 1955, letter
that-
according to the Securities and Exchange Comnksion, net working capital of
corporatios during first 3 Imionlths of 1955 showed an increase of $2.30o million
over the preceding quarter's total, or the best quarterly gaiii reported since
1950.

Tie Securities and Exchange Commission reports that tile stock-
holders' equity for all corporations iiicreased from $62,747 million at
the end of the first quarter in 1947 to $116,591 million at the end of
the first quarter in 1955. An increase of $53,824 million in a period of
8 years is a truly ' impressive performance.

It must be relmembered that this information is for listed companies
only. Tite source of the Hanover Bank's statistics and tite source
of the Securities and Exchange information utst be front publishedd
statements of companies listed oit the exchanms. These statistics
cannot take into account the showing of the triousands of corpora-
tions, large and small, whose stock is closely held and whose state-
ments are carefully guarded.

Let's take a look at the record of capital formation for a few comn-
planies whose balance sheets are in my files.
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Oommon-stook holders equity only

1945 1954 Ineroms

Amerizin Home Products ........ .................. $31, ,1. 691 $77, 121. 217 $45, 967. 26
Ex-tCell.O Corp .. . .............. ... .... .. 11, st 9 39. 1.1, 471 27, 45, M62
Mlonroe Autol I1iipmcnt (1947 .. " I, t)(01 W 4.309. 637 2 343 249
Inteuatlll ,8he (o. (pay out almost sli of erulings) .... 811.312. W 97. 1 ti6 W it & 796. 47
Canteen Co. (1920)...... ............. . . .457,212 K3. 610 2. 9111, 398
IHilt Foods... 4 ,644 219 2. 9113, to ,.2, 92A V5

(leo, W. I lelme Co tobacco. ,ilI (lpollev of fill jny'ml)... 15, 626. 0111 I. 417 (RX) 61, I
1eliln c FhTIcrlr & Englhering... 2.3(01.317 1M 4154 126 11. 211, 779
Pittsburgh Forgils Co. ... ..................... 4. 5.57, I12 1& .34.924 9. 4f7T. 742
Pure OIl Co.. . . .. ........ 107, Z3;, zgn 21, 19. '5M 176 73 997
Mlnnes:lolls Ilonevucll iecuitor. ... .......... 2. 19. % 041 8. 1011 58.814, lI
Cel ine" ('orponitlon of America .................... 12,44 444 172. 316, 434 109. 873. I0
Phlilt1 Moods (7104.. .................. 7.513, IN) 146. ICA 11X) 75 67 I0
NatI rllal lilry Co .......................... 112, qf.3% w i 264, 41K 1441 155, 53,(4i4
llockmnd l llt& !oer ....... ............ 15. 62M 03 14 , 87 il 3 2Y4 8 8
Mueller lrims o, (195 ) . ....... . ..... 1. 267, 14,5 2 S, 4. 439 7. 2011.3,4
Frulehaif "'T iller Co. (11944) ................... ...... 33, 4 63817 53.16, 48 2 41) , 2,! 2"39
Allegheny LtllUiim Iz ...................... 31, 75,, W. M4, 4.% 32,4119, 241
Natloe'l IlIhrs PrId ulicts .................. ....... 7581 2i35,10 1 I877.4M0
iavhio lower & Light . ........ ... ........ .. . 42, 745(,81 ! 54 M 7,0 16 4442. ft4)

Odarner lietier Co ...................... .. I I1I1 252 19, 345K 452 11, 194 A20
Ma iavox Co ................................... ... 1, 597,963 11, M0. 282 9. 952, 319
Nat t1 J4SIfllCo .......... ................. 17 778, 067 81.659.795 63., I,7S
Wood ill 1li ustritlR ................... .................. 2 489, 427 7,634.212 5, 141, 7445
ilurroighs Corp. (19).............. ............. 53 7804, 356 74, 4110. 1 4 17, 629 .)12
ColllmercIal Sol vents ('orp ........................... 23, 6184 R) 37. 462 00 13, 1 , 0{1t
(hiermil .A4cepticwe Corp.............. ..... 3. 4%44. (4X4 I 10, ,Rx2,) 7. 1 l ,00
Associates Investment (o ........................... 21,889. 767 78K GS9,490 56. 71'9, 7M

Total ................................................ 8 1 ; 4 1j4 039, 9800?2 1, 15.I ll.554

I believe you cannot help but agree that an increase in stockholders
equity of $1,154,111,558 from $885,868,464 to $2,039,980,022 for the
above few listed companies is an impressive performance. These sta-
tistics and the report of the Securities and Exchange ComiSsion 1li
the growth of stockholders' equity, do not bear out the theory of capital
being destroyed tit its source. 'This growth represents a retention of
earnings after dividend payout in a period of less than 10 years be-
cause for some companies the statistics did not go back that far. To
it nust be added the growth produced from long-term borrowed capi-
tal, retired principally out of depreciation of the facility acquired.
We must not overlook the fact that sone of the companies listed here
have the statistical representation of retained earnings at a figure
lower than the actual facts, because of the chargeoff of new plant on
an accelerated basis granted by the Government in order to get agree-
ment for a greater than normal expansion of plant facilities.

The impressive growth of capital in the period from January 1,
1945, until the end of the first quarter of 1955, in spite of the fact that
excess-profits taxes were imposed in 5 of the 10 years, argues that
capital growth during the next 10 years should at least equal and has
every probability of substantially exceeding the record of the 1945-54
period. The growth during the decade beginning with 1955 is com.
mencing from a substantial y higher base than that which existed at
the end of 1944. After income-tax earnings during the next decade,
with a substantially higher capital investment to produce them should
permit the payment of larger dividends than have been paid in the
last several years, and still leave greater "retained" earnings with
which to build increased, more efficient plant, and acquire the most
modern equipment and tools in order to give gainful employment to
a growing )opulation.



If conditions permit it very desirable, greatly needed reduction in
income-tax rates, for either or both corporation and individual, the
formation of new capital should be still further accelerated.
Summary

The weight of the evidence seems to point to the following con-
clusions:

1. Consumption taxes will have the effect of building substantially
higher costs of producing the product purchased by the ultimate con-
suner, in addition to the tax specifically imposed on the product.

2. These costs will pyramid in the price the consumer must pay.
3. The consumer's ability to buy will be lessened because of higher

prices, the standard of living will lower.
4. The burden of consumption taxation will fall largely on the

42,201,664 taxpaying units reporting incomes of less than $10,000 plus
the 7,500,000 individuals receiving social-security payments, plus
those living on interest, dividends, wages, and other income in insuf-
ficient amount to lie subject to income taxes.

5. All these people described in 4 will lose the right of choice to the
extent of the increase in price paid, as to how their income shall be
spent.

6. While it is unquestionably true that all corporations would like
to accelerate the speed of capital formation, and increase dividend
payments, the available evidence shows that a truly remarkable
growth has occurred in common-stock holders equity. The evidence
(loes not, indicate that corporate and individual income taxes have
"-stroyed capital at its source. The evidence indicates that capital
growth in the next decade will be far greater than in the past decade.
If conditions permit reductions in either or both corporate and indi-
vidual income-tax rates, future growth of capital should satisfy the
most impatient of the Nation's entrepreneurs.

On the basis of this evidence, it seems highly questionable to substi-
tute a system of excise (consumption) taxes for a lowering of income-
tax rates on corporations and higher paid individuals.

7. W1 while it is true that all tax revenue enters the stream of spend-
ing-that spending does not necessarily benefit the low-income con-
sumers. I do not believe that excise taxes in America could or would
ever reach the drastic extremes they have reached in Russia. The
Russian situation, however, where hidden consumption taxes range
from 15 to 88 percent of the retail prices, shows clearly how such taxa-
tion has deteriorated the standard of living of the ordinary Russian
citizen and robbed him of the right to use his income to meet the re,
quirements of living for himself and family. The funds raised by this
taxation are used to- build a huge war potential. They do nothing to
improve the lot of those who are taxed and who have no voice in the
spending.

8. Excise taxes are inflationary. They will increase the cost of
living-increase the BIUS cost-of-living fndex, influence wage rates,
and increase parity prices for agricultural l)roducts.

9. The American labor force is growing rapidly. More efficient
production machinery (automation) and iml)roved methods are con-
stantly increasing the productivity of labor. The growing labor
force, producing at a constantly improving production per man, must
be kept gainfully employed.
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10. The only answer to Anterica's ability to produce is the ability
to consume thei products produced. The genius of our engineers and
managers to produce an ever-increasing flow of goods per man-day
with an ever-increasing labor force wiill'be of little imp ortance if the;
American citizen, individually anti collectively, is unable to consume
these products. Limiting the ability to buy' by tax-created higher
prices is not the answer to our problem. Business in our free-enter-
prise economy always produces a series, of chain reactions. If the
customer buying for personal consumption cannot or will not buy,
the producer does not manufacture, employment declines in all the
processes of production and distribution 'of both capital and con-
simer goods, lower profits are earned-less wages will be paid, gov-
ernmental revenues will decline--everyone will suffer. If we look
back to the thirties, particularly the early thirties, we will be able to
see the effect on tile entire econtnmy resulting from a drying up of the
ability to buy of the consumer purchasing for Ipersonaf consuml)tion.

11.'The present discriminatory eective exciss should be repealed
lit the earliest possible time anti that repeal should end any further
consideration of excise taxes in tile Federal tax structure.

ECONOMIC IMPACT OF TILE FEDERAL EXCISE AND
SALES TAX SYSTEM-A CASE STUDY

A. W. ZELOmEK, International Statistical Bureau, Inc., New York City

I NTiI( DU('Th )N

Although the writer is concerned here chiefly with the impact and
economic effects of a specific tax-the 20-percent cabaret tax-a state-
mient of more general views on commodity taxation in tax policy for
steady growth is in order.

We are well aware in this country of the importance of production
antl of the extent to which increases in the efficiency of production
have been a basis for economic growth. But the application of power,
the division of labor, and the concept of interchangeable parts could
be no more than theories of production without the background, not
just of a mass market, but of an expanding mass market. Mass inar-
kets did not exist when the industrial revolution began. Today our
mass markets are expanding, and distribution and marketing have
become increasingly dynamic in nature. The importance of distri-
bution and marketing,'to the producer and to the ultimate consumer,
is more generally recognized. The functions of marketing are more
carefully studied.

As oir population has increased, and the nature of our society has
become more complex, an increasing number of marketing functions
have become necessary to the efficient distribution of the country's
production. Along with rising efficiency in outl)ut, there have been
marked increases in the efficiency with "which individual marketing
functions are executed. At the %lme time, the number of marketing
functions, and their importance in serving the needs of producers on
the one hand, and of an expanding mass market on the other, has in-
creased tremendously. Costs of distribution tend to rise as these func-
tions multiply and become more complex.



An expanding home market is also very necessary if we are to avoid
a later problem of chronic unemployment. The Nation hasa t its dis-
posal many new technical means of further increasing the efficiency
of product ion, Current and prospective rates of investment indicate
that these means are and will be utilized. We can look forward to a
further reduction of man-hours of employment per unit of out put.
We can expect a shorter workweek and increased leisure. If employ-
ment of a growing labor force is to be maintained, however, it will
require steadily increasing consume tion in the home market, and an
expansion of job Ol)l)ortiunities in (listributiomi and service industries.

ecA d for 8sUt(flnd consu)mpt)o
One of the major balances to be achieved in taxation is that be-

tween encouraging or hindering investment on tie one hand, or Coll-
sumption on the other. As a premise to tie comments that follow, an
opinon will be expressed that, at the present stage of economic devel-
()l)lell ald international altl'airs, it should be a-f-prime consideration
in lresent tax policy to maintain alld enourage Consuiiption.lhis does liot, ililV by any miieans that invetment should be dis-
couraigetl. A suistainil level of investment is e,;senltial to aln expanding
ecoloiv. It is through suh1 investnient that, illeleases in produetionl,
ind ill iroullctivitY, aure achieved alnd it is oil such ilicreases that a,
risili standard of living ill this country lis ieen coli4Irutled. Such
illreases' however. iiiust lie accolnl)l/e by all expailsion of the do-
iiiestic iii'ket for Clonslmipt ion jpro(lt s.

'The postwar ecoloiny has been clracteerized by the following
trends:

1. business investment, as nieasure(d bv outlays for plant and equip-
niellf, has been at high levels during tile entire postwar period, and
suftered only a m1olerate declile during tile last recession il business
nietivitv. Etilnmates of current investieiiiit al( i.vestient prospects
aire favorable.

2. ('o isumer investmieni, ilchltling oitlays for aitos., other duriilile
goods, ant( liew housing, ills shown atn even more sustained advance.

3. Consumption expenditures, measured 1by consider spentling for
nionldurabile goods ind services, have showni somewhat ,ilaller fluetua-

lions, lund provide( all extremely iliortant stabilizing inthience dur-
ing the recent business recession. )espite this favorable showing for
consumer exlenlituires for nondurable goods, however, we find iailny
of tile industries siilivlying these needs operating at a level well llelow
rated capacity. Consoles' goods, with the exception of a few durlt
Lrootl., 'eli at tile moment to bie more ill nee( of all expalllding market
lhimm they do of ad(le(l incentives foi new investment to lilait and
equipment.

,im tabulation on the following page has a bearing on these points.
Cho;rr.i in taxation

Any tax. obviously, will lave to be pai tilt imately by the consumer.
Tho tax on corporations is reflectetl in prices of goods iwoduced. The
tax on individual income withdraws a correspon(ling amount of in-
colic from colnslliller exlenditu'es. A sales or excise tax has the ef-
feet of increasing costs to the consumer. Nevertheless, Although both
income all(l excie till(1 sales taxes are taxes that temided to limit coln-
siuption, there is a substantial difference ill their effects.

I FEDERAL TAX POLICY FOR ECONOMIC GROWTH AND STABILITY 595
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Busicee intenlenf, consumer investment, and consumption ependilturea'
[I billions of dollars)

Consumer spending for- llu~lneis
.. ...... ~.1-ispnding for

now plantlDipahlo Nondurable and eup

goods gxxl, Services Ileit

1st quaar W11I 111.1 M.3 23 7
2d quarter........ .... . 26 0 109 I 9.3 2S. %
3d quarter............. 26 2 110.5 70 7 26 5
4th quarter_ 25 8 113.5 72 2 26 f;

1952:
Ist quarter ............ ..... .. 2 6 2 73.6 27.1
2d quarter .................. 26 8 114 U) 74.9 26 ,1
3d quarter ....... ........ . 25 2 116 8 78, 3 25 7
4th quarter ................. 29 0 118 2 7.0 2, 7

193:
Ist quarter. . . ........... 31 2 114.7 70 6 27.8
2d quarter...... . ..... . 6 iI9 7 SI. I 2. I
3d quarter........ 30 5 11R.9 82.7 2S 8
4th quarter ............... .......... .. . .0 11.6 8 .53

1954:
Ist quarter ...... ........ . 2.3 119.2 84.7 27.1
2d quarter. ..... .......... ... . 29 0 1 4 ., 7 241 9
3d quarter.......... ... .... 2.3 4 121.5 S.0 01; s
4th quarter.................... 30 4 122 5 S4. 1 26 2

195:
Ist quarter.................. 34 4 122 4 89.0 2.2
2d quarter.... .... ........ 35 1 125. 3 1 90 2 27. 2
3d quarter................ . 2 )
4th quarter.... ...................................................... 7

I Quarterly figures, &,,onally adjusted. annual rates.

I EstImate.

The personall income tax is felt openly by everyone to whoml it
applies. Excise taxes on the other hand are concealed. In personal
income taxes, the idea of p)rogressive taxation, with heavier levies
on high income brackets and lighter levies on low brackets, is an
accepte(l principle. In excise taxes, the problemm of progressiveness is
less easily solved. If excise taxes are to be progressive, it is nec-
essary to distinguish between necessities and nonnecessities. This
might be attempted by differentiating between the products to which
an excise tax is applied, exempting some or allowing differential rates
depending on the product: or it might involve a distinction by price
line, rating products sold below a certain price as necessary ' nd es-
sential andthose sold at a higher price as being less essential. Such
distinctions, however, are difficult. It is the writer's belief-

1. That income taxes are more desirable than excise taxes, in
the sense that their effects can be more easily appraised and that
a progressive principle of taxation is easier to apply on a prac-
tical basis; and

2. That to the extent to which excise taxes are used they should
be selective, with rates on individual commodities subject to much
more careful study and consideration than they have been in the
past. The present t excise tax structure originated, in the main,
as an emergency action, and should be thoroughly overhauled.

In the debate between the relative desirability of personal income
taxes as against excise taxes, there is the added factor that the income-
tax law can easily be adapted to take care of special situations. Per-
sonal exemptions allow for a varying number of children in the tax-
payer's family. Deductions for medical expenses help the taxpayer
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meet unusual demands of this sort. No such special treatment is
possible under an excise-tax structure.

It is sometimes argued that the United States obtains less revenue
from excise taxes, relatively, than any other country in the world.
This is usually presented as a point in favor of reduced income taxes
and a broader excise-tax base. It could be just as easily argued, how-
ever, that other countries all of which have lower living standards
than the United States, should reduce their excise tax structure and
follow the pattern of the United States in depending more on pro-
gressive income taxes, and less on excise and sales taxes. Moreover,
in niany of these other countries, it has been necessary to limit con-
sumption in the domestic market. lhis is exactly contrary to the ob-
jective in the United States, which is to maintain and expand both
the productive and distributive phases of the economy.
Coti modify taxation should aioid pyramidinig

Excise taxes represent a tax oi consumption and distributionn. To
the extent to which excise taxes are to be used at all, they should be ap-
plied as closely as possible to the point of ultimate sa le. Otherwise
every successive processor will, in his purchases of raw materials, semi-
tinish led products, and finished items, be buying a tax as well as the
commodity. Both direct and indirect costs, such as insurance, inven-
tory reserves, etc., will be increased and will tend to pyramid .

Ie must remember that marketing and distribution today substanl-
tially outweigh production, in terms of employment, and( that market-
ing and (istribution costs are greater, for most products, than produc-
tion costs. Even in 1929, tile first year in which a Government agency
studIied distribution as a segment of the national economy, nearly
.59 percent of the combined cost of producing and(l distributing coi-

modities were costs of marketing. To place a hidden tax on con-
sumnption. particularly a tax that would pyramid distribution costs,
can hardly serve the'purpose of an expanding home market.

CASE STUDY OF TIlE 20 IFr('FN-r C.AErTTAX

This tax is typical of "emergency" taxes, which may have a de-
fensible purpose at the tinie when 'they are applied, but which are
allowed to remain on the statute books indefinitely without further
study or consideration of their effects. It has this much in common
with other "eniergency" taxes, but its effects have been unique in
their impact on a culturally important occupational group-mu-
siciails:

1. Since 1943, the last year in which this tax rate was 5 percent, the
man-hours of emplominnt available to musicians in establishments
subject to this tax hal'e declined in excess of 50 percent.

2. These job losses for musicians in places subject to the 20-percent
cabaret tax exceeded all other job losses since I929, including those
which were the result of technological change.

3. These establishments subject to the 20-percent cabaret tax today
provide almost as many man-days of employment as all other sources
of employment combined.

4. Under existing interpretation and administration of this 20-
l)ercent cabaret tax, the loss of employment for musicians in these
establishments is being accelerated.
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Others besides musicians have been alreced by this tax-ftho pro-
prietors of tliese establislments; entertainers; waiters, wuif resses, and
other types of service or kitchen help. '1he economlie hardship im-
po,,etl on musicians, however, is lnagilied if) importlanve by tlie posi-
tion of imusiiaus in the Nation's cultural life.

Music is a major eleuti of thO Nutinn's cultmral life, id to have
lIII'.ie we llulSt inlive 1111uicvialls. To have lhl' 11111sic, wVe must have
tihe liiuhiauns. Anld to hae tine liu;icia ls, we Imust have evollo111ic
Condit iols 1under whlielh 111sivialls of Ifll kilills I% ill be able 11) sIIIpo,

themselves and their fami lies at the lnetivity for which lhey are trained
and talented.

The musicial hohls le Same rehiation to the Nation's cultural health
-is teie farmer holds to liet Nuit iou's evmulic health. Wiwin the farmer
%as depressed by economic chnes, Ihe Salion, th roigh the ,Fe ial
ovnernue1t, gave him help, and,, till does. But in n period during

wh idi the i u.icia i has been delpesed hw !ecdhiolgicaN cluni'es, hIls
ecoiioiluie positio;i has lueen furtlier imuiail d h y t his 20-erceiit tax
oil numsic, dancillg, and ell(ertainnielt.

()ur sylnli hIiY orclTlestras hai survived, and evell growl, despite
a constant and larrowing ,horlge of fi uuds, But the will Iot be
able to survive a shortage of musicians having lhe highest degrees
of skill, which they are already hegi nninur to eucolmulter. Andi as lie
economic olilortunity for 1musicians of alT kinds d(I indes, t his short-
age will become greater.We were able to understand 30 years ago tiat anl economic depres-
Sion on the farls Niould 06ring on anl economic depression for tlhe
Nation. We should he able to understand l now that an ecolloliic
depression among mus.,icians will lead to a cult ural depression for tlhe
NatI ion.

FCONOM ic, sIi DY O1' IMPACl' OF 20-'IITNT CAIIAIIEr TAX

''le conclusions expressed ill lie previous sect ion, aInd the fillther
Conclusions and documeltation preStelled in following sections, are
based ol extousive fieldwork condueed by Researcl ('oipanv of
America, and all ecoloic analysis by tile writer and his associate,
)r. Robert C. Shook.

A pilot study in live cities, Boston, Detroit, Denver, Minneal olis,
and Memphis, was tllnanced by the Am1erican Federation of Musicianis.
()in the basis of this study, 'it was believed by tht research agencies
that a more extensive survey would suprt the conclusions:

I. That establishmelts subject to this 20-percent cabaret, tax
are more important Sources of emlploylent for musicians, anld
that job loss in these establishenls since 1943 had beeui much
heavier than has been recognized,-

2. That elimination of the 20-percent cabaret tax would lead to
a very substantial increase in employment of musicians, enter
tainers, waiters, waitresses, and other service and kitchen help;
and

3. That lo.s of tax revenue to the Treasury through elimination
of this tax would be offset by increased income-tax payments.

It was therefore recommendedI by the research agencies that the
pilot study be extended on a nationwide basis, and that the analysis
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id e. iliates lased on this extended investigation be submitted to
the ap propriate congressional comnittees for theirconsidert ion.

This extended investigation involved:
A. F1,711.orle in 33 cifles

I eluding tile live cities listed above, these cities are-
Ationatil (iilv-stoix New York
Baltimore I (lhullpoll 011]I|If
]lor'stoli Los Ajlgeles Phoenix
hi ffall loI llile ]PittsburghC'hlgo lehisi P'ortlanld

t 'he phlld PIIIJJrov idllen11 Dhl vllumu mui. Louis

lDeiier MIlNlllip.lllg San Franclsco
I es ,Mtilles N-wark Heattlo
I) roll New I in'elr Tulsia
Fort Worth New t rlelo;i VasIIngton, 1). C.

'Ti fieluwork involved 1001 1l, rsomil interviews with proprietors
ol c, aidhll ll-lit " wliich are subject to tie 20-percent ctabalret tax, or
which had 1(eell sulije't. to tie liax solnietillie ill lie iinte'val bet ween
1911 1id 1.1511, illjisive. Thes int erview\vs requir(I 3,5(.)0 hours of
iliteive'wer' Hl e 1ande1(1 15,000 Imiles of travel.

Of Ille est lidislelits subject to Ilie tax ill 19,54, 15;0 reported fully
oil tile alloillit of (lbaret tiux id, ad1(1 oll their enlployilrent. of musi-
('ill. 'Ittal t ! lri, , IiiXplJVielit s rep sorted Iby these establishnelits
ammiulied to $1,((8,.I, or ,3.3 percent of tile total tax collected in
Il ( 't 1(11iii l'iiited StateS ill that, year.

All auddit ional 227 establislihiieints reported fully on their enploy-
iltlit of illlsiviall ill i154, but would ntot dliselose their individual
cai)aret, taXJpay'liel IIS. Tliere is, however, t close relationship between
the iilai-(lays )er year during which musicians are employed, and tile
allloll, of tle eul) t et, taXpJtavllueit. ()11 the basis of tIis reltiojishi
il iq est ilnlited that these adtll iollal establishments paid approximate y
.3,3:,(57,t ill eaiaret, tax ill 1954, or 8.6 percent of the total cabaret
tax collected in that year.
I.1. cmploylmnt and earng.q, questionna;m to inhivida? ?izu.icians

This mailing consisted of 23,289 questionnaires, of which 3,547 were
retlirned, the rate of response being 15.2 percent.
C. A ,iustwnIaure to '11mberhii of the licensed beverage a.mociation

This questionnaire related to the tax and employment position of
tle Inien ir establishments of this association. It involve(/a mailing
of 30,510, from which 3,825 returns were received, a response of 12.5
percent.
P. A qu4i;onnare to the sccretaic. of local A. F. of V. unions

This questionnaire related to tile current employment of the local
menbership, distinguishing between establishments subject to the
20-percent tax and other establishiments, as well as other occupations.
Resl)onses were received from 83 local unions, havili a total mem-
bership of 105,648 musicians, or 41.2 percent of tile nat ini
membership.

Most of the actual estimates made here and elsewhere are based on
the fieldwork described in A, above, on the information obtained by
trained interviewers, working under the direction of qualified su)er-

73834-54--39
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visors. Much of the information obtained from the mail question-
naires described in B to D above, however, served to confirm and sup-
port these estimates, and to provide additional valuable information
on many aspects of cabaret-tax policies; on the adjustments the estab-
lishments subject to this tax have made, and are still making; and
on the position of musicians and other employees in such
establishments.

I)ISTIIIBUTION OF TAXPAYIN(I EST.BIITI5IMENT5 Y SlZE (OF TAXP,\YMEN'r

No information is available from official sources about the distri-
bution by size of cabaret taxpayments, or even al)out the number of
establishments that paid the cabaret tax in 1954. Such a distribution,
however, is very valuable in any analysis of the impact of this tax, or
of what the eftect will be on payments to the Treasury if this tax is
eliminated. In the course of thislpresent fieldwork and analysis. there.
fore, it wias necessary for us to construct such a distribution. hIis is
shown on the following page.

This distribution is based on information collected in the fieldwork
and from supervisors relating to taxpayments and estimated size of
sample for establishments of different size. Confidence in its general
reliability is strengthened by the fact that:

(1) Estimates of the employment of musicians, in which this dis-
tribution is used, are consistent with similar estimates derived from
two other sources:

(a) reports from individual musicians; and
(b) reports from local unions.

TABLE l.-Estimated distribution of cabaret tax payments, by sike of paynfnt,193.f

Establishlmenti Cab ot-ta, tp, lynt, tg(it) thoti.

I smidq of do!itrs-l
Site of payment

Number 'e ntvt (tlrnui me Anotlit Iereent Curnulative

*|) (2) (3) (4) (.'. (d (1

UId'lr $1,00............... 9,710 ('.3 3 9.3 3 3, ) 10i0 10 0
$1.000 to $1 4CA ----------...... 2,283 11 8 7N 1 2,.2 C 8 I1,19$1,,00 t," o W .. .. . 1,173 7 9 K5 7 2,161 5.6 22
2,500 to $4,999 ................ W ' 5 91.2 3, 0i 7.8 i. 2$5.0 to $9,999 ............. 679 4.4 94 6 I,39 I 1 6 1 8

$10,000 to $14,99 ... ....... 1 N.tL 97 2 2.1M 7.4 492
$5,000 to S OW... ..... 269 1 I 6 8 7 4,1 1 (9 04 4
$2,000 to S49,999 ............ 13 .9 99 6 4,IM2 11 7 N 3$50,M00andover .. ...... ..... 2 1000

TotAl ............. .. 16.4731 100-01 .............. 3iA,962 100.0.......

(2) When weighting factors derived from this distribution are
applied to a sampling of establishments subject to the 20-percent
cabaret tax on both 1946 and 1954, the indicated decline in taxable
time in these establishments, combined with previously reported in-
formation about hotels, provides a consistent explanation of the loss
in cabaret tax revenue between 1946 (when revenue was $71.6 million)
and 1954 (when revenue was $19.0 million).
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EFFECTr (F C\AIIE1T" TAX RIiPE.AL OF TAX REVENUE

It was possible to obtain from 358 establishments a statement of the
amount of their current cabaret taxpayments, and a careful estimate
of the amount by which their income taxpayments will be increased if
the 20 percent cabaret tax is eliminated. lhese establishments paid it
total cabaret tax of $5.3 million, or 13.6 percent of the 1954 collections.
A comparison of these amounts is shown on the following page.

TABLII .- Comparlson of cabaret taxr paymnents and estimated increase in
hicome-taz payments if cabaret ta. is eliminated

Site of cabaret tax I Kiyulent
Number of

;tablish.
2lls

Estimated
Cabaret tax increase In
(tholents Rnaolnts ottio (4)/(3)

of dollars) 41,tousands
of dollars)

(3) (4) (5)

I ndeor M 000 .................................. 82 42 4 87. 5 2.08
$iI00to $1,499 ............................. 3b 44 7 0.9 1.58
$1,,W Ito $2,499 ................... ........... 32 61 8 88 6 1.43
$2,1,00to SC. .......................... 57 200.0~ 245. 4 1.13
V,000 to $9,9 .............................. .2 3485 273 9 .79
$i0,JOM to $14,. . .............................. 22 2M. 7 3006 1.18
$15,0k) to $24.W9 ................................ 32 872 8 30.9 8 .42
$2,M to 49,9 .......................... 19 6594 M;. 6 .6
$5 0A d o% er ............................... 24 1093 .38

Total .................................... 358 5,344. 1 ............. ..............

When the ratios shown in column (5) of table II are applied to the
distribution shown in table I, the following results are obtained:

TAnlJX III.-Etinatd effect on Federal revenue if 20 percent cab',et tax is
repealed

Total abaret EstimatedSize of tcaharet tax payieuts tax paby. increase in
f ta sy income-tax

payments

(I) (2) (3)

Thousands of Touands (if
dollars dollars

Under $1 UcXI ............................................. 3,885 8,013
$1,000 to ..................................... 2,12 4,122
$ ,OJ to $,199 ............................................. 2,191 3. 133
$t2.50 to $1.04t ................................................ 3,03S :.4,32
$,0) 0 ,9 ............................................ 4,540 3,587
$'I.(.O00 to $14,9 ............................................ 2. 894 3,415
$15A, m to $24,999 ............ ......................... 4,043 1,698
SttlO to *43,99 .................................... 4,542 2, 544
$51,000 and o%er ............ ................................. 11,187 4,25t

Total ............ ........................... 38.962 34.185

Balance

Ihosands ofI dollars

+4,115
+1.480

+942
+394
-953
+521

-2,345
-1,998
-0,936

-4.777

l)erivatlon, Col. (2) is col. 5, table 1: col. (3) isobtained by multiplying the entries of col (2) y the corm'
spending ratios in col. (5), table 11, in col. (4), plus Indicates a gain to the Treasury and minus mtlicates a
loss.

It will be noted:
(1) That the deficit in tax collections estimated in table Ill, if the

cabaret tax is r pealed, is a gross deficit. If the cost of adininistra-
tion and collection is eliminated, the net deficit, of course, will be
Smaller;
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(2) No allowance whatsoever has been made for the increase in
personal income to niusicians, entertainers, waiters, waitresses, and
other service and kitchen help from establishments now subject to the
20-percent cabaret tax. The increase in such era)iynhent, however
would involve a substantial number of individuals, as indicatedl in a
later section, and the increase in their personal in(ome-tax )aymmIents
should be more than enough to cover the small net delicit to the'rreas-
ury if the 20-percent cabaret tax is repealed.

PRESENT E,,%iPLOY31ENT OF MUSICIANS IN 20-PERCENT PLACE

The 560 establishments reporting the size of their cabaret-tax pay-
ments and the man-days per year of employment they provide for
musicians, were arranged according to the size of their r cabaret-tax
payments. For each of these groups, man-days per dollar of tax-
payment was computed. These ratios were th~ti al)plied to the dis-
tribution of table I to obtain the estimate of preseent eml)lovment of
musicians ill the 20-percent tax establishments sh% it in the. table on
the following page:

TABLE IV.-Estinated employment of munmicibns in cstobli,,hcnts object to
the 20-percmit ti:

Mar ,n 1.1%

To (I Ialwar jt I ,lf 'rI t ll-ul
Site of cabaret tax payment ta\ Jeay'- lmnr cl 'r n'i

(2) r3) ( I)

Under $1 W-$,). Z 071 2.71A
$1,000 to $2,49, ................................................ 2,, '3

$12,500 to ................................................ 3, s 1 .21 t76
$0,00 to 14, - --9 ............................................... ') .19 2

$ ,000 to $21, .............................................. 4. 13 .07 O;'o
$25,000 to q --9-.- .............................................. 1,512 .0" 1
$t0,000 and oer - ........................................ , IS7 W W,

Ttal ................................................... &1. (Y2 .............. 6, %m

Dervnalon Col. (2) is co. (6), table Y: col (,' Ic bacd on 500 e'tnabidhte'itq re!'orl, t,? d e )'rc| 1:1
payment, of $9,(h8,390 in 1051; col. (4) ih obtained b multiplying entries Il ol. (2) by the (or'estjndlng
entries in col. (3).

PAST EMPLOYMENT OF MUSICIANS IN 20-PEVCENT PLACES

A total of 159 establishments, paying almost $1.5 million in cabaret
tax in 1954, were able to provide comparisons between employment
conditions in 1943, when the tax was only 5 percent, and in 1954, when
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the tax rate was 20 percent. This comparison is shown in the follow.
ing table:

TABLE V.-Changee in entertainment policy, 1948 to 1954, 159 eatablilhmente

1943 1954 Percent If tax
194g ' eliwhted

(1) (2) (3) (4)

Average ays rr eek... ..................... 5.,29 3.93 -2%.7 5.48
Averae hours ipr oIty (estimated) .................. ................... -21 .. .....
Averagc mnmlwr of inusicuns .......................... 5 43 -26 7 5.
loss to (o% ernnent II taxable tine ........................................ -40 6 ............
Loss to timnslctans In mian-hours ..........................- 56 5 .........Nubrofetillsmients .44.,9.....:::..]a$urto lllt q n ill a .|I otlr$ ................................... ............ --1$4t, 4r0 94cttl~ m ,n s............... ...... 5!. ..... : :.' :.:

I Of which $12,60)0 Is estimated onl the baIs of man-days.

There were another 10.5 establishments which could provide in-
formation, or ha(I a peak year in their business in the calendar years
1945-47, overlapping the 1946 period when cabaret tax collections were
at their peak. Their changes in employment policy since that time
are shown in tie following table:

TABLE VI.-Changes in entertainment policy, 19.;6 to 1954, 105 establishmente

19P47 199 Percent If tax elIm.
change hnatid

(I) (2) (3) (4)

Awr ige th) s per % ock............................ 4.45 372 -18.5 5.22
Attrar- hours per d.y "late ................ -10 0
Avt r't nurotr of t,mis .......................... 4.68 2." W -37.4 . 67
]Ass tO (io croot.tt in t\o th, i~tin l ............. ....................... -24.9..........
]o., to rouqh llt, hII oII1n.'oUr-N .................. ... ........- 53.0
Nuu .tr of ',taiihmets ........................... 1.... ...........
Cabaret tax p. meits ............................. $1,05t, 335 . ...............

In both of these tables, the shortening of average hours per day is
estilAted on the basis of information outside the samples which pro-
vided information on average days per week and average number of
musicians employed.

A comparison of these tabulations suggests that establishments
subject to the cabaret tax acted quickly when the 'ate was increased
on April 1,1DB, to 30 percent to reduce their taxable time. It sug-
gests, however, that further reductions have taken place in taxable
time since 1946.

The indicated decline in the average number of musicians employed
was greater from 1946 to 1954 than it was from 1943 to 1954. In other
words, during the early period, when establishments were making
drastic changes in the anlount of entertainment time they provided
their patrons, there was an effort to maintain the quality of music
and entertainment and the number of musicians. In the latter part
of the period, from 1946 on, this apparently became impossible and
a drastic reduction in the iumnber of musicians, and in the quality and
cost of music and entertainment, became necessary.

Tax receipts in calendar 1946 amounted to $71.6 million. The in-
dicated decline in taxable time of 25 percent would account for a
loss of $17.9 million.
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In addition to this loss, however, allowance must be niade for the
outright closing of some of tile larger and more prominent places
which, tholigh small ill nmber, were among the heavy cabaret tax-
payers. For example, the American Hotel Association testified in
1953 that 450 entertainment roonis in hotels had been closed during
the preceding 6 years. This alone would account for the remainder
of the tarloss.

Other factors that have affected total taxable receipts in these estab-
lishments have been-

(1) The consistently rising tread of prices; and
2) Variations in the amount of consumer spending in these

establishments per taxable hour, after idlowance is made for the
rising prices.

The shar) decline in the average number of musicians employed
suggests strongly that consumer spending per taxable hour between
1946 and 1954, if it increased at all, did not increase as much as the
rise in prices of food and beverages.

F[TUiTrE EMPvim oYMENT or .,Uici.Ns

Both the samples discussed in the preceding section indicate that
there will be a s iarp increase in the man-houns of employment avail-
able to musicians in establishments now subject to the 20-per'ceut
cabaret tax if this tax is repealed.

Supervisors and interviewers were warned that proprietors might
be overoptimistic about the beneficial results if the 20-pereent tax
were repealed. Every effort was made to encourage conservative awd
reasonable estimates. Even though the estimates made by the pro-

rietors themselves might naturally be inclined toward an opimistic
Cias, there are other reasons for believing that elimination of this tax
would lead to a very sharp increase in the hours of dancing and enter-
tainment, and in the average number of musicians employed.

With regard to hours, establishments ip both samples in(lieated 0: tr
they would like to increase hours back to or even somewhat above ear-
lier levels. It is believable that there would be a very rapid and sub-
stantial ex pangion in the number of hours. Proprietor.s of these estab-
lishments have an investment in entertainment facilities, and a great
limitation on the use of these facilities for entertainment purposes has
occurred during the period when the cabaret tax was at the high rate
of 20 percent. A lengthening of hmonr would represent no more thaii
a natural attempt, to obtain a bigger return on their investmeent in
these facilities.

In indicating that there would be a substantial increase in the aver-
age number of musicians employed, as well as in the hours of enter-
tainment and dancing, these pr)prietors merely expressed in figure,
what they stated in words many times to interviewers-that the ,de-
crease in the number of musicians represents a financial necessity and
that it had created a vicious circle of declining business.

EMPLOYMENT IPROSPI("TS FOR OTHER WIYES OF E MPI.OYEES

Establishments now subject to the 20-)ercent tax will increase their
employment of entertainers, waiters, and waitresses, and other service,
and kitchen help if the tax-is eliminated.
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'File following estimates of increased emlploynent for the -e other
types of personnel are based ol the 560 establishments that reported
both cabaret tax and employment of musicians.

Increased employment for these other types of personnel, with the
exception of entertainers, shows less of a variation (lel)endent on the
size of present cabaret-tax playents. It is more closely related to the
total volume of food and beverage business in the establishment, since
most of these establishments have reduced taxable time to a minimum.
Totals obtained from this sami)le, based on establishments paying
$( ,((;8,39O in cabaret tax were, tI erefore, enlarged proportionately in
line with total cabaret-tax payments in 1954.

'T'ABY, VII.-Estimatcd increase itn employment of n;onnusical personnel if 20
JceCnt cabaret tax: 18 repealed

Presnt Additional Percentinicre&a

EnerPtmIners (Other than ulellains) . 3.416 3.210 94
Waiters awl A ailre-es . .... ... 14.164 ft, 951 49
Kit(hen help ................. ......................... . 8284 3,43 42
Serrice hell) ........................ N 169 2,863 55
Others ............................................................. 3.621 1,20 63

'rotal ....................................................... 34. CM 18, 47





XIL CORPORATE INCOME TAXATION

'F "l' ()W, 'I'll I, (1 )ItHA'1 ) ' 1N( ,OI; TAX
ON ('()1Ul'()1 A'rU , FINA IN (

li itl:ltr A. ,.1-4-OLIT, ViilIey NatIoIal Banik, 1liaJltix, Ariz.

1At Ile I ('Oife.SS lit fite outSet thl'tI}l, with tile lilitld illfol'llatiOll
available oil Ihis suljeOt, I IilhV beell 1iiiiible to ap)1'aise or pleasure
li elleeuf of thle 4.'0)ol-i{ e ilit'lllie, tiax Oil cO~r)Or'lte Iillalleing$. I doubt

I u:t 1 li 4'-:1'n he donle Vil lloill exfelt,4ive resear ch ell(oill)sli ng many
different illdlist 'es alld rel)resetilatlive, case histories i hirouigiout the
iOllit Iy.

MalNV of Its are faniliar wilh inldivihlal instances fioll which cer-
{llil| co'llllsiollns can be, (dr'awil, 1ill lit aggregate o1 Composite effect
is solething else again. therefore, I q1iall confine myself largely to
(,terilng ill t he record sollie bIackgro id material. Th en I shall &on-
Iiew, oil veil'Itill palses of the problem which I believe ale iiot subject
to ally great argullent.

iirst, let us loIk at lit, volume of corporate financling over the past
20 years as divided among bonds, )referred stocks, and Coninioli
stols. We find that the total, exclu(ling issues of investment trusts
trading and holding companies, amounted to about $100 billion, oi
which bonds rel)resented $80 billion (or 80 percent) and common
stocks just over $10 billion (of 10.6 percent). This is a startling
vOliirisoll and indIieates that there is certainly something wrong with
tle lictlire. In tile relatively favorable postw'arI 11 period, for exam-
lde, (it' Corporations have sold an average of only about $1 billion
\ o ol ii anially ill coinlnoi stocks.

Corporate srceurtic8 issued for cash

In millions of dollars)

Preferred Connon lonids Preferred Common
la stocks stocks Itcks stocks

l#i2 .. ....... $2.225% U01 $22 16$4......... . . 4., 2 $1,127 t$9l
MICA.......... . .4.,0 271 272 1 47 .......... .. 5.,M6 762 779
1.37............ 1. 6,19 4W 2M5 1914 ............. 5,973 492 614
198 .............. ,1,14 o 2,5 1914 .............. 4,891 42.5 738
1939 ............. LIN) 9w 87 1 1) ......... .... 4.940 Gi1 811
N4 ............... 2, %xt 113 109 11151 ........... .. . W10 1,14i 1,212
1941 ............... 2."i3 ) 167 110 19,2.......... 7.41 4 14 1,39
1942 ............ 916 112 .1 p473........... 7 (I1 4.hs 1.32
1943 .............. M) 124 % 19M .............. 7. M4 816 1,213
1944............. 2,6 6r 3 14--
1945.............. 4, K5 758 397 2e-ear total., 9.713 K 510

source: Securities and Exchange Commission.
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I'TO nitilge distribution of e-rp'ot scruritirs 1islivod for efish

141'$ r,f'firr,i 4 *iIllll

9314 . 7 oilMl 5$)' o1,41
K4I s + 1
71)1 1 7 4 12'3
tit 4 1 .I o

Io1 425 41') II h I 4 I

I II

lilt',
111.$)
I 1111

l$j1
104l

20 % ear tlt ti
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71)l 4 II I I , 2 I)

I I I) '.7•611 1)1 22

7I .5 It)) $2 Q
7.17$ I"7

II

ll 5 s !i i.%.i

If we go back to tlhe period of I he I '2)'s, wIhen tlhe cE-rloralte i-lcome
tax ranged h well 1) perv1lit HId 131,' )PerIctlt, Wt, flld lht', 111
record is not too different. Ili tlep It yea's from l1 WI to 13lf, il-l.
sire, Corlporate security issues totaled '.52 million, of which aIbout $t;
billion Consisted of Ibolld issues.

It is true that honod issues relpresented only 67.7 l),1"C&e1t, of the total
but there were other factors at work including much higher interest,
rates. Actually in only one year (namely, 19211) did bond issues re
resent less than iO ierelt of cOl'lorate securities olffre'd for cash.

The safest conclusion to he drawn is that taxation is only oie, of
several factors aftecting corporate financing. Other faclors, such is
depressions. wars, and money rates, may be equally or ('yell lore iln-
po1'tant nuch of the time. In other wo'ds, the rehltively s1ill dlfer-
ence in fluancing methods during recent yeaars in coulparison wit h the
period of the 19-'0s niv be 1Iore attributable to low interest rates
than to anything else.

lhe so-cahled excess lrolits tax, wleh imposed a Ceiling oil net
earningp, was, of course, a defiiitelv determinable fat-tor during Ilie
periods when it was in operation. This lulndollbtedly was resplonsiblle,
in large part. for lhe anemic condition of common stiwk financing dur-
ing the war but, in all fairness, it cannot he regarded as Ilerti.lnt to
this disuCllS-ion.

Corporate securities iss ed for cash

fin mtlliton of doillartl

1921

1924
1925
192 ..
192".
1W . . . . ..

IlondtktlR (

2.112

2 4Q7

3. W17, 40)}

371451leC.i)

7K.37

2 97i3,5 '

ferr(41 Ali :
,ll 11 oll I

.lt k, I

1'etcnt i i
Ii,)t.1 I lirevit of

tot i In

2P9 SQ 3 It 7

1,21 7'1. . i 3
71If, M7,2 2 q

1,210O 72 27 5
1. 2612 24 1

,; ,XR+ 2 61.8
IA 455 2.2: 27. 4

17. OM 61. 32.3

Suree C'ommercil A Financial C'hronleal

11)-
I11.1$

l14)"

19411
11)l1
1911
1)1

1144.

I
1

+ ,

... o.
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T 1 1iere itW ther ereiiiiiits in the eqjnation which are of vast
iiiipoi-ta ltce fil(d (s5rvi'ilig of mention, although not. perhal)s sched-
ifeud foi exiloratiol at 11iV t ime. I refer, of comnse, to the two pri -

ci.ial folrii., if ill-1t ell Ifilial icing whicl do iot, involve a coit'ributi o
41f iewv noney. le a -

{ ) lietaiiid enini igs.
) l)e ciantill ( .e rerwus.

' ret ailiedi e'i li/g , of corlriotons in reeit years have ranged
fial it it high of S:3 Iillioi ill 118 to a low of $, billion in 1951. )e-
irec (i1 car ige.- a hijie t uit lahd ille ti $13 hill ion in 19. Obvi-

"lisly, .tich huge v,-hi livellllulll iolls , these inlhtience importauntly the
III: It er Of colpol'ah fio e liail il11g.

Ain ther factor of' glowing. imporlance is the issuance of term loauis
1, Iba ks 1uual i n~uira lce coinp anies to I minie,s enterprises. Made for

!i' ,., wliehl 111a.y run am hi as , or I0 ,VellrIs, Sel loans often
olbvial r the ieess l \ for al ual ,e-iuit ivs issues, eilt her bonds or stocks.
'I hey al.so, as a general rle, provide itiore flexibility aItId less redtape
I 1l1 ,ecirity flotation,.

1ctici't (m nhipis anid let' cifttlioi Charqca of Coriorations

[in millions of iollarq)

lR( tlil, l ' Clwh ii 1(m Rltained 19elpreclailion

5.1,i o 6 (i i ..... ... $12. 10 $8. 100
1141.. 7,7s 4. tOf 111 ..... 9, fi() U. 4M

1147 1 i 7.x) .. . In, 701Ilil|, I I(N '., 11 9 .. . : hiS,.-. 7. i ] 10, 7r0
11111 1., IX:. .- 7, 741J iM WKi

14,). ., , 7.440 1"# .. 7,(K / 13,400

Kuolirce I S I S Dpiurim nt'i of NColnrce.

Two Sm c SuuEsnoIns

Regarldhe.,s of u hat general counlu.,ions are readied at tiese hear-
iligs, there are two matters which I feel should have tie inmillediate
attention of the ('omress. They are:

1. Tax relief for small businesses. which everyone is in favor of
but, whielh 11o one (toes anything about.

.. The menace of tax-exempt orgaizations, including Coopera-
tives, lllI 1ab,,soeiat ions, educational and charitable foundations,
and pension funds.

From tine immemorial it has been quite generally agreed that
,-Iail-bsiness organizations, especially struggling new ones, should
be given a type of tax treatment that void pernlit them to get some
fat on their'bones so that the first ill wind that comes along does not
blow them away. This is relatively noncontroversial. Boti political
parties are in favor of it, labor is it favor of it, and, needless to y,
Iusiness is in favor of it. The mortality rate of small businesses Is
fantastic and tragic.

ft. would seem to tie a fairly simple matter to provide a graduated
ciale of taxation for small businesses that wouh(I accomplish the de-

sired purpose without much loss in revenue. There would probably
be no loss of revenue if we take into account the greater stability of
employment and business activity that would result.
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The following is a simple and logical way of taxing small bii-i-
nesses. I Sulpose the chief objection to it will be that it is simlde
and easily understood.
Graduated scale of corporate income taxation:

10 percent on first $25,000 if net Income.
20 percent on second $25,M4X) of net |inome.
30 pereent on third $25,000 of net Ineone.
40 percent on fourth $25,00 of net ineomne.
A4) percent on all net income aboe $100,000.

I have used a tax rate of 50 percent on net incomlp ahove 1lt't)(hl
just as a round figure and pi'rhaps on the sulbconu.wious theory that
the least Cong'ess can do is to reduce the corporate tax rate from
52 percent to 50 percent. This would be easier to calculate and would
have the psychological advantage of putting is on a 50-50 basis with
the Government as far as earnings are concerned.

Regarding tax-exempt organizations, this is a colo",1tw which will
ultimately destroy our private enterprise economy. It is something
that must be faced immediately while there is'yet time to (10 so
politically. When corporate tax rates were low, 'eflicient businesses
could offset the disadvantage but, with a tax rate of 50 l)ercent or
above, even inefficient and incompetent organizations can operate to
the detriment of fully taxed organizations.

There is no justification whatsoever for tax favoritism of the kind
that now exists. Pension funds, as well as educational and chari-
table foundations, are favored enough as it is when the money is
funneled into them in the first place. They do not need any further
advantage or incentive. They are alrea(1y getting too big for the
good of the general economy.

We must stop looking at this situation as a sacred cow. Even
educational and charitable foundations have no right to operate tax
free when they engage in business competition with enterprises that
are taxed. I see no point in mincing words about it. It is becoming
a scandalous racket.

Personally, I believe that, so long as we have an income tax, all
income should be taxed.

TILE PLACE OF TAX LOSS POSITIONS IN CORPORATE

ACQUISITIONS

TUoMAs N. TARLEAU, Wlikle, Owen, Farr, Gallagher & Walton, New York City

ScoPE

My purpose is to describe some of the law affecting transfers between
taxpayers of net operating loss carryovers, with particular reference
to those aspects which affect business decision about mergers and
other corporate acquisitions. While I have seen no economic or sta-
tistical studies in point, I have concluded, both from my view of the
law and my own experience, that tax losses, transferred or otherwise,
play a negligible part in the merger movement as a whole. Finally,
I have briefly suggested reforming the policy of the law on loss trans-
fers. I have not, however, attempted to explore the tendency of my
proposal for or against economic concentration. The reason is, of
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course, that I believe the tax law is properly concerned only with
making each taxpayer's contribution to tbe tax base correspond with
tile economiC rellis of what lie does. Our antitrust policy belongs
elsewhere.

TilE STATUTORY PRovIsIoNs

'hell( basic provision for the net operating loss deduction is section
172 of the Internal Revenue Code of 19.54. It allows a corporation
which has a net, operating loss in any year to carr'i, back that loss
against the taxable income of each of tile 2 taxable'years preceding
the year of the loss and to carry the loss over to eacl of the 5 years
after' thie year of the loss. Before the Revenue Act of 1932, a 2-year
carryover: of losses had been allowed. In tle Revenue Act of 1932
the carryover was reduced to 1 year, and in the National Industrial
Recovery Act the provision N as elimillated. The 1939 revenue bill
restordhe 2-year carryover. The Ways anId Means ConInittee then
:t ated in coeect ion with the NTlA amendments.

As a result of the eliminalhlo of this carryover, a Iusneshs with alternating
lrlit and loss is required to pay higher taxes over a pirind of years thiant a busi.
iess with stable profits, although ti average income of the two firms is equal.
New enterprises and the capital-goods industries are especially subject to wide
fluetuations in earnings. it is, therefore, heileved that the allowance of a net
operating business loss carryover will greatly aid business and stimulate new
enterprises.1

Sect ion 153 of the 1942 bill allowed the 2-year carryback for the first
time. Sullequent act, have expanded thle provisiom to the present
8-year overall averaging period.
, (tion 069: T'/e in eat te.xt

Just 4 year, after the reintroduction of net operating loss carry-
0e ers, Collgress first expressed a polivy against t ransfers of loss carry-
ov'ers and other tax att rilmtes in section 2('9,.2 It del)rives transferees
of the benefit of a beneficial tax attribute where the acquisition of
(rol-liorate stock or llroJ)erty witih which it was colimected was primarily
motivated by a desire to get the carl'over or oClrer -enefit.

1h1en considering the desirability" of restrictions on operating loss
c'arryov'ers, it is well to be reminlded of the original context of section
269. It was related ill 1913 18 hen tile n04t significant transferable
Corporate tax attrilmlte, from tihe point of view of revenue, was tile
c.-s- proht.s-tax credit. 't'liat w\as a (levice for etablisting wlat

palrt oa Corploat ion's current profits were attributable to war. It is
di flerent from tile net hobs carryover which is intended to permit
recoulpment of past losses. The reasons for limiting wartime tranls-
fers of such credits are therefore not iieces:,arily applicable to the
loss carryover.

Section 269 has not worked well. The courts have been reluctant
to find the prohibited motivation in the cases which the Government
has brought before them. The 1)roblem of enforcement is common
to most legislation which makes tax consequences turn upon subjec-
tive intention. With section 269, the judges had not only to probe
states of mind, but also to select dominant motives from the several
purposes which generally lie behind tile acquisitions covered by tie

C. B. 1939-2,510.
'See. 129, I. R. C. 1939.
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section. In case after case the courts found enough legitimate business
purpose to set aside the application of section 269.1 Moreover, the
scope of section 269 has never been entirely clear because of the
outstanding question as to whether it could leprive a contiming,
corporate entity of its own tax attributes.'

It is true, of course, that section 269 has had it certain effect, in
terrorem. Despite its technical faults and erratic operation. it did
stand as a warning that carryoveris were not freely transferable. But
it is also true that when section 26i9 was substantiadly the only liniita-
tion on transfers of tax attributes, many ac(luisitiois took place in
which tile transfer of a tax position was a significant feature.
19654 code limitatio

The 1954 code is intended to provide some of the certainty which
section 269 lacked in the specific limitations on transfers of ca'rovers
of section 382. The draftsmen also attempted to shore ill) section 269
itself with an amendment which does not merit close analysis
at this moment. Subsection 269 (c) I)resiines the existence of'the
condensed intention which will often operate in precisely those cases
where such intention is not present, and I think tie edurts will be
forced to ignore it.

It is difficult to provide a concise statement of the present, law
regarding transfers of tax loss carryovers. 'he uncertainties of the
1)IT-1954 aw have been carried into ihe new code. Moreover. we now
1ave a complex set of new provisions with ambiguities of their own.
The following, therefore, must be understood as merely an outline
of an intricate set of rules which is likely to plague is for years
to come:

(a) Section 381 of the 1954 code liberalized the former law by
providing that loss carryovers pass to successor corporations in tax-
free reorganizations. Before, if a corporation with a tax loss disap-
peared in a merger, the carr'over frequently disappeared as well,
depending upon the form of the reorganizatioii.

(b) The liberality of section :881 is restricted by section 3,;2 (b).
If the stockl~dders of the loss corporation own, after- a reorganization,
less than a 20-percent interest in the corporation which is to use tile
carryover, the carryover will be disallowed in whole or in part,
depending upon the ratio of their interest to 20 percent.

(e) Where stock of a corporation changes hands through i)urchlaso
to tile extent of 50-percentage points of the total flmouiit outstanding,
that corporations carryover will be disallowed in full unl ess the cor-
poration conducted sonie bmsiness prior to the purchase and continues
to carry it on for up to 2 years thereafter.

(d) The relationship of the intent test in section 269 to the fore-
poing is not altogether clear. Upon the ordinary rules of statutory
interpretation, it would seem that the limitations found in section 382
preempt the field in the case of sto(-k purchases or reorganizations to
which they are applicable. The committee reports suggest a differ-
ent view: That the application of section 269 is foreclosed in stock
purchases or reorganizations only where the invocation of section 382
results in the disallowance of some or all of a tax loss carryover."

3 See e. s., WA(AE, 19 T. C. 249; Berland', 16 T. C. 182.
'See Alp) o a Wath, 11 T. C. 240.
s"ee New Colonial tee Co. v. itelrcring, 292 U. S. 435.

*8. Rept. No. 1622, 83d Cong., 2d sess., p. 284.
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A third possibility, which is hard to justify under the committee
report, is that sect ion 2(9 operates concurrentfy with section 382.

In considering whether a loss carryover can or cannot be transferred
in a particular tranaction, we are faced with a bewildering pattern
of interwoven rules. The taxpayer must be concerned with how his
motives will be characte'ized and the extent to which lie must carry
on the enterprise acquired or be able to show a business purpose for
the acquisition. Depending upon which of several statutory provi-
sions allects tho carryover, the penalties vary. Sometimes the carry-
over is struck down automatically, in toto (sec. 382 (a)) ; sometimes
a specific percentage is disallowed (see. 382 (b) ), and under section
269 (c) the Commissioner is authorized to dispose of the carryover
in whole or in part on an equitable basis. Finally, for the purpose
of applying these various tests and penalties, the code deals wit h at
least four different degrees of change of interest.
Four kinds of tran. fers8

As noted above, section 381 allows a transfer of carryovers between
corporations Iherely upon satisfying the requirements with respect to
tax-free corporate acquisitions. The subjective intent test of section
'269, however, applies to acquisitions of corporate stock or property
which result in a shift of "control." For this purpose "control" is
defined as the ownership of 50 percent of the voting stock or 50 percent
of the value of the stock of a corporation. It is apparent that under
section 2619 a condemned transfer may occur where a very small shift
in ownership occurs as a result of a purchase or reorganization, pro-
vided that the new people move across the 50-percent mark. A trans-
fer for the purpose of section :82 (a) occurs only where a stock pur-
Chase actually involves 50 full percentage points of the outstanding
stock of the loss corporation. Finally, in section 382 (b), which limits
the transfer of carryovers in reorganization, the critical point is the
retention by owners of the loss corporation of 20 percent interest in tile

operation which acquires the carryover. Thus, in the case of stock
purchase. the carryover can survive at sale of 100 percent of the stock;
in a merger if the stockholders of tile loss corporation terminate their
interest, the whole carryover disappears automatically.
('ontinity of business test

The discrepancy in the continuity of interest rule between lrchases
under section 382 (a) and reorgan izations under section 382 (b) is
made more apparent when one considers that in both types of acquisi-
tions some continuity of the loss corporation's business is required.
Il a merger. it is iunlikely that tile business purpose requirement
underlying reorganizations couhl be satisfied if the acquiring con-
pany entered into the transaction with a plan of abandoning or dis-
posing of the business acquire(. It is true that the two business con-
tinuation rules are not perfectly congruent. The express formula of
section 382 (a) may apparently be satisfied by continuing the business
after purchase for as short a period as a year and a day, and in no
event imist it l)e continued for more than 2 calendar years.'8  A require-

Slandard Rrallatfon. 10 T. C. 708.
S Under see. 392 (ai) the business of the pvrchasmd corporation need only he continued

ifurhin the ifaable year ending after the date of purchase of stock, and the next taxable
year thereafter.
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ment that no plan to abandon the business be adopted within the
"freeze" period has been omitted. On the other hand, the business
purpose requirement affecting the validity of a reorganization might
not be satisfied if a plan to abandon the acquired business was part of
the plan of reorganization, even if actual abandonment were deferred
for more than the 2-taxable-year period set forth with respect to pur-
chases under section 382 (a). A reorganization would not be invali-
dated if part of the acquired business were discontinued, as long as
somie substantial operation survived. The purchase rule is more rigor-
ois on this point. It would seem that substantially all the business
acquired must be carried onl after the stock purchase during the stated
period. The differences inl respect to continuity, of activity tend to
balance out, leaving no very good reason for a different continuity of
stockholder interest rule.
Stock for 8tock reorganizations

The transferability of a loss carryover is subject to still another
set of rules if, instead of merging the loss corporation into a profitable
company, or purchasing its stock, it is acquired as a subsidiary by a
tax-free exchange of its stock for that of another corporation. In
such case, the subsidiary's carryover is not subject to the 20 percent
continuing interest rule of section 382. The former stockholders of
the loss company may have a much smaller interest in the acquiring
company without imperiling the carryover. Of course, the acquisi-
tion is subject to the motivation test of section 269. But this can prob-
ably be satisfied if the business purpose for the transaction qualifies
the reorganization as tax-free in the first place. The actual results in
these cases may well conform to the policy of sections 381 and 382,
but that will be coincidental.

The most obvious fault of this entire group of restrictions is that
the effect of the statute is unpredicatable. Tlis is partly due to the
complexity and ambiguity of the relationships of several provisions
themselves, and partly due to the nature of the tests applied, since to
a great extent the survival of the carryover will depend on characteri-
zation of subjective intentions and purposes.

Secondly, itis apparent that differences in the form of acquisitions
which are economically insubstantial can profoundly atlect thle trails.
fer of a carryover. 'he reason is, of course, that the restrictions are
not founded on one clear policy. The philosophy of the statute is
divided: The restrictive provisions stigmatize as abuses the very trans-
fers which the basic l)rovisions, sections 172 and 381, recognize, ex-
pressly or iipliedly, to be normal dealings with the carryover and
consistent with its purposes.
Stock sellouts and mer1feri: 17hat can be done

Despite the rigor and uncertainty of the limitations oii transfers
of carryovers, there are important sihutions in which the availability
of a carryover may influence or facilitate corporate expansion.

The first is the sale of stock of a loss corporation where the buyers
are willing to carry on its business for at least the period provided in
section 382. (It is well to emphasize the seriousness of this condition.
The continuation of a losing operation will certainly be unattractive
to many buyers.) It is clear that the buyers may add whatever busi-
ness they like to the acquired operation in order to utilize the loss
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without thereby jeopardizing its dedetibility.0 It is this last feature
which is particularly pertinent to the question of corporate expansion.
Tie loss corjrai t loll is temporarily it tax-exellpt organization. The
tax exemption may provide a source of funds to pay for the acquisi-
tion of prolitable'business. lho situation is exem;lified by the fol-
lowing item which appeared in the Wall Street Journal for May 19,
1953:

Chesapeake Industries, Inc., with nine diversified subsidiaries, has a large
tax 11tl11,rila hidi- W. '. MateMllln, Jr., president, displayed for it group of
security analysts yesterday.

Mr. MacMillan said the company's tax carryovers of losses in the past years
add up to neurly %;s million, good through 11155, ald added, "We're gilig to use
the entire $8 million." Ile stated Chesapeake purchased Vandewater Paper
yesterday, Jobber of quality paper located in New York, and asserted "we're still
looking for other sellers to bring under the unubrelht."

Ile v\'lontied lith 'ol comany's habit was to offer the seller 2 years prospective
pre-tax earnings on ihlch they would have to pay onl capital gains.

It nltist be borne ill milld that a transferred tax loss is only a special
instance of that kind of expansion. The general case is that in which

" loss corporation, witllo1 Itlidel'goill a hltatllge ill owier.'lip, goes
out to b1y new sources of income. In the latter ease, there is, however,
no requirement of the continuation of any business conducted before
the acquisition program.

A. secolnd imporit ant type of corporate ac(uisition in which Car'y-
overs May figure is merger. Ilt these Cases the code requires that the
stockholders of the loss corporation retain an interest in the acquiring
colmny which is to 1.W tite carryy'oer whichl amounts to at least 2)
percent of the value of common stock of the surviving company. In
11any cases, of course, a continuing interest of that size will not

satisfy the busine.-s requirements of the transaction.
AI)parently the recent lnerger between the Aliericallnl Woolen Co.

and I ext roll i Ittol% ed so1e of t lese considerat io1s.10 Regarding that
I atisaetion, the Wall Street ,Journal reported on January 7, 1955:

The bulk.3, 88-page statement [proxy] also disclosed that the new firm, to be
known as Textron American, Inc,, will hate a vomnbitied tax loss of about $:to
million which call be lised to offset Federal taxes on future earnings. About
$20),00 of this total offset will expire by 1956, If not used by then, $14,350,01o
In 1957, and $15 million In 1958.

And again on 'anuary 20:
[amon]r) a(lvaltlagcs of the merger, Mr. Little said, * * "More importantly,
it xould contribute about 30 million that could be u.ed to offset future ilcoie
taxes, * * *

,,With American Woolei's estimated loss of about $7 million oil disposal of
plants the total boise'; voild reach around $37 million," lie declared. "This
would lierlit us to build about $13 a share of additional l niet worth behind the
(o'libille( ('4itpillny's colilnlio .Stock, Milihouti pa.ilg income i\tes. And that
\8ould result in a book value for this stoek of about :37 a share, tup fromi $23.45.
it would have whean the merger became effective."

Sine( in a tax-free merger the consideration paid is in corporate
stock of one of the parties, the carryo'er is not required its a base
for tlilt( 'tumulation of funds to p)ay for the acquisition. If the
acquiring corporiation is i'oiitable, a merger of this kind un1v1,.rovilde
aI praeical way for the owners of the loss corporation to retain a stake

0 See fh conference report on th rnt rnnl IRe'enae Code of 1954, p. 40.
30 See The Stormiest Merger Yet, Fortune, April 1955.
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tany intended to use any substantial part of the assets acquired in its
business, A net operating loss carryover produced by such a sale of

high-basis assets, whether it the hanhIq of the original orlorate owner
or a successor n ter merger, is generally more attractive than a pre-
viously alecnlilnted carryover positiol because it 111 is useful for a
full -5-taxable-year period'after th sale.

There are limitations on transfeis of sets with built-in losses ; but
these are far less rigorous and more certain in elfeet than those affect-
ing the carryover itself. According, , the existence of high-basis
assets in the "hands of a )rospective m ,,ih, probably figures more big-
nificantly than realized losses which have become carryovers in decel-
sions about corporate acquisitions.
A proposal

As to the future, I think it is clear that a radical revision of the law
on transfers of tax lo.s carryovers is desirable. This would be true if
we were only troubled b y the existing uncertain and erratic ollect of
the legal restrictions on such transfers that we now have. 1ut tile
real problem is inherent in the whole policy of restricting such trans-
fers at all. I believe such restrictions to be inconsistent with the basic
carryover principle. I would propose that we consider a revision of
the code which eliminates interference with free trade in tax los
carryovers.

Tle carryover provisions are good tax legislation because they have
the effect of equating taxable income with the real eeononfic result,;
of an enterprise. It seems obvious to everyone that we have achieved
a fair distribution of the tax burden if a corporation which lo,-es
$50 in 1 year and makes $100 in the next pays the sante tax as the
corporation which makes $25 in each of the same 2 years. I think it is
the rightness of the averaging principle which has caused Conzre.s,4
to extend the carryover and earrybaek period from time to time. and
to eliminate, in the 1954 code, artificial limitations on the survival of
losses in corporate reorganizations. If the principle of recouipment
is sound, I suggest that the tax law need not be concerned whether
the interests which suffered the loss recoup by selling it or recoup by
going forward themselves. In any event, someone will have to ,arr y
on business at a profit for the loss to produce a tax benefit.

What about the position of the buyer of the loss I Will the Govern-
ment be subsidizing him at the expense of other taxpayers by re-
lieving hin of taxes on Income to the extent of the loss atillred.
It seems not. If losses were freely transferable, I suggest that buver-s
would have to pay a price which reflected the value of the tax bene-
fit acquired. Ile would have an investment in the acquired tax pl,)i-
tion. That investment would come from after-tax funds on hand at
the time of purchase. Or it would come from the money saved by the
use of the carryover. In either event other taxpayers would not 'have
paid for his acquisition. Of course, no one would pay dollar for dol-
lar for the tax benefit acquired. There would then be no region to Vuy

it. The discount will reflect the relative willingness or ability of the
buyer and seller to risk going forward with business to inbsorb the(
loss. There may be a profit to the buyer from his assumption of the
business risk. The situation is to be contrasted with the present situa-
tion where the successful buyer of a tax loss gets an enormous return
primarily for having risked ihe uncertain hazards of the tax law.
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It may be objected that I have bottomed this argument on too
)road ani interpretation of the policy of the carryover provisions. I

have .-u&gestet that they are intenlled to provide economic recoup-
ment for the taxpayer who suffered the loss, and that restricted trans-
ferability of the tax position is inconsistent with that intention. To
hold otherwv.k, it would be necessary to find that the carryover f)ro-
visions are intended to assist recoulmient of the losses of a particular
enterprise only out of the profits of that enterprise. The law might be
that way, but it is not. The owners of a corporation with it tax loss
are wholly free to abandon the business in which the lobs was suffered
an(d buy,'enlarge, or inent any other business to produce lrolits to
aborb the carryover. If they have not abandoned all activity, more-
over, they can ;ell the stock of the corporation, severing all relation-
ship with it, and the loss will be available to the buyers if they are
willing to continue the remaining activity for a limited period. The
code neither l)resupl)PosCs nor requires any continuing ink between
Iit investors in a corl)oration and the business which it conducts for
the survival of tax loss carryovers.

I can imagine a carryover provision which restricted the utilization
of the loss to the activity which produced it in the hands of the same
investors who suffered it. Or the utilization of the carryover might
be limited to the profits of the same activity which produced the loss,
in i whatever hands the activity was carried on. (This would resemble
tlhe position of the present regulations on the place of acquired loss
carryovers ill groip-s of corporations making consolidated income-tax
returns: the carryover attributable to a new member of a group
(whether it became a member by purchase of its stock or tax-free ex-
change) is um'alle against the income of the group only to the extent
of the imvoime contributed by the new member after it joins the group.)
"lhee suggest ionI.*) reset serious problemss of drafting and definition.
But, mainly, they depart from the basic principle of income averaging
of the present carryover provision. It would return generally to the
un.'atisfactory, arlbitrary annual accounting for corporate income.
It would unfairly allow recouliment of losses only to the taxpayer who
chose a hu.im,.swhich ultimately became profitable. Those who dis-
covered that a l)articuilar line of endeavor in which losses were suf-
fered was lot worth carrv'ilv on would be held not to merit having
their taxable income reflect their economic income. It, is hard to see
the fairness of such a rule. Perhaps that is wvhy we do not have it
now. It is true that the transfer question would thereby be elini-
nated, but we have that question because transfers of carryovers are
implicit in the allowance of the economic carryover under section 172.
It is because the hrincil)le of that section is sound that a lifting of the
re.,! rict ions oil cirrvovers appears to me to be logically required.

I cannot conclude without recognizing the revenue implications of
my suggestion. In a prosperous period, providing for the survival
of a larger volume of carryovers than is possible under pIesent law
may not create a serious loss of revenue. It seems to me that the rate
structure ought to take into account the volume of losses which are
expected to occur and be used against taxable income, whether trans-
ferred or otherwise. In a depression period, however, free trade in
tax loies could create a dangerous situation. Many corporations
may have losses, and their owners may have little faith in their ability
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to ecrn profits against which to use them in the near future. SuchL
los,;es Would then become available to the few corporations with in-
conie, and very likely at. distress prices. heree may then be a great
reduction in taxable corporate income, with a serious problem for the
tax collector. With that in mind, perhaps logic must give way to
nec ysity. The limitation on triinsfers which ougit to he kept, it the
revemles require it, is, I think that affecting shell eorlprations. Tim
reah is that that limitation imposes the least burden on transactions
leaving normal business characteristics and consequtienices. The extent
to whch further limitations ought to e ih.posed depends onl the i'e-
quirements of the revenue, not the rationale of carryovers.

THE IMICt.r OF F.I)EIAL INCOME TAXES t'IPON
CORPORATE AN I) INTEB('OIIPO\TIRAT FINANCIALLY,
REARRANGEMENTS

LFONARD L. SILVER 8Th , Washington, D. C.

The vigor of the p~reseult-day corporate merger nItovelinelt, its rela-
tively prolonged life, as well as the trend generally toward more fre-
quent financial readjustments,' would sell to inilicaite not only the
existence of a high le'el of econloiic activity but ill addit ion the'pres-
ence of a favorable Federal income taxing climate. Moreover, in a
period such Its the present one of sustained high tax rates focu,,ed at
both the corporation anti its shareholders, it seems equally unlike
that the variety of corporate rearrangements could Ilourish as the'
have without airmative stimuli in some significant form from within
the framework of the Federal inconie taxing structure.

This paper will seek to evaluate the foregoing impressions by refer-
ence to the nature of the tax effects created by these corporate transac-
tions, primarily from the standpoint of those portions of the statutory
taxing provisions in which the various intra- and inter-corporate
6nancial and capitalization adjustnents are reflected." As )ertinellt,
the relationship of other elements of public policy or relate( statutes,
such as problems involving monopoly generally, will also be consid-
ered.

There are involved three baslc categories of transactions:
I. Corporate rearrangements which are, or are akin to, corpo-

rate distributionss to shareholder-s-stock splits, stock dividends,
recapitalizations. corporate separations and corporate partial
liquidations.

-II. Corporate readjustments which expand the corporate enter-
prise--mergers and acquisitions.

III. Transactions which reflect the cycle of corporate exist-
ence-corporate organizations andl liquidations.

It is to be emphasized that. the grouping above bears ho relationship
to the actual physical structure of the Internal Revenue (ode. That
statute reflects the described transactions with varying degrees of
specification, ranging from total omission I to almost meaningless

I See Report on Corporate Mergers and Acquisitions, Federal Trade Commission. May
1955 pp 1-18.

lee Internal Revenue Code of 1954, xibch. C, sees. 301-305 (except where %tatPd
otherwise, all references to sections are to the Internal Reventue Code of 1954).

sSee, for example, the definition of "reeapitalizatfon," see. 868 (a) (1) (9).
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rediiialwce., Its haiiguage ill fact has been written ill tile light of a
lenigtlhy alid volinmi ]lolls history of judicial and administrative inter-
pretationi a11d enc.rustation.l hits, together with the inherent involved
Iltivre of tl(e |raiitstetiols ill qte.tljim makes tiese provisions 4 * *

proverbially the most complicated ili tile revenue laws:" ' the above
chissilieation has accordingly been chosen in terms of substantive eco-
nomic effect amld without regard to statutory order. Each cateolry
will bw discu.,,ed f ront the standpoint of its linancial and tax niectlial-
ies: the tax policy consideration. underlying the.se mechanics will be
treated in terit. of their relationw,6iip generally to the economic or
Itlier factor., Ilotivatilig and iIlllnphlttilg the transact ioils.

1. corporate e ,',(rr/nfqC1't, lwde/i are. or are ak n to, corporate dis-
tribittiolls to 8h oieh oldc,8-.%(teOck Rplitsq, dtock (beidend.A. rrra1d.
tolizations, corporate eparatioi. and cao/)-orate partial liljda-
tions

Tle instant traiisactioiis involve a readjlistment of tile capital striic-
tilre of a single corporation. The degree of readjustment extends
froml) nere alteration of tle nither of shares outstalldilig. lis repre-
,ettted by the so-called stock split, to ultimate physical division of the
c'orporate enterprise, as Iiay ocurl in a corporate separation. Except
iln tie (-liste of palial liquilations the common denoniniator is tile fact
that if l)roperly arranged under the statute, each, within limits, may
he, acco'ml)lishled without any immediate tax effects to the recipient

hlatrelhohther.6 Moreover, tlie inew interest received may be disposed of
by the shareholder, again within limits, at capital-gaiils rates.

Stock splits involve no change in the anioiit of capitalization of
the corporation, but represent merely a further subdivision of that
capitalization through a reduction in the amount allocable to each
shae. There never has been serious suggestion that these should be
taxable upon recei)t. Notwithstanding, there is considerable cor-
porate level interest, and constant effecting of these transactions since
they tend to inrease marketability of shares. It should be noted,
however, that while 110 tax is imj )osed upo receipt of new shares in
a stock split, the basis of the old slitres is divided among all of the new
received.,

Stock dividends represent a far more troublesome area of treatment
under the taxing statute and accompanying court decisions. In this
instance, although no tax is imposed at the time of receipt," surplus
of the corporation is in fact capitalized. At the same tine absent
special taxing rules to the contrary, stock so received may be disposed
of in the same manner as his underlying shares, normally at capital
gains 9 as distinguished from dividend rates. If the stock received is
nonvoting, in no instance is the aniount of the shareholder's man-
agerial control over the corporate entity affected. This situation, the
so-called preferred stock bailout." seems in many respects to con-

4 See, for example. Per. 358 (e).
& Se Peterson, Subehapter C of the Internal Revenue Code of 1954 Corporate Distri.

lbtiltiong aitl .jadutnamnts. Notre Dam, Ia" 3oer. 11)55. t. 07.
* See. for example, see. 305 (a) exeulding stock dividends from the gross Income of the

recllent.

'Id. see. 305 (a):
* Unless the shareholder were deemed to be a dealer in shares. the stock would constitute

a capital as-qet in hig hands. See swc. 1221.
H See S. Rept. No. 1622, 83d Cong., 2d sess., p. 46.
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qf t !l I, a it e.xtimleh ofa vi orln )m ( ,'v api( II I b'.:11 hit )I I ,n jI.l. If I i nI III IIIe
NI ,lI I lh .111'fl\ing, s.1lll1. he!if g lt"I'riy \Olh hY fil. vo.lluk,

the 4hiliiihi.t rat ii :lihoi'i ll to limit Oilt ,opte of 4' l iti' -
n'lfiol, 4,11111eql fll e rnwi'll~l a I dl wo," hlv plo ilii gI ill fe-1mI'III' I I'e,4 lio'

11ll,!' 111poll 1:!11' ,i-piwilhol of' filul tev,, slo,'k ,lividh,,Id.", M w1ztl

Ieceill lIv, I11; ! r9' i t1111w s4 1t illto h-. p-j licallv il 1 :l-hel 1 , lo ivoldm
hv Il'1l'mit I Ing li'eilpl of I it,'-1ock ,-o i f 111 11ho It i ,lah t:\ v llev'i, hill
h.v -'ok 1m 2 to 111,111-v, illn l dtioltwil ,I -, of ('C . 4 .hI ift hul-, 411, , 41 -

aI ) e'Ol 1*01 11 'O iI or : 114(4i h al e' I wIi u t'I I ii :\,1 gel I ira t I I tI I ,i11:111IN % If , ' 1, 11 vl' ,11 eq 1i:4 l el .iwll ed l l Ilf Aqnli m lilt 111111

of thw .livith,11d 1.' Whih I ll,, i111 mar 1'y P 1,r h, in w tl'
Slillilil (if iiltl ' l'e o lh l " 1It 4 \ irlv, :i1d liil a lh iser s ill

Oll'0,ii llu, ln,fl'u l st o,k diviit'iilt, A1' Clef t h:; a ' ledlph'uo.-
rll ap ) va lll 1: 11116lgr 1hi1 1:1p i , lo 1, iill lhtl4 6 l 1111:II i ,q. o II6111 u'iica o he a:w luiat 41i'. el' jam :1\fli im ul lh' .ri1

,l, 11 41,11:i,'es. \\1o hl :"eem i ill,hiN, :I l tul 4i 'iii of3 ilit,t' 11m thii s
iI.I I "

1l'1, fO'goilug i-. of e1'-e, MOVelv Il, pal of - mich :1, p r 1woll-hM 0111111111111g t he, H\ I watIMPIni Of Alock ,l idilnl .n,,rall\.

tollough the ( 'og,- nt om,' tit, ol.lgtl to I a \ 1liur I'1et, 4." i ut h
It IWO\ i1-,4NI as 'tri,,l,,, zV- u11i,' l if W iolm l ill ':1 u l~rd ,idm '

I , Ill. ule ha", levler beeel'11allgedl. 101 lh et tl nl I 4hat I li, pro.
1o1'iiollate ilternt of aI sh% a,'hiiher ill 4 he 1'ol U111 ill) i l ,'hi-lit'td
W 1NNAW01 of ti(t di\ idnd.'" Althloughwn, lhwI'e hi been ,,',i nteiel ill

,'eekhl IN'\ wew of ilh~' a'o,.lsr1t li il l he p til ll ,i veniu, ( 'ollrl 11a1;
ll, far 1,fu.4d to alter its vi,,ms.M ( I'rreutl. the ( 'ill vu',-S Ilq
XI, O'NNl m11ot of 1he,-' problem- m.0t hV 111un,1'i4l in, : poit iul i)Iltur
\011.h all '.tok di idiid" of \\ hlo'er i all' :d ilI'lv.l ii"' of Ie-
Ill| mg ININIodio lm'litv, mold S II.ull,',I io 11+11 I ill Ilanl ,, p ,,lw,,

beti'at(Nd .1, iIonfa\:1h11e 1ipon retIeIpt.1"
11ndthrh jug 1h a11 'ab tvtlin -i' a ta1 \ police belief tl:-f the, eou-

su,, aiu{it j of "hifts in the e1111v1yenpittl slr'wu1, (if a 'rp'Iltalion
a. . u'ej w enhd hw .t,-wk dividod-4,is 1ot -111 :i1 rli'op'infe o,''.iol ll o

hui'll t cl et Owbt dividend 4:.-\" $e'amod:i'ilv is lilt, i lhw ill.-It such
a pwl-ition \II elmi t, from this aila ertani plurelY te'hi'al (ax
V01"%'dr I i'aw 111w)1'l:lttl to matellls of huine.- iiw1ellf.:1 A share-
1o1der w-eivinm Nu,'h a dividend i perf'e'th in'w to di-vo-, of flt
distribilfed stowk ill tho .11110 nlm11er anld \1ifh .ilU, m fa oIf'ee

W. if he had ori aiilly solhd hi, Imilrl'h'il g sto.k. ''he only vxt'epl 4i)ll
ha"' been pveioullv nted x'lht re the s*t.k so ri;'etiitd I'.v \niy of a
ll]itlnd was olhei' ihan cOlli1il: in that ea lht'h special s44ealh'td
reforri'd-,.k bailout diiidend 4ro:tmentlll h, eompes operalive 1p1)l

S~r 'l~ft~'"'b ' (4"m,'te'u~ic. r" 2A 4t'21.
" 5 O t ilarreil. Reent lieveioptent in N.ornta'le RNerg-nlsatis aml Stc), I)irlden(i,

C-1 Mirk 14l t% -SI
Ro( Le zoaptyilri w ,5 AO , R9(

".fI/c~mle',a' Owiti v. JF/r~'I' j OS M8 41(96Pc th. ,i"O v "ri~th Alk V" g A 11 11043 I.
flf- "WA for ~i tie, p nerai rule, 1'W the (,epptonsa to that rude wte We. 1365 (hi.

'P t yi" ritait1 tIli% 1iliI l'44411toa Nul.~lN'i to an) opion to ree'titt' cash, or atock iiildenide
suima in lieu ,i 'curent dlvidendit In arrears.

0 Se S Relpt. No. 162. supr&m i. 44.
. at . 241.a" Awe . SO&k
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It seems qIlite lbviol tali tlip ext reiely wide latitide, given a cor-
poration I o"lIliiket" a plll of its stirphis through a stock dividend dis-
tril It loll, h i ii II.I I l wii liI i I il i Is IIIlde' I. ttl I txigg t fit ulte, will
now serve evn I oI e lld., Ii I before Io st I ilte such I I'-itIa tiolns. In-
t'rest ilugly entoulil, t Ie nre'icl ions now placed luponl tli d isposit ion of
noIInIIIangelitil (Ipreferred) sl'k serve to uiiersco e th lark of such
rest -ti joli in I Ihe co,'t' of Ii,;i., isit ionis of voting inieomml stoek received
throi.lh a dividendd 3  iI tel'nia of econeolic substaine, in tile case of
it sluti'eloblei.hhr of (I plVlly held oh Ol-I'tioll holing oly a minute
frlct ion of 1 l uthe a i di shlul ,, it is dillicilt, to ! p reive the dis-
ilin lipieil IIli receipt 111141 stle of colillioli stock o l)referred

stoolc initially received as a dividend. While ill the forei' vuse, re-
ceit of ronino., tlie stile of such stork teelicilly reduces the share-
hoh her's 11111io1ge'iili I.l rotl, hi,; ilitei'e,4 ill it(. corlporiition Inlay have
hivei so nepgligile Ibefo( 'vvei jI of tlie divide-id that it is not. illn ally
way ill 'evld by lot1fi' slle of tle stock so received. In any event, in-fel'iqf ill thlis ,Iq..iuiity tmiph olders in recveivingz eonmmoll-stck

dividelds will celfiliiily hiot, b. dimiuislled by (le lese'it form of the
ii xi uig stulite. At I l8ie sn, n i finn tlie luionongenint, of )l1lhlic'Iy held

41'ilmOtit ioll seemlls eiti iliv flree to deehlre such d ivideiids as the
ev,I 11 lie Ivdsof tlieir lisi ile s" dirt ale.

Iecapi( aliztilis -finan'ial ieadjustlaieiits which may involve bot
(hp debht II ml equity flltlrt're of tlife vorpol'ation- -partilke of Oftie of
Ie I 1 rch 'l,.rist ti's of Iboth "'v'orgllliziltioiis" f111d dividend distriblb-
tioln. Mvlhival lv it corporate re pit llliziat ion evolves (lie slrrender
of stoc (o' seiii'it ,s) in It eorpon'atton in exching( for lew stock (anld

V(ssiil .ew securities) of tlbt corlorttion. No new rapitall is in-
jp'led IItIo (le 'orolit'e eterlrise. Norlulilly, itthbouglh mot always,
till lf the shaeliIld el's iol seui'itv Iohlders arItetii ite in the reIeap-
itilalizlion exchallge timid all of le shares held by them will be
s11rreiidered a4 lii't of lhe ti lisalt ion.

'l'lTe stlitllto'y special htit on concerning g this trolisactlion is salrse.
All that. is expr-essed is ft t 'eellitllizlt ionl" Iniy be acc'(omliish ed

wit out elirat ng imed atix prlovidl'led ohr"'ogiiAi ~ 7

retqii'eiiienls tir complied with.2 Such ii rule aI o'diigly leaves (on-
siderabl leeway to (lie corporation. If the recapitalizttion is sought
to be ettected tlnring insolvency, further freedom is alfoi'ded.2' Not-
withstanding fle eoelomitc similarity of a i'ecapittilization to a stock or
other form of dividend, no special co'tetlatioll of these transact ions
with dividends generally was provided in (lie Internal Revenue Code."
The recent. tax law changes ihave recognized this to some extent so
that if the elfect of a recapitalization is the same is that of a preferred
stock dividend," or a dividend in bonds,2' ordinary Income treatment is
provided. In other respects, however, it corporation is enabled to
alter completely the managerial relationship of the shareholders or

0 ce see. 306 ic) wheh specifically exempts front the classification of "Section 806

stock" stock which Is "cumtuon stock issued with respect to common stock." Where a
corate rorgtntniallon, ele.. appears, no "common stock," however received, constitutes
setioni 306 %lock," Spe see. 300 ) (1U).

24 see generally sees. 354 and 318.
S Se see. q71.
geSe. however, It. R. 8300, see. 306 (House bill) which was Intended to provide euch

correlation.
'See sec. 806 () (1) (B).

SSee see. 856 (d).
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otherwise to readjust its capital ,tructure for reasons of h,' )ir-
pose" without tax hindrance.29

Those readjustinents which, to tile Ilinds of lIllly, most nearly ap-
proach dividend equivalence, involve the distribution to shareho ders
of stock and security ies of a controlled corporation.m  Variou ly terneI
by tax techiniciaiis as "spinofi's,l " ' s "s.lit-offs," and "si l it-ups," de-

pending upon the details involved, tliese transactions permit oile cor-
poration to divide its business into two or niore segnents, to incor-
porate those segments and to distribute stock of that corporation to its
shareholders. Such a transaction has been available to corporations
(although with differing degrees of facility) since the 1920's." The
statute In its present form comes to grips with the problem involved
more carefully than before and articulates with considerable detail
the mechanics to be followed. These include a requirement that the
stock of the corporation which is dlistributedl must have beeni "con-
trolled"' by the parent corporation and that both corporations have
been engaged in thle "active conduct of a trade or business" for i period
of 5 years preceding tie distributo.ae Exactly what factors, when
takei together, constitute a trade or businem for such)sep of this
provision of the statute is currently the subject of considerable dis-
cussion.

InI ge heral, a effort is being made byer atillinistrative authorei-
ties to devise tests for determination of at "business" which will Iw-
Vent ftie Ilse of this provision fs vehicle for the ta t-free (list ribut ion
of cash equivalence but at tle sai e tile to )e'rlfit Such Selmaiatiois
to occur in narrow areas. Suffice, it to say, the practical problems
involved are ellor elolIs ta

Although tl e statute contains a general adimition to the effect
that tle transaction must not have the erect of a "device" for dis-
tributing corporate surplus, the actual application of this povision
is some h at less than clear. Adnministrativehy, restrictions may be
placed upon at subsequent sale -9' of thie stock o;f the new corporation
or of thle liquidation of anly of thle corpioratiolls. 0

It is well to observe hat one of th e announced reasons for enact-

& All "ri-nrganilations" must ineet a te.st tf *buaslnesg purivose" firs t enunciated (in con.
nection ulth a torporite 11sIt0vion rgury v, I1eI'cring~ (293 U3. S. 465 195)

x" see general sec, 35.
41 A distribution of stook without an 'c.'mpanlg exchange by the recipient shanreholder.
33 A dlstritiutlon of stock, where the recipient shareholder exehanges a ihart of his tuder-

lying share,.
33 A distribution of stock where all of the shares are excbkhnged for new stock by the

recipient shareholder.
34 See, for ample. R. A. 1924, sec. 203 (c). This proIslon which would have permitted

"_spin-offs" as kei/ as "Pspilt-ups" and "split offs," was deleted in the Revenue Act of 1134.
Froin that thne until 11,51 "sloin.offs" were not available. See IRC 1939, sec. 112 (hi (11)
which again permitted "spln-offs. The, 11154 code, In see. 355, treats all te~neal forms
of the transactions similarly without regard tit internal mechanics.

The term "control" involhes 5O percent stock ownership. See see. 308 (c).
See see. 355 (h (2)

i, See tentative Treasury Regulations under sew. 355. A corporation may not Incorpo-
rate Its Iniestment portfolio or the real estate upon which Its business may have been
conducted. A vertically Integrated manufacturing concern may tiot incorporate one of
Its compiment divisions and distribute that with tax Impunity. On the other hand, %here
a corporation engages In two distinct functions, preferably somewhat dissimilar ones. and
each of these separately derive taxable Income, a separation of that corporation may bf
effected.

USee oec. 355 (a) (i) MTI. This language purportedly writes into the statutes the
so-called bousiness-purpose test.

' See Id.. which states that the more fact of a subsequent sale is not determinative of
a tax avoidance purpose unless prior negotiation occurred.

46 Althought the statute does not refer to "liquidations" as distingulsead from sales,
a liquidation technically is a sale, and It is likely that the Treasury will Insist upon a
representation that no liquidation lie contemplated at the time of the corporate separa-
tion. Were the rule otherwise, taxpayers would be enabled to effect a "Oregory" disposition.
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w1ient of the corporate division statute in its current form was to
perilit the separation of the assets of a corporation lietween divergent
shareholders where such division is required llsiant to an aiti-
trust decreV." apparently , although it is nowhere expressed. the ef-
fect of this i,4 to treat the peiilties resulting from the economic filet
of division ItS sullicient to comipensate for the wrong sought to be
corrected by the antitrust decree. It is doubtful if such a result has
beel fuillv (olisidered in terins of its broader ant it rust iliplicatiolls.4"

Fiatll there itist he nientionp(l the relatiowihip of partial liqui-
,flations io (orl iate distributions generally. Mechanically such a
tiralis:t ioln involve. a redemlption of a part of tile shareholders' stock
in exchange for corporatee assets (or the proceeds of their sale). In
sich (,ase. if tltli "lmrt ial liquid:tion" definition has been complied
witih. -. sale of tile stock is dreied to have occurred with capital gains
ra tlllient normal lv resiltitg. lit order to effect a partial liquida-

i tll I(mwt'ieer, the coiIl)rationl must alter cottsiderably some portion
,of it, corporate level activity. Thus, if tile c-orporat ion carries on
1N, ,i. Iltore niilte"es, onle of these iiaV be (list riltted in kind to
,tareholdes, or one be Sohl 'nd t le pl)oceels distributed." Simi-
litly, whether or not two oriltire such busines.-es exist, if the corpora-
tion materially 'educes the scope of its activities, i. e-, if it effects a
"cor laate conttraction" and thereby obtains excess working capital,
sith Inav be treated as a partial liqililation distributioll.'

Sotietiies a partial liquidatiott niay be caused by reason of events
beyond the corporation's control, such as in those cases where a fire
th--trovs an insitred part oif the corporate facilities. It liet of re-
habiliiatill,, tilted dettroved facilities, the insutrattce pi'eeds may be
partially liquidated."

1i each of the-e instances. a portion of the coi'lorate assets, other-
% i-, refe'able to slmtphs (with inherent dividell potential) 1ay be
diktriiited at an iltltediate tax price midway between the no cost of
a dividend anmd ordinary inconie levy of a casi (or its equivalt) div-
idend. The rationale of this distinction may be explained in part
I,%- 1l1v fat that the partially liqitidated assets have been removed
frol II "(o' orae solution" ill' pt, tlereby requiring imposition of

h'iiile tax Eih1 that ill additiotl certaiit ext'aordinatrv corporate level
activities have occurred justifying a preferential taxing rate. Un-
forttintely tite application of this provision is plagued by certain
purely technical difficulties, involving in part the lack of some ex-
plicit'eorrehltion with corporate separatio generally. The provi-
Stoil ill it,, iitt-litd forni gives to tile corporation an'additional op-
ponrtuimity of divesting itself of part of its net worth at a calculated,
reldtivelv ininint il, tax cost to sltareholders.

In this atel in geiteral, interest in effecting changes inl the corporate
-capital stricture through recapitalization, etc., will remain intense so

"See 5. Rept. No. l122, i'upra, at pi. 264- 247.
42 It Is also doubltful that the full Ineome-tax implications of this transaction have been

considered. Since in any of these Instances of "non pro rata" divisions, the reality of the
iransaction Is a sale hotneeu shareholers (each obtaining different portions of the old
corporation, no question of dividend equivalence is involved. The Issue In these eases Is
one of deferred tax or eapital-gains tax, but not of ordinary income. Possibly special rules
for "non pro rata" split-up should he considered for Inelusion in the statute.

42See see. 831 (a) (2).
"MStc. 346 1 b).
*,ee. 340 (a).
0 See S. Rept. No. 1622. 83d Cong., 2d tess., p. 262.
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lolg ti it ir.1upi.,ih1e. to itii i'wfelt , to wt ili 11111611 .iif'euti R iti
MX11 111ui pr1V i of ill, 1-ior nt111, i'1to 111111 Ito defr 1ildithii mit liividtuvil
fIt\ 11| Io q M, iI'hldlqr titf 11 11111 i it l o' 1iq it1ql or if I li Il 1i lut 1 .,,, , bee
t i i 1 ,. | 'i11o1'11 ofd l i i 'AII II in f) n,, f unir|eI I, fl . e.W(N I imph,.
fhil i h 11 bi'ol.-lir 0111,'1111,ut e iii for . I idli l, 1,recive , t ouhl, it
1olll, sll.i it 11i|tit Romtie of I11r hnn4 , 4 t "l t o I'1 i'11i' t ('n11 ' i' 1ji,

melit . t ih 'ipitti?.itt i 11114I,0i plits etle'i'itd for 1,:usonN
oley vol otin11) o 1,01ter tt'itrkiiltlli v of pnl'.ii, isue, I't.'., Iully well

0oit;11110 1ti o vIlolI Ip meriwi of Ihi,'e"'omii' n wil l)iisilt'sq r-,14lities
of fil, moii1t mi lbut speei 1,gi 'rl it) f 1x i!1|ltilfiom. Stlltted
itt heri itm,, ll- hswi,, 1 IihNleumn h,1' retm:% y 1 i'll o01 4 lip ilihi lit \I) f

Ithe It lme tlI fr:m ,\ t k of I e l.' atil I"nI 'ol!e wit h tle inlel','lit diii'".
,n,'k hwt w tII thlt iubliev helm tin 1 iiml -etl 111 rolhi I ol-Ill'if ilt

|id114, 11,101 11 OT" l l fi-"1111h'11\ 1ll rp i11"qp I 0'1\P l'm 'IP11e'. l

.nd ilu\e'' ic ,t ,, e i'I ,,le O l It ii ,ist i 'l14tllilph,. of 1111 of tih
tNo'for, it t n:iui ,. , I ,ittl :fd,1 pwl li ,.w' wiili( Illt tltI ihlki\,i

ut1n,(If I to Ot' no1i 'ot1" rll':Ie ot it its ) ruutSl:Ii to tis ,u tit 1 ( i. i'
ill. ,Illotl si ,. l|or\ m,,rger ,,t' ,on1,,diul:ti oit) ,' 1w rk'i'l I,foINN, of till erVANIT0'.11 1, act ioll, i. e,. (11lltn.,t it ory "11,114 i,,:i I"111m r

l'icaf itl mer'et,s I:ke I of 2 forni. viz. ",totk or i ulock" 11, or
". f s . c," fo' i'rl~nu e,.. In ilte former ,it3i-, IM1e iitil1uioli
.40111e, "! "'Old I. n% tl - In hf ip Sho .k of :ll there. tht .hv:telhodhr'
of the e'lotj o vv'tt ,'g t'et'i ll ,u ,nlitigi fill' t heir'lun',
,.o.k in the tnotir11, ent itv. No I rtnsferi Of s,I S ulw'ci1"r 1t ithiut Iti
of the ,' iotI i IOW. p,1 ms, to this r:tt.hifin.11.ie11 fit.llt ie il; f
tIuo'* tOrl'.1 11it mn ft,' I Ot 1"anst,'t ion luv'olesi. that of |1:11'e1t 1111i

$A(it IOI \. lMeTOI' AIlU l1,'le1 lo uit "itse|s fil' -slovk" :tlnelll-
liofl mieh', &.'Ileralb two Step'. A It :ai.ftr of a,-u s ti1.'t Oei'11N' front
the ,.i 1.pix'.vring" 10 '11h iu1rIng eorpo, jtp | ion ill ,. iltg, fo' Sti'k
of the qe'(11ing eorlprtion.' At thtl A t tI, Oh h sole aOts of the
dis.ple t"ii" ,,oirpolt'aionl .11V stock of it, tTfere. '' secolid t, i
of the lN'nq,- ion eontetnphtst6l0, all emi:tt' h1' ltit ,shitlOlih,'. of
the nalk,'n'Nd ,4M ..1 io of their ohl .'k for new stok of lhe ii r-
v-i in- entity, ' ldih of Ihe' Netps relit's ill n1o tt:txalle gain or de'-
d~itibfe 1' if IhO ewXhit1, v (Xtlt'5 a-. parit of at "i'eot'gattiratioli."

ASm fli he ase of rociipitA~f17AM ionI AdjU.1tmS, thilt-r A'Of tite AMeS
invorIM ithe exchange of prolpertv for stovk by a corportion md
the ewhan, of st-k for -tvk by a ,hareholerl maiy generally t der
broader tuxing principles con.titute a tax-gnrating event.", For

0qE~C $in ilk) '2) ORI.

wbsihtIf l "1!qr trpt d a a tAx hw under w 3R. Some qumoa tXlst AN towbpitrr a mnrpratt levl tmste r mrr in a wttotry verp:r, the theorjv W ,ng thlm
tbort if, eorp',' union by vlrtne of tb autboritr of the laws of a sovereign jurisdiction.

w- ThiL .xrhnnar Is Tar fre IVnder PK. Mi.
RI 4Spr *PC. lips VreumfIy.
116Sp* amI ~iOm.
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lhi,'4 1-1111'011 if %)j,1hl I i'jllil I0111i I t, vill,' % t. N hut III Mli l th, 1111 4 for
11 ,1I(a 41e 11,fI ll. if lil t ,eli'io l Ir,,vih i'd O l h exel' til gr o ,tiui ill Coll-
I l t 1 6 111 i th )l "relI 'i 16711i l it ll." l'4 v'l'vfilil t Ill vid i s (,,Wi iltle'lf,
If il it I' l I 'O , i4" ill. ( HIf It i rill ili i ' cl 1 i f1111V.,(i I huo

Ito lh'c '.l4 11141. lho, 4'X~Il iet lOw ir' i r lPf 'iiit Ir oi, ifo ( ho
1114.11 ,It' ,11 ,1 Ivho'l*4, (1,11 l' r ip tt it et f lh wilh thei 'I ill e i lie *Ill ,('-

li,.il ,Il' I:Ix. 411011 fil m l e'l - Ih 1 4 bV 411f4 14'iif s -1v'1h Ill' its.f Pt liv( ltl
fi IIIf wlli II i lie l te' h llhhIdri s I o ,eA l i fs-i i ltI h ti t x fre ii' t I t'oit -
1,t ilx l. t f-i'll, plih it 4 iv;' ' .n la of lll' hf l ighi ll 'l lf , illt ftlic, Ill ,

fii ll "' iih( llt, i'ul 141 i if .ig co teht l II fli sllhers li f te stlck so

114,,1ii 111 it 11u110'e 411liI11, 1 l iv lfI II'O l liii %% 11 t1,14 .'' I 11121 ! l o i'. i ie nt'

f Il i t Iif eli ~l, ' tei ti 1t14 ll I I l ei'tttill hl ll t'ii tflll 1iy 'ol"e rllion
c:i11l if Ill, 0111144 tl hit.ihe i f % 1 tl ' to fl a e'rtl l "Iix free" .ist.
m y ltti i,'ifl-:I'. ttIMh, tif. ,Ow WI'ler. %fitl ,tInly o ncr iu dlrciely
l'v 1fl it "hx lmitl" lf hhl.'' (

' l * ill' elh , I" . norlicly 1,llpi-

"I'lP,, 4,'u l u1'1i l, ,i 'te fIll ton1 11thlr whi'hl ( 1ortcoll. fre' I Mra (J i lcsltn l,, We1, 1 ,
,Si', d 1i t 111 i. 1,) 11 htr-e extlli, ivel, 1,1l11 devlflled to i high deree

tf fe' f'till ill 111.11i 11 (i f fi ll%, S eu ililf (111:10 111' e 1a 1 ill O f a'tl-
t'fi lllp rielil i' t riei to r1,, -lies'ct of s c io, lin ,ewli lin ory
l i h a, i tffriz rt iftil a ill (II, 'al 'i v a'neraldIcf Ill o 1 n fltln Tax Act, IIh , tx

IItlc'iis (i filll a,altn IhtirI Sr'il (11jil44) ll94 i.) Were ), perpl.ed by Chocoilt s~,. ill Illil 1 ' gen ,ril Ill-til h,,i . A n \ l eH 'olilio-h i dt.rc.',iolls
. tol, proI'lvide little 1,'efilli prucedilil.",

Not il il lil di d tlc(, 2(,2il,.s h l. illy clne olid orhfle. itwonle.
aIx laiw".' its first iI iill's ivthe rcneitm o tille roh a llf txation for e-

(' Moic' c ut Ill y, I oe' VIt 1HI1 th e''rg llizlaltt illsns Ap .p hal lltree e flte Coill-
cec'clt of' 1111 .a e'ol , JVinlle its i' 1, ec.jor m l'i.ererve .Act o 2 he
o,r In i ., ,. a cllotl' l11434 dhvel. which Srouight to r1w it.

ls reprs ntsi NtIIII e' 1 cI'l Ill \hivelo 11, lltitinutx'ht of sloek int eresti' 'ol
f'nr ifevll', I isrelcli,c , ,a th merlivtllae e filled ash it wih Ille inwlvllvsf.4. I-ev'vivedl I'llrei'l' lk ,l I. "1 -10 111f.1 'vilbIlive of ,orp .11 e own-

slr'hoD loditily Interesb h fat l Inthe survivingtllelil.. Ill th s ormer e-,
1%;V ",,-,le - l, il Io, h'.vll, rrl i lfiy t, imposition of (l0. 4 )Ill the l ti l ea.:. I, t Iratill4tionl wits no(t deemIed suiflivielJl "clos ed"
Io co.'l,li illtv it fla bh, 'l . Ill it soiIeWIhlI .. illilr Voilli, iIl
,'colukil.so dhvllle d fil addlil illml ru.I lhe ll'eelc that i~f tihe interest,
of' the( paIrliv. it I Ihe Illerged el itly was it prolpriel-8. hip, one evideni' ,d
Il\. slodl ill W Was nlVertlles h s; sma lll in rela~tion~shi~p W~ total Mtoc.k

148ve, Iltilhers el al., lEffiels of Talxallon oil (Corlpoile htergers (flotton, 1951), pp, 179,

14 Id' h , lit it. 1. Ili setll
ms, e,. ftor ,,\nleh. J11firr v V . Kt (204 V. 4. .46} (1925))I And ir l, r ihrn cited.

wli~nrenttly fine of tile f,,sts of thialtly i,,pended upin whether the mharphold,.rt of any
OVf lip, eorlinrationl larth's1 to file trallsaethon recelved stloek (of a corpooration ilswly Incor.

!rated In n different State. Sep tile, for n general filfecusslon of these problems, P aul,
t1udles lIn tl,*eral Taxation, Thlrd Mprhi s (1940), pp. 3-42,
M See Rlevell fie Aret of 191IM. se.ve 2(2 (to).
6"Thlm orecurred In flit, 1890's wl h flhe forlnallon of the so-called trusts .
' Mole carefully developefl reorganization provilslonm appeared Ili revenue netm sllte.

Veellngin io f 1111l8. Se.e Revenu~e Act of 1921 , gee. 202 (r), ]evip,,e Act of 1924. We.
2103 (itll and R ,eenue Arte of 19,34, twle. 112 ( } The J.924 net Ill th,. rneh-ug upon
%lOlell tle p.tresent Inprg:er provi!sloin have, been based, The 1934 act represnted the
forml In1 which'l they were castl ,lnt, Itile( 1115 l rI o tfle revision.

luThIm .represeneths JilJdicially developed "conltinuity of Interest" doctrine. For
esxample, It stock Is su~rrendtered hIi merger for inds andi cash leaving the esehanizingshareholder no equity interest whatsoever In the surviving entity, a "sale" has occurred,
I.cr"l'le~ v. S'o~ffe[ 0308 11. Sq. 415).
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OWenii'ship ill fltl, ierg'ed eilit to prevenllf tlo' lllllllv1'e of ti1til,l + ,wilnIrSilp. ill such e'ami,-the 111 11uldm~ iol 1111Hloillied 14) it flil lihft

,ai r l.' i $11h a "i',laf i\e ,IZt'" dell'ille Ilm' hi elt'wer, lit'i l' heei at' -11111llh 111it-u1110 ill the lax fl,til11+: ti1d re,'+111f 1111e111pts to 4,I1W
IZ it I hit i it'iA ea 1,t it4 ni it a(Ii. ifa it' I-i Ii it'vvt at )I I't Ii )I It v ) IIl

Ao (It h'el it tt'i tttuitzille botiit' ese alid im lidil*.t1i e 11

it'ive+ItI n 'otle !1,11111in' a.ts IMsis for noilltli.xale Iutel lePI'r fll I fit, fusion
wjuilisell I Ihe %tIf irelt'f o f I li tiif I I if ivs itIn olve, I. f l I at'tIIir I itcpor-
:i11i itills n1l 1 h ulii 511) sit 1iillly ll" "' of flit' s sels S tIhe disa p-
Imigl'inIg corporlition till"e i'ii11if11o1 itta III ttly llstilltle 11 f lt ll" evet.

Overall . a atii jotiolal and :uuhtligiioui' ie'tqiiteif it'ivle Ill III-plivatioll of tile lurri.u iaiiis. 'l' , requires 11l111 i11dvIlvuldeulll of I

I:\ thten11idt11ion t i he a iuitleptide1it "hii iltss pli.it,'l ji"
for 1te tlalmsatioll."'
It mulI l hroie in Inliud, of vo.irse. t1haf offe1ti iltnesa Ial' xhl+t Iruit

i. ,might for by the taxpayer. This would occur il aly sif lilill ill
m-hich a dedtt ible lo.s \oIl i"1.1tuI fru all t xethllige, a11l ft ' fil i,;
rea..wo tilt, Treasur1y l)ettt, I rllfet in 19131. the ('otgress ultiule.i
aigreing, ref'id to alilsh 11 so-ealetd (i x- frete ivtlgallizil ioll pro-
Si'siOlns fioni tile statlnte b.caI"Al of tile I,(sihlI advent ell'tee of an!
agglonerat ionl of 10s' Iostl U lt t ' it,iveuu$.:

A, ))(, ween I thosxqe Iell'er rs which tIny or iay iot felld to sutll if v t'co-
noellit' tvoiiil'titioll. fIt% taxing slatllt' seelti a 11ost to I rf at l'tcs(

ir'lHises with tile spirit of th 1utlitlll laws. I l it thl e Illlrnat
eveinu 'h, Cde fihl, in'rger litt eInitelt s of flit, hate t I11 '11 ur 11ithy ie

saw the forill ioll of thtl so-t'Iut'ld imolopolist ie trust would coast it uth.
lassie exaMlphs of appropliale plest'rvation of toitiniuily of In-
te''t juslifying lio iniediale Imiposition of tax. )il file Mier hand.

the A0411I'ill ion of a slnall operti111tg iusillss by it harg'r et'ferpi'l.
pointedl toward in current studlit s of ioegvi trends s loutevil" traI s-
actions may" Ne viewed to somtie extent wit h disfavor waimmUe the Sharl-
hlIdels of the lIsIpAt Ar'iuig t'tiitt1OymUV set .uch it smIall coutlillitg ill-
leret in the acquiring eorporationi as to harel satisfy a eoitiliuiuee
of their prior owneAip.a"

In periods of declining prie's. whel full taxation of realized
loses would give rie to dedutict ions, the Iniuirogiit ion of loss ft'ulturt's

0 S4- Ich en lO i AtisenCeOMt Tire CA. 1291 I. S 3 78 119..11 Aett u, now aidd that
thi, interest ivir't he definilte Ani material: It nitest rrpext'-ent a itx1trinlial part of ti,
\sl1op ^f the thinic tranferrAd This nin-h I' neeesary In order that the roilit acotm-
plished may enninely partake of the nature of merA r or conpoltilation."

-' ge w1 i3 S:t)'. MM. 3'59 tilons.' aive h'tih'h woutaI4 lr.hitlh, riet ner m it
eomjntee unless their relative sire was 4 to 1. This prmrotlon wis ,,rilsue afe'r e -i.
'tterablie diacuson Wfore the Senatte linanie Cominitte See hearings on It. R. A30o,
Senate Finance Committee, W34 Long., 2d see. vol. 1.

0 14e w,. .%is it' a 1' tqe. seev M$tS tat (I Iit), In the lattr ease It tit neesary tat
controlo" be aequirl tor have teen acqnired prior to the transaction).

w q.e Qr-par* v. HeIheri,, t29. . S. 40d 1931)). This ease involves corporate di.d-
qmltri and therefore hAved on Itt facts would -otm to iaP little relAthmshill to) tmo.,r

i0t1'at,- Nevrilhelecs the Peorts have applied the (Iregorv doctrine to strike any
reorganivation trantsetion the effect of which is a tux-manufactured sham.

41 I 19:3 the .1uheonittee of the Ways and Means Committee studied the entire que's-
in of the propriety of tax-free treatment for corporate mergers. The recommendation

nf thit committee wan thqt such li froe provisions should be aboUtlhed from ithe ptatlti.
Ae report Ways and Means Sulemmittee. Td Cong.. 2d ses.. 1",mtwr 4. 1933. The
rec.mmenotatton of this subnommittee was optiofed by the Treasury because of a fear that
the aereswin-1ienrred iemssea would bectme deduetihl. The Congress continued the tax-
free reorsnization provisions with considerable redrafting. See Revenue Act of 1934
se. 112 (r).

' Sec iluttors ei ml., snpra, et seq. It Is here pointed out that the difference between
the existing mercer movement and the earlier one Is the preponderance of small farms
among the acquisition by largo companies As a result the anthers coneinde that the
merigp do not basically effet -coweatratton In Industry.
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of flie ietsilit merger rtIt woulhi ilhibiii those t l'n.i- ttills wtereis
(410 10llit, rea~lsonsi IlllV comel~, rtIrellc-11ill throgh vol .lsolidiltiol.

III grlelltI, it Imv be sat ed Ihl1nt i1 lS i ,itauttfe's IWrePO ll )itltion
%% ilh le, problt,'i EIIl lit',' io h,11 Illlt ilI f levi''tli'I'td I Eat is whIettrSlth n'an1a1lilll i,- '411livhitY lv qloel, if) providelt, rnadily idel ill We
vetllt ti1oIi whih to bl et'se I] tI.N ilts lilt ]ie g-tine rtelitill.llilp wit I the
et'oiit nln i tid tl , i,. ii gi I llii ifitiolts reslt ilig frontn t lieS ioul of I wo
ol' Iltli ecorlpo'al tills. Where tlie talx l1111ws treit it ti'a.tsacution as
iltSft ulllik i site h,, i. e.. wherw th e ,teii,'lwi-s to Ie joined ure identical
ill Ilat II lo Itid relati velv sinlihlt in size, fit'e int ill-ust s fatutes view the
siaiii I nranlisidttiil (it least its respects large ct r npotations in similar

,. .,) , fl(iti e prIovidilig flit, iost fertih, tlimiate for a tendency to
11i01i0li1lv to gwrllilltte.
Ill. 7'rqp ie/#o.t . whi/ ic leet (h, cycle of iorporoa4 cit'a' nce--

rop/or'l ' or1ya/1ifation.s and H I llqti on.f t
lllPi',e ', aso (,.l11iutl liv rn l eriztd with ilt the i anoiie-faxing

Strut'tuit 1.hose tfx elects which result front transactions involving
ile t ill ilihlins tili coi r omrit( e yt'e of exist ence, i. e., tie

on'raiiiztt ion iti14l liquidalitio 0 it' o rIor ite eiterprie..e
l'or Ilproxi.tfelv ia EiIrter of t nt'iit u'v,'" flue stiitute hits lprovidedl

for Itlldlitt 'V llt'lre'ogiitlition of 11fth gai in and lm5. where persons
triisfer JInrolertv to it newly oEl'gdlized Eorpllt'ion in return for its
tock tll Iseitr:ilie." plroviEt'ed t lie sftok is received (in an anount

which mgriltis "cillol" Io tlle tI Illtft 'i-'s). " tuch it rutile is intended
to prevent tlu' creation of tintitiolls loss s th'outgh the i'ere fict of
icotrporit xii. At the saiie tittle, per.oilS having tle depreciableprnolwdy11l Inalot Contribulte tese to it corporation Which fley coll-
irol; Intl' th priE'e Eof a capit ii gails lax tnd thereby obtain it new,

anud higher. basis for depret'iat ioih, dedct ible in full tigaitist ordinary

lecent changes in the reveile laws hiIave underscored Completely
this basic policy, viz,. that itcoloration of unincorporated assets
(whet her or nt(11 a going concern) should remain a totaly tax-free
vet )' Once lt'lh assets fire tratisferred to the corporate entity,

however, diftere t results oltai. At flittt strge the assets so trans-
ferred becomte "locked" in corporate "solution and 'a nay not be re-
trieved without tax-geineratitig consequences. Thus, if prior to their
distribltiot, the corporlati on fils developed earnings, the anioun t of
tlit siirl)ltus must be tixed at dividend rates before the stock invest-
ient can be recouped." Other less burdensome alternatives (produc-

* This area I treated generally in the cole In sutich, c. pt. it, sees. 331-346.
, SR itevenue Act of 11121, sec. 202 (W) (3).
i The prpusent provision is see. 351. "Control" as defined in see. 308 (e) requires 80

percent stock owersip.
See in this connection se. 1239 mhich treats gain on the sale of assets to a controlled

corporation as short-term enltal gain under certain circumstances.
"The 11154 code in see. 351 eliinste the sn-calted proportionate Interest test. Un-

uier this test in prior law It was necessary that the stock and securities received by the
transferors be substantially In proportion to the assets transferred to the corporation.
The application of the test created a great many difficulties of Interpretation. The policy
of the new statute is to treat every new corporation transfer as a tax-free event. If In
fNt disproortion results then, the transferors are to be taxed separately Inter sese. See
S. tiept. 1022, supra, pp. 264- 2(5. This section Is. however, not without Its own difficulttea.14 The rule of dividend taxation before Investment recovery applies only to returns on
stocklolding. It does not apply to satisfaction of bond indebtednss. For this reasum
there is routsidersble Interest upon the Initial Incorporation of a business of making the
capta:Zatl'n as "thin" as posslhle. Taxpsyer enthusiasm for heavllv weighted debt-to.
equity capitaileation Is further heightened by the fact that Interest payments on this
ts' tded IndebtMdness are deductible, whereas dividends on stock are not.
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ill y1pital-gains consequences oil the total of the invest ment) m ay re-

sui ill those instances where it call be found ecoi.onlically feasible to
sell the stock, cause the corporation to redtcent it portion' of it under
certain circumstancess," or cause a liquidation of the corporation.

Mechanically a corl)orate liquidation iuvoles as usual inerely an
exchange of stock for the assets (or the pro'eeds of their sale). If
till of the assets are exchanged, the transaction may be termed to be
in "complete" liquidation.,,a- If only part of the stock is exchanged
for part of the assets, the transaction may be viewed as in ",partal"
liquidation,7  Both types of liquidations may involve situations
in which tie assets witlidrawn are used to carry on the same busi-
ness as heretofore in) noncorporate form. Ili 'such instances, the
shareholder is entitled to withdraw assets referable to earned surplus
of the corporation containing a divideuid tax potential at tile price of
a capital-gains tax. Addition al special rules modify this re.stilt
somewhat where, for example, the corporation to be coil)letely liqui-
dated is the wholly owned, or substantially wholly owned, subsidiary
of its parent shareholder. In that case the liquidation may occur with
colorless effect to both parties to the liquidation, i. e., no gain or loss
of ally sort is recognized, and the assets are received by t he parent
shareholder at the basis at which they were held by liquidated
corporation."8Another special rule is availablet where the cOlrl)Ora:tioii's major a.'sets

are property which has appreciated in value, and where the corporate
earnings are minimal. There the liquidation lay occur in substance
without tax on the amount of ai)preeiationi.,

Quite obviously tile prol)lels of liquidating the corporate enterprise
are more nearly those of the moderate to small shareloller-conitrolled
corporation. Ilere the opportunities are greatest for arrangement of
circumstances to mitigate the impact of the dividend tax on corporate
distribution with t lie lesser capital -gain levy on liquidation. Problems
in this area are most acute where the purchase and sale of it business
is involved. 0  In recent years, entirely too much elort has been de-
voted both by the tax practitioner to developing, and the Congress to
Vombating, devices which artificially seek to take advantage of the
capital-giins conse uences resulting upon a corporate liquidation in
whole or in I- art.. he fist step toward a realistic approach to the
problems involved in a business transfer was taken in 195 1."' It is to
be hoped efforts in this direction will continue in the future.

The past history of corporate liquidations contains substantial evi-
dence of a tendency to treat transfer in liquidation as dividend dis-
tributions, rather than sales "' Possibly the tax policy peiinduIun will

n The entire subject of stock redemption which may Involve capital-gains consequences
depending upon the facts not treated In this papwr. See sec. 102.

1se. 31 l (1).
tv See see. 331 (a) (2) and ec. 846.
"Rep see. 3.32.
"See sec. 833, The actual application of this section Is somewhat detailed, involving

an election on the part of the various shareholders. The assets are taken by the share-
holders at a basis equal to the cost of the shareholders' stock Increased by any gain recog-
nized on the transaction. The gain Is reconlzed with respect to certain liquid assets.
Ordinary Income tax may occur, as respects that portion of the gain not in excess of the
shareholders' ratable share of the corporation's earnings. See see. 333 (e).

0 See in this connection sc. 337.
It Id. see. 337, however, does not settle all of the problems involved In purchase and

sale of a business. The taxpayer is still forced to observe needless formality. The tech-
nical difficulties In this ar" considerable. There is alsi needed more careful statutory
correlation between the application of see. 340 dealing with partial liquidations and tee.
355 dealing with corporate'separatlon generally.

*As late as 1921 distributions anti Iloidations were treated as a dividend to the extent
of corporate earnings. See Revenue Act ,,! 1921, see. 201 (c).
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shift once again. Such a likelihood seems properly remote. On the
other hand, it seems essential ultimately, that legislation on an overall
basis be produced which will eradicate to the fullest extent possible
the wide differentiation between the taxation of ordinary and liquida-
tion distributions.

Although generalizations serve little, if any, useful purpose in an
area such as this, involving a multitude of ecoonomicallv varied and
technically complex transactions, this may nevertheless'be stated:

Over the years, the taxing statute has evolved a pattern for tax-
ability for corporate financial rearrangements which operates inde-
pendently of, and sometimes almost at variance with, the application
with other regulatory provisions of public policy. Special considlera-
tion should be given'to the relationship of the taxing statute to those
laws.

To the extent possible this relationship should be made harmonious.
At the very least, there should, perhaps, he fuller awareness of more
of the non-tax implications when the taxing laws are framed. For
example, the question of whether an acquisition effected between two
companies of totally disparate size is in reality a taxable sale, may pre-
sent consideration 'suggesting an affirmative answer from the stanld-
point of closed transactions principles of taxation. On the other hand,
a different question is presented when the same problem is viewed from
the perspective of lmblic policy generally. Possibly from this stand-
point such acquisitions (enabling larger companies to diversify and
owners of smaller businesses to obtain a marketable substitute for their
stock) should be favored. But the battleground for determination is
certainly not (as it was in 1954) the Internal Revenue (ode.

An a(litional problem concerns the multiplicity of avenues for
effecting a particular desired corporate management result, and the
differing tax consequences produced dependent upon the route chosen.
Thus, under the present statute, stock dividends are treated somewhat
differently from a transaction tMhnically termed a recapitalizationa";
more latitude is afforded the merger of two or more corporate entities
in those ca~es where it is possible to effect the transaction pursuant
to State statute than otherwise; a -partial liquidation and corporate
separation are treated differentlyy in important aspects; there are
doubtless other such situations. While complete symmetry may never
be achieved in every respect, it would seem that a major tax policy
goal, in its technical aspects at least, should include objectives directed
at narrowing the gap etween substance and form. This should not
be merely a perennially pious hope. The areas of anomaly are well
known. Their removal requires only a willingness to abandon familiar
language patterns.

A review of the previously di-cussed groupings of corporate rear-
rangement procedures in(dicates that much of the impetis directed to-
ward artificially generated tax devices stems from the wide tax rate
differentials characterizing the various transactional forms. So long
as the dividend tax is more burdensome than the rates imposed uponl
capital gains-or so long as a corporate distribution may take either
of such forms (and indeed may be effected in stock without any im-
mediate tax effects whaltsoever)-pressures for tax framing will re.
main acute. A partial solution could be achieved throughelimina-
tion, or at least reduction of the rate differentials when applied to
all corporate emanations having the form of corporate distribution.
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The obvious technical and other difficulties involved in the fore-
going, suggest that perhaps the most realistic approach ultimately is
or the taxing statute to frankly recognize the distinctive nature of a

private corporation, and to develop special and uniform rates char-
acterizing a shareholder's relationship with that entity. This would
have the additional effect of unfettering public corporations from
many of the restrictions now affecting their activities. It is fully
understood that the technical problems involved first in defining
fairly the nature of such a corporation and thereafter in producing
workable rules are enormous. Moreover, memory is still fresh of the
misunderstood charges of small-business discrimination which resulted
when the House of Representatives in 1954 sought to give effect to this
distinction even in very limited form. On the other hand, if the evolu-
tion of the taxing statute is to keep pace with that of the economy
itself, the time for such a first attempt has surely now arrived.

EFFECT OF THE CORPORATE INCOME TAX ON
MANAGEMENT POLICIES

HARiy J. RuI)icK, Lord, Day & Lord, New York City

I. SCOPE OF INQURY

It is abundantly clear-at least to a tax practitioner-that with tax
rates at current levels, the provisions of the Federal income-tax law
exert a significant influence on corporate management policies. The
degree to which executive judgment is affected, that is, made different
from what it would be in the absence of the corporate income tax
will, of course, vary with time, environment-psychological as weli
as physical-industry, and the individual corporation and its man-
agement personnel. But it is plain that in certain areas, at least, cor-
porate action or inaction will be influenced to a substantial extent--
in some cases to a compelling extent-by the tax consequences of such
action or. inaction. Where management and ownership of the cor-
poration are the same, tax considerations will usually assume a greater
importance than where management and stock ownership are dis-
parate. Where a corporation is publicly owned, tax considerations
may be pushed to the backgroundby other factors such as manage.
ment-stockholder relationships or public relations generally. How-
ever, even in such companies, management policies are affected to
some degree by the provisions of the Federal income-tax law.

Potentially the topic is extremely broad, covering such matters as
the extent to which the character of corporate financing is dictated
by tax consequences, i. e., how much of the original or additional
capital shall be represented by debt (bonds) and how much by pre-
ferred or common stock; the extent to which wage policies and price
policies are shaped by the tax law; the extent to which corporate com-
binations (mergers, consolidations, etc.) and corporate divisions (spin-
offs and splitups) are impelled by the tax law; and in the case of pri-
vately owned corporations, whether the business shall be carried on in
corporate form at all. Most of these matters will be the subject of other
papers in the series.. At any rate, they are outside the scope of the
present paper which will be confined to two major headings: (1) the
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effect on management policy of the penalty taxI on corporations
which improperly accumulate their earnings, i. e., in order to save
their shareholders from the imposition of the individual tax on such
earnings; and (2) the effect of fhe ordinary tax on corporate expendi-
tures for such items as advertising and sales promotion, expense
accounts, capital asset acquisitions, research and development expendi-
tures, employee benefits (sick benefits, life insurance, pension, and
profit-sharing plans), and charitable contributions. Some of these
expenditures are to be covered in detail by other papers. Here they
will be considered largely in the aggregate.
II. TinE PENALTY TAX ON UNREASONABLE ACCUMULATION OF Con-

PORATE PROFITS

1. FUNCTION OF THE TAX
In any income-tax system which imposes higher rates of tax on

individuals than on corporations, a provision to prevent or at least to
discourage, the use of the corporate entity as a means of avoiding the
higher individual rates is virtually indispensable. Unhamperedt by
such a provision, the industrialist or investor in the high surtax
brackets will obviously find it advantageous to incorporate his busi-
ness or form a corporation to hold his investments. By interposing
the corporate entity between his income and himself and accumulating
in the corporation whatever part of its income is not required for
his personal needs or desires, lie will be able to escape the surtax on
the amount accumulated.2

The acuteness of the need for a deterrent varies according to the
spread between the rate of tax on corporate income and the top rate
applicable to individual dividend income. The maximum spread un-
der current law is 57 percent, that is, the difference between the lowest
corporate rate of 30 percent (applicable to the first $25,000 of a cor-
poration's taxable income) and the highest individual rate applicable
to dividend income, 87 percent.8 As to corporate income taxable at
the 52 percent rate, the maximum spread is 35 percent, enough to
present an important problem: how may the revenue be safeguarded
without at the same time interfering with legitimate corporate ex-
pansion and protection against the proverbial rainy day I That the
Government revenue would be significantly greater if there were no
barrier between corporate earnings and individual tax rates may not
be doubted.,

Congress recognized the problem from the very beginning of the
modern income-tax era and every income-tax law since the 16th amend-
ment to the Constitution (1913) has contained some provisions de-
signed to prevent the utilization of corporations as a means of escaping

'Sec. 531 of the 1954 Internal Revenue Code. All statutory references herein are to
the 1954 code unless otherwise indicated.

2 Rudlck, Section 102 and Personal Holding Company Provisions of the Internal Revenue
Code. 49 Yale L. J. 171 (1939).

& The top individual tax rate is 91 percent. However, a credit of 4 percent is allowed
with respect to dividend income (sec. 34).

4 In 1954 corporations distributed $9.9 billion in dividends as against earnings for that
year after taxes of $17.8 billion, a ratio of about 56 percent. Projected figures for 1955,based upon the first quarter of this year show earnings after taxes to be $20.3 billion as
against distributions of $10 billion, or a ratio of about 50 percent (Council of Economic
Advisers Report on Economic Indicators, p. 24 (June 1055)). In 1933 a former chairman
of a House Ways and Means Committee estimated that the Government had lost over
$1 billion in tax as a result of not taxing the shareholders on their proportionate shares
of the corporations' undistributed earnings (Oreen, The Theory and Practice of Modern
Taxation (1933), 140). This estimate was undoubtedly very conservative.
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individual tax. The present Internal Revenue Code contains, as did
its predecessor, Multiple provisions designed to this end.5

2. HISTORY OF THLE TAX ON IM i'ROPEI ACCUMULTMONS OF SURPLUS

A brief statement of the background of the taxing provisions should
be helpful to an understanding of the problems generated by tile
penalty tax.6  As indicated above, the income-tax law has from the
outset (1913) contained a penaltyy section applicable to the inlcoine of
corporations forced or availed of for the purpose of preventing the
imposition of the surtax on their shareholders through tie inediun
of accumulating their earnings instead of distributing them. I How-
ever the acts passed fromt 19113 to 1918 did not impose any penalty
oil tile corpora'tion itself; instead the shareholders of cori)oration
guilty of harboring the condensed purpose were taxed oln their pro
rata shares of the coinpany's earnings. li 1920 doubts about the con-
stitutionality of this ilethod of applying tile penalty were roused by
the Supreme Court's decision in 1'imie' V. Macomber,' and in 1921,
Congress, apprehensive that the penalty section as it then stood might
be invalid," abandoned the scheine of taxing tile shareholders and be-
gan with the law of that year to impose a penalty tax against tile
corporation. Tile validity of the original inethod of imposing the
penalty tax on the shareholders rather than against the corporation
was never directly tested in tile courts.,

From 1921 to 1939 various amendments were made to eliminate
defects in thle 1921 act by strengthening tile section and increasing the
penalty. The most important of these almendinelts occurred ill 1934
and 1937 when separate classifications were established for "personal
holding companies" and "foreign personal holding conpaiies." A
company falling in the first of these categories was subjected to a pro-
hibitively high penalty surtax on its undistributed inconle,1° regard-
less of the motive for nondistribution, thus effectively forcing distribui-
tions of income by such colipallies to shareholders; while in tile case
of a company, falling ill the second category; that is, a personal hold-
ing corporation organized under tile law of a foreign country but
owned to a major extent by Alerican citizens or residents, such citi-
zens or residents were taxed on the undistributed income of the
corporation."

Even with these anmendlnents the section was not a particularly
efficient instrument. T his was denilstrated when the undistributed
profits tax enacted in 1936 unleashed al unprecedented flood of divi-

'There are now logically grouped in subchapter C of the Income tax chapter of the code.
$ A somewhat more extensive history of the statutory provisions up to 1939 is given In

Rudick. note 2, supra, p. 173 et seq.
7252 U. q. 189 (1920). In Collector v. Huabbard, 79 U. S. 102 (1871), the Supreme

Court had held valid a provision in one of the Civil War Income Tax Acts which required
the shareholders of a corporation to Include In taxable Income thpir proportionate shares
of the crporation's income, %%het er distributed or not. In holding that the income tax
on a stock dividend of common on common was unconstitutional, the majority in the
Macomber case declared thai the Hubbard case was overruled by Pollack v. Farmers Loan
A Trust Co., 158 U. S. 601 (181)5), thus Intimating that a tax on the shareholders' respect.
live shares of the undistributed earnings of the corporation prior to dividend declaration
was not an Income tax but a property tax and so Invalid unless apportioned according to
population. The Hubbard case, however, is perhaps still good law. See Budick, op. cit.
supra, note 2. pp. 210-211.

' It. Rept. 350, 67th Cong., lit sess., 18 (1921) ; 5. Rept. 275, 67th Cong., lot els.
16-17 (1921).

* Rudick, op. cit. supra, note 2, p. 174.
10 By what Is now see. 541.
J, By what Is now see. 551.
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* deds.12  The udist ribitted profits tax of 1936 was highly unlpopular
along bIsinessnell--to this (lay it is alUltIellila to most of thenl-
and it was soon repealed. larentletically, v(itire to suggest that if
the undistributed profits tax had SUl)lanited tile corporatioll ieolnoe

* tax instead of inerely eomlplenenting it, and had been at a loderato
flat, rate, its fate might well have beei dilerent.During the 1151 years from| 19:19 to 10,14, only, it few amelenenits to

tile penalty tax on improper accuulations of surplus were enacted,
none of thema of any great significance to the present discussion with
tile exception of thte provision which relmoved a net long-terin capital
gail (less tle tax thereon) front the measure of the tax. Apart from
reductions ill the rate of the tax, this was the first move in tile direc-
tion of mitigating the threat of the penalty. The second such move

caneo last year.
The Revenue Code of 1954, in response to the urgings of various

business and professional groups, mlade a number of ilnportaltucllanges
in the statute, described below, which may have weakented-this will
not be disclosed until the courts construe the new provisions-the
position of tie tax collector in his effort to prevent the use of the cor-
poration as it shield against individual tax."

The present provisions are thus the crystallization of 40 years of
effort to prevenlt time utilization of corpoations as a devise to escape
individual taxes.'"

3. DE,,,t'lON FIF TilE CURRENT STATUTE (1054 CODE, SECS. 531-537)

The ulltimante test of liability remains what it has always been,
naluely, tie existence of a purpose to avoid the income tax with respect
to Ite shareholers ' by permitting the earnings to accumulate in-
stead of being distributed. The rate of tax also remains as it was:
271 percent of the first $100,000, 381/2 percent of the remaining tax-
able income which measures the tax, but tile measure of tax lulas been
changed. lIT) to 1954, the tax, if it applied at all, was measured,
speaking generally, by the entire undistributed income of the taxable
year exclusive of a net long-term capital gin. Unler the 19 t Code,
the measure of tile tax, now called accumulated taxable ileole," is
const ricted to tie amount which remains after deducting a credit"'

12 lvidetd distributions by corporalions having net Income in 193 and 1937. tho, 2 years
durlng uheb lhe nndillrilhited profits tax was In full effect. amrunted to A7,179 million
and $7.308 million, respectively, as compared %%fil $3.522 million and $4,651 million. re-
speetlhely, for 1931 and 1935, and $1.780 million and $5,56i2 million, respectively, for 1938
tni 1039. 1. , STreasury )eplarttent, Statistics of Income for 1939, pt. 2, p. 15 (1939).

'S ItelenlUe Act of 1951, see. 115 (a.
1 The Senate Finance Committee deleted a provilon In tie llone bill which would have

exempted from fill- alltileation of sc. 5it Iubliely held eorltoratins. A imidlely held
corporation uns defined 1s ont' NIth at least 1,500 slockholders, 11o more titan 1O ipecnt
of the stock ot which was owned at the close of the taxable %ear directly or Indirectly by
ally one Individual. In plying titis 10 percent tax. the family attributlon rules and
Contruetivtw ownership ruleq app Icalile to personal holding comilanles were to be applied.

21 'ii, penllty tax is aitith'abie to foreign as well at doilestc corporations tmiler certain
clretittist a noees.

1' "tOr the Fltnreltahlers of tiny other corporation," The alternative elaue I to cover
situnailo where another comttan~y, e. g.. a parent conilpany, is Interposed between the tax-
pner corporation ani tihe ultimate shareholders.

;Se,. 531 (a). As Indicated aboae. the tax does not apply to personal hotline com-
panics and foreign ptreotal hollinq comilanls nor does It aplr, of course. to corporations
exempt from Iiconme Ilt. See. 532 (hi. Certain exem pt organizations which Improiterly
aceunnulate earnings nay lose their ueenipt status. See. 504.

18 In the words of (le statute, "Tile ecXits of net long-termet cpital gzaln over tlet short-
termn 'apital loss." Until 1051, a net long-term capital gain was also Includevd in the
Income which iu'anreil the )penalty lax. ISee note 13, "1pra.

'The accumulated taxable laconmc consluts of taxable incotne after adtnttment as pro-
vilded by se. 535. The principal adjustments are allowances for nondediuetible Income
taxes, a net capital loss and charitable contributions In excess of the 5 percent limit of
see. 170 (hi (2) and the disallowance of loss carryovers and carrybacks.

SMSee. 535 (c).
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equal, ill tile case of a company which is not a mere investment or
holding company, to such part of tile earnings of the taxable year as
is retained for the reasonable needs of the business, and this Credit
clan never be les than the excess of $60,000 over the accumulated earn-
ings at the beginning of the taxable year. In other words, an oper-
ating company is permitted to accumulate an aggregate of $60,000
in earnings-not $0,0,000 per annum-without running afoul of the
tax.21 Under another provision which is new in the 1954 Code, in
computing the accumulated taxable income of the taxable year (as
well as tile accumulated earnings at the beginning of tile next taxable
year), a dividend distribution made on or before the 15th (lay of the
third I month following tile close of a taxable year is counted as if it
had been Inade oil tio last day of such taxable 1ea. 212 Under still
another provision which is Ilk ill tile 1954 Cole, tile meaning of
"ilncole accumulated for the reasonable needs of the business' is
amplified by providing that the term "reasonable needs of the business"
inc ildes "tile reasonably anticipated needs of tile business." 13

A mere holding or investment company is also allowed under the
new law a minimnum aggregate accuniulat ion of $60,000, but for some
reason is not allowed any credit beyond this even though it may
justifiably argue that incono beyond this would be for tile reasonable
needs of ihe business. Thus, once such a company reaches an aceuni-
lation of $60,000 and is found to have cherished the nocent l)lrpose,
it will incur the )enalty on all of its accunulated income even though
an accumulation of part would have been reasonable.

As indicated above, the statute depends for its application upl)on
the existence of a proscribed purpose, namely, accumulation in order
to save tile shareholders front individual tax. Whenever tile inter-
dicted purpose is found to be present-and it need not be the dominant
purpose-the company becones liable to the )enalty tax except that
under the new code, if it is an ()erating collpany, such part of the
accumulation as is considered reasonable for the needs of the business
is not subject to the tax. Purpose is, of course, subjective. It exists
only in the mind and since no one has discovered any generally
accepted metlhdl of looking into l)eol)e's minds to see what lies therein,
Congress has come to the aid of the Commissioner with certain statu-
tory presuml)tions. The first of these is that if tle company is a
mere holding or investment companyy" that fact alone is prima face
evidence of the purpose to avoid the income tax with respect to the
shareholders.2 On the other hand, if it is an operating company,
no I)rinia face presumption exists unless it is found that the earnings
have been permitted to accumulate beyond the reasonable needs of
the business, in which case that fact is determinative of the prohibited
purpose "unless the corporation by the ' preponderance of the evi-
dence shall prove to the contrary," so that under the new code, as well
as under the old, the existence of any unreasonable accumulation puts
the company to the burden of proving a complete absence of the con-
demned purpose--the task of proving a negative is often insuperable-

A See. 1551 would block a corporation which sought to divide Itself Into many corpora-
tions for the purpose of obtaining multiple $60,000 accumulated earnings credits.

" ee. 563 (a) ; sec. 535 (c) (4).ASee. 537.
' The meaning of a mere holding or Investment company is amplified by Treasury regula.

tions. T. R. 118, sem. 39.102-2 (e). See also Rudick, op. cit., mupra, note 2, p. 165.
ns See. 533 (b).
"The 1954 Code here deleted the word "clear" which waf contained In the prior statute.

Whether this deletion will produce any real change In meaning remains to be seen.
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but under the new code, the tax is imposed not oil the entire accuinula-
tion, but only on that part which is found to be unreasonable.

Another imp)ltortant change his beeii made with respect to tile rea-
sonableness of the accumulationi. Ordinarily, in any litigated tax
Colltroversy, the burden of proving g that. the treasuryy is wrong rests
upon tile titxliayer.2 1 The, new code provides in effect that where the
C(oiiniissioner of Internal Revenue lias asserted a deficiency under
section 531 and tlie olininy institutes it ploceeding in the Tax
Court 1 a) ialing froni such'deficiency, the )urden of proving that
the asserted deficielly is justified shift to the (overnment under cer-
tain circumstances: if before the mailing of the notice of deficiency
the Goverlunent sends by registered mail a Inotification informing the
company that a deficielicy has been proposed under section 531 and
if within a period of tine to be prescribed by reghdations (but not less
than :30 d11's after the mailing of the notification) tile corporation
subnits a silatetielit of the grolds (together with facts sufficient to
show the basis thereof) on which the corporation relies to establish
that all or part of the earnings have not been permitted to be accunu-
lated beyond the reasoable needs of the business, the Government
must, assume the burden with respect to the grounds thus set forth by
the taxpaver."" If the Treasury fails to send out such a notification,the burdei of proof is on tile Government regardless of whether the
taxpayer furnishes a statement as to its grounds for accumulation.0

'This new rule was originally made applicable only to taxable years
covered by the new code 1, but has this -ear been broadened to include
years covered I)y earlier statutes. 2  '1he effect of tile new rules on
corporations charged with harboring the prohibited l)Url)ose remains
to be seen. 'T his point is (liscused below.

1. IMPACT Of' '11W PENALTY TAX ON MAN(IE3ENT POLICIES

Iere we come to the nub of the inquiry with respect to section 531.
The questions to be considered are: (a) How effective is the tax in
achieving its avowed purpose? (b) Does it really impel corporate
managenuents to declare dividends which they otherwise would not
declare, and if so, how bad is this for the economy (Does the section
prevent the growth of sniall corporations or otherwise prevent com-
planies from growing as they otherwise might, or does it impel distri-
butions which leave companies in such a precarious position that they
cannot survive a period of adversity?) (c) Does it stimulate the ac-
quisition of small businesses by larger ones whether by merger or by
sale and thus tend to concentrate business enterprise? (d) Does the
tax otherwise warp tile judgment of management personnel? In all
of these areas, the approach must largely be a subjective one--statis-
tics, where available, are not of much help in answering such questions.
In other words, I speak principally from my own experience and ob-
servation, which miy be different from that of other practitioners or
students of the pl'ol)leii.

Vn The moRt notable exception Is where the Government charges fraud.
* In a suit in a district court or the Court of Claims, this new rule would not apply.
' See. 534.

Ibid. A speelal rule Is provided where there is a jeopardy assessment. See. 534 (d).
"See. 534 (e).
rPublic Law 367 (1955), Fc. 4. 5. In the case of earlier years the new rule applies

only to proceedings tried on the merits after the date of enactment of the 1955 amendment
(uor the'reactions of a number of other practitionerR and economists. see Economic

Effects of Section 102, published by the Tax Institute, Princeton, N. J. (1951).
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(a) How ffd',,th,, is( tel provision ?
It is obvious ( hnt wllta llIt tax ths not 1 Wlu e llltict I ct4 i tVelllls.For tihpeuriod I9I0In t ltrglh thl, ihrst lillif o1f 19.10,.on ly 0 19 (1t.Icielicies

tot a ling $1...$iNOOt were ssl'sse itlldtr sect ion 102, ias cotapanretI with
II (it aI I ill her of defl eM lev . io, i1of li1, )I )i' llt w I I ' I, u t h III is
period of 7,86,4 I tf totalilin, , i 1Tgti1),t)0 From1 1913 to l.anli1ry 1,
11)5), olily I)l c."ist,, hd beni li igiiflled inh ir Ihl prothlics"tmor te'-
tiolls.1 )f tilho-, ,1I Vases e1e,411 decided in far' of, ant4 i5 tcases tldl.
verselv to tile I o lit t'll I Imowev'er, whil 11111u1-1'ii lv i111, ('lIses
have feell decided against it ill' OwVerl'llitint, t le m hvetiilnt his not
falreld too hlu4v ill. this litigation Sitiee (lie' cases decidI in itq favo'
resent ed 6T'7percell. of flhe tot al proposed ta x ifl ti lit iglteoI euiss."

Iho fiet llilt the tax does 1ot pldiee revenlelt is 11(it of itself
sigili 'allt : it wa's not prlinlalrily lhesigi'd ito Iaise Itn y Iii t 4 do oMer
tax avoidan'e 1t114 it has Ito a ,volili''hh,, hut lUIt),ltitk niot to :1 sif-
fieiellt. extell ach ieved this purps,,. There' c.at iw l'o h oli I ha ill I
fear ot illposit ion of ie (1 lnI( \ fax hlls spullred ihe Ialitlllt of illlltV
dividends that wonId ofllenNii, lint hav, hvi' bo lc ii led. l'4 vi%.1
ieitld illlehs Illas been (o'4llletl princilllv to '4-,ijltllie. hi whic
11ana1el nt ll thie 11111jilloi v of thie stock illid it sig ili.i'tiit illllwily
is hold by outsiers. lenr' the possilhh, lipplic-tioll of tih pitlaity
carries it 1t01hh, threat, nliltliev. the tax itself -altlmoigh (Iit tliiaIl ot,
ho too painful fito it' tll jority whert lll'-I' flx ot th,, divide'ld disli)
Ilted to tholnl would exceed tieir pro rat port loll of the pe'tlllty-alld
persolall liabilitV 1s directors for the unnecessarily in,,urrd I')Iillly
tax. ( The pIersonlal liability would i' ellforced b a lliliorify stock-holders' derivative suit,) Then latter th'eal( wn1. highliglhte,1 l 1Ui1-

ber of years ago by anl action broutll aiaitist fill' dir et 4), of Trio
Products Corp. for recovery of file pena ty lax which the o(verinilent
sueee,sfullv tserted against that CorIlat ion.

Trico, wlich is a fairly well ktlowi chl lv il v f:it i ii-
m1obile Windshld Wipers and other dvvics. is :t coipa liy % liose stlwk
is traded in over the couiter. At fhe lill 1 of flh plt'Ilty tax prio-
eeeding, it had several thlsand stockholdlers but one sn'ull groq,
most of whom vere directors, owed a llaorily of tle stock. 'iim
conlpal, hald piled ulp a Il ug' lilllliioll oI of' t,'arnitg.S and Illd it
very strong liquid positioll., The 1 o l pally was twiem defeated in
its efforts to colliblt tilt, (loverniulnt's i of itmiproper acecittit-
latioii, once ill tie Tax Co1rt - I lll ill ihe diSa jit c lio 

3I -for
a later year. After the dteisiotis of lie lower couts wi e aliritned
by the appellate court, 0 a initority stockholders' suit was instituted
to cOlmpel the directors, to rtstore to fit'% COrporatio 10 li ' llillt lax
which toget her vith interest anoullted to over $7 itillion. Aippar-
lltlv tihe directors and their Colinlm- lust have been fearful of Ile olt,-

come of this sutit for they setthd by paying tie corporation $2,:90,0O,

4 The Tssrtion of Corornt- surphnR Aermunlations. Study Prepared for the Joint Com.
witttt on the rponotnii export, 82d Cong., 2d sess. (19521, p. 109, table 15.

sIbid . at lip 154-156.
" id. at p 155.
' In 1942 ils aeemnnlnted surplus was $22,822.210: the nmnunt Invested In owraling

aauets was $11,629,186 : the amount Invested In Oovernment oblifations was $18,286,930;
and the Amount invested In stocks of other corporations was $2,011,929. Ibid., at p. 87.

s, Triro Products Corporatio". 46 TTA 346 (1942).
P Trice Products Crorporation v. Mcgotrat,, 67 F. Supp. 311 (W. D. N. Y. 1946).
*The Tax Court decision, Involving the years 1934 and 1935, was Aflirned In Trico

Products Corpioration v. Commissio*#+, 137 F. 2d 134 (2d Cir. 1943). The district court
decision. involving the years 1936 and 1937, was affirmied In Trico Products Corporations v.
Molowau., 109 F. 2d 34h (24 CIr. 1948).
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and lilr'eeiig to Ille dhill liin of fll exti divileid of $b.16 per

Thii' iie EP('i5i(il deci i an II hfl'nenIt StM tOIC err0' int tha llearts oftlhe O1111.l.m";,r oft c',lllp"llies s 41,1ihlrly "ifOliff-d l ld probably precilpi-

lledl lI ihe, I II.'illei f iliV ,lividel s liiit 111 iitEtl otherwise lihve Ieen
slk j11pI. !1 ilt-ti iiailt'l'lyV- oilI ill lily ililgiiieiit miineesoarily-
illi lli tli tIel ' Ihe 4 l'1'IElI.'s o l.fi t ('(lf l-1i1 lilq w il w ih were
ir . 111111 lli'ly Imted',,I c, r l im. I iiif is, Nwre tilie ill ligenient
grlip WE'l' , l yi I 111l.oZr'ls Iri'i, llll irOlrie'tos. So far asi km, Ihv I'li'alll'-Y h.,s lim-elr 1i1 ';ed, 111l.'h Ni,; litigated, tlie( im-

lo io t if ;' Ie, ilIllty Illx onf ,'oi'or ation: wheiere it Ijority of the
st c, i. heldy Ipil" ',',i-, wh liive fit ire . o' ildiret (,onlrol over1111 dI,,ll-alll (11, dividend." A. lolle,r Iil-e ill whichl section 1531

iIll Its vollhi.r ii'lielriliarls I i Ihas hod 111, II'E'I ('somIe iiS l Ef small com-
pllliL4 wit 11 iIII ok I111115 Sl'iEpIll If WEl-kiiig 'allital, owileI ly I few
stli'CliE Iri 'i WdlE laN I o Ii h ot gof il0ii'Ii allove 50 'erent.
I hvar Ow Iii' gill~lii tl Il. IlI if Ih li)l.iill y is ii,,llp'eI is so large in com-
pIoisll Willi wil l II hlly be oiil eI if if is ilotili| IEIoseI that tih excess41,11I1ilng, ore', ol'l ll (li"I 'd ilt.l.l jImv,ver, IIhe, o. lipallei t finlhiscale-

' rory, %,n iimiah I Il itiiimibieir of lh'im iiiv be s-izlble, do not loom
l i. l i ti' iiggiri'gi ill 1 'll('e tl lhe i''l l l Vn .
( )i II. otlr l111iid, Illrl is -Ill arei ill Whi l lie lo-nalty tax is

frll{ly llklit l . 'hiis w.'II's w'ere it coliipally is privaeIly owned,
thii iH, %dw', fll' till- ,i'k is owned I * v I oII 2 families, andl tih income
is ',erv qlll ast itill. As indi'ate'd h aill , ii fie dliis('tlSsioi of the fTrico
iiise, lile're ife sit ii tions wh're the plylleit if Ole linalty tox by tei
corlp'llt ill will lIeve ils oilerss Ietletr oil' tinanctially t ba; if tley had
liSlril;t P.I lte inoiEll. Hi is oc'1irs whera lie i 'iniidiial stock-

holders ire in ai stilstantial higher tax bracket than the 318/ 2-percent
maxiIliIIII pelaily ta fx, flid Sill((- flhe 3,,-lper(ellt individual bracket is

railed fit it tilxalh i lillil Ef $f0,0()0 for it mlarrieI couipe and $10,000
for iill tilliim i'riid illdividlilal, it is obvious thit heae fire ilany cor-

)iI1. iliIo S whi will fill int(t lliiiS ('itgo ry. Even where tile stock-
hli.h r'I liell1ii t ill liii t u ide oh I f tliiir stock or it li lidation of

tle colro'lt Io, tley will Mtill often' be better off by having the cor-
rlot ill jlIIV tha lEnalt than thIV wE iIh if flhe aarningS were dis.-

tribiuted. Thus, uisilea cm'Opniiy within a net income after income
tax of $ t010,0it)(O 'wi'ld by it Sinigh' ,to('klolder whose taxable income
San,,i dividends from his corpolaion imolits to $50,000. If we as-
Stil) ( t h e sole M khSt hhldlPr dililis tile he1lesits of income splitting
and Illat Ilis wife NIS (o in('tl(, Ilis individual i n.onle-tax bill, if he
received it dividenId (ist rib0 ion of $SPI0,004, would he increased by
$322,8 IO, leaving him with iit net of $"7i,16. If lie deliberately attracts
the imposit ion (If tlie penalty tfox, lifile corporation will pay $143,000
(pins perhllaps Some dedl!etible interest). leaving the Corporation with
$257,000 so lhat ini the aggregate, lie is S179,840 better off than if the

, Op. cit. sulprn. n1. 33, at p. 89.
'2A alolh, lainta .liow that In th ense of 9,3 pelrent (if the d flencyne n ,eQ'mntP

ImpoeI under e. 102 of tile 1939 code for the taxable years 1938-48. the ownership of
the naso-ssd eorloralon,; iI highly concentrated with 79 percent of the corporations having
less than 5 shareholders. 14 percent of the corporations baving 5 to 10 shareholders. 3
pereent (if the corporations haiIng 10 to 15 shnreholdlers. 2 peret nt of the corporations

avin 15 to 25 shareholders. 0.8 percent of the corporations havIn 25 to 50 shareholders
per corporation, and 0 4 percent of the corporations havIne 50 to 100 shareholdere per cor-
poratlon. The Taxation of Corporation Surplus Accumulations, op. cit., supra, n. 33 at
p. 115.
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corporation had distributed the income. If he later sells his stock or
liquidates the corporation, the $257,00)0 left in the company may be
subjected to a 25-percent capital-gains tax but even so, he will be sub-
stantially ahead.

If the owner paid out 70 percent of the $400,000 as a dividend, he
would probably save the company from the imposition of the tax
because of a rule of thumb which the Treasury once adopted 4 and
which revenue agents still seem to follow to the effect that if a com.
pany pays out at least 70 percent of its distributable income, the pen-
alty tax will ordinarily not be asserted. Theoretically, any accumu-
lation may be sufficient to attract the tax but there is no reported case
of an operating company being attacked where it distributed as much
as 70 percent of its distributable income. However, even a 70-percent
distribution, on the facts assumed above, would leave the stockholder
worse off financially than if he made no distribution. If the company
distributed $280,000, the individual tax thereon would amount to
$219,140. This would leave the stockholder with $60,860 in his indi-
vidual pocket and $120,000 in his corporate pocket. But this would
still be less than the increase in his equity of $257,000 if he made no
distribution and incurred the penalty tax.

For companies like this, there will be a point of optimum distribu-
tion, that is, a distribution which is just enough to prevent the impo-
sition of the penalty but which will not increase the stockholder's
individual tax by more than the amount of the penalty which would
otherwise be imposed. Thns, if a distribution of 40 percent, or $160,-
000 would be enough to forestall the penalty (while the distribution
of less would incur the tax), it becomes advisable to distribute this
much: the individual tax would be increased by $116,840 while the
amount of the penalty saved would be $143,000. The trick in situa-
tions of this kind and it is an extremely difficult one, is to correctly
divine what the Treasury and the courts will find to be an unreason-
able accumulation. If it is known to the administrators and the judges
that the corporation and its advisers engaged in such a guessing game,
they will probably find the corporation guilty of nurturing the con-
demned purpose tind will impose the tax, although only on the amount
of income not distributed.

From the foregoing, it may be noted that while the tax is effective
in forcing dividend distributions by certain corporations, it is not an
efficient instrument in stimulating distributions by. other corpora.
tions-probably more numerous than the first group-at which the
penalty was aimed. The inefficiency could be easily cured by increas-
ing the rate of the penalty tax-from 1924 to 1934 it was 50 percent
and this in the face of lower individual rates of tax-but this would
aggravate whatever undesirable economic impacts the tax has on other
corporations.

At this point, I would like to interject my personal opinion that the
rates of tax on individual incomes above $20,000 are too high for the
economic good of the country and that it would be better if the 50
percent bracket were set at a point not lower than $200,000. Incomes
above $200,000 are so uncommon that whatever rates are imposed, the
effect on the economy as a whole is not too significant. Hence if it
were felt that to make a 20-percent rate palatable for low-income re-

UT. D. 4914, 1939-2 Cur. Bull. 108 (1939).
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cipients, the rates must soar to quasiconfiscatory levels, relatively little
damage is done if such rates are made applicable only to the highest
incomes, say $200,000 or more. But when rates from 50 to 87 percent
are iinl)os(l ol incomes between $32,000 and $200,000 (for married
couples), the point of diminishing returns has probably been passed
as to such taxpayers, not so much because they quit work to go fish-
ing-I do not believe there is a truly significant amount of holiday
taking as the result of the extremely high rates-but because the per-
sons in the brackets mentioned constitute to an important extent the
driving force of the economy. By this I mean that the individuals in
this group-at least those whose principal source of income is earn-
ings-)ossess, to a far greater degree than average, the imagination,
industry, and initiative which are essential to the maintenance of a
stable and growing economy. They are the ones who, if they could,
would be prepared to start new ventures and supply risk capital; and
if they are unable to accumulate cal)ital out of their earnings," they
are prevented from striking out on their own or otherwise utilizing
their talents fully. If the rates in the higher brackets were lowered,
the need for the penalty tax would be lessened but would not disap-
pear.
(b) Does the tax really impel corporate managemets to declare divi-

denids which they otherwise would not declare and if so, what
deleterious effects does it have on the economy?

Speaking broadly, this question is complementary to the previous
one. To the extent that the provision is effective, it clearly causes the
declaration of dividendss that would otherwise not be paid. But if
we are talking about corporations with current income and surplus
funds not needed for the business, that is its very purpose. Moreover,
I think it would be conceded by even those who call for the abolition
of the tax that, to the extent the provision does iml)el distributions of
unneeded funds, it is not merely an effective tax avoidance deterrent
but. also an economic stimulant in that so far as minority shareholders
are concerned, it increases the flow of spendable income and thus stim-
ulates buying. In a boom period this may be bad, but in a sluggish
period it willIbe good. It is my personal opinion that the amount of
dividends which are distributed under the threat of section 102 which
could otherwise be advantageously used in the business is very limited
indeed and that the critics of the tax have overplayed the plight of
corl)orations which have distributed more than they should.

It is said by some of these critics that the tax prevents the growth
of small business, whatever small business may mean. Under the
1954 code, every corporation is allowed to accumulate $60,000 of dis-
tributable income free from the threat of the tax. If this is an indica-
tion of what is meant by small business for the purpose of the present
question, the relief provision permitting a $60,000 free accumulation
will not accomplish vlery much except perhaps psychologically. So
far as I know, the Treasury has never attacked an accumulation of
$60.000 except by a personal service corporation where capital is vir-
tually unessential. I know of no small corporation the growth of
which was hampered by the fear of the penalty section. This is not

"It Is evident that equity capital I being supplied to a growing extent by Institutional
Investors and that the ratio of private investment to total investment ts declining. Fae-
tors Affecting the Stock Market, report of the Senate Committee on Banking and Currency,
8. Rept. No. 1280, 84th Cong., 1st seas., 95, table 4 (1955).
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to say that there are none. As I stated earlier, the question has to be
approached solely on the basis of the commentator's personal experi-
ence and observation. There is a good deal of ignorance and ulwar-
ranted fear of section 531 and although I do not personally know any,
it is reasonable to believe that there must be a sizable number of own-
ers of small corporations who have heard of the penalty section and
who have, without proper advice, distributed dividends 4 that they
might otherwise have profitably employed in the business. For such
businessmen, the provision of the 1954 code permitting the $60,000
free accumulation Will perhaps serve some purpose. However, it is
hard for ine to believe that there are enough of these situations to have
any pronounced or im )ortant effect on the economy as a whole.

Passing from "small businesses" to larger businesses, to what extent
has section 531 and its earlier counterparts prevented legitimate cor-
porate expansionI So far as large publicly owned corporations are
concerned, the importance of the section as an economic factor can be
dismissed. The managers of large corporations are sophisticated
enough taxwise to know that they are immune from worry about the
section. With rare exceptions, they want to pay as high dividends
as they feel they safely can, bearing in mind contemlplated expansion
and other business requirements, and they know that if they im-
properly accumulate the income, they will be brought to task by tile
stockholders perhaps faster than by the Government."

After the I rico decision, some managements of publicly owned com-
panies became concerned not because they had any real doubt about
the propriety of the income accumulation but because of the possi-
bility of personal liability in the remote event of their company being
attacked under the section, but I do not believe there was any signifi.
cant increase in dividend distributions because of this feeling. In
recent years, most of our large corporations have increased their dis-
tribut ions to stockholders but there is no evidence that the increase has
been influenced in any way by the threat of section 531. It has doubt-
less been due to greater earnings.

In the case.of companies which are neither large nor small-these
are relative terms which can vary widely depending upon the context
in which they are used-it has again been my personal experience and
observation that the penalty section has not prevented legitimate ex-
pansion. There are some situations in which the penalty has had the
opposite effect, that it, it has spurred expansion, sometimes in the same
line and at other times in a related and in a few instances unrelated
lines. It has been asserted that some of this expansion has been pre-
mature or unwise and probably that is so, but the amount of such
premature or unwise expansion cannot be very great. New invest-
ment in totally unrelated lines has been very limited because it is
thought by some that investment in a brand new field may indicate

65Or, rather, the tax on such dividends since the amount of the dividend after reduction
by the tax could be loaned to or reinvested In the corporation.

4The decision in Kale# v. Woodworth (32 F. 2d 37 (6th Cir. 1929)) provides an Interest-
ing case in point. Here, the stockholders of the Ford Motor Co. successfully sued to re-
strain the corporation from uning its accumulated surplus of almost $112 million, for plant
expansion and to require the distribution as dividends of 50 percent of the cash surplus. The
taxpayer stockholders received the dividend in 1919, but contended unsuccessfully that the
dividend was taxable in 1916, alleging inter alla that the undivided profits of the corpora-
tion were taxable to the stockholders, under the then applicable provision requiring that
the stockholders be taxed on their share of the corporation's undivided profits which were
accumulated for the purpose of livoiding tax. While the taxpayer was not successful in in-
cluding the dividend In the earlier year for tax purposes, the stockholders were successful
In having the courts require the declaration of a dividend.
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the presence of the prohibited purpose. In any event, a company
which uses its cash to expand, whether the expansion be in the form
of new plant or increased volume requiring larger inventories and
customers' balances, is not subject to successful attack under section
531. Although my conclusion is empirical, rarely if ever has the
legitimate expansion of the corporation been prevented because of
section 531.

Another charge leveled at the provision by its critics is that accumu-
lationq necessary for long-range development, e. g., construction of
new plant of the acquisition of a competitor, is deterred because of the
fear that unless the investment is made promptly, the penalty will be
attracted. This is the so-called "immediacy" doctrine which stems
from some Tax Court decisions in which it was held that there was
an unreasonable accumulation where there were no definite plans for
future expansion. 7  however , this is not the same as saying that
there must be an immediate investment of the accumulation. It must
he remembered that there is a long lag between the period of accumu-
lation and the time when the issue comes to trial, never lem than 4 or
5 years, and usually much longer- and if at the time of the trial the
money has not in fact been invested, it is only natural for the Treasury
and the courts to doubt the professed intentions of the owner-mana-
gers. In my opinion, where the administrators in the first instance and
the courts in the second are persuaded that the owner-managers have
bona fide intentions of expanding and have evidenced this intention by
the formulation of specific plans, they will ndt impose the penalty even
if up to the time of decision there has not actually been an invest-
ment. There may be perfectly valid reasons for the long-period ac-
cumulation. Thus during the war, when there could be no new
construction--except for purposes related to the war effot-a long
delay in going forward with a contemplated building program would
not automatically bring down the penalty if in fact when construction
was possible the company proceeded with such construction or other-
wise explained why it had not.4 18 In 1954, Congress apparently sought
to allay the fears of owner-managers in this situation by providing
that reasonable needs of the business include "reasonably anticipated
needs of the business. However, I still feel that in the final analysis,
the question is going to turn on the credibility of the testimony of the
owner-managers.

Still another criticism which is directed at the section is that it tends
to p)revent corporations from accumulating sufficient cash reserves
against a period of depression. It is said that in good years, corpora.
tions under the threat of the tax pay out more than they should and
then in lean years, they have nothing to pay out whether in dividends
or in maintenance of payrolls, expansion programs, and so forth.
Arether facet of this charge is that the tax tends to accentuate in-
flationary and deflationary trends; that it forces the distribution of
dividends in good times and leaves little or no cash against the day
when it would be desirable from the viewpoint of the economic cycle
to maintain dividends or employment. At first blush, this argument
seems to have considerable force, but upon analysis, I find it unpersua-
sive (except possibly as to companies with sharply variable earnings).

'See e. g., Iastrrn Railway and Lumber Co. (12 T. C. 869 (1949)) ; Southland Induo.
tries, i. (5 T. C. M. 950 (1946)).

i See, e. g., J. L. Goodman Furniture Co. (11 T. C. 530 (1948)).
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In the first place, it is clear that the great bulk of the dividend dis-
tributions come from publicly owned corporations. For example in
1952, 1953, and 1954, at least two-thirds of the total dividend Is-
tributions were paid by corporations listed on the New York Stock Ex-
change.4  Such companies, as I .have pointed out above, are rarely
influenced by section 531 so that the discontinuance of dividends dur-
ing a downward phase of the cycle by corporations which are allergic
to this section would not be particularly significant. Similarly, the
greater part of industrial payrolls is paid by corporations which are
not influenced by the penalty section and it seems unlikely that it com-
pany which had distributed dividends under the threat of 102 would
maintain employment during a depression period merely because it
had withheld distribution in the earlier period.

Finally and perhaps most important, expansion and retrenchment
whether of employment, capital investment, or dividends, depends to
a far greater degree upon the psychological environment than it does
upon the provisions of the tax law. Speaking generally, businessmen
will expand or retrench, depending upon what they think the pros-
pect is. If they feel that the promise for the future is bright, they
will go forward, otherwise not. I do not say that the penalty section
plays no part in the decision of individual companies. I 'have al.
ready indicated that it does pl)ay a significant part in the decisions
of some companies, but overall, I doubt whether the penalty section
produces any important effect on the business cycle. The section, in
the case of those companies which are particularly allergic to it, does
tend to prevent as large it reserve against contingencies--the hoard
against the proverbial rainy day-as the owner-managers would like
to have, but even here I find it difficult to believe that many companies
have been forced into bankruptcy because they distributed dividends
under the threat of section 102. I know of no such company.
(c) Does the penalty tax stimulate the acquisition of small businesses

by larger ones and thus tend toward the concentration of bUsi-
ness enterprises, that is, do smaller companies tend to be ab-
sorbed'by larger ones whether by exchange of stock 10 or by pur-
chase for cash?

(While such acquisitions would tend to the concentration of busi-
ness, they would not necessarily stifle competition-they might in fact
have the opposite effect.) Here my personal experience and observa-
tion lead to an affirmative answer, but with a qualified "yes." In
many cases the penalty section was only one of several factors which
induced the owners of the company to merge with or sell out to an-
other company. In some cases, the owners were getting old or tired
or their health was failing and they wanted to take it easy and let
someone else assume the major burden of running the business.
Either they had no children competent to run the business or if they

d In 1952, 1053, and 1954, total dividend distributions approximated 9.1. 9.4. and 9,9
billion dollars. respectively. council of Economic Advisers, Report on Economic Indicators,
24 (June 1955). Dividend distributions by corporations listed on the New York Stock
Exchange for this period were approximately 5.07. 6.2, and 6.5 billion dollars. respectively.
Research and Statistics Department of New York Stock Exchange Estimated Aggregate
Amount of Cash Dividend Payment on Stocks Listed on the New York Stock Exchange.

* Where the acquisition Is by an exchange of stock, the capital-gains tax may be avoided.
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did, such chiil(lren were disinclined to follow in the footsteps of their
fathers. Still other sellers wanted what they thought would bring
additional security as the result of merging with a stronger firm.
Still others were concerned about the problem of paying death duties
and wanted the marketable security of a publicly owned corporation
in preference to the unmarketable stock of a closely owned corpora-
tion. There were still other l)ersonal reasons for selling out such
as an irreconcilable split between two families who equally owned a
business. I do not personally know of any case where the sole moti-
vating factor behind the sellout to a larger company was the penalty
tax. Similarly, I have known of liquidations-in the sense of the
business being discontinued-which were influenced in part by the
penalty section but none where the liquidation was dictated solely by
it. In this connection, it may be noted that there has recently been
a flood of mergers and other combinations of publicly owned cor-
porations which are ordinarily not affected by the threat of section
531. Nevertheless. it is my belief that the charge that section 531
tends to cause mergers and sellouts, that might otherwise not have
taken place, is to an appreciable extent justified.
(d) Does the. tax otherwivse thwart the judgment of corporate

management?
As I have indicated above, I do not think that it does in the case

of publicly owned corporations. In the case of corporations which
are particularly suscel)tible to the penalty, that is, closely owned cor-
porations, it does often affect the judgment, of the owner-managers.
Apart from inipelling them to actions that already have been men-
tioned, such as undertaking expansion, it stimulates debt rather than
equity financing (although this is also stimulated by the fact that in-
terest on debt is deductible whereas divi(dends on stock are not).
Profits may legitimately be used to reduce debt but a redeni option of
stock in l)reference to dividend distributions is suspect. The sec-
tion also, in a number of instances, has caused artificial juggling to
reduce apparent liquidity. Thus cash (or the equivalent) would be
reduced in year-end balance sheets through heavy plurchases of ma-
terial or supplies or through relaxation of efforts to collect outstand-
ing accounts receivable. I also feel that the tax in the case of a large
number of closely owned corporations has spurred the companies
into adoption of pension and profit-sharing plans and the granting of
certain fringe benefits to employees. However, it is dobutful whether
such artificial manipulation is widespread. Most successful business.
men are businessmen first and tax avoiders second. Still another
and undesirable effect of the section is that in some instances it keeps
surplus funds uninvested. If surplus funds are invested in securi-
ties of other corporations-not controlled by the taxpayer corpora.
tion-this tends to negate the argument that they are needed in the
business. Accordingly, many companies keep their idle funds entirely
in cash or Government bonds.

Among minor criticisms of the section are-
(1) That it acts as a deterrent to funding depreciation. (This

criticism hardly seems valid in view of the fact that depreciation is
allowed as a deduction and thus can be funded free from the accumu-
lation penalty tax as well as from the income tax itself.)
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(2) That the section is sometimes used as a threat by revenue agents
to club a taxpayer corporation into agreement on other issues. (This
happens often enough to justify the criticism.)

(3) That because of the section of some industrialists have shifted
from domestic to foreign operation. (This has not happened to a
degree of any consequence. Where there has been such a shift, the
likelihood is that it has been impelled by a tax holiday in the foreign
jurisdiction. Moreover, the present policy seems to be to encourage
foreign investment so that criticism to the*extent that it is warranted
at all would not apply currently.)

(4) That companies threatened with the tax are loath to contest
it because of possible harmful publicity. (Like the second minor
charge mentioned above, there is something to this criticism, but it
does not occur often enough to be significant.)

(5) That enforcement of the penalty varies with locale and, it may
be added, with revenue agents. (Here, too, there is justification for
the criticism, but, short of an examinattion of each vulnerable cor-
poration by some central agency, this infirmity cannot be avoided.)

Ill. EiPFCor OF THE ORDINARY I-NCOiE Ttx ON CERTAIN EXPENDITrru
POIICIES

There can be no doubt that, when the corporate income-tax rate is
as high as it now is? it will have a significant effect on deductible expen-
ditum s for expansion, business prolnotion, and goodwill development
and on such items as employees' life insurance, sick benefits pension
and profit-sharing plans, executives' expense accounts, and charitable
contributions. At a 52-percent rate, certain expenditures become pru-
dent which might otherwise be imprudent. A deductible dollar costs
only 48 cents and tax-oriented business judgment is an inevitable
consequence of this disparity. If a dollar costs only 48 cents, that
frequently makes it worthwhile to do things and take risks which
perhaps might not be done if the full dollar cost were incurred. I
used to think that this was bad,1 and I still do to the extent that it
costs smaller'and weaker companies more to do these things and take
the risks than it does the big companies. 2 However, I am coming
around to the view that if the graduation of the corporate tax is elimi-
nated, a high rate of corporate tax is not altogether bad since it tends
to stimulate such activities as sales promotion, research, and new prod-
uct development and these activities, in turn, generate jobs and income.

On the other hand, corporate income taxes, like all other taxes, tend
to become a cost component. Management is interested in how much
will be left for the stockholders after taxes, and they will, so far as
they can fix their prices at levels which will produce a desirable return
for the shareholders, Thus, while the tax may spur employ, benefits,
and other deductible expenditures of the character mentioned above,
thus increasing consumption and investment, it will also tend to in-
crease )rices and decrease dividend distributions, thus decreasing con-
smmption and investment.

61 14" Rndick. The Effect of the Excess Profits Tax on Business, Proc. National Tas
Association, 405-409 (191).

Is A corporation % which pays only a 10-percent rate (the first $25000 of taxable income Is
vihiect to this lower rate) Incurs a net cost of 70 cents for every deductible dollar sqpt

while a corporation which Is not making any money at all Incurs the cost of the full dollar.
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(I think it is clear that if we are to achieve expanding stability and
stable growth in our economic system, we must adopt measures which
at the same time encourage investment and increase consumption.
Investment and consumption must grow together; they must mesh.
When they do not, the probable result is either an unhealthy inflation
or it debilitating deflation.)

While, as I have indicated above, a high rate of corporate income
tax is not an unmixed evil, I believe that when the budgetary situ-
ation indicates that tax reduction is in order, the corporate rate should
share in that reduction. I further believe that graduation in the
corporate rate should be t-liminated and that the resultant saving in
revenue should be applied entirely to a further reduction in the rate
of corporate tax.

In any event, it is apparent to at least one observer of corporate
management that .the high rates of corporate income tax have acted as
a powerful spur to deductible expenditures such as those mentioned
earlier, i. e., business promotion, pension-fund contributions, chari-
table contributions (which are often a form of business promotion),
and so forth.

The remarkable growth in the number and size of employee pen-
sion and profit-sharing plans is to a very important extent attribut-
able, in the judgment of many, to the fact that high tax rates made
he cost of contributions relatively low. 3  Until the last 2 or 3 years,
charitable contributions by publicly owned corl)orattions or by cor-
l)orations with potentially unsympathetic minority stockholders,
were not materially increased by the high corporate income-tax rates
for a number of reasons, the principal one of which was fear of suc-
cessful stockholder attack. Lately, however, modernization of local
corporation laws and enlightened judicial sanction has removed this
impediment in most jurisdictions and many of our large corpora-
tions have established company foundations to which they annually
contribute far greater amounts than they could have dreamed of
doing a decade ago." In fact, it begins to look as if a significant part
of the cost of financing higher education will be assumed by big busi
ness.5 It is fairly certain that charitable contributions by such cor-
porations would )have been smaller had the tax rates been lower.

It is also reasonably certain that research expenditures have been
materially increased as a result of high tax rates. Prior to 1954, a
large part, perhaps even the greater part, of such expeditures was,

" The number of Insured pension plans, i. e., plans administered by Insurance companies.

increased from 10,050 at the end of 1949 to 15,730 on Decem'er 31. 1953. The number of
noninsured pension trusts administered by banks and trust companies increased from 1,939
at the close of 1949 to 4,890 at the end of 1953. Factors Affecting the Stock Market,
S. Rept. No. 1280. 84th Cong., Ist seas. 93 (1955). In 1948, corporate contributions to
employee benefit plans (all industrial groups) amounted to $1,153,499,000; In 1952, the
latest year for which Treasury figures are available, the contributions aggregated $3,182,-
260.o00. See Statistics of Income for 1948. pt. 2. p. 94, table 3; 1952 Preliminary Report,
pt. 2, p. 6, table 1. At the end of 1954, pension funds not administered by Insurance com-
panies totaled 11.2 billion while penFlon funds administered by Insurance companies totaled

, M billion. New York Times. October 12, 1955, p. 45.
"The Manual of Corporate Givit, National Planning Association, Washington (19,52;

Ruml and Geiger, The Five rca National Planning Association, Washinaton (1951)
see Progress and Problems in Corporate Giving. 25 Investor's Reader, I (1955 : corporate
givin by industrial groups in 11:9 anointed to $30.730 000: In 1049, to $239,337,000. and
n 1952, the latest year for which Treasury figures are available, to *398,5-Nf.000 Statiics

of Income for 1939, pt 2, p. 72, table 3 : Statistics of Income for 1918, pt. 2, p. 94, table 3;
1952 Preliminary Report, pt. 2. p. 6, table I.

55 See Summary Report of Coiference on Corporate Contributions to Iligher Education,
Council for Finavclal Aid to Education (1955).
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theoretically, not deductible currently, but it is probable that in prac-
tice only a small percentage of research expenditures was capitalized.
The current tax law specifically permits such expenditures to be de-
ducted currently.14

Liberality in the expense account allowances of corporate executives
and the provision of certain othei perquisites of employment such as
free vacation facilities are other concomitants of high corporate tax
rates. Here, however, the high individual rates of tax also play an
important role: where the corporation can absorb expenses which the
employee might otherwise have to defray personally, e. g., the use of
a company car-there is nothing necessarily illegitimate in such prac-
tice-he has received a highly desirable prize.

Like the other items mentioned under this heading, advertising
outlays and other sales-promotion expenditures have been inCreased
by the impetus of the high corporation income-tax rate."T So too
have capital-asset acquisitions-plants, machinery, patents, etc.-
where the cost of the acquisition can be written olf over a rl-atively
short period. Thus, a tremendous amount of industrial construction
has been fostered by the special 5-year amortization allowance with
respect to plants andinstallations which can qualify as an "emergency
facility." . Although there are no statistics as yet, it is probable
that the accelerated depreciation provisions enacted in 1954 have pro-
vided an important impetus to the acquisition of depreciable property.
The effect of the corporation tax on expenditures of this character
will presumably be covered by another paper.

IV. CoriCLUsION
The penalty tax on corporations improperly accumulating earnings

must be kept in the statute. Its complete abolition, suggested by some,
would provide a gateway to wholesale tax avoidance and is simply not
thinkable. The provisions imposing the tax are admittedly not ideal:
on the one hand, the touchstone (and now the measure) of liability is
subjective and therefore diflicult to ascertain, and on the other hand,
the law is not tWffective enough in reaching its prime target. Neverthe-
les, the present provisions are better than nothing. The 1954 amend-
ments are obviously designed to allay the fears of corporate owner-
managers. But they are not an unmixed blessing. Heretofore the
administrators of the law, because the tax was imposed on all the
undistributed income, had to assert an extremely heavy penalty or
none at. all and hence they were generally inclined to give'the taxpayer
corporation the hiiefit of the doubt. Now, however, the tax is oly
imposed on that part of the accumulation which is found to be un-
reasonable and since the potential area of disagreement. as to what is
a reasonable amount is much larger than the single question, of whether
there was a reasonable accumulation, the amount of litigation under
the section may be increased rather than decreased. In other words,
a revenue agent, no longer required to impose a severe penalty, if
any, may be less inclined to respect the sincerity and judgment of the

" Fe. 174
'R Advertlaing expenses by corporations (all Industrial group) In 104A were $13.4115.94.-

000. statistics of Income for 1948, pt. 2,.94. tabl . For 1952, the latest year for
which etatilsil-e are available, they amounted to $b,026,T71,000. 1052 Preliminary Report,
pt. 2 p. 6. table 1.

" Se. 168. Certain grain-storage facilities are also eligible for the 6-year amortisatlon
subsidy. See. 160.
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owner-managers and more inclined to substitute his own judgment of
what is reasonable, knowing that the penalty can be much more modest.

While the new provisions with respect to'the burden of proof should
prove helpful to corporations whose protestations of good faith are
well founded, they are not likely to materially reduce the vulnerability
of corporations w ithout any real defenses. Moreover, the shifting of
the burden to the Government in certain situations may result in a
much more careful scrutiny of the taxpayer's business records than the
corporation would welcome.

Some years ago,9 I concluded that the problem of unreasonable ac-
cumulation would be better solved by a return (with corrective modifi-
cations) to the provisions of the early laws which imposed no tax on
the corl)oration but under which the shareholders of the corporation
found guilty of the condemned l)urpose were taxed individually on
the undistributed income of the corporation. Despite some admninis-
trative difficulties, I think it would be worthwhile to again try this
apl)proaclh to the l)roblem.

As to the elfect of the ordinary tax on corl)orate exl)enditures for
items such as sales promotion, pension fund contributions, and the
other items mentioned above, there is not much to Ie added. Ob-
viously, tax-oriented judgments are more common under a 52 percent
rate than they would be un(er a 35 percent rate and less common thai
under a 65 percent rate. That the high corporate tax rates have in-
duced the establishment and growth of pension funds cannot be
doubted, nor can it be doubted that they have been responsible to a
significant extent for the willingness of large corporations to aid the
financing of higher education. These phenomena have disturbing
aspects as well as beneficial ones, but the discussion of the pros and
cons of growing pension funds and the financing of higher education
by big business is far outside the scope of this paper.

I conclude that a high corporate rate, providing it is not too high,
is probably a neutral factor; i. e., it stimulates as much economic ac-
tivity as it curtails. Naturally what is too high will vary with cir-
cumstances. In an economy influenced by high defense and other
exl)enditures by the Federal Government, a rate may be tolerable
which would not be tolerable were we able to afford without prejudice
to our security, a very materially reduced Federal budget. The pres-
ent 52 l)ercent rate (30 percent on the first $25,000 of taxable income)
is plainly not unbearable, neither is it comfortable, and I would hope
as I indicat( earlier that when tax reduction is vouchsafed us, t ie
corporate rate should not be completely left out in the cold.

THE OVERALL IMPACT OF TIHE CORPORATE
INCOME TAX

W. BAYIARD TAYLOR, Claremont Men's College

1. IlAb TIlE CORPORATE INCOME T,%x LIMITED CORPORATE GROW'ii AND
REDUCED WILLINNESS To UNDERTAKE NEW VENTURES

The question may be taken in two parts: First, as referring to the
expansion of established corporations; and second, as referring to new

"Rudick, op. eit.. supra, note 2. p. 218. in the light of current conditions, I would
modify some of the criteria then suggested.
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businesses. The answer cannot be made categorically nor derived
statistically for either group. No one knows to what extent decisions
to start new businesses, to discontinue old businesses, or expand estab-
lished businesses are influenced by taxation. Presumably rational
men deduct the tax on net income when estimating the return to be
expected from capital investment. Certainly they review the effect
of the tax on past operations and attempt to forecast its effect upon
the return to be derived from reinvested earnings or new financing.
Presumably they weigh these past or expected returns against the risk
involved and compare them with known or prospective returns in
alternative fields of investment. And yet businesses are launched,
abandoned, and expanded for other than purely financial reasons. A
venture may be undertaken to create a job for one's self or friends or
relatives or to satisfy an irresistible urge to create or compete. An
existing firm may be liquidated because the operator (lies and his
heirs prefer leisure to labor. A going concern may be enlarged to
gain prestige, to give battle to a hostile competitor, or-as with a
public utility-to expand because it must, whether profitable or not.
Sideline enterprises known in advance to be losers may be entered
deliberately to establish deductible losses.

We have no data by which these imponderables can be tested. We
have ample data to prove what everyone knows, namely, that the
American economy and its corporate secor have expanded during the
same decade that corporate income taxes have increased. Gross
national product is twice that of 194.5. There are 20 percent more
business firms in the United States today than there were in 1946.
Business expenditure for new plant a(l equipment will be over three
times as great in 1955 as in 1945. Total corporate assets, exclusive
of banks and insurance companies, are 50 percent greater than in
1946. Dollar totals of security registrations with the Securities and
Exchange Commission were $3* billion in 194.5, have averaged $7 bil-
lion per year since, were $9 billion in 1954. The record of corporate
securities issued for new capital is even more impressive; $1 billion
were offered in 1945, $6 billion in .954.

Although several of the factors responsible for our corporate growth
since 1940 have undoubtedly been modified by the impact of both in-
dividual and corporate income taxes, the effect of those taxes has
probably been les significant than cursory analysis might indicate.
Certain facts can be cited to co'ifinn this view. T ihe favorable treat-
ment of capital gains. espec idly during this period of corporate
growth, has encouraged mtdivieluals to invest. The ability of a corpo-
ration to expand from deprec.iation, depletion, and amortization ac-
cruals, all of which are tax-fr.e, accounts for an important percentage
of their growth. When these accruals are added to retained earnings
the total is greater than the net increase in corporate assets during
the period. Implicit here :.lso, among other imnponderables, are such
factors as inflation, anticipated or real, large Government expendi-
turez, and general busines, optimism. The shifting and incidence of
the income tax, a problem that has recently been reexamined by eco-
nomic theorists, is also pertinent, although beyond the province of this
paper.

Mruore important for our immediate purpose than the fact of corpo-
rate growth or our specitration as to its extent if corporate income had
been taxed differently or less severely is the long-run effect upon the
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financial health of the business population. Are corporate financial
structures sound? A tax that places a premium upon debt financing
and penalizes equity financing is a tax that encourages corporations to
indulge in unwise practices with respect to the management of their
asset and capital structures, the management of their income and
reserves, and the determination of dividend policy. These policies
and practices, if ill-advised, may court future disaster for themselves,
their creditors, and the entire economy.

The basic distinction between equity and (lebt, between owners and
creditors, is deeply imbedded in the capitalist system. All capital,
in fact, is divided into two kinds: that which is owned and that which
is borrowed. The law recognizes the distinction by sanctioning dif-
ferent types of contracts for savers and owners a11( provides for the
different treatment of each during bankru ptcy and corporate reor.
ganization. The several States have enacted legislation providing
for the control of the investments of banks, insurance comal)anies, an~i
certain trust funds; until recently modified these investments were
restricted to debt contracts and equity issues were excluded. The dis-
tinction is evidenced in the free capital market where there are dif-
ferent rates of cal)italization for the anticipated return on shares and
the colltractual ret'n on bn(ls. Cyclical tlucituations in business are
accomn panied by the different behavior of stock and bond prices.

In the interest of sound financial policy, as wvell as t ie investor,
securities wiose provisions operate. to evade the distinction between
equity and clelt shoul not be issued. The dividingg line between stock-
holders should be redrawn sharply and kept clear in the future. Con-
vertible and warrant-bearimr bond,; are examples of investment
hybrids that blur this line. Convertil)ilitv and (letachable warrants,
in the vernacular of finance, are "sweeteningz" devices, designed to
attract, if not to sedthce, the conservative investor. 'Fhev combine
two elements tat do not mix invest eent and Slmeculat ion. Tile speci-
lative element becomes profitable for the purchaser, if at all, at just
the time when it becomes 111profitable for the conijpany to have him
exercise his privilege. The older of such an issue will assert his
rights when the companys stock, which he is privileged to obtain by
converting his bond or cashiuz ihis warrant, could he more advantage-
ously offered by the corporation to the outside market. This problem
receives further attention in the pages that follow.

2. How SIGNIFICANT ARnz iil' PRONsIONs RELATING TO (A) IkSS
CARn'ovRs AND (1i) CAPITAL RPtco1Iit" IN Thiis hESPEc'T?

(a) The carryover provisions permit a corporation to carry a net
operating loss back 2 years and obtain a refund on taxes pail or to
carry the loss forward and c(barge it to net operating income for as
many as 5 years. Established corporations must apply the carrylack
first to tie first year precedhig the losi year, time to the second; they
mnay telln carry any remaining balance forward to the first year fol-
low"ing the loss year. then to the second, and on to the fiftl year or
until the loss is absorbed. New corporations realizing losses during
their first year carry tie loss forward for 5 years.

(b) Under the 1954 act a corporation maiy elect to recover a greater
percentage of the cost of a capital asset in 1 the earlier years of its
useful life. Two methods, both modifications of traditional straight-
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line depreciation in favor of accelerated depreciation, are permitted:
the declining balance method; and the sun-of-the-year-digits method.

Referring again to (a), loss carryover is designed to reduce the
risk attendant upon investment. By it, Governmuent shares in invest-
ment 1os5,-s as woll a4 gains; the device aims to answer the "heads
I win, tails you lose" objection to the tax on business profits. But
to obtain the full advantage of this provision there must, of course,
be gains to which losses can be carried. Furthermore, nonoperating
or other income, if the corporation enjoys such, must be reduced by
losses realized in the same taxable year, ihus reducing the itinOliiit of
the carrover to operating gains in future years. If corporate mal-
agenent realizes, first, that losses are cusi'ioned only by gains anti,
second, that gains Imust be cushioned, if at all, by losses, ilhe irovisioi,
call hardly be expected to stimulate the incentive to inve.t. Investors
would hardly finance a new venture on the promise that its managers
planned to operate at a loss during the third year in order to obtain
the 2-year carryback.

Conclusive evidence on this point does not exist although the find-
ings of an extensive investigation of taxation and busine-s incentives
are available.' Professor But tears reports that-
by ant ar, ,, the tax structure oppearz to have had onrly a relatively limited and
spelalized i lnmtjt both oil tie l'ai Inventive- which tiotate the private econ-
only and (on the structure of this econtimy. The effects of the tax structure on
the aggregate IeN "ls of evnplo.3itent antd real income realized over tile last 10)
to 15 years have been evenai iore limited, as is obvious from the record le, el-
achieved in both employment and income during this period.*

His further statement that "taxes are more likely to determine how
a thing is done than they are to deternitne what or whether ai action
is taken" supports the thesis of this paper. viz, that taxation affects
financial policy more than it affects decisions to launch business
ventures.

Questions peltinent to the Butters-Lintner conclusion concerning
the tax st imu , to business investment are raised by Professor leller
of the University of Minneosta.3 lie. with till if1ho are interested in
the problem, would like to know "how widely busiiieves and investors
have availed themselves of the tax bonuses given for certain acts, such
as building plant, buying equipment, conducting research and so on"
and whether ,(a) having achieved tax savings by taking adv-antage
of the new provisions, id businesses use the ftujis to ilereluse divi-
dends, investment, working capital, or what C' (for one of the "whats"
we suggest the retirement of long-term debt) and (b) * * * did the
incentive of liberalized or preferred tax treatment elicit a greater
flow of investment than would otherwise have occurred:" The an-
suxer to the last question will be ventured in advance: "not a greater
flow, but the same flow, into different channels, ditrerent ty)es of
securities, different industries."

Accelerated depreciation, if corporations adopt it, will reduce their
profits and increase their accunu lat ions. Although not immediately
relevant to the question before us, it may also affect their (o,t au:-

I See papers by J. Kieth Butters and John Lintner, titled respectively "Taxation Incen.
ties and Financial Capacity" and "Effect of Corporate Taxation on Real Investment,"
Paprs and Proceedings of tht 66th Annual Meeting, American Economic Review, May
1954, pp. 504. 520.

SIbid.. p. 505.
M Appraisal of the Administration's Tax Policy, Walter W. Helier, National Tax Journal.March 1955. pp. 18-.19.
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counting and therefore, possibly, their prices. Companies changing
from straight-line to dee ining-balance depreciation 1have already re-
l)orted that their income taxes are lower and their cash posit ions are
stronger. h'lat this was to have been expected can be readily per-
ceived by noting that the depreciation of an asset with no salvage
value and a life of 20 years woulh, for the first year, be 5 percent of
the cost of the asset under straight line, 10 percent under declining
balance, and 9.52 l)ercent under the suni of the year-digits method
But unless the company is continually adding new depreciable assets
the advantage of acceleration becomes less each year and the results
could prove to be embarrassing in the future.

The new venture is rare that can begin business with its market
full-blown. As sales and output increase unit costs decline and profits
rise. Un(er the declining balance method the just-organized com.
pany would take 10 percent depreciation the first year but by the 10th
year it would depreciate the same assets only 3.87 l)ercent. Its taxes
would therefore increase as the result of declining out-of-pocket ex-
penses and lower charges for depreciation. Unless obsolescence justi-
fied replacement or sales required expansion of plant and equipment
any benefit to the firm from fast capital recovery would be short-lived.
Furthermore, since higher taxes are to be face( each year, the depre-
ciation reserve becomes, in effect, a reserve for the payment of those
taxes unless the firm is willing to charge taxes to each year's opera-
tions, thus reducing its net income and compelling it to pay lower divi-
dends as the tax depreciation benefit is reduced. To keep this re-
serve, or any reserve, invested while it is not needed and have it avail-
able when it is needed is a neat financial trick, one that few firms
are staffed to perform. To employ depreciation for expansion or
working capital purposes is to run thie risk of being unable to obtain
other financing when the occaion arrives for spending the reserve
for its intended purpose. 'fax relief should not take the form of an
inducement to change tinie-tried and value-proven financial prac-
tice. Depreciation should be related to the individual firm's experi-
ence with physical wear and tear, not to tax relief during its develo-
mental perio(l.

3. HAS THlE TAx AFFEcTE) SIGNIFICANTLY THE, FN-ANCI.L PoLcis :
OF CORPORATIONS AS A WHOLE?

Competent observers are unanimous in agreeing that the corpora-
tion income tax, as levied, has been responsible for the increase in
corporate debt. Bond interest is deductible from net income while
dividends on common and preferred stocks are not. Therefore, by
trading on its equity the corporation pays lower taxes and enhances
the per share earnings on its stock. When the two results of such
borrowing are expressed in terms of (a) tile interest burden and (b)
the percentage earned on net worth the dangers inherent in the up-
ward trend of debt financing become apparent.. Before considering
these dangers specifically certain financial facts will be set forth.

(i) Internal sources of corporate capital are revealed by the fol-
lowing data:
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(Billions of dollars

Yea Profltibefuor Proflits nfter Cmih divli- Und trih.
taxes taxes dends uted profits

l9 i ............................................ 190 K 3 4 7 3.6
WO ........................................... 400 / 22 1 9.2 129

1W ............................................ 42.6 21.2 107 10.5

I Qtmrterly at annual rte.

Depreciation, deducted as an expense from gross income, is another
source of capital funds. This item increased from $5.3 billion in
1946 to $11.8 billion in 1953.

(ii) Outside financing, as obtained lby new corporate issues, was as
follows:

I~tlllionq of dollars]

19405 ................. .....................

19i ............................. ..

Bondqand Co(mlnmon referred
1tv)e. stock stock

. 4.S5 397 71%
4,tl V2 911 631

.. ... 7,4M 1,2131 M1

(iii) Earnings and dividends per share of common stock for three
corporate groups were as follows:

Year

1045 ........ .........
|m0 .....................
19 ................... .

I[ollars pe share]

Industrials, 125 stocks Public utilities, 21 stocks Itallroals, 25 stocks

Earnings DIvidends Earnings Dividends Earnings Dividends

8272 $1.'5 1 81.30 8430 219
S 3 2.77 16 736 2.10

1090j 50 310 21 95 3.42

(iv) Yields to investors in the above issues are indicated by the
following:

lPercentages]

y Industrials Public utilities Railroads

Bonds Stocks Bonds Stocks Bonds stocks

14.............. .... 2481 3 99 28R9 4 99 30(A 5.511 ......................... 267 651 282 560 310 6501953 ... 3.. . 322 4 32 332 4. 77

(v) The combined capital structures of industrial, public utility,
and railroad corporations, expressed in percentages, were as follows
in 1950:
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Indu~trials Utilitles Railroads

PfTeeOI Percent Percent
lImg-terin debt........................ ............... 13 41 38
Preferred stock ..........................- - ; 8
('ommon stock ............................................ 2e 35
Surplus...s .............................................. ." 15 28

Total ................................................... - 100 n 1o0

Source: Outhmann and l)ougall, Corpowrate Financial Polio,, 341 edition, 1ish-1, p. 214, complied by the
authors from Statistics of Income for 195) and Statistics of Itailroads in the United States, I00.

Reference to the above paragraphs ill the ensuing arguments will be
for illustrative purposes only. 1)ata based u)on such large totals,
while rough, is useful in pointing up overall effects and relationships.

Corporate profits after taxes increased from $8.3 billion to $21.2 in
the 19-15-55 period (par. i.), an increase of 155 percent, cash dividends
increased 128 percent, and undistributed profits 178 percent. Ob-
viously, those responsible for the management of corporate income
decided to grow from within and pay out a smaller percentage of the
profits to stockholders. At the same'time, when they did elect to seek
outside financing they resorted to debt issues in large amounts, offer-
ing $7,188 billions of bonds and notes in 1951 and only $1,213 billions
of common stock.

Retained earnings are not tax free to the corporation but they are to
the stockholder if ie keeps his stock. Presumably his book value per
share increases in direct l)rol)Option to the retained earnings; to the
extent (and no one knows to just what extent) that the market gives
effect to the greater book value, the holder has a paper capital gain.
If he cashes this gain it will be taxed at 25 percent. Therefore the
corporation accommodates its high-bracket stockholders by issuing
stock dividends or splitting the stock. It seems significant that the
industrial group, witl a much smaller ratio of debt to equity capital,
has distributed a much smaller percentage of their net earnings than
the public utilities (par. iii.).

A corporation that trades on the equity successfully can earn more
on its net worth and could pay higher dividends fhan one that does not.
A simplified example will illustrate the l)rinciple, as well as the risk,
of employing "cheap capital." John Jones needs $100.000 to launch
a venture and l)ersuades Peter Smith to invest $10,000 in the enterprise
and incorporate. Jones contribtites $10,000 a111(1 his patented i(lea and
borrows $50,10 at 4 percent interest to complete the capitalization.

Tle company grosses $.- 20,0(M, has operating expenses of $8,000,
pays the $2,000 interest, and nets a profit of s10.000 upon which it pays
the corporate income tax of $3,0)0. John and Peter can share $7,000
on their $50.10) investment, a return of 14 pIeent. Peter, accustomed
to capitalizing returns on investments of I his sort at 8 percent, values
his stock at $70,01(0 and is well pleased. But in a lean year sales drop
$1,000 and operating expenses only $1,000. Taxes drop to, $2,100 but
interest remains at $2.000 and Johin and Peter realize only $4,900 on
equity, a return of 9.8 percent. Peter thinks his stock is now worth
$21,000 less than before, knows that it has 'ielded $1,680 less, and takes
John to task at their 'next stockholders meeting, suggests that he
improve his management or resign.
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Multiply the above example by 10 or 100 and the gains and the risks
of employing cheap capital become apparent. Tie principle is the
same when millions of dollars of bonds and thousands of stockholders
are involved, except that the fixed percentage taken by the corporate
income tax is 52 percent when come exceeds $25,000. Since 1950
total dividends paid have beeii greater for the heavier borrowers.
Electric and gas utilities paid $52.3 million in 1950 and $85.6 in 1954,
an increase of 63 percent; for railroads the increase was 29 percent,
for manufacturing companies 6 percent, and for those engaged in
trade 2 percent.

As could have been expected, many corporations have turned to
convertible bonds during the present high-tax period. Anxious to
trade on the equity, and obtain the advantage of deductible interest,
but faced with rising bond yields as the bull market for stocks con-
tinued, appeal to the conservative investor has taken this form. But
the market has also behaved as would have been expected, and has paid
more attention to the conversion value than to the coupon rates or
the investment value of these securities. Convertible bonds, as this
is written, have declined with the stock market; by contrast, orthodox
senior issues have strengthened as equities have sold off. Corporate
financial management augments its own risks by injudiciously issuing
convertible bonds. Conversion, when exercised, dilutes the'common
stock equity, perhaps at just the time when the company would preferto continue trading on the equity or would, if it could, continue the tax
advantages of debt financing. And certainly, if the company uses
convertibles for refunding instead of new capital purposes. it is losing
control over its own equity-to-debt ratio. Tit writer regrets that data
is lacking showing the volume of convertible and warrant-bearing
bonds that have been offered during the current high-tax, high-
earnings period.

While data is not at hand to prove the point 6r measure its signifi-
cance, tax-free interest, can be said to be of little or no advantage to
small companies, or even larger ones that are still in the developmental
stage. Unable to borrow or float debt issues they must earn 10 percent
on their calfital in order to net 7 percent, more if their income
exceeds $25,000. They must grow, if at all, by withholding earnings
that have already been taxed. Even after they can show a record
that would impress outside investors they are likely to be confined
to equity financing and prevented from obtaining "cheap" capital
for a considerable period.

Owner-control is a related consideration. There are two ways to
control a corporation: (1) By the ownership of a majority of the
votes and (2) by a deliberate dispersion of voting power among many
shareholders. Small companies employ the former; large "public'
corporations use the latter. Both incline toward retained earnings
for expansion purposes and both are influenced to do so by the cor-
porate income tax. Each does so. however, with a different effect
upon corporate financial policy. The large company that retains
its earnings, the "growth" company, will use stock dividends and
stock splits to obtain more stockholders, each with fewer shares, to
gain control for a smaller percentage of the holders. To be well dis-
persed the shares must be low priced, low enough for small taxpayers
to afford. But when this hasbeen accomplished, if proxy fights are
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to be avoided, dividends must be regularized, made to appear gen-
erous. If management adopts a policy of establishing a rate that it
thinks it can pay and tries to maintain that rate, rain or shine, the
administration of its net income becomes a much different problem.
The dividend equalization reserve may become as important as de-
ferred liabilities or depreciation in the life of such a company.

4. HAvE 'rm' I)VImDnDs- IIECEIVWD EXCLITSION A-ND CrrIT PROvIsIoNs
HAD A SIONIFICANT lMPAC- 7 ON COunoit.'rin , FIN.ANCING?

Tile dividend-received tax credit and exclusion provisions, enacted
as part of the Internal Revenue Code of 1951, have been applicable
o111y since ,July 31, 1954.

thesee provisions are designed to alleviate the double taxation of
corporate earnings. I)ividend- avin g stocks should become more at-
tractive to investors because of tile higher net yield after taxes al-
though this will be conditioned by the direction olf corporate dividend
policies. It should also result in decisions to engage in more equity
financing. In terms of investor incentives the credit provision should
prove to be more significant I han the exclusion provision.

The Treasury estimated that the dividend exclusion would reduce
revenue by $46 million and the dividends-received credit by $158 mil-
lion in the fiscal year 1955, a total of $204 million. Because of the
recent high rate of dividend payments, however, a somewhat higher
estimate might now be made. The los to the 'Treasury is, of course
a gain elsewhere in the economy although the nature and amount o
that gain may differ from tile amount of revenue reduction.

The exclusion of the first $50 of dividend income yields a tax saving
on that amount at the individual's tax-bracket rate. If the taxpayer
already owns stocks that pay $50 or more per year lie gains nothing
from the exclusion provision by acquiring more dividend-paying
stocks. Investors who received little or no dividendd income now will
probably remain indifferent to stock investment. While some inves-
tors at the margin may, of course, be attracted by the exclusion, the
increased demand from this source for equity securities is unlikely to
be large.

Tihe credit provision is of greater significance. Four percent of
the amount of corporate dividends received (beyond the $50 exclu-
sion) can be subtracted from the individual's tax. This pennits a
moderately attractive tax saving for lower bracket incomes that in-
clude dividends beyond the amount of the exclusion, and a very
marked savings in percentage terms for dividends recipients in the
higher brackets. An individual in the 20-percent bracket who re-
ceives $100 in dividends subject to this provision will retain $84
instead of $80, an increase of .5 percent. An individual in tile highest
tax bracket (1 parent) who receives a additional $1,000 of divi-
dend income would have paid, before the credit, taxes of $910 and
retained $90. After the credit, however, his retained income is in-
creasedl by $40 (4 percent of the $1,000) and becomes $130, an increase
of almost 45 percent.

Whether this will result in increased equity purchases cannot be
foreseen definitely. Certainly the provision is a positive rather than
it negative one and definitely favorable to the market for corporate
.,hares. A tax benefit of this kind tends to be capitalized and this in-
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creases the prices of corporate stocks. Moreover, the psychologieal
iMilit of tllis proviioli, if tile market regards it a mt sts p toward
tie eventual removal of "double faxationl," may also b capitalized.
If the market for e(luity securities is sirenilheied by these tax pro-
Visions, corporate Imallagenient will be muore likely t; cotisider equity
finlacing. It is s fe to conclude, although impossible to prove, that
tie Iivide nil-received lax credit amid exIIis ovsmols o1' Ith lieS-
eit tax law favor divisi'jled ilnconue a11d e Ih ereby col) ultivive to some
shift by corporations from delit liliacini to) equity Jlham'ilig. For
the investor, the.e provisions would also flm her *t he ,hift l w:r' i
equities.

ECON()MI(C IMPACT OF TI, OPERATIONIN INCOME
TA\ X

'. GORIMIN KH1, III 'itrl3Of l'(1111-yl~tdit

The corJ))rltion ili oltt, tax is at l tepit E)ill .se'oiild 1tt,4t
important source of Federal revenue. Firs illtrotlced as anl ex-
cise on corporate profits, ill 1901, this tax hecamie a I erimia tent p-It of
the Federal imicome-.tax structure ill 1913. Up until the tine of Ilie
Second World War, the corporation tax waIs imposmled rehlktely
low rates. IAvid at I ereem! inl 1913, the rate was quick 1 liy m ed 11,
to 12 percent during the First World War; and it renm'ilied at apl-
proximately this level until it was boosted to lfi percent in 19:16, and
to 1) percent in 1931.. li 19.1-2, however, ilie rate applicahe Itt oidl-
nary corporate profits luid Ixeem raised to -I) perce.it The rnae \as
reduced to :8 percent for a short period after tlhe war, Wut was Ii fted
to it new high of p2 l)ercent (luri g tie Koran crisis. Tle torlmIta-
tion tax was scheduled to be reduced to 47 percent early ill 1).' I, bilt
this reduction has twice been postponed--irst. to .lauar:1v I 11):,:,, an
then to .11anu1ary 1, 195(1. Consequently, we still have ini elfeel today
a levy which takes over half of the profits earned by any corlration Ill
excess of $25,OIN). At present iconue levels, the tax viehls close t,
$20 billion annually, an( accounts for about 310 perce t of tin l'et.-
eral (Iovernment's total bIudgret receil)ts.

it groes without saving, that this tax has had a conisideral)helt 111iut
on the practices n( j)t)licies of American corl)oratiollg .1l:inv o
these efWeos have already been (liseus.sed in other piati ers. ()h er the
past 15 veil-, the tax has also had considerable impact on corporate
profits available for distribition or reilivest ment. Although corlo-
rate profits before tax roe froi $.9.1, billion, in 1929, to $3 t billion,
in 1954. or by 2-10 percent, corliorate I)t,)lits after tax rose front $8.3
billion to $1.1. billion over tle samie period, or by only 103 percent.
In 1929 the ratio of corporate profits before tax to miationil ilncollie was
11 percent" in 19.4, it was 11.3 percent. ]lit over the same period,
the ratio of corporate profits after tax to national income fell from
9.4 to (6 percent. lhe higher spread between profits before and
profits after taxes at the present time is. of course, a reflection of the
rise in corporate tax collections. It is with the collection effects of the
tax that we shall be primarily concerned in this paper.

But before we can attempt to appraise the efrects which the collev.
tion of a 52 percent levy on corporate profits is having upon the growth
and stability of the economy, we must consider the difficult question of
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tax incidence. What. do we klic" about the incidence of the corporate
tax? Is is borne by the stockholhrsl? Or is shifted in whole or in
part. onto the cli,4hotiel's and eiiiiloees of the corporatimi? lInfor.
titiately, tiest are not qu,1tvions which van he aiiswered very pre.
cis' y; nor (all we he sure th the best auiwers we cii give to thern
todaY will be equally good II answers at some later t illie. Bilt if we
are careful to explain lie sense in which we use the terimi "incidence,"
\\'N.( :1 IldVllev' it l bII eIA' of iwprop itiol. to whie.h lll,4t ((OllOJliists

"'unld sul ,cribe.

1i lTvi) Do WE K Nuw A IloIl"I. Till: I N('IIEN('E (l' 'TIlE {(i T III'(OlATISI N
I N'IMl: T.%x

The te'nin "inidel'e of taxitlioll" is oile whicl hits bell lisedl in a
numitl1ber of difhfiel ,it seises. Sonme stilleuts of taxatio, wheni they
I ackle the pl'oblhm of inviidetnce, i, atteinlt ing to deteriniiie on whon
tho itore Immediat e I)11 hlde of thw l ax rests. hersr, however, tire
'onered A itl t lit atallner ill which tli, burden of tihe tax is fillally
all ocafd ts aillilt t 'l'i '105ll ) gujs ill f 1 ('('(Oltoily. ''he forte r lly
ie ".aid to i1, o'lelr'ti'd with t ill' illtifia l ''' of the tax, and the
latter with its lltitilae i aih'ice or efl'f'cts. 'itl' concept, of initial
ilcide'l ce itllides ol1 til sh't-hun 4 ll'ec'fs of ile t ax oil prolits,
'wages, lnd prilces'. T| lep 1ilIIIIV.si fo(ill!'e" oild hol ]t'-rIIlll price and
itpit, deitEios of the itliv Jinti1. 'lh lilwpo!e of the 'lalysyis

is to detfetitutle where the tax % ill rest differ all adljutnients to it lave
beeti made exeqt tl(15, whicvi( wllI reqIire dllnges in the size of
existing fixed ii ltt tail( ei(lipiiient, of- ill teholoigx. Oin the other
hIald, lie coEcelt of ,ilti.lite i liidelle ellibraces t Itie ong-run as well
as tie short-1un11 efels of tile tax. Tile anialysis of incidence, when
the terni is used in this sense, takes ilEto ac clluit tile adjustment of
capital investment to the tax. IlId the broad econloillic effects of the
tax o1 aggregate enil(ovint and the level of income. In this case
the quest ion beitg asked is where the tax cones to rest after the scale
of fixed plalt and quil(li ent , tile amimier of Iii-ras litd their form
of organ ization, and tec hnological iiieth1,. have been fully adjusted
to the lew ecotiilic (m(itions which follow fihe ilipositloln of the
iIew or increased tax.'

The iit il incidence of tile (orllratioEn-iconle tax has been actively
debated by evoEnolliists and businessmen for a ,good miany years. In
the midtw:enties, when the Colwyn committee was holding hearings in
Great Britain in connection with its report on national debt and taxa-
tiol, it was tol by vcm lolIists that the tax could not le shifted. and by
hitsiulesate thlt'theV could and did p1ss it on. Similar di ffeences
of opinion may be fund today; blit there is more general agreemietit
con,'ering the cirlllnstan.es under which shiftitig is and is not
possible.

The view that a tax on net income cannot be shifted in the short run
is substantilally correct under assumptions (of ,ilipet itive condlitiott.
In a 'ompetitive market, the firm that raises its prices above those of
other firms will lose its customers. ('onsequently, even thllgh a si11-
cessful firm may waint to pass ol a tax imposed on its net profits, it

For a more complete diFcussion of these points, see Goode, Richard B., The Corporation
Income Tax, New York, 1151. eh. 4.
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cannot safely do so zile,,s less su,,vessful firis tire prepared to take
the MNillo t7 im. BIut sinve the le,,s succesffii firms will have smaller
tax liabilities, and since the least suevessful ones mlay well have no
income tax to pay, uniform action oi the part of -I11 fit-Il- is very u-
likely to occur. Only if fihe tax fidis on sone element of short-run
cost, is it likely to airedt the ,tipply of a l)rloduct produwed under coni
petitive contlitions. Virtial ly afl sliorit-lUn costs are, however, al-
lowedi as dedil"'i,1 iu in COliuiting statuttorN net income under the
Internal Revenute ('ode. ('oilsequently, supply will not as a rule lbe
atlfechd bV a tax oil liet incoiuie, "iid prihe'; will inot riwe.

II tin (o1igop)olist ic mi market, however, the situation is somewhat dif-
ferent. I [ere tihe individlial firili can varv its prices witiouit having
to fear the loss of thle bulk of its cmltonies. Even ii this case, how.
ever, it may be argued that it will not pay in oligopolist, to raise his
prie4 in al attempt to recoup tihe tax if he was previously charging a
price which maximized his profits by equating marginal revenlle with
marginal cost. At this point, the added cost of producing one more
unit of oitlut is assuiued to le equal to the additional receipts to be
derived from the sale of this additional unit. In other words, if it is
assumed that Ibsinessnen always seek to maximize their profits, and
that they generally succeed in doing so, even in an oligopolistic market
there would be little incentive for tax shifting in the short run.

Some st udents of busiles. contend. however, that niany business
firms, and especially the larger ones, dto not operate on the principle
of profit maxinization in terms of marginal costs and revenues, Uit
instead set standards or targets of reasonable prolits. 2 Firms which
have a substantial monopoly position for their prodtcts mav aim, if
is said, at limited rather than aimmX niM1 profits in order to discourage
potential competition, to restrain wage demands of organized labor,
or to maintain customer good will. Or management, which typi-
cally has a small financial intereqt in the modern corporation, may
want to limit profits in order to maximize its own benefits. So-called
standard profits may be sOt with reference to (1) what it takes
to attract outside capital, (2) what earnings are needed to finance
planned expansion, or (3) what the company or comparable companies
have normally earned. If the objective of a firm is to maintain
standard profits in any of the ahove senses, an increase in the
corporate rate might well induce shifting. Moreover, in any situa-
tion where profits could have been increased by raising prices before
the higher taxes were imposed, it would be possible for prices to be

umdged higher by an increase in the tax rate. Only in rare cases,
however, would complete shifting be possible.'

To the extent that the initial incidence of the corporation income
tax is on the stockholder or the corporation itself, the tax will of
course reduce the rate of return on corprate investment. Moreover,
to the extent that statutory net income on which the tax is levied
includes certain fixed costs, the tax itself becomes a cost which busi-
ness firms will ultimately have to recoup through higher prices. For
example, although contractual interest charges are deductible in ar-
riving at taxable income, no provision is made for the deduction of

2 See Dean, Joel, AManagement Economies, New York, 1951, p. 29.
s For a discussion of some of the obstacles to tax shifting in oligopolistic markets see

Slhoup, Carl B., Incidence of the Corporation Income rTax, the Journal or Fin nce, June 1951,
p. 193.
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the noneontractual interest return on invested capital. Consequenltly,
it is generally agreed that, in the long run, a portion of the tax is
shifted forward to consiiners, and that a ,Oili(what sinaller portion
is shifted backward to wage earners. As a renilt of the lower rate of
return on corporate investments, and the effect that it is likely to
have on the amount of real investment being made, it is believed that
(1Oli,"nlrs pmy more for products requiring large amounts of capital
in their manufacture than would be the case under a lower tax. On
the other hand, the smaller the amount of real investment over any
period of Iime, the lower is likely to be the productivity wid the wages
of the individual worker.

The extent to which the corporation income tax can be shifted in
the long irm n depends of cour..,e oil tie effect which it reduction in
net profits after taxes has on the supply of equity capital. The
general opinion seems to be that profit is rather comipressible over
the long period, and that a universal tax applicable to the dominant
form of business enterprise does not greatly affect the general supply
of capital, even though it may have some relative price effects as
between different areas of enterprise. Furthermore, if the corporate
rate is increased at a time when profit expectations for the future are
rising, the higher taxes may have very little (lampening effect either
on the supply of equity capital or on the volume of investment. On
the other haid, there are circumstances under which it will be rela-
tively easy for corporations to pass on corporate tax increases, such
as (luring'the Korean boom of 1950-52, when most firms found them.
selves in a strong sellers' market.

Although it is 'generally agreed that a portion of the corporation
income tax is shifted in the long run, we know very little about,
the way in which the ultimate incidence of the tax is actually distrib-
uteti among stockholders, consumers, and wage earners. Some econ-
omists estimate that as much as 50 percent of the tax has been passed
on; but others suggest that the percentage of the tax borne by stock-
holders is uincl higher. nforu y, making informed guesses
is about the best we can do at present, since very little empirical re-
search has been (lone in this area.

Assuming that a considerable portion of the corporation tax has
been shifted forward to consumers sintce the end of the Second World
War, will it be likely to stay shifted in the event of a recession more
serious than those which we experienced in 1948 and in 1953? Con-
ditions since the war have been peculiarly favorable for forward
shifting, but if the going should get harder, will competition force
it squeezing down of profit margins? If it does, the impact of a
1)2 percent corporate rate on investment may turn out to be more
severe than the record of the past decade would indicate that it has
been thus far.

4 In a study of the distribtion of total taxpayments by income groups which was made
a few years tigo. it was assiutmed that one-third of the corporation income tax was shifted
forward, and that one-eighth was shifted bneaward. These particular ratios represented
"tie most likely set of asuiuptlons" with Miilch the authors of this study thought that
they could %%ork at the time. See ,MNusgrave. Richard, et al., Distrilution of Tax Payments
by Income Groups: A Case Study for 1948, National Tax Journal, March 1051, p. i0.
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WHAT IS T11E Sioxwric.NcE, FOi FEDERAL T.%x PoLICy or DIFFERENT
AsSUstriIOs WITh RyEscT TO Tinis INCih).NC.Ei

The conclusions we reach or the assumptions we make with
respect to the incidence of the corporation income tax have an im-
portant bearing on Federal tax policy. If, for example, it is as.
sumed that a substantial portion of the tax is shifted either forward
or backward, the need for giving stockholders relief from their so-
called double tax burden is much less serious than it would be if we
were to conclude tl'.at the tax fell exclusively upon them as the owners
of the enterprise. Similarly, a shifted corporation income tax would
presumably be much less of an impediment to investment than one
which could not be shifted, but it would have a more significant im-
pact upon consamlption. Consequently, if the objective of Federal
tax policy is to, stimulate investment, tle choice of instrument would
depend to a considerable extent on the assumptions made wit 1i respect
to incidence. To the extent that the corporation tax does not fall
directly ott corporate stockholders, individual income tax rate reduc-
tions would seem likely to be more effective in encoura ging invest-
ment than corporate rate reductions. On the other hand, i~the pol-
icy objective is to bolster consumption, a corporate rate reduction
that would be passed on to consumers in the form of lower prices
might be regarded as highly appropriate.

Although most of the recent criticisms of the corporation tax appear
to have been based on the assumption that it falls almost exclusively
on the stockholders, it would seem that ai equally good case against
the tax could be made on the opposite assumption that it is largely
passed on. A corporation income tax that is in effect a concealed sales
tax would conflict with two base and generally accepted principles
of taxation-those of equity and overtness. If it is agreed that the
persons who actually pay a tax should be aware of the fact that they
are doing so, and that tax burdens should be distributed in accord-
ance with some accepted criterion of taxpaying ability, a shifted cor-
poration tax must be viewed as a very poor tax, This is further evi-
dence that tht conclusions reached concerning the incidence of this
tax are significant for tax policy.

Finally, the assumptions which we make concerning the incidence of
the corl)oration tax should influence our choice among alternative
methods of reducing the relative importance of this tax, should we
decide that we couldFafford to make a move in this direction. If, for
example, it is assumed that a considerable portion of the tax has been
shifted, it would not be particularly appropriate to lighten it by
granting relief directly to stockholders. This would be giving them
credit for taxes which were in fact being paid by other persons. The
fact that there is still considerable uncertainty regarding the way in
which the burden of the corporation tax is being distribiuted would
seem to suggest that the method adopted for reducing its rc 'tive im-
portance should be one which would give the corporation itself the
maximum opp)ortutnity to allocate the tax savings is it saw tit. Such a
policy would increase the likelihood that consumers and wage earners,
as well as stockholders, would receive their appropriate shares of the
relief afforded.

While our uncertainty concerning the ultimate incidence of the
corporation tax makes it a difficult tax to defend, from a purely prag-
matic standpoint this also makes it a difficult tax to give up. 8o long
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s businessmen think that a large portion of the tax is being paid by

olisumers, and so long as consumers and wage earners think that it
is being paid by the stockholders, all three groups are likely to press
less strongly for corporate tax reductions than they are for reductions
which they believe will more directly benefit them. At a time like
the present, whien our revenue needs are very great, a tax that is both
productive and relatively painless cannot be easily discarded.

WoUim ]EFDUCINO TIlE IMPOiRTANCE OF TIE CORPORATION INCOm, TAx
AFFECT TilE STABIIIZINO CAPACITY OF TilE REVENUE SYSTEM?

The Federal revenue system is at the present time quite responsive
to changes in the level of employment and income. When income and
(nl)loynent decline, as they did between July 1953 and July 1954,
the (r-o) in tax receil)ts is Jroportionately greater than the fall in
income. This means, of course, that the expenditures being made in
the private sector of the economy do not have to be cut back as sharply
as receipts from production are falling, and that total effective demand
will not shrink as rapidly as it otherwise woulh. It is because of this
that the revenue system nmy be said to serve as an important automatic
,tabilizer.

Because of the sensitivity of corporate profits to changes in the
level of econontic act ivitv, ai( Ibecaue of the high rate at which most
corporate profits have been taxed, the corporation income tax has
accounted for a large part of the stabilizing capacity of the Federal
revenue system in recent years. Between July 1953 and March 1954
employment in nonagricultural establishments fell by 2.9 percent, and
industrial production dropped by over 10 percent, but corporate profits
before taxes fell by 17.7 percent. Over the full 12-month period from
July 1953 to ,July 1954, when personal income derived from produc-
tion was falling at all annual rate of $4.4 billion, corporate income
was decreasing at all annual rate of $7.4 billion. The decline in per-
sonal taxpayments which was attributable to the decline in personal
income derived from production was about $1 billion, but the de-
dine in the tax liability of corporations which was attributable to the
drop in corporate profits before taxes was q.5 billion.8

As the President pointed out in his .January 1955 Economic Report:
liad it not been for this redution of taxes, it is unlikely that corporations

would have Increased their dividend payments at an annual rate of $300 million
during this period, thus bolstering the flow of personal income. Nor Is It likely
that they would have maintained their capital expenditures at so high a rate,
thereby supporting the Nation's income base.'

Therefore, there can be little doubt that reducing the iiportalce ofthe corporation income tax would reduce the stabilizing capacity of
the Federal revenue system. But this does not necessarily mean that
we are precluded from making adjustments in the corporate sector
of this system. The present high rates were imposed in order to
raise tie revenue needed to finance heavy defense costs. The stabilizing
effects of these high rates has been a welcome byproduct which we
shall presumably want to give up as soon as our revenue needs become
less pressing. On the other hand, in considering the desirability of
tax policies which would reduce the importance of the corporation

'See January 1955 Economic Report of the President, pp. 14-18.
'Ibid.. p. 21.
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income tax and increase that of other components of our revenue sys-
ten, we should not overlook the fact that none of tile other principal
m)urces of Federal revenue would be able to contribute as much to the
cushioning or dampening of any deflationary or inflationary forces
which may develop in the economy.

Although vany reduction in the importance of the corporation in-
come tax wouldseen likely to reduce the stabilizing capacity of the
Federal revenue system, it should be observed that a lower corporate
rate might contribute to the overall stability of the economy in other
ways. For example, to the extent that a high corporate rate en-
courages co'poraitions to incre.,e the proport ion of ,eht in their Ca.pit al
structures, this tends to accentuate cyclical instability. It has also
lxen argue, I tha it a high corlIoralt'e rlt. eslle('iallv if it is in exm.ess of
50 per-cent Inakes corportt ions less ilchline to ilu Iiniili strict vI'iltrols
over their expenditures in good times, ianld le"s detirililled to resist dp-
1nands for wiage increases which exceed ctren il inretses in labor

roduiictuivity. To the extent that these airgllnents haive validity, ll
reduction in) tle imnl)ortalne, of the corpioriation ilicliie tax wouil (Iof
course, iike sone contribution to overall ecomllic stahilitv.

W~oUI.I) i'(MiEN5AToilY 1N('IiEsIrs IN rImE YiFI,lis TIIo R i-wm 'x.s
RIi:st,T IN A TAX SYs'rT3 MoRm ilt ,i.i:ss R{I'IIE5SiVF (iN (VEI II.I,
Elcot)iC Guowri ?

Olie of the iost seriolis charges which htve iheeli liiaide against the
corpordition iniiie tax its ii Iliatjor source of Federial revenue is tlit
it relr'eses the growth of the econonly. At first glance this )night
not appear to be a very significant poilt since all taxes are by nature
represive. Their function is to curb spending in the private sector
of th, 'ecOionlliy so as to release resorll'Ces for )lilblh lisp without ai lie
ii pries, But tile conll)ilaint against our higi-rate corporate tax goes
further than this. It is based oil thie ('(llvictioi that, different taxes
tend to curb different kinds of private spending, and that the corpora-
tion tax excessively curibs it ty)e of spending that is essential for con-
Iinlied econoiftic growth. This, of course, suggests that compensatory
inuiceases in the yields from other Federal taxes would be less re)res-
sive. 'The eonlhlaint also rests on the assuniption that the corpora-
tion tax is borne in large part by tile corporation itself, or by its
Stockholders.

What are the necessary ingredients of economic growth, :111d to what
tentt is it true tllat the corporation tax is more repressive thai alter-
native sources of Federal revenue? In his 1955 Economic Leport,
the President pointed out sonic of the things which we nmst dc' if we
are to realize the growth potentials of our economy. Businessmen
must be actively engaged in starting new enterprises and ill expanding
old ones. The tools of industry must be multiplying and improving.
Research and technology must be opening up new investment oppor-
tunities. Encouragement must be given to enterprise and innovation.
But the President recognized that balanced economic growth depends
on more than expanding investment opportunities and the incentive to
exploit them. Growth also depends on rising educational levels, im-
proved work skills, widely distributed income levels, and an eagerness
on the part of consv-niers to improve their living standards7

"ibid., p. 3.
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A heavy corporation tax that is borne by tie corporation or by its
stovkliolhli's undoubtedlv does discourage" the starting of some new
enterprises, or the exlmll'ioa of old ones. It also makes the financing
of u'owing lirils olut of retained earnings more difficult. Ventures
which mav be expected to vield attractive rates of return before taxes
look nut'i less prii,.il, .h vle it is realized that this return may be
niore thani clit in nlf by the tax vol levtor. Thus the tax chokes oft
before tliv are born elter)li-:.es %%hich might make signifiant con-
I rilut ions to lip "at ion's gro1wtli. Similarly, the owners and manage-
uient of exist ing concerns may be held b:ck front a decision to expand
by i tax rate which proiises too little in the way of ntit added return6)'r lilt :tvrl'ivems mid~ rilks that are involved. Pgilvl, it tax which

takes, over ')0 peret of the net profits of a ,icvessful enterprise
nIece,:iT14ri ly ('lt d hlvm very sharply the ability of Sl 'lh firis to finance
vxpalllioli froll internal sonlrees. In a nunil ier of ways tie corpIorat-
tion tax could, therefore, be cuitbig a type of expen(liture which is
closely s,;ociatl wit h econoillic growii.
ThIs Charge galgainst Ilhe Corporate tax is. however, lard to re-olcile

with the level of Ilahlt atid equilpnemit exlpeilituire Whicl has been
maintained sine I( .(90. New ('onritctioin of colllliercial Iil indus-
trial street tires ju meul fro i $..7 to $7.2 Ibillion between 1W.5)0 aiid
19,41, all has colitin imed to rise steadily sillce then. The seasonally
1ljusedl an iiuial rate for the second quarter of 1933 was $9.8 billion.
Invesllilient in pIollicerK.." durable equipment r(.e froi $21.1 billion
il 19-) to $21.1 lIillikn in 1951. )iii-ing flhe 19.3-51 rece,-ioil, in-

vst lllit in this foii (lr'l)led to ,$'..3 billion: I)ut by the second
llalt el otf this year, tie selolally adjusted ail i'at e was aga in

ill) to S'2.7 billion. A recent s.iivey of business investment pro.ranls
for tle last 2 quarters of 19355 in(dicates that if pre,eit plans are full-
filledi, new re('ords ill capital spending will be establislied.8 Thus
there is little or' no evidence that aggregate business iniivestlment has
been signiticalitcly Curhed bky tile Iliigh taxes Oil corporrate p'ofit s.

There are, of course, a illuiilei' of )ossible explanations for this.
For one thIling, its we have st ggete(1 above, t his has been a parti(.uilarly
favorable l)eriod for tax shifting, and those Corl)orations which have
beenI able to take advantage of this fact have sipllypv not felt tile full
weight of the tax. Second , it may well be that a high corporate rate
is less of it deterrent to investment than one might Sul)l)ose it to l)e.
Given a high and steadily rising level of consumer demand such as
we have been enjoYimig in recent years, with the impact this has had
iipoi sales and eitrnlings, the pressure on businessmen to expand their
plants and to improve their equipment may have been strong enough
to overcome the tax pressures which would have held invest meant
(owln inide' less buoyant conditions. Tile fact that miany facilities
built or acIquired (u'ing this period could be amortized for tax pur-poses over a 5-veai' period also served to lighten the iml)act of the
high corporate rate on private investment. But Conlitions so favor-
able to tax shifting and business exl)ansion cannot Ibe expected to
last indefinitely without it break, and steps are aIreadv being taken
to limit the tyi)es of facilities which will be eligible for rapid alor
tization in the future. Consequently, the fact that tile 52 percent
corporate rate does not appear to have repressed business investment

s Survey of Current Iiusinces, U. S. Department of Commerce, September 1955. p. 2.
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over the past 5 years is no guaranty that it will not (1o so under some-
what less favorable circumstances in the future.

If we were to reduce the relative importance of the corporation
income tax in the Federal revenue sv.tem without any sacrifice of
total revenue, ally one or more of several l typei of compensatory act ion
would be required. Individual ll(OMe tax rate, could be raied or
personal exemptions could be lowered. Alternatively, we could in-
crease the rates or broaden the coverage of the exiting system of
excises.

An increase in individual income tax rateq, to the extent that it
reduced the disposable income of persons to whom business now looks
for equity capital, would probably reduce the supply aund availa-
bility of such funds. Individual intonie tax rates ill the 1ajcjr-middlh
andtop-income brackets are al'eadv higher t lathey sl huld be from
the standpoint of promoting an optimum rate of growth. On the
other hand, it is unlikely that rates could be raicVl in the lower
brackets without some ilicreamsei in tlr' unlidd le and upper brackets,
especially if these rate increases were made necessary by a lightening
of corporate tax burdens. While the great majorltv of individual
income taxpayers who are found in the lower income' brackets might
be willing to accept in principal the wisdom of some deeillphlsis of
the corporation tax, they are not lik(,ly to support such a move if it is
going to mean an absolute increa,;p ii) their own tax burdens without
commensurate increases all the way up the scale.

Lower exen options, or increased reliance on consumption taxes
would not be as likely to have a repressive effect on investment unless
their impact upon disposable income and consumer spending was
sharp enough to affect adversely the sales and profit expectations of
businessmen. There can be no doubt that one of the major factors
behind the present boom is the high and rising level of consumer de-
mand for goods and services. If at the time that corporation taxes
were reduced, compensatory increases in individual income taxes and
in the excises caused consumer demand to drop off, it may be ques-
tioned whether the net effect on investment would be favorable or
unfavorable. The outcome would depend upon the size of the com-
pensatory increases that would be needed, and the chance of a favorable
outcome would be greatest if the shift was made gradually under con-
ditions of rising income and output. Under such circumstances a con-
siderable part of the revenue loss resulting frofim lower corporate taxes
would be offset by the effects of economic growth.

To the extent that the corporation tax has been shifted, and to the
extent that any reduction in the corporate rate would be passed on to
consumers in the form of lower prices, the effect of giving the cor-
poration tax a less important role in the Federal revenue system would
be less significant from the standpoint of the growth of the economy.
If the compensatory increases fell mainly on consumption, the effect
of these increases would tend to offset the effects of the corporate
rate reduction; but if they fell on savings the net effect might be ad-
verse to the maintenance of an expanding scale of investment.
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lv rmi: Co,,ro.vrox l.Ncv, Tax W,:rF To BF REDUCED IS IMPofrTAN.
REI..TIVE 10 (UrIIER COMPONENTS OF TilE FEDERAL TAx SYSTEM, I low
MIGHT 'hits BF DONF, AND WHtAT WIuuI.) BEi:E Al% %NI.,I(;Fs ANI)
I)iS.\iD\NT'.Ttvs OF E,\cIn ?

'hete are a number of ways in which the importance of the corpora-
tiOll illicollie tax could bI* reduced ii the Federal tax system. 'The tinst,and perha)S the most obvious way would be to reduce tile corporate

rate. As we have seen earlier, the present 52-percent rate came into
effect during the Koreall crisiS is nll emergency Illeasiur'e. and it the
tire it Ii as enacted (ongess also made provision for a subsequent re-
(tiction. rhere ,. a good deal to be said for reducing the rate to a
percentage somewhat under 50 percent. While busine,-,:nen may not
be spending their 48-cent dollars any nore freely or carelessly than

they AN Ioud Spitl .b2-c|eliot o)l, alnd while giving theil a someirwlat,
higher equity in their profits might not have an appreciable effect on
their investment and emlloynment decisions, getting tile rate down be-
low tile split-even point would appear to be sound policy. The prin-
cipal disadvantage of a modest rate cut at this time would seem to be
its cost: .and to the extent that we can absorb that without raising other
taxes ele %here, this would not seein to be a najor objection.

On the other hand, a sharper rate reduction at a time when indi-
vi(lual income-tax rates were being held at roughly their present levels
would be open to the objection that retained profits would be taxed
too lightly in relation to distributed profits, thereby giving closely
held corporations a greater incentive to retain earnings than they
now have. Moreover, a flat-rate reduction would he considerably
more expensive in terms of revenue than a form of relief that was
unitedd to distributed earnings.

In secad method of letucing the importance of tile corporation
income tax, and of lightening its inipact upon stockholders, would be
to give Iat least a partial deduction for dividends paid out. This
would, of course, he i move in the direction of placing stockholders in
somewhat the same position as bondholders taxwise, since interest on
corporate debt is now fully deductible for tax purposes. One advan-
tage of this approach wo;ld be that it would cost less than a flat-rate
reduction. Even if the effect of a dividend credit was to induce firms
to pay out a larger portion of their earnings, the effect that this would
have Ol corporate tax receipts would be offset to a considerable extent
by increases in individual income-tax receipts. A second advantage
would be the fact that a dividend credit would reduce the incentives
for debt financing, and would thereby contribute to a better balance
between debt and equity in corporate capital structures. Its principal
disadvantage would be that it would make the corporation tax com-
pletely or partially a tax on undistributed profits. This might make it
more (lifficult for small growing firms to finance their expansion out of
retained earnings. Not only would they be under greater pressure to
distribute their earnings in order to minimize tax liabilities, but of the
funds retained a very high percentage would continue to have to be
paid to the Government.

A third approach to corporate tax problem would be the so-called
withholding approach under which the stockholder would have im-
puted to him both the dividend which he had received and the corpora-
tion tax paid on the corporate income from which the dividend was do-
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('oN(iENiIhVi'IO IN TIIE hIoE ix 'Et-No3 v, oil IN

M iuel atten vtion Im h l l ,, paid ill the pa,4i toI .1vh ligilre,, a,, flwIt -
evi'll (if 11ll corolll life ass,,ets, or of all 11"dihlwill ',velitlh, Ihld hv the>

lirgest 200 t (or som11e other s lll number) corporations in 11 I Ii Pei
eIf 1ivlutry. So fill its ,,e vawl tell, thi,. :..llare ilc.rea ,,d ill the hlte

1t20's, aiid was very possibly increasing earlier. Since the earlv
19d1:)s', it his d lill, ed sli)btalnlliv. This fact is not as sinil'icalit
its it -soillids, Since -ibolit half of tilis group oll si. fed of t( hhiolhilg"g
of uiblic iiilit.ies-rail rlolld, eclectic )oweL', teh'lphol e, etc. Because
of the I'lll)I Utility Hld(ing ('Olpany Act of 1935, thi e wiai it
really iilimisive (h'oncellit lt ioln in thi, sliiere, ainlliliitiig lII iio boit $1lhillioll-a ielulrrelil priices , it would be miore,, Bllilt iOl detoll-

t'litratlion resulted front fihe action of ('ongl'<s, it can hardly Serve
is evilelnce of ii, stri'tlv e('oliOlill tred.lll, hiC, wi le ilioli
back oil the liolnitilitv sphelre, and ili practice, this inieatlie niilii-
faiCiring idii tries,' where the rreat hulk of lirge businesses allnd
conitelli'ait, d indlistlries lire to he lillill. So far it all imallnifiiclrig
is onlcel'lied, it would aeillr thlit since 1931 (the Iisi yeal' for whi'T
reliable tigilres ilviii l)l e) tilere has beCli 1 Iil I d(oWliward trend.
Tii1, in 1931, the Ilrgest I 39 nianuficturing Corporation held iiot
quite 50 pereit of all assets; in 19t7I, they held 4.5 ierceliit; il 19!51,
about the s ile.

Mv isnrenllents of such very broad areas as-, all nillnlifactluring are
cerlii nlv of soie interest, buti it is 1lnited. For example, increasi Pig('Oli'elit n n11 ii liihave comue about evell t bough il evei'y iiilistry

there wias decrea!;inig concentration (and vice versa). Th, reason I's
that t he more concentrated indultries Might have, i bel growing fletr.
(r it Inighlt be that tle larger industries which had the larger business
COnlcerlis were growilig faster, even though they niglit be 1i0 nio '
consent rated thalli average. Froi, a statenii t that colicentration il
nia:lnlifactillring as a whole was increasing or (lecreasilig, it wold be
inlos~ible to draw even the lost limited and tentative conclusions
as to what was happening i ally particular line of induisti'y. For this
reasoli neasurenllt of concentration in the economy as a whole, or
ill manu facturinl as a whole, should ill Illy opinion be regarded its
of secondary interest. Back in the ea rly 1930's. there were some visions
of tile largest 200 companies taking over TO or 85 percent or even snore
of the economy i the early 1950's; that, at least, call be safely dis-
ni-ssed, but there is little else to say on the subject.

CONCENTRaATION OVER TilE IALF CENTi'lURY

The kind of concentration nieailre to which we pay 1o1t atteiltioni
to(ay is one which takes one industry at a time. "]industr"v' may of
course refer to a relatively wide or narrow group. Using ilhe coding
system of the standard induitrial classification, we have, for exli)le,
the two-digit industry, No. 20, "Food products." Within this broad
grouping, we have the th'ee-digit industry, No. 201, "Meat products."
Within this, we have the four-Jigit industry, No. 2011, "Meat packing,
wholesale," the five-digit industry, No. 20111, "Fresh beef," and so on.
This breaking down by industries serves two purposes. One is ob-
vious-tl eloser we get to separate industries, the closer we get to
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actual markets and inarket behavior. This does not mean, however,
that each industryr" is a market, in the sense that it bells a fairly well.
letiied groui) of products which have little substitution from other in-

diistries. But obviously we have come a great deal closer, at least,
io actual inarkets when we have the industries divided that finely.

The other advantage to industry-by-industry treatment is the tech-
nical statistical reason that the greater tile number of subdivisions,
the less the chance of the total figure being dominated by irrelevant
I egropu ii's froii o1e industry to another. 'This was explained pro-
I isly, whent referring to tile limited usefulness of very broad group-
ifigs l'ke "all na nu facturing."

It has been possible to set il11 industry divisions for the period around
I'009-froni 1895 through 190t-and measure concentration there by
tle so-ihllei ciel t rat11 rat io. This ratio is the percent of industry
sales, accounted for by tIle largest four concerns ill tile industry. Cor-
larison is thvii possible with later years, its follows: Around 1900 33
liercenI of all vallue added by manufacturing was produced in inus-
tries % hre the concent ration ratio was 50 percent or higher. In 1947,
oly 24 percent of all vahue a by illiv ui1ytiuifactl ire was in industries
\w here tlie cotent ratiol ratio wis 0')o percent or higher. This would
iil)ar to indicate U stibstantial redut,,tion in conetration of manu-
lt'1(1t uni, over a '50P-ear period. One uiist, however, treat thes(o
tigilit'es wit h I' e lcatise thle (itit for tile early period was gat liered
front a nothey group of sources-good, had, anti indifl'erent. h'llere
is tit) 1rvson to suppose that, on the average, they tended to be too
hligh or too low; hilt there is always the pos.i ability that it happened
that way.

'I'llis agrees withl general i imlpressions. There were (illite a few in-
duIries around 900 where the largest colnpally was much bigger,
relative to tile industry, than it is today--steel, o;il, farmn machinery,
di.,tilled liquors, sugar refining, meatpacking, etc.

A conil)arison has also been ina(le between the years 1935 and 1947,
in somewhat different ternis. Only 30 indust ies (out of a total of
450 four-digit industries) were co;)parable as between these 2 years;
lie average concentration ratio declined slightly over 12 years. This
decrease was caused, so far as we call make out, by the faster growth
of less concentrated industries. It was not due to all or most indus-
tries ten(ling to beome a little less concentrated.

Finally, we may mention some studies of profits and growth in
assets ring wartime, which show snialler companies more profitable,
and increasing faster, than large.

What this all adds up to is nothingspectacular. It mightbecharac-
terized its creeping (leconcentration. It certainly did not promise to
remake the size structure of American business. It is important
mainly as a taking-off place for more recent developments.

POSTWAi TENDENCIES IN CONCENTRATION

In two important respects, the world in which business enterprise
must live is different from what it was before the last war. The first
is the very high level of corporate and individual income taxation.
The second is the Government guaranty of high employment. In
part, these two facts are interreited. That is? the sheer size of the
Government expenditure is an element of stability because it means
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that a large fraction of the total national expenditiure-which is an-
other way of saving the gross national production--is decided by (oil-
gress, an d is not subject to the vagaries of the business cycle. Per-
haps more important is that no government inl the free worlL, incluidillur
our own, will tolerate anything remotely resemding. t hie utemplov-
zutint of the 1930's. Real controvernv e'xits over ii)ehI'nt ling, tile
poliwy-how much ineml)loved labor and Ca)ital is to leral,le, at what
1poin(t tile Governmn t ought to take action. etc. But no more (Ie-
pressions like the 1930's is an important fact, and the knowledge of
this stability is also n important fact.

Now, tihe high level of taxation works in one direction, high eta-
ployment in the contrary direction. As to high emplovmeiit: Tho
swings of the business cycle bear harder on the small fintn I)ecanp it
is inherently less diversified., it depends oit fewer products. fi"' er
distribution channels, fewer key personnel . Small firm'- are the olne
which show the greatest scatter of profit,. from highest to lowest.
IIence a change in the economic weather affects them more strongly.
Furthermore, their small size puts them in the position of the gambler
with a small bankroll, lIe mav have a good system for winning, on
the avertige. lit lie cannot win" all the time. an'd uni,+les he has some-
thing to fall back on, lie is more easily wiped out, by it rin of bad huk.
It is the insurance principle, and it large diversitied company i, a
self-insurer.

We have some very thorough studies of the relation between size
of corporation and rtie of profit during the (lepressioil years 1931--36:
and( in every industry group in every year, the larLer the enterprise,
the better tile profit showing---even though "better" often ieant onl, *
smaller losses. But for the years 1937, 1939-both far from real pros-
perity-and 1942, there is little if any such relationship. In some
industries, the tendency appeared to be' for larger firms to earn more:
in others, the other way. 'iTnfortunately, we have nothing for later
years, and( this is indeed a glaring statistical deficiency, one of many.
Blut at least it can be said that, removal of the threat of depression i,;
more favorable to the smaller firm, and therefore is a tendency toward
deconcentration'

High levels of individual and corporate income taxation, however,
work in the other direction, for reasons set forth in detail by Mr. Lint.
ner. An established concern, which has taxable income, can take a
chance of losing money it puts into expansion of its present activities
or a venture into new'lines; if it succeeds, the Government will take
half the earnings; if it fails, the Government will in effect make up
half the loss. In contrast, a new firm keeps half the gains, but. stands
all the losses. Year in, year out, thi. cannot but be an influence-
although we cannot say with assurance how strong-toward greater
concentration. Reinforcing it is tile high taxation of individual in-
comes. Stockholders in the high income-tax brti, 1 ets are not anxious
to receive dividends which will mostly go to the Government. and the'
would rather see the earnings plowed back and reinvested than tO
take them out and look around for a different enterprise, possible a
small one, to put their money into. Finally, it is the small firm whieh
depends most heavily on retained earnings for its growth, and has
least. access to the capital market, and must pay higher costs of money.
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POSTWAR STATISTICS

It had been holed that this statement could preseit the results of
.olie recent research ilito concentration treiiis. Unfortunately, they
%% iIe liot avaihliile ill t ime to llieet tlie colliiiiittee's deadline. It is not
be.,ide the point, lowver, to warn of the dangers of simply projecting
past tendencies out inti) tiale, and SIsppOSiing tmt a creepig decon-
centratioii pl) to the early postwar was continued afterward. The
above thumbnail sketch of forces working for and against greater
,o.nceitratihn should indicate that a deflection of the trend ill either
anl upward or a downward direction is entirely plausible. My own
findings will cover concentration among corporations by the large two-
digit industry groups: this has the advantage that tile corporation is
tile taxpaying unlit. A much larger body of data will be made avail-able by tile ('ensus Bureau late text yeal' in eurly 1957, on colicen-

tration trends ill the four-digit industries, with a given corporation of
course showing up ill i1s liily industries as it participates. I hope
that, tie (ensus 1hu'eau will be able to make full use of tile large
amount of Iasic information which it will have gathered; this de-
pewls on tht finids available, which of course is for the Congress to
decide.

I do not know vhat this forthcoming data will show. If tile pre-
wl'r I rend s(Pills to lie coit illuing, perhal)s tile Congress will not wish
to look any flier, oil the ground that even if the tax structure is
'olltribiti,,g to greater collcentration-as it probably is-something
.lse is operatilig to offset tids. But if the trend is horizontal, or shows

a(.tllyllv increasig concentration, then the committee may well wish
to 1,ok fiurlther iit o tile Inatter, and that is where we will rin into real
ti,culle. Fo' ,.\aiilple, there is practically 110 information oil tile rela-
tive profitablly of large and si11ali colice'.llS indicated earlier, tile
lust large-scal( sti idy is 13 years ol. I have refered throughout to
he position of big businesss ill tile econoilly; tile tiliuncing of small

business reliiainls oie of the chief dark spois ill the research picture.
TIhere is 1o use laboring the point; we may establish the existence of
a tieid ill concentrating, but we harve hot even begun on the job of
tracing the why of any such te(lei('y, still less tile specificc infliueice
of the tax structure. *Tile general con'siderations mentioned earlier
are no substitute for careful studies of the asset structure of enter-
prises large and oll, growing ittid stable, incorporated and non-
lMno'porated ; stli(lies iby size class ill absolute and ill relative terms;
studies by identical groups to triace their va'ying fortunes through
the recent past. The iml)act of taxation must be put into this more
general picture, but so far we are not even started o drawing it.

RAISING VENTURE CAPITAL FOR SMALL AND NEW
BUSINESS

H'iwIx S. CohrlN, Ilathh, Root, Barrett, Cohen & Knapp, New Yolk City

The impact of tile Federal income tax upon the birth and develop-

ment of small and new business has for many years been a matter
of concern to the Congress. For the most part attention has been
devoted to the rate of tax upon the business itself, with the result
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generally that some measure of relief from the high corporate-tax
rates has been extended. For example, in the recent exess-1)rolits.
tax law a ceiling was imposed on the rate of tax applicable to new
businesses. And at tile present time the corporate-tax rate appli-
cable to the first $25,000 of corporate income is limited to 30 percent
whereas all additional income bears a 52-percent tax, a reduction
amounting to $5,500 a year if the company has at least $25,000 of
income.

Perhaps the most 1erious problem of most saill and new businesses
is the raising nf capital to satisfy their financial needs. If the Fed-
eral tax law is to be molded so tliat to the extent practicable it tends
to foster the develoment of these businesses, a serious look must bo
taken at the provisions of the t ,Ix law that bear Ulpon the raising of
venture capital for closely held corporatimis. ''his requires a studY
not nerely of the tax status of the corporation but-more signifi-
cantl,--t6at of the persons supplying the capital. What is their tax
position under the present law? 'I)oes the Federal tax law (heal with
such persons in a manner calculated to facilitate or encourage the flow
of venture capital to the- Collifalies, or doe'; it interl)ose difficulties
and obstacles which should he removed or modified ?

When a h incs.; seeks venture capital on is likely to find that it
is already iiicorl)oratetd or the l):rties are i llawieenint that a corpo-
ration is to lie organized. Further, one is Ilkiiv to find that in order
to attract capital ill a new or untried hilsiiiess the Sill) lie's of the
capital i111i4 be offered a portion of the c,)mmon stock because only
through the growth in value of that stolc intere.4 are they likely
to be adequately compensated for tile sub tantial risk assume(d. Thus
the problem to'be dealt with is the (letermiation of the Federal in-
come-tax rules applicable to personss holding common stock in small
or new corporations.

Usually there is no ready' market for the sale of shares or obliga-
tions of such companies. They are vot listed on securities exchanges,
nor are fhev generally traded in "over the counter," nor is there rea-
sonable likelihood that this will occur in the foreseeable future. Fre-
quently a sale eai.ot be made unless substantially all the stockholders
are willing to sell simultaneously in order to give the purchaser the
entire interest or adequate working control of the enterprise. Accord-
ingly, the investor is faced with the fact that if lie is to recoup any
substantial part of his investment before a sale or liquidation of the
entire business in the distant future it must be accompliAhed by having
the corporation repay to him all or a part of the funds advanced.

Under these circumstances, in considering whether to supply the
needed funds, the investor is likely to ask: "Canl the financia struc-
ture of the corporation be so arranged that I may own part of the com-
mon stock and yet, if the venture proves successful, have a substantial
part of my investment repaid to me without prohibitive surtaxes?"

Then, looking on the pessimistic side, his second question is likely
to be: "If the venture fails and my investment becomes totally or
p artially worthless, to what extent can I take a deduction on my
Federal income-tax return ?" The answers to these questions will
frequently have a significant bearing upon his decision whether or
not to make the investment.
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R1EPAYMENT BY COIPORATION8 Or FUNDS ADVANCED BY
CoMMON-SToCK lIoUS)ES

Let us consider a ty pical case of a prospective small new enter rise.
Mr. Jones has originated a new process which he feels can be level-
oped successfully if adequate capital can be secured, lie has put
$5,000 into a new corpl)oration and now apl)roaches Mr. Smith with
the request that Mr. Smith supply the needed funds. After investiga-
tion Mr. Smith is inclined to l)ut up $100,000 on the basis of furnishing
(a) $5,000 for new common stock, which would give him 50 percent
of the total outstanding common stock; and (b) $95,000 for senior
securities, i. e., bonds, notes, or preferred stock, which would rank
ahead of the common-stock interest. Mr. Smith inquires of counsel
whether if the business is successful and develops substantial earnings
his $95,000 of senior securities can be paid off and treated by him as a
return of capital without tax at 4hat point, or whether such a payment
would rel westnt income to hini taxable at surtax rates. fiet us
consider te problem first if his senior interest is represented by pre-
ferred stock and then if it is represented by bonds or notes.
RJcdenipti,,1 of )rffc ircd stock

Under tlie IniternlI Revenue Code if a :tockliholder receives a divi-
dend it is subjected to full stiraxes, offset to sonie extent by the divi-
lend credits and exclusions enacted in 1951 (secs. 3 t and 110). The

law states that a "dividend" is any distributionn made l)y a corl)oration
to its shareholders "out of its earnings and piofits";'and it further
states that every distribut ion to stockholders is to be treated as made
out of earnings and profits to the full extent that earnings and profits
exist in the corporation. Thus it is not possible for a cor portion
simply to designate a payment made on its stock as a return of capital
to the stockholders and have it treated in that fashion in the tax
returns of the stockholders. The payment will nevertheless be treated
as a dividend if the corl)orate earnings exceed the amount distrib-
uted-at least if no stock is surrenTered by the shareholders in
exchange for the amount (listributel.

What if the shareholders (1o surrender stock in exchange for the
amount paid out to them by the corporation? Let us tirst take the
simple case in which there is only 1 class of stock outstanding,
consisting of 100 shares and that each of the 2 shareholders owns
50 shares. Let us assume that each shareholder sells 20 of his shares
to the corporation for $20,000 at a time when the corporate earnings
exceed $40,000. The code provides that where the shareholders have
the same percentage interest in the outstanding stock of the corpora.
tion after the surrender of the stock as they had before, a )ayment by
the corporation in exchange for its stock will nonetheless be treatel
as a dividend to the stockholders if the transaction is "essentially
equivalent to a dividend" (sec. 302). Under Treasury regulations
long outstanding and numerous court decisions, such a transaction
would undoubtedly be treated as essentially equivalent to a (ividend
in the absence of* most exceptional circumstances, since the share-
holders will each own 50 percent of the outstanding stock after the
transaction, just as they did before.

Now let us suppose that the 2 individuals had each invested $5,000
in the common stock of the corporation upon its organization and
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$45,000 each in its preferred stock. Thus each owns one-half of the
common and one-half of the outstanding preferred stock. Can tile
corporation after it has earned $90,000 redeem all or part of its pre-
ferred stock pro rata so as to return that )art of the stockholders,
investment without the amount being taxed its a dividend I Again
the answer seems to be "No," for the redeinption of stock pro rata
ainong the slareholders would doubtle.'s be treated as ee,,eItill "
equivalent to it dividend.

Now let us return to tile clist of Mes.I s. Smith and Jones, where
each invested $5,0t)0 in tilt onlllloii stock of the corporation but, illaddition Smith inve.,ted $95,00O in pieferied stock. Can the corpo-

ration redeem Snith's preferred stock witliout tilt- redemnption being
treated Its i dividend . *etioi 302 of lit- code provide, sj tlivic Ipo-
tection iatujist dividend treatinelt if simultleolslv with tihe relelimp-
tion of t lie preferred stock tie cormpolation also redleei, i subs anltial
part of the conilnon stock owiled bYl tht Shartehok her so that as a
re,;ult there is it subst ant ial redmictioll in his propmortioute interest in
the conlltloll stock. It would be reusonably clear, of ' oi'e, t{hali if
the lreferred-stock holder owned no comnin stotk, ite lrt'eire 1
stoch could be redeeelld fromin llii without di ih end t rcatnlilt. 'Tile
,tat ute, however, does mot pecilicailly deal withl tile .,tm i l ihi a
holder of both preferred and conimmon -tock has Iiis preferred ,tock
redeemed without ,imtiltatneous redeimpttio of any of Lis comnumomstock. The Treasury regulations have never dealt with the situation

despite the 1n1ty instances ill which it exists and the court decision-
are not sufficient to set the mtter at rest. Thus under present law
there appears to be considerable doubt whether those willing to risk
entirere capital can, after the corporation has been l)rolital)iy operated,
secure a return of part of their investment from the corporation by a
redemption of their preferred stock without being subjected to divi-
dend tax if they retain their proportionate interest in the common
stock of the corporation.

Mr. Smith then is likely to be advised that there is a possiHilitv that
it redemption of his $95,600 of preferred stock after the cororat 11io
has accumulated earnings andIrolfits would be treated its it ( ivideiid.
Although the fact 'that Mr. ,ones would receive no vorrespoiiding
payment would provide a strong argument that the redelption would
not be essentially y equivalent to a (ividend, there could le no a,;sur-
ance of this resudt in the present state of the law.
Ieepaynwnt of loans

What, then, if the $95,000 of senior funds are advanced by Mr.
Smith as loans to the corporation, represented by bonds, notes, or open
account indebtedness? May the corporation repay the loans without
risk of dividend tax to him ?

Iet us assume for this purpose that the terms of the loans would be
such as to bear all the normal indicia of indebtedness-a fixed ma-
turity date in the rearonable future, a tixed interest rate, not suhordi-
nated to other indebtedness, etc. In such a case as far as the form
of the indebtedness is concerned the answer would be that such loans
may be repaid to stockholders without tax to them. But in recent
years a problem has been raised by a series of court decisions as to
whether such loans will be recognized as true indebtedness if the
amount of such loans from stockholders is large in relation to the
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aioumit invested iin stock of tie corporatioll. Frequently referred to
as the problem of "thin incorporation," this question hals plagued the
:1,mall ilaOirpIte'd l)ustinesiis seekili r to raise capital. There is no

il tihe code deatillr With the matter, nor have the Treasury
regulate ions coiitlalied any eni ghtenIntent. The problem has been con-
sidered in a subst ant ialnmmber of court decisions with varying re-
sults. Speaking generally it might he said that the decisions to date
indicate that a financial struetlre ill which loans froni shareholders
at Itt greateri than four t ilies tilt, aniount iivested . iin sto,'k is likely
to Ie upheld. though a higher ratio might, be sistatuned in) particular
ii'talices and a lower ratio would certainly enjoy a greater measure of
.S fet y. 'erhaps tile chief diliIult, is that no reasonably clear guide
i, available. 1, rtheliore, if the financial structure is finally held to
be too "thin," the eiit ire indeht edness i1u:t apparent ly be regarded Its
a stockk i livesti nit , requ i ri mg d i'allowane to the -orliorat ion of tm,
cotire deduction for interest oil the advanlces and leading to (ividend
tax to the holder if redemption of preferred stock ii tihe same ieamouit
mouh have heell taxed a,; it di vidend.

The American Iaw Institute draft of a proposed J"ederal income-
lax haw lpvi(es a deillitioll of tile terill "iidebltnes<" which would
make ile ratio o)f indebted mi.,, to stock i investment iimnlaierial if the
lia os met certain pre.eriled iinim standards. For examl)le, there
wuld have to hc an umlcdit imll obligation to paN a Sum certain
in m1olley; the'e %\ouhl have to be a fixed maturity late; the debt
could not be subor, linate to trade creditors generally; interest could
not he contingent in amount 1lj)po earnings and would have to be pay-
able unconditionally not litter than the maturity date of the principal
aiiioulit.' If the loanI met tho.,e alinilnumn stimidards, interest on it
would be deductible bv tile Corloration and the repayment Could not
he taxed as a dividel'i to shareholders, regardless of tile amount of
tile loans ill relation to the stock investment. Failure to meet those
standards would not prevent the loan from being found to represent
indebtedness rather than stock investment, but in making the ultimate
determuination in such ease all the surrounding factors, including the
debt-to-stock ratio, could be taken into ticount.

Tile proposed draft of the American lI4' Institute represents it
carefully considered effort to solve a difficult problem which besets
those endeavorilng to design a tiiiancial structure for a siiall corpora-
tion which is inl need of venture capital. In reaching the conclusion
that the amount of ililebtedlness should be imInmaterialif all the other
eaI'lliuIk. of debt fire present, an important factor was that. under
existing court deisions it appears probable that 80 percent of tile
c pital may be furnished in the form of indebtedness in any event.
I'lere sees to be no reason to sow so much confusion in the vital
area of venture-capital financing for the sake of the small revenue
which could be involved as to the remaining 201) percent.

'he solution suggested ill the American Law Institute draft could,
of course, he modhified in a nmnber of respects. But it is highly im-
portant that some reasonably clear rule be adopted in the statutel so
that business and investors 'may know what standards must be met
ill order to insure recognition of indebtedness as such.

IA, L. I. Federal Income iax Statute, February 1954 Draft, eec. X500 ().
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In the hypothetical case we have been considering, Messrs. Smith
and Jones would probably be advised that Smith's $95,000 of senior
money out of a total financing of $105,00) should not be put in entirely
for bonds or notes, for the debt-to-stoek ratio would then be more
than 9 to 1. In the present state of the tax law some part of the
senior financing should, as a inatterof caution, be provided by way
of preferred stock, but there is no clear guide as to how much Should
be handled by preferred stock and how much by indebtedness.

DEDUCTIBILITYI OF 1,osSs88

The second important question Mr. Smith will ask in determining
whether or not to proceed involves his position taxwise if the blisi-
ness fails and his investment is lost. W ill his loss be a ca)ital loss,
deductible for practical purposes only against, any capital gains lie
may have and resulting in a tax saving at the most of only 25 percent
of ihe loss (the maximum tax rate on capital gains) or vill it be an
ordinary deduction and available as an offset against salary, divi-
dends, intere.,t, and the like, and resulting in a tax saving at his top-
most surtax bracket ? Tfhe answer to this quest oll ilay have a sign li-
cant bearing upon his decision to furnish the capital funds required,
for it will have a material effect ulpont te net amount of risk Ii,,simeld.

The general pattern with respect to the treat ent of worthless in-
vestments by inldividlials pre,-ently fould in the Internal Revenue
Code is as follows:

(1) Losses on worthlessness of stocks, whether common or
preferred stocks, are deductible only as capital lo.ses.

(2) Losses on worthlessness of bonds, debentures, notes, or
certificates, or other evidences of indebtedness, issued by a cor-
poration, with interest coupons or in registered form, are also de-
ductible only as capital losses.

(3) Losses on worthlessness of open account indebtedness of
corporations or on corporate notes which do not bear interest
coupons and are not in registered form-

(a) are deductible as ordinary (deductions if the debt is
created or-acquired in connection with the individual's trade
or business or the loss from worthlessness is incurred in his
trade or business; but

(b) are deductible only as capital losses if not so related
to his trade or business (sees. 165 and 106).

The net result of these statutory rules is that the only instance in
which the worthlessness of the investment can result in an ordinary
deduction against surtax income of an individual is one in which the
debt is represented by open account or plain notes and the debt is ac-
quired or the loss is incurred in his trade or business. Whether or
not the debt has been acquired or the loss incurred in the individual's
trade or business is a question which has caused much litigation and
again has produced considerable uncertainty. Despite some conflict
in the decided cases it appears probable that an ordinary deduction
will be denied to an individual who does not make loans to a number
of different businesses, even though he may be actively participating
in the management of the borrowing corporation. Thus an individ-
ual who may have made advances to a dozen different corporations in
which lie is interested may be able to treat the worthlessness of one
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of the loans as all ordinary deduction, whereas another individual
lending money to the same corporation may have to be content with a
capitaIloss if lhe cannot show the same frequency of loans to various
corporations. How many loans to how many different borrowers one
must make in order to constitute a trade or business is, of course, not a
matter to be answered with assurance. Nor are the prospects likely
to be encouraging for the average investor who engages in such trans-
actions infrequently.

A number of alternative solutions may possibly be available in spe-
cific transactions. For example, in the case of'some new businesses
it may be possible to operate in the initial stages as a partnership, the
supplier of the venture capital being either i general or a limited part-
ner, until the business has passed through its initial stages of develop-
nient. If the business fails in the partnership form time investor can
deduct his loss as an ordinary one. But while this form of doing busi-
ness may solve the tax problem, operation as a partnership form may
not be suitable to the particular business and lis tile disadvantage
that it forfeits for the general partners the safety of limited liability.

Another method, suggested by several recent court decisions, is to
have the corporation borrow fums from a baiik or other lender on
notes which are endorsed by the individual stockiolder. For ex-
aniple, in our hypothetical case Mr. Smith, instead of advancing per-
sonallv $9 i)5,0u0 of fiiianciiig, might arrange all or part of that liianc-
ig by having time new corporation borrow the fuilds from a bank on
the basis of his personal eidorseeit of the note to the bank. Several
recent court decisions indicate that in that event lie can take an ordi-
nary deduction if the venture fails and he is called upon by the bank
to lmy off the loa. llt t e final word on the tax effect of this method
of financing has not vet been spoken by the Treasury or the courts.

A corporation furnishn,g v'(.nttire capital for new business may use
a loss on a bad debt to greater advantage. ('or /oratioiis manv lke
as deductions against ordinary ilcomle losses on tle worth lessless of
loans to other corporations on plain notes or on open account. The
statute does not nike it necessary for the corporation to show that
the loan is related to its business. Corpomrations may also take as an
ordinary deduction losses on worthlessness of bomds* preferred stock,
or common stock in certain case's if they own 95 percent or molre of
each class of stock of the corporation, although if they own less thai
95 percent the loss is a capital loss. Becemse of these and other dif.
ferences in time treatment of debt and stock investments made by cor-
lorations, the "thin incorl)oration' iroblein mentionedel above (IM

plague the corl)orate inve!tor as m ell as the individual.
Returning to our Mr. Smith, we find as a result that unless lie is

a frequent lender to businesses he is not likely under present law to
obtain an ordinary deduction in the event of ivorthlessness of his loan
to this corl)oratiomi. Ilow frequent and extensive his loans vWould have
to be is quite uncertain. The averale Mr. Smith, who Iliay have lent
money from time to time to several corporations but who is not really
in tile banking business, wouldI probably be told that his status woull
be in considerable doubt. lie would have to be cautioned about the

I Sec. 107 (fM, Inserted In the law In the 19.54 code revision, provides speciflcally for an
ordinary Iad-debt deduction In certain cases Involving the guaranty of a noncorlimate olili.
Ration even though not related to the trade or business of tle gttrantor. No specific ro.
vision is Inade In the code as to ile eecct of time guaranty of an obligation of a corporation.

73,431-6 -- 44
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"thin incorporation" problem so that he would not run undu ri.,,k
that his loan would be treated as an equity investment rather than
debt. The procedure of guaranteeing a corporate bank loai would be
suggested to him but without complete assurance t hat he m would have
all ordinary deduction if the business, s failed and lie were called upoln
to make good the loan. By and large he would he faced with coil-
siderable confusion as to his tox status.

The upshot of these Imany and varied rules is that the percent Fed-
eral income tax ialw (loes lit te to encounige tihe furnishili_ of ven tir,
capital by private inlterests to ,iall and lew b-i ne,,. True, it dovc.
oiler theipossibility of selling out at a long-term capital gain withI a
itaxiunnII tax rate of 2.1 percelit. But there is no, read no I1rkliet , 1,uch
as is available for the .ecuiitie, of publicly held (orfiorat ions, nor 4,
there likely to he ujiless and until te business il thie di-t aat fiitr'e
has grown out of ti lie .-Small lad lie%%" category and elt ered the i,
of tile well-established succe-sful companies.

Most of the nesAnt riles govirning I liee ar II o e bee ' leige I
so far as feasible to iltect the Titirv iev ernie ill thlie case of cjosel l"
held corporations where tilie poibiilit" of tax imllalijlilhtion In:ly ihe
ever present. (eit ainvl lile a ei\ies of tlla ao llce InI't iew ode-
quately blocked and revenue needs borne constalitly ill mind. But cer-
tainly, too, some of the present an fortunate confu-ittui can be limi-
hiated and some inodilicat joils made to inreease the chances for tlie
small and new business to secure venture capital.

For example, at least two statutory changes aught be suggested
for the consideration of the committee:

1. Elimination of the "thin incorporate ion" problem along tle
lies suggested in the American Law Institute draft proposal,
thereby making immaterial the ratio of debt to stock where all
the other normal indicia of indebtedness are present. Fulld,4
loaned by shareholders could then be repaid to them without risk
that such repayments would be taxed as dividends. While it is
believed desirable to eliminate the thin incorporation probleni eli-
tirely, if the Congress should determine that some limit pon the
capital structure should he imposed a tminimumi standard whil.h
investors could follow should be specifically prescribed in the
statute.

2. Adoption of a statutory rule permitting preferred stock
issued for full value to be iedeenied by a corporation without
treatment as it dividend if tile ownership of the preferred stock
is substantially disproportionate to the ownership of the common
stock. For ewmnpple, in our hypothetical case in which Jones in-
vested $5,000 in the common stock and Smith owned a like amount
of common and, in addition, acquired all the $95,000 of preferred
stock, the proposed amendment would make clear that the cor-
poration after successful operation could redeem Smith's pre-
ferred stock without tax to him. Such a rule would probably
have the collateral advantage of relieving some of the "thin ii-
corporation" difficulties, since it would permit this result to be
accomplished through use of preferred stock instead of imebted-
fless.
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A rel stinliulus for ventture Capital invstment in small hibile5s

b). pixiate interests niilit Ibe provided if losses on the invesimeats
,'o (I be dedtlitcd against Orti miry itloolle of the investor. io'
'xamnl)le, ilividuals might Ie allowed to dedluct lo.s from total or

partial worthlessness of himlls, or perhaps eveI ])referlrd aniid common
slock investments. ill cital i pes of small or new bw-i e.ses, whether
or not the invest or Vala be slhown 1o l e in tlie t ido or biiin-e's of
1akil 1 such loas. Thi,, of cour-e, would rnov thlie present doubt
-s to the exteit and frequency of tlihe leading required in order to con-
-titliie a tral'e or ilsiliness. lit it wtlihl (1o munch iore. It wold
establish h ia sitlatiol ili whiich tle investor, outside of iis regllar
I i.isness. could fllrni' is iajilti al in exchllge for corporate llotes

'011d 11l1ioli stock :i14 i lace illiii-el ' ill ai ii llo tiil odet i-v lo -llrte il
,ipaiiii iill li il iliiiilli t ax of ( 2.15 ltl'(i2 t ultimately if tle ventiai-e
Ilroved .,.uccessfiil, ani vel take lit last t lie iolillt aia tiiced for notes

di tlediiction agailit siltaXaible ordiilarv income if it proved a filil-
nr. Trliis o"siilIi v is uIow arva i hie, allbei t Aith ,ollle colflsioll
a ii uiltl a litity, ill t lie case of Corl Ho*te ivt 01 an] in thle case of
indi vidul inlvetiirs who iall stab ih. that illey are tea il ill in tradill
01 tisilie. s of lendinig liley. Whet her oi li4 hiis tre:11timeat slion1hdbe~ lie iilde Znl-ialil h, 1( ilildilviliN onN- li l" 1, ot be t,: filig ill trande

i' i uhiiiess 1lia1in hi il e Illeil'e depend ll11i :I o(1 licy de'eisioli as to
ill e.vteil to w iitlh the tax Ila's shlill lI-iiohled so is ti Stinilate

the flow of capitill iito ,1'inil ll and new lisi ness. Ill the tili of nat-
ilral 1-esollrct's. the ( l gress ilas allowed investol's in oil aind gIs tiel s
to deduct ais expeVIPtis lmiost.1 of the cost of drilling wells (the s o-called

lintangille drilling costs, dry holes, etc.) 11nid vet has allowed percent-
age depleition oil wells retained 111i(n capiitiil-gii ti-eatnient (i wells

lti. This i-eatliint has clearly intluenced tite flow of capital fillids
iio oil and gas idrillitii ;it, is quite likely that t lie corresplol inil threat -
ilelit would quicken thte flow of fiids' into small or lew s bliiies!es.

If uch i step is to be taken, perhaps souie limitation should le
trawn as to tile size or kind of blisiness to which it would apply. It

might possibly le coiiiied to "small" anid "new" businesses. No
wholly' satisfactory delinition of "small" or "new" business has ever
been developedd, nor is it likely to be. The Federal income tax law
gives a lower corporate income tax rate to the first $25,00 of annual
iet, income. 'Translated itito term s of capital, this might suggest tlhe
possibility of making the rule applicable to those corporations having
no more tNan hit $20,000t or $5,t001it capitalization, including fundeRI
deiter' The rule might also be limited iii its application to those cor-
poratiotis engaged in the active conduct of trade or business, excluding
those which aire mere investment conlinies. Consideration iight
also be given to extending the treatment to somewhat larger capital
structures where the corporations are engaged in tle tevelopinent of
new products or processes, a fact which ngiht be certilied by some
other governmental agency outside the Tlasuiry Department" as has
been done in the case of aniortization of emergency facilities.

I Perhaps some protective device would have to be Incorporated against the possible use(of minlilllle corporgitlons. Cf., 1. R. C. see. 1551i,
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SUMMtARY

The income-tax position of the individual supplying venture capital
to new and small business deserves special attention in the present re-
view of Federal tax policy. The present system has grown up over a
period of many years as a series of.special rules, applicable generally
to corporations both large and small, old and new, venturesome or con-
servative. If lie Nation is to preserve its tradition of economic oppor-
tunity for small business a healthy tax climate for the supply of capital
must be fostered. Most of the attention given to the tax problems of
small business has been focused heretofore upon prescribing a lower
rate of tax for the first $25,000 of corporate income-a reduction which
now amounts at the most to $5,500 annually. Eqnal attention must be
given to the tax status of the investor himself. If as a matter of tax
policy the Congress wishes to facilitate the flow of venture capital to
these businesses, the current uncertainties in the tax position of the
investor must be eliminated and some of the current rules modified.
Recoupment of a substantial part of the investment without dividend
tax must be permitted and some more favorable treatment accorded to
losses. Some direct loss of revenue would doubtless result, but there
would be countless offsetting advantages from the suport thus given to
free and independent enterprise.

SMALL BUSINESS AND TIlE NONINTEG I'l'l) IN('OME-

TAX STRUCTURE

JAMtES K. HALL, Uulversft of Washington

PRnV'ATE VERSus PUBLIC CORPORATIONS

Corporations, although having common legal characteristics, are
most heterogeneous as to financial size, numbers of stockholders, the
nature of their business activities and the extent to which identity
exists between corporate ownership and control. The so-called private
or close corporations are those in which the shareholders are in etfec-
tive control of the business. Thus for private corporations the cor-
poration becomes an expression of the personality of the stockhold-
ets--their alter ego. As a personal type of business enterprise it
strongly resembles in many respects the proprietorship or the partner-
ship. It serves as an instrument to fulfill the personal, as well as the
business, interests of the controlling shareholder or shareholders. In-
sofar as the personal interests of shareholders, as found in income-tax
considerations, shape the business conduct of the corporation, impor-
tant tax problems arise. These problems, on the other hand, are
not present in the case of those public corporations in which there is
effective separation of ownership and control. Shareholders may
not influence corporate policy to serve personal interests in minimiz-
ing individual tax. Retention of corporate earnings is presumptively
for legitimate corporate purposes uninfluenced by possible tax advati-
rage to individual stockholders.
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IMPOIRTANCE OF THE PRIVATE CORPORATION

The relative numerical importance of private or close corporations
ill the corporate universe is indicated, in some measure, when it is
itoted that, of 597,385 corporate income.tax returns (with balance
sheets, and with and without net income) for 1951, 93 percent had total
assets under $1 million; 88 percent hd total assets under 500,000;
an(d 79 percent had total assets under $250,000. These corporat ions
are of an asset size which, with relatively few exceptions probably,
would qualify for close identity between corporate owlier..hip and
control. On the basis of net income, corporations (returns witi bal-
alice sheets) with total assets under $1 million accounted for 6 billion
of a total of $45 billion, or 14 percent, of reported net income before
corporate income and profits taxes. (orporation'; (with balancesheets, and with and without net income) with atsets under -1 million

i)resented assets of $71 billion of total corporate assets of $468
bi lion, or 11 percent. It is perhaps unrealistic to all elmIilt to seg.regate
private fronlm public corlporat ions on the bais of total as-;els, especially
with a breaking , point of Sl million; possibly this repreents a sub.
stantial understatenietit of the total numnber', total -,ets a1d total
pretax income of private corpom'atiol,:. It is re alived that there nue
man 'y corport iols with assets greally in excess of $lii million which
would fall within tile category of priv:tte corporate ioln.

Public corporations customiril Ilnd it of advantage to have their
securities listed and registered 011; titi(dial secinrities, exchnimges. As
reported by the Seitlities and Exchall.re ('omission, a, of ,hne 30,
1914. the lmii(niplictted number of corporate issuers havitig securities
traded on exchanges totaled 2,588. These corporations had an aggre-
gate listing of 3.057 tnduplictled issues of stocks and 1.081 umidupli-
cated issues of bonds, or a total listing of ttduplicated corporate
security issues of 4,138. If the total of undupficated issues of stock
should'be taken as representative of the majority of public corpora.
tions, the proportion of public corporate ions to tota;l corporations would
appear to be of the general ordler of 1 percent, with some 99 percent
of our corporations private in character. It is interesting to note in
this connection that, the total of corporations with $10 million or more
of assets numbered 5,854 in 1951 (corporate retllis with balance
sheets, and with and without net income). These corporations ac-
counited for 69 percent of total pretax corporate net income, o1 sonie
$31 billion of the $45 billion total, and 73 percent of total corporate
assets, or some $471 billion of the $6.18 billion of total assets. Cor-
porations with less than $10 million of total assets thus received 31
percent. of total pretax net icoie, or $14 billion, an(l had 27 percent
of total corporate assets or assets of the value of $177 billion.

UNDITIIu'EID EA1iNINOS AND) TAx AvoID.NcE

On the basis of the data above it appears clear that the overwhelm-
ing majority of our individual corporate entities are of a private char-
acter, and that they receive a substantial segment of total corporate
income and represent many billions of dollars of cor )orate assets.
These closely held private corporations may be, and will be, utilized
to serve the t'ax advantage of the owner or owners by retention rather
than distribution of corporate earnings under our nonintegrated in-
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come-tax structure given a sufficient incentive. ('ongre.'Ss has pro-
vided all adequate induceenWt ill this respect by imposing a double
tax oil cor)orato earnings--if distributed, first, as eilrllilrgs to the
corporation and. second, ats dividends to the shareholders, except for
the niodest dividend tax relief as provided in the Iuternal Revenue
('ode of 195-1. Tile adequacy of tile tax inhlcelent to engage ill tax
avoidance through the corporate device is indicated by the nIartlginal
rates of the individual tax which range from 20 to 91 percent. Ak
taxpayer would indeed be possessed 'of a sterling character who.
having his corporation at hand, could resist the inducement to mll.i
imize his personal tax by reducing the amount of the distributed cor-
porate income, particularly if hi.; personal requirements did not le.
cessitate additional income from this source. Moreover, Congress has
provided a further inducement, in the formut of an alternative tax, for
corporate retention rather than dist rilmution of current earnings by
iniposing it maximnu rate on long-term capital gains of 2.') percent.
With tie high progression of rates of the personal tax, with, for
ex:aull)le, taxable net income ill excess of $6i,00() to tile individulilI
subject to a 30-percent rate, tile tax advantage of the alternative.

namely, convertiing current dividend ilwome to a Iobug-term lcapitll
gain (by retaining earnings within the corporation). is estaliklie
in the lower brackets of tax rates. For those who \\ish to avoid
1ill personal tax on i ncoile, whose circumstances permit, earnings ieed
only to be retained within the corporation. ('apital gains ale tax.
:ble only when realized; consequently, if tile securities are held liiil
death, no tax liability arises. These provisions of our tax laws are
of common knowledge, with individual sensitivmness thereto avven -
tuated by the sharply progressive rates of tax. The ue of the tor-
poration as a tax avoidance device is not ill tiny sense confliled to
individuals of great wealth. Instead, individuals of modest incomes
whose interests dictate the use of a corporation in their business
activities can :il do realize tax advantages through nondistrihution
of earnings. Perhaps the public dissatisfaction with the high pro.
gressive rates of the personal tax would be iii greatly increased volume
were these congtessomilv provided avenues of itx avoidance lVZs
wide and less readily available to miany members of the Community.

UNSDISTruua'Tr EAIRNINGJS AND TAx EQurrTy

Earnings retained free of personal tax within the coll por.t ion 1mv
be directed either to real imvestnlent currently or i tie immediat
future, or to inactive employment as found in the buildup of cor.
porate liquidity. Perhaps a partial offset to the tax inequity exists
when the retained earnings add to the self-financed real Investment
of the enterprise. The increase in capital formation thus occasioned
is a growth factor in the community contributing to general well-
being. Further, if the investment is well-conceived, the corporation's
aggregate earnings will be increased in the future which, in turn, will
increase the personal tax liability of the owner or owners upon dis-
tribution. Apvrt from losses of invested earnings which may' arise
from unwise Investment decisions, tle inequity is one which appears
to relate itself primarily to the factors of time and amount in tie
increase in the owner's liability to personal tax. Measurement of
these factors quantitatively ig not possible-the ripening time of real
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ilivestments displays wide variations, and the discounlt process of
determiing tile present value of a future tax payment is compounded
with i illperfeCt iolts.

For those who believe strongly in the encouragement of small bisi-
ness as found in its contribition to the virility ailli growth of the
economy, tile iiequity of not subjecting undistributed earnings to
perso'dl tax lt the timey of .acilitil is perhluiis a "mall price to pay
with small business so heavily dependent on its own earnings for ex-
palision and development. Further, the corporate tax 11ay lie, re-
gtirdeI Is a irtii I;olitrillitin to t le tax liability which would rise
if tile einterprise \O. ehe Voilleted ts a lIrtil'rshti'l . ! lprop)rietorshipl!
with current ealllings covered by personal tax.

() i tile otlhr had, corpor te retiained earnillngs which (ho hot add
to, 1101' lire intended for, rell ilive-t iietit, hut Ser'e its an avoidance
device for llerslal tax, serve (llv t o create tin inequity for which
Ito just ihcat lol a)l)ears to exist. Ihese funds a(h neither to invest-
ment nor to (.oliUmlptioni. They tive sterile in their concelption and
in their dedication. Tlev constitute the basis of -1 mialist ribut ion
of personal tax. The pr ouresive schedule of persomal tax rates is
vitiiated ill its highlie brackets to tie extent this avoidance oie'|il's.
Recipients of salary and wtge inconie and of busines income from
partiniships tlld l)rpriet(rships siil) r anlit unequal ttx treatment
which appears to be without a(lequate defense.

TImE AccUMUITl'I) Ei.\-Inxi s 'lx

The accitniuhated earnings tax, which, made its tippeaIance in tile
ilnteru:l lce enie ('1'ode of 1951t as code sections 5.1i to 537, inclusive,
repl'esellts ta tioditicat ion of fori'ier sect iou 102 of the code, This 1110(1-
iicatiou. it is believed, is sullicientlv far-reaching and comprehensive
is largely to remove iny1 substant I've barrier to personal tax avoid-
alice as found ill corporate retention of earnings. If this conclusion
is co'lrect, the ('olgress his opened more widely a tax avoidance loop-
hole and thus increased tle inequity of the personal tix as it bears
on tie vtiiiouis members of the community.

The principal changes in the former stction 102 may be briefly
summarized as follows:

First, the statutory burden of proof (see. 534) heretofore on (tle
corporation to show "by the clear preponlderalice of the evidence"
that the accumulated earnings or prolits are not be vol the reason.
able needs of the business, when subject to a deliclency assessment
by tile Interlal Reventle Service, has 11ow been shifted to the Gov-
erient if tlie taxpayer corlporation, upon notification of it proposed
deficiency assessment, subunits within 30 days a statement of the
grounds (together with facts siflicielt to show the basis thereof) of)
which reliance is hind to establish that all or any part of the retained
earnings have not been accumulated beyond the reasonable needs
of the business.

As has been stated elsewhere, the legislative history of efforts to
limit tax avoidance through corporate earnings retention provides
rather conclusive evidence that even partially effective enforcement
of tie statutory prohibition against unreasonable accumulation of
corporate earnings waited upon tile shift in the burden of proof to
the taxpayer corporation in the Revenue Act of 1938.
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Second, the 1954 code apparently repeals the so-called iminediacy
doctrine employed by the Internal Revenue Service in the admin-
istrative enforcement of the predecessor act.

As applied by the Service the immediacy doctrine simply tested
earnings accrual by corporations to a dledication to real investment
or a bona tide business use in the inimediate or reasonably foreseeable
future. This doctrine removed from corporate use a generalized de-
fense to outsize liquid surplus accruals that such funds were to be
invested at some remote point of time. It is questionable whether
the acctunulated earnings tax can have re l meaning lor content without
some realistic time and program limitation with ieireince to the imlle-
mentation of the Proposed real investment or business use from ac-
cumulated liquid earnings.

Third, the 1954 code provides, in addlition, 1nt aiccimtittilatted earnings
credit (see. 535) with a specilied credit iimii , naely, that the
credit allowable "shall in no cawe be less than the amount Iby which
$60,000 exceeds the aecnmlated earnings Zuid pjrotts of the corpora-
tion at the close of the preceding taxal h, year." he accumulated-
earniigs credit (other than the specitied iuiniium) is such part of
the earnings, or profits "as are retaiiied for the reasonable ieeds of
the business."

The provision that the tax applies only to the earnings unreason-
ably retained creates an enforcement problem which appears to be so
serious as largely, to imntai' any resi(hl statutory' eflectiveness. The
Internal Revente Service must now establish a dividing line between
earnings reasonablyN accumulated and those which are not. Because
(-f the /egree of judgment involved, this may he regarded its a fruitful
area of litigation should attempts of enforcement occur. Further,
the courts have tended to resolve question,; of doubt in such matters
in favor of the corporate owners. The base of the tax has now been
reduced to whatever amount of corporate earnings as are unreasonably
accumulated. Although the formal rates of tax remain unchanged,
such contraction of the tax base as may result from this section re-
duces the effective rate of tax which, inder the predecessor section,
appeared to be inadequate to prevent tax avoidance.

The provision of an accumulated earnings credit of $60,000 would
appear to accomplish little other than the extension of a statutory in-
vitation to corporate owners to engage in the prohibited purpose, at
least to the absorption of this amount of credit. I

It should be noted that the aecunulated-earnings tax as it now
stands is the only prop to the high marginal rates of the personal
tax as found in the prevention of tax avoidance through retention of
corporate earnings.

DIVIDEND T,%x RELIEF AND CORPORATE EARNI,Gs RETENTION

The provisions for the $50 exclusion from gross income of dividend
income and the 4 percent tax credit against dividend income in sec-
tions 116 and 34 of the Internal Revenue Code of 1954 would appear
to accomplish little in reducing the incentive for personal tax avoid.
ance and the use of the corporation for this purpose. Taxpayers
subject to comparatively high marginal rates of tax, and with sub-
stantial amounts of dividend income, will not find their marginal and
average tax rates sufficiently reduced to have any appreciable effect
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upon the desirability of availing themselves of the long-term capital-
galls alternative. le continued use of tile corporation as it vehicle
for personal tax avoidanice thl' appears to remain unimpaired. The
need for inte,',ratiol of the corl)orate and personal income taxes thus
continues, with the dividend relief provisions barren of accomplish-
ment in this respect. ('oisequeittly, an accunuhated-earmings tax
with substance and effectiveness is a nlce'sity as it barrier to it broad
aventie of tax avoidance.

IN'IrntIvulToN o1P I N"coM: Txl S

Full anti (cnl o lete int egration of the voronoa te al personal ill-
collie taxes Sl1\" IV a i IIt 'mrpOlJa)t' Si-hllIt'lloldes would be taxed!
Oi 1i1t equal b basis with ilt ir-ci ients of noncorllrate iliote, whether
o01 not di.-l'itbutiou of colult iate i1onle t' ocllrs. Varioll t ait vites
have beeln silggte (d which wouIlhd ]wovit'de for patrial etqualizatlionof the taxationi of c'orp]l-ade and Ilolle{wp onate bt|.zinv.s income it,

found in tile crldit for dividelid- paid, tit withholding tax credit and
tile cted it for di\idtllid., received. Partial ilt t'giri(l i t tilt ' c I Oate
and i)ersoial t axes ohllI be a ,tep forward ill ser rin (lie ilite--t s oftax equity and ill relcil, sonen\ at tihe incentive to retalin corporate
earlniiigs. The exitling igh irson'll al corl)orate taxe, however,
wolild seem to require titt the integration of ilcolme t txe, should be
cairiied forward to as Complete it p oilti as po,ible. In this rv-pect it
may be slggtested that tile part in'-hip app'oach ap)etrs worthy of
111010 i' eios exlloratio ls it letIt hod of ac1(1ier( ig .I woituie-tax i ntegra-
lioll thianIi hits occuri'red to (lite. I Tlieri the l ptlt'isiip inetlod, Colpo-
Iite shareholders would include ill their individual ilonie-tax ret lulls
their piroiortioiate shares of the corporate income or loss, regardless
of whether tilt' income had been dist rihiut td. 'I'Te corporate income
tax would no longer alply, al1( Common tax tieat ment would be Iic-
corded corpo rate 1t1(Id Ioicoripoiate biittess i I oltie. Coirporate iord-
ing is a tax-avoidlanee problem would disappear.

It has be'l i urged that tile athinlistrative difli'ullties ill tie appli-
cation of the lpartnershi) method to all corporations a10 so gieat as
to render it imlpractical, H however, these adlnilistrative difieulties
appear to be limited very ha'gelv to those comparativelyy few cor-
porations of giant size whlh are public in character, relresenlting, at
tile outside, llS io 1)e t l tll ' 2 percent of oin' total col)orateentities. P'i\'ate cCorporations, wh'h essentially are iniorporated
l)rorlietosiIiPS or partnershipss, have simple cal)'itill structures, few
shareholders and infiequent transfer of shai,,;. It appears dillictlt,
if not impossible, to make it case for the private corporation as an
entity apart from its owners except iii a purely legal sense. Far
,l010 nillo'rtlit tiill y ('onet of "col)orations as separate taxable

entities,' which may he employed to rationalize the status quo of
corporate taxation, is the overriding consideration of tax equity be-
tween and among individuals. IFurther, it may )e contended thlat tile
private corporation in its economic behavior and policies resembles
far more closely the )roprietorship or the partnership than it does
the bona fide public corporation. Perhaps it is time to eml)hasize,
for tax l)urposes, the essential differences between the private and tie
public corporation rate than their legal similarities.
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Optional application of the partnership method probably would
have a limited effect in equalizing taxes on corporate and noncorporate
business income, because only those corporations securing a tax ad-
vantage presumably would elect this method. Consequently, an ade-
quate coverage of'private corporations by the partnership method
would appear to require mandatory application. Legal and ad-
ministrative ingenuity would seem equal to the task of properly classi-
fying private corporations and formulating equitable rules for cor-
porate reporting and shareholder inclusion of corporate income or loss
in tax returns. It is to be anticipated that the application of the
partnership niethod to private corporations wouid be opposed by those
corporations whose owners find an advantage in the existing system
of taxation. However, the closure of an important avenue of tax
avoidance and the more equitable distribution of the personal income
tax among members of the public would seem to offer advantages far
outweighing any objections.

INTn.NAL RtVENtU. Ci)Et oF 1954 ANi T1IF. UNINCORPORATED
DusINVESS O'nroN'

Section 1361 of the Internal Revenue Code of 1954 provides an
option to unincorporated business enterprises to be taxed as domestic
corporations. In the words of the Senate Finance Committee:

This section N intended to lk-ruilt certain proprietorships and partnerships the
opportunity to elect to he taxed as a domestic corporation while still conducting
the business of the enterprise as a proprietorship or Iartnership.

Election of this option by unincorporated business enterprises com-
mits them irrevocably to corporate tax status for the future so long
as the original proprietor, or partners, owns in excess of S0 percent
of the enterprise. However, in any year in which the person, or per-
sons, original, electing the option no longer owns more than 80 per-
cent of the eiterprise, revocation of the corporate tax status occurs
and a new election of the option is necessary.

To the extent this option is elected by proprietorships and partner-
ships, now and In the future, the area of personal tax avoidance is en-
larged and a more inequitable distribution of personal tax takes place.
It is possible that the proponents of this section of the code hoped
that the provision of this option would result in more uniform tax
treatment of business income. However, the result is simply to in-
crease the volume of lusiness-generated personal income subject to dif-
ferential tax treatment in comparison with income in the form of wages
and salaries.

It is interesting to note that Congress has provided a one-way
option, that, while unincorporated business maiy elect to be taxed as a
corporation, corporations are not given the option of being taxed as a
partnership.

EcoNoMIC GROwrh AND STABILITY

The Internal Revenue Code of 1954 has altered the tax status of
private corporations and those unincorporated business enterprises
which elect to be taxed on a corporate basis. Private corporations
now appear to be in a good position to hoard corporate earnings with

Senate Finance Committee, 83d Cong., 2d esn., S. Itept. 1622, p. 455.
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imiunity-instead of directing such earnings currently to real in-
vestment, or to dividends. 'lhis is the result of the substitution of the
acciullallhted-earlings tax for former code section 102. The provisions
for dividend tax relief appear to offer little inducement for private
corporate earnings distributions as an offset to hoarding. Section
1i61 of the code oilers to unincorlorated business the tax avoidance
ojport ll it its now enjoyed by private corporations. Oin balance, the
coiit]lnsioll seeis inescapable that comparatively more corporate hoard-
ing will occur in the fitiire thun in the past. Apart from considera-
tions of ax equity, this has implications relating to the growth of the
CCoinomlly.

It is Ipossible to say what proportion of the retained earnings of
private corporations, at anv one time, constitutes a measure of hoardttd
flds. That the aggregate of sucl, funds may not be inconsiderable
finds -upport in the higher bracket rates of pe'romil tax and the wide
uwarelm'ss of ihis method of tax avoidance. We should disabuse our
minis of tiliy belief that corporate hoarding to avoid tax is a rare
anl al excepttinl occnirrIience. It is frile, of co'se, that corporate
hii iir1illu wiich inicrieasts corporate liquidity ,erves aivanitages other

hai nit 11i zillg ]tersonlal tax. Tius there 'e inixed im otivations for
su-tch ,'o']trate actioll, its wNell iS ai a vriety of rational explanations
I'r ih re.-lIt. From tie point of view of the corporation, increased
c nlrate liquidity lils t-itbeliMicial resiilt Oil C(1porate solvency and
it) ilt' corporaIioI's ability to withitanl competitive and economic
shlocks, whether or lot leded for tli.ese purposes. It gives to the
c4)rjtaatioll i greater potential for growth i even thou gh unutilized.
()t ile otiir hind. corporate hoardiiig is it practice limited to the
prolitiblt corporations, not the improlitable. It is found in those
colrlorations which have demonstrated their competitive strength and
Sheir nili it v to leet ecmi' hazards. In tie corporate universe these
a e t corimlratimil-in which high liquiidity is ptrhalps the least needed
alld were it set-r es t lit least hirl)4ise.

To tie extent that there is a greater relative volume of corporate
hoarding caused by tie recent changes ill the code, corporate real
investment will bt; sviclronized le.s closely to profits realization
both in amount and 'time. Real investment of retained profits by
corporations will be lessened relatively during tie prosperity paise of
the cycle, thuns affecting adversely the growth of real capital. This
is unlikely to be counterbalanced bv an increase in investment. gen.
rated from such liquid funds, ruiring the recession and depression
phases of the cycle as business expectations become pessimistic and
a pohlcy of caution tends to prevail. This cushion of liquid surplus
may lead to les,; corporate activity during these l)hases of the cycle
bectulse retrenchment of output and employment curries a i iimum
hazard. The success of this policy may induce the corporation to
rephrase in higher terms its liquilitv requirements for the future.
Investment postponed may Ie, in fact, investment lost. Further,
owners of private corporations who find that the essential or perhaps
sole inducement to corporate hoarding is avoidance of personal tax
presumably have little or no intention of directing these liquid savings
to real investment. They represent savings which may be held free
of the individual tax indefinitely into the future. Tile rate of growth
of real investment in the economy over the short, as well as the long,
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period thus tends to suffer, with these savings inifpleinenting neither
investment nor consumption.

Short-run stability, as well as long-term growth, of the economy
would appear to be served by a tax program which seeks to minimize
corporate hoarding of funds. W hen busines.4 expectations cause a
decline in the rate of self-linanced corporate investment, a counter-
balancing increase in dividends, rather than an increase in corporate
liquidity, would contribute to short-run stability through support of
consumption.

CONCLUSION

The nonintegrated taxation of income, combined with the present
statutorily relaxed al)l)roach to the l)roblem of corporate hoarding,
introduces an element of instability and attenuation of consumption
in the short term. Further, some reduction in the short run in the
rate of real investment financed from retained corporate earnings
likewise occurs. In the'long period aggregate investment tends to
suffer without any apparent compensating advantage.

Equity in taxation requires substantially equivalent tax treatment
of individual incomes, whether in the form of salaries and wages or
business income, to the fullest extent practicable. This is not the
case at present. Rather, the Internal Revenue Code of 1954 appears
to increase the disparity in the taxation of business and nonbusiness
income. Major correction of this disparate taxation seenis to lie inl
a more fully integrated income tax structure. The application of a
mandatory partnerships method of taxation to the private corpora-
tion appears to be the most promising solution to this problem. Tho
public corporation, in which tax-induce(d corporate hoarding is not
an important concern and for which a strong ease can be made for a
taxable entity apart from its shareholders, would receive the full
focus of the corporate income tax. With a nonintegrated corporate
and personal iitome tax system limited to the public corporation and
its dividend distributions, disparate taxation would be reduced and
the problem of tax avoidance through tax-induced corporate hoard-
ing largely resolved. To the extent that there is validity in the view
that the public corporation is properly a taxable entity apart from
its shareholders, some differential taxation may be justified.

TAX CONSIDERATIONS INVOLVED IN CORPORATE
MERGERS

,JOiHN' ,ANTNER, llarrard Universi ly

The effects of taxes on the extent and character of merger activity
deserve careful consideration because mergers can seriously affect tho
competitive structure and performance of the economy and because tax
considerations are widely believed to be a major cause of mergers.,
The size structure of most of our more concentrated i(lustries today
was originally established by mergers culminating at the turn of the
century, and the then prevailing levels of concentration were increased

IThro out this paper. the term "merger" Is used In a very broad sense to refer to
all combinations of formerly Independent companies and not to a restricted legal or tech.
nical sense. In other words, the word ' "nerger" is used interchangeably with the phrase,
"sale or purchase of business enterprises.'
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still further in the major merger movement of the 1920's. While assets
acquired in these mergers account for only a moderate fraction of the
size of major firms in major industries today, a large part of their pres-
sent size represents the subsequent growth of assets and business units
originally acquired in mergers. It is a fair statement to say that if the
larger mergers of the period 1880 to 1930 had not occurred, prevailing
levels of concentration in most of our major industries--and the degree
of concentration in the manufacturing and mining sector of the econ-
omy as a whol--would be very substantially lower than they are
today.

'his early history is important in pointing up the potentially great
signlificance of mergers, and establishes the importance of carefully
examining the effects of taxes on merger activity. But there is no
reason to think t ixes were an important factor for either the acquiring
firms or for the sellers ill these early mergers. They are uniformly
explained by authorities on other grounds, and we have the further
evidence that penional, corporate, and estate t... rates were relatively
low. except for th brief interval of the First World Wiar.

To study the effects of taxes on mergers we must turn to more recent
periods when effective and marginal tax rates have been higih, and
tax considerations Lave consequently been more important in all types
(if business decisio,is. Since 1929, there have been two signiiticant
waves of merger activity, one beginning in 1940 and 19 H and reaching
its peak in 1946 and 1947, the other picking up in 1950 from the low
levels of 1948 and 1949 and continuing to build up through 1954 (the
most recent years for which data are available).' This paper will
summarize for the committee the results of the extensive study imy col-
leagues and I made of the effects of taxes on mergers in the first and
larger of these two recent, merger movements.4 Although we have
undertaken no further serious research in this area since 1950, I will
describe in broad out line the more important changes in tax law since
that time.

I See 3. Fred Weston, 'The Role of Mergers in the Growth of Large Firms (Berkeley,
University of California Press, 1953), ch. Il, and Intner, Butters, and Cary, as cited,
oh. X.

Since the effects of meters before 1930 have been emphasized In the preceding text, a
few brief ohser'atlons should perhaps be added to keep these recent merger movements Inhistorical perspective: There were for times as many mergers In 1946 and 1947 as (luring
the last prewar years, bitt merger activity had been at a very low ebb throughout the de.
pressed decade of the 193'. s. There were fewer reported mergers in 1954 than in either1941 or 1947 at the crest ,f the previous movement, and the rate then was little over one.
third that tif the late 1920's. Similarly, the number of reported mergers in the 4 years
1951-54 was less than In the 4 peak years 1944-47. and both recent periods showed aboutone-third the number reported In the 4 years 1921-80. In view of the large Increase in the
number of business firms to existence, comparison of the proportions of business units dlis.
appearing through merger ad sale vould be even more marked. Moreover, acquisitions oflarge companies by the alr ady largest concerns In manufacturing and mining were bothabsolutely and relatively very much less frequent-and both the absolute and relative
growth of the already largest companies in the economy was very much lesso-ln themergers occurring between 1940 and 1947 than in the mergers during the 1920's. The
merger movement of 1940-47 produced increases In concentration, however measured, inalmost all broadly defined Industry groups, but the Increases were relatively small In allgroups, except food and textiles. (See Butters, Ltntner, and Cary, Effets of Taxation on
Corporate Mergers (Boston, Harvard Graduate School of Business Administration, 1951),
chs. IX and X.)

The FTC has taken samples of mergers In 1951-54 In which the size of acquired firmswas noted. (See Federal Trade Commission. Report on Corporate Mergers and Aequiol.
tons (Washington, Government Printing Office), May 1955.) The fact that acquisitionsInvolving more than $10 million and more than -50 million accounted for a considerably
larger fraction of all acquisitions In these sapla, than the corresponding traction we
found In our exhaUStive studies of mergers In 1940-47, indicates that the effects of recent
mergers on concentration have probably bena reater possibly substantially greater, thanthe effects produced by mergers during 1940-47: bui much more detailed analysis Is re-
quired before frim conclusions regarding the effects of the recent movement on eoncentra.
tion and how these effects compare with those in 1940-47, are possible.

'i utters, Iintner, and Cary, as cited In the preceding footnote. Iuch of this paper isbased upon, and parts are paraphrased or quoted directly from, ch. I of this reference.
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Our studies leave no doubt that tax considerations have had a verv
substantial influence on the extent and character of merger activity
since 1940-although for reasons which will he developed subsequently
their impact is coniderably more specialized and generally less con-
trolling than often believed. 4 arious features of the tax structure
exert strong presstire on owners of dosely net businesses to sell out or
merge with other companies, while others provide inducements t4)
going concerns to acquire other business units. Since one of our pri-
eipalconclusions is that, tax considerations are generally very mud
more important in decisions to sell going blisim,-,s uits to other tirills
than in the decisions of companies to acquire other business units, the
bulk of the discussion will be devoted to these more important effects.
The following section will develop tile tax coisiderat ois which are
important to potential sellers. Subsequent sections will then brietflv
review other considerations which frequently lead to the sale of busi-
ness tirms and the relative importance of tax and nolitax Iiotivations
of sellers. Another section will consider the tax considerations that
may lead companies to acquire other bIsinesses and relate those tax
factors to other motivations involved in blusi.les. acijui,,itiols. ()Ill
general conclusions are umminarized at the end of the paper.

TAX INCENTIVES To Sma.

The tax strcttire definitely has exerted strong pre-,iures on Ole
owners of many closely held 'businles-es to sell) or to merge % ith
other large companies. Moreover for oth tax aml nitax rea.,0 s
the merger route is often chosen in preference to other ways of reliev-
ingz these presstires, such as, for exailple. a public distribution of part
other large companies. Moreover for both tax and nontax reasons
the mmumber of blusinesses; actuallv sold because of tax consideratllil.s
al ears to be considerably smaller than is frequently as.,erted.

The tax incentives to selling are esentially twofol. 'Tie ir-t of
these tax incentives is to sell out a closely held business to lesen the
impact of the estate tax. This incentive for sale was of substantial
importance in the mergers investigated in our lieldwork covering the
period 19-10-It, but special relief provisions in tile Revenue Act of
19.50 and later acts considerably lessen its significance in more recent
mergers. The secondd major tax incentive is for owners to sell out a
successful closely held business in order to take their prolits out of
the firm by the capital-gains route as an alternative to having the
profits distributed as dividends subject to high individual incoip-tax
rates or left in the company and possibly taxes at section 102. Ihi,
incentive for sale also proved to be inlJ)ortant ill our heldwOrk. and
has been strengthened by the higher tax rates emicted after the {orean
attack.

ESTATE TAX MOTIVATIONS

Sales motivated by etate-tax considerations may e caused by the
liquidity problems ihat would be encountered in meeting estate-tax
liabilities if the business were still in the estate at death or by uincer-
tainties regarding the valuation of the business for estate-tax pll.-
poses. It will be convenient to consider liquidity problems and vali-
ation uncertainties separately.
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The liquidity problem is how to raise the cash with which to pay tile
estate tax. I .de.-s the owner has sufficient funds outside his closely
held business to cover his estate tax and to meet his other liquidity
needs, he is likely to feel compelled to dispose of part or all of his
closely held stock during his lifetime. If lie (lies without so doing,
his executors may be forced to make the sale after his death.

While most owners of closely held businesses of any size have to
grive this matter serious thought, the circumstances under which liquid-
ity needs create strong pressures to sell are much more specialized than
is often realized. ()rdimrily the following conditions must all occur
simniultaneously:

1. The sock of the company hehl by any one iiiddual must be
rduable enough to place kwn'nin a fui'ly hiqh eate-tax bracket.-
The greater tile value of lhe stock held b' (me individual, the more
likely is sale to be made for tax reasons. As it very rough rule of
th)mb, liquidity considerations are likely to constitute an important

incentive for sale onlv when an individual holds stock worth at least,
say, $250,000-.,500,t(i0. If less than this anloillit is held, and fre-
quenttly when more is held, estate taxes will be sufliiently small so that
by )IIdt'llt danig reaSmiahle provision usually can be made for
thiem without recourse to sale.

2. The stockholdings in question must constitute a major fraction of
the total ill 0' stilic/t ,ortf.vilo of such an individual.-I lis cash, insur-
alme, aulk other liquid assets must lbe insufficient to tiiiance the estate
taxes which will be (lue on his death i as well as tlie other immediate
cash reijuirements of his estate and heil.'. Because of the progressive
rate stru.ture of the estate tax, holders of larger amounts of closely
held stock will need to have a larger portion of their holdings in cash
and marketable assets than will holders of lesser amounts of closely
hell stock. With allowance for this fact, the larger the percentage
of the owner's total holdings which are invested in the stock of a
doseh held comlniv, or in other nommarketable assets, the stronger
will be, the tax incent'ives to liquidate part or till of thiee holdings.

3. There must be no market, or odly a thin an,1d ifWtihe market, for
the securities of the company in qucstwo.-To the degree that the
securitit are marketable, the'liquid ity problem can be solved simply
by selling part of them at, any time without prior preparation.

The above conditions, since they nuist hold simultaneously, tend to
define fairly narrowly the size of'company in which liquidity consid-
erations in connection with the estate tax are most likely to constitute
an important reason for sale. The great bu)k of small companies-
most of those with assets of less than $1 million and many which tare
considerable larger-are eliminated because no single stockholder
owns enough stock to need to worry about the impact of the estate tax.
At, the other extreme, most very large companies iave sold stock to the
l)ublic at. some stage of their growth and thereby created a market for
their secuities. It is in bet ween these ran ges-say,, .. in the $1 million to
$215 million asset class and especially in t le $1 million to $25 million
asset class--that one would expect on analytical grounds to lind the
greatest density of sales for liquidity reasons, and our empirical find.
tmugs confirmeil this expectat ion.

Since the Revenuie Act of 1950 special relief privi.iois have con-
siderably reduced these pressures to sell for liquidity reasons. In this
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act and subsequent legislation the previous requirements that dis-
tributions of cash by closely held companies be treated Its dividends
subject in full to personal income-tax rates has been substantially
relaxed so long as the distributions are lade mider prescribed conl.
ditions for the paynient of death taxes." The practical effect of
these provisions has been to make money distributed in redemption,:
of stock closely held ill estates egssentially free of tax. Tlhe specific
terms not on1: exempt distributions falling within their scope front
the probability of being taxed as ordinary dividend, but in addition
limit, any capital gain on the distribution to tile excess of the amoullt
paid for the redeemed stock over its fair market value at the date'of
the owner's death so that the gain, if any, ordinarily will be small.

These provisions greatly facilitate the nailntewlance of independent
existence of family corporations on the death (f a major owner. The
terms are suflicielntly broad to cover a large J)ervelitage though not
all of tile cases in Which tile need for funds to play estate taxes would
otherwise have exerted strong pressures on the owners to sell out. Wk,
111a1 note, however, that in addition to iteeti ni the te(huical req uire.
meils for eligibility under the tax law a filrlIer ee.arv cola litioll
for this favorable result is that the exeutows of the devea.'ed owner"',
estate le in a position to arrange for tile redemption of the eCVsarV\
part of his stock. This means that the exevutor, of the estate mu-I
be in a position to control the policy of the administration ill quest ionl
and that tile corporation must have on hand, or be able to obtain on
acceptable terms, the cash with which to redeem the necessary por-
tion of the stock. Moreover it should be noted that, even where thee
conditions are well satisfied, these provisions take care of the problem
only in situations in which the owners are willing to defer the final
provision of liquidity for their estates until after their death. Owlt-
ers who desire to jirovide the necessary funds for their State taxes
and other iquidities prior to their death will not generally benefit
from these provisions.

In addition to liquidity considerations, and often reinforcing
them, uncM'tainty as to the valuation which the Treasury would
place on the stock of closely held companies in determining estate-
tax liabilities was frequently' mentioned ill our field intervi e ws a a
factor tending to stimulate the sale of such businesses. In general,
however, valuation problems do not appear to have been a major rea-
son for the sale of closely held enterprises. They swen more fre-
quently than not to be of secondary importance in relation to other
tax motivations for sale, especially liquidity considerations, and to
nontax motivations. The main reason for the uncertainty on the part
of taxpayers about the valuation which would he placed on tile stock
of their closely, held companies is simply that there is no objective
test which can be applied to determine the value of such holdings ill
the absence of trading in the securities of the company in question.
Impartial experts often differ by very wide margins'in their esti-
mate of the. fair market value of such securities.

The evidence which we have seen does not justify tile conclusion
that the Treasury is deliberately or consistently unfair in the valua-

I In general these conditions limit the period within which the distributions may be made
and limit the benefits to owners whose estate consists largely of stock In a family enter-
prise. These provisions also apply only to that part of the proceeds of such stock redemp-
tions wbich do not exceed the tax Imposed because of the owner's death.
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tioln WhichI it JIacts Oil tile securities of the clo~ely held colljpanlies.
Nuim erouis bu.,i nesnwn, nevertheless, believe that an unreasonably
high valuation is ordinarily placed on the securities of closely hehli
companies by Treasury agents, and isolated instances of such valua-
tions undoubtedly do occur. Regardless of the dubious factual foul-
(hatin fi l this belief is to general 'Ireasury policy, tile fact that it is
widely held and the risk of encountering a high valuation in any
individual instance adversely infilene the willingness of businessmen
and inve.stors to hold the securities of closely held comnpanies-espe-
cially as the owners 0row older and become inore conscious of ilpend-
ing estate-tax proi'ns. As already indicated, however, this coil-
Cerl is only iI frequently of critical importance in influencing the
OWviler's aM,{1011.

1Te greatest concern over Treasury valuation policies was ex-
l)ressed by owners of so-called one-luau collupailies, i. e., companies
whicl w(iuld lose much of their value when their owners ceased to
direct their athairs. lIt view of the extraordinarily difficult problem
of measuring the contribution of tile owner's personal services to the
value of such enterprises, unreasonably high valuations are not im-
probable when these contrihutions are'large. Occasionally, the fear
of unreasonaby hillgh valuations un(ler these circumstances appeals to
have constituted a major reason for sale; even ill these instances, how-
ever, it is not altogether clear how nmuch of the owner's worry really
had to do with dentil taxes as such anid how lmuch with the eirects of
death itself.

INCOME TAX, CAPITAL,-AINS TAX, SEION 102

The impact of the estate tax on the owners of closely held com-
panies is reinforced by tile combined effects of high income taxes and
of low capital-gains tax rates. As alrea(ly noted. if owners of closely
held conlpanies are to pass their holdings on to their heirs, they must

'u.Cuhlluulte haruge aolimunts of liquid assets ill order to provide for the
]iayinenit of their estate taxes and for their other liquidity needs. The
personal income tax along with the double taxation of dividends often
m11akes tile accumuilat ion of slch fnlids ill adequate amounts prolltIi-
tivelv costly, if not ilniposible. tholugh as noted above this dicliculty
has l;een substantially mitigated for many owners, of closely held conl-
panics by various relief irovisions Sinc1e 195(0.

Ill addition to making it unattractive for the owners of closely held
cmlanit's to retain their hohlings, tile tax structure further abets tile
decision to sell iY providing very favorable tax treatment ill the event
that tle owners decide to sell ;)ut. The gains from such sales are,
of course, capital gains and hence are taxed at ft luaxinlum rate of 25
percent or 26 percent. If the sale takes the form of a tax-free ex-
change of securities, tile owner nay be able to transfer his holdings
into readily marketable securities of high investment quality without
incurring any taxes at all on the transaction. Thus, w;ile funds
taken out of the business as dividends may be taxed at rates as high as
82 percent under the 1948 act and 92 percent under the 1951 act,
owners may convert the stock of their companies into cash or market-
able securities at a tax cost ranging from zero to a maximum of 25
percent or 26 percent of tile gain Oil the sale.

73834-56 -45
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E'ven when no attention i paid to the estate tax, perhaps because
th owliers are still yolng., tl imoe-tax strlt'llIlre it self mlay be a
major fat e in i idlicingi the owners of clo.ely held coinpanties to sell
out. 'l'his nd'tlcemnllit will h. (,.Ie'iallv strong for owners of rapidly
fVow10%Ai COlil)1 ll:es Iwhielh 1 have dveloi it'll a t IbtIalltiil calital value

mut Whiih still le)resent It ighilv ri,.ky in i ' ienett Is, beva ti., of liet ,still
1incertail ( convlet itive piroslecvi -,,f Ithe c()11ll iv Itld its liability to
sharp dedilnls i a carli nig, anad ill the markt value of its siock in' the
evellt of weakening general bl,,i,,i 'oildii ioll)- or IN.vill,,e of the anI-
Ihalteed investment port folios of the owners. The teliptatioi for the
owilers of sul companies to iaslh inl their gaill. anId inveti them) in
less risky form while the opport tllit is still availabhh wolld he great,
eltirely apart from tax collsilerat ions. The market for business firms
e'ett iII )'ose 5101't4 periods is notably thl hiyll.'ers .10'l. relatively itiuich
more difficult to find in depressed tinies thall in pros perolls periods,
and frequently cannot be fo iil at all ; an1d exjerui'Vnce Ilas shown that
bid prices are likely to fall off mili| nllore it) pJrop)rtioll to realistic
present values of fatare earilili.rS realsolablY to bpi ant ivipated, even
as'slinimig that buyers cm) aie follld in tihe evvnt of depres-ed batit',,,
conditions.

To the degree that the opport unitV for fit-her gains through re-
tailled holdings, is curtailed by heavy taxation- -includil thie corpo-
rafo ineople tax (1and possibly* sec. 1) if earniiigs are retalined) and
the I)el.sonal income tax on amiouits (list riubted as dividelds- -tIle in-
centive for the owners of rapidly growing (coiajll&i to plav safe aid
cash] ill the gains already attai lei at capital gains rates w;ill be Cor-
resj)ond ingly strengthen 'ed. Such taxes greaily ini'ease tle cost of
either ploughlng back earnings or of paying them out as dividends,
and thereby lengthen the time span whiclh would he required for the
stockholder 1s to diversify their investnieit position either by buildhig
ti) liquid assets within tlie compallany or ly taking then oit (;f the colil-
)anly. In this way they incereasedthe giamlble which the stockhollers
iave to take by t'ot selling out. The raie increases of tile itevelle
Act of 1950"aid 19I51 slbst antially alignenteled this incentive to sell
out as (lid the excess-lrolits tax imposed in 1950; the more recent
elimination of the excess-profits tax, redaction in persoitl inome tax
rates, introduction of the dividend credit, atlil perhaps also tie chllange
in the ol section 1M) have considerably *eakened ties tax incelitives.
Oil balance, these tax incelivi\es are 'Probably elaker at the present
time, i any given business situation, hall tley" were prior to 1950.

Another factor which makes i sale to i large company more likely,
especially if section 1'2 taxes ire involved, is that the tax penalties
and risks4 confronting the purchasing company often are iich less
severe than those confronting the potential seller. Such a )urclser
ordinarily need not ibe concerned about section 102 taxes. The greater
financial sources of large companies tend to reduce Itany of the risks
encountered by a smaller, less well-established coii)any; alnd, if losses
should be incurred, a large purchaser would be more likely to be able
to offset then against other sources of taxable income thian would
the existing owners. For all these reasons a closely held company

I For conflicting views regarding changes In e. 102, see James K. flall, Review of the
Internal Revenue Code and Section 102, National Tax Journal, Reptemhr 19155, pp. 275-
286. and R. 8. Holiman, The Accnmulated Earnings Tax, Taxes--the Tax .Magazine. October
1954. pp. 823 fT.
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often has a substantially greater value to a potent pu chliaser than
to its existing owners. ".A large purviaser, therefore, is likely to be
able to oiler a price so favorable that the existing owners will feel
that it would be foolhardv to decline the opportunity to consolidate
their posit ion iy cashing in their gaiaS.

RELATIVE IMPOIrTANCE OF TAX M ira E's FOR SALE OF BI'SINES UNITS

h'lese two veonibiaaed tax efleets--lie estate tax and the income tax,
soviet illies von|Iiiicated bly sect lol I ....have undoubtedly been it major
factor Itiotivat ilig the merger or sale of many independent enterprises.
l1ut it, would he incorrect to stress the impn)OrtaliCe of this fact too
strojiglv. 'Ihe condit ions lender wlich these tax effects exert their full
force ar'e highly specialized and apply to only a small proportion of all
snall- and medium-sized companies. Moreover, even when tax in-
ceitives atre important, they are not necessarily controlling. The
problem of whether or not to sell out a closely owned business is very
complex amid embraces the whole range of h1ma1 motivations and
interests.

Our field research on these problems iidicated that nontax motivft-
1i11s aire much more p'evalent aid are frequently far stronger than

is often realized. We foumd, for instance, that mlanagenient consider-
at ions -- suchi as the desire of an owner-mamlger to retire, his ill health
or death lh, and the lack of adequate management succession-were fre-
quenlly recturring mid impelling reasons for sales for all sizes of
coinpan ies, but especially among simal ler coimlanies. Investment con-
siderations likewise were iml)ortant for all sizes of companies, but
they tended to be especially crucial for the owners of the larger selling
Somnjaliies. T hey ranged from a desire on the part of the owner for
greater di versiieation, improved qitlitv, and more ready marketabil.

atv of his investment holdings to a belie? that, his closely held company
w oild decline in value either suletily in the near future or gradually
over t he years and that it would theretfore be wise for him to sell. We
found t;at all tese--and a host of other similar reasons, including a
per.oiial desire to become associated as an officer or director with a
nationally known company-often far overshadowed tax considera-
tions even when the conditions needed to make tax considerations irn-
p)ortait were strongly satisfie(l. Moreover, in some cases where the tax
pressures are strong, they can be substantially relieved or bypassed by
various courses of action other than sale of the business to another
company.,

In our research on these problems we were able to divide 89 of the
mergers covered in our field interviews into 2 categories: (1) Those
in which taxes were of major importance, and (2) those in which they
were of lesser or negligible importance, if any attention at all was given
to them. In general, merges were included in the former category
only when the owner with good reason was consciously and seriously

tTbeite alternntives are dlacussed It Butterm, Lintner and Cary, op. cit., cbs. V-VII.
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concerned about his tax problems ind when other motivations for sale
did not dwarf tile tax worries of the owner.8

The classification just described indicated that for the period fromt
1940 to about 1949 taxes were a major reason for sale for about
two-fifths, or a little more, of the tralnaetios in which the selling
coln)any had assets of between .i5, million and $50 Inillio)i its of the
date of sale, for between olie-fourth and one-third of the conipanies
sold in the $5 million to $15 million asset-size class, for a little over one-
fifth of the Companies III the $1 million to $5 million class! , anld Only
rarely for the sale of companies with assets of under $1 million. These
fractions obviously represent no more than reasonably good approxi-
mations of the percentage of tax-motivated sales as we have declined
this concept, but within reasonable limits they provide a basis for ap-
praising the relative role of taxes as a motivating force for merger
activity in this period.

By combining these conchlsions with our aggregate data on reported
mergers for 19,10-47, we were also able to nake estimates of the over-
all role of taxes in the overall merger activity involving manufactur-
ing and ininig Companies. ()ill estimate was that taxes were of
major illi)ortan.e for something less than ofte-telth of the total nlul-
her of Illergers of manlufaeturing and mining companies reported in
the financial manuals for the years 1940 through 1947. About, one-
fourth of the mergers involving selling coil)Panies with total asets
of over $1 million fall in this category. In terms of total sets rath-
er than of numbers of companies, taxes appear to have been a major
reason for sale in the mergers involving a little over one-fourth of tile
total assets of all companies sold in such transactions and about one-
third of the assets of all companies sold with assets of over $1 million.
Tlhe larger fraction for total assets transferred reflects the greater
relative iml)ortance of taxes as a motive for the sale of large coU-
j)anies than of small Comlpanies.

Considerably wide margins of uncertainty are inevitably involved
regarding their importance in mergers since 1950. We cal infer
from changes in the law that liquidity considerations under the estate
tax have been less onerous in this more recent period. Similarly we
would expect income tax considerations to have been more inm)eiling
under the higher rates (and excess-profits tax) than in the imme-
diately preceding years, but on balance there seems to be little reason
to expect ally nlaior difference in the effects ofincome tax factors
when the colIparison is made with the years 1910-47 involved in our
earlier research and estimates. Incolne and estate taxes together
have probably been somewhat less important in sales and companies
of each size-at least up to companies having assets of less than, say,
$20 million or $25 million-in more recent experiences than in 190-4"7.

1 To say that taxes were a major reason for sale, however. is not to say that the sale was
emiisel h) tiii tax zuotihatlun in the m-nse that lhe merger iueotid not havte eorreel in Its
ambsenme. Often there were several reason-, for i-ale of approxiuntely eqtlal Importune In
tie imds of the owners, and it uas Impossible to sen that any one of fhmn ua, In Itself
decisive. Thus the figures obtained represent maximum estimates of the role of taxes as a
cause of merger activity. They overstate to an unknown but probably large degree the
sales in which tax motivations were clearly the decisive factor.

In somne cases In which taxes were decisive In the Immediate decision to sell, other non.
tax rauseq, such as th lack of adequate management succession, might have forced the
owners to sell out at a later date. From the long-run viewpoint the effect of taxes in such
cases ml.'ht more pro lriy be described as accelerating the sale rather than as causing a
sale that would not otherwise hate been made. For this reason, also, our figures on tax-
notivated v les undouhtediy overstate the long-run effect of taxes as a cause for the sale

of independently owned companies.
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If the pNoPOrtion of companies of each size involved in mergers
had been the saime since 1951) as in tile earlier experielice, we should
conclude that tax considerations have been less important in mergers
sincethe Korean attack than during World W1ar II and the early post-
war years. The Fl(s rectilit studies, however, indicate that there
were rehitivelv more acquisitions Of companies having assets over
$10 million, atud relatively , fewer acquisitions of smaller compalntes in
tile years 1951 tllrout1l mii(-1954 than ill tile earlier period. Sincer
tax miotives tire relat ively ltlre ilmptortant antoltg larger sellers than
atMong sIMilh' colipaniec,, this shift in the (list ribiut ion of acquired
c1cIs provides a substantial oftset to the re-dued iml)ortalice of

tax motivations in) the separate size classes. The available evidence
just ities no definite or -lir conclusion that taxes have been either more
or less important in all reported merger ae'tivity since 1950 than in
the 1910-47 experience If attention is confined, however, to the l)ro-
portion of all mergers involving acquisitions of more than $1 million,
it would appear that tax considerations have been somewhat le.s im-
portant recently than in tile 1947 p)eriod.10

T,\x MOTIVATIONS Op BUY.Rs

Various features of tile tax law also Stimulate going business con-
cerns to acquire other business , inits. Some successful coi anies,
closely held bv vigorous owners, and with substantial accumulations
of cash which led their managenetts to fear that section 102 taxes
would be imposed, have decided that the purchase of another company
would he tile most favorable means of investing funds in a manner
that scented likely to avert the assessment of section 102 taxes. Others
have sought to iedluee the regular income or excess-profits-tax lia-
bilities they would otherwise have to pay by acquiring other coin-

'The FTC sample (op. cit., p. 48 In related text) gives an estimate of 119 for the
number of acquired firms having assets of $10 million or more in 1951-54: this is 5.7
percent of an estimated total number (f 2,091 mergers of all sizes. In 1940-47 there
were 58 cases having assets over $10 million which represented over 2.9 percent out of
a total of 1,990 reported mergers. Similarly in the earlier movement acquired companies
with assets between $1 and $10 million accounted for 477 mergers or 23 percent 4f the
total. In the recent movement, the FTC finds a probable 608 companies with assets be-
tween three-quarters of a million and 10 million dollars, or 29 percent of the total. The
reduction In tits number Involved in raising the FTC lower size limit front three-quarters
of a million to I million dollars would probably be more than offset by the addition
of that part of the 629 companies of unknown size which also had assets in the Indicated
size range.

The qualitative judgments given In the text regarding the probable net effect of changes
In the tax law since 1950 andtur earlier estimates of the Importance of tax conslderatlions
in earlier mergers, wouhI suggest that taxes are important (as we have defined the con-
cept) In roughly 40 percent of the more recent mergers Involving compatties above $10
million, and between 20 percent and 25 percent of the smaller companies having assets
between $1 and $10 million, On thia basis, we wouli obtain an estimate that taxes have
been important In alproximnatelv 10 percent of all reported recent mergers, which Is veryr
nearly the same as our estimate for earlier mergers.

The tenuous character of stch estimates for the recent period Is shown by the fact
that. on the basis of its sample the FTC could only be 95 percent sure titat t te "true"
fnure for companies over $10 million would lie between 72 and 185 even though 119 was
the most likely single figure. If the lower figure should be correct, we wtuld tave to
conclude tax motivations were less significant than In the earlier period, but If some-
thing approaching the higher figure is correct. the conclusions would be reversed. It must
also he emphasized that our estimates of the relative Importance of taxes in mergers of
each size e~en in the 1940-47 experience were thenselies based on data obtained regarding
a sample of firms, so that similar statements can be made regarding this other Imortant
factor In the calculations. Careful readers will see still other qualifications that would be
required if any definite conclusions were to be drawn. (The data used In this fiotnote will
be found In FTC op cit.. and Butters. Lntner, and Cary, op. cit., pp. 200 and 246.)

tS This conclusion Is Indicated, In spite of the tenuotus character of ihe data, unless (a)
as many as two-thirds or more of the estimated 0 cases of unknown size shown by the
FTC had had assets of more than $1 million but less than $10 million, and/or Mb there
were more than 119 actuial aeqtmlsitlons Involving firms with more than $10 million assets,
and/or (r) we have underestimated the relative Importance of mergers lin either or both
of these size classes.
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panics with unused excess-l)rofits-tax credits, large accumulated losses
which can be offset against the acquirer's income, or assets whose book
value for tax purposes is substantially greater than their current
market value.

In each of thaes latter situations, the acquiring company is gaining
an advantage taxwise from provisions mostly introduced into thie
tax code during the later 1930's and early 1940's for the purpose of
preserving equity and fairness among taxpayers, primarily with busi-
ness firms as continuing separate entities in mind. The carry-forward
and carry-back of operating losses, for instance, is a device to insure
that effective tax rates on the total net income of a company with sharp
fluctuations in its income will be approximately the same as that ont
another company with stable earnings adding up to the same total in-
come over the period. The basic difficulty arises from the fact that
such legitimate privileges or allowances granted in the law to inde-
pendent continuing business units, put in a context of other provisions
designed to preserve equity among taxpayers in cases where for legit-
imate reasons business units are bought and sold, create opportunities
for purchases whose primary purpose or principal result may be tax
advantages never intended."1

In our fieldwork we were able to interview buyers in more than
three-fourths of the sample of 104 cases of mergers in the years
1940-49 which had been drawn for study,u and in addition we investi-
gated the objectives and purposes of 12 of the 17 companies which
had made the most frequent acquisitions during this period. We
found, as might be expected, that the effects of the acquisitions on the
tax liabilities of the acquiring company were very carefully con-
sidered in a very large majority of cases. We also found that tile tax
effects of the choice of each of the several alternative forms which the
transaction might take--e, g. purchase of stock or assets either for
cash or securities-were carefully evaluated, and that these tax con-
siderations for both buyers and sellers in a large majority of cases
determined the way the transaction was handled, once the decision
to make the acquisition (or sale) was made.

But on the diuch more significant question from most broader points
of view-the question of the relativ3 importance of taxes in buyers'
decisions whether to expand by merger or by other independent
means-the results were quite different: The evidence we obtained
indicated that tax motivations were seldom inipgrtant in the sense
that they constituted a major reason, not overshadowed by other con-
siderations, for the acquiring company to decide to buy the other
company. In fact, we found only three instances in our sample in

11 Congress recognised the problem and In 1044 enacted a new section i12 disallowingand deductions or credits whiet acquiring co antes aled through acquisitions inwhich the princdil purpose was evasion or avoidance of tax. But the whole body ofstatute law, regul ations, and case decisions has been increasingly fraught with teehn).
qailes. Suich tine distinctions as those between form and su ataneW, and snuch uncertain judgments as those between primary purposes and incidental effect, have freqentlydetermined the dunal results In Particular Cases. Th01t'aiRvnu oeo 19154

Techn ical Appraisal of the Lnternai Revenue CodeIof 195, National Tax Journal, March1955. especially p . 42-st.

"This sample iendentally included three-fourths of all mergers involving selling com-
panl*$ with assets of more than $15 million known to have occurred in the years 1940-40.
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which these tax benefits proved to be important, in the sense indicated
in decisions to acquire another compiamy. Two of thee three involved
acquisitions to avoid the possibly innmnent assessment of section 102
taxes, and the other involved acquisition of another company through
a set of transactions which substantially reduced tax liabilities. The
significance of our failure to find more'instances in which taxes were
motivations of major importance in acquisitions is difficult to assess,
in part because a large percentage of the mergers covered by our field-
work occurred after the excess-profits tax had been repealed. But
we did investigate a sufficient number of wartime mergers so that the
near absence of important tax motivations in our sample would seem
to indicate that they were of relatively limited importance for manu-
facturing enterprises. Although we fiave done no fieldwork on these
problems since Korea, our earlier study would seem to establish some
presumption to the same effect with respect to more recent mergers.

The basic reason why tax considerations were not of major impor-
tance to the buyers in a far larger proportion of all acquisitions lies in
the importance of the nontax considerations involved in the decision
to buy another company rather than to expand in other ways. During
most of the period since 1940, for instance, the securities of many com-
panies have been selling at prices which were quite low in relation to
their asset values so that much the cheapest way to acquire needed
facilities has often been to buy the stock of a going concern which
owned them rather than to build them--quite apart from any tax
benefits that might further "sweeten" the situation. In many cases,
in addition to acquiring needed productive capacity at bargain prices
by this means, the acquirers have obtained the additional benefits of
a going organization and occasionally of highly competent manage-
ment and technical personnel included in the package purchased at
little or no extra cost. Similarly the fact that it takes time to build a
new plant and even more time to develop and merchandise a new
product, while a merger can be negotiated very quickly, was frequently
it consideration that far outweighed any tax considerations in the
decision to acquire another company. As a final illustration, the
advantages of entering a new market in the preferred position of an
established competitor by buying out an existing firm, and avoiding
the many obstacles and necessarily intensified competition that would
be involved in any attempt to break into a new line or area in com-
petition with all existing firms, were frequently of considerable im-
portance in the decision and made tax benefits of secondary importance.

GENERAL, CONCLUSIONS

1. Taxes have been a highly significant motivation in the sale of a
substantial number of closely held companies, but the role of taxes in
this respect has been much more limited than often claimed.

2. In only about one-tenth of all reported mergers-and perhaps
one-fourth of those involving more than $1 million-have taxes been a
major reason for the sale. Tax considerations are more frequently
im portant among larger companies, at least up to $25 million or $30
million of assets.
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3. Our research would indicate that taxes are much less frequently
of major importance in buyers' decisions to make an acquisition than
in sellers' decisions.

4. While of limited importance in decisions whether to merge, tax
considerations are very frequently of paramount importance for both
buyers and sellers in determining the form of the transaction.



XIV. THE RELATIONSHIP OF THE TAXATION OF INCOME
DERIVED ABROAD TO FOREIGN ECONOMIC POLICY,
ROY BLOUGH, COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY; IRA T. WEN-
DER, LORD, DAY AND LORD, NEW YORK CITY; EMILIO
G. COLLADO, STANDARD OIL CO. (N. J.); JOHN F. COS-
TELLOE, RADIO CORPORATION OF AMERICA

INTRODUCTION

This joint paper is a result of the belief of its authors that the
presentation of a single background paper analyzing the legal and
economic aspects of thie taxation of foreign income would assist the
subcommittee in its consideration of this important area of foreign
LkcoIonic lpoliev. The fir..sect ion deals with the economic imn)act of
United States business operations abroad and the relation of those ef-
fects to the interests of the people of the United States. The second
covers the method and operation of the present system of taxing for.
eign-source income. The effect of United States taxation on the
amount of private investment abroad is discussed in the next section,
and the fourth section describes the various proposals which have been
put forward for changes in United States tax treatment of foreign in-
come and op-erations. Each panelist took primary responsibility for
one of these sections.,

The original plan was to limit the joint paper to these four sec-tions, to be followed by extensive separate pol icy papers by the nmcm-
bers of the panel. In the process of (eve loping the background pa-
pers it became apparent, however, that there is a considerable area of
agreement among the four panel members on the elements of an ap-
propriate policy. It seems likely that the concentration of recent
publicc discussion on it few controversial details of proposed tax

changes has obscured the much larger area of general agreement.
It was decided, therefore, to add a lifth section to summarize the

agreement of the authors on desirablee technical changes and on the
most difficult aspect of proposed legislation on taxation of foreign
income, that is. the definition of foreign income which is entitled to
secial tax treatment. In their separate recommendatory papers
t e opinion of the panelists as to the type of tax treatment that sho1ld
be accorded this foreign income is discussed.

1. TIlE ECONOMIC IMPACT OF UNITED STATES BUSI-

NESS OPERATIONS ABROAD

INTRODUCTION

Two major objectives of tax policy are (1) equitable distribution
of the tax load and (2) a sound impact on the economy. With respect

I See. I by Roy Blough; sec. 2 by Ira T. Wonder; see. 3 by Emilio 0. Collado; and see. 4
by John F. 'ost(elloe.
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to the second objective, the choice amonj alternative methods of tax-
ing Income earned abroad cannot. fail tol invi soilm elle on the mtg-
nitido and the kinds of Uniited States business, olwratiois abroad w;+
well as on the legal forms by which they are carried on. AS ab.i.i
for judgment on the relative de.sirability of different tax 'm, lhods it
is neeessary to consider whether various'kinds of I TIIile, l StlIps bm,4i-
hCss operations ibroatd promote the well-being of th Unitled Stitew,
and if so. how imlortnlt their coltrilbtion i4. Aerordingly, tihe
purpose of this section is to examine briefly economic eflets of I Tnited
States bitlsilles operations abroad, and tOmo relation of tho.e ervls
to the interests of tile people of the United States.

The interest of the people of this colintr' in United Stiltes hullshiSs
operations abroad depend Is parly on the el.'cts of t ms.14 Op'at ions fil
the economy of the Inited States atid p'illy on the effectk oni tIhe
economies of other countries. 'lhe two groups of elfects aire ifitere-
lated, since effects on other economies cannot a void havit g seolld lv
effects on our own. Quite aside from this aspect, however, the people
and Government of the United Stlates have shown a ldeep) interest in
the economic well-being and development of other countries. In lprt,
the interest has been a humanitarian one. The awareness of the' grow.
ing divergence in levels of living between different countries, and of
the poverty, hunget, and disease so often present in tile poorer c'Oll-
tries, have appealed powerfully to our humanitarian sentiments and
have led us to take constructive steps to aid theseemntries and )ro-
mote their economic development without regard to its possible e reets
on us. TI part the interest has been a political one. It is felt that
political stability and the security of the free world are depllent
on raising per-capita production aild consumption in ftl iu'er cmn-
tries, where tIle growing awareness on the part of the masses of people
that a better life is possible makes them not only unvilling to accept
a continuation of conditions of hunger and miSery but at the same
time highly subject to Communist agitation and lpromises.

The secondary effects on our own economy of the economic devel.
opment of the ]ess developed countries, are mixed in character and
depend in pan on the industries in which the development takes place.It is easy to point out cases where tile development of a speific indus-
try, e. g., a textile mill, in an underdeveloped country lis reduced or
is'likely to reduce tile importation of textiles into ihat country. It
is even possible to conceive of cases where an industry that, was built
in an underdeveloped country would wind ilj) selling goods to the
United States in competition with domestic producers. Such t (I-
velopment could be clearly in the interests of the United States; tile
development, for example, of mineral atl(l other raw material indus.
tries abroad may he very important to our future industrial opera-
tions, although domestic producers of the materials in question uni-
doubtedlv are adversely affected. On the whole, the effects on United
States nianufacturing industries of industrial development abroad
ore also likely to be beneficial. Industrialization in underdeveloped
countries is usually accompanied by a substantial increase in national
income and tile record is rather clear that as national income rises the
pressure within tile underdeveloped countries for imported goods also
rises and, if foreign exchange is available, imports increase. 'The
kinds of commodities iniported are likely to change as economic do-
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velopilnt ,i-,eeds, but, their total quantity rises if they can be
fimmvd. Accordingly, while certain Ilited States in(lustri I's may
find their markets contracted by the economic development of un-
derdovelolped voiiotries, tl nmarkeis of other industries will expand.
Whether this "jliisi will be greater thal tihe conlracimlo, depends
(iin whether the dollarss available to foreign countries to buy our good.
Ire increased, through increases ill (I.' imports, o(3r private foreign
illvestliellt, or oi 1 (loverilllllit, loans ald grnts, or a combilnation1.
Throughout t le following disciussionl the depeiidence of United States
eXlorls on the ivililility of dollars will be stressed repeatedly; it
('ll 5llPscar(iv he ovelrelnlil iiZed. Niiiilli'ii; 'l'- ,S where at foreign
miarket "dries up" are the simple reslt of it lack of dollar exchange in
that Ii'IIkl t.

VAlIII:I Oip |I'NINI:SM (h}'unl.VI'liiys Anulo.\D

As will alpeir, different kinds of IUnited States biisiti.ss opera.
tions Ibroad do Ijot have t lie sani inipclt (it lier oI the I rliit(d States
ecoloiny or on the evolloillies of other countries. The following clas-
siticat (in of these operations is used in tlhe present discussion of theirimpact.

I. Foreign trade of the, United States:
(a) miporls into the I Tilite(l States.
(b) Exports from the United States.

Iivestnment abroad iy united States invest:
(/) Portfolio investment.
(b) )irect investment.

:l. Technical assistance l)y business.
Each of the.! categories is discussed briefly in the paragraphs that

follow. Inevitably there is some overlapping; even more inevitably,
limitations of space make it necessary to reduce the discussion to sum-
mary forill. Fon ;wN TrlAD

Soei ITlite(l States business oJ)eraltions abroad are limited to for-
e i trade in its narrow s'Ise ef importing goods bought, abhroad at
w iolesale and exporting goods sold abroad at. wholesale. Many I)usi-
)less operations, however, combine importing or exporting with other
activities, for example, manufacturing or retail trade. For pur-
loses of analysis, the importing or ex)orting involved in tlie!e coin-
lined operate ons are dIiielsel at thik toint. The operations that

may he carried o in connection with importing or exporting--or
may even give rise to them-will be considered below.

IMPOrlS INTO TilE UNITED STATFS

In view of the great size and diversity of our land and natural re-
sources, of our industries, and of our narkets, we are prone to forget
tho tremendous importance to many other countries of being able to
sell their products abroad and particularly to the U nited States. Our
imports provide other countries with the -dollars with which they can
buy pro' uets which they either cannot prodlice at till or cannot pro-
(111ce efficiently. 'lhese e counties can then emlploy their workers in in-
(istries in which they canl produce with relative efficiency. Exports
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to industrial countries are a major source of the funds available to the
less developed countries to buy capital equipment needed for their
further economic (levelopntent.

Imports are likewise of value to the ITnited States. 'he purchasing
power of the American consumerts dollar is increased since he is able
to buy in the least expensive market. Imports are the main source of
the demand for our goods in foreign markets. The objection raised
to imports, of course, is that imported coinniodities are often in com-
petition with domestic products. Although this country has thrived
on competition, 1111d its policies seek to a.- ure competition in the
belief that thereby the efficiency of our production is increased, a
major exception has been our p(licy toward imlports. By c.oltill.
trating attention on the firms and indii,tries with I which imports coiti-
pete we have tended to overlook both the benefits of iniports to the
consumers in lower prices and to our export industries in expanded
markets, employment, and profits.

Through protective tariffs, quantitative restrictions, and customs
formalities the total volume of imports into the United States is held
far below what it would be in the absence of these measures. Uncer-
tainty regarding our future policy toward imports also is a factor
operating to keep many foreign producers from attempting to sell in
the United States market.

EXPORTS FRO.r TIM UNITED STATES

.x)orts frofi the 1 nited States benefit other ct i)tri- by suppl) yi ng
their needs cheaper or bettor than they 0ould be sul)pliet) elsewhere.
Our exports are in competition with g ods produced by other supply-
ing countries and possibly also with goods produced'within theilei-
porting country. The qa'me temptation for that countlrv to restrict
the importation of our goods exists as has bven noted previollsly with
respect to the United Sqtates.

Exports from the United States benefit outr comtry by supplving
markets for mtu' products, thus enlarging enployent in the llrodlle-
tion of such prod ucts. Our exports al,o supl)v is with the funtld for
buying needed ilrinos.""

While private and public investment can he and often mire important
it is clear that the ability of a country to imlort depends largely on
its exl)orts and that its ability to exl;ort depemd.4 largely on it; im-
ports. In any given case one 'of these is likely I o he the flator limit-
ing or deterni;inina the other. In the case of th(, U'nited States it has
been the exports that have been limited by our iniports. We have had
plenty of foreign exchange to buy more. but exports to our foreign
customers have been held down bya shortage of dollar exchange. For
many years the volume of our exports would have been much larger if
people in other countries had had the dollars with which to buy our
goods. One reason our exports have been as large as they have i that
through private investment and governmental loans and grants this
country has made dollars available to other countries in ad(lition to
hose they have earned through selling us goodls and services. Despite

our gralts, loans, and investments, however, there remains a dollar
shortage to this day, as is indicated by the quantitative and other
restrictions that miany countries have "placed on imports from the
United States to prevent or cope with serious foreign exchange diffi-
culties.
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The accumulation over the past few years of substantial amounts
of dollar exchange by a number of eolitries abroad might seem to
controvert the conclusion that our exports have been limited by the
dollars received b' foreign countries. In general, however the ac-
(umulations of dollar balances that have taken place have Leen for
the purpose of restoring dollar reserves to the levels necessary to
finance stable trading operations and not because of any hck of desire
for I'nited States goods. One exception lmay be noted to this gelleral
conclusioll. A few countries making large sales to the U'nitedStates
or other dollar areas have accumulated sib.tantial dollar balales
in excess of their normal re'eve reqtuillents. The funds have not
been used to buy additional goods either in the United States or ini
other countries that. would have spent the dollars promptly ini the
United States. These insulated pools of dollars could finance ill-
creases ill exports from the United States without impairing needed
reserves. With this exception, it is clear that this country has no
dillicult)' in selling all the goods other countries have the dollars to
buy. 'ITo be sure, some United States producers cannot meet compe-
titon abroad and so cannot sell. Tax relief might help these sJ)eitiC

producers to sell more. Since, however, the more they sell tile less
otlier American producerss can sell, what one gained another would
lose.

I -',1XI'.%II-:NT A Ii?0AD BY I' H . SrTES INVESTORS

Foreign investment may be for various periods of time. Credit
laay be allowed for a short time, perhalps 1ll) to 6 m11Oniths, to fillallce
the transaction while delivery is being made and until the goods are
sold by the foreign importer. The credit may he for a longer period
to permit raw materials to be manufactured and sold, or to finance a
machine that is expected to pay for itself over perhaps a 3-year Pe-
riod. Or it may be for a still longerr period to fillance the purchase
or construction ;f a plant. It aty be iII the form of loans or of pur-
chase of equity securities.The shorter-term investments or credits are not likely to he accoi-

alanied by the participation of the Unaited States investor in the opera-
tion of the business in which the investment has been made. Longer-
term investments may or may not be so accompanied; those that are
not are ordinarily referred to as portfolio investments and those that
are as dire t investments.

The investment, picture is complicated bv the fact that several kinds
of transactions may he going on at the sanie time. InI the case of
portfolio investment, if new securities are issued to finance an expan-
sion of operations in the host country the volume of funds for capital
formation is directly increased. If, on the other hand securities are
purchased by UInited States investors from their holders in other
countries, the investment in tile unlerdeveloped country is not en-
larged although the pool of funds from which such investment could
be made is increased. The sale of securities by United States holders
to foreign holders does not withdraw capital fIoim the underdeveloped
country.

In the case of direct investment, funds may be flowing out of the
United States for new investment while at the same time funds may be
flowing into the United States Ol account of tile withdrawal of old
investments. Earning gs on previous investments may be reinvested
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in the enterprise or invested in other overseas operations. When old
investment is withdrawn this may either involve a liquidation of the
project or, more likely, will reflect the selling of ownership in the
property to local investors in the host country. Net investment by
United States investors is the sum of the new investment moving
abroad plus reinvested earnings minus investment being withdrawn.
The net capital outflow is the gross investment moving abroad minus
the investment being withdrawn; reinvested earnings do not enter
into this calculation.

PoRTOLRI v1'INS.MENT

Under tile heading of portfolio investment may be considered the
impact of investment as such without the comphcations of the par-
ticipation of the United States investor in the operation of the busi-
ness. Tile importance that representatives of underdeveloped coun-
tries attribute to capital is extremely great, indeed, the impression
is often given that more capital is all that is needed to assure rapid
economic development. Internal savings in underdeveloped coun-
tries available for investment are often grossly inadequate, in part
because of the very low level of income, in part because of the absence
of institutions for gathering and investing local savings, and in part
because of lack of confidence of wealthy people in the safety of local
investment. Internal saving moreover does not solve the problem
of securing the necessary foreign exchange for financing the purchase
and importation of the capital goods that are available only in indus-
trial countries. In the requests for foreign capital stress is often
placed on public, i. e., governmental, loans an grants, preferably
through international institutions, in preference to private invest-
ment. Nevertheless, there are only a few countries that frankly stato
that private investment is not welcome and most countries profess
great desire for it, while a number of countries have taken important
steps to create the kind of climate likely to attract it.

Tile benefits of investment, be it piiblic or private, in tIe les de.
veloped countries may be quickly suinnarized The funds received
finance the formation of needed plant and equipment. If part of the
expenditures are local currency costs, as is usually the case. the invest-
ment from abroad helps also to finance the foreign exchange com-
ponent of domestic investment from local savings. The new capital
builds up the industries in which it. is invested, enlarges employment
opportunities, andl iireases product and national income. these are
the long-run benefits which make the whole operation attractive to
the underdeveloped countries. The investment project, if successful,
increases income by enough to finance a return on tile investment
and to permit the gradual repatriation of the capital, if desired. It
is in this connection, however, that foreign investment may cause
difficulties for the country in which it is invested. If the investment
itself finances, or is accompanied by other investment in, the produc-
Iion of goods that reduce or balance the need for imports, or of goods
for export for which foreign markets are successfully located, the
foreign exchange may be readily available to permit the transfer of
annual income or the repatriation of capital. But, unless such is tile
result, the investment, however successful, may involve the country
in which it was made in a foreign exchange crisis making it impossiblfe
to permit the transfer of income or principal.
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It is this foreign-exchange problem, so distant from our thot, .ts in
the United States, but so continually threatening to many couittries,
that is one of the factors leading countries to be somewhat choosy in
thle investment they permit to be made. Another factor is the fear of
economic and pl)Oiticall domination by foreign business. This fear
may be completely erroneous and is likely to-be greatly exaggerated.
It is not possible to say, however, that it is without basis in past
experience. Still another factor is the belief that some industries
producing, for example, consumer luxury goods, would be harmful
to the carrying out of the economic development plans of the country
in that the availability of such goods wouh ( make the achievement of
saving within the country more (lificult. The point to be stressed here
is that the limitations that some countries place on investment, par-
ticularly foreign private investment, whether or not the limitations
may be wYise, do not indicate a hick of need or desire for capital and do
not serve ats an excuse to the industrial countries for doing nothing to
encourage the flow of capital-assuming the desirability, as previously
discussed, of the more rapid economic development of the less devel-
oped countries.

Turning now to the effects of investment abroad on the United
States economy, a distinction must be made between the effects at the
time the investment is made and the effects when income is being with-
drawn and capital repatriated. At the time the investment is made
it adds to the supply of dollars and increases the demand for United
States exports. The chances are, and especially in the case of direct
investment, that much of the demand will be for specific capital goods,
but whether or vot such is the case, the dollars will be spent, directly or
indirectly for United States goods and services. An increase of
private investment, abroad can thus take the place of Government loans
and grants or of imports in supplying dollars for buying our exports.

Under some circmstances the investment abroad merely replaces
an investment that would otherwise have been made in the United
States. In such case the increased foreign demand for United States
goods and services is offset by a decreaseddomestic demand, with little
effect on aggregate demand, althonuIh undoubtedly with some shift in
the product purchased. There is then a syphoning off of capital that
would have gone to increase domestic productive capacity or produc-
tivity. Under other circumstances, which seem likely to prevail most
of the time, the investment abroad would constitute in whole or in part
an increase in total investment and aecordinglv in total demand for
United States goods and services. At a time when there was a short-
age of attractive domestic investment opportunities, increased invest-
ment abroad would suppl' a highly welcome support to the domestic
economy. If, on the other hand,'the added investment abroad oc-
curred during a period of domestic inflationary )ressures, the resulting
increase in demand could be expected to contribute to inflationary price
increases. From the viewpoint of the future of the United States
economy the impact of increased foreign investment, depends largely
on whether there is likely to be a growing shortage of domestic invest-
met Ol)l)ortunities. Tis is a matter on which opinions differ widely.

It is sometimes suggested tht United States private investment
abroad, by increasing when domestic demand faltered and decreasing
when domestic demand sh-engthened. might become a significant
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factor in offsetting short-run fluctuations in the United States econ-
omy. It would not be wise, for a number of reasons, to count on this
as a factor of significance. For one thing, the volume of overseas
investment has not been large enough for variations to make much of an
impact on the domestic economy, although a much larger volume is not
impossible for the future. More central to the argument, while a
decline in domestic investment opportunities may stimulate interest
in overseas opportunities, some lapse of time is likely to take place
before the stimulation is felt, so that the timing might be perverse.
Moreover, if a depression were to spread to other countries, as often
happens, the result might be to discourage overseas investment even
more than domestic investment. Finally, it must be borne in mind
that overseas investment that fluctuated inl the intended ramer could
have unfortunate effects on the stability of the economies of the recipi-
ent countries.

United States investment abroad, particularly direct invest ment,
has other advantages to the United States thim the financing, of
exports, which may be illustrated with respect to capital equipment.
The selling of equipmient asstires a continuing market for replace-
ment parts. 'i industries buyinr the equipment are likely to turn
to the United States for tecl'caf aid in using the capital and for
management and other consulting services. In short, endilring eco-
nomic ties with the United States are likely to be built up. Such ties
are of great iiiiportance ill the developments of friendly and imuit uially
dependent relationships with other countries.

When tie investment abroad begins yiellinig a return and that
return is brought home, the effect is to increase the income of the
domestic economy. This kind of income was a substantial fraction
of the national income of Great Britain for many years. If this kind
of income is to be received in the U'nited State.', ihe paying country
must find ways to increase its supply of dollars. In the absence of
Government loans, grants, and hew l;rivale investiiieit, all e(qifivalent
increase must take place in the doll ars spent by I rated State con.
sinmers and industries on imports of goods amid services. otherwise
exports will fall or the investor will not receive the income from
his investment. Such imports do not operate to reduce the demand
for domestic production since a(lditional st(hliig power has been
added to enlarge the domestic demand. let in s.)ecific industries
there undoubtedly will be compet itioll. In short. it will be neces-ary
for the United S'tates to buy more noncompeting goois mid services
or to perinmit the entrance of more competing goods. since only inl
these ways can other countries earn the foreign exchange reqluired in
the transfer of dividends and the repatriation of capital investment.

It has sometimes been suggested thiat incentives might be given for
investment inl raw material industries abroad, on the ground that we
need such materials, but not for investment in manufacturing in-
dustries, on the ground that they might reduce the foreign markets
of our manufacturers. However. there is already a strong tendency
for direct investment to go into industries that can earn Tollars anl
thus assure the transfer of earnings to the United States. Such in-
dustries are notably the raw material industries, especially oil and
minerals. Moreover, underdeveloped countries might be expected to
react unfavorably toward.attempts by the United States Government
to give special incentives for investments abroad to go into such indus-
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tries. As iiiiiliversilietl proieil.. of raw materials lite uderdevel-
oped countries have suffered very severely over the years from fluctua-
tions in the dt'iaaiid for aiid prices of their ln'oducts. Moreover, with
respect to mineral resources, they have some reluctance at seeing these
removed and exported, since they may be needed for domestic industry
late'. This reluctance probably reflects a mistaken view, since raw ma-
terials and particularly mineral resources provide a quick way of get-
ting capital needed for economic development. Nevertheless, the tend-
ency more and more is toward insistence by the less developed countries
on a diversified and balanced development. If indust rial touiitries
are to get tho expanded volmine of raw materials they (Ie-ire, they
must be prepared to contribute al.o to the development of pl'oCe.,sing
and manu featuring industries.

Instead of bringing home as dividends or interest the income earned
on foreign investment, such income may be either reinvested in the
country where it was earne (lor invested in another country. From the
vim wJoint of tile ilited Stats Ievolllllvy lile elect is the same: the
net'essit v for tile lliitedI States to expand imports or otherwi-e to
illvrea".' the ,upp.UIv of dollar foreign exrl allge is avoided, by being
fuil her postponetld, and tlonestically available illCollie is not illrea-td.
'The iii estmeiit of yearnings t'OliStitutes a contributions to capital for-
fuitioll anld ecoltolli dev'lOliilplt ill tile country where tile invest-
meili is made. If tile earnings are reinvested in the country where
earned, no foreign et'xchanige is ,upla)ied, in coit rast to the case of
original foreign invesnieit, but neither is there the drain on foreign
exchange 0hat mouhl be inolvveil in t l'a t rafer of ea rn ings. If the
earnings are reimiveted ill solle other tollilt ry, foreign exchage,
nlt hough not liece,,arily doihll., is supplied to that country while
tie country froll which the transfer i,, nmade su iffe.' a drain on its
foreign exclinge, although again not miece-sarily its dollar exchange.
The e1e0s of such transfers of foreign exchailge would depend on
the circunistances of each transfer.

To sunmnarize this discussion, an increase ill private foreign invest-
ment would permit tile [nite(l States to maintain a high level of
exports while reducing its public grants and loans al)road and not
increasing it,; imports. But this is a postponement, not a solution, of
the international tr ade problem growing out of our position as a ered-
itor nation, ie O,,lt lle ent tight he an extell(led one if the
volume of annual foreign investment were to rise rapidly over a long
period of years. Sooner or later, however, if the private foreign in-
vestments are to be serviced it will be necessary for this country either
to supply tile necessary dollars for servicing the private investment or
to see its exports decreased. The dollars might be Suplplied by increas-
ing imports or, alternatively, by making sufficient public foreign
grants and loans. An expansion of private foreign investment would
thus give the country more time to adjust to a new relationship between
imports and exports, but that adjtustment wouhl have to be made
sooner or later if our investors were to receive the income on their
investments to which they would be ent it led.

The preceding discussion points to the conclusion that increasing
private foreign investment would make a large contribution to the
econoMically less developed countries, but. that its benefits to the
Il ited States are ill part dependent on events that Cannot be foreseen
with assurance.

13831 54 - M -
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1)! IIE( "1' 1 N V FSYMENT'

In the case of direct investment, the United States investor--usually
an operating incorporated business-not only invests funds in an enter-
prise in another country but also qianages or partici )ates in the man-
agement of the enterpr'is-e. This is to be distinguislhed from foreign
trade where there is a wholesale transaction completed, as it were, at
the water's edge. While not all bnsiiiesses that have made direct in-
vestment are entitled to commendation for their operations or policies,
in a great many cases direct investment is having very important effects
in bringing to underdeveloped comntries successful niethods of engi-
neering and business, management. Indeed, some competent observers
have suggested, perhaps extravagantly, that the major benefit of di-
rect United States investment in such countries is that business man-
agemient goes into the country, which it is not likely to do except as
an accompaniment of investment. It should not be concluded that

overnments or people in the underdeveloped countries necessarily
iave such a high regard for the benefits to be derived from United

States business in their countries. Moreover, to have beneficial
results, methods must be adapted to special local conditions and atti-
tudes; it is usually a serious mistake to attempt the transplantation
abroad of United States methods without considerable adaptation.
United States businesses abroad have, to an increasing extent, found it
desirable to train local personnel and gradually withdraw United
States personnel from any given plant or operation. The underde-
veloped countries undertandably insist that business operations
within their borders shall be carried on by native personnel as
they achieve the necessary competence. This does not necessarily
mean that opportunities for United States personnel abroad will de-
cline at least for some years to come, since the mnber of projects could
be irreatly expanded without exhausting the need.

To the extent that United States personnel must be paid in currency
convertible into dollars, tile foreign exchange problems raised by direct
investment may be even greater than those raised by portfolio" invest-
ment. Some companies have these problems in mind and endeavor to
assist in enlarging the foreign exchange earnings of the country,
although this may be possible only in a minority of cases.

The impact of direct investment on the United States economy has
been pretty much covered in the earlier discussion of economic de-
velopment in general and of portfolio investment. In brief, invest-
ment accompanied by United States management is likely to earn more
than portfolio investment; it also constitutes a greater drain on the
dollar exchange of the country in which the operation is carried on.

Under present circumstances most investment from the IUnited
States is direct investment; the experiences in earlier periods with
portfolio investment have discouraged the development of a sub-
stantial market for securities of foreign businesses. Some observers
believe that with access to the same institutional markets as domestic
investment companies, and given equal tax treatment, investment
trusts holding foreign securities could substantially increase their
loldinz of such securities with the passage of time and the accumula-

tion of favorable experience.
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TECh NiCL ASSI8TANCEBY BUSINESS

Undoubtedly direct investment provides the most favorable situa-
tion for the transmission of advanced engineering and managerial
techniques from the United States to economically underdeveloped
countries, since the necessary capital goes along with the techniques to
rput them into successful operation, and the United States company
,as a strong incentive to build up a successful going concern in the

underdeveloped country. However, investment is often not feasible.
The capital may not be available; the United States firm may not wish
to invest capital in the underdeveloped country because of the risks
involved or for other reasons; or the underdeveloped country may be
unwilling to receive the investment because of its foreign exchange
implications, or for other reasons. Moreover, capital may not be
needed in some situations, only better methods.

Certain operations of United States business abroad are devoted to
providing techniques without the investment of capital. Engineering
consulting firms make engineering studies and advise on engineering
aspects of going or prospective businesses. Engineering construction
firms take contracts for design and construction of industrial plants
under a variety of arrangements. Management consulting firms make
management studies and give advice on the many aspects of business
management. A few United States business concerns have taken on
contractual responsibilities for the management of overseas, native-
owned businesses, and for the training of local management. A con-
siderable number of United States businesses are licensing the use of
their patents and processes to companies in other countries, providin,
the necessary know-how and receiving royalties in compensation. Al
these operations are done for compensation and impose foreign ex-
change drains which are sometimes obstacles to entering into such
arrangements. The impact of services of these and similar kinds in
furthering the economic development of underdeveloped countries
seems to bNe considerable and the volume of operations is growing.

). TAXATION OF FOREIGN 'TRAI)E ANI) INVESTMENT

The purpose of this section is to outline the present mnethio(l of tax-
ing foreign source income and to (lescribo briefly its operation.

Ti, 1EmNiE5ENT TAX P.rr-it
In principle, the United States taxation of foreign source income

follows a simple and consistent pat tern. 1)onmei Ic corporations, citi-
ens and resident aliens are subject to tax on their entire income no

Matter what its geographical somrce. Since income from foreign
sources will ordinarily have been subject to foreign income tax, foreign
income would, in tile absence of special provision. bear substantially
heavier taxes than domestic income. To alleviate this taxation, do-
nestic taxpayers are given an option to either credit or deduct for-

eign income taxes. Like Stnate and local income taxes, foreign income
taxes may be deducted from gross income to determine taxable income
for United States tax purposes. Alternatively, foreign income taxes
may be credited by reducing the United Sta'tes tax 'due on foreign
income b~v the amount of foreign income tax paid. The effect of the
tax credit system is, therefore, to tax foreign source income at the
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higher of the United States or foreign income tax rate. If the foreign
tax is lower thaii the Uhnited States tax, the difference is paid to the
United States. On the other hand, in a case in which the foreign rate
equals or exceeds the United States rate, no additional tax is paid.

Tlhe credit is allowed only for foreign income taxes. Moreover, the
claimant, of the credit must, generally, be the person upoa whom the
foreign income tax is imposed. In tie case of a United States corpo-
ration receiving dividends from a foreign corporation, however, the
credit is also allowed for taxes paid b the fhireign corporation if 10
percent or more of the voting stock of the foreii-p corporation is owned
by the United States corporation. To Irevent the foreign credit from
operating to reduce United St:tes tax on domes' ic income, a country-
by-country limitation on the amount of the cred.'t is imposed. Under
this limitation, the amount of (-I edit for foreign 'ncome taxes is cal-
culated separately for each country from which taxpayer derives
income and the credit for eah etantrv's taxes cannot exceed the
United States tax which would otherwise be imposed on the income
from that country.

SPECIAL PROVISIONS

This simple pattern is complicated by the status of foreign corpo-
rations and by a number of geographical exceptions to the general
treatment of foreign source income.

Foreign et,orporathons..-( 'orporat ions organized under the laws of
foreign countries are delined by the Internal Revenue Code as foreign
corporations. Only a foreign corporation's income from sources
within the United States is subject to United States tax. The separate
tax status of a foreign corporation, whether or not controlled by
United States interests, is recognized. However, when a foreign cor.
jporation distributes a dividend, the dividend is taxed to a United
States recipient in the same manner its other income. The recipient
of the dividend is permitted a credit for any tax imposed by the for-
eign country on it, hut not, for the foreign taxes laid by the foreign
corporations unless the recipient is a domestic corporation which owns
10 percent or more of the voting stock of the foreign corporation pay-
ing the dividend. In such cases the United States parent may credit
against United Sta:tes income taxes on the dividend paid by the for-e i subsidiary, a proportionate part of the foreign income taxes )ail
IFthe foreign subsidiary on its earnings. This treatment is also ex-

tended to the foreign taxes paid by a 50 percent or miore owned foreign
subsidiary of a 10 percent ownled forei gn subsidiary of a United States
corporation, but no credit is allowed for taxes pail by a foreign sub-
sidiary of the 50 percent owned foreign subsidiary.

Gcographical deviwtfons...-In addition to the sIpecial tax treatment
accorded foreign corporations, the Internal Revenue Code creates
several special categories of domestic corporations and provides ex-
emptions for income earned abroad.

The best known of the special classes of domestic corporations are
Western Hemisphere trade corporations. To qualify for the lower
tax rate of 38 percent imposed on such corporations, a domestic Corl-
p oration must: (1) Conduct all of its business in the countries of the
Western Hemisphere; (2) derive at least 95 percent of its irross income
from foreign sources; au1d (3) derive at least 90 percent of its gross
income from the active conduct of a trade or business.

Domestic corporations which derive substantial portions of their
income from possessions of the United States, like foreign corpora-
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tiowls , ar sPubject to Unied States tax only oi income derived from
i 1onrces within tlw Unitd States. The rIqIisites for this tax status
are t111t it (l Oiit ,' v,', l I-ait ol (1) del've SO erceiit ()I-' 1ore of its
income frol sources within a ioSStsiioll of the U.'nited States and (2)
derive 150 percelit or more of its income froni the active conduct of a
trade or business within a United States possession. This provision
also applies to individual citizens of the nited States except. those
conducting a business in Puerto Rico.

Income earned by United States citizens from the rendering of
werviees abroad is iI certain Cases exempt from lUnited States lax.
Complete exemption is extended to citizens who establish a bona tide
foreign residence. Moreover, the first $20,000 per year of foreign-
earned income is not taxed to citizens actually present in foreign
colntries for 17 months, out of a consecutive period of 18 months.

SOUiCE OF INCOME

Since the foreign tax credit, the geographical exceptions and the
taxation of foreign corporations and citizens depend upon a deter-
mrination of the source of income, the pattern requires the characteri-
zation of income by source. The code establishes rules according to
the type of income. Ihe source of interest and dividends is foreign
if paid by foreign citizens or corl)orations, but special rules atre pro.
vi ded if ihe foreign payor is a resident of the United States. Rents
and royalties are foreign if paid for the use of property outside the
United States. The income from the rendering of persoml services
is derived from the place in which the services are performed. The
source of income from the sale of goods depends on .everal factors.
If goods are manufactured in the United States and sold abroad by
the manufacturer, the income from the manufacture and sale is ap-
portioned un(er regulations. In the case of purchase of goods in
tile United States and sale of these goods abroad, the ,ourco of tile
income is tie place of sale. The place of sale is usually considered
to be the place, in which title to the goods passed froin'the seller to
t lie purchaser.

TmI: Oru.ATIOx ol' TIU TAx PA'r:Iri

In this section the tax factors affecting investment will be discussed,
To describe the operation of the United States system of taxing for-
eign business it. is necessary to separate investment by individuals and
by corporations, as Well is direct investnunt-froml polt folio invest-
ilnent.

DIIIE(TFOREIGN INVE,"STMEI-NT BY COiIPOR.\TIONS

On the level of direct corporate foreign investment, the most notable
characteristic of the United States tax pattern is that tax consequences
depend more on differences of form than substance. To illustrate the
operation of tile system and its dependlence on form let us examine
the tax effects of the different forms of organization of foreign invest-
nient by domestic corporations. In addition, special factors which
may affect tile form used for inestment, the use of foreign holding
companies and the effects of tax incentives offered by foreign coun-
tries will be described.

A partial exemption from tax is provided China Trade Act corporations. This ro.
vision is now of little more than historical Interest and will not, therefore, be dlseussed.
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Forms. of oryanizatio.-Foreign business may be conducted by a
domestic corporation opening a branch in a foreign country. Alter-
natively, either a Western Hemisphere trade corporation subsidiary
can be used if the foreign country is in the Western Hemisphere or a
foreign corporation may be utilized.'l The ultimate rate of combined
United States and foreign tax which will result from the use of these
forms varies substantially.

Branrh.-Direct operation abroad as a branch results in foreign
income being currently subject to United States tax. If taxes in the
foreign country equal or exceed those in the United States, no addi-
tional tax burden flows from this form of organization: but if the
foreign rate is lower, the foreign earnings are, thereby, currently sub-
ject to full United States taxes. On the other hand, since a branch is
not treated as a separate tax entity, operation as a branch permits
foreign losses to be deducted currently from domestic profits so that
a substantial share of the losses are borne by the United States reve-
nue. The net return after United States and foreign tax to a United
States corporation operating abroad is 48 percent unless the foreign
tax rate exceeds the United States rate of 52 percent.

Western Hemisphere trade corpnrations.-If the technical require-
ments of operation as a Western Hemisphere trade corporation can be
met, organization in this form offers a 14 percent point reduction in
the general rate of United States corporate tax. Moreover, since a
Western Hemisphere trade corporation is a domestic corporation, the
dividends received deduction is allowed so that only 15 percent of divi-
dends paid by a Western Hemi.sphere trade corporation to another
corporation are subject to tax. The effective combined rate of foreign
and United States tax on the company's earnings plus the intercorpo-
rate dividends tax is thus about 43 percent if the foreign tax does not
exceed the United States tax of 38 percent on the Western Hemisphere
trade corporation's earnings. Further, the intercorporate dividends
tax is not always imposed. If the parent corporation elects to file a
consolidated return with its Western Hemisphere trade corporation
and other domestic subsidiaries, no intercorporate dividends tax is im.
posed, but an additional tax of 2 percent is imposed on the income of
the entire group less that from the Western Hemisphere trade corpo-
ration. In such cases, the entire tax burden is only 38 percent pro-
vided the foreign rate does not exceed 38 percent.

Foreign corporation.-The calculation of the combined United
States tax on dividends of a 10-percent or more owned foreign sub-
sidiary and of the foreign tax imposed on the foreign corporation's
earnings is complicated by the manner in which the subsidiary foreign
tax credit is computed. The actual rate of combined tax is jenerafly
lower than the 52 percent United States corporate rate. In brief, the
difference in the rate arises from the fact that the foreign tax is
allowed first as a deduction since the United States tax is computed on
the dividends which cannot exceed the foreign profits less the foreign
income tax and, secondly, it is also allowed as a credit. The result is
that the total tax, both United States andi foreign, on foreign earnings
before tax will be less than 52 percent unless the foreign tax rate is
zero or exceeds 52 percent. If the foreign rate i c-actly half the
United States, the combined rate of United States and foreign tax on

I The other special corporate forms discussed above are of too limited application to be
analyzed In detail in this paper.
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the foreign profits is approximately 45 percent of earnings before tax.
As the foreign rate approaches 52 percent or zero from 26 percent, the
combined United States and foreign tax burden approaches 52 percent.

Comparison of the form of organization.-In graph I the net return
unler the three forms of organization is compared.
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The validity of the comparison is, however, subject to doubt. Ac-
cording to the Commerce Department's recent census of foreign invest-
ment actually only about 50 percent of foreign earnings are actually
remitted to United States parent corporations. Therefore, in graph
II a comparison of the net return from the use of Western Hemisphere
trade corporations and from foreign corporations is made on the as-
sumption that only 150 percent of earnings after foreign tax are ac-
tually paid out to the domestic corporate parent.

With the usual pattern of distribution of earnings, it is apparent
from graph II that ordinarily a foreign subsidiary will be preferable

I
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is the form of or ranization for a foreigt iniv'etiuit. A foreign) bub.
si(Iiarv wreilits tle deferral of I Uitvd States tox oi foreign -ernigs

1i1fil jtidl oi ill the form of dividends. As it eo..,qyence, the level
of earn om after tax avoito hih' for reinve ,m ,eit il the hlis41.le is set
by the foreign rote, brother tlin llie higher of the |It iled tlhtes or
foreign rate, as is file cuse % it h :l Irui'ih or Western I lemispllre trade
Corporation. Oni the other hand, a Corporate illvestor that wishd to
currently witlhdrow all foreigil eormiiigs, would, if motivated o11y by
tax consuderat ios, usually Choose to operate Its a Western i [eIlisp e
ltdo corporitiou. ''he ileeislfi Its respects a corporate foreign in-
vestor is, therefore, largely determined by whether it wishes to ne-
cnulnlate forei 711 profits for expansion 4uo whether it wishes to dis-
tril)uto currentIy its foreign p)rolits.
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It .,oiuli not Ie assuiied from the foregoing discussion that the

choice of forum is iiade solely on tlie basis of tlax colisiderait ios. 1o'-
eign subsidiaries are frequetly chosen because of tie other advan.
ages Ihey offer. 1:liey give thet business a local flavor, which is fre-
q(Iell 1III asset, aiitl ihev tetl to serve to insulate th parent coin-
Inm'li tl'oiii Ile jurisdiet iolo of lhe foreign colntry.

"pf(ell 11X41l-I,,. t'./,,l s /ffl,.//;,, thl fel, ,,( ot , q( ,ll Iio .-- T'ihe
geiieral tax colisideratio 1 diseiissed al)ot'e in t Choice of tie form
III which an iiivest ielif will Iv Itade an often aff'eettd by special fee-
fors. In ile extraclive field, dw 1itirited deimt ion for explorat ion
txl) itmises, ilie dtdtlf imlo of i lfangiblh dr ilg costs, aind4 tile allowatice
o" ioll ca IIIake il Imlih foriii mole advan ft ageotis
than foreign iuilpolortion. If the exploratin anId development
of a foreign mine or (Ilpo'4it is coldiitel ItY it I Ilited Stale; coriora-
ion directly, tlie expenses cI Ile deduef ed inI Colipt ing tie I huited

States tax of the eiterlWise. On the olher hand. no part of these
eXjo'liSt5 is allowed as a deduction in e loinj ititi g ilmcnonie from divi-
denids of a foreign subsidiary. Tlis is trile whether or not these
(lXe,,1411 ar recognized its dediet ions by tle tax system of tile foreign
cOntl ry.. ( 'onISeMitP l 13', it is fre ilenl advaltageols for extretive
indilitles abroad to use branches as Ile llediiain1 of investment.
Many foreign coit ries, however, will not permit file development of
their resources except by eorlorations organized under their laws.

In ('0111t11rips like ('anada and those of Western Europe, which tra-
(litlonally impose relatively heavy income taxes, iise of lie branch
form may,, he advaitfaigeous. Little, if aNy, additional ITlnited States
tax is ime'posed on current, earnings because the level of foreign taxes
approximates that ii tle United States. LIsses of the branch are
ductible from loinestic income. Moreover, in the event of devalua-

tion a Imrltion of the loss is then ioriie by th United States. Al-
though coilipaiiies do not uslially exlet.t in itial lIoss"e, a bruneh per-
iliits deduction off such losses if iciurred.

Other considerations may also dietate the choice of the branch
form. li sOlie countries valuable fradeinam'ks or trade nams may
be lost if a corporation other than the pin nt united States corpora-
tion uses these rights. As a result brancht's are often used to j)I(-
tect trademarks and trade names. Another factor which may lead
to the use of tlie branch form is foreign laws which do not permit
coml)lete owne.shiji of a local corl)mratiol by foreigners. Il Japan,
for example, this has resulted in branch operations b y many United
States corporations.

lorerin holdbig companies.-There hits bein a growing, tendency
for new foreign' investors and for companies rapidly expanding
abroad to orgaliize their foreign operations through a holding comt-
pany). In such countries as Canada, Liberia, and Panama, a corpora-
tion' can be organized which is not subject to income tax so long as all
of its business is done outside that country. The holding company
utilizes earnings from export and from other foreign activities to
finance investments in new countries. The effect of holding com-
panies is, therefore, to defer United States tax on foreign earnings
until those earnings are actually brought back to the United States
as dividends.

A foreign holding company makes possible the accumulation of
export profits, dividends, royalties, interest, and other income free of
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United States tax. Thus, profits earned in one country can be used
free of United States tax for investment in another country. As a
result, an investor utilizing a foreign holding company can have up
to twice as much capital available for foreign expansion as it would
if its foreign income were subject to United States tax before being
reinvested abroad. This is particularly true when much of the hold-
ing companies' income is derived from export, royalties, and interests
since these items of income are subject to little or no tax abroad.
Since management frequently wants a corporation's foreign expan-
sion to be self-financed, corporations investing through foreign hold-
ing companies do actually tend to expand more rapidly abroad.companies s which have invested abroad for many years cannot
usually transfer existing investments to foreign holding companies
without becoming subject to prohibitive capital-gains taxes. The
reason for this is that the tax-free reorganization of foreign corpora-
tions is only permitted if the approval of Commissioner of Internal
Revenue is first obtained. In practice, this consent is rarely given.

The possibility of using such foreign holding companies can put
-. responsible United States corporations in a dilemma. On the one

hand, the directors of such corporations will wish to have their cor-
porations pay their fair share of the burden of supporting their Gov-
ernment and they will wish to avoid all charges of tax avoidance.
On the other hand, the use of such intermediate foreign holding coin-
panies is a perfectly legitimate way of increasing the ultimate return
to stockholders whose interests the directors are pledged to uphold.
At the same time, the investments made through the holding com-
panies can serve to build up the foreign economies receiving the
funds.

'ax incentives by foreign countie.--Foreign countries sometimes
offer tax inducements to investment by United States corporations
in activities which will promote their economic development. The
methods most frequently used are (1) tax exemption or rate redue-
tion for a limited number of years, or (2) accelerated amortization.
For the United States investor, the integration of these incentive
measures with United States taxation may present difficult problems.

Both types of incentives serve to reduce the foreign rate of tax
in the early years of a foreign investment. Since a reduction of the
foreign rate results under the tax-credit system in an increase in
United States tax, the value of such incentives depends upon the
investor's plans with respect to reinvestment of foreign profits. If
foreign earnings are to be reinvested abroad, the reduction in the for-
eign rate is a substantial inducement. On the other hand, an investor
that planned to distribute currently foreign profits would not obtain
any benefit from the foreign incentive.

The Secretary of the Treasury announced a year ago that he was
willing to consider the alleviation of this problem in particular cases
by tax treaties. Under his proposal, tax credit would be allowed
for income taxes which had been waived by the foreign country as
an incentive to investment. To date no treaties incorporating this
proposal have been negotiated.

When the foreign-tax incentive takes the form of a provision for
accelerated depreciation, further problems may arise. The effect of
accelerated depreciation is to reduce the effective foreign-tax rate in,
the early days of the life of an investment and to increase the rate of
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effective foreign tax in the later days when there is no longer any
allowable depreciation on the property of the foreign corporation.
The early foreign-rate reduction is simply offset I the impact of the
high United States rate-by an increase in elect in the United
States rate. Although the high foreign tax later may be credited
against the nominal United States tax, this credit is not apl)licable to
thlat portion of the foreign-tax rate in excess of the statutory United
States rate. Thus, in the later days of an investment made under an
incentive scheme, the total tax rate may be higher than it would have
been in the absence of the incentive.

Because of these factors, there has been a tendency for American
companies to prefer incentives in the form of elimination of direct
taxes like import duties, of subsidized plants and buildings, and of
low-interest loans, rather than through tax-rate reductions.

Portfolio investment by corporation.-While there are few United
States industrial corporations which actively engage in foreign port.
folio investment, many have funds available for considerable periods
that could profitably be employed in this manner. Often in the
course of their business operations abroad, United States companies
came into contact with foreign firms which have good prospects for
growth and require foreign capital. The present tax law, however,
tends to discourage domestic corporations from investments of this
type. If less than 10 percent of the voting stock of a foreign corpora-
tion is owned by a domestic corporation (or 50 percent in the case of
an investment by a foreign subsidiary of a domestic corporation), no
credit is allowed the domestic corporation for the foreign taxes paid
by the foreign corporation. As a result, a domestic corporation that
invests in a foreign corporation in which it holds less than a 10
percent voting stock interest is subject to full Ulited States tax of 52
percent without any offsetting credit. An equivalent investment in
the stock of an Anerican corporation, on the other hand, is subject
to a tax of only 7.8 percent (the dividend less the dividends received
deduction of 85 percent of the dividend times the United States
corporate rate of 52 percent). Double taxation, thus, puts a premium
on corporate portfolio investment in United States corporations,
rather than foreign corporations.

INDIVIDUAL FOREIGN INVESTMENT

Investment abroad by citizens or residents of the United States
may take the form of direct investment, portfolio investment, or port-
folio investment through regulated investment companies.

Direct foreign investment by individualb.-As in the case of cor-
porate direct foreign investment, form is a major factor in the
selection of the means by which such investments are made by indi-
viduals. Often an indi, idual direct investor lives in the cou;itry in
which he invests. As a result, his earned income from the foreign
business is exeml)t from United States tax. If the business is oper-
ated is a sole proprietorship or partnership, a portion of the profits
which represents earned income is exempt. By statute, earned in-
come is limited to not more than 30 percent of 'the income if capital
is an income-l)roducing factor in the business. The balance of the
profits in this case are subject to United States lesonal income taxes,
but cre(lit is allowed for the foreign tax paid by the investor. If the
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corporate form is used. the investor's salary is tax free: but dividends
are subject to United States tax without a credit for taxes paid by the
foreign corporation. On the other hand, a foreign corporation may
still be preferabl e because it is easier to establish the amount of the
earned income, the investor's salary'. Further, since a foreign cor-
poration permits the deferral of United States tax, the level of profits
available for reinvestment will he set by the foreign tax rate, rather
than by the higher of the United States or foreign tax rate. A do-
niestic corporation may be equally advantageous from a tax standpoint
when, as in most European countries, tiere is not any significant
difference between the United States and foreign tax rates.

Foreign holding companies are not generally used by individual
direct or portfolio investors because of the foreign personal holding
company provisions of the Internal Revenue Coile. A foreign per-
sonal hol ing company is a foreign corporation 50 percent or more
of the value of the stoek of which is owned by 5 or fewer individuals
who are citizens or residents of the United States and 50 percent
or more of the gro-s income of which is derived from dividends,
interest, and other specified types of investment income. If an indi-
vidual owns stock of a foreign corporation which is a foreign personal
holding company, the individual is subject to tax on his pro rata share
of the corporation's income even if that income is not actually dis-
tributed to him.

Portfolio foreign investnent by indh'hual.9-Individual foreign
investors are allowed a credit only for foreign taxes imposed upon
them. Therefore, only taxes directly imposed by foreign countries,
usually in the form of withholding, may be set off against United
States taxes on dividepnd income. Until passage of the Internal Rev-
enue Code of 1954, this approach resulted in the equalization of the
tax consequences of investment in foreign securities with that of in-
vestments in domestic securities. Now, however, domestic stock in-
vestments are tax favored because the $50 dividend exclusion and
the 4-percent dividend tax credit do not apply to dividends from
foreign corporations.

For high-b'acket taxpayers, who are probably the investors most
likely to be in a position to take the greater risk involved in foreign
investment, the denial of the 4 percent tax credit to dividends paid by
foreign corporations can be a significant factor. For example, for an
investor with an 80 percent marginal tax rate the 4 percent tax credit
results in a 20-percent increase in his take-home after tax from an
investment in domestic stocks. Despite this tax differential, however,
foreign securities have continued to find a reviving market in the
United States. In 1954 net purchases of Canadian stocks, other than
the stocks of newly formed investment trusts, amounted to over $50
million. In the last 2 years there has been large growth in United
States investment in European-mostly Dutch-securities. Net in-
creases in United States investment in fturopean stocks hs been esti-
mated at $100 million in 1954 and $55 million in the first half of 1955.

Portfolio foreign investment through regulated investment com.
panres.--Since 1953 substantial United States capital has been in-
vested in foreign investment companies organized for the purpose of
converting dividend income into capital gains. Investments in stock
of such companies is particularly attractive to high-bracket taxpayers
who have no immediate need for dividend income. One hundred mil-
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lion dollars was invested in Canadian companies of this type by indi-
viduals in the United States in 1954 alone.

The manner in which these companies operate is as follows: An
investment corporation is established in Canada to invest funds in
securities of Canadian and other foreign corporations. Under Cana-
diati tax law dividends received by one Canadian corporation from
another are not subject to tax. Moreover, capital gains are not taxed
in Canada. If substantial income is derived from sources other than
dividends on stock of Canadian corporations, the investment company
can elect to be taxed at only 15 percent by choosing status as a non-resi-
dlent-owned investment comipally. Thus, the tax On the accumulation
of income by these companies is limited to 15 percent. Individual
Anuerican iuve. tors realize the profits fromt the companies at ca)ital-
gains rates either by selling their shares to third persons or by the
corporation redeeming then.

A substantial measure of protection is afforded investors by the
registration of these companies with the United States Securities and
Exchange Commission. The SEC permits distribution of the stock
of these companies in the United States if they meet standards similar
to those iml)osed on domestic investment companies.

Foreign portfolio investment by domestic investment companies has
thus far been slight. At present, these companies regularly distribute
all of their income and cannot pass on to their shareholders foreign
tax credits unless 50 percent of their assets are invested in securities
of foreign corporations. Moreover, the need to value their portfolio
twice (aily may iialke investment in attractive foreign securities with
small markets impossible.

8jTMMARY

United States taxation of foreign source income is cumbersome,
formalistic and frequently inequitable. It is inequitable in that it
imposes different tax buidens on similarly situated taxpayers con-
ducting the same economic activities in a foreign country. The dif-
ferences in tax burdens arise solely from variations in the legal form
through which the business activity is conducted. Portfolio Investors
are similarly subjected to different tax burdens. Individual portfolio
foreign investors are subject to higher taxes than investors in United
States securities. Moreover, a foreign investor who holds stock di-
rectly is subject to substantially heavier taxation than one who holds
his foreign securities through a foreign investment company.

The present system also tends to discourage foreign expansion of
direct investing companies by taxing income withdrawn from one
country for investment in another. The efWorts of foreign countries
to attract investment by tax incentives may also be frustrated because
of tile manner in which the tax-credit system operates.

Many justifiable technical criticisms have also been made of the
)resent tax pattern. For example, the definition of an income tax

for which credit will be allowed is narrow and frequently results in
the denial of credit for foreign levies which have the effect of income
taxes.

Overall, two additional observations are appropriate. The present
tax provisions, because of their dependence on form, place an in-
<,rdinant importance on the larningg of the form in which an invest.
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ment is made. In addition, the present law imposes operating
handicaps on foreign corporate investors. Once a particular form
is selected, it cannot later be changed without incurring substantial
taxes. As a result, most companies which have been active in the
foreign field are burdened with a complex and unwieldy corporate
structure that bears little relation to the functional organization of
their foreign operations.

REVENUE ASPECTS OF THE PRESENT TAX PAxrNrE

A major consideration in any legislation with respect to taxation of
foreign source income must necessarily be its effect on revenue. While
the Treasury Department has issued no statistics on the present tax
collections from foreign source income, reasonable estimates can be
made based on information from other sources. To obtain a concept
of the magnitude of the revenue, income both from foreign invest-
ment and from export must be analyzed.

The most complete analysis of the revenue aspects of taxation of for-
eign source income was inade in Barlow and Wender, Foreign Invest-
ment and Taxation, Prentice-Hall, New Jersey, 1955, pages 257-262.
It was there estimated that in 1952 the total tax revenue was between
$900 million and $1,000 million. Of this sum, $200 million was derived
from taxes on items of investment income like dividends, interest, and
royalties. The balance of $700 million to $800 million represented
tax collections on income derived from export. In A955, the total will
doubtless exceed $1 billion due to the increase of both foreign invest-
Illent and export.

The reason profits front export must be included in any estimate of
tax revenue from foreign income relates to the (leinition of income
from foreign sources. U nder present law, income froin the purchase
of goods in the United States and their sale abroad is derived from
the place where the goods are sold.' 'he place of sale is usually con-
sidered to be the country in which title to the goods passes from the
buyer to the seller. -xi6riene-with the Western Hemisphere trade
corporation .nIovisions and Panamanian export corporations has
demonstrated that if there is a substantial tax advantage to be gained
by converting export income to foreign source income, sellers will ar-
range export shipments with title passing abroad.

As a consequence of the substantial revenue involved, tax leisla-
tion to provide an incentive to foreign investment raises a prolletii.
The present level of national expenditures does not permit a tax in-
centive which results in large revenue losses. Thus, if an incentive is
to be provided by a reduction in the rate of United States tax, a defi-
nition of foreign income qualifying for the reduced rate may be re-
(ired which excludes export profits. The recommendations of the
Randall Commission as well as the provisions of section .923 of the
House version of the internal Revenue Code of 1954 and of 11. R. 7725
introduced by Chairman Cooper of the House Ways and Means Com-
mittee in the closing days of the last Session of Co;gress, are examples
of this approach. They would grant a reduced tax rate of 38 percent

'In the ease of manufacture within the United States and sale by the manufacturer
abroad, Income is apportioned between United States and foreign sources on the basis ofthe inAependent factory price of. the goods in the United States; or. if none exists, of a
formula contained in regulations. 81noe the formaUon of an port sbsildlary Is not Inter.
dicted, such a company is ordinarily set up when the classification of Income as foreign
serves an Important purpose.
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Inly to certain types of foreign income, so as to keep down the revenue
loss.

3. T1lE EFFECT OF UNITED STATES TAXATION ON THE
AMOUNT OF PRIVATE INVESTMENT ABROAD

The task of estimating the effect of taxation on investment abroad
is particularly difficult, for so many imponderable factors normally
enter into any decision to invest abroad. The iluober and com-
plexity of these factors seem to rule out from the start any hope of
measuring statistically the effect of taxation on investment abroad.
There are available, however, two imperfect approaches for esti.
mating the effect. One way is to conduct interviews and to circulate
questionnaires asking businessmen what effect they think taxation has
had or might have on the amount of their investment abroad. The
other way is to analyze what would be the economic effect of various
possible tax changes and then to estimate whether these effects would
be the marginal consideration which tipped the scales in favor of in-
vestment abroad in any appreciable number of cases.

INTRVIEW AND QUESTIONNAIRE

THE COMMERCE STUDY

Under congressional direction contained in the Mutual Security Act
of 1952, there was undertaken the most extensive effort, thus far in
the field of interrogation about foreign investment. The effort in-
volved a combination of the questionnaire and the interview. Ques-
tions contained in a 22-page questionnaire were put to almost 400 com-
panies by staff members of the Department of Commerce and the an-
swers recorded. Later, the answers from 247 companies with di-
rect investments abroad, 66 companies with no investment abroad, 27
banking institutions, and 26 investment institutions were tabulated
tnd published as part 2 of Factors Limiting United States Investment
Abroad.

Taxes did not come first in the answer to a question about the past.
When asked, "What are some of the factors or impediments that
would rule out any consideration of specific foreign investment proj-
ects by your company ?", the officers of 55 percent of the companies
mentioned inconvertibility of currency. In order of importance there-
after came instability of country, nationalism, fear of expropriation,
limited market or source of supply, and then foreign and/or United
States taxation, mentioned by 17 percent of the companies. In most
cases, companies reported that they had made investments abroad
only in fields closely associated with their principal fields of activity
in the United States.

About a fifth of the replies indicated that one or more aspects of the
present tax system are encouraging to investment abroad. When
company officers were asked, however, what changes would have to
occur as a minimum in the future before their companies would be
interested in expanding or establishing investments abroad 44 percent
of the investors and 39 percent of all companies mentioned the neces-
Eity of more favorable taxes. This necessity was mentioned more
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often than any other; in second place was the lneed for c.nvertibility
nt iolned by 29 per,.ent of the companies.
'Vho samn' interest ill taxat ion was shown in answers to the question

as to what step)s the United States Government should take. Sollm
43 wircent of the investors and :1) 1wrteat of all companies reVou-
inenlded that the Government graltit tax relief or incentives. The next
most popularr recommendation was the promotion of trade by reduc-
tion in tarits, mentioned by 23 percent of the companies. Ili the tax
field the Government was 'urged by viariols companies to eliminate
or reduce the ULnited Stales tax on foreign earnings, to hegetalite more
tax treaties, to extend the Western lfenisphero trade corporation
provisions, to permit rapid amortization of foreign investimenis, to
equalize the tax benefits of foreign subsidiaries and branches, to change
the limitations on foreign tax credits, and to improve administrations.

In summary, the )epartment of Commerce interrogation seemed
to indicate that changes in taxation were not a1 lrerequisite to increased
investment abroad if enough other factors changed for the better.
On tie other hand, there seemed to be a general feeling that a change
in taxation was the liace where a1 sullicient imlwrovement might, most
reasonably be expected. vIhe strong recommendation fr Unied States
(overnment action in the tax field would seem to have been based on
the expectation that such it change Could to some extent offset other
unfavorable factors and that tax changes were tle nIost iiiimportant
action which the United States Govermaent could take in its rather
limited field of influence.

TIE NATIONAl, UNDUSTRII, Ct)NFERE NC, IOAIID 8'URI'TY

In 1951 the National Industrial Conference Board published a
report on another survey, one which the board had mdertaken at the,
request of President Truman's Committee for Financing Foreign
Trade. This survey was made by mailing out, a questionnaire which
could be answered by checking one of the multiple choices of answers
listed. Answers were received front slightly over a hundred firms,
which were timated to be responsible for 54 percent of United States
direct private foreign invest tent.

When asked what might be done to encourage investment the largest
group, that is, 124, suggested changes in United States tax laws. Nine
others recommended elimination of double taxation. 'The next most
iml)ortant area of recommendation concerned' guaranties against
losses arising from expropriat ion 11n(d inconvertibility. As in the com-
merce study, however, tAxation did not rank as high in the listing ofinvestment impediments that had beetn aet in the lpast. As iea hng

postwar problems all the following were listed before taxation, wvith
the most important being listed first: exl)ort or import quotas, limi-
tations on remittance of profits, control of capital movements, burden
of social-security legislation, lack of trained native peinomiel, lack
of roads, etc., multiple exchange rates, inadequacy of facilities for
employees, inadequate power facilities, foreign restriction on ii0por-
tation of personnel from home, instability of government, lack of health
and sanitary facilities, and expropriation. Then came mention of
special taxation of foreign enterprise, and further down the list was
mention of discriminatory enforcement of tax laws.
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In dealing with such questionnaires there is always danger that
the answers will be prejudiced by the framing of the multiple choice
answers, but in general the National Industrial Conference Board
survey seemed to agree with the Commerce study that taxes may not
be the major source of trouble but are at least at factor, a change in
which could effect a partial cure.

TIlE BARIJOW AND WIVENDI STUDY

More recently a survey has been made which appears at a first
glance to challenge the conclusions which follow from the Commerce
and Conference Board tabulations. In August of this year there
was published Foreign Investment and Taxation by E. fi. Barlow
and ira T. ,\ender. Included in the book are case studies ai( general
discussion based upon 4 months of interviews of United States com-
palies, investing and noninvesting, large and small. The authors
tried to learn in detail why and how some companies invest abroad
and why some other companies do not invest abroad. Frot their
interviews Messrs. lBarlow and lender' conclude:

We found no evidence to suggest that United States taxes had been an inpedl.
ineit that had prevented particular Investinth fin foreign countries. More
important, we found no instance where executives believed that total exemption

of foreign income from United States taxes would have tipped the balance nd
ihiiliged a decision a that had been aiide against a particular investment. There
':ima no indication that the greater return that lower taxes on foreign Income
would allow would counterbalance the influence of certain factors flinithig invest-
ment. Where a comilny was reluctant to Invest in a particular country because
of tihe exchiiange situation, or the opinion of ni1,11lagellient about tile climate III
tlhe iwirtivillir eointr. , tile higher return oi tile iaestlilent front lower taxei
would not he sflllcielit to overcome this reluctance.

This general conclusion was modified somewhat in a later para-
graph:

Therefore, as it striiglit offset to tile factors lliiilin g investment * * we
believe that changes In Unlted States taxatlon of foreign Ilconie " ill he ineffee.
live. We colcllude, however, Ilint chfla ig i t liellioil't of tiixing foreign
income can stimulate iore Irailed States iniesmlnmit, but l)rlmarily tlirou,,h
increasing execitiies' interest lit foreign opportunities and making It easier for
coimiilinles to Invest abroad.

As a result of this modification it is evident that there is not as
g'eat a Coliflict between the Barlow-Weider coliclulsions ailld lie
previous studies its night have appeared at tir1.. glillee. All three
stlidies Suggest that tax clialges can be elective in increasing llive.t-
ment, abroad. Barlow ind lender add the qualificiliOl flit tlhe
chagenllg re likely to be effective through making companies more
active it investigating opportunities. 'liti i tierviews led then to
believe that the principal 1 reakoo companies (10 not invest alroad is
that their chief executives are not interested in foreign investment.
Substantial tax changes could overcome the lack of interest. They
did nlot enicounlter anmy cases, however, in which the decision
against i thoroughly investigated investment llrOml was so close
that tle removal of 1TnIited States taxes on the ilcoie from thi. pro-
posed venture would lave reversed the decision, lit some case,, tle
pios.sibh errors ill the est ihiation of other factors, such as extent of
market, were so great that compinies did not. feel it worth while to
make I detailed tax analysis.

73S.'1 t--56---47
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TIE LIMITATIONS OF QUESTIONNAIRES AND INTERVIEWS

The question naturally arises as to how much reliance c:tn be pla.'l
on thle results of these systematic interrogations. There are, of conr,,.

the normal dangers inherent in any sampling process: That the sample
is not truly representative, that the plhraseology of the questioi.- or
the suggested answers affects the responses received, and that flii
preconceptions of the interpreters of the responses affects tile comicl.
sions drawn. In addition there are a number of special considerations
which probably limit somewhat the reliance which can be placed on
investigations In the field of foreign investment.

When businessmen are asked what would be the effect on their in-
vestment abroad of a reduction in the rate of total tax onl ini.im-e
from abroad, they necessarily speak from a limited experience. i
the past, generally speaking, there has been little occasion for busi-
nessmnen to consider the relative height of tax rates between tile Unit v.d
States and abroad and among various foreign countries, since the
United States rate was the effective rate except when a foreign late
was even higher. There were two important exceptions to this gen-
eral rule: in the case of investment through Western llemisphtre
trade corporations and in case a fine calculation was made as to the
increased eventual return which could result front the rein\mvestment
abroad of foreign income which had been diminished only by low
foreign taxes.

Even when businessman, in answering questionnaires, could men-
tally project themselves into a future situation in which foreign taxes
were generally the ruling rates, there would be another difficultv.
They would probably think in terns of the tax rates in tho.-e coull-
tries which had been the primary recipients of investment in the
past. In those countries the tax rates have been generally high, so
that a shift in the effective tax rate from the United States rate to
those foreign tax rates would not involve a strong investment attrac-
tion. It is possible, however, that the removal of United States taxes
would prove particularly encouraging to investment in countries with
very low tax rates--and possibly low levels of government services-
countries which investment had avoided when the same total tax
had been imposed on income from those countries as on income from
within the United States.

A further difficulty is that taxation might have indirect effects
which would not be felt directly by any one businessman and which,
therefore, would not be reported by him. This consideration is rele-
vant, for example, to the observations made by Barlow and Wender.
They reported that they encountered no case in which in the opinion of
the company executives the removal of United States tax would have
reversed a decision against any fully investigated investment project.
Possibly, in this world where so many considerations are matters of
degree, there have been other projects in which the decision against
investment was so close that a sizable tax saving could have reversed
the decision, especially since initial consideration must have shown
some possibility of investment to justify full investigation of the
projects. Nonetheless, if the cases encountered bv Barlow and Wel-
der are truly representative of all cases, it is still possible that there
were indirect tax effects on these cases. Their investigation led Bar-
low and Wender to conclude that the principal reason some companies
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didn't invest abroad was the lack of interest on the part of the execu-
tives of tile companies. But what lies behind that lack of interest?
The Barlow-Wender observations are consistent with the possibility
that one factor indirectly responsible for the lack of interest has been
the fact that the same tax rate has applied in the past to income from
underdeveloped countries and to income from within the United
States. Conceivably a substantial change in tax treatment of income
from abroad could, not onl) arouse individual curiosity, but also alter
entire group attitudes toward foreign investment.

For this reason it is approl)riate to supplement a study of
w/hat businesbinen now say would be the effect of tax changes with a
certain amount of basic economic analysis of the changed profit pos-
sibilities which would confront the busime.smen after tax changes.

EcoNo.mic AN.LYsIs

TME EFFECT ON TAKE-HOt)ME OF EXEMI'ION OR SIZABLE REDUCTION IN TIE
UNITED STATES TAX RATE FOIl FOREIGN INCOME

Some United States corporations are allowed at present to take home
4s cents out of each dollar earned by investment abroad, that is, they
retain 48 cents for reinvestment, debt amortization, or dividend dis-
tribution after they pay 52 cents combined foreign and United States
income tax. If those same corporations investedin a foreign country
which had a 30 percent tax rate- -and there are a fair nmner with
even lower rates--the take-home would be 70 cents if the United
States did not superimpose a tax omi the foreign tax. The increase in
take-home from 48 cents to 70 cents would represent a 46 percent
increase in investment yield. The increase in yield would be even
greater, that is, 52 percent, if the United States corpor ation were pay-
ing a 2 percent consolidation penalty as many United States investors
do; and the increase would be 58 )ercent if the corporation were pay-
ing the 7.8 percent ul)stream dividend tax instead of the consolidation

penalty. Of course, the increases in yield would be still higher if the
foreign tax rate were below 30 percent.

It is hard to see why such large increases in investment yields would
not attract considerable investor interest if United States taxes on
foreign income were removed. Additional income taken home as a
result of a tax change is just as valuable as additional after-tax
income resulting from increased sales or lower costs. Even if an
investing corporation were not subject to a consolidation penalty and
were interested only in an investment ti a country with a 40 percent
tax, then there would be a 25 percent increase in investment yield.
One would not expect an investment return differential of even this
magnitude to be ignored by corporate managers.

THE EFFECT ON TAKE HOME OF TAX DEFERMENT

If the only change ill United States law were to nmike generally
available the'opportunity to defer United States tax, what then would
be the effect on investment return? The answer, of course, depends
on the amount of reinvestment abroad which a United States cor)o-
ration were willing to make from the income of its foreign branches
and on the period for which the reinvested funds were to be left
abroad. If there is no reinvestment the deferment privilege is not
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relevant; at the other extreme if there is never a withdrawal of earn-
ings the investing corporation cannot serve its stockholders by foreign
investment. If, for example, there is assumed a situation in which
a corporation annually reinvest abroad 50 percent of its earnings
from abroad after all taxes on the income, what would be the effect
of deferment in a case in which the United States tax rate were 52
j)ercent and the foreign rate only 30 percent? An answer to the
question can be suggested by contrasting the results of two corporations
following differem policies under present law.

Suppose the 2 corporations both operated abroad through foreign
subsidiaries in 30-percent tax-rate countries, but the first coinpany
reinvested income only in the same subsidiary which 1)ro(uced the
income while the second company brought all its income home and
then reinivested in other countries. The first company would thus
not he subject to a current United States tax on its reinvested income,
while the second company would have all its income subject to United
States tax. In these circumnstances the eventual increased rate of
return for the first corporation as contrasted to the second indicates
the effect of the opportunity to defer United States tax. If it is
assumed that the rate of return abroad before tax is 20 percent in
each year and in each of the countries in question, then the amount
of annual tako home after taxes and after reinvestment would be
higher in the first case by 1.4 percent in the second year, by 6.1 percent
in the fifth year, and by 14 percent in the 10th year of operations.

The effect of deferment would be less if the toreign-tax rates were
higher. On the other hand the effect would be greater if the foreign
tax were less, or even zero. In most cases the income earned by
I United States exporters is not taxed abroad, so that the consideration
of zero tax rates becomes relevant if thought is given to allowing
deferment of United States tax omn income from exports. Of course,
United States companies call obtain complete deferment of the tax
on their income from exports under present law if they are willing-
qs many companies do not seem to be--to conduct their export busi-
ness through a corporation of a foreign tax-free haven. If the defer-
ment for Uifited States companies is of a large tax percentage it
might serve to promote investment through a consideration other
than an increased rate of return. Sometimes companies are willing
to enter into investment abroad but are not willing to put up the
niininmim sum necessary to establish a going concern abroad. In
these circumstances the availability of tax-deferment funds might
enable a company to invest the minimum required without exceeding
the maximum it was willing to risk from its own funds. The difference
would be advanced, in effect, by the Government as an interest-free,
nonrecourse loan.

TIlE EFFECT ON TAKE-ItOME OF TIE METIIODS OF CAICULATING FOREION
TAX CREDITS

A third tax change, which would presumably be introduced in com-
bination with rate reduction and deferment'of United States tax,
would be to allow United States corporations to calculate their United
States tax on the income from their foreign branches on the same basis
as their income from their foreign subsidiaries. Under present law
the tentative United States tax, from which is deducted the allowable
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foreign tax credit, is calculatedl against foreign income before tax in
tile case of income from a branch an against income after tax in the
Case of income from a foreign subsidial!r. As a result the investment
return from conducting a foreign venture through a foreign subsidi-
ary is higher than the income from conducting the same venture
tlliogh a branch. In the case again of a corporation paying a 52-
percet rate in th' Iniited States and 30 percent abroad, but with no
reinvestneiit, the take-home is 13,8 percent higher if a foreign sub-
sidiar' is uised.

In ahition to the rational effect on investtment motivation of the
prospect ive increases ill taike-home which have been illustrated for the
most importllt tix changes iller discussion, there may also be some
irrtiolnal elect. Tlhongh a dollar is a dollar whether it was earned
at, hone or l romal, iti llav he ea-ier in soille cas's for a company to
imivest 'arlad dollars which came from alroaml. Barlow and Weender
have sluggested Iha-t eoaml1amie1; sometimes look upon foreign earnings
almost its gnaimlllig wiminings which (n he subjected to more risk than
(1llars er(ied ill fihe Course of (I(oi'-tic busine:-s. There is uidoubt-
((1l I 1r lit h ill t his olh-rval iol for mnue cml pan ies new in the foreign
fil'd, wit h their fmrliguil act i %it iv!.- miol iiiteiatvcd i uto tihe busine-s. Iut
tI ar, i lnlilit th1ia ifratiolialit N. Iuies in f ort'ig in vestniut call be

ii:i('1l( toi far. f'r (x'Itii ph', in t I anrgm liltl I hat home f ype., of invest-
iimfts ll-omil are' illmilli' 1fro1m tax conlsidlerationls.

A. si 1 I ' i" 1) ' 1 1,, 01," IN IS'NT MMi'u i. i o 'rO X ('ON SII)iLVI'INS?

The (olilttion i.4 soln ti nies IarId ttI! hlie great llk of UnitedSates lives ie'it abroad is of a type which wouhl have been made
r('garh(iles of ally tletcrrenis l).i1.'s(lt either in foreign or in I'nited
state,4 tax law's. It is further (ollten(hd thlat this investment is of
such a iiulre that tax iln('liltive could uot alimireciabl\ increase its
ililolliit. 1 lw ie ilgilllleillt ii' lit r4 'vie iiilt ill (1isll.sions of tax
cliallges which are beilng con)sidere(I il fairi'lss to the il ivetor, hut
they ar,, rel'vallit to 0liniges primiarily jnstified as a liiealms of e,,cour-
agilig iilcreased inivestnlit abroad.' Often iiiig mild petroleum
illvestiielits are said to 0ylify tile investlielnts llhiiune frol tax file-
toi,. Sometimes', too, it is suggested that investments for mnanufac-
turing behind trade blarriers in order to retain sales outlets is a forln
of investment for special plurlloes, a forin little affected by tax
coilsi(lerat iols.

The Departieit of Comnnierce questionnaire was worded in such a
way that, it might uniintelitionaly suggest these explanations to tie
businessmen for tieir investments. The questionnaire was not
phrased to ask through what means the companies expected to earn
their profits abroad. Rather, the companies were asked what benefits
other than profits they expected from their foreign investments. In
maniy eases, however, the answers were not responsive; the answer
"profit" was given despite the instructions. Even where "source of
supply" was the allswer given, it does not follow that a careful profit
calculation was not made before tile decision was taken to exploit the
particular source of supply.

It is certainly true that many investments in natural resources have
been made in out-of-the-way places where the investment climate was
far from good. Nonetheless, this fact cannot be taken to indicate
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As examples of tile tax advantages afforded by some governments
it may be pointed out that the Swiss Government does not tax tile for-
eign income of Swiss companies. Belgium and the Netherlands in-
pose special low tax rates on income from abroad. France exempts
from tax the income of foreign branches but taxes income from for-
eign subsidiaries. Canada exempts from tax the dividends of a for-
eign subsidiary owned to the extent of 05 percent and exempts also tile
income of a special type of Canadian corporation which operates
wholly outside Canada. In some cases the British tax system is more
onerous than the United States system: in other eases a tax a(vantage
is given. The British Government taxes currently, not only the in-
come of British companies operating abroad d 11111mnaged from the
United Kingdom, but also the income of foreign corporations man-
aged from th, United KingdoI. On th other hand. British taxes are
not now applied to tile foreign income of a British comnp:1ny which is
managed abroad, and consideration is presently being given'to a liber-
alization of the British tax treatment of income eanrnvd abroad. It is
also true that the rate. of eorporale tax in the U7nited Kingdom are at
pre,;ellt soliewliit below Ih UInited States rates when c:a hilateill
a eomlpral haip . The corporate rates live also lower ill ma ny of the
unuderdeveloped countries: in thee count riv,4 there is therefoie a tax
advatitag, e relative to llited State': inve,-tors for anly local , tr'lpe-
nears who may be available.

these v'rious foreign tax lpovi ns ca a result in lighter lax 1)l1r-
deihs oil the foreigil inve-tfor in eohil!pl-kron to the United Stat. in-
vestor. To the extenit of such tax disalvh'ntate for the Il'nited St hls
investor tho, 'nited States tax system clelates'an illdi ret iamlweilli.. a t
to private United State. inv'cstmncnt abroad.

.1. P )IOPOSALS FOR C I.\N(ES IN UNITED STAE'ES T.AX
"'E.\TMENT OF FORE'1N INCOME kN) OP'EIA-
TIONS

Tie more imporatit proposals for cIl ngc, in lhe I'nitled S( at , tax-
at ion of foreign income and operal ions in tiifest belief that taxation
aiteets commercial decisions in matter of dome.tie and international
importance, and that adjustment of the bundeii of taxation by laws of
general applicability is an appropriate means for achieving desired
ends. The i.,tent to which considerations of fairness to investors aregiven weight, apart from tile standpoint of directly' affecting decisions
on current and prospective investments, varies considerably.

The following discussion will consider these proposals only as they
involve the more usual kinds of commercial activities.

ComroPRTrE BUSINESS

The proposals typically concern one or more of the following legal
factors: exemption from United States tax or rate reduction; de-
ferral of payment of United States tax; depletion and similar allow-
ances to members of extractive industries; utilization of foreign
losses: use of various foreign taxes as credits against United States
tax; amortization or other form of writeoff of foreign investments;
and the tax consequences of changes in form of a business unit which
are required to meet formal requirements for tax benefits.
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The proposals specify what shall be done in respect of one or more
of tie following operating factors: a venture may be a branch of a
domestic corporation or a separate domestic or foreign corporation;
it may have profit or loss; it may pay foreign taxes of different kinds;
it may conduct an active business or simply hold portfolio investments;
and its business may have more or less direct relation to business
domestic to the United States.

EXEMPTION AND RATE REDU('TION

Given a profitable foreign venture, exemption from United States
income tax would eliminate about every l)roblem of United States
taxation except the usually large one of what income is to be exempt.

Some who propose exeml)tion as a matter of principle recommend
rate reduction as a presently practicable alternative. The recom-
mended rate differential usually approximates the 14 percentage points
allowed to Western Hemisphere trade corporations under existing law.
The mechanics of some proposals would ultimately provide for benefit
of substantially more than 14 percentage points; and others, of less.

DEFERRAL

Various proposals would extend to operat ions of domestic corpora-
timns, the right of foreign corporations, to (lefer payment of United
States tax onl foreign income until receipt in the United States. Some
proposals would extend this privilege to branches of domestic corpora-

tions which would be treated much the same its foreign subsidiaries,
and others would extend it to a new and special kind of domesticcorporation.

TESTS OF QUALIIFIC.ATION FOR EXEMIPTION,) R.ArE DIFFERENTIAL AND

Some l)rol)osals would exempt from United States tax, any income
attributable to a foreign permanent establishment. The lack of such
an establishment has been made a requirement for exemption under tax
treaties. But entitlement to exemption from United States tax is
hardly a necessary corollary to disentitlement to exemption from for-
eigi tax. Any relationship between the two would be more in the
control of the taxpayer than the taxgatherer; the cost of maintaining
a permanent establishment might be insignificant in relation to the
potential United States tax benefits; and a foreign permanent estab-
lishment might be but an arm of a predominantly domestic venture,
as where it serves as a sales outlet for articles manufactured in and
exported from the United States.

Other proposals would limit the kinds of foreign source income
qualifying for preferential treatment, by means ranging& from the
relatively simple requirement that the foreign activity shaff have paid
foreign iaxes in due course, to elaborate specifications of particular
attributes, as in the House version of the Internal Revenue Code
of 19,54.

On the other hand. it has been strongly urged that such efforts can
never be wholly effective, and that, to tle extent they are, they cannot
but exclude important activities which should receive treatment as
favorable as activities which do qualify. They would take a more
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expansive view of qualification permit little if any rate differential,
and make deferral of United States tax the principal means for en-
couraging foreign investment. Some urge that it would be iml)rac-
ticable and unwise to try to exclude from such limited incentive treat-
ment, profits from exporting from or importing into the United States.
Others concede difficulty, but would attempt to make the distinction,
in the hope of making some, if imperfect, progress.

SPECIAL ALLOWANCES

The special allowances of present law to domestic taxpayers in
extractive industries would frequently outweigh advantages of rate
reduction and deferral. Use of a domestic corporation is then indi-
cated. But foreign law may require use of a foreign corporation. To
preserve the special allowances in these circumstances, it has been
proposed that there be an election to include the foreign corporatiolu
in a consolidated return.

There is the further question, whether special allowances should be
granted to an operation qualifying for rate reduction or deferral.
Some would permit this and others would not.

TREATMENT OF LOSS

Existing law permits current foreign loss to reduce current taxable
domestic income where the loss is incurred by a branch of a domestic
corporation; and where it is incurred by a corporation which, although
foreign, is allowed in exceptional circumstances to file a consolidated
return with a domestic corporation. It seems generally recognized
that it would I)- somewhat incongruous to give free choice to take
losse into a. ,mnt where tax on income would have been defered;
but thwre is ,aiutantial support for expanding opportunities for in-
clut,!in foreign corporations in consolidated returns in order to permit
curie ei." titlization of foreign loss experience.

(.), I& hole, the level of interest in treatment of loss seems to be
le.3 tfan ir 'reatinent of income, which is the normal expectation of
those who plan to make investments.

The Internal Revenue Code of 1954 did give some increased effect
to current foreign loss, by abolishing the overall limitation on foreign
tax credits, which had made loss in one foreign country disqualify
foreign tax of another foreign country.

FORBIN TAX CUDrr

As has been said, the 1954 code eliminated the overall limitation on
credit for foreign taxes. There is a substantial body of opinion that
it would have been better to eliminate the per-country limitation, since
advantage in respectof losses is usually less of an incentive to invest-
ment than advantage in respect of income; and since under existing
law, foreign incorporation can defeat operation of that limitation.

it has also been proposed that the taxpayer be given an election
between the two limitations.

Another proposal would permit carryback and carryforward of
unused foreign tax credits. This would do much to solve the pliglt
of taxpayers who ofteri cannot accommodate to different ideas of dif-
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ferent sovereigns on what is income and when it is to be accounted
for--e. g., a stock dividend by a foreign corporation, taxed on issuance
by a foreign country but not bv the United States.

There is much support for tfie position that the categories of foreign
taxes qualifying for credit ought to be broadened to include any tax,
including excise tax, imposed on income items; and property taxes
which affect the rate of income or excess-profits tax. Thellouse ver-
sion of the 1954 code attempted to cover this area, but the attempt was
abandoned in view of uncertainty as to how it would apply in practice.

There is also much support f'or the view that the corporate rela-
tionships required to enable one corporation to take credit for foreign
taxes paid by another are too narrowly drawn, with the result that
portfolio investments in foreign corporations are discriminated
against. Accordingly, some proposals would permit a domestic cor-
porationto take credit for foreign taxes paid by a foreign corporation
fron which it has received a taxalle dividend In'l a substalnt il amount
such as $1,000 or more, and abolish the requirements of ownership of
specific percentages of stock interest imposed( by present law-10 per-
cent in the case of a foreign subsidiary of a domestic corporation,
and 50 percent where the investment in the foreign corporation is by
a foreign subsidiary of a domestic corporation.

WIIITEOFF OF FORlElO N IN V iSIM EN

There have beei proposals for amortization or writeoff of foreign
investineiit. Bearing little relation to the results of operation of the
foreign enterprises, such treatment would seem to require case-by-case
discretionary application of standards in a manner which cannot' prac-
ticabiy be set out in terms of generally applicable law.

CIIANES IN ,L.AL FOR.[ OF B1UNINFSS U'IT

Present law gives substantial tax consequences to foreign incorpora-
tion. On otherwise identical facts, the place of incorporation can
control when and at what effective rate income shall be taxed by the
United States.

The very fact that foreign incorporation would provide incentives
may make them unavailable. To avail of provisions of United States
tax law for tax-free corporate changes, it is necessary to get a(ance
administrative approval where a foreign corporation is involved, and
such approval is seldom given. The cost of change in corporate form
of a substantial business without such approval often appears to be
prohibitive, if only because questions of valuation which cannot
be determined until after the event appear to admit of a wide range of
judgment.

'The result of all this is that companies have frequently been denied
tax incentives under existing law, by virtue of what' is often the
historical accident of place of incorporation. There is much supp)orl
for the view that incentives should be available on equal terms to
commercially comparable businesses.

hOUSE VERSION OF 1954 CODE

In response to general recommendations made on high authority,
the House version of the 1954 code provided for a 14-point rate dif-
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ferential for some kinds of foreign income; and also for taxation of
some foreign branches of domestic corporations much as though
they were foreign corporations. The benefits were provided for in-
come derived directly, or in some cases as dividends or even as in-
terest, from activities which constituted either the operation of
special kinds of foreign establishments or the provision of technical
aid from information typically obtained in domestic operations.

Affected industries found the tests for qualification for these bene-
fits less than fully satisfactory.

Tle bill provided the combined benefits of rate differential and
deferral of tax for income from technical aid, and for income from
the conduct of a "factory, mine, oil or gas well, public utility facility,
retail establishment, or other like place of business situated within
a foreign country." There was specific exclusion of "an establishment
engaged principally in the purchase or sale (other than at retail) of
goods or merchandise," and of an agent, other than a retail Pstab-
Pishment, to import goods or merchandise. It appeared, however,
that importation and sale of goods or merchandise as an incident to a
principal activity which otherwise qualified would not disqualif y that
activity. Under the terms of the bill, the tax consequences of a com-
mercially unitary activity would vary widely, according to the legal
forms employed.

The committee report construed the provision for benefits to income
from technical aid as excluding patent royalties.

I. Rl. 7725

In theclosirg days of the last session of Congress, Chairman Cooper
of the Hous% Ways and Means Committee introduced a bill, H. R.
7725, which adheres to the fundamental ideas of the House version of
the 1954 code, but would remove many areas of doubt, principally by
restricting the kind of qualified foreign establishments.

The new bill specifies, somewhat more broadly than the earlier
bill, "technical, managerial, engineering, construction, scientific, or
like services." It remains to be seen whether there will be an attempt
to exclude patent royalties, as in the case of the earlier bill. It had
been urged in opposition to the narrow construction of the bill, that
such views would impede accommodation to policies of some foreign
governments which permit dollar exchange only for royalty pay-
ments; that they failed to recognize that disclosures protected by
patents often are essential to technical aki; and that patent licensing
may be an active business, involving continuing commitments of capi-
tal and personnel, and intense commercial activity.

The new bill does not seem altogether consistent in its orientation
toward what may be called problems of economic nationalism.

The provisions concerning services seem intended to foster expor-
tation of technical information derived in domestic research and
operations.

Elsewhere, the bill has provisions which would seem to militate
against United States export or import trade, and eyen against iipor-
tant kinds of foreign trade in articles of purely foreign origin. These
provisions, and the exceptions to them, would fix a new and unfamiliar
pattern for the operation of businesses which would avail themselves
of the incentives of the new bill. Although that pattern cannot now
be fully perceived, the following observations seem warranted.
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Tile new bill p roVides that d i,,,lualifi('a1tionl of' aI folreigil establish.
Ineiit mould be occa,,hioned by derlivatioin of gross inIcOmei( "to alily
extent" froml tile mle or reldtal of an arit'le not produceded" (i. e.,
"Created, : fabricated, "11th 1]1fact. d il ed.": "extract ed " "irgoces b isl,

"curved, oi- "'aged") ill it fol'eigll'olritiv. And eveli if lil article
were entirely of foreign origin, itsale wvoil di.,,qualify if it had beenproduced bY .,olewone other thlan tilt, ttaxpayer or till "alliliated cotr-

p oliOn ---dehned its either a foreign corporatin or i foreign branch
a domestic 'orporti'on elected to be treated like a foreigi corpora-

I ion.

It a~plear,, then, that dis(JiqaliChtiin %%oui i be occasioned if, foi,
exallipd, a it fort, igl l lftiafact tirilg Subsidiary of a United States
collip}ly \'e to) d aeriv ny ti s lioile a al ill froi salte of replace-
iiieiit palrts rirchased frolll tile United St ate, parent, fioii a Sub-
:diary "tais a domestic corporation. or froii an inlepenident for-

vign OliC'rli. 'hus a foreign liiiiits ,itwhich would avail it.-elf of
tilt. lew incentive p'oisions would olten be pit to the chice of refus-
i., lo suply' ieet ed replaceliient Ial,. or' of buving them and Selling
then lit prices so low is to obviate any risk of trross iCltione, ( of
ul1Ht'olic for'eigni iiinui feature abroad either/uv itself or by aiII
alliliated corporation, or of setting up another legal'entity in the hopethat it would be recognized to hi %e SCl)MU11le existence for purlposes o)f

atribtution of gllo.-Si iUl~mie from tile ale.
It is ot clentar just how lllh ;I ctloi(.-aliii 'eaiir, of dotibt whether

It laru icui llt c lll e o fi ' ii I l t0 (ll|'t it ult[d 1i 1 1410 61 i\ tv' Xcrise - wouldplote)l, htealtlby competition.

ndeed, manly btjie. might find tie choice ,o impracticable that
tlhy would lnt try to get ilcentive tretlllellt even for operations
in\'ovilg lar1"ge foreign Ini'es.t1ieilts and cotl ributing illiportantly to
tie ecv)loiuly of foreign countries.

Altlogh any anoiunlt of gro.,s incolito fr-lml t iles eveit of articles
JiiiMiific it ired abroad by aI vompetitor coiild di:iqualify, it is expressly
lro\ided lthat for this pi'l )Se "the teri 1s,:Ile* * * * s;h:li not includete stile of artichl.s or pro)lucls ill retail .,trve.." Literally read, this

exhlsitol is brtad eiogh to cover N-ile. e\eii i wholesale sti1e oftill exlpoe,t fr-oli ille I'llited State~s, if tilt s ale is Inade ill it retail
storle.

The new bill als) contaiii5 IWO\'Moli, \'lii('lk. wVold Seem to discouI'-
lige imp]ortls, bu ll| lits :S everel\ * . s tile P)rovIRlll c.oncerninlg exports.

To disqiualify, gross income from sales of articles manufactured in?foreign coinr" and sold by the manufacturer for ultimate use,
et cetern, in tile I united States, itust he more than 10 percent; and evien
that limit appIarently may be exceeded where it can be established
that tilt- articles did "not reach the United States in regular Channels
of trade.

The restrictions on importation are further relaxed to an uncertain
but probably imli woi'talit degree by a provision thatt for this pu'ose
"iia 1l factutire shall Inot inclutle tlhose l)oceSeS normally applied to
ngiieiiltural products. minerals, et cetera, in their raw or natural state
in a foreign country, prior to the state wheie the first commercially
marketable product common to the industry hIs been reached. Thus.,
till operation which in itself might require the minjor pairt of foreign
invetlent might actually serve to di-qml if\" otherwi,,e qualified
income.
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The provision concerning recei t of any gross income from sale of
exports otherwise than in a retail store has the effect of a penalty, in
the sense that receipt would disqualify otherwise qualified income.
So also, as to gross income of more than 10 percent from articles
manufactured abroad and imported into the United States. On the
other hand, permission to derive ut) to 10 percent provides not only a
margin of error but also a limited incentive.

In similar connections, it has been urged that failure to comply
with percentage tests of qualification for incentive treatment of for-
eign income should work only proportionate disqualification. On a
parity of reasoning, and assuming that incentives are not to be given
to export or import, profit, it would be urged that the new bill should
provide means for measuring those profits and that profits so ineas.
ire(] should reduce incentive treatment in tile proportion they bear to

tile total profits of tile activity.
The new bill would deny to foreign branches, any right of tax-free

reinvestment in other foreign entities like that accorded foreign cor.
porations by present law.

There are other important difference in the treatment of branches.
The new bill apparently contemplates tax-free election of the new
foreign branch treatment without prior administrative approval such
as would be required, in the case of a foreign subsidiary. It would
permit tax-free transfers of proJ)erty other than inventory and tile
like, to and from a foreign branch, in circumstances where tax would
be inemred if a foreign subsidiary were involved. It also sets up
standards for determining withdrawals from branches which differ
in some respects from the ruls for taxing receipts from foreign cor-
poratioiis.

In other respects, the new bill generally resembles present for
taxing foreign corporations.

It would give no more than capital loss treatment to the (omestic
corporation in respect of losses of elected branches, and then only in
circumstances comparable to liquidation of a foreign subsidiary.' It
would deny depletion and similar allowances in tile computation (f
taxable incon'ie from qualified e,,4 blishments.

And, like present law apl)plicable to foreign subsidiaries, the new
bill would not only permit deferral of United States tax, hut also per-
mit foreign tax qualifying for credit against United States tax to
serve not only as a credit, but also partly as it deduction. In this way,
the eventual rate differential would be nearly 18 percent in the ideal
circumstance of foreign tax qualifying for credit at an effective rate
of 19 percent.

The new bill would permit current. retention of 81 cents on a pre-
tax (ollar of foreign Income subject to tax at 19 percent . A com-
mercially comparable operation conducted by an ordinary domestic
corporation taxable at 52 percent would retain only 48 cents. If tax-
able as a Western Hlemisphere trade corporation, it, wvotld currently
retain 62 cents. Thus, in comparison to the ordinary domestic cor.
poration, the current retention would be increased by 68 percent, and
in comparison to a Western Hemisphere trade corporation, by 81 per-
cent. The corresponding percentages after distributions from the
foreign corporation to the domestic parent would be .8 percent in
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comparison to the ordinary domestic corporation and 6 percent in coin-
pari'on to tie A estern I [linisplhere trade corporation.5

While the peircentages given in the illustration are subject to
ctaie,,1 oil -'oitls assultions as to effective foreign tax rates, and
as to special allowanlces to c(lrjat0i tixed 1as lilestic Corpora-
tiolls. it seems clear that in ))alky cases the relative advantages of the
new bill would bc so gr-eat as to occasions colisiderable strain on its
rule- for determining Wilt) shill 111 wht shall not get its benefits.4 .l has been indicated, Foine would reduce the strain by reducing the
4 advantages and increasing the opportunities for availing of the bene-
lit of them. In general, tieir proposals would follow already familiar
plt teris of I'lited States taxation, ilii would tend to minimize
difflereinces in the consequences of various legal forms. They would
give to a speciall' organized kinl( of dotesiic corporation treatment
generally cOflpaiable to that whidi pre.vnt law provides for foreign
corporl iolis, with little, if a y, advantage of rate differential. It is
of lilterest that Canada has for some time made generally similar
prIviions in its lam, anld that a recent -e1 ,'ot of the Royal Commis-
i-ioa oi the 'l'axation of l'tolits and l icomite recommends that Greatl'ai do likewise.

'111' l \aII,(l1V- W iW l i'llIl'O .Al ANO V.\II .N'rs

Ile lBarlow-Wemder priopsal-a product of the larvard Law
School international program in taxation-is for a special class of
domestic corporations to be known as "United States foreign-busi-
1less Corporat io1s.'' Its principal incentive would be (lefelral ofUnited States tax to permit foreign expansion out of foreign earnings.
It would abandon attempts to nrIlI, sa'p (list mletions between dif-
ferent kinds of economic activity, such is found in the bills discussed
above. A United States foreign-business cor oration could engage
ill export Iusille8s, receive patent and similar royalties, lend money,
and so on: and it ould operate directly or through foreign subsidi-
aries. With exCel t ions fo' itenis such'as interest on funds which it
\riuld be allowed to aemmilate for limited lrl(J5ss, it woul have
to derive all its gross income from foreign sources, with source de-
teriiimed hv the place of destimiatil in the Cawe of exports. Trails-
fers of Iro'erty to it could be niade tax free without administrative
approval.

Ihis proposal has the merit of relative simplicity, and corresponds
closely to the frequently encountered unitary concept of foreign opera-
tions. 'he means of (leferral seems closely linked to the end of in-

I Retained earnings:

liefore .1 liend After dividend
rit isrihut lon distribution

Forvip:n mrporat ion ... .. .... 9 1 81 6 [ 66

me' c (Yeljsrhte r¢. .. .62 ........

Itirei'' .. -.. 33 19 ~ 18 4
llem lit of ir1re-e'g &K - (e 31 38
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creased foreign investment. As was ,aid of the proposal ill the ,l-
ceediigs on the House version of the 195-1 code:

To the extent of deferral of tax, there will be corrspondingly increased oppor-
tunity for foreign investments determined, its they should be, by foreign urjaket
considerations * * *. loth sovereign and subject would abide the commercial
outcome of the foreign venture, and both would Imbofit froin fratwhig the subject
of the burdens of frustration and une6rtainty occasioned by present law.

Discussion of the Barlow-Wender proPostil has evoked a number of
suggested variants, ranging from a proposal t hat tax he imIosetl ol
lie recipient of (listribilt ioils from the special cl.is,, of corporatioll,
rather thI an on the colporlittioll itself, to a proposal that wol id couple
with it the benefits of it 14 point differential and exclude export profits
f rom the benelits of that differential.

I NDIl [I)UAI, BUSINIS

Although there has h' e recognition of the desirabilitv of tWo-viding tax incentives for foreign investments by ildivi 1 alsti ere

have ben few specific lproposals.
One proposal would permit individuals to credit against their oIwn

I listed States taxes foreign taxes paid by foreign corporations oil
earnings distributed to theiit as dividends. .In view of the progre -ive
rates of surtax on income of individuals, the significance of thim pro-
iosal wouli vary according to the individual (ircuiinsta ices. in ,.llie
eiases to an extelit which seems hardly likely to be acceptable from 1the
,-tandpoilit of tile revenues Itii d policies on ihe taxation of individuals.

Other proposals range from relatively modest ones, such a. for
extending the divided exclusion and dividend tax credit to dividends
from foreign corporations. and for easing further the arbitraiv .t at a-
tory limitation o the atniout of earned income which will be 1 ,,,.-
nized as being derived from a foreign business operated by an inli-
vidual, to the extreme of one for exempting from any United States
tax the income of individually operated foreign permiaent establish-
ilnelnts.

The Internal Revenue Code of 1954 did enable regulated investment
corn panies to Ifass on to their shareholders credits for foreign taxes
oi their income, if the holdings of stock or securities in foreign cor-
porations coramprise more than half the value of the total assets of
.ielh companies.

This new provision has been significant princililyv with res)ect
to Some Companies formed for investments il Canada. It does not
provide for investments by the large, unspecialized regulated invest-
meit trusts whose foreign liolhings (10 not Illeet the test provided. an(d
also poises Inechallical problems where there fremany small share-
hohlings in the companies. Proposals concerning these matters have
in tlir involved problems. For example, a proposal that tile invest-
ment companies be permitted to redeem their foreign tax credits. rather
than pass them on, has met with the objection that there would not be
a corresponding recovery of tax at the shareholder level, since many
of tile shareholders are exempt institutions and individuals who pay
taxes at rates less than the rates of foreign taxes involved.

On the whole, it seems likely that solution of the basic problems
of taxing individual income will 1ot be found until soltioil of the



relhtiveiv simple, yet very difficult, problems of taxing ColENorate

THE AREA OF AGREEMENT

Iii this section wve present briefly the recommendations oil which
ti re is agrenient among the panelists. This portion of tile jolilt
paper shoIld be considered together with the -separate papers by the
!,alielists.

l'v palel ists agree a major defect of the present system of taxiing
111Clliie fromi abroad is thlt variat ioiis ill tax hilrdel depelid Oil tile
form rallther t]han the substance of foreign ecoloillic activities. ('on-
se(Ilelitly, tll important consideration il the recommendations is that
chinges'in the tax treatment of foreign income should be directed
tovWil'd the development of a tax system which imposes the samiiie tax oil
It giveli ecolilolic act ivit y whatever r its legal formi.

Tile areas of agreeneit concern firstly the type of foreign income
Puol. which Waelrate tax treat llent should be provided aitlld SIc(oIlV a
timber of technical changes which would imwrta.,-e the equity of Ib1e
lax svstelil.

(Qu.mIFiI) FoIIIw;N INCOME

There has been general agreement that separate tax treatment
sh iild iot be provided by new legislation for foreignii imnCOnIe w hich

niot derived from substantial economic activities abroad. There
has, however, beeni diversity of opinion on how this objective could
.he attained. As has been .liscussed in section 4, in 1 )4 and again
in 195) legislation was submitted, the result of which wouhi hime
Vliei the exclusion from benefits of iiiiich iicomne derived from t1
coiiluet of substantial foreign business activities. Ii the opilnionl of
the panel, tile provisions of these proposals would be unduly restric-
tive anti inequitable.

In distinguishing the income which should qualify for separate tax
treatment, the crucial consideration in new legislation should be the
extent to which the income is derived from tfe assumption of risks
it ecolOnlic activities abroad. Of course, im many cases, come

clearly is derived solely from either domestic or foreign activities.
It those cases in which income is derived from a combination of
domestic and foreign business activities, we believe that a fair and
workable apportionment could be made on the basis of the relative
expenses incurred here and abroad in the production of the income.
For examl)le, if an American firm incurred $45,000 of expenses ili
wholesale distribution in Brazil of goods l)urchased in the United
States and $5,000 of expenses in the United States (not including the
purchase price of the goods), then at least 90 percent ($45,000/$50,000)
of the income from the sales should qualify for separate tax treatment.

It is further agreed that the recipient of such qualified foreign
income should be entitled to segregate that income aind( to defer tile
payment of the lUnited States tax oil that income until that income
is used in the United States. Also, United States tax should not be
payable on tlat income merely because it is withdrawn from one for-
eign coulitry anld invested in another.

()n the qt'estion of whether there should also be a reduction in tie
rate of tax on such foreign income, the panel was not able to agree.
This issue is diseuised ill the separate papers.
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EQurl A1mi TECHNICAL CHANGES

There are a number of technical changes, involving little reveiue,
which should be made to increase the equity of the present tax sys-
tem and to remove minor impediments to investment abroad. 'I hese
tile:

1. TIE 10 PhRCENT LIMITATION ON TAX CREDITS

Under present law, a United States corporation must own at least
10 percent of tile voting stock of a foreign corporation in order to
obtain credit for its appropriate share of the oreign income taxes
paid b) that foreign corporation. 'lliis lrOvision has deterred port-tolto foreign investment by Uited States corporations. It is, tiere-

fore, recommended that credit be allowed, regardless of the percent-
aVe of stock ownership, provided reason le reports required by th
'lI SasIV are sutibillitted.

2. CIEDI'T FOR TAXES P.AIIDlBY "(;I.VF-(I;,NillIYI)REN"

('red it is now allowed for income taxes paid by a 10-percent-owne
foreign corporation, "child," and for taxes paid by a ,50-percent.
owned foreign subsidiary, "grandchild," of the 10-percent-owned for-
eign childld" hlowever,'no credit is allmed for the til xs of a foreign
subsidiary of the "grandchild." Such "gneat-grallciiren" are
usually conceived to meet exigencies of foreign law and their usC
should not, therefore, be penalized by United States tax laws.

3. SIM81I'FI'.ATION OF FOREIGN IOLDINOS

[he foreign corporate structures of Inny corporations with sllb.
stantial investments abroad are complex and unwiehdly because at
various times the need arose to create special foreign corjloratioiis as
a reult of requirements of foreign law. Often the need for these for-
eign corporations has passed and the lVnited States compniaies would
prefer to eliminate them by transferring their funtions to olher
colilpanies. Corporate simplilications of this type are, however, often
barred inder present law by the imposition of substantial taxes on
such transfers. We recomnuend that reorganizations of this type
be permitted without imposition of tax.

4. CARRYBACK AND CARRYFORWARD OF UNUSED FOREIGN TAX CREDITS

Because of the differences in timing and definitions between tile
Iited States tax system and those of foreign countries, situations
iliS in which Countries having lower tax rates than those of the
United States on the average over a few years, Impose in particular
years rates of tax in excess of the United States rate on tile income
involved. In those particular years, credit can be taken by a United
States taxpayer only for a portion. . of the foreign taxes paiA. In fair-
ness to investors caught i tis situation, consideration Sh1ould be given
to tile feasibility of giving permission for limited carryback and carry-
forward of the unused tax credit of the years in which high foreign
taxes are impose(l.
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5. IEOULATED INVESTMENT CoMP.\NIES

At preseitt, the lar'e U united States regulated inivestnient companies,
wiliclh are large soirceF of new equity capital domettically, have found
tie I unitedd States ':fx system it hatrier to the investment of even a
',iiiall l)ortioli of thir fillids in foreign sec.urities. While the members
of the panel did not feel sullfcieit faniliaritv with thi technical as-
ioct Sof this area, tihe coilseusus was that, ii study should be nade of the
I:wib)ilitv of ailelilinlg United States law so as to permit these coin-
,:iflits to ilivest, abroad.

These re iiued(llt io t s have beeui presented in skeleton form. Ad-
,tit i(mal (Ouients on lthein are contained in the separate papers which
1(dlow.

I'N T1) STATES TAX.TION OF ('()RIPORATE INCOME
FROM INVESTMENT A BROAD

EMILIo G. COLLDO'

Ihroughout the postwar period, in tile )lemlene of the abornially
1) gh 'or)orat tax rates, thelo ha', been it need for changes in the
1United States tax treatment )f income froilt corporate investment
abro ad. The,e changes have keel needed in faillness to investors, in

it,., interest of United States foreign policy, anld as a contriblition to
ihe Uliited States economy. Last year a)propriate measures were
Veconleided by the Ranldall (omimnission anld by Presideiit Eiseli-

ho%,\er. 'I'his year the Presideit. reiterated his reconlieidations.
It is tn fortunate that there has beel tile delay in iimllmentation.

'I he original I louse tax bill last year included the major recoinnleida-
I 1,0ns. albeit in what turned oiti to he in uisatisfactory forni. The
1,1'ic-iOis wVel'te th'ol)ped in the Selate bill, but not because of any
, asic disagreen'nt, with tie ehanges IWoicosed by the loue. Senator
(eorge has stated recently:
I favored the provision in the code last year, which was not adopted, to give

all of our American investors a slight differential * * *. We put it over and we
thought that the Iouse would coui up and give us a chance to discuss it with
thein, and they accepted what we did to knock it all off, which wasn't what we
u anted.

T'l apparent 'etrOll for tile Senate .delayilig its decision wias tile
dl(,si'e to ive tie for fiirther reconsideration of soi ie difficulties
rat,,ed bv the wordinig of the House bill.

Tl ere is now before the I louse a new bill, II. I. 7725, dealing with
the taxation of inconie from abroad. The bill was drafted by the
Treasury anld transmlitted by Seeretary hlmlhrey to Mr. Cooper,
(.hlirnai of tlie W1ays and Meaiis Conmnittee, in a 1;ublic letter which
Fet forth some well-chosen general principles. Unfortunately, the
"0 ordilg of tile new bill itself would seem to have replaced the difficiil-
ties of last year's bill with new difficulties of a serious nature. As a
re-sult the langer arises that teelnical difficulties will again stand in
tih, way of the needed revision of our tax treatment of income from
ai broad.

IMr. Collado wishes to record his appreciation for the e-xpert assistance received from
Several of his associates, in particular, Mr. Arthur M. 11ayes and Mr. Jack P. Bennett,
during the preparation of this paper.
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III I lies c I iciimt All wes it ,eellis \ ie for Somie at el It ioll I)t' t,', jt .i

to tax eollsidernlt iols that light at fist lai'ee d iisiii ssp, Its IlaI'
feeulilical. Ihis ati tetioll to details is levessl rv, not ollylv 1welits., 111o
details lay Ie c1'1cial ill the vollsidertiol of the Ilew bill, bit al,,
beca uso there are al appreci a ,. de iiuilr of featl res il MWr lwe,.,,iat
ftx fralu, work which l are,, illcollsi-ttt with the Iliobject ive of olir (G.
etlliu'lt to facility e privale investillient abroad. The removal of a: v
,l st 11 t(11 ia 1111111 wl '' ol I lle.e i1icoi1sistelicit,s from o1r lax SVsh ll wi u W l d

?"'1'Iit l il reae, Ile faiines of tll, sIStel and alit l, s:utt i, t ill, wIlll
remove i lollant illpedillil its to Irivate I l'ited St at es invelillbent-
abroad.

Timt .'rutl:) To' ]{t:M41 1: T.\\ II'I.:Iw ~Isx'. "n), lv\',v1: lku :,,'.ME1\"T

A IittOA 1)

A i attellpt is tdle ielow to det'sc'ilk, lu'ietil" the prin1ci(l11 illcil: -
si,.lelicies i11 11r' tax law iiii'h deter private, iii vestlitt a)'o:t(d. II
t,:ti cllt' a r'ltti' i," I 1'opoN'led. Ilii11 Ito i.1,'e, the 1i''lne v w\'ollhI llUl,,nel1ll? :vail:11dh, the, t1\ trvalniuvn! I'al-v a1\a:lah1 h'to 1lh4,ze t:t\-
l vI,,r who calIn a1:ke dl llui..ilv, c.loiv, ill the ,.orp l :le, vehli,.lv for,

thir act i'itiez a1ro:d. In iiost cases it would not be ilecessa1"v to
ievii6m exist ing l'ovi,iolls (if t le la w: rat her it wolild bI nev'e'ai v
Inei, lv to sul)ill exist iting pl'i'isiolls with adidi ional p '0o'i..i o(1-.

'tate ill which thi w.a11ve lax i, inlio,ed o a iven (,"'0 14li.ii ol'11 i
Ndlt her Ihat olerattin i,; t'li('led th'tough a crp'oratl'ute lni\i.li,
tiilough a dolliestit susid il'y corp'oation, o1 through a foi'ei 'r'1,,h-illia ry corporl'a ion.

1. 1111W l'RIIIEM oV111 C Or TAX TREATMENT 4W INCOME FROM ExI'oi41
l, or purlposes of eded tax challges, what sholud bt eoi.,idereI 14)

1)4' income f'ome aitoad ?' This ias the tjiestiou tillit confointded tilh,
House last vear and that prevn'lt lit' 'e forin ill tile tax tlrf lllit I iftevel thati i1lne whlitlh w0,, i'eai' fl'0fll1 albloazd.

There are probably Some basic d tisa g[,1elntls oil this que tion ,i 'c.
some tIxporte s would I11'glie thlt 1111 their iaecoi .' should be treated a,
ilicolle froulb abroad. Nonethehss. the prollen last year was ont' of
medical detail rather thlan of principle, since, there was gelleral agree-
mient ill tlt' hgisati'te and execut1ive branches that intomle froin e-
1 ports should be treated as ile1t from abroad, for tile purposes of the
pIroposed tax r'eliefs only to tile extent app'oxinlately that the InOle
resiltetl fromu risk tihiat i's to siui, iivulmestiil't abroad. *

A-s was noted earlier il tile oilt factual pl per, there are three p1111-
eipai neth1ods by which income related to ex)ortS may be qualified as
inwolme front abroad ullider present law and erellat tolls. All three
nethods reqluire at least that the sale take place in such mnnller that
title to tilt pr'odllets p 'asses abroad. Of tile three elthods, le 0114.
which liol-illailv would ill practice 4:1lifv tit' l;'gest perctaltlge of
in.l',rie as incoI;te from abroad is for the' lited State. producer to
s,,]l his products to a subsidiary" corl)orationi before those products art
-old abroad.

Ili tie l'reasurv View thi p1 'e'selt s'stelli of clahsifying incole from
expot's as illeonl, from abroid is s flti , ilc.o'v so long as the tax eon.,,.
quelices of such4l it ela.ificatioil are limited, as thty t'e ullder prse1it
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ha W. Ti'le'Iren'sriv ll i ition is, lowever, lhait the lPresidellt's revi l-
Ii iti11a mlo1 V'a lilot, ie aliid to all income from abriol if a large
I )nportl ,, of i ll'ie h,, d oa Im It i vxI rls is to .beco ('si, hred i ncole fron
abroad. lhe Ireasitt I, is Oppolsed inl prln'iple to tax lejieits for in-
1,4,a',v fromi lhe simple t' tivify l selling goods for it forign destinla-
ti,,i when tlie 'lif id States e'xpjort(ier is not really involved in the
rIreiisiio , o ',v. I i io omi p l 1113e may te l PSSre.ed in the
'I[re.illr V view by compellingg revleili (ohISi(lernttoms. For ia recent

year tile total I Iited St ates tnx revenue from inlcome from investments
airoadi ws.i esti llat d (Io ble on le order of $.,-(i lill ion. Tlie tax rove-
i,le froiii i n'ole related to expIrts was estimated to he in the nteigh-
orihood of $soo i million. 'I'heriv lglit lieb a c .rrenit reve nle loss of a

.,ood rlprlit onl of this , tl'er slll if exI il't ileOnie coili ill practice
lbe ,ili lied as income froiii abroad nieIely by tthe organiztil ton of siub-
-iiris. For t Iiis reason tle e 'rl uri'v proposes in ilie new tax bill
t,, ,'vt lip), ill ethect, Sepailrat' e aind Ilel' set of detin itiolls of Wlhat is
ioillie frol iitrolld for.tiill'1el(e5 of thle I ax lii'iitits i'e'i elietlded.

The Trei~li'V bill would diisfillilif' ron its blenitits le ineonie
from tiny forelln Subsidiary vorporiion or any braichi operating
i roaid if Ihat intIioime wits deni'ived to 111' extent from t lie wholesaling
.,f goods other lithan It e l)ll(oduedl aiload liv flhit eorj lrltion or
that bril'll or by a iifll mte f lirai ebad. Al i ifillit w~Al( lie dleited
,i, another rli'ranchi o r -iliothelr foreign sliiial nv of tile pll relt U united
St iltes ('olllilli 1 ' l vi tle I$ l ilt llli i n l, (i,'stlll. I|lieze pi'ol- 1ons
'< ,iihi (~'l2i inilv" exclhi(le till itollile frotm exlortiing fromt the United
Stafi's for wholesale li ol'ad, -itd tliy wollulI do far iore. All hI le
illOlile from i iii ill -iolliln-h iivestiielit in aOitintlt'liroad would he
,i iltaliied if thint colmpliany Sold at wholesale evelt i worth of goods
pl',,ilieo d i t lie l'nited itlit ,. Tle iniome wollhl still lie disililllifted
if thlit dollar's worth of goods were lioilght front it traig'er w-ho pro-
lltced it itbroad. Tlhn illcomtne would event be dis uallilified if the (101-
l:t's worili wire 1)l' ole(' illeiolidv ttl affiliated 1'itited States, ('oi'-
iorate Subsidiary, for il bill would t'ecoltize only afliliatel foreign

10lliorlitiollq. It is tUli(eir sto0 fliat lie 'l-elal'" floW feels that, the
t,;eliiolt of tle ilcolnte derived froin the ,IllilIg of prodlest pro-
duIeepl a1IrolId by affiliit'd 17nited States coriorat lolts was a drafting
Irror. It is to'be 6 hoped that this error will be eorreeted. B1t, even
with tlhis o1e restriEtlon removed, it seimti doultftll that tite remain-
Iig arllrv of restri'tions oil the wholesalillg llusiness are necessary

toni, fair 1111d workal)le (lhtliion of income from abroad.
At the tllllle tilte it is lot es to lie sat isfild with s oie of tie simple

:ilterniative solutions which live leen most often disPIIsde(, sonie
have suggested tiiat any ilteonie from a periallent estthishment
:Ilrotid should qualify. ' While 1 perinatent estiblishimttent ,11iolil
plrobElyibleiV lie a niPtN'V;: eolitioln for qualifi('atioll, it lmliV not be
felt to fie i siffiielt e'oilitioln b itself, sinee some have contended
that Ii s1a1 ni oilii ofleie eoi'011(1ilwavs lie set 1p) if enolltili income
were at stake and the Treasury would Itave a hard time deciding wien
that, office was llub tantiill eitollgh to he Called In establish lment.
S)tliers have suggested that, the payment of income tax abroad should
1' sifllcient grotnids for qutalifuIation, iut. again the contention has
been made t hat if silflicielnt income were at. stake, tie,. paylnent, of
lnoitinal foreign tax might, posibly le arranged. Finally, others
have sulggestei that a workable distinction between export income
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and investment income is not feasible and that, therefore, all export
income should qualify at least for deferment of United States tax.
Of course this last suggestion may not be acceptable to the Treasury
from a revenue point of view. 'In support of the suggestion it is
argued that United States firms simply selling abroad now from a
IUnlited States office would be encouraged to invest abroad since the
tax on their income could be deferred only so long as they reinveste'd
the income abroad. The deferment would be a particular'sigiticance
to such (irms since, unlike investors abroad, they (to not normally pay
foreign taxes at all. However, any provisions to increase investment
abroad should be available generally and not just, to those who happeul
to 1)0 purely in the export business. heree is a likelihood, moreover,
that sine exporters would use a large proportion of their retained
earnings, not for tie usual type of investment. abroad, but rather
for the imineing of existing or expailded exporter credits. Possible v
an existing intittution, the ExI)ort-Ilmort Bank, should be used for
such exporter credit assistance as the United States Government sees
fit to provide. It is true, undoubtedly, that tax deferment for ill
exporters would lead to some new investment abroad, but it would be
preferable for tax reliefs to be given, not ol tie chane that some,
investment will be made, but rather to the extent that investment ik
actually made. This is the basis of the two alternative proposals to be
put forward here.

While these proposals differ from the text of the Treasury's new
bill, they are in accord with and would implement tit( Seemtary's
stateneiit of principles which should govern the definition of incom
from abroad. "It would not be desirable or wise for this country to
subsidize exports." "Small businesses should have the same potential
advantages as large businesses." "The standard ,elected should not
be subject to manipulation."

To embody these principles the new bill should be amended to pro-
vide that, for the purposes of the tax changes proposed in the bill
and in the abseciie of an independent method of determining the
portion of income which is from abroad, the portions of a company's
income which is from the United States and from abroad should be
determined by reference to the relative extent to which the income is
attributable to expenses in the IUnited States by a permanent establish-ment in the United States and to expenses abroad by a permanent

establishment abroad. The relevant foreign expenses would include
the costs of the maintenance of inventories abroad', of foreign sale..
forces, of advertising abroad, of services and supplies required ill
processing goods abroad, and of the depreciation and interest on platit
and property abroad. In a direct manner these are the expense,
giving rise to the foreign income. Comparable domestic expenses
would give rise to domestic income. A comparison of such expense:,
caln give a rough but adequate indication of the relative extent to
which a company's income has resulted from the assumption of risk
at horne anti abroad.

To be more specific, one satisfactory way to treat the income from
wholesaling abroad of products nimade in the United States would 4e
to class ify an entire income stream in accordance with its predomi-
nant nature. If only minor foreign expenses were incurred in sending
United States goods abroad, then none of the resulting income would
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lie considered to be from abroad. If, on the other hand, substantial
foreign expenses were incurred, then the whole of the income would
be front abroad. Under this system there might be some difficult
borderline cases but the nature'of most income would be easily de-
termined.

Alternatively, a formula might be employed to give a more exact
determinationn; income. from wholesaling United States products
abroad would be divided between the domestic and foreign classifica-
tions in proportion to the domestic and foreign expenses involved in
producing the income. For the purposes of the formula the l)urchase
price of goods to he resold would not he included ill the expenses.

l'he use of the formula would involve somewhat more paperwork
than the alternative method, but the formula would avoid the possi-
bility that the necessity or lack of necessity for large tax Iaiynieits
wouhl turn on tie dillheult interpretation of how much is "substan-
tial." If a formula is to b, used, a new provision is needed. Thik
rarely used fornmn hI now in the tax regulations gives disproportionate
weight to the sales element and no weight at all to expenses abroad.

Thoe alternative suggestions provide workable equivalents in the
international field for the apportioment formulas in general use by
the States within the United States. In various combinations the
States make use of the elements of property, layroll, sales, and naiu-
factoring cost within a State as the deternimant of the percentage of
a company's income which is subject to tax within the State. Each of
these elements is given recognition in a theoretically justifiable manner
in the suggested approaches.

The approaches would not qualify as income from abroad the income
from selling goods to a foreign destination without any substantial
form of foreign investment being involved in the process. At the
same time the approaches would not disqualify investment income just
because it was earned by a company that also had some export income.
The approaches would also void discrimination against the business
of wholes ling. They would, moreover, avoid putting the United
States Government in the inconsistent position of setting up a tax
incentive for companies operating abroad to shun buying from com-
panies producing in the United States.

2. DISCRIMINATION AGAINST TilE BRANCH OF A UNITED STATES CORPORATION

A second inconsistency in our law is a form of discrimination
against the corporation which operates abroad through branches of a

United States company. Such a corporation is taxed currently by the
United States on its income from abroad. The same company could
not be taxed by the United States on its foreign earnings if it chose to
carry out the'same foreign business through a foreign corporation
which retained its earnings in the foreign business. All other factors
being equal alert managements would undoubtedly choose the latter
form. eut sometimes, for reasons not relevant to United States tax
policy, there are overriding reasons why a company cannot make the
choice. Foreign government policies toward domestic corporations
may, for example, prevent the choice.

Another reason is that there sometimes are, aF will be discussed in the
next section, other United States tax disadvantages to operating
through a foreign corporation. It has even been suggested that there
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are tax advantages and disadvantages to each form and that the in-
equities in each form should be kept to counterbalance its advantages.
Bad as this reasoning is in general, it is worse when specific cases are
considered since often the advantages and disa(vantages of a part icu-
Jar form do not apply to the same industries. No satisfactory reason
has been put forward why Tnited Stlates law Should discr;iminate
against United States corpolrations operating abroad.

On this account, Secretary IHumphrev recommended to the ('o-
gres, in July that, in line with the I resident's recoinmen1ation,, per-
mission shuld be ranted for nruited States corporitions to defer
paying the I Jinited statess tax on the foreign income of their bran'leS
until that income "is finally repatriited.' I 'nforil ately, the text
of the Treasuiry's bill falls far short oif ant at tempt to remolfve the d is-
criminaltion in avror of the foreign corporation by permiitting the tax.
onl the ineomle of at branlch to be deferi-ed to thef. sample extent a1s thle
I llited States tax on the income of a foreign subsidiary. 'lhe new
Hill wohill allow the United States tax on foreign branci'incole to Ib
deferred only so long as that income is invested in the country where
earned or in-
assets having a teiorary stiius wIthiln ally other f-i eialn coillitry if sm-It a-,ts
* 0 * will e tran.n itied In tltie voir,81to ) li1e lit'fo'r i l , I ry i which t
branch Is situated.

Such restrictions cannot be a pllied to Ibe iinvc,11ii il s of a foreign
.-libsidiary'. Wh ly. then, should 1ev Ihe apjdliedl to ia I listed sales
branch abroad? If a foreign suliiarv oper tili i i i nilderdevel-
oj id Colintry wishes to kwerl ifs workilig caihll hmha iices in ia Lfiono
or New York hank, l1niiem4 States lii lOt'li'l try to impose i tax
penally. It. is not clear thiit a lpililly Woldtbl'le imposed uinider
the wording of the Treasuiry bill if a uniteded States branllh abroad
tried time samle thin lSilirly, al subsidiary corilporation in Caliada
can freely invest arlllligs ill on1e of its slisidiaries ill Latin
Amlerica. lyiv should not a Canadian branch of it United State-
cor)or.t ion be equally able to invest in Latin America ?

To el miinate these icliconsistle iies, ile Treaslry's bill should be
aniejldeld to provide thilt a Uiited States corporation should not be
required to pay tax on its incoine froln abroad Unitil tlat income ik
ied yI Ili le volol ion its doiest ic operate ions or for the payiiiet

of dividends to its stockholders.

3. DISCIUMIN.XATNx AGIl NST TlE FOREIGN SUBSIIDIAiY OF A

U'NITEi) STATES CORilPlORAI N

In time joint paper it was noted earlier that there is in our present
Ux law a forn of (ljcrimiination iginlt those Tlited States fir'mIs
which are required to conduct lheir foreign operations through sub-
sidhiares incorJ)orated abroad. For these Uniiited States conlipaliiei
it is sligt consolation to know that tlre re, as noted in the pre-
viouis section of this paper, attractions in thle u,;e of foreigm subsidi-
.tries for other companies which are interested in large-sce reinvest-
nment. of their foreign income. Sometimes United States firms are
more concerned about the p~rosp~ects of sizable operating losses abroad
tAnn w;"h thp possibility of suipplementing a large initial investment
with reinvestment. of earnings. Thes firms are, therefore, put at a
disadvantage when foreign governments require them to operate
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I through (onimllies incorporated locally; their operating losses abroad
in foreign subsidiaries calilot Ile deducted currently from taxable
iTnited States innIte as they could 1w if the use of foreign branches
%\ere allowed. In itdditioi," [Tited Stat(-s tax laN has imposed an-
othr disadvaniltage by denying the use of two tax allowances employed
iii the calculat ion of ihe taxable income from investments by branches
in the mierals field. In de(termining the taxable income froi a for-
eign corp)oratiol for United States purposes, there is not only a dis-
allowa'ce of cii'rent United States deduictjois for soelic develol)ment
expe eses and of perceitage, deductions for depIet ion of mineral de-
posits, Ihere is iltso a negatln in some caItss of tle.,e allowances when
allowed by foreign governments.

It, sentls tin foil titlate that, Ilnite(l States law should serve to offset
deplctiOu PIroviioiis wh iv foreign governments after careful study
mtiy l ive i0 lodled oil the divisions ill Illitd Stat(s law. It seents
.,spJci:llv tm fort iniiav \e , lin it is realized that the provisions Iiiity be

fli lIv i apiic'leh to foreign CoM /Pt it ors. Moreover, it seems unlfair
1t1at1 tax iledlitions gvtmeralll\ allovc.l tIn1der '1ited States lIV alld
11141d ilt fll, calcilIation of ii te t axalie income of branilchts operating.1hro:ml .q.lold Ilotcvider into~ 111v v'ach'toll fill(1 , l'llifi'd Slate~s tax
to h l i d l illr. m, fo I' Co l vwi,_11 -Ilb-idliarhv.4. P,il% the in.omie
of a fiiiiiti 'il-i i m .iilil It l it i i'll \i 1  fuill usem of tdw de.-
lh lit ilit'l iiiw.I pro% iltIl ill I'tilel Stalt' hI' fin' lii pii tp ' of

jhalcrnitedl ' t1itct lt'.r ii - rii iiltm 1ii,-ili itf'- iiti..ld l. :iti'd
Ibe laearv I 1iel St l awd S I;t, v :1, r ith'1-'11tv i i ltt-d il n i i.e

.lit-tte im ,lv. 1,, 1 ,1,t1101-o. s ,tl' .iar . fo, i 1e1i.. i 'i tada
t0 'iiil y Inilt, Sktl .t m ,ij tzii ic - of loali ll.. lto- lihlv t Iri.,,o
g r .vrij. limitatin sl1t1tIt -iie r i to I lit-. 1A:,l.ili ve i1d .for-
it inilvi shltv :m l o I Irha idv e iti poi--ililt. feror I'lline fSeigs

4incoipoa iou is clellyd1 r1epti i'eill- ) ilo .I ni c1ii St1te ciipitnieof

s.hlde i folrit balweidiariv, fi. 'nit'le State, h\ rv -ittlli i

%MP r o til. tn ofafregput i bt the Ran altt tommtIi) iate

ast to ted itMl crre. lsas frroiti I n i;ht - f Stat lwl-io ila I d e
sta'ts aoll-olilati her, onf .ulrliai l in M.exico and Cania
to comly ith tol rap plvqullnt of local lw. lo' s ily thi, ear
,"tiidphie 0liil5io e should be tlvitiiiv]. Al.oi ica .illthe uvd for
foreifgil il;(llpon'ktio)ll .'.mllet'illle"; ll'i v'z fr'oml fol',i~ll govellllivllIta

attitudes rather tha fro m p oldsilive ledl rt tiitiithe Inelection
to consolidate shlo prbaly be available whethi r or not foreign

ricosrporat ior is ihgallv rtiOn f vasd esr .i'oitei Stales ctmi ie'
shl e not be althwedr to defer I'lited tite s a ax for it 111ubsid- of
years oi the inetaill of a f re ign sbidiary aid Ilrec to cnolidate
and to deduct it cm-rlTitt los, froml Unlited| Ste, tlx when a Ibad Year

cones along. bathier ollwolidatiom \h,,n elected for a foreign g..tl-sidiarv Shoul apply equlallyN to tile inv't., e or- lo.- of the current year
and all ipreN iolls Y'ears for tha:!t sl.dav Illehr re~asolh. 'e-vula-
tions, however. a c.ompamy should be allowed to dikeontinu, all ehe'tionl
to consolidate tile inlcomel of any particular foreign subsidiary.

Permission for consolidation'as described would relllov 6t aCMn-
siderable extent the present discrinmination against foreign subsid-
iaries. Tile new tax bill tankes no steps in this direction. ()n (be
contrary, the new bill would aggravate tile situation by? extending

some of the disabilities of foreign subsidiaries to the branches of
United States corporations. A corporation which wishes to have any
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of fihe eleeils of the new flix hill for (,he income of ifs bracll4 w1uld
lie reivuired to "elect" to have those irnhles Ireated its foreign Hilb-
sioliarees. The bill stiales, "Ay ti dduclt ion allowed lv this s ithitle il
the ('ve of a dIniest vorili'Iriton ,1ha ll tot lie lillowefl, if S chl defll'.(
tiou would not be alwe il in l e deeihijlit Iio of the earnuigs 11nd
1 o)lt (if a foreign corporationn" F'or this dis-'ininiiitio l against
7 ated Stilel iP8111iies eVidoyitig fou'eign suI.liaillries or segegl t Pd

f 1i, 1014 braumic ll r'. ) e.n it, to he just ifcil ion. Atl he very
least the bill sliihl be a111mii led by striking otII he olrendin , -la1,.
which hits leen qufo leI. A lA" '.eltIv drafted I lI, IT'reasiirY Wi hl
iit 1'odlct ilicolsilent p1ovisiol 1I 11o lie IUnited Stliis tax lw.
I 'nited States, e'esteml I vntistlher' trade c1'liorllt ions, wlhosie il'(oll o
has the beliie of a II poinl tax rate deduct ion, hul e livelr I len 4, ied
fll% full depletion dif. letioiis al hoed by lited Statle's i hW. '1110
1 'I''li I ell) iisg~lee pisi sui, hive proved to be a s1.4.-,4-s in ell-
I4)ur1'gi1 gr p1uivtau i1ivestlieult abrad. III 1m Vi g olt fli- 1fed
States policy to eliolukg e iivestillet oil a it'roll'' hI i:sis. Ihlp I 'iiifeP

St~ ~~~hol nt(st(i '5 l otiiit now metI it the Wevtertl I Ieiiuisphei t31 1Np"

4. TII tiANI''LTION OF FO'ItGN TAX INN'Vi'IVYF'

It is now gelerallv recognized lhat ilho Illited Slties tax system
ol1t'ls to cailtel t ax illeeltliVes i11trodliced by foreign govel'nlent1
for the u111rpose of ilt rac liug private invest lie t front abroad. When
foreign tax "ales are lowered the, elTeclive rate of United States tax
is raised since there is- less forei ni tax t- e'rdit against Utnited States
tax. It is iprol)yl not so well known that, as explained in the back-
ground paler, the'lUited States tax system may even convert a for.
eiOgn lrovsion for accelerated aniortiiatio1 into an ilcireuuse ill the
total tax l)urden oil a United S ltes investor. This o peration of the
Unied States tax system results in direct harm to foreign govern-
ments, bi blunting heir incentive lrograti.S, and in direct harm to
United states invresTrs, by taking away the opportunities purpose-
fully created by the incentive programs. Indirectly, United States
investors and I lie U nited States Government are harmed to the extent
that foreign governments are encouraged to increase their tax rates
and. therefore, their ,'enuitage share of the total taxes paid by United
States private investors.

In an attempt partially to alleviate these results, Secretary lum-
phrev announced at the Rio Economic Conference last year that the
i'nit ed States (Government was willing to consider modifying the

United States tax system by treaty in particular cases to provide that
the etective U nited States'tax rate on income from investments in a
country would not be raised when that country lowered its tax rate
for a limited period to attract inreestment. To (late, to such treaties
have been negotiated, and where incentives are necessary, foreign
governments and United States firms are still left to find methods
which the United States Government does not tend automatically to
counteract.

Quite possibly the announced program of alleviation of United
States tax by treaty will continue its lack of success. In the past
the United States fias been able to negotiate tax treaties, with few
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V.,'1.pt iois, only iii tltmore devoloped count'ies. The governments
,f ti' Iu(h de( l(w'lot'd countries have been unsympathetic to tax
treaties for a siosiler of reasons. Most important, perhaps, has been
their uiiwilliligness to apspealir to condone tle United States tax SyS-
ts'tli, whih, in lheir view, ijustly taxe. none living its source in
t li1ir coillit 1ie4 .

Ileclilse of flt iilortlinve of the relief to Unitesd States objssctivs,
ainil beciase (if the poor l)r'OSectq of the treaty appl)Jroach, Uited
States law shlilh be-lilni elid 1o provide aiitoniiatlilIy that effective
I iitevd States tax rate will !1ot be raised to ofset. foreIgn ivestmetlt
it illtiitive lrogrillis withi'l Iniet certain criteria.

'I. TIM iS .AA 'WA 'E OF TAX ('Is:ioIT (iN ' %1A , 1510,1l NtIS ARliO 'AD

ill i'ih states cor I'llorat ion,; wii l lr priii'ily polivitg ori imall-
:1 li 5'tltlltl li ,. ,t' ios llitlli, hlsve fillids a ' iiiillsh for (onsiderabllh
it i41114 of filliU for ilivestilletit ill 'o'postratiots %%hith iare Ilot, to be

,,,1it sih ili'sI or liailged its i rs,,iilt of hle inivestmlitent. P rese'it tax
Iim i''cts ,i bt rier which le rs mvlh ilei4t, tlilli frosts roilig iito
l4i1 lgill sotllistions. The lheveliile o'ode stlsites thiI a i Ulnited States
''iill ilritislt l11ii',t o i i s t le! t 1t i pelieIt of tlh, v ttiir to'k of i
flt esli (os'jloritioi if le U united Stsites 'or oi'iat i- to received,
islit for it' ptro Isiti slilire of the foreign Illcollie ts'sx paid by.the
,rigs S'sll slo it i l . As it retsillt. at I 'liili'd Staitv' ot'r l"i ll ITt ' Vel's

i, tI'slit for foreign t l ii piii by i fotetgsi corpr ot'sit toss Whose shitres
:i0V Imliight it1s it portfolio itsve.iln iit. IB v 'nt' it II , a l t 5 percetit
,,1elit %%mldIi Ife l rctived its elh4,4't (ilO 1 intiIl' I sI'tfolio illVP -
lti10li ii il I i ited Stltes cotiplilly. I )osiile t i itiolls thi lis pits ire-
sisi )i ilivesthiles ill I united Stites vollll liiie-.

'lii is rhise'irilitiots seesllis colltll''v to thei' j U'nited Stites
1.,1i, to etlioill ige ilivestitlliell stbt'osd, 'l' i'sllestIv thIte sitiuition, i
f iiiSti ites c ol o'lat iots slloithl lldI' allowed Ic'tedtit 'for foreign taxes .

-:I6li fot'eilgi c li ll ites il % sis' it ha ila iveshv 'l, t'egasdls'its of
fihl 'lsilige o f owir pllp, So lgli , res,,i Ollllle reports re(p tir(ied1, % thet Trlliir'trsillv l ire s bmited. Th'is i., Ih,llle 11i Il'voilillinditli

' 1s1 h was givet to the President by lite Illidlall ( 'olnslission last

"'. lit: tiE NIAL, 1" I f, ' 1 1'III ' iAi N I Xt,', iAIDI lSi'
"onEI vri-ni IA NtlN'l I !I.ItsEN

!'idesr tle r'".ri'tiii' cotislitiolis which hiI ve jiu'.t been ioted, a
Vloilis'd St sitss c'orpot'atil is iow alli led to credit an a )sopriate
hasr.' of te l iit'omti' tixes psiisd by i foi'ign cotiroriilioll. lie income
axes iail' by si fyit lfeigsi sb.isdiniv of tle foregittiis"hign i corporation

tssA iiX4) bL , ('t-eiited ly the I 'nit;d States parent if the "grindeltild"
1- 4%1iied to lthIs extenlt of it leat "10 )e'ctlst. No provisiol is illae,
s'i,,ever, for the crediting of tle incOtile tixe. suf it foreign "great -

.ral ilil" corp orsition even if it is beneticially ou l!'d IN)J percent
fPr the I tsitedl States parent (olptiny.

Tle exigencies of dealing with foreigis gsi'ettrltiiest la s and with
f,,rei nttority interests somietitmes flakes it desirable to create for-
e'ign "great-grandchildren" or even more distant descendatits. There
-,''tqIlS to le to reason to penalize firms which fhid themselves in this
i,oition. For this reason United States law sliouh be amended to
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allow credit for taxes paid by "1great-grandchildren" corporatiots
so long as reasonable reporting conditions established by tile Irea.,urv
are flfly met. This change would remove an additioiial undesirable
influence of the United States tax system on the choice of corporate
vehicle to be used by United States, businessmen in their operat ioiis
abroad.

THlE AVOIDAB.E WASTE

Tle six recommendations which have been given would contribute
to a reduction in the enormous and avoidable waste in those man-
agerial, legai, educate onal, and governmental talents which aref now
devoted to study of the complex tax aspects of the alternate forili
in which corporate ilvesttIent abroad may be Ittade. At the same time
the-o recoinuetdaitimis would remove .eritou iiequities and imithei-
metis in the 'nited States tax trentlteit. of income froni abroad.
These recotillIeii14at lolts i nt i l ort itl t slt)h'ltetlt it t le rate red'hi
tion 111Iich should be till central etlleltt it fhe reform of tlie iiitel
States tax code as it relates to for'eigit ilive;telit.

Till: NI 1:1 tt . rlr, ut' . lRtI i"/lt
1,,I',( Vtqll. |Yeil lll I'iiIJ ,\ l k.lll h ( 1( llll eivq on Fol'I I c l .- 

I to ll ii i ',lic.v o I~ I rfwi I llll leil t d I at Ii t-Iv h it )Ih ll ll i . 1 ret IIIt- itl ) ,I

tIe t rate of IU'nited State- taxat oio) 1illt Ilt lllII fi 'iI I iI tIlt"tillel alI I om.
'Tiie l'ecllil'llllhi(t iou Ill :ilojldl l y the t i , all ltl, as Sellaltnl
t ;t,(tli'te ha.' sqitl. \tiii, l lutcel, t n adopted bly the Selltt' lhut for ,w,,
Itechilic:1l iliiit'ts. Thi, vecar ilh(, lre'i,+ivhll Ila, ri.,11lilitled~ t!-

let'lt elttllf :t i, l, tlt11i ill .11 ly ( 'ti ha urtil cooper r ilitrotluced ti bill
drafted by flie Trealr't to iu illett ti lr.ill tiol. Th, ele
arie defect., il t he 41tafting of ilie ill bit1 it,- basic trilt'iile is right.
Adoptiol of tit e l reoitniteidatiol ill the IteXt .'e-ioll 4
colugless is ill the ge'ieralI ilitlert'- for st era I tea-olts.

IN 'A\Itx it1 'Illi ltI I :sIolt

In fairae.-s to t he I' itiid State, e irn which inves-, abroad Il,
Clitiige is incetid. IIt Secret arv . I tll ireys, %% lr s, "The irl-,t to-1
this retolIitiellded legis-latitiom i, it facilitate tile illtv\e.tilucl l ,tai ,,l
of cal)ital frioi this COAtiIv. At plrewelt, our btsilles firtns are at :a
disatdvaltage ill cOltitt'ies W\it h lower taxes thani our t'O It wiheii the"
have to compete with It iocal alital01', or capital from (trlil'ies wihlil
illt)O,,e lower taxes oll foreigil tilcolite t lla we do." The grait ng if'
t ie 'e'oittllltetIded tax credit (41111 ht I I picetoll f tie taxable illtoll,
froin Ilabroad would reduce the di-auvautige of thie United Stal.-
investor.

The t'iuclge is alsfo Itt'edetl o ilotVe a citnmipet itive disadvaltage of
Some U' 1it'd ";ates itliv'tstors ill relatiot to (ther Unlited State, it,-
vestor.'i The recomtititletd rate reduction is flow available to Stiit
lited Sttit's t'olntjtities wtich tire able to cottdtct their forei'ln
opertiotts through [iited States Western I lelni.slhere trade cor P-
rat ots. But uch C1Orl'tora t ois tay operate Ott ly in the Weslet'l
letisphere. This geographic limitaton arose in 192 at a time when

large areas outside file Westert H[enisphere were uider PIeIieIy ocl-
pation. The di6crimiation should now be removed.
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IN TIlE INTEREST OF UNITED STATE ECONo0oY

The rate reduction is clearly in the interests of the United States
ectinoily in several ways.

Secretary llpilhrey recognized one important way when he wrote
Mr. Cooperl, "Foreign countries are also under an incentive to in-
crease taxes oil United States enterprisesup to the level of United
States tax rates." Tlie resulting increases in foreign taxes somet imes
(1o not hurt tile United States enterprises very imiuch but the in-
Cireass always (o hurt the United States Government and United
States economy by reducing the United States share of tile proceeds of
a prolitable vent are abroadl. Ileeatse of this incentive for foreign
rate increases, there might well develop a long-run tendency for
thie already small revenue from United States taxes oil corporate in-
1,01ne front" investment abroad to disappear if the present, tax system is
litichaiged. A corporate rate reduction now Coull actually serve to
increas the total revenue ill the long ran by increasing tlie revenue
ir4m tihle peronal taxation of income which had its origin in an
increased United States share of inonme earned abroad.

lY reiilovin g the competitiye diatldvlitage of Unitedl States firms
0,!,i-:iltili al , ti at' rate tefliilt i will til-o aid tle Ullited States
i,'4loll0V bv aIlowi n~r I lited Stalte' tirls to iiailerta ke pot elitially
l1110l11 plirclilllve iil\'v .. ilii il..

Pinll\'. ainl liii- it iporoinlyi lrafte rielichum will beneit lue
I iiiltd Sthll, tiVV0i iv facilitiainlgilivs ititiif wich \% ill provide
6,.. I'lliittl St'ltes wib ii Ilie lilmif ec ml iii':ll ' llll'lit-4 of tho'e bla i:c
a lihi-firial raw Illat-T6i a.; whh iich thlt'ovhgi lnitell lState'; ecollomiiV
"ill odI it imtuwt.ililv flet'-":rv it) loliv fronll alliutl. nit'lld States
iie-Ilms sliolil it lie haiilireil in pliing their -killk and r'esources

:i work i llt he roductive xlan~ion of tle o fher -iea, il lie free

w41rld. ()f tollr-e, fit' tax cliige-,lihouiltl ot be tli a, to iildllce
I'liitcd Stat z Ill'; t o r ii iiftir l lt'i' lil fl'i ll flile United
States ito ftml'i rei eililtlie-; just ill or r t i'e, t:tx bllenfit.. This
~,'ilifalitv wa ii i:tliel ag;iili ;i-f \ ll"t bill bv a prtli-ion that

01i. It lia Ibnetif woil !ot apply tl 'I aoiiiinv whoA. "r'o; ilieoliie
,% 14 derived to flit' h\teiit tf 2Zi lelCeullt fituumi flit .ilt of :illitile, lia-
(.itlllr d iill t lit for'-ign cul iit a l iil i nlitenltd d for li-t' in the Uniited

a' i". 'lmhi' 25 per'vili \ I-. if anvfili'ili, too low :I tigil, iant vIreated
ilo lalier of fici i,, ft rvi,,ii ilve-t r., f t'mllg."a , ill tl" illlt' l ' i
tralli-lprt of iii ili'hed i lai t ieial. to tih, lnitied f ltt. l' nevw bill
h1i'z. tillafortiliatelv. ltow'ei lie percelitagre to It) Jel'elit and would
I uildi h ha hidden t auitl' iilt lie hvt imt ( odt. lhlis provision of the
ii0% bill sloillld lit' alliiiletl il the iliter''-l- of tlhe I'niteild States

10 fit:irrE I r Cii ii " s'I EN;TII tiP Till. Fill F WOil D

'lTie ove'rridllg ri',.ili whv a rate re'lction ik needed With such
111,gelcv at tli lloilent is tie ilialjtwthlict' of aln ilcre ',ed flow of
I 'a itet Stateh private inve-ltnt abroad toh lie eiil" itvof t liet itled
States aild tlit free world. In tle words of tlw lresil't's hne-sagte
ti ( 'timgm1-;., tIi, year:

The Natlon's enlightened seIf.intere.t ald -itls oif repIpVibility ims a leader
among the free nations require a forelgu etonwine ii riiraiuii th: %%ill sthilhate
econonlc growth In the free world thrumih enhirgillg oilortanliets for the
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filh, r operathln tot Ill, forc t t set fi'e' ant p'a j a nid v'ollllM'itht, ha 11 'k lsN. I' hr
anil ,ma a'lf-I tarast'IlI aa I o ll i i' . l4l0 a't1 % 11 aa'aII'Ina e I I) t'al'aV lal '4111a'aagtla 111i'1,111Z

(ati' tll, 't IN a1's 'ti li t tail 111, aa'ait , 12 a'raatoila uroa wt Ii l~al a'a'al a
Itl'lt'at |m ltea,'m llr3' tea lt'y ' lia sell I1t1r I saiti aI |I t ii, a111llI.% grawl atlltit o t h ,1 w t S 1 1
abili y 44 t s'cI Ilreiaas Io 'aia iialallll t 1114a i' ntle an l # 1 ''atll , ". III th laI
Ililht, ti ll' w of I 41' a ll abroad d from11 ia ar t'aaitr.'y mtait l thit l tll nnd and ;i
ai1it llat it anaannr thlat It r'sults a l l va't\ nlllmiat largely lay 1ln(1 llln 1 0 a ar % I tI
t'nt'irktes s t lai'" t an ba l1 y ama erm nenI t'It.

TAX lN(''N'TIVES .\I FOR)II'I(tN INV'ESM.E\II'T

ly INA T. Wt-aMa

If the pr'l'nli.s is aceelit that thlte U unitedd St aae a'(I a'anillit ,u ,.lia a
att ivelv to e1'ollriage privatgte h1iteu h1'test1i1ent, tIx i t1't iiet .,1-4.
Cerly one of flie twlit'ml iefthod" atviltihe to the ( ov'a'11 twa t.
sect itt to I tlie Joinit pap er' iniated ther iale is g'latral I ila'a'lm-1't
among t lie palle] lenItvl's that (Ieta'a'err I d of t Ii anied Slitat", Itt I aajlan 1 -
ieal foreign ina'ome woulh ie a desirable ill'eiltive 0 all laat aaI -

li'tl ft1'eid e i tttcoI nhoul he defined. tliv It lit a t. ill ml, l
tiam, alt Iilied foireigii itne Sholl he uthja't't ta ttl'a't'tt to a nl l
I 'uifed States t ax nt in.lad tf *:2 pt'ittt. This paper \' ill ai I -
btriefly I he' th1ev ii'wtO'l.of it ax mient'lure,,s ft tnit'atlt', rave fl't' ,ir11 1 ',"- -

Q I 1-114'0\iltI IN'aME

'raO 1 ainsidaenhh exte t,f ht ttioo\ tafl fill ,il' a lte ill, ,l I
q llflifv far lpevial fax fre'etaflent is it rvelille problem. If illollie
f0a1i1 expto't sales is in'tladed, tlie I'lith, hl States i 'e'eiva', II W lil, alba-
hly in excess of $1 million in revenue front taxes oil faort'igit it'aaaaee'.
(Of lhat snll. oitltt ,QSil milliniI is frii iiinlla'tlenf andt1 .,tI 1la6li1a-a
fronn tex ort. A''oi'di gly It reahlttfioll ill tlhe rate o f tlx tIll !l f,,-
Vigil income to 38 pem'rce Illighlt r.At over $:34 imiillioan Ill i' ,,alota.
Siln'e ill IiIvII' t'linutries tax itltes exa'a'eeh :l8 percent, it cala llte Oasllllh'
Ihat $1;,A lliflion aif tM.\es Iiow collected o int'ome from iiiv,"I aa'nt-
would ! . lit. ilainf ,*1 li't'telt of f lie $10) milliatii aif i're\4la a tfla lal
ex port inc'OIme.

Ito elilintafe thii' I'Mevile laWs. tihe 'rreasui'v in 1951 auil tgali n
1955 offered legislation which attellpted to resiriet the foreign ? income
1a ili f'ing for tle inert ive to that derived from tivit ites ot lher h.il
fle sa)e road of g(o.S man ufact l'ed ill thie l'it'al StIates. ''hat
legislation is imn-atifsfaietory'. Not only is ilna'aiome fr'aaoa export tv\-
C]1aled. hut so iS ti01 of tile incOMe f61)'o foreignt iulltiaelit.

Ilie basie difficult v of the appronai alopttl y ht the 'reta.sIr ii lhat
it fal, to take into ac'nunt the varieties of wat'v ill which' lauISine.'- i-z
alone abroad h 1iv comp:amie.. A typical American investor will havi'
a foreign suhsihiarv which matnifact ures I or 2 of ik !ir(Iletl.. a .
se ibl' s another. anal acts as a distributor tf several otiir prtalt.
mainufact ured by the parent ,ompallV in the l1itetl d lStle'. Mo''-
over, the investaiar. income will ntt lie derived entire inl fiat' fo-ila
of dividend. If pateit,: or pro-e..,a' are involved il" nai)mfact 'tl.
or if tratlemarkc or trade names tart' valiahle, royalties will he Vt'-
t'aivrt-l. In ahldition. fee, are off e t chargedd the slh';idiary' favf' te'hdi-
a':tl. mn aggea nt. :aI,) ,a-a':ir'h 'rvi,'',. It i,. pttenty I kv , 14--l)l , ao
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di (llp sidl it Ilsi3l3 s'z iilit for tax plil1rl.Hvs Ziiil lpply dililig tlx
tillatittellt to t 113' parts.

II '(( l rast. i let , il l oicp i l t'i m 'l iIIt by lihi. I llel reeigc lilies tlt
t3Si .' tliviti . alr i re i U coIldi(3 lt( ( in i varit. v eof wiai y' a d (13((s
1(3l t lttil)t to i pliise i i3'lic I i st -:iIlts fil 1 iii'I 13;3ls of filr'eign b1ic.-
I 33$ r lit 1. 1I l let ('rmi nlt ion (t qf Iui ilioi fl r',ign iucome wolild
I Iv ' )e d oil die expe1' e .'s i11vi l ( i ( ri ht i iVlleml3 AS. s aresuill.
all lVe" (of income froil foreign actvitil Ies oil 11I dw t aik Iih al)3U3 td
,)f ,,. o l"1 IhI~lif:,3,l3'f i ' in ilp' lTiiit-(l Stlilt's 1, ,,i(I hl:irlv ( illlf\.
Ill the 0134' f sa' lie 1lb'3(I tf Sitnit c I lI's lEili'.d g,1' he3
:t41(11P 3 Ivl l l 3 I. I l i lp'fiolle ill it filiil\i e'lli t )h- ' W il it it. 1'jlivli f

tilt, -(, lll of its 3ii1 fllilitioni wmild it, ill I3-Iym-i 111 l t lw 11u133lllt,
of risk assmiied itbIr(ol Iy the eX)orter.

If is ,13.l3lit t t 111h e t lpp'o11 SIggest(d by whe Imlt woI l(l .
.,aIt I'f:hIctorl to lllost liinlss-t groups 11d would 'proltect the hTre13i'
: i iilst re ellle Ills,; 011 illc(0lle wh , I(' 131l(ll reatir .oil iistioul with
f'Il'ig l 3(liviti ies t liull Iller, l.l, Sltg of t ill( l3 l :1(1.

Thie extend of the r'evllue Itiss, of vouirse, deiills oil fihe tylue (if
i IIII ', i v- se I et e(i. 11w balance e of Ib is Jm)J r will (eaiil with the I %N4
111:1 Ill lI.% 's ()f tlitX i IIvvIi .l'4 M t hit-'h N tI ext rece l\Ived sl Il )()rt.

lAx In N* I' i S

A" Itv j3illt JIII('r iillie'lles, re'tqit I i)i' discil.-iol , of Iax iN'13-
l vt". iuv ' ('3e'(e (31 defrrialI of fax alid rate r(du(timl. 1'lie j 411.1
lllll'i1301 wil l)rep3ared tle joilnt piper \\e1', ill ivl'illielit olli the (v-
.ill'Ihilitv of dheferral. ()lillioni v s : I.,lot tillailliliil';1 ]l vee r, 4)11 I'lleP

r3'th3, t ll .
lDEIEiRRAI, OF TAX

I)Deferril of t1IX liilt l:itI United Stafes t ax i0(1il b 1lm3sd oi1ftwreign incomeo lt flit- time it is b~rougzht back fo r use in tile lUnited
States. rather thll lit tile til it is earlied. \cordinigly, profits frol
one3 coultry could be invested in another c(milltiV without first being
Ie(IU(,'d 1)3' 1 Ilited States tax.

.s Jill ilicentive, deferral has the uniqul, advtiiage of g.i'ing I)elefit
(lilly to those whIo Ji1 expandiui lil)road. Sulch coill mu(es could take
Iji(;lits oil which suI)stalit ill I hf1ited States tax was (life and defer tile
IlyIllnt of that tax by reinvesting the 11mone abroad. The actual
cost of t flew inlveStlllel/t thereby woilt be re(1l10(ie I)v tile allloUlit of
the tax deferred. On the other hand, a company whiAh was currently
withdrawing till of its foreign earnings woul not bellefit, since ill tlh:it
event tile income is subject to United States tax.

Recent research in tile field of foreign investment I indicates that
deferral would be an effective inentive to increased foreign inve~t-
ment. Most conl)anies prefer to expand abroad from foreign eari-
lngs instead -f irouglh new dollar investment. If foreign i)rotit,
Mere not first reduced by U united States tax, more capital would be

aiviMhile for expansion. Further, the fact that withdrawinlg funs(
from abroa)dl would result in I listed States tax iighlt encourage son.,
C. llanies to exiliile the possibilities of flew investment ol)l)ortuliitiC.

, fla~rhl .11111 WO, u11pir, r'orelfgl 1live~tiilln atlilt T'iililllit. I1 1tf Habii~ll, sp ' % .er% O 7,, ,
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The techniques by which this deferral could be accomplished will
not o (IisclU ed here. Most proposals have suggested the establish-
ment of a dometic subsidiary to engage in foreign lIsitiess. 'lhe
united States income tax of that subsidiary would be deferred until
it, made it distribution or a loan to its rents. Technically, legislation
of this type would iiotbe d iii.lt to (hra ft.

I'lte rt'velile, loss through (leferraul would bte propori oiit to the new.I
investment which it stimulated. If it did not operate as an inientive,
Ito r-wellue from foreign source inullcom woihl nlot hi smriou'ilv
a fected.

RATE RDUCTlii ION

T'e 4l'a' for an i nct'ntive by leans of a rate reduction is not as
,tron1r as (hat for dWf'rraI. Where deferral gives a, benefit only if
foreign investileint is iiicrea'd, a redu'ed tax rate bernifits investors
that are Colt rating or failing to expand their foreign holdings.

ias an incentive it is unselective in its effect.
Ti incentive effect of a rate reduction is open to question, while

tie fact that it would result. in a revenue loss is certain. As de-
,,ribid ill section 3 of the panel's joint paper, the study iado by
Mr. B ,arlow 1 m ile of tie relat ionship of taxation to foreign invest-
iui ilischl-et no cases il which a decision a'u.ainst a specific foreign

t1%'v,Iaent oportuiility would have been revered even if no United
States tax were imposed oi the income.

While Iihis eonclu,ioll at fir-t seems stalt ling, an examination of the
I co'panies ini vest abroad supportss the fact tlat United States
taxat ion is Iiot i substantial factor. I nve.t nents are mad Ie not because
it i; niore profitable to ilnvst abroad than to invest in the Uhited
States. Iathr iiveet-mnents are ,,' nearly nide to maintain a market
\\h ich call no longer lie sUiiplietI by exports front the United States.

hrt, to flt' mark et may at ise front high tarfil's, exchange Controls,
,iiport (lUota, or local (Ontpetition. Faced by the, a threats, a coin-
Inmi twust lien tlecido whether file market is sulliciently large and

]as'enough potential for growth to support partial manufacture in
dile t',otrv. comparedd to uncertainties like the size of lie itarket
mid ti, cost of manufacture in a foreign country, the role of U nited
States taxat ion is slight.

in addition to the argument that rate reduction is required as an
invntive, it is also often mrged that American comPanes are lt a
tominipetitive disadvantage abroad because of United States taxes. It
should be pointed out that the force of this argument legendss upo a
ituumiler of as.-iml)t ions. F, or the disadvantage to be operative the
mo-Americant imtve'tor must require no higher a rate of return than,
nld have tle same cost structure a, the American investor. More-
over, it is also?'iec,.-,r to assume that the non-American investor
is hot subject to tax in its home country. If the American investor is a

e101 efli"icent producer, the addit ional tax would not result in a disad-
vant a,* e. Similarly, an American firm is not at a (lisadvaltago if it is
satisfied with a lower rate of return than the non-American investor.
Finally, not all other capital-exporting countries exempt foreign in-
COMe. " The United Kingdom, which next to the United States is the
largest exporter of calital, taxes foreign income. Sweden taxes for-
eign income and does not allow a tax credit. France taxes dividends
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from foreign subsidiaries, but exenpts income of branches. Canada,
Oll the other hand, exempts dividends of 25-percent-owned foreign
,,ubsidiaries and in some eases taxes branch income. rhe Nether-
hinds and Belgium do generally provide more favorable treatment
for foreign income than does the United States. In view of thebe
factors, tie scope of the competitive disadvantage may be far less
broad than Ias been suggested. Moreover, American firns have ex-
pet'ielced great success abroad which suggests that the competitive
dii-advantage is more theoretical than real.

It is sometimes said that rate reduction is justified by the greater
rik., in foreign investment. Within the United States the risks vary
in dtilerent geographical sections and in different industi ies. Yet it
has not been suggested that the cure for these differences in risk is to
vary the rate 01 tax o 11 geographical or indUstr'ial 1wis. The prece-
dent set i)y a rate reduction based on risk would be most unfortunate.

Finally, while it is undoubtelly titie that the U'nitel States system
has in a few instances and in ceia iin industries encotiraged foreign
countries to raise rates, this is not a pI-obleni for th(, majority of foreign
investors in most of the countries of the world. 'This may be a justifi-
able criticism of a system based oil allowing credit for foreign tax, but
it does not justify a rate reduction. As long its there is any United
States tax ol foreign income said credit is allowed for foreign taxes,
foreign countries can rai..,e their rates to the level of tile I nited States
tax to take advantage of the higher United States rate. The only
solutions to this problem would be to eliminite United States tax on
foreign ineonme or to abolish tile foreigi-tax credit and substitute a
nominal rate of tax on foreigni income.

TAX POLICY TOWARD INCOME EAIRNEI) ABR()AI)
Roy Bi.Out'l

A substantial increase in tile volunle of LUited States private in-
vestment and business operations abroad, if placed ir the right coun-
tries and the right industries, could nmake iW imnlportant contribution
to accelerating the economic development of friendly but underdevel-
oped countries. If the further easing of the taxload oil income earned
abroad gave reasonable promise of bringing about such an increase in
investment, the action might be justifie(las a method of implementing
the foreign economic policy of the United States, despite time resulting
revenue loss. Tile revenue loss would arise from granting tile tax
benefits to the income on the large volume of already outstanding pri-
vate investment, much of which is in such areas as Canada and Western
Europe, which are not usually thought of as underdeveloped, and in
industries-for example, tile petroleum industry-iwhich seem to be
doing rather well under existing law.'

I As of 1954 the accumulated total United States direct Investment abroad was $17.7
billion: of this amount, $5.16 billion, or one-third. was in Canada, anid $2.l biiiion In
Western Europe. Of the $9.2 billion Invested in the rest of the %orld, iwo-flfths %%an In
the petroleum industry. In 1954 the earnings on United States direct Iniestnmnt abroad
totaled $2.3 billion: of this amount. earnings In Canada and Western Europe were $0.8
billion or a little over one-third. Of the 81.5 billion of earnings to the rest of the world,
three-fiftha were earned by the petroleumn Industry. The direct invesnwnt outflow from
the United States In 1954 totaled $0.8 billion : of this amount, two-thirds went to Canada
and Western Europe and one-third to the rest of the world. (U. S. Department of Coln.
merce, Survey of Current Buslness, August 1955.)

73834-50---49
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While some stimulation of the desired investment undoubtedly
would result from easing the taxload, the studies and figures that have
come to my attention indicate that in all probability the resulting in-
crease in investment woull be small, in view of the numerous other
more crucial factors that enter into decisions to invest or operate
abroad.

If, as a means of implementing foreign policy, Congress decides to
grant some further tax relief on income earned abroad, care should
be taken to apply the relief only to income from investment and opera-
tions that contribute to the economic development of foreign countries
an( that can actually be stimulated by tax relief. This would mean
excluding from tax relief incono which is derived from the exporta-
tion of goods from the United States, as distimiguished from income
derived from operations abroad that add to the ulefulne s of the
goods. Exporters, of course, perform a highly important function,

ut since the total volume of exports from the United States is depen-
dent on our policy toward imports and on our governmental grants
and loans, it would be futile its well its expensive to give tax relief in
an effort to stimulate exports. While I am not fully satisfied with
the formula which several of us on this panel have suggested for dis.
tinguishing export income from investment and operations income,
this formula seems to be more logical and practical of application thi
any other with which I am familiar.

If tax benefits are to be granted, I would urge that this be done not
by reducing rates, but by deferring the payment of the tax until the
income is distributed or put to use in the United States.'

Tax deferment is already enjoyed by foreign sb,idiaries; extending
it under appropriate safeguards would remove an existing inequity.
Tax (eferitlent focuses the incentive oil the reilvestlinent of earning '
abroad. The stimuls is thtus on investment, .since the deferment elld
when the incoine is brought hoeie. Tax defernient affords t privilege
of very substantial value to taxi )avers. I)uring the period over which
the inicone is reinvested abroaI the coinl)111v is permitted to treat the
deferred tax as an addition to its capital for the purpose of earini a
return. If income is left abroad for several years or more, earnings
on the deferred taxes would be the equivalent of a substantial reduc-
lion in the rate of tax. Generally speaking, the distinction between
income from exports and income from investment and other opera-
tions IN ould not be a very important matter tinder tax deferment, since
the exporter ordinarily wold wish to have his itwome for use in the
United States.

The objections to using rale reductions as a tax-incentive device
with respect to income earned abroad seem to mae persuasive. Rate
redutions do not place the incentive at the right point, namely, on
increasing the investment abroad. They would make very important
the accurate distinction between income Irom exports and income from
investment andi other operations. Once the principle of rate reduc-
tion was accepted, political pressures almost certainly would be ap-
plied over the years to extend the scope of the income entitled to
benefits and to decrease the tax rates applied to income qualifying for

'The proposal made by Barlow ard Wender In Foreign Investment and Taxation (New
York, 1955) seems to have been worked out rather carefully.
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benefits. This would not be conducive to a favorable climate in
which to maintain the strength and integrity of the Federal tax
system.

TAX ENCOURAGEMENT FOR FOREIGN INVESTMENT

JouN F. COSTELLO.

Il the words of President Eisenhower:
The flow of ralital abroad from jur country iniit be stliulintid and In

such i minaner that It results In iavest meat largely by Individuals or private
companies rather tMan by Goveranent.

The ]'resident has relpeatedly recommended two principal means
for accomplishing this end. One wuil encourage private foreign
iivestnlient by permitting related income to be taxed at rates soie-
what lower tiai are applicable to) domestic income. The other would
1pernhit deferral of payment of Inited States tax on foreign income
earned by a doniestic corl)oration.

The iew bill would employ both means recommended by the
Preidelit, but in very narrow area, as brought out in the discussion
tiider section 4.

'T'le panel are in agreement that the limits of the new bill are too
narrowly drawn, and that separate tax teatment shou l be pro-
vided for all income resulting from the assumption of risks in eco-
1,o1liv activities abroad.

The paiel agree that qualified foreign income should get the bene.
fit of deferral of unitedd States tax until the income is used in the
Sn itetd States, Itt do not agree on whether it, should also get tile

beIefit of a rate differential.
I believe that it ,hould get the benefit of rate differential as well

a, tlie benefit of tax deferral.
Provisions of present law intended to limit the combined burden

of foreign and United States tax to not more than would be incurred
in a purely dtoilestic operations are ineffective all too often.

Foreign business has commercial and financial risks not encountered
in doniestic business.

Relatively high United States rates occasion pressure to increase
foreign rates applicable to U !nited States interests to the point where
tho foreign tax will usually be absorbed by credit against Tnited
States tax. It would be better to close any gap between United
States and foreign rates by lowering the lnite States rate, thereby
permitting foreign countries to determine their own tax policies free
from l)ressure of the United States rate than to have such pressure
fmnake foreign rates approximate the ITnited States rate.

However such views may he accepted, I think it important that.
some progress be made, even if not perfect. The limited incentive of
deferral of tax on income until it is used in the United States would
bo better than none at all. So also, do I think it desirable that
congress s makes the agreed equitable technical changes set forth in
section 5, particularly as to simplification of foreign holdings. And
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there should be provision for carrying over unused foreign tax
credits.

As a result of differences in views of sovereignis as to when taxes are
to be imposed, foreign tax credits are often lost despite the best
efforts of taxpayers to accommodate to those different views. Al.
though this matter was not considered by the panel in detail, because
some members lacked firsthand experience, I consider remedial legisla-
tion necessary to avoid grave and frequent injustice.



XV. TIE ECONOMIC SIGNIFICANCE OF DEFERRED
COMPENSATION AND PENSION PLANS

vqIwn 'I -)F TAX T ',.\TM1ENT ( )F ],IIIIM iNT
A.\ ,IA)WANC.S

I I P.lt+x,%t '% lI fl , x. Tt)xIIli V K I N I, W itl, IhIiI I g If I tI , 

I. I Nilaiu M I l ION

Th'lis, papetr is k-oilcllti e %ith Ille vqlli( -ly o.,hdcratiolis ill tile tax

heatilleit ()f ret ritleliit allow llice. Tlat it shio hld be present ed
to the Slhcollinliltt'e mIJ Tax Polioy (f tin' ,oiit committeeee oil the
Econiomic iHf 1wrt ist he1lieth factor. lere wet , tle vict Ied with
lhe .-i lIjde i-site of whether dii lete it bil comilpl-arlh vhl-aes of tax-
imVers are being afforded (111:11 ftilities illile tle t ax laws to)

,ii'li ,e etlillolit. -till it1. Such all itl)111irV difleri ill Ioilit of view
rlni t lie att it , taf' of (elt a iai liscat t.iiitiit ees of t lt- ('olurs ,vinZef'

pJrillll' l Olit'll l i.s to lti.+i e rtxlllie. ThIl tletioll ill trfi-i itlstanve
i.S prilmlarily: 'Wiret i, right."--ht tit, tax clil,,, fall where tley

I [. Tx Til, vim JlI.T (,I., S.\' ,s

()ulr tir.t i11(11ir" is, what il'e t lie equity consideratiols with respect
tot lIhe ditlere ltial ill Iax ,eatlll t of sa + ing, by individuals in dif-
fereilt eililplovt'ilei cir, ir'lli.st aies. -ich as (el) those covered in for-
inal retirelt lielit 1)l'k inils. (h) eliployed illdividlials tit covered 1y
iia 1 i, tied rt ireiel it ptla., a-tid (e) the stlf-etuployed anud the profes-

sioii:il. This iee.sarily involves a consideiration of what tax Con-
side'ritioltS, if aliy, havt Ken graltted to each of hliee classes of in-
dlividuials,

A. :1'1[I.01II'S (i i'laTlil1V Itill, M AL IEItE IN Il'I, NS

For over 30 years there have been sleilic stallitory provision s for
Ihe tax treatllllit to (l.illh tY24s 01 iiliouints pu t ay for thenil by their
eiilloyers. While tiei itii1 leal itetllit wlas silll' ig l lv naive ill
its silnijlicity, the Revellle alt horit it, iilideiiented it whth regIlla-
lions anld ni ings which covered most of tle tax COliseqilices to the

Tint these protlens or, tint indigenoii, to the United States IR evident from recent
stetths consildrcd in Great Britain. See Iteport of Ciommittee on Tax 'reitient of Pro-
viling fir Rtetirement, ptresented by tip Chancellor of lhe EIhequier to 'arlinment, Febru-
firy 1954 Journal of Institute of Actuarhis, vol, 80, lit. II, No. 355, Cambridge Universityl're'"iri, TJonlon ( 1954 )._ .I Tit,'e employcrs are also covered by social Pecnri" ip to the first $4,200 of their earn.
lngs. all the boneflts of which are tat-free (I. T. 3447. 1941-1 Cni. Bull. 191 I T. 3104
193R I 'um. Will. 114: 1. T. 3229. 193S 2 Cum. hull. 130). A, +to the dollar value of
thpe henelito If ioirehn ed by an Individunl front an Inqtranee eo.m ony, see Pager. Retire-
nent 'rograms for Attorneys and Accotntake,- 1I New York University Institute of Fed.
eral Taxation 1121 (1953).
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01nt11lovee inII In th, , .IIilt 'I r. Si!, 191 1 111,' 1 I nl or t I RevellIit, ('odoh 111 1 114 )t l i II4 41 lh i g h l y sl i ,' llh lt l P r o is io tt 4 g o lr l lt g t lli lx vo ll-
S041110livLes 14) tilpill 'l,'. alid (,t.1111,';. Itlltld r (lu11lht,41 I irelli, nt

plls1.,
If Ill) IldI \ t'r I 1, 1 ili"l4 or ,l Ilt lq 1 I ti'E i l4 of I tIII 41 ilp'os

ile Itx tiolt,'jll 'lf ($ itI"' 11 u'..wt' : I'I t11llovi',r gt't an t111t11i'dlmti' d4'41114'.
lion for Ihs :1l1oiut 1 '1ilt l1, 'o) I. ' 4-1t' '111 0o'441 Is 10 InM -4d V'ur-
ruvnll Iv oiI Il". Ilii t I'v111 1111 -ii Ii1' 1h 41 YI l t, tt l .'i I ill Iif iii I ill 1
T hli2,10 t (I. it t'tI II I ll' ) 411tl 11of lay ll-lljf i tfill Ilhe ill'fi llit v'41 ln d
fi flh ' ,lt4)111r 411 il iio lv4 l Ehl I I It, i'tlil flo e, re'l i 41, he3 Pl'l lt I i It ilt
hi'n:1ilt 1101 ' il illed i t) him ill t ill, t .' er 1;v rei'ies I htvnt."' I f I he total
11lno1 cred411 le1 d it I IItol alllgt'1' (i fOi 111 ph n11 ve.w.' I i ' IIArI) i t tl b 1 il I
t i \ 1I bh \ ea of. II lIt c fl I f I e Is Iv Itli t i I it I n )IIE' I 1 ii ' 1tv Inlll r y th',e -
.ol-,n Of ,'. k , i' tt El,. te ' 1r 14n 141, 4 lh . o4*' E -t4,, ri is i f lit i li 114n 13
1144 ilalr ', If 11w, Ao ll .t 111 01it , i' di'- lbillId Ill the. 1u:1li Id 1

I~a 40 404.a 1154 1. 4 I 111 : 1 vcf i I 4* I to lin vt o f-li 41444111 v 11?C.ve jiliilrll lI II'so t

sIl' t ahh , r 1 ' Iishit a ro ig, sto'k th,:ti h I f 14 the 141i41 iIil , litolhli iAsiof
of k of lit, incomen l, v r or tiols t l I v: , ; ,1v,,I IIIII ' ,eilito t ill
flit, v ile of .r. i t plle ll i 111 t 1 s: r t i w, rl ti o oill' 1; m 'iee only
whel , As, ,mp l if vfl, ,hlch ie . ols Y ithe t44 lilfo ee The, 1:4 (it f ll o
ah older. hiler 1W (4 liltvI I 'by ai Se.l ov4r t4) it and li'lied 1454 or Ii.,t b. no.
.,.bje't to e lle In\ oll Ow diatil d the ,ilhlyc, if in)it 11 t1 blleC

Siiar4 y lh I 4t a 11:11 :.1 .Ow e.

Ah Sto ,ill (),titl nd " Ilt (2l.l, 11, Cwith a tllilied r0,4n-
le .it ph:1. 1,604, it i.s difli.ll to (1,ti)t. ihlit, 1x).,t luilir of .uR. li-

lied 401. ia)ll and Ow , t.ove l lt the pre.,i,.lime', it is' .. v Ailluld 1th,1 t 1it,1', :are aIllowi 1.;" mtilliotl vl~nlplyevs rec'ev-

tt1 Y ,milit s undh, r,,ypt,o\ itmiv1t, S.00 ,i (l~itlifid pl.I "i .

411( 't- arenlot d oly aShar'n Sitte,.v lt fotter io. tSivSItill who
i, etipeloN ed, The oroitre owe litI pllt. e o. (une 14 0 1h0ll5) ar.I'OII}Rl, tatrr, ll ellwetlt1s over' ,and abo~vt, hoseo prlovided byv scil
m-,v il \"t -.114 :1 4111.lilhd pivhately ilian ed Ivlh'it ,i lel III. I is hli-
coinling ille'rei.'Inly\ e'onillotl ill 'tl'e vllp~lovinln !pa11irll of vorp~oralo
cewv't iv\es to ,a flt l vollra c~lu:l al'ralut Ilenls w herebly splecifhed
.111lllts per lv 1 er'l'ited 'olitllnlV to1 tihe emwit'ltiVe' while

he is captnloyed anfr the :lolttts oSo avi' ailMaied during his period of
active Vih \'llent are (i,-iblted to hil oler a period of lmie after

' F'or tlecrtpltn of grov~th of corporate retirement ,st.\svn In flit U'nited State), and t he
mA,-ons for mullh iru . ti ~t it I M{ ltl,,omle olbserlaiolts oil t-wlltie Il relnvint 13,
0llhr~ard Sc'hool of Businmess Ailmhnlsiratio,,13)

' ws 113 Ip) n-ndl 165' 111:111 1. R. I'., As noliell~ by see 1112 of It,,xentie Act of' 1{42:
pecA 401 40,15 ,it. These llill.% lnot oli to" plans uldi ti re primarily triwilon
"I", temts. but al. o to Itrofit-sharig, stoek bollus, will other ituanm uhich ptrovide a juethod

ofdeferriniz income to the emlo, ee.
tThe , tattle retires a plan to cover either a sptefled porrontagr of tile employees or a

class ofnremptoy~s vhlh dhvs lnot diserlmnaltte Ilit favor oft' he highhy com lien sitted, stock-
holde.r, M r I). Il e ofl Menloce, S , 401 (a) (3) (A) and i B). I .05 . .

'pry' 404 (il). I5 OM IIt. C
S. ,,s. 4 02 4a A RM 403 1 it, l 1 4 1. R. 0.

" . 401 (a') and tOt i a). 11454 1. It. V,
SSers. 402 (a) (I ) and 403 (a) (11, 1954 1. R C.

10 Q~em 4 1IL (a) (2) And 403 (a) (2). 1954 1. R. C2.
11 S . 101 1h)l (2) (1t), 1954 1. R. C.
IsSee, 40.1 (a) t2 . 11154 1. R. V.
u S", 2o09 (0, 11154 1 R. C.

1," 11-11 Ponston anf! Profit-Rharing Service lRept, Ietter No. 13 (Sept. 10. 1955),
pa.18 5 , 11-H P ension aind Profit-Sharing Servle. Rept. Letter No. 5 (June 1[0, 105'5). par.
5.:Ratp. heatringsp before the Committee on Wayse and M~eans, 84th Cong,, lit pegs.,on

19. R 10 4t 51 (1955).
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lip- h'ri ili i 4 i .' lrvice.l W hil, fit(, fil t ll '1iCP of iieh ext ril-
MI tt tllhIr Ii't'liiglPellitn8 Iwot lr Spolid uit willi Iiejsi.ol il thw II-
t' lI Iii I -ve I' II ( d, l a%. I II.'i 2r I I l l ri. v. I v ti lr I.,I, it ',tt vi. ito
illul ,iiI o li I li 11 j E fro I l I -1 f4f1 iod of fli l- J lF :, ,P'll hilh , i ariii i'
I)(v ritii ( w liiiie t1,- illIl fhii y , Io ll be Il lu l ' f il i ltitt2 i l'122J1)
1 I' iiill, , l h ' u ij , t a IV f fir 21 f1f1gifit % 11h 0-h Ii14 i.11rlill , 2,, irt-, I h,.In Ihl too x 111A I,111 is c rreqIJI II111lgly "Ilnl"I ll'

I l l ,I i 1t11i ll .'t I h fill ix i, l ivei f I liti t- i o etr l fhf lt'* f I'li l:a it loll-
lib' if) him al Ii' J llli t 'lf'itiil l .vi , fill If'riel l , Aotf k o.i1lit,hl l Ill, IIiII. V llllll, fill infereAl' fit 111, -olo f,l'lt el oloyitr imleltr

ff1111 I 1 hh11211 14111 thi ti ii I , I h i'll -fi ll 'i I 1 vo -rilf d iif o it l'llifil ti lill

11fl4,It th ic j il i tiil f I 11111 i, l 'm,h i4'Ii, 1I '4'1if' I(I fI I hf'llt'

l I SlI fill ini' 't t ior I 1msi Ii'fl'l fo tli lfl fIIfi 12T h if'l a v t'
F hiI I 'I IyI It l oll i' 42 l ivof ly '1a tI oij i If'i' l t't'iv l fr ,1 V ' ll riI 1:1 1t

i o n i f i Iijlt 1. f 1111 2 -111 1 i %, liIt ) c 1 t 11211 1 111 i', f, ff1111l Owf~

elillivllll o lllllll l ill iolffix:bl. t'olIll'. )lli2 1ollil oll lot

filfl',ifil rd Ilove~~i ino ta iitn g:1 I iiilv, g ith 1121 "flIfjiIi 'll~lI12

tt'iIilf 1(121 li I il h4 , ' f 'P-t lift r Vf.1', 2kO j itw i yIinvliv'il dlii-Aups fit vompimlly expii.,sv, hltp;l W''INUTC plovioll, I by' il(,

*4111 hlilily, di.f Ui'li of ioillplly oWil-d vlh:l,. or lhitll filvilil,-, 12,.
It shorl, fhl i'll- I ti, lf l x I l s i vid , fllr.#. Iroad a1d r1:111 1 Well.

de tild r vit ti ll. salviilig hy :I lll yv11 1ho 21 r I avC s lf- le lax
oi ifiil i f 1i' :

Fir,-l, v'oillplll,i I-XI-1111lq l from la x oil :11i1oull.l paid hV hli (.-I -

Illo.ver fill- ill 1. T lEr M 1. bl - ,0if' sll) I, I h ailh altI l1f( i."r-
111111 si kl , ,i- l iOd 211 (1. i h ll 2l Iotv. :I

Seor n , i2 S4ii i 'll i of l iP lt . ifOll, hol 'i2f I ZO lil I lli,4 ill. pl. lit of
limit (Ii. g., by 11h(-alls of I(lifild I 0hferrl'd Illl.i "Ind individual

IfelrrlvoI voi ll pll."ltI loll a flirri-1 om palkl'n) .o that tlllol .,53 t a of 1nu'a-
lion Iledel fIthl ' fro tIhl, rl I-riod of ligh 4 r a r'i.lu 2 'd

fitlron frl, highest tax) toe li fll, l-li',ds of [' %I-l ea2d Il'1i . (:,i' d li .-
32 Tala lower thlx) ; 111d

Ta 'hr; Ix l t f I'll li' ll ll ioll of whaln llighl. , oll A ijWi-t be I.4-c alde d asn
ornI 12l1 (1 I l Rlcll aiail t lel ia gai a %%i'l tll- n oll'-oe.'C rit n lla-I 'lliial

tI~~~~~~eA-d and therctv torka InSoc lulna 2 aesP I1151

fiIld hlllllj)-slUll (lis t rib li oll.s froml 1iill:litfi ,d rI'M ireIl¢llt l ll.

If bvvolls Hlwt'lio , rth ereoret to illlilir. .hTat ille. pr.,7007 i
airh res0 n o voTlalxA an ble i ividnge ls who ar ,.o Plf-eTaiploxd or
I1l,'llllbel's of lpal'llerships,.

it. 111ti ,"I. -E I,( D A ND I'I(tll'*%,l ,%IL I

'I1111P s~l'lnilploved anld pl'of(,-.sional is ait "I seriotis tnx (disadvanla"lre
So) farl ais saving f'or i'(,tiremenlt is teonvetrnvd, lt tilt(. lir| lplace,. M ille
sm(ial sevl'll'ity hals b~eell grl'i:ll et,. llde.d 1o e.ovtr ilttilly .],,,,, of tile

us ee ptaser awl linth~tehlld, l)Pfi-rr(.fI CominlwllqP im for Exorits,.w. .13 I lar"taid ltluli.
ness s!) lt m l n w).

losete Vashlllu~toij find lRoth"0h1114, Comprrist~afng thp Clorr,,irate, rio,cuthvf, (rfi~tcl
Mdlthon 11151 ) ; diamond, Tax Aspeetp (it NonqujAllfied len~kitin and litforrssd I'atin Ismt i'nq,
32 Taus, 615 (1954) , legel. so~me Ip frrted Conlion *a tr i ro n 1 .o 3 .\mprlvan I'nivtrqity
Tax lntlttute lb.cttures 253 (11,51) : Ilry~on and l,.4sw re, Tax Aslwctp (if ljxreitlvts* Ctim.
pengatlon, Monograph. lPraptlng Law Instltte (19:55).

)ISvc. 121. 11154 JIMC See alsoi, articles mupra note I e,. andi Loakot. Coinfonsatirigt Expeu-
tires and the L~atest In Stock Opltoi, 32 Taxeso 08, f 1154 1.

' R~e Blegel, Raow to ('omIRnoiato Executive Employees. P-H Tax Idleas, par. 7007 at
par, 7007.7. and Tat Advantages of Fringe IHenlti, P-H Tax hdeels, par. 8014.
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self-eniployed," there are still exl tidid certa in %'erv ;ignifivflt ,u'rlllj
of ,lf-emp)loyed. suh as phyivianis, I:ilyers, dent ists. osteopat lhi
veterinariats., and chiropractors.'

In the second place. regardle-)s of whether tie' particular type of
ef-e mploved or p)rofes.,ionlla ik covered l)v stwi:a1 security. thev ,n i-

not under the lore-ent tax la s he covert'd by a qualifid privately
ftinanced retirenit . llan. Trhe latter type of plan is available only
to etliployees. The individlial who operates his business in the non-
corlporate form (e. g.. as a Irolprietor.hip or a partnership) or the
professional who .. tinnot operate exc.)t ini the individual proprietor.
ship r partnership fori cannot qualify! as his own employee. Accord.
iI lv. ie calinot participate in Ipiali fied retirement plais.71

:Morevr. if t! I- i !id id dual proprietor"hip or mrtnerspil p ain-
taiws fringe-iteiefit progranis for its emplwvees, su'h ais life insurance,
medical insurance. sick pv, and .4) forth, the proprietor or partner
ii11u-t IaV with after-tax "tionev for the portion of thIo-e benefits
attributable to himself. Fuirthermore, the areas in which they can
convert any of the earned income into capital gain is extremely narrow
(and, in the case of the professional, practicallv nonexistent),=2

Fi inaIly, in view of his status as self-emlloyel, obviou, lv this cla%
of taxpayer cannot resort to the extrastatutory type of deterred com-
pensation contract described above. Instead, the individual pro-
prietor or partner must report currently his share of the firm's profits
whether or not lie withdraws then from the business.

Accordingly. in good years the individual proprietor or partner
iays a high tax o.n his, (arninigs; in less Irosperoiis years 1ie pays

less tax; but, absent any loss years, the tax laws provide no method
of averaging the good ea rnill yVears against the below average years.
This situation has been described most graphically in a report of thA
committee on taxation of earned income of the section of taxation
of the American Bar Assoeiation for September 1948. Referring to
the earnings pattern of professional people, the report states:

Most of these illIM4bituals vtljoy a ipraole hwoliitl -rafter years of trairin g
with louv or Ito tiione, the cycle moves slowly upward, flattens out at a peak,
and thun drops nwre or i,4,4 sharply as tih retirement Iriod arrives. In some
prcifesis, sulch as a reiitecture and eii, writw, this overall Itrabola i in.
fected with sharply fluctuating cycles nil aiong the line. Ill all cases, illness
generally produces a sharp dip In the parabola anywhere along its course (p. 09).

It has heen estimated that there are aboiit 10 million self-employ'ed
)ersons4 ill this colntryv, such as fairillers, professional people, shop-

keepers, and so forth,* who cannot secure any of the advantages of
the tax-favored plans available to enlloyees) 3  If these people wish
to provide their own retirement benefits, they must do so without
any tax deduction or preferential tax treatment for the money set,
aside for that purpose. Obviously, in view of the current tax rates

19ee see. 201 (c) (51 of Public Law 761 (11151), which Ineisdul under ;ocial seerily
for the first time certain classes of seif-employed. namely. architets, certified publitic
accountants, other types of licensed accountants, and profit. IonaIl en,:ncers.

20 Se. 1402 (c), 1054 IRc as itonfln d.
2Z 1. T 3208, 103(9 1 Cume. uill. 1901: 1. T. 3350, 1940-1 Cum. Bull. 04; PH No. 23:

Rev. Rul. 33, pt. 2 (b) (I). 1953 1 Corn. Bull. 207. See also see. 1;111, 1951 I110,
which permits unincorporated iusinsses to eect io he treatld as corporations but pro.
prietors and partners may not be considered employees for purposes of partlelpating In
a qualified plan.

See. P. fg., Doyte v. Comm'r. 102 F. 2d 8 (4th Or. 1939) : hclrcring v. R'n;ih. 90
F. 2d 590 (2d Cir. 1937) ; Jans IV. McAfte, 9 T. C. 720 (1947) ; Eat. of Frederic C'.
Belltupct, 5 T. c. Memo De. 90 (1940).

0 See Rapp, hearings supra n. 14 at 51.



o individuals, by the time suclh lrsons get through paying taxes
ad providilg the tece:.-itits of life at the current inflatioinary levels,
little, if an1 thing is left to put aside for retirement purposess=

[the plight oflthe s.elf-emplocll- especially tile profe..,iolal who
4 t1ittlt itlhijt fit illit'tl.r'ttl foit o~f iloilttl-, - .iti-of;tr as tax
eu.p lit y oil ,.I ing, fti. rt irelnl i, t oti'ert-il , i. a ,ei'itau, one. There
I iat bo't'lii Irked exctit- o f til, v\1ilt'1rle l f.',i i Ilell frOlie tile
lirid ,if pri\'atit j 1,i'tii't'o to tlrlt tif an 1'i li)!,4 e of a lrge torlOpl'a.
n li, ( )lii f( toie i mijo' factflr-s acce nlatliti tis tren d is the ill-

etIltialily ill fa rtttratiililt available to t lilet, f,.-ia ill private
I it act ict.

C. Ih ll S i M il I1toNs

What sofiltiolls are available to e(lutaize the tax burden on the self.
(iijiloyed alld lilt prtofe,. iotlal.

()e1 11mtnilliza"il'' wotli4 Ii, t) iver thie-4 taxl)Ia\pl's tilder
-fi.ial ,tllitv. A, illia;tteel :llove. flti, liav lie i d'lone ill tie 195i4
Hllt 'lliilli ellit it lilt sm ia 1ecut' it *V At with respet't to t'eltill losseses
oif .if-itlnphuyed alid Blrofesi.na ls.; Ihtt, rightly or wrongly, iaw-
I lrI uI t it l veu aill oflher clh.,-4s of lrof.,iEimla Ihave 'e'ifed "-ocial
ct itty i'ovkra"te.- E''ell if t liet i'nilnlillill, :r'c, of ,,elf-eiiiployed
t Id I ltofe"Sii lll %% ee it ille I ill miial 't'cilit X., In vwveri, thalt would
MIl) lie pa't of lit' atll%%et' totf le prolelm. So(:ial M4t.lritv lit present
applies Iliet'ely to tie first $,1 2(}o of 1 omeie.stion. There still remains
fill- pro1lemi of how it) provide .!-Ill)lettlelll:tl btelelits oil the balance
of tlie stI f-cl em loycd atid Iroft,.'siotal's iont IC.

To solve this Ilatter problem several tllgestiolls ltave lteell aIde.
Since tile major discrimination agailist the self-etnployed arises be-
cail.e of their exclusion front the higllv tax-favored pro)Visions of tile
Ititt'nal Ilevenle ('ode relating to qualified( ret ittnent l)lals, one oivi-
ous solutioul is to aniend tho.e present pioviiols of file code so a. to
pertlit pi opl'ietors ald iartiers to l)articil)ate.'s Strangely enough,
tile most arliculate objectiolts to this l)rol)osal ('ome frotit otte of tile
chisses to be henelited--ialmel., thlaviw'rs. . " erhaps tile 1tost.seri-
otis defect with the proposal is that sittee most self-employed have few
or no employees, it would be difficult, if not impossible, to qualify a
1)11111 for ihoe itidividual's under the Internal Revetue Service's Coll-
struction of the applicable statute.1

gliff i Itulty Indihl lptii will eneomiter In creatitrg nc estate eout of income Is
lllhccclrct, llt% , lmtser ali(e ltothschle, sujira, n. 15, at 9ii6. See also. hearings, supra, n. 14,
lit L ,4--131 ,

-. Aheil 7:.50) aviyere (:15 recent of hi'll, prfiesion) are salaried. See report dated
Jili '22 19.12 019'o iof lusi ne-a E 'cnoicsl, U. S. eplrtnmrent of ('omerdc(e; and luager,
splra, wIto 2 ill 1124. Si, Ill IttIertm, icirinc,; blifure the Co ml little on Wa" s anid
Meauil, 92dt (Cling.. 21 sesm., oiii 1I. It, 4371, etc., at 25 (141.52).

-1 Siv Cci o
??Sie Oliver. t.:lau3ers and ,1et;11 Senelrlty N No Need for n Change (40 A. 11. A. J. 586

11951 p), for it reeltla of tti- history of the otMlat tOostlioli of the American Blar Assoela-

W'Nleholcon. l''n,leon- for t'Partners: Tacx Lai s Ar' Vtfalr to Lawyers aid llrirms (33
A. It. A .1 302 (19471): isee also, The Assoiettion of the Ilar of the City of New York,
Report if th' ('ommtstion on Taxation (25 et seq. (t)econcbcr 1947) ).

9 tltdi'k, More About t'enoens (or Partners: A Better Soitlon Than Iension rians?
(;3 \ i. A. .I 100t (1 W47) ): Niholsuon. Rtejoindeir toe ltlditch (.33 A. Hi A. J. 11105
(1947)) : Hilverson, Earned Income aiud Atility 'Ie lay (3 Tax I. 1ev. 299, at 314
(1948)).

See statement of Treasury Department, hearings supra n, 25 at 39 et seq.
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Another $ 0ution to t) hi j hrohiln wa, otei vi by it tax Ipractitimier,
ltrrv Silversi, (if ;It(- New York bar, ill fi tinloSt ensuid Uimener."'

While, the Silverson plant was aftaked ihitiallv. !ioth ill principle and
in form," a I ernI ground swell has dteve'-l,!,* 1nolig replrn.esent fit Ves
of professional pI'-1phi' fnd Meiheis of (C'uigrs's for ome va'i rolo of
the pIa wllhich %illd pirlit tlhe N'lf-eilldoVed to defe-r i i..lol (f
his currentt illcol, I . later IinlHI. ' Apjroxi lately it ( ozen bilk
have Iwo intr oduied into (onigr'.'eoi Incorlorat iing thlis rin.illie,' ,and
extellsive heua rings hiv, been held oil s.tu, of IlIee bil1s hv the ('oin
Inittee on Wa s and ean in !I5 td a12 tinin ill 115i.' Literally
dozens of ,lrfessi)nidi groups hive tesl ified ill favor of the Ioropo l

0lho I'lshideit Of tlhe Iliteil States hts eiltht.,d the ,rilwi'.Iph."
Hoth llwei rat ii and Ueplublielai Meibters of congress s have .ip-
ported it and spOiisortd it. The 'reisuiry I)ei artnment itself h1114
shifted its mittilude froml onle of firnit opiotioin to tn, prop.al "
to on11 favorinig it ill lprinceiple, hut recl'nnilnding t ha4- is adopt ion Io
deferred until siil time 1s general tax relief is lo.ssiih."

In brief, the suggestecd solution is this: Each qialilied indlividiial
vu would exllde front ro,s in'ome, iniholl year a pinlion of suich i i' 'mI.
The amounllt so excludeld c'aliot exceed I0 ,rj', lt of th' iii.livhiual't
earned net income or $7,:t)t, whichever is th lesser.*" 'elinggegm ltf
lifetime exclusion for at% taxpayer cannot exceed $1 510,011( .41 For :iln
ilidit ilc d wt reIeliefi his .51t0l I)irthd v M or bIefore ,i.1 nu 'iV I,
1955, the perli.,sible exlusion%I would hie ilre, ed by the le e-r ;of 1
Iweent or $t) for eatch vear inI exces ,s of hut iio)t niol thl 21).
11 the case of a pIersoll who.I reached hi, it rth i onlayo .l:t iuni' I,
1 ,N), the pe.rlisible exellision would be 20 percentt instead of lit pet-
cent, with the annual eilig i nCreaed Iy $i ,;)OD.4

rovervr provisions are im'Orl)orat, f. r ye,'ars il whieh nilt in-
dividi.l dolwse't contriblute uiP to tie nIlaxiluni excliisimi, thi s petr-
tinitling him to make upj) tie ditrerenl.e ill flitl ur, good years. ( 'oI-
verseilv, for years in whllI lle ilidividnal Icontriluites in excess of thle
imaxilnim berniitted, that excess call he4 carried forward al. 14 , absor bed
in future years when he count ributes less th:n the nilaximill.1

'Tlte fid, so excluded from inconi, mlust !e inves(e(i in a rest riled
retirement find or a restricted retirement innuity contract. 11Juher

O'Sihertion. A 'New Tnx Prpopal i41 Am, Merery 145 (1947)) : sIlversnn. supra, n .i
1811udlrk, Where f1i Stiverson anti Rudlek Plans Differ (3 Taz 1,. Rev. 384 (19481) :

Report of the Astsnlatlon of the liar of the City of New York. supra n. 28: Amprican linr
Aswcalton. Dissenling Reports of Committee on Tanation of Earned Incoule (100 el eq.
S194,.1 1 Vernot, ati MAn il t r, ilein itenelits for thl Self Enplird (12 FeI IllIs
Mee 192)) (iold'ieln, S.-trlhi for the l'rofestlonxs: A lan for Morp ti tlinb l Tnx
Treatment 37 A. TI A. J. 409 (1951)): Blravman, Security for the Professions: A Pin
for Eqlitable Tax Treatment-A Reply (38 A. I. A. J. 111 (1952)).

o See hearings supra n. 14.
" H, . 4371, 11. 1. 4373. 11 R. 8390,. I. R. A450, fH. R. 1173 H R. 5847, anti H. M, 7421.

92d Cong.: HI. It, 10. II. R. 11. It. It. 2533. 1.. 2692, I1. h. 120. 83d Cong.; It. It. 9.
II. R. 10. and H. R, 2092, 94th Cong.

0 See hearings s1upra n. 25 and hearing supra n. 14.
10 See. e. g. ldt 0 witneses In bearincs stpra n. 14.
r. I S tatment of Prepldent Elsenhower October 29 1952.
1 See statement of Treasury Department In hearings supra n. 25 at 39.
0 Se" statement of Treasury Department in hearings supra, n. 14 at 14 A general

reduction In rates, as the Treasury has suggested. IN not a soltion. Por until equality
In treatment is accorded all taxpayers, any reduction In rates merely accentuates rather
than alleviates such Inequalities.

* Thus earnings in excess of $75000 per year are disregarded. It should be noted that
no mch ceiline is rilared on annual salaries recognized for purposes of se. 401 of the 1954
Internal Revenue Code.

41 No stch aggregate limitation io placed on amounts funded for any employee under a
qualified retirement plan tinder sec. 401 of the 1954 Internal Revenue Code.

I The provisions are deslned to permit the older Individual at the time the system
is Om talled to build up a competence In his remaining years.

"Ct see. 404 (a) (3). 1954 Internal Revenue Code, providing similar carryovers for
contributions to qualified profdt-sharing plans.
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I

10t111 the individal nay not witlidraw Ite stims until ie ik age 65
a'xc i't in the v i, of writing ent and total disability Nor tire the fundsw.4iguiabl,, e.xcl.pt for It,.hi liiii of it l-neiclary under it joint
antid suirviH | )I I pe of ailflliily, ofT ill the e~f-lit of death. Dlistributions
froill if 1, fia t i4"lr.0'-d tirllilt funml ofr ailil ily colitrtact would

1i la, as orlir im'one l len, as, 1111d if teitel, et that.
if I ie a lrhllitila is ni f in i luni11 ,tin1, it will I ft Ixe as capital

frI l , ill 1141ilt i 11 lts IM-4 ldl' 11:11. g('tlll( (Ir'vl liv'iil to ,'l4l-elnildoyed

ii1 iilunlk 1itiala.r a r iit'"l ret irlitiet ft11i1d or contract 'oin liarable
tol i a a'a I ll ,alcc\rd''a II it liviihal o' red by a qunalilie| rptire-

iiia..i idai li. ill, I lay hi'enlii over. ('onuiplet e(,qilltlity lilts not betI
Ilie'veld, for, ini tublititm to t h Asive t tix lsnefits, tl1e eltployw

it e y iia lilied retirenigelit Ianit is ent it led to liha e the, '- value of
fle. v11 Iloyers aait ribut ion exclha luded i.on Itis alt,ah from Fealeral
e~tl Vite t ' ax and Ihe li r-t *$,at of silt p lapitient i.xclded front the
belifia'ialry's il'loiiie for federall Il coliie-lix lIU'l,)ima.."

D. 1-11 1 , tiE .5 NVT C'OVtll.M) flY QALI fIEDi PLANS

()hviously, lot, all enijilloyees, ifo coveted by fornial retireme it Sys-
tents of lhl quialified o' noitll liified type. It ils been estimated that[ itete are aboii 3%0 million eniployees whose enila)yers are either un-
willing or unable to set, up private pelisioll plans."7  'ie-e eplhyes
fiti i iiiiis4 ale.aiil ilpoll Ow beleils tlhy Inay receive under .s,(oill
.seanllrity Io the extent, oif their coverage theti'illider. What should the
tax lftl5 fl'iovide in those iistalicest

It has li i Suggested titllt salih emuploved persons be covered by the
sa te legislation i'corlillnded above for tle sl f-employed anld the
pirofesi toiil . underr such legilat ion they would be j-erimitted to set
aside in ; restricted retirement fundl or restriteal retirement annuity
contract 10 percent. of their income, but not in) excess of $7,500 per
year, subject to the other requirements ioited above.

At first bhiush it would alpear that there, is ('onsiderable merit in
the suggestion. This group, too, loes not have the advantages of the
qualified retirement plan. M(ireover, it is (liflicult for thein to save
for retirement out of their own funds after taxes.

Bt there are several reasons for going slow in that regard:
In the first pla.e, the tax laws should he concernedl not with actually

l)rovid 11g every indivia(ll with adequate retirement income, but with
)'ovi(iing the opportunity for comparable ls('les of taxpayers to be

treated equally. The present tax laws already provide a(lequate
inv1elt ive to etmpl)loyers for the setting aside of finds to retire their
eniployees. Triue, not all employers have availed themselves of these
induhcetments and therefore not all employees reap the benefits. But
the niedium for doing so via favorable tax incentives is there.

In the second place, collective bargaining is available for many
enlloyees tc compel or rather induce the reluctant employer to become

"CM. Pees. 402 (a) and 403 (a). 1954 Internal Revenue Code, providing similar benefits
for distributions from qualified plans.

,5 See. 2039 (e). 1954 Internal Revenue Code.
"See. 101 (b) (2). 1954 Internal Revenue Code.
a_ S(, Rapp. hearings. supra. note 14 at p. 52,
"See testimony of American Bar Association and related organizations In bearings,

supra. note 14.
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more enlightened alxmt the welfare of Ilis' enj)ivWt'Se.4v [he iiire-v;e
in the miniler of negotiated ilans, in the linlnlber of emiploeves cov-
e'red, and in the allounits of pensions provided for then has been
phenollnaIl since WVorld War II. In that connection, too, the desire
to get andh keep copletelt lidp soo)n) com)els one employer to meet
le blaldI iholents of his volllpetitol' ill the llbor Ilart "and extenld

couiilaril.h' retirilenilt. ibelietits to his ell4)lyees. It is iie.rely a
Illatter of t inie before practically all corporate employers will have
jilalifl1 I'rtirelielit plails covert ng their etuifloyees.

In tihe third pAce, this particular class of taxpayers Im.:,-es two
att rilbutes whith the profe.,sioial does not have: (a) To a large extent,'jial 'cuirity will take care of a good deal of the retil'eelt , probhlie,
both in coverage a1d ill al)lioint, aid (b) he ias to a certain extent the
advait age of eliIlophynlielt mobility. Within lilnitA, Such an enilplovee
Il move from the employer without a ieisioni plan to aiotlher with

one; tl professiotia l's eiallce il that re,(,eet is irat iva llv nil.
Filmihl, there is a very seritlois adiumnistrative reason for so re-

strictillu this projt)l: i11:1 lel, tlie adverse in) lImet on the extent of
qialified vt irenit ) lans.11 'Under existing law a qualiliied pla
1m-4 cover :a relpre P'ii at il' gropI of eillplovees and niiiit not dis,'ilin-
inate ill favor of so-called key e* piores. An elmplover who wishes
to et,.abllih such it pla c:nllllot, t le eiore, pick and ' hoose his em.
il)tyeev. Nor iii1y lie viry t lie retireleiit bnelts for each its lie Sees
lit : hii-, forlllula fer contributions tand benefits mut, he nondiscrimoina-
tory, too.

lloweler, if tile Silverson pIlan or ally fac.-imile therof were
.tld t ed. a ready lev ice for atnoilling the re'trictiolls of qualified plalis
is available. The en(m )lover wtoid not have to ad1o)t:a qlI alIitiud l4a1
for tile rTUisite - nm uh" of eiIn)1 veeIO , no:' w l w ld he l:ie I1 provide
benefits on it illoidiscri111ill"torv basis for tll.e ellhdovees. Instead.
he coulh1 pick anad ,lioo:-e tile few ilndividuals he wished to bellefit, and
increase their compensation ill a ei\'ell year hV a bolm. ill sic1 all
:inioint which they as individuals could put aside in the restricted
retirement fnd oil restricted ret irenment Contract. The bonls would
li)e tax free to the 4Idividilal anld .uirrelitlv de(lctibl, by the eiploer.
Moreover. Sinmice ctibl hitlon1.), to tile rell'icted retirelmilelt fund w;hlIi
not have to be inade annually, I lie einloyer could va r his bomus each
year to suit himself, his profit picture, or his attitude toward the
P mrl hilar em l)loyep.

Such an eillover would (Iardl find it iievessary or de.irllWe to
embnark on it qualified ret irelnelt program wit lI its l;ng-lelnl ,,,omiiit -
nielits. its restretiri)1s on ilie employees to be covered, the amiouiits to
be paid therei i, etc. IInstead, he would iill)t lhe lnetliol Sliggested
above for taking care of a selected few employees on a year-to-year
basis "nd ill silvlh fashion as lie feels expedient. The whole structure
of the qualified retirement plan provisions of the code wolld be
seriously ulderinined and might well crumble.

'* Sep note, Employ"e Pensions In Collective Biargining.' 5.0 Yale Law Journal. 67R.
for eyelent tleriptlon of development of labor unions' attitude toward pensions and
the effect of collective bargaining thereon.

ISee V. A. Hall. Efflel of '.nxatio Eterutivw Compensation and Retirement Plans,
). 55 (Harvard School of Business Administration, 1951).

41 ee Aln, Pensions for Self-Employed, Trusts, and Estates, April 1055.
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III. C OiNCLUl .SON

MIiou hits lv v ll %%itl 'll ti o he subject of piro% idiig PP enoio. for
the fel f-enlo ,,d via "evi'l t:x consideration. lhe Conmittee
)it W .%, and alil :i, h l It la't t ocv:i'Io, hi'hl t'xteidt'l hevart-

, ugs Oil lhe ,'ill,','!d :at wli oh n-pre'ltatiVes of lite 'relalry :lld of
illl-r.'led orga iizat toll, have t mititid at vle/.t h. It wouhSl be Pre-
,-Ulllit !I lo l I",-to ll fwtl ;11Y i c pvrlot" [) l I (. 41 I' plilett allsl, W q to

t h Itprebl.1 i. It is;,oefOi t withll) tl bh, resei'r at io that the
following program for relief is stiigebte:

(I) Alf/lit t,I wi .a , V Of; l to ( o,'I/ all /l..No f m p,/. y,/,qd I/ ?il
m ItQUop//t.- -- 1 n m of I lI( a r FI IIIlt I Is 'a ied tga ilIt I his aie, it i-

s-ibtlittvl, vilotioiial. l''cy Iiglit m-h l '1 b appjlietd against tiho ellirt'
.''ci I3-1t''liitly .,('tii ra Iil I agailist its .ove-irgi. of lrofessionals.

'I'li-re is. ] o%,\- ever, at hea.t olle valid olbjeti lo'l to this lproji:t:i, i. e..
that tih Itrelit.- wouhl be Io..I if the iidi\ ial etar-.s, mor, thanl
$1, i l any olle ye ,r.'" ()bviouslv, the profes.ionvl does not cease
all acti viiho,, aftel' age (;.); ra1thtrl ht gelicraly It end. . I) reduc 1 t lIt'
sCope of hiis a ctivitiec,. 'lhus the ]r.-Iit limitations on out side eari-
ings might miiake social-security coverage aI snare and a delusion."

It is sligges.tel, therefore, that at least for the xrofessioiial the
cv,itiig ()Ii teil,,side Va lii lig., Pit Ilt' Ib 'l i.,V, Sei Isit 411alit i: N or elim iiatei I
elti trly. lwh litory of Ite Social ScllritV Act dcuoelil)tIatcs that
this liiitation has b.en raised from tiie t tiine. In View of that
developmiet, it illay evell be advi..alle to eliniite it entirely for all
CoVl'd employees.

0,-) A li , /d" the /it ./siti/ lloy' eIJoiV ,;o.., it;ll, to qpialifed
1-c/ieci, lit pjlo.o, .o e.( Ito // I;/ d/idI/h t,1(0.1 oloi, ail partl, r'
to he in hl ,,/dd il ,,is.' fol /' , i, I .1lh , p/ .-1,hi. Nlld lit'.i'it the
tisi' Of all extenlsive 1od v Of well-delined law, bo Istat titorv and nin-
ist tativt'. as guiIlWo,-i -. ll(V %%0uhi 1be available to ilistall anid
administer such pla all Xj verilced corps of techilicia ls both withill
and1(1 oliside tihe Revelliie Service.

()ie of tile major object ion'. to this alp)roaclh Ilas beeii that in view
of t ve V hat ii i f individual pirojii'et(,slil, 'Ind a .1artnler-"l ps'.
iliost lills for the-Iil ' Ould 1'111k afoul of tilt' Ollli'i-(liittlllltiol tests
ill (he statute.." Thert ale se eral ailswt'rs to thkii: In the lirst )lace.
the problems is no illol'1, nilique thula in the case of the clouskly held cor-
poration. Secondly, tile law could )rovide that it plan would niot be-deemIled discrimninllorv Illerel, i\'Icat.,-, it prm ided antlitial contribu-

tions (il behalf of tIe' jeropielr or a pillier of 1) )ercent. of his
eairnlings but not ill txct,'s of $7,5(00.)? Moreover, to prevent tile plan
from being toplht'avN ill favor of' t lie proprittor or Ipartners, a ceiling
oii the amiuial contribution on behalf of all those coul he adopted.,'
Finally, it lifetime ceililng of S,150,{)00, coilIl)arable to that of the
Silver son Jhl, could be, iiiosed as it restriction on the total accumula-
tion l)ermlitte(d ider such a plan for any 11Oe proprietor Or partner.

a See hearings, supra, note 14. anui hearlngs, supra, note 25.
t A pregrain sun liar to thlds was suggested I)y Feger, suprt note 2, at p. 1142 et sea
6 See. 203 (e) of Social Securit3 Act. as amended.
5 Spi- Oliver, supra, note 27.
" See. 401 (a) (3j and (4), 1054 Internal Revenue Code, See also Rudlek, supra, noto

29, at p. 1002: Sverson, supra, note 29, at p. 311.
7 Se an analogous set of presumptions In see. 401 (a) (5), 19514 Internal Revenue Code.

"Cf.. see. 404 (a) (1) Il). 1954 Internal Revenue Code.
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(3) Adopt a reshtrieted form of the Sihverson plan for taxpayers
'ot co"ecred by te itrobg.-uch a Il1 would he'available for
those who cannot estal)lish it qualified plan because, for example, they
have 1n elnl)loyees. Since under the suggestion ma(le in paragraph
(1) above they would be covered by social security, the benefits which
they could accumulate under the so-called Silversoi )lal l wouid bte
limited only to the earnings not covered by social security (at pres-
cut, ernruin gs in excess Of 4,200 per aiiuin) and in aouilunt which
Would integrate with social security For example, the T'reasury

Iilules that social security provides a benefit of approximately TV.3 .
)pere(t of the eiIployee's Compensation up to $-,(0.'0 kecorldinglIy,

ain individual could provide via the modified ,,ilverson plan similar
benefits on his coinpemsation in excess of $4,20Q. To protect the reve-
lues ad11( muinilize the administration of this provision, the 10 per-

cent .7,500.-$150,000 ceilings in tihe pr(set Silveroi plan migh"lt
be adopted.

Again caution is suggested witi respect to making this proposal
available to any individu? al who is not actually covered by a qualified
l)lan, rather tlan merely to those classes of* taxpavers'who cannot
adopt a quai.ied plan. 'For if the proposal is so hrlend led, it may.
its in(licated above, providee a tax-avoidance vehicle wilhich won hl
undermine the entire structure of the qualified plan."

RETIREMENT FUNDS, CAPITAL MARKETS, AND

GROWTH

ELEANoR S. lNa'lrl,, .uiIl ie Insurance ('o. of New York

Economic dependency in the United States seems likely to increase
in the next half century. Particularly striking is the projecte( ill-
crease in numbers of older persons who may be either wiolly 'or par-
tiallv retired from active emiplonyment. This burden will le more r,,a(l-
ily sustainable if provision for its support is Made in such a way as to
enhance (or, at vtry least, not diminish) tile total productive capacity
available to satisfy all the competing demands recognized by our
economy.

Retirement schemes do not merely assure the orderly transfer of
claims from economically productive to economically unproductive
groups at. the necesary ti .me. These mechanisms may alko, in them-
selves, influence the overall effectiveness of the factors of l)roduetion
and the allocation of resources. Both affect the long-terin growth and
stability of the economy. Two other papers in this panel will discuss

effects vith respect to labor efficiency and mobility, and the distribu-
tion of income between spending and saving, in each case with special
reference to the influence of tax policy. The analysis here will further
explore the implications of (1) the growing volume of accumulated
retirement savings, (2) the manner in which they are administered,
and (3) the uses to which they are put. Tax considerations exert

w cf. mimeograph, p. 6641, 1051-1 Cum. Bull. 41.
* See see. 1.401-3 ]d) (2) of Propoped Regulations under sees. 401-404 of 1954 Internal

Revenue Code, 20 Federal Register 6455 (1955).
V See AlD, upra, note 51.
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some direct influence on this process , )ut are a major factor only at a
few points. Therefore this paper is concerned largely with some of
tile ultiniate elf'cts of the general tax encourageielt given to private
deferred compensation systems.

'IiIe FOIUME o r PIIIVATIE ]hF'I'IRF.E FuxuIs

lFunds have been earmarked for retirement plUrpoes under a wide
V1t'le|y of allspices'

1. In industry, sponsored either by ello)N years alne, or jointly with
linl)loyees or labor unions.

I. N State and local governments for their eliployee.
y. iv individuals directly through annuities and all unknown. por-

tion of other forms of savings.
4. Bv the Federal Government for its emplovees.

B, the Federal Government for the gener-al worki in l ulation
under ()ASI (now incorporating the railroad retirement systems as
well) and INo under veterans p)rogranils.

Ile first category is tile mail focus of this inve t igat ion.
Tihle relative implortance of private progyranis, ill re lat iom to the total

Volume of funds accumulated for retirement plirpo'vc diff'ers greatly
fiOni that in terms of current benefit or worker cowi'ved. The bulk
of current benefits is derived from the Federal progal'ais and this situ-
ation will continue, both because of their Iroadvr coverage and because
of the coml)arative immaturity of the private plans. (Only 13 per-
cent of the $7.6 billions I paid in 195 3 originated iil private vld State
and local plans. The Federal plans also )redomiate in coverage,
blanketing virtually all of the 70 million pIersonis in tile labor force,
with minor exceptions. Coverage under the other systems, therefore,
necessarily over aps. Private plans iat the end of 19)53 (overed per-
haps 12 million persons, or about one-fifth of the working', population,'
and State and local retirement systems included aiiothwr :3 nlillion
members in October 1952.3 however, the private and State and local
plans make greater advance financial provision for hotlI/ ast and cur-
rent liabilities. Therefore, at, the enl of 1954, tile funds underlying
these arrangements approximated $30 billions which was also the ap-
proximate combined total for the OASI trust fund, the railroad retire-
ment fund, and the civil service retirement fund, despite their much
broader combined coverage. Tile non-Federal funds increased more
rapidly, adding about $4114 billions in 19,54 as against $2.3 billions for
tile Feleral systems.

IMiriam Civic, Pension Payments-A Stabllling, Influence, American Statistical Asso.
elation, Proceedings of the business and Economic Statistics Section. September 1954.

Fundamentals of Private Pensions. Pension Rewarch Council. 1955. 1. 28.
Retirement Protection for State and Local Employees: 10 Years of Growth, Dorothy

McCaminan. Social Security Bulletin, May 1953, p. 5.
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isqI bt # f lit'ullc Iillo Ic .'in If,.IItuul e,,II (II fill'-I.Ili , 111 ,Stfi f aIIt llf' p3 110 0ilf. III IIII,

t~llbll ,,l- ,t , , ,, ' ,
lilt~~ ~ ~ ~ Ibifll' fI111 i'

I'M

i. 11 o I p, ' it I
\1k I t , n i I I i i!i, , ti I . 1 I

I, ilk in- i I- , tit k it 1 . I "
SI.- , I it ll \ ll i i it ll ., '1 ' 1 , I

I 't II t 1 llt 141 I.t il, ~ .! i it, '

'i \ I1 i ell il li tl ' iI t1 t I II I , 1i I tI I w I t, i

Il l . ll l l l il ill i 11 1 It I I

foi't It~ It, 1 f : he , iuiiuie ofst If th iiu jot ,o~ I ii tiltiti
regil'' v1i 1 ile iiiiit :uu Ill

11iiig viii is~ gmat by-lt the ,Iiiiv o that' lilt Nt ciilxed~ iiim cmiiltit

I i lll ili, ' l l, n flIi , lll - i f(, t he I II : I I! liet I I It 1.1: h I Il l hll I I Ilt

A -ht , (i ti . ltll tlt 61,111.4'd lil l ki leIIIt :11. Iw I ln , :1i. II ,v v g o l

.0111 1 iil I li' y Sa r i If S il :ciat inll a111 ( hil , t I' t Il' ll I tIto
iIIIIllili i liIv ,t i' , ,ica I1i1111 il i :e oi f liv tork 1111 ' iuket a iid hli ii , iic n

,I i n olll Iloom'. hIlk, relht v i e m lheit if liied fiu1id. I sii lil t u

tfvll k t1o ,,\ h ofl 1111 11. ,:i 1 \ll iil )l ill',s a illhli l" I~ li e 1.11p ll rlii v i,I A i her

t i pl ii ol l fill il
'.,h,, filt lre grmn,,tlli of iliuioll filids has leill the siihjeell Oif o0\me

tiato0' iil\ hiil, ter hWi.il ll'e Ililvi geliieialed feai s tihat illve.it-
1liilit lit h' i, Ill:v lit so iilaheinlie as toi iliidangeli hi I le lild
ltiiliiit . d1i' i'li u goi ltn of I lie etvoltiilii. .\liliw i leso

:illouli re t'q i iiil i to fill ii ll ell8i li li er' l o eteil.i liI s ll h (s
Roger F. 11 iiUy has put it so wlitily tlmipliteiitet efl ft
Pli'oiliitles inliivate that al'oilid 11)i0 aillgleg'te private lelsioln
iesevsi'VtS might raiig t'from 433;; to S;19 lullsii a d State i il o Itcal
funli ni.h :igggate -.19 billiii,." At1 Ih hie, p rivate f ulds

i oli ti b e ,ri 'o i il yl a tl . i lit :i il ii i r 'l l e o fl p elr i ilip ., 'S bl .g l ill h i a ilid

lState alId local flllsat iloill t $2 lilliol.
heose fire cruei gi eses, of 'oiul'. T1wo factors which could raiso

themin eolisiderhl wouhl lit, higher leniett- geared to higher 'ago
rites. and more liberal vestn mg ll'O1'iithui, both have Stroig iliol
pIressire Iehind tiltin. Oii the it 1ier hani. lietlit pavllic-il.t, now hes
ihaln olle-tift h of t'onlt ributoin. for tile imliisliel plan's, according to a
reelit SECS, iudv, 1i1iv he expteid to rise Ias. plls liillttre; this will
act as a daier on iset aciiifi hlat oil. Itiillilenore. flit' 81li1l of t lie

4 l'nr exanmpleu the ectlimat'd $700 billion for tlhlp iatleiiite fondi reuirvd to provide i on-
i in n Iui,;li u' twel.' to nit itersonn over (15 illjillet of i'itlensiho l'niei iUon tun

N 1uiu'rui1 Felmomy. Ckitgp Il. Buck, the ,Journal of commercece. New 'ork, .Jne 17. 11155.
t'en~luitu In th, v'itleu stlnt , a siilidt prepainred for the Joint Conlmittee oi l t1w .'o-

tionfle Iluelrt b Ilhe national Plannth Ap. ocl hti n, l95,
Tlitqnp Dan, Stirvo of 'ulie Empjloyeo 'ension Find, l'non Securlities Cori)., 1955s
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t'll h- in\'v rflll , , inpru,,l nI tiwiv,, r i (of Z u'rl'Hl~ o n'th "ll I, l lv ll.Y

it r.l;,t iv'Iv r ido uiti U l Uzt iti (If In if sfi vit'v& ulii i',s isi loricol (if

PA1)V "1-,11114 high cor'ipiotirithif oaut' IfIh i' grfi:rtdtt'o
I Av !i llll HIM is) l'l"lIwolllt "low ! IM Ol l nr qrllvtl (M -,

wm i o liii ' o ic ii fill- il'illit g:If UIi'i' tolt'Xihli itV fIJI a it'

l ilt- 11 ff Ily, l'-h t(i, , t ii f, ed . N ot it lk lit 1 v et of'fill- il llsl lt ".1rvie li"Iilily Inny h. le, l.1t,,4d if) "Ily I p-111, (de

4'I'i.u' eforrilly, lmn v ,v r, Ill. ci't-l-wd (wv r) ; .,n 'e lhe initil !.I 111 ' ie'

IIIIZIll fy lll I lsv llilli'dll ll l 1l , 11'l loo n t ,r ,l l ll' wo lil l' ,1

lib) i.liti, h Ill 'IIV niP I 4. Ow he svhtck 111:1l Sil ft
InI 'ltIlt ' I \ii -ltO (lllllll ;1-t O4t ll'llf' ltm llo l l oIll -1

I l'~ i L hl g l fi'(UjIt IJ II I fuili ldN i i cl-4 i.:, tI ig IllV

tI IIf i ' l 1of 6 tlo I pl'tV l 1 0 11 4.4 ilI' ll I('t rtl l lIt-si rvi' , lilt

tlti' 111 ll t II d , lQ ,,(,,i loi,' l fox im l alrly I yv,- ls, t sirk ,Iuil to

oISl COWW W"PI~ih it-s 1ttt 1:011 i th11 P\Wf(:l llr l *11. I'l) t

saving , ;. A I ll I~ll liv ," l, I It( (,llt l 111 i .re ll ., flexrb IW Vll'] 1 h11 e-

(lhioi1111 ('illt flit ion f 1lI' lo not" e l flvl r'\i )orer liv'ere , i )llt ti in
llz. flit , ,ral eol ln ly ie' i ~ (ttr f~ i iiy o h

It , I r vw / 'I'I:1114 I'l Il o sI pp m ha lw il olli l l((.lll

Uiill, will w roull iui hin \I p lil' nlti, a-nd lrv'illrr ts E tld .ilytha ll
oliher I w i, ' ilf it i mnili ilrnl snvil. I, they will I,.- to) "l oih ns t holnrf t ill
'lith 1.r in i :.ul . 'lh it'llrl r e ']un tO1 kn oll tenld.t tn bv c the of) it -
(,. I 111 rowl Ihof lh- f-v ooll Itd Ilhe conflilled protiltIiliI.Y of bi.sill, s,

boih of u l ,h I i l In inlhlner el, de invrols111ent o5ll..
" llc.treforp, evell Ir tios,; who t l gel(tralized oe- rsavinte -i eoy ho, IlmfpidtM Ioilivn it nimbi Iw, ilqlo! to vit-tv ppivion fund-, ;, th.,
crix or' this diflt~ly.

Ihspito l lo varial in po.,siblo R in the rah- of finding pust-ervieto

lilities, Pension Savings are relatively inflxibln e since they lit-I;1 rgel-Y II!'l1 Snl\ill//-, IMI fl hle e ,Il oil ilh Sav.er'%; (Ivi...ioll, %'h ih,
011414 lo-grul, ., if Ipo-.ibhv,. Ib carried flhr,,ugh to lfprllinl oll of
fit, T~lrlel I'h M .S 6e0n rhil us a liphliial threat to ecolloillic
SlIl~ility in Inwiti, or I.n.in.. tIonnin .'li, l .vw r, tlh,,re k no

tl, flll e'l ,-. IIi,11I,\ u lollif-r-ni . have been Spent. Inl pat,
I hey I Il IIntrt'ly q lI1n tt'1 fivll corprl~ate to in,4tl 1|iona'l Salv-

intg,4, (t I hIinlin, 14 lip e:Il~itil iarkit. of finds which lith llh. re
I 3ev, pl'ghe) Iaek din-'ll into hn4 invs; in'estmit. In part. th,,yrel-weent a rdIl'l ion of fax revenues whielh, depending oil the -ltale (;f
the budgtze, nmy nec, s,.itah, additional Federal debt, thus sinofltane-
Oily illcrelli;i inwi-slment olhls ill th financial . Exne 'n in-
diviihill contributions may not entirely represent a, net addition to

S Savings.

qllt silloeatt~ol tit tw,,en pawt anil currll! rlent Ilhlv druippd s lightly front 19.53 to 195. t

S'litl, |nle!r wisl. nI ,pwl blb of bitirn sst rove, i ,n l l! mer eorl.t rate taxr.q itlll[ ever -%,

ofllto a ofx tlr, in ll-~ 19511.m nbndielnqhr do-et' t nnrnr fl
,nler 1M Nolblt v. , . 50"lir,. covoriniptntal andi \olntary 146rr anim, for Scilrlty,

lnrvrrI lBu~inss lRevl w. March" 1950.""
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II nyIli' * Ill, iressiue of i nife'e,, iissmntlptlhi i'equire, that wll-
,,lot fluids h lIVt'teSt'l Wit liotit 111uh 101 dely. This h i11%.v dive interest
'antP- hower 011i1 11 1% ,mi tlerwise lie lI heUso and cllt 1'11blle to livtst -melit reeovr'v. Il fInt , 11w extrellie cw~i, of ilwilm, it illial dis-

Ilitegr'l ion, tile' h vlllll of pll,'1oll fl'uils to sudden' dis, aving IlineaIS

th t II ,,e %N h" llllliii,,, 1t'r 1hnl t1 h 1WO ll)) 1 ,1 oni i o ngg1'n\ lite
he ,it, nintlioll I) hlilunlling iivt,.nvilt, anl nin'* y concelvably jro-

vide solin, rtesrvoir ilof l iqid itv ft' lI her hen hir.Hovleilel11 filld 11lo ,'o11,it1111e :i sltliv11ngz ilillu'e ilu ,aliilal
11111l, els Il 'l l ,' , (if ilh"I lol " hel l (hl , I'la ively stable, pI'villkta-

bh 11 4m pro'! dhs a kiml of "lhoi"' t' si tis.
The U ls 411%. Invtl it ito N% I hit It n l, ol I i ) It Il U l 4s are 1 Ilht .

nesiii ne s ' wtt1 hi he i,4 If it ili i I llu to 4dl4 l nlser I tlli, witl I heir
c ~;;'y polwit-4ert d Ile, illnlo. .1 ad i ndls Il'tI'Mive I'ellhil ll 11nc
%114 11 hey ate )hbslel.

f low FII1l.1:l ,1 Nli~s Al ,m l I ,,, 1I REDl

l'et ,,.lol llans ll l it iei ii' t,.el'-dn1i'i . llnitordl : th hiler l1a
orI I he -elo t t I 1 5111'lt, 4'I l ce o lf a tIi)i'l oil- I palIIV. TI le c ori I II hev
oil ke is)lln)er of CltliI1t ols. In i1l'ed phl1, il'stiuinlue conllIp\'
asslOles flhe ullimuny Irittlt ,lt wihil i's l It nIPs, 4d 111) s is sill 'arill I)%,
Ilhe elliploe l'. (T'is Is eol'telill f to Itmall vl ph .'el, with to fu4111PloNee for. (ho law of avi'l1'ges to %%o1li.} ()It the other Ihlnd it

I,nlltv let'se. li'd that ile'.,itd plans ces yI'l'i dUleni'll-eIs, pli'lly exphliabhe lby (lie feed to l-efilld exlwils('s and provide
for at Coninilgellev reserve to aIssure~k fultllilnelli of the g,1l-ra11teed bell-

el., as well 1l bieinh echniital i1'e eS I huotstee1, 1o1sil,,
f1"olU the f )1 I. It i1llsu1'ue 0lilt Iln("ep diilyiu taxes fo r which
thele is to olnltewIr, i isteed lplans." These inleludg laxes oil9110o11 anuu1il ,v kprellulls, h,\ ied in I T St ate, and the Federal lucoe

tax, tur porellIfixed aut t slxi' nfuielle in1tellt of 1iea ili 'eslluentIncome,. Tllh% fo1'ir reportedly 11all~utio uller I ] eeut of group

.1rolt potilulls , 'ile late, whichlt iduce, ph lit Iesent ill-
Certi, levels about on,-tfdi h perlentt, i'ein,.aks the cost of tll it -
simpaed of1n dy about .5 percesll. This pie.illuably involves sltole ax
diserineiaiot against siall busiess whi illoe pone to use
insured plans. It hll a-o iaflelled larger e ployers I o use ot slteed
plans or to switch to trustee plans after starCiag under insured

Thus tax policy ins had some ipfluene in thie oe rapid rent
growth of trlsteed, as 3.ompared wit) insured, plans. nit. Mils-Curtis bill, now pending, hoNever, would removetile discriminatory

impact of Federal income taxes on insured lh s by gr-adutally exempt
mig investment earnings or insured pension reserves.

Publs control o retrment-und investment
TLife-eomlpaliv inivestlnents are subject to public control through

State insiraneb laws; to a,surp compliance the companies are ex-
amined by the State insurance departments every 3 years. Super.

i'undamentals of P'rivate Penalous, p. 11;3.
Statement of Carrot St. Shank 1, president of the Prudenltil Insurance Comp any of

America. bearing before ak Punnir 'tep, of the Committee on Ways and Means, Mluse of
Repre.tentatlveit, Dec. 15, 1954, pp. 316, 324.
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visio, of in nsilred filt rds is I'ss 1111ifolril. M11i1.i v I st inst r1 nen tsspcitfy tll-. illve~silml which r1111. be Ile(, (-. g.,o ml.y ill inlv.e lm hi s

hriii for life ' ( lllilJlwliil'., lhat it vrlitili Ip er(' ,eil ia '11 bl e liild in
I"Verinllilents or fllit tn Iwerc'1nta , in (you111111 s lecks or securities

of oli issgivr shall bIe limited. Others provide f l t iw trstef, shall
Ihe gWlidd by lilt IldvisflrV ('.lliittCe. lBarring 411411 v.xvris dlir(,c-
ions, tli, tri 've I.s u Il -t to S it l hws g ' )lvI li, i't l nt I iv ti- ilt's
101VII(II11 l11 . Tlllvs(, w ere forill rly 1111 h 11101-4 I4 rictive 1,1 f l l(.I ill-

. 4,0an' 4- . ,,4 limitingz ,, ,heciol lto a h. gal liAq. fll vev r, recellt

Jiiuillm-liis/f graut ilroal"idr di.rietion tlill is gl i'rally nllloweld lift,
(IllpalI)II 4'S. li1' " ldiill all " II-III! 1 ilh for ti'l' iilivefillei Ils (W

111)' , l. i l '.h i pairt ill 36; S lle o.
Th:le 1.11 -Irt evlifrlnvll tiol.l.'vl It. ,virvv "gey.i', incluingllh

F '.R" 'il' .Vr l.xa II ivisinvihvelil c ml e t. wit il'13 t, il're .fl 1 1s andaplicl:110l1h law" 11111 re.illat ioll . inllelifii I hm-1. of Ilhe ltlvr-nal Rv~ve-
1111. Sv.-vic.v. ll(m evvir, Ilank Slp-lvis( ry :111l -ities have lit) reSpll-
.-tl1 l1!\" fo ",.,r til r\ actioll . il e' .llilvill. 11 l,11-1v the, I1111li
1114111lv aMl, :I. t,l, 4--oliml, \ ithl it,) in\'vestllf-t dliscretioll, |hv i..lpervi-

(. ( 'iilv ifllllhr.1toll. If till Bonard (If ('ovlrnors (f lihe iFederal
1J,.ei vi' T v. "To Ii cnlIsideraibh1 degree tll' po' ,ibilities of abise
.,4e t fi ~i; flivl lproviim i-s 41 lt- trii~t ill-l'lillivifts thcilsel\vvs."; "

T o' :re'l (If h:i't liu li '.illpr'i',4ihi is folid in fiinld sl'lf-admihiis-f,14 l " , ,1-d1,',,. vi,..(r cm~ i lim ,t thehtmo Nv~arly half

i' StI1 I'- Il ( t l' I- r('i i liil' t iiisfi''s io iccl' liiit it( netgIIli I r e fe-
ii 111 till" 1 11 c Ii l v ,. ; i.(llinl., it(,lll", to bet . (i pro-vilted its to brl'ill

(lilt twll' , ilica (ifl' ti' (If I It'll 1110 iollS. 'The oIlll neilledy for ,tiilse
i~t"I~tII!Ii{IHI it''li llfk iz4 fh lll l thi ll( il ' .

lit v(w.l.'r it i' i liliIl- 5(, tosee how ('lh filllds night hw e spervi,;ed
app r .( I tl Y iiit-ii Vily' it iii hl not lf o ite' u I e.-Ino ralkiiefig to
Ii, ll rt, r' t -illvv. llllt-l| ,lllite' of (liirli' i (lays. it is not
-I al l rV ilv iii ll 'til"4 I 'il't i tll iilt skill ful investinenit management
1 hi.i l mI d Os.'l't" 31()i(i lVi':-fiiil('r formance. ( Fo'tuitely, the bulk
ot tllms fnllids is 1(1lliill ise'(,d by responsible i iistitwit -in skiIled in
1llvestniiil'ilt Iatens.) Not, o11 flie whole dles it benefit the (ellonmy
to have nit ili('il Iinariels to fiwh fre flow of funds. iProbahlv the most
hoful 'aj)proach is the liw just adopted for independent welfare
flllds ill liS t Stae of Washinglon, eqlll'iiig mllldatory (is'losure of
lilall(e t flie State ilsilmlnie department, togetlier with examination
(lf suich funIds -f least olive el('h 5 vears. The same approach has been
(E.IiSiler,d iii otlier States (New' York ercted stopgap, factfinding
legisliton in 19)54 giving the sitperinite ndent of insurance similar
.lithillit 'v. For it neconiiieled progrmI of further action see Whose
Welfare a report by Adelhcrt G. Straub, .Jr., former deputy superin.
tendetnt of insuirn(,e in New York). The Revenue Service could also
imIki, a contribution to full disclosure through compilation an( pulbli-

cation of the information submitted by plans claiming tax exemption.

"Stateument before the Sullwormmlttee on Welfarp and Pension nFnds of the Senate
Cormittere o1n Labor and Public Welfare. July 20, 1955.
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INVESTMENT POLIt'IES OF INSURtED ,AND SI:IF-AI)MINISTItIIIi) PENSION

Tax quest iois have only a IiIIIited effect in IpensjoI-fuld invest ienelt,
except It special situations. More important are tte tprejIdices of
those directi., fiaumcial poliees, lite operating necessities of ie ill-
stitittiotls involved, wd tilt llL'Vel ililpact of laws and regillatioll-.

Ineistri n'tit dislrj tiui: k tirconcit funa, ee. 31, 195
[ L'eri'e if ]

' , 7 171',l'lr

IIiu I i I I o

1,'' m me t, 1, l k IIIm,

I Li i'ruln it., I llti l h.t itl

ToefI tl ,.uc ,,.. .

t, , .. i" s -f

ti ll t'llll of ll .. .. . . .. m .- '

'ili ',- o - 115111 r,t bi l, 40% .. v111 ,v',rm - l ott o rcio o tf iaw rft hiig i t tt,
\nv , 1rm k,. , llm,,-, , t% itw, w i t .. 1 (m l vw t h l l lit .... w ,

fn sof lh , an t.wr ite ll u l itd t tuow, irc l anth ll\ \ W|il h .

Investment. channels di ffer' strnik ingly for insured and uninsured
Jplanls a,, shown inl the allowing table. 'This Seems, ait first, Surprising
in view (f the like philosophies of investment officers antile similarity
of thle flrow11 avail e for ilnvLstmlltent. The major- (hldlig'ients cohl"Is.
of-

1. A much greater emphasis oI securities in uninsured plans.
Conversely, one-third of the insured funds wenit into mort gages
and real estate, whereas mortgage hohtlings by ulililln'rcd plans
were negligible.

2. A much greater emphasis on equities, particularly common
stocks, inll uninsured plans.

3. Another difference, not, revealed by the above data, but gen-
erally known, is that a somewhat larger proportion of life-
co) anv seeri ty holdings is obtained through direct, placements.
At tIe emd of 9I5,4. life (ompaies. representing over 80 percent
of the total assets of all United States life companies, had obtained
(;T percent of their corporate bond holdings through direct
l~lat~einent. 2

Many factors nderly these differences. Life companies comminglo
pension funds with those from other insurance operations. Within
the regulatory framework they invest these large aggregate amounts
to maximize yield. 'ratlitionally they have been substantial mortgage
investors: they are familiar with the problems in this field and have
established facilities to handle them. Banks, on the other land, may
be subject to the investment direction of the trust instrument, iiii

I Direct PIlacement, Joint Investment Bulletin No. 248, American Life Convention and
Life Insirance Association of America.
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advisory Warl'd, or both. Such boards tend to favor better-known
(0porate borrowers wid, therefore, corporate securities or commner-
cia rcal c, tate rat her tihan the residential mortgages so important in
recent years. lirtlhernore, hunks have traditionally been restricted
to local ialeas in iiiortgage lending; they have never created ,ervicing
facilities conil prabhl 14) those of the nonbank im, titul iols.

To t11v extent that lidil1 "'lr fuls go into residential mortgages
at :llI, then, they teind to be FlIA's and VA's, which are more likeSecI.itrities.

Since trust com pall ies generally administer ealic trust as a separate
unit " tii r in ow of new monv ients to he sonewitl less pre-
dictalble tlha the ir,_,euate inflo;V of life Collpamllies. Becuinse ill-
,urlal'ue (M111 l it's folw in advance, what, funds they can bank oil,
fhieyn provide loi'lwers with the, same kimld of "line" of long-teril
,'ellit lhaIt lanks have illwavs furn ished ill the short-term fieli. Their
ahililv to make loiiger fo' ' aid comm it iients lins given life companies

1n ad va village in di lflai'eilents a ld mort gage leading over tilsteed

Thus Iruslteed plans have turi'led to equiies for the higher yields
whiich i ffe companies .hve ,ought in lolgages 'nd ll i"l v ht p1l'e-
lnilt. common n st ocks of tlit( trusted fitils, at cost, rose from 11.3
to IS.6 peleli' out i',ets between 1951 and 195 . This trend was aided
by IIera liiati io th of pension Irust i.list I ilents and of laws govern-
n.,,.. li i~i iivest iieiits.14

Life conpaI ml investment ill common stocks fats been severely re-sr'ted. Tile New York insurance law, which exerts I, rrIn111ing
ilfiluence, oil all com11panlies doina Illsines , ill tile State, lrwohibited slich
investment from 1907t mitil 1951. ( E, Ven preferred stocks were tab~oo

11t61 1928). k\t present it permits invest nent in common stocks only111 to 3 perv'ent admitted assets, Or One-third of silrphlls, whicheveris less. Life Colmpanies have not even fillv availed themselves of this

privilege. silce they face tile further stmnbling block of having tovalue e(Ilities lit nlll'rket (tile IRlS generally accepts tru1st-fuind valuia-
tiol 'at cost). Markett, 11tillitiolls call tillns, until further develolp-

meiit of the recenhIv established niandatory seel'itv valuat ion reserve,
exert a diconcerting iifluence on their Iublislied sulr lls figures
which, il turn, are united in many States to appl'oximately 10 per-
Cent of liabilities requirillg interest.

lEqui* iive-ti ents and direct placements undoubtedly raise the
questions of greatest significance for the growth md stability of tile
econy. These can be given only the nIo4 cursory treatmnill in the
space allotted here. Ill a few other Ilinor ilistane., the lentling purc-
tlees of these institutions may also alter market relationships.
Thw prob hm of eptiti,,,: "damned if Ihey (10, and dnnicd if t/ey

don /"

"If they don't" invest in eqiiities s retirement-fund administrators
1are Mcused of (I) ie,,l'eel ing opportuli it ies for their benefiviaries of

larger income, wider (jiversificalion, a share ill the benefits of national
growth, and l)erhaps a hedge against inflationary tendencies; anl (2)

"1Common trust funds for pension funds have recently been established by banks In
RT"viral eliiq.

"'The N w York law, for example. Nas amended In 1950 to permit Investment of up to
35 percent on a prudent-Man basis outside the limitations of the "legal list."
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contributing to a presumed shortage and higher cost of equity capital
with attenthlant undesirable fects for the economy (e. g., greater
cyclical vulnerability of rigid corp'llat e capital struct ures, di court.
at ement of longer-run industrial expansion). Related to this is an
aleged scarcity of financing for new, risky, and small enterprise-
the "venture capital" problem.

"If they do" invest tit common stocks, the specters are raised 1 ) of
losses resulting from the greater volatility of coinuon-stock values:
(2) of a cret ping concentration of economic power: (3) of a poIvili:al
variation of this in independently administered funds where corporate
managements act ing as trustees could secure control of their own or
other comlnpillies by using Imiolley held in trust for emnl)loees, (4) of
an timuremitting infhationary pressure oil stock markets while 'Yomm,1.1'
retirement funds are buildinL im und, conversely, of possible 'ellIitr
pressure if they have to lqidate i a leltationary perioI. ( mplh,
with this is the contention that such funds will go largely illw -i l v
chips," creating yieli distortions and giving older estai-led v,,lla
panies an tunfalr advantage in equity financing

The merits of cominon-stock purchases fromn tile st andpoinmit 41
investment results have been the subject of intensive inve.t-liation
in recent years, as trust companies. life-insurance Comnjm)aiies.. and
mutual savings banks have sought liberalization of State invest meat
laws. The general conclusion seenis to be that, for long-term in-
vestors, able to l)ursle a steady, diversified. investment l)rogramn, com-
muon stocks should provide at least as attractive long-run return as
more traditional forms of investment.

At least, one segment of the general public agrees, and agrees also
with the further contention that common-stock investment oilers
retirement funds sone opportmnitv to share in economic growth and
hedge against inflation. rhese are the 19,o00 school and university
personnel who are directing the maximum 50 percent of their total
annuity premiums into the college retirement equities fund estab-
lished bv TIAA in 1952 to provide annuities with fluctuating values
tied to the value of the common stocks in which their reserve funds
are invested. .In 19.55, the \ariable Annuity Life Insurance Corpora-
tion of America was chartered in the )istrict of Columbia to provide
similar facilities for other annuitants, and bills to permit like insti-
tutions are pending in several States.
Scarcity of equity funds-or too much in institutional hand,?

With reference to the broader economic issues raised, the facts are
less clear. Over the ]lst 25 years Ameriean business has tenled to rely
increasingly for equity funds on internal, in preference to external,
sources. This may be'undesirable because it gives the financing edge
to large, well-estAlished firms and does not subject the financing
demands of competing firms to the test of tile market.

External financing in recent years has taken the form of debt issues
to a greater extent than in earlier periods of comparable activity.
Encouragement has been given debt financing bv the long-term down-
trend of interest rates and the fact that interest charges are exl)vnses
deductible from ever-mounting corporate-tax bills. Whether greater
institutionalization of savings, including retirement savings, should
be included in the list of factors which have led to the swing away
from external equity financing is a moot point. It may be that insti-
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tutiolialization of savings and the relatively high cost. (itil recently)
of equity capital, have merely been symiltotits of certain conimon
uiderly ing causes. These are , of course, the long-tunt redistribution
of disposahle incotie and savings, to the detriment of the upper in-
come groups and in favor of the middle and lower ilncotite groups.
Tax policy, as well as social change, has promoted this redistribution.

The economy cannot readjust to such structural challges overnight.
If lower income savings are channeled, both voluntarily and inlvol-

intarily, through intermediaries, as they seei to be, it is unrealistic
to assunel that these would, in turn, inuediately step in to till the
precisA holes left in capital markets by the dwitidling hlrge private
investor. The process is more gradual'and uieven. 'Imle institutions
first tend to expand investminits ill traditioial ateas and plush these
to theit arginus of attract ive return. This is exact ly what did happen,
beginning in tihe thirties. Financial institutions on balance bvgall
acquiring debt Securities froi individuals and olher holders; they
added more to their port folios than the increase in public and private
debt outstanding. Il some areas, (. g., bonds legal for trust and
savings bank invest meant, this pushing out tiially resulted in taking
a loer return than that wvarraiited by, actol ilvest nient perform-
amce.' Since the wiar, greatly expan'(led mortgage borrowing has
provideAl attractive outlets for ,,mne institutions but not, as noted
above, for uninsured pension finds.

It was inevitable, in time, that, as these possibilities were more fully
exploited, the institutions would turn to new methods and avenues of
linacing. Even tie barriers interposed by legal limitations could
not stand indefinitely in the face of investmnetit pressures. If the
form in which savings are held has placed any drag on external equity
financing it seems likely to (hisappear ' in time as a result of the coin-
bined in3uence of more common stock investing by traditional savings
institutions and pension funds, by mutual funds, and by such new de-
vices as variable ammity companies. Profit sharing and stock bonus
plazis are additional equity sources.

Tax policy can either facilitate or han )et. the readljustment lead-
ing to a greater flow of institutional funIs into common stocks. In
the case of retirement fiamls tie )resetit system probably sets up con-
flicting currents. Uninsuided funds may furnish equity capital ott
more favorable terms than would an individual investor subject to tax
since they can charge losses against total income rather than against
yield after tax; nor are they subject to taxes on capital gain,. On
the other hand, the IRS has thus ftilr frowned oil the accumulation of
loss reserves or any considerable surplus, a fact which discou rages
investments with tluctuating market values and high risk rates, ito
matter how attractive the yield. (This is true even though, barring
the need to liquidate, stocks may customarily be hold at cost.)

Insurance company earnings on stocks are taxes at the 6 percent
rate, but only after the 8' percent intercor porate(lividend deductions.
This gives stocks a yield advantage over other investments of 20 basis
points at the present gross yield of around 3.75 percent. (This deduc-

IsA Report by the Trust Investment Study Committee, Trust Division, New York State
Bankers Assoeialion, 1949.

14 It seenis hi ly ttiikety, however. that any of o trustee-typo institutions could ev r
appropriately p~rovidie venture capitod for new and riskier enterprises. Sotiftions to this
question mih cut froi~em sped, uszed typesq of mutual funds, economiic (tevelioient groups,
andt tat reilon to encourage individual risk taking.
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tion would be eliminated by the Mills-Curtis bill, but since income
attributable to group annuities woll it the same time be gradually
relieved of tax, the position of insured retireltmenit flnids iii this respect
would then be like uninsured.) Oni tile other halnd, since 1951., State
laws have permitted life collies to set aside security y valulatiol re-
serves above their limited sllplits. With reslpeet to omlllioll stocks.
however', the 1iiioulitS seel gl'OSSly iilIequi ate, p)ar liCularly slice
these illst be carried it, what is, inl its act ion oil .lUpltls, the lower
of cost or market. Even an inlal e iii tie legal Iliis wollid plroh-
ably not induce liiili idditionli stovk i livtiiiemit Ilitil siich ditlicill-
ties are iroiied out. (The colilillies have llced onily l2.,) percent of
their ti s ets inl plreferreds althollgh these -Ire subject to iio forllil letal
limit alld have beenlliltively high vieldint.)

hqtitence on, .tock-markctinq fuacthoni/nl
To the, exient that pielsion t'tinid( do tlow to tie equity Illalkets thiy

llay Create flitw lroIleliS of readjistmiielt. Net coii ioiil-totck .)1lr-
(.ll& e by institutions 1ire estimated to have rim-eI from '.1011! illioll-4
ill 194) to $1.5 hllion ii lli 9Y54.11 enion ftiud- anmd life couMities
acc iiCnt for about 10 p(rcent of tle latter litire, with wl nsioi fliilds
iilonli relre.el1t ill percent . lidOullhtdlV, atY i3oted ha love, tlie,,e ill-
sthitutiolns \\ill tlp lower fields than 'large i'ivate iive'tl, tU l-dolibtedly, also. their buyiilg will go hirgelv ifto "hi llips" as it
oice welt only into iighlist qialhiity bonds. ()ne likelihood, not Iwlly
desirable froiti an economiic standpoint, is tiat industry mai1Y I lijllt
to this demand, Creating inore bile chis via mgei r ior cl. nol; dilAli ion.
(This process may already le goiig oil.) For alothler, it is niirealis-
tic to iasillie that the fuiids will pliUsh, their buying until they paI'
ridiculous prices for blue chips. In time their direct hlli u "ihoull
spill over into other issues.", Even before this, howevoi, the 1iulll11
pi'ioee!ess of market rea dij iiil ill it should lead the indi viduil inve-l 's
who are bought out. of higher quality stocks to tallsfer their interest
to more Venturesome outlets. In anv' ease, if a1 greater total vollmle of
funds is directed into tile market the general lowering of equity yioli
should e a solace and not t worrv to tlose who have feared a short-
nge of equity tliill. One calilnot hare tie argulielit both ways.

Much moi-e distiirbin, for those who believe that iinrkelt evai/i-
ion, however imperfect, lday an important role in the functioning

of tie econoly is tlhe Pirospectlithat tle investment-for-keeps a1 ilozacri
of in~titilt ionil investors will progressively mnirrow the floatini supply
in the stock market as it has alhreadly done'in the bond market. (l ir-
chases Ibv the uililsllred dlidls aggregated $1.7 billion from 1951-54,
with sail;s of onlv S228 million.) The key to this )robably lies in the
lopo that iore favorable terniis for equity tinancing (and pelaps
otlier more deliberate encouragements) will of themselves indiice an1
expansion of total volume that will more than keep pace with illstitii-
tional purchases.

11Fnetors Afferting the Stock Market, p. 9.3. Thit represents T0 percent of the 1054
Ilereate in common stock outianding,Is Tnpltttloni hly th actuarial ti&t llndtrivtins much of tilty's lo i ielon )ll ) ihiil,
uinllisurd ag well n% Iistireti, tenis to require Invevtont In "evuritleR IVrovlilit ii vu r
Intome at a satlsraetory rate, rather thnn In so called growtl sckq f'or Mh1, rttt l anymajor tanl ,ton of pen i tn-fun I investment aeyondl the traditional liue chi'o% may wait
11pon the domplopment of such new devices asq vtrabtle annuultloR. The onli point .irq
made here Is that if the pressure of circumstances, Includig Investment nied, It su.
clently "trong, such device will, In tme, be perfected (and a start Is being mathe at the
present time).
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The control problem

If co1iiion-stoek investlnent by peisionl funds and other instiiu-
tions continues to gather illolielitUllli will it, lead to IIidu ( coiiceliii-
ion of lusiless coit rol ? For lif' compielis the 1951 coitiiiioli-sto'k

amendments in New York set up safeguards a,,ainlst the recurrence of
ablises disclosed V5 years earlier: ill the Arnist'ong investigation. In-
vestilletts il socks ol lmiicial list it unions like banks and insurance
compams waas t ibdden altogether. (hI is may be an ext rene pro-
vision tnder present coalitions.) Investment in'other common stocks
was limited to the les,er of 2 percent of the outstanding common or
otie-telth percentt of tilie life colipany's assets. (1he latter was de-
signed not only to Irovide dlivvrsiication hut to revertt tai n 1llv
large holding of the common stock of a 'orhoration like A. T. & ''.
with very huge equity c'lpiulizat ion and widely scattered ownership.)

In 0.1usteed plan, snimilar limilations maiy e imposed by trust ill-
str'iutents themselves, although to what extent is unknown. Stateidlticiary investieit laws generally imil)ose 11o rest net ions coi laral)lo
to those in the insurance codes. The original version of the 1954
Internal Revenue ('ode passed by the Il ouse woild have withheld tax
exeniption if tile trust placed Iluile thall ) Percent of assets ill secur'i-
ties of any company other th:ti he employer (I) or owned more than
I percent of the (0vinlield voting stock of such other comlaiy.

The econoi ic rea,ols for legal rest iet ions o1 control like those
in State insurance codes but perhaps with some modification, are coM-
pelling and do not seem to impose an utohitly onerous burden on in-
vestmiieint (liscretioni. These Nould A;ill leave* unanswered iany ques-
tions about control to which there is no pat answer. However, some
of tse are not wholly peculiar to stock ownership by institutions;
in the event of default'on ldebt obligat ionts, credit ors as a g hlll have
traditionally assumed a very large voice ill the affairs of the borrower.

lhe speei'alized case where eml)loyee trusts invest substantially in
the common stock of the employer is even more difficult to evaluate.
This practice is most common among the increasingly popular de-
ferred prolit-sharing, thrift, and stock-bonus I.ll11, which are fre-
quentiy designedd to supplement iuuideqiate benefits ltn1der pension
plans established when price levels were lower. Such investment is
permitted now to trusts qualified for tax exemption if it does not
divert funds to the employer through l)urchase of stock from the tirm
for more than adequate consideration (see. 503, 1954 1. R. C.). At
the end of 1954 only about I out of every 6 funds covered by the SEC
stui(ly owned stock )f their own compainyl and only a handful (includ-
ing ihe oft-cited Sears, Roebuck )rofit-sharing 'fund) had as much
as 20 percent of their assets so invested. While this practicee raises
questions not only of control, but of a captive source of capital, it may
not be wholly undesirable; to the extent the employees' retirement
future is hound ilt) with the welfare of the employing company, pro-
ductivity iiany beiiefit.
Other ,ssue,

Quantitatively only direct placement of corporate securities, ranks
as an adllitionl inve ,tment question worthy of discussion. This has
already been well reviewed in ])ecember 1049, before this same com-
mittee. No tax question is involved, and this earlier review seems to
havfw dhmo:tIilt rated tuat such arranged ents offer advantages of su-
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perior flexibility and certainty to both borrower and lender (compa-
rable to the relationships banks have always had with their custom-
ers), greater accommodation for smaller borrowers, and no more
risk of undue control by the lender than any other method of financ-
ing under present conditions.'9 Oil the other hand, direct placements
do create diliculties for smaller investors and further evidence the
constriction of public markets which seems inevitably to accompany
greater institutionalization of savings in ally form.

Other minor types of peiision-fund il'e.Stmnenit involving tax alter-
natives Could alter r 11ari'ket relationships which would otherwise exist.
'l'lTese include loans to employers, real estate lea pt-)urchase or lease-
backs, and uniirelated bu.siillss transactions. Of these, life coilmanies
Van illvest only in leasebacks and the total investment of uninsured
funds in these forms is blanketed in the 4 percent of other assets.
Misuse of tile tax )rivileg, ill making such investllents seems effec-
tively prevented i)y section 503 of the 1954 Internal Revenue Code.

. trust which engaiges in prohibited transaction;, including loans to
the eml)lover witihoit adequatu security and interest, or l)urchase of
1 )operIty tron tihe eml)her for more than adequate consideration, can
lose its tax-exempt status.-°

If the puIalse of a Iusiness produces urnelated business income
such income is subject to tax to avoid giving the )urehase(l business an
unfair advantage vis-a-vis its Coinl]etit ors. A business lease also
l))(Oces taxable income to the extent that the l)roperty is financed
with borrowed funds. This l)revents the trust, from pyramiding it
tax-exempt income on borrowed funds as well as its normal accumu-
lations.

Even when pension trusts and life companies make lease arrange-
ments solely by investing their own funds, however, the questIon
arises whether tenants receive some indirect tax subsidy to the extent
that the deductible rental exceeds the depreciation permissible if they
owned tile property . This is a valid question only if the sale is a
subterfuge. Barring this, a higher rental, providing a higher return
to the investor than on a direct loan, seems justified since the investor's
claim in the event of bankruptcy is limited at most to 3 year's rental,
and tile salvage value of what is often a limited purpose structure,
whereas a bondholder claims the entire unl)aid principal.

One other influence of the special tax situation of pension funds
and life collanies might be noted. In tines of unusually high cap-
ital demands, like the last 2 / years, restriction of commercial bank
credit throws State and locate government borrowers into the arms
of nonbank lenders. Ie deral tax exemption offers little attraction
to suchl lenders and, therefore, these obligations miust otter a return
competitive with corporate obligations to attract these marginal funds.
This means that State and local borrowers must pay higher rates
than they would if their needs were entirely met by individuals and
commercial banks. A corollary is that intramarginal buyers, to whom
tax exemption is important, reap, a windfall.

is Volume and Stability of Private Investment, December 6-16, 1949. See also George
Conklin, Direct Placements, Journal of Finance. June 1951.

* Conversely, sale on a basis which gives the trust an unduly high rental return may
mean that the employer's deductions, but not the trust's tax-exempt status, would be denied.
Tho lnjillcation would be that the deal was designed to gtre the employer greater dedue.
tons thait he would he allowed for direct contributions to the plan. The trust's tax-exempt
status wouldn't be affected because the Investment would not berm the employees' Interests,
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CONCL USIONS

1. Funds earinarked for retirement under private, State, and local
aiuspices are growing more rapidly than other forms of institutional
:-avings but the rate of growth seems likely to level off. If the Amer-
ican economy continues to ex pald at; its present pace there ,eems little
lros)ect of an oversavings d ifliculty originating in this area. Pres-
ent tax laws work satisfactorily in the direction of s)reading out
savings to find past service liabilities and are al-o flexible, permiit-
ting some reduction when business earnings fall.

2. Uninsured funds are growing more rapidly than insured; their
relatively more favorable tax situation has been one factor in their
more rapid growth; the Mills-Curtis bill would remove this advan-
tage. 1 public control of uninsured funds is les uniform and detailed
than for insured funds, but no evidence has been found of any wide-
spread abuse. State legislation requiring mandatory disclosure and
periodic examinations would be desirable.

3. The investment of retirement funds is not significantly affected
by tax influences..Equities are the chief problem area. For life companies, State
inve.,timent restrictions l)lus Valuation problems have tins far prl-
cluded any substantial common-stock investment. 'Irusteed funds,
however, are flowing into equities in substantial volume. The funds
may be willing to invest at lower yields than wealthy individual
iv estors who have been partly disl)laced since they can recoup losses

out of gross income without deduction for taxes.
While this may remedy the relatively high cost of equity capital

which has prevailed for the last several decades, and also contribute
to a beneficial diffusion of ownership in Am)erican industry, it may,
at tIle Sale time, raise other problems. The normal processes of
market readjustment should, in time, alleviate, but perhaps not en-
tirely remove, distortions produced by the concentration of pension
fund buying in blue chip corporations. However, economically sig-
nificant. questions will still remain, having to do with (1) possible
concentration of corporate control (or, alternatively, abdication of
active direction, which might be equally disturbing) and (2) possible
reduction in the floating Sul))ly of stocks necessary for an active
market, because of the long-run view inherent in pension fund
investment operations.

Short of eliminating completely the tax encouragement given to
pension plans, none oftihese problems seem to be of a nature whichcould appropriately be dealt with though changes in corporate tax
policy. A reduction, and lesser degree of progressivit., in In(lividual
income taxes would probably make the greatest possible contribution
to a better balance in the sui)ply of equity funds (and of investment
funds generally), assuring (1) a larger proportion of venture capital,
(2) better diffusion of corporate control, and (3) greater breadth
in equity markets.
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RETIREMENT CONTI IIIITTIONS, THE SPENDIN(G
STREAM, AND GROWTH

('JCi-.l.s A. IIu , Jr., Yale Uaiver-ty

Within the past decade the net inflow of funds into private plans
which defer the payment of currently earned conpelnsat ion has become
largo enough to influence materially the rate of saving and capital
formation for the whole ecOmony. 'These institutional savings are
accumulating in retirement and deferred distribution profit-sharing
phns for eventual distribution as retirement ilnone or deferred p ay-
ments to employees., To explore the importance of these fulld, ald
the extent to wlich they represent. additions to the total rate rather
than mere diversions of saving which would have ocelirreld without
these )lans is the primary pr'pze of this paper.

Federal tax treatment of deferred compensation payment, I.i
been it significant force stimulating the growth of retirement ad
profit-sharing plans. . Under the high tax rates which have prva ih ld
for many years, various tax advantages acordted these plian hi. te
inz lt. .l tle economic advantages of deferred compensation relative
to current cash payment for both employers and employees, and the
parties at interest have been quick to recognize and to utilize thee
advantages. To prevent widespread tax avoidance and to hc,' tih,
loss of revenle, the Congress through statutory provisions and the
Treasury tltrough administrative regulations have surroumded hm,
tax beniits with rigid and complicated restriction which, in efhve.
grant the aisociated dedlulion and exemptions for firlls anll their
employees largely to al)h)roved. or qualified, plans ma intaie'l I.by
corporaltions. The volume of fids flowing through these qu ailitil
plans is nlow !,) large that a)plarently ninor eban.ge.* in the tax Ireat-
mnent accorded these plams may generate very important ehanltIes in
the amounts and sources of funds, and in tleir effects on ecOm'imc
growth.This significant area of tax policy promises to become even more im-
portant in the future. Expanded ,-overage of employees and liberali-
zation! of I)enfI0t- will increase the absolute and relative importance
of these plans. Moreover, the tax benefits granted under qualified
plans may he extended to areas and sectors of the economy now denied
them. Signs of this development are already evident in the in-
creasin,,ly insistent demand by the excluded groups to be allowed on
grounds of equity tax reductionss and exemptions for retirement siy-
ings. To l)rojeci the lposil)le growth of qualified l)lans under existing
law and the attending influences on saving and to indicate briefly tile
effect of certain deferred payment tax proposals are secondary pur-
pos(,s of this paper.

EXMNT TAN CAUSES Or PAsT AND PIOSPECTIvN, GROWTI1 OP PANs

Growth in the number of private retirement and profit-sharing
plans and in the contributions made to them has occurred largely in
the last 15S years. Available statistics yield only rough clues to" the

I Other typesq of d(erred crnil)nsttlon pInn,. suiwh n,4 Individuil arrangements hptwpen
key e'uctlves and lheir compaIq. nre not consdered ti this pIapier, Imeaure the, flow nf
ful.i through ttt is reitlu ely inall.
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l-, _k' Und present status of this development. The first period of

ral'id rate of growth coincided with the World War I1 years, when
high and temporary inceone-tax rates, intensified competition for
labor and nanagenent, exeniption froni wage and salary controls of
colilpellsation deferred through approved plans, and favorable tax
treatiltent of approved plans combined to nake these forms of coin-
wn'1oll especially attractive2 'The nuinber of plans qualified for
S avored tax treatnelt inlereased from about 659 tit the end of 1939

to 9,:)70 by August, :il, 1916, with 7,423 of this number initiated after
Septemnher 1, 194-2). B, 1946, corporate contributions to qualifiwl
plls, ll.colintinlg for almost all approved employer contributions,
alntmntted to roughly S7.5s million, with retirement plans receiving
r aiglily ,-t.' ( 'orllorite contributions to all l)hans qualified through
Augiist 31, 1946, were three times as large as those for qualified plans
ill exi-tvlne before 19-0.

''litouili both tile 1nulber of qualified planss and contributions to
thefl, have continued to grow steadily since 1946, the most rapid rate
of ,r.,owtli has occurred since 19-9, w hen the provisions of retirement
I bhns becilie defiiiitel" subject to nttmdatory collective bargaining
mnd organiized labor initiated a drive for negotiated private retire-
mIllt beieits. I'llon l'e.-sille, CoMIbiued with the reintroduction of
the e-,'e,,s piolits tax. higher incone-tax rates and other wartime
0100i tiic (lalracteris.ties of the Korean war, drove the number of p1ns
al contributions sharply upward. On June :30, 1949, 12,154 quali-
tit ' p.i. . .were ill existence; by the end of 1954, 26,573 )lans were
ol,,,raling. ('orporate contributions climbed from somewhat less
1, tn Sl.21; million in 1949 to an estimated $3,068 in 1954.7

Private retirement plans have emerged as a major form of saving
i +titut ion aid the doninant kind of deferred-type coml)ensation plan
'1 this g.owth. At the end of 1954 reserves of private retirement
plhil, I largely q1ualified plaits) were about $20.3 billion (of. table 1),
as coijired witl total assets of saving and loan tssociati nis and
iife-iliturantce Colmpalies, respectively, of $31.7 billion and $84.1 bil-
lion." There are no reliable data, onl funds in prolit-sharing plans,
bll oe ,t iinate places these assets at $2 billion to $2.5 billion on
I i)vitnbLer 31, 1954.."

''lh 'earlv addition in reserve funds of these plans, or the amount
of gros inflow left after payment of administrative expenses and
benefits to par1ltielipants, has been increasing rapidly. For retirement
phls this is largely d tie to funding requirements imposed by actuarial
test,, of soundness, tax qualification rules which require funding of

-VFnr a more detailed analysis of these factors and their force ef. Challis A. Hall, Jr.
Effects of Taxation on Executive Compensation and Retirement Plans (Boston, Harvnrd
Graduate School of Business Administration, 1951), ch. 3.

Internal Itevenue Service.
Intprual lRevenue service compilation of annual employer contributions (at varying

date) to 9,370 plaus qualltled through August 31, 1946.sIbid.
Internal Revenue Service.
lloth figures represent corporate contributions under all deferred-type plans, Including

relatively small amounts tnder nonqualifled plans. These contributions are shown Nithout
hr,.ekdowns by "' e of plan In Statistics of Income, pt. 2, for the most recent year of
tabulation, which lags about 8 years behind the current year, and each prior year through
ll'45 The 1954 estimate was derived by extrapolating to 1954 the ratio of such con.
trilutions to wages and salaries other than governmental and agricultural, and applying
thl' ralio) to the corresponding wage And salary total for 1954.

F'eeral reserve licllelln.i July 1(. p. 73 Reserves of retirement plans. Insured witl
life companies, reflected In both retirement plan reserves and life companies assets, were
$.S billion, cf. Institute of Life Insurance, Life Insurance Fact Book, 1955, p. 33.

1 Niemorandum from Anal3sis Staff, Debt Division, Treasury Department dated July 13,
1955.
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approved plans, and tile rapid increase in now plans. As table I
shows, reserves were growing at tile rate of about 14 percent yearly
in 1954. A large fraction of this growth is attributable to employer
cointriiutions, which accounted for $2.6 )billion of a gross inflow of
$3.6 billion. comparablee data for profit-sharing plans are not avail-
able? but the increase of reserve* i such plans was roughly $300
niilion in 19,54.10

'TAtlEX i.-Etnatcd fintoi'fal data for private rtircieit plais

('ottrlhiutlonsl Inereae
Control. Increase Total r* of re-

Interest buttons I'.iyientIt of re. serves i'er,;moal serves as
Year eirnhiog +hiter- to Nwe. srves end of uvilg percent

'm i"i on amets est iorn, flirles du1rilg 'y3e,r (llllotit) of Ix-r.
Emphoyer lngs yer (bIllllon') t mnod

() (2) (3 ) (4) (5) (A) I (7) (A) (9) (t0)

10I ....... S'$ $700 '7tS $P"') fl $0 SIM$ $70) $794S V to sl $12 A 6 2 41 6
. 1.... l, ) 2.21A 11111 ) al) 3N 2,117, 14 0 17 7 It 7

1o54 . . t0) 'tiol 0) .1 .4)4 M*A 2, X-l 21i 3 19 :3 I'l
161 ....... 5, t1l 5' IAN) I, SIX) 7,700 1, sio 5, 40 62 6 23 0 V 41

oloroelk (olit (2) through N for 191A, aittlor'testlrates KIbd uliun dAt from Internal lIe\Slime ServIce
antff la. nind W. iollltllith, A Study of 8,t% iag In tile UnIted SIates (lrInceton, 1't Incetlu University
rrols%, I107l.l, s , tp om1

Co (l. O" I)air t of aonrtim rt
(1'4 (2. (3)l (44, (A). (61, Anl d (4 ir 1 1 a nd r i ' front C tlef Actuary,. Sochi Stecrity inlltrlil ttiin;

M I. (7 ) uloptit n slh l fl' (in4 111 om t 1it dnlit i l t e nttit An ter eP s'llvm e I, elmi lt of itwitr ilwlt i b (,
I9 W4' r*htd Unvie frotnt tuit f the Joint Comeitt on t 2No, (oti ttlort, i'otit itl oernomie

Oro lbt of the Unitei Stes During tile Next Cong , 2dI ses. (Waihnglon, U1 S 0overmtneot
Printing h , 1051), p. 20

Other litai for ,4 41.crl i Ie y iltlir i tile aw itnlt 1o0r that (1) underav m . bru l ier e in euuployer
ilt rititit li111i; c efi ti aver ige soon 1 1 itrrel.' 11n ri0r t10 1 l 0t4% hu loll nde 1 ",i' . ' (lI) (o the tntertivl
elnmue t 'ode know %e 4iit1 for 1414%. (2P emuloee oitrNi itontnftire 1:3 3Itercevt of eminll or i trl u .

3) n ireon iervnl e tnina (oI t itroe lii I to iayment, t t ieflt i riel; after i451; (4) idiilt iitratil 4, ea.
ioseas ire N jwreent of total contributions, iS) ititervst leurnings onl reerss are eqLil to 3 jkrivit of ttild ear
hk value.

( ntinuation of recent economic and social trends through the next
decade wotihl substantially enhance tile Ilb)solte '1d relative ima-
portance of private retirenw nt plans. rhese fundamental forces have
operated in v-aried and complex ways to spread the l)rivate ret ireinent
movement. lTigh and progressive individual income-tax rates have
nmade it profitable for employees, especially the highly collpensated,
to defer the receipt of compensation from the earnings period to the
retirement period. Deductions allowed employers for contributions
to qualified plans have placed such payments taxwise on a par with
cash compensation. High and sustained employment hlits served to
maintain competition for labor and to stimulate funding of plans,
especially for past service. Union pressure to initiate retirement
plans and to improve employer benefits by collective bargaining has
been vigorous. Under similar conditions in the next decade, the
resulting extension of retirement coverage and liberalization of bene-
fits could increase total contributions over tile 1954 level by almost
100 percent to $5,100 million and expand reserves to $62.6 billion, or
over three times their 1954 level (cf. table 1).11 To some extent
profit-sharing contributions would also be stimulated by these forces,
but the scarcity of available data forestalls projections of their growth.

36 Analysis Staff. Debt Division. Treasury Dep rtmont, op. cit.
It One estimate of total contrlbottons to Industrial retirement plans alone places them

at $2.4 billion In 1950-51 and $6.6 billion In 1960. Cf. Charles L Dearing, Industrial
Pensions (Washington, the Brookings Institution, 1954), p. 166.
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Tim RATE, OF ToT.m, SAVING

Private retirement and profit-sharing plans influence the rate of
capital formation and economic growth primarily by altering the
amount of total saving available for investment. Total saving is the
sum of Government saving and private saving. Government saving
is the excess of tax collections over Government transfers and expendi-

tures for real resources; private saving is the amount of income saved
by tile private sector, including corporate saving. Since the rate of
lkivateinvestment actually achieved ill aly period is identically equal
to the rate of total saving, both Government al(] private saving release
resmrces which mist, lx, utilized in capital formation if a given level
of outplut a1d enploymeniit is to be maintained. If these resources are
Used in capital fornmtion, tile rate of econioinic growth at this output
level is ililea.,el; if the nanclived rate of saving does not lead to
Ilceasetd ilive!4 iiin1l llien 0hllp1l1, eliplovillent, and Irobably the
rate of illvv'.tlllllnt 1 ie redied. Sign ilieaaIt (l llnges ill total saving
tlhrolgh the growth h of deferred .payinent )lanis would be ai important
elflvilt ill ect)iloili, g'owl 1.

Hoth i Itlfw of fiundls throllgh thvee plans and government fiscal
policy ilduced by the plans afl'.ct Ill( rate of saving.12  l"mlloyer
and 4ni plov(ee voilltt iolls, ilcrest eni'lings oil reserVes, an( p).ay-
iii'nts to biieficiaries exert their force through coml)licated channels
and with frequently conflicting results. Indeed, the net effect of a
particular force is often uncertain, and tile relative weight of various
forces is not, precisely identifiable. Government fiscal actions taken
to cotillell.sate for the fiscal effects of deferred payment plans will sig.
nificantl t alft total saving. Tax treatment of dlefrred coillpensa-
tion p)l)erales for tile iost part to diminish tax collections both in the
pmrent and over tile time span of deferral; if tax rates are increased

or government expendit ure redled to compensate for this revenue
los, or if ot her fiscal actions are taken, the rate of saving and capital
formation will he significantly altered. Tle iiet effect on saving re-
fleets tlit efillnilled influences of all these factors--the flow of funds
through plans with tax rates and amount of resources used by gov-
ernment constant, and compensatory government fiscal action.
Amploycr contributions

Contributions of employers are a form of wage income whose
costs niust be covered by changes in the amount of income flowing or
accruing to the various productive resources, l)y price movements which
alter the real value of such shares, or by increased output from greater
efficiencyy, 3  Since these adjustments producee different economic ef-
fects, the routes through which employer contributions become a part
of the income stream are of great significance. In my opinion, the
costs of these contributions have been met. largely from reductions in
real cash wages and salaries, lower corporate net profits, and reduced

I $It Is powdhie that the amount of accumulated assptq may affect the rnte of Faving by

imparting to covered employees a senqe of security. This extension of the wealth effect
(or 11'goo effect to accumulated saving Is vulnerable to attack on the ground that aceu.
mulated saving Is the result of past decisions or effects, and should not exert an independ-
Pnt Influence. For this reason It is excluded from the list of determinants In the text.

' Both corporate profits and individual Income tales. whichh are the Important taxes
affected by deferred payment plans, form a part of the Income shares allocated to various
productive resources. They are not, therefore, to be regarled here as an additional source
from which employer contributions may be paid.
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Ij)lilrhsigf. ,npoWer of ilcilnk. ill gene'a I (t Ioitgh a irisv of oIt It pri' s
,'eaIt ive t f tol.' cost s, ill ills ordei'. 'I'll sollt extent cliie'leicy il t',
beln illiproved.
Reduced reol ('1.sh w'ages and mylarif w

(i'owtlh (f loi foelr ('liti'ilill I Is Iiis to 'ediie tile v'Val Vialiie of
cash wages Oall s:ihill'iPs) trII-oigli Ole press by wVlli4'l t1he e\t l'r labor
i'euu etratioln r'epl- eill ld 1) 'lli 'Ililt i4ll'4 Ievol's , ilillvdlh'I l ill i l,
l'.o4 - wiv t rill-'l1ll'. Tllsi. lplovl.s.-4 lbilqr, lte wl '~rel llllq'li

of lt h \i\ 'l wages ald slai t ile I)ilS qlhpl4\ci' col lltrillut ioll,) into
Ili'l-o r i'elatioislil wit h tithe slles price of otif)Ut . Telnival ftactA)ns
procVel'l1 this relati0lshiip; that, is, real wages are Illore or less closely
i'rat'd l fill, llVs'a I lroilldctivi'y of labor. To li h, (' teatll -hat tihe
It l.101i41n,.i p 'ev".iN Piiployr co(tlli Itl ioasre a wedged jull lih ('ost-
II'lce st rlllle thrlllgh () I'edt 't ons Ill 1lliP'v %'ages paild ill cish,
(1) slower e.\ e illlkisill (of If ll e' \age as rlotlllctivity of labor in-
creases over tine, )r. (r) iile'l'.rteid prices of (llit. Il'call lIN' of ill-
stit uit 11li and( itehvivio'al tr1111'ii'iviislt 'S \\hih \141 'ot lllribilto to ftl
rigidity of f he' 11llev Wage rate ill a (lowilwai'd direct ion, '('( ehIi't iolns
(if 111oIeV images lin respoell o I lh growth of olit rl hut ioll. hlve bein
1':Il't. 'lohugh 4ll alli' volit'illtiol hi nvel iliv i ii' e' d pI ve 'ii'l gei ie 4.ll'a 11.
It|ost e hlliplo ' 'V t 'lleltlk \Vll ii( Irav' reduiell real v'A:il w'ags('s appeal'
to have ;lowevd d twll te I'ise ill nliolleV ('a*,h \:I lgs whi iie l, ve'wise
'old have 41'('il'ie1. Plans1 v'oiint 'i l" al14l)ted WO'ko 1411 lheir, elct
ill ihis Ii'e ion. ec:ih lse Ilaw do not (1'e'fle tilie f uil' cost I)U.Sli forces
pI'sent ill lLlI igti(led pllhll. A sin l111' :I(Ijll',llltllt is irouillit about
by negot iated pl'alls where liegillot inll wag" rI I ini'liullohig ellhIv'r
.'4l1 'i'li i ll)4111 ) 10 iit ri, fllsil' O1lin L)r irodti\'iti'. T( s01ll4
ext nllt 11111011 1 JI'eV' foi' pellsiol hi allS lll$ IV dalle I 'i('e h\''l i
iver illiP4, Nit li i, erect is r hifi'elv u!1a11, ill I\. oj ilIoill."'

Re(dluct'ion ill Ie i'.eal V11hlue of casl \'alges illhced byf,, tie growth of
employer cot'rilltiOls resiilts ill a higher level of I'eal ilvoilie after
taxes thaln otherwise Woul hae 1 )10revailed. The domililant. force pro-
ducing this elf'ect is th, -elative redeti4) ill taxable w\'age ilColle le-
copanving the g rowth of contributions. Whatever tile route by
whiich real cosh wages are reduced, tile real value of tax collections
from enlploees is always lower than it would have been without the
em1plover coinlribut ion: "mIplover coilt rilutions are not currentlyly taxed
to eniloyee.. alid the Governnent loses the persollal income taxes
which (tilerwi,e would have been collected on the cash wages re-
placed,1 Corporate tax collections are not altered in this process, for
1)0th tyl)es of wage payment are deductible from taxable profits. Some
of tie loss in tax collections from employees is offset when price in-
flation follows tile introduction of employer contributions into tile cost

14 This type of price Inereaso It accompanied by m'rr.-pondInc movements In ilo remi.-
neration of both labor and nonlalwr resorces. it li to he dlptinguished from Increases In
product prices Rhich are not associated with upwardi movements In tie returns to nonlabor
factors. The latter it disommed in a later section of this paper.

'9 8inee there seemp to b, no connens si ansnc , i't' a hether union wiiap pIrsuiir'tends to outstrip productivily adian'es, the oncluiqlon about the Inflationary effects of
negotiated plans iN v'ery tentative. The effects of prleo Inflation on saving are In the same
direction as the effect of negotlated plans which merely slow down money wage Increases.
Thus underemphasiing the Inflationary effects of negotiated plans leads only to under-
valuing the strength of their effect on saving.1, At current tax rates the prospective. personal Income taxe nn such contributiona pail
out as future retirement Income are much less than the taxes presently saved, since exemp-
ttons for retirement and the aged. the progressive rnte schedule, and the lower level of
retirement income combine to produce a very low personal tax rate.
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.,rut iire. When aggressive baugainiing for retirement plans leads
to higher n1o1Y wages (cash wage plus employer contributions)thanl are war~rallited by the vilti pructeivity of labor, a new eqluilib-

1111311 ,'lle achieve! lat I his otput only if prices of products and
1nonhloal.' rcsoi i'es r.ise Sflicient ly to 'e.sto'e the real value of various
factor sIares to teii' ol level. 'lhis e(jlililrimn requires that the
p-etvi',itt illI'i';ie 1n nioney Ialbor .oAts, appearing in tit form of
oilmllde (.111lohyer ct,triibuthm.., be. eqpal to, the lpercetage. increase

ill I' ', sity'lit O,,ie, IhIW ih ik faxa ble. W, ith It rgre('.i t' 'r.oiial
ilil' tax', t 1Iiii t axe s ,,il p'ojerty il(voine rise faste tialnl, tle pI'ice
hmel: i'l I ix olle,'ioiis on IpI'oji' inco',me illel'ea.s.. This offset to
ilie los io f tax col lect i oils on wage itclotll is relatively mll, however,
If oilV itcaiise tile growth of plaits does not cotribilte signiiicantl,
to 1i,'t'. itllatin l. TI' lrili 'v, fect of the relative dh'cline inl casl
W\VIt 1 1111,111V i, alt ili('eii'' of lte l iliconle aft e' taxes.l';:I i--fti ot ',:l i11'1011W afif'v taxe. through the itipmlim(litg of em-
lo,\,v ,ont ril ml ifm. ill 6I'vi-rd linimenlt I)IhlIS affects total .avili

ill ;itih'rvtil dil ut io ., le etlii t. oil tile r'eactioiis of latti,'ilating
,'ltodp.'e to. it moltv a'cutn'i through tlese institutiotis. Govern-
titett l llog i,, .limiii.,te at am.t' giveli olutl) by thlie decline in tax
.)hlt'dlot,4 , witi ii \ tl.1d ad til loverlnlent 11:,e of real 'eSIII''es con-

staill. The v\14eilt to which tlhis (Iimillion in govei,nit Saving is
rptlh ',, I l* %. al i'i iase of I l ' .' a , 1ig, iieh'liil ing vllloYe' con-
I il lit ittllerti inte lhe net 'lect oit saving. If coliSiliption in-
V t' , IeS. 4 t' a I'i ,. ,lxpaltIs , le:- thaln tile decitie ill govet'itient
.,:vill,.,: if ,-4Olhiit iholu ivv|w' ,i,, l 'ivat'e saving expands by more
lliai Ilie fall of govvittt,ilt .aviiig. Ii Ile abetme of eminrical in-
flt ia i t i lhli qiti.sl Ai, general obseivat ioms ,ugge-,t certain ten-
lhii',' ,.,olchsioll'.

lit'rti,Id tal intcomte iftet' tawe. thiolgh the repit eltil t of tax-
.till(. wa:, ff,, v-vll vilpv.w'r liut ioll i,; all\\:I". a,',., P
]pallit,-d 11Y All "illif.| 1,t',,'l" ()it pre:-.11- ,()I I,- tll lp ll, an :luly Im"lie
:j--,,li'll,',l \0 1 at -. "+1 1h4it ill iom ,ll '. 'Ille, ilnvollm e'lrol. or tlhi. ill-

Iilf-l e ,t t 1' hilvhi'i' level of r," I i'oomte a ter laxs. tel.il to i u'ica-c
"ll'teiit (aid fitlire ) col,ll pt iofi; it ope'ate.. like ain Iicrease of cas-h

I i. ni'. T'e 'ii.e i itiol ' wi fc Iltt chi uge in
li t -it whio n el,-vilt t ow'-tllpii coIip be ( ni ,1lept f it fiti'e

(,ontl,tiltiou ). Witlbout deferral of I)ay, an emloyee Sihje,'t to a 30.
per('ent miargimal tax rate ot aiits *7(t of pr'esnt or futti'e consumption
negl,,t i tig i ItIt 'est ) for each c It ,f) f i Iitoi he fote ta xts. E:I g4 S

of viltl ivpr trilt'i its 'et t:iiple for this employees peri it s liti of
future c'lnsililution, if the individual's future inarginal tax rate is
Say, zero. Whethe' the 91ont'iltuion uermitt lie elm .ployee tIi extal t
p]tl'it coIslllu t iiin det'nk i i ) .111 i ,fm ll s 'tat IIo.n 'I'holgh em.
plover ((it trlit ions ordimrily catitot lie tssitained or otherwise uzed
directly as security for loais, they can be used to fitmne present con-
.liropt m lll if the emplovee o\11 n% :t-ets o' would Iv e !aved froini ,'all
income Without the deferral. For ,uch "savers" euch .'tI( of ,ii-

],oyer contributions permits an equivalent amount of either preset orMire (',ml)Qllll )tion." there is no slibotitioll effet olppratliaf here.
But if the emllovee would not have saved or owns no a.ets. the con-

lribut ion en nilthe used to lilttice pi'e-ent coisulilutiot. For slich
73834-56-----51
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"spenlders" the eIployer contribution leaves a choice of future cot-
suntption but no present: the substitutioni effect does o rate here.

The replacement of cash wage income by an equivalent antoullit of
employer contributions tends to increase present consunipt ion o f ,a v-
el's and to reduce wesent consulniptiol of spenders. For each $100
of Cash income reInced, savers inay o ltailn $100 of present or failure
con1suillptoll instead of $0. 'This is equivalent to tili illcreaci of il-
come after taxes, which tends to illcreas'e presellt COlSumtl)tiont. Bit
each $100 of Cash iltCOlttO rephlaed periiits the speltdei to tr 'ade $70 of
Itesent conslil)t ion for $10) of fit ure cttsuittt lt iDol, rat her tha 41.
1V definition tile spender would have saved for future colstnlition
less than r$70 of cash wages without deferral, aid lie tinist save tile
whole $100 of employer count ributtions. Since "*30 of the hitter are re-
dIuiced personial-tax collectiolls, he has in efl'eet saved $70 out of tile
reduction ill his ava ilable cash wages. Thu.I his co lllilltptiOl li:s Ibeenl
reduced, The stitli)stitutin effect lolnl ntes the re..lft by increasing
the relative attraction of future consumption.7

The niet etrect oil colSumtlnption is tilcertail, largely becallse it is ini-
possible to establish with any statistical Ineeision the rela ice itntpo'-
talver of spenders antd saver.t andi to cotlirllt the prece iht, a prior
,illalysis. Nevertheless, it sees likely, it ntv opitnio lnt. to the
extent these p1ls have reduced w;lges atnd salaries their eire,'t ott
balance is to reduce consliptiot, that is, to increase tottil saving.
Though a substanti , . fraction of coltliblitionts to I)1a1115 acretls to tile
benefit of higher paid employees who, for the most part, may be, iden.
tilted as savers, tile bulk of contributions to plans now in'exist ence
probably aecrtes to lower paid entployees who tay be iCttified
broadly ts spetnders. Since the latter grotlp cannot easily Itorrow or
sell assets to tinan,,e a arger pre.-ent ctlltl11tiol, the tollillllt ef.
feet appears to he sonic increase in total saving."
Lower corporate profits

Emplover contributions paid fromn corporate piolits inllence tile
rate of total sauvint by transferring income front the Governetit atid
corporate stockloler's to enployees. Sitce ehlanges ill coiporate
profits affect retained hearings relatively Ilnore that dividend. I, the
transfer of remained earning,, to etplovees is tile ditnliltat titte deter-
mtilling the final etl'eet. ('otnributills which reduce corporate saving
tend to reduce solmewhat total saving. On the one hand (Goverullittent

17 If employees were allowed to defer their own pay in anys amount up to votne limit of
compensation by replacing cash %%ages with employer contributions, the effeels on con'ihllihp-
liou would be meniewhat different. Savers wouldtake full adiatitage of deferral, I ait bt,
Increase their lireent (and future) con,4umption. Spenders would partilptae in sinie
degree, but their consumption might be higher, lower, or the snie. The emiploi e ,* aiilit%
to choose the amount of saving to te inpotinded as deferred pa tntit, permits I toilers to
increase their conwumptlon and still obtain tax benefits from the scheme. In sutz, aea s
the Income effect outweighs the substitution effect.

Thil type of arrangement Is similar to a tOx deduction against the personal tax for Indi-
vidual contributions to their ousn retirement plans. A variant frequently prOposHd Is to
allow such deductions up to a limit for contributions by the self emploed to Indilvldual
relirewent itans. Rteleant evidence Is too fragmentary to support a firm conclusion about
the effect on consumption of such ia deduction. Put It the dieductlon limit Viere set at 1t
percent of Income tip to $75,W. as proposedl In recent discussion, the bulk of dedletions
would be taken by savers In the higher Income groups (which account for a large fraction
of personal avlng of the self-etplo) ed now I for u hon thte Incom- effeet would be dominant.
The result would he an expansion of consumption, that Is. a diminution of total saving,
given ta% rat,'s andi Government use of real resources.

10 Though the requirements for vesting of rights to employer contributions (such as ae.
length of service. etc.) are more lenient for the higher than lower paid participants, t is
feature does not appear to weaken the above conclusion. Lenient requirements would
strengthen the Income effect on the higher paid employees, but strict vesting conditions
would work In the reverse direction for the lower patd.
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saving alll vo orrlite si vil i, together de('ilie by the 1ll1lOtlilt of em-
ployer contributions. )iniiuished (iovel livint savilg is etlltl to tile
fitll ill vol l Ollite t:ix collectiolls, anld the rest is relitiled earnintigs.
()t the oIt her illlld, the illi'ille t Ir'll lferre I to ellloly .ees its ililpohided
clilt ribtt olls tells to inlcr'eaN' colllnl)tlioll froll other i tiollie, lit
lest for sivet's. Ill el'et th(e contlrililliml do llot illl'elIN' teilt :V-
ing of employees ius inuch its ill (lie transfer rtedtes shareholder and
GovIVIIIIli lli l ,1v l11

This l(ihclili( (if totill savii Illilit ile partilily ilit, .le'i if di' idel-d';
rutr tt1 illi retaiiled eartiigs I itll. "ollie of (ie redill in ill cm-polt'rIte
l(fiis lifter taxes. Reduced dividetds Wold illlk ispo-ailble in-

volt of sarehii olde hr, anlid tle Ill )"il Oil t heir vcoliilliptionl woiild
Ilnito or less otlit rhllillt ,li ll it' li l i'v e 1 '(I l ti' tli l t)ll of ellilpimt'5,
deW'iidiltg ofl pt'rsoltli-ilic Otie-t ax rites tld lie iutir'gil l)rmpeisit iel
t ulltollil,ilo' o t ii ' n titled g1lll. lit iy i'tu, Ill lhle aipporti(llilllnt

of smaller niet p'oIits betweetl dividends alnd corporate Saving would
h'ild to a'Iect tlie lit tel !at i vel v i e, at il lidt' tota Il ellcot wolhi
iil-lar to li very litill rcdttht iOi ill total sa'vi'.
#1W#.0h/.' r(,,,

To some exteit filiids are Made available for etlplover coilltrili-tiolii. Ihr1 iiil h ll ill(.S, ill pihes oif prlodhucts wilholi (ll'r,1N (li ig

il(j ltst lillt S il t 111 ' llOnev etil llis piid o11t to loillablr iSI.T',e..
TJhi.s tvpe of I rle i i'llIvest' is Jposihe r whet, indll.tIrii1 price I)01lic" is
I'Sivilifi l iilt 11 lltniltilt of prices. Itseile, islllnltroducel t ie lge

bet wiett lll'i',, (di o tll llttl ( hotIi t'illslilt ll i ilvestilleilit oo(ds) lll(
ret !llt l aid otlt to the factors tif plodit ion. 'h 'vilie of tlh is m edge
(o11st it it(,.: ti elplv'er ci ititlilbllikltoi, hi l(rile to labor its re.
tireiielit s,3vilis. Thie redistributiolt of real ilcole toward labor
Occurs at the exptitse of property incoile reciIlieti an( Government,
tot lie i litlti iet hot I ec(ltol's reliils I liailge( l tlhe h ilier price
level.

This re(listriblution ordinariily ihreijeS aggiegaie svi-. lit-

(VOnit red ist ,iblt'I t'uutl Pl'lr)p'ltV o'wlll'4 to pa( itieipat till"C elli)loyee'
probably iii ,l'tlets SiV ll e I Thi i('tilii effect of t(e inpollided wiue
gi ill is inlV palrt) i,11,i since on ly ".ivers will eXliani(d their (,tlisilinlition.
But the iltillie elt,(et of iha' los to property owners is coiiplete.
Wi It lillllit t ,ii' slll' lilirt 1111i l li tJelii tv to ( ' for eil'h lroi,
the illcolliefli', t a, lne woild optraite to incr'elise Savi g , and a ly Septi
mate iAillen'te of Ilihiil ill stiltilihitilif stivi igs wollihl work il flhe iillie
(direction. I however. incollie red istri htut ion fl'm Gover ment l entt s to
redllT siilvng Governmtienlt saviig is reduced by the full Ilo., of (bOy.
ernll ili(lioe, but plrivilt sviling is increased1 l.,eZs th:ii tolltrinlt-
titilis. Slice the loss of ovil'tliiient ieutule tlrditlil'ilv foris ia r(h-
iivelv silill ptiiol of ih(, lii i e redistrilited, (lie total etrect is
(loiiilil(,tted t li O redistribution front property to labor, thiit is, SItv-
in iIlltrea~.'e,

Icreaced e#c'i('ecy
By providilig orderly retirement nld t'elicilig aged emptl loyees,

deferred lmilieilt )llllS elid to increlase the efticielcy of employees-0

19 Shareholders' consumption appears to be relatively unaffected by the level of corporatesaving
hss'W Is the net effect ,)f plans. Other effects, such as the reduction In the %orklnRforest through retirement ani the Impairment mobillty of employees where Testing is Incom.pletp, tend to reduce output. 'or an appraisal of the relative strength of these lendencies

as they apply to executl%es, compare Challis A. Uali, Jr., op. cit., pp. 264-266.
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I li 11,r 4Illie ) ' v 111-11111 I1i 1 -4) ' i v l . (VIII 14 , i elt' I', , 1' ,, i ll l ivily fir
hil1ior 141 i' lii l 11 i14 v h1 i4,111 ill ifii4t , from %ii if hi 'l i, l . r % ''I r 4'i.bIllioll" v:1 Is,, 111m, l evvi.r, iu.lcre ,.-,dl lli..illi.y of t.1,1 1 .. , Dilic , .do
llol lwo, ' :Irilv hlial f.olhl flhl, Ilipher illplml h his lpo"A1o,. for.

lu11. A .imall Ij:iifI 4f flit' in,4i''.:4',d iij.U lvd \ .. ItilI 4'il4'Iii4' ifs 4)1I

Ilyle ae 111 iIIIIII l ' l'l f l l', b l , I.III-IV litI I, u l fl, h Ia ,l 111, l ~l o
vntl,d l p i y1 ia ow i,;n ow (11-0 t 'II in\,1 ~ l Mi fl, 1wi pl emi

In' l t ,llt' ,o'l i ll ':4) lltlt o,, tlv ,o. l :i ll " if I .f lIlf if ,u l (i','i,.i,,I,
11euuli l ' 4',1111 11111 o f ho llv :lf),ll "i lf ,'Ip:li'- '1, flit lv ,it it ll

t 1l 11:11 hIl ,' folill fl l n!,'1,d bil ifi:il lt : . , ll', 1-4 1,14 | i if114
111:4lti 11'4. FIut~ v '1 i 'oii-I' jiltit11115a fo i u.:11411 i fi I' iip': il : hit-v i p ii

riel l'il l k h I :o 4 1 1o:1wipt.h I ' , v1s 1.i11l do'l4i"- 4 ,f li ll ii, l i ll-Ile

11i :11 fll. \%olI 0 4','\l 11 ' 11141 ) 1)I' lle, l4' 11 flit' ll he" I ir : i i ,l l
l it'llv 4' 11 101't i ot' h ' , l0 1 if e lctit\'iit Ii, A tIi, I Iivo11 'ol"
lech t ' alt l\vv p 'i ft,' in lr . , .' to 1:414 11 li .I ill!-,.
he ~l~~ l it ef:nq hi \ef r l l'i t m a Iv ofl"v, f ,-1a ,vi 1 ,,,v,, l hi fliv-
(1itpul t in.o wh hi~ e i, h only :, f.al,. i-4,11f0f!11 ilh l ('411 h'illi . 1 ,1. i
(1,41,1 r,,li h ,t r 1, ',i l' ,I' c , illt'h~y's i t 11 i ll ,v p 't11,1 '. fli I . it

\ \41111. flln, I1well w111 o|' I ll -, d(IfO~ eIT D ilel'll lillli' ToVIII l h.v lvI, .f.-t,
nnd h ,lhlvo : d11 iill ire d I rmeh ik ll 4\\ rol vlal 'che- llitmVhT

t011 ,. hi 1 io l 1 ;4 i i t p id T l. l 't'4'ltll e I llv r 1 11 llO u lil- lil .i 14-11 lo

41411i ,dued twax o'ollt'et ion.s :ul liv'ed lar1i\oatt savi1igs i.v.otfs n.

ti:illv 0V I' the a11a1e incIase.

Net ewriu' p of ai Cili1:ited ms i've N. : i I :lit, 4t11 ft 1 o1
4n,'mAe to ceere d elolyhis ees. 4v hat iilhu neee th le-'. ei1 otr s ll '

have On :igg.date saving at oi- y tilt illnI inie 41e)'l ls 11 st lit', i'

sources and flie exf evl to which they aire ('oisithe'I',d in ei'i'nfu t'oli-siption decisions of coi'ered emplees. ''o Owllw'en (li elrll.ugi
in- \f plan1 will ie paid for v Gov'rnmtent either as oliietl interest

lransfcl. on (Tovernment debt 1reviouslh i.sied ( ' not retire) to li-
n'lan lhe redi n in n tax collect itols rocc:iionel b epl loyer ((oll.

fributions or as reduced taxes due to exeptio of trust eariis
from taxes. A sizable fraction of interest earningS wgill represent
interest which would have accrued to the rivafe economy on other
forms of oving if deferred payment pleals had ot grown. Some
inere t may represent earnings on capital formation due to the
growth of plans. All eed enleffects of thes plans combine with
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thn dyli'i lproc'.4. o~f evo',oilli chlllilg over tittl toJ dete.rminie tile

IPilIIVP oIllrll(' fl ieh I' i~t f. ,olirc-'-.
IIf rilip'ile. II, illhieie, on eol(y(.(,.' 'ori mlmlpt ioJsliving ( eci-SiO114 olifr,, acc€riiig, thro,h1h,1 phmnz ,hoidd be' ,imllnr to

h 1lt (f 'llilo yr , olIIfI lint iou' : lie etv,'t , (ill hld to , xjilld ('iillj-
liton of "sai VI'r14.1'I' III' i, i i ite re-st I., fili(l fori by (soverii iieit,
thi'n, fil lii' lI P iiect i; $III Jfl'J'l'aw con -iiii pt l OiP' i so ht ; o1) IititerPit
whie (ll l ' lvP IPi b 'II, 'i'(I I ie Wllwiq ill ,otr' otherr f(rin of savi ngih ll 11. I-' ' iq to Ivlllict( vo)j|ll il lio l( l ll we th "lilri illf. effect" oI

Ow Ill hveited 1,;l Is ~'llifJ('ltI) ; eil-ilipgs froill 11d(11i(,olilI 'aflif 01
Q11t,, l i l il -l ve,1111 it fho , h rl ,n , w I,'--i kifl' m~ logl . !oa l panld

irv o lir t I1i. ,sii tit, ii! ! i ill VI iWO hI ollit tllY l rot ill i fline.

,nfeli fun illhs' f ! sli li o lyt( t lie ire o -Iti,1 be ri-itio. oIt isifrt

Ich, le will Ow110e f't i(I i'l tli vtly bl.111lle

/(mlJ.''qoll/41mliolI,

,lMall, flin 115 iliiit c'oie'(r"'i to Ilio. eihploye who fire willing to

11A111 i I IiI II 11111lilt ilof ort ionF-d~ to bi l( comp-iih on, toi Cove'r
ia f (i f I he .,- I h'fi'rred leueit.s. i mplo ,e c.,irithtitl lire It

forll oif pIv,-oIll ,a I ilVg. 'I'lix i',el hlt 10 , ,qit ntirhat ef ipi , op'e ('(il-

(ill'tfi, lO , .iol of depit. l ioy ar i ot d.tihlhfe from Iax'abl
11I('0111111. 'I . l ligh i h o -t e (,i eiri'I oil t it fii iy qu 1tillified trIsI. is tlax
flee dlrilig the ,iId of d(hpfit, Jrily alternlIive per ,inial inve-t-
Ii ,ill arl, ()Ii ro4glily Ili sime lm1 .i. 'l'ii hey 1o nrot altr the real
]lt'(ioilii' ri,',,'ived hIv ('(lfribii ort( .

Nevet'llile'4, Plilpovee' (o(iitrilitiot,' teid to rtd(I . r ( lin, pt ion
'(i,,ilfIt. ' al,' i, likely to h, regarded I diverted avings bY plr-
tlii lllts % ho Wtuld have ,liv(,d relative y large iomii. any wa', aid
lby I lw-e I% iih Ii I-(ts OF, lIccv-! toi (Jl1 con.Il-lilli~ of thec rolfips
Woulbe li ,el ively linehllliged. Buit piartiei pntt who would have
.v,,ilI relative I sim ;a ll mns, withrolt til, (.ontrilmtorv reqilirlieht ar
forced to re(dil'e pr,,-elnt c,'oirnsmtion if thor 'innot liqiiate other
hSf.'tor brrow oi fv'or l,e , ermito trik their ('(mftribhutloi,s. The
lliggregale ttr,'t of emliloyee eontribilliowi ii rwdlling (',flmimplti ll

alir. to lie 'elatively si'dt1ll, however.1 A large proliortlol of con.
rlioiitiohis Jipp irs to Ibe uld by thI. hil&ier pa id waf'e alnd 4inlarv p:ir.
ieill)l S Ili vOlhiltary plli;;, "lhis gtrip I., probably both able and

wilin to ili;, their ('fltrihutiotii wich ordinarily range from '2
to 5 )erc l of ha -ic (onipl,,ation, from cirrent -aving.

Relir, nt :il oltlv' deferrel livilis :il!l11 pl, lilt to em-
ployce's or' their Ih),n'lii'ri .., fr,# ,in i 4litiinoti Illt'hilent alrtl'tinlf o io-

' Introdulofin of a tax dedu,'Jlon nn'ler the Inllrilualn tax for onirl,-,e 'ontrlhitionq to
qiialltll -I plli" w'il 'l ineriap r'irt c-numliption of All pr#,,"nt cnntrh,it.)ri, tl ep the
ltwr t,, ' irnor o nfthr ti 1" in the form 'f eath. Ptit thp adilltionil tax a fanOta.p woiild
stiiniilatf, oihor ehaonge. siunh as tho. extirnslron of the contrithuiary prlnelplp. wliheh might
work In tho, ol'Jtirilp dlirpeton. Nevertheless, the oextnion of employ p', rntrilhotl'inh
wmild be easier aniong the hli:her paid %age and Mliary workers rather than thp lower pAld,
ann the "inome 4,ffect" Aoult b likely to doninate. Thuii consumption wild be higher
than It would have been without the additional tax deduction.
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II it V l I II'I''" II' t -I' I N. I II Il I lt'.'lii ,' l II lit n Ill i , \w t a I" a I11'

NI II '11114 I I " I lit i 1 111a.' 1 1 1 4a 11 1 ' 11 1 1h1 r Im I hi I I It II'
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\I' I} IN I i t i'p' ,, lit, I.I I Il\ Inc,, li 'l, I :'4 I II'I' 'l h I, I , I I , 1 11 1 i l

t.'rcs' 1'' I",' 1,l( N 11 PI I, ,,1o 'iI I )l'o n, hIiv riiw etlitt'tt t-

1v'etta. e' thI e.rN', ta- l t'i ~fre t the att"titi'a prIe Ind atralt I eLI

0 rwN"'v~d Iv t I :I I wI .I1 Il lilt , I l Io kh Iuroe ma 1~ t 1 1 iI ru r111 re1e1
"taa sa I IN NIN IIII , 1a If sf ' I N I-It
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I' a'fi O 10, fr Ill-, 0 #dlf lowa al, faa t# a 10111 1,011fad fata'l, 11,f111s.1

I -a t 1aaa - 1faa !1' a . 1 a l I aa I It IIIo I I aII I faa' ita'a laaaa .aa t a.1 am af i

qa If I II IIa , 1 Ia 1aa 1a a tol 4a1aaf 1f it , Ia qa I f I Ia so, $f ill '1 f11 t i t' a , I ' 11aa I t jf

t ai faaaa I . ! 1pa aaafaaa ff i~'ft I toaa I Ia ft a 0 i it Iato' I Iap I' Iaaa f , vat
IfoIaIa IIr I* aaaj 1a sf aaaa I a I Iaa I a I a af l Ia I I a , aj 11 if aalaa11 11a ' 1~ 1 faa ji f i

ea( af'a 1 a 0 11ais I fIaft I ~ aI t ff taa faa if Ili ififaaa I~ Iaaaa 1 f 1

faa'i a iaa f iat o iaaaaa )a'aj a f/ I It 0/tf ~ f a aaf af

1a fa lfa 1 1 fi t 14 1if I~a ilt 111"1a fa a $11 it I i a at I I I V. lts faa, f faa'

1,11 $ itaaa I faa I aw' fN,'a 1  tofa $4'a lila ' I( at f ~ I Ifa Ito' - f ia aa (Il ,'1 01 1111

tfa, i iia I ' II,.,I faa si Ia aa ,a a I t4 ,a r It .o ffaI I lo 11 ffaeaa pff
%f' I aa- f I I, , faa11 of I I aaI-aa if a fa, fa a aIt I I~ ffa I' a aa to., sotIaI

Ii I I faaat I I Ia f lt I atl I f tff II 10 af f i s IwaIaI f ia' a'ftaa I is aV I I I L

a It I I it f a 1 flli a!11 1 l 1a 11l ,a f 1 fiia 1f a a'a; 1 1a111111 1'a'vIa III la~ 1 0

I IaIt sIa I I II I toa al 0fa 1 ail iI a Iaalaaa I ~ avf I a fI ~ Ie Jti gIa. it ft isfa
aifa , Iti -'I a" Ia a a 111 1af' a lt I I a ' \ aalaaala, f i t f I ll I (Il I' ,a /w

faa ta fata, fa%'a #~l of a a I aaw iaa;a aI I tIIipas t f ill a Iaat a, ar ofI aI

I - I fa 1 0ai . s It Is. aftaaa1aaf a c Iaa f %I ai ,' Ia 1 :t (aa IaI'apa, aa faa ff' ta '0 lilt

ail. aIwi f I I I Ia' Ilia oaa Ia Ir a lf' l taa a' a ' I I Ia Ia 'Iia aI I la

Ifa' I i t a If l ' III -afaaaa a Ia Ia ,t I I wi ff as to I, alo a Ia I' IfaI I fi,

aaii fafia ri ,I Iat afagala I a , iaa iii a a~aiai'a I fata so off

ja af' i it a u fia I ~ fIa Ia aIta fIa fI' II I I Iialaa Ifa I' t ru

Iaaa f fuiiilt u to f ol a I ft afaiwtF itaaf f nI t P fat "I0 I~e Ia a taa t f OzI t fi a:IP.
f'IffI fav I gI t II a '1 r I I iaa''l ala a uaafa'1 fa a1t I I 0a'aIa 10 Vaaa 01 ')ArW af fafaa 11 , , A faj1
otaIa I aia va aI Iia I'aiaa iai ia i ii a'''! 'a t

'lS fjaa'a f





XVI. I')I'1AI,, SI'A'II, ANiD IO(AI, ;tOVIo;RNMENT FIS.
CAL i(IIATIONS ANI)'111ll( SI(NIFI(CANC! IOR I-(O.
N(MI(: ST'AIJIITY ANI) GlOW/'lIl

Til; I\11'\ "' l,' '1111', l ;Jl ,l YT J, S 1E 'I ON , 'l'STATE
(e(J\Il \\Il i ' ',N i- , X 1 IN',,\N,

i t * tl I#; ,fi fi ullw.'iic i7 l, *' ie ilh 'lercllll |lwl''lC iI ct- 'of

| 111.,w' Il o lll Ofh , Iw I" I"

tl ! ,. ;Ip l !i, l, h% $ 111" " ;Illf,1 ,,1 , ' I l,, the. l !" '! ;I lt~ r ' l1 1,11 , , )1 I ' ,i'l 1 ; , i~t illIe el I fo ' e i' 1ll, 1 1 1w

I 5 ' lec1111 c I, eel %%111, 11 c1 e le'fl' 1 , fo l OwI -Ill i ' l T ftIll .f° tle.i

and I,, al 1,1 11411 Inn l l f 1101. I ~tll r,1, I l , l :111 ,. m i t ,.,,I .
i.' .1:11 1-1 1 I ) ; I i,. , I II. I l'lf, Ill 4-1f, , , -If fr n I Il,.f i ,, I(T [ A ll

lhc l-e, Ih I S I 1 I ' 1 I III.'sI I" I It' 11 - i it If I I II II' III ollf Iee Ic1y fl i l

S'l ele it..'.el l' t k a c - Ie., el d i ,e ele,' l l,,.i iit' I ,eIj I ,i $' 'l le li

F, lt tj IJ I I,\ fct o I I ,i e l 's I , e c l I lI' f" Tel.%' I e I e I I ee 1 '~ 11 1 )

Ie :eI I If I Ili I I's it i I I I 1 14' f l i 1w .r. , 0l1l 11 ( 1111111i 1 11 P% fle1q

Iei I I I I1 , wi I ile I .. lejel' I I el I ile'' I fIc; I Ilf 14-11eie ( i le l

I 'lh i c iI ,. h "'w, ,r I I Iis Il l, jei if l ll l I III f11 c s lI icr inS t ;ih, -fillr el
t tl l f1eptel 111 , 1 e III II lh l l e Ie d art k 'i ef aI I I i ' I I d I .Ir.

4 x 'I Ie I iet e c I I'"Ill I fill(, Il 111111 1 11 li ,( h I la.-

Ii11: lj l Ili 1111' [ceet e I i i i II I' ,,I Ie 'l'll ill I ll eIle11
I'lPill', % :e i. l I Ie Iee ., 'I I ICC tIe 1h4e l.e 1cje :111# 1,ef forC fa'e'i4,

us %I. Ii f ,u I ll I I '- I1 0 IC I I t v 1 II 's I itlie I fI1 ee1l -II "f If Ice l ~ IC fe I , -c Ie poll
fill- , om 11. I' I~cleele lie' TItItI I i I Il Ie I' I bflee :le'- t ett

411d I 11c, a l C- 1 1 1cc fe~ ill , .1 1ie fl- l l1 o .I, eee Iee tc I a ll I vst. eIl leech~r

Stl (, e' l id l'gle cn I I - e c. C'fa I, ( ,I lIie' t it\(e r' t IetoC e- T icI i Ic - 'e(.
ofI 'e:1 i t -l I ti ll Ic'l I ec S I I lCI fil l I le ' '.i Se I eo'" 1-111, :1 Ce, l1e e l'l I Ien loi-
t ho11:1 o f' ;I licc I' 1110. i' ollf l fi l ccl I . e to f toll ' w.te I e

Ce tC lllfo~ lolle Ii- eII-d lleefl e I'e li - ii eciecclr 'tI, 'i A i e ecf )lt(, - :.Jil

ollf I ll le' ill ielc4 ha t' I Ile l e11 o f Illlt-I 8rel (-IJ, ee11ll 1., li I'll'r

wt 1111 :11 rits'ii 111i11 f I Iev' If Jii I i (e a I VI~ i ct't A' UP 1 t' f)'d1 I, rt if. f

T l- leI'l rif I hee pic Ill' I fo elc Ci c - 1'- e' fl l, a'.Tehe~ ,i cIie cr

t llc:I' (f tlle 1j. ,. %%ci i le(ll IwI'll (- d ., w(' 111 L'r lhe e lieak neie' 1:
Ie ' . I i( I -(.4-:I I f : 1 - ,I al ill, I I I ill I P,.e ? i lt I Lt-1 ' i Ie ~" T;C eet In

'I'llur.ile .e llee e'ire' mT Icie a i- ''#taxatio feet i n I(el -'e e'r-dcI

State, and some local geverilicnots etch partit-ilcare and it i- tdezir-
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able that we examine these various sources to determine whether they
may be successfully levied and collected at all three levels of govern.
nent or whether tiey should be reserved, begregated and set aside for
the exclusive use of one level.

Plor1rr TAXES

The property tax should be reserved as an exclusive source of revenue
for local governments. The Federal Government has never partici-
pated in this field for the obvious reason that its direct taxes are ap-
porti oned according to population and hence this forl of tax is iii-
practicable for Federal use. The States have been withd'au ing from
this field and relinquishing it to the local governments. Although
there has been a deplorablehack of uniformity in determining assessed
valuations of property for ad valoren taxes for many years arisinl,
in part by reason of adjustment of valuations to conform to rates or the
converse accommodation of rates to valuations, there has nevert heless
been achieved during recent years notable improvements in the field
of property taxation with the adoption of more uniform standards
for the valuation of properties, especially railroads, utilities, and
public service corporations. To be sure the States can by suitable
supervisory methods set up and maintain improved standards for uni-
formnity but all of these areas of property taxation relate to admin.
istration rather than the fundamental concept of the level of gveri-
ment entitled to the revenue derived therefrom.

SALEs AND UsE T.%xEs

The origin, growth, and development of the retail sales and use
tax by State governments is a tribute to the ingenuity, resourceful-
ness, and tenacity of State governments in the exploration, experimen-
tation, and successful administration of an entirely new concept in
taxation. It was conceived during the darkest days of the depres-
sion by the State of Mississippi in 19 12, extended to lly State of North
Carolina in the following year. and carefully nurtur-ed although ex-
panded during. the thirties until finally it hias now been enacted in
varying forms in 31 States and the Disirict of Columbia. In its irzt
full years of operation it had a combined revenue value of .9,00
in the States of North Carolina and Mitsissippi.' For the Ibval
'ear ended June 30, 1954, collections from the 31 States and the

district of Columbia amounted to $2,371 million.. '
This is a form of consumer tax that has overcome public resistance

with which it was originally confronted and has now been accepted
as a fair and reasonable levy based upon the purchasing power of
the consumer. In 1954 it ranked as the foremost source of revenue
in 17 States and as the second major source of revenue in 12 other
States." While it is true that there are some, overlapping liabilities,
complications, inconveniences, and even discriminations in interstate
transactions, sales tax administration has reached an unusually high
level of efficiency and compliance and is being constantly imiwored
by administrative procedures and cooperation between the States.

Miasissippi's colleetlons for the calendar year 1933 amounted to $2,673,9,5i. North
Carolinn's cNileetlonq for the fiscal year ended June 30, 1934. amounted to $6,.011,700.

$These evaluations were made by the tax administrators In those States.
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The desirability of the Federal Government imposing a general sales
tax has been considered and debated during recent years but it is
resl)ectfuilly submitted that notwithstanding sonie interstate diflicul-
ties this is" basically and essentially a source of revenue that should
be reserved to the States excel)t perhapss if the exigencies of a wartime
emergency should justify a temporary levy by the Federal Govern-
ment of this form of tax. Moreover, tle States should be entitled to
this source of revenue on the basis of priority arising from their
conc(I)t, e xperimentation and development of it.

NErT INmmtO T.x

The net income tax is the backbone of the Federal tax structure
and comprises about 80 percent of its source of revenue. For the
fiscal year 1953 Federal income taxes collected from individuals
amounted to about $29,S16 million which was .7.5 percent of the total
Federal revenue; and corporate income taxes amounting to $21,238
million comprised 33.8 percent of the total. During the same yearthe States collected $9)(09 million in income taxes from individuals

which constitutedd 9.2 percent of total State revenues 1n1d .1S0 million
from corporations which was 7.1( percent of the total. lhus, there
is a sharp contrast both in collections and in relative revenue values
of the net income tax as between the Federal and State Governments.
The Federal levy, of course, was nationwide whereas the net income
tax derived by States both with respect to individual and Corporate
income taxes was limited to the States imposing such taxes. I hirty-
one States and the District of (olum1bia impose taxes on the net income
of individuals whereas the remaining 17 States have no individ-
ual income tax whatever. Similarly, 32 States and the District of
Columbi.a impose a tax measured by net income upon corl)orations
whereas the other 16 States do not htve this source of revenue. Four.
teen of the ni(-income-tax States hald neither individual nor corl)o-
rate net income taxes. Two other States imposed net income taxes
against individuals but not Corporations whereas three additional
States imposed taxes on Corporations ulit not individuals. Thus, 19
States were not utilizing this source of revenue as to individuals, cor-
porations, or both.

The income-tax States have develoIed a high degree of capability
in administering income taxes both with respect to corporations and
individuals aiid through the installation of mechanized procedures
or tlie adoption of withholding statutes have attained a high degree
of Com]pliaice.

TJhis bulwark of the F'ederal tax structure and import amt source of
revenue to the States can continue tobe el)loyed (omllvitrentil, by both
levels of government aml provides for tile Sate, iot nown Im)osing
such taxes an available "olou1e of reveme for their future needs.

Dix:.Tv Ax) Gurr T.%xrs

Since the beginning of colonial times ilie States have developed a
system of taxation on transactions involving the succession of owner-
ship to real or personal property by inheritance, bequest, or devise so
that, in many" of the States now imposing tlie denth taxes that forn of
taxation is 'perhaps the oldest levy with the exception of property
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faxes. (Over thtt long period of veurs flit States liti i ill ul) unts1lecv's .f1111,v 11lnhiliserett delill h ixe. i11li Jl.od illt ( lh r (f, '1 Id' lle1

or inheritfi e tsixes. The i,,iellee of World Wilr I il 191 (111111lo
it 1iet'ce.s1y for the F'ederal ( overiUlie1t to eelc new 1souirces of Ixo-
tho i l i ''i, thle l t, llerilI esvts llt.x wils iilqlip 'd i ll .year. A fi',r
t he v'14)5 of World 11o11 1 this levy was. rtl ed .1, it solnivt Of t li'ilit'
1)the Fetlerai ( ierlU ,Ut iif il by waY of Illn)iPom isi' titlh lile
slftiN'. w to wer, ill.istilig lipl l its oillright l' e.1I it provision wa i
i;de, wherehv" n reldit wa:l allowed for Stlle iilh t : Up \e:U Ill' I 1

]erv'lilt Of (le Federal ",file tax. 'l'hThIe Sltv', loweVi''el', wele, litsatli.lied Wili t lhi, a '~ 1 , l lnf 1 on lli11i'd Il ivI' -; for' olli.Igh

eljwal au d ill 1926 the FIederal (ov'erillnlenl pll'llvly slirn..Iil'rd
thils sou1'ce Of revenue' to the St lltle by inr'asing the i:ni'lit front 2;

'lvell ( to S0) perell' . 'T'e hasil. l'(tra ll i e,ll, t a x: , rlt f1i1t'l ,
its fl ilt ve 1 t\N rehlitivel. louw !,o that wli,' r e1it (f flit 1I I; nct %%-w;
fth l"etFeeral (hovernllnel to give i II' Stales. .h1°io'l :1ll of flit
1v,0,011110 fhoiln de:th ll i x ,t-, )il it i l inil i l flthe livid a :i l1:h1I ie wlI.l.
111I!tI~ I9.* Pruillewiii 1Htoi' lt '-uirtnst ei a h\ 1 1 ll i iilt'ri t a ct's -' % IlIvIt'
bess neither lhost wlli helylvhtil nt hio e' will) it 'i" :ind (Con.
gi' .' ' l ivl 11 i ~ i ,'a,,01- , 4'-el "1 at1 II la\ :ll Ps ill li' I '1'11 of
addit ional taNCs t64) flit, Fa1,ie Federal e.ltate ta a x. A1iirelkit'l t I l o
able of ia Ites for l~c iii and1 the14 aidd111 itinal Feia ltIis li ni'4
will 11.6.il immediately . oi pIa'llf'eii I lie t1l'1e1 tll 4 ile'r1e1.e. iii I lie a' lit'
of the Federal t'st ate toNx viedit . Sinel'' t'e cred it apll d i' onl- to) t ii
basiv ta a~:t low rates and not) dw addthiit ionial t.1 a illt ) li' S11i11.1 Inl-

r1e1 ,ill v,;ll brac kel of the 1111l l.II :11bh, i'-t~lo ft- -1 l' f il t II, 1bveI'1 1ll

'led11'e tle v;tllit, tf lhe S i i 'l',it i'1rl't l '1 l ,i l s1etcl 11f iii llP..!fl Io
01)0111 I I pevi'tlt at I i'pr'vtiil I ilti'. AllI flt'St at 4s 111111 '' thI l I lIt t'S.in il ol Ul Nu 1 ll~ , e vada Ae' id: l il h vo: .. -I if Ill illivil lpro-

hitllt iol against -'lll forilll itf1hiioll 'I'il.'l ey -eight S at,.l f1i. .1 h0'0

IOI eri'hn Fei e ii-1 ate N Y n-iirx ltat lliv- nli 4 l l ax l. t il l, t f 144 Il

So S vtr e i 14ei' le 1,1111 th e i's alt blit a Ie Ii. a liur. I li I I'-st) e do )tlotti t It'\i V a: sop~t tl i nfei.l ,o c114 (I.

IS X e bitt neit 'lheh, . it l ax l i'e .sltlh :111141 't1 4.vilullt' V a I hieI'.

tolle, and aii f 1 axes by l, l lert I, St:tle, :imtd IisaI l vItl, t h sItiiiii i'd
V- ,,1111"( b i 14 (')f rl; C o eI,)it let:14 l , v 1 Sl a .( n ,r u ,,,Its ,

St'r ist fi lit ,. 1. to issl nil f lioti. Tht' li ati 1'4eied .1.1
percent bt amounthletss~ it u aad tuell 111-4 1ti goIvilliiiit'itS .ttjti
the balne Yearti~ i9,,) toibit v mllItio l from Vt'lhtalev js

to I.M' iS ll)1io Of tha4)t I. i ti't't it F eeral i' d nilettit rc int(i
7bot9.6 percent ountnate oie jots .millti. iT ttes 1) i-e that0th

p'oportio1:11e re'vtlle \.tie to fh Fedi ld overnlmntl is relatively
small but if he Sttes were given thi'.- ource exclusively and (-oulll
maintain silomthing comparable to the Federal estate tax rates, basic
111n( additional, the tot,1l revenue viei to thle Shitps woulld be equliva-
lent to more than $,800 million vhich b' Comiit'iSol is about. one-
third of tlhe aggregate collections from the general sales tax. Whilo
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it i. dflllfill th:1 aiwatv oif thw Stiit,'. wSi i hil 11i( it eloliivl or
polil ic:I1ly %% I to illipo . dlv 1th !li\I.1 h l lit t lligh prevailing federall
4.,lt t Inat\ ralle-, i i fe-' - if t lIi, ,m ri'. of r.velluP \werfe 4.1 Pil) l ely
,-,glrrv,:lhvl t ll 1 ,t 11,1 Il. i ll Still("t it woilli a liord illm a higlly
\,llh . "om ce .ilu' id 11l , illiim t ally - dlif p ri i' viltifill to tilI' Na io al

(h ,, q ii f 1.. i wi, lit a1 111h01 d e e ,'.,eg: i li tli (.11ld
ha : i, hlcl,,Id li re-tr.,agI ie;,. fill k ,o.nirfelit crelit, alplicabeh' to
Ow l 'edrIe ril e. i lte x ltax -]f , 1 (lil'ld litio1l.

.\ MWr Ii,.II y li. -V,-,,I ill to (Xl:Illil 111 ue'eloIp alIout three,h,,sti lts IILo II,, 1h,11n hi Ii , l l ,,)) ( .,1 i Iwerin ;l11fll l l't- I ,ict iom ll ,p llinted
t l il. t ll.I l fI :ob n Ild t:Idllila N. it:itIv 11 ild -ou t f ,:i I- 1111( illit or -lu'iS-
pif l:ltl oll vii tivivi u ionl Iii heW I,,ra. I'iralehlil.r tll- dmvelojeielie t of
:1 1Ilr0111'lt h l.ttv ..v-telt 1 the lt- Il leiiI fhif ltlllrill i'4iditllillg, anldp l i l ll, Of 11,,41 1 l i... T i l~w, of mto r~ ve.Iii,'h, lmel..
likf-%wi,(- co. tlImled I llt , p rt by Ittlopllliom , h.rll mnethod- o I 'r-

'I bI ,e fti ll i ll,. 4 f ,i ; hi- I y .>a tl, , 111,1,h l' t.-arv fi ll- t'ill-

l i ;111011if aii l '" tax un Ka-slilii -uil liv ih lwl (, I if l'b ,galloli
dlii4 illiilllicili, , % lilt the' State of () I 11 (Mi;I l i lt- bVglli t0 illiJ)O. '

I l -ll 'ol llil'll-ilull f.l \%Ill il ived',, l I hi-.l1w ,,y ( 1AI,,l'lCtioll, llim ill.

teii:i le. :l'diii. I4 ir.t ha\ P ,,aftalv ilifieIli\( tlhrou-4hII,.e * v ' .. I n l II- fl,.l f,-. illn (.,y , of the. tl ( 1 I".41h.1' l ( ;()\(. I 11I lt

l;il lil ll icf l i tli flI t ll 1- i-11I 'll a ll fIIi Ie V fl ll. nll' tbut i t.s
hvifd it fllil: hi! l lfe tii. The. . i., of , 'ur , a liatlial

I;1,lll1l'lilallcei of11,41." llglmav. h,.l ly- iid all :11II,,cialiol, for ll1teerA'ate

A ic-iI iii I -UOIl it eo l hiv t lie ,-u ferelf iof L~f\ irl l t Il [(li-ton,
Tex., i I .{.2 ,,li;iIli n.i, ( ,,tigre:- to relecal the federall tax on
illoto filel, ill order that1 the I light leililio-e it it the State
l1v11. Tli i- tay i' 1 that h111s il-elf to Ile leriiiiIc of Seglegation
of P~ido.ial aiil state '-alle. of rle'elillip. While it ig recognized that
e, :11 State-, lf. evIil-' (if tlhe \\ "id. di-rlofirtiollate mileage of Fed-

e.ral hi,,h :.- i,'h I I wi l . N ould l n liure al, l -I1il rc,
l" ,(Ih.,I :i -l iv it ik w .'lh- tile pl lolehr' lt oplioi{, of tile

Stale, thai if fil l, le-e.lt F al', d f1IN fel ilo itnr filil- %l,11l4l ibe lin-
(jilied ff toIhem flit% e(olil f htlh their lI'r l-,iti e hi-ihaw:tv IlIoblellis
without tile pr -Pat related highway ,_ra ut,1 male ali1ladlly i F ,l-
"l-lu (01iT'I-lneat. With i a l)ovi-ian for sa fegriairds for tlhi, few
States %%here Fel eral aid, (li( to s.-eiaI tirellanf(., i- e.,-entil for
lie ma:ilteilahi.e of all aileqllate hi,,hwav .-v't"i. a desirable stel) ill
iil dife'il li ci, if decetlariI ization of goverllwittal functions could be
:If.,OMlli.,l,,d iy e'r',iatioll of reveelites in this field. The Federal
GoverlillIent shuld reliiqli.h this form of taxation comloietl" to the
States as promptly as the tran-fir of funeion, call be ac'colliIi-hed.
Motor vehi'le registration

The registration of motor vehiles and i-sliance of licenses as well a.I
title registration and drivers licensing are all essentially regulatory
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1044 1:- \ 4111 $ e "Ind1 1 "~I I til'' m '11141 1 ,1 :1 Mil ev4414:1C4 l \ I III4

F the l ll i i: , ll4 ,u ,,,,4 th I it'll,:f1m 1I 1 :111 1' 11it t 11) 1 ,4i

i,1b)1',;' : p :1 t lv o1'iel11:ht,4 ia'll ' ht' 81:4 ,,o 1 l i~u il I lu I . ii 1 , I":

it)' *S. ,111 .1101 n11 f: A . l l e sJ h ll:lt on ,4w m' "w,019 m,'o. .\ lit.
69 : 1,11, lill. M\',O |I O 01I a', p rl owi hlcI, 1 f 1 11 'i 1 kit) ,1 '11'eII

MeorgI 1, aI South (': 1rloli1,i 80 11 [),lu1hh. 141141 111 I:111i ,. l '4I44,i,!Iv

S 1:1111. The .\ \\k:1l':,Ih',1 1:1 \ W: . ( Fi , v e ll 19i.l fo lo l: hy .il -

ila r t.14!x4S in $110 "'1 11 0 of N 'lh 11 'I):1b, a1 : u :111 1'1'.'l'e,.e 11n 14 .1')
KlA~11i' n111:1 e1 l0 i1 Itn 1n :1C tI,<,i<p,.ill l 2 , ilf 1 lwd 1 ,IA: l l, :1n14

flowf nj I eIr Iohi ) I,,,1 iu d l it i 1 :,d tiit 141v v. 'Ilhie t11 1lh:1A14
t 11. in Aiivlita nd (klalh11m,1 w n, i. 1 ,114pllrila ,11 ig 1 ep ii vi,. I
!11v of 193,. In 1 3b the l tat el of (-Olln i'l 1, Pgmttwwh ; 11 111, :IIII
Washington en eti levie followed lw 1ive, ill ltu .14, 1avtilh o
Ie w l1onIf ill 1.d7'. llv li'439 tlh 1'e4011110V(f r evn tvhiu H vil, i'v vad
rpd fr i h rin that lt ear tlhSt , (hl. I'lioll ofI h melS New htul-
hret, 11ew York. whode laod and Willcl l I a p osed skh 11.4 lax.

There was no further extension of this lw hi' aii, tate until lll
When illinoi andl .Ml eallated the tax fohliowmal i.' 1 ori11 :iiil NIlw

.Mexico in 1943.
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1l,h1f jrii'd flw Ltr'tii f Il ilili',i fax Sthif', in 1915 11n1 lAT fllh
h ~ ii ' i'v fl itl ,, d ' ,I k ' ret i z i h lu vc'ir lne liiiiu .M i'ii!in,

thve il-Ililv IStflit [i -I ttii It c fit iliVO :111 f i ll f iiii ref Stit'11 ' ii. tiuu-' i 4 ,,l" ' it rt,,l. lee fi -'. f i I- '1 Hw S the

ft ,lit' i .,i,lii ifilerflIt i.,i i i, hilfelllI # t " I llt fii' ll f t l-'

fi it il utl ti r'h 1. t111' lf :Iii t i l f Is fti ' wi i IIt (-1' t it' lf l i h' "i a llile-

-1ft fIe. v, xti-f, lrt ,-;l'uii't-l l v f i- e 'li'-t ii l ,II t fler c i ti ,fe .r

f i!,,~i', , ii, lII~ li'l,t , ,,f iiih l ; ' an I.. I iiiiiliiu in l li icn,.. iwtt'ue''l ~l# .~iitrll n 1 Ii' ii ,-i,'t ,l it f l-,,. I iitl ,t, , (oilIP

ii t, fe c'i-;
1 . 1"1u iuitt x,,ll g 't' ,i' .lv .I ",1,;ti'0 tI fln .,,, ,,,,fi t 11w

'('eiitili . *f', tilI, , 'I fo.i r todl'fli lt' , V I' ii:f.1 lh et ieililm (-

inft i I. tI il, 0f il Ii1w 1 itt a ) 1'1 f :II'ift', i 'if V ll,: tire h i l I'II.i,-
ah fl 'e 1, Ot f ,\ Jsa, Ac f l t'lchvt'i.
llrf r , if ifi Ii 1 1 li' i'll ha- f (li t' "6 1 er1 (lriu

infh4 "111 1. ,t I4 r t , , ,1 I, .. , n 'l,, - c ,11 .'r ' hir' l ant i 1 1 fi t. v;',1 i

iull'Lej t ' te~vl,' t~'t.n't lit St itr t,.d lh'ch. i no atier -., ,ni il a Iteht.

f it' fr4titr i i u,!/h, ci rh, Ifill o1,. "f't 1ei i ,l ot t('l l ,2 pfli ' 1 4'(i i . 'lt -

,,r't t-,( l,'rhvi, n,n'tti ouuhel f -nr t u' c r url -,. ' (f tist frili.i n, t : ' vt .' an

rit p e~Ili'r rh ' l ell %%,I' l lh H i Ow r r (if

A I t-l po tll C Ifi IQi.f t tIII, I t ~'l-. d 1

'if t 111'4 iV'lir i . It ao f h he.u tk I '% r l A 'r vnll- i ''ve lt . 'l i le %' r :,',

ri .,, w hi n v if i-u t i t th. ' fir' tir- - l lr .= 'if vpp rcilnlv aI ,e'-

t',h e It'i lI a '' .rj -0.r * 1 i ,, trr i'll I-cepe d I(t f- t r't re .e ltion c iutl
r'i ~ it I v n iri(o 1Ot.( 'llr lt' ii lt ile. nrl I I cl e oi'f the hret. f i off imn is
sit f r t ,'iij i {.t ,,iit , fri lvu t!,l i llit [ : 1 , rlre of
r'hin ir' t.vl , r ut, s er 'r w ith til Fe, l era onrnet hiU lv I ra i -in
it'nf Irlv l iof , ftr'rin i ih t .Ti. t'1 foi I trl iol r if -ei cil'eh,

r11'1 ,' f flt' otlut'r nm hu t -i 'if o t ie n n ii- fileniof tle V it-, j i f

tir 'a It -f r 'n l i ee'rto "r'- i e fit' n to 3t fluti 0(31 2',n ifn me 'nl ic

t.' A ifo i . P , .P .

in O 1t1 1t St o nr , , tthr. :1 f ni i itl e 4.r i the ni t'r pi'i end
li'lri fotr in rom-f mi o hoicd pifrl. A 'i e t e illiel (fm n' ti'ti - fr

ki-rLwr' berage frliatfor ichte ptleral Govetrniet rpaiiitionn
nri men vogcncv 'e fithe T w111fte ind -:de ip-l ote orevt'ne iii'-
t(ef0pitriven hto flit'1 oedrf Gnei ernment t h nnia'crerlevel whnzorceo

filir evel an norf (ti-(rwn n m w1 pn T'it to f itivilvenfrn'i't' t'ollee
f-wi%-% to the( sot.wrn, ter is li title etentno forlcnil~te -cat'Zand

tititoofalcoholi beverages, boywic the Federal Government fr i.;om
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which source it derives very little revenue. This is a function which
should be reserved to the States and localities whose enforcement
agencies are close to the sale and distribution of the products and who
could attain more efficient and etfectual enforcement if the licensing
could be reserved exclusively to the States and localities. This is an
area wherein regulation and control could be greatly improved by the
States provided the additional revenue were made available to ihem.
Excise taxes on alcoholic beverages should be continued by both levels
of government as at present. Revenue receipts from afcoholic bev-
erages in 1953 amounted to $3,326 million, of which the Federal Gov-
ernnent received $2,781 million or 83.6 percent, leaving (lie bahu'e of
$545 million or 16.4 percent to the States, a portion of which wais
derived by the local governments.

FEDERAL UNEMPLOYMENT COMPENSATION TAx

Each of the 48 States imposes an umeniployment compensation tax
against empJloyers on their taxable payrolls to provide for unemlploy-
ment insurance of their employees. 'file rates in the different States
vary according to their experience in the payment of unenploinent
compensation insurance. The taxes so collected are paid over to the
Federal Government which has general supervision over unetuploy-
ment compensation throughout the Nation.

The Federal Unemploymuent Tax Act as amended August 5, 1954,
provides for a 3 percent tax each year on tie taxable payrolls of the
same employers but also provides for a credit for State unemlploy-
ment taxt.; paid by the employer up to 90 percent so that the net
Federal unemiployilent tax on the employer is three-tenths of I per-
cent annually on his payroll.

The proceeds of the Federal unemployment tax are earmarked for
the following purposes:

(1) Grants to the States of aniouints found necessary by the Sec-
retary of Labor for the proper and efficient administration of the
State unemployment compensation law.

(2) AppropTiations to the Department of Labor to cover the ex-
plenses of administration of the Federal Bureau of Employment Se-
curity and to the Treasury Department to meet the cost of'collecting
the unemployment tax.

(3) Establishment of a Federal loan fund in the amount of $200 mil-
lion from which repayable advances could be made to the State em-
ployment funds which might be dangerously low.

(4) Provision for the amount of any annual excess of Federal un.
eml)loyment tax collections over expenilitures after the aforesaid loan
fund has been accumulated, which excess is to be transferred to the
unemployment funds of each State and proportioned according to
the taxable payrolls. This excess may also be used, subject to certain
restrictions, to 'pay administrative costs not financed by Federal grants.

Prior to tile Reed alnendment the excess in receipt's by the Federal
Government of unemployment compensation tax over expenditures
was retained in the general fund of the Federal Government but the
Reed amendment has served to keep within the employment security
program the taxes collected from employers for that* purpose.

The States are in position to collect this tax efficiently and disburse
it for its intended purpose. The cost of administration should be
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hore by the States but that can be accomplished by increasing tile
10 percent credit to it full 100 percent credit or perlaps slightly less
so is to )rov'ide assistanice't to (ertatilI States whose administration would
exceed tie addit ioial credit for their taxes. This would allord a con.
tilnation of tile Federal supervision of unemployment insurance laws
without interferenwe with State administration.' Tle States are not
now sulering from the present arrangement since the enactment of
the Ree(l amen(liemt but it is the considered opilionI in man, quarters
that the Coml)lte handling of unemployment taxes shouhl'be by the
individual States.

(CONCLUSION

The writer limt; not ifmde'taken any al)l)reciable research for source
material ill preparation of this paier but has relied in part upon the
wealth of material which has beem acfufnt elated from exhaustive studies
('Oviffmig eat i ptase of taxatin at varit fi., levels of governmifienmt hierein
,.,iimiuite, ul1j411i. ()t tie ottle haa(l. I hav, used sone of tle avail-
bleh, conipiled data amid ill pmr icular lie report of the (1uimnmuls:niol oil

I iitergovermiinent al lRlations and tie accompanying reports of the
1 aiousl st mrd\ commiimiittees published in connection therewith; also
Ill( report ofe colmi-fm inttre oi i t ergovrnmiental fiscal relations of
fle National Tax ASociation, of which I ani a n'menber. I have

mifd1lertakell to relaii e reports alld other lata to f11y own view-
point as a State tlix admiiiitrator, piarticularlv the practical aspects
relalifim to a'a ilahe ,,urces of revenue with which our legislative
Ioies alr freq uent ly concerned and the administrative aspects of en-
forelnielit ao1 co lm)liaice. '[lie lliopinion herein expressed are my
OWli ad (1 do lot iiecesarilv reflect tilie comlu-iNols or policies of any of
the branches of State government of which I am a part.

IN'I'I']If()VI.INMENT.I, FDIE' I)I'VI('ES FOR
ECONOMIC STAITIZATION

.|AM'ts A. MAxCl.r,' i 'lurk universityy

I. S' 'vI:ct's

Economic stabilization is a responsibility which falls u1)on the
Federal ovelrellent a mid not MII fiitlie State a1n1 local governments.
Blt State a mid loval go erillients have a '4lta e in aclievellielit of eco.
nonit stability liecaufl withoolt it perforlialce, of their fimcl ifns iS
imaired. ()I the oiie lhan.l, depre-.io forced, a slash ill b:Iic services
and a refusal to meet gimme welfare iced. ()n the other hand,
boom also erodes ellicieliv. lRevelumes tend to lag behind price ries,
an1d this brings a lag of salariess and wages of personnel, which im-
pair, morale and hiiiders recruitment.

State and local goveronents should. therefore. (lo what they can
to elfectuate economic stabilization. A positive contribution by them
via adjustment of their expenditures. revemes, Iborrowing would
aigmemit ill)(] reinforce a Fieleral progriill. State and heal spen(im

Muuh of this material ,as prepared for the New York Temporary- Commission on the
iscal Affairs of State, Goernment, of which Frederick I. lird uan chAlirnan. The comn.

mlsdon reported In February 1955. I aeknowiedge, also a great debt for the Ideas to the
chairman.

73834-56--52
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and taxing as an aggregate is now about .13 percent of Federal and
would become larger if world telsios dinl inlshled. For some fun-
tions of govrnnilent their spending exceeds Federal spending. For
exallilh, ,their spending for public coll.rt{ nictoll ik t wi-t hir(l.; of tt:i
spe in,,g on it. and this type of sienidilig is of special iliportllive for
econliiic stabilization.

IUlenhs State ald locIal govel'illnlln li (.ca1 help in tcolnoiiic stabiliza-
tioti, the itFederal job is obviously going to bei more difi'illt. If, in
depression, State anild Ica Il spending ant horrowiiig decreases, if their
tax rates rise, alld if, in Itoolli, the o0il losil, oclcli l's, len11 the net elect
will le an aggravation of o eli'it'cal swiligs. Soilletillt's ill tie In-1 tiis
has 1 itltie1d. In 1 933, tor e\alilide. Sta te anl local :lpelin i g on
)ihliC works was one-tlhird of its amount in 1929. Expansion of
Ie h ral pelIni mig ofl pIbli' worlk' I91 29 :3:!, \%a, itgath I lbyfle state-
lotal shrinkage. 

-

Such ai it "lllellee of events is not inevilable; State and Iotal govern n-
ielts can, in their tIhnning, conltribuite to stabilization. 'lit' sjlt'ili-

cati onis for siccessfui l acolltiiplhiiielnt of' it'oigi-ll n of veco ili.
stabilization ia, lie iit lined. In favorable eeo nilulie condit 1ls St ate
tax ataes sl ldbe increased, or at least maintained, in order to achieve
surpluses. These snrphl,es should lie used to Createt reserves whit'h
cal lie drawl oil ill r'et'ssioil, itii to filllire (pay as Vill go) (alpital
required ents which cannot be hostloled without , tlrient to the
econ'only of tile State. If t his is done. tile c.retlit of tie State will lie
strengthened and its borrowing power will li conserved fori use ill
reeess l. The State governientli must also "hape its relatio Inlhil s
with ltxal governments so as to foster it program of ecolloni(' stai li-
zation, l)istribution of State funds to the lo'al go\veniients should
not be abundant in good years and nIiggardly in oor years. On tie
entlrarv, the flow should b, Coulltereyel ical. State regulation of
loal tnaimees similarly should avoid contriuting to cyclical
instability.

If thie above policies are followed in a period of high eniiiloYinment
and rising income, the State government will be able, in un favo mable
et'onlolic conditionss, to pirstle a counterdellt iolai'y irogralli. Wit h-
out raising tax rates or levying new taxes, it can maintain existlig
services. increase capital Construction, and enlarge its aid to local
governments.

The above speeilications ('anltot at present be met lxv' most State
governments. rhe most obvious obstacles to an ideal eountercelical
program are the numerous constitutional and statutory restrictions
1mloti taximig, spending, and Iorrowing. The recent report of the
Comnlission on I lter'rovernnielltal Relations (the Kestlnbaum COI,.
mission) declares that-
these self'lmlan l einstitultional ilntations make It dilffih'lt for lily States
to Ierform all the services their citizens require wl. constlutily. have fre-
quently been the ulderlyin 'll se of State and iuifelpail leas for Federal
uss,stance.

There is, it said:
a very real and preasIng need for the States to Improve their tonstlttlo.O

These restrictions are unfortunately especially effective in limiting
Colntereyelical finance. In most States deficit finance is made difficult
or impossible by obstacles to borrowing, and by tax rate and debt

The Commission on Tnterronernmental Relations, A Report to the President for Trans.
mittal to the Congress, June 195, pp. T-48.
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IiIitat iols. l'art Iv ais a re lut the revenue systeiis of State and local
'.,over l,.iil have been' dl-igned with little Imilt-in flexibility.

Many Stat, and local officials have become aware that the goal of
tin:ilnc jl ,.labilitv for their government s should not be divorced from
the overall goal of eonomic, stability. Tile tax asse,;sor who does not
lai-e valla olus in a ieriod of boom, or lower thelll ill depress ion, lilts

tie business cle; ill ninid. lie is afraid that higher valuatiois in
111111) will boost goverlllleit spending, tht lower valuations in de-
1le11' (lleI Will hiuvye tihe opposite eflleet. lie takes it tipoit himself to
profle Il h ov.i ioiel ai int l Ie hlitvior of elected ollicials. The
advoc;ltes of pay a., von .o live a .imiilar prcti'a] philosoil iY, and

aO also do tlio"e 41o pu 11i1sh h:-4 for a rigid prlorotI iiof debt retirenIelt.
'la.T official., have fr1,1.ed half a I hioiy; they underr-al what are
iropfr I.illamcial 1)11. iieZ iiiiler pro:peroits couilitioii. But they fail
to pee',ive that, Iluider different conditions, di tleuent policies are itidi-
tattld. It i- . :lfl1i\ co'ivert that ac(.iiiiihlt ioEl of debt is always
ill ;1uid debt ,hilI aiii ;ilv. av go-od. O) r i iIii'al J)r'lcl ices alo
e' (Al al ; lplicit t lvolu o f pol icy. 'l x resetrEves, open or col-

;.Id, or, (f the same geius. The error is that, quite often, the
tohu'litit, - un1der lie I ucrin-e or decrease of debt or reserves is
api-orpriate are not analyzed.

Tl'he,,1e hees hae tile fault.F of mie lhaeis, rigidity, inComplete-
juss. lhey set gals which, it certain tiines, cannot be achieved;
thry ar, in ce ti hey refu.-e to link cncl t-im'- cow,.ern ine (.o-
li)iti iboic to relevauit pi"i"wse . But Sone of ths('e helmes (a1
tw adit l io the ioal of s,.tihz ti on ev(e if it is a|s.,lunehd that tile
ll c- 'li1t strlletli'(i of St ate am](1 local iitai l'e will not sooli he signii.

,t1ntlv altried. What milit be (loith' will be disvu-sed below under
four Avlaings: (1) "Tax teerves," (2) "Capital Cmostruction," (
"Debt Management," (1) "Distribution of State Fln)l to Localities.

A *iclifie of this sort is act all Iv einig used by tile State oof New
York and t'v New York ('itv. The logic of tax reserves is simple:
Sinlice ev'omlic 1 letatioflt lt an inhlerenit and ileqE'apIble feat ure
of mr society, and since lhey bring ,I ('orrP-ponding tlltiaition in an-
1iii11 revenues, part of the re-venue of the more abundant years should
be salted aiav to be (I'-lWlt liill in V(10l's Which are le.- atllindant.
T'i i tact ic will serve the (o11ill pllrpose of providing a (',.hiiol
a,-aiist ree sioln ti1t(1 a restrict ipo the growth of expe nditue in
Itoouti.

It is. perhaps: , natural to renison that a tax reserve shoiild be tied to
particilar taxes. If. for examIle, the i livilu I in I i'nvon t a x i vari ihle
in yield, mhy not set imp a re,:erve to even out the annual amount which
is made available ? And so with other variable taxe. 'This approach
is. however, incomplete in its Iorie: it i-. besides. unnecessarily com-
)licated, since the yield of each tax is affected by factors peculiar to it.
Flie purpose of a reserve is to protect a government agaiin4 both the

decreased angiregato revemm and the larger aggregate expenditure
which depression will bring. In short, the amount of the reserve
should be related to the amount of prospectivO deficits (and sur-
pluses).
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Suppose as a simple and artificial case, that a government, looking..,
6 years ahead, could expect a sequence of 3 years of surplies followed
by 3 years of matched deficits as follows:

SHIplue Deftcit
Year 1 ------------------ $5 million. 1 Y'iar 4 ------------------ -5 million.
Year 2 ---------------- $10 million. J Year 5 ------------------ $10 million.
Year 3 ------------------ $5 million. lYear" ------------------ $5 million.
The appropriate reserve would be $20 million. In the actual world
no such orderly sequenOe occurs, and, as a result, a reserve se'henil
must be framed by making reasonable, if unprecise, guesses.

Let it bt assumed that tile revellIe-eX )eI itiurlt system of a State
government (New York) is such that fhe budget is in balance in a
"normal" year, and that normalcy is indicated adequately by the level
of income laments. Figres of income payments 1) do ha*1ve cmio h icr-
able merit as an overall criterion of economlic conditions, and they
are, besides, reasonably current. National figures of quaiterly i-
come paylment, are almost current; State by State figure, are annual
and are available 7 months after the (lose of the year, Iut rol,-.h
estimates by quarters are available earlier. A norm "figure of income e
payments cond be projected by alIlsming a rate of growth. Supinet-
this to ble :3 percent. If. Ihen: tih 19)t figure of ilcone Iarlltit ik
$33.0 billion, il if 19.',4 is it toriidl yetar. tilw project i on w,,hi , bv
a follows:

"Nornoi'i inleoneC puoimnto,' Ve I'mk
million 3111114)P6

1 W4 . ....------------------- $3, z 1 1956 -----------------------.. .. 41111
199 - - - -....................... - -33, 990 1957 -------------.---------- 30. O

Keeping in mind that the budget is prestlled to be in blalle ill
a normal year, what would be the amounts of the srplses anl deficits
when actual income payments are above and below normal ? For the
State government revenues should vary proportionately to inome,
payments.3  If, their, normal revenue receipts in 195( were estimated
at $t1200 million, a recession which brought a fall of 15 percent in
income payments (front $35,010 million to . 9,7:,9 million) would
bring a fail in rcveuue receipts of $1s) million. But this would 1111
be the aniomut of the deficit beanuse expenditures would rise--let us
suppose by $4 million. The deficit would, therefore, be 25 mil-
lion. Deflcits could obviously be estiinated to correspondi with a
fall in income paynents of less than 15 percent, land for every vear.
(See table below.) Similarly surphiles could be calculated for dery
year by supposing income payments to be above normal by I to 15
percent.

These calculations leave undetermined the appropriate anolun of
the reserve. This should bear a relationshi p to the sequence of pro.-
perous and depressed years. Since resenrefh cannot determine what
this sequence will be, an arbitrary determination must be made. Pos-
sibly the reserve should be enough to cover deficits of maximum
amount for 2 years. The illustrative calculation above indicates
that, for the near future, this would mean a reserve of .-$450 million.

Once established, the mnechanics of the scheme would not be difli-
cult. When the budget for a year, say 1956, was being prepared,

I The revenue of mnqt Stat, governments have less bullt.ln flexibility because ')f grater
dependence on commodity tzxe.
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,uljpOs that prospective Inome payments were 15 percent below the

normal of $35 bi lion. Tile relevant deficit of $225 million would
then be budgeted to be withdrawn from the reserve fund. Suppose,
conversely, that when tile budget for 1956 was being prepared pros.
pective income/)ayments were 15 percent above tile normal. The rele-
vant surplus o $225 million would be budgeted as a payment to the
reserve.

It is very obvious that the several estimates required by the scheme
rest upon aIssumptions that events may falsify. 'les estimates are
neither forecasts nor blueprints, but merely formal attempts to lan
ahead for contingencies which, in tile large, will occur even though,
in detail, they are incalculable.

'he scheme, as outlined, is automatic in operation, and any auto.
"iatic scheme, operating by formula, may be criticized as inflexible
in relation to tile diver,,e situations which may arise. The scheme
(oil(], of court-e, be made to operate at the discretion of tlhe executive
or legislature. In this case the risk would be run that political
exectitives and h(gishltures may, iII pro)sperous years, rank tax redue-
tion or larger spending ahead of aceUinulation of reserves.

Rtnge of pros, 'ctire income paymncnte with rcl'rant surpluses and deflcts, 1956

, 51111Ions of dollars

r n's t or 411 filt I

I. 40,2 1 4 M"2

M' "03,! q1 4- I14i
I: :te, s~t I m '

II 3"10 + IeIill O Si 'l +15(,1

I~ ~ Aii~ i41r2 151 4 135

4 3 5,m 4 41,C,)

2 :3' ,1" 4A15
............ .. i 35, 1 I ' I('

2 31, 361 -13.

3 M1.43N) -4
4 13 CA 4A

,5 M] 29. -, I Is

6 34 0 - All
. 3 SO3" -M

Nn.1.441 iir ii l .. . 1. 499 0 U5

11 31,149 - 1Z)

II I :t.1I.4 ! -15

Il . , 449 -31
14 31, I -24)
,5 ( 29, 749 1 -2_ 5

The exposition leaves aside problems which would arise in putting
tile scheme into elect. If, at the outset, a sequence of above-normal
yearssshould occur, the exposition above can stand. But if, per contra,
tile beginiling was Inarked by a sequeiwe of below-normal years, the
scheme would be inoperative for hick of reserve. Various in-between
situations can readily be envisaged.
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1 l tlh it , h121 11 22lll w is i 2h'l% opel r i'f ll of fill, ''elit., w:,' felt to
be ' iport :iiit I .w Ivt' In ight 1ii' bi'rowed. P'oE 2 1 isill ' f tel I-0 '11212t,
of 11his I'Ibi from . 111p lmIss %V( 1 11,1 h1 l st-ilhid.

II l', '21 eO .'411111 n11, I 1111iluIel u i t ijii':2 '+, iinl - lililt' 1i , to I
d sir i h' fori l.o.tm 1 ' gov'rm llluI 14 V n ll 1,; f'i ll, ait t 114, geo'rlll'lnt,
'I'Ih, 1t141l to p1'roet,'1 leh ' eIi',1112t st1'vie, lig aiiist shriliulj il reC4.-
.5j lt22 :22(1222W1.'. Xj2Z 2lniuuI iii Jir'22 lJ,1'it v i.S I 2,''" 2h 1122'. S , i e 'i ,Jr
lVV'Ill n ill P 1 hs2 v i'jitlh' 111111 lIn , '<( ' p ,I it ' :IIey giiv'4,II IIt , ,i l.'

22 ipiiip'i:1e 22202I21of I IeI -t'r %%o' biii 1 -4 i eil Ii' -S 111121.
Shlitiit S41t:1 4 22~2II litii'el upoS2M l 22 i i2Il gliv'iI2I'114t s Iw Staff h%%I"

Should I1 h1 ml .r bse bdaled in il he 1: 11d2 ' St :i,, e'i+.,,1.ri .en
A 1irlai:2it ll' I2i, ,, 2 w II bl g hien liv pjrs .. o h l hil i 111:11 prompt
p vl'2 i.,,,2ill or ain2 e t I t'l se lvit l Io ' io 'lo4 n il kllit . 1 lh n 'i ii iliz Iii iii
Is of gr: t iilpolrt:21 ' . All lr2Trljv- '..'11i11 14 i1 tII fll' il1 t'l' if"I .h.: 1 l
gol'u,11'11li , 1tin flad I signih t111i'nn of Siaft, .oIlJipikiol ii 'lnielly to
.41,'11" li%'2i24 1 it r1 Iv i ,illf-. 11411or11 :Isllill. S tat4, (.<I<4 iY ,I ' flt'
1111 111 4l'\ i lul toIII,-II accoI': ,m plied, bY Sl t pI I . Y11-111 fi , 1111-re'l,I MI :III

)ttlactive rate.

ltis' 'Ioui 'i it' m1112 a i i6' fo prit,, I i 1, ,h :0 ar., 0r t rt, nol, '-
$ip tiilt 111g. 112e aljilp I'i n1 t' to 1 2222 1 ol' ri1111n, from1 t 22 flit' obi-
jttIA Or11 (l'e 2 i i2t' f:Ih)iIiz-.Iioll. i, ;il 112lh .:i, ( foir ':n'lh i Jill. 'T'Ih.
11Siuni ol 2 ,W :11-4l ilItii. hIl , ( wi111o1ll '11 1,'oil ipip2 I :ll 'l 24 -. , Ii:i I oi'-
.upl fnlle, i i tujnt,' yh,!Ar iv i lineul. ,ho.idl 2W ii i'inira l r.ilh be li.
.12111,4u4 by l'tu--ii.uig, .V'r28 will Sill f -z22ipo'tI22. il tirjet .l-t 211121 ibe

fll-lleed pa itl X+I N,11 T.

I itr luili o f f):, .ibjNe e of ,i , oIi" ' iuhit ' 1 t ]1i1 1711isin i li lt
, I',,111 wl'I2t re II I I 1o1 ilit i I (11 o f ,I ,4's , iII h g.Iie ,I:1 iZ.I I I o I. lhis
object ive wilb le promoted when proje.l wh, lher ,nd f-lhmilwilig or
not. are hel bac~k in) plrospriylv :and2 I:12itI2,'It il 22,'t,,e.iin. It will
be piroulloled :-bo if. in r,t'0-,iou2. fiph lh ' lhod of ilnt'2' e'\'ll If 11012-
.,lf-Iin:nvinl lrit't'ts is IY hl'Irowiln,,.

Complete a leplfti ane of thest' g' ,irilizatiiol2 I .v h es uil u 11' hI.4
of t ,,h ilin'l -i"4 .n ju l bl'el1il2t ! their '2pl iva1 l2 . T'e .l221( im-
porta~nt are, (I) W~bat indienitoiN iire to dlesit-n:2le it prok5'roiW4 yeal
,I re ession y'ea'. z+o that the appropriate method of fhnne will
k own ? 0) How determine what projects m(1 wilitit 121210ll of
eapi.Il oll a 022 1 i l o iut I)(- pow tiledtill.2'2) M2 P2141 ''1 year21?

(11 1) Ptvl•lv 1til- best inidicitor wolld he the Itihel or private eol-
sirlion 1. When': it iQ hiitZh2. the level of pihu'constit'ini should he
kept lIf.' and voii.e2'sely. Mtinior iner't',-Ze and dt'nrea,;s ill tIIe level
of 1iriv.ite con.21ril('tion 'lhlll h dlisl'e2:a'ded. Aeneler:atinol (devel.
ration) of the amnomit of public col)stroletion, and n shift in the
miethodl of finance. would be warranted only b n~ an)12)!. of 15 to 20
p'em'tew in a year in the arm112t, of private e'on,;truction. Possibly
the rnle+; whi,-h permit a shift to an expansive policy sluld lie less
R11sterp than thnoe- for the opposite shift.

(21 The problem of deeidinr, up'on the relative potpnnahility of
projects can be solved only by development of extensive al necurate
adv'pne planning. A pr(- rrni should he prepared for 5 years nhead.
1'ei'e innivilly. This program should not consist of lofsely framed
estimates: on the contrary. each part zhiild be nble to meet the crut-

.g of the Director of the Buget. with discard of those parts which
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fail to I nks IS 1p i l111 . l',il4'l'II1l'41 I j eiI i i ,i1 ,f Id lrji'.,'s bYI Il l-4 1 1 f
hioill 14'4'llh|ill Iw V IIIviml I) ll I ll (if it llig-

S'titJioi ll'figi-,ll' '%'I)IVl 'Iiligf 411' Nl'll g.; 1h4,.l fll'i,.v f filhi:411. It
w ll'4 i) . ll '4llrallilt tbi! all''l l i h il'erflllifi -,g o llfl. $ .110i uh , 1it 14
liat O h4 )114,114hli .' '4-llll' lc Ilt l" 114.111we' ll 1I1l44 o ill l'lilnil g f l:ll lill !ld
aFi 1 ('ll . ri( lruo li' m is (1 i r lv ill -XV ,'Illiil 14)ih , in ii' llO s'm' i , lilt-
iteei ,ieiif . n apsIi'owiat 1 ia fldileis wl di l.v1. l guIidth Ilw flg.
or 1a I i f I l .i-: s o: Ih lleilii hi e 1111h,41 J .ill''I . il he il.l iwhich wml juls~l ll it ,irellilsliliwe sh~mld Il strict.

be 't lgl . ill uI aIIU4 ,if rI'l vlel, o ril f p oliliz:j t llil. " ll i illj l il ille l llislll t,

iiI III'f'i tiI c .lif1 hit b4'4'I Ji' (') .1,1ItI h i. Otl 'illli',, is lfr4 {,i
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Debt management
The two rules now widely accepted in financing capital facilities by

borrowing are that the boInds should (a) not run for i period lonlg.r
than the probable life of the facility, (b) be retired by equal annual
installments. These rules represent real progress over earlier prac-
tices which allowed issuance of debt the term of which exceeded the
term of the facility, and which allowed reissuance of debt upon ma-
turity. But molifhcation of these rules in order to l)rovide some flexi-
bility over the business cycle would seem advantageous.

In prosperous years serial bonds might be issued for terms consid-
erably shorter th an the life of the capital facility.' This would at
once )l)ace a heavh'r annual charge upon the budget, and, so long its
prosperity continued, would be desirable. In the event of recesion.
however, this would not be desirable. If the serial bonds issued in
prosperity had a call feature which permitted refunding into an issue
of longer term (although in no case longer than the probable life of the
facility), the defect would be remedied.

In recession years, ,onversely, serial bonds might be issued for
the maximum illowablc period: This would impose relatively low
fixed charges on the budget, a desirable contingency in the circum-
stances. These bonds issued in recession, would have a call feature
permitting speedup of their retirement in subsequent years of pros-
perity.
Distribution of State /unds

State governments annually make large (istrmiutions to local go-
ernmnents, cltiely as grants or from the drgicds of State-collected
taxes. In 195 $5,014 million of local revenues (26.1 percent) were
from these sources. Of this amount 84 percent went to public welfare,
education, and highways.

State sharing of vo'tile revenues is a hazard to local fisell stability.
By providing local units with large yields in good years, these shared
revenues induce expansion of spending. When, in recession, the yields
decline, t!,e local units are forced either to cut back expendithre or
to find new revenues from which to maintain it. State grants, the
amount of which waxes and wanes in direct correlation with economic
conditions, have the samie faults.

Distribution of State funds should, so far as possible, aim to pro.
tect local governments against cyclical forces. In recession, w en
an expansion of welfare expenditure at the local level is desirable and
inevitable, the State should enlarge the amount, and probably the
share, of the cost which it will finance. Conversely, in prosperity,
us need for welfare expenditure declines, the State should reduce its
financial participation. State aid for highways should have a simi-
lar pattern over the cycle. Aid for ediation, on the other hand,
should not be variable'over the cycle because need for it is not cycle
sensitive. The objective of State educational grants is to compensate
for economic inequalities among the local units to the end that a de-
sirable minimum level of provision is achieved in each unit.

4 In the pagee above It Is nrgued that. In prosperous year', non.selt.finanelnr prnJeito

Mjonlf be financed from current tn'(eP. Obviously changeover to such a policy would flay8
be cradmiL The technique explained here Is an intermediate one which would facilitate
a t hangeover.
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11. FEDERAL DEVIcEs

The chief financial contact of the Feieral Government with the
governments of the States is via grants which, currently, amount to
approximately $3 billion a year. Of this, 49 percent goes to public
assistance and 19 percent to highways. Except in the emergency of
the depression after 1929, Federal grants have not taken account of
the business cycle. A number of students, however, have suggested
that account should be taken. Some State-local functions in receipt
of Federal grants have a cyclical pattern in that need for them is
greater in depression and less in prosperity. It is, besides, obvious
that the financial ability of State and local governments to handle
functions varies cyclically.

This line of thought received some notice in the recent Report of
the Commission on Intergovernmental Relations (the Kestnbanin
Commission), and even more in reports of its study committees. The
grants most relevant here are, those for (a) public assistance and (b)
public construction, notably highways.
Public assitance

Federal grants for public assistance anounted to $1,330 million in
fiscal 1953, of which 68 percent was for old-age assistance. One large
category of public assistance, general assistance or direct relief, r-e-
ceives no Federal grants. This category is markedly subject to cyli-
cal influences: the number of recipients rises sharply fn depression and
declines sharply in prosperity. The opinion is widely prevalent that,
in event of a sustained depression, the State and local governments
could not cope with the burden of general assistance and that Federal
intervention would come 5

Another opinion held quite widely is that Federal grants for public
assistance are divided into too many pieces. The majority of a study
committee on Federal Aid to Welflare, re)orting to the Conmission
on Intergovernmental Relations, favored a cliange from the present
system to a block grant for all public assistance, including general
assistance. While the present. grants are open-end, the new block
grant would be closed, i. e., the yearly amount per State would be allo-
cated by a formula.

A summary description of such a grant would be as follows: The
need for public-assistance funds in a State might be measured by such
criteria as population all per capita income: the fiscal capacity of it
State to s UJ)l)ort public assistance might be measured by per capita
income. If, for example, the Congress decided that, for a given year,
the public-assistance needs of each State were $17.34 per ca)ita, and
that the State-local share should be 0.53 percentt of incomeavineInts
to individuals, then the difference between the two wouh 1'be the

t Report of the Commixion on Intergovernmental Relations, p. 271. The Advisory Com-
mittee Report on Lcal Government which was made to the Commission on Intergovern-
mental itelations stated that* "Tie National Government in cooperation with State and
local officials. should immediately develop a policy for taking care of general asistance It
and when widespread unemployment ever again becomes an Issue. if this is not (lone then
the National Government and the States as well, will again be faced (sic] without plans
to meet a great human catastrophe."
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animnt, of tile allotment for a State. A great many variants are

The point to stress here is that a scheme of this sort, hoth because
of inclusion of general assistance and because of the forlinl, would
be flexible in response to varying cyclical ieetds. The Federal share
would rise ill recession and shrink iti Ilospepritvland this would be a
significant ndvantage. A clos-ed grant, of this sort would, however,
fhee two tet'linical diflfclIlties von.elning timing. One is that the Fed-
eral appropriation process is lengthy and inflexible. As a result,
prolt adjustment of the yearly allotment would not be easy. A
second feclnical difhfllvlt is. that" of frlaming lit(] keel)ing current a
measure of need of the'individual States (reflecting especially the
potential number of recipients). Other irotilenis of a political na-
ture should be mentioned. A block grant for all public assistance
would, indirectly, bring general relief into lhe Federal grant pro-
grain, even thouh Congresq hits reflisell to add it as a separate cate-
gory. Again, a countercclical scheme requires that Federal grants
h1e educed in prosperity, and vet such a move would encounter re.
sistance. These political problems are not appraised here, lit the
conclusion is offered that, on economic grounds, the proposed scheme
has important advantages.
Pilte vonxtruetion

Federal grants are provided for costly lc ion of libhways, schools,
hospitals, airports, wit lithe important slice going to highways. The
grants provide an amount equal to aplproximaittely 10 percent ,f total
State and local expenditu- e for new public construction. In the
l920's through PWA and WPA, practically all State-local construe-
tion was in receipt of grants.

Federal grants at present are not framed ol a counitercvclieail basis.
In tie event of depression the Congress might, however,* add sullple-
mnentary grants for the existing programs, discontinuing such grants
when economic condition,; improved. It might also oder grants for

publici c works not now receiving grants, again dropping them with
economic recovery.

A more formalized scheme (applicable either to existing grants
or to a broader coverage) which gives explicit recognition to economic
stabilization is as follows: The total Federal allocation per year would
var', inversev witIih economic conditions, and, for this puirpos, the
best guide would appeal r to be tlie level of private construction. When
tile level was high. the total of the Federal grants should be smaller;
when low, it should be higher. Not only the total amount of the
grants, but also the percentage of the cost of each project eligible for
grants, night be varied yearly so as to reflect cyclical conditions.
When the level of private constrution was high, the percentage of
the cost of approve projects should be low; wfen the level was low,
the grant percentage would be-higher.'

Some of them are described In Federal Aid to Welfare, a study committee report sub-
miltted to the Commission on Intergovernmental Relations, June 1955. See also Maxwell,
Federal Grants and the Business Cycle. (National Bureau of Economic Research, 1952),

5 9-71.
A scheme of this sort is spelled out In Maxwell, op. cit., pp. 104-112.
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(11,- otler countercyclical feature of this scheme may be mentioned.
l l,.rt:,se of State-local spending for public colstrilctloll ill rece.,,ioll
would have le,. eXl mnsiv, ef'ects ipf llovided from taxes than front bor-
rowillg. The Federal (overliteit| might, vish to ,mako borrowing
inl delrtssioln att active to State and local goverinleits ill order to

.ecille tile IllaXilti,Itl expanlsiilary effect wid to get aroud statutory
'est rictions. Federal loans of this sort, would, of course, Stop when
Ihe level of private coilst ruct iol rose to solli specilied figure."

lleeides olstrUctioni grants, a good deal of opinion hats1 been offered
in favor of Federal playing grants to encourage State and local gov-
eria1ntents to prepare, in prosperity, a shelf of projects that might be
,airttid ill the event of dhpre .Sioll. While the )rec(ldent for repayable
advances already exits, outright grants wouhl be Inore effective.

"Th. Advisory Committee on Local Government (report. p. 4) recommended to the
Comilip1on on Intergovernmental ltelatlonn that : "The National Government should be
Prepared to purchase legally authorlzuid and economically Found Issues of local government
1411n11 whi ch :inot be rold immndiately In the public market at reasonable rates. This

procedure %oil leen the pres,4ure for direct Federal financing of local publile works and
%lhen iproperly administered, would result eventually In no ultimate cost to the NationalGovernmentt."
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accuracy of this aSilillptioi). Is the premise as fllrm , the disiay
which it seems to inspire.? Obviously, in order to decide how well
tile estate tax is doing, we mnust first decide what it is SuppOsed1 to
do, And o ly inquiry (livides at once into two questions. First,
what are the ohjectives which have been assigned to the estate tax?
Second, how well does the tax achieve its eiids? Tle answers which
ellie'rge should shed soie relevant light Ol tile fearful prophesies
which the tax periodically provokes. Perhaps they may also suggest
a change in our way of thinking about the tax.

I. A FAmMENT OF HISTORY

It we guide ourielves by prevailing notions, the estate tax is alni-
niated by a single purpose-Lhe confiscation of exeSSive accumlitiolS
of wealth. Co-lgressllan Kean recently echoed these lotions when
lie api)roved the tax "entirely on the b:isis of the social benefit in pre-
venting the piling up of too big estates." 0 Evidently tihe estate tax
is not regarded a a levv desgied to produce revenue.t riiis view of
tile tax easily implies certain emicihioiis. A,; lollg as the tax prevents
estates fromh "piling Ill' too high, it presuilably does all that can be
expected of it. While the tax prodlee. s a inodest revenue, the revenue
is inevitably incidlentil to its assiau lt upol atggr'egaites of wealth. il'he
tax cani hardly\I aqw(priilte property without gathering s olle revenue
in the process. tilt its perfol'liia'ewi ik not to Ihe judged byv tie ;iz(.
of its fiscal haul. Though its yield may be sinall, it aliy 4ill be
effective.

This understnliigig of the tax iuslally saltisfies tliose who applaud it
and those who deplore it. The first group 4in always argue that it
is immaterial whether the tax pi'odiiles mulih revenue'because revenue
is not the purpose of the tax. The crIx of the matter is that the tax
breaks downli herediiiry estates, and this vital task is sutlicient unto
itself. Oil the oiher hland, the second group is able to argue that the
relatively small yield reinforces its conviction that tile tax is a perni-
cious levy. Not only does tie tax level wealtli, but t his evil is not even
excusable on the ground of revenue. Both t-lioolN are equally loyal to
the same error of which neither is aware. It may olli e as a srliirise,
but death taxes in the United Stites were revisedd to produce revenue.
Indeed, I suspect, that a good deal of the eliphasis Ol the social objec-
tive of the tax, as distinguisied from it. f.cal objective, is skillfully
contrived to keep its yield as low as possible. The reasoing is simple.
Why collect more revenuethiroi Ji th estate tax if the tax is not really
exp€eted to raise revenue in the first place?

r lolugh skeptics say that history teaches ius nothing, at the. very
least it may be informative here. t)eatI taxes, no less than other taxes,
derived front a desire to obtain revenue. What was true abroad was
equally true here. The tirt Federal death tax appeared shortly after
th Constitution was adopted. In 1797. amnihl deteriorating relatiolis
with France, Congress levied a stain duty oln legacies and intestate

llearingas before the Committee on Wayq and Meanq on revenue rerl~Ion of 1950. -1 -t
'Cong.. 2d sesp., p. 125 ,19501. A year later Congresoman Kenn wa of tih some opinion.
The estate tax, h sald. "w.a not hiefly for the prodietlon of revenue. hut rather for a
social benefit. In order not to allow thpe great piles of capital to grow and grow." Hlear.
Ing% before the ('nmittee sn Ways and Means on revenue revision of 1951. 82d Cong.,
1st Fes... p. 68 (1951).

'Cf. Wedgwood. T4e Economics of inheritance, p. 12 (Pelican edition, 1930).
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shares of lersonallty. ' Tie rates were mild. They were 25 cents on
shares over " 10 and not over $100; 50 cents on shares over $100 and
not over m.i11; and $1 for every additional $500. Shares passing to
the s tnvivinug Sp housee 11id desceidants were exemipt. W1 hen the crisis
pas.seti I le lax disappeared." It had been imposed solely for revenue,
and lvenllle was io lollger il'gelt.11

lt(deltll dI tl dillit,,, na l)(:a1'ed duiii, the Civil War. 1In 18t2
Congress inipo-ed a legay tax (oi IeTr..onaiiy and a , talmp tax Onl pro.
bates of wills and letters of adhifintrat iin."I In 1864 tlie legacy tax
was increased a nd a -,'ee--ion tax ol 1'ealtv was led. Iot I lyeies
ranged froi I to ; per'lt ol the basis of relationshuil.: Again

congresss m' as wholly ill-pired by the revenue required for mili-
tlar vxig'cie,,. If ;1ai1%' lil itli.i t o was almilt it was ,ct' e:,,,illy
'oi,,",Ihd. se rtill rIv I ie 'l, itrv ('hiae pwopom.d i leath tax as

ia nslis of liilaiiilig Ihe watl. lI (I'n ie,. the tax %%:is i:iifled as "a
Illwe (llice (il rt\evell' that Wuldh I. Illo. ''Il\'t, oiveliel)tv col.
led ud." A After le war lie deal illties %%vr' discarded.", 'lhollh
till halud not evoked al ;iiv -wai eid oh iect hmn,' t Iev siicuiiiibed to
lhe ph, ..iliZ i,,Niiii l hat taxes I, ,he e iuced whenever a war

With l two (h'cad es tihe vvnle clill ged. Iv th* le close (if tit 1itnrv
a death tax inovement haill emerged in resliii- It) the it .,es and
strainus of t(lie I eriodJ.' 'lIlltveliet-1 wvas tell.cIt-ill tSeemied
01ill oiis. ItI irev-.oaldlv idh, ilimld det :ih dlli te willi tile ,,ocial on-
Inl of lliinlit:ir.v weai'. 'lhe ,.vtllill u spirit ofI lhe titles , writes
Myers4, -%%as e llv cn'elled with triki ,ii hai'd a n deep at 1)11-
liol'acv"s wealth as %%Ill a, its political p(mier." A Federal death tax
:assin 1ied ie.,-iiie liopiatiils ill the ninlds of tho,.se who wished to
strike h:lad and deep. "Steel) taxe., Nvuhld Iiled to shatier great for-
tilnic'. 'Tle.v woiihI decrea1' se the niiiher 'ot .-,Ocial drone.,s. 1 leirs
wullld have Iv,,- fuids ti) ildul e in lavish exp enditiies." And a
d(leth tax 'tuil ( noit le ,ili ftei I'o a- to become a tax fill the laboring
or ('onS1illl pulllic.

SAc* lt f .hili It . 1797. ell. 1 . se. 1. 1 Slat. 527 aeiii tl. l on .tll h i . 17! . Ill lt
of IIc inber 15. 171I. lk, i. .e. 1. 1 Stat. 5311. It 1194 iu th 'il ad %Me. i ('llommltice
li nt i-comnilhil g I i ihtrint ihliy i* i tll tt.aIiiil lillr.% dil ~l.l.iitii lm! ii.-lala -iI1'j,-

cl i t.I Ilioi.pto 1(IImrivlllg. mo|otlm v%, mlid ili t t itslll ' %litl riva al l e I.I 'a le!r-. Iv. 4111)
I 1"t2). 1wo 3et1r- earlier I sloedliii ('ttlllilllt Ii li l(T lbopll p i l I Il l rnill. is-, f ii lts

aid letter, if ad iini t rathill. mil it li tll rt. lit. fVor lt-vatic-z till] dil4trlliiiir. sliine.ri of
1wrt-i.lty. ibJect it| owtelilltonl for wllet an uii leel nilhinlti. Id.. lit 277

p Act or Ajpril il. 102. clI. 17. 2 Sial. I41.
141'he War of 1812 dil niol Iroduce ;I Ilealh lia. lint in a'irly 1%1. S icnrilr3 .if tlil

Treat ue Illallihagittet'l in I nberiti'nve to. ai I po-ltle .tl'rsm r if i entitle. it .Airivttl
Silti' l'ear . ).p S14 1i8121.

11 Ac f .lilI 1, IS6.2. iii. 1 19. 1 9 v. 91. 111 112. 12 1lilt 4"12. 475. 413. i185 117. 'lit,
leglie) tax itIFdilet I liifi- entire Fwr olil ritalo e exi-vilvil S1,000 I' f les ire f i I miani ir
.ife. tiiilt li t n iid"Ft Eli at ll tlolle ihare, varied fro n 0.75 to 5 i percent. rictortllig

ti Ip l iker'i relate ltg'li.. Thei s li )a 1111 is a l Fi ro.ti. fr t 5oe n t.,jl. to $I'il foor .'tt ..
till to $s15(01,00--.llth $10 mnore due for efveri :idldilinal $5W.0i0 tor frailllial part tif (tit,
amollilt.

12 Act of Junto1 0, 181'04. cli. 173. secs. 124-150. 13 Still. 2231. 285 291 (18111FI. In 10"'13
Ciiigr.-t. rptro.ich'elv e iey telliilit ,E wldoi' 't lture frimt .lleef'lon Elli Ili. Alc tf 44Mari :,
103. eli 714, Fee. 1, 3 Silt. 469. !181. In 180l It eitlelI a itior ll i ley n toi0'
eilont of $1.000. Act of Jily 13. 1501, cli. 181. tiec. 9, 14 Slot. li8. 140.1132 (Coniures.slonaiF Gllobe ASppenil, 1). 2.5 096!!2).

1 Iid.. at 232 See itEli 31 C'is roin.lcrio l ioniE', p1 1 71. 11"sr i 1ill 1.
11 ii'h li.)zii3' tytu isi'ciF.(ti dllilltli were relieltidl In PAM. Act of N13 14. 1S70 eli 2.5.

gee 3. 10 Sl.at. :50, Tile tomtp duly wati renioled tt 1872. ,lct of Jitie 0. 1%72. il 315,
we. 31 . 17 St taIt. 21.6.

14118m Snith, The United States Federal Internal Tax llHiory From 1801 to Nq71. Fl',
105 106 (1914).

t See. Sltyit. Tle Taintlion of llherlitance, lip, 102. 153 (1921) latiner. Aliterictl
Taxaion. p). 23.5 (19421 : Paul. Taxation In the 1United States. pp. 615 $41 (19.1).

"Myerp. The ndIling of Ilenedltary .nierlcin isiorune., 'li. 222 223 (11039).
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'l'h14% I t'pnpf f it In ft ' it 4h :1h I-% . Ol :it'tii-I 'l I in il v i iltiiiliht
vil-|ll' Of i '.,l ,'i'l ity. Ill I NSS) A lI rt','w (':ariigit. Ilt1':iii, it ti 'tfol
14 hit , vlal.,- IY jtiiii1Z thv 1iieo'litit. AI flit, I t'e of hi,; tvvli 41

tii' vtlt'lit'i k i llilll111t 1 1)J 011141jit . 1111- Ill, "%%a, fU it' l ( iii I of

I he 'idlel At I lle i" 1if." 1t ,11 t' , v" ,11 . fli' t leh h ion h f ree-lt
,ri'. 'lit' ) 1 1x tir 4'iM -4-lie ? I f 1hii , ki' 4-11t'ilt , i 't'i til-l I flit i til

I i ' i it l lli IIt I Iui A lit - I pnt if I h, I 1 h 1 S' l t I:i. l, -ie ,,i )I' % I 1 ffr ) h1 , 11. I hilII l1.4,,II II, I ) 11,4 .1,4h -, I. l I 1 1 ,i, l.
l'Il I ,ll hv f. ovIh f) lr, i,,. lit, 11h,,,h1.,ll,',h lh h ,ili to I I) r i ,Il

m oII :l ln "m o e111,l l, l il''' f ill-i111;'"' fill- \\'i fit :11141 411111"h11,r,, :11111

"tlt' lii o : af lix~ril : li\\ ii 't' l ,,, t i fii i t' Ii'ltftrV~ I t ,l. " A T h ,

"r t t li v fihi li ' sir. t lo f lit' I t'rtivedoif 11 lt.I liifo I e Sl fi)Iit'li Tll
Ve 1;ill it f itli l!" l i llt' ll Ii il s -1 l iltl t Pttl Iil hi' li lt ". t y ilf Iti 4i
flii, : 16 o 1 i Fi i "Ilile ii lls' ltbes ft't' h' %%lii hii f Ihl"ftll
ii t il l " "o b io ll s flit- il l lli0 a." d 'ilit' ofii I 'iiw 1. atI

SIvlillpis th i lt filu' i: -fe , f il1l 11111y Illov .iitli ' ilt, of41 lt Iil
ii 1:i, m t fl iL il h e liil "l folkilO ll4 i p ic it ( 1.i1 i VI6. i%%(-I-
41' fi .:hli,. ti ' r(i 1'. o 1 ilt hl.i ll 4 ) 1 4v1)i HY 'll un,

lef :11 dett It \\,:I "a. 5'1460.ili-16 1 i he"r

if a : l't)y In I i'rlnill 'tillli 'i" li r I t )rittll, I1 ftuil'i t I
. lt hd ii \\ I t t i t 3 tPN li iir,41-lit\ i lit.' l i ' il rilt ' Ilr4 i ' I i t .1 41 11" lit.h
hito : , f rill it ound toii the Ail .-lir t iorhil Ii. l i, f vi l i tw iii' iil l hnt l'i,

t het fof u int1i.ill4. l hill 4 il it .h . 11 ht v (1 4 irte wIi si, ' tax
cut N .,ii hfned g all itd o1111 it n i ll ll'- e ei,- o i l, il -ll slis"u by )

ol it' 1 riII In i h In I hI l Sil i ( 1 i, 1 to" I va i'lt.Ii lii i I, I Ihl'e i .\ l i

11:11 " if I h In i II iolll i rv~ lionn14 u"na taaA Nn ilA--1 olm lllt v
Ye (., '~ . 1 Tu0,01-.4 111 171 '. 42ed1) 4 1. I helitin. 158e I.41i. 0)1ll (185 1 n, i

it irei~e i t level nthe g.'nerii ibrt stoh it ofa id~n ia'roin-611c,

ill U ,-9 1 " :11id . i : its o bi ifitiv l' wi, a ,im l Y~ Iil' cllh e lio ll o f ir ivel.

lii li T he. t ax lkli n The tile T ril, . 14-111114 fi 1,19, will t ill, 1CivilW!'ir, ,\\:i,, lpromlitl 1 blllv miiiliary spel~l ilii. .K, ill ltiol.e %dil. litill
llilt, owl i nt' N.l' \\:Is. )lip. Ilt ta ju1 l-e..id lill . 'l'h4, pvi 'lo . lil

.oiinll itor l'dnih fio Pdulris only oloe coliretin 141111). A ll-
(11: 1i n 1 .oi l il.ill h.1i e 48 , not w it ltah.ri ll8, liletholl ind :ili allrch
11:1 1. for tl. lhec . i orl of l it, B111 it 1S t.il9h . 1141INT'1li, frll flitlh , I to ido is 1 DIi O ii 411llai, 11-gill.l'v i f,~ lillrY ihaill
a~t :1 Il t li he IIf .lv ell todili.

S'l of il s . 19t2.ll d lOl set . I fele. r32tallt.i l n of what
11:ra tle e to l l0nowl it ndlt\ to tlioV Teill re ta, tee a Ih.t,,i p e,'lveili w\h ile (l ip r atle o f l18i8 b ail' lv Iloved , i til et iie o f v~llil O
khill innd normai~l ben ielicilirie., fronii O) ft, pereien~t to 2.25, perl l t .- 3i '

Ca" rnrl'ltilie, 'Ttli Glo.ptl if Wealtlh. xxlI ( 19,.13),
f it , alt. %. 49. ,*it).

91 lht,! atl !1, 10 Ili t 0 2 CnlrnP;:lP ileclalri, -Eivery d1,1llae of tieg ruqiilrvdilil v l t i
ti,fit¢l Inl itl mannelir, williiiltil rii Invr Hu lilt h .l wle i lt lriiIhehbr he ub lle n to ilte
dvi, +w rlti.i I 41f ll-OA Country, thoh til he proatliloli to( \uenillli- Wvhtl, Trhe inlleritlignes- °'nix,

.tlcl tit .niic 1l5~ll . 181!14, ch.. 349- see.' 27. 2R Stat. 55,'3 (1804)i. This statlute waseilia
finow,ii net of lvili4, umhlih Impiosedl an Incomne fav. not t1in heitlance til. However, inl.
c,.niv uw f I.tned as Incluldi11o "i'neniti Ilhs, vnlilt• e ial lti~roonal property ii,ll by
Oftl Ar inhliritanov " Whe11 ihe ,Snlptenmp Cmoirt Invllhlottvid tile, Incomie taxl InI o11ork v..
Fi ,rrvir Sowtn J Trust Co<.. 01 ' 4219 191.rehlirini:. 158i V.. ool 016t195.Il
ith,lmiitml uwtz 1 i'irfp il n he grnert"I tlelbrlo. Asl to the miltsl of git in Inonie tatt onll n-
ht ritnu. oi ne Seitg!l r¢ l¢1111I Tile Incomle Tax, p. .513 (10tl1 ), ntill Boip ll In1 rat hmill 129
-- enth or-dltion 1911 1. ultfh Silmons, Per~lonal Income Talillh!on 123 ilei

r Ait of 3 line I X I, OR. ch. 4414. seep, 29-30. 30 $tat. 448, 464-460. amended on Ulnreh
1110i1l, c'h Sllrt per. 11 31t Stat. 93 14. R
Ui %et of Apil 1. 2. ch~, l. 500 ws, Tl. 11. 32 Stt.t 91.,
21 l: tateo tinder $10.000 were exempt and legaielesi to spouses were tax free.
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T 'l ti ' l of114- r iti l rI ,llf-l' ,eit itleil il 3l deir t o I l y low lyr-o

0i'V1,liiP. lhe lS',, t:litil ivi, I 1le l'wood ;u'eli';i tely s8ttitt 'llizel I .l'Sitli-
fit i l whelt Ii, li'e'l:v ml

T lh r illl I :i \ i. WIt'II iI ti f l i sY t i f itir l h. n ,' i- i l eli't, siniiit
I i'd to it li q 'I n I t I l t, %% I'. i I y Isfl'ir lir lr I l I'ie l'eii- H si(f

t'v ill I' Sillli'itt i 't I tTll i d e Th to itty ite It I-l( tIXl S fr llt -
(ild il II ( h ite Ho[l'!. IfI the" owtili of ttIf6 ThelIre t'los.
f 11 1i4.h it uilr l.,ill which ot'he.et l',(Iii Il II)ljttit i iy I ( e 1 v ti .
1114,li l'd "l, "Itl(l't' Of t ro5mfi sti lh ,eon Il it ilt bym o lr aprogressive
Nx (r il II f ,til'' I 'v l i ' ,it c it ll l'ii i lie im i, ih(lr'g.iven ill lif t, or
devi.ttI'll i ll "Civii il io I ntlh io "llt) i li vi"Ie'--i ltax So fr ille',
1. uto II I, it, li .(o tw( r If t Ownr of he le of tln e. ello 'l llls
iol'11ie re i I d oil Iiio's |ht lll I e',l'llili f11 it te'1o illy ote individil."

Te ai ol V ~d "bei i lie' I I e'lle ly lt 11w ilttlerilllll, ol I I'n i.l"lli".ioll ill
Il,eilii ti,'( ju of lhos or tiuies Siwlle. beyond fill inelthv lini'. s.
it ieiwu ofyS fler l, lIttiti , .tl wlutl't st,, Iiile Preside nt li llr' i. sed it
S l ,sia ill t i ll'il tt ls I i r udi li 'll." -" The "ve ii I' i e olrtill esi'z

:ilif ' lii ft:dh.iil litd jtei , fli' dihy rlli Ilo oe really lappdy
ind illtere loei 's IIllfilille i, il'.1 Bli-tr,"O e hey "to illillit
h'lralii' ait l h y mnlkill thg I ill trat of fi', ller n titlllrt ot
I.tl'(I i fIhe i ' l':iittli .,,llt' I11t',-(.11li t oll , lie t Iitit ('Elith,. A t

itelv ill olit I h I'it ott l e itieIllat a Ill'l' 4ft \%Oe Ito,,llI illi 1'OVi. ill' iis-
I'iillill f lt ft I st id r'', M li Il itl .i ot I t.1 htt ilt-t lvy t hoill l
dlio io!'o (hlim i rl tif reli ,. l ta Ito, 'let , .1 l ,il h n il lielts,
vey'" hicavil' 1 i.h I i' ft txill'l'd Ia s l tl l' lNlli ll i I I('l i ll f.()1 il lividill-
afTtr ie'rlelli iso reilll liw elMs be ll i 'hnt ldi." '!1 .rt t l 'i(ltTl vllpnl a 'iZed
th ," i it 'rIi ns(h t eli I .thl liI poll ' l ui e i( i111 tititiI .-MINT (if 11hriff "I.ll llihitio ll i, III(- (h1-sil, o il le palrl oif fil- hri': l.

f'ilelnh "o lenve hle' ist' hild'r eni well Orlii . But" he larled, "tii ob'je'c|t
taIle el'ithi by m lkin ll v lae.ti isr t ll oilt Iledit ela'll, t litllsilil of

aid) Y "lel'or h ecI i'll.st e e lhe nlo hillie hih Oovlihiud h- t I )III 'it ollsn illt It

it, is veleniet l itt lt Of a h, ne ist t In this ' ,tirl n" o l)(, ure'i alie." IIf. (Ii
I' 5('lm12 Il. "l w ill" , Il l . lli. Ill .llct, limit fileI ram-11.Sl .i l of "i le elloriliolns f'orll ,It.s ill que ',I io ll."

!t ilt' I hnu,'r i lon lv- Ile ri p . : ,e3h ,(I ,l I

~~~~~~~~~ ,e vnil ,I'lldto inle the' Untwittsir' 8115

1' 1 WoIr fi ll'helre'. lHe t're'o l d 7ili lw ,-elieiisl'v'ildlist beiweeit ill-
"There were l o who rethtnrs'd onllh ro a n oseI(roniesfortll to ie ntrol n"h thelll lhills. To i llr ( lt Ifie fo t -txat ilsu t oW a t illhlt nel "oht a Ino a p S all nier c oo nlslat ll.Int r, llis the t hantn lc iel i ru durine hll h t It . it is e lnn pr e i l il lns thh fite fTllillilloof wel,.lb." Ile lP( ,le (ml ;:rn%(- colil lll" Pll. whl lh nrr stiI ll e icz foarel. "I iet x, t~isaldl, "fn orm Pipeldin tf i1)l~u (). on1 the tll,#)ry the (overnmntl Noll take. it un hiii 3m ,

i e. Wlhalt will be( Wit% lnnllt if) acc('llllllltfinl if )oil c.mt a l uI Ibleritalcl o! to * to w !e

llor, lealt t hm anent Innilmnrki. hrakint ilaun anent traionq # # 0 " 31952).soni Rl;eord; P. 150%2 (189). Four x ears earlier Senator PIllt hall sIttil flip sore,. con.
cislltionll e Pm elabloratlyt. -:rho dslath filll{e% art, %pry o4llml4." tip Paild, 201 CiincresfoonalRecord, p, INV" (18914). (On the ulher hand. Senntor C.hilton balled flopll 19, t,'ix niq ,thp

,olcoipl llltroduellol of it ltzh plrincile In Fedleral t.iaaloon." 31I Cunglre lsi ll Rlecordl,
*.i092 l1hI! !).: :.5 (Conqrcsional Rlecord. p. 1830 (111112).

Se~e Pai, Taxation In Ihe Unlted Slai.s, p. 891 (I11954).
' 17 Works of Thilore, Roosevelt P57P9 '313eM eori rt volio 1925) ."I n8 no more to be frightened out of a cour-'po5us ra--llallpm." hi wrote. -by thec're.ntorem who y*,,ll that it Is socialism, titan to he fright4 ned ont of a prove r consp rvatliomIY thp equally sensele.ss yell that It rppresentj reactinij." 5 The Utlters Of' ThPO(lore

Itoos,,%elt. 1p. 212 (Morlson edition, 1952).
o Htold.
17 Works of Theodore Roosevelt, pp. 432-434 (Memorial edition, 1925).

T. 3 - 6 - -5
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heritinice of weallh 1111d ctuplit Iv of ol)wuil t. ". hleavy progres-
sive tix I)Oll na very large forhillie," hI, delhi re, "ill no %'Iy ,illlch it
tax ii1s1u th rift or ill( lilstry is a like would bil it a si all fol1te. No
ailllit ag' cones ti i I o I' Llli it I ,s it wIIlole oir to I lhi' Ill Iividlills
ililulgiliin ih ' 11niiiey by e'nilliill lie i ra lIslli-sioll ill I0hir ilt iiresv
of t nle trl|wolls fortllies wlul w0ul Ie :1l't ciell Iv lit-It a ta:x llnd
ts l il ill ei ttell tO itS filiii't ioll lit' IrPVe 'i i ' .a ii lg, sltdh 14 lX A tltli h1l)
to jlwv.rve a I , i 'iahle eility t' pf potu Illlit y for I I iat ile oft l i

111tie) tniols g-wig tI lt iliaual." A ftehr 1,nV lljf " Ile slighttt.
,yviPIttly 'it l Swln lIist tlhillytv, tll' lPresldient lted

Or ninit ilt rleaagnliiz' i% lIIl Lintli tillvtailout :li' faT N I hot there' art., stime
ra',Njat'lt lit whihh i meln nlit ,ih it1l , 110t 44l1ih I ' 11111 0 tit o tat i14W Ihltt there

r-hoilat hI, nit eti1tility of slf-reslwi-t ond of it minl rese t w, nII vqiaillt' if rights
Ia'uaro tiie Iiwi, 111lt Ill htll jlilpraxiiaiiite i iimpi nl ilti lit I ' inicndtioin un d ilmer
which 4,84', Iim1n 011ailint il- chnne to stow till, ni f11 that I Ili hll wiem coin-
ptuaredl to hit fellows.u

]iV tlhi t iltl( tile IiiOvellient for till ilerii alice flax to regullate heredi-
tar,, wealth had naide a)l)vreia)lo headway. In 1912 tile Progressive
Paty boldly announced:

We Ileve In a grailuated iherianie ax as t nlhotna)i muens of equalizing
the holders of property."

Even ma (tls'rvat ives had become inOre kindly disposed toward
ideas previously denounced as socialistic anI Iml)illstic. In nhat era,
as in our own, it was not unislal to answer t (listulirbing proposal by
calling it a derogatory nalne. congress , however, refil.e to be se-
duced. In 1909 and iiagain in 191:1 it (lisa)proved of death taxes."

i 3 years tile picture einged as war al)lroached. Once more
military appropriations induced Congress to jnijpose a death Iiduty, and
01(10 ntore the congressional motif was the collection of required
revenue, not the control of hereditary wealth. As the Blakeys have
noted, in the "Demncratic textbook of 1916" death taxation was "the
largest untapped tield of revenue in thi, country." M The Ways and
Means Committee soon echoed this view in the face of moiuting
expenditures.

"No civilized nation," the colnnlittee reported, "collects so large a
art of its revenues through consumni)tion taxes as does the United

States, and it is conceded by all that such taxes bear most heavily upon
those least able to pay then." The revenue system would "1e more
evenly and equitably balanced " if "a larger portion of our necessary
revenues" were "collected from the incomes and inheritances of those
deriving the most benefit and protection from the Government."
Hence the committee proposed a progreSSive estate tax which it
grouped with the income tax as an attractive source of revenue. The
committee pointedly observed that in England the income tax yielded
about 37 percent and the death duties about 21 percent of total col.
elections. "With less than one-half the population and wealth of the
United States, the revenues from income and inheritances, including

0 17 ibid.. at pp. 504-505. In 10 the Presldent semed to feel that a Federal death
tnx should be lev el only "in the case of large inheritances." See 6 The Letters of Theodor-
Rooseveilt. p. 1013 (Morlson edition, 1952).

N Myers. The Endlng of ltertditary American Fortunes. p. 223 (1039).
0 See Blakey. The Federal Income Tax. p. 25 et seq., p. 112, note 39 (1940) ; Ratner,

American Taxation. pp. 271. 274. 286 (19421.
It Blakey. The Federal Income Tax. p. 113 (1940). Cf. Ratner. American Taxation. pp.

354. 357 (1942).
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'deatl duties,' ill Great B1ritain were more titan four times the revenue
derived fioii the,t, sources by the IUnited Statts," The committee
anlieipated hlit i lie federal estate tax would be ilitich moro produc-
ive than ileh State iliheritalle. t axes, whiel had never beIen "a source

o~f largo revenuell." 11 .%pparelitly inl termls of revenue tile estate tax
was conce-ived aitilid highi Iwjn's fiid( pleasant exlpectations.

"'he 1916 act, allowed an I'm, lipt ioln of $,5'0,001, an1d fixed rates which
ranlgeti froml I percent onl tile first $50,M0) of taxable assets to 10 per.
cellt, oillliy ilttillit ove'r $,, Iiiill iol.", With l 6 iiioilt hs tile ratesweril iiiertelsed by 5() j iecelit , 19 iecall of "ext iwd iiiiii allolpl'ill.
iois for the Army and Navy awl fortitiat ions." () this occasion

the estate (ax wis coullpled with tile exv.s-p'olit s tax ats a1 Source of
revellte. 0  Ill lillOt hel "I inollis ti1(l rates Ir.o once0 0 ore1- whell ('on-
gres. illijI]set Ia ld, ulit iolilil war eStIte taix. 4' The rates l)w climbed
from 2 percent oil the first. $50,000 of taxable assets to 25 percent
oil sums over $1 million. But agiin they were not, too stable.

Tile 1918 act revised tie rates within a scale of progression starting
froii 1 percent on the firt $51)(X)0.42 Ini effect, the, rates on amount
not exceediig $1.5 million were reduced; t le rates on amount not
exceedilig $Q,ltR) were alilved auid so restored to tile level of the
1916 act, ildl the rateson oil untOis exceeding $1.5 million were left
tinlnistlur1ed.41 'lie revised rates were reenicted in 1921."

At this point I should pluse to generalize. Although the estate-
tax ralts )iislied upward for a fleeting 1)eriod, they mal no diserni-
ble attelllt to level inherited w lailh. l'lie tax wI', iliially illilpw-ed
ill respoiise to the ileed for revenue, and the rales increa,,ed is the
iieed increased. The purp)oSe of Coigress did not embrace the dest rilc-
tion of large fortunes. Under the 1921 act the effective rate on an
estate of $10 million, before allowance of the, exemption, was only 16,7
percent. Of course, many who irged higher rates were very anxious

" Ree If. Ilept. 922, filth ('ong., 1st sps, C, P. 193-1, pt. 2, p. 23. In 1913, 42 States
Imploel Inherltnei. taxes Thu total recel.tll front these taxes were about $28 million as
Voinlpareel With $132 million In Great liritain. Ibid,, at p. 25.

. f l11 act, sees. 201, 203 (a) (2). Tile Wars and Metans Committee orlglnallypropnoed
rates 01in from I pere. tit on the first $50,00(0 to 5 percent on ait) excess o'ver 450,000.
II. Sept. 972, 1st C., .. It. 1931) -1, 1. 2. p. 25. The Senate Finance Committee proposed
the rates finally alojpteel. 4. Iept. 793, 64th Cong., lst ser, old., at p. 29; conference
report No, 1200. 04th Ctonfg.. lot sts., Ibid.. at p. 88.

- Act of Mitreh 3. 101. sere, 30.
'I t1. Itept. 1:i6, 64th Cong., 211 seas,, C. B. 1939-1. pt. 2. pp. 44-46.
"Act of October 3. 1917, Fec. 1100. The Ways and Means Conmlttee Initially recom.

menled, as a top rate of additional tax, 15 percent on amounts over $15 million. Thetotal maxlnium rate would then have toen .10 percent. For purposes of the additional tax
It also% reduleed tie exenition to f25,000 and Impoped a tax of I percent on any amount
between $25,000 and $50,O00. II. SIept. 40, 05th Cong, 1st ses.C. C . 1939-1, pt. 2. p. 54.
The Finance Committe tried to remove the Increases altogether but then yielded. S. Lpt
103, 65th Cong., lt ses., ibild., at p. 05: conference report 172, 65th Cong., lst seas., Ibid.,atp 83.S-1919 act. see. 401.

" These rates were the frults of compromise. The Ways and Means Committee fixed
rates rising f(rom 3 percent on the first $50.000 to 40 percent on amounts over $10 million.
II. Itept. 707. 65th Cong.. 2d sess., C. it. 1939-1, pt. 2. p. 103. The Finance Committce then
eliminated the estate tax and substituted an Inheritance tax measured by the Individual
shares of the beneficiaries. S. Rept, 617. 65th Cong., d Pses.. Ibid.. at p. 127. In confer-
enes the eatate tax was restored at lower rates than those a proved by the Ways and Mepans
t'omtnittee. Conference report 1(137, 615th Cong., 3d sess.. ibl., at p. 151. Many members
or the Finance Committee were less than enthusiastic over any death tax. But they con-
sidered sine a tax "Important for fiscal reasons," especially because of "the probable loss
In revenue following the prohibition of alcoholic liquors." Blakey, The Federal IncomeTax. p. 17,3 (19401..

" 1921 act. see. 401. Before this act was passed, the Senate voted Increased ratesranging from 30 percent to 50 percent on amounts over $15 million. The top rate applied
to any excess In net ekstates over $100 million. The Senate receld In conferenp, See
conference report 480, 67th Cong., 1st seas., C. B. 1939-1, pt. 2. p. 2291: Rather, American
Taxation, p. 411 (1042).
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to regillate wealth and the power whieh it oto.fvi.s.o B11t whilt they
sought a1d what t hv got were t IIIl the s:uile. I., ta.e S.,Iak tiell'
clh il for thellisvtlives. 1hey wrn n ot devoted to 111y fili'-liv.' of ier
(h11i the proilltioll of rv\elvlle. 'Ilios. who .11-4. are uin eraldy 4lpl"e'vd
to h leveling of wealth would ('Ieeifilly i 'hoi it fi l) flit e of 25
percent oil ne estates over $1) Illillion.4'

We tire now oil the threshold of the M lotn era1 ill e1sltaew flaittiol.
Secretary of the Treasiluy Mel lon was firily IUrs,uahe II hfl ' Ie t, A-Atat p
tax llould eventually stlibvert t tlo Almeri'ai! t'tolll'oio y. Ill a1-tted
that a to) rate of '25 per'evt. otl estatIs over $1') Infilir was "very
heavy'i ild should at least be lowered for tho "good of tll, f rv.";,
is thngs were goilg, it Iiight he "oily o or :3 gelrual ions 1nl ilprivate Owniel'shilp of' Ilroletrt ~Vould ease'to exist." ', Tilhe Se't'et ry

v'igoroislv denied that tvhere was :111 "soial itece-sitv for break g
tip large fortiies ill this colltllry." .Ilid ,o he sIt abou1llt t) iellv o
or reduce the estate tax before d'i.-asler overlook wts Very lIikely he
would have sleceeded hut for the renmilkabhl Iesishatlie of . few
stubborn ('o1g1essinen.'' Tiolgh the tax was finally saved, t(he rates
wei thoroughly clit.

At first tle eretary was not very s%-( , 'esul. In 1921 ('on gres
rtied the estate ttx rates nl iIposed it gift. tax. It also grnt111 d it
redit for State death (axes, not exceeding 25 percent of the Federal

tax, to tmolli fy those who t'lllhetit1 it as.t t, xertioit of loiet' r'eserved
to the States.a' The new rates increased the burden on all tt1xahlo
eat\esr over $I0.(lt0, and reached it InalxilnitiII of 410 pelrett otl t allounts
over $10 million, its co'lrpled with 25' percent, under tli 1921 act.
F~or example, an estate of $1 million paid it tax of $17,1500 under
the 1.21 act, or an efrective rate somewhat below 5 1erent andhia tax
of $70,000 under the 1921 act, or all detective rate of , percent. Again,
inder the 1921 act the tax on an estate of $5 million was $O32,,50 -...an

effective rate of ahout 13 percent; under the 192.1 act the tax on the
.mt estate was $,9flfTl-lln effective rate of atllol, 10 percent. fit
the ease of an state of $10 million tlie 1921 act appllropuriated $1,;70,-
5tM-an effective rate of about 17 percent: and the 1924 act, $2,513,-
,0--in effective *rate of about 25 pereent.3 A displeased President
signed the 1924 act, while obiecting to its "high estate tax rates." '

The finder Secretary of the I reasury felt compelled to make a grave
prediction. "We shall have mllore golf players," lie said, "and fewer

0 Se Paul, Taxation In the I'nited Stai,.s, pp. 108. 119-120 (1954). llerhert Hoover
wait amonc them. After World War I he wa,,ted "to thaw out frozen and Inactive capital
and the Inherited control of the, tool nf production by Increased inheritance taxs." 2 The
Memoirs of Iterhert ilhwer, p. 29 (1952).

SS"cretary of the Treasury .Mill enda me able support here. The Secretary was rigidly
set a alnst an estate tai for lereling purpose, but lie wan finally reconciled to an ctate
tax for revenue purposes. As he Informed the Finance Committee In 1932., i " you are
Imposing a tax with the Idea of iettne consllerable revenue," then "probably 25 percent
Is asI hIlh al you want to go." au. Taxation In the United States. pp. 157-158 (1954).41 See Mellon. TaxatIon, The People's Business, pp. 111 et seq. (1924).

SIbId.. at p. 112.
*ibid.atp. 119.
- This Icalcitrant group consisted of Representatives Green and Ramaeyer of Iowa,Rear of Wisconsin. and Garner of Texas.11 1924 act. sees. 301. 819-324. The Senate Finance Committee had rejected all these

changes and restored the rates of the 1921 act. 8. Rept. 398. BlAth Con. lat seis.. C. B.
1939-i lpt. 2. pp. 270. 289-290. Then the Senate had substituted an Inherita.ce tax for
the estate tax. and changed the gift-tax rates and exemptions. See Blake . The Federal
Income Tax. p. 244 (1940): Ratn'r. American Taxation. p. 415 (1942). Ultimately the
Senate yielded. Conference Report .44, 08th Conx.. lst seas.. C. B. 1939-1, pL 2, p. 808.u The "estate" Is the net estate before deduction of the exemption.

"The calculations under the 1924 act Include the credit for State death taxes.
" Blakey, The Federal Income Tax, pp. 248, 251 (1940).
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Ilhlem'v Fords 1111 Tol lillx Ili. o(.i." "Arrt. we, nIo foling ourl.l ve,,,

Ile ,,.I1[d, ""I l %%vI I lIo i~ I I i %%ua defeat 1ecg Iiwi lotIIiIim. C,~ A Iifi Ith11n lie
pripi 1 tI, vi ai II IsI ii 11 l.4-1 1 111 il (1 %v sti :1.111. "We i'll Ii to%%' "M Ii ig(Jlill ll l I ii iill i\V l' ll i l r, rilit lngIiI S\,1 W I l ell.i % ; i' sjil rig ini PS. "'IIA

0iiulS't d gr a l I I' I it i' at Itj I I xiif ui411 i If I o I).rcvI ll . 'h I xistill g
it W'2i 1 I lv, 1111 ,r lIi-;,c.i't '- oilen',d :is l'l'.IN.,ivf." At t lie

r'-ilils "Ini 1111. 1tlolilld btack , we.rv,, lil l -i'd as l 4\1){r.li d the

F4l4 iI t1ax lix. 'll revrlli' froill Ihi Iette Iax wasv ex I'elIt ed to beoilne

III' $'10 imillil a, 114, sti's took "ilvIlitage(' of Oe larger ( fri.(litaT

'1'ha' l i iou4. 11 ('ole Coililltt e 'tilu'.iler('d Ilee 'eviioll; ilia I'(ulte0 and
IjlljI1501I ai olll'I I'iil l.,iI li i' Iht lax. If th lilx wais to hi 1lliol .hed,

(li Ioillilitte 'i Ill her Iexolld, it w.w 'illit,( lialh, to apply fli' igh
i'lles (Jf I ho l9 i21 Iaw h t I "iNt (.'S Wli('rvh l' dw'c(helre'i hal)-
plle'd to (lit. %\ iih, Ilwl 1,1 )1 lw wits ill opllliol." Tlherefore,, lit(- 'Olli-

Illitt ('(' rin'.(livElv relleli hI ie 192,1 a't s, So that file rates of tlie
1921 1( wohI lI alp lv I oaI! '{eelli (sdyi i Ig iftr I lie ( l I l('li ('iut of that
a(t .~ At (ih edll ille l ilin(', ( 'olliiliht reI'viillPd bit impos'd IL
lpni'v. It 1lgived to the' ilililh lower ratelhs Itill 11n114'11 higher r dill."

I'Xl'lli:1l1ge, 1i l'Xe'ij ioI Wi doubhld,';o Ilie 1921 i'itl'.s we(e ret ro-
acti\'',lv e i'i, olod(4,''a rid. (liti gift tax wa... iriealed.'" The retroactive
(lispi'lial illi l,..u owed refillids of allt S.,2510 IIIlllloll Oil sev(l estates,
a ilioiig others."' 'i'li tidy siii emx'i'('ed tiv'e Ohi total (- State fitdi
gift lix IlPei ll' foJ' liscill -var 1925, and waIs lolit 10 1Jerv,(llt of the
total int-rniil i'i'tiep receipts for tlit vvir.",

Under lhe 1926 act the estate tax was less than tinder the 1918 act,
•and the larger credlit for State taxes left little of what remained.
Moreover, the estate tax no Iolnger enijoye(d even the poor protection
of it frail gift Itax. however , iet, adiiIstrati'tnl wias still (ishitislied,
aind .so it. wis di',incl(ined to give li). In 1927 andi 1928 Sewcretary
Mtellon continue( to urge the (limiliation of the .state tax. Congress
failed to respl(Jhil to his advice. 'Tlie 1928 act left the rates and the
e'xept)ionl llncljaligedI.r-

Il 193I iL strange thing happened. Secretary Melhon revised his
views on the estate tax as the great depression intensified the need for
revenue. Torn between a dislike for (eficits and a dislike for the tax,
ie recommended an increase in rates." The sentiment in Congress
also changed.? The eXemltion was r(dued from $100,000 to $50,000,
and the rates were more than doubled. Under the new schedule the
rates startedi at I percent on the first $10,000 above the exemption and

Wilnston, s.tate and F,ederai Relations In Inheritance Taxation, ProceedingA of the
Notihnthl Tax Asotoiation, ppo. 249- 251 419251.

H v-u' Blake', The Federal inEomp Tax, ., 251 Pt seq. (1940).
'7 II , lieit , 6,l11 Con st., ist , ('. I . 1039-1, pt. 2. pp. 317. 32t-32.5, 332.94 N. lit'it. 5. (,9th Cii1g, Ist *es., ibid., at pp. 338-339.
69, 11126 act. sec, 301t.
4 11121; net. spe. .:1 (a) (4). The exemption uias ralsed from $50 000 to !100,000,
1 021 net, iec. 3-.2. See Conference Rlport 35U, #4,;IZh Couig., Ittt tess., C. B. 1939-1,

pt. 2. p. 37(0.
40 1192( act. ec. 1200 (a).
0 So- Itatlnr, Anerlean TAatln pp. 428 429 (1912).

, Se' Surrey and Warren, Federal Income Ta'ation-Cases and Materials. p. 22 (1954
edition).

* See Ililakey, The Federal Income Tax, p. 278 et seq. (1940); Ratner, American Taxa-
tion. pp. 431-433 (1912).

e(,,e Ratner, AmnrIcan Taxation, p. 445 (1942).
* See Green, The Theory and Praclice of Modern Taxation, p. 168 (1933).
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rose to 45 percent on any exems over $10 million. The credit for State
taxes was not allowed against the increase in Federal tax.," A new
and better gift tax was also imposed.,

I have come to the end of the Mellon era, Those years were it bleak
period for the estate tax. It barely survih ed the efforts to repeal it.

lhe prevailing philosophy ordained that any Federal estate tax,
whether high or low, was a grave threat to our economic welfare. A
top rate of 20 percent o huge estates was barely tolerated. Between
19 2 and 1928 the e,,atie tax receip(ts declined from $116 million to $60
million. In 1933 they fell below $30 million? But for present pur-
poses another development was more importaint. When the estate
tax was finally revived at the end of this dismal period, the controlling
motivation was a desire to obtain revenue and not a desire to break
down estates. Among those who nade tax policy the levy was still a
fiscal measure. The Ways and Means Committee carefully explained
that the estate tax increase was "an einergency measure1" and ex-
l)ressed. "the hope" that in 2 years "the financial condition of tile
countryy " would warrant a reduction."

With the Ioo.,evelt administration tie estate tax entered a new
phase. The leveli ng of hereditary fortluies was forinalIlIy approved
I%'% one of its objectivesN.? 'his altered attitude first bore fruit, in tie
Senate." I 1ader the 19:12 act the rates on net estates over $1 million
rose from 19 percent to .t5 percent. In 1934 the Finance committee
proposed a new :chwdile for those estates ranging from 20 percent
to ;() pperet." Tile conii ittee stated that tle ilncreases would not
on lv add revelne. but also 11"(e d tl) prevenitt uiinduie accumulation of
wealth. This objective is more properly reached by estate tax than
S,\' ilicoinie-t ax iwrelse's," t5i'hrough; the efortsJ of , or tiFlollette
l fie Senate noved beyond tile committee and increased the burden on
all net estates over $,)0.)')7oo The maxilnmi rate was fixed at 60f
percelIt f(w i'st"es ol er $10 IniIIioll.I!
1In 193,* the accent on leveling became holder. On Jiune 19 of that

year the Presidet recommended, in additioll to the estate tax, "an
Iliherita lice 't,ccession, ald legacy tax in respect to all very large
amounts received by any one legatee or beneficiary." 8 Iis message
bi'iefl and ,imlhp- juiy siled progressive death taxes as' a means of
regulating the wealth of the few for the benefit of the mlany. "T1he

Il 1932 act, sees. 401, 402. Ret' S. R'pt. 615. 72d Cong., 1st seas., C. D. 1939-41, pt. 2,
pp"4. , 52.-524. Cf, It. Rept. 708, 72d Cong., 1st seas., Ibid., at pp. 460, 402, 470.11132 a,'t. g,,,s. 501432.

t" Quo Warren end surrey, Federal Estate and Gift Taxation-Cases and Materials, p. 9
1952 edition).
N it. Itept. No, 70,. 72d Cong,, let se,,.. ( HI. 1939 41, pt. 2, p. 413. hut ef, Paul,

Taxation in the Vnited States. pp. 152, 156 (1954).
Stefore' ak.'umln: lw' Pre-tilney therbert Hoover had also praised death taxation as a

lter tif hereditary health. See note 45. supra. Toward the end of his term lie articulated
the sait, theme. Ile declared that "the estate tax. In moderation, is one of the most
ocononmeally anI socially desirable, or even necessary, of ill taxes." And he regarded the

Iuatt- to as similar In ftunctln to the abolition of prnmogenture-as a means of striking
i:ahut "the evtl of inhrited economic power." 3 The Memoirs of lHe'rbert over,

pp. 135-136 (1952).
Repr,.qentRatlve Pettencill bad %ainly argued for the same view In the nouse. See Paul,

Taxation in the United State-. p. 178 (1954).
' S. Itept. 555, 73d Cong., 2d sess., C. B. 1939-1. pt. 2. pp. 588, 591.
Ibid., at 591.*.SoRe Maker, The Federal Income Tax 360 (1940). The Renate reduced the exemption

to $40 000. but this chance was eventually eliminated. Conference Report 1385, 73d Cong.,
2d ses., C. B. 1939-1. it.)2. p. 635.

1934 act. see. 405 a).
q- See H. Reit. 1681, 74th Cong.. let seas.. C. B. 1939-1, pt. 2, p. 043. In order "to

prevent, so far as pos'ble, evasione of this tax," the President also proposed "the Imposi-
tion of gift taxes suited to this end." Ibid.
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transmission froni generation to generation of vast fortunes by will,
inheritance, or gift, is not consistent with the ideals and sentiments
of the Americain people." "The desire to provide security for one's
,,elf and one's family is natural and wholesome," he declared, "but it
is adequately servedlby a reasonable inheritance. Great accumulations
of wealth cannot be'justilied on the basis of persolial and family
security. In the last analysis such accumulations amount to the
p~erpetuation of great and undesirable concentration of control in a
relate ively few individuals over tile employment and welfare of many,
niny others.' In short, "inherited economic power is as inconsistent
with the ideals of this generation as inherited political power was
inconsistent with the ideals of the generation which established our
Government." 70

Congress did not pursue the route proposed by the President. In-
stead it simply increased tile rates of the estate tax. 0  The rates, as
reconst ructed, began at 2 per('iet on tile first bracket of $10,000 and
ended at 70 pereit on tih last bracket above $50 million. The exenup-
ton was l)lred from $50,)00 to $40,0()0.61

After the 1935 act the emphasis on leveling died away. There were
only two snlor changes in rates, and neither was stillulated by the
philosophy of the President. Once gain Congress was exclusively
conc'iened i with revenue for military purposes. In 19.10 it imposed
a te&'ilporary defense tax consist ilg of a 10-l)er(ent increase in the
estate tax. It 19-11 what w'as temporary became permanent. The
defense tax was integrated with the estate lax, aid the rate progres-
sion was varioiislv aeeeleratd." The rate structure now rose from
3 per(enlt on the first $5,000 of net estates to 77 percent on any residue
over $10 million. With the enactment of the 1911 act the develop-
nient of the raies caline to a dead end.s' The I'Treasurys efforts to
increase the tax--in 1912, 1913. 1950, and 1951-were uiifornly dis-
al)irove(d.' Even in ilitarv hlidget, were no longer helpfulM

What illumination do we derive from this hasty glance V:t history? 81

" hhil. For the political context of til mer-esage, see Blakey, The Federal Income Tax,
p. 3611 et seq, (1940).

''hie Wars and Means Committee tried to be more cooperative, It provided for an
inheritance tax and a correIntire gift tax. 11. Rept. 1S. 74th Cong., 1st sess. ' B.
1939 -1, pt. 2. pp. 1145, 64P- 651. The Finance Committee replaced the e with the increased
rates aud reduced exelptihon %thich a re flnllh enacte'd.9. li-pt. 1210, 74th (,eng., 1st
sess.. C. It. 1939-i, pt. 2. pp. 655-657; Conference Report 1885. 74th Cong. lt Ses.,
C. It. 1939-1, pt. 2. p. 63. See further Iliake3, The Federal Inconme Tax, p. 73 et seq.
(1910).

1 1935 act, see. 201 (a) (b).
a 1940 act, see. 2111.
U 1941 act. see. 401 (a) (h). See IT. Rept. 1040. 77th Cona.. Ist sese.. pp. 2. 3. 27, 51

(1941) : 5.. Rept. 673, lt. 1, 77th Cong., 1st sees., pp. 2, 3, 10, 42 (11141) Conference report
1203. 77th Cong., 1st seqs..p. 13 (1911).

6' See Internal Itevenue Code of 1954, see. 2001.
Is See hearings before the Committee on Ways and Means on Revenue Revision of 1942,

77th Cong., 2d ses.. pp. 1). 15 (1942): hearings before the Committee on Ways and Means
on Revenue Revision of 1943, 78th Cong., lst sess., pp. 7. 57 (1943) : hearings before the
Committee on Finance on H. 1. 3687, 78th Cong., 1st sees., pp. 40, 94 (1943) : hearings
before the Committee on Ways and Means on Revenue Revision of 1950, 81st Cong., 2d ses.,
pp.5. 22 (1950) : hearings before the Committee on Ways and Means on Revenue Revision
of 1951, 92d Cong., Ist sees.. pp. 4, 14, 68 (1951),

'" I al not suggestIll11 that estate tax rates should periodically change as budget neeis
shift. I am SlIlly saying that even heavy spending in a period of crisis does not persuade
Congress to establish a stronger rate structure.

*7 My rsum is necessarily less than complete. I have failed to mention, for example.
the repeated efforts to aholish the estate tax on the ground that death taxes fall within the
fiscal province of the States. The credit for State taxes was the device skillfully used to
withstand these assaults. See Green, The Theory and Practice of Modern Taxation. p. 167
(1933): Blakey, The Federal Income Tax, p. 257 (1940): Ratner, American Taxation,
p. 428 (1912): Groves, Retention of Estate and Gift Taxes by the Federal Government,
3 California Law Review, p. 28 (1950).
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T ho, a I \ ,, ,.e l l IIv rIh, eh,-lr I- I( 11 ov1111 Vh i u ,,, e l 1) lil \\ ll ,I ;
il :111 l 11.11 (i, e"Alule t i\ 1i: Il I I Ith1.4u 1 it ' v vI-itI 'A tlg.l. . 1u 4 )11r I it I

11 o hey luII v I I t u ft l , f)IulI . 'l h' ii I i.-I ' l it f i fi ,
h11 . I ht .f 'iluuii1 lvutit't l f i r i e 1,, v fl % ll IIt' iii' t Ive l I : l il. )l I ,i

Ali et .III l lu ' 4. let )"v riilt h1'' ig i lI i %'~ at :1.11t1' I av\ ii ti ill' I Iv

llit , v kil I .I .. ; II, A I I' l I I I1 l I lilt h lti "'rat'' I 'IIIII
4l, t i ' lit I1131 lii I l: Ia .I 1 . t Il; rt' l ' 111: f1 tili t it, I i w i o 1
11ll d I'm,- In ,ll' 111d ll1,11 rvil~ llielI w, I i.4itt''o il' ,'1 1'. T'l'lo Ihllt 4
Aum hil:111'4'ir i fil e t 9 1't i 11 1111 ' c' lilkfl if i 1i' i het , 11131, .1' I ,
Vld ter I '2 pt', tlo'k f1 l l tl1 'f u t'y I. l tlol1l.d ulu, I 'lt . 'lihi' l
f1il l I.,1 le', f a II'ls t 'r1. The dhaliml it'1,10 1i f l: '., \ till wit i
III (j ho, w lillu ili Illvi ill. I' , ie ill in1, tll l' 4h 'fiit" \\w-'. :11 ,1i

hell' l ' hli 1, m f lit' lt'll \liY ii il'f l ui, ) I i lit lui i I il iirliv.

fli'h iir:~netl r limillvsi ih'h jI'~ iflil.'l,ing ,. wnslitii' at dt'rigtn. Ift

Allit,.l fill, I'm\ellile .
Al l14'sl, tlli, ll, 11 Swial lljveliv, till 111, ,lillII1 Ill, \1r:XVn11iu1'lil

011lvh, ill 931 d :111 11M.N YvI evolli iliIl :, 111"'o file' li lenr ill l,

.rirt hti il of "a'd f l ' n of iei i hinti' lil' wttlmn ' k as 11 '1  vehlii Ilii
odtiili. The 191 it lill I1i i it' , t'5 i' f t'llon f l, ill,gri :t tit, r $ ill, i fl itll

gelrlv IiII il l h, 'illlllh lll', 111i11h4r the, 19317 iM4 Ilile f, lill l.f .li

,it' ha eiel 1i v ei 'i' 'llf t'it b i ur ad t'ref Ilbut for l,\ l1 i v 'lling
-mll~ !,;id 2 vlreteitll ill l hrilllefs hevlinill that iiiliil Till, 193 1

-10 rii d t ill , ion ill i I hi'l .fil t1'1 11 1111 ut, if h liltu wi ls i1s
tiit li n'& , i w l lt' w if lif it s o l ll eefil fli i i'liig I'li'iit f1 li,
r N 'l ift'r',ti wall oil th , l it fiew lrim rkt' ifl ev ,'.riin -

oef \ It s :1h11)t il irih\'ll , l: ii t ,i'i' wollr1 flit'1 V-11111,, 4 mo i ui, thu5 lti i
Olr i,ed rell, ver hl.liow wlwact's ndisell. l Iel, il fliiir' fi'll 1i1
ixt.11i14, I th'l e e, ll, ilir- an flul l li t, Stli,. Tile0 , ll vi' 1

nile d1113"') -IM 11 ;i) mi rillnhe Anll iof ehvelingt was her, llil0 ; ihsil. I' t
ilil' ze l a x oill ;i fi le, lt ilh, lslan h' ille ]ilid its well :1,- ti' iiti
lMIt and 510illi the span was Iel mill1i .fl'ld .is .hraekt illii h e
rl';l, o" V 011ZV(i,-.IIil MI%:i .1 VVii'mli vl.l N ll'ii . Bhlt fill'. e iii, f, ll-,. Illi,

lIwoo ex moi i) ,illin. l hi , Ow, The till of he193"l,.ii Wasll wal
(villl -- thill, ili le 111:111 lh ril l li'dhi inll il, sililhsl br.ml I 111Ji I() ,0 00..,
1Wi. Ili t'i NeL -r11i1,, Aviih this 1polhe" ,f ilillii,4hiig thellli 'ili l

irate ofilnt t a brketll s Ibvell *II milli wit srtil ovider all

n"ieove *,ilNon n million

ST he 1a 'e t ioi t il nlav i t( t44 a 4.2 ii n, t he reli ei. e U nl l, 3 ther

:IQ flit., ilel estate illmiri ised. In mother WNv l'd,. flel 1)1rolr11.1,,.iml Wa's ilits

rapht in the voryi low l.vlwt s anid illsi leisilrel' il the rvtery, high
Iln:wtkes. The ;let I I the llished ,00 bratkel. Ith elw rate '2a ,0 4eirte ilnt

\\ ,e ,<brac ois 'f ph.e at'h of tihlt, ft't 5 covered $10.0;tiikleu
six h ,0t. ilhe a \el , ll,0 ild flet ellit h, sI"4(01!,0 Bet weenI

NXIV -I. i. lt] 1nd i I nioln th li pall of ea lh hi'ile , w" $-N)(,1110 - letweenl
,S1 millikan and <',wlilliol file Spanii \\va-- $,'t10,ltM l illdl Itiveell m5llil-
lirin And S.l million tlhe 'pan wa. -St llion, '1 last bi. racket co ver'ed
atny" peoe%% over -"t mI1illion. The pattern (if the I1935 nlet, was haru'ly
tlirem.nl It added -2 bracekets above 440 million with still wider Splillis

of *,-Io million alld -,430 million.

* Of the 14 braeels extendintn fiini V!O.SOO to $4.5i million. there were only 3 excep-
tions. ItD 0*w $v,'i00 to $70000! and the $70.00 ts $100,000 bracketst the rate of progres-
Mlon was 2. pertlt-it. In the !ltM,.'iW to $400,000 bracket the rate was 4 percent.
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Nvillhor fit- 11i:11 aeI vw the 193 11 -if, li,111, 114 lily llellimioll tli t
uliiiriiilt% 4-41t1 I\ 111, pIu Ili',I tl li',liosffiliif wi'llh, h .11113'y

Ili'"Ig'lsIV 1,1ve l Ivy filll l f', weidtilh will have 110,; vl'Pi-l. Ntr flo I
flp' ot r lhi1 I I, hs,,. ip v iff1'. l a . lif'' ii Ii h ill4 -'i ilifi vi li ly v 'ti ni -
life lt II li he~e~opiieii of lhw It\. I r1.liilltelly fhlt sihjed'ivi, illfil-
I hI' to intlo Il, v ,ll' tIof, "I'i e NO I'i'ilof r 1 11i1, Ol wi II - i J1h oii't

i, I lix 4 Ow' I i'rlItiii lhu tf llin ,ilP. of I-eveIIIe 1111111 lit ,'I IIIit
I ' 11 VI ' iii~iih i I I'll- fli" 11,,l' li i f l-11 l4 ll't

t I . A il l \'tl wit ff'lyi ' ol' i 'l o t 'f

I liv. It,'.l ll uv I'ii' fit' il l h'vl,i ' ( if t e ilt Ifi if) w light, of .lhoNo ,11l,,€.liw(, % 'ill \\hi,.h itI, , 1-mv.ill, I 1lw lq'ippfth lhtm fl I.

Iilllii ill 1 ll \ I f.i I w) fi ll, If l X l, l ll , IlL I b 4l t fiI lt ,l(i h

fIl,1i V I i t I h; 492 4 1 :ll i1 -i lvvXi ido ii o

alIII I h, i, Il it1 1111 it, l eI o i ll l't. I l. f o ri' 11 ,' 1 Wl'!hil.

:1. 1 . llto i lf ,',,/ , l li eli ,' 51', "'2 'l til' f l I . (

ll W l lrl li i ll' ll iir -.i'i lii rili fM ' ,,l ii ll iv ed r l, rtill- ,l'1,1 '' hi

tooii l -II I111 52 u'.iliv 1111 ai'l 111111ll :I rn-h. 11,.111-: 'I i lrooi'- rl.tn (a~' i

flif.' Ill, f II. 2 ( 19 1 , itl li' #II lh ll' l or tvi-Ie 'I l ,'l lit,, Ex "At \% ill h ih,,, lil'.
,' ll' ll IIl'fl-ll i, .u f Ii' ,l in (if H vIlell wilr l is it good I-e'viiff.
I 'ilW i ' iiiii. . r l ilf I thl (if t 1.l Ir !lit' Ow f 'rhi lfl 1\ 5 11 1ir' I I l', -h . iI 11:,4
111.1 lik e i f ll , I Ii 111 ll l 't(i llr 1it'r lli, l ' iite ,,t, r iifl f~iri in?
1-,11i.4,I I : l i hl, il\ is vil l l i I ttl ht y "' ,'rile . aninry ,1 t' . ri
19: 'ii" lil ill tiM 11 f1' ltfIi t $1 . in1,1, liny, Ow t:\ k il " I itIfil Tall t.

( ll , ~ Ill. v li, stil l I v Iill v i l o '1 t l f Iev i- ill. l 'ie I'l y -velli to -n t hatl
rI- i . I , iir l ot- ol,1 I %, h ia , m I llf 1 4,t tl v i li h . f.

rhI'll, 1 :194 t'lllil ; fol'liiin Mtche slite oll (, . 111, fo,' m,1, ,lhimn 1.5 f-r-
T1axt fOirll. Tw , iUilllll ,d 1) bo 193.4
hlI,111$h 1910 Owl NoiIthe ete a\ 1 wal-Iit- litt lo 10 1 CIln A-.r.,ll of lt

in V 92 and l. I t went, 1 t1 r dll lill I vi i-hi .(ti,1 $I lolilo . I '3, 'et ll
o theVeni19. 8 ;1urh e , ul t Ili J"nlt: ,, 12 'trel l Iit i, lowt-I t o illtehI11-11 . il llt p - i1e,-a 'll wl 'ih llo-l fivei' 2 p --c i of'''tll thl o h, il.11- 'rhe, r.imirt.ni

vvI'l'llrnl ill11 tlnl, Ih~llh Takus.lt rollifrl'i to l ip oi n t Cr'lifilil o{ f't fot' fllro( llil kf "V '1l11
TrnXnlll,. 1). i741 1 19:13).

-. so,, Ilillii~ I -I-i tri I i llsff , t ti m iit t' llll~ 'II ill n, w i llx t .iiii ;tf11',114 ¢ I rl | r w '1 ll (,o f 0 50.
141 4 I'11 v v , _N I t , I I 1 1 111 'll, f ll, soP f h, l orlio .'4 I, l'fir(- till. ('irltw olfl t fll i11 %VA , ntil

M1tt1 faxill. ' % 0.111 li'-% lit and5 i. ft2,1 'f 1 1. t e ac-u.te, fo 4 ore t(111 h1n rcell n-
f tl ' o' lnitl rlil dlliit "Ihi l l Ir ,I Ipih,iis * if 6 t n , it.11 11 i fihrvy, Ti'lt iF. 1,10h -, 11 11 filllM A ritirst ili itifri 1.10121.

"' vil aa I{ ~lil Warrvii n d Stl i t1rrey, FePderal UJ vlv iw, Gift' (j'Ial~xrfitli C',( . rnd N[1nt.

flith, rlil, p. (192 (115 illt ll) : Sor v ll wavw f vt --tai! ih wlh'il. ri'X{ Ivio ( cl,.;d Al

l'r, l ,l f l lr,, lll h{ lll , 11111lgel till I. I.29
itj'l'hbe colleplonl Ihlolrs.4 fo lr irll.inr ypwli relnlit-.I t 14ril vori

wihP nlllal iwlrci-illj I A of (Ito 2 tnxes. tfor flhi, rilil 19.35-I0 ut-re 1. ) 11, 11.7p9j
7.311, !1199, wlld (1.70 Th," 10.81 et i tl( for 19,16" wait dilv- In) it lPtrr ar ruil.#f~jn (if
gift Ill 111:15 to nV41hi flit-. Riftax 'ItIerI'eaIse (t mhat vpar, fiT!ectito -lanr y Ir} 1 #/,- lin
mm.1 totnl llpt lnvlliw girt% %vi r aifi t 1 I.2 billlfin -'nhiin .t mm Ilia rim till. rn'tlri, ,,ttp.

roI lll( f inue See Warren ndll im lr, v lt-w,,n ): , Inp fl fwil w t a~lo)- ., an,1 Matti..
rlnlm. 1). 9 (11152 cifilli,.) : l'ithinl'n, Match{ 1 U.ta'te. andI ft Ta~x ltrtturn. .1 ~, f .na1
TaxI Joilrtnl tll. 15.lb3. 163 (1050ll.

il n |1t28 flit- yhld of thp estnhp tax wns a little or ' $C0 million. After Al illlht rl.P
In 1929 and 10,'10. It wrint steadif l o ,nhifll to 1em thati $.%() llihorn 11) lf::*' Yet inl
only 2 of thomp ye nrs--10h31 and~ 111'l3l-dhl thp ,e tate. tax acc(ounti for loom than 2 p~ero nt
of thp Irevewipe lMlrtlhormore, until Junre ft. 111.32. there uns nio gilft tax tort bol'tfir tbhp
foitate tax. 11n 1933 the estate and gift taxt-R togeher accounted for wore than 2 percent
of total contrlbuthong (Ibll.
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t'lt't'ltUAfgo of revt'utl ih ivell ftmt ll, 1t 1, Iti l gift itmes i'4 a Itt if
tl4 1u1ll lilt , pellgo p li ed'm y hY , fi lul , f l u ( l lou, illI19l8,itlhu , S it p' ." I hi l \\. ilw 1,t i('111 to it hulf ' \i t'follill ioli ile Il'il

8oi1 for sli ivi ug (lit, eNitt 111 a4l Rift fi\tm", lhe m s, is nlu llthir ig
lil'lil , f hi ilu i. ll awhi 0 of lhi' l ,l ,t 11 l l i. h/rtWelt It) ft iIflito

1i1111 chitl ivlie rtit 'li. o f lit tin iv e~ 9;,:( 1h liiii lt' , i~t

nna i alt,1 f ti I u tll o IS i . li f i t tirlli'fly fin I 9lIl I

T(%t poo elive ~hIq )Illitigl'it'll 11d fi~t'llow ft lift 1e to titi of),h

h,1 ht .l. r ii hn r ethv Iiilk, .I h iel l u " fill
I h v it lie , i ItIt' e I In t i sI ' l t i I e it rI 1 ' fit ir iis.,

Ther xlunl t l iou,, iie' l', 'n. ht'i'i' d'l'e:.lt ''fat'a d git r' nl l le dwh h ii,

iR dIt3 o 'llillio., tHei't li) 1910 111d t II:, ti heir %, iv'l h , iit IietI $3(10i

i w 'ill i Ill ' i vi . e t , evih l ih1tt l ig Ilt hi (out t fit he
iloplo tit elo s f . f ,11l4 Iinft S lfl fla i o l 4'. , ti i' s ill'ii \'114

Titl'-ov d lte 1ovol l, f a o il ( fit ' i1 u ii 9 i)th d'id Ii , t
nucili t h int lilt, t'lil oi 191S. The i-' A 1in a l l ci t I ult] I 11 '111

tre' ( it iit IU wi 1111ittt pav' llfu lge he 1111 :1i "' o i i 4 1ri11lks f i
111\111as , it is 1\ ithe 1 Vtt b 'ell'eful lt h i1 fnlth twis hwtill o tlvihi .
1 I ipoort reltvo\ ,,h of I h 1e !itter ,4. fit' 1 hs lit' dIt dito with
the irmllu ilhdolll Tliet' : at e re aittllce . A's I a i i-s tax; if li'ie.td,
ta , he t viel mls t h l Anisoi 01.1111 Il1, 9Mw t 'ir Iut el fi l, ohit'iett
The Aphbllio n htei he ('f t ! an4i gift t : ifls I$ till o dwi
Id il moretal I ll I.l i i'tm l, tee f're of t e i n l lit 'll r i I .h t hii rof tlu, iudi\'Vill' l on p.''tis ileoli, h: w ,.

i s phe s m 1111 4.e wit' I h .\ lhilli it tI by t e ti , livit l i v oi, tlit..
In 1931 hn. tx proae l' $I h i million Ird flit yiel l r xie' $1 e

milih the y Ii of h 7 incitt tn. i 193 te taxli mast lway -It"

bhy111 2o1- -te s the ri .peen v,.alld %%.lul, fferi n mi aa itoills -Ived. ) Wei shoilld
Tho me dividct ieons. ox i d tible e l ler du k s twerhe tlte t lt o
perf101 ikte aicoe ta its it I 11e y uren he, e etae Piend llrly
thl ive i idnls ,'iiene. It is aoved rilrthr nlll of the Iri'ser oaxes.
Tht ew r lls tIs 1xpltyerewlrwl fro-l d t h folnler ths ,ill oly a t
81* till1tv tile rnve inT t of th t hitter. After 1911 the di,,51 iri. y dim1111tioa lly ell.-Ilked. The esl.me fix relmailled a v,, t.- IlIX; till Ilc, m

t-l St'x *ouroo, it~ Ins notm Al2. soil upraIh.ilolit.I ro w

Ilvil $29.' billion "Ild lho( e,.tv -.111 gift t:iw ,,936 $'lm illion, luking
r'illio d of lm 3.1 *0 to 1. Till, tr.Infv~r O xtN itr simply nlo longer
ill tilt z.nile h,.)llUt with tile individual income Ills. The eorlp1rato

taxes Tie .Ilson e hft theil f:1r1, inhhld.,fletw., it Imik", little ell to eolpr~c Ihe yie ld of 1tl0 e talx

with fthe yiOh of tie hl*ole t3-xes. The 72.P t.ix lU11. alwvils sufferl'y the.- collipir'son, and tilt suffering: is always undeserved. AVo should
no momx exptv't chickens to helitve like du'es thtin the es\'tate tax to
Iv flori like all in'omnet-,s. By its v'ery i mur, t lip esh tte t ix i.s Ithlyd

Vlectbve tin intoree it, is a tx reerved for tile prosperonls.There are le-. taxpi yers w\ho tire well-to-do than those Nflo tire. not,

S ittker. Estte rnd Gift Taxation- Caes rnd 'Materials, lk. Y (12. ()."" so¢ urt" cirri in note 92, s~upra,
TtI, amount was produced in 513s.
I190 not. "'e Sfo1, .172,

f (-f bettrlngo Weore the Committe~e on: W.A$ys anld Means on revenue revision of 1950,

SOep dartA etred in note 92, supra.
$ In I955 tbo yield of the corporate taxes was $1S.3 billion.
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iiuii4 IIthl I fix ko'II 0 tI IIlv l ho, who rir. T i 'llo ill'i(o Ix rvl' t't i;ps
ilt l lii II l'j 1i'Ptrli or fill iodivitIiIII I vt'r Io I 'I ls ofl'.' 'liihv 'fl ll ,o fl x re li , . ,t- o ely 11I)(1 11 1 l -'r -Ill o i l 11 lul il I ( f-c i b -lmls / ' E ll; +

if it, Ilil 111 11 1 Iiiliv i I lloi' h ivelIi'iit, it, wonld still lig h ih.) ,-ily
Il'I i IIl, l;I if I IN' Iw.Iit .,,;i +Ist Ito volo.lipd, It plpriis l h Iit0I
I II ill tll+f, ( i 111. I :: on I' llsiv l .li,11l lo.t i i it hisy I lligI' lP'io-
lwilh, ioI ,,I Viliri 'ol i.4 the, I-IvivllI, obliild by i ho Ip'.rognMIVO

i~i'hi11ii if IIrp ifimil, JIII In f i.1il I Imse who liter tiilii fy 15s decd'41hlibi
11114li 1iI, 4-it:il1. fln, For lbi ll lp(1l'm, wI t11 iriistiiii r bly consider

IIly hI li l,+t fisii i ll'-viI5 wIo I'I illollo is let'yod ll(1 $$20,0t161J brctkft.1
Iro m llii.i iiiiji it, lirogi,,iivo rliiil of tlim hinctini' ltx &hrivmq

lnol,. 1I hilli tn.. ()f IIS 111111, 1i1 i11110 tlilt rilfhie4 to ill4'0llII
h-4111i1 Iw il,, I l,y I,' dis(tillg ,il ,,,e I fro.ill l.'r, ,,1 l +.,rv1,, is. I.'il ldy

uoI V'rv i11,i11 1mlo.'v $I bllliun. 1II ,ml,, lh eSll,-lix rt',Veli1 IS
fit ',y111, l'c Ii +... II I\ re l llo i l', h t.

Yt 11 111' Y ,ili t jwrllll I't:tll cnptuill I'l 0lW, it, i.; still l-lc,
tlnt fil, vt1 :11 , fi, ,iorly Ii'veliii wl'e. I1 19:11, f-r 'Xltli,
I1Ii If 1 ( 1 imt ~ i i, " oif ,.I 111 (.l, rpol.tP141 tol hI xi,,le r,1 l llS WINl. about
$I Iilliii 11111 iI 1. Iotu-l lox colnjeited i this tod wv; ,7 million,
fr i ll ,14 I I '41f.' 1 Obvitnisly, ItI. (fx ,.id 111 sily bI, 1 ,hiiiiI 1i0.r.1
illr.)liiI i." If it I'ils to1 livi t ) it its tIn ,itit,.-;, 111 f1.fa11 i, with
('. 'ingre". l"egr II1 I h. it 1 , bi'voii ,' l nl Iliiho.. .. onf m ll ili ttIil Ieven nulo
sivli. ,, it IIhiii., it Il iglitili I: whien it, i's lio igoredl, it, woul dI,

l11-114,r if if i\,, p,. An14 I I,, iiillidtlhIInc i.; I ilth 14 1*,ally ille.rell, froui
4)111. :14.1 It) :1111', 1'r, \II vv\ -v' ',ivf I-Xi'1l-lp o i" vo, lo 1 bi,+ivd W ilhli m h

(jlti It' ii, r', ;. 1 ni I lif .II,1 joinsd I1y Signifiif ut411 ,litl.",
lt'h ,l,:l l x \,I-lllIt 1111 I l'lre Vod m ('ch liptlpi lIIIII the ilinffo.

Itix ,\tilitliml.;. Vhih it, ik elirly plorjopr to rirIice th latter, it. k
41i0,lHII-'i'l I11111. l jiltofnlI' to tolf1 tii' 14Iifomer. At l)rit,,'l Ilie 45sate-
In \ 4 \l'lltil ionl $01 1,0110 ,l' o-$'20,} (I lel/pl, tII it .i lh.fore World
Wal Ii.' . ft r1) I) tivl's of ,vlillitt t:1xittoll it ik $1 (,y)00 higher lhthi
t it t IIiI hiv IIfgliii.-' 'lhid llt i1;is, howil-V r1 , l1llly Itll thil

%li sl. ry. 'l'h ditulit leik,(,, hot nilly ow-. of S10,000 ofr $201 (. , wi
1I, :i1u', 1r1y In. 'rl1r), i"S till :inotlir nill I.-lor eXtliptol(11 whuI'h [

i'o henrigi b.lefore' tfe Comltl inleo (', W ati mE| n (n r-ve'oitip reo'vtto (if rinl
81 fil-ont O 14 1'4,1111i -, '1; finiSo)j 111 1P i!| th' h o ix Atf'ri,'l i Only I lwrel-at (of nil
Jelil fityer 14. 11.hl

I Si..t 1bid. ait pp. 2", :341. 701
,I1iw liro fremmive 1.4,111i,t 1t IlOidfu nil grnahlia Iii rin 4 ho41 , thor 1'ta rtning ratir of 26

7hii,4ftrnoi nitl~rriool ctoiijl,,,m oirpe on-tioaPIII. thiq t stricte+] grwi,, li|n+'lidfP om~y the,,i)
C44;i~' Vu lioe 'olliwal++ taI\owhe ineoivl im over ,uyiOlfk

i'- NatIfIntiI ,i-olotallop or ,lnivira'lt'irvra. A Tii programm for 1F1,rioonul- ( lrofwth.
. (1 11h55). The total yli id ftron te' rogreeie plmont of the Incoip tax IH about
4.7 blilo,. Ibiod,
5ih In' t vtlin' 11 grog" lili, lIrs all oIdil'etlonf lithllr than the sauieptilon and the

marital dldiuction. it ilot, riot 3n14'If (lniti ty property . tlh las l t, th, sur Ivitin
lI) Isll' f c(ioWlier.

16Thi figur' Is derlel frow a talmlltlon of retrns fll-.( Il 1951. S4ee 8tatlottln of
Ilcorno for 1950, lit. I jI'. 2:;, 236 Tis ircna .e Is a drop from 1945 In that par
tho aggrigte et vati',t ii (f tai, ahorn ,,n tanitldi ret urns tins $2 7 MIltoPn andl the
aggregate i-falte tat riI. ,rht'l 1111 $51 million, Or 111ott 20 ,rr1,rnti, 'In- hparlr tin fore
the Cminimttee (in Ways ani Melanst on revetie ret ion (IT 1,54. ("1ft Corg., 2"d espi
p. 71 119501 It too e*tlninfeid that the' etate tax touches about 10 ptreent of the total
vnIii if pr-l.rty irn4ferri.l sarb ixir at dath, ltid

11 (reat B rItaln obtoian. Aiou4l 4'5 pe+rvont oif Its Infrnal repennte' from dra't fitacp.
ftroyeir Ii~teittio of ]-tte. and Gift Taxes by the Fderal 4,,'e'r:nt.'# , Xs clitfornia
Law kevie*w, pp, 28. 31 1150).

"sInternal lieventle Code, of 1954, seC. 2052. Btween 19.15 art! 1942 tho epxmpttin
stood at $40.000. There was also a speral exemption of $40,000 for life Insntrsrt pay-
.Able to speelfie teneIfitlarlem. In 1942 Congresi abolished the 1ri'rzranr' exemption an!Ince'f'( the geie'rai exertion to $6,0). 1042 act, s-cs. 404 (a), 414.

3A 1010 act. see. 203 (a) (a).
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shall shortly examine. It is known as the marital deduction; it is
granted to a decedent who is survived by his spouse; and it may be as
much as half of his net assets.14 When this additonal exemption
fully applies, no estate tax is due until the net assets exceed $120,000.
And even when the net assets exceed $120,000, half of the net assets is
still tax free, apart from the specific arithmetical exemption of $60,-
000. Whether the exemption be regarded as $60,000, $120,000, or
some larger figure equal to half of the net assets )lus $60,000, it is now
regarledas inviolate.

A defectivee rate structure cooperates with a generous exemption.
The rates extend through 25 brackets-from 3 percent on the first
$5,000 to 77 percent on any excess over $10 million."' Though they
are quite formidable, they are not really as fiere a they look.

In the first 7 brackets, which embrace only $60,000, the progression
is rapid. It leaps from 3 percent to 25 percent.'0  Then it tapers off
as the brackets broaden. Tihe eighth bracket covers $t10,000 at 28
percent, and the ninth bracket $150,000 at 30 percent. In other words,
the progression is 2-5 percent for the first $100,000 and only 2 percentt
higher for the next $150,000. The progression now proceeds to slow
down still more. There are 5) brackets Getween $250.000 and $1.5 mil-
lion: the width of each bracket is $2050,000; and the increase per
bracket is 2 or 3 percent. Next come 5 brackets 'between $1.5 million
and q4 million; the width of each bracket is $500,000: and tle in-
crease per bracket is 3 or4 l)er(ent. Then there are 4 brackets between
$4 million and $8 million ; the width of each bracket is $1 million: and
the increase pIer )racket is 3 or 4 percent. The last 2 hrackets consist
of 1 between $8 million and $10 million, subject to an increase of
3 percent: and another for any excess over $10 million, subject to an
increase of 1 percent.

Front the standpoint of revenue these rate, are scarcely imlpecable.
They s iart with an impresQive burst of speed and u lddenlv begin to
tire. The nt res-ult is that they are sharply proressive at tile wrong
)lace. The rapid rie at the ouiset is much ado about very little. Tax-

able ,-tates nlot exceeding $100.000 account for about 75 percent of
all taxahle retifrns. But thw yield otly about 1( percent of total
estate, tax revenue, In this' aiea qui'k l)rogresion is a meaning-
less flurry of activity. The revenue from thee small estates tuits
largely v, t(,e ,.I e of the exenll)tion anid tile initial rate. Progrezsion
cal h ,&',iiictive only among the other 25 percent of taxable estates
which yid 9 t0 'ent of the revenue.13 Yet it is precisely there that
progrc.-,iAm conspicuously deteriorates.

4o far I have male believe that the rates are more potent than they
are. Needless to say, a tax iq not entirely known by, the rates which
Congress may enact. The amount which is paid depends o1 the base
of the tax a.s well as the rates of the tax. If there are troublesome
doubts on this score, percentage depletion should remove them. In the

16 Internal Revenue Code of 1954. sec. 2056.
'U Internal Reenue Code of 1954. sec. 2001.
"Tho first 7 brackets consist of 2 with a spread of $5.000 each and 51 with a spread

of $10,000 each.
7 ''htie figures are derived from tables In Statistics of Income for 1050, pt. 1. pp. 25-

236. The tables show the distribution of taxable estates bfore deduction of the exemp-
tion. The figures which I clte represent taxable estates after the exenptilon Is take n off.

]a As the Treasury has emphasized, "The bulk of the estate.tax revenue comes from a
limited number of large estates.". Bearings before the Committee on Ways and Means
on revenue revision of 1950, 81st Cong., 2d sess., p. 70 (1950).
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case of the estate tax the rates are also often illusory. The tax was
born with t wo inlirnitiu s which continue to be incurable and in re-
cent years it has acquired a few niore ailments. All these inadequacies
stil i 'ictlv quali t as loopholes.

Of tlt' two native inadetquaCie., one involves the perennial problem
of gift,,. 'le ellasiest way to avoid a tax at death is to nake a gift
(Iluuntig life. Therefore, tile etate-tax base has always illcluded Varn-
olt kinds of inter 'ivos rifts which ate convellient substitutes for a
will.," Th,ev precautiotli are helpful bit inadequate, for the estate
tax (all still be avoided by gifts. The income tax also stimulates
ceelIelrosit" before death. It is no secret that gifts nay reduce that
tax is well, if the donees are in lower brackets as they usually are.20

The desire to avoid income tax tay be more effective than tile desire to
avoid estate tax because the savings are inre itil(l(iate.- InI enact-
ilng tile gift tax ('otiglesS lurl)orted to kill 2 birds with 1 stone. I
(j1uote4 sotue of the relevalit, observations of the Ways and Means Con-
nlittee :ad the Finale, ('olllittee. The llft tax s'rves as "a protec-
tion to both estate ( and illcollie taxes." Its fllctioll is to "asist in the
collect ion of the ineoille and estate taxes. and event their avoidance
through tho splitting lti) of estates during tle lifetime of the tax-
payer.'" The formt1lh for completing tile gift tax is designed "to im-
lose a tax which ineasiIal)v a ll)roaches the e.,tate tax which would
lave been payable on tihe (tmlor's death had the gifts not been made
and tlie propet. *" gi vell had cost itulted his estate at his death.''

'lae,4 are bi:t'ye worls, Ibt there, too, tie words speak louder t lllh
the eeds:. Whatever Imerit , tin gift, tax may havo as a. guardian of
the iticonie tax, it is not a redoubtable defender of the estate tax. It,
does not. prevent t "Itvoidalice through the splitting up of estates"; nor
does it, "nlmea-sUrabl'" al)lroach the estate tax that would have been
paid if the gift had not lieen made. At beit, the gift, tax is a, cut-rate
transfer tax in lieu of t lie esjte tax. It is a ba-rgain1 made available
to tiose who are willing to give before they (lie.

There are several familiar reasons why the gift tax functions this
way. At the risk of repeating what has often been said, I shall briefly
entrmerate them. 1o begin with, the gift tax is computed separate
and apart fronn the estate tax.-3  As a result, gifts tire removed front
the higher estate-tax brackets to the lower gift-tax brackets. Second,
the gift, tax has its own exenption, as well as annual exchlsions, For
a single iporso1 tile exemption is $30,000 - aid tile annual exclusion
is $3,(100 per donee."' For a married pei'oln the exemption and exclu-

1lenerall speaking, these gifts are transfers In contemplation of death, transfers
intended to fake effect in possession or enjoyment at or after death, and transfers
reservlnv iertaln rights or powers Ini the donor. For the present provisions, see Internal
Itev-nae, t'Vohle of 1051. sees. 2035 2040.

2. At thes tie Inceome tax creates a conflict of Interest. The donor may hesitate to
elake a gift i#'eau his 1,eneflelarles will lose a sti-ied.up basis for tile property-Its
vialie oil tle date' of death or on the alternate vahlatlon date. See Internal Revenue Code
of 1.954, see. 101.1. In lie same connection. the splilttlin of Incom, between husband and
wifi, teas reimevedI any Ieneoce.tax Incentive for gifts from one to tihe other.

a kererdhiv to a recent comprehensive steady, however, "the potential savings In estate
taxes" are "much more important than the savings In income taxes as a stimulus to the
nakling tif gifts." litilers. Thomipson, and IBollinger, Effects of Taxation-Investments

by h110l1hhalN. !': ! t .
23 It. tllt. 704. 72d Coing., 1st se.s,, C. B. 1039-1, pt. 2, pp. 462, 477; S. Rept. 065, 72d

('ong., 1st oess . 1e.at ppte. 504. 525.
tr Internal teveue Code of 1954, %ee. 2502. Where both taxes reach the same transfer,

a ereoelt for the gift tax IQ allirwe against t tice estate tax. Ibid., see. 2012.
Of Ibi., see. 2521.
r Ibld.. see. 25113.
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to fcw Ioarinp before the t\ n-mItte on Wats and Means on revenue revision of 19150,
Most itop 2d s- mp 6. 23 %t 10). The stt-onit half tit the Planipto evisionty Assumnes
that orer the . 'Ar perlti eArh chIld annsAli receives $6.0M0 and the wife $18.000.
Fairl, Z.01 t each child It ltA f" becau s It fAi within the annual exclusion. Of each
$1S0W cen t tthe wilfe. $ '0 ti tax free under the marital deduction. and another

S&M s ta free rndir tho annual elusion. The residue oft $6.001 per Yesar, or $30 000
Pre? the % .ear it csvverml by the giftttaz exemption. The $120,000 left at death Is
f-,e rAm eitate tax because of the exemption of $60,000 andt a marital deduction of$ to ("o* 11 &1 6

tse St Md.. at p I. T,. 77-"M 2..M. The transfers by gift Include the amounts paid as gift
tax. vlft are Mso renoved from the estate tax ase. 8ee further the exceltent discussion
it PocbmAvr. A aWsls of .Matched Estate and Gift Tax Returns, 8 National Tax Journal,

N", Pt. t T 'ehman points out that In order to "minimize gift and estate taxes.| 'r~di,. wltb total health of $ million or more should have transferred at least 70
peremew of their property during life." Ibid., at p. 159.
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From the original infirmities of tile estate tax I briefly turn to those
which have beeti added. I lere I reach what Professor Simmis called"the ,iellpolitik of taxation." '8 The tax bial prefers tocall tlhe same
thing a "technical amendment." It does not agree with Shakespeare
that a rose by any other name always slells as sweet. The policy of
"the Realpolitik" or "technical a111endmlienlt" may selm devious but
it is never obscure. The lesson which it VOlIVeVs is Very simple. The
best way to handle progressive taxes is to leave the rates alone and re-
defille tile ba.se through "te'hn iv.al aIllelditienlts." lis forltititla for
success is much more impressive than the method used by Secrettiry
Mellon. 'rile Secretary stubbornly pertsited ili making ifronital at-
tacks on the rate structure, lie failed to realize that in tax law it is
often wiser to be subtle than bold. Besides, "technical atienditietits"
h, ve other solid virtues which should not be overlooked. The tax
reduction is more selective atid tile 'evenue lo,,s is le.,s dist url-bing.
And, not to be overlooked, appearances are better maintained that
way. The table of rates continues to look as effective its ever, and
ahl(,st everybody continues to speak highly of ability to pay.

The estate tax has been no more able to escape "teclvtcal amelid-
ments" than the incoune tax.19 Its base is nieticulously defined and
efficiently eroded. And so, while the rates have not 'been touched
since 1911, the burden has nevertheless diminished. Ii recent years
the principal "technical amendments" have dealt with the iitarital
deduction, gifts in contemplation of death, and the proceeds of life
insurance.

40

The marital deduction is an exemptions which is felicitously called
something else. It excludes front a decedent's taxable estate his be-
quests and other transfers to his surviving spouse.4' If the (ecedent
is married and fully uses tile deduction, half of his entire net, assets,
as well as the $00,000 of exemption, passes tax free. It makes no dif-
ference how substantial tile estate may be. The larger the estate, tile
larger the deductions. Without resom'ting to the htitguage of arith-
metic, the marital deduction provides, in effect, an alternative rate
schedule. It tables the decedent to divide his estate ill two, so that
each share is separately taxed. The share which is without tile de-
duction is taxed at the decedentts death. The share which is within
the deduction is letter taxed at the spouse's death 2 Regardless of
what the rates may suggest, the top rate of T7perceut a4pl)ies to tax-
able estates exceeding $20 million rather than $10 million.

I do not mtan to imply that a marital deduction is inherently
wrong in plrinciple. Even 'Andrew Carnegie felt that a widow shoul;l
be allowed a "moderate" source of income after her husband was grone.
My criticism is directed rather to the principle as now a applied ' It
is not impossible to have it marital deduction which leaves the rate
progression undisturbed. To illustrate, upon the surviving spouse's

V Simons, Federal Tax Reform, p. 16 (1950). See also Simons, Personal Income Taxa-
tion. lp. 218-210 (1939).

" See Randolph N. Paul's paper entitled "Erosion of the Income-Tax Base and Rate
Strueture."

4 For present purpostia I put aside the amendments provoked by the Supreme Court's
decisions ott reserved life estates and retained reverters In Comnfsaioner ,. State ofChtireh (335 U. S. 632 (1949), and Estate of Splegel v. Commissioner (335 U. S. 701
(19410)1.41 Internal Revenue Code of 1954. per. 2056.

42 If the surviving spouse makes gifts before death, as is often the ease, tite tax aving
Is still greater because of the gaping discrepancy between the estate tax and the gift toti.
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death the 1lU1Ilt previollsly allowed as it maritl delltioll could
be taxed at ratv s del'-mirnlv by addi il that anoulnt to tile first do-
cedent's taxable estate. 'rite tax on that antoillit would then lie ijerely
deferr(ed, )lot, also r(educed.1 I fail to see mlly the Size of tite ,.1tato
which lhillally t o the cliill'e ll Mid other dest'-t lailit s.l sollhl be

role or Ie-s, del en'dil off whetl,r i Inal 'itll deductielo was lwevi-
oll.'ly takellh. Tile Ilrta deducal ontltlolhoud Ibeieit oli It lite t it-itla]

pIii er.''
It is IIit (':i'V to1 itleasti'e tita' I'eveinle Io"; for which tit. dedllt.ion

shouh lith)llt'. The calhillatiou tiIli oi ]how iii:irrit'tl drvedelits
wou lld have dislo-ed of their iroperlty ill flit ilh-eice if Ilile dedilc-
tioll.'5 I [v ite we tit best ilitliilge ill ('dlunald g"Ile-,es. For example,
oile lM1isl d may bequeati ill! his pIlwoei'ty lliti'iglit to lik wife. lie
in ight. well hIave - lone the sa. e ti- liotigli file llal'i t:l dedI let ioln had Iever
beil enacted. Allot hvi' lii,I illd nIay leave lf1 of hiis hplolrty out-
right to hi.s wife anld hallf for her i; tirllt. If there had beeni noI d-
(hlctioll, l e iiiighit lhiye hpl',efel'(red to place ill his prop erty ill t lst. for
heir benefit. The tax retlnlll ill the fir.t case is not t]lie Ni llle its ill
tli' secoIId ('Is'Y.

While it is diflliellt to leasll e tilt. revellte los", it, is it least pos-
sible to milake a mComselvatilye evaltlltiohl. A cailltions alppr'aisal is
better than mnone. I have, therefore, a qiproached tile problem in the
manner of Holmes' ftainoml, "bad anlu. ' 1 I have ils.lhiiled that tile
pro,;peCtive decedent very caref IIly calculates the best tax conse-
quences available to himl and niakes hi s choice accordillgly. I have
elfimlillated any tax whid tile 'rreaII'*v uiiight collect, ill te absenceo
of tile marital deduction, because of 'his nIegligence or illdi tlerence.
If there were li) marital deductionll, ou hypothetical decedent would
place all his property in t'u,4t foi- his wife ini order to skip a fiiither
tax lit hIer death, It. 1n view of the illliital (ledluctioin, lie leaves her one-
half oiitiight alld one-half in trust. As a result, tile half left in trust
is tILxaIble at his deatl,4 * while the half owned outright is taxable at
her death.

'3 A provision to this effect ioiil1 hna e to he refined to deal with a number of 'rohlens,
such as Inter vivos gifts by tis' srviving spouse anl community property. Sinee It Is
well nigh hlpossiihe to do very much about community pro wrt perlina 1s till, only ultimate
solution, If any comes. Is a separate and higher rate sehdaile for marital deduction prop-
erty ani ionjiinilty prolerty when the second slohse lies.

41 There seem to lie tuore devedent-iashands than deepdent-wIves. Of 753 returns filed
In 1945 for larger estates, 343 or 46 percent represented husbands who died lirst. and
onv 56 or I1 percent retpre, ntd u Ives who died first. These, figures do not Ineiude spouses
living apart. Among the other decedents, 105 or 14 percent were widowers: 153 or 20
percent were whdois: and 70 or 11 percent were single. See hearings IWfore lie ('ommitte
on Wavs and Means on revenue revision of 1950. gist Con.. 21 sess., p. 7(1 (1950).

4 Ap'larently moro than 52 percent of the wealthier decedents lie married. See fNotnote
44, supra.

"Assume that each of these husliandq leaves a net estate of $1 million before exemption;
that lie tax due at his death Is paid entirely out of prIneipal : that. apart frn Ibis
diminution of tie estate, It ronialns the same until the wife (lies : and that the wife has no
other property. In the first ease. without the marital deduction. the tax Is X30"3.50o at his
death and $193.475 at her death, or a total of $41111,975, with tii, marital dedurtion. the tax
Is $126,500 at his death and $2511.095 at her death, or a total of $31R3,195. In tie second
case, without the marital deduetlon, the hix Is $:03.500 at his death and nothlng at her
death, or a total of $303,500 : with the marital deduction, the tax is 9126.500 at his loath
and $128,500 at her death, or a total of $253,0M). These computations are not reditced
by the State credit.

T In 194R the Trenstry estinated the estate and gift tax loss at $250 million. See
hearings before the Committee on Finanep on 1I. R. 4790, 80th Cong., 2d sees., p. 24 (1048).
In 1950 It nplralsed the loss as nbout $3001 million, or on-third of the reve nue from both
taxes . liearings before the Committee on Ways anI Meano on revenue revision of 1950,
81st Colli,. 2d1 seqs., pp. 5. 12t. 130 (1950). These estimates, I gather, are too large
because they do not take into account the tax later payable when the property Is trans.
ferred by thie surviving spouse.

U Holmes, Collected Learal Papers. pp. 170-171 (1920).
it I am assuming that the tax on the hnlf In trust is payable out of the trust.

73834-56- 54i
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On the assumptions which I have just niade-lwhich necessarily
understate the revenue effects of the (leductiou -'-the reduction in
effective rate varies between 14 and 100 percent for estates ranging
from $100,000 to $10 million.?" The following table indicates the
extent of tie revenue loss at various levels:

Eftvilve role EtTetihe rate P'ercentage
'Taxablo est~to before exenption Iwiteinut inarl. with martial of rituc,

tat deduction holticliun t ion

Percent Perrent
................................ ....... . .......... 4 8 ......... .o100

$1 ,0 .................................... ........... . 11 7 1.4
20,45M0 ......................... .. ..... .... ..... .i 8 4 8 70

$250,00 .................................. . 1 8.6 NJ
$ 1) ................................................... 19.7 11.7 41

o0,0 ........................................ ... ... 21.9 15.8 28
$ ,000 ............................ ..... .......... 233 Is 1 21S7506oM ........................................... 25.6 23 4 16
1050455 ................................. ....... 2i.0o 23 3 14

$,O00,( ................................... 3L3 27 II 14
$5,000,00.......-.................................... 44.8 33.2 19
$7,500 ................ ....... ........ 4 1 37.4 19
$10,000,000..... ........ I........................ 49.8 40.8 18

The reductions shown by the table are instrictive in several respects.
First, the estate tax is pretty much eliminated in the bottom brackets.
Though the progression is very rapid there, it hurriedly leads no-
where. Second, the marital deduction drastically erodIs the pro-
gressive rate structure. As the last column indicates, the tax cut is
more substantial where the progression would otherwise be more
telling. The reduction in effective rate is 53 percent for an estate of
$250,000, and 14 percent for an estate of $2 million. Third, the bene-
fits do not respond to any intelligent principle of rate reduction.
Why, for examl)le, should the effective rate on all estate of $10 million
be reduced by 18 percent, while the effective rate on an estate of
$750,00 is reduced by 16 )ercent? Why should the percentage re-
ductions for estates ot $1 million and $2 million be the same? Why
should the tax on an estate of $5 million be reduced almost to the same
extent as the tax on all estate one-tenth its size? In fact, for estates
within the sweeping range of $750,000 to $10 million the percentage
of reduction varies only between 14 and 19 percent. If lawyers re.
quested this kind of reduction by a candid revision of the rates, they
would be greeted with appropriate displeasure. They have obtained
precisely the saie result by a' technical amendment."

The next "technical amendment" involves gifts made in contempla-
tion of death. The Federal estate tax has awnys embraced gifts of
this kind."1 As tie Supreme Court has stated, "The d ominant purpose
is to reach substitutes for testamentary dispositions aind thus to pre-

55The understatement Is particularly true of the smaller estates, since trusts and life
estates are used more by owners of the larger estates.

$I I am referring here to taxable estates before the deuction or the $60,000 exemption.
O*hi tabie Is constructed from the table appearing In hearings of the Committee on

ways and Mfeans on revenue revision of 1050, 814t Cong., 241 sews., p. 25 (1950). The
effective rate In the third column represents the sum of the tax paid on hair of the property
at the husband's death and the tax p aid on half at the wife's death, divided by the estate
left at the husband's death. The table reflects Federal tat liabilities after allowance of the
maximum credit for State taxes.

M The present provlson appears In Internal Revenue Code of 1954, see. 2035. For the
development of the concept of "contemplation of death," ;Pe Fe eral and State Death
Taxes. Reports to the Joint Committee on Internal Revenue Taxation, pp. 53, 109 t19.3) ;
Bradford. Evolution of the meaning of the Words "Gifts Made In Contemplation of Death"
in Inheritance Tax Legislation, 9 Virginia Law Review, pp. 287, 269 (1923).
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vent tile evasion of the estate tax." 11 A gift is deemed in contempla-
tion of death-
where for any reason the levedent I eoines concvrned about what will happen to
his property at his death and as a result takes action to control or In some
manner affect its devolution.53
A decedent-to-be has tile requisite concern, for example, if he makes a
gift to avoid the estate tax.56 In 1950, Congress provided that gifts
in contemplation of death are not subject to estate tax if made more
than 3 years before death."'

Under the present dispensation avoidance is exceedingly easy. A
donor may make any number of gifts it) contemplation of death, and
no estate tax is due as long as he survives 3 years. It makes no differ-
enco that the gifts derive solely from a desire to avoid the tax. Ad-
mittedly, the conteniplation-of-death statute has not been a model
provision. Any statute which makes motive the touchstone of tax-
aibilitv breeds administrative difficulties3. But a feeble statute is no
substitute for a troublesome one-especially if the basic design is to
prevent tax avoidance. Even the tax committees which approved
the 3-year rule made a significant confession. "Undoubtedly," the7
(leclaril, "many gifts have escaped the estate tax because of the difli-
culty which the Government encounters in reconstructing the motives
of the deceased." This "difficulty" was resolved by making avoid-
ance less difficult.?

The third prominent "technical amendment" takes care of insurance
on the decedent's life. Under the 1939 code, as revised in 1942, insur-
ance payable to specific beneficiaries was taxable if the decedent either
paid the premiunmIs or had any incident of ownership at death.co This
twofold rule disposed of a problem which was about as old as the
estate tax. Originally the provisions of the tax omitted to mention
life insurance. Before long the Ways and Means Connittee made
an unpleasant discovery. It learned that "wealthy persons!' were
"resorting" to the purchase of insurance as a "method of defeating the
otate tax." Insurance agents had "openly urged persons of wealth
to take out additional insurance" because it wouli not be taxable.61
The amendment of 1942 sought to make sure that this problem was
adequately solved. It wisely recognized that, regardless of tax moti-
vation in t particular case, life insurance is "testamentary" in nature.62

For the essential function of insurance is to serve as a will.
In its heroic tax revision of 1954 Congress methodically undid its

solution of 1942. It abolished the premium payment test. Insurance
is no longer taxable, though carried by the decedent, if he surrenders
all incidents of ownership before death., Ience insurance l)roeeds

*4 United States v. Wells, 283 U. 8. 102, 110-117 (1931).
"4Allen v. Trust Co. of OcorgVo, 326 U. i. 630, 635 (1946).
" bid.u. of, Foruers' Loon d Trust Co. v. Rowers, 98 F. 2d 7)s (2d ir. 1938). certiorari

decided 806 U. 8. 648 (1939) ; First Trust d Deposit Co, v. Shaughnessy, 134 F. 2d 940
(2d Cir. 1943), certiorari denied 820 U. S. 744 (1943).

0 1950 act, see. 501 (a). This amendment Is 1)ow incorporated in internal Revenue Code
of 1954, siep. 2035 (b).

"It. Rept. 2319. Slat Cong., 2d pss.. p. 62 (1950): 8. Sept. 2375. 81st Cong.,
2d sess., ps. 57 (1950). See also hearings before the Committee on Ways and Means on
revenue revision of 1950 $10t Congr., 2d sess.. lo ). 74, 102 (1050)." See H. Doc. 523, 80th cosg., 2d seas., p. 58 1947).

" Internal Revenue Code of 1939, sec. 811 (g). as amended by 1942 act, see. 404. De-
pending on tse circumstances. Insurance was nitzo taxable If It wast transferred before death
andi If the trasisfer was in contemplation of death, Intended to take effect In possession or
enjoyment after death, or subject to certain powers or Interests In tise decedent. See Paul,
Federal Estate and Gift Taxation. see. 10.39 9(supplement 1946).

"1H. Sept. 767 05th Cnng.. 2d seas., C. B1 1939-I pt. 2 p. 102
Is H: Sept: 233h, 77th Cong., 2d sea.s.. p. 57 (1942). .2
a*Internal Revenue Code of 1954, see. 2042.
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should virtually disappear from the estate tax base. ,As a practical
matter, the tax has returned to the situation of 1918. It iS lot too ull,,h
to assume that insurance agents are busily gi, ilig the same advi,' lnow
that they zealously gave theln. If this assulnjption is for soie rva'ota
erroneous, I iust reluctantly conclude that they are strangely derelict
in the performance of their duties.

'lho avoidance which is now authorized may be illustrated y a
small example. A 40-year-old individual has a wife and -3 child itn.
Ihe buys ,$900,00t of insurance for tlwai by paying annual prelnliiIs1,
of ,t6,h)00 per beneliciar\Y. lle retains none of tihe incitlents of owiler-

sl p. Each premi1uU Is a nolltaxable gift b,ause it falls wit l1 lie
:la 1 tl xchtlsill or tlie iar iital hlidnction.'" At the ii-ulre l'. death
ths;etireO90,Ot)) is; received Iax iree.". I can add little to wlat ('oll-
gres.,liall El-erhma itei las said. As he has o"e.er'ed, eaItihy indi-
viduals" 1may again "--as t hey once ditl-pa.-s on large portions of
their wealth" through the foltit of life insurance withmt lying ati
est ate tax. " c; 

n

B. The sodal objective
I have yet to consider the operation of the estate tax in terlii; of it,

social objective-the leveling of hereditary wealth. Here the crititval
question is not how much the tax should 1Vhmlutce, but how llnth Ile
heirs should keep. A good deal of my prior analysis equally applic-
here. To the extent that the tax fails to corral available revenue It
increases the shares which pass to the heirs. But the two que,,t io,;1 re
nevertheless separate and distinct. The permissible size of inherited
wealth is an issue to be resolved on its own in the light of social policy.
While one answer may collaterally yield more revenue than another.
the wisdom of the answer has little to do with revenue.

Having made this distinction, I am still not out of the woods. It is
generally agreed that the estate tax should, in the language of the
Finance Committee, "prevent undue accumulation of wealth." 6' Al
undue accumulation, it seems, is an accumulation that is considered
excessive for social reasons. 6 r, to state the obvious, a premeditated
policy of leveling presupposes that if an estate left at death is too
alge, it should bg made less large. But how large is too large? And

how can we tell whether an estate which is overly ample has been
adequately reduced? If we are to make an intelligent aplpraisal. we
must have a discriminating standard which guides our appraisal. k
word like "undue" may be convenient, but it is rarely instructie.

In order to find son'e standard I return to the two Presidents who
helped make the social objective of the tax politically palatable. Littlewould be gained by looking elsewhere. I nsofar as Congress is ,on-

cerned, they have articulated the only criteria which have Ibeen at all
meani)ngful.

The first Roosevelt was less than meticulous. Ile distinguished
between "a small fortune" and "a very large fortune"-which lie also
called enormous and swollen. And he advocated a heavy progressive

" Internal Revenue Code of 1954. ees. 2503, 2513, 2523 ; Reeue Ruling 55-408, IRB
1955 26. p. 32."Ve 94 Concresionnal Record 7906 11948).

" Ibl. at 7907. The 19.54 cio. has added a ceonate loophole. Beneflts payable under a
tax-exempt pension pIin. attributable to the employer's contrlbuttons, are not subject to
estate tax. Internal Ieventu Code of 1954. spc. 2039 (e). For some mysterlous reason
these benefits are considered mnre worthy of Immunity than other property which ass at
death. See II. Rtpt. 1337. 8,d Cong., td sess., p. 90 (1954): .. Rept. 1022. 8.3 Cong.,
2d sess., p. 471 (1954).

*'See discussion at note 74. supra.
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tax on all fortunes beyond ia certain amount so that only a certain
aniount would pass to tiny one individual.s ]lit lie failed to indicate
when an estate is suffie itly swollen so that it should be leveled, and
when an estate is sufhciently leveled so that it ceases to be swollen.
At what point does a fortune cease to be small? Is an estate of $2
million small or large. Or is any fortune. small if it is not quite
enormous. Even if everyone agreed on the size of a small fortune,
an obtrusive ambiguitv would remain. For the crucial words "a cer-
tain amount' are too laconic to be informative. IThis phrase can be
read as proposing an ultimate and absolute ceiling on inheritance.
On the other hand, it may have inartistically expressed a more ciis-
tomary notion-that heirs of large fortunes sholId receive dimiisih-
im, por ioul as the progresive ra le Mov 11 pwar1(1.

The mecoiil Roo.evelt was In,ore Ielpfl , t hoIgh he, also, was not
inamibigious. lie contrasted fortl I ies" aimd ''aceumuhmu lit ions" which

are great and vast with i a reasonmle inheritance which adequately
serve. to provide security for one's self and olie's famiiily.' In his
view a reaSomiable inlierittance along tliege lines was enough. Of course,
a reasonable inheri tance does not carry the same arithmetical conno-
ttiaton to eveirybodv. Tlhe mo- reasonable minds will quarrel over
what is reai-nable. Yet dlsliite it.; ambiguity tite concept employed
by time 1President supplies a -ieful1 frain m;k for analy sis. It ex-

SWre:-ses 'al econo Mic standan IN hich Ia a familiar Cot ent, no matter
1ow vague it iay Ibe at ile outer edges..All large concepts are inevi-

tably ambiguous. Nevei'liele", we use t hem si, ce we cannot (10 with-
out them.

Now that we have tlie standard. let us alplv it. On two oceasions-
ilnl , and in 19:t--tihe ratv were supposedly rearranged to level
estates as well as raie revenue. In 1931, as I have already noted, 0

the Finance ('onmittee coasltleted a new rate strit, tire. i'eaclintg a
Ilaxilnlmi1 of 50 percent on net estates over )10 milllii. jlparently
the conilnittpe thought that tihe Proges,,ive, rates below 'I) percent
would suflicientlv al)ropriate ally "iiildle" avecumulation bellow $10
million, and thai t le top rate would eflet ivel v remove aly avundu'
resh ilie above that ainoiint. More slieci ivallv.'Itlder the (oimil ittee's
rates an estate of SI) million. il11(ing tih; exClml)tion, would have
borne a tax of about $.1 mi Illion, or le,-; than 35 percent of tile for-
tlle left at death. (oi,,ren proceeded f urther. It inc'reaNed the
rates to a maximum of 61) percent, so that, the tax oii n est ate of
$1 (10 million became about $1. I million. in 1935 tlie comaiiiittee raised
its sights. It )persiided Congress to ail)l)opriate about, 50 percent
of an estate of $10 million, and about 65 percent of an estate of S50
million.7'

E tl'ectiye rates of this kind do not transform "large fortumes" into
"a reasonable inherit ance." They are unmloultedlv sulbtantial and
they olb'iously (it deep. But they still leave al)out, $5 million in an
estate of ,S)10 nilion, aid more than $17 million in an (state of $50
million. Though congress s raised the rates twice after 1935, the
in('reases are insigniicant in the present context. Neither of them

, See the discussion boglnning at note 28, supra.
" See t iv quotation at iote 78, impra.
' See ilicu. sion at note 74, supra.

m ,ee uiscussion at note 80, supra.
' See dIscussion at note 82, supra.
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r Imtjt are not *,o Impre~ivo sit they are reputed to be. In the eriod 1911-13, 1 Iplreent
of th population held 63 percent of privately owned property. In the period 194"-4,
1 Peri 0111l held 50 percent. Se Tawrney, Equlity, p. 275 (1951 edition).
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lIea ( llrtt (vI1,, . I v ,%01 n I h a, In l i;:, l i-xjlai s ,ilr(;i a l- of tile
llid', gith th(v Ir, .ivbi as llt' ,oIIl'l theftis IheI' Ore. idn rto

lleofilv:.] ilil ios fom tse t 'xvl. the v rom~t relting eine-
Ira lcluary 1foln ths mre.t %od iprovesso. Iti l){nitical t'e asiilu-

STm Twlc il tanrlg t i hllothe Cexftuo ford ftln- tin,,lt tax. Itbem/ 41,50 '15

llCe. nort & ic o till M re lildlTor. .Uied taxpayer are, rei.e oufp 94.9 t eI

"Cf.tPar Ate Fe da itlers TOzI or v. o UnitedState , p07 up. 41. 4 Cis
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|111ilm of I'llilils t jlflt l. i l top r a l'ot1 li t., tr',e t it tiv I' I r 't'sv '.
III brir , flt her m1v diY1'im4llilsliol4, hvlve l '.lSI)tlt ,vrviv', itstmill.
311111 illit .ill l imll'tll h e li ll l' rlt l ill )1 ' 4.lim i t 'tlt vit e lill i'v1 IIII

l A hlor I 'r r'.'-1h11 .lrvii , i11 lle or ll v i 11- illvt,'. ilit 1 151 i11llzi1 u
0 it 11 . . i llhl -niltr, I1fwl,'l l ie ll)1i'rttfli volrf. :111 ) l(,lw-o
i l fl, I llr ,u' I to t. ill he l a, 'g r t'; nivntirrti'm , I p'r I lu1 l ll 11i4h 1'l'

- i -i l n ar~l n.-.t .~i1i , nil-. 1m lii'lil T S th i la e 'tte tN ietratd til1,f1t1tt -

With ,4ir ov il'ilt m id,1 Tamlihi d,. 1 1 |l ,." , l ,ii't 1lin-... p 1 . r 4 ll4 4ll.
ml', I I - 'liil' lX.nollioll i i e vi orm. v1 . il' t t liti e-i l x I . 04e.

I 11Ni , gein ,r ilt \\' 41114 i , 13 1hilli. veam, ll illil 1,1111 th'i \ 95 ild '-wr'4'l
1r. :1de h d n it.' i' ln 9 Dl h lows um 41 1,11 befell J1.iilivl as

I II o, Sc'-nanIqit Pr't-'.t T()It' to' I)r) toi 1ra'ii'. p. 214 (1w4 5'ttgrnnnI.

J,,u dulln lib, ' I !11i11gil tis1 \ imil. k' 141 \\ llhimll it( b h, l', , it still

T l', t Tvi n a . 1 2u1 24 v i', n t hf 6,111r1. 19f 11), iWntil , T i\ I'rl1 ;,tiie il . j l.
4onh he l:i1e h oil\ (a'II. Llw anllt' 11t1 Odi .t 'i.Il 2h1V (11 .I'1l,4i. u rtM,

I--n ,ht ti i tol t I' sh i taxt-t14h1 nl1 ,aie u11ec1n," l ni (11 tat' I li, le'i to if r l.'ahnle "

Ix, i d " a14 rt I vta -rttiin'i. i4' l ni it'hi'i I,).o fr tiiiii-qi"..In. o t -tl. o 1'rnetl

fam ily. I -iell r 'o Ii 1 4 41 . ,, I11 I. hl :111i t lh il i,1ar. Th)t1ir. i, l, li lirt h
.,'11,411111 tlhi, row lll11,io11." It .,-ovuI, ".11111c lo11, av 1, : 11 I :111 eco'lm lilliv

'A"- .y . 't ihio' I ' i', il'Itf fit tt '111 wIII y II' 41111 tn13111 1 ' shml Io f I

"to illt. In ,1 1 ! 1 1 11 i , t ," I' dw lll m, h -SiI til I,1 u h tiilr u : ,11 l n hl, l tt ,,. two hm ) II , , ) I 11 ,lith, 1 1 1"I1 llm
.i ji Im l I l" lih i n Ill"i.11 14 111) )l l im4o11 111"i1, \.vll

\.:1l : 11 wI in' ,m ill y 'I'Il ti ,'y :i ll,, .I'i m , iv 11, 1111h-11i1

of ,n\"l~i~ l - n,,ll1.r I 1o 'i..:I'\ 11,I' 11111,1vg p :111il 1o I I1i :I
iVI"i~II'ity. I t if op o l ilitly :-.ihh. o 4.11:14 , ill ) l ho; l vn\1 trll wei -r

t Ii t (o m h'm.'~l r~ i f"l I,411 i 11 ji l f h"ilr- 111 " 1 lhll 11-4 in t1 :i III, 0 ,re ly
"r ,i IV h r-I, , \\ ,lll. co il; l \\tI'I iII , ll lll I .lllit i i lr . i i , f ll l I h :1ll1v

r - .[ .. . l' . l 111,,II d w il:- . 1. V obll,' 1"ii I :I',' 1111.1111ll 'r , 1 1i t:1 11, vi

ofl mlYl., 1\9 .i , I lh hl. 11c -1 1 (f1 , lhvi. l:1116 11,u oif V l'~v, p .It ll
1) 0,." V I V . l I i, l- I In h r ,l If it, 1 , l l l l. I i !111': v I~ lll,' l

I tI I t } 11 01'I,I 1 r, 11. 1 fit f -Iiw ltI II'11, i I I .411 \% 11 ,I roit ali.,l i III Itol vi E 11 x I v ed
on ,\\vm m ,.II:I , ml. ' l'ia I Ioa iv II''I ,r Ow -lq lrl l1,11a .% i r I l 111 4,111 ' , ltnll

r- *- . , 1 ,4, °I.\: 1 1. I I. '.I , 161,,.ilht 11111i I" h *i|1 40,,l \ 11h4 , v .1111 111\ oi
Ani 11111, t I 1 1 ,''lr 2 1 l 4k lh HIM , z.lIt 61ISi r(,OrI It I|mThI 't o' . 1 4 trI'iv 11 ".lllllli iiii 'A h 1ll.l

" h , i l l I IIZit 1 11 , 11 it ri ll4 UrIt I~ ~l ; l Ill~lh1 I a\nIi iII - , Ir ': I s m II h lil l
im r, It I ll,1 Jol t , 'I ' th I vi1lli i t. t to \ ',I, tohe- Isvvlt lh1 im . .t i 0 , r ll

ly. S, ;I :1: it , I I ,'L I . , \1 1 h I i' t I-I ac . wo., .( . I o1 lI I Il I 2 mi I 111 : niti
t 11 Ta',r vI " \l,1- .I , %I Irz., l,1i\ ItItv l , lo h 1 h9 1 ) Si t.n T..hh To\| I i m Ir O w.r~lh t l'll|ie

, I 'o, -n tv t, riIa i M , tit-I e, n tli tnll reporth" Al o Iit.,,, 341tt o i I I t tql , i itIs)rm

I" ,% 1 1 il iirh , I t IT (II ! :,:mh. t f I lh.lll', I In-4nu m e t 1-1; m hi lll Inim i ttp r ),it I' ellv
- , , 11 t - ,." tti" ¢ ,tslln I 4 11 ilfav imtr 1v ll.l. n n. ixvt i m llhort ve'a t1o g5 lseroint

'" \1 v-\ Se Ii~m:n n~rp r,.- li n, ll n I rc Ith, v nl Mr. ithy, it) 1'. l l :1) ,lm n
1.7,11.01 I1 T) , 'l n 193 I-ef I NI' elo th Vll on . , t 1111 ,\e l ( 1 , I 1 :; 1lit , 2 T. p.t 6 13

N, ct v" ,1 l ol l ) ,e r) nt0 ,div t nl , thim'lint Il hl n t-t t(e I 'n\ l i ev vrk int,

izu-O I the ~h 'of m I c, or ftI ntbri o . Itrn1. 4PitIt ef 4,P a III It l~t Ir I.r ,
ho, rrihtrl h oflh rt, , of Inhoritan11eh l ibt , cia Al inti I ,mil Crlnepts

, .th I r r, 1 n1r11! n$ d, "0 lt - lo t lnuck S o Mo ic t Isig iim:ant Ior n r Al' shmeioft
Ft ime 1)2,A rite1 11'31
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olWl hvie l 'ilil iflf b i ll or lift:Icv. I lo eve'vr, I ,fii iu iii l Ille I i-s,

gifi ,hl: 11 6111i .h'i. ii iif V Vif'W, lii i'lltihii e 1 '-6il ,1ii '11 f ll 14111 plilr-
jiie f0uff'4 it '~~ iff f:11i' fill, 1-111141f f Ow (I tff s1 vivi hg fIf'111

11 1Y yvaii , ,l'iff ,f v lllfl I MI \ i'. 11ll' ft :111. a :\ -iffolflfh Ii'v; wi viiiit lii

'"i%%1.:i fill %i if' ) ii ff1 ltillifo' ii ti. . fluff' I' llt i f % r f lii,-4 vvill ,iit .filly
f'XVIi'ifi. for iis IiltIf if ''liE' fi ll) ' i fitl he,'-1 oilf'-ffi I

folt ih1i1., Ill- sliiiii VffitJ ffor if .", ),. ill f'fiiifilfr ifffi'eveI' f'\fibl-
uh i l ffgif .f', , I . l "ifffllfi ""l ' f I l it i tit' 11!:11 k ill him ' I ij.f rf'!
wili his ffl'.lfl, f1.' W iIi', iilu.1 it:i1ff.4. d1oies ;tii' lhfu'I,', it gravely
11ilili limf '1ii-il Y flilig illif'ii iliffli lil v f o flil V. ItI lhf.il Il'l--fo' i

ieh vrilfi ',, f4f0fit fl, fhf-1-h t wIi c' Ik lil l ioon il I b 1111 filif, ff i'-lifi 1f3
Io 'iti 11a 1 fl f II .,'iy f' A i Novvit tf liffitif,ll '' 1o 1 t I lhf' S ll (If : lll)lyfor

01r II (,ol'lli l of'.l ol

I~i' ff I ll Ilr Ii'i ' lif SII 1 'rf ' l I V f' ' .l Ii ' II u ,S ,, (i fif t pif'l )l lflllil'. (Ifilis i tll h iee I Sli iitll ,- l f 'II fI ly IV ii l t l h ' th tiy

'II l illftol i a o f f oie' t S ff f.afof '1194 ) I'(I-.I'' ) N 'I I''I N I X ) I I'I ,E ).,I I

I,; h'I'AEI. A N I) (I I"'TA T. X IS

. .,A IhH I' \ I II, ll hI l f1 l ,r~ f lly

I NTIf~ffI '('I'IOiN

'lhe Ii)ffl) ' f)1 Iii Imllff'r iS t- fIt ':('f,'ihi tli Iyf If- (If jujl'It l,,lS i.-rlio,,iliS illfieifiolui!' tod:iy hnrgelfly ef'flfli f,' 1ff ile( Jflf 'fft "ed-
'1ll ie lft' 111 gif t, tlx IilIs . 11 w illw'intf i ",.Iillfh, hi ,I fill 1I ffll i'-
fil liol w lh i ,l p rHill , iirltl Ii i I l). ili if' gliffl (fi' w)en f fif '. I1 it,

till' tiff' thlliull f ftgsl . \ '1)irf ~11' , t iff~' if'ff 'i 'i .I'if' t iff'i f.

It 111ff' h ]i'geiv Ifl'l'f111, f' Ifl the, Fl 'hnl ' <li l i' :1lllf gifti tal hi . ! ('ir-
Wulitlfi' if fi11 whe ill'f tlhe v -o'll, t114it ifli for fllflikiff t l the

(Iislposit i(IfI i. to 'ivoif I(lehr:fl e.t at (' 01r gitff \', . iffif'r J..iwih ft test

1,'('"y few, if a ily, lfll'('fit it Ili'(Iffl)'f 3 (I i-l)O)-it ioli- 'Woffli1 (jili

hlP'IIIugse 1)l'lll I t f'lh 'l' l Il'C ofl' r ill itef ia 1 f:,et',,r- lh:i t IUhY ft ,ig-
nlitililt. !flll't ill ltnohlil.g the flunti fornii (If' the dlisp)osil loll. 'r' othef'
flor.,. hily be Felr'al i l(.d(hin-f fix ('Ol)Si(I('i'ff ioflH1St itt I t o |illw tS il-

SI .Mill, l'rinelpeE of Ioltical Ecnomy, book 2, , k e. 4 (fifth diton. 189).
Mil Wtfflif hiiii' f'offfrolhfl s?A of bequfstl y a dre i llm riation.

'* Sf'f' filolf (Ion at not 33, $fifftfs
poS' Natinnion (1 Ethl(oi or Inhcrltan', In SocIal Meanlni of ial C -nccpts (.'o. 1).

p. 8f s (Cafi fdltlon. 1g4ft CohIn, Law and flh Soclil Orf, r. 1. 31 -ll33 t
SMyeirs Tfhei l.nlng of ellroptary Amerlcan Forluns. o. 55 b19.19f.

f Berle, The 20th Century Csiltahift Reolution, pp 29-30 (1954 .
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tlId5'l ih'tu' ,' f i,, j ihi, oi''f u1,'1', n~v,,l, flu, 1s' ,,lilrIf If

d - i... 111l e IV .tl jvl ' I 11111 fo

(ho t 'l or 11 partI h 14111, ~~i i'e.~f':is 1,1111 fr fro i'is' O'. liii I h I I' ilo

f I' l lv '1 ','in fo o tha t of prol m u% u' u - fe Mh' l 4i11, 11i11i, l iA

I111 .1 i }' ,, 'lt o I I fl l F0' i i iVS I, , l t1 i,.,411111. 111 t1 e girl I\ l slwl T hI ll

r111\41 l o,. temu i'v r r,,. 11U ' :Iu l' f ii f..1 ii '. 1 U
1 ,1' 1 : I,11 11 tilt% ,l l fl ,l ' \ 11 41 : 11 , 1 1) h 11,avK, II 1, I \h \11l11 , v , ,I 11 ,

S I ,1 .:11 * : ~ l i i,.I .I I I , - ,-. I'%I ue I % e.s 'f 1 11 i 'lll '... I I cif1,

l' h i , I , 'h , I fi 1111 , ', l l l II, II , 4 I 111 I I I
lilt( lii, : .Ild A t I , o , I l11 11 v\cd ps' l'wi' , i e , I I I f u11 p t I litu 1 1' oh

q, M 11 A, u I lh$ l,, , 1', f vi lI'l.l ir, fuu I I IIt i 111 i(,f ,,'fIl 1\lyt ii,

m T hr: ,mi l h I m .:o ll o I'm e 1 f i I'll 1, 1 1 o1 I i'ihii-

t: b' 1i :,, re iif. t ,, \\ l'v, o II o .... ,,,I he d e 11ev l .I I itf I uv
. .... 1 N', i : ior.c1,.1 ri,01 .olit y e II A ll e ,1 l t I eI e r 41k I't 1s e 1cl u d,

fil,, tbil % Mt ' 1'a 1c 1.1,11o1 141 1r~ lit, Illh Illt 11111, ho weverl11I l .1 .it v n: ot a

'"b:e .'1 th ld h',. enet dislpa'. le tour the lt'ea'l ,,uiioye '.
,'~n ,or.~ Th t heI\I mn e I o1:I'f i iio, 'of i ifs tise flu II ire ,

:11,1rn, o Ith estat tax0 h.c m s h

f,'cv,',- l4111-z \\ I!I, II,' 11 IIo r III" I fii 1' vwI ' d hI' Ibh I li,,\\li'h Erv

,' 11 I, Iq \ }• 1 ! , 'I m i'tn sI %!*I1- I :do f o' I . e'lle l ' r11 A l :''rll I.

,~i''.: ' sf M> i E It', ' i i w ijfl 141 11eurh hia T Il 5I l 11 . . 5A .

I, III :1m \ %llt, ile , l11,m1w (if IS , 31111 , i ffnAl, , h fll I, ll n, -
IN1, . , 011Nh o.l h o, ,,i'lh,, ( r 4,1 ah I: , 1 ,1114 m by , it li, l.,l-I.Y.li

, V; , 1,m 'll ,\,I . (it. (f , mn d,,,, , I, ,h,: 'Im th .l ,- 1,n 1 )1 p:vuJl

:I',1 ,, W; t d1 lit,1,,, , li on \\I H I I Iit ,14)11 Axl i*A smh I , 1 n ,Il- JIl ll .

l .1 i- "' el 11 r,. oi,' hi-; dem r\ , lh'll V0 1"0 , d:11d I N ,:nlt 'I exehlde1d.14 b

l I,],:l Z11 1 h1 di , ': h i ll x i , ee p I he p: v .IIm 4f Ii, lo whr, ve': e 4, 1 iq
1'41tj0txu . Th4 1 he "1 int o i,; sir i o fH c i l , 11 :11w e !1:1 lu d't,

! ,\r,.. 'on , ) of' a ti, oohie n ov id- b ime fo r salw Itol 'ex-

?rom,,--, fl ,. em. o- t~v 4 . an -' esta te. Thel Vlf-tn ioun h nowee i, hno,

Tc*,-,:4 dr,c .!,t-b, rnpkt ,hln aite. nA Rlrif-ti etl T Jurnl. iq ooh A. p, 158.,
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I i if ii lill ll' I ith t'iiii4'11 j1t'h li If l , i r lIht iilt f ,1 it dIilhI,-,i1,lll ll' 114,,-1111 i MII. I V111111114 1114111 l flll i i f 1h 11,(11111l1.vu,,,
1,. 11' I1,11itiI , ol l If(, 1111 14 lt, vl, ' lilh, I,' t) 1111 , o f l t 11. 1 i l %,,, 14
tim l ,l I li l 'l l.v 11i4, ,,.111oIoyv o 1111d ! l' t il ,l '14111 o.hIl ' , li. if )1

I lit' il i1i1 i1 i I l' 1 l'ii Ioi i jlly viii ir f l ,ll't Iil'iit'fls til l I' l ol l
-1111 uitI .9 9 II lit ' i f,lI' fhl i' t i' t'ili 1'i1 li' nli -li' will II It, ill 1111
th 1t'ti'l' Ir n'4. 1.t'r Il, i jit g l .( fo t Jilt l ii f he t , l it lt, Jlly

ilh i f~ Ii 111ivll ,llllll illl~ l l' 11111:1 l l i ) lt~tli41, 1111 Ih l 1 f 1,ill

Itt1 iilil ii 'y'ti h litl, I I i ll iil i h xt'i' ill l i ii ll, I 1i ,11i .

llli e ilflit' I I ''t' i I t' i' ult'aft l i! i iow~i'r, r<t' t 'tf-'o h t, l i C' (i 'i!til h r I h in'

lip l i m m rml oil r ll l i v'lllll 111i' Pt l il lil, - l il j ; i al
1111 ilillt'l' ,if ill 4 l lt- t it It'c ill ll llo l irl i l t l ~ , 1 '( t'° i l l l

,% I l iii liiii-v fo i t,: tfm~ I., o lp ill i I ,,,, il , i,, tI ,Ilovfht I Illy h- i ll- lilllll

fI it lilopm 'e ttt,+f he 'a'fit 1 1 Ilerri 11111:1- r11t1'v "rl byf I Ilr ho':r

'lf Iht,1 ll11m vli' ill I 1i1I ill it Iiilill 1.1~ l ii! vI 1 1: 1OW1,! .4. 1 l lil ?!111I If Ihe

I I''iN'tul u lltt it l )0 tht ci' liiir ritlrt It is mill hi, Ii I I, od orill f it .ilp
1111li'l i11-w kl~ w ill Ill, i. lll i l Iin I1. J i I ll 1. t11t1. fo" I ll loiis-1, ,f

i! tti lt,%% Ill ll oti i ll il f , Il ', lip'l i lif Iiet l t t tii ll , 'f l i ', r' r llf th ,e
ill Il g ote i l itl41'11 t pp int llt , th t u ' ii li i' l (!, 19V #i Iw, li t oill

de 4lit h , iex 1 tl 1 h1r1t0's. r if ,iil Ill iIter b i "i~ he ot, illl (' iltd
it (ill,,fl her p Io n ll app im nt whiholle . v1lidly 4l.fillt
cr t il 1r.il' t i , a li ity of h1ic lllii , lie, j "die Irm (I, lam

the I Ilpl is exe i i ,r it e r1 the I f1ri the iI, hh' l l. ( 'i 0 tWe cre-IiI,',,r.l / 1). ilr-'AI IIl il t 111144.'l,;iltf <l h 4 11111 r $ i l l l . vitil i, ,t t t
i il l lt i ' ,l ll -i Iw lit ii ,'l- u iin I I l, l Y 11(f. I ' t , lo t it i l l -,t .

lti'woll., ,! 1114 %1 1 1. f r 114 1 1lili"; i it livt':I -ill % illil ))'al . Ii l l il xf I hI(If" , fif 1 Ill
tI il,:,- vA i, l, v t h.ti lil , i hfi Iili, ('111Y, 1h11.1 itv, I, ,ll l i~
41fiili'l' i -t-1 poill ' ,i lilt 11111 lt 'l 1 h -' w i ll , " t l d " i tit ll

T hel I , I' ollil ' il ,11 . i1 ,i. ilili ',lv ;lli I ill % Il e I o firf 1" 11 'Iillt p, t (-rt il f
illtl11)11111111.11111 blill IXv ,l .- li-l i , :1111f. I1 .vt, l i m tt -, ltt,, ~.(o ,

w hh ' Il'l i ch Ii.ill! If(- fi lliv' i lill Ilol h;1 %% Ill ('i'l. % tr'11 ,v <Ix fr

-Ipil !Ailllil' it I Il t, t l ivi 't l' il! li 'll'o illf! :W19 -1 1 ll i t po~ .i o I I, I i' if

i~*t! . -1 . 4i -rl~ l i f t ift .1.11i sm loll. It~ V i-: oit I I -,: I I ll I ,, l it I ti.h
ft'll~ l , ir 1) % il !l ( it I <lll , i lt -l I, , i v ,! if l il i ll

Air 111 i vit ll ifili (if Ill ' il" ~ tI p ', Sl'v'!iolli 1,10ll 1 t h I ) 1 , <,v'il tI
,(.lI' i f,,l oilt Ih i l. l f i f lIis(, ( o I ,(, povil , (*I.,r ill v,:1 1 l it- vh , 1 Ill(.;

if ( it Upl!li i liive, ii, t , ( I o itI,- illil ohd ill hi, I.,l o- (.-!Il .It lhl 1W )<-
\i..imil \ l, vldlll il it I v Ililh-l'li:l I I&N!vli' llfl ( *oil(.. to (", !l I .(. olf' I fho,

-itl1i1i1 i ii ill I )(.Ill viw i l I ll ,lhe e tI ll. vlif il v f i Il( , - t - . 1 I itll t iv bY Ihe.
11,IIIIl'(im-. of it plowe~"r ii i li silenti! %% hi .i+i l .ll ,(- .ov .r of ;I ppl, ,it 1 .';.~
N, lgelil(ril or' spcitl , k pildgs-,d forjmrlpol -v, , of the rills PT.,l ,fl i-
I'viliitil,, 's li fr m he didee t!. power iti tx(-.i-t i lwlr Ohrm 01(-, Ii
dle( tilt powevlr is. cl'Iffi(,d. |low(vvor, I' -idl~i-. of' Staff. - o)tlir-, fr o'n
De'linwallre must, bie c'arlefild ()i, tlit exf-,iplt e'halrai,- ,i f ,I jlo.r ir- ir,L,

PMTl' i ,.ed jilli )m destiroved ii(-r lhi,, . <,,.ioti of Ih(-r. odo. Fo ,r (0'l
tlll el, if the' dollv~e ofl .I ,pev<iail pjower of/llpl)oiliiflf ntfrllCi , tl:f t
samell by giving the applointee ai life iniierv,4 ill tlr. : lppoirit', , f-
with ai 'ge(nerall power to appoint the ,time- by' d1 -(. or by it ill. l ie will
dlestr1oy thp exemplI t dhi rnieter of )iik p ower" be°a i e lif( will h,, t-m .ritl
ailother power of ui|poitnfiiit whlic'h can he validlly- exvr~i-ziv to
create interest ts the validity of w'hil will fle iii1,. l'frn t h, date.
the second( power is expei..edl raliher' thin front flip late (of this rrea.
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T1)W )I, 6,' t off iU11,1,a" ,haii , h, ;,i ft . di'lillild, i fi l t ,h lol estlale-
t~l\ l 1".;l'k (t Of ft , Ir;n ..f,,rn 's che , a v riIla l e gifts -w h i e'h
I, N , 1 1 1 1. l , 1 l~ i 1 4 )u l ed ) v xm o u ld ) ) n ,l ae ~ d i t l i o v A .lIl e -l "IX (h 1 "1 i l l b l ,

dOWI 1011to c\i-t,,d.
I f al/ ,sll plahs to establish til ifter vivos chlaitahho trust so that

11h0 fl",l :1mlllt of thilk it, I'eali/titl f1'olUl WOpt rv Ilt'ced ill tilu,
tr n - t xN ill I v fi ' wt f r'o m :Il -\" ill "tlillt0 |:I \, i t Ill a to| , t i ll le t ale f alx -
N1 " e fr 1" ll to set 11) sul'h :1 t1'ust so that ii' will rellmt, fie ilillC,

fr'oml III(, trl'A~ vlxlrt' fr'om his gross, illcotllit, fill illt'ollilx pur!-
h i., ...b t not r pm o ve Ol t, v alue o f the 11i,1I.. p rop°le rtly. f r'o ml h is g r1or.,o,

estnte for t..tafe-tax purposes. By\ hteping the va1lue of let*rusl,
p r o p et'r t yr i nl h'i s a+ o .ss t- l 'ta e flh i p v ~ dl e Ai ill b e dh ed u ,,ti b le a , ; it ch uir i ta ble
giqft. Nit ht, will increase thet nmlanunIII allowable uIrtal dleducltionl
available. oil his, die,11h and thereby decrease his estate-tax bill. Ile
can keep the alue of the trust proiverty in his goss estate ad at the
same timec remove the income from the" trust, property from his gros
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I II' if f ir r I Ifi , 1 .' w I I O i 'r Ii E i,- t I x 1 'ln I vfl tl. I ',,. tw , rI
r hiil y II it uhf e I'relad 1. I lsi4 Iar1fiIpl l h1li'1 h th i of iI I fhiE it I I, hfl

I.i4S ,fi ffl, m ri ver lirc irllllsf! r'i'd lo'rf V is (Otfifclf~f. froiv E lrg 1 I,.,f li iIdniiit. Wlith his Io,,.of ot rol in'emrilr'th fro a pra1,t1 1(1
llleilI flIE',1f iOn ld$ I wiI N,if ma fi the, fran frrr.o fei - .flo

hiyli h of the whofim transferor in regard toi t trarnffrred pr,,pr'tv.
A hiulwfld nofrmlally does not rr'al thle trris frr of pr,,p,.r tv fror

i liiseitfrio his wife, though 1],,ga ily all r'oritrol ovr'r the' trnar'rr,.d
prlU'l'fry IN g~iwn tip, 115 e.trEeff ing lilly f.'onorak ic hange ia hiun p05-
tfihi|. I)1i1 t flute gift, fax inarifal rdut,iiu~~, ua .lub~aTiti il amount o~fPI o rfy, ci, be transferred from tle hiiislanrl ti hi j wife. 4ax fr.e.

rir IeXml)lh', if the hu,uianr 1H e not i,'.er up any of hin (fpIoIr'if ex I ,.mp-
lion, lhe cain giv outri glt to his wifei $eolOO( and in additi4n r ake.

'uiauual gifts to her in the amount of $f1,000% without, any g..ift tax b .in ..plii4hhe on such transfers. 1fhe equalization of the rfipieti ' '-,J;tc
rf a husband and wife, particularly if the sme can he r npl;-d o
without the payment ofany gift tax, may save etate tax.r. car-,
only nuilaf of the total estate will !e taxed or the Irath rof eah
by li no matter in which order they (lie whereas if thi pralizatin
through inter viors gifts is not mede, the splitting of the etate. for
estate-tax purposes is only possible if the husband dies firt.
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If the transfer of tie property is to be iiiaide to a peroNn other t han
the transferor's spouse, normally the transfer will be made orlly whe n
the transferor is completely satisfied that, tihe assets which will '-cit ai
under his control after the transfer will be adequate to take care of
his own foreseeable needs. In other words, the loss of legal coit rol
in such eases retards hasty action because of the realization that fa-
ture developlments mIight make the transferor delpendeit upo the
transferee, wvhicl is an undesirable family devvloimue where the
transferee is other than the transferor's wite. Thus transfers to pII,-
sons other than the transferor's wife occur primarily in large' estate,
whereas transfers to the transferor's wife may take place in large 01
small estates.

The factor which encourages in ap)pro)riate cases tramnmfers to a
member of a family other than the transferor's wife is fhe iji1C11e-tax
advantage which may result by spreading time family income over sev-
eral tax entities. This factor is not significant rinmally where thea
transfer is to the transferor's wife in view of the fact that hubaild
and wife can file joint returns and pay a tax which equals twice the
tax which would be assessed on one-half of their total income,

Section 21503 (c) of the 1954 code has cleared the way for the estal,-
lishnient of a trust for a minor with no interest under'the truqt leinir
deemed a future interest so that the annual gift-tax exclusion is avail-
able with respect to contributions thereto. In order for a trust to qual-
ify as a section 2503 (c) trust, tle trustee must have the power to
e.pend all the income and principal for tile benefit of the minor dir-
ing his minority. Consequently, the creator of the trust for the minor
cannot himself'be a trustee thereof without having a power to termi-
nate the trust and when the settler of a trust as trustee has the power
alone or in conjunction with another to terminate it, the value of tIe
trust, property will be, ineludible in his gross estate for Federal estate-
tax plmje1s1Y under sect ion 2038 of tile 1954 code.,

Not infrequently a propertY owner may desire to make inter vivos
transfers that will not necessitrilv result in the intended beneficiaries
gaining control over any of the i)roperty transferred. Such i result
is obtained whep the transfer is made ii trust with discretion in the
trustee in regard to tile ayment of income and principal to the de-
scriped eetifciaries. Such a transfer does not create any present
interest under the trust so that the annual ift-tlx exclusion is not
available with respect to contributtions to th trust. but the specific
gift-tax exemption may be applied1 against, the property placed in such
a trust. As long as oie settler himself (les not have tle power in
regard to the income or corpus, either alone or in conjunction with
another, such a transfer in trust may remove the value of thle trust
property from his gross estate for estate-tax purposes. 'rite income
from thie trust prop~erty. however, may be ineludible inl the settler's
gross income, even though hie flees, not have thle power alone or in conl-

unction with another to control the payment of income and corpus,
e wcuse the income-tax rules (see. 674 of the 1954 code) are not iden-

tical with the estate-tax rules. To remove the income of the trust
property from the settler's gross income in the type of trust under
consideration, not more than one-half of the trustees van he in tile

'See Lober et al. v. . S.. 340 U. 5..35, 78 Sup. Ct.. p. 08 (i93i),
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category of what are called subordinate trustees. Thus tI(, trust will
be one that not oply legally elininates the settlroi's control but will
be olle that very likelv (ll;rivt's hiii of practical control because of
tihe, ,reelice of .the il(lepel(lent iionsuilbordillate t trustee.

' le elimination in the 1941 cod(e of the lrellliiil paymellt test, as a
basis of i l iuding in ilile gr ss .-tale of fill ili re I t lI;. Irocee(Is of a
policy on his lift (see. 2012) has miade available for Irailsfer iiler
ViVo. lile owiiersliJ) of life-inlslrn'lcl.e poli( 's well Ilie ob jective is
to elillinath fromt one'S gross e.,Iate tie valley of soille of his l)reseltly
owilel f se s. Thes Select ion of this asset for inter VivOS transfer is
often Iurged hecaluse the fiace m1outilt of tle policy is being refilove(
frol lie Irats feroD"s gross estlate for estate-tax )ulrpo-tes whereas the
vale of the I rau, feared 1).perty for gift-Iax pu rIo oes will le sill)-
st antiallv below its face alOmunt,. Factors working against tie selec-
tion of this asset for iier vi vos transfer, however, are tile possible
need for liquid assets to meet the various death expenses of the insured
find t(he problems created in hanld(ling t his asset ill the estate of the
raDnsfere(e if lie (lies before the illl'e(l.

TID liii) 1DlASE--WnE:I'ICI,%Y FREEI) FItot TAx

Wielln tIe proplerltv owner desires to dispose of his l)rol)erty so as
to eliminate or- Ininlin;lize the illillact of estate and gift taxation Oi tie
property ill tile hands of tie traisferees, he has ite choice of a long-
range tixe( and rigid plan or a long-range flexible plan. By either
type of long-range plan, hie can keel) the property from being subject
to an estate or gift tax as it passes from beneficiary to beneficiary
for from 80 to 100 years in any State in which the common-law rule
against perpetuities is in effect.

The 80- to 100-year period is based on the likelihood that such
period of time wil) normally elapse before tie end of a trust that is
to endure for 21 vears after ihe death of the survivor of selected lives.
If several of the selected lives are infants lit the time ti e period of the
rule against perlpetuilies begins to run, it will lie quite likely that,
80 to 100 years will elapse before 21 years after deathh of the survivor
of such selected infants.
Long- inqe fired and rlgiM plan

By a long-range fixed and rigid plan is meant one that is fixed from
the beginning not only is to I)eneficiaries but also as to the amount
of income or corpus that each beneficiary is to receive throughout the
(lurat ion of tie property arrangement. tn(ler such a plan if-the right
of each beneficiary to receive his designated share is contingent on
such beneficiary living to the (late of distributionn with a succession
of alternative beneficiaries so that under all conceivable circumstances
the dispositive instrument spells out what is to be (lone with tIhe prop-
erty, no beneficiary will have an interest that will 1)e subject to estate
taxes as a result of his death before the termination of the plan.

If a beneficiary is free to alienate his interest under a fixed and
rigid plan he may make a gift thereof that will subject him to a gift
tax. In manv States, however, the alienability of his interest can be
effectively cui'tailed by a so-called spendthrift clause.

The long-range fixed and rigid plan is normally an unwise one to
adopt because of the likelihood that as the years go by a change in the
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finan'ial or phl-sical oniilittonl of tie sIlhcled l',niiti. or fll(t i.m
ions ii ll t WoOlh of deinaled dollar ilI S, will ll11ke Silch planiiVOnllpll, v oill of lur1e, wilh lthe liin , . ( lm,vf~ullvlhp Owele bf-ttl'.

of aetion' iisuiillIV is Ito l ill ht ll he lflain ihilit v to nieet 1.hiaiiiging('0I1liliolls to lhe extent Ihlal, call" IN1. dolle wlillli v rvvn, l ax

Lonyt-rU!iq flexib.,' pln
Flexibility ill it 1l011i Imy be obltained 10, giving to the trilstee

disrelt loen ry powers as Ito income or corpuis ir both (ia discretionary
trust ) or bygiving to the henehfiaries powers of appoiltilienlt. The
tnaximum ilexibilitv is produced by including in the plan both dis-
cretionla'y Iowers III tihe trustee aiil powers of alintauent in tihe

ieti'iries. Adverne tax co-on4lences resiilt fr o the inclusion of
flexibility if the holder of a power is treated is the owner for estate
and gift-tax purlpmes of the ael s over which the power exists.",

Whether tie discretiouarv powers in a trustee or lihe power of
apl)oilt ielt in a beneficiary'is under eonsiterat ion, stidl power holder
(assiollning he is not also t hel creator of the poIwer) will not be deemed
tli owners of the au-ets over whih a power exil s fAr estate or gift -tax
purposes if he canilot benefit himself. his creditors, his estate, or
creditorsof his estate by the exercise of the power (sees. 2011 and 2514
of the 1 5t code).

It should be noted, however, that. even th ough Ilho power holder
cannot Ile benelited by the exercise of a power stch exercise n1a
deprive hini of tile possibility of belnefiting fromn the lonexercise of
the power. For example, suppose that a trust is established under
whicil A. as trustee, is given discretion to pay corpus to B the income
holeeliciarv and on W's death, the then relilailling corpus is to be paid
to A if le, is then living and otlierwise to someone else. A cannot
benefit himself by the exercise of his power to pay out, corpus but
Ile nillv benelit ftrom a nonexercis, of tile power. fin such case, if A.
exerei,-,s tile powVel' aIld thereby gives ipl) his contingent remainder to
tle extent of the corpus paid" out he is mnaling a gift. for gift-tax
piirposes of sutqi contingent interest but on his death before B his
contingent interest is elinlinated because of Ilis failure to meet tilestipulated requeirelent of survival and no interest under tile trust is

inciludible ill his gross estate for estate-tax ul'poses. Because of
tile gift-tax re.,ult mentioned, however, care should be taken to make
certain that the power holder cannot benefit from either tile exercise
or tionexerivise of tile power if 110 adverse estate or gift-tax result is to
be present as a result of the creation of the power.'

Even though tile power holder may benefit himself by tile exercise
of the power 11o adverse e-tate or gifi-tax consequence are present if
tile power falls into any one of the following categories:

1. The exerei.e of the power is limited by an ascertainable standard
relating to the health. education, support, or nmaintenalice of tile
power holder secss. 2011 (b) (1) (A) and 2514 (c) (1)).

s Adverse tax eo equeneps aizo would e present it smeit holder was treated as the
owner of such assets for income-tax purposes, but the Income-tax phase of the problem
Is teyond the 4,cope of this paper.

Another example of a situation where the power holder ioqes finnneially by the exer-
cla, of a power it one where the trist instrument directs the trustee to pay income to A
for life and to pay the corpus to A's children from time to tIme during A's lifetime as A
may s eelfy In an instrument In wrtting delivered to the trustee.
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2. The power holder cal exercise tile power only ill conjunction
with the i'rator of the power (sees. 3041 (b) (1) (C) (i) and 2514
((.) (3) (A)).

3. Tle I)OU (1I holder vain exerCise t lie over only ill conjillict ion with
a In-isoi having a suibstantial interest in the property subject to the
power which is alversely affected by the exercise of ihe power.
)1ly category No. 1 above is significant when the objective is to in-

troliie the\iil'iilitv into t long rage plan. ('ategory No. 2 is riled
o(Ht becalNv of Ille adverse tax consequences so far ais the creator of
tile power is colc(ern'ed a1d (ategorV No. 3 does not, accomplish the
objective dlie to tile 1inlikelihood nt te ll, one having the adverse
interest will consent to an exercise of the lover.

Ill one instalice the power holder imay benefit himself by tile
exercise of the power and there is oily a; slight, adverse estate-tax
conIseqlie'e occasioned thereby. If the i)ower holder canlnot with-
draw during any 'alendar vear in excess of S5,000) or 15 percent of the

.aggregate value(, of fle eisze subject to tlie power, whichever is
greater iii amlit, le will be deemed to have a general power of
appointment for estate-tax purposes only over the limited ahiolint
subject to witldraNali ill tile year of his'deallhi. This restricted ad-
verse estate-tax result grows olit of thi language in .,ection 20H1 (b)
(2) which points oilt that the lapse of slih ia power will not le deellied

:in exelr1ibtv llere(of for etvt :-ax ptlrpo.-s anad t ltle'l gliage of section
114 (e) which recognizes that such lape will not be ili exercise of

the power for gi ft-tax purpi ...oes. If tile power of wit hidrawal exc,,eds
lie greater of the amounts mentioned above, ea'( year in which the

power lapses will be deemed an exercise for both estate- and gift-tax
purposes to the extet that tie propertyy Which toid have been with-
drawn by the exercise of the hapsed i)ow'er exceeds ill vaile the ,relater
of the alove-mentiolicd alllOulitS. Ill light of the above, it is easy
to understand why iany long-range plans provide for t liiiitedl
right of withdrawal ($5,0)0 or language wh Ichmeets it'e )-percent
test) in a beneficiary to provide flexibility.

ECONOMIC EFFECTS OF ESTATE AND GIFT TAXATION

C. LOWELL. lIARRliSS, Clunbilt Univerbity

After 20 years, of Federal estate taxes at high (and generally stable)
rates what do we know about the economic effects? The amount we
can say with confidence, that, is accurate, is rather small. True, some
tendencies are reasonably clear, but there is little basis for measuring
them. Consluently, it is difficult to judge the significance of a trem
that undoubtedly exists. Ill other cases even trends are not marked
clearly.

DIFFIcULTY oF DETERMINING ECONOMIC EnFFCTS
Some of the economic effects are indirect, hidden, and generally

mixed with others. They result because persons potentially subject
to the tax act to reduce or eliminate their tax liability. Such actions
probably have greater results (per dollar of revenue or per estate)
than the* comparable results for other taxes.

73934-50-55
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I ,atIi and gift taxes are to a large extent iiiler the deliberate con-
trill f tlis property Vil wner. l'hev : a i1lnuio.t colldetelv divorced

;o(Plil otdil %, a m i't t ra ie-act i uo ll. act ioie ieded to reduce
14)l ot h i el' tyj eif tax iitivoli ile t wt- i.eduv-. of :i tle an emiploy-

ilu id :arvieeliielit, ir ill her i..l-ii -4 Inatter. ,av\iiI! i slh.- tax wlII
gel,' il fly ite1li ire foregoing i pirl,:. (i'l i.il, Sall.) wii ijh k desiraihlf
itl itvlf. l;irelv is it ix-eto "i %. tulp ili ne (ii the luit. l .ll. of
gromih if economic pOw.r pln cuuliqltioul andI ilnluding desired
h'i qlir , I f. ll a ii c i Ifi llf t mil) to sa'e Is O X, for 'attes alt' [It(l) oVerI
It00 lp'-nilt. Bilt dlaIi lax is h idly an im-ident of t tr:ii'Iatio n Its

sirial on 4dilher group ids. Yet ac: iot' to reduce i death tax iilay in\'xolve
rvI:li is li'litth, "'wrilite )f \u]fat is desired firotlhe reson. . The
S:1ume 1iav a jullpv as rc g:ard, gift tax. for (emcel ti hg charitable gifts
atl itli, , of inielntal ainoiilit-) Ile reason for inakiiig the gift is iot%,i' I for ordlnl'i 1 ll e . ,-( .tron-l, r~ pln -Isi,ll-- fl(r It ll0 1t.IX
f Aoije(: ie. I Ieice ltiornl'iIl e'ilt-on 'ili, c ii ralioii, (1 not ex rt as
st rong a che,'k on eat, (or gift) tax avoidance as oil the avoidance of
sois' otlier laxes. So is ex eed iu\lui., of (,tales. to try io e. tape
de, th taxe.--as they (erlanly t o. The act ions they tik(, do not
,h ays leave traces clear enough to pernllit slit isfactory allalysiS of the
e,14ioilic results. even if data l)otentiall l available were conlpiledi.

Another dilreulty of studying this problem is that the nagnitudes
are small conparedi with those bearing on the economy as a whole.
Death and gift taxes loom large in the economic calculatiom of wealthy
families, but the $1.2 billion or so a year they bring government treas-
uries cannot coinpae with income, l)roperty, sales, (or even payroll
taxes. Nor does this amount seem large in relation to annual savings
or other of tie more important magnitutdes that apply to the whole
economy. Something that is relatively small may tip a balance and
have effects quite out of' proportion to 'ts own size-if it (lops, in fact,
weigh at the margin. Yet it is not alh..ys clear what is bringing a
disproportionately large result because it is oper:'ting at, the margin.
This is true of death and gift taxes; they are small in relation to the
total economy but possibly large enough'to have substantial influence
at some points,

RmucToN or LAROr. FORTU.s

One undeniable effect is the reduction of large fortunes. Despite
the opportunities for escaping tax-and they are numerous-large
holdings of private wealth have, been taxed and depleted substantially.
In 1951, for example, 11 gross estates of $10 million and over con-
tained $183 million gross ($111 million net) and paid tax of $69 mil-
lion. The average net amount left for distribution to heirs was under
$4 million. The 34 estates of from $5 million to $10 million with $236
million goss ($150 million net) paid tax of $74 flilliowll-leaving a net
average of less than $2 million. These figures are reasonably typical of
the years since ie marital deduction became effective. Even smaller
fortunes-arge to most of us but less than the princely holdings of

The Treasiry and a few State agencies assemble and publish useful statistics on
death and gift taxes, lut facts that are far from complete. in view of the preoccupation
of economists with other matters and the lack of general interest In death and gift
taxe, the utA of more resources to compile data on these levies might be hard to Justify.
Vet it wuhl not he impossil to get somewhat more Information (even without revising
tax returns) if Congress or the E'xecutive felt that the need were suifleient.
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the very wealthy-are being depleted. Perhaps 90 percent of the
$1.2) billion ill~ied Federal ilnd State death and gift tax each year
oness froin families with wealth over lpeilinh s ,*4O0,M0. A full

generation of such taxation will dwarf tile rsult to date, Beyond any
question death taxes are cutting down private fortunes, ant, in gen-
eral the biggest oues niost, though tile inequality with which taxes fall
on family accunulations of esentially the same size may well seem
ii istres.ilzig. Lirge et atmtini a'qlll, of t"l'oii',. I Iit t hey arze fewer', and

they average leh, thall if there heeti (i no tatte allid gift liaxei.
What are tilt e-lolill' f.1-t i-, if tit- r'talctionl of large personal

holitigs of \eafilt? With onlv lf a get etat itt. 20 years--and
these years of t enal ia 1h1mn li iailge ill oiilet'r r.. t.-of truly high
delth taxes we llillot expvcl tom-o ellUIi f tilf ft( eloig-ri result. Nor,
as the decades roll by, vali we Compare hat oltes to exit. within what
would othelwiN' have existed. h, .in important s4i e the -Otilitry will
never know I he effects of the tax. Ill broad Itellls, however, oie i'esult
is that the teldeley of economic iniequality to cumulate, to feed on
itself, hits beenl cut ; fortunes once started grow more slowly than if tile
estate at(i gift taxes were markedly lower. l Byonld this generality,
]iowe'er, I venture tio connillent ol tihe ecotolilci (or social) results of
the reduction iniequality.

As Pimrr OF .% 'l.X SYS-r:tm

( Ol ' illiortallt ,ipeet of the I ile of deathi taxes is tlieir reLItion to
other elellietts ,f i ia ax sy,-ell. The lilrt olall'e ites not ill tile total
viehd, for it. is not large ellougl to pe'rllit sigilifieantly lower rates
of other taxes. l'w ilniportalCe I have in lnind lies in strengthening
what in Itiost cases arle, Or would otherwise lb,, weak spots, at least to
my way of thinking.

For one thing, death ani gift taxes constitute the oily progressive
element other thl the ilnouie tax. Views about tile desirability of
proglre.sion differ. Ilhowever, Si'te 1l'ogr'ession is prt" of national
policy, use of death and gift taxes offers a method of achieving the
objective. Ill pri n'I)le they have some a(lvaltages over income taxes;
tile chief, perhaps, is that they fall ol Ilie net results of a full lifetime
of et'ollniC ai'tivitv Moreover, they probably have less adverse
elfet oti incentive t work and oil the building of personal financial
independeilco (and family business) thani higher income tax rates
fielding the same revenue. ()ur death taxes, unfortunately, are very
far indeed front models of slnoothi, evell and equitable progression.8

Yet they are at least somewhat )rogressive ill a system built largely
on pro lortional and even regressive elements. Most of their yield
cel'tailll, eomtes fromil)per wealth or income groups, so tha t , viewingtile system as a whole, rhey can be Collsi dermedprogressi ve.

'Even with the Intormntlon on the marital deductions claimed, any estimate af tax
according' to family wealth rather than reported estate Is subject to an extremely wide
margin of error, especially if thy family is interpreted to include children and grand.
children. Yet for the purpose. at hand this is the more important point because fortunes
are ivore trutl family than Individual matters.

The Income tax. of course. operates powerfully in the same direction.
'When he Is taxed on his net estate, the owner of a business In effect receives about

as fil offset of losses as could he reasonably desired.
I Since I have developed this point more fully In a re.ent article, I shall not use my

limited space here to repeat the argument. See C. Lowell Harriss, Sources of Injustice,
in Uath Taxation, National Tax Journal, rol. VIi (December 1954). pp. 289-308.
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Denth iaxes reachl owners of two types of property that genlerldly
1.1cape i( ioiile tax-apital gains not realized before (eaih and niun ici.
pal bonds. Since there alpjears to be little practical )rospe(t of
broadening the income tax to close tie loopholes offered owners of
such wealth, the estate tax preven.,--crudely, of couirse--con l ete,
pIernlallent avoidaline of lax on such p)pert y y I niln|y owners. MuNlcl
the same can be said concerning wealth a'cciinlatuld front receipts
that sire not fully taxed because depletion allowances exceed the
owlerls investment!

Federal credit, for State death taxes materials' enliances the prac-
tical power of States to ill)ov estate and inheritance taxation. The
amount of thle credit is another matter; from various points of view it
may seem either too large or too small. Yet if there were no credit,
interstate competition as places of residence for persons of wealth
would unquestiolably develop to the point that significantly pro-
gressive (leatil taxation by the States would be extremely risky. Even
fiat-rate and rather low death taxes might seem unwise. Elimination
of Federal taxation of estates--soieilnes proposed as a device for
increasing the ability of States to use this revenue source-would, in
fact, curtail State power unless a credit were retained to enforce a
iniiininmum national standard.

The gift tax helps somewhat to protect income tax, as well as es-
tate tax, revenue. Incidentally, States with income taxes benefit a
little from the Federal gift tax. However, the relation between effec-
tive estate and gift tax rates so favors gifts that death and income tax
revenues are protected less than Congress seems to have intended orig-
inally. The absence of a Federal credit for State gift taxes helps ex-
plain the failure of States to adopt such taxes to protect somewhat
their death and income taxes.1

TRUSTIFICATION OF PROPERTY

One major economic effect of estate taxes results front the oppor-
tunity under the law to reduce the total tax over the years, reduce it
subst'antially, b, placing property in trust. Consequently, the use of
trusts is stimulated by the taxes in their present form. Although
there is no doubt about the tendency, no data for measuring it are
available Thus, knowing that over 05 percent of gifts reported on
1950 gift tax returns were of property in trust, we still cannot say
how much of this use of trusts was due to the tax system. Certainly
some, probably muchI And the extent will grow as the tax-saving
advantages of trusts are recognized more widely and as wills now
being made come into effect.

I at, then, is the economic significance of trusteeship of wealth ?
More cautious and conservative investment is one result. Although

* Are there eases of the opposite sort In which death taxes put especially heavy burdens
on property which may he taxed no less (or even more) than other under the Income tax?
Conceivably, this may he the case with common stock In estates which must be valued
for tax purposes at abnormaly high levels, especially It dividend income has In fact beensubject to double taxation-a point beyond the scope of this paper.

Here State gift taxes succeed In reducing gifts, Federal Income- and death-tax reve-
nues are Increased.

4 See J. K. Butters. 12. L. Thompson, and L L Bollinger Eifects of Taxation: Investment
by Jndividuss, Oraduate School of Business Administraion, Harvard University, Boston,
1IM3, pp. 870-372. Thustificatlon of property has grown not only to save death taxes
but for other reasons as well. Pension plans must now play a much more Important role
than death taxes.
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trusts iiiuide today generally perilit invest lent byolld tle lre-t 'ietive
liniits of the past, the tendney is to stit-k to l'elati', ely "high quality"
as-ets. A another, alld related, is greater emphasis oi rationality 'in
Iiakilng invc,,tmelit decisiolls specialized, teliiically (OlilIHtelit per-
SOn)lie generally giiidte the decision making. While' tlih wi-dml of
I'ctc -will vaiv wi elv. their inflien.e will Imake the preservation of
wea lth I m,'e likely thanl if heirs were given greater re-polisibility and
frecdoln for IA-ivc-tnelt. The dissiliation of ilheritanices that can
coMP from foolish investment or rec less spending by heirs who are
free to use their )rop erty is largely prevented by Irl'steing wealth.
The e('olloii as i whole as well as the particulr families involved,
will Ibenefii f)1,mn any such reduction of folly and waste.

( )n the other hand the conservative aild restricted nature of
trusts rollovers wealth from markets where it niglt be available for
miiOl'e vent tilesoiiie and risky iiivestllent. Fol'tlilleS in trust canlot,
as a rule, be uised for fillaliig sonle of the mlost dynnlilie parts
of the ecomiolimy. Even tile beneficiary of a trust seeking capital for
his own business often cannot use assets which uIlder a freer system
would have been available to him. Yet it is the hlrge concentration
of wealth that can finance the scrutiny of new ventures and afford
to take the extreme risks that are involved in true economic pio-
neering." Of course, there is no way to deterinine low much, if any,
of the wealth now in trust for rich families would in filet be used
to finance (lymlalilic ventures intelligently were it not for trustifiea-
lion. It is easy, )erhaps, to romanticize a bit about the part existing
fortunes wold la yll in financing the expansion of ecolmlnic frontiers,
esl)eciallv by Iew businesses. There can be no doubt, however, that
much whtalti now ill trust cannot conceivably be used for such pur-

poses: in addition there are assets which iii fact will not be used
or dnamnic economic growth even though the trustees are not

absolu ely prohibited front doing so.
However, there develops a grolI)-not large in relation to the whole

pop)ulatioll-receivilng incolne (about $2 billion a veal' before i lCOllO
tax) from trusts whose capital assets they do not fully own or col-
trol and nay not consume. Although the social :11ld econo ,ic effects
of such a (evelopnleilt are not obvious, they will hardly assume tile
relative importance of those associated with reitiotr groiips in some
civilizations in the past.

ENCOUitAEMENT OF INTERl XIVOS CiIi'S AND TIt INSi;S TO j11E
SURVIVI NO SPOUSE

As intimated earlier, the differential between estate and gift tax
liability oil many distributions of property is large enough to en-
courage transfer of property before death. There is also gift (and
income) tax inducement to spread gifts among numerous heirs. A
soniewhat wider and earlier distribution of wvaltll results. More-
over, there is "skipping of generations" to avoid taxable transfers.

9 Giot corporations now perform some of the %ePiturcqomu undertaking once left Inore
to individuals: the giants seeking funds for expansion miy at times get them by sale of
new common stock to trusts. There Is little basis for judging how adequately estab-
lished firms do the Job or what gaps they leave that might be filled by use of private
fortunes. My own feeling, whIch may be largely prejudice, Is that Innumerable oppor-
tunitles will not be developed by firms large enough to draw, directly or Indirectly, on
wealth In trust.
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In Other fi t ,a \)ngs may off'.e ffh enwtq t h inr4l401 tut pre.lmalk r v ,lllo 4 l nI
o ttn' genlvrfl i4lvi: of taxIayers. One nonllquilty reason t o- bing life Insurance Ig

to mnie- cnvenient'use of certain gift-taw avoidancew dtuc.
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tollli ;l'i -I:4 IeII Fef gl'tilif tttds"1111 of , lih ' t O,, 1 u4 li
I I isi i' lltl 'i i t 1 liii l Igi : 111 41:11 tl1lV 1 n 11 1,y i tIl .\l- i t ,.

Sill f ti 2-1' 1,-4 i Il A' :i 41l1 II vN,) -. (":111 I.,, (If.1 i , , I :111
I :l l . I,t rI. t '. lI, 11, 14t 11 :1l I:\ :111 1 -i ft lif i).iII I, 1141114Ill ll III 011 .

11igh lotp i t f ),141 \ lit PII1t I, t1;. i' 11111' '81111 1 01 i itc~t

h'11 . ,rS w e1 ' I) , i' ' ll 1 .) il't'y St\ 21' ai'tl l' Ait : I ,I ( il -:thllp.s
inth,'l'l , 1 ' t i e ti l1 lil'p IfI , t' i .l- 't o l. .'1141 ill \ 1')I,\s ill lI I4':41

I i21 III 1 ,114 O ldh I 'Ie ttO i l m i wll. 1111'g (he 214 i1iltfk 21I bi

fll, lit ill \\ ill :11... im-4. , ill,.., it, l vs,, l ffli hl Il,, . . (bill,,/.g

11i1 1) l'ru ild t i 1 h21 l )'tI hl o-e16i x,si oa'ti \%411 4i t ,l I.vlct t l ' , vi lh ).
i t I II til - 1%, 1 I i 1i iIjlIis I I ilt, 11 t r 111 of 1t I)' it ni.p S Il Ity , It-

"-o ,II (Ii l l :I I 1 :1 ' fl'l w'th tl IH.IIlt i ll I ,'11 '1 rli4ll wtl.,
. ,lll t-:11','t.run lo'l\\ iilt.i.\. :,it im ir catn , o f..r It im.-il s.olviti,, iilo

iiliial pigIum fromI %\ Ifat allt'llru'ill, etlol,. Is tht th1ly.

haveli h ee se a tim fllr milclr, re-lig-ion141,11 vducaion1, caiy

adllr sic h ,deirai 1' e aonitiol-ro, he as 1vll it' ti',a ItIrP
illcolg :\ a;lifto tae Cillilllilti filll, oit of Ithe firel o p a y
On e one hn deatw tl',h t y llh trh be ill relill.

blille-.s gia;&'.. Tle ;lalher lit-ii flldI c.o. iniliy ill' o wrlnilp :1n14
11I'lll~lllleit -w, llt inideplillhill elil v. hl.r lbcalllse (if fhati h lll.
T h e i |1 0 r'e ., 1 11 i " t o 4 l Ii' o, h 1 1i 1 coe . h : ly o w\ \ i , le h iI . i I ,. e s- . t o d r'i v e i t ,

if tnd to ilerge wil g eaner , ItiOiy wion ly te wiioher a irn( .T o e ldi
.Xtli. , ts t er 11h 4 fillhr ,lvl ef v.s oli gr owth, T heatilI: tx(. corn lia' i it

litl e \ith l other iea irl.stonl Ti arallUal nliv. ry1
tl iquidity lproblls. ar ill\\ greaterI,' .' 111:t ililherellk lv(.,nry.

IPYhe (10h10 be Iedlied. Tiodav', I:Iw .i -Ill prleie pi.t a '1viilll olt
Ill a k il l t ill, e sltat e li fi l id b e, f ,o d v atl h . N o ui ,ef .I p ti lpo s eo o f p uli c.i
1polivY 'is servell thereb N. '! pue. thi,.,rv arIe vallidl lnntix r'ew ow for
Illainy lrolpert y owtleis to \ :kltl Iogze I hlir e,.taes ill foiii lhal peimits
Irolpt . ,1 hlinent. nie (Rio erni||ent, llowver, ,:tin~s imoliiii. from
.lit'h liqpliditY ext'-lpt the Illilli..ciih, tlInporaI'*v d\'anta)ire of ear1lier

IN; ylnent (. e. , flhe only los, fron|l a ..hift of po.lic.y. \\oI..h l S, ino
Iili/llt lpostll elnll ). Ill prinileh, lh' liniv of Sod'liinl is silipl --
'low as a ilatieer of' right to e've.. saglaleroi.i'os tiil (11l) to Ip, i'hp

y e an ) fo il p ll i vil o f fia x o i ,l o f l ow li(ilid it y Ov ilh m odeh st
intrest rI'Mes, II;lllp ait 11ll lerli:ap, if tlhe 11set yields Iio'iilolm.) ; adhli-
tional tlip would IT 1ive()on proof of upeed. The estate( might also
be perilited to pay by turiingzover i.-ISS I thel.sell. lit tile evaluation
tised ill colpliill" t.-il lia bilit. Adoption of sli.h prioposal s %%olld
not eli l illale tie p ro b~le m e t irely bI t. w ollhd led ic'e il.; .,eoiio ll. lle. .%

PjII I,A .I IROPY

One social gain froin wt~vate accttullifonls of wealth is that thtoy
have been tu.d at tines for fin~aning art, religion, education, eh.arityt.
and other Sih de. irable activities-/rouped here a-, Iphtnnhrop .
Although estate and gif taxes cu~t the s fortunes, tie eff'ects on philan -
thropy are mixed.

On'the one handi, death taxes Iby redluing fle wealth available to
heirs tend to discourage tgnerosil'y; onl the otlier hand, the deduct-

19.t1. !9. Butterp. John tLtntner. W. L. Cary. Effect of Taxation: Corptirnte Ntelrvers
(Graduate Sehool of Businests Administration, Tiarvard University, Roston. 1951). eh. It.
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ibi lily of di IIri Iliti ioiIt1 ribt1PMs iel IHIs lle cost of gi ts I tiat qualify
so tilt tI l'e ietl ' Io , Iti ' fill r 11111 i Is heirs is Iivs!, ill tiliPS IIItieh les,
I hn I ti alit- li, ' I, ip l nv l)ge '. I t I y.ver, It I IroI j~IaIIIII Ig to
I1a1 ke liiiihliIIt Iri P beliE e .ests lilt, lii ad e'l I ifiV'iet Il |hi |t Illei he-
fore Ii'lith ill oiler ti i'eluE' i'col PP '1 well a. Ii atl tax. Coue.-:iuE'PPIly, ofi tOli th tl-0, r (Pf liehst it o t ax ill (ji'oil'a ilig ( or ot,
11lcompagilp) ilIlailtinhro * y nmay IlP, rilhecle(d inl ilom('Ple, rallir lian in

,tie tia, txi i rl',. ()ie iliin ig (l(1,' -,'t'- n s Iem yond lislite plhi hi -
Ihrrop " l gifts %% ill Ill. hirger III,, h , V fhf. &r, dl1-libl.i 0h:111 wh!,-i they

flr, oll h, llr, %'i.,iolls,., oil l. hJim I111,'. i,'i{.o illag d ilillbl roipy,
41111p'itr l with it law lik lilt- 11' %tri li v -i' g'r iil dectibil itiiliPy Ill

filr I'i% -.' ,it ill:d ifiiP4.

l'>.t niti' I li irii II ihil l('.l,,w few v ,oi' t a. i I ilie ts ill rve'Pit,
piIrs; ill II;,I th6 .wpir'.l:ig. of ,.lnrilatle, (c. l.illio9 0 I,, 1i'f1
e~ti" l s ,lii' o .iN I l i'I ' li,' 19-22 ;. :, -,'ge, i,:ilr y a qtrikiiig
ctiiiile. I I I sI-.h Ai'cllie Sippip. tip) it' iip )lptll tle for olr (P i l' y
Int I le i e dl W1 , .ieciNIlly if' it i illle sill'ilt, by larger "ift's
dii lrig Ii fe, ik Iiot tiu erotigi fo tbe (1pisi ive.

ri,4r;N ( 'i'rrmi AuimI,1 i.'IIr NI) BhMP N 1S,5 1 oimcy

l t Pal, I a , % (P.1-1 o PP'(' .'0114 IiIPEN I I P 111 l, SP I IW' ril '110, $iA.,M al
frl1111w,- anull, it s na gili'l, iiIioliilil -,altlh. Spjwlt l'' not perialit.
,lwi'.sloll of 111i", K'<, ' "vvil if it ,l .1" '- l' 01( Valiity, hloweiver, ft-,

11t, :1111(Pli I l :i o iY'ar i ii,iguiiilicIII, ill liii 1.fliPO iIly Ole. Si/, (of oilrs.
I'r'ip i ,, ':il,:,ii V lh'lnl'-d IPJll thills'of va-t ly "rieater importance

Ihliniii itiat Ii PiIM'',~, t',xieipt for (.oi.iil ':it oll., flirat l y li. li--ed- -

sillP'Eiilly Iihose growilii out of liqiidity needt'-, Ile liw-, ite
(llli lh('P~tPettut p ,)ii i i li . 'rt'icf, hltii i'iild stIrll tilre, 11(11,
hM',,t ili i, oiiill iiit iio , :iiI otilil. oi , 't s ( if -ill,- i', itt. , iiitii ,i,'d
Iv, ati ililI Iil tle-. (witli ttle I'.lPtiow li oI ted ).

M.'il l,'iN O1's

()lher etff'ic'" 11l y be flot ii t liogh lhey lire of les i iniortaiive t ailn
tioe :iill'ealdY iiinviiioet. tlhea lx,'s teiad io co.4; of conijilice llid
adtiilisliill ioli. Ill, ef'fiort anad ri','oirce's il-el to '(pillily witli llid
elifore, ltmi': xes ili, me -iillI iii reatiiol to Ilie 101o ('.h 'o E bIP il l i
totlnl t hey dio replj'lt, iise' of Soille very. iighli slkil, llolreper il llIar
of revelilt I iliililiie, t haln aiiY tier tax. It would be nice, if the
ahits rf'ql lirle, by these tia xes i ' e free, for more creative P ('oritlu:

tiion. Sonme ('>,-tie's ari1e illvolwvd hi lit igation or in oilier waY. have
setleeitei, lielt l ip h iause of tax.

C NCLUDING STATEMENT

Amneri('an leatli and gift, taxes are iertniitily not major elements of
our econon.y- notliingi like ineonie, 'iies, or property taxes. Yet in a
few rese(cts--beyoind those of raising revenue--they exert influences
which are of soie importance. Unfortunately, the information
needed to measure the size and asess the significance of these influ-
ences is very inadequate. Some of the effects are undesirable, but this
is true of the consequences of any tax. Compared with other sources
of revenue, death and gift taxes still seem to me relatively better than
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lil plaice Ilev Iey now ovllpV ill lit, fax st ritl'ire its Iiieits'lred by their
o'elVit'l yield. II ollit'r %link, great' il't'i e i4e of death inlid gift

ilexes wiihl 'il lihit Iighlr n -e (if Iatxes llill lily judgineit have
greater defects,

Yet I Ik in11llllsioll IIIi1 IN, Itol ified, for it depends Ilm)11 the kind
alinl i i'l ile (if deal Ii and gi f laxes iliolved. , 1tholugh lly aissign-
ill-li doeS ni i Il i cl'l t i dis'ii iif tliis point, I sl otid like'to iiake

ile'iir illy- belief that iisb'i iralhe inprovenient, cold he Iintde. It
WOh ib11d ial t he furii llif "li el a ill I Il hroadellilig of tlie hIaw, especially
it) the flIlin of illlhlidin/g life esta'lvs aid other ti'h interests, ciniu-
litling gifts luitlx Ijllcls illto a siigl m levyll gralttilolls t'anisfe'rs,

alm i'lilig Ile i'rales l t ill ' u , lir lels. alti I11king other ('hiitiiges t
I11,m1ove iIiellil i0. 3411d et Viiiet1V l . INite I'dedi't ion at Ihlie top scM'nS
dei ralile I I , riiiit .. riouis ell'rtls to clos, loophols, to hssent lihe tre-
nlell1dolls pl-es,,urtes t41ward l vofidiwme thalt itro im-lell, ill it htx like

11i, aiil o Iniit iate tlit' iwiviilities hillt i ire .ssovii I i with tllesl taxes
in a iWorld of Ih'xillt' Inoln' a r 'nitvits, iuct IIat i iig ass1ets9 vallueS,
aud ditrering life spa ns and tani ly clllsilioll.

RI((MME.NI)ATIONS FOR REVISION OF FEDERtAL
ESTATE A N 1) (IFT TAX ES

BoRis I. iltrTmR, Yale University

I N TROI)u(roItY

The subject assigned to ile by the cOnliitte is 'ecOmiinelations
for revisioll of Fedteral st lae and gift taxes. ult changes in tile pres-
ent svt t ln e l)l)iosed alnd deated intelligently only after there

hIl I'een an agreenieit on the oliject ives of tlie Feder'al estate and gift
taxes, a subject that has li've assigiied to another cOn iltant. Although
I dlo not want trespass oil his ground, I think I should at least set
out brielly the presuppositions upin which liy recoimnieudations are
based.

First, the Fedei'al est ate and gift taxes are not. important sources of
Federal revenue and, uniles the need for Federal revenue falls off in a
drastic and unanticipated maI nner, these taxes could not be converted
into substantial revenue sources in the near future. Since World

"War II. they iave fielded from $0.5 to $0.9 billion per year, out of
total Feder:il reveille of ,410 to $70 billion per year. Even tie out-
right confiscation of nedium and large estates would not produce more
than $21 to $3 billion a year. Trhe Federal estate and gift taxes, then,
are not and could not possibly become serious coill)etitors of the Fed-
eral income tax, or even of the Federal alcohol and tobacco taxes, in
the production of revenue.

Secondly, it is my belief that these taxes are not important tools
of Federal fical policy. Like any other taxes, they have their effecAs
on the national pattern of consumption, savings, and investment. No
doubt Profesor ]larrisq, to whom the committee has assigned the sub-
ject of the economic consequences of the Federal estate and gift taxes,
will illuminate this obscure relationship for us. But unless he pro-
duces some unexpected new data, I suspect that we will be left with the
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(1011 v ict ol t w it,, II ' ! it to Ir wo.#a xes o l consiiiit itl, savings, and
iilvestllel4 is fill i tll te t enI| iatc' l Ied ,i;i is tle inilat.t of tle Federal
Iuumlle tax and of lhe vllriotis Fedeal excises. A d even if tho rela-
lio hilt b ,t't el t tstah. P ll2 gift I l:iaxt il and (ionlsllilll)tion ind ini-
ve.st itit111 1 ml Ibme doted wiltI aeu ravy 1i1d the effect of Chaiig(s in
tl,, ; IliXes con hil ie forast with .tiiI, the total contribution
lint il IPY 'olul llake to our economic: stability would of necessity be

slight. For tliese, reasoiis, tihein, I do not look upon these taxeS as ahn-
mlltarilt, tools of Federal fiscal policy.
In illy opinion, then, te objective of these taxes is neither to raise

sibstatil ii1alnioinits of revenue nor to staibilize the economy. Their
funct ion, rally her, has a lways beei th predict ion of economic inequality
lbrotiglit alout iy inherited wealth. Although the F'ederil estate tax,
to which the gift. tax is aIInilliry, was enacteifdutiring World War I, its
IliillitiP'ilt e rools iiah11Y Ito follnd Iin SpeChts of Iheodore ]oo.4vel ol
the slibjedl of e('ollol(iic ine(itality and earlier ini lie popilar labor and
:igrarniai inloveients of the late 19th centtrly. IhereI have, of Colurse,
been divergent opiinions on the appropriate level of taxation, bilt over
the years the (Cingress has adhered with stStillatil ConsistenCy to
this coneeltion of the objective of the Federal estate and gift taxes.
It is ln objective that commandllins i wiif .acceptance not because of a
desire for economic leveling itself, but becatise so many persons-
in nti1lnV iouit ries and through the ages--have believed thnt. restraints
()n inheritance serve to open ip economic opjiortinitius for all.

It is on this conception of the Federal estate and gift taxes (stated
with extrentwe brevity and deliberately oversimplified, to avoid tres-
passing oil Mr. Eisenstein's territory), then, that my recommendations
rest.
1. Rale8

Altliough for slie years there his been no change ill the estate
Mtid gift tax rates as such, their actual weight hilt b'eii drastically
lightened, niost notably by the "martial deduction" lnd "split, gift"
lrovisiois of the Revenie Act of 1948 and, nore recently, by the
abandonnent, in 1954 of the "premiums paid" test for taxing lil fe-in-
surancel proceeds. Both changes in effect reduced the tax rates for
Imtany taalivers; there have been sOnic otlier chailges in the statute
that in effect increased the rates, hut the increases tre1' probably sillili
ty ('otil'arisoII with these reductions. OIr information aboult the
actllil weight of these taxes is ve 7 unsatisfactory. There has beon
Oi1o st tldy of niled .tttIle id gif t tax rettiwrli and a further study
along this line by the Internal Revenue Service itself would be nefiil,
eslpecillly if the effect of the 1948 and 1954 statutory changes referred
to above could )e interpolated into tile statistics. A siunnarv that I
coilnpiled recently from Treasury statistics indicated an effective Fed-
eral estate tax rate (for returns filed in the period 1947-50) of abollt
27 percent for gross estates of I to 2 million dollars and of about 49
percent for gross estates of ,:5 million or more.2 These figures, which
are necessarily crude because of the form of the published statistics, do
not reflect the 1954 change in the taxability of life insurance at all, and
they reflect the 1948 "marital deduction" provision only to a limited

I Pechman, Analysix of Matched Estate and Gift Tax flturn. 3 National Tax Journal
153 (1950).

tBittker, Federal Ineome, Estate, and Gift Taxation (Prentice.Hll, Inc., 1955), p 894.
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extent. Moreover, they do not reveal tile extent to which the estate tax
was avoided by the useof lifetime gifts. Our inquiry, after all, should
not be restricted Ito lie ltax ost of truaile-iit i jg property at death; we
must rather ascertain the aggregate tax, estate and gift, on lie ralns.
mission of wealth from one generation to another.

In the light of the function of the estate and gift taxes, these esti.
mates crude as they are, suggest that a rate increase would be war-.
ranted. I recommend that this committee initiate it statistical study
of the type suggested as the first step in reassessillg the level of lhei
('stato and gift tax rates. TVhe stludv should, of Course, embrace tlle
State t ransfer taxes, as well as the Federal levies.
2. I)4i'lti/, of /t, I d, ,',d qift .qt,,, mi.'d,

U nder prsetit Iaw, the gift tax is ifulepenletll of tlit est Iax, hav-
ing its own schell deh of rates, its own set' of vvl,\1pili4 anid exemilptions,
,11itl its owl) 'rilttrii fo.r a''wrta in inl whell a 1 rally sfet. of property is
s.illiieint1v conipleth to ie taxed, A gift if property may he subject
to gift Ia x lii tit' groilil that tli, dlor lils I''liltallish'ed so lllch

('ollltrol that be shll Id no hotger he regardedI as tlie owner' ilt tile
same, )rolertv 1i1v late r lip iticluded iii hi,; eta t ecvatis liet tr ansfer
was not sullielvill " C I complete It) Sat i4,v ili' sl ale I , sIiiiila(rds. It

1-l(h a case. thle gift tax paid 4iuurin,, lift tmay he crediled as a "down-
piylntit'" on the e4tlate tax (subject to -011e colipl icated rest i'ict ions)
while this ili iiates the shlirtcotiii.ig (if till- exi. illg ,trit( ilie, it does
lot Are to jlist if-v it. Moreover, thlit' overlaljpi , ap livatins of the

2 tral usfe' ti Xi'S have bvi('Ole miorei liilllo'itut, ill it'c'ill years s1 the
1",ll]t of ll) ahadll iIllit lbY' lit' t'o1ittk of aill t';lrlie. toeidi 'ilt'y to voil-

-1 rile lit, 2 ltkavt, %% hieit,'vir I' --ihhe. as i i in i it:iletia.
Mait-v colliillial s hat ) called, attition to thi, problmll of over-

iplpitig'a icat in ,ft lie c'-taf I t' :lnld gift i:\c-. Of coiSe. t here iliayibe rrale-ft'i that ut ) o he 'illjeit to rift tix withollt o lievin, the
dlllor of evtI te tax on hi, det Ii: :and I do ilot stib:.rilpe tot lt- common
view llit em'la pilig i' it'ce:-1rily olijvt iotilable. il t we iow have
t li:tlphazard s\stciii m tr whiii i oveil:p1 ui,,ig fceci witlholtt pan
i' pirpo-e. ali Inder %' hihici tie -,eift tax will Iev credited only within
'oirtaiili itatin- t htI iav, little or no oia'c;,.t ,a with t lie standards

that toverl txahlilitv.
Moreover. oterlal.piiln, of tlie e.-tate a nd Lift 1a xi,' is liot tlie only

Iiidegir-able plidiht iof the existin,.i, iliildeIidvnlt 1IIvnt li.. 'lhe gift
illy (olitaill" its own exiellptcill of S*3(.0 por doilo ir ( which rises to
$60.OOt) for a carried couple takili advantage of the "split gift"
I~rovision).a :viihale il addition to the estate-to \ exinjIt ion of $S1,W000
(or, in effect. $120.01()0 if the "litatll deilctiion" i, inlployed). Full
eiiloloynelit of the 2 exemptions por'nilt a mantried tian with $1,80,000
of I roprty to give $60.0(0( diling his life to hik children and to divide
lie reinaitiing $120,000 between his wife and children at death, with-

out payment of either gift. or estate tax.3  (Any part of the wi(low's
.;60,01) left oil her ltdeath could be befpuetled by her without estate
tax, because of her own $10,00 estate-tax exemption.) If the life.
time gifts had not been made, however, and the husband had left
$120,000 to the children and $60,000 to the wife, his taxable estate

In point of faet, an even larger anmoint roilid ti' tran-fi'rroil without inymnent of rifttax. by virtue of the gift-tax exclsllon that will be ditcnwit in the nest recommendation.
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wOUld h, 0t1,0l111 (i. e., j.(?ooJ It)-) , h- marifal dedi't ion of $60,000 and
exemption of $6(0;loo).' 'The gift-tax exemption cannot be carried
0VPVr flit' ilM' al dea il. A llg witl ti iildeplivlelit gift-tax exenillp-
t1io1 gts it Io im r s.lhed ul i f raitf-, fori those li feti lm, gifts that exceed
file .chl,;lis :al11l t'.i'll l,t,11. i'rilpei' givell awav (itiritig lift', in
oIt'i'. ,,,l' I. is sibjit I(, o loweIr I Irll sfr i.ax thall ille slle allotioit
of llrolw'rty held until deal l."

M. lilt%,. oilly very ski 111j1 iliforllatio 1( ilt tll-, extent to Which.
iho st'Jianaoi' flailsfeir lax -. ,st en 10 are it wact ie e, xld(it (!t by tilx-

pavel's. 'xlcelt fot I -r a inf ' tIl lifetliime gifts to avoid
til I'cavicr ' staIe tax are I'liade priillo biv I w tlio:e ill tile highest
bl'a ets, w\%e io() It( kllmvW how .xtvli.'-ive is tilt' practice of lifetilue
gifts, what, tyls of io ' rprty lev involved, or to wh:t extent tile
tlralzsle'r ta x savings may Io ll' -eu by higher ilicolmle I axv.s. It llts
solIilt't tilt'S het ll iggi'-l IllIt a .t' e Wi1'at e t of et'ni]pt ionls alld rates
for Iiftihijo gifts stoves tlit- Iolicy of encoiurllgilig the relaxitioll of
e(10Oll1nlie voiltro! b~y older ttaXpayiors, with a v'Ollcolitllt incr'leas,:e il)

the nrllagl'hrill role of yonlllger Iliell Ild Wollliell. Assu ingi that thi-
is de.ilcable alitI that. gifts are actually employed to transfer property
where there is it difeele(l'ce of icolI-lli(lil look between donor and
done, it, should iot be overlooked t hat despite the elaborateness of
ourt'. estat,-tax st ruct ilre, t here is llor tIhall nile way by which tile
dollol 'll insurelaa(olltillt y of his ilvestlieltI, poli('s.

I rt'lilllt'll(I l!t wit estate iilI gift axe Ill' ihllteg'att 1. tI) stalll-
ards of t axalilit ', ex(cei t \ ,r, li't , rI lre, posilasi\, rt I'elsolls for al11l\ -
i ng diilfere t, st iidanI.. All excel leilt follldaItion for all initegra,ted
stritcti'e wa.S hlidi 8 yearls ago by a listillglished advisory onllnittee
to to 'rlrieasiiiy )eparitlmient, w (rkinug jointly with fle TreaIsuiry s

3. 6'ift-ta,, c'xel,.vion

When the gift, tax now ill eft 'ct wis first elli('teId, it granted an
allnual excursion for each donlor of 0,' irust $5,00 of gifts made in
ll1y I yeair to ea('h (I(Ilee. (Gifts of i. ulre hilterests did not qualify

for t l i excilsioll.) The lliollits If this nIinulal exclusion hias been
twice reduce(i it is now $3.00. But in 1948, Coiigress enacted the
split gift," Irovisioll (l1Ow found ill see. 2.,1):3 of tie Internal Revenue

Code of 1954), by which a inarried donor Imiay give as imch its $6,000
per year to eaell of ally 1111nnber of ollet's without tax. Thu1.% a mar-
rie( 1an with 3 child'en 111113' m transfer $18,000 annually to Iilemn tax
free; over a 20-year period, fil'r extlnl)]e, this would eoIJe to $360,000.
(The aillount. WvillI be inclrased bv the ilInCl'| )roluee(l I)V the
(olltted(l property, aild this ileoile iligit Ie subject to a lower iIcome
tax than would 'have been imposed oil the donor had lie retained tile

If 190,000 'ire left to the wife and the Ilance to the hillren, the hu4band's e'itate
Atoll)l be only $:0,0(l0 (1. e.. $150,000 lss marital deduction of $90,000 and exemption of
$60.000). But then the wife's taxable estate would he $30.000. asumlng that she lived
on the lotine alone and that there were no (banges in the value of the assets (I. e., $90,000
less exemption of $60.000).

& 'roperty stlbjevt to the estate tax takes the value at death as its bA'is for computing
rain or l1,oi on a sale b the heir, while property sullot only to gift tax ordinarily has as
ts basis in the hands of tle donee tile donor s cost. Ths tendIs to encourage the holding of

property until death, rnd It n.y offset the tax ailvantages of lifetIne gifts for some families
and some tylps of property. Thee "basis" provisions merit reoxamination by this
committee.

',eileral Estate and Gift Taxes: A Proposal for Integration and for ('orrelatlon Will)
the Income Tax (1947). prepared jointly by an advisory committee to the Treasury Depart-
ment and by the Office of Tax Legislative Counsel,
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property !intil deiith.) Moreover, the children would not iaevessirily
ave received complete control over the property, e.,pe,ially as a

result of a statutory change (see. 2,503 (e) ) enacted in 1954.
For a married dlunr, then, the annual exclusion is in effect larger

today than it, was in 1932. I)uring the sallne period, of course, llost
Federal tax exemptions-especially tle iicoie-tax exOeliptiois-have
been drastically reduced. This is o)bvio,,ly not a reason for changing
the gift-tax exclusion, but it does perhaps suggest an inquiry into its
function. It was intended to Imake u1iiiteces.ary the repolrting of
Christmas and birthday gifts and similar transfer of niodest am1nou1nts.
But the literature of 'estate planning" treats the gift-tax exclusion
as ain important tool for shaping intrafainilv transfers so is to aLvoi(l
both gift and estate taxes. I do not know'how nany families con-
sistently employ these elaborate scenes for "exJ)loiting" the gIift-tax
exclusion that are put. forward with such )erstIasiveness, indeed lr-
gency, by the estate planners. No doubt many donors never adopt
the plans that are pressed upon them : and of those who commence to
act according to such plans, no doubt many abandon their soon after-
ward. But even if only a few donors make this use of the gift-tax
exclusion, it is serving quite a different purpose from what the Con-
gress intended. I should think that an exclusion of $500 would be
quite adequate to protect o:'dinary christmas and birthday gifts from
t lie requirement of reporting, the function that the Congreiss envisaged
for the gift-tax exclusion. Beyond this, gifts may )roperly be treated
as transfers of the type thait should be reached b, the gift tax, once
the donor's lifetime exeil)tioit of $30,000 is exhausted.
4. Life insuranee

The inclusion of the proceeds of life insurance in the estate of the
deceased has been a perennial problem to the Congress. Froin 1942
to 1954, the estate tax was imposed on the proceeds of life insurance
if the insured retained until his death any of the "incidents of owner-
ship" of the policy (such as the right to obtain its cash surrender
value) or if he had paid, directly or indirectly, the premiums. In
1954, the premiumss paid" test was dropped from the statute, and
ownership of the incidents of control by the decedent was made the
sole test for taxing the proceeds to his estate. The theory was that
even though the policy was paid for by the insured, if lie had sur-
rendered the incidents of ownership during his life, the transfer
should be treated like any other lifetime gift because the donee had
been vested with control over the policy. The argument is super-
ficially appealing but in my opinion it is fallacious. It overlooks the
most distinctive Ieature of life insurance: that it is basically an in-
strument for providing for one's heirs. The fact that the donee of a
policy can cash it in (ordinarily at a sacrifice of important values)
seems to me, if not irrelevant, at least relatively unimportant. For
many years, the estate tax has reached property in trust if the donor
retains the income for his life, even though the donee may be able to
sell his remainder interest at will. Similarly, the full value of prop-
erty held in joint tenancy is taxed to the husband (if he paid for the
property and dies first), even though during his life the wife could
have obtained half of the property by partition, There are numerous
other examples of transfers that are incomplete for estate-tax pur-
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poses, notwitistanding the donee's ability to turn the gift into cash
during the donor's life. If any thread runs through these instances, it
is that, the transfer is testamentary at its tore, notwithstanding the
extent of the donee's rights during the donor's life. Life insurance
belongs in the same category.

For thee reasons, I recommend a return to the pieminins paid test
for taxing lif insurance.
5. Trailer, in lri t

For some years, tile estate tax has been levied on property traiis-
ferred during life if the transftror retained until Iis death an, of
er ai vaguely tpecitied powers of control over the property. 'he

tax is nl),osed'whether he retains such a power by himself or vests it
jointly in hiiself nd another ppt'omn. Iii the case of a joint power,
it is irrelevant that (lie othir pers.,on who nmn join with the transferor
to exereise the power mi, have in adver.,e interest, e. g.. an t'eouionuic
motive for refusing to join with the t ransfti in a proposed exercise
(f the power. lhe income tax, on the other hand, (listinguishes be-
twecn powers hehi by the transferor joint ly with all adverse party 'tid
powen, held by him jointly with a Iona(lverse )artY; only those'joint
powers that ftll in the latter category are charged d ,against the trans-
feror for income tax purposes. The theory, of course, is that the
transferor of prot)ertv has rel inqukhed effective control over it if
Ie can alter his di.pO(;Sit (l1 only with the consent of a person with
a tinancial stake in the status luo. li my opinion, the, Is no reason
why joint powers should xe judged by different criteria in apllying
the two taxes. The standards should be correlated and, while t lere is
an air of unreality about tile con('ept of an "adverse" party when a
iuemher of the immediate faniilv is involved, tle i come tax'., criterioi
is miore ('oiisoianit thaii ttie eta'ie tax's with tlie cirreiit recognition of
bona fide intrafaunily gifts.
.A related problleni is the poIwer vested in a third party aIoe. 'Tie
income tax quite realisti'all eqmintes such a power with one vested
jointly in the transferor anda third party. 'ihe estate tax, however,
draws a distinction between the two, lor no reason that I can perceive.
The estate tax should be correlated with the income tax at this point
also.

There is yet another point at which there is an unwarranted diver-
gence between the estate aiit inome taxes. Following tile decision
of the Supreme Court in the (.'liftmod( ca.,e, a set of standards to govern
the intome-tax liability for certain Categories of transfers in trust
was developed, mitialtl' by tie courts, then more svstematieally i)v
Treasury regulations, and1 fiially by the Internal Revenue (ode of
19,54. As enacted by Congress, these Staidards dillereniitiate among
the many powers that, may be retained by a transferor (or be vested
by hiii, in a third Itarty), imposing the im.rome tax on him as the 'iee
of retaining certain n pown'ers while relieving him of liability wit I re-
sl 't to others. ' The (list mnt ions are iased o n the nature of ihe power,
the length of time it, is retained, the relationship among thm transferor,
the person who possesses the )ower, and the persons affected by its
exercise, etc. [he estate tax, on the other hand, has long been il-
posed whenever the grantor retains the power to "alter, amend, re-
yoke, or terminate" a trust or other transfer. While some trivial or
restricted powers may escape the statutory phrase, it is clear that it
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reaches many powers that Congress thinks are not important enough
to justify the imposition of income tax oi the transferor. This area
ought to be reexamined. In general. if a )power may be retained with
impunity under the income-tax law, it ought not to call forth an estate
tax on the transferor's death.

Gift-tax liability in this area is in an unsettled state, owing to the
lack of any statutory standards, but. in general the gift tax has been
interpreted by the courts consistetitly with the estate tax. Ia the
abse nce of perlsuasive reasons to the coiltrary, changes in the estate tax
should be accompanied by parallel changes in the gift tax.
6. Powerst of appointment

For llany yelrs the FeeriIal estate-tax law contained only a rildi-
iientary provision relating to powers of aj)point menlt. Duliring this
period a l)erson (.oih( be giveli virtually t h same degree of control
over propertyy as an absolute owner, but the property would not. be
subject to Federal e te'tn'm4i., death. In 1912 the law was dras-
tically revised iii the direction of "ibiformity between the possessor
of a broad power of appointment and thb'abs)lnte owner of property.
In 1948 the law was c haged again to l)lotvide that only general powers
of appointment (as defined )y what is now sec. 2041 (b) of the In-
ternal Revenue Code of 1954) ae subject to estate tax. Under this
provision, a person may be vested with a sul)stant ial degree of control
over property-sometimes virtually absolute control-without having
it included in his estate..

It is not easy to jiifr.xciudinc- from a decedent's estate property
that he could have uk4 ( ning hi' fifo as he desired. Moreover, while
property subject t6 the control ofla disinterested ti(luiary should not
be included in his estak'i peolao havin, (for exmnil)le) the un-
limited power to 1di'idv p'pty. among his relatives as he choose
or to allow it to goto chalith 140 istutions instead, should be treated
as an owner.' Tht princial-agumient to the contrary starts from
the fact that under pIres el~i)V e lifo tenant of a trust is not taxed
'on his death; it is urged -th to permit taxpayers to take advantage
of this feative of present law wilout employing the rigid pattern of
a',ife estate with remainders over, certain powers of apl)ointment
shblld be exempt from estate ta- But this amounts to saying that
a loophole through which property can be trai*gmitted free of a gen-
eratioh of estate taxes should be enlarged./Propmo.ls to close the
loophole itself are not without their conlpl~xities, but surely there is
no waxrant~forenlarging it. ,-

I recommend i'--i let, xa4 'Il of the powers of appointment
provision, to the end that significant )owers Fd by a person related
to the potential takers of the property will b subject, as a general
rule, to estate and gift tax. At the same time, the treatment of life
estates should be reexamined.

I With provision, of course, for imposing the burden of the tax on tho reellents of the
property In question, as under see. 2207 bf the Internal revenue Code of 1954.
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AVEflAGING, CUMULATIVE ASSESSMENT AND
RET 1IREMENT INCOME PROVISIONS

W1. I.AM VIxzKv, Columibia 111 eorsity

I NCO.M'E DE'.1E1iN:'T sCImTEMS

Many l)rovisi ols have reveld ly beenl illtro(luced into the income-tax
law, ahIId still others are being advocated or are in tie air which have
as their purpose the exeinjption of amounts of incoille in one way
(,r another set aside for the payment of retirement benefits or for use
as a lileans of maintaining income after the main earning period has
passed. In their Iliost blatant form these provisions and proposals
not, only exellpt the income set aside but also either exeml)t the corre-
sl)onding benefits entirely when it is realized or in some cases provide
for application of the ca)ital-gains rates. While this is in effect what
occurs Witl some forms of social-security and life-insurance benefits,
to permit it to occur without very careful limitation of the exeml)t
benefits to relatively minor amounts represents a flagrant breach of
the principles of the income tax.

In the more reasonable forms of such proposals, however, the income
set aside for future use is eventually taxed when it is made available.
In such cases the l)rol)osals amount to a combination of tax deferment
and averaging, and would l)erhaps not be too objectionable were it
not that their sxe-cialized form creates incentives to observe certain
forms in investment that seem on the whole undesirable. If such pro-
posals are justifiable at all, presumably it would be still better to have
a completely general provision that would be available alike to all
taxl)ayers and which would not require the funds to be tied up in any
special manner.

CUMULATIVE ASSESSMENT AS AN AIrIM(NATIVE

Actually the legitimate aims of such proposals can be achieved in
a much simpler and more general way by the application of the cumu-
lative method of assessment, which would not only eliminate discrim-
inations among taxpayers that now occur because of differences in,
the way their income happens to be allocated between years, but would
also provide automatically for partial refunds of past taxes in years
of very low income, or very low tax burdens in years of reduced
income. In this respect it would be the complement, for medium and
high incomes, of the carry back of unused exemptions.

Uirnlike the more usual forms of averaging provisions, which tend
to get more and more cumbersome as the number of years of averaging

87173834-5-565
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is iiert:sed, cl iIlu f k'i e a'ses-llieIit ci i ellipi te, cait 1" 'r 1'i 1 g rm1it lfg
alcolhilt with tli' tahlixpyr froil y'ear to year., the oiilv figures thatl
need to be carried foi'wlrd fiozi y% ear to 'a are t li, :ticc'llated '!ix
balahWe, the (.1hh1lhl1Ited icoie t:lhelillce, a:id the date with which tile
aet I II I l ioj Iroc(-s is dleeiwd to lvIe Started. No ot her i fre ce to
tlie past is re(iuired, 1111d it is not'evei necessary to tile t he succesive
r'tlurlls of tile tilXpIayer to...etlier: All that is II;,cess:a'y i to eotimie
carryinPg forward t h 3 figures froill I \.ears ret1nI to tie llevt, pos-
sill' by meals of St 1bs. l,1i't as, ill New Yerk an( many other ,States
Ihe in fowmatl iol oi 1LuItomotlile lic I ,e forills is arrived fi'C rward from 1
licolse ito tlie lexi. Tile alpoifl of recordkeep)ilg and ndinlmstatl'live
work required is siistant ially les lhan with ,iy of (he various aver-
age Zelleilles that have been proposed with the l)ozsible excellt ion of the
exponential averaging plan in which each year's tax base is obtained
b) forming :1 weilded aver.eae of tle previous vear', tlx bIse with
the current year's income. But the large nuibi r of simplifications
which the cumulative method facilitates in various other directions
alld the 1nore 'atisfa'torv lehavi r of the tax burden alid the palteriiS
of payment which it piod(ces make of it much more than merely an
Cleg;alit averaglil1g device; clllltative assessnielit is in fact a key to the
solution of a wide variety of incoluit-tax problems.

'T' V XL)EIILYING. C((O(NiIiPr OF C31 L.AT1VI; AS,.E.SSM"Nr

Cumulative assessment in effect, treats te entire income received by
an iud'viduad siice a specified initial date as a unit to be assessed as a
whole at rates graduated with due regard to the period over which the
income was received; past income-tax payments are treated as deposits
in all inlterest.barig, account, the bah1atce of which i to be credited
against the tax liability thus finally collputed. Ultimately, therefore,
no taxpayer will be penalized because his income was concentrated in
a few years, or because it happened to be realized for tax purposes in
1 year rather thl another. It will be seen at once that tilts method
of assessment makes it. possible to drop or susl)end a vast, assortment
of rules and regulations that operate primarily to determine the time
at which income is realized, since the ultimate tax burden is not af-
fected by them.

AUTOMATIC BETIlEMENT BENEFITS

But the important matter in the present context is that cumulative
assessment makes possible a universal and equitable apl)proach to the
problems to which tile various retirement fund proposals are at-
tempted solutions. To begin with, without ally special provisions,
cumulative assessment brings the ultimate tax buirdrln of those wIos
earned incomes are concentrated in a few years of productive work
into line with those whose investment incomes are more evenly spread
out over the years. In addition, if a taxpayer comes to his retirement
years with little or no income other than tile small amount of interest
on his savings accumulated for his retirement, the normal operation of
cumulative assessment will, through the application of rate schedules
to his aggregate income that are appropriate to longer and longer
periods gradually revise his aggregated tax liability downward and so
provide for the payment of refunds from his accumulated tax account,
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which will operate to .llpp)h'lellnt his other retiremellt funds in a
1:llllner soiiiewthat similar to tile results lpro(lced by the 'arryback of
uui.,ed exe.lnptiolls for persons with lower icniles; for that inatter
nothing prevents the two types of refunds from being paid concur-
Sently. ,A wide range of ellects can be produced, as desired, by all)ro-
Prilite adjust 11ent of the rate schedules al)l)1ical)e to iilcomes accumu-
hot,,1 over different l)eriods of time.

S'i'TIEIENTAIIY INCOME DFrEMI{. INT

Over and above tle normal operation, however, with cumulative
.sossment it becomes possible, without introducing new discrilili-

nlations, to offer relative'i unrestricted ol))ortunities for deferring
(he realization of income for tax prol)oses, where this Corresl)onds to
:1 genuine need for liquidity on the part of the taX)ayer tifid does not
jiorely rel)resent anU attempt to arrange for eventila tax avoidance.
(or example taxl)ayers nma be permitted to select any of their assets
:lnd designate thelli its a rIetirelent reserve writing their basis down
to zero and taking an immediate deduction from incolie for tax pur-
poses, thus reducing inediate taxl)avnients: when these assets are
later disposed of, their full value would le then reported as income.
This otoll couldd be offered freely and with few restrictions, since in

lie end there would be no avoidance of the proper tax burden, only a
change in the timing of the payment of taxes; moreover there would
be no excise for asking for a'special capital gains rate in case the
realization is concentrated in a single year since the operation of
cumiilative assessment would prevent the application of unduly high
bracket rates.

FLEXILITY OF CUMUITATIVE ASSESSMENT

Besides being a convenient method for dealing with the retirement
income problem, cumulative assessment is an extremely flexible device
capable of being adapted with little or no additional complication to
producing a wide variety of patterns as these may be deemed to be
more or less desirable. The tax schedules for tie various assessment
periods can be so correlated as to produce tie effect of a simple aver-
aging of income over time, or they can be arranged to have the effect
of allocatig come over the years in accordance with any standard
pattern deemed to be appropriate, or they can be adjusted to reinforce
or mitigate the retirement refund characteristic, and this to differing
degrees at different levels of income. All of these adjustments can
be made with no change whatever in the procedure or additional com-
putation by the taxpayer. For special circumstances, such as tax-
payers living abroad for 1 or more years, correlated adjustments can
be made in tle accumulated income and in the accumulated tax-deposit
account.

Even though cumulative assessment would be simple enough in
practice to apply to all taxpayers alike, it is entirely feasible to limit
its application, at least at first, to upper bracket taxpayers. For tax-
payers subject only to the first bracket rate, there would be relatively
little difference between the results of cumulative assessment and the
results of a simple carryback of unused exemptions, so that there would
be no undue discrimination in thus limiting its application. Upper
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a lig' t1'1 ,ll i,' ii.a iii . IIni , Icmapt 11 111\hx , -il 1i,1" ,4' ,'hr of
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AI i ll Ipe a'4 t \\v h la oI I ,\ vr\ lI il .141 i lt It to 11- lal 111 ll' ; ,,

WSn h laxpi'its elai 111,4 hli l c lIoel -In s e q wYag'lIit till

f nc11me ivnll ap 'leam a , sol Ih,.lil l i h I h i I1lil , I i m tvl l w it
ilt, d,. rilitgio oI icht, m,\ s uoh as t oi i, ( a\ whil a O' larei ax,

loal (intd based onpatIld 4)~l' ht'aM due i Iv yes 1f lowcre in

I It\ .ill Ih.11 l i need.r (l 'll sit 1111 i n. (lcn I f, . 1,1 ,4\ t i. , e thod i1

tII 11"c~Itl( t4\ Im lro ji I \,C lt cordr 1~)ist pre lrOJ ti iticol61%

whe111v m i1tigat 1, t ol he r ae Ia f' r' I )ll o l i1gf la c ill e".11i' lli s
inlt d riations in -les rall Ie, coanter, c I )ti e p 'vollolim c ys i4( '11111111h1t ive l1',,,,'I U,'11(ml, Il 11 1 o II * ',r 1h 1d, opolls h e door (,I (, h l ie lU1-

I faorizl io tha I ih , incyvi, w:I X till no sSlge, so Ihl.ri, I hil 1i w
ruliatT .s ill ll ha1iatico iito the ,-\ e11ges \ill li, fd'vil of va.
w~lit'llls WI\ ¢ l'Il lol '" t.I h:1t 111m,? vim b It lllaIIO 110 lll dl'I',.lSi\vly

)In their in ri..i w ivol mic c merils. ('111 hilive a s le, 4 h t;ll is not
oill al ollbjecton tpliu'ph to ft retli,,elt l. robbhi bill ptle('ialng,
the" Ie,\" to a simleh,, 1111fi ll, lh,\ibh,, nd ,qilYllh lllll l. of it
F tie oitg of I ehowly lrobhels sft-h as tax1ayer icome, rqai

•dera c u1ulati1 izasiosn s11 chemeli qiie, vamilal Theia1peru1111 roVeIllonlts, expe,4.,ill 1 VIr..llS v.apitlalizl loll, dephltion, resves of
-11 llds~l l 'lsl film] paylviets, and the like.

'n'M . i o,' 'l.k× r k i ' nI's

It is perhaps worth notiing .,,levilieally thll Ivith 4-'uu11lali-e assess-
litn tile la.xpllelitS 1m,1..i1llt ammolly closely ill Step with tleu

ir~~ rpr e al s1"ized, so h thfie 'dillioultie lilt ar"ose wit-i
s implle .,ver.agi '., seloe-...such as. that of 1i1"i,, where large lax-
paIlle1i1s based onu pa.-l incomes leclane dhi i 1 earks of lowered in-
co1te, will uot arise. Indeed, tile g"enerall lendelicy of the Inelhod is
to awentuate the drop ill taxes that corresponds to it dro p Ill income,
While m1itigatinig the Increase ill tax cor1'esponiding to a teomporary rise
in income. .Moreov\er there is no intlerfer'ence with ally desired colln-
terevelical variation in rates; indeed, countereveliel rate policy is
favo:rmi in that such a policy will no longer lead io capricious discrini-
in. Itions ill tax burden accord ing to the degree to which individual
incomes fluctulate with or counter to the general vycle, so that there
will he lc,,, objection to shar'p or frequent rate,0 changes.

$IMPIICIIT OF PROCFDURF

From the point of view of the taxpayer. the procedurle required
under a cumulative assessment sheme is 'quite simple. The taxpayer
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1',, 1 '1 11 1 ill l'tl o illh ll r l- i ill Ili-4lr ( ll'(111r fo,'l~~il. he '.

l IA 1h. Tt lII, net ihni'm . ilit ' it i wt' c li ri viri t . (Ir t l h v ,, I -ii t ioi, e 'tv,
v, fliti 1i4141,1i' l I to U t he fl '1111iiii 1:11- iii iii 'I;Iii, 11i1d oI fIlak f(IIn if a .I f i jq

lhi' t 1 11hite' .i \ i , llll lt',l iv it l I li' (Jill"liIol I' i't ,'I liii i

vio I 1; l iin flu: t 1od4 :-i::ultet11111r !Hut iv, lte'l ;,O n efo i fl
1) 1ilvit lI l titt l l itfI .I '-, If- i I, I lf Iw II, - lft I I i , I Iv i f i'tili-s

t i i lit' .it i iii., Ir -. l 'l II, I it i raw utslIIiiir fn t r fil f
i l.ig\ h Ohw l wl-, y new 4.11, th l, v, aw Ow l'l carr III( Im wl

tfIi ' It 3 ig in., frti I O h, ti % fii ' 1 I' , l' i th (' 111f ti l li i -4i.:,Ilv, 3 ll'i4ilflI'm 1 i I'." 11.; ilIlv ,o " Ii ll r Ih 1x t"1

lm 1141ll' I ')i li e ciatli . hfu tirl, 1,1.il v l tlitnl, f4,ir, , i l u-n if l l if

w I i li t il w le, lit 4, ,it ;Iti .i l III, I,',th vix l, r 1tliellr, Ievln hi,

Slii tI, I.h lit tlle l it fity IIte U \ l,',vi i il IIJ\\ .it ilil-, illre.-, it fli
thrle, fig l t-- it 'w it' 'rtrid fr,11 it l Iril r ,l ihi-,i',tj 'il v et:ir. W hii flit
It Ult1i i , lit h eli f Ali fiult :iu l i tt l% :In i 'll 1 ft d in tIlktIllfl"iet
mli lih' lU llt 1v r fI rull-li, I ll ' .Iuiiji..' ll i 1Ii . i. t:ll ii lh ig i infri'll thei

fut flit' 1 te~ 'I' t-tllllt' flli)t~ if iuit i t' vtv.rlit'\i - nt l ie cntlul iiitcell'l!''

'-teOI I i' I ', l t l, : I ll I I II If or i Ii' fiiii'or f lit at t It I ld i n d Ihlt I 1.1l1i
no tilt li tt'ii It liv 6111,1 lt i I tfillt, h\ r i it-f i ll i ris h' i t tl ted1 fOr

lJ'-it iit 'l .u iit'.'r'a i' , wit I i rr t'ii\I I l 'v - Ii e y' ilt, t io arry the/d

t1.i itie t ,11 r 1 o nill t on , Ii ro l lit t'fa i lie I 'n e i inall e ll wi'.
ipl e n'tll fiti. rillf i ilco'ni dill ti) n isfit'iit tO he cta--1101 ltih'

otuil4 iiiO w( of 1111 Ow li-ut t p f i l evli li re ng hf) f een -(IIv led t- '

:I l l I I oitlh II(t ,h I g n) m rel Ih'u ii Ih If lI I if, v-11l i to i i l lTm - Il
li i iii'lI- f ed -Iyl I ii(-! 4 of 1 1111i' t 11 ll 0.

lk lTill y1-:1J1 i. I Ii'l I T heIII, Vit , A ft-ll li
'1'hie reeilit ill'lit t inco e tax rewfee en- f rz'ol fei'ate ft r

a~arlit) t tth f num ofh r pll proniions. mong. wli c it i

:)ftil v IIIIIII-del'' w il ( l lvedh il l' (q ll'll { 1, o1 ve III' v - fli il l -- w il-
.lll'cem .11) l farl'v,4''fo r ll ipl 11:1 hr11:1., 111m. I'ix A e lll'l ' 'fl il11W"'I' I f d'fI I'0

alillyl( liecm llg harlt (it, i iis t i, h o t tha ti hI , I'Iod tora
Oefuie nt hl i hi ds i nll, f hos tll h t rh e r elll e. t t ill'eorl s of a

id lho (,Ulni Ql:t l .. i wi th of 'I11. i 111:1i1,11 1lr 0 ll ent n~.v t e td

I()r.N IA~l II- illh O)(l. I l l for . the I:" eNT lin va.

filte rlect {l l ifclli e ielyn aqi la inst benil o tileli fe 1'11e a! all

banning rate tile number of special provisions, among which it is
alre'ady becoming hard to (list i ngruish those that, correspond to a
genuie need or hlardshi1p and those that relpr seit flip slieceos of a



1\441l IW w tmIit I'm I)i''11 1 I I li I I'ltfl4Ile eit' ill I vli'lll -I :II IIv1v,11,' 41 he'
1i11 Ie \ he ,i l ',nv,1 . 1!114, 41,4t ll 1:11 * \ 't;it Itlv. er Ie t. ! h 11i 41 i:1 :1,44 1.
IIilli, I I -It ) fibrn' llI'l lm r , l l i fr', l) %I hi,.hI l neilthl.

bif lj ,t' :n lI ill fi lee l on fily ' k n r i .I Il 1 e10 Ille'lll \V' I Il It

I,, til I It! lelt' I I l , il i t 1 vr I Iut i4II, , I ;I ) I 1 ite t 1 11'-e , I )lll ' 11141 1 4' I IN

I ii'tl 111,ev 4 v e ltI I'gl .1\f ile11 l, I I 1114 )f tit h,, I) 11 Iq :1114 l I

al atletjiiaf t :ip imgat nio t lC f lt' itl'-t ' vwll t I h e' i.',11 411 I. 1111,I
l l itlf mS , ef ort i 1.1i i , l oin 11114e fx', l i s an tIwtev l i I'i i i,,',o1,1

I l~ 1-ig 't-ii'1111 , ti 'll ;I f Ilt 1\ii1,1 Ill id fow a ll* 141111 vI s v1) i al
It) fwlt' III t'l1 Ilh~~sWilltig evlil iilflit 'ilili~l e ~~C'~

liet 1 , lie gFvliiV oe ntli,' )Ft I thw I'O\ tIA011 fiI' I)f lit' i t 1

( 111111:1it 1 \41 :1-eo' lf lt ' iieimei "Iclll;i lvies aret gI ns11:6 1 for

wil ,il cfl mophlt :1) If ilm mlal 'e i' Clll( 'ofwplr iwil 41e t11 I" t'

i lr of~i the taxl~ lwn i' aeinnltu'l,,: ... el r , e'mdd

Cumulaed sessent woul. Ad he ii ii e'tii.itu'ritl WthFe tult'tli :

11 )1t in'( 1 t iIved l t il tc e iiwn of il oit' erit'd IlV 1 ti t'14. 11 a I\u

r it 11,111,le eo dh l t inl t ollh ager olf 1 1 oit I oli l 4 .tI \\n l hitl
to lr ,t sd1 e wi tl xi , 1,01 of4 lle:111 11 xi, IIi uiit'lrie lei l iI wrie ':i ah, (il
f 1eph o ll walh i, ofh iof ll-r I sl lll v s kltlnlstlell sl . ul li
to v \eol d re clu, la ie l dillliei .w,3111all pl iea1 oa l h:. ithe.i d , l

111 "Id ml l o p ,iit nd mlhel it id 1, ol hrdl' is 11111 h,,111:1 v , :li ,

mayno aporpe a to b ran si a llmt ft rtl't s ,,litoill.ii fli

Ncoit e of tror as a hole, i, lfvtt warrant baefuvl 6wol i vil'riti"i

atlt, pra ike daeint of 11l1sm-tiill';: alommic Supplemllisl. to ret'irllielit fillids" grleater' freeomu ald v evell'e,ne ill ,41411
ferirgnesim viii tax elts; tlhe ba.,is lid fill' it national alpr, u-1h
to tlhe capilal p..islro hoill evellnalh' flhe elimination o f con,',,rl

ove a m rl~ al ~ n .d ep revi :nfi6l) , ex pl"',ing ' ec lp ilalizatil l, :an d O hw
Ilke, And t he gradlialhyIl" :Il.d illor, comlehte exoru'esi ng o f the 1lix

e~m-Xl~eeesitOl fr';)i tile, In1alizellivil tahh,; thet, re gall is ifor
w'hiehl evenl a Z1,1:116:1 ill levn, , iM keollphxitv Woulhi . evl Nell w4,11h
whihox and tlt, Iloret so if oil bahillive tilt, cmilphoxity vanlishles lus the,
w-,maindpr of thtax hawisecmute.

Cuu 11llat e~ as.sslnt Would be Avorth ,'ollsideril,14 werle tlet oilh.
izN,, inmolved Ole proper treatment of income, e.artid overl n linlih.4i
productive period. But ill ilh( larger eontext it would 'em foolish
to brush it aside without fill examination ilervly lenu, whien ,.ech
of tle problem.- to which it ON-,-.' a solution is considered singly, it
may not appear to be ;il outstanmdingzly attractive solution. l1" l he
oi;text of tax form as a, whole, it arrants areful conide ratilin

as a key elemel.
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li; A'l''l" Gl'.\ ,l' I )I,LETl( )N -A (C' lRlIF:SPONDENCI,
II I.:x (;I I %K I it. ,, vI le III I lll~tI 1141 1 , 1111) low 0 I& ItI -fllhl I 'o fix 'II I N. G(IIIIswoIl,1

d1'all Ifi itrd 4111w School

mi- I" ICS NIrul". ()it Sv''jtII l'l er 18, 1901i, Ilel Ean ' in N. (riswold11111h, ,I sp el ,i,,'h I . t fill, i:ix wi-qlionl of* fiI. l ll tv i,'at Ba, r A.so'in-
lifill"' ill whlich If(, to'''rd "ross) . ililquilies. of tlhe llaw ill flivwlr
Ill I Ihe oil I 1d gais ii iivivt.",I~ l~ .l A of Ill%,slalI.'r 1 '4'collit ll (of .1w lp-ech,' ll l.led thi, It.;

tIml, Codi ,' ()i fill, hwl o1' I1.v,,4, ri'sr,, Mr'. IHex (01. I'likl', ge'll'nl
(1f)I1IlH%1' 4, Il lundd11b ( )il & I1.lilling ( 'o. wrl',fll l, hIttlr that I ,pill
11tl1 14("p11', litiI'l4v rep, ,l1UIilii.II I ili,,in. Nillier ithor had any in -
telli 1) to ilitll t ies, hle le, it, tOw tim,, they we'tt written. No
I'l,' oisi llhave been Iuaie 'xeept to elimiiilt toIflo'm, /,ni,6 irr.hVfllt
Io d lh e i "Ilge, 11h,i4Miou c'o n'ovelr.y and (o addl~ holes where
if h11," liven 1ollg~if 11,filll to nrefer t.lo, lre 10(rils. J

S~iiHmnolt 22, 1950.
IW:A1( I4'AN ttliiV0IlII): Y011 will I-ecll irlli" colivrinlln 1() uVlishinglon con.

verlllg Ille, I.rco-1lt11g dele lhon iIn lloo .w f'for oil andl( gnl wells.

Y'Emllr 10144)4 i.If4' I, 81 ,,i.ni n~,rgilrflilg Iill etion 1114lovntief re'elved
Will411'ie(lil jI11h'11ly, InIh I Iih n frihl they will h.' vi-ry damnnglng ti tie pro-
illi'I'l'N elf 4411 11n1(1 gilt, iI Viw of youlr replltllo aind the responsible po.i1ti
,Veil of-'llly. III fil,, ,h{a lm~ world,

Iloilo IIlI ,penv' and fit war fill vo~tixlry nitist Ibave and Im very dependent upon
oil l i Asl. (lhir el.liln uoilnoily ntid ihl, lintlonal saff-ty would be Jeoplardized

If we' failed I4) illnihl(IlIII' illlii, re8 erve,; of l(l rio'liln nfndl hneklog of reserve
prl-h41ig ''l, i'ly.Tls nwae4nlnth It 1i4 esenillal to our country's welfare andl
Safety 11h11 tiII, M11l0lon'1ll1i foroff all d gns Within fill' Unlifed H1ales be Coon-
Illti itt fill aceleraled 'al Ill to) Ii-r'ellmIlg demnanIda for petroleum and its
Irlaot'tm year aft'r year.''llhe p., lllItlorllm for- Iproheunl Iill en xtremely v',,tly and hiaratrdotim binmnegm.

(OIIni)i ImIISl lenlst VIMs Ilrewll s t sp lend large slimIIII geophysical operations,

nll,4l drill very extl4lsl' wll(')lt w ,IlI, of whih 4 out of 5 On tile average are
lily hohles0, 111141 11111A I len fIke iril(1 expenditures of mnoney In developing
prIoven) or senlnloven ii('relgl'. Illsk caital Is not Invested ulnle.ss there I holpe
of rewariId.

'll( IWodi'evr of oll deplletes Ill.s ealittl a1,sept. If lie Is to stay fin the, hNiness
he IIst in Illq 111 develop new swilrees, or ,4iploy. If file depiletion allowance

were Ilnkel off, oullr il'e))t Inx Ilws wiold tax away ia large portion of his
4.apital.

It 11111st ht relinhllibervd that it large percentage of exploratory activity Is
earllied fill by til(' il'I ,ivl1d1nt wil'ler. I ie oft ,n spend(Is a lot of money and
goes hrok w4' '.il finding anything. 'IT) itilY tlt lie would be protected by
charglnig ,off losses Ignores. ract that until he( flnd.W oll lie has no Incomne
a~gainlst whhe'h to) elnl'ge off his h,;svs. Thi1.4 Is quite typical of the wildcatter.
IIf( fi lnally .8u,'eII,,l4 III finding oil lie creates new capital mid must lie rewarded

for the risk- I" l as thlaken. This reward (,:111 b1 adequate only If the depletion
lilhowantie is n1111allhed.

T'h fact of the mnatl'r I,4 that the oil Industry has consistently spent In
exploratory tffrt a gool de l iore than the 27 1

4-Ipercent depletion allowance.
It has thus hall to look tlsewhere for funds with which to help finance Its quest
of oil.

I This correspondhence appeared In the IHarvard Law Review. vol. 64, No 3, January 1951,
and Is reproduced here witl l ti permission of the authors and the harvard Law Review.

I lSee 30 A. It. A. 1. 991, 1057 (1950).* Internal levenu1(e Coilh, see. 114 (h) (3), provides as follows' "In the case of oil and
gas wells ti allowance for depletion under se'. 23 (in) shall be 27Y percent of the gross
Income from the property during the taxable year, excluding from such gross income an
amount equal to any rents or royalties pald or Incurred by the taxpayer in respect of the
property. t.ucn allowance hall not exceed 50 percent of the net Income of the taxpayer
(comlhted without allowance for depletion) from the property, except that In no case shall
the depletion allowance under see. 23 (m) be legs than it would be If computed without
reference to tills paragraph."
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T'lt, 27 I perilut deph't lhm a lhawatiis wtiv4 ew~i tittlheliil it 192(. ('itigretq
111l4 illieit reIi tug I elriv,4 in .0 loral ora hsii i sh iiiI i l io I el'Nevesity for
the dolpit I'll low.tce nI 11t he wlldoln of anla liit nang It at 27j liereenlt. E lett
ill tift h ter (ll hle.ivllgat iu and ltupilry It Inim siutloiled lthe 2 7, fervent

u\a we. i 'h ro fii atlaneM,10 ltt1h, It M00111 t1) a ie, ('lllSP 11I1iV4i1Ia e i ) e I SiN
of Il L I'.IId before le hIaime,4 ia Iltoik uonl thil deplellIm ill lawnlive,

Ilhrewill It eollhao pt , 41110 tint htil whIh I belthive %oan will lmt lI ellftl It yiir
(till iv fr 1h11i l I l' tel : ii l ialaoet etllIllell "Iil',t t('ej afill tlnut lug
I i." satolli, tilt 11l int ll 011 hhuh %\III 14hw illtt tl, :11) h'ittiig all vo lilliillh
1l11v foilldll It llvvvl\iv 1,''wvnre inow voplit by lsmniL: Nl aek ittll harrwlg.
111111 their 1141l % illl hiN 'l~~e il evl 1111111' Mhlll e ul qi l viq, ll-i4. for'

i tt111111fth'Ithz tilllNo11llh, I tilai li1vae lio'ioihtrai' mtIe ttitl lutYONI iiet'im l Ilie
:;it tI'iili1, fill ii i111lhl o I 4111 i i| !ttl l ul u it it ug 'lviliihcIt , l1111 111,.,\ u the
itlitIo of llivitl'i1, li liiiI iiluilti , lii'44141 f 'e li-'ll zurll u tei';h 1 ti iit1i, I i ia tl
lu vilIti tallyly rkell, 11111l t 1 l rol. lil, (iil' 25 htildhg l o llhg i -t1111i1:1nt

' hh lh .Nlotaw N llllhrlle Iith ll lt 111'14. itll nI ila ' i tim aI aqiiluilll'luai potr loi'illll
paivlh' hui been liet0 Owelli-11v of liii' d1'ph11 1in ll(111t.1 In l 1111 the of
o' rli '' , ft lv nralleti l i tl.tll'l llI hl,

l o 1 1 l l l t l l l i Ilil l II , .l i i l th u u' l i m t u, f i i e 'il t u utI i l l t ' ' i t l l ' V al l .4

anill ~t~t.11ut' iil t1am4 iuf 4 1Ilitriinal e il iu: 1l14 lnila tueov Ow~ i toill Wt' pli

Yoars zii ielI.
Ilt I It % ,I . it,

811 rirlil it 2., 11 0.
Iir \lt Il 11 %1 i it" Thilil u l n l' iti Inrt ' im air"t ll it o ilil' ti blir 2-. %N ibih

113 ' 'ei'ld Ilit i6i14lui'iilit 11: 10 1- l t 1hiih y l 'Iilil 'e illil' i10 llr i t retlle ivilit!
lollie Tils. k, ill vomh l'ilh .lliril.s! %%tlli Ililt, dl \ lil,11 % h11 it k i ll t 1iilo'li

tilthis I ltt 'r by tt ltietrs III an tlrolli.
A a i t i ter (lt (nut, I Sail i thlig it lill yhi litll'41v 'lI i 1 \'iiligll ; aIlit

dop.,tn lll h lehtioll, l. y) Iinlllliqi N\Pl'! dil', l ii vi v1 i Il1v -i, M, l elli ill

fill pail liilt troli, 111l whah0i1lt ltd bl ll hsd l iIe lt li till i, Illt' S ,itiIt'. 'I'ltl
.101111441 t I nolit, ilild stIill stillQ 14) lilt'. toI hi1%ll vi l l lI i vlh r hill' lii1il her (if lt 1111

lI'vvile' Nall-ililly" 1 11111 Illlvi l lhii It \\l,1- lillally vH 11, 114 l lillliI ly (Iht, voil-

Ilvi't lve' i'll lliltte .
As I hit, iillitalel, I did not talk tlititll pti i'i'tenttare dolulettitl itll httil ti

I l'lltlt of 1itii .t 'Thot,'r Ik tal. to talk aitilt tile i lli l t.li il liii' flst
place, I \\olll %\illt Iii tiiitlhe I( itt lli inll I Ittte tilIot ii' ti td stliii I ii lilz
tlhe dl etjhlIOli Illtlill'i. Thili itttil i' ttixitiz loilliil There \4\114hl fie liut
1ilt' Smltt10 ' ill it Ilii II elitttilil Iiu the lh itur il Ilii :itha\\ altue

Nor do I ikag iu'i' %\lilt yell : all IN i) th' Il lit rilut lli', af fil it lalir !,tuiltiily,
i ild the destfrailt y of ehieitt giril h hi' tdiy, prtiluirly Iillli restpect to
(explioi t io1t I to Ihhili. illtugh. hi there' it rel t- l isti toilistllm \ talher lthe
plee'nt :7 1, pereetl depleiliall lta'l h ilhe l- iIIat testi 5', \\ltil't it thu' llot
eo-I torp than other i. sf ilt ih t~,t I lie a ititestilts, tllit hitehr ia Nory
lntr.e I ir'olrt ion iif Ihi Iitetito (ii) Ita iii go In fict i iiorsilis 111 ii 1t ii til Ite

olhos \\ Ititdo t ie e\litrttg tltd ta ok lit lte Iks,
Itow aboiit direct sill 4idie,, to epllers. far exitllitlei Ailit iNi ittit he a

itter iay and. at lhie sali ttle, it itlter \i tlt? We Itse snilihlhi.s ill illillillo
shi pilip alid e'.sewitere itt oill" eioulllty. Ii light liil lilth ittre ellitive sthit-
lns tlailt the Iiros'elilt haikliiaed way of doilg It throu h Iltie depleting ttl-

Io i aIll'e.
For exallltle. mttay I call y lir attetihn to the seiuttece hi yotir leter whieh

read-,; :is follows: -To say thtiIt he iotld be Itototeited by chtrglug ot lasset.'
ignores the fact that intil he A1n1d1,1 oil lit Ittis no htvolie iagaitit \hhuh to chitarge
off his lo.vqes." I tlhlk you will wm.ree that I liis I,4 really lit tirgieitoit, shire It
I.s equally aipllicable to the leri ettaue dtpletiot dedntitit. iTe wilhhttter gets

'i Harin, before Comlittee on Wity and Meanq on It. R. lat Ct 8 ., 2d si'au. 49-
gon ion 1 119 1.13-114. 77-30 .731740, MS-895. 901-1i24,. 1207-121, 1282-1280,

- ,29t9-01, 3017-3026. 3028-3021. 3040-3046 (11150).
14Th i evenue Act of 1950. as reported by the Finance Comuittel of the Sentticii ed

thbut the Atmotunt reeeied frlm the sale of the right to obtain a tated amount of produe-
lion from an oil. gao, or mineral property, *while retainin a continuing interest In ,tnch
property. should be treated as 1troceeds from the sale or eWcInge of a cOpItal tnsst. If. R.
020. 810t Cng, 2d se,., wc. 214 (1950) (as passed by Senate) ; see S. Rept. 2375, 81st
Cong. 2d ses. 66. 91 (1950).
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lIII d(p ltio 4 14'l111010tlt i 1ll\l l iv Iilill, fill. III othelr wo4rds4, te ilil~e nl l I Sii.I
gi44sl!, Ihl11 , i44, fir ItI thi 111 11111 1,4 lonvtl it'll, ,'lId ,il l . I ,11.4 01 4,'tlv , ineeti,

14'l ,11 l' 1, t 14'4l Ive I ltu il v I % i lh ' i il i t 111t li, defvlilill il' i till all
11'1l140111 c os i 1 11 1 eilll 4i1 si recovered while li'l depict(lio h llixwitl 1 271i
141 '4111l 1 hld 1 10'i 411 4411 1 L '(lll I, ' i ti4'li !' )h I lilt ' l fs 444lihl ilil' iil w illi'

l ik 1 l44444' l1"11, 'Ili4 ti' s41,k 111 4 " ' vr 111 v 11611 ll . l il l ll xinig' fit pro-
illli l tII iie fs t il pl e oill, rly I l ril !v l. t 14 11 i li g 'l14i1 4 I 111 1, Iii it litte,,
Ili11 1 hi4 ltlhey 11,4 v Illl, 141 %ollll" 111 lill frl' ilillllkit. \*hill i l'ilh1

i(f r 14)'iII g i1q Il( I, to 1 \ 14'l IDi 4111 1 ,l'4 l iell \ 411i i41 I lllili il l I411' 1 l l , il'l'c llhi'4

flif M illil . i ll I ill iit hr 11, 1v4441 r1 ii \%it h i ' 1g 1 itng e tno lou I ix i4 444441-
l111 1 to i1114111v4 11114 thers who li4k'lillh, fil- ti) isk, I I4ilik it Is; it \tvr14 1l

Iol r 1flv 'i ii414 IiI I i g Iln' il 'it Ei. ,llf jril :ll 11 41,' l it III yo llr Il r li, w hl 1il4't
f1 iilli\ \%,ti Ih1 ll' I l(, s iilill ll i Ivilol, I'he m sih i I ,,1' iirli clopti'3 11 14 i J'4 diir-
andl 84 1111 14% l ll o1 4ll4'llh ll lit It.

A tIiii4 ' I 'iill ', 4lV 1 i'. l h4i ', Ill- '111l If eInl vill.g"4 i v l' 'lil l l i , it \%4)14, 1 111 s i ll ill'
to e'tIl l -ill' l4i rl lri fl, 'h'ulii foi'r 4 11. 1 lli ' illi '1t, 'i ill fl -f il i4ihllr% ntIilt jl 4lllilr-

til , thia '11 ih( lllltl 11 'i Ilig 14 e l'1111 Ii 3'l tax I 1,1'%l' M l l '11 : t1 \%a.'
r44vlli, I t1r414 r, ir 'ioll'(I 144, t Il' 111 13' 3 1lilig, i4 l hi'4 Olv "4 l l lllil" lI'1114't , ll, 4 l 1111 ' illth l
which ift, llggk ,4f14 f(lI ii litle to1 lilliv , T4111r44 i f here 4 1 41 1114' 4'If"inljll l t
(l'r141'twllllll!, il t i hi lll it i." \il'3' Iiki 'l. 111hil Il ll'' sth illg '141 1 4\111 , 4i- 1 l4 lh4 114 it
i( . 1 w i l l 114111 1 lll Ill ,llh, Iil'l It'4. iiillillnil)' lr! lll1ily lliltlt'lii \vi4 inally
s v.' ~l through It Svlliv(It f'rill. l, Im 'y ill', Ill asl~ di illivillll, Th, ml l y \\ t hat
I cllt 11llll% o~f to) fociil; 11ill i o l otll l oi vl~l illp'rts orf i, icotlil i il lt perl' i aglll et
de tll lj i llll , s t a ion. l f ill110 ilily Ito lilolillei fililyl ,sll'{lig reai lll, I-; lt iill it
PIPcii 14f.Illll tilh!e wily' 411' Il\ i\ 111 icu.

Vteiy Irlly) yoillis,

E'itWIN N. (1ils\%(,I 14.

(O 'ilolti 11, 11951.

IDFAlI 
4
1F''.N tll4lN\\'ll I I hll1 l' 111l (ilili rllliltl Iop 1h441' 344i1t' ,jou ,ie''h ill

W aslhintlioll . My Inlf4rllll l 441111' f'lont l'leilrk,4 ill1 4y' I,,1 lile who (ill hlar
It and fo t l' prvni rll'0 4 l''l l'. It is ( r 41i ii l 1t4 ib' to l 1ha yoil hall iiing lIE

I Y113" ll your slivilhill t jll I'r'11 lilg(' I)-ci( 4it l44. A, fir t114' "in 'll4i" liyiVnviit p4rot-
'ision e'Eferre(l 1to, I (i11lt' illgl'.' ' wilh Vot th1 Illii opo' sd14,144'( l ogis l \Vi'4 il4t
J1.41110le41. I (14 1i441 Ill)\." W.,ill) 441ii1lls4tred1 It. It 1.4 lily h41i'f liii 1it re,;pol1i bl4,11 ll4
li,'14,iiil I lli ll! oil Inldustry3' ill] ,S44. 1, 1t44, ill il'lea'4 4 i44 kniow t ha tlhIll e olnt oel'-

ell.,( 'O111 1 4111 t' ii inill I i, luifl me 4r fro4ii hlll4 I111 tha \V'( ; i 11 Y ll ii lI( s'eft ('l.
11 blplls clarify oill thinikingz for\'itll] tol slllt, llii l II'til ett lit' ad~vocia td

0'1i111111llollli of t1h4' 4'llt\ 11111 il4 1 ,. I lgl'e' with \ou h1 a t 1 4 (It4 so w4 ulh
alliluil to taxi iiti l. T i lo question Is '1g wi t p ntll whlllEi tn i tion all' ii lli'e
S~houildl bel lavled~ ill order~l |l) enlconlroigf, tlhl, gi-nlerlionil fir r'lqk calltilill so, ei". 'iiial

1n Ili g 44il, 'oiliose E i1.4 ii ll ' e il Iustrii l who hit \.( . (h'4 ('104' if) l it ilt' 4I1ibj(ct
LW 'le' the i ha the 2 71 , r(',It 41'4(till 4 l41 iillowl\vi'icl, i,4 llll'' 1111 j slI l41c.

'l'he l'lt of LI, ltiriilt fol till' EIh ll 1(14l IiII ni l l'lts 1 il vil 4': I ove'r a
pirIii t yr'i I i l , liil1 1 lii'4'il w't',3 hit'b1en nv ne rly i l I4l o4ll, a l 11l
e'xpend1itu el'e,4 for I1(li iig il by 11u ilh41tr'. A u11e'' y 43' t11h, N1ii-('t44 iitllt (ill
and111 Gis Am h14 14loll1i 44f ('i4lliliil I 'sll ' lll' i llil r( xini41ll1'l h lIf (f t he l I n
tile nlt ,ed( Stals s ow'd h4 1 n Ill(, period 1!)25-IS 1 lie (ll ituli llirE' fiol' tinlditj7
oill werie wvithin 110 itireen~t iof thelillwalhk-lt! deptlion. Illn :fi tlit, 5 \vairs,

101-1 'I', 1 114 4 x'lh lle l 4iir' s fll' fIlindiig oill , (xc t, l l, (he allo wlie lt lllIll 1 of this
groul) (if li'4(llii'('Ir'4 11nd41 flir 11i4, ,5-e''4ta" 1' id l, 19i I9 -'I4 , all aledeplh t wa(ii41 \'a1
vihin abou1til 0l ie'c'lt of th' t ,Xl(,iitlirE forl 11Milling 4il. Tiihese0 cl 4,4 i'(,hiot 1n4

Inicaitet that tl-l llo~waleh de~leltin does . have li dlirct effectl onl explin(llil tres

for inldilng oil and1l that tie ilIllint Is not e'xcessi'c lit relation to the calplital
risked li tle searich for oil.

Th rill(- If 27J1/_ i''elit for lepl i wit.4 l('tl'lilinie 1)by Ciligress lifter t ldy
of xle'riellncee tlfl lhe ilai't of the lili vtry In the '0iirs iil liliaely prilr to 1026
wv'.hen tis 11 etold)(! wii Iii'st ao((tietd. 'T'lih rate hiats licei reexlaili(1 sihseuntii~tly
a iniumb11er of times aind(1 apllro'd(1 by Congress ii spite of attack I13 the 'rroasiury
Departmeinlt. 'le' lepletion llro.ision li eo gd t'ii'(lhe 4'iirci for oil, resulting
In great dilsco'erles anid sUlpplit's. E'en if the rate of 271/2 p('l'E'4'lit hall beeen1 t1o
high at one tlie, It has become part of the industry's cost and price struetlire
so thit any chlnige It t1e 1mte now would tend to affect snllitly andi Ilrl.e.

You raised the qui,stli1n whether the 271,4 pterveint (letletioli allowance (Ines not
cost more than o1er ways of niclih,.ilig tlhe sane result. Peri''elltige depllletion
probably costs less than ally other way wiicl could be devised ti (oliJcpesate
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for the risks involved in the (.xploration for oil and to encourage the necessatry
amount of exploration. This is probable froe all economle standpoint, because
the provisln stimulates etllcieney on the part of olkrators, sitei' depletion is
limited to 50 percent of the net profit margin. The operator ils, In addition to
the normal stimulus of proilt front efficiency, the further attraction of a tax
incentive ulder the present law. The depletioll provision also attracts into the
search for ill some capital that otherwise ne er would be risked in the Industry,
some of which adds to the discovery of oil and some of which is lost forever.

Direct subsidies to explorers probably would cost more and be less effective
than percentage depletion. In the year 19t there were 14,109 dry holes drilled
in the United States. The average cost of these wells was at least $50,000 and
the total cost was about $700 million. The Treasury Department has never
claimed that taxes could be increased by any amount approaching such a figure
through a change in percentage depletion. Even if Government subsidies in.
volved paying only part of the cost of dry holes Instead of the complete cost,
the cost of the prograni might be greater than $700 million a year because of
the additional number of dry holes that could be encouraged by the subsidies.
A drilling contractor, unablle to find sutlieient work to keep all of his rigs busy,
for example, very probably would be led hy subsidies Into drilling wells even if he
did not exlwt to establish production. Etforts to limit the cost of the subsidy
by controlling the drilling location of wells would Involve the Government in
endless details and expense regarding geology, geophysihs, and other matters,
and subject the itIndtstry to stilling controls by men in Government who know
nothing about the Imsines of finding oil.

Subsidies in maritime shipping are closely related to the fact that the Govern-
menl hils Imposed regulations on the shipping industry which result in high co4s
relative to the ,merchant marine of foreign countries. There Is no comp:arable
reason for subsidies in petroleum production, The oil-producing industry feels
that It is entitled to rea,;onable tax treatment to avoid the tai\atioin of the capital
which It creates through the discovery of new reserves, but it does not seek
subsidies which lt best wouhl be destrunti\ P of etlicieney, dillcult of interpretation
mid administration, and extremely expensive to the taxpayer,;. Otllmen are by
nature individualists and are opposed in prineiple to Government subsidies.

You further inquire whether a very large portion of the benefits from the
depletion allowance does not go to persons "whio are not the olICs who do the
exploring and take the risks." Statistics cited by the Treasury Department in
its latest prolp)sal to reduce percentage depletion make it clear that the great
majority of the benefits go to the companies-both small and large-which are
now engaged in explorati and development." All of the large oil companies,
whibh produce more than half of the oil in the United States, are engaged In
extensive and e\lnsive exploration and development programs. A review of
tie annual reports of these companies demonstrates the vast sums of money,
running into the hililions of (dolars, which have been poured into the search for
and development of new reserves within the past few years. The small opera.
tors, sililarly, are spending sums proportionately as large considering their
produetium. It is not true, as sometimes alleged, that the small operator
searching for oil today sells his property upon development of production. Occa.
slonally some operators sell producing properties, principally to put their estates
in liquid condition to pay inheritance taxes, but the great majority of the opera.
tors who discover prouctlol today develop their properties and produce them.
Such operators are receiving the benefits of the reasonable tax provisions appli-
cable to oil production as a result of taking risks In exploration and development.

The pureiaser of a proved property, who is still taking considerable risks with
respect to the amount of recoverable oil and the future price, generally pays a
price which means that percentage depletion Is of no benefit to him because It is
less than cost depletion. At tile present time, for example, developed oil reserves
In the ground generally sell for about $1 a barrel which exceeds the percentage
depletion, amounting to a maximum of 71 cents a barrel on the present price of
$2.5S a barrel. If the percentage depletion provision Is applicable and appears
to place the purchaser In a position to save taxes, It influences the price he Is
willing to pay for the property and so results in a benefit to the operator who
found and developed it. An inflationary trend which raises the price of all com.
'modities may result in tax benefits even to a purchaser whose cost depletion at
the time of the purchase exceeded the prevailing percentage depletion, but that

* Herlnsm before Committee on Ways and Means on H. R. 8920, 81st Cong., 2d sees.
49-60 (1950).
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is reason for criticism of the conditions which bring about Inflation and not for
criticism of the operator who purchased an oil property on the basis that it
was a reasonable investment at the prices then prevailing.

Perhaps the criticism that the benefits of percentage depletion go to persons
who are not the ones who do the exploring and taking of risks is meant to apply
to royalty owners. Even the royalty owner, however, amy take risks and there
are, in fact inany royalty owners who are also engaged In exploration and
drilling. In fact, inny independent operates regularly buy royalties as part
of their huslness. Basically, however, the reason for application of percentage
depletion even to the royalty Interest is to protect tile capital of the royalty
owner which arises from the discovery and development of oil. The royalty
owner, as much as the producer, has a known capital value as soon as production
is established and Is entitled to protection of that capital value before his
income is subjected to the ordinary tax rates.

In your comments relate to the "in oil" provision you seen to Imply that
percentage depletion is itl uldvalitate imiiiount inL to a tax favor, even though
you can se it Is warranted more than tie pnivision regarding oil payments 1

In tin', opinion of tie oil Industry the percentage deplelion provision is merely a
recognition of the penalties inherent in the rlsks Involved in finding oil, and is
necessary to avoid a tax penalty amounting to taxat ion of Its capital to which it

should not he subJectcl. Percentage depletion merely places the oil industry,
insofar as the taxing of capital is concerned, on an equal rooting with other
industries which do not create new capital through discovery of hidden resources.

Yours sincerely,
lmx G. BAKER.

OcToalElt 14, 1950.
DtrLR NIH. B.Kxm: The figures %% which you cited In your last letter are interest-

ing; and significant. HFowever, they (1o not. I believe, take account of the fact
that a large proportion of these expenses are deduced in computing income
taxes, In addition to tile percentage depletion deduction. I ama referring, of
cotirse, to the optional deduction allowed for "intangible drilling costs," and
other similar deductions.' The figures you give would he mome persuasive to
ine f they showed a comparison between the costs on th' one hand, amid the
aggregate deduction on the other. By agregate deduction. I mean not only
percentage depletion. but also the deduction allowed for intangible drilling
costs and other expenses. I do not Ihileve that the comparis oi would he nearly
as favorable as the figures you give indicate. Indeed, I should think this might
be a major weakness in your argument.

Now let me turn to tile last Iparagraph of your letter. The baniic difficulty
here, it scenis to me, is one which Is rarely disclosed in discussions from the
oil country. This is the "discovery" allowance which is implicit in percentage
depleton. I know of no other area in oar tax law where very large increments
in capital value are wholly exempt from taxation. You say that percentage
depletion is necessary to enable the Industry to 1rewrv'e its "capital." Bat
this Is obviously using capital in a double sense, and ii a sense which is not
applicable to other taxpayers. For other taxpayers. that capital, recoverable
through depreciation, or on sale, or otherwise, is their investment in the prop-
erty. Only iii the oil business (1o "discoerles" become capital for tax purposes.
Frankly, I find sone trouble seeing why this should be so.

You suggest that this is n-cessary because of time "risks involved ii finding
oil." I (1o not minimize these risks. I know that, in a sense, they are very
great. However, I think a pretty good case can he made for the proposition
that large outfits, like the Texas Co., or the various Standard Oil companies

(1o not take very substantial risks, except in a sense analogous to that in which
it Is said that the New York Life Insurance Co. takes risks. Or, to put it
another way, when the operations are on a large scale, as in the life insurance
business, the probability that things will come out somewhat as planned is very
great. I do not mean to say that the probability is nearly as great in the oil
industry as in the life insurance business. Nevertheless, experience has shown
over the past 20 years that the big oil companies stand a high probability of
success, They have no difficulty recovering the costs of their unsuccessful ven-

T See p. 865 supra.
oUnIted States Treas. Reg. III, see. 29.23 (m)-16 (b) (1943).
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Vety truly yonrs.
Fhl\\*l, N. Ctus \toiti

he F, nD) %il 0. M;\%m I). It ik .1 phlorl e II rent vyoe r he , hors of thiearcr I I and
:N1 on fthe .,l'111jeel of taoN¢. )),tll by flhit% till odiory'. Your Ilteresl il li, .k ubjell

hnds lilte I0 %e I '. all :m rll o rerition vel pois lls llllttile owrileioll f ile oil
llsfotl.e, or it th nis lhat the hlck (f ghllral acotribtillnIng of lit 1hillh ites
ot oil pl.,41hl4 tioll 11, %,lle of ft-, priilil:0l realsll w\*hfit% t~l\ pri-l,,,ons relting

wo rtl oiliel a ioml that of icetl erAtieih c.
An drue il Io i , a b somld oi1 la e , lto r i Ocroder 4, N r he qaeklon if

T1l fio %1 ribn cse e per Iuhelle, axes are llclloll 11 d t i, 11 of li rathlll
WlCht lie iC vrillil'.l tob er fe oft \,, T . \\o poin4 seem perliet on this

It. ilh( fir,,l latv{, lt its eous Ider 2 fill idua Is inteililn SHOO,10 1 e, I Ill
thl.eao for oil iiiii ft, olher Ili fIII olope lilhthig. I'he* Indivhhlvil seoIrcinlg
for oil inay tq',*nd $ 100,A(W til e;ic~h of Ni differetit leass. alli 4-4i.,,61il i~llethloll
011 0111) 1 of tile leoases. Thoe ihter iuditIldtal erec~ts ,anl ollep hbuilding will% his
,,k IS.W Womahl it N, fair it) allow (ihe oil ollilrator to recover ,is vapltal oil hits

produt 'n;e le:i.,el ell the AlWlt O that lie putl Into Ihlllt levam'? If file 1in1h104h1:1
js ict risk his mlorcy, Ill the sealreh for oil it m\ouh 'lld soe tht he would do so milly
w'ith the prll.xvl that lie would rover more than the $,Kt!,000 spient oil all of
hi. vennlres- if liv is%, sf~ There Is always flit, ehlne that hie fully Il|! no
prlxiilctiun with his inIvesimlent antil llt of his ca fpital mlay" he lost. To off-set that
ris i there ninst Iv, the nlttraction of a rewards commensurateo with his sieess If
he find,; oil. Another ildividiual wlight venture V00,0(* inl the searelh for otil
AMd tw vriv as meanly barrels of reserves as, his colni vt~tor, dule to skill and
goix fortune. In this litter ce lie has miade a contribution to soclety which is
worth tv-ice at rmuch as that (if his eonipetifor, A-z -,(%)i a : the oil is dliscoveredl
and developed it can be sold in plame without being produced, for a known capital
vidup. anti, Ili clse of such sale, taxes are on the basis of capital gain rather
than currNt income-

11 Sou~tin Chrotle e October 35, 11.50, w~e. E.
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over a iii or -o fit. or ,I .ear.s. A di-,1hie Ili mhe prliie ,fr lrl, II for e.xamle,

, 11-4 OCCII -141', llII \\-4,111 19211) :oil 11133, i w I llm Olii lhe alppolrentl prolltH

InhourletterofOcthr 20, 105,iynI o u. Sti thatw made look a lt thepror-
ton s x very neio m ll o prlaleilly till other Iive, tlone thnd an
Ilhe sallllo tlliv. T Net m' dol-,4 not provide Iimi a mllivl ellT ligilist~ It dh.4,lhi Ill
lprhves. Trle hlg oilI ,ollplth, sire dellllely Inking \vry\ stlosliintl rils whih
11111y l n'vjlk lhilil 11 ell its liawl~ hm I it,' Iri,~e Thel( ]lumlnlh (ill & ]{efin.
ilml. Col.. fill emillllle,)t s hll x i tll oilllionl orl lla~r,4 lit Florida illl toill ile eStli-
HIMl4 oilll.\ 1 very '41n1111 lproduvilhn. Unhless our effo)rts4 ondl ick hli that area
Impr~love. we IIlIand to lose a very Ilarge Sitin ofi capital Mthimllble himx risked
Ill fl, ventulre. If we (ie Iwou Hr IlnifeXllll('lt, we (-till deductt It lil clchu|lating
omlr ninle 11li .pay ents just 1,4 lly i hlsit llless collhl dil etll, itl oss(IN oil
fil 111l' ll In\Psilllelll hult Mlitt does Ilol rl'illrn to wll t- ca1'epital wihel
1111ln11bhe il114 ri, lied. Inl tile% year 11141) litie Ilulell'f dry-hole eomts were
$32.,2417T,(0, andll even ofler conlsideratlion of Iliet' reduct'ionl in Inc'omle tlxes (hie
to suhloss It)NI Is clear that we Iriskedl ind lost a very sulb.stantial suin of money.
Weo can halve litio ly of rvalliz.ing a returln onl that Investmnent. Indeed, the
inveollil Itself Is Wiped out.

()Il, flinvI observation may help to throw additional light on the(, question of
INhe oil industry's risks and Ili(, relation between Its cost" and deductions. 1
nHelVi~tII014 ill Mhe I11e-VouR lette r that -I survey by the Mid-Conthnent Oil & (Gat;
Assopehtthn showed a (.lose relation between the expenditures fo)r finding oili
and Ihe allowable depletio. In your letter of October 1.1 you ask about the
optionill deductiln allowed for Intangile drillilng costs;. The same study pre-
Viously r-efPo-red to shows that tile Investment of tho companies Included in the
survey In drilling and equipping productive wells exceeded their expenditures
for lundin oil. The(, sunt of (lie expenditu res for finding oil and for drilling
and equipping productive wells was approximately twie, the total allowable
depletion of the complex for the period 1125-48. The investment Iin drillilng
and eqnlpplitc productive wells wits recovered only once as a deduction of in-
tangile~l drilling costs and depreciation of tangible thrillingg costs. I did not
mention this fact Ini my previous letter because percentage depletion relates to
the depletion of the oil Itself and, therefore, to the expenditures Incurred in
the search for oil rather than to thp tangible and Intangible Investments in
(trilling, which are recovered through the(, option to expense, Intangible drilling
costs and the depreciation of other (trilling costs. This evidence is quite sig-
nifleant onl (he point % hieh you considered a weakniess In my previous argument.

In your letter of October 20, 10;'0, you suggr st that we look at the propor-
tiona of taxes to net Income for 3 targ,-e oil companies on the one band and
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3 industrial enterprises on the other. The point you are referring to can lie
fliustrated front the ,.onlmrilson of tile reports of United States Steel and
fumble. In 1MI; United tates Stef,l showed a net Income before Federal

income taxes of $'239 million, compared with fumble's net Ineome on the same
bltISi of $240 mllmon, while e United State,% 8teel paid Federal income taxes of
$109 milton and I1huhe paid $54 million. In 1049 United States Steel paid
$126 million In Federal Iniome taxes ,n a net income before tates of $292 mil-
lion, whereas Humble Pmild leileral Income taxes of $18 million oi an indicated
iiet income before txs of $1,, million irhe, explatiationi of tie difference in
tile effective rate- 'ies, of eolirse. in tlhe filet that a conwiderahile part of Miuni-
ile's net income really represents calpitl gain on the sale of its oil, fnd this

efpltal gain should be taxed at '25 percent rather ihan fit the normal corporate
income-tax rate, also In the fait that liimble, Is taking Its depreiatlon oil in.
tangible drilling costs as It niakes such investment rather thanj spreading the
depreelation over the life of the prolwrtlies. If llumble were to quit drilling
or to reduce ItH drilling olpratilns. the efftwive Intome-tax rate would mate-
rially increase. Over a period of time the only difference between tile effective
tax rate on a steel cmizpantty and an oilproduing company would be because
of the js'rventa.e depletion, which is thoroughly justited in order to afford fair
treatinlent of the capital galis realized on ti salt of oil as it i pro(uced.

I have taken the liberty to write at length on points suggested by your letter-
because you have shown a gnuine Interest inl an objective tinqiiry about the
facts with respect to the tax provisions on oil production. We tintd in our own
operations that the business of exploration for and development of oil and gas
is very complicated and not airways fully understood even by some of the oper-
ators engaged in this business. It has been my endeavor to set forth Information
which may help to give you a better picture of the problems of oil production.
We believe that the problems and peculiarities of the oil-producing busIness ukar-
rant and require the tax provkitus now applicable with respect to percentage
depletion and the option to expeise intangible drilling costs.

Sincerely yours, REX CG. IIAXl~t.

Novt~m "FRO. .1950.

DAR MR. BAxEs: Please iet me thank you for your letter of (ivto&,r 26. 1
have read it with much Interest, and I would like to make certain observations.

In the first place, it seems to nif, entirely clear that the costs of tily oil opera-
tions should be fully deductible from Income, including subsequent income from
other operations, where there is no current Income against which the costs may
be deducted. Taking as an example the situation given near the beginninli of
your letter, if a person spent $1tM),KX) on eacth of 5 different leases, and established
production on only I of the leases, I would allow the full $500,0000 to le deductel
against income, either current Income fromt any source if there was such in-
come, or against tubsuent income from an source. This could be done by a
system of carryovers. If the present 5-year limit "o on carryovers is not enonmh,
I would have no objection to its being exteniled, I am entirely in favor of taximig
no more than the net income of oll operations. I still find It somewhat difficult
to see why we should tax less than that net income, which may be, and often
is, the result of the V -percent depletion allowance, which goes on without
limit, and without relation to (a) actual depletion sustained or (b) the aggre-
gate amount invested by the taxpayer in oil production.

The rest of your letter is devote to what seemis to me to be thp heart of your
argument. In substance, you seem to be saying that all income from oil pro-
duction should, In effect, be taxed as capital gain, and that this gives an ade-
quate Justification for the present depletion allowance. This argument, I must
confess, I find very hard to follow.

Is it not clear that income derived from oil production is business income?
Is there any other sort of business Income which Is taxable as capital gain? When
the grocer sells you a can of peas, he sells you property, but the gain is taxable
as ordinary income, no matter how long he has held the peas. The same is true
of a manufacturer, or of a real-estate operator. Indeed, the sane is true of
every other sort of business Income. Why should Income derived from oil pro-
duction be treated in any other way? Perhaps the atiwer is that all income
should be treated as capital gain. That would of course be attractive, and it
would not result in discrimination between different types of business activity,

" Internal Revent, Code. see. 122.
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as is the situation now. But It would hardly produce the revenue which, for
better or for worse, Is necessary under current conlitionis.

You imtntion tihe fact that ili the year 1.I4t) alone Hlleh's dry-hole costs were
$32,267,0. But every nickel of that was deducted against other iiw-oine, and
Humble was not taxed on anything in exc'ess of its net Incomie. ol the contrary,
llunble Paid taxes on much less than its economic net hiconie, as (an easily be
shown by comparing the company's net income, hi Its reports to stockholders,
and tile much lower figure for net Inconie which was undoubtedly given oil
its incoin-e-tn \ rel u'n it; a rel i of tlie 2712-1)p1'"'111 dect iii dtedutioll. It Is
true that lumlie risked and lost a lit of m oney on dry holes. But it Is also
true that it nadiih even niore nioney (ol other activities. And no lie suggests
that It should lie taxed oin allythi tg lore Ihan its net inc me, after iimaklng
full allowale for all the losing ventures . Frankly, I find it very hard to see
why the dry-hole costs, fully allowed as tax deductions, have aily bearing on
the Justilication of tie depletion htowance. whre are many other Industries
which have to risk large sumul, withmt any iamnidlia te or cutrunt tax deduction.
I need to refer only to the steel industry for i ll1llutartii i. There, large sums
must lie spent which are capital cots, and not deductible tit all, except throug-h
carefully ineasureil and linilted delreciation deductions. lit this respect, It
seems to tle that the oil inldu,4tr3 has aI great tax advantage, quite apart from
the unlimited depict loll deduct ion.

When all Is said and done. your argument sees to boll down to tile proposition
that Income froia oil production should lie taxed t,; capital gain. This appears
near the end of your letter whete you state that the toercentage depletion dedlue-
tion "is thoroughly justilled ii order to afford fair treatment of the capital
gains realized on the sale of oil as it Is produced." This argument semns to me
to be clearly unsound. I call see no reason why, if valid at all, it would not he
iqually valid to all other inciione from product hon. Take, for example, the

illvoille froll fai'lli'i or fr, 1i i mnufacturing The farmer produce, prolperty. The
itaiufacturr irotuces property. Yet io (ale hais e\vr seriously argued. I
bielleve, that lheir gain-,; on tie sale if thl; proiperty zhoulId be taxed as capital
gains, or that they art, capital gains. Ti income from tile conduct of the
busilles Is clearly blisl ies hincuol. Oil ioriodit(tiol is clearly at hlsl nes,:. I
c(lit see nio rea,;on \ hy the incone derived from tie buslitess of oil production
should not he ta\edi as ordinary incone. I repeat that I refer only to the net
inicolte, after full al1 1wilwn for all eist q incurred and for :ail capital actually
invested In the bisliess. But the Ipercetntage depletion deduction giies far
beyond this. It gli es a %ery laree deiluitnll, which hears no relation either
to costs or to actual capital in'estnent. I ata still puzzled "~hy anyone should
think that it ha-, a proiH-r pllati li a fair amid equitabletax 1310\teii.

I have no hostility to the oil Industry. On the contrary, I admire its great
achlevemielts, aldl its creat contributions to the country, its economy, and its
defense. But there are also iany other forms of activity whhh contribute
greatly to the country, Its ectonoty, and its defense. Why should they not all
be treated the same? Why should the oil Industry be the recipli, nt of a tax
dedctioi, enornlous in tile aggtegate, which Wars no relation to Its costs, or to
tile capital itiveit'd iii oil production?

Very truly yours.
ERWIN N. GRISWOLD.

NovEMUR 8, 1960.
DEAR DEAN (UsU oLD: Your letter reveals the difficulty that even a man of your

ability has in understanding the real nature of tile 11 business and the risks i.
volved In filing and producing oil. After all, the basic principle involved it
the depletion allowance Is rather simple. Tie man who explores for oil niust
invest vast sums of risk capital, lie nay lose this capital altogether on uinsue-
eessful ventures, lie may through luck or skill sutc',ted in tinding an oltbield.
If lie does. lie creates new capital. Iln producing that oil lie depletes the corpus,
and if the taxing 9way of his capital is to be avoided lie must have a depletion
allowance. Only In this way call he, tinder our existing tax rates, have enogh
left with which to do further exploratory work with the hope of finding neil
reserves to replace those depleted by production.

There Is no way to compare his real situation with that of the steel manufac-
turer or the farmer mentioned In your letter. The man who builds a steel mill
can depreciate every dollar of his investment in tiue, and throtigh depreciation
get his capital Investment back tax free. The farmer who raises a crop does
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not deplete the eorpus if his (irin, for lie Is abhl' to jxrow it ew vaiw,1 yeaor atele'
year, Therefore, tiny suims ho' aity rtea lIe tfrom tilt% male 44t hIs ,rops itire i1l-
tlary Iitaotlte. (f ciroas'e, lie .lillt cihlrge tif" deireiloatn oil him totolm tnd ipi-

Itllit tecillis' they wear vtll 1IIllat itst lie i't'jlti'ld.
'rllm Iln Its esselitlalls lllo Io eslwaI,. nolliiag nmore li o lword hw' oilli1 ta1 titl

opprttl nily t) i'ilItce Illt C.'1111111l. This Is e 'atly wint I4 lo11ti with tillw o%%lier
,f ite 'lvI oill lo Is allowed doill-eclhlilt bit oit his 1t11t iavestl itll. To tale
this litillysils Is lilllIt'Ry Itself a1 1ail I ('aitnt Svt'e how Its sillily ctilio' h

i .01(erIn y I Iq lit I It. 11 V i IIi ill ie atle lii iwitti' t0w 'r' ; tS Si l i wlly. I It-'rlli ).p-4
.\olt woutiwl tlliwy i trip to) fh olllhils 111111 Jill wllaiorttlllly ta vfiteil I the wilh-
spreod wll IierIitat which iir ikli latg jti ll t lt I' law' wounaflroy.
'henl I hellevi. yoil votlwl hItlt'r ialslhi1 why l it, i 'iawwits rsk ci'l lit- at.
vol'eil Itt olt''att Its twist ht' 'egel'ai ith i ow ielitet iho iowiilnw' il il, ol
thIs r llflt lilllt Ip)rouce.

4ln'rely ,yours,
IE (I. lRARERr,

\m i m itiw' 27, 1 tt.
ikt' R Ma. lOkKvt If , eii1t to 'In like thatlyu lyou i o441iblls wuimit ,4' itllldlly to

olie Inlll er~l, 111lly 11, 1 ll pr 11"idllcrs' lilt, ('111lh,41 to ,i vchl la|fx li'vl eillll be,-

aataist lh'Ir Inomoe Is eswnt hilly v lilal gilii.
'lThe tir a ileiat that thle pi'senti lareiatiagal delpletion allowace l 1t I la,'cIessn ry to

eaile you to) rtover youlr acli tal wo'i will 11tat Mthtia 111. li iri, 111111 Iy 1 11111 ld
twi it w'hlttl11tny llk' yours, I liii e iilli' Ii lilht lh I IhaIt '% wit l l. ' ,itit wit tw wll Inaolaua'a,
should be aIble to) r4WIetr alIl of youilr liilllll llive"41nlclll bflfire, a11.V M\ li11lbilliy

I lltctirr4l1. s it nlltter fi fict. though, tlaw' witil lilt 1loll of tll- lait hutll fi
lItangibhl drill hir os pbt lierroilage dtwplhlhwl gl\i' 3wII. 1wl ii- wil ipro)-
tlttwers, it dedulwtiot for inl eew'w wit'3ollr t'4. I, lw' wail wtwrlt. f'wi' w\nllilolh,,
that the aggregate of these tio det dlwtols taken byv lh lit lit- i ar'I Stiawi'
llreent age dll)letlIon lecan' iavlliallt' Is tair I at of Ilaw' iaggrea nti' fi
ll1111le'a o alittl tois lit 1llwise yewor-. Tl'erea Is ti other IYIi' wfi bli Atws elatr-
prise lit tIa s country \lich ret'el\ek 11l,4wltin1t1 lit wew't".s of twistsI ltigh (w'-
pnlatlon fIor ofherwise,.

In flte case of wertahl ind'lndent wliht'aters, It nny he 1tiit a s11iteesslom of
dry hlwles ii Ill prodlet vots %i blb cia annot lie offl. titler laat, nl h1 s, iagalnt
sul . lqueltt btw'om'. TIhll soul lie largl ly lakwt etare wit ltake ii itfir, 1i3y t lit
present provilslion of the law allowing lwsset to lipe airrid fir \tard for 5 yctitr.
If this Is not enogl, I moul liame wio objtwth in whatever ti ny wlaatlige il lilt,
law which wouilt make If plail that no oil producer was st1ijeot io tax int 11
had rcoIv d edaiw'llons ltilal Io tall of ilas tists iihli had not previowl'yI, hwe'
effectively dedtteil fromn groso Ilcolwme.

Let uq t ry t tt't your apifil-githts atrgttllw'nt. Stllltwe we had a tx. like
the Enllsh tift or the ('an lain tax, In whihh capital gailn art, neit faed tit all.
('ouid yon Sutccessflly ltalntalin the os lon a t lat iitetoin front oll lt1'iilitwion I
not subject to tax at all, libetalle It Is capital gailn? It seims to ait' that the
answer to this is, qn1te plainly "No."

The tax systenius whlch (to not tax eaplitl ttgahiq atll draw the 1lite closely
Iwtwei' what they regard as citltal gailn and irtlits from "Irawle or ltigiesi."
It is clear that the ol ratlont wf oil l rO ctidion tire a trade or hitl.ts, t willln
thls concept. &s well as under oar Owl law.

We do not have to slieulate altaat thls. Thle Calladlian In1ome hlx Is a clear
example. Under that law. capital gains are not taxed. Bitt It ho1s never heen
.erIouqrly qggested. as far as I know, that tlte in'oiit friailt lt l liwotiwt of
oll and gas In Canada should Ie wholly exeplted from tax on the grotid that
It Is capital galn. On the contrary. It I cletwar that It Is regadtd s Itsnoine frina
trade or htu iness. and st1bJect to tax n Income. It Is true that tltw're Is special
allowance for depletion tnder the ('anadlan tax law. This may, hiniever, IM a
reflection of the special deduction allowed In the United States law

On the whole, It sems to me that the best p)sltIon yot have devehoiiad I'
the capital-gain one. Even on that basis, though, I think you clalit too ntich.
Under our law capital gains are taesl, though at a ntaxtnum rate of 25 percent.
But the percentage depletion deduction Is sllg wd to reflect the old "discovery
value" allowance. The effect of this was to makt, the capital gain on flt-, dIs-
covery of oil (or other mineral) wholly exempt front tax. In other words, is-
covery value--and therefore percentage depletion, to some extent-clearly goes
too far. I think I could understand a provision which said that Income from oil
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and gia prduetlon should lip taxed as alilltal gain, find which, acrdlngly,
conllletly elini natleti t e percentage depeletion dedulloin. Trying to get both
catltlal gai treatment, and the pierc('ntagcediietlollin dheduction, its in the recently
defeated provision llllut "in oil" paynienls, Is clearly trying to get too intnu]h.
And If invonie from oil production was taxable as aplltal galIn, I should feel that,
iunier turrent condht iols, tlhe Jlresiltlt 25 percent rlte( Wi.i fAir tii low.

However, It still sees'ii to inc that taxing inlconme from oil production as capital
gain would be quite wrong. Such incoine Is clearly income front the otiduct, of
a trade or hluminiss fnl(] Is not capital I Its nature, ('eit though It arises, in a
sil'se, oIt of Itl'Cass lII the volue of property. After all, the Income of filly
manufacturer or retailer likewise arises (ut of ilreas(s iln the value of property,
natnely, tie property which Is manufactured or sold. Such Incole, however,
Is clearly not capital gain. There is no better reason, as far as I can see, why
the business Income of oil producers should be taxed as capital gain merely
heoause It Is derived by selling the property that they produce.

Yot suggest at varlous places In your letters that the oil producer should be
able to get tax free "the capital he has produced." I do not know filly other
line, of activity In which a lerson recovers tax free any capital lie may have
produced. Even in tie ease of capital gains, the basis for deternling gain
or Ilss will lie only the amount actually invested In the property. It is only the
oill Industry whhh gets a return fi're of tax In excess of Its actual capital
inIvest Inlent,

lhuR, the- lerientage depletion allowance turns out to be nothing rnore than
a spiehll subsidy. If that fact were nore generally understood, I atnnot help
wondering whether the present allowance would bos continued iliitiodilh'd.

Vcry truly yours,
Eswix N. G(tiswof.D.

DcF.XHF.*R 12, 1M0.
FI )A IWAN GRtswoiu: As I Interpret your letter of November 28, you Insist

that olI prklucers reo'elve spill and unwarranted tax treatment and that all
their Inonme should be tlax d as ordinary Income, despite the fact that in your
letter of Septe'inbcr 25, you concede that oil producers are entitled to a depletion
allowance, merely questlonhtrig tOe advisability of placing It at 27 1/j ircent.
Actually, the depletion allowanp is apilicable to relatively few oil.producing
Irope'rtles. i pra'th'e, c(st depletion applies to the poorer properties. Fur.
lherniore, likr('nlage depict ion is limited to ' percent of net incoine derh ed
froni a producing pr-l'rt3y. Thus, Il general, it is iproifwr to refer to 27 j
isrcent depletion rat' as appllictle to all oil properties.

The producer of oil rteives two different kinds of Incone, Ile realize's a
capital gain or hs on the sale of an u,.set held over a long peril of line aind
a nornial itcoine (oin the operations of a producing property. The income-tax
law authorizes the taxation of Incone find not capital. Therefore, any 'alital
gain froi the sa le (If aill as't held over a long perloil of tinle should not be
laxced as normal JillnenP. Only the income dlerlted from produelng operations
1an Justly 'be taxed as normal incme. Consequently, the depletion allowance,
which makes It i 5 ssiblo to avoid the taxing away of capital, does not give slic'ial
treatment to the oil Industry and Is completely justitied. This is proved by the
fact that the profit figures for the oil industry clearly follow the same pattern
as for other ildustres.

There is no evidence that the tax provisions have resulted In advantage for
eil pr(ducrs as conlilaked with bushlesses In general. The fairness of a tax
'alllt I' Judgt'(l by m,'rely lslkinlg at tl e most succimsful operators, but must

be tested Instead by constlering tile average results for all operators.
'I lit' function of such profits as are realized after taxes is to direct investment

capital intt tliffertnt activities in proportion to need. There Is no evidence that
profits hai e INcn se, high as to attract tiny more capital inlito til oil lndustr3 than
1i4 needed. While time oil Inldustry has constantly expanded, the expal ion has
onltrlibuttl greatly to the ilnaitenalnce of low prices for fuels, to eienoinlic

progress, and all lexplanding eclomlly. If the proltt rate on oil prueitiot had
beel reduced by higher taxes, the capital attracted into the Industry would
have, been reduced; addictions to oil reserves would haie betn less. Thei sviallr
-uppl of energy would have r,-tarded economic progress in the Uniled SlatI-s,
:and the price of gasoline ind other petroleuia products to the consulting public
w,-ld la:vv z;cU !nateriolly increased.

Thu. it seems lear that ti' wisdom of the depletion allowance Is t ore than
Justified. find experience has demonstrated that the depletion allowance Is not
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excessive but has been only enough to generate new risk capital required in
exploring for oil.

Yours sincerely, REx . BaK.

EROSION OF THE FEI)ERAJL CORPORATION INCOME
TAX BASE

WILLIAM F. Hrr.LmuriI, Ji,,1 Olerlin College

Tax proposals and legislation which make the headlines usually
focus attention on tax rates or individual exemptions. Of greater
long-run importance, however, may be the far-reaching changes in
definition of taxable income. Ti number of these changes over recent
years, most of them technical and complex and each usually affecting
only a relatively small group of taxpayers, runs into the hundreds.
Most peoplee are interested only in tax features which affect them and
they either are not interested or do not understand other changes and
their indirect effect on all taxpayers. Most individuals and groups
agree, in the abstract, on the current need for high taxes to finance the
Government and avoid inflation, but when it conies to specific tax
rates and structural features they favor preferential treatment for
themselves and high taxes on all oilier taxpayers.

This pper considers from a broad loint of view the effects of tax-
base erosion, that is, the narrowing of sie tax base as a result of exemp-
tions and other tax provisions. It considers the subject, however, only
with reference to the measurement of corporate income and some non-
corporate business income. In doing this, the paper has a threefold
assignment:

(1) Identify the specific provisions, especially recent statutory
changes, in present corporation income-tax lawv and ahninistra-
tion which narrow the present corporate income-tax base.

(2) Estimate the dollar aniounts of erosion, both in total and(
for each specific feature, if possible.

(3) Estimate how much present corporate income-tax rates
could be lowered if the corporate tax base were broadened by
eliminating all eroding features, assuming that the present
amount of revenue from the corporate income tax is maintained.

Erosion of the tax base has become a popular term among tax stu-
dents and practitioners in recent months. It re4)resnts an evaluation
of the effects on the tax base of the trend in tax legislation toward
special treatment for an increasing number of special groups, with the
result that a substantial amount of income is not subject to taxation at
the regular rates.' The direct effects of a narrower tax base are higher
tax rates, larger budget deficits, or a combination of both.

The corporation income tax is rated "our second best tax." 3 This
tax, the largest revenue source for most years 1913-43, has been the

'The author is associate professor of economics, Oberlin College, on leave with the D'l.
sion of Research and Statistics, Federal Reserve goard. The views expressed herein are
the personal ones of the author and do not reflect the views of the Boafrd. This pater wau
presented at the 48th Annual Conference on Taxation In Detroit on October 19, 1955. It
is reproduced here by permission of the National Tax Association.

'W. L. Cary. Pressure Groups and the Revenue Code: A Requiem In Honor of the De.
arting Uniformity of the Tax lAws, Harvard Law Review, March 1955 Walter W. seller.
.U. Ratchford, 1, I,. Ecker-Racs, et al., Symposium on Practical Limitations of the Net

Income Tax, Journal of Finance, May 1952 pp. 185-242.
s R. Goode, Corporation Income Tax, p. 21i (1951).
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second best revenue source of the Federal tjoverntnent, over fiscal
years 194.-56, providing a)proximately 30 percent of budget receipts.
Present record high corporate tax rates, continuing after reductions
in individual income taxes and excise taxes have become effective,
cause the regular corporate tax to operate nearer capacity than any
other of our major Federal taxes. The present ,)-)ercent, rate com-
pares with 38 percent in 1946-49, 40 percent in 1944-45, a high of 19
percent during the 1930's and a range of 11 to 13.5 percent during the
1920's. With the current and prospective high rates, tax consi dera-
tions are more important in business decisions than if rates were lower,
both as to what action to take and the form in which to act.4

In addition, high rates. coupled with knowledge that some tax.
payers already enjoy )referential treatment, spur others to try to
obtain special treatment for themselves. And with high rates each
different interest group can make a persuasive case that incentives or
tax equity can be improved without undue revenue loss if only their
type of activity is excluded from the fll] burden of ordinary tax
rates. Also under high rates Congress tends to be more liberal with
relief provisions.'

The recent, report of the British Royal Commission (Radcliffe Comi-
mission) opposed the use of the tax mneehanism to encourage selected
ec0ooliic activities. Referring to tax allowances used to stimulate in-
vestment in certain assets, tile Commission said:
* * direct taxation at least i. best resigned to a rather rigid p-imiile t ini.
partiality lietween taxpayers and that a deim-oracy supported by universal stif.
frage ought to be pecullarly careful to guard Itself against exiierlmiteniq In dis.
erininatory taxation. * * *

* * * from 1. pulbli standl)int, discrimination by industry Is not unreasonably
associated with the pressuire group and the parliamentary lobby."

Most provisions leading to erosion are not loopholes in the strict
sense of unintentional or unforeseen avenues of tax avoidance. More
frequently, they represent favorable treatment granted with the in-
tention of promting objectives (leelie( to le more important than
revenue ami equity consl(lerat ions., [he donminalnt consideration may
be to l)rovide an incentive to some highly desirable activity such as
defense-plant expansion, to relieve a del)ressed area or industry such
as coal, to help small business, or to remove existing discrimination
by extending special tax treatment to comparable industries or types
oi income." '1hese considerations are largely resl)onsible for narrow-
ing the tax base, and are "the big, unsettled issues involving social

(nd political judgments rather than narrow structural and revenue
considerations." 9

Erosion of the tax base might go so far that it would threaten
public confidence in our entire tax system. Tax justice depends not
only on tax administration and enforcement which are uniformly fair
for'all taxpayers but also on tax legislation which the public believes
to be eqilitable among different taxpayer groups. Loss of confidence

4 See, for example, D. T. Smith, Effects of Taxation: Corporate Financial Policy (1932).
&The Revenue Act of 1951 for instance, in which the major changes were rate increases

on personal and corporate Income, Included 34 sections which reduced the tax burden
generally or on some special group. Ratchford, op. cit., pp. 203. 208.

$Royal Commission on the Taxation of Profits and Income, final report, sees. 418, 426
(Cmd. 9474, 1955).

1 Roy Blough, The Federal Taxing Process, pp. 894-396 (1952).
'Cary. op. cit., sec. II.
'LL. . Ecker-Racs, op. cit, pp. 280, 283.
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in either tax legislation or enforcement would lead to wholesale at-
tempts at avoidance and evasion, especially if, as seems likely, rates
on personal and corporate incomes continue high.

Tax-base erosion and high rates thus chase each other in it vicious
circle. High rates both contribute to business action designed to
minimize taxes and create pressure to escape from high rates by
special legislation. This actii'ity inay snowball, with those unable to
find a legal route to avoid taxes resorting to illegal tax evasion.

The antitax base erosion approach to these dangers is to widen
the various tax bases and to reduce rates, thus reducing the iml)act
of tax considerations on private economic decisions. It is pertinent
to note that the NAM listed as a guiding principle for its current
Federal tax program:

The Federal tax system should be broadly based * . [This] means a broad
spread of tax methods and * * that each method should involve the largest
possible tax base, that Is, with as few exemptions or exclusions as possible.'

STANDARDS FOR AN UNERODF.D TAX BASE

What does "erosion of the corporate income-tax base" mean? At
one extreme, all deductions and exclusions could be regarded as ero-
sion; this would mean a gross-receipts tax. Another arbitrary yard-
stick would be to class all changes which have narrowed the tax base
after a given date, say 1945, or 1920, as erosion. It would be helpful
to have some objective measure of an uneroded tax base, such as the
Department of Commerce estimate of corporate profits. Unfortu-
nately, the Commerce concept of corporate profits proves an inade-
quate standard for tax purposes."

Rejecting these approaches makes necessary ,ome yardstick to dif-
ferentiate between desirable and undesirabl; de(luciions and exclu-
sions. Two standards are used in this paper for determining what
constitutes erosion in specific instances. First, taxable income in
most cases should correspond to commonly accepted business measures
of net income consistently followed. Income for tax as well as for
business lur'poses should be determined by matching revenues with
the costs and expenses incurred in producing those revenues. Section
446 (a) of the 1954 code, in language similar to that which has been
in law since 1918, prescribes:

GErNWL ItuL.-Taxable income shall be computed under the method of ac-
counting on the basis of which the taxpayer regularly computes his income In
keeping his books.

D. T. Smith and J. K. Butters point out that differences between
business and taxable income are numerous and important." Three
broad categories cover most of these:

(1) "Differences in timing of various income and expense items."
Some differences are matters of judgment, such as rate of obsolescence;
others vary as to degree of certainty, such as reserve for contingencies.

(2) "Differences arising from use of surplus charges and credits for

10 A Tax Program for Economic Growth pp 7-8 (hannary 1955).
u Shortcomings for tax purposes of the Commeree concept of profits Inclule: Its Interest

In national aggregates while tax laws and collectors must deal with Individual firms; its
concern with only current production, excluding gains and losses on transfers of existing
assets: its elimination of income from foreign sources; and its treatment of non.Federal
Income taxes.IsTaxable and Business Income (National Bureau of Economic Research, 1949), ch. 1.
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bisinems purpoes * * * not. accepted for tax purposes." All changes
which indicate taxable capacity must )ass through net income for
tax purposes: direct adjustnents to surijlus are not sufficient.

i3) inferencesces arising from policy decisions to accord special
treatment. to certain type of income or expense." Smith and Butters
still)Inmarizo their losi'tioln (at l 2 .) on this speial treatment for
itenis such is capital grins and losses, percentage depletion, and carry-
over of losses:

* * * they do not laie any counterpart in business accounitinig, nor do they
arise as inherent elemients of ainy underlying broad concept of taxable income.
On the contrary, they represent deliberate congressional decisions to adopt for
tax pirlwises riles based oi criteria other than a correct determiuation of Income
In 113 s, else of the word.

In part the purposes of determining income subject to tax differ
from purposes Mhind the nieasurenent of business income. To pro-
tect the public interest by maintaining revenue and preserving equity
between tlitt'rent taxpayers, congressional legislation and Treasury
regulations often must limit business discretion in reporting certain
inconie and expense items available under accepted accounting prac-
tice. This is necessary primarily to get uniform or closely comparable
measures of taxable income for different taxpayerS for each year. A
serious limitation of this approach is that accounting principles pro-
vi(le a flexible and shiftiiig body of conventions rather than a fixed
standard. In many cases tax accounting has forced observance of
different rules titan had previously been used for business purposes
alone. As a result, there has been some interdependence between tax
anti business accounting.

'The other stanllar(l on which this paper leans is that taxes be neutral
between different types of economic activity. Tax neutrality is used
here in the senst, tliat taxes be levied without discrimination and
without favor between different form,; of income, between different
categories of expenditure, and between different indust ries. This
viewpoint emnplhasizes revenue and equity antd is consistent with an
overall stabilization policy. Absolute neutrality is not possible, but
at least relative neutrality can be a guide and the basic intent." Thus
some of the following decisions as to what constit ties erosion necessar-
ily will be subjective, with reasons preselnted within the spa'e limita-
tionsg.' 4 eaithers whole disagree with inclusions and omissions on this
list. may find the dollar estimates helpful in calculating a total based
on their own list of eroding features.

Thus our guides for discovering andI measuring erosion in the cor-
porate income-tax base will be the twin standards of tax neutrality
and of taxable income generally coinciding with accounting concepts
of business income.

The second alignment, after identifying a specific provision in the
present law which erodes the corporate-tax base, is to estimate the
dollar amount of leakage. To do this, the tax base under present law

Is It Is Impossible to collect and spend approximately $70 billion a year without many
effects and repercualons on the economy. Federal tax and fiscal policy goats now include
prosperity, high employment, a stable price level, and economic growth, al decidedly unneu-
tral objectives. But tax rates and structure can contribute to these aggregate goals with-
out singling out particular industries or types of economic activity for preferential
treatment.

uThe only prejudice In this paper known to the author Is the Inclination, other things
being equal, to choose that measure of Income which gives the largset tax base.
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must be compared with the possible tax base with all erosion elimi-
nated, forcing suggestions as to possible changes to stop the leakage.
These suggestions are not intended to be tax-policy recommendations,
nor will they be defended here as necessarily the best of several possi-
ble ways to restore a broader, more equitable, and more accurate tax
base. But some tax changes are necessary in order to quantify the
amount of leakage from the current measure of taxable corporate net
income; these proposals are unavoidable byproducts, not the major
objective of this paper. Perhaps, on other grounds, you or I would
prefer to retain provisions of the present law, or to end erosion
through different changes. Estimates oi loss to the tax base from
different tax provisions are sometimes crude and often indicate the
lower or midpoint of a range of possible amounts.

The problem of the corporate-tax base differs from the individualin two ways. First, changes in revenue generally come from rate
changes. There are no general exemptions to raise or lower to vary
the base. Secondly, corporate taxable net income has been reduced
largely by legislation deliberately granting preferential treatment to
different income and expense items. There is relatively little evasion
by underreporting or overdeducting.

Because of the nature of the subject-the overall effect of specific
provisions on the tax base--it is more important to cover the many
provisions that permit erosion-in some cases a little sketchily-than
to deal exhaustively with what appears now to be the major sources
of erosion. The specific elements of erosion now in the corporate
income-tax base are considered in the following order:

I. Revenue excluded from the tax base.
II. Expense deductions.

III. Preferential tax treatment for certain sources of income.
IV. Special treatment for certain industries.
V. Iiscellaneous.

The conclusion presents an estimate of possible rate reductions if
corporate net income subject to tax were broadened to include all
leakages attributed to erosion in this paper.

To put thechanges contributing to erosion in perspective, it should
be noted that a number of tax changes have broadened the corporate-
tax base in recent years. For example, the corporate-tax base has
been extended and leakage reduced in the following fields: Collapsible
corporations and nonrelated activities of educational and charitable
organizations in 1950 previously tax-exempt cooperati vs, mutual
%vings banks, and savings and loan associations in 1951, and pre-
ferred stock bail outs and anmortization of premiums on bonds with
short-call dates in 1954.18 During 1955, 1 reasurv spokesmen have
taken a finn stand against requests for tax deferral Oi pension funds
set aside by the self-enployed and for exemption from excise tax to
stimulate production of color and UI[F television sets.'6

IsAcceleratlon of payment of corporate Incomt, taxes under the laws of 1950 and 1954
might be regarded as a type of tightening, although this does not affect the measurement of
taxable net Income.JMTestimony by Secrelary of the Treasury Humphrey before House Ways and Means
Committee, June 27. 19f5 and by Assistant to the Secretary of the Treasury Dan Throop
Smitb before a subcommittee of the House Ways and Means Committee, October 5, 1955.
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I. INCOmE EXCLUDED FaoM TAx BAStE

Intrest on tax-exempt securities of Federal, State, and local gov-
ernments has been excluded from the Federal tax base since the begin-
ning of the income tax. This tax exemption depends largely on pos-
sible constitutional barriers to taxation by one level of Government
of the activities and obligations of other levels under our Federal
system. 'This exemption is also defended as a means of promoting
public works by State and local governments which possibly have
Smaller tax potentials than the Federal Government.

The growing volume of State and local issues threatens ever-in-
creasing amounts of interest income wholly exempt from the Federal
income tax. I)uring 1955 there will be approximately $1 billion of
interest on these outstanding obligations. This total has been in-
creasing recently at a rate of almost $100 million at year.

Ownership of tax exempts shifts primarily with r-elative corporate
and individual tax rates." Current corporate tax rates make these
issues relatively more attractive to financial institutions subject to
regular tax. In early 1955, coiunercial banks held over $13 billion of
State and local issues and other corporations subject to regular tax
over $4 billion, compared with about $14 billion held by individuals.
These ownership data indicate about $400 million of corporate tax-
exempt interest income in 1955, a clear loss to the corporate-tax base.

The Federal Government unilaterally ceased new issues of tax-
exempt securities in 1941, an important antierosion steJ), Commercial
banks own over 90 percent of the :1 remaining partially tax-exemjt
issues and other taxable corporations most of the rest, exempting only
froni normal tax about $90 million of 1955 corporate income. Even
this loss will not continue beyond 1960 if the Treasury continues to
retire these issues at, their first call dates.

Thax-fczempt 8ecurities---rose amount out8anding, 8chceted years, 1913--54
(Billions of dollars]

Wholly tat exempt Private holdings

Partially OtherYeaw tax exemn tl 11nttu-

Stale and All Federal Conmercmd, tlons andhnal Federal banks corporaIndividual

191....... . 56 4 6 10 ........ 1 1.3 i.I 1.7
m.o. 0. o i4 Si 84 16.8

IMg ... ........ 21 69 9 4 0 13 9 i 7 1 0 8 7 14 7
1937 ... .. , 'M0 193 15.74 25 4 1" 14 4 18 5
194 .. ... i. . I B9 15 7 i .2 21.3 1,.7 3.8 11.3

.......... 3.4 16 14.3

Sour. See footnote 17. 1954 data from FI)IC, SEC. and Federal Reserve Boar,
NOTK.-i)ata are for June 30 of the different years, except year-end data for 194.

1I. ExrmxsrE 1)D:ic)7TiOxS

This section is divided into two parts. The first deals with ex-
penses which recover the cost of durable assets, which render service

110. E. Lent, The Ownmershlp of Tax-Exempt Securities, 1913-53, Occasional Paper 47.
(National Bureau of Economic Rewarch, 1955.)
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foii aperiodI of iiior'e t 111n 1 IIe'. Tlt se'ol(d pairt of this sect 101n deatls

with all other expense lediit'ti1I11.

A. ItiT'vIity (Ii' ,'IT, ' COS'TS

The deductions u111ill ' this heading accoillit for the Ibiilk of all ro-
sion ill the crl-pl-ate, illeolnie-tx., bise..", '.lue winwildie of deductions
to recover :'tuil costs of capitall assts is well eSt ab ished. 111it con-
troversyN dots a 1ise ove'r lie aiiioilit of doll ar's recovei'alule tl-oiigli
tlx-free dedul iolls, the I inm period over which deductions are take,
andt1 the pattt'Ei of dist ribulit ng these deductioi oer o v ea's of tise.
11t lilt' 1i.\-Ietl it ' itlld bisil ss-ilicolie si11infilds, C(ictiolls for
depreciatiol, tep letion, aild explorati lonlld dt'velopllielit costs are
excessive curre ."nt by Iiiore thall $; billion a year.

(a) /lts;,.- III fle I iled ISt ates, hboth tax Itn1d biusiie.s lecoiitling
hIllve rejected reilacenient cost tld eolntiletlt to uso originl cost as
the basis for depreciation charges. )epreeiat ion based oi oi-iginal
cost. appeals Inore neult'al anld equitable between different types of
ass ets thall would use of rephReelaent cost.10

(h) c'vwc ,'re,-L!lie ustal accounting priictice for both blisilites
and itxabl ineolile lhas been to spread original cost over estimated uise-
fill life. For tax purposevS, bulletin 1" of the Internal Revenue Service
suggests service lives flr at wide variety of business plant and equip-
nitt itelns. It is debatable whether ui'lletin F dati reflect atliatelv
current, average service lives for till items and for pallicular items.
Some evidence indicates thit bulletin F lives are, too short, thus favor-
ing the titxpayer." On the other halnd, mny b~usine.-, rel'eselitatives
contend that bulletin F 1 i'es lre based oil ll e deltression explerienct'e
of the 1930;' alld fail to reflect the lg'eater lusageo,, and filter obsoles-
cence ol equipment current ly in Ilse. They also clilmi that individual
coill'ydier('elives ill seViIce life experience tire not i'ecognized, ial-
though a 19)53 l 'allmi e in Internal Revenue Service reguiat iowii liiV
redicile ecoiplaintq on lhis score.2 1 As le author i4 iule to
evaluate the-conflicting claiis, no net error is attributed to average
sern*ice lives used ftr ordinary depreciation tilil( oneilllentlv li)o
erosion.

A limited amount of capital additions is charged to current exlpeise.
The Department of Commeie. estimated $938 million of shares to
current expense for tool.s and otlir small unit cost iteiq for 1951).
If at switch to depreciation ilccointing were made, the tax base would

INSmith and Rutters concluded from their ttuldy overing 192q111 that "booik profit
typically exceeded statutory net Income, but uqttalfl bv less than 10 percent," with thip
excess aipiroximntly offset" after tax audit. In triltli and public itillties. hook profit
often exceeded Pta~utory net Income by 50 percent or more, largely due to differences In
depletion and deprtlatlon accounting (op elit., p. IV) 7.

1 E C Btrown, Effects of Taxation: Depreciation Adjustments for Price Changes, pp63478 (1952).
xFor example, etudlew Indicate that the Aetual rears of up# of certain assets exted

their respective bulletin F lives. Spe Raymond Goldsnaith. Studlx in Income and Wealth.vol 14. li 20-21. on ,,i,.incs: R. Nassi,,ine and 1). 0. Wooden, Growih of Business
Capital Equipment. 129-53, Survey of Current Business. December 19.54 pp. 19, 20 on
transportation equipment : A, P. ordell and A. R. Kendall, Life of Farm Traetors, StM $0.
]Bureau of Agricilturil Economies, June 1950. In view of the exprespl wish of the
present Secretary of the Treawury to encouragp private Invetment In plant and eguip-
mnnt, the recent reptinting of the 1942 edition of bulletin F without change of service lives
is circumstantial evidence that the lives it presents are not too Iong on the aivrate.

21 Inteinal Revenue mimeograph No. 13, ay lk 1953: "* * *It shall be the policy
of the Service generally not to disturb depreciation deduetions and revenue employes *hall
propose adjustments * * * only where there i a clear and convincing basis for a chang,."
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be increased iineitdiiately by perlal)s $800 million, but this ilcrase
would be temporary aiid would disappear in it few years after the
transition from expensing to depreciation, except to the extent that
these expenses continue to increase. Conceptually depreciation ac-
counting is correct for these items, but the accounting and inventory
problems raised 1)3' capitalizing most of these expenditures would be
very great for both private business and the I internal Revelue Service.
Consequently only an arbitrary amount of $100 million a year is re-
corded as erosion due to improperly expensing depreciable assets.

Accelerated amortization allowing tax writeoffs over 5 years for
plant ald equip)lent costs is inconsistent, with tax neutrality and
often with accounting concepts of business income.22  As of -June 29,
1955, about $18.3 billion of the cost of emergelicy projects are eligible
for rapid ainortization; this is 60 percent of tlie vale of tie out-
standing ceriiicates of necesity. Assuniing that, no additional cer-
tificates are issued, the Treasury estimates liat the excess of aeceler-
ated amoitization over straight-line depreciation will reach a peak of

-,N2)0 million this year and decline thereafter, becoming a negative
figure after 1959.

If this program were terminated now, it will be 1975 or later (do-
pending on ordinary service lives of property certified under this
)rograln) before the cumulative tax base of corl)orations with these

facilities will be equal to what their taxable incomes would be without
accelerated anioitization.

If accelerated amortization remains permanently in tile tax strue-
ture, the cumulative tax base will neVer catch up with the same base
without these fast writeofrs. Tie size of the gal) will depend on the
dollar value of assets certified for 5-year tax amortization and the
average service lives of these assets.

(e) timne pattei-n of deduetion.-The most dillicuilt problem here
is whether the double-rate declining balance and sum of the year's
digits methods, first authorized by the 19)54 code, contribute to erosion
of thmo tax base. Both new methods, like the traditional straight-line
method, spread recovery of cost over the full expected service life.
But, unlike the equal annual deductions with the straight-line method,
the pattern with declining ilance and digits methods concentrates
larger deductions for depreciation during the early years of an asset's
service life.

()n two main grounds, the more liberal timing patterns are being
classed as erosion of the tax base: (1) The evidence is debatable
whether the new methods improve the accuracy of measuring net in-
come. 'T he American Institute of Accountants holds the new deprecia-
tion met hods as well as the traditional straight-line method are among
those which meet the requirements of being "systematic and rational.
It continues:

in those cases hiliere the expected productivity or revenue-earilIIg power of
the asset is relatively greater during the earlier years of its life, or where
maintenance charges tend to Increase during the later years (these methods),
may well provide the most satisfactory allocation of cost.

2 Secretary of th Treasury iumphrey described this program as "an artificial stimu-
lg- not of universal application but is bestowed only upon some who especially
qualify * ." Statement before Subcommittee on Legal and Monetary Affairs, House

,,t ernment Operations Committee, July 18, 1955. See also American institute of Ac-
countants, Re-search Bulietin 27. November 1946.
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The AIA recognizes that some fitms will use declining balance or
sum of the years' digits depreciation for tax purposes but continue
straight-line depreciation in general accounting." Certainly if these
new methods were superior f)r the correct measurement of all busi-
ness income, the AIA would not have approved this double standard.
Apparently at least a third of Anmerican businesses do not except to
adopt the new methods, some giving the reason that the new methods
would distort net income figures. Other firms will switch for tax
purposes only, cotinuin former methods for financial accounting."~

If utue rcipt are discounted, the equal annual deductions under
the straight-line method already imply greater net earning power in
the early years of use, rather than later. A shift froln this metliod
requires proof that the decrease in usefulness is greater than allowed
for by straight-line depreciation."

(2) Treasury spokesman and both House and Senate committee
reports, referring to the 1954 depreciation changes, placed prilliary
emphasis on the increased incentive to modernization and expansion of
plant and equipment father than on improved measurement of taxable
income.16

Thus the 1954 depreciation changes seem to represent another ero-
sion of the tax base. And unlike accelerated amortization which is
temporary and selective, the declining balance and sum of the years'
digits methods are permanent and available to all new durable assets
with service lives of 3 years or more used in trade or business. For
a single asset the erosion of the tax base resulting from larger de-
ductions in the early years of use is only temporary, but for the whole
stream of new assets the reduction in taxable income and tax receipts is
permanent. If the average annual level of investment in plant and
equipment remains constant, the cumulative loss in the tax base would
increase gradually over a replacement cycle, representing a permanent
saving for taxpayers and a l)ermanent revenue loss to the Treasury,
estimated at $19 billion by the staff of the Joint Committee on Internal
Revenuee. 7

But if investment in plant and equipment continues to increase at
the historical rate of 3 percent per year, this liberalization of deprecia-
tion deductions will continually reduce annual taxable income below
the corresponding figure with straight-line depreciation. This direct
reduction in taxable corporate income, assuming a 3-percent annual
growth in investment and adoption of the new methods for only 60
percent of eligible assets, is estimated at about $1 billion in 1955, in-
creasing to over $4 billion a year by 1965. After 1965, the amuial loss
will decline for a few years and then beginning in the 1970's increase
each year at the same rate as the increase in investment. The cumula-
tive loss will increase every year. Additional depreciation erosion

3$Journal of Accountancy, December 1954, p.757-758.
" National Industrial Conference Board, Business Record, February 1955, pp. 70-75;

Mill and Factory, November 1954, pp. 78-74
SCary Brown, The New Depreciation Policy Under the Income Tax: An Economic

Analysis, National Tax Journal .arch 1955, pp. 81, 8283.
83d Cong., 2d sess., The Internal Revenue Code of 1054, hearings before the Com-

mittee on Finance, Senate, vol. 1, p. 95. Secretary Humphrey test fled regarding the
depreciation change.: I' " the purpose ts to stimulate employment plant expansion
and modernization." committee on ways and Means, ff. Rept. 133f, pp. 22-24, and
Committee on Finance, S. Sept. 1622, pp. 25-20.

3183d cong.. 21l sess., C'omittee on ways and M,%eans, I Rept. 1337, p. B13. This
estimate ai'suiiied all eligible assets are depreciated by temore liberal new methods.
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estimated at about one-fourth of corporate figures will accrue to
individuals in trade or business each year.

Investment in durable producer' goods may expand more rapidly
due to the depreciation changes; this would tend to enlarge the tax
base. Offsets to erosion in the tax base probably result from every
tax incentive and selective reduction; the problem faced in this paper
is how the whole array of selective re(ductions compares with an
equivalent overall rate reduction.

Direct reduction in tarable incore duo to depreciation erosion

[In millions of dollars)

Calendar year

1955 [ 1956 I 1 196 I

Corporations
Accelerated amortization ................................... 2,020 2,012 -355 -1,098
1951 code ....... .. .................................... 900 1,6(}0 3, 30 4,100
Expensing capital additions ................................ 100 100 100 100

Total ................................................... 3,120 3,612 3,045 3,102
lndI% lduals: 1954 code ........................................ 200 400 800 1,000

Source: Acce'lrated amortization data from statement by Secretary Iutphrey before the Subcommittee
on Legal and Monetary Affairs, Itouse (ot erninent Operations Committee, July 18,1955 (Treasury Delpart-
ment minmograph); 1954 code estimates derived from the author's Depreciation and the 1954 Internal
tetenue Code, Journal of Finance, Septemlwr 1955, pp. 326, 344. The estimates here are t60 percent of the

excess of sum of the., year's digits o% er strtight-ltne depreciation, with 80 lwreent, of thlg result allocated to
corporations and the remainder to Indiviuals. Estimates are adjustel to recognize that s sots in year of
acquisition are depreciated at only half a full year's rate.

The conclusion on depreciation is that leakage here narrows the 1955
corporate tax base by over $3 billion a year, and this annual tax base
loss will continue in the $3- to $4-billion range for the foreseeable
future.
2. Depletion

Present depletion deductions are probably the most glaring and most
widely condemned source of erosion in the corporate income-tax base.
These deductions may also be the ones which have been most liberalized
and extended over the past 15 years.

Corporations have been permitted a tax deduction for the exhaustion
of oil and mineral resources since 1913. In economics and in our tax
law, the principle is well established that the gradual exhaustion in
use of a well or mineral deposit represents a cost of production for
which deductions should be allowed in computing net income. Con-
troversy exists as to timing and total amount of depletion deductions
allowable.

On the basis of tax neutrality between different industries and eco-
nomic activities, deductions from income over the life of a property
would be limited to original cost, with annual tax-free recovery reflect-
ing the portion of the total deposit which is extracted during the year.
Using the business-income yardstick, there would be depletion deduc-
tios based on actual cost or in some cases no deductions at all for
depletion." Full recovery of actual cost under cost depletion would

* Smith and Butters, op. cit., pp. 80-84. Some businesses make no deduction for deple.
tion due to the difficulty of estimating the future life of a deposit accurately.
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correspond to tax treatment of depreciation or amortization for other
capital assets.

Existing legislation allows taxpayers owning an economic interest
in mineral deposits the choice of a lepltion deduction based on cost
or percentage depletion. Percentage depletion gives an annual deduc-
tion equal to the smaller of a statutory percentage of gross income
from mineral property or 50 percent of net income from the property
before any allowance for depletion. Total tax-free deductions under
percentage depletion are not limited or even necessarily related to
capital cost. Annual percentage depletion deductions are related to
production, prices, net income, and statutory percentages. There is
no ceiling on the total amount of these deductions and over the life of
a property they may total many times a taxpayer's actual investment
costs. Thus percentage depletion deductions diverge from allowable
deductions which conform either to tax neutrality or to business-in-
come concepts and are an important element of erosion.

The dollar estimate of the excess of percentage over cost depletion is
based on Treasury studies of those corporations which accounted for
75 to 80 percent of all depletion allowances claimed by corporations
during 194649.

Exceqs of allowable over basis
Number of Allowable Ad

tonq depletion depletion Amount Percent of Perert of

1948 ....................... 352 W455 $75 $48, 86.5 3& 4
1947 ....................... 314 39 79 760 90.6 35.0
1948 ....................... WA) 1,291 77 1,214 94.0 36.3
1949 ........................... 260 1,120 61 1.059 94.6 40.1

Total......................... 3,5 292 3,... ...........
Weighted average.............. ..... ......... ............ 93.........

Sources: 194 and 1947 data from Revenue Revision of 1950, hearings before the Committee on Ways and
Moanq, 1ieuo , gist Cong., 241 iess., vol, 1, pp. 194, 197:194, and 1949 data froin E. E. Oakes, lnoentles for
Mineral Industries, the President's Materials Policy Commission, liveources for Freedom, vol. 5, pp. 14-15.
Admittedly adjusted.basli depletion I% not ientcal to ct depletion but is b.ad on cost less allowable
depletion (larger of percentage or cost depletion) in prior years.

NoT.-e alo an interpretation of the 194-47 data hy ). i. Eldrldg, Tax incentivs for Mineral
Enterprise, Journal of Political Economy, June 10,30, pp. 222-240.

This table indicates that total allowable depletion deductions were
at least 10 times depletion deductions based on cost. As legislation in
1951 and 1954 further liberalized percentage depletion and extended
the opportunity to expense (currently or deferred) exploration and
development costs so they never are charged to a depletion basis, allow-
able depletion may now be nearer 20 times cost depletion. These
figures conceal a wide variation between individual products. Per-
centage depletion deduction as a multiple of cost depletion (luring
1946-49 varied from a high of over 200 for sulfur to 19 for oil and gas
down to about 31/2 for copper and coal. Note that oil and gas accounted
for more than 80 percent of all depletion deductions.
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Allowable depletion compared rith adjusted.basi. depletion for certain products,
1946-49 combined

(in millions]

Allo able as iProdut pr-
, Alloelde Adjustet. multilk of Irti ototaldleidepletion adJusted ~I1o oadepletion allowable

All products ............................. $3, W- 2 3 7 100 0

Oil and s .......................... 3,143 1 7 189 82 8
foa ........................................... I 13 St 3.5 3 6

Coppor ...................................... 182 4 3.7 4 8

I Allowable depletion for sulfur was les than W , M;e0 for nil 4 years comhintd. Indivldual ears' totals
wore too small to he reported in tabes. Thus allou able depletiou for sulfur %a as at least 200 titues the amount
of adjnst d.basis depletion and possibly much more.

Source: Computed from Treasury depletion studies ofsme eral hundred l:rge companies for 1946-49, op. cit.

The most recent Statisties of Income indicate corporate depletion
deductions of $2,126 million for 1952. Corporate depletion in 1955
might amount to $2.5 billion, assuliing increased dollar volume and
another $100 million from the liberalization of depletion by the 1954
code. Ninety percent of this total gives $2.25 billion as the conserva-
tively estimated amount of corporate income exchlded from taxable
income due to overgenerous percentage depletion.

Erosion of the tax bae due to deletion has been rapid in recent
years amd l)erhalps has now come to a position of equilibriuln, at a l)osi-
ion of great liberality, with percentage depletion now available to

every metallic and nonnietallic milieral front anort hosite to zinc, in-
chiding even oystershells and peat. Under section 613 (b) of the
1954 Code, only "soil, sod, dirt, turf, water, and mosses, or minerals
from sea water, the air, or similar inexhaustible sources" are not
eligible for percentage depletion.

But this ho )e-that there will be no further erosion from del)le-
tion-is probably too optimistic. Industries entitled to a low rate of
percentage depletion are continually pressing for higher rates; pass-
through of depletion deduction ople tunities to corporate stockholders
in extractive industries has been requested. A Federal circuit court
recently held that the value of finished brick could be used in the
income measure for percentage depletion.30 If this view prevails for
brick, other industries will puish for equal treatment, possibly even
to tho value of gasoline for a vertically integrated oil company.

The statutory history of depletion is a supetb example of at least
three types of tax changes which erode the corporate tax base.

The initial break from cost del)letion came in 1918 when Congress
allowed, to the discoverer only, tax-free deductions based on value of
property at the time of the discoveryy or within 30 days thereafter.
This was probably the first instance under the Federal income tax
where increment of value after 1913 was not taxed. Usually, of course,
discovery of oil or minerals increases the value of a property sub-
stamtially over cost. This higher value was justified as an incentive

9 Since corporations account roughly for 80 percent of all depletion, an additional $500
to $600 million of depletion erosion would be estimated for the 1955 Individual Income-tax
base. Revenue Revision of 1950, hearings before the Committee on Ways and Means,
House. 81st Cong.. 2d ses., vol. I p. 180.

8
1
Chcrokeo Brick d Tile Co. (12Fed. Supp. 59 (5 CCA, 1954)).
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to exploration and. discovery to meet the World War I emergency. A
comparable situation arose during World War II when percentage
depletion, restricted tIntil then to oil and gas (1926), and sulfur, metal
mines, and coal (1932), was extended in 1942 to 3 nonmetals and in
1943 to 10 additional nonmetallic minerals. This expansion of per-
centage depletion was limited to the period of the war emergency, to
encourage production of minerals believed to be scarce for meeting the
wartime demands. After both wars, these incentive features first intro-
duced to meet temporary emergencies were not rescinded nor allowed
to expire, but instead remained permanently in the tax structure. The
first generalization is that temporary tax incentives are difficult or
impossible to terminate.

A second observation from experience with depletion is that sim-
plification of tax administration is often advanced at the expense of
revenue or equity or both. To overcome administrative difficulties
from the use of discovery value,31 percentage depletion was allowed
in 1926 for oil and gas wells. A figure of 1271/2 percent of gross income
was chosen, apparently to give approximately equal dollar deductions
under the new method* as had been available under the discovery value
method. But this percentage method became more valuable as tax
rates rose far above the 1926 corporate rate of 13.5 percent and as
price levels increased, causing a high revenue cost to the Treasury and
arousing the envy of other industries still restricted to cost or dis-
covery value depletion. And the percentage depletionll method, as
noted above, unlike the cost and discovery value methods, has no over-
all limit so that deductions continue as long as a property is produe-
ingncome.

A. third lesson is that it is difficult to limit tax favors to just those
who discover a new oil or mineral deposit or even to a few selected
entire industries, however justified this special incentive is on grounds
of relative risks or probable scarcity relative to needs for economic
growth and national security. The other extractive industries re-
garded the availability of percentage (tlpletion at liberal rates to a
few industries as unfair discrimination and a tax deduction to which
they were equally entitled. Politically the have-nots broke the dikes
against percentage depletion in 1947, 1951, and again in 1954. Cover.
age was extended, percentage rates were raised, protesses covered were
broadened, and even mine residues were made eligible for percentage
depletion. Apparent discrimination against certain induistries was
ended by extending the liberal deductions to all. 2 Companies ex-
ploiting sand and gravel pits and oystershells now qualify for per-
centage depletion along with oil companies and uranium prospectors.
though at different rates.

The incentive value of percentage depletion for certain scarce mill-
erals has been blunted by extending the favors to all. One problem
is that there are no yardsticks to indicate the incentives needed to get
the socially desired amount of investment in different fields. Coin-
gress has no guide to determine which industries are entitled to per-

A Such questions as what was a new discovery, determination of value Just after the dis.
cover, and whether the owner was the discoverer plagued tax administrators.IsNo reduction in depletion rates has ever been voted by Congress. in 1954 everyamendment extending percentage depletion was passed in the Senate. It was Impossible
even to get the necessary i0 Senators to request a record rollcall on any of these votes.See Congressional Record, June 30, 1954, especially pp. 9301-9319.
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centage depletion and what depletion rates produce the needed amount
and distribution of investment in the extractive industries."

The economic defense of generous percentage depletion results from
national policy to )rovide an incentive or subsidy for certain selected
ininerals for reasons of national security. But on grounds of tax
neutrality, tax equity, and conformity to'business income accounting
practice, the excess of percentage over cost depletion reflects erosion
in the income-tax base. In fact from the standpoint of accounting
or economics, it is questionable whether these deductions are properly
called depletion since they do not relate to any capital sum wlch is
being exhausted. In some cases the inconie against which the statu-
tory percentages apply includes not only extraction but also processes
which are essential v manufacturing in character, such as finished
brick or industrial talc.

The excess of percentage over cost-depletion deductions reduces
corporate taxable net income by about $21/ billion in 1955 and this
!igure, under existing legislation, will tend to increase with an expand-
ing economy.
3. A'xploratoa tnd developmient costs

Exploration an(l dvelopnent costs are cloe ! allied with the prob.
lem of depletion for mineral and oil producers. Current tax legisla-
ion allows the e produce s the option of capitalizing or Txpensing

deelopnent and with qualinic cuttions, exploration costs.
Oil and gas h e reduce eenjoyed this option since 1917, fllt by

treasury regulation, now codiied b the 1954 Internal Reve e Code.
Intangiile drilling and development costs of labor,
fuel, repairs Matrials, and construction, except cost of assets which
have, salvage value, the itter a oets being depreciated. TI itdevel-
opment costs eligible for expensing account on the average for about
oti ,xcent of tce nests incurred fm bringing in dt well. t'I hie Revenue Act of 19.51 extended this option even more fully to

lining. A tto xpayer wit liing interests ay now decide each year
for each mine to expense or capitalize developill nt costs. iineexplo
ration and dovelopme t costs cal be deducted currently or st. a z as
deferred eXpen,,e to run over the life of ore anefited. mo either case
a deduction in lieu of cost depletion is given, but percellage-de l etio
deductions continue uli wished. Before 1951 all development
eosts css allosof current et ilone frota it property during the devel-

oapiainz tae had to be capitalized.
This option to expose wh t ore.essentiall . capital. i ots . .is anoth erloss to tihe tax base. l'ax neutrality anid co;nforinntv to business lie-

ioleting would d require that tionhe csts Ie capitalized and aolsortized
over the life of the assets or, if the assets cannot be moved, over thelife of the mineral deposit, if it will be exhausted before the assets
are fully depreciated.

1e erosion here is twofold. First, the option to expense develop
ment costs allows deductions to be taken sooner than if the costs werecapitalized and deducted gradually over a period of years. This

sTho President's NMaterials Policy Commission, op. lit.. vol. 1. pp..33-35. Thp rurms.
slon recommended that percentage depletion be retained! because of Its strong Inducement
to risk capital to enter the minerals field. It also recommended that no depletion rates be
ralsed above the 19.52 level and that recent additions to nilnerals eligible for percentage
depletion bp reeamnined to Fee It Incentives are needed for their production.

24Oakes, op cit., p. 17.
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*J. K. Butters. L Z Thampon. I. L Hollingler. Effects of Taxation: Investments by
Individuals, pp. 201-202. (1953). Some Investors regard Inve~tments In the oil Industry
as a source of tax-exempt income, competitive with State and municipal securities.
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"IT. Bilveron, Taxatlon and the Self-Employed: A Study In Retrogrmsion. American
Bar Association Journal, January 1955, pp. 50- 54.

73834-5G--5----8
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berships, and company airplanes are examples of these deductions. It
is debatable to what extent these expenses are legitimate business ex-
penses. Lower tax rates on business might lead to a reexamination
of some more extravagant practices. Offers believe these expendi-
tures vary with the level of profits.

Best oportunities to claim "the least-defensible deductions exist
for closely held corporations, self-employed professionals and retail-
ers, and farmers because their expenses do not have to be justified to
outsider. other than the tax collector. The double problem with cor-
porations is to determine which expenditures are justified and how to
ocate and disallow other expenditures. Perhaps the enforcement

problem, in terms of both cost and interference with customary busi-
ness practice, limits exclusion of these questionable deductions to the
more flagrant cases. No accurate estimate of possible tax-base erosion
from these practices is possible.8
2. Employee fringe benefits

Over the past decade, the greatest rate of growth for any deductions
has occurred for pension plans and other fringe benefits. With pen-
sions, annuities, and other forms of deferred compensation, the prob-
lem is: W h should be taxed when ? This question has been solved by
making the employee taxable at the time he receives payments under
these private plans, so the tax is only delayed, not avoided. But since
these plans operate continuously and with increasing buildup of the
amount of deferred compensation, the Treasury suffers revenuewise
from this delay. Corporate deductions for amounts contributed
under pension plans increased from $766 million in 1945, the first year
this was reported separately, to $2,552 million in 1952, and over $3
billion by 1955.

Employer contributions to social-security benefits are a form of
deferred compensation which is tax deductible to the employer while
all the benefits are entirely exempt from individual income tax. De.
d(ctions for employment taxes levied on employers are estimated at
over $3 billion for the current fiscal year.

Other fringe benefits, such as hospitalization and medical care, life
insurance, employee clubs, vacation resorts, subsidized meals and
housing, and perhaps guaranteed annual wage payments , are tax de-
ductible to the employer andi tax free to the enlpoyee.

The 1952 issue of Statistics of Income itemized deductions for em-
l)loyee benefits other than pensions for the first time, in the amount of
$630 million. An estimate of $800 million to $1 billion seems reason-
able for 1955. These benefits provide income which affects ability to
pay as much as other types of income now subject to tax. Present
treatment discriminates against employees and self-employed who re-
ceived none or less than the maximum coverage of tax-free fringe
benefits, to supplement their taxable incomes. And the opportunity

" Summer H. Michter qui-stioned whether such expenses are alleged sales promotion and
public relations and reciprocal giving of Christmas gifts are in the real interest of stock-
holders, lie blamed high corporate income taxes and the much lower capital-gains rates
for encouraging these "questionable practices." New York Times, July 80, 1955, p. 20.M A popular article made a crude estimate that expense accounts represent perhaps one-
fourth of I percent of all expenses, based on one medium-sized company (i. Havemann,
"Expense Account Aristocracy," Life, March 9, 1953). This ratio, If applied to all corpo-
rations, would indicate about $I 4 billion of deductions for expense accounts for 19 5.
The reader may estimate or guess what traction of this amount does not represent legiti-
mate deductions.
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to avoid income taxes on personal compensation encourages labor and
management, to gang up by converting wage and salary payments into
tax-free services wit 1I Federal revenues and other taxpayers the losers.
This tax-avoidance possibility tends to move our society "back to the
status of a barter econom "' Ratchford sumned up the dangers if
this tendency is continued:

Perhaps the time will come when the individual unfortunate enough to receive
all of his wages in money will have an impossible tax burden. "

In view of the great difficulty of reversing prevailing practices, the
most that may be feasible is to limit by statute business fringe
benefits which are tax deductible to a percentage of payroll, to pre-
vent further erosion of the tax base from compensation plans. The
rule di.cmsed below recommended by the Treasury on refunds by co-
operatives might apply here: the c(orporation (cooperative) can de-
(itict only those payments which become taxable income to the em-
ployee (patron). Pensions and other fringe benefits, as well as divi-
(len(ls, require better integration of corporate and individual income
taxes.

The main question here is to whom should be taxed these approxi-
mately $3 bil ion of employer social-security taxes and also $1 billion
of other fringe benefits. These dollar amounts are listed separately
from other elements of corporate tax base erosion, because solutions
might better be handled through the individual income tax.
3. Contributions or gits

Corporations are permitted tax deductions for charitable contribu-
tions up to 5 percent of net income before deducting charitable coil-
tributions. The 1954 law made two liberalizing changes to permit a
carryover of contributions in excess of the 5-percent limitation, and to
insulate the amount deductible for contributions for any year from
any subsequent net--oerating-loss carryback. Both changes encour-
age regular annual contributions.

Tax deductions for charitable contributions put the Government
in the position of encouraging certain types of private activities
through tax subsidies. Regardless of how commendable these activi-
ties may be, this preference conflicts with tax neutrality and may be a
misuse of the tax system. Ihere accounting concel)t of business income
and tax neutrality conflict: a persuasive case can be made that many
of these contributions do indirectly benefit the contributing business
and therefore are legitimate business expenses. The higher the tax
rates, the greater the Federal subsidy to these activities. Direct Fed-
eral appropriations are a more clear cut and democratic method, if
these activities are to receive any Federal assistance. i

Corporate deductions for contributions and gifts are estimated at
about $500 million for 1955, projecting a rising trend from the $400
million of deductions in 1952.

s Cary. op. cit., see. IV D.Op. cit.. p. 211.
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III, PREFERENTIAL TnEATMENT FoR CFjrrAIN SOURCEs OF INCOME-
CAPITAL GAINS

The tax treatment of corporate capital gains in recent years has
been a major and growing source of tax avoidance. The Revenue
Act of 1942 extended to corporations for the first time preferential
tax treatment on capital gains. Since then, several types of ordinary
income have been converted by legislation into capital gains for tax
purposes. This form of erosion appears to be still an open frontier
based on statutory changes in 1951 and 1954.

A good solution for corporate capital gains is to tax them as ordi-
nary income, with unlintited deductions for losses. The case for this
revision is even stronger for corporations than it is for individuals.
Many capital gains or losses represent realization of changes in value
which have taken place gradually over a period of years. Taxing
such gains at ordinary rates in a single year would be unfair to in-
dividuals, without any incone-averaging provision and under steeply
progressive rates. But the corporate-income tax has only a 1-step
progression and allows averaging of losses over an 8-year period.

If all corporate capital gains were taxed as ordinary income, this
would increase 1955 corporate income subject to normal and surtax
rates by about $2 billion." With the 1955 average effective cor-
porate-tax rate estimated at 47.3 percent compared with the alterna-
tive rate of 25 percent, this indicates a direct revenue loss of about
$450 million on 1955 corporate income. The average revenue gain
for future years probably Nill be smaller than this, especially with
unlimited deduction of losses in bad years.4

Before 1942, capital gains and losses had been included in corporate
income subject to normal and surtax rates.'3 The 1942 act also short-
ened the holding period to 6 months and reclassified certain business
assets for capital-gains treatment, These changes, together with the
high wartime tax rates, made the 25-percent long-term capital-gains
rate very attractive.

Conceptually, capital gains and losses for corporations rosult from
sale or exchimge of capital assets. Capital assets are "fixed assets the
owner expects to hold for the income they yield in money or services,
not to use uip quickly or to sell soon."" 4 This yardstick would classify
plant, equipment, and long-term investments a, capital assets, and
would definitely exclude inventory-type assets. And gains and losses
on sale of borderline assets woula lie consistently classified either as
ordinary income or capital gains and losses, not the present double
standard. This double standard gives eligible taxpayers the prefer-
ential low tax on'certain gains and the more valuable deduction from
ordinary income if losses result on the same type of transaction.

The 19,42 breakthrough permitting preferential tax treatment has
led to erosion via two paths. First, the preferential tax treatment for
certain types of transactions has changed business practices to convert

it Rtatilticq of Income for 1052 reported for net Income corporationn an exce*s of long-
term capital gains over short-term capital losses ef $1,290 million. iBu1lhesm Is Improved1
over 1052, and the stock market, d&eplte recent setbacks, is at high average level, suggest-
Inc increases over 1052.

"This would enhance built-in flexibility for contracyelical effect.
"There had been limitations on corporate deductions for capital losses beginning In

1932.
"L. ff. Seltzer, The Nature and Tax Treatment of Capital Gains, pp. 48-49 (1951).
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ordinary, incoifle into capital gains. This search for capital gains may
take the form of selling a valuable asset, such as patents or plants, or
even selling all assets, instead of obtaining ordinary income by operat-
ing the property. Capital-gains treattment also contributes indirectly

2 to other erosion. It is used as an argument to justify special percent-
age depletion allowances on the grounds that percentage depletion is
a reasonable counterbalance which prevents small operators from
being forced to sell appreciated mineral properties to big companies
for capital gains."

The second well-worn path is to obtain legislation sanctioning
equally favorable tax treatment for special industries. A number of
a sets'which closely resemble inventory now receive the preferential
capital-gains ordinary-losses treatment.
1. Timber

Taxpayers owning or having a contract right to cut timber held
more thin 6 months were given this option by the Revenue Act of
1943. The 1954 code overruled administrative interpretations and
extended this treatment even to Christmas trees. The 19154 statute
also granted sublesbors the same privilege previously available only
to owners. If alternative tax treatment is provided for any capital
gains, this treatment would apply to a landowner who held'a timber
plot without. cutting the timber while it grew toward maturity and
then disposed of it. -But large commercial operations now make tim-
ber a crop which by selective cutting and reseeding yields a salable
product each vear. Projectinig from 1 952 Statistics of Iicomne data for
the foi-estry, lumber, and paper industries. roughly $250 million of
1955 corporate income from timber is taxed only at the capital-gain
rate.
9. Uniharvested crops

The Revenue Act of 1951 made unharvested crops which are sold
along with the land held more than 6 months eligible for capital-gains
treatment. A 1951 estimate placed the revenue loss at $.3 million a
year on account of all taxpayers."

3. Livestock
Livestock held more than 1'2 months for draft, breeding, or dairy

purposes became eligible for capital-gains treatment in 1951, retro-
active to 1941. Farners are encouraged to hold animals for 1 to 2
years and then sell, with a regular annual flow to market. So long as
the animals are held beyond 1 year, the farmer ) is in it position to
indicate the purpose for'holding each animal. The. erosion here pri-
iarily applies to animals held for breeding: a good case exists for
classifying draft and dairy livestock as capital assets subject to delpre-
ciation. The entire sale *price of livestock might be a capital gain
since cash-basis farmers can expense costs of raising the livestock.
The gate may be open for widening the l)referential treatment; the
1951 Senate bill included turkeys with livestock, but the turkeys dis-
appeared in the conference committee. Poultry raisers may now
claim discrimination.

L R. 0. Baker and E. N. Griswold "Percentage Depletion-A Correspondence," Harvard
Law Review, January 1951, pp. 361-482.

"82d Cong.. lst sess., Report of the Committee on Finance. R. Rept. 781, Revenue
Act of 1951, is used for this and other revenue estimates from the 1951 act.
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r. I ea 2 It, T. A. M: OrtieOi VCo., 3 & T. A. 656; 102 F. (2d) 508. W. F. Weed,
24 TaxCourt Vo 116

OT S Treasmiry Dripirrmn Tax Ad4%iory Staff of the Secretarv. Federal Inc-oe
Tat Treatment of (pItal (lains And Loss (1951), pp. 41-42.

*0 Large depredation reductions In early years of use Iner"Pe the posiblitites for capital
airs bft resle of plant, equipment, and commreal ral estate at a price above their tax

basis. 'rbt Treanry Is attemptlag to block this loophole by administrative action through
special Ruling. May IS. 1955.
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peetet lif-t invest nt, income n lst, be, IIE.edI to re-erves to meet av-

& *lanks can maintnIn their security portfolios practically Intact by roptr+rhaInr the.same issues after realizing gains and issues of slightly different maturities after realizing
losses, thus avoldhig "wash iialem."&I fank Lenllngd Profits Dwarf United States Bond Losses, Journal of Commerce.
October 10, 1055.#' The tax advantage of deducting losses on sale of securities from ordinary Ineome mightdampen the effectiveness of Federal Reserve anti-Inflationary monetary and credit policy,by making banks more willing to realize losses.

U For a concise discussion of this and alternative methods, see Taxation of Life Insur-
ance Companies report to the Committee on Ways and Means, House, by the Subcommitteon Taxation of life-Insurance Companies, ch. IV (1955).
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eriige ilnterest 'lite writtell into policies . lnlerwriting ilncole is nllly'
( sS of Ilading chalgs over opelratinlg expelises and In)y gaill frolnI

IuorhalitV experi(t'll, mo10re1 favoralhe t hal indicated ly thie mllortality
tables. lhe 'reasurv rc'onittieids this Iluethod.6M

IUnde r tlhe llssibl- laws which Ilulight apply to .b0,a" only plrt of
freiv illvest inet illollile would It' taxed allid nIon of tie tund6erwriting
illcOllie would be taxed. capital l gins or lo,,s, old 114t he induded
ill taxal)h inco le, but tile pending bill woldl extend the tax bise to
cover previously untaxed royalties alld profits from ope.'ation of ti

Freo ilvt 'stmemnt ilcOltne is est iiiate'dl it $750 tol $0l) ulilli I for 195,').
I'ilerwrit ing income was about $125 million in 1953; " at direct. esl i-
mate for 1915d is n'ot possible. Tis indicates tlt estihulaled 19)55 lifo-
hiisrlimce coillpaiy tax base of abotlil $01) illmillhin. 'ie viel oil this
ailoilnlt of tllxhilh' iliCOlie at ordinary orj 'll ftv rates oilid e-xceed
$100 million, tottlliared to $18 million expected flomn tihe pending
IliiosC-ll)1)roved hill, tit indihatiolli of Plbiblo alnoulit of erosion
lere.'

Nol of the 5 ditterelt approval i'se siIce 1913 to 1i fe-inlslialce itxa-
tion hia,,; brought iluch of tlO intmstnielt inconte added to policy ro-
terves withill ally tax base, individual or corporate. TIliese additlolls
to reserves. amounting to about $1.5 billion this year, s en h' i illinato
deductiolls by the hisuralce companies, but appear very eligible for
tile individuil income-tax base. 'lits in another instance of tihe prob-
lemn1s of iltearating tile two incolle taxes, further coilnl)licated by
pi'obhleins o tnining, bunching of income, and idlnhistrative
conp exities.

B. MUTUAl, S.%ViNQ BANKS AND 4AVINUS AND IW)AN ,ASSOCIATiONS

Mutual saving s banks and savings and loan aisociationS were
brought iulder tle corl)orat ion income Iax by the Revenue Act of 1951,
but only earnings retained above W percent of deposits are taxable.
lHowever, acuiilation of these tax-frev' reservTes is m1110 mnor0 geli-
eroi. than coiiparable treatment for conimercial banks. ('oinnercit
banks are permitted to accumlate tax-free reserves for bad debts
equal to three times a movilng average of losses applied to outstanding
loansl and disioulits. Tax-free reserves for had debts of commercial
banks are currently about 1.5 ercelit (if loans and less than I percent
of deposits.

Part of the problem here is the extent to which the tax laws should
be used to encourage the building lp of capital and reserves by these
institutions wlvich have ino stockhoh ers equity comparable to tiliat of
commercial banks. Many States require thes e inut ial organizations
to retain earnings until reserves ire specified percentages of deposits
or sharllehohlingN. -arving front 5 to 10 percent for differentt States.

4 4h mOtic., let ee, Comniittep oi Finance. Senate. Ilierineq on Tnx Formula for Life.
limi'ranice ConitAlme., Il 20 -21 II!. Policy reserves require net investment incone of

roughly a 2,01 Irent rate against an expected rate of earnings of about 3 5 percent.
The tax law which applied d(srin 1951-54 hai expired. ostensibly mnkink, the 1942

act effective. But a new hill. f. R. 7201. which would be retroactive to 1955 Income, has
passed the Honse and awaits Senate action.

mComputation lasted on data from The Spectator Insurance Year Book, 1954. pp.
218A-219A. assuming all dividends to policyholders are from Premiumi.

7Tax Formula for Life Insurance Companles. pp. 16-17. Yields estimated from other
potible legislation against expected 1955 Income: 1951-54 formula, $189 million; 1942
formula, $274 million. 1950 formula, $368 million.
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If tax-fre additions to reserves were limited to 5 percent of de-
posits --jherlIII is it I I Ioi st air-,te!) at rrange ieii, to allow higher per-
veillages l itl It, Irst few inilli mo dlI)osits--tlie present. preferentui
1I-t-1I|I71eIIf W l it. ilvdilwedl 111iii1ii l ax ):I il,(. Vl h e t illerT a d. i

Mut ual a ba ng haiiks' resI vs wer abliotut II percent of (lelositS lit
fho eld of It,3 ; tax- fre idditimis thi lir srihisilil and resrves in-

Crells( ovi, $00 million during 195 I, ipjliroxi ililt ely the lilele rate,
is t le iniease in deposits. 'Illl- free reserveS of saili .l lind loa asso.-

ci:iolhi ils (re :l1a lt 8.1 u'rvelit oif 19,"11 saviis (li 1)ital, afte' a $303
million ilicre"i', 4ii.illig tihe year. If a 5 l.irt'il IliilaXilillill applied oln
i lliitiiuis to ax-free reserves, iosl, of tle $41il miiill ion ailde l in 1954
iiii, itb ie txamllh, llowever, lhi,; iiliige inighlt press lilitllI banks

iiad Sa ihgs awsociatiolns to ininmize taxable i nvoii e by larger distri-
bitl lions o delposit llrs and shareholders fiiid by increased holdings of
Iax exeiilllit Pirlirilss.' I 'erlip ha lilf of tliis'$t ll iillioli wohlih re-
lllin taxllle to t iese iilllittiliis.

C, COiii', IATIVE

The He% enl ctolif (I 1951 tiist imposed the reillar (,orp(irate illCOlne
tax i i t iii uteillld profits of fairliiers pureliasing and aiiarketing
covlleratives ,, i which ire not allocated to ilit'ois. The underlying
irici'ilile %%as tliit fill iet ilic'Oilie of cooieritives should li, taxable
either to fili cuoijerat ive or, if paid ill cash or oltherwise illocated, to
lie individual nieml r or patron. excel)t for refuii oil iteins of per.

Soiah expense. Court (ecisions, however, have held that certain non-
cash allocations of earnings oil the books of coojelratives in thel forirn
of rin eipls witl In() Illarket viihlti, such Is sVri) or letter., of intenlli
with no paniment dialte, dlo not relprellt taxable inllome ti the patron.8'
To stop tlis leakage, tlie Secretaii'y of lhe '1'reai,1ry recently recoin-
nillended that cooperatives, ill con11lputing their axil'h lle illionieV lie
:ulhr pd to ledilli iih(t ion to cash lit riibutions oly those noicash
allocatiolls issiled ill a forni that oihd be taxllle to members reeiv-
ing thelni.;' h'llis change. if enacted, would end tiax-bise erosion for
Cooperatives ainl/ior their iien)ber-lat ron which otherwise will be
ail estiillate( 100l to 1,5t million dollars in 1955. This tax measure
would probably split- larger distriluition in i forln taxable to patrons
so that pierh-I )s 01nly half of this aniount would be added to theCorpioraite (ax tase."

I). MARITIME, INDUSTRY

Sonie preferential tax treatment is granted by legislation other than
tie Internal levenue Code. The 1ferchant Yarine Act of 19:16, as
ainen(ded, rovi(les tax exemption or tax deferment on funds placed
by shipping corporations in capital, special, and construction re-
serves." Deposits in these reserves include depreciation based on a
20-year life, earnings above 10 percent after taxes on capital neces-

* Competitive high payments to attract savings are primarily a problem for bank super.
visorf authorities, not a tax problem.

"lfarmcro Ghatm Dealers Associalion of Iowa v (. R., U. S., 116 Fed. Sipp. 685 (S. D.,
Iowa 1953).

o Letter to chairman, Committee on Ways and Means, House of Representatives, from
Secretary of the Treasury, July 26, 195.5. The proposal also recommended withholding at
the bottom-bracket rate on cooperative Income distributed or allocated.$1 A report by the Secretary of the Treasury, Scope and Effect of Tax Benefits Provided
the Maritime Industry, included In H. Doe. No. 218, 82d Cong. (1951).
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sarily employed, gains on sale of ships, and, with Maritime Commis-
ioii approval, additional earnings. The funds must be used for ship

acquisition and reconditioning, but even though tax-free funds are
used the effective depreciation charges on ships so acquired are based
on, total acquisition cost.

The annual revenue loss from this tax subsidy averaged $10 million
a year from 1938 through 1951; more recent information is not avail-
able. Capitalizing this amount indicates tax base erosion of over
$20 million a year.

E. WESTERN HEMISPhERE TRADE CORPORATIONS
The 1954 code continues the 14 percentage point tax credit for

domestic, corporations, practically till of whose business is done ill
Western Hemisphere countries, excluding the United States. Th1is
is clearly unneutral and the reduction in revenue base is erosion. The
tax credit for Western Ilemisphere trade corporations was $137 mil-
lion in 1951 and $140 million in 1950, suggesting about a $140 million
tax credit for 1955.

V. MISCELLANEous FEATURES

A. NET OPERATING LOS DEDUCTION

Although there is no counterpart in business income for carry-
back and carry-forward of business losses, conceptually this is not a
factor contributing to erosion. This provision protects businesses
from taxation of capital instead of income. The 5-year carry-forward,
compared with the 2-year carry-back, reflects preferential treatment
to encourage new businesses; this lack of symmetry indicates an ele-
ment of erosion. However, this longer carry-forward is still consistent
with the rule of avoiding taxation of capital.

The 1939 code employed the so-calle economic income concept,
disallowing certain income, expense, and tax-credit items which re-
duced the amount of loss to be carried over. The 1954 code follows
more closely the statutory income concept of operating loss, allowing
for the first time the excess of percentage over cost depletion to be
included in the amount carried over and all tax-exempt interests to be
excluded. Also the limitation on dividends-received deduction of
intercorporate dividends to 85 percent of taxable income is now ap-
plicable only in an income year, not in a loss year. This feature makes
domestic dividends worth more to a company with a net operating
loss than to a company with taxable income."

Capitalizing the estimated annual revenue loss of $30 million from
these features indicates a narrowing of the tax base of about $70
million a year." If the tax exemption of State and local interest and
the use of percentage depletion is ended, as suggested earlier, this
dollar amount must not be included in the erosion total to avoid double
counting.

" Journal of Taxation June 1955. P. 343.
U Staff of the Joint Committee on Internal Revenue Taxation, Summary of the New

Provisions of the Internal Revenue Code of 1954, pp. 21-23. This Is source of most esti.
mates based on 1954 code changes.
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B. UNREASONABLE ACCUMUTLATIONS OF EARNINGS

Section 102 of the 1939 code provided a )eialty tax on accumulation
of surplus beyond legitimate needs of the business. The intent of this
section was to prevent corporations from being used as tax-avoidance
devices by highl-income stockholders. The 1954 code made two erod.
ing changes: the burden of proving that retention of earnings is un-
reasonable is shifted to the Government; any accumulation up to
$60,000 need not, be justilied. Another change, making the special
tax applicable only to the )ortion of earnings uireasonably accumnu-
lated, seem to improve equity and certainty. The eroding changes
cause an estimated $10 million revenue los.s a year. A 1955 change
shifted the lur(en of proof to the Governinent for any cases pending
uinder old section 102 which had laot already been brought to trial

C. PRIVIEOE FOR CERTAIN UNINCORPORATED BUSINESSES TO BE TAXED AS
CORPORATIONS

A new provision of the 1954 code permit, unincorporated businesses
with no more than 50 members to elect to be taxed as a corporation.
This option is available only where capital is a material income-pro-
ducing factor, or where at least 50 percent of gross income is derived
from trading as a principal or from certain types of brokerage coin-
missions. The companion section recommended by the President and
passed by the Senate permitting certain corporations to be taxed as
pa rtnerships was eliminated in conference, leaving this provision to

benefit a handful of tax payers.(5 Other firms such as doctors, account-
ants, and lawyers doing business as prop)rietorships or partnerships do
not qualify for this option. Because of this divergence from tax neu-
trality, the estimated revenue loss of $20 million for fiscal year 1955 is
included in the erosion total.

D. OTHER

Undoubtedly there are other provisions which erode the tax base
of net business income. Some tax features applicable to corporate
reorganizations, partial distributions of both capital and income,
family partnerships, and inventors and their "angels" probably per-
mit additional leakages from the tax base. Other deductions might
he questioned, such as cost of inventory under LIFO accounting. cer-
tain advertising expenses, payments on certain leases of buildings
and equipment, and bad debts expense. One possibility of elim-
inating divergent tax treatment of interest and dividends would be
to eliminate the deduction for interest, which amounts to more than
$5 billion a year. The possibility of including net income of
G'overnment-owned commercial enterprises such as electric power-
plants could be raised. This paper has not touched on tax provisions
which benefit particular taxpayers or which narrowed the excess-
profits tax base.60

64 Public Law 307, amending 1954 code, sees. 534 (h) and (e).
Cary said this section "sepms tailored to the needs of certain commission merchants in

the south." op. cit., see. it B.
a6ay. op. cit.; Oakes. "The Revenue Act of 1951: Excess Profits Tax Amendments,"

National Tax Journal, March 1952, pp. 53-64.
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CONCLUSION

The concluding and most pleasant task of this paper is to estimate
the extent to which corporate tax rates could be reduced if all leakages
discussed in this paper were eliminated from the tax base. The
accompanying table summarizes our estimates:

(1) About $8.1 billion not now taxed would be added to the
corporate tax base subject to regular corporate tax rates.

(2) An extra $620 million would be added to tax receipts by
plying ordinary tax rates to income now subject to tax at favor-

atde low rates.
(3) In addition about $1 billion would be added to the indi-

vidual income-tax base, with the possibility of an additional $5.5
billion if social-security payments, fringe benefits, and interest
on life-insurance reserves were taxable.

The revised corporate tax base would be $48.7 billion and could yield
an additional $4.4 billion of receipts under existing tax rates, $3.8
billion from the $8.1 billion increase in tax base plus $620 million by
applying the full effective rate to income now taxed at lower rates.

If the present yield of $19.2 billion remains the goal, the broader
tax base would allow the current effective rate of 47.3 percent to be
cut to 38.3 percent and still raise the same revenue. This would
permit the present rates to be cut about a fifth or by 9 percentage
points to 21-43 percent.

BEST Guso oF TOTAL EROSION IN BUSINESS INCOME-TAX BASE,
OALEDAR YEAR 1955

Yet income entirely excluded front tax base

(In millions of dollars)

Corporate Nonoorporate

1. Exempt Income Wholly tax-exempt Interest ------------------------ $400.........
II Epnst- deductions:

Depreciation ....................................................... 3,120 $200
Depletion . ...................................................... 2,300 150
Exploration and discovery ......................................... I, 100 200
Other capital expenditures .......................................... (6
Officers' compensation .............................................. (?) (0)
Fringe beneflts........................................................
Contrlbut ions or gifts .............................................. l... (No

IV. Special treatment:
LIfe Insurante companies .................................... 40........ .
Mutual savings banks and savings and loan associations .......... 200.........

Cooperat ..e............... .............................. 60
M tle st........... ................................. 20 ..........

V. Miscellaneous: Net operating loss deduction ............................ 1(70) ........

Excluded from present tax base -----.-------------------------- 8,0

I Not Included In total to avoid double counting.
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Anuount8 now in tax base but taxed at lowo preferential rates

Amount Rtevenueloss

I. Exempt income: Partially tax-exempt interest .......................... $0 $20
IM1Jrefereentnal treatment:

Capital gains ..................................................... 20.0 1450
Western Hemisphere trade corporations .................. ...... .......... . 140

V. Miscelbncous: Unreasonableaccumulation of surplus ................... (9) 10

Total revenue loss from preferential rates ......................................... 620
n sm 0. a r

I In tuldition, noncorloate farmers account for most of the estimated M2 million annual revenue loss
on livestock and unharvested crops.

Possible reduction in cffective corporate taw rate

I. Effective corporate Income tax rate for fiscal year 196: Billon
Estimated corporate tax receipts, fiscal year 195-.. $19. 2473 percent.
Estimated corporate profits, calendar year 1955.... $40.0

II. Revised effective rate possible with broader tax base:
(a) Corrected corporate tax base, calendar year 1955: Btllion

Estimated corporate profits, calendar 1955 ----------- $40. 0
Additional amount from end of erosion --------------- 8. 1

Total --------------------------------------------- 48.7

(b) Possible corporate tax receipts, fiscal year 1950:
Corrected corporate tax base ------- ----------- $48. 7
Present effective corporate tax rate ---------- percent-. 47. 3

$?3. 0
Additional receipts from end of preferential rates ------- . 6

Total ------------------------------------------ 23.6
(c) Itevised effective rate to yield currently estimated receipts:

Current estimate of corporate tax receipts, fiscal year
1956 --------------------------------------------- 19. 2

Additimal receipts from end of preferential rates ------ . 0

Corrected tax base ($48.6 billion) times (new effective
rate) -------------.---------------------------- 18.6

Revised effective rate= $48.7 =38.3 percent
$48.7 billion

III. Percentage cut in revised from original effective rate:
Change in rate= 47.3-38.3 9.0 1
Original rate= 47.3 -47.319 percent.

Corporate tax rates

Ta bracket Possible
Current . . .. .

A n

First $2,j0( ..... ....... ............. ............. 30 21 24.3
Above $23,0(4) .......... ........... 52 43 42 1

The mo,t il 1)ortant, question this paper raises but does not answer:
Which is be.,t for til econoiny, asstuming a. given revenue is required
from tile Corporate income tax:

(1) A uniform corporate tax with income broadly defined and
deductions strictly limited with rates of 21-43 percent?
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(2) A corporate tax with certain incomes exempt or taxable
at low rates and certain deductions more liberally defined, with
higher regular rates of 30-52 percent?

An alternative way to pose this question is to ask to what extent
tax rates and structure should be used to discriminate between differ-
ent economic activities according to national economic needs and
political pressures? Or, if the Government wants to stimulate certain
activities, are tax favors preferable to direct subsidies?

If incentives for particular activities were removed from the tax
system and put in the form of subsidies, the form and the amount
of subsidy would be out in the open, subject to review with annual
appropriation bills.

A Treasury spokesman very recently stated this same position:
* * * special tax treatment would be in effect a concealed subsidy. If It is

desirable for the Government to do something to promote the manufacture of
these [color and UHF TV] sets, it would be better to have a direct subsidy so
that the cost would be known.'
Once a preferential feature gets in the tax structure it is lost to pub-
lie view and even the amount of revenue subsidy involved becomes out-
dated with changing economic conditions and variations in tax rates.
This permanence and obscurity are perhaps major attractions of tax
favors for preferred groups.

Certain qualifications are needed here. Preferential tax treatment
does tend to stimulate business activity in the favored industries. For
example, the oil industry has probably been encouraged to increased
discovery of reserves and greater prod uctive capacity by preferential

tax treatment; perhaps prices of oil products are lower due to gender.
ous percentage depletion and other deductions. But what has been the
total effect on the economy ? Taxes on other groups and prices for
other products have probably been somewhat higher, probably de-
terring many other activities to a slight extent. The allocation of re-
sources has been shifted in the direction of the tax-favored indus-
tries.68 These incentive effects, for particular industries or for the
entire economy, unfortunately cannot be measured accurately.

These absolute questions of tax policy can, of course, be avoided if
the goal is to halt the progressive erosion of the tax base. Then the
question becomes what are possible solutions to this growing erosion
of the tax base? First it is necessary to prevent further erosion and
then to retrieve some of the existing leakage in base and rates,
optimistically assuming that this erosion is reversible." Considera-
tion of this subject might require some qualitative distinctions be-
tween the different types of erosion listed in this paper. Congress
and 'the Treasury should be encouraged to resist using the tax system
to stimulate different activities or to provide relief for particular tax-
payer groups. The reward for a (leaf ear to special pleas for tax
favors would be lower rates for all taxpayers. One positive step
would be stronger presentation of the general public interest before
congressional committees. Roy Blough based on personal observa-
tion and study of 1942, 1947, and 1951 tax legislation hearings con-

ffTestimony of Dan Throop Smith, assistant to the Secretary of the Treasury, before
subcommittee, House Ways and Means Committee, October 5, 1955.

"Heller, op. cit., pp. 200-202.
. Blough points out that not-since the Revenue Act of 1937 has there been a law prima.

rily directed at closing loopholes. Op. cit., p. 895.
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eluded that "general public interests are not adequately represented
in the pr ssures that are brought to bear by taxpayer groups on Con-
gress." o

Basically more public education and un(lerstanding is needed if
the political attraction of tax equity and tax neutrality is to be en-
hanced. Tax experts can help the public to a wider and fuller under-
standing of the overall effects of the recent trend toward erosion of the
income tax base. With widespread public knowledge and political
support, this trend could be reversed. A broader tax base and more
uniform tax treatment would tend to minimize the importance of tax
considerations on l)rivate decisions, to return the function of allo-
cating resources more fully to the market place, improve tax equity.
to simplify tax laws and administration, and to strengthen taxpayers'
confidence in the tax system. But the most important and most per-
vasive gain front a broader tax base would be lower tax rates for all
taxpayers.

PERCENTAGE DEPLETION ALLOWANCE FOR COAL

National Coal Association, Washington, D. C.

I. ORIGIN AND PURPOSE OF PERCENTAGE DEPLETION ALLOWANCE

The concept of percentage depletion as a deduction against income
from mining, oil, and gas was first accel)ted as part of Federal income
tax law in the Revenue Act of 1926. It was adopted as a practical
solution and substitute for discovery value depletion. The allowance
for cost or unit depletion was first allowed under the Revenue Act
of 1913.

The Revenue Act of 1918 made certain basic changes in the tax law
with respect to (lel)letion! allowances. It permitted the following bases
for computing depletion allowance in the case of natural resource
industries, the taxpayer being entitled to whichever basis would give
the largest deduction:

1. )epletion based on cost.
2. Depletion based on March 1, 1913, value.
3. Depletion based on the fair market value of the property

as of the (late of discovery or 30 days thereafter, in the case of
mines and oil and gas wells discovered on or after March 1, 1913.
This discovery depletion was based mainly on the neec.-ity for
encouraging iew discoveries of oil and gas wells and minerals.
Tle necessity for such new discoveries had been made very ap-
parent during World War I.

During 1924 and 1925, a special committee of the United States
Senate investigated the tax determinations made by the Bureau of
Internal Revenue. This committee concluded that the discovery de-
pletion basis was not equitable and that the analytic appraisal method
used by the Bureau in valuing properties was uncertain and too elastic
for tax determinations. As a result, the committee concluded, unfair

"Op. cit.. p. 41. For Instance, all but 12 of the 150 organized groups testifying in 1947
clearly re presented particular business, labor, agricultural, or professional Intersts. View.
points of business and producer groups were best represented. Tax experts generally repre-
sented clients' rather than public Interests. Loc. cit., ch. 2.
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COMilIetitive conditions existed among tho taxpayers in the naturalres\oulrce ilulstrie.s.. Ith teetine Ac\t of 1926, discovery V'ilt' (101)1-

ion wits elimitied il Ithe vase of oil ald gs wells, an;d percentage
deplet ion was substitiulted therefor. The rao grated was 27J1 per-
Ceit of tlip gross inlcolilo limited to 50 percent ofrthe net income. This
rate wias selectedi ill an attempt to allow about the satnlo amount of
depletion on the percentage basis as had l)reviously been granted ntter
Cto,4 and discovery vallto dlelptio t.Atflh same tilne it. was hoped
tihai tihe Ijt'evlltlagp del~etiom 110(lhod would spread tile depletioll
allowances more equiitay " so us to put the taxplyel's in the oil and gas
industry oil a fairer competitive basis.

Ill tle Revelnue Act of 1932 (olngress replaced discovery value
depletion with percellfage dteletlion for coal mtilles (5 percent' uIlefil
mines (15 percent ), ind sul fur mines (b 3 lerce1t ) . "1lheso percenl-
ages were arrived at by an investigation as to tie rla iionship of tle
cost depletion allowed to the gross income for tht, period I1922 to 1921.

'n fort nnatelv for tle coal indlusr , it had clever seculred alny aid-
vailiages froil discovery value and i"erv little tdlvalitatge from '11arch
1. 111'1, vlhlies. The falt that coal was in competition with oil and
gas was not takell into accouIt inl determining the pervelltage del)le-
tionl rate for oal. As a result of these factors. coal was granted an
u1llsltisfactorilv low rate, and ('ongress partially corrected this sit i-
atioll ill the revenue Act of 1951 when it imre;ast ed the )ec'entalie
depletion rate for coal to 10 perm'ent of tie gross ilcolne limited , 0of
course, to 50 perveOt of the net income). In increasing this rate,
Congress stated that -
the 5 jrcmit rate allowed fit fh case of coal Is of little piramltcal value, nai tit
the coal smiling Industry Is w'cutlrltfy In need of more favorable tax treatment
iecatue tit tlhe Inroads on its iotentianti markets by ollternll ve sources of energy.
particularly oil and gas.

1I. T;IP 1.MIMRTANCl (F COAl. IN) TIlE NATIONAL. ECONOMY AND D)E".N5E

It hast been recognized for decades that coal is one of tie most im-
lortlnt natural reseources in the country. Even ill today's higbhly
technical era of steel production, about 1 'ton of coal is usp(I for each
ton of steel produced. Also, more than .5) percent of all electrical
power is generated by the use of coal as a basie energy source. Win-
ston Churchill stated'during World War It: "War is 'mde of steel and
steel is made of coal. Coal is the foundation, and to a very large ex-
tent. the measure of our whole war effort." hi war or pi'iace tie na-
tional economic strength is based largely on tie production of steel
a.id electrical energy.

Howe-er, in recent years there has been some tendency on the part,
of the public to regard coal as outmoded and tin longer essential.
Nothing could be further from the truth. In 19.52 the President's
Materials, Policy Commission (the Paley Commission) recognized
that in the lot tfo distant future the United States will require a hlnge
increase in coal production to satisfy tle Nation's rapidly growing
power needs and. eventually, to formn tile basis of a synthetic oil and
gas industry to take the place of our valishilng reserves of natural
gas and oil. In 1955 the Presidentiql Advisory Committee on Energy
Supplies and Resources Policy recognized tlhit the national security
requires the maintenance of a sound coal industry capable of rapidly
increasing its productive capacity for the national defense.
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In spite of tle glowing overoptimistic forecasts about nuclear power
which have been given wide publicity in recent months, nuclear power
probably will not. contribute substantially to our energy requirements
within the next decade. I[he worl nee( slow-cost, practical energy.
O)ne day it ey e available from nuclear power, but presently known
methods for the use of such energy indicate it. is much nlore costly
than power front coal, gas, and oil. Further, top scientists have
recently given public recognition to the fact, that its yet we (10 not
know low we van utilize nuclear power on a worldwide scale without
endangering the vout inuance of mankind, because we do not, yet know
of any way effeclively to dispose of large quantities of radioactive
substiaices w hicl result front nuclear power , production.

It is reasonable il11d logical to expect tiat this Nation's dependence
upon coal will increase with the Iasing years. Although coal pro-
duct ion for the year 19141 was onily :392 il0ion tolls, there are forecasts
1t3' repltitible econlomists that the" Nation will require ('ol) at the rate
of I hillil tolls a year witllin tlhe next 20 years.

liho Federal doverniuenit estimates ftint as of January 1, 1953,
Ihere were remaining coal reserves in the lUnited States untounting
to 1,899,739 million tons. Assuming it 10 percentt rate of recovery
diis is a supply sullicient to last for 1,400 years at the 1954 rate of
production. Jiy contrast, recoverable oil reserves its of December
m, 1954, were estimated 1)3 the Autericnn Pet roleum Iistitute at
29,560 7,46 000 barrels (equivalent to M.1 years' supply at, the 1954
rate 01 production). Recoverabnle natural gns reserves as of ])ecemlher
31, 1954 were estimated by tie American Gas Association at 211,710,-
A732 million cubic feet (equivalent to '22,-, years' supply at the 1954
rate of production). It appears froin these figures that in the future,
ats it does today, the Init('(d States will rely primarily upon coal for
its energy supply.

Wh1tile the Nat'ion nmist rely ulon coal as its primary energy Source
for the future, because coal i's the only soulce with adequate reserves
for long-range jpurloses, the renaining coal reserves are increasingly
dillicult, to recover. '1he coal that has been mined to (late has, of
course, been mined front the more easily accessible (eposits with the
better locations from a utilization standlioint. In tile future, recovery
of coal will require more elfort, and expense than has been true in the
past.

111. II FN'I'T AND PISENT ECONOMIC STATUS OF TIE COAL INDUSTRY

The difficulties that the coal industry has encountered in recent
years are a matter of coinnion knowledge. The idustry is highly
competitive within itself as well as being competitive with other fuels
and sources of energy. Many of the policies of the Federal Govern-
ment have tended to cause the productive capacity of the coal indus-
try to shrink below a safe level. For example, social-security legis-
lation, with its attendant direct payroll taxes, has resulted in dis-
crimination against the coal industry because the coal industry has
an extremely high ratio between labor costs and income (between
60 and 65 percent of the price realized for coal at the mine is repre.
sented by labor cost-a far higher proportion than is true of oil and
natural gas).

73834-56----39
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In addition to the natural advantages possessed by the oil and gas
industries over the coal industry, the Federal Govermuent has ill
many ways fostered and encotlnlged their inroads upon coal's mar-
kets: Recent congressional hearings have resulted in an awareness
that the flood of imported residual oil, encouraged by Government
policies, has seriously impaired the productive capacity of the coal
industry. Oil and gas have ben the beneficiaries of fir greater do-
pletion'allowances thaii hits coal. Under the accelerated ainortiza-
tion program of recent years, the oil and gas industries have been
permitted tao benefits which have made possible the construction of
facilities which will greatly assist in further inroads on coal's mar-
kets, while the coal industry has benefited very little under this pro-
gram. rhe Federal Government sanctions State compacts which
permit the oil- and gas-producing States to regulate the production
of oil and gas in a manner which guarantees a profitable price for the
producers. In the natural-gas field, Congress has griuited monopoly
markets to the producers without imposing sound princilpes of con-
servation and without regulating the sale of gas to large industrial
consumers who could as well use coal, with the result that large mar-
kets of coal have been preemnltedl by natural gas which is being used
for wasteful purposes att uneconomic prices. Coal pays a tax m trans-
portation in the amount of 4 cents per ton, while iaturad gas pays
no such tax and imported oil pays transportation tax only ol thos
rare occasions when it is traspi'ied inland.

Freight rates on coal constulite a very large part of the delivered
price of coal. Nevertheless, these fiiz.,ht rates are constantly rising,
partially (dite to the fact that the Federal Government through the
Interstate Commerce Commission sanctions a rate structure which
places on coal entirely too nuch of the burden of tile railroads' uiprof-
itable passenger business.

The only coal market which has shown a steady increase ill recent
years has'been the electric power utility inarlet. Even here the
government is spending billions of dollars in all effort to find some
method by which nuclear power can compete with coal. Fill-scale
nuclear poweplants are in the planning stage and will be, built if the
Congress will apl)rolriate funds to subsidze the construction and
operation of such plants.

The cumulative effect of these conditions and governmental policies
hias not. been iisubstatialii. United Sta.tes Gover-inenitstattistics show
that from 1925 to 1939. inclusive, the bituminouscoal industry as a
whole operated at a net loss. 1)lring World War IT the industry
operated at a small profit-less than 10 cents per ton, after taxes.
During 1952, latest year for which statistics are available, more than
50 percent of the coal conlpanies reported net, losses, and the industry
as a whole had a net profit. after Federal taxes of only $33,41,000,
barely over 7 cents per ton of coal produced.

Iv. NEED FOR AN ADFAQ.AT DEPLETION ALLOWANCE FOR COAL,

As previously agreed, the Nation will Jequire in the not-too-distant
future that the coal industry increase its production far beyond pres-
ent capacity. Industry experts report that at the present time con-
struction of a modern coal mine with the necessary coal preparation
plant requires a capital investment in the neighborhood of $7 to $8
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per ton of annual capacity,. This high cost is due to numerous factors,
including the inflation which has occurred in the national economy,
the necessity for a high degree of nechanization to minimize labor
cost (increasingly serious because of governmental policies and legis-
haion which have directly resulted in high labor costs), increasedexpenditures to comly withl Federal safety legilhtion, and the nat-
uiral exhaustion of the nore readily available (and therefore cheaper)reserves of coal.

Governmental econonmists have predicted that within 20 yu.sthe
Nation will require 1 billion tons of c.oal per year. Present maxi-
liIIllnI capac-,ity Of tile industry is slightly more than half that amount.
i f tihe idtistry imust develop' its capacity to almost double tile present

productive cai)acity, at a cost of $7 iper ton of annual capacity, addi-
ional capital in the neighborhood of $2,800 million mist be forth.-

coining in that period of time. In addition, existing capacity must be
replaced as tile deposits served by existing inines are exhausted and
as mines are abandoned (tue to the loss of markets, a process which
has taken a heavy toll in recent years.

It would take nearly 100 years to accumulate this necessary $2.8
billion through the proce..ss; of conserving total profits, based upon the
industry's net profit after taxes for the last year for which Govern-
ment statistics are available.

With the coal industry's history of many years of losses, and low
profits even in the l)rolit years, investment capital will not easily be
attracted for the necessary expansion of productive capacity. Cer-
tainly such investment cai)ital cannot be attracted without equitable
tax treatment in the form of percentage depletion.

Even the existing productive capacity of the industry cannot be
maintained without an adequate depletion allowance. Loss periods
in the coal industry are frequently of such duration that the net
operating loss carryover and carryback provisions (which prior to
enactment of the 1954 code entailed the loss of percentage depletion)
are insufficient to permit balancing of income. Without. an adequate
depletion allowance income taxes in the years of net profit would
absorb so much of the net profit that coal companies would be unable
to weather the years of loss.

'ho needs of the coal industry for investment capital should receive
the careful attention of Congress. Unlike most other industries, the
coal industry has no adequate source of profits from which to obtain
such capital. Because there is available to the Nation no other source
of energy capable of supplying the Nation's long-term needs, this
threat to the coal industry's productive capacity is a thueat to the
Nation's well-being. y

It is submitted, therefore, that an adequate depletion allowance
for coal is essential both to maintain existing productive capacity and
to attract capital for the expansion of productive capacity which
the national economy and the national security require. Without ade-
quate tax incentives'for the coal industry, the United States will soon
join the ranks of the have-nots insofar as energy is concerned. If
that happens, we will not be able to maintain our position of world
leadership; we will not be able to maintain our standard of living;
and we will be unable to defend ourselves.
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estei'tlllv. u1114l iiesctll' h l\ greater tolliorow 1111111 t dayI , U1i I t

Illestie r lk\ lllees th 1at ca li1 1!1 Ile rellleW ied h as b l e olleil O t~ 1,o ii ! .l s

chiallelling pirolllenui bta'niiug iponi our cont tied growth. Tile
lresi(lei i's Mateials P'olicv ( 'omiuniuio illi1ing Ihlis proleu ill
19 1 estimated. for vNllllplv. that i lt' dollie.tic delltltld, soille 25 Vll's
lene, for milleril.ii as it whole 1i1t. mell lie i0 irceilf iighe'lhuiii
ill 19 0. I )espite wide difl'erence iln jidgiu'llf itts t whellwl'r uht'iualinl
for ollle im:te'ial will ri-e *10 iervell t ir'i'tttcellt or 111)1 imrelit

tile te'itral )oinlt 'ellaill - dellilu1id for' eVe'vythillig all Ite expect 'd
to iiso sub'alitinlly if our evtl'tuiiiV is to coimut ille its growth.

Ila'isd Ilpoll the I'eliise ha lit te 'growl of the eVollilV shllhi I
related to the s'curiug of tit ade(late al depelldible Ih;w of nmate-
rials at the lowest cost consistent with the ltill al seeuiyitv and with
ite welfare of frieudl nations, the Materials Poliv ('mmlission esti-
iafed :1 by 19.*1 ili I 'nitedl St ales will probablyl t)v WOtitl'iug froii

7., to 85 perlenl of its iiettls nlid relying onl iiil)o;rts for tlie bilillce.
lndieative of the need for tile United States to import in future
decades is the Coli-i eistioii obstion hat iall the copper tver dis-
covered in tie U united tattes woult last only '25 years at, the rato of
consinuption projteeed for 197;'); all fhe iead would similarly lnst
only 1 y ears: all tihe zinc only , years.

Assulming the pattern in future decades is iot I'aldic'll dil'treiit
from the present character of imports, a very substaiitial )oltiuu of
our futtilre import rquirtlinents will b, I)rotleed abroad by subsidi-
aries or branches of U united States ol)rorit ions. For examl)ie, a st udy
of the United States I)epartment of Commerce iii 1951 s owed that
abou -25 percent of United States imports in the 1946-50 period were
derived from U nited States-controlled companies abroad.

In addition to those foreign operations which are wholly or par-
tiallv owned by United States investors, there is another group of
foreign firms whose production furnishes an important source of im-
ports for certain United States corporations. This other group is
one which not only looks to the United States as an important market,
but is largely dependent upon United States corporations for man-
agerial advice, technical advice and assistance, short-term financial
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atistlane, find .s forth. Alm) included ill this group would be those
foreigii-owilnl lirnls which fullish auxilitiry Services and materials
ito li' I tilled Slates operations overseas.

7o neet the n,'hds of /the fu'ii a t'e/Ido1. e''p~n~in in foreign
ill o,'tint ;,V Ill('f5Nf'V1i.-'he Size of let expansion maty 1e sliggested
by I lie fol o%% ifgeo'it)arisoli. Since the end of the Second World War

41'private I Irifed s t i nlle s t m ill 1miing land siln iting ab r-o ad lils

vt'tiret $0 111illion at1ualIIy ; this titgn ifide my be eoniplal'ed withihle ('oinmiissioll's e~sti ,l ate alfJll ilivestll it, rate(, of $IOU million it
year is utow tneedtd forh Ile ext Z25 years to fillfill the free world tteels
for coppe'r alioi. Moreowver, ill view of tith very substantial titne

eIeeTS1ii1v to lri -tig: for-eigt t0'rat it 1 into 'odit.t olt, it .4.har-1) ,Xpllin-
sinl ill Iti'utillilt is iteedti il Ithe near fttfire if foreign ilrtoil(1ioll
is to be athImd ihe to itelf o itnieeds ia decade or two from ;low.
2. te qrm,'th of the (In i/ed N/aes ¢Ocronom! i8 dependent upon ancxrpandhty Inrl,'it

Wtie Ittost dolestit.. int,tn'it's miiiy aitiiltfo it silitietif expal-
,.ion it Itotime ittutrikel. to absonb lil', i ilileOasintg prodictioll, an itit-
I a li., gilit f intl uisf ris consider I lie foreign inkikt of great gsig-
niialic', to floivn pirolifable opti olls. Ill l,',,ce'i yers SOll(' 3 million
workers ltavo I(.(t eut loy(.d ill t lie product ioti ot our eXJ )olnt. tind in
SP,t'V iv its t iali d with t ltt'Ii. Export, of loat ing agrieil-
ill-Il pllodlels ha ve t radifio all Ir.lte ,nted exp'l titilly Itigli per-

ve.nltges oft I, loiition, 1ut. (-.Nltort s of 1111iiwiry afind a wide range
of olliotr Itl-oduliis also .oltpl-ise wry sbst ant ial itoportio ls of pro.
di elolt,. In It I ,', for eXamjlde, exi toils of Itr1lck-layin, ti'll tol's voll-
i Ised :31 ielvr.'t tt f tlieil Ito- l tti o X: ,Xl)wls of coltst rittol li lan -
lti lrv aItil'd, ih, ho n ititm,' rt, l etr ,d ovr* )20 p reont of produe-

liol; a1tt1l ox ports tf wiloel ir:ictlors, aguitilt 1'3l tt 'chillt',, lltoit r-
t'ucks. ttttlim I tiolm , o1li'e ap i-,..ll ti l( a td eftigeruto s 'tmake. t tu
N-N eei'(ll 10)tfind 1-5 plllf of prnoduc.tion. Ill ndhlifioli to fhIll Ifiliv"ill-

tIral I piodilts already' Itlelitiontd, tilere, a. wide variety of therer
Iln'oduits wit Ih x . sit lhs auttulott Ing to 20 peretnt or more of output.
ExtnliIes itt this grou) iliclltdt' Iiblicatil t oils, sulfur, rosin, ttii1d
sth ent icals as 1)1 )'1, copper silfate., carton black, and penicillin.
Evet, wltete tI e it ios at, itmcli lower, th signi.ican.e of exports as a
vital Ia:tiniil eleient of salts till(] pI-ofits is considerable. This is
trute, for instatcic, of passenger auitotiobiIts, steel, and many textile
man iffact'lnrs for whill the proportions of output exported fall in
the :i to 7 percent range.

In viabntaining and expalnding this nairket for our exp)orts, foreign
investnw t plays a ,ignt feant role.-Not only does it create additional
demand for ex ports during the period when the capital goods are
being exported hut, of much more significance over the long run, also
it tends to create further demand for United States exports. In part
such additional demand reflects a continuing need for replacement
parts and services. But undoubtedly the greater impact on the aggre-
gate overseas demand for our products arises out of the role of foreign
investment in paving the way for future trading relationships. Foreign
investment may be expected to increase the income of the recipient
countries with the consequent increased demand for all types of im-
ports-not only the "traditional" imports from the United States but
also other products which heretofore had been relatively unknown in
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the foreign comuftrv or whiwh could not levioulsly have been afforded.
Thius, lihe thblishienit of A inerietlil ut erpris, 'o'eirseas Iligs with
it the i11troduilion of 1nulmrous kmeri-an materials and ,t elliques
1eretoo)fon' not widely reogi1ized hil l, fip' eign oiliitr'y. Mo1"eove',

Pulled Stats iives1e nl1t. In ralisi ig pr ve pilIa incen, 111(" i fo1rigi
co11nt1ry telds to Create a pierluiin e1ily iiiereased market.
1. T'e growth and stabdiity of the lVidhd Stt'es economy is rlv'nu'

by div' /!,ain of Im' in#.shttry
Wit hil tlis country diversifieat ion, hot h ll n produe amnd area lbsis,

has lve lproceeding, at an Iteverltl-iig lra1t in reenlt years. While
there is cert aim no reason Io believe thaI such oil l q1tUnities a1' hecoi1-
ing Inore si'llive, it is never heless worth h of oIl, 111111 1t afi'l her llvelnu
of diversification lies through foreign imives mont.. o ei, M1 invest-
mnt serves to biilhl si1'olig and growing eolloinies albroaid. To the
extent fli! these econmie b .'e uhh, to manfain flheir growth ilnjwriods
when Ihe allied States evolloily is silijt', to (1ltimlary inll'tes
hlis foreign Strength ser'Ves to st hilizi. thep United St ates ecmioily.

Such a period was the last half of 1i%: and most, of 1954. in thins
period the Peolnomy of Europe Conit iued to expand while in lie I nfited
states there was occurring a decline in industrial In-duction. The
etnrtlhuled high level, in fae. increased demand for Iuited States
expo'ts AIn W.as one of tle factors that checked the deeliie in I Jliit, d
States product ion.
4. The aro-th and staldl$t/ of the Pnlc(d ,Stairs 0101(o lO i./ inerrat -

inpqk deprndet ipan the grounth and stability of the rest of the
free IiN'ld

tIn reent vears one of the major promises of United S t aes foi'eig
poliey has b00en tli concept that our security is delpndet ulm th e
- %cur tv of the rest of the free world, The Marshall plan, loimt 4,
and otMer aid programs have recognized the relationship between
the s-evuritv of these countries and the establishment of conditions
conducive to economic growth and stability and the progressive rais-
ing of living standans in these countries. "Over $34 billion of public
funds (exchlding military-aid funds) have been provided in the last
decade in furtherance of t'ese objectives.

However, the kind and degree of economic development countries
are seeking to achieve cannot take place without a big expansion of
international private investment, Government funds alone are not
suitable for that purpose and are. moreover, unlikely to be sufficient.
Throughout most of this last decade the foreign pohcy of the United
States has recognized that private investment must plhy a part in fur-
therance of these national objectives and has aimed" at creating a
climate abroad conducive to the free flow of capital. Private in-
vestment has the dynamic and realistic qualities required, by giving
fill scope to individual inventiveness, enterprise, and risk taking.
Direct business investment, for instance, represents the best possible
combination of capital. technology, and management.

In view of the need for private investment to assist in developing
other countries of the free world, a further point should be notef
As stated above, an objective of our foreign policy is to create a climate
conducive to the free flow of capital. Yet-in certain respects--our
tax policy tends to thwart that effort. Our tax credit system fails
to correct two undesirable results. First, the efforts of a foreign gov-
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eminment to attract fIle needed capital for its (evelopinent are thwarted.
For example, if their tax structure is generally low or they make
special tax concessions, the etle't of such a move is negated sincO the
Ignited States 'I asury takes il the difference wthen prolits are brought
honm liii weel t li e foreign fax rae aid Ihe vii'ri-it 1111lited States cor-
pIrate tax rate of 61 percent. Second, as a result, of this situation
there is a tendeny on tie part of foreign governments to raise their
tax rates applicable to United Stiites smisiliaries or bf1Waeqs to tho
prevailing level ofcorptorate taxes in the I Jnited States. 'he move ha.,s
n1o eltet on the profitability of operations to the I Jnited States corpora-
tions (through operation of the tax credit system) hut inerely results
iii a revenue loss to the Inited States Ireasury and a gain t the
foreign govenineint. Where the operation of tWe United States tax
system niakes it. difficult for a foreign country to attract United States
private investmenti, the foreign government, is less easily persuaded to
take other steps aimed( at creating a goodd investment (:Inmate." More-
over, should tie foreign government deci(he to forego such an attempt
to attract. United States private investment and instead decide to in-
crease its tax revenues (at the expense of the U. S. Treasury) another
unfortunate situation tends to he created--generally high levels of
corporate taxation around the world exert a restrictive influence on
private investment, be it. domestic or foreign.

i1

1. 1?eoqn;i'nq. forrhqn. ;h,,isment (1 a proers.e rontr;bnlinq to the
growth an st8sa/i/it!/, of the ,!ow,,t/W economy, the 1/ni/;d States
('(oinril klh'er. thit the approIn'hit phcs" of publ policy
shod( cont;iue to hae em ther obfjret,;i' the elimination or re-
dt/ion of deterrents to prhyate ffrcqn ;nres ment

Major roadblocks in tle path of a siihtia al expansion of united
States private investirient. have been the subject of conside-rable study
and discussion in recetit, years; and no general treatment of these
problems is intended here. In view of the current field of investiga-
tion of the Subcommittee on Tax Policy, this statement, of the United
States Counceil will concern itself largely with tihe problem of repres-
sive taxation as a deterrent. to greater foreign investment.
2. 1lrit privat/e foreign investment lno /e.. than vdt& domestic invest.

7nment the decirion to invest ix based, fundamentally, upon an esti-
mate of relative profit possibilities

However, in the case of foreign investment, the investment decision
involves an estimate of many factors not applicable to domestic invest-
ment. Several of these factors, noted below, have represented major
deterrents to foreign investment an(, in the opinion of the United
States Council, should not necessarily be considered of lesser impor-
tance than the problem of taxation. In the postwar years the interna-
tional political climate with its cold war tensions has represented one
of the major deterrents to a greater outflow of American private capi-
tal. Secondly, there have been fears of expropriation or confisca-
tion-such fears being based partly' upon experiences in the 1930s
and 1940's, and partly upon certain governments' apparently hostile
attitudes with respect to the basic motivations of American investors.
General conditions of inconvertibility of currencies represent a third
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important barrier to the free flow of investment. Another significant
impediment has been certain aspects of United States trade policy
which have inhibited movement toward higher levels of trade, greater
convertibility, and the freer flow of capital. And, of course, there
have been the tax deterrents discussed later in this statement. Gen-
erally speaking, over the past several years various measures have
been'taken, or general international conditions have evolved, which
have had the oflect of reducing these and other deterrents to foreign
investment. Obviously, however (no greater proof is needed than to
examine the relatively small magnitude of private foreign invest-
ment), much remains to be done if the necessary volume of foreign
investment is to be forthcoming.

In estimating potential profit possibilities, the private investor is
primarily concerned with and attracted by the relative yield after
tax. In proportion to the increase in the profit potential, whatever
may be the factors which primarily affect that profit, the attrac-
tiveness of foreign investment is enhanced. Considering the added
risks of foreign investment, the additional after-tax yield on such in-
vestment has not, generally speaking, been sufficient to induce sub-
stantial increases in the outflow of American private capital. For
example, an economic study prepared for the Chamber of Com-
merce of the United States estimated that the average, overall re-
turn to American corporations on domesticc investment in 11)51 was
about 11 percent after all taxes. In the same year American cor-
porations earned only an average overall return on direct foreign
investment (i. e., after foreign taxes) of about 16 percent before
United States corporate income taxes. If the amount of such Uiited
States taxes on the foreign income were determinable and inchlded, the
rate of return would be lower, thus narrowing or possibly even elimi-
nating the gap between the return on domestic investment and the
realized return on foreign investment. Relative rates of return (be-
fore United States corporate income taxes) (liltered significantly, of
,,,mrse, among industries. For public utilities (including transporta-
iou) the domestic rate of return was higher than the rate of return

on equivalent foreign investments. For manufacturing the rate of
return was abbut the same on both domestic and foreign investment.
Thus, it has been generally true that the average returns on direct
investment in foreign activities (other than extractive and, in 1951,
distributive industries) have not been sufficiently great to attract
large flows of priva te American capital abroad.
J. In the opinion of the United States Cmuil, one of the biggest

obstacles to the expansiow of international trade and investments
is double tamation, in other wordsq, the taxation of the same bui-
vess income or profits by more than one country

Testifying before the Senate Judiciary Committe in September
1955, the Deputy Assistant Secretary of Commerce for International
Affairs reported on a Commerce Department survey of business
opinion on obstacles to foreign investment. Of the investors inter-
viewed the largest percentage of companies reported that the taxa-
tion policy of the Government was by far the most important impedi-
ment to foreign investment. The tax on foreign income was regarded
by 34 percent as an impediment and 11 percent believed that the high
level of domestic taxation was an impediment in that it prevents
companies from accumulating capital for investment.
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With respect to the establishment of criteria for determining an
appropriate tax policy oh foreigni-earned income, the United States
Council wishes to draw attention to the following points embodied
in a resolution of the International Chamber of Commerce in Feb-
ruary 1955:

(a) 'tie claim of the country of residence to tax income derived from the
country of origin rests largely on historical grounds which are out of keeping
with existing conditions; at the most the country of residence is only entitled
to a proportionate share of the total tax of the income which is commensurate
with tile contribution it makes to the production of the income. This, in the
nature of things, must be small in relation to the contribution made by the coun-
try of origin.

(b) From the economic point of view, the claim of the country of residence
to tax income of foreign origin Is prejudicial to the interests of the country of
origin, inasmuch as it checks the development of countries which are in need
oe capital, by discouraging new capital from being invested there and by taking
away the portion of profits which might be available for reinvestment.

The claim to tax income of foreign origin is a form of protection to the home
capital market of the country of residence which is contrary to the best interests
of that country, because it is a bar to the free choice of money available for
international investment to flow to the place where it is most needed or where
it can be most usefully employed; such taxation is in fact an obstacle to greater
produetivity and the freehng of trade.

(c) From the technical lipoint of view, the system of taxing foreign in()me and
giving a credit for foreign taxes on it often fails to give adequate relief from
double taxation owing to differences in the type of taxes levied in the country of
residence and in the country of origin, in the bases of assessment to lneonm taxes,
and owing to the existence of subordinate taxing authorities in addition to the
(entral Government. In any case, the taxation of foreign income, even with
deduction by the country of residence of taxes paid on it abroad, nullifies the
advantages for private capital of moderate rates of tax in the country of origin.

For these reasons, the ICC (oncludes:
1. The country of origin-that Is, the country from which the income is de-

rived--has the sole right to tax the income. The problem of double taxation
arises from the claim of the country of residence to tax Income of foreign origin.
The only sure method of avoiding double taxation is for the country of residence
to exempt foreign income from any proportional or progressive tax.

2. In order to achieve this, internationally acceptable rules can be made to
define the allocation of income to time country where it is deemed to arise for the
purpose of taxation. Bilateral treaties, open to adherence by others, can be made
to adopt such rules on a reciprocal basis and to exchange information so as to
secure that income is allocable to one country only. Alternatively any country
may apply such standard rules unilaterally or in relation to income derived from
another country which has also adopted them.

The rates of tax charged by time country of origin should not favor its own
residents and discriminate against nonresidents. In fixing the amount of the
tax payable by a nonresident taxpayer, the country of origin should not take
into account any income arising outside its jurisdiction, nor should its claint to
tax be pressed any further than the first nonresident person who 1. entitled to
the income, whether the tax is collected at source or by direct assessment.
Finally, the ICC recalls that even if all double taxation were elimii-
nated by the method outlined above, since it is the country, of origin
which alone decides the rate of tax to be charged on the inco1e aris-
ing within its jurisdiction, it will ultimately depend Oil the taxing
authorities of that. country to attract. or repel capital from abroad.

III

While endorsing the foregoing as the ideally correct method of
avoiding double taxation the United States Council recognizes that
intermediate steps maybe necessary in achieving this goal. For
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this reason attention is directed to the following intermediate prin-
ciples regarding the taxation of income derived from foreign invest-
ment. ft sould be noted that these principles flow from the recog-
nition that foreign investment is necessary to the growth and sta-
bility of the United States economy. It should be further noted
that these principles are based on the premises:

Sa) Primary reliance must be placed upon private enterprise
an investment to cope adequately with the complexity and mul-
tiplicity of change and development in the economic world of
today. Government lending, relying on public funds obtained
through borrowing or taxation, (can be reduced in the future if
supplemented by substantial movements of private capital.

(b) Because of the opportunities for domestic investment with
its more easily calculable risks and relatively good yield, private
capitr.l is not easily attracted abroad. Nevertheless, under proper
conditions substantial amounts of foreign investment might rea-
sonably be expected-not only in the extractive industries but
also in the manufacturing industries.

() Consequently, foreign investment should not, among other
things, be subject to additional handicaps under a system of
taxation.

With the foregoing premises in mind, attention is directed to the
intermediate principles discussed below:
1. The use of bilateral treaties

If all countries followed the practice of limiting their taxes to
income arising within their jurisdiction and exempting income arising
to their residents from foreign sources, double taxation would dis-
appear except in cases where definition of sources differed. Bilateral
treaties, even under such an ideally correct system of avoiding double
taxation, would serve the useful hunction of binding the signatories
to the same definitions and providing for exchange of information
to insure compliance by their respective residents.

However, as suggested above, it may not be feasible for any one
country to adopt unilaterally the principle of taxing income only in
the source country. Under these circumstances bilateral treaties af-
ford a useful mechanism for mutual agreement and concessions which
may gradually lead to the removal of various barriers. Among the
advantages of the treaty approach are: (a) The approach can be
flexible--the provisions of the treaty can be governed by circumstances
in the respective countries since the same risks and obstacles are not
necessarily barriers to United States investment in all countries; (b)
a treaty can be put in force for long periods, thus avoiding problems
of vacillating political policies in the signatory countries.

A further discussion of the uses of bilateral treaties is contained in
an appendix to this report.
R. The ime of credits for foreign taxe, paid

The system of taxing foreign income and giving a credit for foreign
taxes falls short of the above ideal method of avoiding double taxa-
tion in two respects-there arise inequities resulting from different
definitions and, of much greater importance in its effect on the outflow
of capital it nullifies the advantages of attractive tax rates in the
country o origin.
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However, the United States Council believes that a proper system

of tax credits may be an intermediate step in the direction of the
more ideal system. For this reason the most liberal system feasible
of tax credits is urged-a system which affords maximum flexibility
with respect to "per country'" limitations, and permits the maximum
number of foreign taxes to b)e, eligible its tax credits.
3. I'axation of foreign inome of indihl.udR

The tax laws relating to foreign income should be sufficiently flexible
to permit, individual investors to obtain benefits comparable to those
available to corporatee investors, For exantlle, rate reductions, for-
ign tax ('redits, or other devices now or which may become available
to corporat ions shoul also be accorded to individuals. Comparable
treatment of individual tax credit for dividend income froll domestic
corporat ions 11nd froll folign ('orl)orat ions is also desirable.
4. The tdnrlq of taratioln

In; the opinion of the l iiitied States (Council, ineomne (arned in a
foreign country, at the option of the taxpayer, should not be subject
to I Tnited Stales taxes until "broilght lolime."

Th "#e fiini (f fore q/ n o ,/Ol;v t n
Iln the opinion of tie [,nitid States (ounci l, the tax law relating to

foreign earned income should not penaliv investors with respect to
estal ishlig the folmil of foreign orgali'zation deeind most appro-
piiiiie uldr lo',a1 business coiid it ions abroad.

I1
In siliiiiarV, tihe Ilunited states council l would like to express the

belief that private foreign investlimeiit ean imake an important contri-
bution to tile long-run growth and stability of the United States
economy. 'Thie substaiitial andi(1 necessary flow of private capital is
not likely to be forthcoming unless certain major deterrents to private
foreign investment are removed. AliOng these are tax deterrents
affecting foreign-earned income. In view of the difficulties in imme-
diately adopting the most, desirable policy of taxing income only in
the country of source, the United States Council recommends the
adoption of intermediate policies which will permit the gradual
movement toward the conlplete elimination of repressive taxation,
particularly double taxation.



APPENDIX

BILAmAL INVESTMENT TREATIES

Elimination of double taxation-by whatever method-will not be
enough, by itself, to remove all of the barriers to the investment of
private fum-ds abroad. The International Chamber of Commerce has
therefore suggested the use of bilateral treaties to remove not only tax
obstacles but also other barriers to private investment. Its proposal
is contained in the following resolution which it adopted at its last
congress, held in Tokyo in May 1955:

The International Chamber of Commerce is encouraged by the widespread
acceptance of the basic principles of its Code of Fair Treatment for Foreign
Investments (brochure 129) to believe that many governments are prepared
to protect foreign investors against risks of expropriation, nonconvertibiUty of
assets and earnings, excessive or multiple taxation, and discriminatory regu-
lations.

The ICO therefore recommends the capital-importing and capital-exporting
countries to negotiate bilateral treaties which accord with the principles of its
code of fair treatment and which, wherever appropriate, modify tax treatment
by both countries so as to make any removal of tax barriers by the capital-
importing country really effective. In this way, substantial progress can be
made in creating a favorable climate for private foreign investments.

The recommendation contained in this resolution is not limited to
tax treaties. It is in support of a program of "investment treaties"
to encourage and assist foreign countries, if they desire, to create and
maintain a favorable investment "climate" and to remove not only
tax roadblocks but other investment roadblocks as well.

The investment tretity approach is flexible. It should be used only
if the foreign country wants private investment from abroad and if
the capital exporting cotuitry wishes to assist. The willingness of a
foreign country to negotiate by treaty the removal of its own barriers
to investment will be a good measure of that country's desire for
private capital. The provisions of investment treaties will vary with
the varying circumstances of the countries with whom negotiations
are conducted.
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